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I. SELECTED PAPERS FROM THE FIRST PACIFIC REGION
CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY THE U.S. BRANCH OF IFA IN
MAUI, HAWAII ON 22-24 MAY 1991

First published in 1946, the Bulletin ims to The first Pacific Region Conference, sponsoredby the U.S. branch of IFA, was

report on matters of importance to the held in Maui, Hawaii, 22-24 May 1991. The highly successful conferencwas
internationaltax communityand to provide attended by some 90 participants, including government officials from the
a forum for discussion of worldwide devel- United States, Japan, Hong Kong and Korea. Conference participants also
opments in tax policy, law and reform. The included representatiyes of companies, law and accounting firms and aca-,
Bulletin is the official journal of the Interna- demics. This issue contains a selection.of the papers presented during the con-
tional Fiscal Association and publishes the ference, covering each of the five topics:reports of its national branches .
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The Tenth Annual Summer Program
in United States Law and Legal Institutions+

13 Ju y 1992 - 14 Augus. 1992

The Tenth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutions is intended
to give lawyers and advanced law students from other countries intensive exposure to the
basic structure of the U.S. legal system and to significant areas of U.S. law. The Program
should give participants both a basic understandingof the U.S. legal system and the U.S.
legal profession and an in depth exposure to specific areas of U.S. law that affect a broad
range of commercial, investment and personal activities. It is designed to serve as a Iow-
cost alternative to a full-year's program in U.S. law or as a preface to advanced formal
training in the United States.

The lectures of the Tenth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Insti-
tutions will be held each morning Monday - Friday, 13 July to 14 August 1992, on th
campus of the internationally-renownedUniversity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin,
U.S.A. In addition to the regular morning sessions, there will be opportunitiesfor the par-
ticipants to learn but legal research and writing and the U.S. legal system outside the
formal lectures. The participants also will be able to meet with practicing lawyers and
members of the U.S. judiciary. Another unique ai-d important attraction of the Program
is that participants are able to work and socialize with practicing lawyers and legal schol-
ars from around the world.

Formore detailed information regarding the Program, write to:

Ms. Theresa Dougherty
University of Wisconsin Law School

Office of the Dean, Room 207
Madison, Wisconsin 53706, U.S.A.

CONTRIBUTIONSOF The editor will consider for publica- article has not been published, sub-

ARTICLESTO tion manuscripts by contributors mitted or accepted elsewhere. The
from any country. Manuscrptswill author will be notified of acceptance,

THE BULLETIN be subject to a review procedure and rejection or need for revision within

We welcome the submission of arti- accepted manuscriptswill be edited 8 weeks.

cles which are of interest to tax to irnprove the general effectiveness Manuscripts may range frorn 3,000
professionals, executives and schol- of communication. to 10,000 words, approximately 10-

ars to be considered for publica- Manuscripts should be submitted, 24 typed pages. Diskettes 5.25 inch

tion. The author should ensure that togetherwith a covering letter, to (Word Perfect) welcomer

the significance of the contribution the Editor. At the time the The author should submit biographi-
will also be apparent to an interna- manuscript is submitted, written cal data, including his or her current

tional readership. assurance must be given that the affiliation.
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DOING BUSINESS IN AND WITH MALAYSIA
INCLUDINGAcQUISITIONS

Veerinderjeet Singh

I. DESCRIPTION OF BASIC TAX STRUCTURE
Senior Lecturer, Universityof Malaya,

Income tax in Malaysia is levied under the Income Tax Act, 1967 (the Act). The Malaysia, B. Acc. (Honsl CP.A. (Ml
tax stiucture is the derived and remittance basis. A person resident in Malaysia is R.A. (M); licensed taxagent/consultant;
liable to income tax on income accruing in or derived from Malaysiaand on foreign memberof Malaysian Instituteof

Accountants(MIA), MalaysianAssocia-
ncome remitted to Malaysia. This scope of charge does not apply to a residentper- tion of Certified PublicAccountants
son carringon banking,nsuranceor air/sea transportoperations. In such cases, the (MACPA), IntemationalFiscalAssocia-
residentperson carryingon such operations is liable to tax on worldwide income. A tion, MalaysianAccountingAcademics
non-residentperson is liable to' income-taxon ncome accruing in or derived from Associationand Council Memberof

Malaysiabut is not taxed on foreign ncome which is remitted into Malaysia. MACPA; member, Tax Practice Com-
mittee of MIA, Tax WorkingGroup of

The Act sets out the main classesofncome upon which ncome tax is chargeable. MCPAand Education& Training
These are as follows: Committeeof MACPA; contributorto

The MalaysianAccountant(Journal of
gains or profits from a business;-

the MACPA), Akauntan Nasional Jour-
gains or profits from employment; nal of the MIA), The Malayan Law Jour--

dividends, interest or discounts; nal, Asian-PacificTax & InvestmentBul--

rents, royalties or premiumsi letin, The CCH Journalof Asian-Pacific-

pensions, annuities or other periodic payments not falling under any of the Taxationand the Bulletin for Interna-
-

tional Fiscal Documentation.
above;
gains or profits not falling under any of the above.-

Income tax is also chargeable on special classes of ncome under Section 4A of the
Act. Certain types of income which might not be otherwise taxable are broughtnto
the tax net:

amountsreceivedby a non-residentfor services rendered in connectionwith the-

use of.property or rights belonging to, or the nstallation or operation of any
equipmentpurchased from that non-resident;
amounts received by a non-residentin considerationof technical advice, assis--

tance or services rendered in connectionwith technical managementor admin-
istration of any scientific, ndustrial or commercial undertaking, venture, pro-
ject or scheme; or

rent or other payments (excluding film rentals subject to film hire duty) to a-

non-residentunder any agreement or arrangement for the use of any movable

property.

Malaysia has a precedingyear basis of assessment. The chargeable income of a

person for a yearof assessmentis ascertainedby reference to the ncomefor the cal-
endar year (for non-business income), and the financial or accounting year ending
in the year immediatelypreceding that year of assessment(for business income).

A. Corporate income tax

1. Tax base

The scope of charge of a corporation/companyis as mentioned above. A corpora-
tion is resident in Malaysia for a particularyear if at any time during that year the

managementand control of its business or of any one of its businesses is exercised
in Malaysia. Management and control generally refers to the place where the
board of directors meet to make decisions.

1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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Generally, income less expenses from all sources is aggregat- in relation to one source cannot be utilized to offset the
ed and subject to tax. The term business includes profes- adjusted income of another business source. In the event of
sion, vocation and trade and every manufacture,adventureor an adjusted loss or a shortfall of adjusted ncome, the unab-
concern in the nature of trade. Business profits are computed sorbed capital allowances claimed can be carried forward
on the basis of normal accounting principles as modified by indefinitely to be utilized against the adjusted income of the
certain tax adjustments. same business source in subsequent years. However, if the

business source ceases, the unabsorbed capital allowances
Business expenses wholly and exclusively incurred in the

will be permanently lost.
productionof income are deductible from gross income. Cer-
tain expenses are specifically disallowed, for example,
income tax or similar taxes, depreciation or amortization, (b) Tax holidays
capital expenditure, entertainment expenses (with certain Resident corporations/cornpanieswhich participate in activi-
exceptions), leave passages, paynents to non-residents on ties or produceproductspromotedby the governmentare eli-
which withholding tax was not deducted, domestic or private gible for pioneer status, i.e. a tax holiday of five years on

expenditure,etc. profits derived from the promoted activity/product.The pro-
For non-business sources, the deductibility of expenses is moted activities/products relate to the manufacturing, agri-
also subject to the general rule, i.e. the expenses must be cultural, hotel and tourism sectors. The tax holiday period
wholly and exclusivelyncurred in the productionof income. may be extended from five to ten years if certain conditions

are fulfilled. For companies that apply for pioneerstatus after
Business losses incurred in a particular year are deducted 1 January 1991, pioneer profits are reduced by capital
against ncome from all sources (i.e. aggregate income) in allowances. Any capital allowances which are not utilized
that year. If there is insufficientaggregate income, the unuti- during the pioneer period (tax holiday period) are not avail-
lized losses are carried forward indefinitely to be utilized able for setoff in the post-pioneerperiod. Any adjusted loss
against incomefrom all business sources in subsequentyears. of the pioneer period is also not available for setoff in the
Non-business losses cannot be deducted from aggregate post-pioneer period. Companies which are granted pioneer
ncome or carried forward. status enjoy a complete exemption from tax on the profits

generatedby the pioneerbusinessduring the tax holidayperi-
(a Depreciation od. Dividendspaid out of the tax-exemptprofits will also be

As a general rule, no direct deduction is allowed for tax pur- exempt from tax in the hands of shareholders.

poses in respect of capital expenditure or depreciation However, the 1992 Budget proposed that application for pio-
charged in the accounts. Instead, the Act provides for the

neer status made and approved on or after 1 November 1991
deductionofcapital expenditure incurredon assets purchased would not qualify for any extensionof the pioneerperiod, i.e.
and used for purposes of a business by way of capital the tax holiday will only be for five years. Further, only 70
allowances (tax deprecition). Capital expenditure which

percentof the statutory income (i.e. adjustedincome less cap-falls under any of the following categories would qualify for ital allowances) will be abated for each of the five years.
capital allowances: Therefore, 30 percent of the statutory ncome would be sub-

plant and machinery to tax at corporate tax rate. amount
-

ject the normal The abat-
ndustrialbuildings (e.g. factory) to to a tax-exemptaccount

-

ed will continue be credited from
agriculturalexpenditure which dividends may be declared.

-

tax-exempt
forest expenditure-

mining expenditure tax sta-- Besides the total relieffrom granted by way of pioneer
tus, there are other types of tax ncentives which provide par-

The capital allowances are deducted against adjusted income tial relieffrom tax either through exemptionsor double deduc-
(i.e. gross ncome less expenses).However, forminingexpen- tion of expenditure. (It should be noted that some of the incen-
diture, the allowance is treated as an expense and deducted tives are mutuallyexclusive.)These nclude the following:
against gross ncome. Capital allowances are only granted if
the taxpayer makes a claim. The rate of allowances differs (i) Investment tax allowance where a company involved in a

depending on the type of qualifying expenditure. In the case promoted activity or producing a promotedproduct is grant-
ofplant and machinery, the allowances are made up of an ni- ed an allowancenot exceeding 100 per cent of the qualifying
tial allowanceof 20 percent (granted in the first year only) on capital expenditure incurred within a period of five years.

qualifying expenditure and an annual allowance which is The period for an ntegrated agricultural activity may be

computed based on prescribed rates for various plant and extended for an additional five years. The amount of the

machineryused in different ndustries. The annual allowance allowance will be deducted from adjusted ncome and this
is calculatedon a straight line basis based on the original cost amount will be credited to a tax-exemptaccount from which
of the asset. In the case ofnon-commercialmotorvehicles, the tax-exemptdividends can be declared to shareholders.

qualifying expenditure is restricted to MS 50,000. Where an
Under the 1992 Budget, application for investment tax

asset was owned and utilized for less than two years, any cap- allowance made and granted after 1 November 1991
ital allowances granted would be withdrawn.

on or

would be eligible for an allowancenot exceeding 60 percent
Capitalallowancesare only allowed for business sources. Ifa of the qualifying expenditure. Further, the amount of

personhas more than one business source, capital allowances allowance to be utilized will be restricted to a maximum of

1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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70 percent of the statutory income. The balance of 30 percent (viii) A concessionary ncome tax rate of five percent on

of the statutory income would be subject to tax at the normal profits from offshore insurance and inward reinsurance.
corporate tax rate. Any unutilized allowance will be carried
forward to subsequent years of assessment. The amount of (ix) Double deductions in respect of revenue expenditure

incurred on approved research, export credit insurance pre-allowance utilized will continue to be credited to a tax-
miums, nsurance premiums on the import of goods, remu-

exempt account.
neration paid to handicapped employees, expenses incurred

(ii) Industrial adjustment allowance of up to 100 percent of on approvedtraining, cash contributionsand payment for ser-

qualifying expenditure incurred within a period of five years vices of approved research companies or institutions,etc.

by a manufacturingcompany which undertakes an approved
ndustrial adjustmentprogramme (i.e. an activity undertaken X) Tax exemption for five years for approved research com-

by any sector in the manufacturingindustry to restructure by panies or institutions. The exempt profits may be distributed

way of reorganization,reconstructionor amalgamationwith as tax exempt dividends to shareholders.

the view to strengtheningndustrial self-sufficiency, improv- (xi) Profits from approved overseas investrnents are either
ing industrial technology, increasingproductivity,enhancing fully or partially exempt upon remittance to Malaysia. The
the efficient use of natural resources and efficient manage- exempt profits nay be distributed to shareholders as tax-
ment of manpower).The amount ofadjusted income equal to exempt dividends. Certain pre-operationalbusiness expendi-
the allowance is exempt from tax and may be distributed to ture in respect of such investments qualifies for deduction.
shareholders as tax exempt dividends.

(xii) An approved operational headquarters company (100
(iii) Abatementofadjusted income in respect of locationof a percent foreignowned) whichprovides qualifying services to
factory in a promoted industrial area, small-scalecompanies, its offices or related companiesoutside Malaysiawill be sub-
compliance with government policy on capital participation Ject to a concessionaryncome tax rate of ten percent (for a
or employment in industry, purchase of component parts period of five to ten years) on income derived from the pro-from small-scalecompanies and exports. The abatementsare vision of such services. Dividends received by the opera-confined to manufacturing companies resident in Malaysia tional headquarters (incorporated in Malaysia) from related
and the amount of adjusted ncome that is abated will be companies outside Malaysia are exempt from tax for a en
credited to a tax exempt account from which tax-exemptdiv-

year period.
idends can be distributed to shareholders.

(xiii) Gains derived by an approved venture capital companyAll the abatements stated above other than that in respect of from the disposal of shares in a venture company are exempt
exports are to be abolished with effect from the year of from income tax except where the disposal takes place after
assessment 1993 (as proposed in the 1992 Budget). The two years from the date of listing of those shares on the Kuala
abatement for exports will be applied against statutory Lumpur Stock Exchange. The exempt gains are available for
ncome and will be granted only to resident companies locat- distributionas tax exempt dividends.
ed in the Principal Customs Area (i.e. excluding the Free
Trade Zones, Labuan and Langkawi) and which are 70 per- As proposed in the 1992 Budget, with effect from the year of
cent Malaysianowned. assessment 1992, the exemption period for shares listed on

the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange has been extended to
(iv) Export allowance which is available to resident compa- three years. Further, losses arising from the disposalof shares
nies exporting agriculturalproduce and to trading companies
exporting locally manufacturedproducts. This allowance is

n a venture company are now deductible and any unutilized
permitted expenses can be carried forward to subsequentdeductible from gross income.

of assessment.years
With effect from the year of assessment 1993 (as proposed in

(xiv) In Labuan, which recently launched Interna-the 1992 Budget), export allowancewill only be available to
was as an

tional Offshore Financial Centre, income from offshore trad-resident companies located in the Principal Customs Area .

actvtes
...

carried from Labuan is taxed atand which are 70 percent Malaysianowned. ng on a conces-

sionary rate of three percent of net profits as reflected in the
(v) Double deduction for certain expenditure ncurred for audited accounts or a fixed amount of MS 20,000 upon elec-
seeking opportunities for the export of manufactured prod- tion. Income from offshore non-trading activities is exempt
ucts and agriculturalproduce. from tax. Expatriates employed in a managerial capacity by

offshore companies in Labuan will be granted an exemption(vi) Reinvestmentallowance allowed to a resident manufac-
of 50 percent of employment income for five years com-turing company which incurs qualifying capital expenditure assessmentfor the purpose of an expansion, modernizationor diversifi- mencing from year of 1992. Trust companiespro-

cation activity. The allowance is deducted against adjusted viding legal, accountingor secretarialservices are eligible for
a 50 percent abatementof income for five years commencingincome and the amount is credited to a tax exempt account
from of 1992. Persons carrying business-from which tax exempt dividends may be distributed. year assessment on

es involving the construction of qualifying assets (roads,
(vii) A tax exemptionon the profits derivedby a residentper- drainage, telecommunication facilities, schools, hospitals,
son from the carrying on of the business of transportingpas- offices, ports or airport facilities, hotels, public utilities or

sengers or cargo by sea provided certain conditions are com- amenitiesor any recreationalfacilities) in Labuan are eligible
plied with. for 50 percent abatementof profits for five years.

1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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(c) Capitalgains Separate assessment is allowed on income derived by the
wife from all sources.

There is no tax on capital gains other than the tax on gains
arising from the sale ofreal property (which includes shares in
real property companies) in Malaysia. Capital gains may be (b) Non-residents

subject to income tax nstead of real property gains tax where Non-resident individuals are assessed on income derived
it can be established that the disposer is actually a dealer in from Malaysia at the fixed income tax rate of 35 percent.
such property or the transaction is an adventure in the nature Development tax at the rate of three percent would also be
of trade. Such gainsmaybe taxed as businessprofits. chargeable if business/rental ncome is derived from

Malaysia. A non-residentis not eligible for personal reliefs.
2. Tax rates and credits

Corporations are subject to a 35 percent income tax rate on
2. Estate or inheritance tax

the chargeable income and a three percent development tax Estate tax (known as estate duty) is chargeable on the market
on rental and business income. The development tax is to be value of all dutiable property which passes or is deemed to

phased out over the next few years. pass on the death of an ndividual. Where the deceased per-
There are no tax credits available other than credits on son was domiciled in Malaysia,all propertywhethermovable

Malaysiar-sourced dividends and double tax relief (dis- or immovable, situated in Malaysiaand all movable property
cussed below). situated outside Malaysia are subject to estate duty. Where

the deceased person was not domiciled in Malaysia, estate

3. Integration duty is only payable on property situated in Malaysia.

Malaysia follows the imputation system in respect of corpo-
The domicile of a person is the country in which the person

rate taxation, that is, tax paid by a corporation is imputed to has his permanenthome and in which he has been habitually
the shareholdersthrough the distributionofdividends.There- and physicallypresent.

fore, the tax paid by the corporation is taken as advance tax Gifts made within seven years before death are deemed as

paid by the shareholders (whether corporations or ndividu- property passing on death. There is no further tax on inheri-
als) in respect of the dividendsreceived. The imputationsys- tors of property of a deceased person (at the time of inherit-
tem applies only to income tax and does not cover develop- ng the property).
ment tax chargedon a corporation. It is onlyapplicablein the
case ofdividendspaid, creditedor distributedby a Malaysian Where a person dies domiciled in Malaysia, estate duty is

resident corporation (i.e Malaysian-derived dividends). A levied on the value of the estate in excess of MS 2 million.

corporationpaying Malaysiandividends is required to deduct For a persori who dies domiciled outside Malaysia, estate

tax therefrom at the ncome tax rate applicable to the corpo- duty is levied on the value of the estate in excess of MS
ration. Therefore, only the net amount of 'dividends will be 400,000. The rate of estate duty in both cases ranges from

paid to the shareholders.A shareholderwill be subject to tax five to ten percent. As announced in the 1992 Budget, estate

on the gross amount of the dividends but a credit will be duty is abolishedwith effect from 1 November 1991.

given against the tax chargeable. This credit will be the
amount of the corporate income tax attached to the dividend 3. Gift tax
received by the shareholder. There is no gift tax in Malaysia.

B. Individualtaxation ,

C. Partnershiptaxation
1. Income tax Partnerships are required to submit tax retums for purposes
(a) Residents of determining the share of taxable profits or allowable loss-

es of ndividual partners. Such profits or losses will be
The residence status of an individual is generally determined

assessed allowed to the indiidualpartners. Therefore, foror
by the period of stay in Malaysia. In general, if an individual

ncome tax partnership is not taxable entity.is in Malaysia in a calendar year for a period or periods purposes, a a

However, for real property gains tax, a partnership may be
amounting in total to 182 days or more, that individual will

liable to such tax separate entity.a as a
be tax resident. As such,the scope of charge to income tax

will be on the derived and remittance basis described above.
The ncome tax rate is on a graduatedscale ranging from 4 to D. Withholding taxes
35 percent. Taxable income (chargeable income) in excess of

Malaysiahas fairly comprehensivewithholding tax systemMS 100,000 is chargeable at the rate of 35 percent. Charge-
a

able income is arrived at after allowing personal reliefs (for
on payments to non-residents.Withholdingtaxes are charged

the individual, wife, children, life insurance premiums and
on the following types of payments:

contributions to approved provident.funds). In addition, a (i) interest which is paid or credited to a non-resident and
resident ndividual with business income and/or rental which is not attributableto a place ofbusiness of the non-res-

income in excess ofMS 5,000 will be subject to development ident in Malaysia.The rate of tax is 20 percent, whichmay be
tax at the rate of three percent. reduced by the provisions of a double taxation agreement

1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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(DTA) between Malaysia and the country of residence of ident for the foreign tax suffered on income received in
the non-resident; Malaysia but it is restricted to the lower of Malaysian tax

(ii) royalties paid or credited to a non-residentwhich are not chargeable on the foreign income or one-half of the foreign
attributable to a place of business of the non-resident in

tax on the foreign ncome. Besides the foreign tax credit
method, some DTAs eliminate double taxation by way of

Malaysia. The 15 percent rate of tax may be reduced by the
terms of a DTA; exemption (either total or partial) of certain types of ncome.

(iii) contract payments paid to non-residentcontractors. The G. Capitaltaxation
rate of tax is 20 percent of the service portion of contract

payments (of which 15 percent is in respect of the tax liabili- 1. Property taxation
ty of the non-residentcontractorand five percent in respectof

Real property gains tax (RPGT) is charged gains arisingthe employees of the non-residentcontractor)
on

from the disposal of real property situated in Malaysia. Real

(iv) specialclassesof incomederived from Malaysiawhere the property includes land and buildings any interest, options or

payer of such amounts to a non-resident would have to with- other rights in or over land as well as shares in real property
hold tax at 15 percent of the gross amount of such payments. companies.A real propertycompany is a controlledcompany
These special classes of income would include rental paid for which owns or acquires real property (or shares in other real
movableproperty and technical or managementservice fees. property companies) whose value is not less than 75 percent

of the value of its total tangible assets.The withholdingtaxes are payable to the tax authoritieswith-
in one month of paying or crediting the non-resident.Failure Every method, scheme or arrangementby which the owner-

to complywith the withholdingtax provisionswould result in ship of an asset is transferredfrom one person to anothercon-

the withholding tax being a debt due by the payer to the gov- stitutes an acquisitionand disposal for RPGT purposes.
ernrnent, disallowanceof a deductionof such payment to the The rate of tax from maximum of 20 percent for
non-residentand impositionof penalties for the delay in pay-

ranges a

assets disposed of within two years of acquisition to a mini-
ng the withholding tax.

mum of five percent for assets disposed in the fifth year fol-
It should be noted that nterest paid to a non-resident by a lowing acquisition. Assets sold after the fifth year are not

bank in Malaysia or on approved loans exceeding MS 250 subject to RPGT except for disposals by corporations,which
million or on loans guaranteedby the Malaysiangovernment continue to be subject to tax at five percent.
is exempt from tax. The charge to RPGT does not depend on the residence status
With regard to Malaysian resident individuals, interest of a person. Further, there are a numberof situations where a

received from licensed banks and financial institutions in transfer can be made at no gain/no loss; for example, a trans-

Malaysia, unless specifically exempted, is assessable to a fer among related corporations for purposes of achieving
withholding tax of five percent on the gross amount. greater efficiency in operations or under a scheme of recon-

struction or amalgamationof corporationswhere certainpre-

E. Branchprofits taxes scribed conditions are satisfied.

Assessmentrates and land tax (quit rent) are payableby prop-Branchesof foreigncorporationsare treated in the same man-

ner as locally incorporatedcorporations.The income tax rate erty owners accordingto the legislationof the local or munic-
on

is 35 percent on the chargeable ncome. Developmenttax of ipal authorities property located in their jurisdiction.
These levies are meant for the maintenanceand the provisionthree percent is applicable on business and/or rental income.
of essential services to the The rates/tax levied

Since the foreign corporation is not tax resident in Malaysia,
areas. are as a

of the rateable value of the
the scope of charge in Malaysia is confined to Malaysian- percentage property.

derived income.
2. Taxes on corporate capital

The profits of a branch of a foreign partnership, or of a non-

resident individual are assessable on the partners or the ndi- Registration fees are payable for the incorporationof a com-

vidual respectively. On the basis that they are not resident in pany as well as for the increase in the authorized share capi-
Malaysia, the ncome tax rate is 35 percent.

tal of a company. The amount of fees payable is on a sliding
scale based on the amountof authorized share capital.

. Mechanismfor avoidingdoubletaxation
H. Value added (or sales) taxation

Under the Act, the Minister of Finance is empowered to The government indicated in the 1989 Budget the possibility
enter into DTAs with any country for the avoidance of dou- of ntroducingvalue added taxaion in the near future to com-

ble taxation. pensate for the loss in revenue due to the reduction in direct

Where a DTA exists, bilateral tax relief is given to a
taxes and to overcome inherent weaknesses in the sales tax

Malaysianresident for foreign tax suffered on income remit- system. However, since then no further mention has been

ted into Malaysia. This relief will be the lower of Malaysian
made of the value added tax.

tax chargeable on the foreign income or the foreign tax suf- Sales tax in Malaysia is a single stage ad valorem tax

fered. If no DTA exists, unilateral tax relief is given to a res- imposed on all goods manufactured in or imported into

1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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Malaysia. The rate of tax is five, ten or 15 percent depending C. Deductibilityof charges for services rendered
on the type of goods. A numberof products are exempt from outsideof Malaysia by affiliates
sales tax. The sales tax must be paid to the Royal Customs &
Excise Departmentwithin 28 days after the end of the taxable 1. Royalties
period (which is two calendarmonths). Besides sales tax, the So long as royalties meet the requirements of the Act, they
other types of indirect taxes in Malaysia are import duties, are deductible to the Malaysian payer. Since the payment
export duties, excise duties and service tax. would be to a non-resident, the withholding tax provisions
With effect from 1 January 1992, the scope of service tax has must be complied with unless the royalties are exempt from
been broadened to cover services rendered by professional tax under a DTA.
and consultancy businesses, private hospitals, advertising
firms, insurance companies and motor vehicle service and 2. Services
repair centres. The tax rate is five percent of the amount

A charge for services is deductiblebased the general rule.
charged for the services provided.

on

However, where the services can be termed to be special
classes of income, the withholding tax provisions must be

I. Taxation by political subdivisions complied with.

Taxation in Malaysia is imposed at the federal level. The var-

ious states in Malaysia do not impose any form of tax on 3. Stewardship
income. The states only impose some levies and rates

This charge is deductible based general principles. The
(assessment rates) which are collected through the local or

on

basis of allocation must be fair and reasonable. Again, the
municipal authorities.

question of withholding tax must be addressed, i.e. manage-
ment fees may fall within the scope of special classes of

Il. TAX PLANNING OPPORTUNITIES income in which case a 15 percent withholding tax applies.
Although there are views expressed by consultants that pay-A. Form of business: branch vs. subsidiary ments made for management or administrative services

1. Relative advantagesand disadvantages should not come within the scope of special classes of
income, the tax authoritiesare of the view that such paymentsA foreign corporation may carry out operations in Malaysia subject withholding The authoritieshave, how-are to tax. tax

through a branch or a local subsidiary. However, the Regis- indicated that payments made for ordinary day to daytrar of Companies encourages the incorporation of a sub- ever,
administration or management services of a routine nature,

sidiary rather than the setting up of a branch. A branch may such the share of overhead incurred by the headas expensesbe registered where a foreign corporation has been granted office of branch would be excluded from the ambit of thea
governmentor quasi- governmentcontracts.

withholding tax provision. Needless to the charge forsay,
From the tax pointofview, a branchwould not be regardedas such services must be reasonableand commensuratewith the

being tax resident in Malaysiawhereas a subsidiarycan easi- services rendered.
ly become tax resident in Malaysia if managementand con-

trol is exercised in Malaysia. Once a subsidiary is resident, it D. Opportunitiesfor earning offshore income
is eligible for various tax incentives. The tax rate imposed on freeof tax
branchoperations is the same as that imposedon a subsidiary.
However, in terms of repatriation of profits, this is easily As mentionedearlier, the scope of charge to income tax is the
done in the case of a branch but for a subsidiary, the distribu- derived and remittance basis. Therefore, if a Malaysian resi-
tion of dividends may be restricted by the availabilityof tax dent earns offshore income which is not attributable to busi-
credits under the imputation system. The tax credit and tax ness operations carried on in Malaysia, such income is not

sparing relief given under some DTAs on dividends from taxable unless remitted to Malaysia. For a non-resident,
Malaysia may make a subsidiary corporationmore advanta- income remitted to Malaysia is free of Malaysian tax. There

geous than a branch structure. is therefore ample scope to earn offshore income without
being subject to Malaysian tax.

2. Allocation of deductions

There are no specific rules goveming the allocation of deduc- E. Capitalizationofsubsidiary
tions. The tax authoritiesapplyarm's lengthprinciplesin appro- The ncorporationof a subsidiary to take over branch opera-
priate situations.The generalprinciple for allowinga deduction tions results in a new entity and the transfer of assets to the
is applied, i.e. expenses wholly and exclusivelyncurred in the subsidiary must take place at arm's length values. This is
production of ncome are deductible. As such, there is no similar to the transfer of business operations from one corpo-
advantageof a branch over a subsidiaryor vice versa. ration to another. Branch losses and unutilized capital

allowances cannot be carried forward on incorporation.
B. Thin capitalization However, since the incorporationof subsidiary to takea over

There are no thin capitalizationrules underthe Act and interest branch operations would result in a transfer between related

expense is deductibleif it meets the requirementsof the Act. entities (since the foreign corporation would be controlling
1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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the subsidiary), the fixed assets (e.g. plant and ties may impute their values on the various assets to deter-
machinery)wouldbe deemed to be transferredat the tax writ- mine recaptureof capital allowances.
ten down values and the subsidiary would continue to enjoy
annual allowanceson the original cost of the asset. Inventory If real property is sold, then real property gains tax may be

can be transferredat a reasonableprice (not necessarilymar- applicable. If the sale is to a related corporation, such a tax

ket value) and the branch could reduce taxable profits arising may be avoided if certain conditions are met. The sale of

on the sale or transfer of inventory. nventory must be at market value. However, if the sale is
made at or about the time the vendor ceases to carry on the
business, the transfervalue would be acceptable.

F. Jointventuresand partnerships
There is no tax on capital gains arising from the disposal of

An unincorporatedjoint venture is regarded as a partnership. shares other than shares in a real propertycompany. Shares in
As stated earlier, partnerships are treated as conduits and the a real property company are not generally subject to real
ncomeof a partnership is divided among its partners. There- property gains tax if the owner was an individualand the sale
fore, if a partnership incurs losses, the partners can set offthe took place in the sixth year after acquisitionof those shares.
losses against their ncome/profitsfrom other sources. This is

advantageouscomparedto a corporationwhich is treated as a

separate tax entity and where business losses would be car- I. Leasing tangibleproperty
ried forward to subsequentyears. There are special rules and regulations as regards the deter-

mination of taxable profits of a leasing business. Under the
G. Acquisitions rules (Leasing Regulations 1986), certain types of lease

agreements are deemed to be sale agreements.
1. Asset acquisition

In general, the lessor is regardedas the ownerof leased assets
There are no special tax features on acquisitionof assets by a and capital allowances are allowed to him. The lessee is
foreign corporation. Any goodwill acquired in the purchase allowed a deduction in respect of lease rentals except for
of a Malaysian business does not result in any tax advantage lease rentals on non-commercial motor vehicles where the
as the write-offof goodwill is not tax deductible. The acqui- deduction is limited to MS 50,000 per vehicle.
sition of fixed assets used in the business results in tax depre-
ciation at prescribed rates based on the purchase price. Where the lease rentals are paid to a non-residentlessor, then

Acquisition of an office building does not result in any tax a witlholding tax of 15 percent is applicable. This explains
deduction. The acquisition of an industrial building (e.g. a why cross border leasing is not vey significantexcept in the

factory) used in the business operations also results in tax case of specializedequipment.
depreciationat prescribed rates based on cost of the building
(excluding cost of land). Interest paid on sums borrowed for 1. Performanceofservicesthe purchase of fixed assets used in the production of busi-
ness ncome of the acquirer will be allowed as a deduction. A non-resident is considered to be trading in Malaysia if
Where trade debts are acquired, no deduction will be avail- business activities such as selling or manufacturing are car-
able on any such debts which are subsequentlyirrecoverable. ried on in Malaysia.However,administrativeor liaisonactiv-

ities could be carried on through a representativeoffice with-
2. Stock/shareacquisition out incurring tax liability provided the office is not nvolved

in the negotiationof contracts, acceptanceof orders or main-
If a foreign corporation borrowed sums to purchase shares taining of inventory in Malaysia. Most of Malaysia's DTAs
(stock) of a Malaysian corporation, the interest expense is provide that having an office in Malaysia to purchase goods,deductible against the gross dividends received in the same collect informationor advertiseproducts will not constitutea
year from the Malaysian corporation. Interest expense in permanentestablishment.
excess of the dividends received is not available for deduc-
tion or carryforward.

K. Treatmentofagents
H. Selling tangibleproperty An agent carrying on activities in Malaysia on behalf of a

non- resident may lead to the non-residentbeing held to be
The sale of a qualifying asset used in the productionof busi- trading in Malaysia and therefore subject to tax on
ness ncome will result in a balancing adjustment due to the attributableprofits.comparison between the disposal price and the tax written-
down value of the asset. If the disposal price exceeds the tax Where the agent or representativeof the non-resident regu-
written down value, the difference (gain) is taxable. This gain larly concludes contracts in Malaysia on behalf of the non-

will be restricted to the total amount of capital allowances resident, a trade will be deemed to be carried on within
granted. Where the tax written-down value exceeds the dis- Malaysia. On the other hand, the mere soliciting of orders
posal price, the excess is allowed as a deduction (i.e. as a cap- through an agent in Malaysia and their transmission to the
ital allowance). If a business is sold, the sale price should be principal for acceptance abroad do not, by themselves, con-

allocated between the various assets. If not, the tax authori- stitute the exercise of a trade by a non-residentin Malaysia.
1992 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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A person can be appointedan agent of a non-residentperson Petroleum ncome tax is chargeable at the rate of 45 percent.
who is carrying on a trade in Malaysia. Such an agent would The non-petroleum income of a petroleum corporation is
be chargeable to tax on behalfof that non-resident. taxed in accordancewith the general ncome tax rules.

In the case of activities involving mining of tin and other
L. Special industries minerals, these are taxable based on the normal principles in

1. Banking the Act. However, as stated earlier, relief for the capital
expenditure incurred in connection with mining activities

A person resident in Malaysia and carrying on banking oper- will be allowed by way of a mining allowance deducted
ations is subject to tax on a worldwide basis. A non-resident to
is taxed only on the income accruing in or derived from against gross ncome. There are also provisions in the Act

allow a deduction for prospectingexpenditureagainst aggre-
Malaysia.There are no special rules or regulationson the tax-

ncome of
ation of banks. General tax principles are applied in deter- gate a person.

mining taxable income.
M. Dual residentcompaniesBranchesof foreign banks operating in Malaysiaare required

to withhold tax from nterest payments made on borrowings Generally, the DTAs make provisions to avoid dual resi-
from non-residents which are required for the purpose of dence. However, it may still be possible for a company to

maintaining the net working fund position of the branch in have dual residence. But in the context of the Malaysian tax

Malaysia. system, there is no great advantage of using dual resident

companies as Malaysia imposes tax only on Malaysian-
2. Insurance derived ncome and foreign ncome remitted to Malaysia.
Income from an nsurancebusiness of a tax resident is gener-
ally subject to tax on a worldwide basis. There are special N. Treatynetwork
rules in the Act for determiningthe taxableprofits ofresident
and non-residentinsurance companies. The profits from car- 1. List of treaties

rying on nward reinsuranceor offshore insuranceare subject- The DTAs that Malaysiahas enterednto generally follow the
to a concessionaryincome tax rate of five percent. OECD model with certain modifications. Currently,

Malaysia has DTAs with 31 countries: Australia, Austria,
3. Communications/realestate

Bangladesh, Belgium, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland,
There are no specialprovisions in the Act relating to the com- France, Germany (Dem. Rep.), Germany (Fed. Rep.), Hun-
municationsand real estate industries. gary, India, Italy, Japan, Korea (South), Netherlands, New

Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Romania,
4. Transportation Singapore, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland,Thailand, Unit-

A personresidentin Malaysiaand carrying on the business of ed Kingdm,U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia.
transportingpassengersor goods by sea is subject to tax on a Malaysiahas also entered nto a limited treaty with the Unit-
worldwide basis. However, such a person may be exempt ed States which provides for reciprocal tax exemption on

from tax from such a business if certain conditions are met. ncome of shipping and air transport enterprises of the two

A non-residentperson carrying on a sea transportbusiness in countries.Mostof the treaties provide for lower rates ofwith-

international traffic is assessable to Malaysian tax on profits holding tax as well as for the availabilityof tax sparing relief.

derived from the carriage of passengers, mail, livestock or

goods embarked or loaded in Malaysia (other than on trans- 2. Tax sparing
shipment). The taxable income of a non-resident shipping
operator is determined based on either (i) the five percent As most capital-exportingcountries generally impose tax on

method (applied to shipping charges from the enbarkationof a worldwide basis, a common feature of Malaysian tax

passengers or the gross freight loaded from Malaysia) or (ii) treaties is the tax sparing provision which operates to pre-

the acceptable certificate method, i.e. the Malaysian taxable serve the benefit of the Malaysian tax incentives to the for-

ncome will be calculated based on world income and other eign investor from the capital-exportingcountry. When prof-
details shown on the acceptable certificate obtained by the its are taxed in the home country, a credit is given on the basis

non-resident from the tax authorities in its country of resi- of the Malaysian tax that would have been charged if income
dence. The normal corporate tax rate'is applied to the income had not been exempt from Malaysian tax. Tax sparing is usu-

ascertainedunder either method. ally for pioneerprofits, investmenttax allowanceand interest

The same rules stated above apply in determining the liabili- or royalties which have either been exempt or taxed at a

ty of non-residentairline corporations. reduced rate.

5. Natural resources 3. Treaty shopping rules

Corporations carrying on petroleum operations in Malaysia There are currently no rules or provisions on treaty shopping
are taxed under the Petroleum (Income Tax) Act 1967. in Malaysia's tax treaties.
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DOING BUSINESS IN AND WITH NEW ZEALAND
Anthony J. Lines and Graham G. Tubb

I. RESIDENCE
AnthonyJ. Lines, LL.M. Victoria Univer-

Residents of New Zealand are liable to New Zealand tax on all income, including s,ty of Wellington /Vew Zealand; Bar-
income from outsideNew Zealand. Credit is allowed for any overseas tax paid, but rister & Socitorof the High Courtof
this is limited to the New Zealand tax payable on that ncome. New Zealand; Wellington tax partner,

Kensington Swan, Barristers& Solici-An individual is resident in New Zealand where the individual's permanent place tors, Aucklandand Wellington, New
of abode is in New Zealand, or where the individualhas been personallypresent in Zealand; member /FA (NewZealand
New Zealand for more than 183 days in any 12-month period. An individual will Branchl NewZealandLawSociety;
cease to be resident only where he has been absent from New Zealand for more pubshedarticles: NewZealand Cur-
than 325 days in any 12-monthperiod, and he has at no time during the period had rentTaxation (Butterworths), Financial
a permanentplace of abode in New Zealand. Alert (New Zealand).

A company is resident in New Zealand if the company: Graham G. Tubb LL.B. CanterburyUni-
is incorporatedin New Zealand; or versity, NewZealand, Barrister& Solici--

is controlledby its directors in New Zealand; or- tor of the High Court.ofNewZealand;
has its centre of management in New Zealand; or tax partner Kensington- Wellington
has its head office in New Zealand. Swan, Barristers& Solicitors, Auckland-

and Wellington, NewZealand, member

Residentwithholdingtax IFA (New Zealand Branch), New
Zealand Law Society, NewZealand

Legislationwas passed to ntroduce residentwithholding tax (RWT) on nterest ChamberofCommerce& Industy Tax-

and dividends with effect from 1 October 1989. The rate of tax on interest is 24 ation Committee;publishedarticles:

percent and, on dividends, 33 percent.
New ZealandCurrentTaxation (Butter-
worths).

RWT must be deducted from interest payments where the payer either holds a cer-

tificate of exemption (which will include banks and other lending institutions and
persons with over NZ$ 2 million gross income) or makes the payment of interest
wholly or partly in the course ofcarrying on a business. Holders ofexemptioncer-

tificates do not have the tax withheld from interestpayments made to them.

It is the responsibilityof the payer to deduct the tax and, therefore, the payer car-

ries the burden of ascertainingwhetherthe payee has a valid exemptioncertificate.

RWT is also deducted from dividends. Certificates of exemption may be granted
by the InlandRevenueDepartment(IRD) in a manner similar to that in respect of
interest. The tax will notbe deducted from dividends to the extent that imputation
credits are attached to the dividends.

It should be stressed that RWT is not a new tax. It is a system (complementing
the PAYE system for wages and salaries)ofcollecting income tax which is payable
anyway but on the basis that the tax is paid as the income is earned.

Il. NON-RESIDENTS
A non-residentis taxed on all incomederived fromNew Zealand. Generally this
means a non-residentis taxed on:

(a) income from a New Zealand or overseas employer for personal services per-
formed whilst in New Zealand;

(b) income derived from any businesswholly or partly performedin New Zealand;
(c) income derived from contracts made, or wholly or partly performed, in New

Zealand;
(d) royalties and other like payments:

(i) that are paid by a New Zealand resident and not paid in respect of a busi-
ness carried on by him outside New Zealand througha fixed establishment
outside New Zealand; or
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(ii) that are paid by a non-residentand are deductibleby A. Company taxatipn
him in calculating his assessable income for New
Zealand tax purposes;

New Zealandcompaniespay tax at the flat rate of 33 cents on

the dollar. New Zealand resident companies do not pay tax
(e) other income from New Zealand sources.

on dividends received fron other New Zealand companies
A non-residentother than a public entertainerwho performs but will do so in most instances from 1 April 1992. Compa-
personal (including professional) services in New Zealand nies which are not resident in New Zealand are liable to New

for an overseas employer is exempt fromNew Zealand tax if: Zealand tax on income deemed to be derived from New

(a) the lengthof the visit is not more than 92 days whetheror Zealand. They are taxed in the same way as New Zealand

not the period of the visit falls nto one or more income companies except for the followingparticulars:
years; and - the flat rate of tax is 38 cents on the dollar;

(b) the period in New Zealand in any one income year is 92 - apportionment of income will be allowed where it is

days or less, whether in one visit or several visits in the derived partly in New Zealand, and partly elsewhere;
same income year; and - income received from New Zealand dividends, interest

(c) the income is chargeable to tax in the country where the and royalties is liable to non-residentwithholding tax.

non-residentnormally resides (a certificate from the rele- With effect from 1 April 1988 the Government introduced a

vant taxing authoritiesof that country must be produced). full dividend irnputation system. This system is similar in

Most of New Zealand's double tax agreements (DTAs) operation to the imputation system operating in Australia.

extend the time period from 92 days to 183 days. Briefly, companies which pay tax can pass credit for that tax

paid through to the shareholders when dividends are paid to

The Income Tax Act (the Act) mposes withholding taxes shareholders. The net effect is, in most cases, that the corpo-
on certain classes of income (non-resident withholding rate income will effectively only be taxed once at the indi-

income) derived from New Zealandby non-residents,namely vidual shareholder'smarginal tax rate.

dividends, royalties and nterest. Under the Act the rate of
Dividends paid to New Zealand resident companiesnon-residentwithholding tax is 30 percent on dividends and

are

15 percent on all other classes. Lower rates usually apply to exempt from tax until 1 April 1992, although some classes of
shares and certain floating rate debentures carry exempt div-

residents of countries with which New Zealand has DTAs.
idends until 1 April 1994. Companieswith 100 percentcom-

The tax is mposedon the gross amountremitted, and a deduc-
ownership will be able consolidate thereby ignoringmon to

tion is not allowed for any expenses incurredby the recipient dividend flows between members of the for
in gaining or producing that income. Withholding tax is nor-

group tax pur-

mally the final New Zealand tax liability on income subject to poses. Imputationcredits allocated to corporate shareholders
can in turn be passed down to their individual shareholders

the tax. The principal exceptions to this are in relation to
when dividends paid the individual shareholders.to

interest paid between associated persons and non-cultural
are

royalties, where a DTA does not apply to the recipient. The legislation contains extensive rules to ensure that mpu-
tation tax credits are allocated fairly to shareholdersand can-

From 1 August 1991 New Zealand debt issuers may elect to not be streamed to particular shareholders who can use

pay a two percent levy on interest rather than deductnon-res- them. Credits allocated to a shareholderin a tax loss position
ident withholdingtax where foreign holders are not associat- cannot be refunded, but the tax credit can be grossed up and
ed parties and the issue has been approvedby the Inland Rev- carried forward by that shareholderas a tax loss.
enue Department.

To prevent trafficking in the shares of companies carrying a

It should be emphasized that New Zealand's DTAs alter the significant volume of unallocated credits, there is a 75 per-
ncidence of income tax which appears at first sight to be cent (66 percent from 1 April 1992) continuity of sharehold-
payable in terms of the New Zealand Income Tax Act. For ng requirement. If this is breached then the credits arising
example, a non-resident trader is ordinarily liable for New prior to the change of shareholdingare lost.
Zealand income tax in respect of income derived from New
Zealand if a person situated in New Zealand is instrumental Credits attached to dividendsreceivedby a trust mustbe allo-

n procuring the purchase of goods from that non-resident cated proportionatelyto all beneficiaries,and it is not there-

trader with such goods being imported into New Zealand. fore possible to allocate credits to beneficiariesmost likely to

Under most DTAs there is a mutual exemption for a non-res- be able to use them. A similarrule applies in relation to part-
ident trader in these circumstances, so that he is only liable ners in a partnership.
for tax in his own country. Unit trusts are taxed as if they are companies so that divi-

dends derived from New Zealandcompanies and receivedby
a unit trust are tax free until 1 April 1992. Distributionsmade

Ill. TAX RATES to unit holders will be taxable but subject to the allocationof

As in most countries the rates of taxation in New Zealand are mputationcredits.

subject to fluctuationfrom time to time. The followingcom- From 1 October 1988 bonus issues can eitherbe made as tax-

mentary refers to the rates applicable at the time of publica- able bonus issues or non-taxablebonus issues. If the former,
tion but anyone interested should check the current rates at then the bonus issue is taxable as a dividend, but imputation
the time that such informationbecomes pertinent. credits can be allocated to the shareholder. Ifthe bonus issue
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is non-taxable, then no immediate tax liability will arise. B. Personal taxation
However, on a return of capital to shareholders in a winding Individuals (including members of partnerships) taxableare
up, the amount capitalizedwill be treated as dividends in the

on the followingbasis: on so much of the income as does notshareholders' hands. This can be contrasted with a return of
exceed NZ$ 30,875:24 cents on the dollar; on so much ascapitalf taxable bonus shares, which will be treated as a
exceeds NZ$ 30,875: 33 cents the dollar. Tax payable byoncapital receipt in a winding up. employees drawing salary regular basis iswages or on a

The imputation system only applies to New Zealand resi- deducted at source by the employer, that is, the employee
dents. Therefore imputationcredits are not available to non- only receives net after-tax income.

resident shareholders. The credits cannot even be used to
offset non-resident withholding tax liability or tax on other C. Taxation ofother entities
New Zealand source income. Non-resident companies are

not entitled to allocate imputation credits to shareholders Partnerships are not assessed as separate entities but instead
under the New Zealand system. each member of a partnership is taxable in respect of his

share of the partnership income at whatever rates apply to

New Zealand companies which receive dividends from non_ that partner. Similarly,joint ventures are not treated as sepa-
resident companies are required to pay to the IRD a with- rate entities so that each participant is taxed in respect of his

holding payment equal to the company tax rate of 33 per- share of joint venture income. Unlike joint ventures, howev-
cent. In theory this is a payment on account of the potential er, partnershipsmust file tax returns.

New Zealand tax liability of a shareholderon the future dis- Charitablebodies are generally exempt from tax.
tribution of that dividend. When the dividend is distributed
down to the New Zealand individual shareholder, that share- Superannuationfunds historically were given a concessional
holder will receive a credit for the withholding payment tax treatment, with pension funds generally being exempt
made to the IRD. Credit is given to the company recipient for from tax. However, that exemption was withdrawn with
any foreign withholding tax deducted at source. An individ- effect from 1 April 1988. Superannuationfunds now gener-
ual shareholderwho receives a dividendand a credit from the ally pay tax at a flat rate of 33 percent. Government-
withholding payment account is able to claim a refund for approved funds are taxed as if they are qualifying trusts

any unused withholdingcredit allocated to the dividend. whereas non-approved funds are taxed as if they are unit
trusts (i.e. in the same manner as companies). In many

When a foreign shareholderreceives a dividend from a New respects the net tax effect is the same. Employer contribu-
Zealand company the non-resident withholding tax payable tions to employee superannuation schemes are subject to a

on that dividend is reducedby the amountofan withholding withholding tax of 33 percent, but pensions-and lump sum

credit allocatedto the dividend. Where the withholdingcred- payments are tax free.
it is less than the non-resident withholding tax payable, the

are as separate most purposes,payer company is required to deduct the balance. If the with- Trusts taxed entities for with
the principal qualification that income received by trusteesholding credit exceeds the non-resident withholding tax the
and paid to applied for thebenefit of beneficiaries withinforeign shareholderis able to claim a refund for the excess.

or

certain time limits is treated as ncome earned by the benefi-
New Zealandhas no thin capitalizationrules, that is, a com- ciaries rather than the trustees.

pany carying on business in New Zealandmay have a nomi- Qualifying trusts are given a nore favourable tax treatnent
nal capital only with its working capital actually provided bY than non-qualifyingtrusts, the latterbeing trusts createdby
way of loan. Particularly in the case of a New Zealand sub- New Zealand residents which have no New Zealandresident
sidiary of a foreign company, financing working capital by trustees or have not paid New Zealand tax on all their income
way of loan rather than equity is generally more tax efficient. (see below).
The Minister of Revenue has announced, however, that thin
capitalizationrules may be introducedin the near future. An unincorporatedassociationis taxable as if it were an indi-

vidual, that is, the members are not taxable in respect of the
Before investing in New Zealand considerable thought association'sincome, but instead the association is taxable at
should be given to the structuringof the New Zealand opera- the personal income tax rates.
tion. A multitudeof tax considerationsneeds to be taken nto
account in determining whether to use a branch ora.sub- IV. INTERNATIONALTAX MEASURES
sidiary (or in some circumstances a trading trust) and in the
most tax efficient method of providing capital. Professional The New Zealand tax legislationcontains measures designed
advice should be sought in every case. to minimize opportunities for international tax avoidance.

These comprise four separate regimes.
From 1 April 1992 closely-held private companies with no

more than five shareholderscan elect to be qualifyingcom- A. Controlledforeign company regimepanies . These entities are treated essentially in the same

way as partnerships such that losses can be accessed by A non-residentcompany which is controlledby five or fewer
shareholders for offset against their own income and capital New Zealand residents will be classified as a controlled for-
profits distributedtax-free withoutwindingup. eign company (CFC). Controlmeans ownershipof 50 per-
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cent or more of the share capital; however the definition of C. Foreign dividendwithholdingpayment regime
control interest is defined very widely to prevent taxpayers When New Zealand companies receive dividends from for-
from manipulatingtheir control interest. Factors looked at in

determiningcontrol nclude: eign companies the New Zealand companies are obliged to

deduct withholding tax at the rate of 33 percent, which is
percentageof paid up capital; effectively a deduction in advance for the tax payable on the

-

percentageof nominal capital; dividends when distributed to the ultimate shareholdersof the-

percentageof voting rights or rights to decide on distri- New Zealand company (this is discussedmore fully above).-

butions, the company's constitution,variations in capital
or appointmentof directors; D. Settlor trust regime
percentage of entitlement to receive income of the com--

In the past trusts with non-New Zealand resident trustees but
pany; New Zealandresidentbeneficiarieswere regarded as non-res-
percentageof net assets which the New Zealand resident

tax
-

idents for New Zealand with the result that
would be entitled to receive on a windingup.

purposes, no

New Zealand tax was payable in relation to ncome earned by
There is an extensive anti-avoidance provision designed to such trusts outside New Zealand. To overcome the use of

prevent the use of ndirect control nterests through associat- offshore trusts establishedby New Zealandresidents for the

ed persons and otherwise. purposes of tax avoidance, a settlor regime has been intro-
duced which provides in essence that a trust will be deemed to

A New Zealand shareholderin a CFC who holds more than a be a New Zealand resident if it is settled by a New Zealand
ten percent ncomenterest in the CFC will be taxed on a pro- residentnotwithstandingthat the trustees are non-resident.

portionate share of the CFC's income. The CFC is effective- The regime designates three classes of trust:
ly treated as if it was a branch of a New Zealand entity. For (1) a foreign trust, being a trust settled by a non-New
this reason the internationalregime is also calledthebranch- Zealand resident;
equivalentregime . (2) a qualifyingtrust, being a trust settled by a New Zealand

residentand which has New Zealandresident trustees, and
Losses incurredby a CFC cannotbe set off against incomeof

which has paid New Zealand all its ncome;the New Zealand resident shareholder. However, the losses
tax on

a a trust a
can be carried forward and may be set off against future (3) non-qualifyingtrust, being which is neither

income of the CFC or future ncome of anotherCFC resident qualifying trust nor a foreign trust, i.e. a trust with a New
Zealandresident settlor but non-resident trustees.in the same territory as the first CFC, in which the same

shareholderhas an ncome interest. It is the third category of trust which has been used for nter-
national tax avoidance and which is accordingly the focus of

The branch-equivalentregime does not apply to CFCs resi- the settlor regime.
dent only in grey list countries unless they utilize a speci- The term settlor is defined extremely broadly and extends
fied significant tax preference. There are seven countries

to if not named the settlor in the trust
listed as grey list countries: Australia,Canada,France, Japan, any person even as

deed, who disposes of.property to the trust or provides ser-
West Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States.

vices to the trust for less than fully adequate consideration.

Clearly the ramificationsof this regime are extensive. In par-
B. Foreign investmentfund regime ticular it is essential that no New Zealandresident should set-

tle any property or services on a trust settled by a non-resi-
The purpose of this regime is to tax residents on a current

dent, as that settlementby the New Zealandresidentwill taint
basis where they have interests in, but do not control, foreign the trust and it to become New Zealandresident.cause a
entities in which they are able to accumulate ncome in low
or nil tax jurisdictions. Such interests nclude policies with The non-qualifying trust regime also provides that a New

foreign life insuranceoffices and superannuationfunds. The Zealandsettlorwill be liable as agent for non-residenttrustees

regime only applies to entities whichprimarilynvest in port- in respect of tax on the trust's ncome. Any distributionmade
folio nvestments, financial arrangements and land held for to New Zealand beneficiariesfrom such trust will also be tax-

the purpose of earning rental income, and other similar pas- able in the beneficiaries'hands at the rate of 45 percent. This
sive investments. However, the second requirement to cause is a penal provision designed to discourage the use of non-

the regime to operate is that the entity's income must be sub- qualifying trusts in relation to New Zealand beneficiaries.

ject to significantly less income tax than that which would An ndividualntending to take up residence in New Zealand
have been payable had the same ncome been subject in full who has an existing trust should seek specific advice to deter-
to New Zealand income tax as income derived by an individ- mine the best method of dealing with the trust in the light of
ual resident in New Zealand. this regime.
The New Zealand resident holder of an nterest in a foreign Interestingly, the corollary of this new regime is that a trust
investment fund will be taxed on the unrealized capital gain settled by a non-resident which has New Zealand resident

arising in respect of his nterest in the fund. In view of the trustees will effectively be classified as a non-resident for
fact that New Zealand does not yet impose taxation on real- New Zealand tax purposes so that it is only assessable on

ized capital gains, this treatment is particularlyharsh. New Zealand sourced ncome.
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V. FILING OF RETURNS AND holding) may transfer losses amongst each other in certain

PROVISIONALTAX circumstances,so that the losses can be offset against profits
made by another company in the group.

The New Zealand financial year ends on 31 March. Most

taxpayers are required to furnish the Commissionerof Inland
Revenue with a return each year in the prescribed form, set- Vlll. ROYALTIES
ting forth a complete statement of all assessable and non-

are cases asassessable incomederived during the precedingyear. It is the Royalties in all treated taxable income in New

duty of every taxpayer to keep full records of all income and Zealand, and most importantly, the term royalty is defined
n very broad terms in the Act, to include not only what areexpenditure. In any dispute over liability for tax, the onus of

proof is on the taxpayer. normally regarded as royalty paymentsbut also paymentsfor
the supply of know-how. The definition includes any pay-

Tax is payable on an nstalmentbasis and is provisionaluntil ment as considerationfor the following:
a final calculation is made at the end of each tax year. The - the use of or right to use any copyright, patent, trade-

only exceptions to this are for employees and ndividuals mark, design, model, plan, secret formula, process or

deriving income of less than $ 2,500 per annum. Provisional other similarproperty or right;
tax is based in most cases on 105 percentof the income of the - the supply of scientific, technical, ndustrial or commer-

previous year or if a return has not been filed, 110 percent of cial knowledgeor information;
the income of the year before that, and is payable in three - the supply of any assistance which enables the applica-
nstalments. Those persons earning in excess of $ 100,000 tion or enjoymentof any of the above.
per annum are required to estimate their ncome for the cur-

rent year and pay provisional tax accordingly or run the risk It is immaterial whether the payment is periodical and how

of being assessed with penalty tax. the payment is describedand computed; nor is it material that
the payment is an nstalmentof the purchaseprice of any real

The requirement to pay provisional tax does not apply to or personal property.
overseas companies with no fixed based in New Zealand,

If royalty is given in consideration for of thewho are not deemed to be New Zealand residents,nor to non-
a payment one

items listed above, and for some other matter, then the pay-resident individualswho receive only non-residentwithhold-
ing income in respect of which withholding tax has already

ment may be apportioned nto its several components. It
should be noted that the definition of royalty can apply tobeen deducted.
know-how payments of a reimbursing nature (being pay-
ments to reimburse for expenditurencurred by the payee).

VI. TRANSFER PRICING The broad definitionof royalty fits in with internationalprac-
Section 22 of the Act allows the Commissioner of Inland tice, New Zealand's DTAs and the policies of the OECD.

Revenue, in relation to a business carried on in New Zealand A distinction should be made between payments for know-
but controlledby a non-resident, to issue an arbitrary assess- how and payments for services. The distinctionis that the for-
ment where the business appears to produce insufficient

mer is an asset, and as such, it is something which is alreadyincome or an excessive loss. This is designed to overcome
n existence and is not brought into being in pursuance of a

transfer pricing, where affiliated companies in various coun- particularcontract. Thus, if a contractis one for the supply for
tries structure inter-parties transactionsso that the profitprin- the use of the buyer of what might broadly be termedaprod-cipally arises in a country with a low tax rate. The transfer uct which is already in existence or substantially so, it is a
pricing legislationwas enacted in the 1930's and is unsophis- contract for the supply of know-how and payments under the
ticated. The Minister of Revenue has announced that it will contract would be royalties. On the otherhand, if the contrac-
be extensively overhauled in the near future to place New tor is required to supply special skills and knowledge in order
Zealand on a par with its main treaty partners. to bring the product into existence for the buyer, payment

under the contractwould be considered to be for services.

Vll. TAX LOSSES The importanceof this distinctionis that if the providerof the
services in New Zealand does not have a permanent estab-Losses incurred for New Zealand tax purposes by both resi-
lishment in New Zealand then New Zealand'sdent and non-resident taxpayers may be carried forward and pursuant to

notoffset against the income of any future year. In the case of DTAs, the services will be taxed in New Zealand, where-

companies,this can only be done if there is at least 40 percent
as royalties payable to a non-residentare subject to non-resi-

(66 percent from 1 April 1992) continuity of shareholding
dent withholding tax (see above).

from the commencementof the period in which the loss was

incurredcontinuouslyto the end of the income year in which IX. DEDUCTIONS
1 the loss offset is being claimed. Public companies on the

official list of the Stock Exchange of New Zealand are The same basic method of calculating tax applies to all tax-

exempted from this requirement within certain limits. Tax payers. After excludingall exempt income, taxable ncome is
losses cannot be carried back. Companies within the same assessedon the net amountresultingafter all allowablededuc-
group (i.e. where there is two-thirds commonality of share- tions have been made. This would include the following:
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revenue expenditure incurred in producing assessable exemption was reduced to NZ$ 10,000 but if land value-

income or necessarily incurred in carrying on a business; exceeds that sum then no exemption is given at all.

depreciationon plant and other capital assets;-

The rate of tax is one percent for the year ending 31 March
special incentive deductions or other deductions specifi- 1991. The reduces 0.5 for the ended 31

-

cally provided for under the Act.
rate to percent year

March 1992 and then ceases. For the year ending 31 March

Expenditure deductions are subject to accrual rules which 1991 land tax was payable in two equal nstalmentson 7 May
prevent benefits arising from prepayment schemes and and 7 October 1990 calculated by reference to the value of

require apportionment. land ownedon 31 March 1990. In the followingyear land tax

was payable in full on 7 May 1991.
The New Zealand Commissionerof Inland Revenue allows a

standard deduction for expenses in relation to royalties, as fol- Various types of land, including land used solely or princi-
lows: 25 percent for trade marks, 35 percent forpatents, 50 per- pally for farming or agricultural activities and residential

cent for know-howand 40 percent for a combinationof these. land of less than 4,500 square metres in area, are exempt
from land tax.

Land tax is payable by both resident and non-residentown-
X. FOREIGN TAX CREDITS

ers. A 50 percent surcharge imposed on non-residents was

The Act provides relief from double taxation, as discussed abolished with effect from 1 April 1990. Land tax is

above. Referenceshouldalso be made to the appropriateDTA, deductibleas an expense where it is incurred in carrying on a

Generally, the country which is the source of the ncome has business.
the primary right to tax, and the country of residence, the obli-

gation to grant a credit. Where non-residents derive profit C. Local body rates
from trading activities in New Zealand, they will often be

exempted from taxation in respect of this ncome unless they Owners of real property are assessed for rates by local author-

operate through a fixed establishmentin New Zealand. ities. The rates are usually determined on the basis of the
value of the land and its town planning zoning classification
or on the total capital value of the site, includirgall mprove-

XI. TAXES OTHER THAN INCOME TAX ments. The rates levied on commercial and industrial proper-
ties generally exceed those levied on residentialproperties.

A. Goodsand servicestax

The Goods and Services Tax Act 1985 (GST) imposes a D. Capitalgains andwealthtaxes
comprehensivevalue added tax of 12.5 percent on the supply
ofall goods and services in New Zealand. There are very few There is no capital gains tax in New Zealand, nor is there a

exemptions, the most notable one being financial services. wealth tax. However, in certain circumstances, gains that

The New Zealand legislation model has recently been fol- would be considered to be of a capital nature according to

lowed in Canada and Fiji. ordinary concepts can be classified as ncome. Profits from
certain land sale transactions, pursuant to Section 67 of the

Whilst it is intended that the tax be borne as a fnal tax by con- Act, fall into this category. However, such provisionsare not
sumers, it is charged on all transactions, including those common, and usually only apply to gains which are of a
between registered businesses. Those registered businesses quasi-incomenature.
are entitled to deduct GST charged to them on costs and over-

heads from their GST liability arising from supplies of goods
and services made by them. The actual obligation to collect E. Stamp duty
and pay GST is on the supplier, and it is the supplier's respon- This is a type of tax imposed upon the transfer of non-resi-
sibility to contractuallypass on that cost to the recipient. dential real estate, and upon non-residentialleases. The duty
Exports from New Zealand are not subject to goods and ser- charged is either calculated on the basis of the value of the

vices tax. Imports into New Zealand are subject to the tax. property transferred, or on the rental payable in the case of
leases. On the transfer of real estate, the rate of duty is one

B. Land tax percent of the first NZ$ 50,000 of the value, 1.5 percent of
the second NZ$ 50,000 of the value, and two percent of the

Companies and ndividual taxpayers are presently liable to value in excess of NZ$ 100,000. In the case of leases, the

pay land tax but it is abolished from 1 April 1992. This is a duty is 0.4 percent of the maximum annual rental,payable
tax separate from income tax which is assessed on the total during the term of the lease.

land value (that is, excluding the value of buildings and
other improvements)of land owned on the 31st day ofMarch F. Giftdutyin each year. Until 1 April 1990 an exemptionexisted for the
first NZ$ 175,000of land value. This exemptionabated dol- Giftduty is imposedon gifts madeby New Zealanddomiciled
lar for dollar on a pro rata basis, so that when total land individuals on a sliding scale of between five percent up to a

owned by a taxpayer was valued at NZ$ 350,000 he would maximum of 25 percent. There is an exemption for the first

pay tax on the full NZ$ 350,000. From 1 April 1990 this NZ$27,000of gifts made by any individual in any one year.
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For non-New Zealand domiciliaries,gift duty is only payable ated in New Zealand,whereas for domiciliaries,estate duty is
in respectof gifts ofproperty situated in New Zealand. imposed on worldwide assets although a credit is provided

for duty paid on overseas assets.

G. Estate duty
XII. CONCLUSIONEstate duty is imposed on the estate of a deceased individual

who is domiciled in New Zealand at the rate of 40 percent. Obviously, this summary of New Zealand taxation law is rel-
There is a complete exemption in respect of the first atively brief. New Zealand taxation law is complex, and is
NZ$ 450,000.00 worth of assets in the estate. There is also subject to regular and substantial amendmentby the Govern-
an exemption in respect of family chattels and the matrimo- ment on an annual basis. It is thereforeessential that specific
nial home of a deceased passing to a surviving spouse. For and detailed advice be obtained from a New Zealand tax advi-
non-domiciliariesestate duty is only imposed on assets situ- sor prior to the implementationof any investmentstrategies.
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KOREA

COST SHARINGAND TRANSFERPRICING
Sai Ree Yun and Yoong Neung Kee

t

I. INTRODUCTION
Sai Ree Yun is a partnerof the Korean

In January 1990, Korea's Office of National Tax Administration(ONTA) issued law firm Yoon & Partners, admittedin

its first detailed regulations regarding taxation of transactions conducted between Korea, New York, Washington, D.C,

companies in Korea and their related overseas companies. The regulations are and Illinois.

designed to implement the transfer pricing rules which require that companies Yoong Neung Kee is a foreign legal
apply an arm's length price in their transactionswith related parties; otherwise, the consultantof the Korean law firm

tax authorities may calculate taxable income to reflect an arm's length price. For Yoon & Partners; admitted in Illinois

the effective administration of the transfer pricing rules, the regulations mpose and Georgia.
new reporting requirements on companies subject to the regulations, effective for
taxable years beginning on or after 1 January 1989.

In recent years, the Korean tax authorities have become increasingly concerned
about cross border transfer pricing between related companies. In the past, many
domestic and foreign-investedcompanies were granted tax incentives for invest-
ment, such as five year tax holidays, and transfer pricing was not a substantial
issue. As the Korean economy matures, however, such tax incentives are fading
out. In addition, the increasing number of multinational companies having a local 1. According to a recnt report, the ONTA

base in Korea,particularlyin the intemationaltrading sectorrecentlyopened to for- selected 368 out of more than 2,700 Korean

eign investment,has alerted the tax authorities to the possibilityof income shifting corporations having foreign subsidiaries, and

to low tax jurisdictions through intercompany pricing.1 The recent trends in the 1,305 out of about 7,700 foreign-invested
enterprises or foreign corporations' branches

OECD countries of adopting new transfer pricing legislation or applying the rules in Korea as entities to be affected by the new

more aggressively also might have prompted the Korean govemment to establish transfer pricing regulations. See Business

rules in this area. Korea (March 1990), at 57.
2. See CTL-ED, Art. 46(4) (methods of

Related party transactions in Korea are generally governed by Article 20 of the determining an arm's length price) and CTL-

Corporate Tax Law (CTL), which allows the Korean tax authorities to adjust a ED, Art. 122(1)(9) (arm's length transactions

taxpayer's income if the taxpayer is deemed to have unreasonably reduced its tax deemed to have been conductedbetween a for-

liability through related party transactions. Also, in general, Korea's tax treaties eign corporation and its place of business in

provide for the arm's length prihciple in related party transactions,but there have Korea). See also CTL-ED,Art. 46(5) (corpora-

been no detailed guidelines for the operationof this principle.
tion's obligation to provide data and eviden-

tiary documents upon the request of a tax offi-

In 1988, the Korean government amended the Corporate Tax Law Enforcement cial for the determination of an arm's length
Decree (CTL-ED) to adopt the arm's length principle for cross border related price).

party transactions.2Subsequently,the CTL EnforcementRegulations were amend-
3. See CTL Enforcement Regulations
(CTL-ER), effective 26 March 1989, Art.

ed to incorporatebrief explanationsof the methods of determiningan arn's length 22(2). See also CTL-ER, Arts. 22(3) (docu-
price, such as the comparable uncontrolled price method, the resale price method ments to be produced), 45(3) (forms to be
and the cost plus method.3 Finally, in 1990 ONTA issued the Operational Regula- attached to a tax return) and 59(12) (arm's
tions Regarding Taxation of Transfer Pricing (ONTA Regulations)4 which pro- length price applied to transactions conducted

vide detailed rules for the operationof the transfer pricing rules establishedby the through a domestic place of business of a for-

above statutes and, as their immediate function, serve as guidelines to corporations eign corporation).
4. Office of National Tax Administration

for the preparationof their 1989 corporate tax retums. Regulations No. 1062, dated 24 January 1990
(ONTA Regulations). Together with the
ONTA Regulations, the ONTA issued the

Il. OVERVIEW Notice regarding Designation of Financial
Statements or Supplementary Schedules of

A. Generalprinciplesapplicableto transferpricing Financial Statements of Foreign Related Per-
sons (ONTA Notice No. 90-4, dated 24 Jan-

1. Transactionssubject to the rules uary 1990) (ONTA Notice) and the Admin-

Transactions which are subject to the Korean transfer pricing rules are the sale and
istrative Regulations regarding the Transfer

Pricing Rules (ONTA Regulations No. 1061,
purchaseofnventoryassets, the provisionof services and other transactions.5Inven- dated 24 January 1990).
tory assets include merchandise, finished products, semi-finishedproducts, work in 5. ONTA Regulations,Art. 4.
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process, raw materials and stored products.6 Other transac- uses the term juridical person to indicate taxable entities

tions include the lease of assets, the transfer, sale or use (i.e. under the CTL but does not define a juridical person, refer-

licensing) of tangible assets other than inventory assets, the ence must be made to the CommercialCode to determine the

sale and purchase of intangible assets, loans and any other scope of this term. The Commercial Code provides for four

transactionsaffecting the profit or loss (i.e. taxable ncome) of types of juridical persons:

an enterprise.7 The rules, however do not apply to capital
- joint stock conpanies (an equivalent to corporations

transactions - such as an increase or decrease in capital - under U.S. corporate law);
which do not affect the taxable income of a corporation. Also, - limited stock companies (companies close to statutory
the rules do not apply to a loan guarantee by a foreign parent close corporations in many states of the United States);
company, which is a common method of financing a Korean - incorporatedpartnerships;and

subsidiaryunder the present foreignexchangepractices. - incorporated limited partnerships.
In addition, associations or foundations established with the

2. Foreign related persons subject to transfer pricing permission of the relevant authorities as well as non-profit
rules - level of common control foundations with property are treated as juridical persons for

(a) General
tax purposes.lo
Individuals, unincorporated partnerships or other associa-

Under Korean law, transfer pricing adjustments in related
tions not taxable as juridical persons under the CTL will not

party transactions are governedby the general rule of related
be subject to the rules. Trusts and estates also are not treated

party transactionsunderArticle 20 of the CTL and Article 46
juridical and thus not subject to the rules. Foras persons are

of the CTL-ED. The scope of related parties under these
the of reference, juridical will be referred toease a person as

provisions is broad enough to nclude any major shareholders
corporation.a

or those who have managementcontrol of a company.8Thus,
no specific level of control is set by law for a related party Since the rules regarding reporting and other documentation
subject to transferpricing adjustments. requirements are mportant for practical reasons, specific

ofFRPs for of the reporting requirementswillThe transfer pricing rules apply to cross border transactions cases purposes
be discussed in more detail below.conductedbetween a domesticjuridical person and a foreign

juridical person which is related to the domestic juridical
person (as defined below). For purposes of the rules, a (b) Specificapplications
domesticplace ofbusiessofa foreigncorporation(such as a (1) Branch and head ofice
branch) will be treated like a domestic corporation.

The transfer pricing rules apply to transactions between a
The ONTA Regulations,on the other hand, impose reporting Koreanbranchofa foreigncorporationand its affiliatedcom-

requirementswhen a domestic corporationor branch of a for- panies, whichnclude the parentcompanyand subsidiariesof
eign corporation conducts transactions with foreign related the branch's head office. According to the FRP definition, a
persons. For the applicationof such reporting requirements,a foreign corporation with a Korean branch is not an FRP of
50 percent ownership test is generally used. For this purpose, the Korean branch. A foreign corporation's income
a foreign related person (FRP) is defined as a foreign cor- attributable to a Korean branch, however, is subject to Kore-
poration whose relationship with a Korean taxpayer as of the

an tax as domestic source income. In computing the foreigndate of a transactionfalls nto one of the followingcategories: corporation's domestic source income, transactions between

(1) the foreign corporation owns, directly or ndirectly, 50 the foreign corporation and the Korean branch should be

percent or more of the total numberof the outstandingshares based on the same arm's length principles as adopted in the
or the total amount of the paid-in capital of the Korean cor- transfer pricing rules. As a practical matter, therefore, a for-

poration; eign corporationand its Koreanbranch would be requestedto

report transactionsbetween themselves in the same formatas
(2) the Korean corporation owns, directly or ndirectly, 50 that used for the annual reportingof transactionswith an FRP
percent or more of the total numberof the outstandingshares (Form No. 59) for the purpose of calculatingthe head office's
or the total amount of the paid-in capital of the foreign cor- domestic source income.
poration;
(3) with respect to a foreign corporation having a domestic (2) Sister companies
place of business (such as a branch) in Korea, another foreign
corporation which directly or ndirectly owns 50 percent or

A Korean subsidiary's sister conpanies meeting the 50 per-

more of the total numberof the outstanding shares or the total cent test will constituteFRPs. The ONTA appears to take the

amountof the paid-incapital of the first foreigncorporation;or position that the term indirect control in the test includes

(4) the taxpayer is in a distributorshiprelationshipwith a for- 6 CTL-ED,Art. 85(43).
eign corporation.9 7. ONTARegulations,Art. 4.

8. See CTL-ED.Art. 46(1).
It should be noted that the rules apply only to those transac- 9 CTL-ER, Art. 45(3)(34)(D) (added by the Ministry of Finance
tions conducted by a taxpayer which is juridical person, a EnforcementRegulationsNo. 1818, dated 4 April 1990).
term that has the same meanngas in the CTL. Since the CTL 10. National Tax Basic Law (NTBL),Art. 13(1).
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relationshipsundercommoncontrol, i.e. the relationshipof III. METHODOLOGY
sister companies. .

A. Sales of tangibleproperty (inventory)
(3) Non-voting shares

1. General
In applying the 50 percent ownership test, the rules do not

clarify whether only voting shares are counted or whether For pricing sales of tangible property, such as finished prod-
non-voting shares are counted as well. Since a non-voting ucts, semi-finishedproducts, work in process and raw mate-

share is also a share, absent a specific provision indicating rials, the rules prescribe the four internationally accepted
otherwise, the word shares in the definitionofFRP appears methods.

to include non-voting shares. However, the tax authorities The pricing methods are based on the arm's length principle,
might find an FRP, if eithr way of counting shares produces i.e. the price that would have been charged in transactions
a result that satisfies the 50 percent test. nvolving assets or services identical to or similar to the assets

or services transacted between the taxpayer and its FRP if
(4) Trasury shares such transactionshad been conductedin a normal market and

The term outstandirg shares in the test ncludes shares between independent (not related) parties under identical or

which are subscribedand not yet paid in at the timeof the rel_ similar circumstancesto the related party transaction.12

evant cross border transactions, but it excludes treasury If a taxpayer is viewed as having reduced its tax liabilities by
shares. receiving from an FRP considerationless than an arm's length

price or by paying to the FRP consideration exceeding an

(5) Combinationofownership arm's length price, the tax authorities will recompute the tax-

Indirect ownership under the rules means a second tier or payer's income for the taxable year. The taxpayer's liquida-
third tier ownership satisfying the 50 percent test. Indirectly tion income upon dissolution (excludingdissolutionby merg-

owned shares and directlyowned shares will be combined for er) also would be computedbased on an arm's length price.
applicationof the 50 percent test. For instane, ifCorporation In general, the arn's length price of nventory assets is rnore

A owns 10 percent of CorporationC and 50 percent of Cor- readily ascertainablebased on a market analysis than that of
poration B, which in turn owns 40 percent of C, then A will other goods or services. In determining the arm's length prce
be deemed to own 50 percent of C. for the sale and purchaseof nventory assets, the four pricing

methods will be applied in the order listed above.13 Thus, for
(6) Transactionsthroughan unrelatedparty example, the resale price method will be applied only if it is

The rules and the reporting requirements also apply to a
too difficult to determinerelevantprice under the comparable
uncontrolledprice method.14

transaction between a taxpayer and the FRP but conducted

through an unrelated third party, if the recipient of goods or

services and the amount of consideration has been deter- 2. Comparableuncontrolled price method (CUP)
mined in advance. This provision appears to fit the Korean Under this method, an arm's length price is determined by
trade system under which export/importtransactionsare gen- reference to comparable transactions between a buyer and a

erally conducted through licensed trading companies. How- seller who are independentparties. Comparable transactions
ever, because many foreign-investedcompanies or branches

are transactions involving the same types of nventory assets
now have trade licences, it will not have as much significance of similar volume under similar terms and conditions. Thus,
as in the past. the followingrequirementsshould be met for a transactionto

be comparable to the related party transaction in question:
B. General standardsand methodology (a) The transactionshould be between independentunrelated
The transfer pricing rules adopt the arm's length principle parties. This includes transactionsbetween the corporation in

under which the taxpayerand its FRP will be deemed to have question or an FRP and an unrelatedparty as well as transac-

conducted their transactions at an arm's length price (or tions between two unrelated parties neitherof which is relat-
66independententerprise price in Korean terminology). The ed to the corporation in question or the FRP.

rules list the followingmethods of computingan arm's length (b) The goods to be compared should be as nearly as possible
price:
(1) the comparableuncontrolledprice method, physically identical to the goods at issue.

(2) the resale price method,
(3) the cost plus method and 1. These four methods appear to follow the precedents in the U.S.

Treasury's Section 482 Regulations and the methods and principles
(4) other reasonablemethods. outlined in the 1979 OECD report, TransferPricing and Multinational

The first three methods are basically market approaches Enterprises(OECD Report).

predicated on the existence of a market for the transaction 12. ONTA Regulations,Art. 3.
13. CTL-ED,Art. 46(4).

involved, and the fourth method includes a functional analy- 14. This preference for the market-orientedapproach is also shown in
sis which looks, inter alia, at each party's contribution to the the U.S. Treasury's Section 482 Regulations and the 1979 OECD
ncome produced.1 Report.
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(c) The circumstancesunder which the independentunrelat- pute taxable income. For example, a foreign-investedtrading
ed parties deal with each other should be similar to the cir- company is currently assigned7.0 - 13.6 percent profit mar-

cumstances in which the corporation in question trades with gin rate, depending on the amount of its gross sales revenue.

its FRP in terms of the level in the distribution chain (e.g. Since the standard profit margins are primrily based on

wholesale or resale), trade volume and other transactioncon- Koreanmarket conditionsand operatingcosts ofKoreancor-

ditions. porations, however, it might not be reasonable to apply them
to foreign corporations. In practice, the resale price method is

If -differences exist between the transaction at issue and a useful in transactions in which the arm's length resale pricecomparable transaction in terms of the level in the distribu- of the assets is easily identifiable whereas the arm's lengthtion chain, trade conditions,volume and other factors, and if
purchase price of the assets is not.

such differencescan be quantified, the price will be adjusted
to reflect the differences.15

4. Cost plus method
The CUP method is generally preferred to other methods
because of its directness of using evidence of open market Under the cost plus method, an arm's length price is deter-

prices and the proximity to the definition of an arm's length mined by adding a normalprofitmargin to the cost of acquir-
price. In practice, however, it is often difficult to determine ing (by purchase, constructionor manufacture) the inventory
the price under the CUP method due to lack of evidence of assets which are sold to a related party. The normal profit
open market prices. In such a case, recourse will be made to margin is computedby multiplying the costs incurred to pur-
the resale price method or the cost plus method. chase, construct or manufacture the inventory assets by the

normal profit rate. The normal profit rate means, in the case

3. Resale price method
where the seller (or an unrelated party engaging in the same

or similarbusiness as the seller) acquired inventoryassets the

According to this method, an arm's length price is deter- same as or similar to the inventory assets through purchase,
mined by deducting a normal profit margin from the resale constructionor manufacturingand sold them to an unrelated

price at which a buyer of nventory assets resells these assets party at an arm's length price, the ratio of the total sales prof-
to an unrelated party.16 Generally, the resale price method it to the total acquisitioncosts.

applies where assets purchased from a related seller are
In computing appropriateprofit marginunder the cost plusan

resold to an unrelatedparty. method, differences in factors, such as functions performed
A normal profit margin (the resale price multipliedby a nor- by the purchaser or cost-sharing arrangements (if any),
mal profit rate) is computed from comparable transactions in between the actual transaction and the comparable transac-

which a buyer in a related party transaction, or an unrelated tion should be reflected and adjusted. This method is gener-
party engaging in the same or similar business activities, ally useful where the purchaser adds substantial value to the

buys the same or similar nventory assets at an arm's length goods, for example,by manufacturing,before reselling them.

price from an unrelatedparty and resells the assets to an unre- This method is also useful in cases in which the arm's length
lated party.17 purchase price is easily identifiablewhereas the arm's length

resale price is not.
The normalprofitmargin is calculatedby addingup the sales

price of the inventory traded during a specific period of time.
5. Other reasonable methodsTherefore, an issue is how to determine the proper length of

time that will be the basis for determining the scope of the If it is impossible or unreasonable to use the above methods
transactions for calculating a normal profit margin. In gener- because of the lack of comparable transactions or other rea-

al, the period of time may be a quarter, half or full year, sons, other reasonable methods of allocating income from a

whose first or final date falls closest to the date on which the cross border related party transactionmay be used.
relevant transactiontakes place.

One of the other reasonablemethodsis a variation or com-
Modificationsare made to the profit rate from the comparable binationof the CUP method, resale price or cost plus method.
transactions based on a functional analysis, i.e. reflecting dif- For example, a corporation may use a product purchased
ferences in functionsand risks undertakenby the reseller in the from an unrelatedparty and anotherproductmanufacturedby
related party transaction and those in the comparable transac- itself to produce a final product and sell the final product to
tions. For example, if the reseller performs the role of a trade its FRP. In such a case, the arm's length price of the final
broker, the normal profit margin could be related to a broker- product may be determined by combining the CUP method
age fee. For this purpose, one may refer to the ONTA guide- and the cost plus method.
lines on standardrates of brokerageservice fees in internation-
al trading. If the reseller is a distributorperforming activities Another method is the so-called profit split method under

such as storage, marketing, distribution and servicing of the which income is allocated to the related parties on the basis

goods, then a substantialprofit margin would be expected. of their proportional contribution to the ncome. The factors
to be considered are: (i) the expenses incurred by, and the

The Korean tax authorities have used a standard profit mar-

gin table (or standard net ncome rate table) by business cat- 15. CTL-ER, Art. 22(2).
egory, which is updated every year, for cases where the tax- 16. 1979 OECD Report, at 33.

payer could not produce sufficientbooks and records to com- 17. ONTA Regulations,Art. 8(2).
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price of the fixed assets used for, the purchase, manufacture (vi) the excessivenessor inadequacyof the compensation,by
or' sale of the inventory assets in a related party transaction, collecting informationregarding the price at which a compet-
(ii) the functions performed at each stage of the transaction, ing, independent company wishes to purchase identical
and (iii) other factors indicativeof the measures of contribu- intangible property or information regarding the compensa-
tion to productionof the income. tion paid or received when the transferred ntangibleproper-

ty is retransferredto a third party.
19

B. Licence of intangibleproperty In most cases, it would be difficult to find a comparble
licence. In such cases, one alternative would be to compare

Intangible assets under the CTL include copyrights on aca- the profitabilityof the taxpayeron a long-ternbasis with the

demic and artistic works (including movies), patents, trade_ trend in the same or similar industry. This is similar to the

marks, designs, models, drawings, secret formulae or pro- superroyaltyapproachprovided in Section482 of the U.S.

cesses, fills or tapes for radio and television broadcasting Internal Revenue Code. Under the U.S. super royalty provi-
and other sirnilar assets or rights, and information on indus- sion, income from the transfer of ntangiblepropertymust be

trial, commercial or scientific knowledge, experience or commensurate with the income attributable to the intangi-
skill.18 For the licence of intangibleproperty, an arm's length ble. This approach would look at the profitability of the

price will be determined according to nethods sinilar to licenseesubsequentto the licensing,marking an exception to

those described above with respect to the sale and purchase the arm's length principle which concerns a comparable
of inventory assets. The rules also recognize the long-term transactionat the time ofthe transaction. It is doubtful, how-

profitability of intangible property to the taxpayer which is ever, whether the ONTA would zealously apply the super
similar to the super royalty concept under the U.S. rules royalty approach, which was devised as a way to block

(see below). income shifting from a U.S. parent to its overseas sub-

sidiaries, to cases in which Korean subsidiariesare the recip-
In general, royalty payments are fully deductible to the payer ient of technologies. In practice, such an approach would

licensee. The withholdingtax rate for royaltypaymentsunder rarely be applicable in an nward technology transfer,
the CTL is 26.875 percent (ncluding the surtax) of the gross because in most cases any ncome shifting would be made by
royalty amount.Undermany ofKorea's tax treaties, the with- a foreign licensor to a Korean licensee.

holding tax rate is reduced to 10-15 percent. For example, If relatedcompaniesenter into cost sharing arrangementsand
under the U.S./Korea tax treaty, the withholding tax rate

(including the surtax) is 16.125 percent. Many licensing pay research and development (R&D) expenses pursuant
to such arrangements,such arrangements should be executed

agreements are subject to government clearance, including
the examination of the agreements under Korean antitrust

n advance in writing. Contracting parties must bear the

law, but no further disclosure is required for application of expenses and liabilities on an arm's length basis. The R&D
activities for which the cost sharing is undertaken must be

the reduced withholding rate under a treaty. carried out in accordance with the contract provisions. The

In determining an arm's length price for royalty payments, participatingcompaniesmust acquire the ownershipor rights
the following factors, among others, will be considered: to use the developed intangible property.

The amounts shared by the participatingcompanies must be
(i) the propriety of the royalties paid or received, by analyz- directly related to the intangiblepropertyproduced as a result
ng and comparingthe technologyto licence or to be licenced of the R&D activities.A foreignR&D companymay allocate
under the technology licence or inducement agreements and to a Korean participating company only the direct and indi-
documents relating to he approval of such technologY rect costs for the R&D activities after deducting research
licence or nducementwith the actual technology licensed; expenses separately arising upon the request of another spe-

cific related company; and ncome such as royalties for pro-
(ii) the propriety of the method for determining the fees paid viding the developed intangibleproperty to parties other than
for transactions involving intellectual property, by obtaining the participatingcompanies.
documentsregardinghow such fees are determined;

Under Korean law, in general, cost sharing payments by the

(iii) the fairness of the compensation, by examining the participating company probably have to be capitalised for

changes due to the importation of the intangible property amortizationover the statutory amortizationperiod (current-
(e.g. the degree of increase trend in the sales volume, the ly five years).20
trend in ncreaseof long-termprofitability,the degreeofcon-

tribution to mprovementin productivity); C. Use of tangibleproperty (lease)
(iv) whether the intangibleproperty for which compensation As a general rule, payments for the lease of tangibleproperty
is paid is incorporatedinto the raw materials or products pur- should be based on the CUP method, but if there are no com-

chased (i.e. whether the compensationis paid twice);
18. CTL, Art. 55(1)(ix).

(v) whether the imported technology is actually performedor 19. See 1990 DocumentaryAnalysis GuidelinesRegardingCorporate
used, by obtaining documents regarding the performance or Tax Returns (ONTA InternationalGuidelines).
use of such technology; and 20. CTL, Art. 17(10); CTL-ED. Art. 38.
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parable transactions, the lease payment will be calculated in announced by the ONTA, taking into account the overdraft
accordance with methods similar to the methods discussed interest rate of the banks headquarteredin Seoul at the end of
above with respect to inventory assets. In determining the the taxable year in question.
appropriate amount of the rent, the economic benefits In determining whether the interest rate loan betweenon a
received by the use of tangible property will be considered. related parties is appropriate, the following factors will be

taken nto account:
D. Provisionofservices (i) the amount and maturity date of the loan;
The methods for the determinationof an arm's length price (ii) the nature and purpose of the loan (such as trade credits,
for services are similar to those used for inventory transac- mortgage-basedcredits or general lons)
tions. If there is a comparableservice transaction in the same (iii) the condition in the financial market for the currencyof

the loan or related currency (strong or weak currency);circumstances to that of the relevant cross border service
transaction, the payment for the comparable transactionmay (iv) the exchange risk and prevailing interest rate for the

be viewed as an am's length price under the CUP method. If currency in the market at the time of the loan;
there is no comparable service transaction, a normal profit (v) collateral for the loan and the credit-worthinessof the

rate of a comparable transaction may be used in calculating borrower; and

an arm's length price. In such event, the normalprofit will be (vi) differences in the conditions of the financial markets

added to the cost actually ncurredfor the services furnished. between the country of the borrowerand the country of
the lender as well as the interest rate in the nternational

There may be several types of ancillary services, such as capital markets.23
management, administrative or technical services, that

accompany the primary service furnished by the corporation,
If payment is not received within the period customarilyper-

particularly the foreign parent company. In such case, pay-
mitted and the lender takes no action against such non-pay-

ments for services furnished in a similar transactionbetween ment for a long time, the reason for such non-paymentand the

unrelated parties will be adopted as the basis for calculating appropriatenessof overdue nterest, if any, will be examined.

an arm's length price of the service at issue. Interest on the loan that is deemed a capital contributionor a

When calculating an arm's length price under this method, quasi-capitalcontributionwill not be deductibleas expenses.

the following factors will be considered: For this purpose, quasi-capital contribution includes the

whether a written contract for the provision of services following:
-

was executed in advance; (1) a loan for which there is no advance agreement as to the

whether the fact that a benefit actually flows from the term, repayment- maturity date and of principal;
services provided can be specificallyproven;

(2) a loan which may be converted into the stock of the bor-

whether the services provided can be clearly recognized
rower or other fom of capital contribution;

-

and measured; and (3) a loan where the payment obligations are proportionate
whether the services are actually provided and directly

to the capital contributions made by the capital interest
-

related to the operations of the company that receives owners of the borrower;
such services, and are or will be used by such company.21 (4) a loan with no separate provisions for sanctions upon

failure to pay interest;
Even if these conditions are satisfied, if the services fall into (5) a loan with interest rates that vary dependingon the oper-
one of the following categories, the compensation for such ating performanceof the borrower; or

services will not be deductibleas expenses (because they are (6) a loan which is similar to one of the loans described
expenses of the parent company): above.24

services identical or similar to services a parent company Under Korean law, nterest subject with-
-

usually provides to its subsidiary free of charge, such as
tax payments are to

after-service,or services which are not likely to be com- holding tax at the rate of 26.875 percent (ncluding the sur-

pensated if the companies were ndependententities; tax). This withholding tax rate is usually reduced to 10 to 15
under Korean treaties. Under the U.S.-services the parent company provides for its own benefit

Korea for example, the effective withholding
- percent most tax

or to supervise the subsidiary; or
tax treaty, tax

rate for interest payments is 12.9 percent.services the parent company provides in its capacity as a-

shareholder of the subsidiary to protect and manage its
investment.22 IV. COMPLIANCE

E. Loans and advances (interest) A. Genera/

In general, if the nterest rate under a loan agreementbetween With the exceptionof the defnitionof the arm's length pice
relatedparties is nappropriateor the loan agreementdoes not determination methods, the priority in application thereof

specify the nterest rate, it will be determined by the CUP and the reportingrequirements,the transferpricing rules gen-
method. In such a case, according to the ONTA Internal

21. ONTA Internal Guidelines.
Guidelines,the deemednterest rate under Article47 of the 22. Id.
CTL-ED and Article 20(3) of the CTL-ER will be applied. 23. Id.
Undercurrentlaw, the deemed interest rate is the nterest rate 24. Id.
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erally take the form of administrative guidelines of the 2. Authority to demand data and documents
ONTA, which as a legal matter are not binding on taxpayers The ONTA Regulations list data and documents that tax-a
or the court. The rationaleunderlyingthis may be to allow the
Korean tax authorities to enforce the transferpricing rules for payer may be requested to produce for the tax authorities'

determinationof the arm's length price. These data and doc-
a periodof time before the rules are incorporatedinto statutes

uments include those held by the FRPs well those heldas as
such as the CTL and the CTL-ED. Once the tax authorities
obtain sufficient data and experience in enforcement of the by the taxpayer.

rules, it s foreseeablethat the rules might be contained in the First, for a documentary analysis, the tax authorities may
CTL or the CTL-ED. request the productionof the followingdata and documents:

(a) contracts for the sale or purchaseof assets;
Since the current statutory provisions on transfer pricing are (b) price lists ofproducts;
very general, giving the tax authorities broad authority and (c) calculationof manufacturingcosts of products;
discretion in applying the provisions, as a practical matter, (d) detailed report on transactions in relevant products with
taxpayers have to comply with the transfer pricing rules in unrelated companies; and
the fom of the administrative guidelines. Furthermore, the (e) in the case of provisionof services or other transactions,
reporting requirements are mandatory statutory obligations data and documents similar to those in (a) through (d)
mposed on taxpayers. above.

If a price in a related party transaction is not deemed appro- Second, for a tax audit or investigation,which is a more seri-

priate, the tax authorities may determine an arm's length ous phase of tax examination than a documentary analysis,
price based on one of the four methods which the tax author- the submissionof the following data and documents may be
ities deem as reasonable. requested:

(a) data and documents for a documentaryanalysis set forth
Korean tax law, in principle,places the burdenofprofon the above;
tax authorities.Therefore, the ONTA's determinationofprice (b) corporate organizationalcharts and job descriptions;
is subject to the basic principle that the tax authorities must (c) data concerning the determinationof the prices in inter-
base their decision on the books and records provided by the national transactions;
taxpayer as much as possible and show the grounds for the (d) pricing policy within the group of companies;
decision.25 (e) accountingstandards;

The ONTA's burden of showing the basis for taxation, how- (f) descriptionof activitiesperformedby each of the compa-

ever, is substantially relieved by a provision that allows the nies involved in the cross border transaction;

ONTA to determine the taxable ncome by estimation where (g) cross border transactionpractices in the same industry in

there are no books or evidentiary documents sufficient to the country of the taxpayer or its FRP; and

determine taxable income of a taxpayer, or where a signifi- (h) other data and documents necessary for the price deter-

cant part of the evidence is missing or false.26 In addition, the mination.29

transfer pricing rules impose substantial documentation The breadth of the lists and the open-endednessof the catch-

requirements on the taxpayer, as a result substantially shift- all provision of other necessary data and documents in

ing the burden of proof (or at least the burden of production effect may mean that the tax authorities may request any
of evidence) to the taxpayer. type of information that is deemed necessary for determina-

tion of an arm's length price, including certain information
held by FRPs.

B. Documentation

1. Annual reporting requirements 3. Effect of non-compliancewith documentation
requirements

A taxpayerengagedin transactionswith an FRP must submit, The ONTA Regulations provide certain disadvantageous
togetherwith its annual corporate tax return, a detailed report effects for non-compliancewith the documentationrequire-
of transactions with FRPs (Form No. 59).27 As discussed ments. Failure to comply with the annual reporting require-
above, although the branch/head office relationship is not ment by the time a taxpayer files its corporate tax retum may
withn the ambit of the rules, a Korean branch of a foreign trigger a documentaryanalysis. If the taxpayer does not pro-
corporation will be requested to report its transactions with duce data and documentsupon requestby a tax officerduring
the head office on the same form. the documentary analysis phase, the ONTA might nitiate a

If the total amountof the taxpayer's transactionswith an FRP tax audit or nvestigationof the taxpayer. If the taxpayerdoes

iS W 5 billion (approximately USS 7 million) or more in a
not produce data and documents requested for a tax audit or

taxable year, the taxpayermust submit a summarizedincome investigation, the ONTA can assess the taxpayer's tax liabili-

statement of the FRP(s) as an attachment to its corporation
income tax return. If the total amountof transactionsbetween

25. NBTL, Art. 16.
26. CTL, Art. 32(3); CTL-ED,Art. 93(1).

the taxpayer and the FRPs exceeds W 5 billion, a summa- 27. CTL-ED,Art. 82(3)(v); CTL-ER, Art. 45(3)(xxxiv).
rized income statement of the top three FRPs in tems of 28. ONTA Regulations,Art. 11(1).
transactionamount must be submitted.28 29. ONTA Regulations,Art. 11(2).
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ties by estimationbased on the arm's length price determined Furthermore,a taxpayerwould be even more likely to be sub-
by one of the four methods above that the ONTA deems as ject to a tax audit if it falls into the category describedabove,
reasonable.30 and:

or rate tax-If there are no books or evidentiary documents sufficient to (1) its total sales profits operating profit for the
able year is 70 percent or less of the national average fordetermine the taxable income, or if an importantpart of evi-
the particular industry for the prior taxabledence is missing or false, the ONTA may assess taxable year;

taxncome by estimation based on the stardard profit rate of (2) the result of its computerizedcumulative compliance
the taxpayer's industry.31 In practice, it would not be easy for level for the past five years is found to be less than aver-

a taxpayer to overturn the tax liability assessedby the ONTA. age;
(3) it trades with foreign related companies located in tax

haven countries such as the Bahamas, Switzerland,Hong
C. Adjustmentsto income Kong or Panama;
If a price in a cross border related party transaction is deter- (4) the trade with foreign related companies accounts for 90

mined to be different from the arm's length price, the trans- percent or more of its total trade;
actionwill be recharacterizedon an arm's length basis, which (5) the total sales profits or operating profit rate for the tax-

will require an adjustmentof the taxpayer's taxable income able year is 70 percent or less of its foreign related com-

to reflect the difference between the price adopted and the pany's total sales profits or operating profit rate; or

arm's length price.32 In the case of an inbound cross border (6) meets other standards separately established by regional
transactionin which the incomeof a Korean taxpayeris shift- tax offices.37
ed to an FRP, the differencewill be reflectedin the form ofan In determining the companies to be audited, the Korean tax
addition to the taxpayer's revenues or exclusion from the authoritiesbegin with a comparisonofa taxpayer'sprofit rate
deductible expenses, thus increasing the taxpayer's taxable with the average profit rate in the relevant industry for the
ncome in Korea. prior year. The tax authoritiesmay further request documents

Usually, the taxpayer would not have on hand the funds and information, such as contracts for the purchase of prop-

equivalent to the differential, which have already been shift- erty, import/exportlicences, resale price lists, and monthlyor

ed overseas. The ONTAwill not insist on the taxpayer'sactu- quarterly financial reports. The tax audit will focus on the

al recovery of such funds shifted overseas. Instead, the funds appropriatenessof the prices of goods, royalties from intan-

shifted overseas will be treated as an outlay paid from the gible property, interest rates, compensation for services,
earnings of the taxpayer and will be characterized as an transportationcosts, insurancepremiums and other fees.

appropriate item dependingon the situation.33For example,if A taxpayer's subjective ntention to avoid or evade Korean
the FRP which has benefited from the transaction is the par- taxes is not required for the tax authorities to apply the trans-
ent companyof the taxpayer, the income shifted to the parent fer pricing rules.
company would be treated as dividends from the taxpayer's
after-tax eamings.34 The statute of limitations for corporate income tax is five

years. This five year period may not be extended.
There may be cases in which the taxpayerhas agreed with its
foreign related company to recover the income shifted over-

seas before filing its revised corporate income tax return and V. RELIEF PROVISIONS
such recovery is objectively foreseeable. Then, such income
may be treated as a provisional advance payment to the for- A. Correspondingadjustments
eign relatedcompany and the foreignrelated company would

The rules do provide for specialproceduresregardingnot be subject to tax.35 not any
corresponding adjustments. An adjustment to the taxable

If all or part of the amount of the income shifted overseas is income of a foreign related company would not have an

included in the acquisitionprice of the assets held by the tax- immediate impact on the taxable income of the Korean tax-

payer, the acquisition price of the assets may be reduced by payer. Korea appears to have no deemed paid foreign tax
such amount for tax purposes. credit as provided in Section 902 of the U.S. Internal Rev-

enue Code (IRC). In the case of adjustments initiated in a

D. Transferpricing tax audits foreign country, recourse will be made to the mutual agree-
ment procedure of the relevant tax treaty (the competent

There are no de minimis rules that would exempt a transac- authority procedure). In 1988, the ONTA issued guidelines
tion from applicationof the transfer pricing rules. However, regarding the mutual agreementprocedurewith foreign com-

the ONTA has recently set internal standards for identifying
companies that would be subject to selective auditing in 30. ONTA Regulations,Art. 11(2).
respectof transferpricing.36According to the guidelines,cor- 31. CTL-ED,Art. 93(2).
porations likely to be subject to a tax audit are those which 32. ONTA Regulations, Art. 13(1).
are engaged in the manufacturingor distributionbusiness and 33. ONTA Regulations,Art. 13(2).

34. CTL-ED,Art. 94-2(1).whose annual sales revenue exceeds W 10 billion (approxi- 35. ONTARegulations,Art. 13(3).
mately USS 14.1 million) and whose annual transaction 36. See ONTA Internal Guidelines.
amount with the FRP exceeds W 5 billion. 37. Id.
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petent authorities in order to facilitate the use of the proce- ment the information submitted by the taxpayer. The agree-
dure by taxpayers.38 ment will increase the ONTA's ability to gather information

relating to intercompany transactions between U.S. compa-
In case of adjustments initiated in Korea, a foreign corpora- nies and their affiliatedentities in Korea and increase the
tion may seek a foreign tax credit if it is available under its may

risk of tax audits in Korea.
own country's tx law. IRC Section 902, for example, pro-
vides for a foreign tax credit for tax paid by a subsidiaryof a

U.S. corporation. If double taxation is expected to result, the D. Conformitywith customs valuation
corporationmay request the tax authoritiesof its home coun-

Korean rules do not provide for conformity of transfer pric-
try to invoke the competent authority procedure for negotia-
tion with the Korean tax authorities. ng with customsvaluation. By contrast, the United States, in

its 1986 tax reform added to the IRC a provision that the cost

basis ofproperty imported from relatedparties cannotexceed

B. Advancedeterminationrequests the value claimed for customs declarationpurposes.41
The ONTA previously announced that it would adopt an The Korean Customs Law provides for methods of determin-

advance determination procedure under which a taxpayer ng the customs value (or dutiable value) of mported goods
could confirm the reasonableness of its proposed pricing based on the arm's length principle; these methods are similar

method with the ONTA.39 Such advance determinationpro- to those prescribed in the transfer pricing rules.42 Although
cedure, however, has not yet ben implemented. According there are no immediateindications that the Korean tax author-
to an ONTA official, the ONTA determinednot to adopt the ities would refer to the customs value in reviewing the appro-
advance determination procedure because of the expected priateness of the price in a foreign related party transaction,
administrativeburdens on its limited resources. the customs value declared by the taxpayer would be a rele-

vant factor in determining the arm's length price.
C. Simultaneousexaminationaccord between U.S.

and Korean tax authorities
38. Enforcement Regulations Regarding Mutual Agreement Proce-

In June 1990, the U.S. and Korean tax authorities signed an dure with Foreign Competent Authorities Under Tax Treaties (ONTA
agreement for conducting simultaneous examinations of tax RegulationsNo. 1006, dated 1 February 1988).
retums.4oThe U.S. Internal Revenue Service has entered into 39. Draft Proposal of the Operational Regulations Regarding the

such a working arrangement with nine other countries, TransferPricing Rules, Art. 8.

including Canada, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, 40. Working Arrangement between the United States Internal Rev-

Italy, Japan, Sweden, Australia and the Philippines.
enue Service and the Republic of Korea National Tax Administration
for the Conduct of Simultaneous Examinationunder the Terms of the

Under the agreement, each tax authority will separately Exchange of InformationProvisions of the Convention for the Avoid-

examine taxpayers under its jurisdiction, but during each
ance of Double Taxation and the Establishmentof Rules of Reciprocal
Administrative Assistance in the case of Income and Other Taxes,

stage of the examination, they will exchange information in signed on 20 June 1990.
accordancewith the U.S./Koreatax treaty. The tax authorities 41. U.S. IRC, Sec. 1059 A.
will use the informationobtained in the exchanges to supple- 42. See Customs Law, Art. 9.
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HONG KONG

ENFORCEMENT
Anthony Au-Yeung

I. ENFORCEMENTPOSSIBILITIES IN GENERAL
Accountant, FHKSA, FCPA (Aust);

A. Taxpayerobligation to file timely return or declaration International Tax Programme (Harvard
Law School); Commissionerof Inland

The taxpayer base is identified in the first instance, for employees, from notifica- Revenue, Hong Kong
tions made by employers of the commencementof employmentwith that employ-
er;1 and for businesses, from the applications for registration of new businesses
with the Business RegistrationOffice.2 The Business RegistrationOffice is an inte-
gral part of the Inland Revenue Department.
Annual tax returns are issued to taxpayers by post to their recorded address. The
return specifies the time allowed for its completion and lodgment with the Com-
missioner- usually one month in the case of taxpayers who are not representedby
professionaladvisers. Accountantsand other professional tax advisers are allowed
a longer period to lodge their clients' retums. The length of the extension available
depends on the annual accountingdate of ndividualcompanies,but it can be up to
seven and a halfmonths after the end of the year of assessmentconcemed.3Further
extensions beyond the standard period are not generally entertained, but will be
considered in extenuatingcircumstanceswhere there are genuine complianceprob-
lems outside the control of the taxpayer and his representative.
Notwithstandingthat returns are, in general, mailed to taxpayers, neither the non-
issue nor non-receipt of the relevant return excuses a taxpayer from fulfilling his
obligations. Any taxpayerwhohas not received a return is required to give written
notification of chargeability to the Commissionernot later than four months after
the end of the year of assessment.

B. Obligationof taxpayersto provide additional information
The diverse nature of business operations makes it difficult to design a return that
will apply in all possible circumstances. Returns, therefore, only require a mini-
mum of informationon the business and its owners, etc. to be completedwithin the
body of the return itself. The balanceof the relevant informationis providedby way
of supporting accounts and schedules, including, if appropriate, a computation to
reconcile the accounting profits with those chargeable to tax. If a taxpayer files a

substantiallyincompletereturn, the assessor is empoweredto reject it and require a
more complete or further return to be made, depending on the circumstances.

On occasion the informationcontainedwithin a return, while not incomplete, may
require further clarification to determine the assessabilityor deductibilityof a par-
ticular item. The assessor is authorized to seek further nformation in such situa-
tions. As a rule, these enquiries are made in a simple letter of request. However, if
a taxpayerdoes not provide the full informationor fails to reply witlin a reasonable 1. Employers are under a statutory obliga-time a more formal enquiry, citing both the authority for the request and the penal- tion to repot commencementand cessation of
ties for failure to complywith it, is issued. employmentof their employees.

2. All taxpayers are required to hold a Busi-

C. Obligationofthirdparties to provide information
ness Registration Certificate before they can

commence business. Business Registration
Third parties are required, if requested, to provide within a reasonabletime relevant Certificates are renewed annually upon pay-

ment of the prescribed fee.information in their possessionor knowledge in connectionwith a taxpayer's obli-
j. Taxpayers with accounts closing on 31gations under the tax code. The scope of what can be requested is extensive and March are allowedup to 15 Novemberto lodgeincludes not only information and documents but extends to the production, for their returns.
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examination, of deeds, plans, nstruments, books, accounts, taxpayer and other witnesses under oath. The power to

vouchers and bank statements. Essentially, any document examine under oath is used only nfrequently by the Com-
which the assessorconsiders to be relevant to the issue under missioner, but invariably by the Board of Review and the

enquiry may be requested. Court if the Court is hearing an appeal transferred to it from
the Board of Review.7

An Assistant Commissioner is authorized to give written
notice to a taxpayeror any otherperson requiringattendance, In addition to the power to examine witnessesunder oath the

at a time and place specified, to answer truthfully questions Commissioner,Board of Review and the Court can summon

put in connection with either that person's or a third party's any person to attend the hearing to be examined on the mat-

taxation affairs. ter under dispute. In a hearing before the Board of Review,
the strict rules on the admissibilityof evidence, as set out in

Governmentofficers and employees of public bodies are, in the Evidence Ordinance and established case law, do not
general, subject to the same provisions as other taxpayers in

apply. The Board may admit or reject any evidence adduced,
respect of the provision of information. However, where a whether oral or documentary. As a matter of practice, the
person is under an express statutory obligation to observe Board of Review closely follows the principles embodied in
secrecy in respect of official information obtained by him in the rules of evidence. The Courts, on the other hand, strictly
the course of his employment, then that person is absolved observe the rules. Subject to claims for privilege, where
from having to disclose such information. applicable, witnesses answering questions under oath are

Hong Kong does not operate a withholding system or PAYE required to answer truthfully relevantquestions put to them.

system of taxation in respectof employmentincome. Accord-

ingly, all salaries tax is assessed on the basis of the returns F. Privilegeprecludingcompelledtestimony
lodgedby the taxpayers. As an integral part of the verification

process employers are required to report, on an annual basis, The establishedrules of professional legal privilege apply in

details of the chargeableemolumentsof their employees.4 respect of communicationspassing between a taxpayer and
his legal adviser for the purposes of obtaining legal advice.
Other than for privilegedcommunications,a taxpayercannot

D. Specialprotectionfor thirdparties refuse, on the grounds of self-ncrimination,to supply infor-

No special provisions exist to provide special protectiont mation reasonably requested by an assessor in the course of

accountantsand banks. They are subject to the generalprovi_ dealing with a taxpayer's affairs. In cases before the courts,

sions of the law and rnust provide relevant information in the usual rules of evidence apply to protect privileged com-

respect of an identified taxpayerwhen required to do so. The municationsfrom disclosure.

Departmentdoes not use its powers to obtain financial nfor- When the Commissioner is personally of the opinion that a

mation at random and enquiries are confined to named per- person has without reasonable excuse made an ncorrect
sons only. retum, or supplied false information that has the effect of

Lawyers are, in addition to the protection afforded to their understatingchargeable profits the Commissionermay, with

clients by legal professional privilege, provided with a spe-
the consent of the Board of Review, require that person to

cial concessionin respect of accounts kept in relation to their furnish a statement of assets and liabilities. The statementof

clients' affairs. It is sufficient compliance with a request for assets and liabilities,which can be required for any period of

information if a lawyer provides a certified true copy of all time up to seven years prior to the commencementof the cur-

the relevant entries in his account in respect of the matters rent year of assessment, must give details of the assets and

under enquiry. liabilities of that person and his spouse in Hong Kong plus
disbursements of funds, including overseas transfers, and

When the subject of an enquiry to a lawyer is a land or prop- other receipts and remittances.
erty transaction, that lawyer'sclaim ofprivilege is statutorily If the Commissioner specified authorized senior officer,overruled and cannot constitute a reasonable excuse for fail- or a

ing to comply with the notice concerned. Information on oath, satisfies a magistrate that there are reasonable

requested in respect of property transactions is confined to grounds for suspecting that a person has made an incorrect

names and addresses of parties to the transaction, considera- return or supplied false information and thus understatedhis

tionpaid and other similar relevant information,s chargeable income, or that a personhas failed to complywith

E. Obligationto testify underoath 4. This requirementis in addition to the requirementto reportemploy-
ees' commencementsand cessationsof employment.

In the normal course ofraising an assessment,a taxpayer is not 5. Property conveyances in Hong Kong are, in general, processed by
lawyers. Privilege claims in such situations would seriously impede the

required to testify under oath- the most that he can legally be
efficacyof taxing property trading transactions.

required to do is to answer truthfully questions put to him. 6 The Board of Review is an independentlyconstitutedtribunal con-

However, once a dispute arises on the quantum of the assess- sisting of persons with legal and associatedbackgrounds. Its function is
able income, additionalpowers arise and the appellant taxpay- to review, through the appeals system, decisions of the Commissioner

er and connected third parties can be examinedunderoath. which are disputed by taxpayers.
7. By consent, the Commissioner and taxpayers may agree to leap-

For disputed assessments the Commissioner, the Board of frog appeals from the Board of Review to the High Court for hear-
Review6 and the Courts all have the power to examine the ing and determination.
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a court order to lodge a return or supply further information, pound their offence in the first instance. Only where taxpay-
the magistratemay issue a warrant authorizing access to and ers continue to withholdnformationis resort had to prosecu-
seizure of records from any place where it is suspected that tion in the courts. In the majority of circumstances, the
documents and records material to the assessmentof the tax- administrative penalty imposed by the Commissioner is
payer's affairs are held. Any person whose books and records unlikely to exceed the penalty that would be expected to be
are seized under a magistrateorder is allowed,under the con- imposed by the courts.
trol of the Commissioner,reasonable access to those records

a court to
for the purposes of examinationand making extracts. Taxpayerswho have been orderedby provide infor-

mation or produce documents, and who fail to do so, will be
prosecuted again for failure to comply with an order of the

G. Privilegedcommunications court. Prosecutions within this category are relatively few

In general, Hong Kong follows the U.K. practice in respect-
when compared with the total number of compound offers

ng the fundamentalprinciple of legal professionalprivilege.
issued each year.

Confidentialcommunicationspassing between a legal advis-
er and his client may not be given in evidence if the commu- I. Collectionprocedures
nication was either for the client to obtain legal advice or it The tax charged be paid in accordanceon any person mustrefers to a current or contemplated legal action involving the with the instructions contained in the notice of assessment.client. Legal professionalprivilege is not an implied term of
the contractualrelationshipbetween the legal adviser and the Any tax unpaid after the expiration of the due date for pay-

ment is deemed to be in default and is recoverable throughclient but a matter of public policy. This policy arises from the court civil debt due to the Government.the principle that for the perfect administrationof justice and
as a

for the protection of the confidence which exists between a Tax is payable notwithstanding that the underlying assess-

lawyer and his client, confidential communications passing ment is under objection or appeal. In normal circumstances,
between them shall not be subject to production. however, the Commissionermay allow tax in dispute to be

held-over, until the dispute is resolved, conditionally uponIn order to be privileged, the information must have passed the appellant furnishing security for the debt by providing,abetween the client and the legal adviser in the course of that banker's guarantee purchasing Tax Reserve Certificate.1oor a
relationship, which must have been in existence at the time
that the nformation was passed. Documents passed in any Recovery of outstanding tax may be made through the courts

other capacity cannot give rise to a claim for privilege, or directly from the taxpayer's debtors. Third parties from

notwithstanding that the recipient may have subsequently whom arrears of tax may be garnisheed nclude taxpayers,
become the legal adviser to the person who tendered them. bankers and employers.Where a third party pays over money

to the Commissioner in compliance with a garnishee order,The mere fact that a communicationis between a client and a that third party is indemnified against all civil and criminal
legal adviser does not render it privileged. In order for privi-
lege to apply, the document must have been brought into proceedings through having compliedwith the order.

existence for the purpose of obtaining legal advice. The pur- In normal circumstances,an assessmentcannot be issued to a

pose need not be for the sole purpose of obtaining legal personuntil the expirationof the due date for lodgmentofhis
advice, it is sufficient that obtaining legal advice is a domi- return. However, where it appears that the taxpayer is about
nant purpose. Documents are not privileged when they are to leave Hong Kong, or if for any other reason it is expedient
neither confidential nor privileged in the hands of the client. to do so, the assessor may make the assessmentat any time.
The relationship between a tax adviser who is not a lawyer Employers of individuals about to leave Hong Kong for a

and his client, whilst involving a contractual duty of confi- period exceeding one month are required to notify such

dentiality, does not give rise to a claim for privilege. impending departures. Upon receipt of such notifications,
assessments are issued as a matter of urgency, and measures

H. Complianceaspects of furnishing information are taken to ensure paymentof the tax due prior to departure.

Taxpayerswho fail to furnish informationsoughtby a simple 1. Penalties
written request for furthernformationwill be issued a formal
notification requiring production of the stated information 1. Failure to filea return
and documents. The notification will cite the provisions of
the law authorizing the request, the time limit for compliance Any taxpayer who, without reasonable excuse, fails to file a

and the penalties for failing to comply.8
return may be dealt with in one of two ways. The failure to
file may be prosecuted through the courts as an offence. The

Any person who fails to comply with a notice to provide
nformationmay be chargedbefore the court with an offence. 8. Maximumpenalty is a fine of HK$ 5,000.
The court, if the offence is proven, is empoweredto impose a 9. The scale of penalties in the great majority of cases falls between

fine and to order compliance with the notice. The Commis- HK$ 400 and HK$ 3,000 depending on the size of the business and the

sioner may, before judgment is given, compoundany offence history of previous offences.
10. Tax Reserve Certificates are certificates of deposit issued by the

and impose an administrativepenalty9 on the condition that Commissionerof Inland Revenue. They are interest-bearing,but when
the taxpayer fulfills his obligations. In practice, as an admin- used in dispute cases, only the amount, if any, subsequentlyrefunded to
istrative expedient, taxpayers are generally invited to com- the taxpayerbears interest.
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penalty upon conviction is a fine not exceeding HK$ 5,000 the deduction, there can be no question of any penalty being
plus the impositionofan additionalfine ofup to treble the tax imposed.
underchargedas a consequenceof the failure to file. In most )
cases the Commissionerwill, however, in the first instance, 3. Late payment of tax
offer to compound the offence administratively by the tax-

payer agreeing to file the return and pay a monetary penalty. Tax is payable in accordance with the instructions contained
This notwithstanding, it is departmental practice, where the in the demand note. The demand note specifies the total

taxpayer is thought to have chargeable profits, to issue an amount payable, whetherpayment in two instalments is per-
estimatedassessment.The estimatedassessmentprocedure is mitted and the due dates for payment.12
considered to be effective in the generality of cases because
not only does it result in the outstandingreturn being lodged, Any taxpayerwho fails to make payments in accordancewith

but it also establishesdue dates for the tax payable. the prescribed schedule will, if the default relates to the first
instalment,have the option ofpaying by instalmentsrevoked

Estimated assessments, whilst they must be realistic and thus so that the whole of the tax will become immediatelydue and
cannotbe capricious,are raised taking into accountknownpre- payable. In addition, a late paymentsurchargeof five percent
vious profits of the defaultingtaxpayer,profit trends within the of the total tax due will be imposed. Tax in default for more

taxpayer's ndustry and the general economic climate. Objec- than six months is subject to a further surcharge of ten per-
tions by taxpayersagainstestimatedassessmentsare only valid cent of the balance outstandingat that time.
if supportedby a completedreturn and related accounts.

The Commissioner is empowered to impose a penalty, K. Scope of withholding tax

administratively,of up to treble the tax assessed where a tax-

payerfails to lodge a retum.n This form of penalty actionwill The tax code does not contain any specific provisions for the

be considered in more serious cases where there have been withholding of taxes from payments to persons resident in

considerabledelays in lodging returns and the tax involvedis Hong Kong. All taxes due are collected through the assess-

substantial. ment process.

Non-residents carrying on business in Hong Kong are

2. Understatementof income chargeable to tax in respect of their profits arising in or

derived from Hong Kong. Thus, for example, non-resident
Penalties for understating ncome or over-claiming deduc- entertainers and sportsmen who perform in Hong Kong are

tions fall within two broad categories- wilful intent to evade chargeable to tax in respect of the payments derived from
tax and making an incorrect return without reasonable such performances.In addition,non-residentpersons not car-
excuse. rying on business in Hong Kong and without a physicalpres-

Any taxpayer convicted of wilfully evading tax is liable to a
ence here are liable to tax if they receive sums in the form of

fine for each offence, not exceeding HK$ 20,000 plus a fur- royalties or licence fees for the use of, or the right to use, in

ther fine of up to treble the tax undercharged and imprison- Hong Kong certain ndustrial or intellectual property. Such

ment for up to three years. Current sentencing guidelines receipts comprisesums receivedfrom the exhibitionor use of

issued by the courts indicate that, in the absence of mitigating
cinemaor televisionfilm or tape, any sound recording,or any

circumstances, taxpayers convictedof wilful evasion face an advertising material connected with such items and sums

received for the use of, or right to use, in Hong Kong a patent,immediate custodial sentence.
design, trademark or similar property, or for mparting

The standardofproofto obtain a successfulconvictionfor wil- knowledge connected with such item. These receipts are

ful intent is high and, in most cases, taxpayerswho understate deemed to arise in or be derived from Hong Kong from a

their incomes are dealt with administratively.To be liable to an trade, professionor business carried on in Hong Kong.
administrativepenalty it is only necessary that the understate-

Non-residentsderiving profits from Hong Kong charge-are
ment be made without reasonable excuse - a much less oner-

ous task than proving a wilful ntentionofevading tax.
able either directly or in the name of their Hong Kong agent.
Persons acting as the Hong Kong agent for non-residentsare

When a decision is taken to penalize a taxpayer administra- required to hold back sufficient funds out of the monies due

tively for an alleged offence, the taxpayermust be given the to their non-resident principals to settle those principals'
opportunity to submit written representations in his defence profits tax liabilities.

prior to the penalty being imposed. After the imposition of
the penalty the taxpayer, if he considers it to be incorrectly
imposed or excessive,may appeal to the Board of Review to 11. Previously the Board of Review considered that the benchmark

have it reconsidered. The Board of Review has the authority penalty was 100 percentof the tax assessed. More recent decisions indi-
cate that the appropriatepenalty is 10-20 percent of the tax assessed.

to confirm, reduce, ncrease or annul the penalty assessment, 12. The great majorityof taxpayers permitted to settle their tax lia-are
as it sees fit in the circumstancesof the case. bilities in two instalments. Where instalmentsare available, the balance

of the previous year's tax plus 75 percent of the current year's provi-
Where an understatementof income can be demonstrated to sional tax is due for paymentbetween January and March, with the bal-
be not due to a wilful intent to evade tax and if there is a rea- ance of the provisional tax falling due for payment between April and
sonable excuse for the omission of the income or overclaims June.
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Persons who sell goods by consignmenton behalfofnon-res- ered to be paying an excessive consideration for goods and
idents are required to lodge quarterly returns of their con- services to an affiliate located in a subsidiary located in a

signment sales with the Commissioner. At the same time, lower or zero tax jurisdiction, the first line ofattack would be
they are required to pay a sum, presently set at 0.5 percent of to disallow part of the deduction, to the extent that the excess

the value of the consignmentsales, as the tax attributable to consideration paid is not an expense incurred in earning
the profits on such sale. chargeableprofits.

For clearly non-commercial transactions where tax avoid-
L. Intereston overpaymentsand underpayments ance appears to be the predominantmotivatorof the arrange-

Hong Kong operates a provisional tax system which requires ments, the anti-avoidance provisions would be brought to

the tax payable on the currentyear's income, estimatedby ref- bear on the transaction.

1 erence to the previous year's ncome, to be paid concurrently
with the derivation of that ncome. If actual income exceeds

Il. INTERNATIONALASPECTS OFthe estimated incomeupon which the provisionaltax has been
ENFORCEMENTASIDE FROM TREATIEScalculated,no interest is charged on the underpaid tax.

The provisional tax system has a self-assessment facility A. Special reporting requirements for international
available whereby taxpayerswho expect their actual incomes transactions
to be less than 90 percent of the income on which provision- tax on onal tax has been assessed, may apply for a reduction in their Hong Kong's regime is based bringing into charge,
provisional tax liability. No interest is paid on overpayments

a territorial source basis, income arising in or derived from

of tax refunded to taxpayers. Hong Kong. As such, the distinction between residents and
non-residentsis largely irrelevant. It follows then that there is

Taxpayers objecting to assessments may be required to pur- very little in the way of special reporting requirements for
chase a Tax Reserve Certificate for the amount of the tax in nternationaltransactions.
dispute. Any nterest paid on the principal value of the Cer-

In where non-residents considered have derivedtificates refunded to taxpayers is exempt from tax.
cases are to

income from Hong Kong, often in passive forms such as roy-
If, upon lodgment of an objection, a taxpayer elects not to alties, use of patent rights, etc., the legislation contains spe-
purchasea Tax ReserveCertificatebut, in lieu, is eithergiven cific provisions. Normally, it will deem a percentage of the
an unconditionalholdover or permitted to furnish a banker's ncome to be the profit attributable to Hong Kong, and then
guarantee for the amountof the tax in dispute, interestwillbe impose an obligationupon the Hong Kong party making the
charged upon the balance of the tax in dispute that is finally payment to also settle the attributable tax.
determinedto be payable. Interestpaid in such circumstances
is not allowable as a deduction.

B. Foreignentitiessubjectto local jurisdiction
M. Recordkeepingand reporting requirementsfor Any foreign entity with profits arising in or derived from

transferpricing Hong Kong is subject to Hong Kong taxation on those prof-
There are no specific provisions for recordkeepingor report_ its. Where such foreign businesses have a physical presence

ing requirements in connection with transfer pricing. As a here, they are required to register those businesses under the

relatively low tax territory,13 transfer pricing arrangements Business Registration Ordinance. Once so registered, they
have, to date, not been noted as causing concern. If anything, will be responsible for the administrationof their own taxa-

there has probablybeen a tendency for group pricing policies tion affairs.

to transferprice profits nto Hong Kong for assessmentat the
lower rates of tax rather than to transfer them out to higher C. Special extra-territoriallegislation
tax jurisdictions.

Section 6038A of the Internal Revenue Code requires a U.S.
To deter abuse of transfer pricing arrangements, the legisla- corporation or a foreign corporation engaged in a trade or
tion pernits the Commissioner to examine transactions business in the United States, if it is 25 percent foreign-
between closely connectedparties to ensure that transactions owned, to maintain records of transactions with related par-
between them are conducted on a connercial basis. Should ties. Except for taxpayers being required to disclose in their
non-arm's length transactions involving a non-residentand a annual returns, whetherthey carried on business with a close-
resident result in either no profits or a profit less than that ly connectednon-resident,Hong Kong has no similar specif-
which normally would be expected to arise in Hong Kong, ic reportingrequirementsin relation to transactionswith non-
that non-residentparty is deemed to be carrying on business residents.
in Hong Kong and also becomes chargeable on his profits
derived from Hong Kong. The Hong Kong resident is U.S. taxpayers who consider that their tax position in accor-

deemed to be the agent of the non-residentand is responsible dance with general law is modified by a tax treaty are

for settling the tax so charged.
13. Current rates of tax:

Expenses are deductibleto the extent that they are incurred in Salaries and unincorporatedbusinesses - 15 percent
the productionofprofits. If a Hong Kong taxpayer is consid- Corporations - 16.5 percent.
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required to disclose that position in their returns. Alternative- position on evidence closely following the accepted rules for

ly, if they do not lodge a return, they must file the claim in cases prosecutedbefore the courts.

such form as is prescribed. Hong Kong does not have this

type of reporting requirement. Any taxpayer that considers B. Public courtproceedings
that certain income is not chargeable to tax excludes the

amount, under cover of a relevantexplanation, in the compu- Board of Review hearings are held in camera and the general
tation ofhis chargeablencome. secrecyprovisionsof the local tax code are maintained.Deci-

sions of interest and importance from the Board of Review

D. Specialpenaltiesand specialproceduresfor are published in publications approved by the Attorney Gen-

foreign documentation
eral. In all cases, the decisions are edited such that the identi-

ty of the taxpayer is not disclosed.

No special penalties are applicable to the enforcement of The normal rule for court hearings, based the
non-resident taxpayers' responsibilities. Such taxpayers are

upon openness
of the judiciary system, is that all court cases are heard in

only liable to penalties on the same basis as taxpayers in gen- court. This is the situation with tax heard by the
eral. Hong Kong has no equivalentof Section982 of the IRC. open cases

High Court and CourtofAppeal in Hong Kong, and the Privy
Council in London. It follows then that once a taxpayer takes

Ill. TREATY ASPECTS OF ENFORCEMENT his case beyond the Board of Review, the obligation to com-

ply with the secrecyprovisionsno longer applies and the pro-

Hong Kong has only one tax treaty. It is with the UnitedStates ceedings and decision are reportable.
and its application is limited to the granting by the United It is not for taxpayer to be represented before
States and Hong Kong of a mutual exemptionfrom tax on the necessary a

either the Board ofReview or the courts- he may conducthis
shipping profits of each other's shipowners. The treaty does

own case. In hearings before the Board of Review, taxpayers
not contain any provisions for the exchange of information, be representedby either their lawyer tax adviser (who
simultaneous examinations or collection of tax for the treaty

may or

need not be a lawyer). If cases proceed to the courts, then any
partner. There are no other treaties, such as mutual assistance

representativeappointedby the taxpayer to conduct the case
treaties or tax informationagreements,which have any impact on his behalfmust be a lawyer.
on the taxation obligationsof taxpayers.

It is highly unlikely, in tax cases, that courts would

favourablyconsider the issue of orders to protect secrecy.
IV. SPECIAL PROBLEMS REGARDING

ENFORCEMENT C. Distinctionbetween tax and non-taxexchanges
A. Problemswith admissibility The law does not differentiate between tax exchanges and

Hong Kong closely follows the U.K. positionon the admissi- exchanges outside of taxation per se, in court proceedings.
The only distinction that arises is in relation to privilege

bility of evidence. Evidence is admissible if a court may claims.
properly receive and consider it for the purpose of determin-

ng a fact in issue. In order that evidence may be admissible,
it must first be relevant. However, even if evidence is rele- V. CRIMINALASPECTS
vant, it must also satisfy the other rules ofevidenceboth as to

the type and manner in which evidencemay be placed before The only offences that may be prosecuted as criminal
the court. The conceptofadmissibilityis primarilyconcerned offences in Hong Kong are those where, with wilful intent, a

with the nature of the evidence which is sought to be placed taxpayer makes false statements, keeps false records and
before a court and not its quality or probative value. Only in accounts and files false returns. Essentially, these are blatant
limited circumstances will the court consider the probative evasion cases.

value of evidence in determining its admissibility. As a gen- The burden of proof in criminal prosecution is heavy it
eral rule, evidence which is relevant is admissible unless

a as

there is a specific rule excluding it.
must be proved beyond all reasonabledoubt that not only did
the defendantcommit the offences, but that he did so wilful-

The strict rules of evidence do not apply in a hearing of an ly with the ntention of evading tax. Criminal prosecutions
appeal before the Board of Review, and the Board has the are undertakennot by the Commissioner,but by the Attorney
authority to admit or reject the evidence adduced. Notwith- General. However, prior to the commencementof any crimi-

standing that the strict rules of evidence do not apply to it the nal proceedings against a taxpayer, the sanction of the Com-
Board of Review has, over a long period of time, adopted a missionermust be obtained.
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UNITED STATES

ENFORCEMENT
Michael Abrutyn

Cole Corette & Abrutyn, Washington

I. BACKGROUND of foreign-controlled domestic corporations. In 1987, for-
eign-controlledU.S. corporations reported an aggregate netThe issues of transferpricing and taxes paid by foreignerson
ncome of USS 5.6 billion, a significant ncrease over 1986U.S. income have attracted Congress's attention of late for a when all foreign-controlleddomestic corporationsreported anumber of reasons. Concerned that foreign-controlled U.S. loss of $ 1.5 billion.subsidiariesmay be exploiting loopholes and avoiding taxes,

Congress in recent years has enacted legislation to plug the Assistant Secretaryof the Treasury KennethGideonhas esti-
leakage of revenue abroad. In addition, transfer pricing is mated that, if foreigners operating in the United States had a

related to questions of economic competition and fair trade. profit margin similar to U.S. persons operating abroad
Grievances arising in these areas, particularly with regard to (directly or through a subsidiary), the U.S. Treasury would
Japan, spill over nto the transferpricing and tax debate. collect an additional $ 30 billion in taxes.

While other explanations, such as start-up costs and acquisi-In June 1990, the Oversight Committee of the House Com- tion indebtedness,exist for the relatively low profitabilityofmittee on Ways and Means, chaired by Congressman J.J. foreign operations in the United States, most of the attentionPickle of Texas, investigated alleged underpayments by for- in this area has focused on transfer pricing. Simply put, for-eign corporations and their subsidiaries. Some of the statis- eign corporationsare suspected of deliberately overchargingtics given in the hearings, and by the IRS Statistics of Income their U.S. subsidiaries and branches in order to understateDivision are as follows:
their U.S. income and tax liability. Becauseof the amount of
money involved and the difficulty of the IRS in obtaining

Foreign-controlledU.S. corporations transfer pricing information in Section 482 examinations of
multinationalcorporations, recent legislation and regulationsIn 1985, the latest year for which figures on Pacific Rim
has given the IRS much strongerhand in policing anda pun-activities in the United States are available, taxable ncome as

trans-a percentage of receipts for U.S. corporations controlled by ishing corporations understating their income through
fer pricing.Asian and Oceanic (including Australia and New Zealand)

corporationswas: The IRS has reorganized and expanded its international
(1) for all Asian corporations- 1.9 percent examination programme and is moving aggressively to

(a) Hong Kong - 0.7 percent assure complianceof multinationalcorporationswith the tax

(b) Japan- 1.7 percent laws. It now has the tools to do so.

(c) South Korea- 0.1 percent
(2) for Oceanic corporations- 1.5 percent

Il. IRS AUDIT PROGRAMME

Foreigncorporationswith effectivelyconnected A. CoordinatedExaminationProgramme(CEP)
income

CEP is a special programme for examinationof large corpo-
In 1985, taxable income as a percentage of receipts for for- rations. A CEP examination team consists of revenue agents
eign corporations' effectively connected activities was: and specialists such as an nternational examiner, an

(1) for all Asian corporations- 2.0 percent economist, an engineer revenue agent, an employment tax
(no per country breakdownavailable) agent and a computer audit specialist, depending on the case

(2) for Oceanic corporations- 0.6 percent and the issues involved. To improve the handling of large
cases, a District Counsel lawyer may be assigned to render

Domestically-controlledU.S. corporations legal advice and provide expertise in selecting and develop-
1 ing issues but not to participate in the audit itself. The team is

By comparison, in 1985, domesticallycontrolledU.S. corpo- under the control and directionof the case manager.
rations had a ratio of taxable income to receipts of 3.2 per- A principal object of CEP is to resolve issues to the extentcent.

possible at the examination level. Ninety percent of CEP
For the period 1984 to 1987, the IRS Statistics of Income cases in the last ten years have gone to appeals. The IRS con-
Division determined that 56 percent of U.S. corporations siders this excessive. In 1989, 1,570 CEP cases involving
declaredprofits as compared to slightly more than 40 percent some of the largestdomestic and foreign-controlledU.S. cor-
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porations were examined and tax deficiencies and penalties of the IRS is to become more current so that the examination

aggregating $ 10.8 billion were recommended. will include a retum that was filed within 18 months of the
examination.

CEP cases are selected on the basis of a point score. A corpo-
ration must be ncluded if it is an industrialcompany with 12 Recently, in an interview and in an address before an nterna-

or more points; if it is a financialnstitution,utility, insurance tional trade association, the Executive Director of the IRS

company, mutual fund or stock brokerage firm with 15 or Office of CoordinatedProgrammesoutlined some of the ini-
more points; and a case may be included in the CEP pro- tiatives for improving the CEP programme. A formal docu-

grammemealthough it does not meet the requiredpoint score ment describing the new initiatives for CEP is being drafted
where it is sufficiently complex and would benefit from a and should be issued shortly.
team examination.

Overall, the aims of the new nitiatives are to secure volun-
Points are assigned on the basis of gross asset values, gross tary taxpayer compliance so that less enforcement activity
receipts, number of operating entities and number of person- will be needed; early identificationof recurring issues which
nel to be assigned and the estimated examination time may be settled or, if necessary, litigated or resolved by seek-

required as follows: ing legislation, or dropped if the IRS legal position is weak;

(1) Gross assets Points and more current examinations.

Up to $ 500 million 1 There is an initiative being followed under which Appellate
$ 500 million - $1 billion 2 settlements or agreed issues might be carried forward to the
$1-$2 billion 3 current filed year. This would typically be accomplishedby a

$2-$5 billion 4 closing agreement. There are more than 60 corporationspar-
Each additional $ 5 billion 2

ticipating in the programmeat present.
(2) Gross receipts Points

Another approach under consideration which may apply
Up to $1 billion 1 under very, very restricted circumstanceson given, limit-
$1-$ 2billion 2 ed issues, allows a taxpayerduring the examinationprocess$2-$ 3billion 3
$3-$ 5billion 4 to have specific disputed issues referred to Appeals rather

$5 - $ lObillion 5 than wait until completionof the examination.This approach
Each additiona $ 5 billion 2 is being tested in two cases. The procedure would be part of

a settlementprocess and may help in resolving at the Exami-

(3) Operatingentities (each estimated to require nation level lesser issues which are oftenkept open to be used
50 or more staffdays for examination). as bargaining chips in an Appeals settlement. Apparently,
Numberofenttes Ponts Section482 transferpricing issues would lend themselvesfor

this procedure. However, the IRS is trying to develop the
1 1
2 5 3 parameters of the programme and is having a difficult time

6- 9 5 doing so.

10- 13 7 The IRS will test in examinationsof six taxpayerswhetherthere
Over 13 9

is an advantage in examininga return 30 days after it is filed.

(4) Multiple industrystatus: one point for each major, separate Until recently, Examinationhad authority to resolve factual
industry (such as a subsidiary, branch or operating division) issues only and could not reach settlement with a taxpayer.
involved which will require an estimated 100 or more staff- That function was vested in Appeals. Commissioner'sDele-
days for examination.

gation Order No. 236, issued 7 November 1990, expanded
(5) Team membersand specalists:one pont for each. Examination'sfunctions by giving limited settlementauthor-

ity to examination case managers (and their superiors) with

(6) Supportworkby other revenueagents respect to rollover and recurring issues in the CEP pro-
gramme. Case managers may execute closing agreements

Days Points and Forms 870-AD (in the past within the jurisdiction of
O - 49 O Appeals only) to finally settle any rolloveror recurring issue.

50 - 99 1
100 - 149 2 The case manager may settle rollover and recurring issues
150 - 199 3 where a settlement on the merits was reached by Appeals
Each additional 50 days 1 with respect to the same taxpayer for a prior tax period. A

rollover issue involves an adjustment arising from the same

(7) Total directexaminationstaffdays:One point for each 125 legal issue in the same transaction or taxable event and
staffdays of revenue agents and specialists planned for the affects more than one tax period; for example, amortization
examination.

or depreciation of an asset, bad debt losses and inventory
The IRS is attempting to improve the CEP programme and adjustments.

expedite cases. There is excessive delay in examining tax A recurring issue involves an adjustment arising from the

years under the CEP programme. More than half of pending same legal issue in a separate transaction in which the tax-

examinations involve returns from 1985 or earlier. The goal payer takes the same legal position with respect to the trans-
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action as he had in a prior period; examples nclude the mining (study group); motor vehicles; petroleum; property
method of depreciationwith respect to similar assets, the use and casualty insurance; railroad; retail; savings and loan; and
of the same accountingmethod with respect to similar trans- utilities. The pharmaceutical and beverage industries were

actions, computationofdeductions such as depletionand cer- recently dropped as ndustry classifications. Also, Puerto
tain tax credits. Rican issues are no longer subject to special consideration.

As stated above, Examination settlements can only be
reached when a settlementon the merits had been reachedby C. EconomicAssistanceProgramme
Appeals in a previous tax period with respect to the same tax- IRS economists are located in certain key district offices to
payer and the same issue.

assist the field and DistrictCounseloffices. In particular, they
The IRS recently issued Rev. Proc. 91-22, IRB 1991-11, 11 are frequently involved in intemational transfer pricing
whichprovidesproceduresfor reachingagreementin advance issues under Section 482, valuing intangiblesand ssisting in
as to a transfer price under Section 482 or a methodology for determining royalty and commission rates. They conduct
determining the transferprice which will apply for the future. industry studies for the Industry SpecializationProgramme.
It is recognized that this Advance Pricing Agreement (APA), The role of the economistin IRS has been expandingover the
which nvolves a complex and costly process, is feasible for a years. Litigation of Section 482 transfer pricing issues regu-
limitednumberof taxpayers.It remains to be seen whetherthe larly involve the use of economistsas expert witnessesby the
newly constituted APA programme will operate effectively taxpayerand the IRS.
and satisfactorily.The ExecutiveDirectorofCEP has ndicat-
ed that the IRS is consideringwhetherthe nethodologywhich D. Foreign InternationalSupport Team (FIST)the IRS and taxpayer agree to use in the future might also be
used to resolve similar issues in prior years. Four attorneys from the Chief Counsel's Office in Washing-

ton, D.C. with expertise in international tax matters, giveThe CEP programme is now being coordinatedby a Nation- direction and guidance to field examiners and District Coun-al Policy Board of top IRS officials which has been meeting sel in cases involving international issues so that they may be
monthly since October 1990 to determine policy and direc- better developed during the examination stage and in the
tion for the programme. eventof litigation.Different regions of the country have been

assigned to three of the attorneys who are responsible for
B. IndustrySpecializationProgramme(ISP) handling cases arising in their respective regions.
The purpose of this programme is to promptly identify and
developndustry-wideissues and nsure that they are givenuni- Ill. ENFORCEMENTAUTHORITYOF THE IRS
form and consistent treatmentnationwide. Studies are conduct-

A. Recordkeepingrequirementsed to detemine which industry should be selected as a desig-
nated ndustrywith an IRS ndustry specialist to serve nation- Under IRC Section 6001 and Treas. Reg. 1.6001-1(a),wide. Under supervision, the IRS industry specialist, located in every taxpayer liable for tax (with certain few exceptionsnot
the field, is available for consultation with the examination relevant herein) must keep permanent books of account or
team. The ndustry specialist also monitors current industry records, including inventories, that are sufficient to establish
trends and activities which may shed light on areas for future the amountof gross income, deductions,credits or othermat-
examinations.Case and group managers in CEP cases may call ters required to be shown in a tax return. The general rule is
upon the ndustry specialist for possible solutions to auditprob- that records must be retainedso long as they may be material
lems and suggestions for audit procedures in CEP cases. in the administrationof an InternalRevenue law: In general,

the practical approach has been to determine the retentionWhere the examination of a taxpayer is subject to ISP, the
IRS by letter to the taxpayer will furnish details about the period based on the particular transactin reflected in the

record. Initially, the statute of limitations on assessment hasprogrammeand its purposes.
been used by some taxpayers as the starting point for mea-

The industry specialistwill check a CEP examinationplan to suring a retention period. But typically a longer period is
ensure that coordinatedissues (major issues of importanceto required where supporting records beyond the statutory peri-
an industry) are being considered. At present there are 85 od are relevant in determining the tax effect of certain trans-
ndustry issues and an attempt is being made to reduce the actions. For example, this can mean that records with respect
number,by settlement,revenue rulings or revenueprocedure, to the earnings and profits of a corporation may have to be
or by litigation or legislation where appropriate. maintainedndefinitely.
The IRS has identified 23 industries to be covered under ISP
and has pinpointed a number of issues within each industry B. IRS generalsummons authority
for special attention (coordinated issues.) The designated 1. Scopeindustries at this time are aerospace; airline; commercial
banking; commodities and financial products; construction; Under Section 7602, the IRS has investigative authority to
data processing, electronic components; farmers coopera- examine any books, papers, records or other data and to take
tives; financial services; food; forest products; health care;
leveraged buyouts; life insurance, media/communications; 1. Treas. Reg. 1.6001-1(e).
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testimonywhichmay be relevant to the determinationof tax material sought or that the material is not relevant to the

liability. The Section 7602 mandate is subject to valid Con- nvestigation. Generally, the taxpayer has a difficult burden
stitutional or other privilege. in attempting to quash a recordkeepersummons.

The test, provided by the Supreme Court in United States v. Many foreign countries make it a civil or criminal violation
Powell,2 for enforcementof an IRS summons, is that the IRS to disclose financial nformation to foreign governments or

must show that the investigationwill be conducted pursuant foreign courts. Persons summonedby the IRS and subject to

to a legitimate purpose; that the inquiry be relevant to the the jurisdictionof a U.S. court have frequently raised foreign
purpose; that the informationis not already in the possession bank secrecy laws in attempting to defend against summons-

of the IRS; and that the administrative steps required by the es, generallywithoutavail. The typical approachof the courts
Intemal Revenue Code have been followed. is to balance the interest of the United States in enforcing its

In United Smtes v. Arthur Young & Co.3, the Supreme Court revenue laws against foreign secrecy laws. Mostly, the courts

have decided in favour of the U.S. interest, notwithstandingpointed out that the relevancy test means that the IRS can

seek infomation of potential relevance, regardless of the hardship that might result on the summoned person
becauseof the conflictingdemands and constraintwhich maywhetherthat informationmay be admissible in Federal court.

The Court explained that the IRS could hardly be expected to
be involved.5

know whether the data it seeks will in fact be relevantuntil it
is examined. Obviously, there is very little, if anything, of

IV. PRINCIPAL IRS MEANS OF GATHERINGbusiness records which may not be relevant to tax determina-
tion. Cases involving enforcement of IRS summonses are INFORMATION

legion and have, among other things, required productionof There is extensive authority that if a summoned party has
accountant's audit work papers, tax accrual work papers and custody or control over documents located abroad it can be
internal audit reports. There is no accountant/clientprivilege forced to produce those documents. Consequently, a U.S.
under Federal law.4

controlling parent be compelled to produce the recordsmay

An IRS summons is not self-enforcing. If a person fails to of its foreign subsidiaries (or foreignbranches).However, for

comply with an IRS summons, the IRS must seek enforcement many years the IRS was frustratedin its efforts to obtain for-

of the summonsby filing a complaintin a U.S. districtcourt or eign information or records in the case of a U.S. subsidiary
the IRS could recommend to the Department of Justice that controlled by a foreign parent. Frequently, such information

prosecutionbe instituted for willful failure to furnish informa- was sought in connection with intercompany transactions

tion where the facts warrant, but this latter approach is rare. A usually involving pricing issues. Congress has responded
personwho fails to complywith a districtcourt order to furnish with a numberof recent legislativeenactmentswhich in prac-

informationor testify may be punished for contempt.
tical effect are designed to provide access to the IRS of for-

eign records and information. Examples include Section

2. Third party summons
6038A which affords access to foreign records and testimony
through a domestic subsidiary concerning intercompany

The IRS has authority to summon not only the taxpayer but transactions; Section 982 which makes foreign-based docu-

any personwho has informationor records whichmay be rel- mentation nadmissible in litigation under certain circum-
evant to the determinationof tax liability. A third party who stances; Section 6503(k) nvolving the issuance of a desig-
is summonedhas no legal duty to advise the taxpayer that a nated summons which will toll the running of the statutory
summons has been served nor is the IRS required to so noti- period for assessment; Section 6662 imposing an accuracy
fy the taxpayer except in the case of a summons to a third related penalty on certain intercompany transactions subject
party recordkeeper. to adjustment under Section 482; and Section 6621(c)
If a summonsis issued to a third party recordkeeper,Section increasing interest for large corporate underpayments. The

7609 requires the IRS to notify the taxpayer that such a sum-
effect of these legislative enactments to reach foreign docu-

mons affecting the taxpayer has been issued. A third party
mentationwill become increasinglyevident in due course.

recordkeeper is defined by Section 7609 to mean a bank or

savings institution, consumer reporting agency, credit card A. InformationDocumentRequest (IDR)
issuer, broker, attorney, accountant,barter exchange and reg-
ulated investment company. The third party recordkeeper Although a revenue agent obtains substantial information

must produce records with regard to the taxpayer unless the orally from taxpayers, an IDR is a revenue agent's written

taxpayer intervenes by bringing a proceeding to quash the
summons in a U.S. district court. The district court order 2. 379 U.S. 48 (1984).

denying a motion to quash is a final appealable order. The 3. 465 U.S. 805 (1984).
4. Fisherv. UnitedStates,391 (1976); UnitedStates v. ArthurYoung

running of the statute of limitations on assessment is sus- & Co., supra, note 3.
pended during the pendency of the taxpayer's action oppos- 5. See UnitedSmtes v. FirstNationalBank ofChicago,699 F.2d 341

ing enforcementof the third party recordkeepersummons. (7th Cir. 1983), United States v. Chase Manhattan Bank NA., 584

F.Supp. 1080 (S.D.N.Y. 1984); Vanguard InternationalMfg. Inc. v.

The taxpayer who intervenes may assert any defense to the United States, 588 F.Supp. 1229 (S.D.N.Y. 1984); In re Grand Jury
summons personal to him and also may assert that the sum- Proceedings (U.S.v. Field), 532 F.2d 440,532 F.2d 440, (5th Cir.
mons is ambiguous, vague or deficient in describing the 1976).
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request to the taxpayer for information, normally involving Under the legislation, a domestic corporation that is at least
records. The revenue agent does not need the approval of a 25 percent ownedby a foreign shareholderand a foreign cor-

supervisor to issue an IDR. In general, there is no obligation porationengaged in a U.S. trade or business (each referred to
on a taxpayer to create records that do not otherwise exist if as a reportingcorporation)is required to maintain, or cause

the available records are adequate to determine tax liability, to be maintained, records prescribed by regulations from
as provided under Section 6001. Section 6038A (discussed which the correct treatment of ntercompany transactions
below) is an exception. Also, in view of the Section 6662 with related parties can be determinedby the IRS.
penalty for certain underpayments of tax, records may be
advisable particularly contemporaneous records to justify A related party broadly includes a 25 percent foreign
transfer prices. If a taxpayer fails to comply with an IDR, shareholder (any foreign person owning 25 percent or more

depending on the facts an IRS summons may be issued or,
of stock (voting power or value) of the reporting corpora-

particularly where foreign records are involved, stronger tion); a foreign or domestic entity related within the meaning
measures under Section 982 to be discussedhereinaftermy of Sections 267(b) or 707(b)(1) to the reporting corporation
be pursued. or any 25 percent foreign shareholder; or any other person

related to the reporting corporation within the meaning of
Section 482. Certain attribution rules apply in determining

B. Forms 5471 and 5472 whether a corporation is 25 percent foreign owned or is a

related party.1.Form 5471
Each reporting corporation is required to maintain recordsA U.S. citizen or resident who is an officer, director or ten

percent shareholder of a foreign personal holding company prescribed by regulations so that the IRS may determine the

must file a Form 5471, InformationReturn of U.S. Persons correct treatment of transactions between the reporting cor-

With Respect to Certain Foreign Corporations. Form 5471 porationand relatedparties. (The foreign recordmaintenance

is required to be filed by U.S. individuals, partnerships, cor- requirementsunder the proposed regulationswill be referred

porations and trusts with five percent or more stock owner-
to below.)

ship in a foreign corporation. Certain persons who had con- To overcome the contentionthat the U.S. subsidiarydoes not
trol or owned stock in a foreign corporation for an uninter- control its parent and thereforemay be unable to produce for-
ruptedperiodof at least 30 days during the tax yearof the for- eign records, each foreignperson that is a related party of the

I eign corporation also must file. A penalty under Section reporting corporationmust appoint the reporting corporation
6038(b) of $ 1,000 for each failure to file the form may be as its agent to accept serviceofprocess in connectionwith an

imposed. If the failure continues after a notice is mailed bY IRS summons for records or testimony about transactionsof
the IRS the penalty may increase to a maximum of $ 25,000 the related party with the reporting corporation. In this man-

for each delinquentForm 5471. ner, related foreign persons not engaged in business in the
United States are reached by an IRS summons through the

2. Form 5472 reporting corporation.
This form, Information Return of A Foreign-owned U.S. Substantial penalties may be imposed for failure to comply
Corporation or A Foreign Corporation Engaged In A U.S. with the requirements. Initially, a $ 10,000 penalty is
Trade or Business, must be filed by a domestic corporation imposed for each taxable year. If a failure to comply contin-
if it is 25 percent foreign-ownedor owned by a foreign cor- ues for more than 90 days after the IRS notifies the reporting
poration engaged in a U.S. trade or business. The purpose is corporation of the failure, an additional penalty of $10,000
to obtain informationrelating to transactions between the 25 applies for each 30 day period during which the failure con-

percent foreign-owned domestic corporation, referred to as tinues after that 90 day period. There is no ceiling on the
the reporting corporation, and any party related to either the additionalpenalties that will be imposed for a continuing fail-
domestic or foreign corporation. The 6038A, discussed ure to comply. In addition, there is a severe non-compliance
below. rule which authorizes the IRS unilaterally to determine

(with very limited judicial review) the amount of any deduc-

C. Foreign recordkeepingSections6038Aand 6038C tion or cost of purchases of the reporting corporation with

respect to relatedparty transactionsbased on any information
1. Statutory requirements which the IRS may have or may choose to obtain. Under the

non-compliancerule, the IRC can determine that deductions
In view of the difficulty of the IRS in examining intemation-

or cost of purchases involving the relatedparty have not been
al transactionsparticularlywith respect to adjustmentsunder sufficiently supportedand may disallow any part or all of the
Section 482 involvinga U.S. taxpayercontrolledbya foreign amounts claimed.
subsidiary, Congress amended Section 6038A in 1989 and
1990 and added Section 6038C in 1990 which applies to for-

eign corporationsengaged in U.S. business.6 Essentially, the 6. None of the provisions of Sec. 6038A amendments and Sec.

legislation is designed to overcome jurisdictional impedi- 6038C are self-executing, but become effective in accordance with
final regulations. At this writing proposed regulations have not been

ments in enforcing summonses against foreign parents of issued so that the above enacted statutory rules are not in effect. How-
U.S. subsidiaries (or with U.S. branches) and to insure that ever, when the proposed regulations become final, they would apply
the IRS obtains access to foreign materials. retroactively.
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The legislation has been viewed by some foreign tax admin- whether District Directors and field personnel (yet) have the
istrators as an objectionable infringementon the sovereignty expertise, confidence and inclination to assume responsibili-
of a foreigncountry and contrary to the spirit and intentof the ty for agreeing to significant departures from the regulatory
exchange of information and mutual agreement articles of list of records.
ncome tax treaties.

Final regulations are expected to be issued shortly.

D. Proposedregulations E. Formaldocumentrequestand Section 982
In December 1990, the IRS issued proposed regulations In addition to Sections 6038A and 6038C, the IRS resort
which describe the types of records which must be main-

can

to the Formal Document Request (FDR) procedure under
tained, or caused to be maintained,by the reporting corpora- Section 982 in attempting to obtain foreign records. If tax-
tion. The proposed regulations make sweeping demands for

a

foreign documentation. The proposed regulations apply to payer fails to furnish the information requestedby a revenue

foreign-controlledU.S. corporations (Section 6038A) and to agent in an IDR, the IRS may issue an FDR for foreign-based
documentation. Foreign-based documentation involves anyforeign corporations engaged in a U.S. business (Section data outside the United States which be relevant to the

6038C). However, it is indicated that additional regulations may
determination of tax and includes documents of a foreignunder Section 6038C will be issued in due course. At a hear-

or not taxpayer.ng held in February 1991, the proposed regulations were
entity whether controlledby the

criticized as burdensome,unfair, discriminatory and unclear The FDR procedure initially requires that the usual proce-
about the records needed for compliance. dures for obtaining information (i.e. an Information Docu-

A regulatory requirement provides for the maintenance of
ment Request) have been unsuccessful. The FDR must be
sent by registered or certified mail and specify (i) the time

records that are directlyor ndirectlyrelated to transactions
and place for productionof the documents; (ii) the the

with the reporting corporation (including records relating to
reason

documentation,if any, previously produced is not sufficient;
dealings with respect to which the reporting corporation is

(iii)
...

description of the documentation sought; and (iv) thea
not nvolved). This requirement could well go beyond the of failure to comply with the request.
statutory authority of Section 6038A(b)(3) and at least it consequences

imposes an unreasonableextraterritorialburden. If a taxpayer fails to substantiallycomply with an FDR with-
in 90 days after the FDR was mailed, then on motion by the

The proposed regulations provide a safe harbour whereby a pro-
the regulations are deemed to be satisfied if six categories of government any court having jurisdiction of civil tax

ceeding involving the examined item may prohibit the tax-
records are maintained by the reporting corporation. With from introducing the foreign-based documentation
respect to four of the categories, there is no requirement to payer

covered by the request. The non-admissibilityrule for unpro-
create records that are not ordinarilycreated by the reporting duced foreign documentationdoes not apply where the fail-
corporationor its related parties, but if the records exist they
must be maintained. However, records must be created with

ure to produce is due to reasonable cause. However, Section

982(b)(2) specifically provides that the fact that a foreign
respect to two categories if they do not exist. These are basic

accounting records and records to produce segmented profit jurisdiction would impose a civil or criminal penalty on the
or any other person for disclosing the documenta-

and loss statementsbased on product lines, products or mod- taxpayer
tion is not reasonable cause.

els. The safe harbouralso ncludes an extensivepricingdoc-
uments category that ncludes to the extent otherwise creat- A taxpayermay bring a proceedingto quash the requestwith-
ed all documents relevant to establishing an appropriate in the 90-day period after mailing by showing substantial

price or rate for transactions between the reporting corpora- compliance.
tion and any foreign relatedparty. The determination whether taxpayer has substantiallya

If the safe harbour is not elected, Section 6001 applies, complied is to be made on an issue-by-issue basis. There-
extended to the records of foreign related parties that may be fore, if a taxpayer receives document requests concerning
relevant to determine the correct treatment of transactions more than one issue, the failure to comply with respect to

between the reportingcorporationand foreign relatedparties. one issue will not prevent introductionin evidence of docu-
The safe harbour is clearly burdensome, and the scope of ments related to other issues with respect to which there was

Section 6001 is uncertain. substantial compliance.
The proposed regulations also provide a third regime. The Whether a taxpayer has substantially complied will depend
reportingcorporationand the DistrictDirectormay enter into on all the facts and circumstances.For example, if a taxpayer
an agreement specifying what records the reporting corpora- provides nine of ten items requested by an FDR but fails
tion must maintain, how those records are to be maintained without reasonable cause to furnish one requested item that

and by whom. The agreementprimarily will cover records of appears to a court to be the most significant, a court may

foreign related parties. The particular agreement can deal decide that there has not been substantial compliance and
with the materialprofit and loss aspect of the safe harbour or exclude all items.7
it may be more comprehensive.It remains to be seen whether
such a procedure is effective in ameliorating the unnecessary 7. See the Conference Report (5 Rep. No. 97-530,97th Cong., 2d
burdensof the regulationsas now proposed.It is questionable Sess. 591).
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Where the taxpayer moves to quash, the IRS has the burden to engage separately and simultaneously in an examination
of showing relevance and materiality of the requested docu- for the same taxableyears of selectedmultinationaltaxpayers
ments. There are no regulationspromulgatedwith respect to with related entities in their respective countries. Each coun-

Section 982. However, the ConferenceReport8 provides that try conducts its own audit of the taxpayer subject to its juris-
in determiningwhetherthere was reasonablecause for failure diction. The auditors of each country coordinate their plans,
to produce the documents, a court may take into account and in communicating with their treaty counterparts, U.S.
whether the request was reasonable in scope; whether the examinersmust limit themselves to discussing only the facts.
requested documents or copies thereof can be found in the Authority to negotiate issues under U.S. tax treaties rests
United States; and whether the place of productionwithin the solely with the Assistant Commissioner (International), as

United States is reasonable.Minority status ofa taxpayer in a competentauthority.
corporation may be reasonable cause for the taxpayer's Industrywideexchanges:The United States and treaty part--

nability to produce foreign documents.
ner competent authorities may agree to an industrywide

As noted heretofore, foreign non-disclosure laws are not exchangeof nformationto achieve a better understandingof
reasonable cause for failure to produce documents. Howev- worldwide operations of selected major industries and to
er, reasonablecause may excuse delay in productionwhere, obtain data on worldwide industry practices and operating
for example, the IRS requires translation of the requested patterns. The IRS Internal Revenue Manual Section
documents. 42(14)6.32(11) provides that an IRS industry specialist can

Grounds to bring an action to quash may nclude the follow- assist in conductingsimultaneousexaminationsand ndustry-
ing: (i) the requested documents are not relevant to the tax

wide exchanges with treaty partners.
issue; (ii) the place of production within the United States is -Exchangesofknow-how: Under this programme, informa-
unreasonable; (iii) the requested documents are available in tion is exchangedon the patterns and operationsof a selected
the United States; (iv) there is reasonablecause for failure to multinational industry, examination techniques, training in
produce or delay in production. various areas of tax law, and views on the role which special-

ists such as economists, computeraudit specialists and engi-
F. Exchange of informationpursuant to tax treaties neers may play in tax examinations.

An exchange of information article, contained in all U.S. 2. Limitationson informationavailable under
income tax treaties with the possible sole exception of the exchange of informationarticle
treaty with the Soviet Union, implements the treaty purpose
to combat tax avoidance or evasion by authorizing the com- Many of the U.S. exchangeof informationprovisionscontain

petent authorities to furnish and exchange information to a mutuality clause providing that a contracting state is not

enforce their respective tax laws covered by the treaty. Obvi- required to carry out administrativepractices that are at vari-

ously the exchangeof informationprocess can be of substan- ance with the laws of either that state or the other contracting
tial benefit to the treaty countries in administering and state. Many tax treaties provide for limitations on furnishing
enforcing their income tax laws. nformation involving trade and business secrets.

3. Treaty summonses
1. Types of exchanges

Also, under the exchange of information provisions of a taxIRS Internal Revenue Manual Section 42(10)(10).5-.(11) the IRS U.S. entity furnish informa-can summonsa
describes the information that generally may be exchanged treaty, to

tion requestedby foreign tax authorities in connectionwith a
under a tax treaty to include:

foreign tax investigation even though the United States has
-Routine: Informationexchangedroutinely and automatical- no interest in the investigationand no U.S. income tax liabil-
ly generally involving investment income received by a resi- ity is indicated,1o In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court has held
dent of one country from sources within the other country or that the domestic restriction imposed under Section 7602(c)
with respect to withholding taxes on ncomepaid to residents that no IRS summons may be enforced with respect to a per-
of the other country. son whose case has been referred to the Department of Jus-

Speciic request: Specific requests by a treaty partner for
tice does not preclude enforcement of an IRS summons

-

issued pursuant to a tax treaty request for nformationeven ifnformation with respect to a person under tax examination
by the requestingcountry.

the foreign tax investigationhas reached a stage analogous to
a Justice Department referral. The Court held that the treaty

Spontaneous: The United States will furnish a treaty part- should be enforced because Section 7602(c)-

summons was

ner, without specific request, information discovered during intended by Congress to apply to summonses involving pos-
the course of a tax nvestigation indicating non-compliance sible violationsof the U.S. revenue laws and not to IRS sum-
with the tax laws of a treaty partner. Such infornation may monses issued at the request of a treaty country nvestigating
involve not only non-residentaliens and foreign corporations possible violationsof its own tax laws.11
but also U.S. citizens and domestic corporations.9

8. Id., at 529.
Simulmneous examinations: Under this programme, the-

9. See IRM 42(10)(10).(11).
United States has agreements with treaty partners, Canada, 10. UnitedStates v. A.L. Burbank& Co. Ltd., 525 F.2d 9 (2d Cir. 1975).
United Kingdom, France, Norway, Italy, Japan and Sweden 11. UnitedStates v. Stuart, 489 U.S. 353 (1989)
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At times, the IRS has found that the exchangeof information where such informationconflictswith nformationwhich

provisions did not work to its satisfaction. In the matter of X the receiving party possesses.
v. The Federal Tax Administration12, the Swiss Federal Also, the parties can exchange information in a form other

Supreme Court held that under the income tax treaty with the than as above described.
United States, the Swiss tax authorities could furnish the IRS
bank information where there was a suspicion of tax fraud. The information to be exchanged must be foreseeably rele-

vant to the administration and enforcement of the tax laws
However, the information as fumished was not in a form

and to the prosecution before an administrative authority or
admissible as evidence in the U.S. courts. The IRS then

requested the nformationin admissible form but this time the judicial body. A U.S. citizen or resident who is the subject of

Swiss Federal SupremeCourtheld that the exchangeofnfor- requested nformation will generally be notified in advance

mation provision provided only for the furnishing of infor- about the request so that the U.S. taxpayer may take up with
the U.S. competent authority whether the exchange is consis-

mation but not evidence necessary under U.S. laws.13
tent with the requestingstate's laws or administrativepractice.

Presumably in the light of this experience, the 1981 U.S. Secrecy restrictionswill apply to the exchanged information.

model treaty provides in Article 26 that if a competent A requesting state specify the form in which it wishes
authority specifically requests, the information is to be fur- may

the information to be supplied and the requesting state must
nishedn the form of depositionsof witnesses and authenti-

supply the informationor data in the form requested if it is in
cated copies of unedited original documents (including position to do so. This latterprovisioncould assure that infor-
books, papers, statements, records, accounts, and writings), mation would be furnished in form admissible evidencea as
to the same extent such depositions and documents can be in a U.S. judicial proceeding.
obtained under the laws and administrativepractices of that
other state with respect to its own taxes . Several of the
newer U.S. income tax treaties include such a provision. G. Designatedsummonsand penaltiesavailableto

the IRS

4. Multilateral Convention for Exchange of 1. Designated summons- Section 6503(k)
Information

A designated summons issued by the IRS with respect to a

Until recently, exchange of tax informationby treaty neces- corporate return will toll the statutory period for assessment

sarily was on a bilateralbasis. However,exchangeson a mul- until such time as there is a final resolutionwith respect to the
tilateral basis may soon be possible. A Conventionon Mutu- summons. A designated summons must be issued at least 60
al Administrative Assistance in Tax Matters drafted by the days prior to the expiration of the assessment period, includ-
Council of Europe and the OECD has been ratified by the ing extensions. The IRS can issue a designatedsummons only
United States. The treaty is open to member countries of the once for any tax returnofa taxpayer.The statute of lirnitations
Council of Europe and of OECD. These nclude most of the is also suspended if a court proceeding with rspect to any
developed countries of the world. This multilateral treaty other sunnons issued within 30 days of the designated sum-

provides for more extensive exchange of information than mons is ongoing so long as the subsequentsummons pertains
occurs under many bilateral treaties. The treaty must be rati- to the same tax return as the designatedsummons.The practi-
fied by five countries to be effective. It has been ratified bY cal effectof the designatedsummons is to give the IRS unilat-
Sweden, Norway, and the United States. Finland and the eral control over the statutory period for assessment.
Netherlandshave signedbut not yet submittedinstrumentsof
ratificationat this time. Once all five have ratified the treaty,
it will come into force with respect to them. H. NewSection 482 penalties- Section 6662

A 20 percent accuracy related penalty applies to substantial
The treaty lists six forms in which information may be

understatementof tax attributable to a Section 482 transfer
exchanged,namely: price adjustmentfor a taxable year that exceeds $ 10 million,

on request with respect to a particularperson or transac--

tion;
or where the price of property or services (including royal-
ties) in any transactionbetween relatedentities is 200 percent

automaticallywith respect to mutually agreed upon cate- or more, or percentor correct amount as deter--

50 less, of the
gories of cases; mined under Section 482.14 Where the transferprice claimed
spontaneously, where without prior request information the is 400 or more, or 25 or less, of- on return percent percent
is volunteeredabout a tax matter of interest to the receiv- the correct transfer price, or the net Section 482 adjustment
ing country; exceeds $ 20 million, the penalty is doubled to 40 percent.15

in a simultaneous tax examination where each country The penalty will not apply to understatementsthat are due to-

concurrentlyexamines a taxpayerand may exchangerel- reasonable cause.

evant inforrnation;
in a tax examinationabroad where one state requests that-

its representative be present for an appropriate part of a
12. Reported in 71-I USTC 9435.

tax examinationconductedby the requested state; and
13. See Michael Edwardes-Ker, ed., The International Tax Treaties
Service,OECD Income Article 26, at 11-13.

in the case of conflicting information a party which fur- 14. Sec. 6662(e).-

nishes information is to be advised by the receivingparty 15. Sec. 6662(h).
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I. Intereston large underpaymentsor hot interest has signed proposed mutual assistance treaties with other
Section 6621(d countries ncluding Canada, the Cayman Islands and the-

Bahamas but these treaties have not been ratified.
With respect to any corporate underpayments that exceed $
100,000 for any taxable period, the interest rate is increased Legal assistance available under the mutual assistance

by two percentagepoints over the normal underpaymentrate.
treaties is broader and more far-reaching than that under tax

The increased rate only applies for the period after a 30-day treaties. For example, the U.S.-Swiss treaty provides for legal
letter or 90-day letter is sent to the taxpayer

assistance in compelling witnesses to testify and produce
documents and records unless a privilege under the law of
eithercountry applies. Assistancecan be provided in locating

J. Additional means for IRS to acquire foreign persons,executinga request for search and seizure, or service
evidence of process and authenticatingofficial records and documents.

Since the treaties differ in some respects, each treaty should1. Letters rogatory be consulted to determine its coverage.
The IRS may request a U.S. attorney to petition a U.S. court
to issue a letter rogatory to a foreign court requesting docu- L. Grandjury and trial subpoenas
ments or to depose a witness in the foreignjurisdiction.A let-

With increasing frequency, the. IRS has succeeded throughter rogatory may be transmitted from one court to another
court unless the foreign country requires that the request be the U.S. attorney in obtaining grand jury and trial subpoenas
submittedformally through diplomaticchannels. The author- for productionofbanking, financialand business records and

ity of a court to sent a letter rogatory stems from its inherent other evidence located in a foreign country where the materi-
al is under the control of a person or entity within the court'spowers and not from a statute. A letterrogatorymay be grant- 16

ed on the basis of the comity that ordinarily exists between jurisdiction.
nations. A letter rogatory seeking documentary evidence or

requesting the taking of a deposition may be issued prior to V. CONCLUSIONindictmentin a criminalcase. Where a depositionis involved,1 the taxpayer subject to the criminal investigation must be The IRS is now armed withpowerfulweapons to compelpro-
notified and has the right to be present at the deposition. duction of foreign documentationand it has a vigorous inter-

national enforcement programme underway. IntercompanyBecause the letter rogatory process generally is slow-moving, transactions of multinationalcorporations are being subject-Title 18 USC Section 3292 was enacted as part of the Compre- ed to special attention because the IRS believes they willhensive Crime Control Act of 1954 to provide that the statute
yield the greatest return of tax deficiencies,particularly in theof limitations is suspended for up to three years for any delay case of foreign-controlledU.S. subsidiaries.

relating to an official request for evidence located abroad.

K. Mutualassistancetreaties in criminalmatters 16. See MarcRich & Co. A.G. v. UnitedStates, 707 F.2d 663 (2d Cir.
1983); and In re GrandJury Proceedings (United States v. Field),530

The United States has entered into mutual assistance treaties F.2d 404 (5th Cir. 1976); In re GrandJury Proceedings (UnitedSmtes

by which the designatedcompetentauthorityof each country v.Bowe), 694 F.2d 1256 (2d Cir. 1982); and In re Grand Jury Pro-

may obtain legal assistance directly from the other country's ceedings (United Smtes v. Bank ofNova Scotia), 691 F.2d 1384 (llth
central authority. The Attorney General of the United States

Cir. 1982).
In Marc Rich, the court found jurisdiction with respect to the corpora-or his designee is the competent authority for the United tion and imposed a $ 50,000 per day fine for failure to comply with the

States. The United States has entered into mutual assistance subpoena. In Field, a non-residentalien was subpoenaedwhile he hap-
treaties with Switzerland, the Netherlands and Turkey and pened to be in the United States.
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SINGAPORE

IxPATRIATETAXATION
Paul Ellard

I. INCOME TAX
Ernst& Young Singapore, HM Inspectorof Taxes (U.K.) to

A. Introduction 1977, CharteredAccountant (Englandand Wales), Certified
PublicAccountantSingapore, Associate Instituteof Taxation

There is only national level income tax and no state or local (U.K.), Chairman Singapore Branch, IFA.
income taxes. The taxation of income in Singapore is on a

territorialbasis, that is, ncome is taxable when it accrues in
or derives from Singapore. Income from sources outside of as regional supervision, the remuneration in respect of the
Singapore is taxable only when it is received in Singapore duties performed outside of Singapore may be considered
by a resident individual.Capital gains are not subject to tax non-Singapore-source income. In this case, where the
in Singapore. employment covers the whole year, a resident individual

would be taxed on the greater either of the time spent in Sin-

B. Residencystatus gapore divided by 365 times the total remunerationor of the
total remunerationreceived in Singapore.The extent to which an individualwill be taxed in Singapore

depends upon his residency status. For tax purposes, individ-
uals are classifiedas either resident or non-resident. D. Area representativestatus

A resident is a person who resides in Singapore and includes While the Singapore tax authorities have in concession
individuals who are physically present or are working (other accepted this concept of taxation, commonly known as the

than serving on the board of directors of a Singaporecompa- area representativebasis, they impose the following strin-

ny) in Singapore for 183 days or more during the year. Rea- gent conditions:
sonable temporary absences will not affect residency status. - Individualsmust perform their duties in various locations
A non-residentis a person who is not a resident according to in the region besides Singapore.
the preceding rules. - Individualsmust be employedby a non-residentemploy-
Physical presence in Singapore for 183 days or more in the er who has no permanent establishment in Singapore.
calendar year automatically constitutes residence for tax (This requirementhas been relaxed recently).

-

purposes. However,presence for a lesser periodmay still be The employment costs relating to non-Singapore duties

regarded as residence if it is the expatriate's intention to must not be borne by or charged to the accounts of the

establish residence in Singapore. The practice of the Inland Singaporepermanentestablishment.

Revenue is to treat an individual as resident if the period of - Individuals must have a written contract of employment
stay in Singapore spans three consecutive calendar years. or a letter of assignment stating the specific duties to be

For instance, assume an individual starts employment in performedboth within and outside of Singapore.
Singapore on 1 September 1989 and leaves on 15 February While the second and third conditions are nterpretationsby
1991. The tax authoritieswould regard the individualas res- the tax authorities which may not be conclusive, in practice
ident for the years of assessment 1990, 1991 and 1992, even the Inland Revenue will insist that the followingnformation
though in 1989 and 1991, the taxpayer's physical presence be supplied:
in Singapore would be less than 183 days in each calendar details of the individual's duties both within and outside-

year. of Singaporeand the companykompaniesfor which such
duties are performed, together with a schedule of

C. Scope of tax absences from Singapore;
Individuals resident in Singapore for tax purposes are liable - the business nature of the non-residentemployerand the

to tax on all income derived from or accruing in Singapore, Singaporecompany to whom the employee is assigned;
and all inome derived elsewhere, but received in Singapore - whether the salary, allowances and office expenses are

from outside Singapore (that is, remitted to Singapore).Non- charged to the accounts of the Singapore office;
resident ndividuals are liable to Singapore tax only on - the contract of employmentor letter of assignment with

ncome derived from or accruing in Singapore and are not respect to the Singaporeemployment.
liable to tax on income remitted to Singapore. In the case of resident individuals,where the area representa-
If an individual's employment requires the performance of tive basis is claimed, income attributable to non-Singapore
duties outside of Singapore for a non-Singaporeentity, such duties must be receivedoutside Singaporeand not remitted to
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Singapore in order not to be subject to tax on such income in Dependentchildren

Singapore First child 1,500
Second child - an additonal 1,500
Third child -- an additional 1,500

E. Gross income Fourth child (born on or after 1

January 1988) - an additional 1,5001. Employment income
There is special relief for children educated overseas and

Individuals are assessed on all gains or profits from anY childrenof families meeting certain qualifications.employment. This term ncludes all remuneration paid or

granted to the employee either in cash or in kind, including 4. Life insurance premiums and pension contributionsthe value of food, clothing or lodgingprovidedor paid for by
the employer. Approved life insurancepremiumsand pension and provident

fund contributionsare usually deductibleup to a maximumofCertain items of compensation are accorded special treat- SS 5,000 ncluding Central ProvidentFund (CPF)ment. Examples are: per year,
contributions.Where CPF contributionsexceed SS 5,000, the

Home leve aifare: only 20 percent of home leave cost is full amount of the CPF is deductible. For employees earning
taxed as income to the employee. This concessioncovers one total wages exceeding SS 100,000, special rules apply.
return passage per year to the home country for the employee For every ndividual employed in Singapore, the employerand the spouse, and two passages a year for each child.

must contribute 31.5 percent of the employee's monthlyWhere the company has been granted special status such as salary with a maximumcontributionof SS 2,370 per month to
pioneer status, home leave is tax- exempt. the CPE The employer can recover 23 percent monthly from
Housing provided by employer: where accommodation is the employeethroughpayroll withholding.There is no ceiling
provided by the employer, for example, if rent is paid by the on contributions for special compensation, such as bonuses
employer, the amount assessable on the employee as the and tax reimbursements,except in the situationwhere an indi-
value ofaccommodationis limited to the lowerof ten percent vidual's total wages exceed SS 100,000. The employer'scon-

ofSingaporeemploymentncomeor actual rent paid. Ifa rent tributionis not taxable to the employeewhen withdrawn,pro-
allowance is paid in cash to the employee, the whole of the vided the amount contributed does not exceed the statutory
cash allowance is included in Singapore earnings and is tax- rate. The recent Singapore Budget proposed increasing the
able. Where the accommodationis furnished,certainnominal total CPF contributionto 40 percent ofmonthly salary (maxi-
values, ranging from SS 5 - SS 30 per month, are imputed for mum SS 2,400per month)of which 22.5 percentcan be recov-

the use of the furniture, fittings and equipment. Where hous- ered from the employee (effective 1 July 1991).
ing provided to directors costs more than their remuneration, For the following expatriates employed in Singapore, appli-the ten percent rule does not apply. cation for exemption may be made as soon as possible from
Automobile provided by the employer: with regard to an the date employmentbegins in Singapore:
employer-provided automobile, the taxable benefit is, in - those provided with social security/pension/provident
practice, calculated at SS .10 per mile travelled for any pur- fund programmes by their home countries or their
pose other than business if the employee pays for the gaso- employers;
line, or SS .30 per mile if the employerpays for the gasoline. - those in Singapore on short-term assignments of not

Other payments in kind: with regard to payments in kind,
more than six months;
those employed by a foreign company before arrival in-

generally, the cost incurred by the employer is used to calcu-
late the taxable benefit. Singapore and employedby the same company or group

of companies in Singapore;
-

2. Investment income any other employees who are not considered to be in
need of old-age protection in Singapore.

In the case of a resident, ncome from nvestments- such as Generally,ndividuals allowed withdraw from the CPFare to
interest and dividends from Singapore sources or remitted to the amount credited to their account upon meeting any of the
Singapore- is taxable. Capital gains are not taxable in Sin- following requirements: the individual has reached 55;age
gapore. Investmentincomeof a non-residentfrom a non-Sin- the ndividual, who is not a citizen of Singapore, has perma-
gapore source is not taxable in Singapore, whether or not nently left Singapore with no intention of returning; or the
remitted. ndividual is mentally or physically unable to continue

employment.
3. Major deductions

Personal allowances (available to residents only) F. Rates of tax
Self SS 2,000 1. Non-residentsEarned income
Age 54 and below 1,000 , Income that is derived from employmentperformed in Sin-
Age 55 and below age 60 3,000 gapore for not more than 60 days in the year of assessmentbyAge 60 and above 4,000 a person who is in Singapore for a temporary purpose and
Wife 1,500 who is not resident in Singapore in that year of assessment is
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tax exempt. For a non-residentemployeewho is in Singapore leaves and would be.subsequentlysubject to Singapore taxa-

from 61 to 182 days in the year of assessment, tax is imposed tion only on income which arises or accrues in Singapore.
at a flat rate of 15 percent on employment income or the

There ongoing commitments to social security taxesare no
amount of tax payable by a resident in the same circum-

stances, whichever is greater.
on leaving Singapore unless exceptionally a Singapore citi-
zen continues to be employed by a Singapore resident

Directors' fees earned by non-resident directors of compa- employer. In those circumstances, if the employmentwere a

nies are taxed at 31 percent. Non-residentswho derive Singa- Singapore employment, there would be an ongoing commit-

pore-source income other than from employment are also ment to make payments to the CPF (see above).
taxed at 31 percent on such income. Singaporeimposes its ncome taxes solely the basis ofon res-

idence which is defined either on the basis of days present in
2. Residents Singapore or on the place of abode (see above). Residence is

Residents are taxed at graduated rates which range from 3.5 determinedon an annual basis.

percent to 33 percent. On return to Singapore, any ncome accrued prior to the com-

mencementof the tax year of retum but received subsequently
G. Filing of tax returns andpaymentof tax liability in Singapore would be taxable in Singapore if the source of

ncomegiving rise to the offshoreincomeexisted in the year of
The tax year, known as the year of assessment, is the calendar assessment in which the income is received in Singapore.
year. The tax assessment is based on the preceding year's Where, however, the source of ncome had ceased in a prior
ncome. then the subsequent receipt here would probably beyear not

Normally, annual tax return forms for individuals are issued subjectto Singaporetax. This matter is not, however, free from

by the Comptrollerof the Inland Revenue by the end of Jan-
doubt. Singapore income tax is imposedon a realizedbasis and
accrued ncome would generally not be subject to income tax.

uary in the year of assessment.The completedreturn must be
filed within 21 days of the date on the face of the return.

However, an extensionfor filing is generally granted for two I. Individualsmovng into Singapore
to three months.

Following the territorial basis of taxation, the service ncome
The tax return is a declarationof the gross income and deduc- of a non-Singapore tax resident would only be taxed in Sin-
tions of the taxpayer. Based on this declaration, a tax assess- gapore if the source of the service income is located in Sin-
ment is issued by the govmment. Most assessments are gapore. The residence tests for ncome tax purposes are set

issued in March, April and May in response to filed returns, out above. These rules are modified by Singapore's double
or estimated assessments,where no returns have ben filed. tax treaties (DTAs) which broadly follow the OECD

model. In respect of employees, the DTAs usually reserve for
A person's tax liability must be paid within one month from

Singapore the right to tax director's fees arising from Sin-
the date of the notice of assessment. Instalment payments

a

tax
usually can be arranged if required. The maximumnumberof gapore company regardless of the residence of the recipi-

ent. Employee's remuneration earned by a tax resident of a
nstalmentsis 12, beginning from January. An interestcharge treaty partner country taxare free of Singapore provided that
of five percent is imposed if tax is not paid on the due date. the following conditions met:are
An additionalpenalty is charged at the rate of one percent for the employee is resident in Singaporefor 183 days lessor-

each completemonth; the tax unpaid is subject to a maximum in the tax
of 17 percent overall penalty.

year;
the services are performed for or on behalf of a resident-

A spouse may elect that earned income, as well as ncome of the treaty partner country;
arising from investmentsmade out of such earnedncome,be - the remuneration is subject to tax in the treaty partner
taxed separately from the other spouse. country; and

the remunerationis not directly deductible from the prof--

Employers are not required to withhold tax from employees' it for Singapore tax of pemanent establish-
earnings, unless instructedby the Inland Revenue to do so in purposes a

ment in Singapore.
specific cases. Where the employer is not ncorporated or

registered in Singapore, the employeemay be required to fur- In the case of a dual resident of Singapore and another tax

nish a letter of guarantee from a locally establishedcompany treaty country, residency is decided in the followingmanner.

or bank to cover the estimated tax liability for the next year's For the purposes of the treaty, the individual is considered
assessment. resident n:

the contracting state in which he has a permanenthome,-

H. Individuals leaving Singapore failing which
the country in which his vital interests predominate,-

Singaporedoes not tax its citizens on theirworldwide income failing which
and there is no differentiation in general terms between citi- - the country in which he has an habitual abode, failing
zen and non-citizen.An individual leaving Singaporeperma- which

nently to take up residence elsewhere would therefore be - the country of which he is a national, failing which
treated as a non-residentfrom the end of the year in which he - the matter would be decidedby the competentauthorities.
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Dual residencehas no significance for Singapore tax purpos- ncome tax. Furthermore, the reporting requirements set out
es apart from the specific purposes of the tax treaty. above would require the employerto notify the IRD that such

late payment was being made and would be obliged to with-

J. Temporaryemployees hold the funds until the IRD had given tax clearance.

These rules vary from treaty to treaty and reference to the The taxation of stock options is the subject of specific legis-
specific treaty is required in each case. There are no specific lation which provides broadly that where stock options are

favourable tax rules for foreign employees working in Singa- received by reason of any office or employmentheld by the

pore on a non-permanentbasis. However, employees spend- employee then the profits or gains will be chargeable to

ing less than 60 days in Singapore in the tax year who are not
ncome tax when the option is exercised. The amountof prof-
its will be the difference between the open market value ofotherwise tax resident would normally be exempt from Sin-

gapore tax on their employment income. These rules do not
the stock at the date of the exercise and the amount paid by

apply to directors' remuneration. the employee for the option and stock. Therefore, where
stock options derive from the exercise of a Singapore

There is no general social welfare system in Singapore other employment, they should fall within the scope of Singapore
than contributionsto the CPF described above. For unskilled income tax. However,where the stock options themselvesare

labour, there is a Foreign Workers Levy payable by the in an overseas parent company and they are exercised after
employer in which case, the CPF contributions would not the date of departure from Singapore, any profits or gains
apply. Singapore'sDTAs do not give any exceptions from the may escape Singapore tax as there could well be no one in
CPF or ForeignWorkers Levy payment. As explainedabove, Singapore with any knowledge that such options had been
however, most expatriates can opt out of CPF contributions. exercised and there would be no obligation on the employee
Investment income from a foreign source is only taxable in after he has departed Singapore to file a tax return. This is an

Singapore if the income is received in Singapore. Most area in which careful attention would be required and specif-
employees therefore take great care to ensure that foreign ic advice needed.

income remains offshore. Most of Singapore's tax treaties Pensions are assessed on exactly the same basis as employ-
only give tax treaty benefits where the income is actually ment income. An individual who is neither resident in nor a
remitted to Singapore. In some instances, it is preferable to citizenofSingaporewho receives income by way ofpension
remit the income into Singapore and suffer Singapore tax from Singapore will be entitled to a proportion of his per-
than suffer withholdingtaxes in the source location. This will sonal reliefs based on the ratio of Singapore pension to
of course depend upon the level of taxation in each country world income.
and the precise terms of the treaty. Income received from
abroad is taxed on exactly the same footing as income arising Althoughpaymentof tax on income from employmentis nor-

in Singapore. mally the employee'sresponsibility,the Inland Revenuehave
the power to make directions so that the employerretains and

The tax reporting requirements are set out above. In addi- pays over the tax to the Inland Revenue. Such directions
tion, there are two other specific reporting requirementsrel- would normally be made where the income arises to a non-
evant to the expatriate. The employer of the expatriate is resident. In addition, there is a withholding tax requirement
obliged to notify the Inland Revenue Department(IRD)of of 31 percent for directors' fees.
the commencementof the employment. Even if this is not

done, the IRD are given copies of the employment passes A. Tax cost of assetsissued by the Immigration Department and are therefore
notified of new commencing employment. An expatriate As there is no tax on capital gains, it would not normally be
requires an employment pass before being able to take up relevant to ascertain the tax cost of assets owned by the indi-
employmentin Singapore. vidual. This would only apply when the individual is import-

assets on to tax orThere is also a tax clearance procedure which requires ing which he wishes claim depreciation
employers to notify the IRD 30 days before the terminationof

assets used for the purposes of a trade. These would require
an employmentof an expatriate. The employer is also obliged specialist's advice outside the scope of this article.

to withhold all payments due to the employee until he is
authorized to release them by the IRD or until 30 days have B. Tax planningprior to arrivai
elapsed from the receipt of such notice by the Controller of Most income tax planning for individuals will focus on Sin-
Income Tax. Failing to complywith this requirementwill ren- gapore's territorialbasis of taxationand freedom from Singa-der the employer liable for any unpaid tax by the employee. pore tax on any income which arises offshore to Singapore.

Investments should be moved, where possible, to a low tax

Il. TAX PLANNING jurisdictionand the income element segregated from the cap-
ital element to facilitate later remittance into Singapore, if

Singapore taxes employment income on the earnings basis. necessary. For example, where there are significant cash
That is to say, income is subject to tax in the year in which it deposits in a money market, it would be possible to open a

is earned and not the year in which it is paid. Therefore, any money market deposit account with a Hong Kong bank, the
income earned by the employee prior to his departure but interest on which is mandated into a separate interest
paid subsequently would be still be subject to Singapore account. The funds in the interest account would constitute
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income and should not be brought into Singapore; they can ing into alternativearrangements to ensure that the employee
be used for offshore spending. The original capital lodged in has sufficient funds available to pay his own tax liability.
the money market account is kept clean and can be brought Interest-free and low-cost loans permitted without taxingare
into Singapore free of tax as capital should the need arise.

the employee benefit derived but only where suchon any
Turning now to employment income, an individual who is loans are made out of the company's surplus cash and where

employed in Singaporeby a subsidiary or branch of an over- the loan is not made to a controllingdirectoror a directorwho
seas company is normally assessable to Singapore tax on the has significant influence in the company's affairs. This limi-
total emolumentsfrom this employmentnotwithstandingthat tation is a recently introduced ruling and it is not yet clear
he may spend part of his time overseas in the performanceof how it is to be applied in practice.
duties on behalfof the overseas company.

It may, however, be possible to have separate (or dual) con-
Ill. ESTATE AND GIFT DUTY

tracts catering for a segregationof duties where the employ-
ee can be paid by more than one company.The salary paid by A. Estate dutythe overseascompanyunder the separatecontractand in rela-
tion to offshore duties would not be assessable to Singapore Estate duty in Singapore is imposed on property passing on

tax provided that: the death of a person. In the case of persons domiciledin Sin-
it is not remitted to or received in Singapore; and gapore at the time of their death, all immovableproperty sit--

the duties provided in the separate contract are exercised uated in Singapore, and all movable property wherever it is-

wholly outside Singapore; and situated, is subject to estate duty. For a person not domiciled
the salary expense is not rechargedb the overseas com- in Singaporeat the time of death, estate duty is impoedonly-

pany to its branch or subsidiary in Singapore. on property in Singapore.
These rules provide scope for arranging for the offshore con-

tract to be in a location where it would not attract any over- 1. Tax base
seas taxes and therefore could be received tax free. Such Estate duty is levied upon the principal value of all property
arrangementsare, of course, only possiblewhere the employ- which passes on the death of a taxable person. Gifts nter
ee concerned travels extensively during the course of his vivos made within five years prior to the date of death are
duties and the dual contract arrangements fully reflect the deemed to be property passing on death.
commercialreality.
Singapore tax legislation provides very few tax shelters. 2. Exemptions
The only one of major significance is CPF contributions

(see above). Compulsory CPF contributions are fully tax Certain properties, even if they are deemed to pass on the

deductible. It may, therefore, be possible to structure a con-
death of the deceased, are exempted. The following do not

tract with the right combination of income and bonus to form part of the principal value of the estate and no estate

maximize contributions into the CPF. These contributions duty is payable thereon:

can be fully tax deductiblein Singapore and uplifted free of (a) the value of any one dwelling house or the aggregate
tax at the end of the contract. It may, therefore, be desirable value of dwelling houses to the extent of SS 3 million;
from a tax point of view to contribute to CPF even where (b) SS 500,000 of the aggregate value of all other property,
the expatriate has full social security cover in his home including any interest in any dwelling house which does

jurisdiction. not qualify for reliefunder (a) above; and

(c) the excess over SS 500,000-(if any) of the aggregate
Given the territorial basis of taxation and the relatively low amount standing to the credit of the deceased at the time
tax rate, there is normally no great incentive to accelerate or of his death in the CPF and in any designatedpension or
defer income to avoid Singaporetax. Becausethere is no cap- provident fund.
ital gains tax and investmentincome is subject to the ternto-

rial basis, there is no great incentive to increase tax base costs
3. Tax rates and tax credit

or to transfer property to other members of the family. Cer-
tain actions may be necessary in relation to estate duty, how- Tax rates are five percent on the first SS 10 million and ten
ever (see below). percent on the excess.

There is no controlled foreign corporation legislation and no

personal holding company type legislation in Singapore. 4. Tax credit
There is a general anti-tax avoidance section in the Income A tax credit is available against the estate duty payable in
Tax legislation. It is seldom applied in the context of expatri- Singapore for duty payable in any part of the Commonwealth
ate taxation but may occasionally be applicable, e.g. where (including Ireland) in respectof any property situated in such
there are circular schemes to recharacterizeincome as capital. part of the Commonwealth.But the creditmay not exceed the
The IRD apply a tax-on-tax basis for calculating the tax lia- estate duty payable in Singaporeon the same property. Estate

bility where the employer is responsible for paying the tax. duty payable in a non-Commonwealthcountry in respect of
This grossing up effect can be expensive in terms of tax. It is property situated in such a country may be deducted from the
sometimes possible to avoid the grossing up effect by enter- value of that property.
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B. Gift tax pore-locatedassets. Before coming to Singapore, the expatri-
ate should ensure that his Singapore assets are kept to a min-

There is no gift tax in Singapore. imum and that they whereverpossible, owned by off-are, an

shore company. It is also to be noted that there are generous
C. Estate dutyplanning estate duty exemptions for residential property in Singapore
The expatriate would not normally have a Singapore tax and for CPF deposits. In addition, certain governmentsecuri-
domicile and therefore would pay estate duty only on Singa- ties are also exempt from estate duty.
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AUSTRALIA

TAX ACCOUNTING,PERIODS AND METHODS
R. A. Oser

Price Waterhouse, Sydney

INTRODUCTION under the ITAA and the profit/loss reported to shareholders

by the application of accounting conventions and standards.
The high level of interest rates in Australia in recent times has Nevertheless, the two separate paths taken sometimes meet,
focused attentionon the valueofdeferred tax liabilities. Indi- sometimes run parallel and sometimes cross over. However,
vidual taxpayers in particularhave been attracted to negative it would be rare for taxable income (or loss) to coincide with
gearing schemes to improve after-tax returns on investments. the profit (or loss) determined under generally accepted
Corporate taxpayers have refined methods of deferring tax accountingprinciples.
liabilities by accelerating deductions or deferring income, so

as to procure what is, in effect, an interest-free loan from the It is important to stress that accounting standards imposed
Govemment. In some industrieswhere favoured treatmentis under Schedule 5 to the CorporationsLaw and other account-

given for the write-off of capital expenditures, a permanent ing conventions have no recognition as such in tax law.

tax deferral would be feasible (for example, the mining There is no statutory demand for conformity between tax

industry in relation to its exploration expenditures). Some accounting on the one hand and financial accounting, or

commentators would argue that the achievementof substan_ accounting for statutory purposes under the Corporations
tial tax deferrals can be regarded as an equity investmentby Law, on the other hand.

the Governmentin the taxpayer'sbusiness: Given that accountingconventionsare broad and open to dif-

Whilst the sophistication which has evolved cannot be fering interpretations, it is nevetheless useful to recognize
attributed to high nterest rates alone, the effect of high nter- that there are basic concepts which inevitably are applied in

est rates is best illustratedby the rule of thumb that principal some form or another in the preparation of financial state-

doubles every five years at an interest rate of 14 percent per ments. These would include the matching of costs and rev-

annum compounded monthly. Australia's long-term Com- enues within a given reporting period, substance over form

monwealth GovernmentBond interest rates have hovered in and materiality. None of these concepts have explicit recog-

the band of 12.5 - 13.5 percent in recent years up to the end nition in the ITAA. But it is easy to fall into the trap of

of 1990. The Commissionerof Taxation pays interest at the assuming that these are concepts also embodied in tax law.

statutory rate of 14.026 percent on tax refunds due as a result Materiality, in particular, is an unacceptable practice in cal-
of successful objections against tax assessments. This rate culating taxable income. A handy illustration is the practice
was set in 1983 and represented at the time the weighted ofmultinationalcorporationsto balance their books a number
average yield for tendered long-term TreasuryBonds. of days before year-end so that tight reporting deadlines can

The fiscal system has responded in three ways: be achieved. This is not acceptable to the Australian tax

first, changes of an administrative type but by statutory authorities. Early year-end cut off procedures are taken as
-

amendment to the Income Tax AssessmentAct 1936 (the failure to complywith the law.3

ITAA) have phased out perceived bias in tax collec- Accountants must accept albeit reluctantly that financial
tions which favoured business when compared to the statements and books of accountwill not be determinativeof
position of an individual subject to regular withholding what the tax accounting should be for purposes of the ITAA.
from salary or wages incomeunder the Pay-As-You-Earn As the High Court stated:4
system;
second, the ITAA has been extensively amended to

But entries in books of account should evidence real transactions.
-

They are evidence only. Their properpurpose is to record transac-

respond to and anticipate opportunities for tax deferral tions having legal consequences. Makng entries does not make
from timing differences arising from tax accounting
methods;
third, the tax audit programmes following the introduc-

1. George Cooper, The Taming of the Shrewd, Columbia Law
-

Review (May 1985).
tion of self-assessmenttarget tax deferral schemes.2 2. The Commissionerof Taxation observed:I make no apology for

tackling timing differenceswhichdon't work. If a company uses defer-
ral year in, year out, then the amount in question becomes a permanent

TAX ACCOUNTINGVS. FINANCIAL loan from the Government and the taxpayingpublic to the company.
ACCOUNTING TaxationAudits - Facing the Reality, speech by Mr. T.P. Boucher in

Adelaide on 2 September 1987.
There is little commonality between the principles to be fol- 3. Income Tax Ruling IT 2467.
lowed in arriving at the taxable income/lossof a corporation 4. WindeyerJ. in Albion Hotel Pty Ltd v. FC ofT, 13 ATD 435.
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such transactions. In consideringwhat were in reality the relation- to get rid of a contract, agreementor arrangementand deal with the
ships between Tolleys' and Albion, I must have regard not only to case in disregard of that element, but, where there is no statutory
what they wrote but what they did. I must regard not only the pres- warrant for doing so, the Court cannot disregard certain of the facts
ence of entries in their books; but also the absences of entries. or decide the case according to its view of substance of the matter.

And ... what ultimatelymatters is the concept; bookkeeping The Privy Council expressed a similar view on a dispute
methods are but evidence of the concept.5 involving a New Zealand taxpayer: Taxationby end result,
To put into contextwhat follows, it shouldbe understoodthat or by economic equivalence is not what the section

achieves.10
Australian tax law levies tax on taxable income. Taxable
income is not accounting profit adjusted for certain items.
Taxable income is defined as the amount remaining after Excursus 1 - income recognition
deductingfrom the assessable income of a year all deductions

Given these circumstances, but touch numberone can upon a
allowable in that year. Thus, in theory, each item of receipt f issues of timing where tax and financial accounting haveand receivable should be examined whether it is assessable

come together. These are mainly in the recognition ofincome derived during the year and each loss or outgoing ncome in a tax year. The assessable income of the taxpayershould be examined to see whether it has been incurred dur-
includes the gross income derived.11 The key word is

ing the year of income and whether it otherwise satisfies the
derivedbut this is not defined in the law.

requirement for deductibility.6 These procedures are under-
taken independentlyof each other. The mechanical process There is no formal procedure whereby a taxpayer is to be
of addition and subtractionthen produces the figure which is treated as either a cash basis or an accruals basis taxpay-
the taxable ncome or loss. er. Moreover, in the absence of a statutory definition, a vari-

of will be applied depending on the ofIn practice, short-cutmethods may be used whereby the book ety treatments type
income and the commercial circumstances of the taxpayer.or accountingprofit is used as a convenientstarting point but
The consequential issue of cash accruals account-the end result must be to arrive at the taxable income/lossby

versus

the precise and correct applicationof the law. ing for income is not entirely resolved notwithstandinga long
line of cases before the courts over many years. Generally, a

Nevertheless, occasions arise where Australian tax law is taxpayer carrying on a business would be expected to report
non-specific,vague or simply fails to deal adequately with a ncome from that business on the accruals basis. An ndividu-
given set of circumstances or transactions which have been al who receives ncome by way of salary or wages would be
entered into. In the absence ofjudicialprecedents the Courts taxable on cash receipts. So would professionalpeopleunless
have been known to draw assistance from accounting con- a substantialbusiness is conducted. The sale of goods is dealt
ventions and business practices. This view ws summarized with the text below. There are, however, exceptions by con-

by the Full Federal Court in the HookerRexcase,7 as follows: vention in respect of certain types of ncome, such as rents or

interest where the recipient is not a financial institution.
... the tendency of judicial decision has been to place increasing
reliance upon the conceptsofbusiness and the principles and prac- In respect of dividends, a shareholder is assessable on divi-
tices of commercialaccountancy,not only in the ascertainmentof

dends paid (i.e. not payable) by 12a company.income,but also in the ascertainmentofexpenditure: C ofT (SA) v.

Executor Trustee & Agency Co ofSA Ltd, (1938) 63 CLR 108 at In the Arthur Murray case,13 the Full High Court accepted153 FC of T v. Australian Guarantee Corporation Ltd, 84 ATC that the amounts earned in respectof fees for dancing lessons
4642; (1984) 54 ALR 209.

paid in advance were those in respect of lessons actually
Nevertheless, the Courts do not regard themselves as being given. In arriving at its decision the Court placed reliance on

bound by accountingpractices. This was somewhatdogmat- the accounting treatment adopted by the taxpayer company.
ically observed by Lord Denning in the United Kingdom:8 The Court observed that:

The Courts have always been assisted greatly by the evidence The paragraph'of the stated in which the established princi-case

of accountants. Their practice should be given due weight; but the ples are described does not lead to inference why it is that books
Courts have never regarded themselves as being bound by it. It are kept in this manner. It is there specifically stated, as an agreed
would be wrong to do so. fact, that according to established accounting and commercial

principles, in the case of a business, either selling goods or supply-Finally, it is necessary to say something about economic ing services, amounts received in advance of the goods beingequivalence. There is a tendency in accounting theory to delivered or the services being supplied are not regarded as
embrace this doctrine when facing the problem of reporting income. We have not been able to see any reason which should

complex financial transactions. Examples are finance leases
and certain forms of debt defeasance arrangements. 5. ArthurMurray (NSW) Pty Ltd v. FC ofT, 14 ATD98 at 100.

6. ITAA Secs. 6(1), 48 and 51(1).
The ITAA has no room for such concepts. The Commission- 7. HookerRex Pry Ltd v. FC ofT, 88 ATC 4392.
er of Taxationhas not been deterred from attemptingto tax by 8. Heather v. PE Consultancy Group Ltd, (1973) 1 All ER 8.
economicequivalencewhen it suits the Revenuebut up to the 9. Bowen C.J. n The Federal Coke CompanyPty Ltd v. FC ofT, 77

present time he has failed. The Federal Court's response to ATC 4255 at 4263.

such an argument was as follows:9 10. Cmmr. of IR (NZ) v. EuropaOil (NZ)Ltd, 70 ATC6012at 6019.
11. .ITAA Sec. 25(1).

However, in taxation matters the Court is obliged to have regard to 12. ITAA Sec. 44(1), and see also Sec. 160AQT in respect of franked
the actual facts and not their equivalents. In cases where it is appro- dividends.
priate the Court may apply a statutoryprovision such as Section 260 13. ArthurMurray (NSW) Pty Ltd v. FC ofT, 14 ATD 98.
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lead the Courts to differ from accountantsand commercialmen on whether there is present in the year of income a loss or outgoing
the point. within the meaning of Section 51(1).

A similar approach was taken in the Australian Gas Light The only conceivable exception to the above is where the

Company case,14 which dealt with unbilled gas reticulated to trading stock provisions apply. Then, losses representing
domestic and other consumers. diminutions in value can be deductible,through the operation
An ancillary rule exists for business taxpayers in relation to of the trading stock provisions to the extent that marketvalue

the sale of investments and foreign currency gains/losses is less than cost.

which are not dealt with under the capital gains tax provi- However, there are some expenses which are deductibleonly
sions. The rule here is to apply the realizationprinciple, that when paid. Principal examples for a corporate taxpayer are:

is to say, no profit or loss is recognized unless realization - contributionsto a pension or retirement fund for employ-
occurs. The practice of marking to market negotiable ees (known as a superannuationfund in Australia),19

securities has no tax consequences notwithstanding the _ liabilities for long service leave, annual leave, sick leave
accounting treatmentadopted.15 2o

or other leave due to employees or other persons,

The rationalization for either the cash basis or an accruals - land rates and land taxes.21

basis of derivationcomes from an often quoted passage in ***

Carden's case,16 extracts of which are as follows in the judg-
ment of Dixon J.: In proceeding to the commentary on the designated topics a

numberofqualificationsshould be noted. First, the taxpayer
In the present case we are concerned with rival methods of

is assumed to be a corporation unless otherwise indicated.
accounting directed to the same purpose, namely, the purpose of

ascertaining the true incorne. Unless in the statute itself some def- Second, there are a number of deviations from general prin-
inite direction is discoverable, I think that the admissibilityof the ciples where the taxpayer'sactivities are in special industries
method which in fact has been pursued must depend upon its actu- such as general nsurance, life assurance, the extractive
al appropriateness. In other words, the inquiry should be whether ndustriesand, most importantly,banking. It is not feasible to
in the circumstancesof the case it is calculatedto give a substan-

cover these situations except by brief references in some

tially correct reflex of the taxpayer's true income. (emphasis instances. Third, the discussion is in a domestic setting. The
added)

reason for that is the enactment in 1991 of the TaxationLaws
This case, although concerned with the confirmation of the Amendment (Foreign Income) Act which imposes an

cash basis for the estate of a deceasedmedical practitioner, is exceedinglycomplexaccruals regime on Australianresidents
often used to rationalize whichever method of derivation is in respect of certain types of ncome and capital gains which

preferred, whetherthe business is simple or complex. arise in offshore jurisdictions. It would be impracticable to

weave nto the discussion, the intention and effects of this

Excursus2 - timing of deductions legislation.

The timing ofexpenses is similarly a matterof some difficul-

ty. The conceptofincurrenceis fundamentaland is discussed CONSIGNMENTSALES
below. As will be explained, it is firstly the requirement to

identify an outgoing. That word was explained most As a starting point, the treatment of income from the sale of

recently as follows.17 goods is fairly straightforward. Assuming the goods sold are

inventory items (trading stock in Australian parlance),
The word 'outgoing' is an ordinaryEnglish word. It contemplates ncome is derived for ncome tax purposes when the trading
no more than that there is to be something which flows out from
the taxpayer. Ordinarily, although not necessarily invariably, that stock is sold and a debt is created for the sales proceeds. It

will involve a monetarypayment for which the taxpayer is liable. does not matter that the debt is not payableuntil a future year.
Thus payment for which the taxpayer is liable. Thus the expres- In Rowe's case,22 retailer of household goods made sales
sion 'outgoing incurred' may be equated with the words 'liability

a

incurred'. which included nstalment sales. In some cases terms were

given for payment by the purchaser over a period of five
Incurrence requires, as a minimum, liability presently exist- years. The taxpayer company argued that it should be per-
ing. The ITAA is none too liberal when it comes to expenses mitted to recognize assessable income only in respect of the
which are no more than impending (see below). Therefore instalmentsreceived or receivable in a year or, alternatively,
provisions for various types of expenses and losses (e.g. bad

debts) cannot be brought forward no matter how necessary it
is to treat such items as a current year expense. The High 14. AustralianGas LightCompanyv. FC ofT,83ATC4800.

Court had consideredthis aspect and commentedas follows:18 15. Income Tax Ruling IT 2572.
16. C ofT (SA) v. Executor Trustee & Agency Co ofSouth Australia

Of course, it may very well be that in the keeping of commercial Ltd, (1938) 63 CLR 108.
accounts it would be proper to make provision against the annual 17. Hill J. in Ogilvy & Mather v. FC ofT, 90 ATC 4386 at 4856.

gross profits of some sum related to the amount of the liability 18. Barwick CJ. in Nilsen DevelopmentLaboratoriesPty Ltd & Ors v.

which must in due course arise because of the service by the FC ofT, 81 ATC 4031 at 4035.

employeeduring the year of accounting; and to do so before arriv- 19. ITAA Sec. 82AAC.

ing at the profits or gains of the period during which the qualifica- 20. ITAA Sec. 51(3).
tion of the employee is taking place. But the prudence and com- 21. ITAA Sec. 72.
mercialproprietyof such a coursehas littlebearingon the question 22. J Rowe & Sons Pty Ltd v. FCT, 71 ATC 4157.
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that the profit element in the cash price be assessed on a has been received whatsoever. Should the proceeds accruing
profit emerging basis. These arguments did not succeed. to the vendor never be received, a retrospective adjustment
However, it should be recognized that under the Australian needs to be made to reduce or eliminate the capital gain,
system of dealing with nventories the goods sold would not which has been subject to tax.26
have been treated as part of the trading stock of the vendor.
Therefore, had the taxpayer succeeded, a very substantial tax

deferment would have been achieved. A full deduction FIXED ASSETS AND PREPAID EXPENSES
would have been secured for the cost of goods sold but only
a small proportion of income recognized on the transaction Taxpayers are entitled to claim in full, business expenses of a

which transferred title to the customers.
revenue nature incurredduring a year of income, irrespective
of the treatment of the outgoing for accounts purposes. The

Broadly speaking the tax treatment of consignment sales meaning ofincurred is discussedbelow.
would follow from the legal analysis of the transaction
between the consignor and consignee. Clearly, if the goods This rule is subject to the proviso that if expenditure other-

held by the consignee can be regarded as stock of the con-
wise deductibleas a business expenses of a revenue nature in

signor, no sale would have taken place on delivery. This type
excess ofAS 1,000 is for the provisionof services which will

J

of transactionis where the goods are regarded as belongingto
not be wholly performed within 13 months from the day the

the consignoruntil they are actually sold by the consignee. In expenditureis incurred, the deductionwill be spread over the

other instances, the goods become non-returnableto the con-
service period up to a maximumof ten years.27 These provi-

signor after some specified period of time and sale takes sions extend to rent, nsurance and interest but salary or

place when the holding time has lapsed. wages is excluded. This may be termed anti-prepaymentleg-
islation and is recent (effective in respect of agreements

The Commissionerof Taxation issued an Income Tax Rul- entered nto after 25 May 1988) but even before then, artifi-
ng23 which takes the position that goods on consignment cial schemes for the acceleration of deductions for rent and
never become part of the trading stock of the consignee interest were not always successful.28
where the consignee acts as agent for the consignor and
receives a sales commissionfor sales eventually made. There are also specific anti-avoidanceprovisions against the

creation of artificial timing differences between associated
Where the goods are delivered on approval or on a sale or parties, e.g. within a group of affiliated companies.29
return basis, and a sale to the consignee is contemplated, the
goods would be regarded as having been sold on acceptance

The accelerationof deductions or the perceived achievement
of delivery by the consignee. of tax deferrals by financial nstruments is covered by provi-

sions which impose an accruals regime where contracts pro-
A related issue is where goods are exported under long-term vide for deferred interest, deep discounts and indexation of
contracts. If the goods are sold CIF then the tax position principal.30 This regime applies to financial instruments and
might be taken that no sale has occurredbecause title has not other contracts in respect of amounts other than periodic
passed to the buyer or his agent. However, accountingprin- interest where the term of the instrumentexceeds 12 months.
ciples would permit a sale to be recorded when the goods
have been delivered to the carrier for transport to the buyer. An important departure from these principles arises from a

recent decision of the Full Federal Court.31 In that case the

taxpayercompanypurchasedtrading stock for future delivery.
INSTALMENTBASIS The commodity purchased (copper tubing) did not become

trading stock of the purchaser on payment, and was not on
The instalmentbasis of tax accounting for transactions of an hand at year-end. It must be assumed the arrangementincome nature is not provided for in tax law nor is it accept- between the taxpayerand supplier was commerciallyrealistic
able by administrativeconcessionof the taxation authorities because the Commissionerof Taxation did not rely on anti-
unless the circumstances demand that income or profit be avoidanceprovisions in his challenge of the claim for deduc-
deferred or spread over time. For example, a land developer tions. The Commissionerissued a warning, however, against
may be permitted to bring to account the profit on sales of taxpayers entering arrangements,predominantly for tax con-
land lots by reference to the cash received as proportionof siderations, to purchase trading stock yet to be manufactured
the total due on sales proceeds receivable by instalments. or delivered. Anti-avoidance provisions would presumablyHowever, if the land is treated as inventory (trading stock) be invokedif the Raymordecision were exploitedand legisla-then the application of the trading stock provisions would tive amendments to the ITAAmight also be expected.determine the tax result on sales. The origins of this treat-
ment is to be found in Thorogood'scase decided under legis-
lation which preceded the current ITAA (ITAA 1936).24 23. Income Tax Ruling IT 2472.

24. FC ofT v. Thorogood, (1927) 40 CLR 454.
In respect of the sale of assets subject to the capital gains tax 25. ]TAASecs. 160Z and 160Z0.

provisions in Part IIIA of the ITAA, the accrualsbasis of rec-
26. ITAA Sec. 160ZF.

ognizing a net capital gain is specifically provided for.25 27. ITAA Secs. 82KZL- 82KZO.
28. Income Tax Rulings IT 2317 and 2384.

Thus, where the ownershipof an asset changes and a capital 29. ITAA SubdivisionD of Division 3 of Part III.
gain is triggered off to the vendor, the assessable amount 30. ITAA Division 16E.
enters nto the calculationof taxable income, even if no cash 31. FC ofT v. Raynor (NSW) Pty Ltd., 90 ATC 4461.
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The position regardingcapital expenditureswhich can be put Periodicity as such does not confer deductibilitybut such an

underthe broad headingoffixedassets is beyond the scope attribute may assist in the characterizationof a payment as

of this paper. being of a revenue rather than capital nature.

Very briefly, Australia has a narrow conception of what are It should be noted that there is no symmetry in the ITAA in

plant or articles which qualify for tax depreciation.32 The relation to a cash basis taxpayer being restricted to cash

meaningof these words is derived from English common law basis for expenses and an accruals basis taxpayerbeing enti-
as developedby the Australian Courts. tled to the accruals basis for expenses. Therefore, it is pos-

sible for a cash basis taxpayer to secure allowable deduc-
The Government's Economic Statement of 12 March 1991 tions in respect of expenses for which a liability has been
promises a liberalization of tax accounting for depreciation contracted, but has not yet been paid, if the tests of Section
including disposals and a modernization of the meaning of 51(1) have been satisfied.
effectivelife. This will allow depreciable lives to take nto
account economic life rather than physical life as is the posi- In summary, unless a cash basis only is prescribed in a spe-
tion under existing law.33 cific provision, the structure of Section 51(1) is to permit a

deduction for the liability incurred during a year of income
Buildings do not qualify for tax depreciation but are dealt

irrespective of the cash expended. This implies an accruals
with separately. The prescribed amortization rate is 2.5 per- basis for businessexpenses in the ITAA. To ensure this state-
cent per annum of the eligible expenditures.34 ment is not inadvertently misunderstood it should be

There are separate rules for writing off the cost of industrial assumed that it is a taxpayer carrying on a business who is

property, i.e. copyights, patents, registered designs (but not eligible for the deduction. An individual entitled to work

trademarks) over their effective lives subject to certain maxi- relatedexpenses from salary income would in most instances

mum periods. This is not a favourable regime for the taxpayer. be allowed deduction for expenses actually paid.

Capital expenditures which do ngt qualify under specific
write-off provisions are not deductible. The most common CAPTIVE FACTORING
examples are the acquisitioncosts of goodwill and choses in
action such as licences, client lists and technicalknow-how. Captive factoring has not emerged in Australia as a means

whereby tax deductionsare acceleratedor income recognition
is deferred. Thereforeno comment is made on this topic here.

ANNUAL PAYMENTS (CASH VS. ACCRUAL) Factoring transactions with an arm's length financial institu-

Generally, the rule is that losses or outgoings incurredduring tion do occur but are uncommon because there are more

a year of incomeby a business taxpayerare allowablededuc- sophisticatedand efficient financingmethods now available.

tions assurning they are revenue expenses of a business Factoring fees in such circumstances would be ordinary tax

nature. This is the broad effect of the basic provision for the deductions in terms of Section 51(1).39
deductionof expenses.35
The meaning of ncurredhas been the subject of much liti- MANPOWERCOMPANIES
gation. Generally speaking:36

Administrationand service companiesand administrationand
Incurred does not only mean defrayed, discharged, or bome, but service trusts are used extensively by businesses carrying on
rather includes encountered,run into, or fallen upon. It is unsafe to

professional services (e.g. accountants, architects, medical
attempt exhaustive definitions of a conception intended to have
such a various or multifarious application. But it does not include practitioners,etc.). 'Ihese devices had their origins in income

a loss or expenditurewhich is no more than impending, threatened, splitting and the tax effective provisionof retirementbenefits
or expected. rather than in the attempted manipulationof ncome recogni-

tion. Generally, such companies employ non-professionalThose familiar with taxation laws of other countries will
staff and make them available with premises, equipment and

notice that the words paymentand expensesare not used
in Section 51(1). workingcapital to the businesscarried on by professionalper-

sons carrying on a profession, often in the form of a partner-
Normally, an actual payment or a legal discharge of a liabili- ship. These structures are no longer used merely because they
ty by othermeans would be regardedas a loss or outgoingbut may be beneficial in the achievementof tax benefits.
whether it is incurred (e.g. a voluntary prepayment)37can be
an involved matter to unravel.

32. ITAA Sec. 54.

The structureof the provisionwas commentedon thus by the 33. ITAA Sec. 55.

High Court..38 34. ITAA Division 1OD.
35. ITAA Sec. 51(1) of ITAA.

The word 'outgoing' might suggest that there must be an actual 36. Dixon J. in New ZealandFlax InvestmentsLtd v. FC ofT, 61 CLR
disbursement. But partly because such an interpretation would 179 at 207.

produce very strange and anomalous results, and partly becauseof 37. Deane J. in Foxwood (Tolga) Pty Ltd v. FC ofT, 80 ATC 4096 at

the use of the word 'incurred', the provisionhas been interpreted to 4100.
cover outgoings to which the taxpayer is definitivelycommitted in 38. C ofT v. James FloodPty Ltd, 10 ATD 240 at 244.
the yearof income although there has been no actual disbursement. 39. Income Tax Rulings IT 2432 and 2538.
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The incorporation of professional practices and administra- was in fact commonly adoptedby many companies in indus-
tion companies are governed by a series of tax rulings.40 It is tries where profitability is difficult to forecast (e.g. the build-
of relevance to note that a cash basis for reporting income ing industry).
may be permitted. The ruling contemplates methods which acceptabletwo are

There is, however, a proliferationof body hire companies to the CommissionerofTaxation, namely:
in some industries (e.g. the building ndustry). These struc-
tures are motivatedby considerationsother than income tax,

- The basic method in terms of which all progress and

mainly the avoidanceofstringent labour laws and trade union final payments received in a year (determinedon the accru-

als basis) are to be included in the taxpayer's assessabledemands.
income. Deductions are those which are losses and outgo-

Where the arrangementis one with a dominantpurposeof tax ngs qualifying for deductionunder the various provisionsof
avoidance for the principal shareholder/employee of the the ITAA.
company, anti-avoidanceprovisions in the ITAA might suc-

ceed to strike down the scheme.
- The estimatedprofits method which requires the taxpay-
er to spread the ultimate profit or loss on a long-term con-

struction project over the years to be taken to complete the
CHANGE IN TAX YEAR contract. The basis adopted for estimation and spreading
In Australia the ncome tax year runs from 1 July to 30 June

must be reasonable and in accordancewith accepted accoun-

annually. The same tax year applies for all taxpayers. The tancy practices. The ultimate profit or loss can be adjusted
from year to year to reflectchanges causedby progress on theCommissioner of Taxation has an unfettered discretionary

power to grant a substituted accounting period (SAP). contract. This can also be referred to as the percentage of

However, he grants a SAP only where there is a substantial completion method. It should be noted that no threshold is

business need for making the change.41 Where the taxpayer
allowed for a minimum completion (say 10-20 percent)
before any profit is recognizedunder this method.is a memberof a corporate group which prepares accounts to

a balance date other than 30 June that would be an acceptable Under the basic method, up-front payments received will
need. SAPs are not granted to natural persons. be assessable income derived in the year of receipt. Support
It is to be expected that a SAP will be granted on terms that for this treatment was confirmed in GP International

ensure that tax is not avoided or deferred by adoption of the Piecoaters45where the High Court held that establishment

SAP. Under the new tax collection procedures no compen-
costs of the contractorlargely reimbursedby its customeron

satory adjustmentpayment is demandedby the Commission- commencementof the contract were no different from other

er42 for any deferral which might be inferred from a change to receipts under the contract.

say 31 December in lieu of the succeeding 30 June. The In the absence of specific provisions in the ITAA and lack
company tax collection system which commenced for the of judicial precedents, Income Tax Ruling IT 2450 is
1989/90 tax year requires that 85 percent of the Estimate accepted by taxpayers as the equivalent of good law. The
Tax or NotionalTax due for a year must be paid by the 28th ruling of the Commissionerwould, however, find some sup-
day following the year-end.43 port in a 1980 New Zealand decision.46 In that decision a

There are no specialprovisionsgoverning the computationof single Judge of the High Court of New Zealand confirmed

taxable ncome on commencementor cessationof a business. an assessment under the percentage of completion
In the case of individuals,who become taxpayers for the first method notwithstandingthe taxpayer's claim for the com-

time (part-year residents and students leaving full-time edu- pleted contract method. Therefore, as a practical matter, it

cation), the tax- free threshold is prorated. is not possible in Australia to postpone tax liabilities by
excessively conservativeestimations of provisions of costs

Where a businessceases and on cessation trading stock is dis- to complete contracts.
posed of, the taxation legislation ensures that the value and
not the proceeds of disposalof the trading stock is included in
the taxpayer's assessable income. CASH BASIS OF ACCOUNTING FOR SERVICE

COMPANIES
ACCOUNTING FOR LONG-TERM CONTRACTS Service companies as such have no particularprominence in

The appropriate method of recognizing profits from long- Australiancorporate life. The reasonmay be there are no tax

term contracts was a fertile area of disputes between taxpay- concessionsavailable for the activities of such companies as

ers and the TaxationOffice until the release of an income tax is the case for example in Singapore. The income derivedby
ruling on 1 October 1987. That ruling deals with long-term 40. Income Tax Ruling IT 2503.
construction contracts, but the principles outlined by the 41. ITAA Sec. 18 of ITAA and Income Tax Ruling IT 2360.
Commissionerof Taxationhave wider application.44 42. Income Tax Ruling IT 2433.

The Commissionerof Taxationwill not accept the complet-
43. ITAA Division lB of Part VI.
44. Income Tax Ruling IT 2450.

ed contract basis of tax accounting. Under this method, 45. GP International Pipecoaters Pty Limited v. FC of T, 90 ATC
profits or losses are not recognized until a contract is com- 4413.
pleted. This method, being the most conservative available, 46. HW Coyle Limitedv. Commr ofIR, (NZ) 80 ATC 6012.
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such companies for tax purposes would be determined on CHANGES IN ACCOUNTING METHODS
the same basis as for any other corporation. The expectation
would be that the accruals basis would apply. This broad If a taxpayer wishes to change his basis of tax accounting,no

rule may be adopted where the Arthur Murray principle47 reference need be made to the Commissioner of Taxation.

can be applied. Prior to the introductionof self-assessmentfor companiesand

retirement/pension(superannuation) funds, the Commission-
In respect of certain classes of income generated by service er would have become aware of the changed methods of

companies a cash basis would be appropriate,e.g. in respect of accountingthrough the notes to the financialstatementswhich

royalty income.48 Commission income for sales might be were attached to the tax return. Alternatively, the taxpayer is

reportedon a cash basis in appropriatecircumstancesunless the likely to have made a statementin the tax return whichhad the

receiptof the commissioncan be regarded as beyonddoubt. objective of making a full and true disclosure.50

Under self-assessment,no schedules or financial statements

INFLATING INVENTORYVALUATIONS
are lodged with the short form income tax return. Therefore,
the Commissioner would not become aware of changes in

TO FAIR VALUE accountingmethods until the taxpayer is subject to review or

audit or the taxpayer seeks approvalby some method such as
Valuation of year-end inventories (trading stock) to freshen-

up losses is no longer required in Australia. Ordinary (trad-
a ruling requested for the Commissioner's interpretation of
the law.51

ng) losses ncurred in the 1989/90 and subsequentyears can

be carried forwardndefinitely for deduction from ncome of The consequences of changing the basis on which income is
future years subject to certain restrictions which govem loss reportedas derivedwas judiciallyconsidered in Henderson

recoupment generally by companies. The same applies to and CountryMagazine.52
capital losses. However, losses cannot be carried back to a

prior year.
In Henderson, a partnershipof professional accountants was

taxed on the cash basis. The partnership then switched to

Inventories at year-end can be valued for tax purposes, at the reporting income on an earnings, i.e. accrualsbasis. The

taxpayer's option, by any one of three methods, namely cost circumstances were such that a substantial amount of out-

price, net realizable value or replacement price. A different standingfees at the end ofthe lastcashyear was not includ-

methodmay be chosen for each class or each identifiableitem ed as assessable income of the subsequentyear in which the

of trading stock. Furthermore, there is no requirement for change was made, and in which year the cash was received.

consistency from year to year other than the valuationat year- The High Court agreed that this was the correct result. To

end must be carried over to be the value of opening stock in come to this conclusion the Court distinguished Carden.53
the next subsequent year. The inventory valuation in the The Commissioner's remedy would have been to amend

financial statementswill have no bearing on the tax valuation. prior years' assessmentswithin the restrictionsallowedunder
the law. The Commissioneromitted to do this but it would

If the value of an item of trading stock is consideredto be less have been worthwhile only if the numbers worked his way.
than that calculated under the above mentioned three meth- The position reverse to Henderson was subsequently dealt
ods, the Commissioner may, on request, apply a special with sirnilarly in CountryMagazine.
value. The most common example of such valuation would
be to take into account diminution in value through obsoles- Henderson is also important for having laid down the rule

cence. However. an accounting provision for obsolescence that in a business of a profession,of the appropriatesize, the

will not be acceptable for the purposeof the special valuation income derived in a year is not the cash collected but, rather

under the ITAA. fees which have matured nto recoverable debts. However,
this method whilst resembling accruals does not go all the

The valuation of trading stock under Australian tax law way since work in progress need not be taken into account.

requires the following rules to be observed :
A change in basis of accounting for deductions has not been

if cost is selected as the value of stock on hand at year- similarly reviewedbecause it has been well establishedthat
-

end, full absorption costing must be applied;
a

loss or outgoing which qualifies for deductionunder Section
each item of trading stock shouldbe physically identified year

- 51(1) must be incurred in the it is claimed. In other
for valuation. If.this is not practicable, which is quite words, the taxpayer is not able to choose in which year an

common, FIFO, average cost or standard cost (regularly allowable deductionis claimed.
reviewed) is acceptable. The LIFO method and retail

nventory method are not permitted under any circum-
stances. 47. See text supra at notes 5 and 13.

48. ITAA Sec. 26(0.
The valuation of trading stock at a value in excess of cost 49. ITAA Sec. 46(7A).

might be an issue where rebatable dividend income is 50. ITAA Sec. 170(3) prior to amendment effective for income year

received by a company which has suffered a tax loss but for 1989/90 and subsequentyears.
51. ITAA Sec. 169A.

the receipt of the dividend. In that event, the upward valua- 52. Hendersonv. FC ofT, 70 ATC 4016; CountryMagazinePty Ltd v.

tion of the trading stock to prevent the wastageof deductions FC ofT, (1968) 15 ATD 86.
is preventedby a specific anti-avoidanceprovision.49 53. See text supra at note 16.
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Nevertheless, circumstances may arise where a deduction income accruals legislation or controlled foreign compa-
otherwise allowable is. claimed in the wrong year. The view ny legislation.60
of the Commissioneris that if the change is made to the cor-

Where offshore captive is resident in non-listedjurisdic-rect basis adopted, only the expenditure correctly calculated
an a

tion (i.e. a low tax or tax haven country) or premiumsare des-
may be deducted in the change-overyear.54 This is the appli-
cation of the Hendersonprinciple to deductions. The taxpay- ignated concession income (i.e. subject to favourable tax

er's remedy for the deprivationof deduction (i.e. cash paid in treatment)of a company resident in a listed country (compa-
rable tax jurisdiction) then, subject to certain qualifications,the change-over year to discharge a liability ncurred in a
the ncome of the captive will be taxed the Australianprior year) is to seek amendmentsofpast years' assessments

to

shareholderas the profits are derived by the offshore compa-to the extent permitted.
ny and before the profits are remitted to Australia as divi-
dends. This means the tax benefit of having the captive

CONSOLIDATEDRETURNS AND insurer is forfeited to the Australian resident which pays it
insurancepremiums.GROUP RELIEF

Companiesmust file individual tax returns irrespectiveof the
structure of a group of affiliated companies. Consolidation BORROWINGSBY A CASH BASIS TAXPAYER
of tax retums is not permitted. The raising of loan funds by a cash basis,taxpaer on the

Group relief' is achieved to the extent that resident compa- security of its accounts receivable does not of itselfhave any
nies which have 100 percentcommonownershipcan transfer tax consequences. Such a transactionwould be an attempt at

ordinaryrevenue losses within the group.55 One hundredper_ financingby a cash starved taxpayer. The chargingofreceiv-
cent common ownership can be direct or through interposed ables would be a well understood, if uncommon occurrence.

companiesand the holdingcompanyneed not be a residentof It is doubtful that lenders would give a high credit rating to

Australia. The income company can pay consideration to the unpaid fees of an accounting firm.
the loss company for transfer of the loss. Such payment The concept may be taken a step further. The factoring of
willnot constitute assessable income of the loss companynor debts can be carred out without adverse tax consequenceswill it be regarded as a capital gain. In the capital gains tax unless tax benefits are to be achieved by the diversion of
provisions the same principle is adopted in respect of capital income.61 And a further step is to assign the receivables of a
losses56 except that the companiesneed not be resident. cash basis taxpayer. A medical practitionerdid just that. He

Australian taxation legislation provides for the rollover of assigned to his wife by way f gift a 99 percent interest in

assets transferredbetweengroup companies. This is a mecha- amounts owing to him from patients. Unfortunately,a tax tri-

nism for deferral ofthe tax liabilitieson the capital gain, if any.
bunalheld that he was still taxableon the cash paid by yearend

Group companies which are non-residentcan also avail of this in respect of the debts under general principlesof the law.62
deferral provided the assets transferred are taxable Australian
assets and the transferee is not an exempt company.57 TAXABLE PERIOD OF A PARTNERSHIPAND
Regrettably these provisions are exceedingly complex by ITS PARTNERS
being circumscribedby restrictionsto prevent the creation, or

accelerationof capital losses. A partnership is more widely defined for Australian income
tax purposes than for partnership law purposes. A tax part-

Excess foreign tax credits can also be transferred between nership includes an association of persons carrying on busi-
100 percent commonly-ownedgroup companies.58 ness as partners or in receipt of income jointly.

Australian taxation legislation requires that a partnership file

INSURANCE PREMIUMS PAID TO OFFSHORE an income tax return.63 It is to be preparedas though the part-
CAPTIVES nershipwere a residentof Australia.64 The net income or loss,

as the case may be, is distributed to the partners. Thus the
There are no restrictionsas such on the paymentof insurance partnership is not a taxable entity and is, in effect, a conduit.65
premiums to offshorecaptives. (The non-residentis taxed on

a notional taxable income of ten percent of the premium 54. Income Tax Ruling IT 2613.
received unless the atual profit or loss is calculated under 55. 1TAA Sec. 80G.
the ITAA.) 56. ITAA Sec. 160ZP.

57. ITAA Sec. 160ZZO.
The payment of insurancepremiums, and for that matter any 58. ITAA Sec. 160AFE.
other payment to a non-resdent, requires a determinationof 59. ITAA Division 13.
whether or not the consideration for the goods, services or 60. Taxation Laws Amendment(Foreign Income) Act 1991.

property is justifiableas arm's length consideration. Transfer 61. Income Tax Ruling IT 2538.
62. Decision of the AdministrativeAppeals Tribunal, Case V142 88pricing issues in international transactions are extensively ATC 891.

covered in the ITAA.59Moreover, the use ofoffshorecaptives 63. ITAA Sec. 91.
has been caught up in the new regime for the taxationof for- 64. 1TAA Sec. 90.
eign source income, commonly referred to as the foreign 65. ITAA Sec. 92.
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Partners who have a share in a loss-making partnership are It needs to be emphasized that spare parts which are invento-
entitled to claim their respective share of the loss from other ry for accountingpurposes and are carriedin the balance sheet

assessable income of the year derived by them individually. at year-end, should not be treated as trading stock for tax pur-
Unutilized losses are carried forward by the partners individ- poses. This means the variation option for trading stock are

ually and not the partnership. not available to write down spare parts below cost price.

A SAP is readily granted to a partnership if the balance date
is to coincidewith that of the partners. It would, however, be 100 PERCENTWRITE-OFF FOR CERTAIN
a rare occasion on which the SAP is different to all or at least INVESTMENTS
the majority interestof partners.

In recent years, reform of Australiantax law has attempted to
If there are a number of partners with different accounting move closer to the neutrality principle by abolishing or not

periods then a SAP for the partnershipis permittedonly if the introducingnew tax concessions. In populist terns this is the
partners report their respect shares of the partnership net level playing field theory. Accordingly, there are no new

income or loss attributable to their own accountingperiods.66 incentives given for imrnediate or rapid write-off of what
This rule followed the developmentof leveraged lease part- would otherwisebe capital expendituresexcept to the limited

nerships where the partnership selected a SAP so that part of extent referred to below.
the loss distributionmight be reported earlier by the partners
than would have been the case with uniform balance dates Capital expenditures on research and development(R&D)

(e.g. partnership SAP ending on 30 November each year in which qualify under stringent tests are deductible outright,
lieu of the preceding 30 June). and in addition, an additionaldeduction is granted of 50 per-

cent (25 percent after 1992/93). In other words, the conces-

sion is immediate deduction of 150 percent (later 125 per-

RESERVES TO REFLECTTHE TECHNOLOGICAL cent) of the qualifying expenditures. However, in respect of

OR PHYSICAL DETERIORATION IN plant and equipment,ncluding a pilot plant costing less than

AS 10 million, the deduction of 150 percent is spread over
INVENTORYVALUES three years in annual nstalments, i.e. 50 percent in each year.

The options for valuing nventories which are trading stock The same concessionapplies to buildings wholly attributable

are described above. to R&D.

In the context of obsolescence, reference should be made There are accelerated write-off rules also for what qualifies
again to the provision which permits the Commissioner to

as scientific research.70

accept a valuation which is less than eitherof the three meth- Capital expendituresof the petroleum, mining and quarrying
ods referred to. This fourth method of valuation would be industries are dealt with on the cost depletion principle, sub-
invoked by the taxpayer where there are special circum- ject to the followingqualifications:
stances,principallyobsolescence,to depress the value. How- - explorationexpendituresare deductible in full in the year
ever, the Commissioner must be satisfied as to the facts ncurred, i.e. immediatewrite-off;
which bring about the special circumstances.67 capital expenditureson mine developmentfacilities, etc.-

Consideration of inventories in Australian tax practice
are deductible over the life of the mine or the petroleum

requires the further explanation of the nature of the defini- field, subject to the write-off period not exceeding ten

tion. The term trading stock is defined as including any- years.

thing purchased,manufactured,acquiredor purchasedfor the

purposes of sale, or exchange and also includes livestock.68 R&D AND ADVERTISING EXPENDITURE
Case law has establishedthat the definition is wide enough to In respect of R&D advertising expenditures there is no spe-
encompass choses in action (e.g. stock in companies, other cific provision rule which deductibility. General-or governs
marketable securities and in some circumstances, real prop- ly, the long standingpractice is to regard such expendituresas

erty). However, it does not cover consumableand spare parts a business expense of a revenue nature on the basis that there
applied in a manufacturingor productionprocess. is no discernible asset created or advantage of an enduring
The deductibility of these aids to manufacture is dealt with benefit identifiable at the time the expenditure is ncurred.

largely by administrativeconcession. Whilstdeductibilityof This would be so even if a new product is being launched.

consumables can be achieved on the incurrence basis (i.e. The only exception might be in an entirely new business
purchases are expensed), the positionof spare parts is not so where advertising expenditures may be incurred prior to a

favourablein instances where large stocks are carriedin com- decisionbeing made whetheror not to carry on a business, i.e.
parison to usage. In this case, the usage basis will be appro-
priate. However, there is no statutory allowancefor a deduc-
tion for the cost of spare parts which are lost, destroyed or

66. Income Tax Ruling IT 2360.
67. ITAA Subsec. 31(2).

become useless through deterioration.69 In practice deduc- 68. ITAA Subsec. 6(1).
tions are often achieved through creative but incorrect tax 69. Guinea AirwaysLtd v. FC ofT, 83 CLR 84.

accountingprocedures. 70. ITAA Sec. 73A.
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the expenses are in the nature of feasibility costs to determine would not be entirely accurate. Tax effective financing tech-
whetheror not the product will be made and distributed. niques are still constructed to lower the effective cost of bor-

rowings. Tax arbitragebetween taxpayers so that a mis-match
betweendeductions and income will be taken advantageof.

CONCLUSION
It will also be apparent that there are no consistentand coher-

The foregoing commentary suggests there are few if any ent principles underlying Australian tax law which permit
opportunities for the utilization of tax accounting methods to simple explanationsof rules which can be applied to all tax-
accelerate or to defer tax liabilities. Such an impression payers in all circumstances.
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JAPAN
L

TAX ACCOUNTIXG,PERIODS AXD METHODS
Koichi Uno

I. TAX ACCOUNTING IN GENERAL
CPA, CertifiedTax Accountant, Partner

In some countries, tax accountingand financial accountingof a corporationare dis- of ArthurAndersen& Co., Head of Tax
tinct and separate,and a corporatetaxpayer is allowed to use one accountingmethod Division ofArthurAndersen & Co.,
for financial reportingpurposes and anothermethod for tax reportingpurposes. TokyoOffice; memberof JICPATax

Research Committee, Tokyo Tax
A good example of this would be that depreciation expense is computed on a AccountantAssociation, Kjimachi
straight-linemethod over the estimateduseful lives of assets for financial reporting Branch, and America Japan Society.
purposes while depreciation for tax purposes can be claimed under an accelerated
method over statutory tax depreciationperiods. In countries which adopt this type
of tax system, a corporate taxpayer is able to report ts financial results in accor-

dance with generally accepted accountingprinciples while taxable income is com-

puted using differentmethods and tax incentive provisions found in the tax law.

However, in Japan, the tax law requires that taxable ncome be computed based on

the financial statements approved at the general shareholdersmeeting of a corpora-
tion. This basic structure of tax computation is provided in Article 22, paragraphs
2-4 of the CorporationTax Law (CTL). In particular,paragraph4 (English trans-

lation) stipulates as follows:

The amountsofprofit for said accountingperiod under the provisionof paragraph2 and the
amounts as mentioned in respective items of the precedingparagraph shall be those comput-
ed, in accordance with the standards of the accounting disposition generally acknowledged
as justifiableand adequate,l

Except for certain special items,2 the CTL relies entirly on generally accepted
accounting principles for the scope and measurement of income and expenses
which will be ncluded in the computationof taxable income.

Furthermore, the tax law requires a taxpayer to record expenses in the books of
account if the taxpayer is to claim deduction of certain expenses. This so-called
book/tax compliancerequirement is a fundamentalcharacteristicof the corpora-
tion tax system in Japan. An example of this requirement is depreciationexpense.
Tax law stipulatesdepreciationperiods for all types of fixed assets, such as build-

ing, machineryand equipmentand furniture,etc. and a taxpayerhas a right to adopt
either a straight-line or declining balance method for computationof depreciation
expense. As long as depreciation is claimed in the taxpayer's books of account

using the statutory depreciation period as the adopted method, the depreciation
expense is deductibleas claimed for tax purposes. Accordingly, it is not possible to

use one method for financial reportingpurposes and anothermethod for tax report-
ing purposes in Japan.
The book/tax-compliancerequirementwas stipulatedin the tax law to ensure easier
tax administrationby the Japanese tax authorities.Since all financial statements are

reviewed and approved by shareholders and, in some cases, audited by a CPA, the
tax authoritiesare able to rely on external checks as to the amountof income or loss
which becomes the basis to compute taxable income.

Although the book/tax compliancerequirementensures efficient tax administration 1. Quoted from EHS Law Bulletin Series.

in Japan, it has given rise to a significant influence over generally accepted 2. Deductibilityof certain expenses, such as

accountingprinciples. In fact, there is a long history of dispute between scholars donations and entertainment expenses, etc.,
and taxability of certain income, such as divi-

of accounting and the tax authorities with respect to the book/tax compliance dend income from domestic corporations, etc.

requirement in the tax law. Over the years, a numberof compromiseswere reached are governed by special provisions of the tax

and finally after the 1982 CTL amendment,the disputes seem to have ended. law.
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Nevertheless,Japanesegenerally acceptedaccountingprinci- larly true if the corporation falls within the definition of a

ples are still nfluencedmore by tax law than other countries family corporationunder the CTL.
and they are generally viewed the same as tax accounting.
For instance, if a corporation records an accrual for employ- C. Taxyearofpartnershipsee termination allowance in accordance with the tax law,
such amount (althoughunder tax law different from the theo- Generally speaking, there are two types of partnershipunder
retical amount based on an actuarial computation) is deemed the Japanese legal framework, i.e. Nin-I-Kumiai(NK) and
adequate for financial reportingpurposes as well. Tokumei-Kumiai(TK).
The Japanese Institute of Certified Public Accountants NK is very similar to the general partnership found in the
(JICPA) isued a number of statements dealing with the Anglo-Saxon legal system and each partner (Kumiai-In) par-
treatmentof certain accountingmethods requiredby tax law. ticipates in the business of the partnership in accordance with
JICPA has accepted tax accounting as one of the generally the partnershipagreement. For purposes of the CTL the profit
accepted accounting principles in Japan. Accordingly, if a and loss earnedor ncurredby the partnershipwill be allocated
corporationkeeps its books ofaccount in accordancewith the to the partners in accordancewith their respectiveshares in the
provisions of the CTL, such accounting is generally deemed partnership. Since the partnership itself is not a taxable entity,
appropriate for financial reporting purposes as well. taxable ncome or loss will be ncluded in each partner's tax

return which is filed based on that partner's own tax year.

If the partnership designates a specific accounting period,Il. TAX ACCOUNTINGPERIODS profit and loss can be determined by this accounting period
and allocated to the partners. The partnership accountingA. General period can be determinedindependentlywithout regard to the

The tax accounting period (tax year) corresponds with the accountingperiods of major partners.
financial accounting period provided for in the Articles of If the partnership does not designate a specific accountingAssociationof a corporation.Normally,a corporationadopts period, each partnerwill include in its own taxable income its
an annual accountingperiod for reporting to its shareholders. share of the partnership's profit or loss earned during the
However, if an accounting peiod of a corporation exceeds accountingperiod of that partner. Therefore, it is only possi-
one year, the corporation is required to close its books of ble for a partner to defer recognitionofpartnership income
account on an annual basis and report its taxable income to by designating the partnership year-end different fron his
the tax office. own. If a loss is expectedto flow from the partnership, then it

A corporation is required to file its tax returns within two is best to either not designate a partnership year-end or to

months from the end of the tax year. If a corporationadopts an
have the same year-end as the partners.

annual accounting period, it is required to file an interim tax In strict legal terms a TK is different from a partnership and
return and make any necessarynterim tax paymentwithin two is merely a contractualrelationshipbetween a proprietorand
months from the end of the first six months of the tax year. Kumiai-In (anonymous associates). In effect, the Kumiai-In

holds an incomeinterest in the business of the proprietor. TheThe interim tax return may be preparedbased on either actu-
TK determines the accounting period of the TK

1 al operating results until the end of the first six months or on agreement
and each anonymous associate is required to include thatthe prior year's tax return. Accordingly, if a company's prof-

it level is growing, it is much more advantageous for the year's profit or loss allocated from the proprietor in its own

tax return for its accounting period ending with or withincompany to pay 50 percent of the actual tax paid in the pre- which the of the TK ends. The accountingperiod of theceding tax year as an nterim tax payment. On the otherhard, year
TK can be determined independently from the accountingif a decline of profit level is expected, it would make sense to

close the books of account as of the end of the first six period ofboth the proprietorand the anonymous associates.

months and compute the tax due based on the current operat-
ng results. Ill. ACCOUNTINGMETHODS

B. Change in tax year . Specialprovisionsre recognitionof income

A corporation may change its tax year without approval of As described above, there is a book/tax compliancerequire-
the tax authorities. However, since the tax year corresponds ment in Japanese tax law. Accordingly,recognitionofincome
to the financial reporting period, shareholder approval is for tax purposes, i.e. timing and amount, should be followed

required to change the financial accountingperiod. After the for financial reporting purposes. Accountingmethods allow-

shareholders approve the change, the corporation must noti- able for tax purposes are generally deemed acceptable for

fy, without delay, the applicable tax offices about the change. financial reporting purposes as well.

Tax deferral can be achieved by changing a tax year in line B. Consignmentsaleswith the business trends of a corporation. However, frequent
changes in the tax year solely to defer or reduce the tax bur- Generally speaking, income from the sale of inventory is rec-
den will be challengedby,the tax authorities. This is particu- ognized when shipmenttakes place. In case of a consignment
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sale, even though the inventory is shipped from consignor to ment accounting is adopted for a particular contract, this

consignee, the title to the nventory remains with the con- accountingmethod must be used consistently in the books of

signor until it is sold to the ultimate customer. Accordingly, account until the contract is completed and the final nstal-

recognition of sale will be postponed until the inventory is ment is received.

sold from the consignee to the ultimatecustomer. The tax law

allows consignment sale accounting for recognition of tax- D. Income from long-term contracts
able ncome provided such accounting is reflected in the tax-

payer's books of account. Provided it is followed consistent- Under Japanese tax principles, ncome from a long-tern con-

ly, recognition of sales may be made when the statement of tract may be recognized upon completion of the contract.

the consignmentsales is received from the consignee. Accordingly,many corporationsadopt the so-calledcomplet-
ed contractmethod to recognize income from long-termcon-

C. Instalmentsales
tracts. However, the tax law allows the use of the percentage
of completionmethod for certain contracts. In order to apply

There are two types of instalment sales allowable under the percentageof completionmethod, the contractmust gener-

Japanese tax law. One is nstalmentsales ofmerchandiseand ate ncome and the length of the contract must be longer than

services, and the other is a deferred paymentclause for sales one year. As with application of the nstalment basis of

of propertyandcnstructioncontracts. accounting, the percentage of completion method must be

adoptedconsistently in the taxpayer'sbooks of account.

1. Instalment sales of merchandiseand services Since generally accepted accounting principles in Japan
An instalment sale is defined as a sale in which collection is include the completed contract method as one of the accept-

made periodicallyon a monthly, annualor otherregular inter- able accounting methods for reporting ncome from long-
val basis and the due dates and amounts of each instalment term contracts,many constructioncompanies apply the com-

payment are predetermined when the merchandise or ser- pleted contract method for ordinary construction projects.
vices are delivered. In order to apply the instalment basis of Applicationof the percentageofcompletionmethod is rather

accounting for tax purposes, the specifics of the instalment exceptional and is usually limited to special large contracts

sale must be standardized and be applied to all instalment such as overseas contracts.

sales made by the taxpayer. If the instalmentbasis ofaccount-

ing is not applied to any single instalment sale, the privilege E. Cash vs. accrual
of tax deferral for all instalment sales will be lost at once.

Tax law requires corporations to recognize income and

When the nstalmentbasis ofaccounting is adopted, the gross expenses on an accrual basis. However, it also allows the use

rofit on each sale will be recognizedratably over the instal- of the cash method to account for certain annual payments.
ment period based on the amount of instalments which Annual payments include such items as insuranCe, nterest

become due over the sale price. and rentals where the benefits are scheduled to be received in

one year or less. Insteadof recordingthese as prepaidexpens-

2. Deferred payment sales and contracts es, they may be expensed as incurred. This special provision
iS applicableonly when such cash basis accounting is consis-

When a taxpayer enters into a sales contract for a big ticket tently applied in a corporation'sbooks of account.
item such as machinery, ships or vehicles, or enters into a

long-term construction contract and agrees to receive the Cash basis accounting is also allowable for recognition of

payment for his contract in instalments, the tax law allows interest income from loans, deposits and security investrnents

applicationof the nstalmentbasis of accounting for recogni- earned by non-financial companies. In the case of financial

tion of income from the contract. In order to apply the instal- service industrieswhere interest income is the main source of

rnent basis of accounting for tax purposes, the contract nust revenue, the accrual method must be adopted for recognition

satisfy the followingconditions: of both interest income and expenses.

paynent must be made in three or more instalments, For applicationof the accountingmethods explained in (A) to-

either monthly, annually or otherwiseperiodically; (D) above, taxpayers are not required to apply to the tax

the period from the date following the date of deliveryof office for approval of specific method. A taxpayer sim-- any
the propertyunder the sale or constructioncontract to the ply applies the adopted method in its books of account and
date of the last nstalmentmust be at least two years; and computes taxable ncome accordingly.
the amount receivablebefore the delivery date of the big-

ticket item or the completionof the constructionmust not F Inventoryvaluationmethod
exceed two-thirds of the total liability for the contract.

As in the case of other accounting methods, the tax law fol-
Only contracts which yield profit are eligible for instalment

lows generally accepted accounting principles for inventory
basis accounting and the contracts from which a loss is

valuation methods. Both the cost method and lower of
expectedwill not qualify. cost marketmethod acceptable for tax purposes. Theor are

Unlike the instalmentsale ofmerchandiseor services, it is up tax law lists the following eight methods as acceptable cost

to a taxpayer whether he adopts instalment accounting for a methods:

particularsale or constructioncontract.However,once instal- - individual identification;
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FIFO; ciable period. Depreciation expense claimed in excess of the-

LIFO; tax limit is added back to taxable income in the tax retum.-

weighted average;
'

-

Unlike in the United States, most ntangibles are alsomoving average;-

assigned tax useful lives. For nstance, the tax useful life of asimple average; is eight years and that of a trade mark is years.
-

last invoice price; and patent ten
-

retail method. One notable point in the depreciation (amortization)of intan--

A taxpayer may choose any cost method listed above but gible fixed assets is the depreciation of goodwill. Goodwill

must report the method adopted to the tax office. Any acquiredwith considerationcan be amortizedfreely at the dis-

planned change in method must have the approval of the tax
cretion of the taxpayer. Goodwill can be expensed at once in

office, and is only effective from the next fiscal period after the accountingperiod when it is acquired or can be amortized

the application is filed. over a certain period. Therefore, for tax purposes, a taxpayer
is able to determine the amount of write-offat its own discre-

If a taxpayerwants to use an accountingmethod which is dif- tion. Due to the book/tax compliance requirement, amortiza-
ferent from those listed in the tax law, it must apply to the tax tion must be recorded in the books of account to claim a
office for approval. If the method is deemed appropriate for deduction for tax purposes. However generally accepted
computing taxable income of the taxpayer, approval is nor- accountingprinciplesrequire that amortizationof goodwillbe
mally granted by the head of the tax office. recorded rateably over a five-year period. Accordingly, most

If a taxpayer does not select its inventory valuation method, large companies whose financial statements are subject to

the tax office may apply the last invoice price method in cal- external audit amortize goodwill over five years. On the other

culating taxable income. The last invoice price method is the hand, smaller companies sometimes decide the amount of

method where the prices of the most recent purchases are write-offdepending on the amount of taxable income.
used to value ending inventory. In addition to intangible fixed assets such as patents, trade
Cost in applying lowerof cost or marketmethod is the cost marks and goodwill, there are a number of deferred charges
determined by one of the methods listed in the tax law, and prescribed in the tax law and they are also eligible for depre-
the cost method must also be reported to the tax office. ciation (amortization). Deferred charges are defined in the

tax law as expenditures to enjoy benefits which last more

G. Depreciation
than one year and they nclude, for example, payments to a

software house to develop computer software, non-refund-
1. Ordinary depreciation able payments to a landlord to lease a building or space, and

lump-sum payments other than royalties to receive a techni-
Tax law follows generally accepted accountingprinciples for cal licence from a licensor. All of the deferred charges are
the definition and scope of depreciable fixed assets. The assigned tax depreciation lives and available for depreci-National Tax Administration determines useful lives of all

are

ation on a straight-linemethod over the assigned lives.
fixed assets based on its engineering study.
For tangible fixed assets, a taxpayer may adopt either the 2. Special depreciation
straight-linemethod or declining balance method for compu-
tation of depreciationexpense. The taxpayer must report the Special depreciationis available as an incentive to a taxpayer
depreciationmethod adopted to the tax office. Any planned for using certain types of machinery and equipment. The

change in method must be approved by the tax office, and is deductiblelimitationof depreciationexpensewill be the total

only effective from the fiscal period beginning after the of the special and ordinary depreciation. The government
application is filed. designates types of machinery and equipment which qualify

for special depreciationand makes periodic reviews to add to
Only the straight-linemethod is allowed for intangible fixed or delete from the list of qualifiedproperties.
assets.

Since special depreciation is anincentive to the taxpayer and
Depreciationexpensesclaimedby a taxpayerwhich are with- does not constitute a proper periodic expense for financial
in the amounts computedusing the adopted method over the reportingpurposes, the tax law provides a special accountingstatutory useful lives stipulated in the regulations will be method so that the book/tax compliance requirement is still
allowable as deductions from taxable income.

met. Under this special accounting method, depreciationcan

Since the statutoryuseful lives generallyreflect economicuse- be claimed as a deduction for tax purposes even if the tax-
ful lives of fixed assets, almost all taxpayers in Japan use the payer does not record it as an expense in the books of
tax useful lives in computing depreciation expense for account. Instead, the taxpayer is able to claim the tax deduc-

accounting purposes as well. Accordingly, in most cases tion by recording that amount as an appropriationof retained
depreciation expense (other than special depreciation dis- earnings in the statementof retained earnings.
cussedbelow) recordedfor financialreportingpurposesagrees
with the amount claimed for tax purposes. In certain excep- H. Reserves
tional cases where a taxpayeruses machines which are subject .L

to rapid technical obsolescence, that taxpayer may sometimes Japanese tax laws allow provisions for certain reserves to be
depreciateits manufacturingfacilities faster than the tax depre- deductible expenses for tax purposes. In order to claim a
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deduction, the provision must be calculated in accordance employment with the company. Termination allowance is a

with the formulaprescribed in the tax law and recordedin the part of the total compensationpackage to employees and is
books of account as an expense. With some exceptions,most normally covered in the rules of employment.The allowance
of the reserves allowed for tax purposes are also necessary is paid for both voluntary and involuntary termination, but
for accounting purposes. Accordingly, any conflict between the amount of the allowance for involuntary termination or

tax and financial reporting will usually be whether the for retirement is generally much larger than the amount for
amounts allowed for tax purposes are adequate for account- voluntary termination.
ing purposes. From a practical standpoint, if a taxpayer In order to provide for future payment of the terminationrecords a reserve such as a bad debt reserve based on the tax

allowance, a corporation is required from an accountingformula, such reserve balance will be deemed adequate for
tofinancial reporting purposes as well. The JICPA has issued a standpoint record the liability in the balance sheet. Tax law

follows this accounting requirement and allows a deductionnumber of pronouncements with respect to the accounting of provision for terminationallowance to certain limi-a up a
treatmentfor these reserve accounts and has accepted that the

tation. Generallyspeaking,the for employee termina-reservebalance provided based on the tax formula will be deemed
tion allowance is deductiblefor tax to 40 percentadequate for financial reporting purposes.

purposesup
of the amount required if all employees terminate the

The following explains representative reserve accounts with employmentvoluntarilyat the year-end.
respect to their tax deductible limitationcalculations.

For accounting purpose, the amount of the reserve must be
determined by way of actuarial computation. Many compa-1. Bad debt reserve
nies, however, do not make an actuarialcomputationbut only

There are two ways to calculate the deductible limitation of apply the tax formula to determine the reserve amount. Some
the bad debt reserve. One is the use of prescribedpercentages companiesprovide the reserve at 150 percentof the voluntary
in the tax law and the other is the use of a percentage devel- amountand some apply only the tax basis (40 percent). Some
oped by the taxpayerbased on its own experience. A taxpay- argue that the tax basis of 40 percent is adequate after taking
er is able to choose either method on an annual basis. In a discount factor nto consideration because the payment is
either case, however, a certain percentage will be applied to due at some future date.
the balance of receivables at the taxpayer's year-end to cal-

If provides only the 40culate the deductible limitation. Receivables will be identi-
a company a reserve up to percent tax

limit, such accounting is also deemed as acceptable account-fied by customersand any payableto the same customerswill
be netted to calculate the balance eligible for the reserve. ng practice.

Tax law stipulates different percentages for taxpayers in dif- Even though it is also customary to pay a termination

ferent industries. For instance, the percentage for taxpayers
allowance to directors,provisionfor the reserve for directors'

in the retail and wholesale industry is 1.3 percent, that for terminationallowance is not deductiblefor tax purposes. Ter-

manufacturingis 0.8 percent and that for the financial indus- mination allowance to directors is deductible only when it is

try is 0.3 percent. paid and the amount is approved at a shareholders' meeting.
-

Some companies provide the reserve for directors' termina-
tion allowance and add back the provision to taxable income2. Reserve for bonus payment for tax A majority of companies, however, do notpurposes.

Regular employee bonus payments made twice a year, once reflect the reserve in their financial statements.
in June or July and once in December, are customary in

Japan. Therefore, the tax law allows the deductionof a provi- I. Translationof foreign currencytransactionsandsion for bonus reserve in calculating taxable ncome. The balances
reserve for bonus payments is essentially identical to accrued
bonus in terms of accounting terminology. However, the Tax law rules have also been the basis for the generally
deductible limitation for tax purposes must be computed accepted accounting practice for translation of foreign cur-

based generally on the actual amount of bonus paid in the rency transactionsand balances.
previous period. In principal, transactions such as sales, purchases, ncome
Therefore, if a taxpayer is more profitablein the currentperi- and expenses, etc. denominated in foreign currency will be
od than in the previous period and it is planning to pay larger translated into Japanese yen using the exchange rate in effect
bonuses to employees, the amount of bonus reserve calculat- at the time of the transactions.A taxpayer is allowed to use a

ed under the tax formula will not be adequate from an simplified method (weekly or monthly average exchange
accounting standpoint. Practically speaking, however, the rates) in lieu of the rates in effect at the time of the transac-
reserve for bonus paymentscomputed in accordancewith the tions. Once the simplified method is adopted, it must be
tax formula will be accepted as an adequate bonus payment applied consistently.
liability for financial reporting purposes. For translationof balance sheet items denominatedin foreign
3. Reserve for employee's termination allowance currency, the monetary/non-monetarydistinction is impor-

tant. For non-monetaryitems such as inventoriesand proper-
It is customary for a corporate employer to pay lump-sum ties, historicalyen amounts translatedat the time of the trans-

compensation to an employee when he terminates his actions must be carried in the balance sheet and no revalua-
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tion is allowable. This method complies with generally amount of gain eligible for deferral will be deducted from the

accepted accountingprinciples in Japan. basis of the property acquired and such amount is not recog-
nized as a current taxable gain. The deduction must be

For monetary items such as receivablesand payables, a short- . recorded as an expense item in the income statement.
term and long-term distinction based on a one year rule
becomes another important criteria. For short-term receiv- (b) The amount of gain eligible for deferral will be recorded
ables and payables, a taxpayer is able to elect eitherhistorical as a special credit in the balance sheet. Provision for special
rate, or current rate to translate the balances at the year-end. credit must be recorded as an expense item in the income
The electionmust be filed with the tax office and the method statement.

adopted must be used consistently. (c) The amount of gain eligible for deferral will be recorded
On the other hand, translation of long-term receivables and as an earned reserve in the balance sheet. Appropriation to

payables must be made at the historical rate. This means that the earned reserve must be reflected in the statement of
the same yen amounts translated at the time when the bal- retained earnings.
ances were originated will be carried in the balance sheet
unless there is a significant change of exchange rate during After a taxpayer elects one of the three methods for deferral

the fiscal year. A 15 percent change is considered significant. of capital gain, the tax deductionresulting from future depre-
ciation or from disposition will be decreased by the corre-

Unrealized exchange gains or losses resulting from revalua- sponding deferred capital gain. If the taxpayer acquires
tion of the balances at the year end will be treated the same as depreciableproperty, the tax deductionresulting from depre-
realized gains or losses arising from settlement and are tax- ciation will be decreased in the following manner:

able or deductible for tax purposes. Unlikewith some foreign
countries, there is no distinctionbetween capital and trading Accountingmethod(a)
in the definitionof income and loss and all exchange gains or Since the basis of the property was decreasedby the deferred
losses are fully taxable or deductibleif translationis made in gain, depreciation expense will be decreased accordingly.
accordancewith tax law. Accountingmethod(b)
Generally speaking, there is no difference between tax The amountof the special credit recorded in the balance sheet

accountingand financialaccountingfor translationof foreign must be amortized to income over the tax useful life of the

currency transactionsand balances. property acquired. Thus capital gain deferred will revert to

income and be taxable over the life of the property.

J. Specialcreditfor deferralofcertaingains Accountingmethod(c)
Amount of earned reserve must be reversed to unappropriat-For certain transactions involving the sale, exchange, pur- ed retainedearnings over the life of the property. The amount

chase and replacement, etc. of real property, the tax law reversed to the unappropriated retained earnings must be
allows deferral of the capital gain until a future date. Since included in taxable income in the tax return.
the objective of this article is not to explain the detailed tax
rules but to address tax accounting vis-a-vis financial In the case of land, the capital gain deferred will be recog-
accounting,I will only summarizerepresentativetransactions nized in its entirety when the land is disposedof in the future.
which qualify for the deferral provisions as follows:

Before accountingmethod (c) incorporatedn the tax lawlike-kindexchangeof real property;
was

-

of 1982, there were continuous challenges from scholars and
acquisitionofreal propertyby governmentgrants or sub- those in the accountingprofessionabout the book/tax compli-

-

sidies;
ance requirement. Their position was that in the case of

acquisition of replacement property with insurance pro- property
-

accounting method (a), the book value of the
ceeds; acquired would not reflect the correct acquisition cost, and in
acquisition of property with proceeds arising from the

case no
-

the of accounting method (b), the special credit has
sale of certain land.3 balance sheet meaningbecause it is neithera valuationreserve

If a taxpayerearns income or gain from these types of trans_ nor a liability. They contended that the book/tax compliance
actions, the capital gain or income may not be recognized requirement in the tax law impaired fair presentationof oper-

currently but may be deferred until a future date at his own ating results and financialpositions of Japanese companies.
discretion. The amount of deferral will be computedgeneral- Accounting scholars tried to convince the tax authorities to
ly by applying the percentage of sales proceeds or subsidy abolish the book/tax compliance requirement and to acceptused for acquisition,of real property. In order to enjoy the that financial accountingbe executed separately from the tax
deferral benefit, the taxpayer is required to adopt one of the provisions.The scholars addressedmany other issues such as
following three accountingmethods in its books of account:4 accounting for special depreciation and various reserve

(a) Bookvalue ofold propertiesexchanged,destroyedor sold
3. From taxable years starting 1 April 1990, only 80 percent of capi-will be carried as the basis of new property acquired. In case tal gain is eligible for deferral and 20 becomes taxable when it

of properties acquired using govemment grants or insurance percent
s earned.

proceeds, the basis will be the amountofacquisitioncost less 4. In case of like-kind exchanges, only accountingmethod (a) can be
grants or proceeds used for acquisition. In essence, the used.
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accounts, but the severest challenge was directed at the ment rapidly weakened in tone. Currently, there are no sig-
accounting for defermentof capital gain. nificant arguments against the book/tax compliance require-

ment from financial accountingadvocates.
In 1982 based on an agreement among three government
entities (the National Tax Administration, the Ministry of Over the years, Japanese financial accountinghas been signif-
Justice which governs the accounting standards for Commer- icantly influenced by tax law provisions. Sometimes the
cial Code audit, and the Business Accounting Deliberation book/taxcompliancerequirementwas regardedas a bottleneck
Council which establishes generally accepted accounting for improvementof the Japanese accounting standards. How-

principles), accounting method (c) was adopted by the tax ever, as a result of compromise in both the tax and accounting
authorities as an acceptable method. After the 1982 amend- sides over the years, the book/tax compliance requirement is

ment, challenges from accounting scholars on various tax widely accepted as a necessary structure to maintain efficient

accounting methods and the book/tax compliance require- tax administrationand simple bookkeepingsystems in Japan.
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UNITED S-ATES:

PROPOSED INTERCOMPANYTRANSFERPRICINGAND
COST SHARING REGULATIONS

On 24January 1992, the United States Internal Revenue Ser- provisions], Room 5228, Washington, D.C 20044, USA.
vice releasedproposed income tax regulationsrelating to inter- 1

companytransferpricing and cost sharing undersection 482 of Further informationmay be obtained from: Howard Berger
the U.S. Internal RevenueCode, as amended by the Tax Reform (tel.: 202-377-9059), with respectto all provisionsexceptcost
Act of 1986. These regulationswould provideguidance imple- sharing, and Lisa Sams (tel.: 202-874-1490),with respectto
menting the amendment. costsharing provisions, both of the Oficeof AssociateChief1

Commentsand requestsfor a public hearing should be sent to: Counsel (International)within the Ofice of ChiefCounsel
Internal Revenue Service, P.O. Box 7604, Ben Franklin Station, Internal Revenue Service, 1111 ConstitutionAvenue, N.W.,
Attention: CC:CORP:T:R (INTL-0372-88)[for commentson cost Washington, D.C. 20224, USA, Attention: CC:CORP:T:R(INTL-
sharing provisions]or (INTL-0401-88)[for commentson other 0372-88and INTL-0401-88).

TEXT OF DOCUMENTRELEASEDBY THE IRS, INCLUDINGPROPOSEDREGULATIONS

EFFECTIVE DATE EXPLANATIONOF PROVISIONS

These regulations are generally proposed to be effective for
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1992. However, INTRODUCTION
they will not apply with respect to transfers made or licenses

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the Act) amended sectiongranted to foreign persons before November 17, 1985, or
482, to require that consideration for intangible property bebefore August 17, 1986, for transfers or licenses to others. ommensuratewith the income attributable to the intangible.Nevertheless, they will apply with respect to transfers or
The legislativehistory of the Act states that this changelicenses before such dates if, with respect to property trans- was

intended to assure that the division of ncome between relat-ferred pursuant to an earlier and continuing transfer agree- ed parties reasonably reflects the economic activities eachment, such property was not in existence or owned by the
undertakes.,See H.R. Rep. 99-281, 99th Cong., 2nd Sess.taxpayer on such date. Although these proposed regulations at

are generally effective for taxable years after December 31, (1986) II-637. The legislative history also expresses con-

1992, the final sentence of section 482 (requiring that the
cern that insufficiently stringent standards previously had
been used in determiningwhether an uncontrolledtransfer isincome with respect to transfers or licenses of intangible

propertybe commensuratewith the income attributableto the comparable to a controlled transfer. .The legislative history
ntangible) is generally effective for taxable years beginning specificallynotes concern about the improper use of compa-

rables with regard to high profit-potentialintangibles,not-after December31, 1986. For the period prior to the proposed
effective date of these regulations, the final sentence of sec- ing that it is especially difficult to obtain realistic compara-

bles with respect to such intangibles because they seldom iftion 482 shall be pplied using any reasonable method not
inconsistent with the statute. The Internal Revenue Service ever are transferred to unrelated parties. See H.R. Rep. 99-

426,99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985) at 424.considersa method that applies these proposedregulationsor

their general principles to be a reasonable method. A transi- The Conference Committee report on the Act recommended
tional rule is provided at 1.482-2(g)(8)with respect to cost that the Internal Revenue Service (the Service) conduct a
sharing arrangements entered into under current 1.482- comprehensive study of transfer pricing and consider
2(d)(4) in prior taxable years. whetherregulationsunder section482 shouldbe modified. In

response, the Treasury Department and the Service issued a

study of intercompanytransferpricing (Notice 88-123, 1988-
'

BACKGROUND 2 C.B. 458, the White Paper) on October 18, 1988.
Although the White Paper primarily considered transfers of

This documentcontainsproposed amendmentsto the Income intangibles,it also addressedthe applicationof section482 to
Tax Regulations (26 CFR part 1) under section 482 of the other transactions. The White Paper specifically discussed
Internal Revenue Code. Section 482 wa amendedby the Tax the need to modify the regulations dealing with transfers of
ReformAct of 1986,RL. 99-514,100Stat. 2085,2561,et seq. tangibleproperty to take into account the common incorpora-
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tion of the value of intangibles into tangible property. As from failing to pay for unsuccessfulresearch while receiving
described in greater detail below, such changes are found in significant benefits from successful research. Other require-
amendments to 1.482-2(e). ments proposed by the White Paper included the assignment

to each participantofexclusiverights in developedintangibleThe White Paper proposed two approaches for determining propert, the restriction of membership in cost sharinga
the propr harge for an ntangible under the comnensurate

arrangementto those in a position to exploitdevelopedntan-
with income standard. The first was a pricing approach. It gibles by means of the manufacture of products, and the
included two methods: the exact comparablemethodnd the exclusion of marketing intangibles from the of
nexact comparable method. The second was an income scope an

arrangement'sresearch and development.
approach. It also ncluded two methods: the basic arm's

length retum method (BALRM) and BALRM with profit Comments on these proposls maintained that the White
split. The BALRM generally allocated income to the parties Paper's approach would unduly restrict the ability of taxpay-
to a transactionby assigning industry average rates of return ers to enter nto a cost sharing arrangement. Additionalcom-
to their assets. ments raised concerns with rspect to the White Paper's pro-

Many comments on the White Paper criticized the prominent posed method for measuring anticipatedbenefits in comput-
role given to BALRM, arguing that BALRM would be diffi- ng cost shares (ncludingassignmentofexclusivegeograph-
cult to apply because the informationBALRM required gen-

ic rights), the adjustmentsof cost shares in subsequentyears

erallywould not be available,wouldbe unfair to corporations
to reflect changes in subsequent benefits, the exclusion of

whose rates of return vary considerably from the average,
non-manufacturersas eligible participants, the identification
of costs that must be shared pursuant to the arrangement,andand would allocate too much income to U.S. entities. The

Service also was urged to assign a greater role to nexact buy-n or buy-out rules that govern cases where a portion of

comparabletransactionsand to reconsiderthe use of safe har- the ntangible is considered to be transferred (including
bor rules., These comments were taken into account-in the whethergoing concernvalue shouldbe ncludedand whether

development of the three pricing methods described in taxpayers should be permitted lexibility in selecting the

1.482-2(d) and (f) of these proposed regulations. form ofpayment for a buy-n or buy-out). Several comments

suggested that the Service model new cost sharing regula-
Both the exact comparableand nexact comparablemethods, tions on rules proposed in 1966 and withdrawn in 1968.
like the methods for determining an appropriate price . Tbese suggestions were taken nto account in developing
described elsewhere in 1.482-2, are intended to apply the 1.48272(g).
general standard of 1.482-1 (i.e., the price of an uncon-

trolled taxpayer dealing at arm's length with another uncon-

trolled taxpayer) to specific situations. They should not be SUMMARYOF PROPOSED REGULATIONS
applied mechanically or without egard for this purpose.
Thus,3 1.482-1(b)(1) has been modified to clarify that its

Section 1.482-1(b)(1)principles are ntended to guide application of the specific
methods described in 1.482-2. Section ,1.482-1(b)(1) coordinates existing regulations that

The Conference Committee report also noted that Congress explain the scope and purpose of regulations under section

did not intend to preclude the use of a cost sharing arrange- 482 with new provisions interpreting the commensuratewith

ment to allocate income attributable to an intangible among income standard. Section 1.482-1(b)(1)also clarifies the gen-
related parties provided that such an arrangement is consis_ eral meaningofthe arm's length standardand the relationship
tent with the requirementthat the allocationofincome among of 1.482-1 to 1.482-2. As revised, 1.482-1(b)(1) pro-
relatedparties reasonablyreflect the actual economicactivity vides that the test to be applied in all instances is whether

undertakenby each. To satisfy this requirement,each partici- uncontrolled taxpayers exercising sound business judgment
pant should bear an appropriate portion of all research and would have agreed to the same terms given the actual cir-

developrnent costs on unsuccessful as well as successful cumstancesunder which controlled taxpayers dealt.

productswithin an applicableproduct area, each participant's
cost share generally should be proportionate to profit deter- For example, closely related transfersof tangibleand intangi-
mined before deduction for research and development, and ble property, such as round-trip transactions, should be

an appropriatereturn should be provided to a participant that viewed together in determining whether the price of each

effectivelyput its funds at greaterrisk than otherparticipants. transactionis arm's length. A round-trip transactiontypically
See H.R. Rep. 99-281, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986) at II-638. begins with a license of an intangible to a related party. The

licenseeuses the intangible to produce tangible property and
The White Paper concluded that cost sharing arrangements sells the tangible property either to the licensor of the intan-
should have standard terms. For instance, the White Paper gible or to the licensor's affiliates. Rather than analyzing
stated that most shared research and developmentshould be each of these transactions ndependently, the proposed regu-
conductedwith respect to products that were within the same lations allow the district director to consider the price
three-digit Standard Industrial Classificationcode. This pro- charged for the tangibleproperty as one of the circumstances

posal was intended to prevent a U.S. participant from paying that should be taken into account in determining whether an

for unsuccessful research while receiving little or no benefit uncontrolledtaxpayerwould have agreed to the same consid-
from successful research, and to prevent a foreign participant eration for the intangibleproperty. ..
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Section 1.482-2(d) have only a minor effect on the considerationcharged n the
uncontrolledtransfer. If other adjustmentswould be requiredSection 1.482-2(d) replaces current rules applicable to intan-
to compensate for differences, the economic'conditionsand

gible property. Section 1.482-2(d)(1)(i) provides that an contractual terms are not substantiallysimilar andthe match-arm's length consideration for an intangible must be com-
ng transactionmethod does not apply.mensurate with the income attributable to it. Section 1.482-

2(d)(1)(ii) defines the terms intangible, transfer, controlled Section 1.482-2(d)(4) describes the comparable adjustable
transfer, and uncontrolled transfer. Section 1.482-2(d)(1)(iii) transaction method. Under this method an arm's length con-

provides that paragraph (d) applies to any transaction that in sideration is determinedwith reference to the amountofcon-

substance is a transferofan intangible,regardlessof the form sideration charged in an uncontrolledtransfer of the same or

of the transaction. a similar intangible under adjustable circumstances, subject
to verificationby the comparableprofit interval described inSection 1.482-2(d)(2)outlines how an arm's length consider-

1.482-2(f). Verificationof a comparableadjustable transac-ation for an intangible is determined. Section 1.482- tion by reference to the comparableprofit interval is intended2(d)(2)(iii) prescribes the priority of the methods for deter-
to ensure that adjustmentsunder this method do not producemining an arm's length consideration.Ordinarily, the method results that are nconsistentwith the dealings of uncontrolled'

that relies on the most completeand accuratedata and requires The same factors considered under the matchingtaxpayers.the fewest adjustmentswillmost accuratelyreflect the amount transactionmethod in determining whether economic condi-of consideration that an unrelated taxpayer would have tins and contractual terms are substantially similar are con-chrged for the same intangible under the same circum- sidered in determiningwhether the economic conditions and
stances. Highest priority therefore is assigned to the matching contractual terms of controlledand uncontrolledtransactionstransactionmethod. Secondpriority is assigned to the compa- are adjustable. Contractual terms nd economic conditionsrable adjustable transaction method. If those methods cannot will be considered adjustable if they are sufficiently similarbe applied, then an arm's length consideration is determined that the effectof differences the considerationchargedunder the comparable profit method. Under 1.482- any on

in the uncontrolled transfer can be determined with reason-2(d)(2)(iv), all relevant facts and circumstancesmust be con- able accuracy.sidered in applying these methods, including information
from the taxable year under review, and from taxable years The consideration charged ir an ncontrolled transfer must
before and after that taxable year. The regulations do not be adjusted tocompensate for material differences between
require the Service or the taxpayer to demonstratethe inappli- the controlled and uncontrolled transfers. When more than
cability of a higher priority method before applying a lower one comparable adjustable transaction is available, an arm'
priority method. However, either the Service or the taxpayer length consideration should be determined with reference to

may establish the applicabilityof a higher priority method. the transaction for which the necessary adjustments can be
most accurately determined.Section 1.482-2(d)(3) describes the matching transaction

method. A matching transactionis an uncontrolledtransferof Section 1.482-2(d)(5)describes the comparable profit
the same intangible under the same, or substantially similar, method, which applies to determine an arm's length consid-
economic conditions and contractual terms. eration when the matching and comparable adjustable trans-

actionmethodsare napplicable.This method requiresa com-The ntangible involved in a controlled transfer will be con-

sidered the same as the intangiblenvolved in an uncontrolled parison of the operating income that results from the consid-
eration actually charged in a controlled transfer (reportedtransfer only if the protected interest or body of knowledge

that is subject to exploitationthrough the use of each ntangi- operating ncome) with the operating ncomes of similar
that are uncontrlled. See 1.482-2(d)(5)(v) forble are identical. Geographic or use restrictions are consid- taxpayers

the definitionof reportedoperatingncome. The consider-ered differences in contractual terms, rather than differences
ation charged in the controlledtransferordinarilywillbe con-in the interests transferred.
sidered an arm's length amount when reported operating

Section 1.482-2(d)(3)(ii)provides guidance for determining income falls within the comparableprofit intervalbut will not
whether the economic circumstances in the controlled and be considered arm's length, and may be adjusted, when
uncontrolled transfers are substantially similar. Economic reported operating income falls outside the comparableprof-
factors that could affect the amount of considerationcharged it interval. In the latter case, the transfer price generally may
in the two transactions will be considered. Section 1.482- be adjusted to produce operating income that is at the most
2(d)(3)(iv) provides guidance for determining whether the appropriate point in the comparable profit interval. A spe-
contractual terms of the controlled and uncontrolled terms cial rule allows a smalleradjustmentto be made when report-
are substantially similar. Contractual terms that could affect ed operating income is outside of, but correspondsclosely to,
the amount of consideration charged in the two transactions the comparableprofit interval. This special rule is intended to
will be considered. narrow the scope of controversies when reported operating;

income does not vary significantlyfrom results that are with-Under 1.482-2(d)(3)(v),adjustmentswill be made when the
in the comparable profit interval. Section 1.482-2(d)(5)(iv)economic conditions and contractual terms of controlled and

touncontrolledtransactionsare substantiallysimilarbut are not provides limited exceptions this special rule.
:,

identical. Adjustmentsmay be made to compensate only for Section 1.482-2(d)(6) provides guidance regrding transfers
a limitednumberofdifferencesthat both alone and combined of intangibles for more than one taxable year.Section 1.482-
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2(d)(6)(i)provides that all relevant facts throughoutthe peri- intangibleproperty, the ConferenceReport also directed that
od the intangible is used may be considered. Ordinarily an carefulconsiderationbe given to whether the existing regu-
adjustmentmay be made with respect to an ntangible in the lations could be modified in any respect. H.R. Rep. 99-841,
taxable year under examination even though the charge for 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986) at II - 637-638. The regulations
the ntangible was arm's length in an earlier year. Section extend the use of the comparableprofit interval to the resale
1.482-2(d)(6)(ii) provides three exceptions to this rule. The price, cost plus and so-called fourth methods (88 1.482-
first exception applies only in the case of the matching or 2(e)(1)(ii)- (iv)), which are employed when the comparable
comparable adjustable transaction methods. Generally, an uncontrolledprice method is napplicable.When one of these
allocation may not be made under those methods if an arm's methods is employed, the regulations provide that the com-

length consideration was charged for the intangible in the parableprofitnterval is to serve as a check on the resultndi-

year it was transferred, operating ncome remained in the cated by such method; if the result produced by the method

comparableprofit nterval for all subsequentyears (ncluding does not fall within the comparable profit interval, then the
the yearunderexamination),and there has been no more than result should be disregarded for purposes of determining an

a minor variation nn the amount of operating income arm's length price.
attributable to the transferred intangible. This change is because applying the comparablenecessary
The second exceptionrequires that the transfereepaid a roy- profit interval solely to transfers of intangibles would create

alty in exchange for the use of the intangible, the ntangible an artificial and unwarranted distinction between the treat-

has been used for at least 10 years since the date of its initial ment of tangible and ntangible property, and would lead to

transfer, and the royalty was determined to be an arm's disputes in cases involving tangible property incorporating
length royalty for each year of its use throughoutthe 10-year an intangible. Adoption of similar transfer pricing rules for

period under the matchingor comparableadjustable transac- the tangible and ntangible components of the transferred
tion method. property will eliminate or reduce the need to allocate the

property's value between its tangible and intangible compo-The third exceptionrequires that the relevant agreementcon-
nents and then to determine the profits attributable to each

tained no provision for adjustments to the royalty to reflect
such component.unanticipatedchanges in profitability, the use of the ntangi-

ble was limited in a commercilly reasonable way, and the
-

A imilarallocationand valuationproblemmay arise in cases

transferee's operating ncome has moved outside the compa- in which the transferof services is ndistinguishablefrom the
rable profit interval due to changes in circumstances that transfer of ntangible property. See Hospital Corporationof
were beyond the control of the taxpayers and neither antici- America v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 520 (1983). The Service

pated nor reasonably foreseeable. solicits comments on how the services regulations (8 1.482-

Sectio 1.482-2(d)(7), which will provide rules concerning 2(b)) should ncorporate the commensurate with ncome
standard.

the treatmentof lump sum payments, is reserved. ChapterSix
of the White Paper took the position that taxpayers may These regulations modify the priority of methods under 8
structure transactions with lump sum payments provided the 1.482-2(e).The comparableuncontrolledprice methodretains
economic consequences of a lump sum payment resemble the highest priority. Second priority is given either to the
those under a periodic payment approach. Chapter 8 of the resale price method or the cost plus method, depending on

White Paper suggestedthat a lump sum paymentbe treated as which of the two methods more accuratelyproduces an arm's
an open transaction, with the lump sum nvested in a hypo- lengthprice in a particularsituation.A price determinedunder
thetical certificate of deposit from which arm's length con- either the resale price method or the cost plus method will be
sideration would be subtracted year by year. Another consideredarm's length only if it yields a level of operating
approach would treat the lump sum as the present value of a ncome that is within the comparable profit nterval. Other
streamofpaymentsprojectedby the taxpayer. An adjustment methods still may be applied, but such other methods also
could be made in the year of transfer to the extent the lump must yield a level of operating ncome that is within the com-

sum differedfrom the properlycomputedpresentvalueof the parableprofit nterval. The regulationsdo not require the Ser-
stream. Annual adjustments could be made to the extent the vice or the taxpayer to demonstrate the napplicability of a

actual arm's length amount for a particularyear differed from higher priority method before applying a lower priority
the projection for that year. The Service invites comment on method. However, either the Service or the taxpayer may
these, or any other, approaches to lump sum payments. establish the applicabilityof a higher priority method.

Section 1.482-2(d)(8) clarifies the developer-assisterrules The legislativehistory expressed concern with judicial inter-
now found in 8 1.482-2(d)(1)(ii).New examples are provid- pretations of the comparable uncontrolled price method.
ed illustrating the application of these rules to the develop- These regulations clarify that adjustments must be made to

ment and enhancementof marketing ntangibles. comparables when there are differences between them, in
order to use them as comparables.

Section 1.482-2(e)
Section 1.482-2(f)Section 1.482-2(e)(1)modifiesthe rules applicableto sales of

tangible property. Although the commensurate with ncome Sectin 1.482-2(f) describe the comparable profit nterval.
amendmenttosection482 in the Act addressedthe transferof In general, the comparableprofitnterval should provide tax-
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payers with greatercertainty in establishingtheir intercompa- cators that may be used in appropriate cases. These include:
ny transfer prices. Many taxpayers should be able to apply rate of return on assets, ratio of operating income to sales,
objective measures of profitability (referred to as profit level ratio of gross income to expenses, and profit splits. Before
indicators) of similarly situated parties to their own financial applicationof a profit level indicator to the data of the tested
data to develop their own estimates of the comparableprofit party, the data must be adjusted to reflect (1) any significant
interval and confirm that their transferprices produce results differencesbetween the business practices of the tested party
that fall within the comparableprofit interval. and the uncontrolledtaxpayers, and (2) any other allocations

Section 1.482-2(f)(1) states that the comparableprofit nter- under section 482. The Service nvites comment on the spec-
ified profit level indicators and on other profit level indica-val identifies levels of profits that the appropriate controlled

taxpayer whose operating income is tested (the tested tors and the circumstancesin which they might be used.

party) would have earned if its profit level indicators had Section 1.482-2(f)(7) describes the fourth step: determiningbeen equivalent to those of sinilarly situated uncontrolled the comparable profit interval. The comparable profit nter-
taxpayers. Profit level ndicators derived from uncontrolled val normally is derived from a set of constructive operating
taxpayers are applied to the financial data of the tested party incones that are computed by applying various profit level
to yield the constructive operating income that the tested indicators obtained fron uncontrolledtaxpayers to the finan-
party would have earned. The comparableprofit interval then cial data of the tested party. Data that tends to converge is
is derived from the constructive operating incomes that con- used to form an interval that is reasonably restricted inin size,
verge. If necessary, the most appropriate point within the and data that diverges significantlyfrom other data is exclud-
comparableprofit interval is selected. ed from the interval.
Section 1.482-2(f)(2)provides that data used in constructing Two tests generally used to identify converging data.arethe comparable profit interval normally should be based on

First, when constructive operating incomes computed withactual results before, during, and after the taxable year under
different profit level indicators from the uncontrolledexamination. same

taxpayer converge, such data generally should be included
Section 1.482-2(f)(3) identifies six steps that must be fol- within the comparableprofit interval. Such convergenceindi-
lowed in developing a comparableprofit nterval. The steps cates that the uncontrolledtaxpayer from which the data was
are nterdependentand, in some cases, certain steps may have drawn is comparable to the tested party. If the constructive
to be repeated to match the availability of data used in later operating incomes drawn from a single uncontrolled taxpay-
steps with the determinationmade in an earlier step. er diverge, such data generally should be excluded from the

Section 1.482-2(f)(4)provides rules for the first step: select- nterval unless adjustmentscan be made that account for this

ing the appropriate controlled taxpayer whose operating lack of uniformity. The second type of convergence consid-

income should be tested. In the case of the transfer of an
ered is convergence of constructive operating incomes

intangible, the tested party normally will be the transferee. obtained from one or more profit level indicators from differ-
ent uncontrolledtaxpayers. In determiningboth types of con-

Section 1.482-2(f)(5) provides rules for the second step: vergence, the reliability of all data must be considered, and
determining the applicable business classification of the greater weight accorded to data that is more reliable. If the
tested party. The applicable business classificationnormally nunber of uncontrolled taxpayers whose operations corre-
includes the operations of the tested party that relate to trans- spond to the applicable business classification is largeactions with controlledtaxpayers, which are referred to as the enough to perrnit the use of valid statistical techniques, then
tested operations.The tested operations then are compared convergence must be determined by using those techniques
to the operations of uncontrolledtaxpayers. If possible, oper- to identify a reasonably narrow area of concentrationanongations ofuncontrolledtaxpayers are selected that closely cor- all the constructive operating incomes computed. The Ser-
respond to the tested operations. If it is not possible to obtain vice solicits comments concerning which statistical tech-
reliable data regardinguncontrolledtaxpayerswith respectto niques would be most appropriate for deterrnining such an

products that closely correspondto the products related to the area of concentration.
tested operations, then the scope of the applicable business
classificationis broadened. Section 1.482-2(f)(8) describes the fifth step: selecting the

most appropriatepoint within the comparableprofit interval,Section 1.482-2(f)(6)provides rules for the third step: com-
when (It is select theputing the constructive operating incomes that are used to necessary. not necessary to most appro-

determine the comparable profit interval. The constructive pratepoint, for example, when the comparableprofitmethod
wasoperating incomes are derived by applying profit level indi- applies and the reported operating income within the

werecators obtained from a selection of uncontrolledtaxpayers in comparable profit interval.) If statistical techniques
used to construct the comparable profit interval, then thethe applicable business classification to financial data relat-

ng to the tested operations.
most appropriatepoint will be determinedby using measures

of central tendency. The Service solicits comments concern-
Profit level indicators should be selected that provide the ing which sttisticalmethods would provide the most appro-
most reliable basis for comparisonunder the particular facts priate measures of central tendency. If statistical techniques
and circumstances.Some profit level ndicators will be more were not used to construct the comparableprofit nterval, the
reliable in particular types of cases than others. Section most appropriate point will be determined by considering a

1.482-2(f)(6)(iii)(C)identifies a number of profit level indi- number of factors relating to the comparabilityand reliabili-
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ty of the underlying data. These factors include similarity of conditions. The new conditions are that the arrangement
functions performedby the tested party and the uncontrolled comply with the administrative requirements of 1.482-

taxpayer, similarity of products or services, the extent to 2(g)(6)(i), and that participants make a reasonable effort to

which different profit level indicators produce converging measure the share of benefit that each expects to receive and
amounts of constructive operating income, the number and divide costs accordingly. Costs shared must include the costs

accuracy of the adjustments required to apply a profit level of unsuccessful or less successful intangible development.
ndicator to uncontrolled taxpayers, the extent to which the One of the objectives of this requirementis to prevent cher-

profit level indicator meets the reliability factors set forth in ry picking (e.g., U.S. participants bearing disproportionate
1.482-2(f)(7)(ii), and the extent to which the profit level costs of unsuccessful research, or foreign participants deriv-

indicator produces converging results when applied to the ing disproportionatebenefits from successful research). The
uncontrolledtaxpayers. district director is also permitted under this paragraph to

apply the cost sharing provisions to any arrangement that in
Section 1.482-2(f)(9) describes the sixth step: determining substance constitutes cost sharing arrangement, to thea
the transfer price for the controlled transaction, when neces-

extent that applicationof the developer-assisterrules under
sary. The transfer price is determinedby adjusting the actual

1.482-2(d)(8) would result in failure to clearly reflect thea
charge in the controlled transaction to produce an operating incomeof ofcontrolled The Service solic-a group taxpayers.income for the tested party that equals the constructiveoper-
ating income corresponding to the most appropriate point in

ts comments on the appropriate scope of applicationof this
rule. The Service also solicits comments on the appropriatethe interval.
applicationof the principlesof 1.482-2(g) in the contextof

partnerships that develop and exploit intangibls.
Section 1.482-2(g) Section 1.482-2(g)(2)(ii) provides that U.S. participant'sa

Section 1.482-2(g) provides rules for qualified cost sharing cost share should be proportionateto the benefits that the par-
arrangements. In general, the regulations require that the ticipantreasonablyanticipatesit will derive from the research.
structure of a cost sharing arrangementreflect the following Depending on the circumstances,anticipatedbenefits may be

general principles -- measured in several different ways, as long as the measure

1. Each participant must have a reasonable expectation of reasonably predicts the benefits to be shared. If the develop-

using developed intangibles in the active conduct of its trade ment activity relates to more than one cost sharing arrange-

or business; ment, the benefits derived by the participant must be com-

2. The costs of ll related intangible development must be pared to the benefits derivedby all of the relevantparticipants,
including those in the other arrangements, for purposes of

shared;
3. Each participant'sshare of the costs ofdevelopingintangi- determining an appropriatecost share. An effort to anticipate

benefits generally should include annual review of the partic-bles must be proportionate to its share of the income
ipants'
.

cost shares, and permit any adjustments necessary to
attributable to developed intangibles; and reflect changes in economicconditions and other factors.
4. Participants must compensate the owners or developers of

intangibleproperty an arm's length amount for the use of that To the extent that a cost sharing arrangement fails to divide

property, unless the property is developedby the participants cost shares in proportion to benefits, the regulation provide
through the cost sharing arrangement. Likewise, if a partici- for three different types of adjustment. The type of adjust-
pant bears a portion of the costs incurred in developing an ment to be applied is determinedby a comparisonof the U.S.

intangible, and subsequently transfers or abandons its rights participant's cost/income ratio and the cost/income ratio of
in the intangible, the remainingparticipantsmust compensate the other participants.
the departingparticipant. The cost/income ratio used for of the cost sharingpurposes
Section 1.482-2(g)(1) states that an intangible development provisions is generally the participant's three-year average
cost sharing arrangement will not be considered a qualified cost share, divided by its three-year average operating
arrangement unless it meets the requirements of 1.482- income attributable to developed intangibles. Operating
2(g)(2), and a memberof a controlledgroup will not be eligi- income attributable to developed intangibls is defined as

ble to participate in a cost sharing arrangement unless the income from the license or sale of developedintangiblesplus
member meets the requirements of 1.482-2(g)(3). If the income earned from the sale ofproducts or services incorpo-
requirements of 1.482-2(g)(2) and (3) are met (that is, if a rating such intangibles.
qualifiedcost sharing arrangementexists), the districtdirector

First, if the cost/ncomeratio of a U.S. participant is grossly
may nonethelessmake allocations to cost shares, as provided
in 1.482-2(g)(4), to reflect each participant's arm's length disproportionateto the cost/incomeratio of the otherpartic-
share of the costs and risks of developingntngibleproperty. pants, the method for dividing cost shares will be presumed

not to reflect a reasonable effort to share costs in proportion
The requirements of a qualified cost sharing arrangement to benefits, and the cost sharing arrangementwill not be con-

include the requirementscontained in the current regulations sidered a qualified cost sharing arrangement. Second, if the

(an agreement in writing between two or more eligible par- cost/income ratio of a U.S. participant is substantially dis-

ticipants providing for the sharing of the costs and risks of proportionateto.the cost/income ratio of the other partici-
developing intangibleproperty in return for a specified inter- pants, the cost sharing arrangementwillbe considereda qual-
est in any intangible that may be produced), and two new ified arrangement,but a partial transfer of intangibleproper-
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ty may be deemed to have occurred outside of the scope of deemed to have occurred, paymentswith respect to any trans-
the arrangement. In such a buy-in or buy-out situation, fer of intangibleproperty must be treated in accordancewith
consideration for the transfer of the intangible must be con- 1.482-2(d).
sistent with the provisions of 1.482-2(d). Section 1.482-

Section 1.482-2(g)(6) provides the administrative require-2(g)(4)(ii)(D) provides that a U.S. participant's cost/incom
ratio will not be considered substantiallydisproportionateif ments of a qualified cost sharing arrangement. It also lists

the administrative requirements that an eligible participantit is less than twice the cost/incomeratio of the other eligible
participants. Third, if the cost/income ratio of a U.S. partici-

must satisfy. The paragraph mandates substantial compli-
pant is not substantially disproportionate to the cost/ncome ance with each requirement. Thus, a minor administrative

error will not result in the disqualificationof an arrangementratio of the other participants, an adjustmentwill be limited
or a participant.to an adjustmentof the participants' cost shares.
Section 1.482-2(g)(7)defines three terms: specified interestSection 1.482-2(g)(3)defines an eligibleparticipant.As noted

above, there must be at least two eligible participants in order
n any intangible, U.S. participant,and costs of develop-

for a cost sharing arrangement to be qualified. In order to be ng intangibles. The regulations do not specify accounting
must costsconsidered eligible, each participant must be able to use principles that be used ln determining of develop-

developed ntangibles in the active conduct of its trade or ng ntangibles.The Service invites commentswith respect to
whether U.S. generally accepted accounting principles, taxbusiness. The principles of 1.367(a)-2T(b)(2) determine

orwhethera participant'sactivitiesconstitutea trade or business. accounting principles, other principles should be used.
Section 1.482-2(g)(8)states that existing bona fide cost shar-

An active trade or business may exist even though activities ng arrangements,under current 1.482-2(d)(4),will be con-
are carried out by independentcontractorson behalf of a par- sidered qualified cost sharing arrangements if modified, as

ticipant. An intangible will not be considered used in the necessary, to conform with 1.482-2(g) within one year of
active conductof a participant's trade or business if a princi- the publicationof the regulation.
pal purpose of the participant for entering nto the arrange-
ment was to obtain intangible property to transfer to an Safe Harboruncontrolledtaxpayer.

In the absence of a matching transaction, an arm's lengthOne memberof a group of controlled taxpayers may partici- amountofconsiderationfor intangiblemay be determinedanpate in a cost sharing arrangement on behalf of other mem-
to abers (the cost sharing subgroup) for the purposeofmeeting by reference comparable adjustable transaction, defined

in 1.482-2(d)(4) as an uncontrolled transfer involving thethe active trade or business requirement. However, the
ntangiblepropertymust be transferredfrom the participating

same or similar ntangibleunder adjustable economic condi-
tions and contractualterms that results in a level of operatingmember to the other members of the subgroup on an arm's
income for the tested that is within the comparablelength basis, eitherunder a separatecost sharing arrangement party

contextin effect within that subgroup or otherwise. profit interval. In this the comparableprofit interval
is ntended to verify the reasonablenessof the amount of con-

Section 1.482-2(g)(4) describes the allocations that may be siderationderived by reference to the uncontrolledtransfer.
made by the district director to reflect each participant's
arm's length share of an arrangement's costs. First, if the Although the use of the comparableprofit interval as a check

ntangible developmentencompassed by the arrangement is
on a comparable adjustable transaction should increase tax-

atoo broad or too narrow, then an adjustment in the partici- payers' certainty regarding their transferprices, safe harbor
for determining the comparableprofit interval could providepants' cost shares may be necessary to place the arrangement
even greater certainty. The Service solicits comments onon an arm's length basis. An intangible developmentarea is
whether such safe harbor should be developed. Such safetoo broad if any participantwill not be able to use developed

a a

harbor, for example, could be created by multiplying theintangibles in its active business, and it is too narrow if it
book value of the licensee's by published ofdoes not encompass all related intangible development. assets rates
return. These published rates of retum could be based on an

Second, if there is a variationbetweenthe share of the bene- average county-wide ratio of operating income to book
fit that each participantexpects to receive and the share that value of assets. For example, based on data from U.S. pub-
is actually received, then, as described above, cost share licly-held companies, the average ratio of operating income
payments may be reallocated, a buy-in or buy-out may be to assets from 1980-1989 was approximatelyeleven percent.
required, or the cot sharing arrangement may be ignored. A safe harbormight be createdby reference to a narrow inter-
Unless another method is more reliable, allocations will be val of profits surroundingeleven percent.
based on a comparisonof the U.S. participant'scost/income

For licensees with dollar functional the dollara currency,ratio to the other participants' cost/income ratio, as
book value of their could be used. For licensees withassets adescribed above.
different functional currency, the dollar book value of their

Section 1.482-2(g)(5) provides that cost sharing payments assets could be calculatedusing historical exchange rates for
will be characterizedas costs ofdevelopingntangibles to the their balance sheet assets, and their current operating income
payor and reimbursements of such costs to the payee. That could be translatednto dollars at the currentexchangerate in
section also provides that if an arrangementis not considered order to determinewhethertheir operating income falls with-
a qualified arrangement, or if a buy-in or buy-out is in the safe harbor interval.
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Such a safe harborraises significantissues thatmay outweigh the publicationof the White Paper, Congress has enacted sev-

the benefits of simplicity and certainty. Matching a narrowly eral amendmentsto the reportingand penalty provisionsofthe

defined rate of return to the wider variations of returns Code. Accordingly, questions regarding documentation and
observed in the marketplace is one problem. Differences in penaltieswill be addressed in regulationsunder sections 6001,
assets held by different taxpayers or shifting of assets among 6038, 6038A, 6038C, and 6662(e) rather than under section
related taxpayers might be more of.a problem under a safe 482. The Service requests commentson the mplementationof
harbor that relies solely upon rate of return on assets than these rules, and in particular on the appropriate scope of the
under the comparable profit method, which uses rate of reasonablecause and good faith exception to the new sec-

return on assets togetherwith other measures. tion 482-related penalty under sections 6662()(3)(B)(i) and

6664(c).For example, should a taxpayer'screation of contem-
Due to the difficulty of constructing a workable safe hrbor, poraneousdocumentationbe a factor that is taken into account
the proposedregulationsdo not include a safe harborand spe- in determining whether the exception applies and, if so, what
cific comments are requested conceming the feasibility of documentationshould be required
such an approach and its structure. The following questions
are ofparticular interest. Will a safe harbor simplify the com-

parable adjustable transactionmethod Should a safe harbor Advance PricingAgreements
be based only on a rate of return on assets method, or are there
alternatives If a safe harbor is inciuded in regulations, how The advancepricing agreementprocedurepermits taxpayers

should the problems identified above be addressed Should a
to reach an agreement with the Service conceming the

safe harbor be refined so that, for example, adjustments are appropriate transfer pricing methodology to be applied in a

made to account for differences in taxpayers' debt to equity particular case. See Rev. Proc. 91-22, 1991-1 C.B. 526.

ratios relative to the country-wide average embodied in the Comments are requested concerning any aspect of this pro-

total assets number Should industry-specific intervals be gram, including the potential impactof these proposed regu-

publishedHow would such intervals be establishedShould lations and suggestions for coordination of that program

there be a provisionpermitting adjustments to book values of with these regulations.
assets by either the taxpayer or the Service to correct distor-
tions in the value of the assets reportedby the licensee ImprovedResolutionofSection482 Controversies

It is well settled that, upon judicial review, the Commission-
Operationof the Regulations er's determination of a deficiency ordinarily is entitled to a

The regulations described above provide the basic frame- presumptionof correctness, and taxpayers thus bear the bur-

work for the operationof the transferpricing rules under sec-
den of proving that the Commissioner's determination is

tion 482 following the amendments made by the Act. The ncorrect in judicialproceedings.Welch v. Helvering,290 U.S.

Service recognizes that the promulgation of regulations is 111 (1933). A principalreason for this allocationof the burden

only one step in the implementationof these rules, and that
ofproof is that taxpayerspossess the informationnecessary to

the practical effect of the rules proposed in this document establish the correct amount of their income and deductions.

will be affected by a variety of other factors. The Service UnitedSmtes v. Rexach, 482 E 2d 10 (lst Cir. 1973). Further,

continues to study the overall administrationof section 482, when Congress specificallygrants discretion to the Commis-
sioner to make certain determinations, courts will review

and solicits comments on collateral administrative matters

not directly relating to these regulations. Comments are par-
those determinationswith a greaterdegree ofdeference.Dietz

ticularly requested in the areas describedbelow. Corporation v. UnitedStates, 939 F. 2d 1 (2d Cir. 1991); Asi-
atic Petroleumv. Commissioner,31 B.T.. 1152 (1935),al'd,
79 E 2d 236 (2d Cir. 1935). Accordingly,in section482 cases,

Documentationand Penalties courts generally have held that the Commissioner'sdetermi-
nation will be revised only if it is arbitrary, capricious, or

With respect to documentation, the White Paper noted that a unreasonable. Sundstrand Corporation Commissioner,96
significant threshold problem in the examination of section

v.

T.C. 226 (1991); G.U.R. Company v. Commissioner, 41
482 cases has been IRS access to relevant informationto make B.T.A. 223 (1940),al'd, 117 F. 2d 187 (7th Cir. 1941).
pricing determinations.See 1988-2 C.B. at 461. In response
to this problem, the White Papersuggested that the section482 Some recent section 482 cases have found that the Commis-

regulationsbe amended to require that the taxpayerdocument sioner's determinationof a transferprice was arbitrary, capri-
the methodologyused to establish transferprices prior to filing cious, or unreasonable,e.g., Merck & Company, Inc. v. Unit-
the tax return and to require that the taxpayer produce such ed States, 24 Cl. Ct. 73,68 AFTR2d 91-5524 (Cl. Ct. 1991).
documentation within a reasonable time during examination. Courts generally have so held when a comparable price has
The White Paper also suggestedthat the Governmentconsider not been availableand the courts found that the Service could
whetherexisting penalties are sufficient to compel production not demonstrate a suitable alternative method under the cur-

of such documentation. Commentators contended that such rent regulations. In that regard, the currenc regulations deal-

requirements would be overbroad and unduly burdensome. ing with intangiblesprovide little guidance on methods to be

They proposed that if contemporaneous documentation is used where comparable transactions do not exist. These pro-
required at all, it be required only in cases of transfers of high posed regulations provide such methods and prescribe when

profit or high volume intangibles to tax haven entities. Since they should be used.
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The guidance provided by the proposed regulations should PROPOSEDAMENDMENTSTO THE
facilitate transfer pricing by taxpayers in ways that will lead REGULATIONS
to less controversy with the Service. Similarly, the regula-
tions should facilitate determinations by the Service of Accorclingly,26 CFR part 1 is proposed to be amendedas fol-

appropriate arm's length pricing. The three pricing methods lows:

prescribed in the regulations are ntended to reduce disputes PART1-- INCOME TAX; TAXABLE YEARS BEGIN-
between taxpayers and the Service and make it easier to NING AFTER DECEMBER31, 1953
resolve disputes that do arise. In particular, the proposed reg-
ulations should facilitate the use of comparable transactions Paragraph 1. The authority for part 1 continues to read in

by permitting adjustments under the comparable adjustable part:
transaction method. Further, the comparable profit method Authority: 26 U.S.C. 7805,68A Stat. 917: 26 U.S.C. 7805. *

addresses the situation in which a comparable adjustable * *

transactioncannot be found.
Par. 2. Section 1.482-1(a)(4) is amended as follows:

The Service anticipates that taxpayers will use these regula- 1. A second sentence is added at the end of paragraph
tions to establish transfer prices for controlled transactions (a)(4).
using the best available data, and that they will provide the 2. A new sentence is added at the end of paragraph
data as early as is practicable in the course of an examination (a)(5).
by the Service. 3. Seven new sentences are added at the end of para-

graph (b)(1).
Special Analyses 4. The additions read as fllows:

It has been determined that these rules are not major rules as 1.482-1 Allocationof income and deductionsdefined in Executive Order 12291. Therefore, a Regulatory among taxpayersImpact Analysis is not required. It also has been determined
that section 553(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 (a) * * *

U.S.C. chapter 5) and the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 (4) * * * The term uncontrolledtaxpayermeans

U.S.C. chapter 6) do not apply to these regulations, and, any one of two or more organizations, trades, or businesses
therefore, an initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis is iot not owned or controlled directly or indirectly by the same

required. Pursuant to section 7805(f) of the Internal Revenue interests.
Code, these regulationswill be submitted to the Chief Coun- (5) * * * The terms uncontrolled group and
sel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration for group of uncontrolled taxpayers mean the organizations,
comment on their impact on small business. trades, or businessesnot ownedor controlleddirectly or indi-

rectly by the same interests.
* * * *

Commentsand Requestfor a Public Hearing (b) * * *

Before adoption of these regulations, consideration will be (1) * * * In determining whether controlled tax-

given to any writtencomments that are submitted (preferably payers have dealt with each other at arm's length, the general
a signed original and eight copies) to the Internal Revenue principle to be followed is whether uncontrolled taxpayers,
Service. All commentswill be available for public nspection each exercising sound business judgmenton the basis of rea-

and copying. A public hearing will be held upon written sonable levels of experience (or, if greater, the actual level of

request by any person who subnits timely writtencomments experience of the controlled taxpayer) within the relevant
on the proposed rules. Notice of the time, place and date for industry and with full knowledgeof the relevant facts, would
the hearing will be published in the Federal Register. have agreed to the same contractual terms under the same

economic conditions and other circumstances. In applying
this principle, the districtdirectormay consider the combined

Drafting Information effect of all transactions of a controlled taxpayer with other
members of the group, as well as with uncontrolled taxpay-The principal authors of these regulations are Howard Berg-

er (all provisionsother than cost sharing) and Lisa Sams (cost ers, before, during and after the taxable year under review, so

that allocations described in section 482, taken as a whole,sharing provisions). Mr. Berger and Ms. Sams are with the
reflect the controlled taxpayer's true taxable income. ForOffice of Chief Counsel, Internal Revenue Service. Other

personnel from the Internal Revenue Service and Treasury example, if a controlled taxpayer's business nvolves the use

of intangibles licensed from another group member to pro-Departmentparticipatedin developing the regulations. duce finished products, the sale of those products to yet
another member of the group, and financing arrangements

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 26 CFR 1.481--1 with uncontrolled taxpayers, the combined effect of these
THROUGH 1.483-2T transactions may be considered to determine if they reflect

the true taxable income of the controlled taxpayer. The dis-
Accounting, Income taxes, Reporting and record-keeping trict director also may disregardcontractualarrangements,or

requirements. - the absence of contractualarrangements,between controlled,,
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taxpayers and instead give appropriate consideration to the (D) Uncontrolled transfer. For purposes of this section,
taxpayers' actual conduct. For example, when a controlled an uncontrolledtransfer is one in which the transferorand the

taxpayer that produces tangible property regularly sells its transferee are not members of the same group of controlled
entire output to another member of the controlled group, in taxpayers. These nclude --

determining the producer's true taxable ncome, the district (1) Transfers between a member of one group and a

director may determine from the course of conduct that the party that is a memberof a differentgroup,
producerdoes not bear the risk that the buyer will fail to pur- (2) Transfers between a member of one group and a

chase its output even if there is no contract requiring the party that is not a member of any group; and

buyer to do so. In the case of any transfer of an intangible (3) Transfers betweenparties each of which is not mem-

between or among controlled taxpayers, the true taxable bers of a group.
ncome of the transferorwith respect to such transfermust be (E) Other deinitions. Definitions of other terms are set

commensuratewith the ncome attributable to the ntangible. forth in connectionwith otherprovisionsof these regulations.
See 1.482-2(d). These include the following --

* * * * (1) Applicable business classifications,defined in para-

Par. 3. Section 1.482-2 is amended as follows: graph (f)(5)(iii) of this section;
1. Paragraphs (d) and (e)(1) are revised. (2) Assets, defined in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(B)(5)of this

2. The seventh sentenceofparagraph (e)(2)(ii) is revised. section;

3. Example (4) and Example (5) are added to paragraph (3) Assisters, defined in paragraph (d)(8)(i) of this sec-

(e)(2)(ii). tion;
4. Paragraphs (f) and (g) are added. (4) Buy-in and buy-out payments, defined in paragraph
5. The additions and revisions read as follows: (g)(4)(iv) of this section;

(5) Comparable adjustable transaction, defined in para-

1.482-2 Determinationof taxable income in specific graph (d)(4)(i) of this section;
(6) Comparable profit interval, defined in paragraphsituations. (f)(1) of this section;

* * * * (7) Comparable profit method, defined in paragraph
(d) Transferor use of intangibleproperty -- -(d)(5)(i) of this section;

(1) In general-- (8) Comparable profit split, defined in paragraph
(f)(6)(iii)(C)(3)of this section;

(i) Arm's length standard. If one member of a group of (9) Constructiveoperating income, defined in paragraph
controlled taxpayers transfers an intangible to another mem- (f)(1) of this section (see also Operating ncome, Reported
ber for other than an arm's length consideration the district operating income and Operatingncome attributableto intan-
director may make appropriateallocations to reflect an arm's gibles);
length consideration for that intangible or its use. An arm's (10) Controlledsale, defined in paragraph(e)(1)(i)of this

length consideration for the intangible shall be commensu- section;
rate with the income attributable to the intangible. See para- (11) Costs of developing intangibles, defined in para-
graph (g) of this section for special rules relating to qualified graph (g)(7)(ii) of this section;
cost sharing arrangements. (12) Departing participant, defined in paragraph

(ii) Definitions-- (g)(4)(iv)(C)of this section;

(A) Intangible. For purposes of section 482, the term (13) Developer,defined in paragraph(d)(8)(i) of this sec-

intangible means any of the following items that have sub_ tion;
stantial value independentof the services of any individual: (14) Eligible participant, defined in paragraph (g)(3) of

(1) Patents, nventions, formulas, processes, designs, this section;

patterns, or knowhow; (15) Gross ncome, defined in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(B)(2)
(2) Copyrights; of this section;
(3) Literary, musical, or artistic compositions; (16) Intangible development area, defined in paragraph
(4) Trademarks, trade names, or brand names; (g)(4)(i)of this section;

(5) Franchises, licenses, or contracts; (17) Margins, defined in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(2) of

(6) Methods, programs, systems, procedures, cam- this section;

paigns, surveys, studies, forecasts, estimates, customer lists, (18) Matching transaction,defined in paragraph (d)(3)(i)
or technical data; of this section;

(7) Other similar items; and (19) Most appropriate point, defined in paragraph (f)(8)
(8) Any interests in any such items. of this section;
(B) transfer. For purposes of this section, a transferofan (20) Operating expenses, defined in paragraph

ntangibleoccurs if it is licensed, sold, assigned, loaned, con- (f)(6)(iii)(B)(3)of this section;
tributed, or otherwisemade available in any manner. (21) Operating ncome, defined in paragraph

(C) Controlled transer. For purposes of this section, a (f)(6)(iii)(B)(4)of this section;
controlledtransfer includes any transferbetweenmembers of (22)Operating income attributable to intangibles,
a group of controlled taxpayers. defined in paragraph (g)(2)(ii)(C)(3)of this section;
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(23) Profit level indicators, defined in paragraphs (f)(1) amount of considerationthat an uncontrolled taxpayer would
and (6)(iii)(C)of this section; have paid for the same intangible under the same circum-

(24)Proportionate profits rule, defined in paragraph stances. The ncome of the transferor with respect to a con-

(g)(4)(ii)(D)of this section; trolled transfer of an ntangible must be commensurate with
(25) Qualifiedcost sharing arrangement,defined in para- the income of the transferee attributable to the tangible.graph (g)(2) of this section;
(26) Related group, defined in paragraph (g)(3)(v)(A) of (ii) Form. An arm's length consideration must be in a

this section; form that is consistent with a form that would be adopted in

(28) Related intangible development, defined in para-
transactions between uncontrolled taxpayers under the same

graph (g)(4)(i)(B)of this section; circumstances.If the transfereepays nominal or no consider-

(28) Reported operating income, defined in paragraph ation for an intangible and the transferor has retained a sub-

(d)(5)(v) of this section; stantial nterest in the property, the arm's length considera-

(29) Sales, defined in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(B)(1) of this tion shall be in the form of a royalty unless a different form is

section; clearly more appropriate.
(30) Same intangible, defined in paragraph (d)(3)(ii)(A) (iii)Priority ofmethodsfor determining an arm's lengthof this section; consideration.An arm's length considerationmust be deter-
(31) Similar intangible,defined in paragraph (d)(4)(ii) of mined by applying the matching transaction method, the

this section; comparableadjustabletransactionmethod, or the comparable(32) Specified interest in an intangible, defined in para- profit method, described in paragraphs (d)(3), (4), and (5) of
graph (g)(7)(i) of this section; this section, respectively. Because the matching transaction

(33) Substantially similar contractual terms, defined in method requires the fewest adjustnents and relies on the
paragraph (d)(3)(iv) of this section; most complete and accurate data, an arm's length considera-

(34) Substantially similar economic conditions, defined tion must be determined under that method if the standards
in paragraph (d)(3)(iii) of this section; for its application are met. If those standards are not met, an

(35) Ten-year test, defined in paragraph (d)(6)(ii)(B) of arm's length consideration must be determined under the
this section; comparableadjustabletransactionmethodif the standards for

(36) Tested operations, defined in paragraph (f)(5)(ii) of its applicationare met. If the standards for applyingneitherof
this section; these methods are met, the amountof an arm's length consid-

(37) Tested party, defined in paragraph (f)(4) of this sec- eration must be determined under the comparable profit
tion; and method. The inapplicabilityof a higher priority method need

(38) U.S. participant, defined in paragraph (g)(7)(ii) of not be specificallyestablishedbefore applying a lower prior-
this section. ity method. However, an arm's length considerationmust be

determinedunder a higher priority method if it is established(iii)Coordinationwithparagraph(e) ofthis section.
that the standards for its application met.areThis paragraph (d) applies to any transaction in which the

transfer of an intangible occurs through transfers of tangible (iv)Application of methods. In applying the methods
property or services, if the income attributable to the intangi- describedin paragraphs (d)(3), (4), and (5) of this section, the
ble is material in relation to the income attributableto the tan- district director may consider all relevant facts and circum-
gible property or services to which it relates. For an illustra- stances throughout the period the intangible is used, includ-
tion of this rule, see Example3 of paragraph (f)(11). ing informationfrom before, during and after the taxable year

(iv) Scope ofregulations.Paragraph (d)(2) of this section under review. The district director is not limited to consider-

provides general rules for determining the form and amount ing projections or forecasts, and may consider the actual
of an arm's length consideration.Paragraphs (d)(3), (4), and income derived from the use of an intangible. See paragraph
(5) of this section prescribe three methods for determining (d)(6) of this section for additional guidance in this regard.
the amount of an arm's length consideration. They are, (3) Matching transactionmethod (i) In general.Underrespectively, the matching transactionmethod, the compara-

--

the matching transactionmethod, an arm's length considera-ble adjustable transactionmethod, and the comparableprofit tion for controlledtransferof ntangible is determinedbymethod. Paragraph (d)(6) of this section provides rules for
a an

reference to the consideration charged in an uncontrollednultiple year transfers. Paragraph (d)(7) of this section is
transferof the intangibleunder the substantial-reserved for rules for regarding consideration that takes the

same same or

form of a lump-sumpayment. Paragraph(d)(8) of this section ly similar economic conditions and contractual terms (a
provides rules conceming assistance rendered in connection matching transaction). If the uncontrolledtransfer is under

economic conditions and contractual terms that are not thewith the development of an intangible. Paragraph (f) of this
section provides additional guidance regarding the compara-

same as, but are substantially similar to, those of the con-

trolled transfer, the uncontrolledtransfer must be adjustedasble profit method of paragraph (d)(5) of this section. Para-
graph (g) of this section addresses qualified cost sharing provided in paragraph (d)(3)(v) of this section. If the uncon-

trolled transfer is under economic conditions and contractualarrangements.
terms that are neitherthe same as, nor substantiallysimilar to,

(2) Arm's length consideration -- (i) Standard to be those of the controlled transfer, the uncontrolled transfer is
applied. An arm's length considerationfor an intangibleis the not a matching transaction but may be a comparable
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adjustable transaction under the method described in para- (iv) Substantially similar contractual terms. The detem-

graph (d)(4) of this section. nation ofwhethercontractualterms in the agreementscovering
controlled and uncontrolled transfers are substantially similar

(ii) Same inmngible -- (A) In general. A controlled requires a comparison of all contractual terms which could

transfer will be considered to involve the same intangible as affect the amount of consideration under each agreement.
an uncontrolled transfer if the property, protected interest or These contractual terms include, but are not limited to --

body ofknowledge that is subject to exploitation through the (A) The amount and form of the consideration charged
use of each intangible and the relative stages of development for the transferred intangible;
of each ntangible are identical. For example, a patentedpro- (B) The durationof the contracts, and any terminationor

cess used to manufacture a specific product is not the same renegotiationrights;
intangibleas a differentpatentedprocessused to manufacture (C) The portion of the total interests in the intangible to

the sane product merely because the products produced in which the contracts apply, including any limitations on the

each case are identical. Transfers must involve identical ways the transfereemay use the intangible;
intangible property, interests or knowledge in order to be (D) Provisions for acceleratingor delaying payment; and

considered transfers of the same intangible. (E) Provisions describing the functions to be performed
by each party, including any ancillary services (such as tech-

(B) Efect ofdiferentrights. Differences in the exploita- nical assistance, marketing, and product development).tion rights permitted under two transfers are considered dif-
ferences in the contractual terms and economic conditions of For example, if the uncontrolledtransferprovides for the
the transfers rather than differences in the intangible itself. transferee to receive a specified level of technical assistance

Thus, different geographic or use restrictions are not differ- and training, the controlledtransfermust contain correspond-
ences in the intangible itself. For example, the transferof the ing rights in order for the contractual terms to be considered

right to use a patentedprocess to manufacture,use, and sell a substantiallysimilar. If one agreementcalls for the transferee

product within a specified market nvolves the same intangi- to perform significantmarketing functions, while in the other
ble as a separate transferof the right to use the same patented the transferor agrees to perform such marketing functions,
process to manufacture,use and sell, the product in a differ- the contractual terms of the two transfers are not substantial-
ent market. The right to sell a patented product with an ly similar.
attached trademark(or similarmarketingntangible),howev-

() Adjustments to economic conditions and contractual
er, is not the same intargible as the right to sell the same

terms (A) In general. If the intangible is transferredin--

product without the trademark.
same

a matching transaction under economic conditions and con-

tractual terms that are not the same as, but are substantially
(iii)Substantially similar economic conditions. The sinilar to, those of the controlled transfer the consideration

determination of whether econonic conditions in the con- charged in the uncontrolled transfer rnust be adjusted to corn-

trolled and uncontrolled transfers are substantially similar pensate for those differences.Properadjustmentsto the match-
requires a comparison of all economic factors that could ng transaction will thUs reflect the consideration that would
affect the amountofconsiderationin the two transfers. These have been chargedhad its economicconditions and contractu-
factors include, but are not limited to -- al terms been the same as those of the controlled transfer.

(A) The similarityof geographicmarkets, including: (B) Limitation. Adjustments to an uncontrolled transac-

tion under this paragraph (d)(3)(v) are permitted to compen-
(1) The relative size of each market, sate only for a limited number of minor differences in eco-

(2) The extent of overall economc development in each nomic conditions and contractual terms that have a definite

market, and and precisely determinableeffect on the considerationfor the

(3) The extentofcompetitionin each marketwith regard intangib.le. The differences for which adjustments will be

to the uses to which the intangible is applied; permitted under this method must be sufficiently limited so

that each adjustmentalone and all the adjustments combined
(B) The extent to which the productsor services to which have only a minor effect on the considerationcharged in the

the ntangible relates have been acceptedwithin each market; uncontrolledtransfer. If these standards are not met, then the

(C) The existence and extent of any collateral transac- economic conditions and contractual terms will not be con-

tions or ongoing business relationshipbetween the parties to sidered substantially similar and the matching transaction

each transfer; and methodwill not apply.

(D) The functions performed by the parties and the eco- (vi) Examples. The following examples illustrate match-

nomic risks associatedwith those functions. ng transactions:

Example.1. (i) USCo is a U.S. corporation that develops and dis-

For example, the transfer of an intangible for use in a devel- tributes business software for personalcomputers.USCohas developed

oping country would not constitute a transfer under substan- a new line of specializedaccountingsoftware that it sells mainly in for-

tially similareconomic conditions as the transferof the same eign markets. USCo serves the market in country F for this softwareby
licensing it to an uncontrolledcountry F corporation, UF. USCo serves

intangible for use in an industrialized country if the overall the market in country B through its wholly-owned foreign subsidiary,
level of economic development in the markets affects the RB. UF and RB have identical license agreements with USCo which
considerationfor the intangible. entitle them to be exclusive distributors of the product in their respec-
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tive countries in exchange for a royalty of 20 percent of the net selling nant market share in several substantial new markets where it is able to

price. charge premiumprices for its product. The same factors are not present
in country F, and UF continues to hold a relatively stable market share.

(ii) In 1996, the IRS audits USCo's 1994 taxable year, the second These changes in economic conditions have a major effect on RB's
year in which the agreement was in place. Since the accounting soft-

operations. The adjustment to the consideration charged by UF to
ware sold by RB is identical to the software sold by UF, the two trans-

account for these differences in economic conditions would be materi-
fers involvethe same intangible. In addition, the UF license satisfies the al in comparisonto the overall considerationpaid to USCo. According-requirement of substantially similar contractual terms because the

ly, the economic conditions in the uncntrolled transfer are no longerterms of the license that USCo has with UF are,identicalto the terms of substantially similar to those of the controlled transfer, and the stan-
the license it has with RB. Furthermore,RB and UF perform the same dards for the matching transaction method are not met with respect to
functions relating to marketing and distribution of the software. Reli- the 1998 taxable year. Nevertheless,the uncontrolledtransfermay con-
able sales informationrelevant to these transactions for the years 1993 tinue to be a comparable adjustable transaction described in paragraphthrough 1995 shows that both RB and UF are relatively significantdis- (d)(4) of this section
tributors in their respective markets; however, neither holds a

monopolyposition or a dominantmarket share. Based on the review of (4) Comparableadjustable transactionmethod (i)In--

these and other relevant factors, it is determinedthat the economic con-
general. Under the comparable adjustable transactionditions with respect to the two transfers are substantially similar and
method, arm's length consideration for intangible isthat no adjustments under paragraph (d)(3)(v) of this section need be an an

made. Accordingly, the natching transactionmethod is applicable, and determined by reference to the consideration charged in an

the royalty rate of 20 percent in the controlled transfer to RB is deter- uncontrolledtransfer involving the same or similar intangible
mined to be an arm's length amount of considerationfor 1994. under adjustableeconomic conditions and contractual terms,

Example2. The facts are the same as in Example 1, except that the adjusted as provided in paragraph (d)(4)(iv) of this section.

controlled transfer to RB covers all future revisions and updates to the An uncontrolled transfer will not meet the standards of this

accounting software while the uncontrolledtransfer to UF covers only paragraph (d)(4) if the considerationdeterminedby reference
the current version of the software. Since the intangibles transferred in to that transfer results in a level of operating income for the
the two transactions are different, the transfers do not involve the same tested party, as defined in paragraph(f)(4) of this section, that
intangible. Therefore, the UF transfer is not a matching transaction. is outside of the comparableprofit interval,as providedunder

Example3. The facts are the same as in Example 1, except that the the rules of paragraph (f0 of this section. An uncontrolled
uncontrolled transfer to UF includes contractual terms that require transfer that meets the standards of this paragraph ( )(4) is a
USCo to furnish technical assistance to UF (including informationcon- comparableadjustable transaction.
ceming marketing and packaging of the accounting software). The UF

agreement provides that USCo will be reimbursed for its costs (ii) Same or similar inmngible.A controlledtransferwill
attributable to any technical assistance it provides. The RB agreement be considered to involve the same or similar intangible as an
does not contain a similar provision and it provides that the level of uncontrolled transfer if the property, protected interest or
technical assistance that can be demanded by UF is relatively modest
and will have little effect on the value of the accounting software. Mini- body of knowledge that is subject to exploitation through the

mal levels of technical assistanceare actuallyprovided to UF and RB by use of each ntangible and the relative stages of development
USCo. Definiteand precisely determinableadjustments to the consider- of each intangible are sufficiently similar that the effect of
ation charged for the accounting software can be made with respect to any material differencs can be determined with reasonable
this differencein contract terms on the basis of the costs to USCo of the accuracy.
technical assistance actually provided. Accordingly, the contractual
terms are substantially similar and the UF license is a matching transac- (iii)Adjustable economic conditions and contractual
tion. However, the districtdirectormay make an allocation to reflect any terms. Whether economic conditions and contractual terms
differences in technical assistance actually provided. are adjustablemust be determinedusing the same factors that

Example 4. The facts are the same as in Example 3, except that apply in determining whether such conditions and terns are

USCo is required to provide the same forms of technical assistance at substantiallysimilar for purposes of the matching transaction
cost to bothUF and RB under the contractualterms of the two transfers. method (as describedin paragraphs (d)(3)(iii) and (iv) of this
In practice, however, the assistance actually provided by USCo to RB section). The comparableadjustable transactionmethod does
involves extensive transfers of knowhow with respect to developing not require that all such terms and conditions be substantial-effective distribution networks within the country B market. The mar-

keting function in the uncontrolled transfer, however, is carried on pri- ly similar, or that adjustments compensate for only a lirnited

marily by UF with little actual assistance provided by USCo. The number of minor differences. To be considered adjustable,
uncontrolledtransfer in this case fails to meet the standards for a match- however, the contractual terms and economic conditions
ing transaction for two reasons. First, because the transfer to RB must be sufficientlysimilar that the effect ofany material dif-
involves different and more extensive areas of knowhow developedbY ferences can be determinedwith reasonable accuracy.USCo than the transfer to UF, the two transactions do not involve the
same intangible. Second, because the economic conditions of the two (iv)Adjustmentsfor dierences in intangibles, economic
transfers involvesignificantlydifferent functions actuallyperformedby conditions, and contractual terms. If the same or similar
USCo, and any adjustments to compensate for these differences could

intangible is transferred under adjustable economic condi-be relatively large, these conditions are not substantially similar.

Accordingly, the uncontrolledtransfer is not a matching transaction. tions and contractualterms, the considerationcalled for in the
uncontrolled transfer must be adjusted to compensate for

Example 5. The facts are the same as in Example 1 and no adjust- material differences between the ntangibles, economic con-
ment is made in 1994. Due to RB's capacity for expansionof its distri-

ditions, and contractualterms of the transfers. Adjustmentstobution network, however, USC anticipates that future growth n

worldwidemarkets will be met by RB. Beginning in 1995, RB expands the uncontrolled transfer will reflect the consideration that
its marketing network beyond the cunty B market. By 1998, RB has would have been charged had its terms and conditions been

/ significantly expanded its worldwide sales and has developed a domi- the same as those of the controlled transfer.
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(v) Selection of most similar comparable adjustable to a license agreement between uncontrolled taxpayers C and D. C is a

transaction. If more than one comparable adjustable transac- developerof an intangible that involves improvements to the computer

tion is available, the arm's length considerationis determined controls in the production of advanced machine tools. D licenses this

under this method by using the uncontrolled transfer most intangible for use in its country F machine tool manufacturingbusiness
and pays C a royalty of 3% of gross sales. The differencesbetween the

similar to the controlled transfer, determinedby reference to fnctions perforned with the two intangibles are substantial. For
the factors described in paragraphs (d)(4)(ii), (iii) and (iv) of instance, C's process is used for only one step of many stages of the

this section. The most similar comparableadjustable transac- manufacturingof the machine tools and has little effect on the size of

tion will generally be the uncontrolledtransfer for which the D's labor force. By contrast, the injection moldingprocess developedby

necessary adjustmentscan most accuratelybe determined. X replaces or significantly affects each stage of the manufactureof Y's

Accordingly,26 CFR part 1 is proposed to be amendedas fol- plasticproductsand results in a major labor force reduction.Due to these
differences between the intangibles involved in the two transfers, and

lows: the differences in the overall economic benefit to be derived from the

(vi) Examples. The following examples illustrate compa-
cost reductions achieved, compensating adjustments to the royalty
charged in the uncontrolled transfer cannot be reasonably ascertained.

rable adjustable transactions. See also paragraph (f)(11) of
Accordingly, the transfer of the intangible from C to D is not a compa-

this section, which provides examples of the application of rable adjustable transaction
the comparableprofit interval to test a potential comparable
adjustable transaction. Example3. The facts are the same as in Example 1, except that the

assistance actually providedby X to Y in the controlledtransfer is sub-
Example 1. X is a domestic corporation engaged in the manufac- stantially greater than the assistance provided by A to B in the uncon-

ture and distribution of small plastic products. X has developed and trolled transfer. The assistance provided in the controlled transfer
patented certain processes used in the injection molding of its plastic extends to all aspects of Y's manufacturingand rnarketing efforts, and
products. In 1994, X expands its operations through a wholly-owned constitutes a wide body of knowledge accumulatedby X in its manu-

subsidiary, Y, incorporated in country F. Y uses the same manufactur- facturing and tnarketing of plastic products in the U.S. market. This
ing processes as X and sells its products in country F and other nearby assistance is a substantial factor in the success of Y's manufacturing
markets. Y agrees to pay X a royalty of 6.590 of gross sales for its use and narketing operations. In contrast, B's assistance from A is lirnited
of the injectionmolding process and relatedknowhow. In 1996, the dis- solely to the operational aspects of A's injection molding process. B's
trict director examines the royalty agreement to determine if the con- other manufacturingexpertise, and all of its rnarketingknowhow,were

sideration agreed to in 1994 was an arm's length amount. Intangibles developedthroughB's long tern experience in country F. Accordingly,
related to various types of injection molding processes have been there are substantial differencesbetween the intangibles transferredby
licensed between uncontrolled taxpayers, but none of the processes A and X; the transfer to Y involvesknowhowrelating to all ofY's man-

involve a property, protected interest or body of knowledge which is ufacturing and marketing operations, whereas the transfer to B is limit-
identical to the process developed by X. Accordingly, these uncon- ed to one aspect of the nanufacturingprocess. Due to the lack of reli-
trolled taxpayer licenses do not involve the same intangibleand cannot able data concerning the value to B of its self-developedintangibles as

serve as matching transactions. The most similar transaction to the well as the comparativeeconomic effects between the plastic and soap
transfer between X and Y involves a process used for injectionmould- markets resulting fron these broader types of intangibles, the adjust-
ing of soap products that was developed by corporationA and licensed rrents to account for these differencesare not reasonablydeterminable.
to uncontrolledcorporationB, a countryF corporation.The royalty rate Accordingly, the transfer from A to B is not a comparable adjustable
in the agreement between A and B is 5% of gross sales. B uses the transaction.
licensed technology to manufacturesoap products that it distributes in

countryF. Reasonablydeterminableadjustmentscan be made to reflect Example4. The facts are the same as in Example 1, except that Y's
the following differencesbetween the two transactions: use of the injection molding processes in 1994 is only in an early stage

(i) The injection molding process developed by X is more of mplementationwithin country F. As expected by X and Y, the pro-
sophisticated than the process developed by A and it affects more cess becomes fully operational in 1995 allowing Y to significantly
aspects of the manufacturingprocess; reduce manufacturingcosts, lower the prices of its products, and expand

(ii) The improved manufacturing technology in Y's plastic busi- its market share within country F. By 1998, Y is the largest manufactur-
ness in countryF has a significanteffect on Y's market share and over- er of these products in the marketand has significantlyincreasedboth its

all profitability, while improvements to B's manufacturingprocess in volume of sales and its profitability. As a result, the operating income

country F have a less beneficial economic effect; earned by Y in 1998 (after payment of the 6.5% royalty to X) substan-

(iii) The contract betweenX and Y provides for continued techni- tially exceeds the comparable profit interval described in paragraph (f)
cal assistance to be provided at no additionalcost by X while the agree- of this section. Moreover, the economicconditionsinvolved in Y's oper-
ment between A and B does not mention technical assistance; and ations have grown sufficiently different from the economic conditions

(iv) Technical assistance has in fact been provided by both A and involved in B's soap production that adjustments to the royalty rate paid
X to their respective licensees, but the costs of providing the technical by B to account for those differences are no longer reasonably deter-

assistancehas been slightly more in the case of X. minable.Accordingly,the transferbetweenA and B is not a comparable
adjustable transactionfor the 1998 taxable year.

Considering each of the above factors, it is determined that a 1.5%
increase over the royalty rate charged in the transactionbetweenA and (5) Comparableprofit method -- (i) In general.If there
B is an appropriate adjustment to reflect the differences between the are no uncontrolled transfers that meet the standards for
two transactions. In addition, the operating income earned by Y after either matching transactions comparable adjustable trans-
payment of the 6.5% royalty is within the comparable profit interval

or

described in paragraph (f) of this section. Accordingly, the royalty rate actions, then an arm's length considerationfor the controlled

set between X and Y will be an arm's length anount of consideration transfer of an intangible must be determinedby reference to

under the comparableadjustable transactionmethod. the comparable profit interval of the tested party under the
rules of paragraph (f) of this section. Paragraphs (d)(5)(),Example2. The facts are the same as in Example 1, except that the

license agreement between X and Y contains a royalty rate of 3% of (iii), and (iv) of this section provide rules concerning appli-
gross sales and there is no comparableadjustable transactionbetweenA cation of the comparableprofit method based on whether the
and B. X defends the 3% royalty as an arm's length amountby reference reported operating income (as defined in paragraph (d)(5)(v)
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of this section) of the tested party is within or outside of the point within the interval), the district director adjusts the transferee's

conparableprofit interval. These rules do not apply for pur- reported operating income to $1.9 million.

poses of using the comparableprofit interval to test a poten- Example 2. Assume the fact are the same as in Example 1 except
tial comparable adjustable transaction, as required in para- that the transferee's reported operating income is $5.0 million. The

graph (d)(4)(i) of this section, or for purposes of testing a transferee's reported operating income lies significantly outside the

result under any method described in paragraph (e)(1)(iii) or appropriate profit interval. Consequently, the district director adjusts
(iv) of this section. the transferee's reported income to the most appropriate point, $1.7

million.

(ii) Effect if reported operating income of the tested (iv) Exceptions. If the comparableprofitmethod applies,
party is within the comparableprofit interval. If the compa- the district directornay make an adjustment that results in a
rable profit method applies (i.e., the standards for the match- level of operating income for the transferee at the nost
ing or comparable adjustable transaction methods have not appropriate point within the comparable profit nterval, as
been met) and the consideration charged in the controlled described in paragraph (f)(8) of this section, if --

transfer results in reported operating income of the tested (A) The transferee paid no consideration in connection
party that is within the comparable profit interval, that with the controlled transfer; or
amount of considerationwill generally be treated for purpos- (B) The considerationpaid by the transferee in connec-
es of this paragraph (d) as an arm's length consideration. tion with the controlled transfer was substantiallydispropor-
Accordingly, allocations with respect to those transfers ordi- tionate to th value of the intangible.
narily will not be made under this paragraph (d). See para-
graph (d)(5)(iv) of this section for exceptions to this rule. In such cases the rules ofparagraphs (d)(5)(i) and (iii)(B) of

this section that would permit no adjustmentor a more limit-
(iii)Efect f reported operating income of the tested edadjustmentshallnotapply.

party is outsideof the comparableprofit interval -- (A) Gen- (v) Reportedoperating income. The reportedterm oper-eral rule. If the comparable profit method applies (i.e., the ating income of the tested party mans the operating incomestandards for the matching or comparableadjustable transac- of the testedparty reflectedon a timely U.S. income tax returntion methodshave not been met) and the considerationdue in (or an amended return) filed before the Internal Revenue Ser-the controlledtransferresults in reportedoperating incomeof vice first contacts the tested party or any other memberof the
the tested party outside of the comparable profit interval, an

same group of controlled taxpayers conceming an examina-
adjustmentunder this method may be made to the amount of tion of the return for the taxable year. If the tested party files a
consideration for such transfer. Except as provided in para- U.S. income tax return, its operating income is considered
graph (d)(5)(iii)(B)of this section, the adjustmentmust result reflected on a U.S. ncome tax return if the calculationof tax-in a level of operating income of the tested party at the most able ncome on its return for the taxable year takes into
appropriate point within the comparable profit interval, as account income attributable to the transferee's of the
described in paragraph (f)(8) of this section.

use

intangible or consideration charged for the intangible by the
(B) Discretion to limit adjustments. In determining the transferor.A writtenstatement furnishedby a taxpayersubjectamount of any adjustment to be nade under this method, the to the Coordinated Exanination Program will be considered

district director will considerhow closely the reported oper- an amended return for purposes of this paragraph (d)(5)(v) if
ating income correspondsto the comparableprofit interval. If it satisfies the requirementsof a qualified amended return for
reported operating income of the tested party is not signifi- purposes of 1.6661-6(c) as set forth in those regulations or
cantly outside the comparable profit interval, any adjust- as the Commissionermay prescribeby Revenue Procedure. If
nents made by the district directorwill take into account the the testedparty does not file a U.S. income tax return, its oper-amount of deviation between the comparable profit interval ating income is considered reflected on a U.S. income tax
and the reported operating income. The closer the reported return in any taxable year forwhich income attributableto the
operating income is to the comparable profit nterval, the transferee'suse of the intangible or considerationcharged for
smaller an appropriate adjustment may be. The adjustment the ntangible by the transferoraffects the calculation of tax-
must bring the operating income within the comparableprof- able ncome on the U.S. income tax return of any other mem-
it interval but may be smaller than necessary to reach the ber of the same group of controlled taxpayers.
most appropriate point in the interval. See paragraph
(d)(5)(iv) of this section for exceptions to this rule. (vi) Example. The followingexample illustrates reported

(C) Examples. The following examples illustrate an operating income:

adjustmentof the tested party's operating income: Example. USCo, a domestic corporation,wholly owns two foreign
subsidiaries Fl and F2. Fl is the developer of an intangible, which it

Example 1. The transferee of an intangible is the tested party and licenses to F2 for a royalty of 5% of gross sales. The royalty received
the comparable profit interval for the transferee, as determined under by Fl constitutes foreign personal holding company income under sec-

paragraph (f) of this section, consists of operating income falling tion 954(c). USCo timely files a retum for 1994 that includes the
between $1.5 and $2 million. The transferee's reported operating amount of the royalty payment as gross income under section 951. The
income is $2.1 million. Under all the facts and circumstances of this royalty amount has no other effect on the taxable income reportable for
case, the most appropriatepoint within the comparableprofit interval is 1994 on a U.S. tax return by any person. F2 is the tested party with
$1.7 million.However, the districtdirectordetermines that the transfer- respect to the controlled transfer of the intangible. In determining
ee's reported operating income is not significantly outside the compa- whether the royalty paid by F2 was an arm's length consideration, the
rable profit interval. Consequently, rather than adjusting the transfer- operating income of F2 will be considered its reported operating
ee's reported operating ncome to $1.7 million (the most appropriate income for purposes of applying the comparableprofit method.
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(6) Transfersfor more than one taxable year -- (i) Tim- paragraph (d) to ncrease the consideration for the ntangible
ing of review. If an intangible is transferred under an agree- for any taxable year if each of the following facts is estab-
ment with a term covering more than one taxable year, the lished:
considerationcharged in each taxable year may be adjusted (1) The controlled taxpayers entered into a written
to assure that it is commensuratewith the income attributable agreement that provided for an amountof considerationwith
to the intangible. The district director may consider all rele- respect to any prior taxable year that is determined to be an

vant facts and circumstancesthroughoutthe period the ntan- arm's length amount under either the matching transaction

gible is used in determining whether to make allocations in method or the comparableadjustable transactionmethod.
the taxable year under examination. Except as provided in (2) The written agreementbetween the uncontrolledtax-

paragraph (d)(6)(ii) of this section, the determination in an payers that entered into the matching or comparable
earlier year that the amount charged for an ntangible was adjustable transaction contained no provision that would
arm's length will not preclude the district director in a subse- have permitted adjustmentor terminationdue to unanticipat-
quent taxable year from making an adjustmentto the amount ed changes of profitability,and no adjustmentor termination

charged for the intangible. was in fact made by the uncontrolledtaxpayers in any taxable

year through the taxable year under review.
(ii) Exceptions -- (A) Operating income of the tested

(3) The written agreement between the controlled tax-
party remainswithin the comparableprofit interval.No allo-
cation will be made under paragraphs (d)(3) (matching trans- payers limited the use of the intangible to a specified field or

action method) and (d)(4) (comparableadjustabletransaction purpose in a manner that was consistent with industry prac-
tices and any limitationin the agreementbetween the uncon-

method) of this section for the use of an ntangible if:
trolled taxpayers.(1) An arm's length consideration (within the meaning (4) The tested party's operating ncome moved outside

of this paragraph (d)) was charged for the ntangible in the
of the comparableprofit interval solely because of changes in

year it was transferred; economic conditions that were--
(2) The reportedoperating ncome of the tested party was (i) Beyond the control of any member of the group of

within the comparable profit nterval (as described in para- controlled taxpayers, and
graph (f) of this section) in all years subsequent to the year of (ii) Neither anticipatednor reasonably foreseeable.
the transfer, ncluding the taxable year under examination;and (5) The written agreement between the controlled tax-

(3) There has not been a major variation in the annual contained provision that would have permitted
amounts of revenue attributable to the transferred intangible.

payers no an

adjustment of the amount of consideration charged for the
(B) Ten-year test. No allocation shall be made under this intangible, and that agreement remained in effect in the tax-

paragraph (d) to increase the considerationfor the use of an able year under review.
intangible if: (D) Examples. The unanticipatedevents test as set forth

(1) The ntangible was transferred pursuant to a written n paragraph (d)(6)(ii)(C) of this section is illustrated by the
agreement that meets the followingconditions: following examples:

(i) At the time the agreementwas entered into, the intan-

gible was in existenceand was reasonablysusceptibleof val- Example 1. X is a U.S. corporationwith a wholly-owned foreign
subsidiary Y. X and Y perform pharmaceuticalresearch, and manufac-

uation; ture and marketpharmaceuticalproducts worldwide.X has discovered,
(ii) The agreement was in effect throughout a 10 year patented and obtained FDA approval for Lolip, a cholesterol-lowering

period ending at any time prior to the taxable year under drug the active ingredientof which is different from the other competi-
examination; and tive drugs whichperformsimilar therapeuticfunctions. Severalof these

(iii)The agreementremained in effect in the taxable year competitivedrugs are licensed to uncontrolled taxpayers in Europe and

under examination;
Asia under long term arrangementswhich do not provide a mechanism
for adjusting the royaltypayments in the event ofunanticipatedchanges

(2) Significant commercial production nvolving the n economiccircumstances.After trial marketing in Europe and Asia to

ntangibleoccurred throughoutthe 10 year period; determine expected levels of acceptance,X computes a royalty on the

(3) The considerationchargedunder the agreement is set transfer from X to Y of the right to manufacture and market Lolip in

by reference to a royalty rate that was applied throughout the Europe and Asia on the basis of the expectation that the competitive
10 year period and continued to apply with respect to the tax- drugs will remain in those markets. Two years after X licenses Lolip to

able year under examination; and Y, a study is published linking the competingdrugs to high rates of liver

(4) Either of the followingconditions is satisfied:
cancer. A a result, in a short time Lolip captures a substantiallyhigher
percentage of the European and Asian markets than originally antici-

(i) The considerationcharged with respect to each of the pated. Based on reliable documentation,X establishes the five facts list-
10 years previously was determined, or is determined subse- ed in paragraph (d)(6)(ii)(C) of this section. Accordingly, no adjust-
quently, to be an arm's length amountunder either paragraph ment will be made based solely on the increasein the profitabilityexpe-

(d)(3) (matching transaction method) or (d)(4) (comparable rienced by.Y that was attributable to loss of market share by its com-

adjustable transactionmethod) of this section; or petitors due to the liver cancer connection.

(ii) The transferee's reported operating income was Example2. Assume the same facts as in Example1 except that there

within the comparable profit interval throughout the 10 year
is no linkage of the competing drugs to liver cancer and the competitors

period and the taxable year under examination. do not lose their anticipatedmarket share. Furthermore, it is determined
that the process for manufacturingLolip generates and releases into the

(C) Limitation on allocations in subsequent taxable atmospherehigh concentrationsof a certain pollutant in violationof the
years due to unanticipatedevents. No allocationwill be made U.S. Clean Air Act. Rather than modify the process used in X's U.S.
under this plant, X closes its manufacturingoperation and purchases from Y 100
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percentof the Lolip needed to supply the U.S market. The plant closing is not arm's length, instead of making an allocation with
is not a change that is beyond the controlof the parties. Accordingly,the respect to the assistance, the district director may treat theexception described in paragraph (d)(6)(ii)(C) of this section will not difference between the amountof an arm's length considera-apply. Any allocation made by the district director for subsequent tax-

tion for the assistance and the consideration charged by theable years will take into account the fact that Y has acquired the right, in
effect, to manufactureLolip for the US. market. assister as a loan, either from the assister to the developer(if

considerationcharged is less than an arm's length amount) or
(7) Lwnp-sumpayments. [Reserved] as a loan from the developer to the assister (if 'consideration

an to(8) Developmentofan inmngible -- (i) Identiicationof charged exceeds arm's length amount), that is subject
the developer. Except as provided in paragraph (g) of this paragraph (a) of this section.

section, when two or more members of a controlled group (iv)Examples. The following examples illustrate theundertake the developmentofan intangible,one memberwill principlesof this paragraph (d)(8). In all these examples, it isbe regardedas the developerof the intangible,and, therefore, assumed X and Y are members of the same group of con-as its owner for purposesof section482. The otherparticipat- trolled taxpayers.ing members will be regarded as assisters. Which controlled
taxpayer is the developerand which controlled taxpayers are Example 1. X, at the request of Y, undertakes to develop a new
assisters will be determined under all the facts and circum- machine that will function effectively in the climate in which Y's fac-
stances. In making this determination, greatest weight must tory is located.'Y agrees in writingbefore X incurs any costs to bear all

the direct and indirect costs of the project whetheror not X successful-be given to the extent to which each member --.

ly develops the machine. X does not make of its property(A) Bears the direct and indirect costs and corresponding any own

available for use in connection with the project without adequate com-risk of developing the intangible; and pensation. The machine is successfullydeveloped and X provides to Y
(B) Makes available without adequate compensation the process necessary to produceit. Y is consideredthe developerof the

property or services likely to contribute substantially to process and, therefore, shall not be treated as having btained it in a

developing the intangible. transfer subject to the rules of this paragraph (d).The district directr
may make appropriate allcations with respect to assistance rendered

A controlled taxpayerwill be treated as bearing the costs and by X. The district directoralso may treat any use of the process by X as

correspondingrisk of developmentonly if it is legally bound a transfer by Y that is subject to the rules of this paragraph(d) and make
before the costs are ncurred to bear the costs without regard allocationswith respect to that transfer.

to the success of the project. For this purpose, the risk to be Example 2. Assume the same facts as in Example 1 except that Y
borne with respect to development activity is the possibility agrees to bear the costs only if the machine is successfully developed.that such activity will not result in the productionofintangi- X is considered the developerand Y is regarded as having obtained the
ble property or that the ntangiblepropertyproduced will not process in a transfersubject to the rulesof this paragraph(d). Therefore,
be of sufficient value to allow for the costs of developing it. the district director may make allocations to reflect an arm's length
Other factors that may be relevant in determiningwhich con-

considerationfor the transferof the process.
trolled taxpayer is the developer include the location of the Exarnple3. X undertakes to develop a new chemical productM in
developmentactivities, the capabilityof each controlled tax- its research and developmentdepartment and incur direct and indirect
payer to carry on the project independently, the extent to costs of $1,000,000 per year in 1994, 1995, and 1996. X employs the

1 which each controlled taxpayer controls the project, and the formula for compound N which it developed and owns. The value of
actual conductof the controlled taxpayers. the use of the formula for compoundN in connectionwith the project is

$750,000. In 1995, four chemists employed by Y spend six months
(ii) Allocations with respect to transfers by the develop- working on the project in X's laboratory. The salary and other expens-

er. If the developer of an intangible makes the intangible es connected with the chemists' activities during that period total

available to anothercontrolled taxpayer (includingany assis- $200,000 and are paid by Y withoutcharge to X. In 1996, productM is
perfected and Y obtains patents on its formula. X is considered theter), the district directormay make an allocation with respect developerof productM because, among other things, it bore the great-to that transfer to reflect an arm's length considerationfor the est share of the costs and risks incurred in connection with the projectintangible. See paragraph (d)(1) of this section. and made available valuable property (the formula for compound N).
The formula.forproduct M is deemed to have been transferred to Y in(iii)Allocationswith respectto assistanceprovidedto the 1996 by virtue of Y's obtaining patent rights to productM. The district

developer. The district director may make allocations to director may make allocations in that year to reflect arm's length con-
reflect arm's length consideration for assistance provided to sideration for the transfer. The district director also may make alloca-
the developer by another controlled taxpayer in connection tions in 1995 with respect to the assistancerendered by Y. If the district
with the developmentof an intangible. Such assistance may director does not make an allocation for 1995 with respect to the ser-

include loans, services, or the use of tangible or intangible vices of the chemists in accordancewith the principlesofparagraph (b)
of this section, the district director may treat the amount of an arm'sproperty. The amountofany allocationrequiredwith respect length considerationas a loan to X from Y.

to that assistance must be determined in accordancewith the
applicable rules of this section. For example, if one member Example 4. X, a foreign producer of cheese, markets its cheese in
of a controlledgroup allows another memberof the group to countriesother than the United States under the trade name DR. X owns

use tangible property, such as laboratory equipment, in con- all worldwide rights to this name. The name is widely known and is
nection with the latter's development of an intangible, any

valuable outside the United States but is not known within the United
States. In 1995, X decides to enter the U.S. market and organizes U.S.allocationswith respect to the developer'suse of the tangible subsidiary Y to be its U.S. distributor and to supervise the advertisingproperty wiIl be determined under paragraph (c) of this sec- and other marketing efforts that will be required to develop the name

tion. If considerationfor assistanceprovidedto the developer DR in the United States. Y incurs $5,000,000 of expenses promoting
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the name DR in that year for which it is not reimbursedby X. Y is con- erally, the best such method will result in operating income
sidered the developerof the enhancedU.S. rights to the trade name. for the tested party that is at the most appropriatepoint with-

in the comparable profit interval as described in paragraph(e) Sales of tangible property -- (1) In general --(i)
Arm's length smndard.Where one memberofa group ofcon- (f)(8) of this section. The napplicabilityof a higherpority
trolled taxpayers sells or otherwisedisposes of tangibleprop-

method need not be specifically establishedbefore applying
erty to another member of the group (controlled sale) at an other methodunder this paragraph (e)(1)(iv). However,

other than\an ann's length price, the district director may
an ann's length consideration must be determined under a

make appropriate allocatios between the seller and the higher priority method if it is established that the standards

buyer to reflect an arm's length price for that sale or disposi- for its applicationare met. ..

tion. An arm's length price is the price that an uncontrolled (v)Productline andstatisticalanalysis.Themethodsof

taxpayer would have paid under the same circumstances for determining arm's length prices described in this paragraph
the property involved in the controlled sale. (e) are stated in terms of their application to individual sales

of property. However, because a taxpayer may make con-
(ii) Priorityofmethods.Paragraphs (e)(2), (3), and (4) of

trolled sales of different products, separatethis section prescribe three methods for determining arm's many or many
an

sales of the same product, it may be impractical to analyze
length consideration. They are, respectively, the comparable
uncontrolled price method, the resale price method, and the every sale for the purpose of determining the arm's length

an may or
cost plus method. In addition, a special rule is provided in price. Therefore arm's length price be determined

verified by applying the pricing methods to product lines or
paragraph (e)(1)(vi) of this section for the sale of an ore or

mineral. Because the comparable uncontrolled price method
other groupings where it is impracticl to ascertainan arm's

generally will involve the most complete'nd accurate data length price for each product or sale. In addition, the district
directormay determineor verify the arm's length price of all

and require the fewest and most readily quantifiable adjust- sales to controlledtaxpayerby employingreasonablestatis-
ments, the amount of an arm's length considerationmust be

a

tical sampling techniques.determinedunder this method if the standards for its applica-
tion are met. If those standards are not met, the amount of an (vi)Mineral products. The price for a mineral product
arm's length consideration must be determined under either whichis sold at the stage at which mining or extractionends
the resale price method or the cost plus method, depending shall be determined under the provisions of 1.613-3 and

upon which method relies on the most complete and accurate 1.613-4.

data, and requires the fewest and most readily quantifiable (2) * * * * *

adjustments.Use of the resale price methodordinarilyis more

appropriatewhen a manufacturersells products to a controlled (ii) * * * Some of the differences that may affect

distributor-which,without furtherprocessingor the use ofsig- the price ofproperty are differencesin the qualityof the prod-
nificant intangibles,resells the products in uncontrolledtrans- uct, terms of sale, intangibleproperty associatedwith the sale,
actions. Use of the cost plus method ordinarily is more appro- time of sale, sales volume, nventory turnover rate, advertis-

priate when a manufacturersells products to a controlled tax- ing and warrantypractices and the level of the market and the

payer that after .further processing, or the use of significant geographicmarket in which the sale takes place. ***

intangibles, resells the products in uncontrolled transactions. Example (4). Assume that the circumstancessurrounding the con-

The napplicability of a'higher priority method need not be trolled and uncontrolled sales are identical, except that, in the con-

specifically established before applying a lower priority trolled sales, the transferee bears the warranty obligations that arise in

method. However an arm' length consideration must be the resale of the product. If the effect of this difference on the price is

determinedunder a higherpriority method if it is established not reasonably ascertainable, then the uncontrolled sales will not be

that the standards for its applicationare met. comparableto the controlled sales.

Example (5). Assume that the circumstancessurrounding the con-

(iii)Confirmationof resale price and cost plus methods trolled anduncontrolledsales areidentical,exceptforthefactthatthe
by the comparable profit interval. A transfer price deter- volume of controlledsales is different from the volume of uncontrolled

mined under either the resale.price method or the cost plus sales and such volume of controlled sales would produce a reasonably
rnethod reflects ann's length considerationonly if that price ascertainablevolume discount. The adjusted uncontrlled sales will be

results in a level of operating income for the tested party that comparable to the controlled sales.

is within the comparable profit interval described in para- * * * * *

graph (f) of this section.
(f) Comparable profit interval -- (1) In general. The

(iv) Other methods. Where none of the three methods of comparableprofitnterval is composedofvarious amountsof

pricing described in paragraph (e)(1)(ii) of this section can profit that a tested party would have earned if objective mea-

reasonablybe applied under the facts and circumstanesof a sures of its profitability (profit level indicators) had been

particular case, a method of pricing other than those equivalent to those of various uncontrolled taxpayers that
described in that paragraph, or a variation on those methods, performed similar functions. Specifically,profit level indica-

may be used, but only if that method yields a level of operat- tors derived from the financialdata ofuncontrolledtaxpayers
ng ncome for the tested party that is within the comparable are applied to the tested party to recalculate its. operating
profit interval describedin paragraph (f) of this section. Such income. Each recalculated amount is referred to in this sec-

methods may include an analysis based on profit level indi- tion as constructive operating income. The comparable
cators, described in paragraph-(f)(6)(iii)of this section. Gen- profit interval is then derivedfrom those constructiveoperat-
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ing ncomes that converge. This comparableprofit interval is party ordinarilywill be the transferee. In cases involving the
used to confirm the validity of a transfer price calculated controlled sale of tangible property in which the resale price
through the use of other methodologies, under the rules of method applies, the tested party ordinarilywill be the buyer.
paragraphs (d)(4), and (e)(1)(i) and (iv) of this section. In In cases nvolving the controlled sale of tangible property in
addition, under the rules of paragraphs(d)(5)and (e)(1)(iv) which the cost plus method applies, the tested party ordinari-
of this section, the comparableprofit ntervalmay be used in ly will be the seller. However, the comparableprofit nterval

determining the transfer price for the controlled transfer of ma be applied to check the operating ncome of any party to

ntangibleproperty. Paragraph (f)(3) of this section describes a controlledtransactionif the operating ncome of such party
the six steps of the analysis that is applied in this paragraph can be more reliably and accurately tested than the operating
(f) to derive the comparable profit nterval. While in many ncome ofother parties.
cases this analysis will consist of a sequential applicationof
the six steps, the steps are nterdependent and certain steps (5) Step 2: Determine the applicable businessclassiica-

may have to be reapplied to take into account results derived tion ofthe testedparty -- (i) In general.The constructiveoper-
in succeedingsteps. ating ncomes that are used to establish the comparableprofit

nterval are derived from the operations of uncontrolledpar-
(2) Data from multiple years. Unless the circumstances ties that are similar to the tested operationsof the testedparty

indicate that a differentperiod is more appropriate, the nter- This paragraph (f)(5) provides rules for identifying these
val will be based on actual results (rather than projections) operations, which are referred to as the applicable business
from the three-year period that ncludes the taxable year classification.As describedin paragraphs (f)(5)(ii) and (i) of
under review, the precedingyear and the followingyear. Cir- this section, determiningthe applicablebusinessclassification
cumstances that may warrant the use of a different period s a two-stageprocess. First, the operations of the tested party
nclude the unavailabilityof reliable data from the relevant that are related to the transactionsbetweenthe testedparty and
time periods, the normal business cycles of the industry the other members of the group of controlled taxpayers are
under review, and the life cycle of the products or ntangibles identified (the tested operations). Second, the tested opera-
being examined. To the extent that reliable data is available, tions are matched as closely as possible to sirnilar operations
data pertaining to uncontrolledtaxpayers and data pertaining ofuncontrolledtaxpayersbased on the data available to deter-
to the tested party should relate to comparable time periods. mine the applicablebusinessclassification.In some cases, the

(3) Development of a comparable profit interval. The analyses of the constructive operating incomes discussed

development of a comparable profit nterval consists of the below may indicatethat there is nsufficientreliabledata relat-

following steps: ed to the applicablebusinessclassificationto constructa com-

(i) Step 1. Select the party to a controlled transaction to parable profit interval. In such a case it will be necessary
be tested. This determinationis made under paragraph (f) (4) under this paragraph (f)(5) to identify a different applicable
of this section. business classification (or classifications) that may be more

(ii) Step 2. Determine the applicablebusiness classifica- specific or more general than the original applicablebusiness

tion of the tested party. This determination is made under classificationin order to obtain sufficient reliable data to con-

paragraph (f)(5) of this section. struct the comparableprofit nterval.

(iii)Step 3. Compute constructive operating incomes, as (ii) Tested operations. Tested operations include that
described in paragraph (f)(6) of this section. portion of the tested party's operations that are related to or

(iv) Step 4. Determine the comparable profit nterval, as ntegrated with the transactions with controlled parties that
described in paragraph (f)(7) of this section.

are under review. These operationsmay nclude manufacture
(v) Step 5. When necessary, determine the most appro- and sale of products, product lines, or other product group-

priate point in the comparableprofit interval, as described in ings, as well as types of services or other functions that the
paragraph (f)(8) of this section. tested party performs. The identificationof tested operations

(vi) Step 6. Determinethe transferprice for the controlled must consider both the types of products and the functions
transaction, as described in paragraph (f)(9) of this section. that are related to the transactions between the tested party

(4) Step 1 : Select the party to a controlledtransactionto and controlledtaxpayers. For example, if he testedparty's
be tested -- (i) In general. The first step in constructing a only transactions with other members of the group of con-

cornparable profitinterval isto determine which of the par- trolled taxpayers consist of purchases of a single product for

ties to the controlled transactionwill be the tested party. The resale, and such purchases represent a small portion of the

party selected need not be the person that is under examina- tested party's overall inventory purchases, then the tested

tion. For exarnple, if an exarninationconerns the income of operations should be those that relate to purchases and sales

a U.S. parent corporation attributable to the transfer of an of that product. If, however, the tested party engages in mul-

ntangibleto a foreign subsidiary,the comparableprofit inter- tiple transfers of tangible and intangible property with other

val may be calculated with respect to the subsidiary. members of the group of controlled taxpayers, the tested

operations should be those that relate to all such transfers. In
(ii) Basis for selection of the tested party. The tested appropriatecases, the tested operationswill include all of the

party is the party to the controlled transactionwhose operat- operationsof the tested party.
ng ncome can be verified using the most reliable data and
with the fewest and most accurately quantifiable adjust- (iii)Applicable business classiication. The applicable
ments. In the case of a transfer of an ntangible, the tested business classification is the broadestcategoryof tested oper-
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ations that most corresponds to the products and functions of (ii)Selectionofprofit level indicatorsthatprovidea reli-
uncontrolled taxpayers for which sufficient reliable data is able basisfor comparingproits -- (A) In general. Profit level

available. If, however, there is insufficientreliable data from indicators measure the relationship between various factors
uncontrolled taxpayers that corresponds to the tested opera- and ncome. A variety of differentprofit level indicators can

tions, then the tested operations are divided into more than be calculated in any given case. Thus, this step requires the
one applicable business classification, each of which corre selection of the profit level ndicator (or ndicators) that will

sponds to products and functions of uncontrolled parties for produce an accurate comparisonunder the facts and circum-
which reliable data is available. If the tested operations must stances of the particularcase, depending on the nature of the
be divided, each applicable business classification selected activities being examined and the reliability of the available
must be as broad as possible, while still ensuring that reliable data from uncontrolled taxpayers. A profit level indicator
data regardinguncontrolledparties is available. A broad clas- may provide a reliable basis for comparing profits even if it
sification that corresponds to the tested operationsmay not be can be appropriatelyapplied only to some, but not all, of the
divided into more specific classificationsif there is sufficient uncontrolledtaxpayers.
reliable data relating to the broad classification.If, however, it (B) Definitions. The followingdefinitions apply for pur-
iS not possible to obtain reliable data regarding uncontrolled poses of determining profit level indicators and computing
taxpayers that perform functions with respect to productsthat constructiveoperating income:

closely correspondto the products related to the tested opera- (1) Sales. The term sales means the mount of total

tions, then the scope of the applicable business classification revenue from sales, less discounts and returns.

is broadened to nclude the functions performedby the testd (2).,Gross income. The term gross income means sales

party and as broad a category of products as is necessary to less cost of goods sold.
obtain reliable data. For example, if the tested operations are (3) Operating expenses. The term operating expenses
distributionof compact disc players, in the absence of suffi- includes expenses associatedwith advertising, sales, market-
cient reliabledata a broaderapplicablebusinessclassification, ng, administration,research and development,and a reason-

such as distributionof consumerelectronic products, may be able allowance for depreciatonand amortization.It does not

appropriate. Although it is not necessary to demonstrate that include interest expense, foreign ncome taxes (as described
there is inadequatedata relating to a narrow category of prod- in 1.901-2(a)),and domestic income txes.
ucts before applying a broad category ofproducts, if it subse- (4) Operating income. The term operating income

quently is establishedthat there is adequatereliabledta relat- means gross income less operating expenses.
ing to a narrow categoryofproducts, then the applicablbusi- (5) Assets. The term assets generally means the book
ness classificationwill be based on that narrow category. value of total assets (measured by the average of the book

values for the beginning of the ear and the end of the year).
(6) Step 3: Computecontructiveoperating incomes -- (i) Where recent acquisitions, leased assets, purchased intangi-

In general. Constructive operating ncome is computed by bles or currency fluctuations,or other factors create a signif-
applying profit level indicators derived from uncontrolled icant difference between the book value of the assets of the

taxpayers to financial data of the tested party. The selection controlled taxpayer and the book value of the assets of the
of profit level indicators under this step depends upon two uncontrolled taxpayers that would distort the comparison,
interdependentfactors: first, the extent to which reliable data appropriateadjustmentsmust be made so that the asset values
is available concerning similar uncontrolled taxpayers; and in each case are measured on a comparablebasis.

second, the extent to which particularprofit level indicators (C) Proit level indicators. Profit level ndicators that

provide a reliable basis for comparing profits of controlled providea reliable basis for comparingprofitsmay nclude the
and uncontrolledtaxpayersunder the facts and circumstances following:
of the case. (1) Rate of return on assets. Therate ofreturn on assets

is the ratio computedby dividing the operating incomeof the

(ii) Selection ofdata relating to uncontrolled taxpayers. uncontrolledtaxpayerby the assets of that taxpayer. It may be

Data relating to uncontrolledtaxpayersmust be selectedfrom necessary to make certain adjustments to the assets of the
the data used for purposes of selecting the applicable busi- uncontrolled taxpayers as described under the definition of
ness classificationunder paragraph (f)(5)(iii) of this section. assets in paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(B)(5)of this section. This prof-
In determining which data to select, further consideration it level indicator is more reliable when the values of self-
must be given to the similaritybetween the uncontrolledtax- developed intangiblesheld by the tested party and the uncon-

payers and the tested party. Similaritywith respect to the size trolled taxpayers are similar.
of the operations composing the applicablebusiness classifi- (2) Margins. Margins are ratios that are determined by
cation and the relevantmarkets, as well as other factors indi- relationships between income and costs. Different margins
cating similarity, must be considered. When an uncontrolled divide income and costs in different ways. Accordingly, a

transfer used in a method described in paragraph (d)(4)(i) of number of different margins may be examined, when appro-
this section, or an uncontrolled transactionused in a method priate, depending on the type of data available from the
described in paragraphs (e)(1)(iii) and (iv) of this section is uncontrolledtaxpayers. Reliable margins may nclude:
tested to determine whether it results in a level of operating (i) Ratioofoperating income to sales.Theratioofoper-
income that is within the comparable profit interval, the ating income to sales is frequently more reliable than other
selected group generally should include the relevant party to margins.Becauseit is based on broad measures, it accommo-

such uncontrolledtransfer or transaction. dates some variation between the functions performed by
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uncontrolled taxpayers and the functions performed by con- formed by the controlled taxpayers but that do not have sig-
trolled taxpayers. Nevertheless, similarity of the economic nificant ntangibles.
level of production for the functions performed (e.g., manu- (B) Overallproitsplit. Under the overallprofit split, the
facturer or distributor) and the type of business generally is group ofcontrolledtaxpayers'profit split is determinedin the
necessary to ensure reliability. same manner as under the residual profit split, but without

(ii) Gross income to operating expenses. The ratio of first providinga retum to assets.
gross income to operating expenses is most reliable when the (iii)Rulesfor applicationofcomparableproft split -- (A)
uncontrolled taxpayers perform functions that are similar to Limimtions on use ofproit split. A comparable profit split
tle functions performed by the controlled taxpayer. If the may be used only if reliable financial data is available regard-
functions performed are different, this ratio may not be used ng the members of the group of controlled taxpayers and the
because the compositionofoperatingexpenseswill be differ- uncontrolled taxpayers. In addition, a comparableprofit split
ent and may lead to inappropriateresults. Review of the clas- may be used only if the functions performed by each of the
sificationofexpenses for consistency is necessaryeven if the uncontrolled taxpayers are the same as the functions per-
functions performed by the taxpayers being compared are formed by each memberof the group ofcontrolled taxpayers.
virtually identical. This profit level indicator may be used A profitsplit may not be used if the combinedrate of return on

only when the uncontrolled taxpayers being compared have assets earned by the uncontrolledtaxpayersvaries significant-
characterized material items consistently or when adjust- ly from the combined rate of return on assets earned by the
ments can be made to the accounting entries so that such members of the group of controlledtaxpayers.Furthermore,a
items are classifiedconsistently. profit split may not be used if an uncontrolledtransferee pos-

(iii)Other margins. Other margins include, but are not sesses self-developedintangibles that are relevantto the appli-
limited to the ratio ofoperatingncome to labor costs and the cable business classificationand that contribute significantly
ratio of operating income to all expenses other than those more (or less) to the profits derived from the applicablebusi-
included in cost ofgoods sold. Other margins should be used ness classification than self-developed intangibles that the
only when they provide reasonable indicationsof the income related transfereeowns. See Example8 ofparagraph(f)(11) of
that the tested party would have earned had it dealt with con- this section for a case in which a comparableprofit split can-
trolled taxpayers at arm's length. not be used as a profit level indicator.

(3) Comparableprofit split -- (i) In general. A compara- (B) Appropriateuses ofproftsplits. A comparableprofit
ble profit split is derived from the combined operating split is most appropriatelyused where the tested party and the
ncome of uncontrolled taxpayers that entered transactions other members of the group of controlled taxpayers employ
and performed functions similar to those of the members of significantself-developedntangibles that are not reflectedon
the group of controlled taxpayers. Each such uncontrolled their financial statements, and the combined rate of return of
taxpayer's percentage of the combined operating income is the uncontrolled taxpayers is similar to the combined rate of
determined and used to divide the combined operating return earned by the members of the group of controlled tax-
ncome of the group of controlled taxpayers. payers. See Example 1 of paragraph (f)(11) of this section for

(ii) Methods for determining comparable proit split. a case in which a comparable profit split is applicable as a

Dependingon the reliabilityof the data, a residual profit split profit level indicator. Use of the residual profit split generally
or an overall profit split may be used. is most appropriate when the proportion of the combined

(A) Residualprofit split. Under the residual profit split, value of assets heldby each of the uncontrolledtaxpayers sig-
income attributableto assets is determinedby applying a rate nificantlydiffers from the proportionof the combinedvalueof
of return to the value of assets held by the uncontrolled tax- assets held by each member of the group of controlled tax-
payers. This amount then is subtracted from the operating payers. The overall profit split generally is more appropriate
income of each suchuncontrolledtaxpayer to yield the resid- when the relativebook value of assets is approximatelyequal.
ual income. The sum of the uncontrolled taxpayers' residual (4) Other indicators. [Reserved]
incomes is the residual combined income. The profit split is (iv)Applyingprofit level indicatorto controlledtaxpayer
the percentage of the residual combined income earned by to compute constructive operating income -- (A) In general.
eachuncontrolledtaxpayer.This profitsplit then is applied to The profit level indicators selected in paragraph (f)(6)(iii) of
the tested party to calculate its constructive operating this section and calculated for the uncontrolled taxpayers
ncome. The same rates of return that were applied to the selected in paragraph (f)(6)(ii) of this section are applied to
uncontrolled taxpayers are applied to the assets of the group the relevantfinancial data of the tested party, adjustedas pro-
of controlled taxpayers, and the resulting amount then is sub- vided in paragraph (f)(6)(iv)(B) of this section, in order to
tracted from the combined operating income of the group of compute constructiveoperating ncome.
controlled taxpayers. The residual combined income then is (B) Adjustmentstofnanciaidata of the testedparty. For
apportioned among the group of controlled taxpayers in the purposes of this paragraph (f), financial data of the tested
same percentages that were determinedfor the uncontrolled party must be adjusted in two ways. First, adjustments must
taxpayers. For purposes of this paragraph (f)(6)(iii)(C)(3)of be made to reflect any allocations under section 482, other
this section, assets are defined by reference to paragraph than adjustments made under this paragraph (or made under
(f)(6)(iii)(B)(5) of this section, except that assets do not paragraph (d) or (e) of this section and verified under this
include intangible property. The rate of return applied to the paragraph) that affect the tested party's financial data. Sec-
assets should be an average rate of return earned by uncon- ond, adjustments must be made to account for material dif-
trolled taxpayers that perform functions similar to those per- ferences between the assets of the tested party and the assets
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of uncontrolled taxpayers, such as differences in the relative operating ncome diverges include the relative distance
amounts of financial assets or inventory held. If the tested between the constructive operating income and the closest

party's assets are adjusted, the tested party's operating points in the interval compared to the distance between other
income ordinarily must be adjusted to reflect income and points within the interval. In determining convergence,
expenses attributable to the adjusted assets. For example, an greater weight will be given to the more reliable constructive

adjustment to impute carrying charges attributable to adjust- operating incomes. Reliability will be assessed by consider-
ed nventory may affect operating income. See Examples 5 ing the quality of the underlying data with regard to its rela-
and 9 of paragraph (f)(11) of this section, illustrating adjust- tive specificity, the similarityof the products and functionsof
ments that may be made to the tested party's assets and oper- the uncontrolled taxpayer from which the data is drawn and

ating income. the tested operations, the similarity of the markets from

(C) Examples. The following examples illustrate the which data is drawn, and the degree to which it fits the profit
principles described in paragraphs (f)(6)(iv)(A) and (B) of level indicator. If the number of uncontrolled taxpayers
this section. whose operations correspond to the applicablebusiness clas-

sification is large enough to permit the use of valid statistical
Example 1. Assume a selected profit level indicator is the rate of techniques, then convergence must be determined by using

return on assets, the rate of return on assets for selected uncontrolled those techniques to identify a reasonablynarrow area of con-
taxpayerA is 10.4 percent, and the assets of the tested party are $1,000. centration among all of the constructive operating ncomes
When using the rate of return on assets the relevant financialdata of the
testedparty is the book value of the assets of the tested party. Therefore, computed.
the constructiveoperating income computedusing the rate of retum on (8) Step 5: Determine the most appropriate point in the
assets derived from A is $104 (.104 x $1,000). comparableproit interval. It may be necessary to identify the

Example 2. Assume the ratio of gross income to operatingexpens- most appropriate point within the comparable profit interval
es is selected as a profit level indicator, the ratio of gross income to under this paragraph (f)(8) for purposes of the comparable
operating expenses for selected uncontrolled taxpayer B is '/3, and the profitnethoddescribedin paragraph (d)(5) of this section and
operatingexpensesof the tested party are $150. In addition, assume that other methods described in paragraph (e)(1)(iv) of this sec-
a $10 rental adjustmenthas been made under paragraph (c) of this sec- tion. The most appropriatepoint must be determinedconsid-
tion. This adjustment increases the tested party's operatingexpenses to

$160. When using the ratio of gross income to operating expenses, the ering all the facts and circumstances. If statistical techniques
relevant financial data of the tested party is its operating expenses.

-

wereused to constructthe comparableprofit interval,the most

Therefore, constructive operating income computed for the ratio of appropriate point is determined using statistical measures of
gross income to operatingexpenses derived from B is $53 (1/3 x $160). central tendency. Otherwise, in selecting the constructive

operating income that represents the most appropriate point,
(7) Step 4: Determine the comparable profit interval. the following factors should be considered:

The comparable profit interval is constructed by selecting (i) The comparability of each uncontrolled taxpayer
amounts of constructive operating ncome that converge to from which the constructive operating ncome was derived.
form an interval that is reasonably restricted in size. If there Comparabilityfor this purpose is based on -

is a small number of uncontrolled taxpayers whose opera- (A) The sirnilarityof the functionsperformedby the test-
tions correspondclosely to the applicablebusiness classifica- ed party to those performedby the uncontrolledtaxpayer, and
tion, two types of convergence should be considered in con- the similarity of the economic risks associated with those
structing the comparableprofit interval. The first type ofcon- functions;
vergence is convergence of constructive operating ncomes (B) The similarity of the products or services provided
of the tested party derived from several profit level indicators

by the tested party to those providedby the uncontrolledtax-
of a single uncontrolled taxpayer. Convergence of multiple and
constructiveoperating incomes derived from a single uncon-

payer;
(C) The extent to which different profit level ndicators

trolled taxpayer ndicates that the uncontrolled taxpayer and of the uncontrolled taxpayer produce converging results
the tested party are comparable and suggests that construc- when applied to the tested party;tive operating incomes derived from that taxpayer should be

(ii) The extent to which adjustments to
included within the comparable profit interval. When multi-

are necessary

ple profit level indicators derived from a single uncontrolled apply the profit level indicatorthat generatedthe constructive

taxpayer produce amounts of constructive operating ncome operating income. Constructive operating incomes derived
from a profit level indicator requiring the fewest and most

that diverge, those amounts will be excluded from the com-

parable profit interval unless the uncontrolled taxpayer's accurately quantified adjustments is accorded the greatest

financialdata can be adjustedappropriatelyto account for the weight;
(iii)The extent to which the profit level ndicatorthat gen-factors contributing to this lack of conformity. See paragraph erated the constructiveoperating income meets the reliability(f)(6)(iii)(C) of this section for a description of potential factors describedin paragraph (f)(7)(ii) of this section; and

adjustments. The second type of convergence that must be
considered is convergenceof constructiveoperating incomes (iv) The extent to which the profit level indicator that

con-
derived from one or more profit level indicators obtained generated the constructive operating income produces
from multiple uncontrolled taxpayers. Constructive operat- verging results when applied to each of the uncontrolledtax-

ng incomes that diverge from otherpoints in the intervalwill payers used in determining the comparableprofit interval.

be excludedfrom the comparableprofit interval. Factors that (9) Step 6: Determine the transfer price for the con-

must be considered in determining whether the constructive trolled transaction. When the most appropriate point within
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the comparable profit interval has been determined as transaction should remain 25 percent. Accordingly, the transactionwill
described in paragraph (f)(8) of this section (or, where appro- serve as a comparableadjustable transaction if the royalty rate from the

priate, only the comparable profit interval has been deter- uncontrolled transfer results in a level of operating income for CE that

mined underparagraph (f)(7) of this section), a transferprice
is within the comparable profit interval. To make this determination,
the district director develops profit level indicators from UE and otherfor the controlled transactionis determinedunder the princi- companies that perform functions similar to those that CEerforms.ples of paragraphs (d) and (e) of this section. The transfer

price is determinedby adjusting the actual charge for the con- (ii) Financial dam for CE and UE. In order to develop profit
trolled transaction to produce an operating income for the level indicators from UE, financial data is reviewed for both CE and

tested party that is equal to the constructiveoperating income
UE. For this purpose, data from years 1998 through 2000 is compiled
and averaged. In addition, the profit earned by USCorp and X

correspondingto the most appropriatepoint. attributable to products P and Q, respectively, is calculated in order to
determine the combined operating income with respect to these prod-(10) Coordination of the use of the comparable profit ucts. This review of financial data provides the following results (in $

intervalwith other allocations under section 482 -- (i) Allo- thousands):
cations that afect operating income. For purposes of para-
graph (d) of this section, the tested party's reported operating Data from CE Data from UE

income must be adjusted to reflect all other allocationsunder Sales 1,200 1,000

this section that affect operating income. Similarly, for pur-
Cost of Goods Sold (650) (550)
Gross Income 550 450

poses ofparagraph(e)(1) of this section, adjustmentsmust be Operating Expenses
made to account for allocations that affect operating ncome Royalty Payments (60) (250)
before determiningwhetheroperating income falls within the Other _90 _(75
comparable profit interval. For example, if the resale price Operating IIncome 400 125
method under paragraph (e)(3) of this section is applied, and Assets 570 440
a rental allocationis madeunderparagraph(c) of this section, Data from Data from
this adjustment should be taken into account in computing USCorp X

operating income before determining whether operating Operating Income 170 525
income falls within the comparable profit interval. As Assets 1000 440

described in paragraph (f)(6)(iv) of this section, such adjust-
ments also may affect the construction of the comparable (i) Operating income under potential comparable adjustable

transaction. If CE had paid an amount of considerationconsistent with
profit nterval. the UE license agreement, its royalty paymentwould have been 25 per-

(ii) Allocations that do not affect operating income. cent ofits sales, or$300 ($1,200x 25 percent) rather than the $60 itactu-
Income or expense adjustmentsunder section482 that do not ally paid. Adjusting the operating income of CE by the $240 difference
affect the anountofoperating income have no bearing on the in these royalty amounts ($300 minus $60) results in operating income

application of this paragraph (f). For example, nterest of$160 ($400 minus $240). The districtdirectordetermineswhetherthis

expense is an item ofexpense that is not deducted from gross
result would have been within the comparableprofit interval.

ncome in order to calculate operating ncome. Therefore, (iv) Proit level indicators.The profit level indicators described in

any adjustments to nterest expense have no effect on the paragraph (f)(5) of this section are first analyzed with respect to the
determinationof the comparableprofit interval. above financial data of UE to yield a percentage for each separate indi-

cator. Those percentages can then be applied to the financial data for

(11) Examples. The application of this paragraph (f) is CE in order to derive an amount of constructive operating income for

illustratedby the following examples. CE that conforms to each profit level indicator. The directordetermines
that in the present case, the four following profit level indicators are

Example I -- Comparableprofit intervalapplied to confirm a com- appropriate, and CE's financiai data does not need to be further adjust-
parable adjusmble transaction -- (i) Background. Controlled taxpayer ed in order to make them applicable:
CE is a foreign corporation that is wholly-ownedby a domestic corpo- (A) Return on assets. The UE data indicates that UE has earned a

ration, USCorp. In 1994, CE and USCorp conclude a 10-year license rate of return on its assets of 28.4 percent ($125 of operating income
agreementpursuant to whichUSCorp licensed the right to use a patent- divided by $570 of assets). If CE had earned 28.4 percent on its assets,
ed manufacturing process related to the production of product P in its constructiveoperating income would have been $162 ($570 of assets

exchange for royalty paymentsof 5 percent of CE's net sales of P. Dur- multipliedby 28.4 percent).
ing the audit of USCorp's 1999 taxable year, the district director (B) Ratio of gross income to operating expenses. The district
reviews whether the consideration charged for the patent is arm's director determines that given the type of intangible transferred in the
length. UncontrolledtaxpayerUE operates in the same market and per- controlled transaction and given the fact that royalty payments are

forms functions similar to those of CE. UE licenses rights to manufac- included in operating expenses by UE, royalty payments should be
ture and sell its productQ solely from an uncontrolled taxpayer, X, and included in operating expenses for purposes of applying this ratio. The
pays a royalty to X at the rate of 25 percent of its sales. Since the two UE data provides a ratio of gross income to operating expenses in the
transfers do not involve the same intangibles (and no other potentially amount of 138.5 percent ($450 divided by $325). Since the controlled
matching transactions are located), the matching transactionmethod is transaction being reviewed for CE (i.e., the royalty expense) is part of
not applicable.The districtdiretordetermines,however, that the intan- the operatingexpenses in this case, this ratio is applied to CE by deter-
gibles involved in the two transactionsare similar and that the econom- mining the level of operating expenses yielding this ratio in relation to
ic conditions and contractual terms involved in the two transfers meet gross income of $550. The operating expenses required in this case

the standards described in paragraph (d)(4)(iii) of this section. More- would be $397 (550 divided by 138.5 percent). If CE had made royalty
over, the district directordetermines that differences in the intangibles, paymentsof $307 ($397 of total operating expenses minus $90 of other
contract terms and economic conditions offset one another in such a operating expenses), its gross income would have been $240, and its
way that the royalty rate derived from the uncontrolled transaction for constructive operating income would have been $153 ($550 gross
purposes of determining an arm's length royalty rate for the controlled income minus $397 operatingexpenses).
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(C) Ratio of operating income to sales. The ratio of operating Example 2 -- Comparable profit interval applied to disqualify
income to sales for UE is 12.5 percent ($125 divided by $1,000). If potentialcomparableadjustable transaction. (i) The facts are the
CE's ratio were the same, its constructiveoperating income would have same as in Example I except that a differentuncontrolled taxpayer, DE,
been $150 ($1,200 of sales multipliedby 12.5 percent). also is found. DE licenses rights to manufacture and sell its product B

(D) Proft Split. An analysis of the functions performed and solely from an uncontrolledtaxpayer,G, and pays a royalty to G at a rate

income earned by CE and UE suggests that each has valuable self- of 5 percent of its sales. CE paid an amount of considerationconsistent

developedntangibles. In addition, the combinedrate of return on assets with the DE license agreement. If DE's license from G were a compara-
earned by CE and US Corp of 36.3% ([400 + 150]/[570 + 1000]) does ble adjustable transaction, the district director would need to determine
not differ significantlyfrom the combinedrate or return on assets earned whetherCE's operating income result of $400 were within the compara-
by UE and X of 34.1% ([125 + 400]/[440 + 1100]). Based on the fore- ble profit interval. The results from other uncontrolledtaxpayersderived

going, the districidirectordetermines that a profit split is an appropriate in Example 1 suggest that CE's operating income of $400 would have

profit level indicatorin this case. The district directordetermines that an been outside of this interval. Nevertheless,the district directorexamines

appropriate return for UE's measurable assets is 15.0% and that an DE's financial data to determine if this information suggests that inap-
appropriatereturn for X's measurableassets is 10.0%. Subtracting these propriate weight was given to the results in Example 1.
amounts from the operating ncome of each leaves a residual combined

(ii) FinancialdataforDE.Averageddata for DE from years 1998
operating income of $349 (125- [.15 x 440] + 400- [.10 x 1100]). UE's

through 2000 is as follows (in $ thousands):residual operating income of 59 (125 - .15 x 440) represents 16.9% of
the residual combined operating income. If CE had earned 15.0% on its Data from DE
measurableassets 0f570and X had earned 10% on its measurableassets

Sales 1000of 1000 their residualcombinedoperating income wouldbe $384 (570- Cost of Goods Sold (750)[.135 x 570] - [.10 x 1000]). If CE had earned 16.9% of this residual
combined operating income, then CE's constructive operating income

Gross Income 250

Operating Expenseswould have been $151 ([.15 x 570] + [.169 x 384]). Royalty Payments (50)
(v) Summary ofproft level indicatorsfrom UE. The following Other (75)

chart summarizes each of the profit level indicators derived from UE
and the profit results when those indicators are applied to CE's finan- Operating Income 125

cial data: Assets 1,190

Constructive (ii) Summary of profit level indicators from DE. The following
PLI Operating chart summarizes each of the profit level indicators derived from DE

From UE Income for CE and the amounts of constructive operating income which result when
those indicators are applied to CE's financial data. Insufficient nfor-

Return on Assets 28.4 % $162 mation on G is available to apply a profit split analysis.
Gross Income to

Operating Expenses 138.5 % $153 PLI Operating
From DE Income for CE

Operating Income to
Return Assets 10.5% $162

Sales 12.4 % $150
on

Gross Income to 200.0% $185
Profit Split 16.9 % $151 Operating Expenses

Operating Income to Sales 12.5% $150

(vi) Weight to be given to UE results. The data derived from UE
should be given significantweight for several reasons. First, the analy- (iv) Analysis of DE's proft level indicators. The levels of con-

sis has been performed at a very specific level (by comparable prod-
structive operating income derived from DE's return on assets and

ucts) and has been derived from the same market. Second, the results operating income to sales are similar to one another and to the amounts

from four different profit level indicators converge at an interval of of constructive operating income derived from UE. This information

$150 to $162. Finally, the license between UE and X meets the stan-
adds further weight to the results derived in Example 1. Therefore, the

dards for a comparableadjustable transactionand would produce oper-
new data suggests that constructive operating income of $400 would

ating income results of $160, which converges with the results pro-
not be within the comparableprofit nterval. The potential comparable

ducedby the other indicators. adjustable transaction of DE's license agreement is rejected and the
allocationdescribed in Example 1 is not changed.

(vii) Further analysis. The district director reviews other compa- Example 3 Transeroftangibleproperty resulting in adjust-no--

nies that are less comparable to CE than UE, but that perform functions
similar to those performed by CE and operate in similar markets. Data

ment. (i) Foreign Parent (FP) is a publicly-traded foreign corporation
with a U.S. subsidiary (USS) that is under audit for its 1994 taxable

from these other companies is not given as much weight as the data
FP manufactures product for worldwide distribution

from UE. Nevertheless,the data confirms that any reasonableconstruc- year. a consumer

and has developed a trademark that has significant U.S. marketingtion of a comparableprofit ntervalwould include $160 as an appropri- value. USS imports the finished product and distributes it within the
ate amount of constructive operating income for CE. Since the results

United States under that trademark. USS's income attributable to the
from other similarcompaniesconfirm the above findings, it can be con-

trademarkis material in relation to the income attributableto the sale of
cluded that the royalty rate of 25 percentused by UE would have result-

the product alone.
ed in CE being within the comparableprofit interval and that the trans-

action between UE and X meets the requirements for the comparable (ii) In accordance with paragraph (d)(1)(iii) of this section, the

adjustable transactionmethod under paragraph (d)(4) of this section. district director applies an analysis based on paragraph (d)(5) of this
section to determinean arm's length price for sales of the product from

(viii) Adjustment.Based on the above review ofUE and other sim- FP to USS.
ilar companies, the district director determines that the royalty rate of
25 percent derived from the license between UE and X, resulting in (iii) Based on all the facts and circumstances, the district director
$160 of operating ncome for CE, should serve as a comparable determines that USS shouldbe the tested party. Accordingly,the district

adjustable transaction as defined in paragraph (d)(4) of this section. director reviews the financial data of USS for the taxable years preced-
Accordingly, for 1999 the district director adjusts the royalty to be ing and following the taxable year under review. The district director
received by USCorp to 25 percent of CE's sales. determines that no adjustments to the financial data of USS are neces-
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sary under paragraph (f)(6)(iv)(B) of this section. For the taxable years Operating Income/Sales (Ol/S) 0%
1993 through 1995, USS shows the following results (in $ thousands): Operating Income/Assets (01/A) 0%

Gross Income/OperatingExpenses (GI/OE) 100%
1993 1994 1995 Average

(ii) Applying the same profit level indicators derived from thAssets 310,000 310,000 310,000 310,000 same uncontrolleddistributorsto USS now results in the followingcon-
Sales 500,000 500,000 560,000 520,000 structive operating income (COI) for USS (in $ thousands):Cost of Goods Sold 393,000 400,000 412,400 401,800
Purchases from FP 350,000 350,000 365,000 355,000 Unrelated USS USS USS
Other 43,000 50,000 47,400 46,800 Distributor 01/S COl 01/A COl GI/OE COI
Gross Income 107,000 100,000 147,600 118,200 A 4.2% 21,840 6.6% 20,460 118.0% 19,800Operating Expenses 80,000 110,000 110,000 100,000 B 9.6% 49,920 23.3% 72,230 146.7% 51,370Operating Income 27,000 (10,000) 37,600 18,200 C 7.1% 36,920 16.9% 52,390 139.0% 42,900

D 4.2% 21,840 8.0% 24,800 122.0% 24,200
The above data from USS, averaged over three years, results E 7.1% 36,920 11.5% 35,650 127.2% 29,920
in the following ratios: F 3.6% 18,720 6.3% 19,530 117.0% 18,700

G 3.1% 16,120 5.8% 17,980 115.0% 16,500
Operating Income/Sales (Ol/S) 3.5% H 1.8% 9,360 2.7% 8,370 106.9% 7,590
Operating Income/Assets(OllA) 5.9%
Gross Income/OperatingExpenses (GI/OE) 118.2% (iii) Constructive operating incomes derived from A, D, F and G

are most closely clustered. Using the principles described in paragraph
(iv) To construct the comparableprofit interval, the district director (f)(8) of this section the district director determines that F is the most

obtains data from independentoperators of wholesale distribution com- comparable uncontrolled taxpayer, the ratio of operating income to

panies. After examining this data, the district director selects only the sales is the most reliable profit level indicator, and that $18.72 million
companies in the most similar types of businesses and performing the is the most appropriatepoint in the interval. USS's reported operating
most similar functions in comparison to USS. An analysis of the infor- income in 1994 was a loss of $10 million. Therefore, for 1994 the dis-
mation available on these companies shows that theirprofit level indica- trict directormakes a $28.72 million adjustmentwith respect to USS's
tors do not fluctuatesignificantlywhen at least threeyears are includedin purchases from FP.
the average. Calculating the average ratio of operating income/sales, the

Example 5 Transer of tangible property with adjustmentfor--

average ratio of operating income/assets and the average ratio of gross inventory. (i) The facts the Example 4 except that USSare same as
income/operatingexpenses for each of the uncontrolleddistributors and has assets of $450 million in 1993, 1994 and 1995. Applying the same
applying each profit level indicator to USS produces the followingcon-

profit level indicators derived from the uncontrolleddistributors
structive operating incomes (COI) (in $ thousands):

same

to USS now produces the followingconstructiveoperating incomes for
USS (in $ thousands):Unrelated USS USS USS

Distributor 01/S COI OI/A COI GI/OE COI Unrelated USS USS USS
A 4.2% 21,840 6.6% 20,460 118.0o 18,000 Distributor OI/S COI 01/A COI GI/OE COI
B 9.600 49,920 23.3% 72,230 146.7% 46,700 A 4.2% 21,840 6.6% 29,700 118.0% 19,800
C 7.1% 36,920 16.9% 52,390 139.0% 39,000 B 9.6/'0 49,920 23.3% 104,850 146.7% 51,370
D 4.200 21,840 8.0% 24,800 122.0% 22,000 C 7.1/'o 36,920 16.9% 76,050 139.0% 42.900
E 7.1% 36,920 11.5o 35,650 127.2o 27,200 D 4.2% 21,840 8.0% 36,000 122.0% 24,200
F 3.6% 8,720 6.3% 19,530 117.0 17,000 E 7.1% 36,920 11.5% 51,750 127.2% 29,920
G 3.1o 16,120 5.800 17,980 115.0o 15,000 F 3.6% 18,720 6.3% 28,350 117.0% 18,700
H 1.8% 9,360 2.7% 8,370 106.9% 6,900 G 3.1% 16,120 5.8% 26,100 115.0% 16,500

H 1.8% 9,360 2.7% 12,150 106.9% 7,590

(v) The constructive operating incomes derived from the profit
level indicatorsofuncontrolleddistributorsA, D, F and G are clustered (ii) Further examination reveals that USS's ratio of inventory to

most closely. USS's average reported operating income of $18.2 mil- sales of .60 is substantiallyhigher than the inventory to sales ratios for

lion is within the interval that could be constructedfrom these numbers. A through H, which range from .19 to .31. As described in paragraph
Therefore, the district director determines that no allocation should be (f)(6)(iv)(B) of this section, USS's inventory is adjusted to reflect the

made under section 482 even though USS's operating income for 1994, inventory to sales ratios of comparablecompanies.The district director

a loss of$10 million, is clearly outsideof any intervalthat could be con-
determinesbased on all the facts and circumstances that it is necessary

structed from these numbers. to adjust USS's average value of inventory for 1993, 1994 and 1995 to
reflect a ratio of .31 ofUSS's sales, as set forth below (in $ thousands):

Example4 -- Transferoftangiblepropertyresulting in adjustment.
(i) The facts are the same as in Example3 except that USS report- USS 1993 1994 1995 Average

ed the following income and expenses (in $ thousands): Actual Inventory 300,000 300,000 336,000 312,000

1993 1994 1995 Average InventoryAdjustment (145,000) (145,000) (162,400) (150,800)

Assets 310,000 310,000 310,000 310,000 Adjusted Inventory 155,000 155,000 173,600 161,200

Sales 500,000 500,000 560,000 520,000 (iii) Based on the foregoing, USS's total assets are adjusted under
Cost of Good Sold 370,000 400,000 460,000 410,000 paragraph(f)(6)(iv)(B)of this section, set forthbelow (in $ thousands):Purchases from FP 320,000 350,000 410,000 360,000

as

Other 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 1993 1994 1995 Average
Gross Income 130,000 100,000 100,000 110,000 305,000 305,000 287,600 299,299
Operating Expenses 110,000 110,000 110,000 110,000
Operating Income 20,000 (10,000) (10,000) 0 (iv) Furthermore,adjustments to USS's operating income are nec-

essary to reflect a carrying charge for the extra inventoryheld by USS.
Applying the above data, the three profit level indicators described in The district director calculates the carrying charge by multiplying the
Example3 wouldnow produce the following results for USS: amount of the asset adjustmentby an appropriate interest rate. Assum-
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ing that the appropriate rate in this case is 4%, the carrying charge for (iv) Applying the principles of paragraph (f)(6) of this section to

each of the years 1993 and 1994 is $5,800,000, the carrying charge for financial information from the uncontrolledcountry M companies, the

1995 is $6,496,000, and the average carrying charge for all three years districtdirectorcomputes the followingconstructiveoperating incomes
is $6,032,000. from the uncontrolledcountry M companies (in $ thousands):

(v) Based on the foregoing, the district director reduces USS's Unrelated ManuCo ManuCo

reported operating income for 1993 and 1994 by $5,800,000, and the Company 01/S COl 01/A COI

reportedoperating income for 1995 by $6,496,000.Thus, USS's report- A 5.3% 1,590 3.3% 825
ed operating income for 1993 is $14,200,000, for 1994 it is B 11.6% 3,480 8.2% 2,050
($15,800,000) and for 1995 it is ($16,496,000). The average reported C 17.0% 5,100 16.5% 4,125
operating income for the three years is adjusted under paragraph D 10.0% 3,000 12.0% 3,000
(f)(6)(iv)(B)of this section to ($6,032,000). E 8.6% 2,574 8.5% 2,120

F 14.0% 4,200 15.0% 3,750
(vi) The comparableprofit method under paragraph (d)(5) of this

section is then applied, based on the assets as adjusted above, to deter- Based on this data, the district director deterrnines that the most appro-
nine whether the adjusted operating income of ($6,032,000) is within priate point in the comparableprofit interval for ManuCo would have
the comparableprofit interval. resulted in operating income of $3 million, which requires an adjust-

ment of $18.5 million. To reflect this adjustment, the royalty rate is
Example 6 -- Transer of intangible to offshore manufacturer. ()

DevCo is a U.S. developer, producer and marketer of widgets. DevCo increasedfrom 5% of sales to 66.7% of sales.

develops and patents new production techniques for the widgets. The Example 7 -- Transfer of intangible to manufacturer/distributor.

widgets are manufactured by Devco's foreign subsidiary, ManuCo, The facts are the same as Example6 except that ManuCono longersells
located in Country H. ManuCo and Devco enter a license agreement to its controlled affiliate, MarkCo. ManuCo manufactures the widgets
pursuant to which Devco transfers the right to use the patent to Manu- for sale in a region outside the United States and is responsiblefor dis-
Co in return for a royalty equal to 5 percent of ManuCo's widget sales. tribution and marketing in that region. No informationon uncontrolled
ManuCo sells the widgets to MarkCo, a U.S. subsidiary of DevCo, for taxpayers perforrning this set of functions in country H is available. In
distribution and marketing in the United States. The price that DevCo addition, no companies performing similar functions can be found in

charges to MarkCo for the widgets is determined to be a comparable country M (since these functions are significantly different from the
uncontrolledprice within the meaning of paragraph (e)(2) of this sec- functionsreviewedunder the facts ofExample 6). Companiesperform-
tion. The districtdirectorexamineswhether the royalty rate of 5 percent ing the most similar functions in the most similar market are found in
paid by ManuCo to DevCo for taxable year,1994 is an arm's length the United States. Therefore, the type of analysis undertaken in Exam-
consideration for the patent. No matching transactions or comparable ple 6 is repeated using a selection of U.S. companies to generate profit
adjustable transactions are available. level indicators which are then applied to ManuCo.

Accordingly, the district director examines whether the operating Example 8 -- Transferof intangiblewithproft split.
income of ManuCo is within the comparableprofit interval. To begin (i) The facts are the same as Example 7 except that more infor-
this analysis, the district director examines ManuCo's financial data mation is available with respect to RW, an uncontrolledU.S. taxpayer.
from 1993-1995, which is as follows (in $ thousands): Specifically, enough information is available to calculate the way that

the profits are split between companyRW and the uncontrolled taxpay-
1993 1994 1995 Average er from which company RW licenses its intangible. The district direc-

Assets 24,000 25,000 26,000 25,000 tor examines the following information to determine whether the anal-

Sales to MarkCo. 25,000 30,000 35,000 30,000 ysis in Example 7, above, should be reconsidered:

Cost of Goods Sold 5,000 6,000 7,000 6,000
Gross Income 20,000 24,000 28,000 24,000

Percentof

Operating Expenses 2,250 2,50 2,750 2,500
Unrelated OI/A Combined01
RW 25.0% 75%

Royalty to DevCo (5%) 1,250 1,500 1,750 1,500 Licensor (to RW) 15.0% 25%
Other 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 Combined 21.4% 100%

Operating Income 17,750 21,500 25,250 21,500
Related

Based on this data, ManuCo's ration of operating income to sales ManuCo 86.0% 75%

(OI/S) from 1993 to 1995 was 71.7%, and ManuCo'sratio of operating DevCo 15.0% 25%

income to assets (Ol/A) was 86.0%. Combined 39.4% 100%

(ii) In order to compare ManuCo's profits with those of other (ii) This information shows that combined operating income is

companies, the districtdirectoranalyzes companiesperformingsimilar split 25 percent/75 percent in both cases (with 75 percent retained by
functions. No informationon uncontrolled taxpayers in country H that the licensee). In addition, the licensorin both cases has earned a rate of

perform similar functions is available. Other uncontrolledmanufactur- return on its assets of 15 percent. Although the profits are split in the
ers exist in country H. However, the functions they perform are signif- same way and the rate of return of the licensor is identical, the com-

icantly different from those performed by ManuCo. The country H binedprofitabilityof the products is substantiallydifferent. The product
uncontrolled manufacturers produce products at the direction of their manufacturedby ManuCo provides an overall rate of return on assets

purchasers, who maintain supervision over all aspects of the produc- (39.4 percent) that is almost twice the return earnedby the uncontrolled
tion, ncluding the amount produced. In addition, raw materials are taxpayers (21.4 percenO. Given this major variancebetween these com-

either purchased from the buyer or made at the direction of the buyer bined rates of return, the profit split information from company RW
and all processes employed in the manufacturingoperation are owned fails to provide reliable information regarding how profits should be

by the buyers. divided in the case under review. Accordingly, the analysis in Example
7 is not modified.

(iii) Since reliable data from comparable country H companies is
unavailable, companies performing the most similar functions in the Example 9 -- Transer of intangible with adjustmentforfnancial
most similar markets are considered. The district director determines assets. The facts are the same as Example 6, above, except that Manu-
that data available in country M provides the best match of companies Co has assets of $45 million. Examinationof ManuCo's balance sheet
in a similarmarketperformingsimilar functions. suggests that ManuCo has an unusuallyhigh ratio of financial assets to
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total assets. Based on a comparison of the financial assets held by (E) Meet the administrative requirements described in
ManuCo and those held by the comparable companies, the district paragraph (g)(6)(i) of this section.
directordeterminesthat $20 million of ManuCo's assets should be seg-
regated as excess financial assets. These financial assets are invested A cost sharing arrangement that includes ineligible partici-
with uncontrolled taxpayers and earn a market rate of retum. Segrega- pants may still be a qualified cost sharing arrangement but
tion of the excess financial assets is necessary in order to enhance the only with respect to its eligible participants. See paragraphreliability of the ratio of operating income to assets. Therefore, these (g)(3)(vi)of this section for rules applicable to neligiblefinancial assets are not included in the total assets when calculating par-
constructiveoperating income and the income earned from these finan- ticipants.
cial assets is not included in ManuCo'sreportedoperatingincomewith- (ii) Costs proportionate to benefts (A) In general. A--

in this applicable business classification. ManuCo's assets used in the
cost sharing arrangementmust establish method that, underacalculationof operating income/assets are adjusted to $25 million and

the analysis proceeds as in Example 6. all the facts and circumstances (including information about
the markets in which the intangible is likely to be exploited),

(g) Sharing ofcosts and risks -- (1) In general -- (i) Limi- reflects a reasonable effort to share the costs of developing
mtion on allocations.If a memberof a group ofcontrolledtax- ntangiblesin proportionto the benefits that each eligiblepar-
payers acquires an intangible as an eligible participant in a ticipant anticipates it will receive from the exploitation of
qualified cost sharing arrangement, the district director may intangibles developed under the arrangement. Under appro-
make allocationswith respect to that acquisitionto reflecteach priate circumstances, anticipated benefits may bemeasured

participant'sarm's length share of the costs and risks ofdevel- by reference to anticipatedunits ofproduction(where there is
oping the ntangible,under the rules of this paragraph(g). If a a uniformunit of production for all participants),anticipated
member of a group of controlled taxpayers acquires an intan- sales (measured at the same level of the productionor distri-
gible from another member of the group through any means bution process for all participants), anticipated gross or net
other than as an eligible participant in a qualified cost sharing profit, or any other measure that reasonablypredicts the ben-
arrangement, then the district director may make appropriate efits to be shared. If the ntangible development benefits
allocations to reflect an arm's length consideration for the more than one qualified cost sharing arrangement, the antici-
ntangibleunder the rules of paragraph (d) of this section. pated benefits of a participant of any of those arrangements

must be measuredby reference.to all such arrangements.
(ii) Scope of regulations. An arrangement for the devel- (B) Adjustments to the method used. A method reflects a

opment of intangibles will be considered a qualified cost reasonableeffort to share costs in proportion to benefits only
sharing arrangement only if it meets the requirements of if it provides that the costs shared by each eligible participant
paragraph (g)(2) of this section. A memberof a group ofcon- must be adjusted to account for changes in economic condi-
trolled taxpayers will be considered an eligible participant tions, the business operations and practices of the partici-
only if it meets the requirements of paragraph (g)(3) of this pants, and the ongoing developmentof intangiblesunder the
section. Paragraph (g)(4) of this section describes the alloca- arrangenent. Such adjustments must ensure that the method
tions that may be made by the district director to reflect an continues to reflect a reasonable effort to share costs in pro-
eligible participant'sarm's length share of the costs and risks portion to benefits over time, and they should generally be
of developing intangible property in a qualified cost sharing made on an annual basis.
arrangement. The character of payments made pursuant to a (C) Presumption based on operating income (1) In--

qualified cost sharing arrangementis described in paragraph general. A method will be presumed not to reflect a reason-
(g)(5) of this section. Paragraph (g)(6) of this section sets able effort to share costs in proportion to benefits if a U.S.
forth administrativerequirements,and additional definitions participant's cost/ncome ratio is grossly disproportionateto
are provided in paragraph (g)(7) of this section. Paragraph the cost/income ratio of all other eligible participants. The
(g)(8) of this section sets forth a transitionalrule. U.S. participant may rebut this presumptionby establishing

that the method used in the provides a reason-(2) Qualfiedcost sharing arrangement-- (i) In general. arrangement
accurate measureA qualified cost sharing arrangementmust -- ably of benefits.

(2) Cost/income ratio. The cost/income ratio of a U.S.(A) Include two or more eligible participants; participant is the average of the cost of developing intangi-(B) Be recorded in writing contemporaneouslywith the bles borne by the participant divided by the participant'sformationof the cost sharing arrangement; average operating income attributable to intangibles devel-
(C) Provide for the sharing among eligible participants oped under the arrangement. The cost/income ratio of other

of the costs and risks borne by any participantof developing eligibleparticipantsis the sum of the otherparticipants' aver-
one or more ntangibles in return for a specified interest in age costs divided by the sum of their average operating
any intangible that may be produced; incomes attributable to intangibles developed under the

(D) Reflect a reasonable effort by each eligible partici- arrangement. For this purpose, the average cost of develop-
pant to share all of the costs and risks of intangibledevelop- ing intangiblesand averageoperating income is calculatedby
ment, including the costs and risks of unsuccessful or less using the average of such amounts from the current taxable
successful related development, such that each eligible par- year and the two preceding taxable years. However, different
ticipant's hare of the costs and risks is prportionate to the periods for costs, income, or both may be used if amounts
benefits that each eligible participant reasonably anticipates from such periods more clearly reflect the relationship
it will receive from the exploitationof intangiblesdeveloped between the cost of developing intangibles and operating
under the arrangement; and income .attributable to intangibles developed under the
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arrangement. For example, different periods may be used to the active conductof a participant'strade or business if a sub-
reflect the effect of the time between the year in which the stantial purpose for participating in the arrangement is to

development costs were incurred and the year in which the obtain an ntangible to transfer to an uncontrolledtaxpayer. It
benefits from developedntangibleswere realized. will be presumed that a substantial purpose for participating

(3) Operating income attributable to inmngibles. Oper- in a cost sharing arrangement is to obtain an intangible to

ating ncome attributable to intangibles developed under the transfer to an uncontrolled taxpayer if there are any signifi-
arrangement is all operating income that is directly or indi- cant direct or indirecttransfersofdevelopedntangibles to an

rectly attributable to the ntangible development area, with- uncontrolled taxpayer during the course of the arrangement
out reductionfor the cost of developing intangiblesand with- or within four years of the terminationof the arrangement.
out regard to cost sharing payments. Such ncome ncludes (B) Example. The following example illustrates a sub-
income from the license or sale of ntangibles developed stantial purpose:
under the cost sharing arrangement, and ncome earned with

respect to the sale of products or services incorporating Example. ControlledcorporationsA, B and C enter into a qualified

developed intangibles.
cost sharing arrangement for the purpose of developing an improved
product X. Costs are shared equally among the three taxpayers. A, B,

(4) Cross references. U.S. participant is defined in para- and C have exclusive rights to sell Product X in North America, South

graph (g)(7)(i)of this section. Operatingncome is defined in America and Europe, respectively. When an improved Product X is

paragraph (f)(6)(i)(B)(4)of this section. Cost of developing developed,C manufacturesand sells the new product in mostofEurope.
ntangibles is defined in paragraph(g)(7)(ii)of this section. However, for sound business reasons, C licenses the right to use the new

product technology to manufacture and sell products, within a small

(iii)Discretion to apply cost sharing. In unusual circum- Europeancountry, to an unrelatedmanufacturer.Exploitationofthe new

stances in which application of the developer-assisterrules ProductX technology in that country is not a substantial transfer of the

under paragraph (d)(8) of this section would not clearly technology.The districtdirectorwill not presumethat C entered into the

reflect the ncome of a memberof a group of controlled tax-
cost sharing arrangementwith a substantial purpose of obtaining intan-

gible property to license or to seil an uncontrolled taxpayer.
payers, the district director may apply the rules of this para-
graph (g) to any arrangement that in substance constitutes a (v) Treatmentofcontrolledtaxpayersas a single partic-
cost sharing arrangement (notwithstandinga failure to com- ipant--(A)In general. One memberof a group of controlled

ply with any requirementof this section). taxpayers may participate in a cost sharing arrangement on

behalf of one or more other members of the group (the cost
(3) Eligibleparticipant-- (i) In general. For purposes of

this paragraph (g), an eligible participant is a member of a
sharing subgroup).For purposesofapplying the rules of this

to a cost arrangement, the cost
group of controlled taxpayers that agrees to participate in a paragraph (g) such sharing

qualified cost sharing arrangement, if the participant meets sharing subgroup will be treated as a single participant in the

the administrative requirements described in paragraph arrangement.Whetherthe cost sharing subgroup is treated as

(g)(6)(ii) of this section, and if ntangibles developed under
an eligible participant under the arrangement will be deter-
mined on the basis of all of the activities performedby mem-

the arrangementare, or will be, used in the active conductof
bers of the cost sharing subgroup. Whether the arrangementthe participant's trade or business. Rules describing whether
establishes method that reflects reasonable effort sharea a to

an intangible is used in the active conduct of a participant's the ofdevelopingintangibles in proportion the antic-
trade or business are provided in paragraphs (g)(3)(ii), (iii),

costs to

must on bene-
and (iv) of this section. A special rule for the treatment of a ipated benefits be determined the basis of the

fits that the cost sharing subgroup reasonably anticipates
group of controlled taxpayers as a single eligible participant
is provided in paragraph (g)(3)(v) of this section. receiving from the exploitation of ntangibles developed

under the arrangement.
(ii) Trade or business. The rules of 1.367(a)-2T(b)(2) (B) Transferswithin cost sharing subgroup -- (1) In gen-

apply in determiningwhether the activities of a participant in eral. Any ntangible acquired pursuant to a qualified cost

a cost sharing arrangementconstitute a trade or business. For sharing arrangementin which a cost sharing subgroup is treat-

this purpose, the term participant in a cost sharing arrange- ed as a single eligible participantwill be considered acquired
ment must be substitutedfor the term foreigncorporation. solely by the member participating in the arrangement on

behalfof the cost sharing subgroup. Accordingly,any transfer
(iii)Active conduct. In general, a participantactively con- of that intangible by the participating member otherto anyducts a trade or business only if it carries out substantialman-

memberof the cost sharing subgroup is transfer of ntan-a an
agerial and operationalactivities. For this purpose, manageri- gible subject to the rules of paragraph (d) of this section.
al and operational activities carried out on behalf of the par-
ticipant by ndependent contractors may be attributed to the (2) Arrangementwithin cost sharing subgroup. The rule

participant,but only to the extent that the participantbears the of the precedingparagraph(g)(3)(v)(B)(1)of this sectionwill

economic risks, and receives the benefits, of those activities. not apply if all the members of the cost sharing subgroup
have themselvesentered into a separatequalifiedcost sharing

(iv) (A) Use of intangibles in the active conduct of a arrangement, pursuant to which they have reimbursed the
trade or business. In general, an intangible is used in the participatingmemberfor an appropriateshare of the arrange-
active conduct of a trade or business of a participant if it is ment's costs. In that case, any ntangibleacquiredpursuant to
held for the purposeofpromoting the participant'sconductof the first cost sharing arrangementwill be consideredacquired
that trade or business, or is otherwise held in a direct rela- by each memberof the cost sharing subgroup that is an eligi-
tionship to that trade or business. An intangible is not used in ble participant in the separate cost sharing arrangement.The
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treatmentof the separate cost sharing arrangementwithin the ucts or services that are ofpotentialuse to an eligible partic-
cost sharing subgroup must be determinedunder the rules of ipant if it is reasonable to expect that new products or ser-
this paragraph (g). vices within the area will be used in the active conduct of a

trade or business of that participant in a commercially sig-(vi) Treatmentofineligibleparticipant. If a qualifiedcost
nificant An ntangible development mustmanner. areasharing arrangementhas one or more ineligible participants exclude significant of intangible dv,elopment if itin a taxable year, the costs of developingintangibles incurred any area

is reasonable to expect that the intangible developmentwillby those participants in that taxable year must be taken into
lead to products services that not ofpotential toaccount by the eligible participants in determining their cost

or are use an

an areashares. An ineligibleparticipant that is a memberof the con- eligible participant. If intangible development used
in a qualified cost sharing arrangement is determined to betrolledgroup of taxpayersmust be treated as an assisterunder

broad, the district director make appropriatealloca-the rules ofparagraph(d)(8) of this section. Considerationfor
too may
tions under this paragraph (g) so that only those coststhe transferof an intangible that is due from an ineligiblepar- attributable to the developmentof products services thatticipantmust be allocated among eligible participants in pro-

or

portion to the share of costs of each eligible participant. See
are of potential use to eligible participants are shared under
the arrangement. See paragraph (g)(4)(iii) of this section forparagraph (g)(4)(iv)of this section for rules applicable to eli-
rules pertaining to the taxable with respect to whichgible participants that become ineligible participants in a years
allocations will be made and the computation of interestqualified cost sharing arrangement. charges with respect to such allocations.

(4) Allocations with respect to qualified cost sharing (D) Examples. The following examples illustrate the
arrangements-- (i) Appropriate scope of intangibledevelop- appropriate of intangibledevelopnentscope an area:
ment area -- (A) In general. The district director may make
allocations with respect to a qualified cost sharing arrange- Example 1. A group of controlled taxpayers in the automotive
ment to ensure that the intangible developmentarea covered industry enters a cost sharing arrangement under which they develop
by the agreement is broad enough to encompassrelated intan- new engine technologies.The group has members in CountryA and the

gible development (as described in paragraph (g)(4)(i)(B) of United States. Part of the intangible development conducted by the

this section), and narrow enough so that the costs shared are
members relates exclusively to electric motors and has no potential

to members offor the developmentofproducts or services that are of poten-
application intemal combustionengines. The Country A
the group do not presently and do not anticipate in the future producingtial use (as describedin paragraph(g)(4)(i)(C)of this section) or selling automobiles with electric motors. An appropriate ntangible

to each eligible participant. An intangible developmentarea development area for the group's cost sharing arrangement will not
is a classification of products or services with respect to include the electric motor development since it is reasonable to expect
which intangibledevelopment is conductedunder a qualified that such intangible developmentwill lead to products that are not of
cost sharing arrangement. potential use to the Country A members.

(B) Related intangible development. Related intangible
developmentconsists of all intangible development, includ- Example2. The facts are the same as in Example 1, above. In addi-

tion, one memberof the group conducts intangibledevelopmentrelateding basic research, that may reasonably be regarded as lead- to developinghigh performanceengines that are used in race cars. This
ing to the developmentof any product or service in the stated intangible development is not directly related to any products that the
intangible developmentarea, without regard to whether such group markets commercially. However, in the past certain advances
products or services are ever successfullydeveloped or sold. made in race car developmenthave been applied commercially,and it
Related intangible development also includes any activity, is reasonable to expect that the intangibledevelopmentwill continue to

conducted or funded by any participant, relating to similar yield technologies that will be exploited commercially.An appropriate
intangible development area for the group's cost sharing arrangementproducts or services. Whether products or services are simi- will include this high performance intangible development, since it islar for this purpose will be deterninedby examining all facts reasonable to expect that new productswithin the area could be used byand circumstancesthat demonstratethe practical or scientific each member of the arrangement.

relationship between the intangible development activities
engaged in with respect to the products or services. For this (ii) Appropriatemethodfor sharing costs -- (A) In gen-
purpose, considerationwill be given to the participants'prior eral. The district director may make allocations with respect
businesspractices, the businesspracticesofuncontrolledtax- to a qualified cost sharing arrangement to ensure that the
payers in the same or related businesses, and the three-digit method used for sharing costs is an appropriate measure of
Standard Industrial Classification code which includes such the benefits reasonably anticipated by each eligible partici-
products or services. If an intangible developmentarea used pant. Such allocationsmay be requiredwhenthe methodcho-
in a qualified cost sharing arrangement is determined to be sen fails to accurately reflect the reasonably anticipatedben-
too narrow, the district directormay make appropriatealloca- efits over time. Unless another method of sharing costs pro-
tions to cost shares under this paragraph (g) so that all costs vides a more reliable measure of the participant's reasonably
attributable to related intangible development are shared by anticipatedbenefits over time, an allocation may be made by
the eligible participants. See paragraph (g)(4)(iii) of this sec- reference to a comparison of the participant's cost/income
tion for rules pertaining to the taxable years with respect to ratio and the cost/income ratio of the other eligible partici-
which allocations will be made and the computationof inter- pants. Paragraphs (g)(4)(ii)(B) through (E) of this section
est charges with respect to such allocations. describe the allocations that may be made to reflect an appro-

(C) Potential use ofproductsor services. An intangible priate method of sharing costs. See paragraph (g)(4)(iii) of
developmentarea covers costs for the developmentofprod- this section for rules pertaining to the taxable years with
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respect to which allocations will be made and the computa- (ii) 2 x Other Participant'sCost/IncomeRatio =.8

tion of interest charges with respect to such allocations.
(iii) Since the U.S. participant'scost/incomeratio in paragraph(ii)

(B) Adjustments to costs shared. If a U.S. participant's of this Example 1 is less than twice the other participant'scost/income
cost/income ratiO is not substantially disproportionateto the ratio, the U.S. participant's cost/income ratio will not be considered
cost/income ratio of the other eligible participants, alloca- substantially disproportionate to the other participant's cost/income
tions that may be made under this paragraph(g)(4)(ii)will be ratio. Accordingly, the district director will limit any allocation to an

limited to appropriateadjustmentswith respect to the costs of adjustment to the costs borne by the U.S. participant

developing intangibles shared by that participant. Paragraph (iv) The district directordetermines,based on all the facts and cir-
(g)(4)(ii)(D) of this section describes when a participant's cumstances, that the intangible development expenses generate only
cost/incomeratio will not be consideredsubstantiallydispro- current benefits and that the participants' current operating incomes

portionate. The cost/income ratio is defined in paragraph attributable to the product area encompassed by the cost sharing
(g)(2)(ii)(C)(2)of this section. arrangementaccuratelyreflect the relative benefits that each participant

(C) Adjustments based on a substantially disproportion- derives from current intangible development expenses. Accordingly,
the participants' cost/income ratios for 1993 should be approximatelyate cost/incomeratio. If a U.S. participant'scost/incomeratio
equal. The U.S. participant's cost/income ratio of .56 is not approxi-is substantiallydisproportionateto the cost/incomeratio ofthe mately equal to the other participant's cost/income ratio of .4. There-

other eligible participants, a transfer of an intangible may be fore, the district director decreases the U.S. participant's 1993 cost

deemed to have occurred outside of the scope of the arrange- share payment in the amount of $3. The district director also increases

ment; in that case, allocationsmay be made under the rules of the 1993 cost share payment of the other participant in the amount of

paragraph(g)(4)(iv)(A)of this section (buy-inand buy-out) to $3, which is treated as a reimbursement of intangible development
reflect an arm's length consideration for that portion of the expenses to the U.S. participant in accordancewith paragraph (g)(5)

of this section. After these allocations, the U.S participant'sntangibledeemed to have been transferred.The portionof the 1993 cost/ncomeratio is .49 ($17/$35), and the other partic-
ntangible deemed to have been transferredwill be measured ipant's 1993 cost/ncomeratio is .47 ($28/$60).
by the difference between the U.S. participant's cost/income
ratio and the cost/ncome ratio of the other eligible partici- Example 2. (i) The facts are the same as in Example 1, above,

pants. Alternatively, appropriate adjustments with respect to except that the U.S. participant manufactures the product, markets it

the costs of developing ntangibles shared by that participant
and distributes it under its trade name, and the other participant manu-

factures the product and immediately sells it to an unrelated entity.
may be made under paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(B)of this section. Because the U.S. participant performs significant non-manufacturing

(D)Proportionate proits rule. A U.S. participant's functions not performed by the other participant, the district director
cost/incomeratio will not be consideredsubstantiallydispro- determines that the participants' operating incomes are not an accurate

portionate if it is less than twice the cost/income ratio of the measure of the relative benefits that the participants derive from intan-

other eligible participants.That is, this rule will apply if: gible developmentconductedpursuant to the cost sharing arrangement.
Rather, the district directordetermines that the relative benefits that the

Sum of Other participants derive are most accurately measured by a comparison of

U.S. Participant's Participants' their respectiveunit sales volumes. The participants'unit sales volumes

Average Costs 2x Average Costs for 1993 are as follows:

U.S. Participant's Sum of Other

Average Operating Participants'
U.S. Participant

Unit Sales 100
Income Average Operating

Income. Other Participant
Unit Sales 215

(E) Examples. Adjustments described in this paragraph (g)(4)(ii)
are illustratedby the followingexamples: (ii) Since, as discussed in Example 1, above, the U.S. partici-

Example 1. (i) A U.S. participant in a long-standingcost sharing pant's cost/income ratio is not substantially disproportionate to the

arrangement for the development of manufacturing technology is cost/income ratio of the other eligible participant, the district director

audited for its 1993 taxable year. In order to determine the type of will limit an allocation to an adjustment to the costs bome by the par-

adjustment that potentiallycould be made, the district director applies ticipants.
the formula described in paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(D) of this section. Para-

graph (g)(2)(ii)(C)(2)of this section requires that this formulageneral- (iii) To reflect accurately the benefits that each participantderived
from the research and developmentconductedpursuant to the cost shar-

ly be applied to the current year and the two preceding years. The fol-

lowing information is known about the participants in the cost sharing ing arrangement, the districtdirectorcompares the numberof unit sales

arrangement: per dollar of cost share payment generated by the U.S. participant and
the other participant in 1993. The U.S. participant's ratio of cost share

unit sales for 1993 is .2 ($20/$100), and the ratio of the
($ Thousands) ' payments to

other participant's cost share payments to unit sales for 1993 is .12
1991 1992 , 1993 Total

($25/$215).To approximatelyequalize these ratios, the districtdirector
U.S. Participant decreases the U.S. participant's 1993 cost share payment by $6, and

Cost Share Payment 15 15 20 50
increases the other participant's payment by $6. After adjustment, the

Operating Income 25 30 35 90
U.S. participant's ratio of cost share payments to unit sales is .14

Cost/Income Ratio 1991-1993 = 50/90 = .56 ($14/$100), and the other participant's ratio of cost share payments to

unit sales is .14 ($31/$215).Other Participant
Cost Share Payment 35 30 25 90

Example3. (i) Assume that the facts are the same as in Example 1,
Operating Income 9 75 60 225

above, except that the cost share paymentsof the participantsare as fol-
Cost/Income Ratio 1991-1993 = 90/225 =.4 lows:
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($ Thousands) bome by the otherparticipant.Therefore, the districtdirectormay deem
1991 1992 1993 Total a transfer of an intangible to have occurred outside of the scope of the

U.S. Participant 20 25 30 75 arrangement.
Other Participant 35 30 25 90

(ii) The district directordeterminesthat the portionof the intangi-
ble deemed to have been transferred (measured by the difference

(ii) Based on this data, the cost/income ratio of the U.S. partici- between the U.S. participant's cost/income ratio and the cost/income
pant is .83 ($75/$90), and the cost/incomeratio of the other participant ratio of the other eligibleparticipant) is 50%. Pursunt to paragraph (d)is .4 ($90/$225). The U.S. participant's cost/income ratio (.83) is more of this section, the district director determines that at arm's length the
than twice the cost/income ratio of the other participant (2 x .4 = .8). U.S. participant would have charged a royalty equal to 6 percent of
The district directorfurtherexamines the facts to determinewhether the sales to an uncontrolled taxpayer using the intangible in the same mar-
U.S. participant's cost/income ratio is substantiallydisproportionateto kets as the other participant. Therefore, the district director determines
the cost/incomeratio of the other participant that the other participant should pay the U.S. participant a royalty for

the use of the patent equal to 3 percent of sales (i.e., half of an arm's(iii) The U.S. participant presents data relating to later years that
demonstrates that its cost/income ratio would not be considered sub- length royalty).
stantially disproportionateif data from such years were used. The U.S. Example 5. (i) In 1993, a U.S. corporation enters a cost sharing
pariicipant explains that in its business there normally is a two year arrangement with a foreign affiliate. Neither party contributes any
lapse between the time that developmentof a new product is completed intangibles to the arrangement.The parties anticipate that the intangibleand the time that the product is introduced commercially. In order to development performed in connection with the cost sharing arrange-
match its costs and benefits more precisely, the cost sharing arrange- ment will result in commercial sales in 1995, and that the relative ben-
ment apportions the cost sharing payments among the participants efits that the partieswill derive from the intangibledevelopmentwill be
based on anticipatedsales two years in the future. Therefore, 1993 costs most accurately measured by the dollar sales volumes of products
were apportioned based on anticipated sales in 1995. The relatively incorporatingdeveloped intangibles. The written agreement represent-
high payment by the U.S. participant in 1993 was in anticipation that ing the terms of the arrangementprovides that the U.S. participantwill
the U.S. market for the product line was expanding. bear 70 percent and the foreign participant 30 percent of the costs of

(iv) The following data from the years 1990 through 1995 con- developingintangibles,respectively.The actual cost share paymentsby
the two participants and their incomes attributable to sales of productsfirms that the U.S. market was expanding relative to the other markets:
incorporatingdeveloped intangiblesare as follows:

($ Thousands)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 ($ Thousands)

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
U.S. Participant U.S. Participant
Cost Share Payment 20 20 25 30 30 35 Cost Share Payment 70 35 28 28 21 21
Unit Sales 80 90 100 100 250 300 Operating Income O O 5 30 50 60
Operating Income 25 25 30 35 50 65 Sales Volume O O 30 90 150 180
Other Participant Other Participant
Cost Share Payment 40 35 30 25 20 15 Cost Share Payment 30 15 12 12 9 9
Unit Sales 400 300 250 215 180 160 Operating Income O O 7 70 120 140
Operating Income 100 90 75 60 50 40 Sales Volume O O 70 210 350 420

(v) Based on all of the facts and circumstances, the district director (ii) Pursuant to the examinationof the U.S. corporation'sdetermines that the research and developmentbenefits the participants 1996 taxable year, the district director applies the formulaoftwo years after the research is performed. Accordingly, the district
directorapplies the proportionateprofits rules by using income data for paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(D) of this section to determine the
the years 1993 through 1995 and cost share payments for the years 1991 adjustments that might be made with respect to the cost shar-
through 1993, as follows: ing arrangement.The districtdirector agrees with the taxpay-

er that there is a two year delay between the time that ntan-
($ Thousands) gible developmentis conductedand the time that commercialU.S. Participant

sales result from the development.Accordingly,the data thatCost Share Payments 1991-1993 = (20 + 25 + 30) = 75
Operating Income 1993-1995 = (35 + 50 + 65) = 150 the district director uses for purposes of the proportionate
Cost/lncome Ratio = 75/150 = .5 profits formula is the parties' 1994-1996cost share payments

and their 1996-1998 operating incomes, as follows:Other Participant
Cost Share Payments 1991-1993 = (35 + 30 + 25) = 90 ($ Thousands)
Operating Income 1993-1995 = (60+50+40)=150 U.S. Participant

Cost Share Payments 1994-1996 (35 + 28 + 28) = 91Cost/Income Ratio = 90/150 = .6
Operating Income 1996-1998 (30 + 50 + 60) = 140

(vi) Based on this data, the U.S. participant cost/income ratio is Cost/Income Ratio = 91/140 =.65

less than twce the cost/income ratio of the other participant. Accord- Other Participant
ingly, an allocation by the district director for the 1993 taxable year, if Cost Share Payments 1994-1996 (15 + 12 + 12) = 39
any, will be limited to an adjustmentto the cost share paymentmade by Operating Income 1996-1998 (70 + 120 + 140) = 330
the U.S. participant. Cost/Income Ratio 39/330 .12= =

Example 4. (i) The facts are the same as in Example 3, above,
except that after modifying the analysis, as described in paragraph (iv) (iii) This data indicates that the U.S. participant's cost/income
of Example3, the U.S. participant'scost/incomeratio is still more than ratio is more than twice the cost/income ratio of the other participant.
twice the cost/incomeratio of the otherparticipant.The districtdirector Because the U.S. participant bore a substantially greater share of the
determines that the portion of costs borne by the U.S. participant from costs of developing intangibles than the other participant throughout
1990-1995 was substantially disproportionate to the portion of costs the years for which data is available, and because the parties failed to
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adjust their respective cost shares to better reflect their respectve exclusive rights were previouslyheld by a single participant,
shares of the benefits, the district director determines that the U.S. par- the considerationis owed solely to the participantwho owned
ticipant's costhncome ratio is grossly disproportionate within the the exclusive geographic rights.
meaning of paragraph (g)(2)(ii)(C) of this section. Accordingly, the

cost sharing arrangement adopted by the parties is presumed not to (C) Relinquishmentof rights. An eligible participant in a

reflect a reasonable effort to measure anticipated benefits as required qualified cost sharing arrangement may be deemed to have

under paragraph (g)(2)(i)(D) of this section. The arrangement is not acquired rights in an ntangible if another participant (a
considered to be a qualified arrangement, and the district director may departing participant) transfers, abandons, or otherwise
make allocations under paragraph (d) of this section to reflect an arm's relinquishes some or all of its rights under the arrangement,
length consideration for any intangible property obtained by the other to the benefit of one or more of the remaining participants.
participant as a result of the costs of developing intangibles borne by Once relinquishmentof rights departing partici-the U.S. participant.

a occurs, a

pant may not subsequentlyexploit the rights to any ntangible
(iii) Timing ofallocationsand the compumtionof interest deemedrelinquishedunless it pays the remainingparticipants

charges. If the district director makes an allocationunder the an arm's length considerationdetermined in accordancewith

provisions of paragraph (g)(4)(ii)(B)of this section, the allo- the rules of paragraph (d) o£ this section.
cation must be included in income in the taxable year under (D) Examples. The following examples illustrate pay-
review, even if the costs to be allocated were incurred in a ments described in this paragraph (g)(4)(iv):
prior taxable year. If such an allocation is made, appropriate a group to a
interest adjustments must be made in accordance with para-

Example 1. Three members of controlled decide form
cost sharing arrangement for the development of a car that can run at

graph (a)(2) of this section. Thus, for example, if the district normal speeds without the use of fossil fuels. Based on a reasonablepro-
director allocates additional cost sharing payments from a jection of their future benefits, each company agrees to bear an equal
foreign subsidiary to its U.S. parent corporation, the alloca- share of the costs incurred during the term of the agreement. Each mem-

tion must include the computationof interest with respect to ber contributes $1 million. The third member also contributes plans for

the subsidiary'sunderpaymentof costs in prior taxable years.
a motor. The two members contributingonly money must pay the mem-

ber contributing intangible property their share of the fair market value

(iv) Buy-in and buy-outpayments -- (A) In general. If an of the motor plans, in accordancewith paragraph (d) of this section.

eligible participant in a qualified cost sharing arrangement Example 2. In year one, four foreign controlled taxpayers enter

transfers an intangible that it owns to another member of the into a cost sharing arrangementto develop a commerciallyfeasiblepro-

group of controlled taxpayers, an arm's length consideration cess for capturing energy from nuclear fusion. The cost of developing
for the transfer must be determined under the provisions of intangibles for each participant with respect to the project is approxi-

paragraph (d) of this section. Such a transfer may occur, for mately $1 million per year. Based on a reasonable projection of their

example, if the intangible is developedoutsideof the arrange-
future benefits, each company bears an equal share of the costs. In year

ment, if the intangibleis developedinside the arrangementbut ten, a fifth controlled taxpayer joins the cost sharing group and agrees
to bear one-fifth of the future costs in exchange for rights which are

transfeTed to a new participant in the arrangement, or if the anticipated to represent one-fifth of the total benefit. The fair market

intangible is developed nside the arrangementbut additional value of intangibleproperty within the arrangementat the time the fifth

rights in it are transferred to existing participants upon the company joins the arrangement is $ 45 million. The new member pays

departureof a participant. Paragraph (g)(4)(iv)(B)of this sec- one-fifthof that amount to the priorparticipants (that is, $9 million dol-

tion addresses the form of considerationin such cases. Para- lars total, or $2.25 million to each existing member). The principles of

graph (g)(4)(iv)(C)of this section addresses transfers accom- paragraph (d) of this section may be used to determinewhether the new

member's payment was commensuratewith the income attributable to

plished by the relinquishmentof rights. In addition, the provi- any intangible that is eventually developed.
sions of paragraph (d)(8) of this section apply to determine
whether any member of the controlled group must receive Example 3. Domestic corporation M enters into a qualified cost

compensation for assistance rendered in the development of sharing arrangement with its foreign parent, N, for the purpose of

developing new products within the Group X product line. M and N
the intangible. For the purposes of paragraph (d)(8) of this share costs on the basis of the dollar value of sales in GroupX products.
section, the eligible participantsof a cost sharing arrangement Under an inforrnal arrangement,M sells products in North Amercaand

may be treated as a single person. N sells products in the rest of the world. N sells $10 million of GroupX

(B) Form ofconsideration.The considerationfor a trans- products every year. M sells $1 million of Group X products in the first

fer describedin this paragraph (g)(4)(iv)may take any of the year of the arrangement.However, each year M's GroupX product line

following forms:
sales increase by $1 million resulting in $10 million in annual sales in

the tenth year of the arrangement. Accordingly,M increases the share
(1) Lump sumpayments. [RESERVED] of costs it bears. In the arrangement's tenth year, the Group X product
(2) Installment payments. Installment payments spread developers make a major breakthrough.N decides to open a manufac-

over the periodofuse of the intangibleby the transferee,with turing plant in Mexico, and to sell its Group X product line in North

interest calculated in accordancewith paragraph(a)(2) of this America. M subsequently closes most of its factories, decreasing its

section; and total Group X product line sales to $1 millionper year, and reducing its
share of the costs of developing intangibles accordingly. M may be

(3) Royalties. Royalties or other paymentscontingenton deemed a departing member of the cost sharing arrangement in the
the use of the intangible by the transferee. The consideration arrangement's tenth year.
is owed to the person that transfers the intangible to the eligi-
ble participant. For example, if a new participant receives Example 4. In year one, domestic pharmaceutical corporation M

enters into a qualified cost sharing arrangementwith its foreign parent,
rights to an intangiblebeing developedunder a qualifiedcost N, and a sister company,O, to develop a cure for the common cold. For

sharing arrangement,and those rights are limited to the use of ten years, each company contributes $1 million annually to the cost

that intangible in a portion of the geographic area in which sharing arrangement. In the tenth year, M withdraws from the arrange-
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ment and is paid a buy-out amount of $10 million, plus interest. This records into English are provided within 30 days of a request
amount is based on the supposition that the value of intangible proper- for translationsof specific records), or those records are pro-
ty within the arrangement is equal to its development cost. Within a duced (and translations are provided) within a period agreedshort period of M's withdrawal, however, N and O file a new drug
applicationfor a cure for the commoncold. N and O will be required to upon by the district director.

pay M an additional amount, consistent with the provisions of para- (iii)Materialprovisions of a cost sharing arrangement.
graph (d) of this section, in consideration for M's ownership of one- The rnaterialprovisions of a cost sharing arrangementare--
third of the property. The amountmay be reducedby developmentcosts

(A) Identificationof the arrangement'sparticipants;incurred by N and O after M's departure.
(B) The durationof the arrangement;

Example 5. In year one, domestic pharmaceutical corporation M (C) The intangible development area(s) covered by the
enters into a qualified cost sharing arrangementwith its foreign parent, arrangement;
N, and a sister company, O, to develop a cure for the common cold. For (D) The arrangement's method for dividing costs of
ten years, each company contributes $1 million annually to the cost

developing intangibles;sharing arrangement. In the tenth year, N withdraws from the arrange-
ment, and is paid a buy-outpaymentof $10 million,plus interest.With- (E) The extent to which any tangible or intangibleprop-
in a short period of N's withdrawal, however, M and O decide that the erty not developed under the arrangement is made available
intangible development is a complete failure, and they end the cost to the participants for use in the arrangement;
sharing arrangement.The buy-outpaymentwill be deemed inappropri- (F) The extent to which any entity other than an eligible
ate on the basis that the group's intangibles were worth less than their participant is permitted to use intangibles developed under
cost at the time of N's departure. the arrangement(including entity whose behalf eli-any on an

(5) Characterofpaymentsmade pursuant to a qualiied gible participant is sharing costs of developing intangibles
cost sharing arrangement. Payments made pursuant to a under paragraph (g)(3)(v) of this section);
qualified cost sharing arrangement (other than payments (G) whether any participant has received an exclusive
described in paragraph (g)(4)(iv) of this section) will be con- right to use developedntangibles (such as an exclusiveright
sideredcosts ofdevelopingintangiblesof the payor and reim- to manufacture particular products or an exclusive right to

bursements of the same kind of costs of developing intangi- sell products in a particular geographic area), and, if so, the
bles of the payee. Any payment made or received by a tax- nature of that right. If a participantreceives an exclusiveright
payer pursuant to an arrangement that the district director to use an intangible, permitting another entity to exploit the
determinesnot to be a qualified cost sharing arrangement,or intangible in exchange for an arm's length considerationdoes
a paymentmade or receivedpursuant to paragraph (g)(4)(iv) not make the right non-exclusive;
of this section, will be considereda payment in consideration (H) The conditions under which the arrangementmay be
for the transfer of an interest in intangible property, and will modified or terminated; and
be subject to the provisionsofparagraph (d) of this section. (I) The general administrativeprovisionsof the arrange-

ment.
(6) Administrative requirements -- (i) Cost sharing

arrangement.A cost sharing arrangementmeets the adminis- (iv) Example. The following example illustrates record-

trative requirements of this paragraph (g)(6)(i) if it substan_ ing and reporting changes in the material provisions of an

tially complies with each of the following rules -- arrangement:
(A) The material provisions of the arrangement are Example. CorporationsA, B and C are membersof a group of con-

recorded in writing contemporaneouslywith the formationof trolled taxpayers.A, B and C enter into a qualifiedcost sharing arrange-
the cost sharing arrangement; and ment for the developmentof an improvedProductX. They divide costs

on the basis of units of Product X currently produced by each: 60%-(B) Any change to a material provision of the arrange- 30%-10% respectively. A year later, C decides to switch to the produc-ment is recorded in writing and is reported on the attachment tion of Product Y, and C leaves the arrangement.A and B compensate
described in paragraph (g)(6)(ii)(A)of this section. C in an amount equal to C's share of the fair market value of the intan-

gible property developed to date, and they change their cost shares to
(ii) Participants. A participant meets the administrative 66%-34%. They also license some of the intangible property already

requirements of this paragraph (g)(6)(ii) if the participant developed to D, an uncontrolled party. All of these changes (partici-
substantiallycomplies with each of the following rules -- pants, users of intangibleproperty and division of cost shares) must be

(A) The material provisions of the arrangementare sum- recorded in writing and reported on the appropriatereturn.

marized in (or a copy of the agreement is attached to) the (7) Definitions. The followingdefinitions apply for pur-
income tax return filed by the participant, if any, or they are poses of this paragraph (g).
summarized in any attachment to Schedule M of Form 5471
or Schedule N ofForm 5472 filed with respect to that partic- (i) Specfied interest in an inmngible. A specified inter-

ipant in each year that the arrangementis in effect; est in any intangible that may be producedpursuant to a qual-
(B) The participantmaintains records that are sufficientto ified cost sharing arrangement is any legally enforceable

verify the material provisionsof the arrangement, the amount interest, the benefits of which are susceptible of valuation,
of the costs borne under the arrangementby each participant and which would ordinarily be transferred between uncon-

during the taxable year, and the computationof each partici- trolled taxpayersacting at arm's length under an arrangement

pant's operating income resulting from the arrangement; and to share costs of developingintangibles.
(C) The records described in paragraph (g)(6)(ii)(B) of (ii) Costs of developing intangibles.The costs of devel-

this section are produced within 60 days of a request by the oping intangibles to be shared under a qualified cost sharing
' district director for such records (and translations of those arrangement include all of the direct and indirect costs of the
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intangibledevelopmentarea. When a cost sharing payment is Par. 4. These amendments are effective for taxable years
owed by one memberof a qualifiedcost sharing arrangement beginning after December 31, 1992. However, these amend-
to another member, the district director may make appropri- ments will not apply with respect to transfers made or licens-
ate allocations to reflect an arm's length rate of interest for es granted to foreign persons before November 17, 1985, or

the use of the amount owed, if the provisionsof paragraph (a) before August 17, 1986 for transfers or licenses to others.
of this section so require. Nevertheless, these amendments will apply with respect to

(iii) U.S. participant. The tern U.S. participant means transfersor licenses before such dates if, with respect to prop-

any eligible participant of a cost sharing arrangement whose erty transferredpursuant to an earlier and continuing transfer
income or earnings may be relevant for U.S. federal income agreement, such property was not in existence or owned by
tax purposes. Thus, for example, a U.S. participant includes the taxpayer on such date. Although these amendments are

a controlled foreign corporationas defined in section 957. generally effective for taxable years beginning after Decem-

(8) Transitionalrule. A cost sharing arrangementwill be ber 31, 1992, the final sentence of section 482 (requiring that

considered a qualified cost sharing arrangement, within the the income with respect to transfers or licenses of intangible
meaning of this paragraph (g), if the arrangement was con- propertybe commensuratewith the incomeattributableto the

sidered a bona fide cost sharing arrangenentunder the provi- intangible) is generally effective for taxable years beginning
sions of 1.482-2(d)(4), but only if the arrangement is after December 31, 1986. For the period prior to the effective

amended, if necessary, to conformwith the provisionsof this date of these regulations, the final sentence of section 482

paragraph (g) by the date that is one year after publicationof shall be applied using any reasonable method not inconsis-
1.482-2 (g) in the Federal Register. tent with the statute.
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force, especially the treaty concludedwith the tax audit and higher tax liabilities worldwide, INTERNALREVENUECUMULATIVE
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With respect to tax treatmentof dividends, the mitigateexchange risks and controls. For

incisive effects of the 1990 German tax reform European countries the publicationcan be Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1990, pp.
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on the applicationof treaties and treaty policy Duke Street, LondonWlA 1DW, England, Compilationof all official rulings, decisions,
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Germany are explained on the basis of the WALLE,E. van de.
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taxationof foreign income in capital-exporting Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse, 1990, pp. 136. jurisprudenceand literature up to 1 January
countries. The book examines the complex Informationguide on doing business in 1990. Also the treaties which are not yet in

coordinatipnof tax incentivesfor foreign Venezuela including tax aspects based on force, especially the treaty concludedwith the

investors and internationaltaxation. The materials assembled in June 1989. United States, are providedwith explanations.
analysis locates the factors which tend to (B. 110.731) With respect to tax treatmentof dividends, the

frustrate such incentives through increased incisive effects of the 1990 German tax reform

taxation in the investor'shome country. The on the applicationof treaties and treaty plicy
various tax planning techniques for avoiding NORTH AMERICA are taken into account in a very detailed

the loss of incentive benefits are also dealt manner. Furthermore, the numberof

with. The book is of interest to the designersof U.S.A.
references to legislationand jurisprudence

tax policy in both capital-importingand abroad has been extended and the Model

capital-exportingcountries as well as to DOING BUSINESS IN THE UNITED Treaties of the U.N. as well as the U.S. are

internationallyoperatingfirms and their States. dealt with. All tax treaties concludedby
consultants. Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse, 1990, pp. 313. Germany are explainedon the basis of the

(B. 111.328) Informationguide prepared to assist those OECD Model Convention.The disclosureof

interested in doing business in the United the several treaties is effectedby overall views

INTERNATIONALTRANSFERPRICING. States. A supplementdesigned to provide a of application, which are put in front. The

Prepared and publishedby Business general summaryof most of the major commentary is also avaiable in German.

Intemational Corporationand Emst & Young. provisionsof the Revenue ReconciliationAct (B. 111.128)
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TRAXSFERPRICING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
John Berry

International Tax Partner, Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte, London

I. LEGISLATION ple, adheres to the belief that transactions between related

parties in different countries should be conducted at arm's
The main legislation in the United Kingdom is found in Sec- length prices.tion 770, Taxes Act 1988 which sets out the circumstances

whereby the Inland Revenue may make adjustments to In the United Kingdom, the arm's length principle is

assessmentson the grounds that the prices at which a taxpay- described such that the Inland Revenue will adjust the trans-

er has conducted business with persons under the same con- action to that which would have applied if the transactionhad
trol are not at arm's length. been between independent parties dealing at arm's length.

Having said that, however,unlike the United States, the Unit-
The scope of Section 770 is very wide and usually would ed Kingdomgives absolutelyno furtherguidelinesas to what
only apply where one party to the transaction is not resident

s meant by an arm's length price or the methodology as to
in the UnitedKingdom.We are, however, seeing from time to how such price should be arrived at. They do, of course, sub-
time a revenue challengewhere all parties are residentbut the scribe to the principles outlined in the 1979 and 1984 OECD
Inland Revenue suspect that there is tax leakage. Section 770

reports on transfer pricing, but as I will discuss later these
covers transactions in respect of tangible goods, ntangibles principles applied in practice in extremely unstruc-are an
(know-how, trade marks, etc.), services (management, trea- tured prima facie what suits tomanner on a us prove our
sury, marketing, etc.), loan facilities and guarantees (loans
and others).

case best basis.

Section 771, Taxes Act 1988 covers transferpricing between IV. TREATY ARTICLES
petroleumcompanies and it should be noted that the wording
is slightly different from that in Section 770. The words Certain treaty articles need to be considered,such as the asso-

profits is used as opposed to price and this may result in ciated enterprises article, business profits, the interest and

the Inland Revenue seeking to change their approach in any mutual agreement procedures articles. Generally because of

negotiation. the wide range of treaties entered into by the United King-
dom over a great many years there is differentwording - par-

Althoughnot specificallytransferpricing, Section 840, Taxes ticularly in some of the older treaties to be found in these-

Act 1988 needs to be considered as this defines control. articles and these may be used for and against arguments to
One has to have regard for this definition when deciding invoke transfer pricing adjustments (e.g. in the interest arti-
whether or not the two parties to the transaction are within cles the wider scope given to the meaning of transactions
the rules of Section 770. In this connectionit should be noted covered in the newer treaties means that the Inland Revenue
that the wordingof control is wider than merely share owner- find themselves able to invoke a thin capitalizationargument
ship and it also covers voting power or powers in the Articles

more easily than in the case of the older treaties which have a
of Associationwhich confer the power to conduct the affairs

narrower wording and cover the rate of interest only).
of a company.

The mutual agreementproceduresare generallyunsatisfacto-
Section 38, Finance Act 1973 covers transfer pricing in both from the point of view of the taxpayer and the tax
respectofexplorationand exploitationactivities and rights in ry

authorities. Apart from anything else they immediatelyplacethe United Kingdom or designated areas as they relate to the tax authorities in an invidious position of one day acting
petroleum companies. For this purpose rights include

as the tax collector and the next as the protector of the tax-
shares deriving their value from such rights where the com- that they seeking to tax. The EEC arbitration
pany is not quoted on a recognized stock exchange.

payer are pro-
posals would seem to be a route which should be considered
for improving these proceduresand it can be hoped that such

Il. CASE LAW proposals could be taken up on a wider sphere (perhaps
There is no case law in the United Kingdom specific to trans- through the OECD) to introduce similarprocedures through-
fer pricing although the expandedSharkey v. Wernher line of out the rest of the world.

case law relating to arm's length principles would be fol-
lowed. V. INLAND REVENUE APPROACH

There are no formal procedures for advance clearance in the
Ill. ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE United Kingdom. In fact, with the exceptionof arrangements
The legislation in Section 770, Taxes Act 1988 refers to which can usually be entered into with local Inspectors of

prices being at arm's length and probably every country in Taxes in the case of start-up situations,experience shows that
the world, including the United Kingdom, at least in princi- the Inland Revenue are most reluctant to deal in advance and

k
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will usually advise that they are not prepared to deal in what method,but one finds that justificationof prices because they
they term as being hypothetical situations. That is not to say fall into one of the first three methods does not necessarily
that advance agreements are impossible to obtain but much mean that they will not seek to invoke anothermethod, and in

will depend upon the reactionof the local Inspector of Taxes particular the fourth method (i.e. any other method that suits
with whom the taxpayer is dealing. their purposes).

Enquiries on transfer pricing in the United Kingdom usually Much has been said of late regarding the use of a functional

arise on the negotiations on the annual computations analysis approach to transfer pricing and the application of

although of course in major cases the head office unit may economictheories and such an approachwill undoubtedlybe

become aware of particular circumstances which make it very carefully consideredby the Inland Revenue if this is put
worth their while to initiate enquiries themselves. In these forward. However, unfortunately the Inland Revenue are ,not

circumstances,however, the taxpayer will not always know geared up in the same way as the IRS. In my experience it

that head office is involved as often the enquiries are initiat- appears to have welcomed the amount of information that

ed through the local Inspector. this can provide in explaining the taxpayer'sbusiness and the
rationale behind its pricing policies but at the same time

Because there is no structure to the methodologyadopted by to a exer-
the Inland Revenue there is no typical enquiry and to date seeming have deep down suspicion that the whole

cise is designed to make the roles of the various entities
these have always been settled by negotiation. Given the

nvolved in the transactions fit the pricing structure required
tougher stance being taken by the various Revenue authori-

rather than being based the commercial reality of the
ties internationallyand, thus the greater chance of economic

on

transactions involved.
double taxation, the possibility of cases coming to litigation
in the United Kingdommust be increasing.

Vll. RULINGS
VI. METHODOLOGY

As stated above, there is no such procedure available in the
As previously stated, the arm's length principle according to United Kingdom. However, it is usual that when an enquiry
the OECD methods is generally applied, but unlike the Unit- has been carried out and a negotiated settlementreached, the
ed States, the U.K. Inland Revenue refuses to be hide-bound

agreed pricing policies will be accepted for a period of
by any one particular method for arriving at what they con- between three to five at which time further review is
sider to be an arm's length price.

years a

carried out subject to the taxpayer agreeing to advise of any
The Inland Revenue do recognize the four methods of com- material changes which affect this policy in the intervening
parable unrelated price, resale price, ct-pl and any other period.
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UNITED STATES:

IRS AcCESS TO FOREIGN- TRANSFER
PRICING INFORMATION

Kenneth J. Krupsky
Partner, Arnold & Porter, Washington D.C.

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

A. Focus on transferpricing I. Introduction

For the past several years, the U.S. Congress, the Treasury Department and the
A. Focus on transfer pricing
B. Access to information is keyInternal Revenue Service (IRS) have focused significant attention on foreign-

controlledcompanies (FCCs) operating in the United States. Particularattention Il. Section 6038A and the New Rules of
has been paid to inbound transfer pricing and compliance with the arm's length the Game

standard. A. Background
1. The Omnibus Budget

In 1989 and 1990, Congress enacted legislation aimed at curbing, and punishing, ReconciliationAct of 1989

what is perceived on Capitol Hill as tax avoidance schemes by FCCs. Congress (a) Reporting requirements
(b) Recordkeeping requirementsalso has exercised its tax administrationoversight function. (c) Authorizationof agent

requirementIn July 1990, the OversightSubcommitteeof the Committeeon Ways and Means of (d) Penalties
the HouseofRepresentativesheld well-publicizedhearings on tax compliance by 2. The Revenue ReconciliationAct of
FCCs. These hearings were generally referred to as the Pickle Hearings, after 1990

CongressmanJ.J. Pickle (D.-Tx.), the chairman of the Subcommittee.At the Pick- 3. Issuance of regulations
B. Section 6038A regulationsle Hearings, estimates of lost revenues resulting from transfer pricing abuses were 1. General requirementsand

in the $ 30 to $ 50 billion range. These transfer pricing activities were labeled definitions
rhetorically as fraudulentand criminal, amounting to massive tax evasion. For 2. Information return requirements
example, ChairmanPickle stated that he was outraged that FCCs did not pay one 3. Record maintenance

thin dime in U.S. federal income taxes, despite billions of dollars in U.S. sales (a) General record maintenance

each year.
requirements

(b) Negotiated agreement
In 1991, additional Congressionalhearings on U.S. competitivenessalso focused, (c) Safe harbour

4. Penalties
in part, on whether the IRS is using effectively the new enforcementtools enacted 5. Authorizationof agent
by Congress in 1989 and 1990. 6. Coordinationwith treaties

C. Other provisions
In part as a result of these Congressionalhearings, and promptingby some sectors
of U.S. business, the U.S. media have continued to publicize allegations that FCCs IIl. Playing by the New Rules of the
which sell prominent foreign brand name products in the United States are not pay-

Game

ing their fair share of U.S. taxes. Many of these companies fear a backlash by
A. General
B. Protecting materials from the IRS

U.S. consumers because of this adverse attention.
IV. Conclusion

The IRS has devoted substantial additional resources to auditing and litigating
against FCCs. In the view of many practitioners, the IRS has taken increasingly
aggressive legal and economicpositions,and far too often reasonableresults for tax-

payers can be obtainedonly in the courts and on occasion in competentauthority.

B. Access to information is key
The key to recent legislative changes to the Internal Revenue Code in the transfer

pricing area has been to ncrease the legal authorityof the IRS to obtain information,
especially the data of foreign parent companies and other foreign related parties.
The IRS has long claimed that its effective enforcement of the tax laws against
FCCs is hindered by lack of detailed, factual information from the FCCs and their
foreign relatedparties. IRS examinationpersonnelwho testifiedat the Pickle Hear-

1. All references are to the U.S. Internal Revenue
Code of 1986, as amended, (the Code) unless oth-

ngs were described as being in the trenches without the weapons necessary to erwise indicated.
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fight the FCCs high-powered, high-paid lawyers, econo- IRS's own knowledge or from such information as the IRS

mists, accountants and other experts. may obtain through testimony or otherwise.

The resultof these recent events is a materialand, we believe,
permanentchange in the rules of the game for FCCs oper-

2. The Revenue ReconciliationAct of 1990

ating in the United States. One important consequence of (the 1990 Act)
doing business in the United States now is that a foreign par- The 1990 Act expanded the application of Section 6038A
ent company'sbooks and records will have to be made avail- information reporting and recordkeeping requirements so

able to the IRS. that they apply not only for tax years beginning after 10 July
1989, the original effective date under the 1989 Act, but also

Il. SECTION 6038A AND THE NEW RULES OF to all open prior tax years. Additionally, the 1990 Act added

THE GAME Section 6038C to the Code, which extends the information
and recordkeeping requirements to foreign corporations

A. Background (such as some foreign banks) which are engaged in a trade or

business within the United States through branch offices.
1. The Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1989

(the 1989 Act) 3. Issuance of regulations
(a) Reporting requirements Proposed regulations under Section 6038A were released on

The 1989 Act expanded the reporting rules of Section 6038A 4 December 1990, written comments were received by the

to require that a U.S. corporation at least 25 percent owned IRS and a public hearing was held 22 February 1991. Final

by a foreign shareholder (a reporting corporation) must regulationswere releasedby the IRS on 14 June 1991, with a

provide to the IRS identification of each 25 percent foreign nunber of significant changes being made to the proposed
shareholderor any entity related to the reporting corporation regulations.
or the foreign shareholder (a relatedparty) that engages in
a transaction with the reporting corporation. The reporting B. Section 6038A regulations
corporationmust also report to the IRS details of all transac-

tions between the reporting corporation and foreign related The final Section 6038A regulations clarify and provide
parties (reportabletransactions).IRS Form 5472 is used for details regarding the reporting, recordkeepingand authoriza-

Section 6038A reporting purposes.
tion of agent requirements.

(b) Recordkeepingrequirements 1. General requirementsand definitions

The 1989 Act also amended Section 6038A to provide the In the definitional section of the regulations, small corpora-

IRS with the authority to require that a U.S. reporting corpo_ tions, defined as corporationswith less than $ 10,000,000 in

ration maintain, or cause to be maintainedby related parties, gross receipts, are exempted from the record maintenance

appropriate records to determine the correct tax treatment and authorizationrequirementsof Section 6038A.

of transactionsbetween the reporting corporationand related In addition, there is a de minimisrule which excludes report-
parties. ing corporations from the Section 6038A recordkeepingand

authorizationof agent requirements,but not the general Sec-
(c) Authorizationofagent requirement tion 6001 record maintenancerules or the informationreport-

In addition, foreign related parties are required to designate ing (Form 5472) requirement, for any taxable year in which

the U.S. reporting corporation as their agent for purposes of the aggregate value of all gross payments made to, or

received from, foreign-relatedparties with respect to related
service of process for summons purposes under Code Sec-
tions 7602,7603 and 7604. party transactions is not more than $ 5,000,000 and is less

than ten percent of the reporting corporation's U.S. gross

(d) Penalties income. It is expected that the revised small corporation
exceptionand de minimis rule will exempt a majority of for-

Stiff penalties may be applied if a reporting corporation fails eign-owned entities from the Section 6038A recordkeeping
to maintain (or cause to be maintained) and supply records to and authorizationrequirements.
the IRS when requested,or if the foreignrelatedparties fail to

The of foreign under Section 6038A
designate the reporting corporationas their agent for service status governments was

clarified. Under the final regulations, a foreign government-of process. These penalties nclude (1) a fine of $ 10,000 per controlled entity is subject the reporting requirements ofto
day, up to a maximumof 30 days, for any failure to maintain

Section 6038A with regard the reportable transactionswith
or provide the records required under Section 6038A that

to

all related parties, including the foreign government/share-continues for more than 90 days after the taxpayer is notified
to

by the IRS of its failure to comply, and (2) if there is a failure holder, but is subject the authorization and recordkeeping
to comply with the designation of agent or recordkeeping requirements with regard only to non-governmentalrelated

requirements,the IRS is authorizedto determineU.S. income parties.
tax deductions (including cost of goods sold) relating to Other exceptions to the definitionof reportingcorporation
reportable transactions, in the IRS's sole discretion from the added to the final regulations includean exemptionfrom Sec-
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tion 6038A for a foreign corporation doing business in the (b) Negotiatedagreement
United States which is entitled to the benefits of the business

As an altemative to the general recordkeepingrequirements,profits article of a bilateral ncome tax treaty - does not

have, and is not deemed to have, a permanent establishment the DistrictDirectorand the reporting corporationmay nego-
tiate and enter into an agreement that establishes the recordsin the United States.
the reporting corporationmust maintain, or cause another to

maintain, to satisfy the reporting corporation's obligations2. Information return requirements under Section 6038A.
The regulations clarify that if a reporting corporation is The agreementmay include provisions relating to the autho-
exempt from filing a Form 5472 because a Form 5471 has rization of agent requirement, the record maintenance
been filed that provides duplicate information, the reporting requirement,and time periods for the productionand transla-
corporation is also exempt from the record maintenance tion ofmaterials.
requirements and the authorization of agent requirement.
Such a reportingcorporation,however, remains subject to the In a negotiatedagreementthe DistrictDirectorwill generally
general record maintenancerequirementsof Section 6001. require a reportingcorporationto maintainonly those records

specified under the safe harbour provision that permit an

3. Record maintenance adequate audit of the income tax retum of the reporting
corporation and to provide such authorizationsof agent that

(a) General recordmaintenancerequirements permit adequate access to such records. Additionally, the
a

The final regulations more clearly set forth the general regulationsexplain that negotiatedagreementwith the Dis-
trict Director may be negotiated separately or as part of an

recordkeepingrequirements for foreign-ownedentities, in an
Advance Pricing Agreement(APA).attempt to avoid the confusioncreated by the proposed regu-

lations. The regulationsprovide that all corporations, includ-

ng reporting corporations and their foreign related parties, (c) Safe harbourprovision
must comply with the requirementsof Section 6001. Generally, the final regulationsprovide that the safe harbour

Under Section 6001, the final regulations explain, the IRS consists of an all-inclusive list of record types that could be

may require any person to make such returns, render such relevant to different taxpayers under a variety of facts and

statements, or keep such specific records as will enable the circumstances. It is explained that the safe harbour does not

constitutea checklistof records that every reporting corpora-IRS to determine whether or not that person is liable for any tion must maintain. The specific records a reporting corpora-U.S. taxes. Such records must be permanent, accurate and

complete, and must clearly establish income, deductions and tion is required to maintain, and that the IRS will request, are

credits. only those records enumerated in the safe harbour (ncluding
material profit and loss statements) that may be relevant to

Additionally, in appropriatecases, the IRS believes that Sec- the reporting corporation'sbusiness or industry and to deter-
tion 6001 gives it the authority to require that such records, mine the correctU.S. tax treatment of its transactionswith its
ncluding sufficient relevant cost data from which a profit foreign related parties.
and loss statement may be prepared for products or services
transferred between a reporting corporation and its foreign As in the proposed regulations the final safe harbour provi-
related parties, be supplied. This requirement includes sion provides categories of documents which should be

records of the reporting corporation itself, as well as records maintained. These categories of documents are (1) original
books and transactionrecords, (2) materials from whichof any foreign relatedparty, that may be - to determinethe entry

correct U.S. tax treatmentof transactionsbetween the report- profit and loss statements can be created, (3) all documents

ing corporation and foreign related parties. The relevance of relevant to establishing the appropriateprice or rate for trans-

actions between the reporting corporation and any relatedsuch records with respect to related party transactions, the

regulations point out, shall be determined upon the basis of party, (4) documents relevant to transactions between a

all the facts and circumstances. reporting corporationand any foreign related party filed with
or prepared for any foreign governmententity, any indepen-

Possibly in an attempt to answer critics who alleged that dent commission,or any financial institutions, (5) ownership
FCCs were being subjected to discriminatory requirements, and capital structure records, and (6) records of loans, ser-

the regulations state that Section 6038A and the regulations vices and other non-sales transactions.
thereunder do not impose any requirements not already The safe harbour does require the creation of recordsincluded in Section 6001, but rather they provide detailed not not

guidanceregarding the required maintenanceof records. ordinarily created; however, there are exceptions to this rule
basic accounting records sufficient to document the U.S-

Generally, under the final regulations, documents may be tax effects of transactions between related parties must be
maintained outside of the United States if certain require- created, as must records sufficient to produce materialprofit
ments to producematerials are satisfied. and loss statements.

Rules describing how the record maintenance requirements In response to criticismsof the requirementto maintain suffi-
are to be applied to banks and other financial institutionswill cient materials from which profit and loss statements can be
be set forth in future Section 6038C regulations. created, it is made clear in the final regulations that, for the
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purpose of preparing such statements, it is not necessary to 6. Coordinationwith treaties
trace actual costs borne by the reporting corporation and all
related parties (the relatedparty group); rather, any reason-

The final regulations provide that where records of a related

able method may be used to allocate the group's worldwide party are obtainable on a timely and efficient basis under a

cost to the revenues generated by the sales of those products
tax treaty or tax information exchange agreement, the IRS

or services. The IRS also explains that the profit and loss will generally make use of such procedures before issuing a

statement is not being used to determine precise U.S. tax lia- summons. Informationis deemed to be available on a time-

bility of a reporting corporation. ly and efficientbasis if it can be obtainedwithin 180 days of
the request. To date, two treaty requests have been made

The tests for determining the materiality of profit and loss under this provision, both involvingJapan.
statements are intended to identify, in broad terms, the rela- Which countries will be treated having treaties with theas
tive importance of a particular product, product line or ser- United States that workefficientlywill be major issue fora
vice. A profit and loss statement may also be determined to the IRS and for FCCs.
be material if one of the three tests provided - the existing
records test, the significant industry segment test or the high- Many of those submitting comments to the proposed regula-
profit test - is met. If a profit and loss statement is deter- tions supporteda provisionwhich set forth preferentialuse of
mined to be material, to satisfy the requirements of the safe nformation exchange agreements over Section 6038A. The

harbour, records must be maintained from which the report- British-American Chamber of Commerce, for example,
ng corporationcan compile and supply, within a reasonable strongly suggested a clear expression in the regulations that

time, such profit and loss statements that reflectprofit or loss the IRS would exhaust the nformation exchange agreement
of the relatedparty group attributableto U.S. connectedprod- process before seeking information from foreign related par-
ucts or services. ties pursuant to Section 6038A.

Also included in the final regulations is a requirement that The British Embassy in Washington, commenting on the

records from which profit and loss statements can be created 1990 Act, stated that Section 6038A was unnecessary,given
must be kept under U.S. generally accepted accountingprin- the proper functioning of the U.S.-U.K. information

ciples (GAAP), if they are ordinarily naintained in such exchange agreements. ..,

manner, and, if not, that an explanationof the material differ- IRS and Treasury officials have corrmented that treaty part-
ences between the accounting .principles .used and U.S.

ners will have a chance to build a new reputationfor coop-
GAAP must be made available. eratingwith treaty requests, and they expect that until a coun-

try has gained a post-Section6038A reputation for untimely
4. Penalties responses to treaty nformationrequests, auditors will use the

treaty provision (unless constraints, such as time limitations,
The final regulations provide additional detail relating to exist).
facts and circumstances that might satisfy the reasonable
cause exception to the impositionof the monetary penalties.2 Despite this clean slate approach, use of Section 6038A is

expected quickly in the cases of certain countries, such as

Among the specific circumstances that may indicate reason- Japan, with a history of treaty response delays.
able cause and good faith are: an honest misunderstandingof
fact or law in light of the experience and knowledge of the It is expected that a list of good countries/bad countries

will be developedinternallyby the IRS. It is not expectedthat
taxpayer; the taxpayer does not know or has no reason to

know (and this belief is consistent with other information this list will be published.
reported or otherwise furnished to or known by the reporting
corporation) that it is owned by a 25 percent foreign share- C. Otherprovisions
holder; and the reporting corporation is related to a foreign
corporation solely by reason of application of the control In addition to Section 6038A, other provisions of the Code

principles under Section 482, and the reporting corporation may prove effective tools in permitting IRS access to the

had a reasonable belief that its relationshipwith the foreign books and recordsof foreigncompaniesdoing business in the

corporation did not meet the standards for related parties United States.

under Section 482. Section 982, which provides that foreign-basedmaterial not

provided in response to a formal document request may not

5. Authorizationof agent be ntroduced in civil court proceeding, will continue to be
used to gather information. The IRS is expected to issue

The final regulations delete the requirement from the pro- guidelines discussing the coordination of Sections 982 and ,

posed regulations that an annual authorization of agent be 6038A.
filed as part of the reporting corporation's Form 5472. The

regulationsprovide, in place of the annual authorization, that Section 6503(k) was added to the Code by the 1990 Act in an

such authorization must be provided within 30 days of a attempt to prevent delaying tactics used by taxpayers to

request by the IRS. The final regulations, therefore, adopt as
exhaust the period of limitations during audits and, thereby,

a permanent rule the transitional rule found in the proposed 2. The IRS testified before Congress that as of July 1991 it was proposing 1

regulations. penaltiesunder Section 6038A against 124 FCCs, covering 171 tax years.
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interfere with enforcementof tax provisions. These delaying In discussions regarding the recordkeeping and information
tactics were seen by Congress as a particularproblem in large requirements,both within each corporationand among mem-

complex transferpricing audits. bers of the related party group, making necessary changes to

nternalprocedures,coordinatingrecordkeepingamongrelat-
Section 6503(k) provides that the statute of limitations for a

ed party members, and deciding where and by whom
corporate tax retum, usually three years, is tolled during the group

records should be maintained, all must be considered.
period of time that the corporation and the IRS are in court

litigating the issue of whether the corporation must comply Given the broad definitionof relatedparty, proceduresshould
with a specific type of summons (called a designated sum- be put in place for obtaining, in a timely fashion, accurate

mons) issued by the IRS.3 data regarding the operations of foreign affiliates. Reporting
A designated summons is defined as any summons: (1) corporations should also develop procedures for verifying
issued by the IRS in an attempt to determine the proper

that requiredmaterials are being maintainedby foreign relat-

income tax to be imposed on the corporation; (2) issued at
ed parties, especially if an election is made to maintain these

least 60 days prior to the running of the period of limitations records overseas.

prescribed in Code Section 6501; and (3) clearly stating that In considering whether to make such an election to maintain
it is a designated summons. records outside the United States, the issues of how proper

The IRS may only issue one designated summons for each record maintenanceis verified, and how the reportingcorpora-

tax return under nvestigation. The provision applies to all tion is protected from added penalties, should be considered.

open tax years and is designed to preventcorporatetaxpayers Related party groups may want to consider indemnification
from engaging in delaying tactics which hinder IRS enforce- of the reportingcorporationby the foreignparent for all costs
ment. to the U.S. company relating to failures by the parent (or par-

ties related to the parent) to maintainproper records.

Ill. PLAYING BY THE NEW RULES OF THE It will be costly for foreign relatedparties to create and main-
GAME tain records required by Section 6038A. Should U.S. report-

ing corporations bear the cost of this recordkeeping If the
A. General

answer is yes, members of related party groups should dis-
Each corporationoperating in the United States which clear- cuss whetherthis cost should be paid separatelyor as a nego-
ly is, or may be, a reporting corporation should identify tiated part of the transfer price.
Who, What and When under the Section 6038A require- Serious consideration should be given to entering Sectiona
ments. The first step is identifying whether or not the U.S 6038A negotiated agreementwith the IRS. This is especiallycorporation is a reporting corporation.Even more complicat- important for foreign-control led groups with a history of
ed is the identification of related parties. The 25 percent transfer pricing disagreementswith the IRS. The option, for
foreign shareholders of U.S. entities will have to examine
their worldwidebusiness relationships. many such groups, of negotiating an APA which includes a

Section 6038A agreementmay also be appropriate.
In addition to the attributionrules ncluded in Section 6038A, The safe harbour provision should be carefully reviewed
examples ncluded in the definitional section of the regula-

on

tions indicate that the IRS is broadly interpreting the rule that
two levels. First, a reportingcorporation, inconsultationwith
its related party group, should determine if it wishes to

a party is related to a reportingcorporationfor Section 6038A

purposes, if it is related to the reporting corporation under attempt to take advantageof the safe harbour. Second, even if

Section 482.
no attempt is made to satisfy the safe harbour and even

though the regulations state that the safe harbour require-
Examples added to the final Section 6038A regulations pro- ments are not a baseline, the types of records identified in
vide that a publicly traded corporation with a single 25 per- the safe harbour and relevant to a particular transaction are

cent shareholder (and with the remaining 75 percent being ones the IRS will likely request in an audit. Most important-
owned by numerous small shareholders) is controlled by the ly, reporting corporationsshouldmaintainpricing documents
25 percent shareholder for purposes of Section 482 and, and identify and retain underlying business records from
therefore, is a related party under Section 6038A. which profit and loss statements could be created.

Clearly, the record maintenance requirements of Section The effective dates of Section 6038A and the regulations
6038A will have a potentially significant effect on a compa- thereunder should be carefully reviewed. The tax years to

ny's operations. Each member of a foreign-based group which these rules apply should be identified.
should review its current recordkeeping procedures and
determine how those procedures must be changed to satisfy Materials,once created, should not be routinely destroyedby
the requirementsof Section 6038A. members of the related party group pursuant to record reten-

tion procedures, without first verifying that those particular
Companiesmay want to considerforminga compliancetask records do not relate to tax years open to audit and, therefore,
force which will bring together technical recordkeeping covered by Section 6038A. For example, records covered by
experts from each member of the related party group, and
outside professionalsif needed, to discuss developinga coor- 3. According to the IRS, one designated summons has been issued in one

dinated plan to satisfy the requirementsof Section 6038A. pending case.
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Section 6038A and in existence on 20 March 1990 must be Given the reachof Section 6038A, requests to experts for
maintainedunder the regulations. This is most important for materials, and the use of these materials after they are

foreign related parties who might have no ongoing knowl- prepared, must be reviewed carefully.
edge of the status of U.S. tax controversies.

B. Protecting materialsfrom the IRS IV. CONCLUSION

With the IRS's new authorityunder Section 6038A and other The Section 6038A requirements will likely be extremely
Code provisions, it will be important to attempt to protect, to costly and burdensome to many reporting corporations and

the maximum extent possible, internal work papers devel- their foreign party groups. Companies should begin immedi-

oped relating to the evaluation and setting of possible trans- ately to review their nternal procedures - and develop new

fer prices and transferpricing methodologies. ones if necessary - to facilitate compliance and avoid

potentially harsh penalties.
Such work product ideally should be protected under the

attorney-clientand attorney work product privileges. If such Section 6038A, and other recently enacted provisions (such
documents are not successfully protected, it is possible that as the new penalty nterest rate in tax disputes), create force-

the IRS can obtain them under Section 6038A. ful incentives for companies to engage in advance plan-
ning. Companies should develop a transfer pricing method-

Care must also be taken to protect the work product of ology and substantiatethis methodologywith contemporane-
experts, such as economists, assisting a reporting corpora- ous documentation.
tion, a foreign relatedparty or their attorneysand accountants

on transferpricing issues. To help protect these materials cre- In part, these requirementsfurther shift the burden in transfer
ated by experts, the following steps should be taken: pricing audits from the IRS to the taxpayer, requiring the tax-

Retainer letters with experts should be executedby attor- payer to show support for its transferprices and relieving IRS-

neys advising on transferpricing disputes. auditors of some of the burden of finding comparables.
The experts must work under the direction and control of Further significant changes in the U.S. transfer pricing rules-

the attorneys, and the attorneys must actively supervise may be expected in IRS regulations,court decisions and, pos-
the experts' work. sibly, additional legislation.
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OBTAININGRELIEF THROUGH COMPETENT
AUTHORITYPROCEDURESASD TREATY EXCHANGE

OF TAX INFORMATION

THE U.S. APPROACH
Mark K. Bems

Tax Counsel-International,General Electric Company

I. GENERAL BACKGROUND
Contents

A. Why treaties I. General Background
From the U.S. point of view, treaties can be thoughtof as having two constituencies. A. Why treaties

First, in,the private sector, U.S. multinational corporations have been the most
B. Relationship to domestic law
1. In general

aggressive advocate of tax treaties because they serve to limit source-basis taxation 2. The commensuratewith income
on their offshore nvestments and business activities. The articles of th tax treaty standard and the White Paper
that have traditionally been most mportant to such corporations are, of course, the 3. Section 6038A: reporting and

permanentestablishmentarticles, and the articlesprovidingfor reduced rates of local recordkeeping by foreign-owned
firms

tax on nterest, dividends and royalties. This advocacy continues to this day, and is 4. Increased penalty exposure on

probably best personified in the group to which many large U.S. multinationals transfer pricing issues
belong, the NationalForeign Trade Council.

II. Features of U.S. Law that Force U.S.
The secondconstituencyfor treatieshas been the U.S. revenue authority, the Internal Taxpayers to Use Competent
Revenue Service'(IRS).In the case of the IRS, the nterest lies primarily in those Authority Proceedings for Transfer

aspects of the treaty that enhance the ability of the United States to obtain coopera- Pricing Disputes
tion from other countries in the enforcementof tax laws. Such articles nclude those A. Transfer pricing adjustmentsmay

be made only by the IRS
that provide for mutual agreementprocedures and the exchange of tax nformation. B. Availabilityof a foreign tax credit in
It is probably safe to say that the United States, more than any other country, has transfer pricing issues
made an effort to use these provisions to the fullest extent possible. Indeed, as dis- C. Revenue Procedure 65-17 and the
cussed more fully below, the United States has written and interpreted its domestic tax-free payment of a U.S.initiated

law in ways specifically designed to encourage both its residents and foreign gov-
transfer pricing adjustment

ernments to resort to these provisions as fully as possible to resolve treaty disputes III. Treaty Mutual Agreement Procedure

and prevent nternationaltax avoidance. A. Relevent treaty provisions
B. Revenue Procedure 91-23: the

administrative rules for pursuing
B. Relationship to domestic /aw competentauthority relief

The attitude of the U.S. competentauthority toward, and the growing mportanceof,
IV. Exchange of Information under Tax

Treaties
treaty mutual agreementprovisionsneed to be understoodin light of several features
of U.S. domestic law.

1. In general
Under the U.S. Constitution,all revenue measures originate in the House of Repre-
sentatives, one house of our bicameral legislature, the Congress. By contrast,
treaties, which operate in some cases to restrict those revenue measures, are negoti-
ated by the Executivebranch, and ratified by the Senate, the other house of our leg-
islature. As a consequence,treaties are closely watched in the House, and have occa-

sionally been overridden by domestic law where, in Congress' view, they do not

accord with domestic tax policy.
At times, Congressionalstaffhavegone so far as t specify in legislativehistory their
view of conditions that should be imposed oil granting competent authority relief.
For example, in a report interpreting the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the Joint Com-
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mittee expressed its view that the competent authority should the penalty applies where the sum of transfer pricing adjust-
not grant relief by increasing transfer prices on imported ments exceeds $ 10 million. This amount can be reachedvery
goods unless any additional customs duties are collected that quickly in the case of a company with hundreds ofmillionsof
would have been payable at the higherprice.1 It is not clear to dollars in ntercompany transactions. Here again, U.S. nter-
what extent this policy has been adopted. nal law has greatly increased the stakes involved in a transfer

pricing dispute, and has therefore greatly increased the likeli-

2. The commensuratewith income standard and the hood that transferpricing disputes will occur.

White Paper
In the Tax Reform Act of 1986, Congress amended the basic Il. FEATURES OF U.S. LAW THAT FORCE
U.S. transferpricing statute, Section 482 of the Internal Rev- U.S. TAXPAYERSTO USE COMPETENT
enue Code, to provide that whenever intangibles are nvolved AUTHORITYPROCEEDINGSFOR
in related party transactions, the owner of the ntangiblemust TRANSFER PRICING DISPUTES
be compensated for it in a manner commensuratewith the

A. Transferpricing adjustments be made only byncome attributable to the ntangible.This phrase, of course, may
the IRS

is not especially descriptive, and is open to a variety of inter-

pretations. Moreover, the legislation was accompanied with It is a matter of long-standing U.S. law that transfer pricing
an explanation in Congressionalcommittee reports that could adjustments may be made after the close of the taxable year
be read as the abandonmentof the arm's length standard by only by the IRS. If the taxpayer discovers that its pricing has
the United Sates.2 been in error, it cannot make an adjustment to reflect the

In 1988, the IRS and the TreasuryDepartmentissued a Study appropriate price on its own initiative. Similarly, if a foreign
of IntercompanyPricing, the so-calledWhitePaper,which jurisdiction changes the transfer pricing of a foreign affiliate

offered the government's preliminary view on the proper
of a U.S. company in such a way as to increase that affiliated

nterpretationof this standard, and reiterated iis commitmert company's income, the U.S. company cannot on its own ini-

to adhere to arm's length principles. That study generated a
tiative reduce its ncome to ref[ect that adjustment. The only

great deal ofcomment and controversy,but no legally binding aspect of U.S. law that can compel the IRS to make a correla-

nterpretive rules have yet been issued by the government to
tive adjustment in the UnitedStates in the taxpayer's favour is

describe more precisely what commensurate with income the mutual agreementprocedureunder treaties. Thus, the U.S.

means. As a consequence, because so many transactions taxpayer has no means of obtaining a correlative adjustment
among affiliated companies involve intangible property in without resort to competentauthority.
some respect, the U.S. law applicable to many intercompany
transactions is uncertain at best, and transfer pricing disputes B. Availabilityofa foreign tax credit in transfer

cases
are likely to arise. , . pricing

U.S. internal law has its own mechanismfor relieving double
3. Section 6038A: reporting and recordkeepingby taxation. Underthat law, a creditmaybe takenagainstU.S. tax

foreign-owned firms liability on ncome from foreign sorces for foreign incom

In 1989, Congress passed a comprehensive set of rules taxes paid with respect to that income. In order for that credit

enhancing the access of the IRS to information relevant to
to be taken, however, the taxpayermust be able to demonstrate

transferpricing in the hands of foreign investors in U.S. busi- that the purported income tax payment to the foreign govern-

nesses. These rules are enforced by stiff monetary penalties ment was not in fact voluntarilymade, i.e. that it exhaustedall

and by giving the IRS the power, in the absence of compli- administrative remedies available to it to assure that the tax

ance, to decide at its own discretion the amount of the U.S. was properly imposed.3 It is the view of the IRS that a credit

business deductions and cost of goods sold in related party may not be taken for increased foreign income taxes resulting
transactions.These rules are beyond the scope of this discus- from a transfer pricing adjustment initiated by a foreign gov-

sion, but signal a significant increase in transferpricing invs- ernment unless the taxpayer avails itself of a competent

tigations, with perhaps a correspondingincrease in the neces- authority procedure; otherwise, in the IRS's view, the taxpay-

sity for competentauthority resolutionofdisputes.
er has not exhaustedall of its administrativeremedies.4

4. Increased penalty exposure on transfer pricing C. RevenueProcedure65-17 and the tax-free
ssues pavmentof a U.S.-initiatedtransferpricing

Also in 1989, Congress passed amendments to the penalty ajustment
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, which permit the A longstanding feature of IRS administrative practice is to

imposition of stiff penalties for substantial valuation mis- pemit the cash remittance (or recharacterizationof a previous
statements in transfer pricing cases. These penalties at first cash remittance) from a foreign affiliate without additional
blush appear to apply only in cases of very substantial devia-
tions from appropriate pricing (i.e. the price used was either 1. See General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, at 1062 (Jt.

double or half the amountof the appropriateprice). In cases of Comm. Tax. 1987).
2. See discussion at id, at 1011-1018.

large multinational groups, however, much more modest 3. Reg. 1.901-2(e)(5)(i).
swings in transferpricing can create penaltyexposurebecause 4. See Rev. Proc. 91-23, at Sec. 9.
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U.S. tax consequences in cases where the United States has B. Revenue Procedure 91-23: the administrativerules
successfully increasedU.S. taxable income through a transfer for pursuing competentauthority relief
pricing adjustment.5 For example, where a transfer pricing
adjustment increases U.S. taxable income in a prior taxable The United States, to a degree unmatchedby any othercoun-

year, the taxpayermay set up a currentreceivable from its for- try, has promulgatedelaborate proceduralguidance and rules

eign affiliate in the amount of that adjustment and cause it to for pursuing competent authority relief. This guidance is set

be paid with no additionalU.S. tax consequencs.Similarly,if forth in the recently issued Rev. Proc. 91-23, which revised

a transferpricing adjustmenthad been made with respect to a earlier guidance.
prior year and dividends had also been paid in that year, the It is probably useful to mention the difficult problems that
taxpayer would havethe ability to recharacterizea portion of rernain with the competent authority process, and a few
that dividendpaymentas a payment made in connectionwith strategic points. First, n a shift from prior practice, Rev.
the transactions with respect to which the transfer pricing Proc. 91-23 clearly signals the intent of IRS to grant relief
adjustmentwas made. The IRS will notpernit this favourable fr the nost part, only in cases where it is able to reach agree-
treatment, however, in any case where the taxpayer does not ment with its foreign counterpart. In the past, if the IRS initi-
avail itselfof the competentauthority procedure.6 ated a transfer pricing adjustment, it would in some cases

grant unilateral relief from that adjustment by withdrawing
Ill. TREATY MUTUALAGREEMENT the proposed change if it would result in double taxation

PROCEDURE ' ' because of failure to reach agreement with the foreign com-

petent authority. Such relief will now be granted only in
A. Relevanttreatyprovisions unspecifiedextraordinarycircumstances,and only in cases

when the foreign statute of limitations has expired. In no
Virtually all current U.S. tax treaties contain an article which event will it be granted where the other country does not
sets out the methodology for resolving disputes between the grant relief in equivalent cases. It is therefore extremely
governmentsin the interpretationofthe treaty. The U.S. model mportant to pursue whatever remedies might be available
is generally consistent with the parallel article in the 1977 under thedomestic law of the otherjurisdictionin addition to
OECD model treaty. Essentially, the model article provides for

competentauthorityproceedings.the initiation by a taxpayer of a procedure to obtain assistance
from the competentauthority of the state in which he is a resi- Also, the procedure does not address relatively common

dent or national to prevent taxation that is nconsistentwith the problems that might arise because of different policies
treaty itself. This procedure has been used, of course, by U.S. between the relevantjurisdictionson such matters,as the pay-
taxpayers in the full range of issues that might arise in treaty ment of interest on refunds or deficiencies, or different rules

nterpretation.Far and away the most iniportant issue, howev- to account for exchange rate fluctuation in the transfer pric-
er, in terms of both dollars at stake and numberof proceedings, ing adjustments and payments associated with them. These
has proven to be transferpricingdisputesbetweenjurisdictions. issues will therefore probably remain unresolved in many

cases.
As a matter of treaty interpretationthe issue in transferpricing
cases relates to the associatedenterprisesarticle that appears It remains the case under Rev. Proc. 91-23 that there is no

in almost every U.S. treaty in one form or another. That article guarantee of competent authority agreement. Even if the

restates the authority of each jurisdiction to alter pricing U.S./German treaty's arbitration provision is the start of a

between affiliated companies in cases where that pricing does trend, there is no guarantee that the respective competent
not reflect the pricing that would have occurredbetween inde- authorities will agree to submit a particular case to binding
pendententerprises,or arm's lengthpricing. The article goes on arbitration. The degree to which agreements are in fact

to state that where such an adjustnent occurs, the other state reached vary widely from country to country. As a result, a

should adjust the tax charged to the relatedcompany that is res- taxpayermay expend enormousresourceswith essentiallyno

ident in it to reflect the same arrn's length adjustment. Many return in pursuing competentauthority relief.
U.S. treaties, including the U.S./U.K. treaty, nclude another For years, the competentauthority process has attracted crit-
provision requiring the respective competent authorities to icism that it took too long to resolve those cases that did reach
endeavour to agree on the appropriate arm's length adjust- agreement. While some of this criticism has probably been
ments, if any, under the provisions of the mutual agreement unfair, these proceedings do place a considerableburden on
procedure. the resources of the respective governments, and backlogs
One U.S. treaty, the reently ratified treaty with Germany,adds have occurred. Despite recent efforts by the U.S. competent
yet anotherlayer ofdispute resolution, If the competentauthor- authority to improve the ability t track and monitor cases,

ities are unable to agreeon the properpricing,but can agree that this burden will, if anything, increase with the new emphasis
the dispute should be referred to arbitration, the treaty permits in the United States on transferpricing cases, and the proba-
(but does not require) such referral. Because the Germangov-

ble response of foreign governments.
emment advanced this concept, it is not clear the extent to TO avoid the uncertainty and commitmentof resources that
which it represents the current treaty policy of the United attend a competentauthority proceeding, a taxpayerhas only
States, and it is therefore unclear whether this provision will

appear in future U.S. treaties; indeed some more recent treaties 5. See Rev. Proc. 65-17, 1965-1 C.B. 833.
have appeared that contain no arbitrationprovision. 6. See Rev. Proc.91-24, I.R.B. 1991-11 (18 March 1991).
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two real choices. First, it should look very carefully to see if far-reachingand elaborate in the world. There are a variety of

any discrete product or business is suitable for the new bilateral and multilateral programmes that the United States
advanced pricing agreementprocedure. In all likelihood this pursueswith its treaty partners in the exchangeof information.
will be a relatively modest amount of a particular group's For example,undera programmeof so-calledndustry-wide
business because of the enormous volume and variety of exchanges, the U.S. competentauthority has met with its for-

intercompany transactions, the probability that the transfer eign counterparts to help them understand the practices and

pricing rules apply differently to differentcategories of prod- the economics of specific industries, and therefore the appro-
ucts and services, the enormous investmentin representatives priate taxation of them. Second, the United States has entered
and economists implied by the administrativepricing agree- nto specific competent authority agreements with various
ment process, the likelihood that advanced agreementcan be treatypartners to permit the so-calledspontaneousexchange
accomplishedcost effectively only in cases where the stakes of information where in the course of auditing a taxpayer,
are high enough and the products distinct enough from the information is disclosed which suggests avoidance of another
rest of the taxpayer's business, and the natural reticence to jurisdiction's taxes. Third, the United States exchanges so-

raise the pricing of mature products that might give rise to calledroutineinformationwithvarious jurisdictionson such
issues in prior years. Otherwise, the taxpayer is well advised items as U.S.-sourcedividends and interest. Fourth, the Unit-
to develop pricing policies at the outset of any product's ed States has programmesto permit the simultaneousexami-

introduction,and to stick to and documentthose policies. Our nationof taxpayers,which have provenparticularlyeffective

experience has been that when we are able to tell a revenue in cases where a business evades both jurisdictions taxes

agent from IRS or from almost any other country what our through the use of tax havens. Finally, under exchange of

policy is, and to demonstrate that it has logic under arm's information programmes as they are commonly understood,
length principles and that we have followed it consistently, the United States will furnish informationto a treaty partner in
we have had very few transfer pricing adjustments. Stated response to a specific request of that partner with respect to a

another way, most revenue authorities have been willing to particulartaxpayer. Indeed, unlike many countries, the United
take a larger view of transfer pricing issues and accept prices States will use its legal powers to obtain informationnot in its
that fall within a range of reasonableness,especially in coun- possession (e.g. bank records) at the requestof a foreign gov-
tries where no significant tax avoidance potential existed ernment authority, so long as that information is potentially
becauseofcomparabletax rates on the other side of the trans- relevant to tax liability in that other jurisdiction.
action. This sensible approach by governments to transfer

In drafting its domestic law, the United States has expressedpricing permits them to focus their attention on cases where
tax avoidancepotential s significant, i.e. transactions which

on several occasions its support for information exchange
tax

involve at least one country that imposes little or no tax on programmes by conditioning specific benefits on an

business activity. Further, it permits taxpayers to conduct acceptable level of informationexchangewith particular for-

their businesses without the enormouscost, either at the frnt eign governments.For example, the United States permits a

reduced tax rate associatedwith exports that are sold throughend with administrativepricing agreements or the back end
with competentauthorityproceedings,of transferpricing dis-

a special purpose export corporation called a foreign sales
to cor-

putes on literally thousands of products and dozens of dis- corporation. This benefit is available, however, only
crete businesses. porations organized in a foreign country with an exchangeof

information practice that the U.S. government finds accept-
able. Similarly,visitors attendinga conventionin a country in

IV. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION UNDER the CaribbeanBasin can obtain business deductions for their
TAX TREATIES travel expenses only if their travel is to a country with whom

the United States has an exchange of information agreementAll of the U.S. tax treaties save the treaty with the Soviet
in place. Finally, funds generated under the favourable U.S.

Union contain provisions which permit the exchange of
tax regime for possessionscorporations be inveted in

informationbetween tax authorities relevant to the tax liabil-
can

other countries in the Caribbean region tax-free only if an
ity of resident taxpayers. The United States also has the abil-

ity under U.S. domestic law to enter into executive agree-
exchange of informationagreement is in place.

ments with foreign governmentsoutside of the treaty process Lately, the most controversialaspect of exchangeof informa-
for the exchangeof tax information. tion in the United States has been the possible misuse of

The exchangeof tax informationhas two prnciple functions. exchangedinformationby foreign governmentofficials. This

First, it enables the respective competent authorities to share
concern was raised by U.S. residents as the United States
embarkedon a programmeto obtain exchangeof information

information relevant to determining tax liability in a mutual

agreementproceeding to prevent double taxation. Second, it agreements with Caribbean and Latin American countries.
As a result of those concerns, various government officials

enables the United States and its treaty partners to obtain
information to prevent the avoidance of their respective tax

over the past few years have discussed the possibilityof cre-

an a
laws through offshore transactionshidden from their respec-

ating administrativeprocedure that wouldnotify taxpay-
er that information exchange was about to take place, and

tive revenue authorities.
permit him or her to offer proof that such information would

As with mutual agreement procedures, the United States has not be appropriately used by the foreign government
developed a set of practices and procedures under these involved. As of now, no such programme has been imple-
exchange of informationprovisions that is probably the most mented, although it remains under consideration.
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INTERNATIONAL:

THE IMPACT OF EC TAX DIRECTIVES OS U.S. GROUPS
WITH EUROPEAN OPERATIONS

Eric Tomsett
International Tax Partner, Touche Ross, London

I. INTRODUCTION
This article focuses on the harmonizationof direct corporate taxes within the Euro- Contents

pean Community(EC). Although there has been substantialharmonizationof indi- I Introduction
rect taxes, such as VAT, available time prevents this area being covered as well.

Il. The Process of Direct Tax
The first thing to be said about direct tax harmonizationwithin the EC is the very Harmonization
limitedprogresswhichhas occurred so far. As explainedbelow, attempts to harmo-

III. Early Proposals Which Have Not Yet
nize the basic tax systems of the EC countries have so far failed and any real future Been Implementedor Have Been
progress in this area is likely to take many years. Abandoned
What has been achieved in EC direct tax harmonizationis the agreementof certain A. Background
important measures which will facilitate cross border business transactions with B. Corporate tax systems and rates

respect to mergers and reorganizationsand the paymentof dividends between sub- C. Computationof taxabe profits
D. Carryoverof losses

sidiaries and parent companieswithin the EC togetherwith an arbitrationprocedure E. Withholding taxes on interest
with respect to transferpricing adjustments.There is also a possibilityof the exten-
sion of the exemptionon cross borderdividendpayments to certain interestand roy-

IV. Directives/ConventionsWhich Have

alty payments.
Been Agreed
A. Mutual assistance

The main EC direct tax harmonizationprovisions which have so far been agreed B. Mergers and reorganizations
relate to mergers and reorganizations and the payment of dividends between sub- 1. Purpose of the Directive

sidiaries and parent companies,which are required to be implementedby 1 January 2. Mergers, divisions and transfers of

1992, and the Arbitration Convention relating,to transfer pricing adjustments,
assets

3. Share exchangeswhich will come into force when it is signed by the respective states. The U.K. 4. Branches in a third country
Inland Revenue issued a press release at the time of the 1991 U.K. Budget on 19 5. Use of the European Company
March 1991 indicating how these Directives would be implemented in the United Statute

Kingdom. 6. Anti-avoidance provisions
C. Parent/subsidiary relationships -

The press release stated that two of the types of transactionsdealt with in the Merg- dividends
ers and ReorganizationsDirective, namely cross border mergers and cross border 1. Purpose of the directive
divisions were not covered by specific provisions in U.K company law. Accord- 2. Elimination of dividend

ingly, the tax provisions in the Directive relating to these transactionswould not be withholding taxes between

mplementeduntil the company law was changed, and this may be dependentupon
subsidiaries and parent companies

agreementof the EC Tenth CompanyLaw Directive,which was issued in 1985 but 3. Tax relief on dividends at the
level

has not yet been adopted.
parent company

4. Planning opportunities
Implementationof the other provisions in the Mergers and ReorganizationsDirec- D. The arbitration convention

tive and the Parent/SubsidiaryDirective, together with the ArbitrationConvention, V. Current Draft Directives
was to take plac in accordancewith the required scheduleand a ConsultativeDoc- A. Parent/subsidiaryrelationships -

ument with draft legislationwas promised for ater in 1991. This has not, however, interest and royalties
so far appeared. B. Cross border loss offsets

VI. Possible Further Progress.

Vil. Implications for U.S. CorporationsIl. THE PROCESS OF DIRECT HARMONIZATION A. Parent/SubsidaryDirective 4

B. Mergers and Reorganizations
Proposaisfordirect tax harmonizationwithin the EC are generatedby the European Directive

Commissionand normally issued as draft Directives. Currently the Taxation Com-
missioner responsible for this area is Mrs. Scrivener. Following consideration by
the Governmentsf the EC member states, the draft Directive then has to be agreed
by the Council of Ministers in order to become accepted as a Directive. Proposals
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for taxation harmonization currently require unanimity It has proved to be impossible to agree on what should be the

amongst the member states in order for them to be imple- most appropriate basic system of corporate tax which could
mented. This has been one of the reasons for the slow be harmonizedwithin the EC. In 1963 the NeumarkCommit-

progress to date. tee suggested a split rate corporate tax system with distribut-
ed profits being taxed at a lower rate. In 1970 the Van den

The Directives so far agreed have then needed implementa- Tempel Reportproposed that a classicalcorporate tax system
tion through changes in the domestic tax laws of each EC should be used as the model. In a 1975 proposal of the Euro-
member state which are required to be in force by a specified pean Commission as set out in a draft Directive on the har-
date (e.g. 1 January 1992). There is uncertainty in the EC monization of the systerns of company taxation and with-
member states as to what is the legal status of the agreed hlding tax on dividends, it was proposed to harmonize the
Directives (e.g. the Mergers and Reorganizations Directive corporate tax systems of the EC countries on the basis of par-
and the Parent/Subsidiary Relationships Directive) if theY tial imputation systems. This draft Directive also proposed
have not been implemented through enactments in each harmonizing corporate tax rates within a band of 45-55 per-
country's national laws by 1 January 1992. cent and imposing a uniform 25 percent withholding tax on

dividends to foreign shareholders.
The other recently concluded measure, the arbitration con-

vention, has been agreed in the form of a Convention No real progress was made on the above draft Directive and

between the member states rather than a Directive. Accord- it has now been withdrawn. Accordingly, there are currently
ingly, although the Conventionhas been agreed by the Coun- no proposalsto harmonizethe basic systems ofcorporate tax-

cil ofMinisters, it has yet to be signed by the heads of state of ation within the EC.
the membercountries.

C. Computationof taxableprofits
Ill. EARLY PROPOSALSWHICH HAVE NOT Althoughearly attempts at Directives on harmonizationof

YET BEEN IMPLEMENTEDOR HAVE BEEN corporate taxes concentratedon tax systems and tax rates, it
ABANDONED has since been recognized that harmonization of corporate

taxs is impossible unless taxes are charged in each country
A. Background on the same amount, i.e. the tax base is the same. In many

cases, however, this would nvolve even more fundamental

Attempts to harmonizecorporate taxes in the EC began in the changes to existing tax systems than the harmonizationof the
1960s (i.e. before the United Kingdom even joined). With basic tax systems as there are wide divergencies in methods
one minor exception, however, no progress was made until of computing taxable profits.
1990. This was largely becausemany of the earlier proposals A preliminary draft proposal for the harmonizationof rules
sought to make fundamentalchanges to the tax laws of mem-

for determiningtaxable profits of corporations in
ber states which would have had a serious impact on taxation was put out

1988.2 It has, however, since been withdrawn as it was
revenueraised and businesses in each country. Consequently, believed that it did satisfactorily deal with the problemsthe necessary unanimity could not be obtained.

not

nvolved.

B. Corporate tax systemsand rates D. Carryoverof losses

At the present time a number of fundamentallydifferent tax The present tax rules relating to the carryoverof losses vary
systems operate within the 12 EC countries. The most com- greatly between the different member states. In many coun-

mon system is the imputation systems adopted by six coun- tries there is a time limit on the carryoverof tax losses, e.g.
tries, namely Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy and generally five years in France. In other countries, however,
the United Kingdom. Under imputation systems there is such as the United Kingdomand the Republic of Ireland, tax

some kind of imputation or tax credit whereby a credit is losses can normally be carried forward indefinitely.
given at the shareholder level for part or all of the taxes paid The Draft Directive of November 19853 addresses this issue.
by the corporationon the profits distributed.

It uniform three-yearcarrybackand ndefiniteproposesa car-

The other EC countries operate differentsystems, notably the ryforwardof tax losses. The mplementationof such a Direc-

classicalsystems adoptedby Luxembourg,the Netherlands tive would be welcome to European businesses as it is more

and Spain whereby there is no relief for taxationat the share- generous than the current system applied in many member

holder level on profits distributed in respect of taxes already states. It has, however, yet to be agreed.
paid at the corporate level, i.e. there is double taxationofcor-

porate profits distributed to shareholders as they are taxed 1. Draft Directive Conceming the Harmonization of Systems foi Company
Taxation and of Withholding Tax on Dividends, Oficial Journal of the Euro-

once at the level of the corporationand then again fully taxed pean Community,No. C253 CLM (75) 392 Final. 1975.

in the hands of the shareholder. Another system used in the 2. PreliminaryDraftProposals for a Directiveon the Harmonizationof Rules

EC is the two rate system, which Germany now combines Concerning the Taxable Profits of UndertakingsXV/27/88 1988.

with its imputationsystem. Under this system distributedand
3. Draft Directive on the Tax Arrangementsfor the Carry Over of Lsses of

Undertakings. Official Journal of the European Community, Nos. C253 1984
undistributedprofits are taxed at differentialrates. and C170 1985. COM (84) 404 Final 1984.
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E. Withholdingtaxes on interest 1. Purpose of the Directive

On 8 February 1989 the EC Commissionput forward plans In the absence of special relieving provisions,major taxation

for the introductionof a common interest withholding tax to issues and problems arise in relation to mergers and reorgani-
be imposed by all EC member states on interestpaid to resi- zations. Many countries' tax systens seriously impact on

dents ofEC countries. A minimumwithholding tax rate of 15 such nergers and reorganizationsby:
percent was proposed, although menber states were to be - treating transfers of assets and shareholdingson the basis

free to impose a higher rate if they wished. The mandatory that the transfer has been made at current market value

withholding tax was not to apply to interestpayments to non- and taxing the correspondinggains arising;
EC residents. - restricting the carryover of losses to which the merging

entities are entitledbecause the entity or business so enti-
This proposal was largely motivated by the requirement to tled may not continue in the same form following the
abolish exchangecontrols as part of the creationof the single merger or reorganization;
market by the end of 1992. Previously France and Italy had - imposing stamp, transfer and registrationduties on assets
imposed severe exchange controls and were concemed that and shareholdings transferred, again frequently on the
the eliminationof such controlswould massively increase the basis of current market value.
opportunities for tax evasion in respect of interest on securi-
ties by the movementof funds to other terntories. Most EC countries have introduced relieving provisions

relating to mergers and reorganizationswhich are considered
Despite subsequent proposals to lower the common rate of commerciallydesirable within their country.
withholding tax to ten percent, no agreement could be

However, of these relieving provisions restricted
obtained on this proposal because of opposition by Luxem- many are to

domestic transactions involvingcompanies and shareholdingsbourg, the Netherlandsand the United Kingdom. According- within the country and often be excluded with respect toly, it was soon dropped. may
cross border transactions. This is, of course, to prevent such

mergers and reorganizationsmoving profits and gains outside
IV. DIRECTIVES/CONVENTIONSWHICH HAVE the future jurisdictionof the country in which they arise.

BEEN AGREED The development of the EC, especially the approach of the

Single European Market by the end of 1992, has created a
A. Mutuaiassistance need for merger and reorganizationactivity amongst compa-
The first area where a Directive on corporate tax harmoniza- nies within the EC which has been seriouslyhamperedby the

tion was actually implemented was in relation to mutual existing tax legislationof member states.

assistancebetween the taxation authoritiesof member states. The ECfirst considered the possibility of relieving taxation
This is through a Council Directive of 19 December 1977.4 on cross bordermergers and reorganizationswithin the EC as

The purpose of the Directive is to prevent tax evasion and long ago as 1969 when a draft Directive was first issued on
avoidance across the frontiers of member states. The Direc- the subject. The draft Directive subsequently anendedwas

tive is primarilydesigned to allow memberstates to exchange and was finally approvedby the Council of the EC on 10 July
relevant information relating to the assessment of taxes on 1990 as the EC Directive,On the CommonSystem of Taxa-
income and capital. The Directive includes provisions for tion Applicable to Mergers, Divisions, Transfers of Assets
spontaneous exchange of information without a specific and Exchanges of Shares Concerning Companies of Differ-
request by another member state. ent Member States.

In practice, however, the provisions of this Directive do not The new Directive requires member states to bring into force
extend much further than the exchange of nformation and laws, regulations and administrativeprovisions necessary to
mutual assistanceprovisions already existing in bilateraldou- implement the Directive by lJanuary 1992, although Portu-
ble taxationtreaties betweenmember states which have exist- gal is to be allowed until 1 January 1993 to implement the
ed from many years earlier. Indeed the United Kingd6m ha part of the Directive relating to transfers of assets and
comprehensivebilateral double taxation agreements with all exchanges of shares.
of the other EC member states and it is understood that the

The Directive relates only to mergers, divisions, transfers of
U.K. InlandRevenuehas always found the provisions in these
treaties to be adequate in relation to exchange of information

assets and exchanges of shares in which companies from at

least two member states are involved.
and has not needed to use the powers under the EC Directive.

2. Mergers, divisions and transfers of assets
B. Mergersand reorganizations The main part of the Directive is concerned with what are

Apart from the Mutual Assistance Directive no substantial termed mergers,'' divisions and transfers of assets

proposals for direct tax harnonization were agreed until which involve two or more companies in EC countries.
,

1990. In July 1990 two Directives and a Convention were

finally agreed. The first of the Directives agreed in July 1990
refers to Mergers, Divisions, Transfers of Assets and

4. Council Directive Concerning Mutual Assistance by the Competent
Authorities of the Member States in the Fields of Direct Taxation and Value

Exchanges of Shares. Added Tax 77-799/EECand 70/170/EEC.
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(a) Mergers (2) any tax-free provisions or reserves in the transferring
companies are to carry over tax-free to the permanent estab-

Three types of transaction are included within the definition lishmentof the receiving company which will now be situat-
of a merger. These are as follows: ed in the country of the transferringcompany;

(1) where one or more companies are dissolved without (3) if the country where the transferring company or compa-
going into liquidation and transfer all of their assets and lia- nies are located would allow a tax loss to carry over to the
bilities to another existing company in exchange for that receivingcompany,if it were a companyof that country, then

company issuing the shareholders of the first company's tax losses of the transferring company or companies shall
securities representing the capital of the receiving company carry over to the new permanentestablishmentof the receiv-
and, if applicable, a cash payment provided that it does not ng company;
exceed ten percent of the nominal value, or if there is no

nominal value, the accounting par value of the securities (4) on a merger or a division, any gains accruing to the

issued in the receiving company;5 receiving company on the cancellationof any shareholdingit
has in the transferringcompany shall not be liable to tax pro-

(2) two or more companies are dissolved without going into vided that the receiving company shareholding in the trans-

liquidation and transfer all of their assets and liabilities to a ferring company is greater than 25 percent;
new company that they formed in exchange for the new com-

(5) on a merger or a division, the allotmentof securities
pany issuing to the shareholdersof the first companies' secu-

by the receiving company to a shareholderof the transferringrities representing the capital of the new company and, if in exchange for securities of the transferringapplicable, a cash payment provided that it does not exceed company com-

is not to give rise to taxation income, profitsten percent of the nominal value, or if there is no nominal pany any on or

capital gains of that shareholder.
value, the accounting par value of the securities in the new

company;6 It should be particularly noted that the Directive does not

apply to stamp or transferduties which may arise on any such
(3) where a company is dissolvedwithout going into liquida- transactions.Accordingly,these duties will continue to apply
tion and transfers all of its assets and liabilities to its parent in the normal way. In some countries (e.g. France) this could
company.7 involve very substantial liabilities.

(b) Divisions (e Effectofprovisionsrelating to mergers, divisionsand
transfersof assets

This involves a company being dissolved without going into

liquidation and transferring all of its assets and liabilities to The transactions discussed above would often not be subject
two or more existing or new companies in exchange for the to exemption from taxationunder the existing tax laws ofEC

pro rata issue to the shareholders of the first company of countries (although there are exceptions to this). According-
securities representing the capital of the second companies ly, new legislation will be needed in the EC countries to

and, if applicable, a cash payment, provided that it does not implement this aspect of the Directive. In a press release
exceed ten percentofthenominalvalue or, ifthereis no nom- dated 19 March 1991, the Inland Revenue indicated, howev-
inal value, the accounting par value of the securities of the er, that the parts of the Directive relating to mergers and divi-
second companies.8

(c) Transfersofassets 5. An example of such a transaction would be where a Belgian and a Danish

companywere dissolvedand transferredall of their assets and liabilities to a French

This nvolves a company transferring without being dis- companyin exchange for the Frenchcompany issuing shares to the shareholdersof
the Belgian and Danish company (a cash payment would also be allowed to the

solved all or one or more branches of its activities to another shareholdersof the Belgian and Danish companiesprovided that it did not exceed

company in exchange for the transferof securities represent- ten percentof the nominal value of shares issued by the Frenchcompany).
ing the capital of the second company. For this purpose a 6. For example, a French and a German company dissolve and transfer their

a company return anbranch represents all of the assets and liabilities of a division assets to newly establishedDutch in for issue of shares by
the Dutch company to the shareholdersof the French and German companies (a

of a company which constitutes an independentbusiness.9 cash paymentby the Dutch company to the shareholdersof the French and Ger-
man companiesof an amountup to ten percentof the nominalvalue of securities

(d) Tax reliefs
issued by the Dutch company would also be permitted).
7. An example here would be an Italian subsidiary of a U.K. company being
dissolvedand transferringall its assets and liabilities to its U.K. parent company.

On a merger, division or transfer of assets, the Direc- 8. An example of such a division could be a situation where a German com-

tive provides that the following tax reliefs are to be available: pany had two operatingdivisionswhich it desired to integratewith the business-
es of a French company and a Dutch company in the group. The German com-

(1) capital gains representingthe differencebetween the mar- pany could transfer one division to the French company and the other to the
Dutch company in return for an issue of shares on a pro rata basis by the French

ket value of the assets and liabilities transferred and their and Dutch company to the shareholders of the German company (a cash pay-
base cost or valu for taxation purposes shall not be taxed ment would also be allowed of up to ten percent of the nominal value of shares

provided that the base costs or values carry over to the receiv- issued by the French and Dutch companies).
9. An example of such a transaction could be a U.K. company transferringing company for the purposes of computing future capital part of its activitiesrepresenting a separate branch to a Dutch subsidiarycompa-

gains or tax depreciation; ny in exchange for shares of the Dutch company.
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sions would not be implementedin the UnitedKingdomuntil ment in a third member state, that third member state is
there were company law changes to allow cross bordermerg- required to renounce any right to tax the branch. However,
ers and divisions. the country where the transferring company is situated may

reinstate in the taxable profits of the transferring companyAlthough new tax legislation providing for relief to imple-
ment the above provisionsof the Directivewould be very wel- any losses of the branch which have previously been set off

come and useful in some cases, a careful examinationof the against the taxable profits of the transferring company and
which have not been recovered.definitionsof mergers,divisionsand transfersof assets

and the examples given will quickly reveal that they will not The third country in which the branch is located and the
cover many potential merger situations which European country where the receiving company is situated are required
groups are likely to wish to implementunder existing ways in to apply the provisions of the Directive to the merger, divi-
which such groups prefer to organize their corporate affairs. sion or transferof assets as if the third country were the coun-

where the transferringcompany was situated.With respect to cross border transactions the provisions gen-
try

erally cover situations where a company in one EC country For example, if a Dutch company with a French branch was

transfers its business to a company in another EC country merging into a German company, France would not be
which then carries on the business as a permanentestablish- allowed to tax any gain which would arise on the transferof
ment in the first country.10 the French branch to the German company and the German

would take the French branch the base val-
Although the provisions may appear to be helpful, in practice company over at

ues for French tax purposes which previously applied to the
very few Europeangroups would wish to organize themselves

Dutch However, if the French branch of the Dutchin this way. Most corporate groups in Europe prefer for com- company.
had previously incurred tax losses of 1,000,000Dfl.mercial reasons to carry on each business through a separate company

for Dutch tax purposes which had been offset against other
subsidiarycompany in the country where the business is locat-

Dutch taxable profits of the Dutch and which fared and not to operate throughbranchesor permanentestablish- company so

had not been recovered, the Netherlandswould be entitled to
ments (although there are exceptions to this, such as banks) add 1,000,000 Dfl. back the taxable income of the Dutchto
As a result the complex relieving provisions discussed above company.
will not be helpful in the majority of actual merger and reor-

There is exceptionallowed the aboveprovisions.Where
ganization situations. The only exception to this is in relation.

an to

the country in which the transferring company is situated
to the possiblecreation of Europeancompaniesunder the pro- applies systemof taxing worldwideprofits (as is the in
posed EuropeanCompany Statute discussedfurtherbelow.

a case

the United Kingdom) it will have the right to tax any profits
3. Share exchanges

or capital gains of the branch in the third country resulting
from the merger, diyision or transfer of assets on condition

Perhaps of more practical significance are the provisions that it gives relieffor the tax that, but for the provisionsof the

relating to exchanges of shares. These were added to the Directive, would have been charged on those profits or capi-
original draft Directive at a relatively late stage. tal gains in the country in which the branch is situated, in the

same way and in the same amount as would have been done
The provisions relating to exchanges of shares cover an if the tax had actually been charged and paid.operationwhereby a company acquires a holding in the capi-
tal of another company such that the first company obtains To take another example, if a U.K. company had a branch in
the majority of the voting rights in the second company Spain and the U.K. company was being merged nto a Dutch

through the first company issuing shares to the shareholders company, the United Kingdomwould be entitled to continue
of the second company together with, if applicable, a cash to tax profits or capital gains arising to the U.K. company
paymentnot exceeding ten percentof the nominalvalue or, if from the transfer of the Spanish branch on the merger to the
there is no nominal value, the accounting par value of the Dutch company provided that it gave a deemed foreign tax

securities of the first company issued in exchange. On such credit to the U.K. company equivalent to the Spanish tax

an exchangeof shares the allotmentof securitiesrepresenting which would have been charged on the transfer of the Span-
the capital of the acquiring company to a shareholderof the ish branch to the Dutch company, but for the reliefs required
acquired company in exchange for the securities of the by the Directive.

acquiredcompany shall not, of itself, give rise to any taxation
of ncome, profits or capital gains on that shareholder. 5. Use of the European CompanyStatute

Most EC countries will require new legislation to implement The part of the Directive relating to mergers, divisions and
this, but in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland transfersof assets is potentiallymuchmore useful when com-

existing reliefs from taxation for paper-to-papertransactions bined with the proposed European Company Statute. The

may well already cover many of the requirementsof this part European Company Statute is a proposal to establish a sepa-
of the Directive. rate category of European companies (known as Societas

Europaeaor SEs) that will be subject to an EC systemofcor-

4. Branches in a third country
10. For example, a French company transfers its business (or part of its busi-

Where on a merger, division or transfer of assets the ness) to a German company which then carries on the business as a French per-
transferring company has a branch or pernanent establish- manentestablishmentof the German company.
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porate law. Such companies would be able to operate equally according to the arrangements which were in force prior to

well in all EC member states. Thus, while at present a Euro- that transaction. This latter condition, however, continues

pean multinational group may have subsidiaries in different only as long as the EC law provisions contain no equivalent
member states, such a group structure could be replacedby a rules on representationof employeeson company organs that

single European company operating through permanent are applicable to the companies nvolved in the transaction.
establishment in each of the member states in which the

existing subsidiaries are located. C. Parentlsubsidiaryrelationships dividends-

For taxationpurposes the Europeancompanywouldprimari- 1. Purpose of the directive
ly be subject to taxation in the country in which it is ncorpo-
rated. Its operations in other member states would be subject The second EC Directive concluded in July 1990 was the
to tax in those countries as permanent establishments Council Directive On the Common System of Taxation

(branches) of the European company. Applicable in the Case ofParent Companiesand Subsidiaries
of Different Member States.

If the EuropeanCompany Statute regulation is approved, the
Directive on mergers, etc. could be of much greater use in This Directive had been originally issued as a draft in 1969,
reorganizing existing subsidiaries of a European group nto but the Directive was finally agreed on 11 July 1990. The
the Europeancompany tax free. This is because the European Directive requires memberstates to ntroduce the laws, regu-
Company Statute envisages a single company effectively lations and administrative provisions necessary to comply
operating through permanent establishments in other mem- with it by 1 January 1992. The purpose of the Directive is to

ber states rather than a series of separate, locally-established harmonize the taxation treatment of profits flowing as divi-

companies. dends from a subsidiary company in one member state to a

A final draft of the proposed regulation on the European parent company in anothermember state and, as far as possi-
ble, minimize the taxation on such transfers of profit.Company Statte was issued in 1989, but the member states

have not yet approved it.
(a) Scope

6. Anti-avoidanceprovisions The Directive applies only to companies which are resident
in an EC member state and which are subject to corporate

Two particular anti-avoidanceprovisions are ncluded in the
ncome tax in an EC State. For the purposes of the Directive

Mergers Directive.
a parent company is defined as a company of a member state

Firstly, the Directive applies only to companies which ar which has a minimumholding of 25 percent in the capital of
resident in a member state and also which are not, under the the companyof anothermemberstate. A subsidiarycompany
terms of any double taxationagreementconcludedbetween a is correspondinglydefinedas a company in a memberstate in
member state and a country outside of the EC, considered to which a parent company in anothermemberstate has a share-
be resident for tax purposes in a country outside of the EC. holding as defined above.
This is designed to prevent companies taking advantage of Member states are, however, to be allowed to replace, by
the Directivewhich are dually resident for taxation purposes means of a bilateral agreementwith other member states, the
in an EC country and in another country outside of the EC in criterionof a holding of capital by that of a similarholdingof
circumstances such that the double taxation treaty between voting rights.
the EC country and the country outside of the EC treats them
as a residentof the non-EC country so that future profits and Member states are also entitled not to apply the Directive to

gains which might otherwise have been taxed in a EC coun- companies in their country where the required shareholdings
try could be excludedfrom such taxationby virtue of the pro- as described above have not been held for an uninterrupted
visions of the double taxation treaty. period of at least two years.

Secondly, a member state may refuse to apply or withdraw The Parent/SubsidiaryDirectivehas two main provisions:
the benefit of any part of the provisions of the Directive - eliminationof dividend withholding taxes;
where it appears that the merger, divisionor transferof assets - tax reliefon dividends at the parent company level.
or exchangeof shares either:

2. Elimination of dividend withholding taxes between
(a) has as its principal objective or as one of its principal subsidiariesand parent companiesobjectives tax evasion or tax avoidance. The fact that the
transaction is not carried out for valid commercial reasons Where a subsidiarycompany in one member state distributes
such as the restructuringor rationalizationof the activities of profits to its parent company in another member state, the
the companiesparticipating in the operationmay constitutea distributionis to be exempted from any withholding tax.

presumption that the operation has tax evasion or tax avoid-
At the present time most member states impose substantial

ance as its principal objective or as one of its principal objec- withholding taxes on dividends distributedto a company res-
tives; or

ident in another country. Even though existing double taxa-

(b) results in a company,whetherparticipatingin the transac- tion treaties between member states often reduce such with-
tion or not, no longer fulfilling the necessay conditions for holding taxes substantiallyfrom the full rates, typicallywith-
the representation of employees on the company organs holding tax rates of five, ten or even fifteen percent currently
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apply to dividends paid by a subsidiary company in one subsidiary to a foreign parent company under its double tax-
member state to a parent company in another member state. ation treaties in order to discourage foreignparent companies
Accordingly, the Directive will achieve a major reduction in from stripping the maximum possible profits out of German
the cost of distributing profits between countries within the subsidiary companies so as to maximize the profits which
EC in mny cases. enjoy the lower rate of corporate income tax. For this reason

was many years to agreeThere will, however,be no change to the positionwhere prof- Germany for reluctant the

its are distributed from companies resident in the United Parent/SubsidiaryDirective.

Kingdom or the Republic of Ireland to parent companies in As a recognition of the unusual features of the German tax
otherEC memberstates. This is because the UnitedKingdom system, Germany is to be allowed to continue to apply a div-
and Ireland do not impose any dividend withholding taxes. idend withholdingtax of five percenton profits distributedby
The advance corporation taxes imposed in the United King- German subsidiary companies to parent companies in other
dom and the Republic of Ireland on the distributionof divi- EC member states as long as it charges corporation tax on

dends are not withholding taxes, and ndeed the Directive distributedprofits and a rate at least 11 points lower than the
specificallyexcludes such taxes from its application.Similar- rate applicableto retainedprofits. This five percentwithhold-
ly excluded is the French prcompte. ing tax may, however, only be continued until the middle of

1996.
Parent companies in the UnitedKingdomand the Republicof
Irelandwill, however,benefitwhere they have subsidiaries in
other EC member states as the cost of repatriating profits (3) Portugal
from such subsidiaries will be significantly reduced and in For budgetary reasons Portugal is to be allowed to continue
particularthe problemof excess foreign tax credits arising in to apply a withholding tax on dividends distributed by Por-
the United Kingdom through foreign tax rates exceeding the tuguese subsidiaries to parent companies in other EC mem-
U.K. corporate tax rate will tend to be reduced. ber states for a period of eight years following the date of

application of the Directive (i.e. until 31 December 1999).
(a) Exceptions -

The rate of withholding tax applied by Portugal notmay
There are three exceptions to the exemption from dividend exceed that under its existing bilateraldouble taxationagree-

withholding taxes under the Directive. These relate to
ments with other member states and, subject to this, may not

Greece, Germany and Portgal. exceed 15 percent during the first five years of the applica-
tion of the Directive and ten percent during the last three

(1) Greece years of the eight year period.
The Directive also provides for the EC Council to consider aGreece has a unique corporate tax system within the EC in
proposal from the Commissionof possibleextensionof thea

that it allows dividend distribution as a deduction from tax- period for which Portugal may apply such dividend with-
able income in computing its corporate income tax, but then

holding taxes.
imposes a heavy withholdingtax on the dividenddistribution
at rates comparable to .that of the corporate income tax.

Accordingly, the dividend withholding tax effectively repre-
3. Tax relief on dividends at the parent company level

sents the corporate income tax on distributedprofits. The second reliefprovided for under the Directive is from

Clearly the EC Directive could not apply to the Greek tax taxation at the parent company level on profits distributed

system as otherwise Greece would collect no tax at all on
from subsidiarycompaniesin otherEC memberstates. When

profits distributed by a Greek company to a parent company
a parent company resident in one EC member state receives

in another EC country. Accordingly, as long as Greece con-
distributed profits from a subsidiary resident in another EC

tinuesnot to charge corporate tax on distributedprofits it is to memberstate, the country where the parent company is locat-

be entitled to levy its dividendwithholding tax on profits dis- ed is required to either:

tributed to parent companies in other menber states, but the (a) exempt such profits from corporate taxation; or
rate of such withholding tax must not exceed the rates pro- (b) provide foreign tax credit relief for the fraction of the
vided for in bilateral double taxation agreements. corporation tax paid by the subsidiary which relates to

the profits distributedand for any withholding tax levied
(2) Germany on the dividendby the country in which the subsidiary is

located.
Germany also has an unusual corporate tax system in that
there is a substantial differential between the corporate The above provisions do not apply to a distributionon a liq-
income tax charged on distributed and undistributedprofits. uidation.
Currentlydistributedprofits are charged to the federal corpo- Additionally,each member shall be entitled retain therate income tax at a rate of 36 percent whereas undistributed state to

profits are charged at 50 percent (ignoring the recently option ofproviding that any charges relating to the holdingof

mposed surcharges).
the parent company in the subsidiary andany losses resulting
from the distributionof profits of the subsidiary may not be

Traditionally Germany has tended to maintain high rates of deducted from the taxable profits of the parent company.
dividend withholding taxes on dividends paid by a German Where the management costs relating to the holding of the
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parent company in the subsidiary in such a case are fixed at a D. The Arbitration Convention
flat rate, the fixed amount may not exceed five percentof the

profits distributedby the subsidiary. The third tax harmonizationmeasure agreed in July 1990 by
the EC Council of Ministers was a Convention establishing

The taxationsystems of a numberof the memberstates would
an arbitration procedure for transfer pricing corresponding

appear to already satisfy this Directive.For example, the U.K. adjustments. The provision is entitled Convention on the
system of foreign tax credit relieffor both direct and underly- Elimination of Double Taxation in Connection with the
ing corporate taxes in respect of dividends received by U.K. Adjustment of Profits of Associated Enterprises. It was

companies from participationsof ten percent or more in for- agreed on 12 July 1990. This provision is, however, a Con-
eign companieswould appear to fully satisfy the requirements vention between the EC member states rather than a Direc-
of the Directive. Similarly, the exemption systems applied to tive and still requires ratificationby the Head of State of each
dividendsfrom substantialparticipationsin a numberofmem- EC country.
ber states (e.g. Denmark,France, the Netherlands)appearalso
to satisfy this Directive in many situations. Other member The Convention is designed to deal with a particularproblem
states, however,may have to make substantialamendmentsto arising on transactionsbetweenassociatedcompaniesor other
their existing taxation systems relating to the taxation of for- enterpriseswithin the EC where one of the countries nvolved
eign dividends in order to comply with the Directive. makes an adjustment to ncrease taxable profits because it

considers that a transaction between associated enterprises
4. Planning opportunities has not been undertaken at an arm's length price. All EC

countries have provisions in their domestic tax laws and dou-
The Parent/SubsidiaryDirectivewill result, in many cases, in ble taxation agreementswhich potentially allow such transfer
important reductions in the taxation currently imposed on pricing adjustments to be made, in certain circumstances.
distributing profits from a subsidiary company to a parent
company within the EC. Where such a transferpricing adjustment is made by the taxa-

tion authorityof one country this will have effect only in rela-
Unlike the MergersDirective, the Parent/SubsidiaryDirective tion to the taxableprofits of the enterprise located in that coun-
does not include any provisionsexcluding the operationof the

try. It will not normally alter the commercialprice at which the
Directive where companies are reorganized in order to avoid transactionwas undertaken.This means that in the other coun-
or minimize taxation (although the Directive shall not pre- try involved in the transaction the taxable profits will poten-
clude the applicationofprovisions in a country's domestic tax tially remain the same as previously. However, in order to
laws or under taxation agreementsrequired for the prevention avoiddouble taxationit is necessaryfor the secondordercoun-
of fraud or abuse). There is, however, a requirementthat qual- try nvolved to make a reduction in the taxable profit in its
ifying companies should be resident in an EC member state

country in order to correspond to the ncrease in the first
and should not be dually resident also in a country outside of involvedin the transaction.Whilstmany existing country dou-
the EC under the terms of a double taxation agreement. ble taxation agreements between countries both within and

There does not, however, appear to be anything to prevent
outsideof the EC do includeprovisions for the makingof such

groups of companies operating within the EC from reorganiz- correspondingadjustments and for a mutual agreementproce-

ing their structuresin order to take advantageof the exemptions
dure whereby the taxation authorities may seek to agree such

available undr the Parent/SubsidiaryDirective. This includes adjustmentsin practice this process does not work well as dou-

situations where a group of companies in the EC is ultimately
ble taxation agreementsdo not require that the taxation author-
ities of the two countries nvolved reach agreement and in

ownedby a companyor shareholdersoutside of the EC.
many cases such agreementcannotbe obtained.

At first sight it may appear that the role ofholding companies
within the EC will be much reduced as the favourabledouble The Conventionseeks to overcome the problems in this area

taxation treaties of territories such as the Netherlands and by firstly providing that with respect to transactionsbetween

Denrnark will no longer be important for minimizing divi_ associated enterprises within the EC, corresponding adjust-
dend withholding taxes on dividend flows within the EC ment shall be available and that there shall be a procedure for

frorn 1 January 1992 as the Parent/Subsidiary Directive the taxation authorities of the countries concerned to consult

should itself produce the ninimum possible dividend with- in order to seek agreementon the appropriateadjustment.
holding taxes in such situations,provided there is a participa-
tion of at least 25 percent. The novel feature of the Convention is, however, the second

part whichprovides for an arbitrationprocedurewhere the tax-

Holding companies may, however, still be of considerable ation authorities involved are unable to reach a mutual agree-
use where they are located in countrieswhichprovideprotec- ment on a corresponding adjustment. This arbitration proce-
tion from taxation on capital gains arising from future dis- dure operates through the appointmentof an advisorycommis-

posals of subsidiary and associated companies. Indeed in sion which includes representativesof the taxation authorities
combination with the EC Parent/Subsidiary Directive such nvolved together with ndependent representatives appointed
holding company structures may, in appropriate circum- from a panel set up by all the EC memberstates. The advisory
stances, achieve a more favourable overall tax position than commission is then able to give a binding decision on the

previously. appropriatecorrespondingadjustment to be made.
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Whilst this represents an interesting and welcome develop- require member states to apply one or other of the following
ment for companies operating within the EC, it remains to be systems of taxation:
seen as to how effective this arbitration procedure will be
once it is operating. (1) The credit method - this involves ncluding in the enter-

prise's results for a given tax period the profits and losses of

V. CURRENT DRAFT DIRECTIVES all the enterprise'spermanentestablishmentssituated in other
member states and, where appropriate crediting the tax paid
by the permanent establishments against any tax payable byA. Parentlsubsidiaryrelationships - interestand

royalties
the enterprise on the profits of such establishments.

In a draft Directive of 24 January 1991,11 a further tax relief (2) The methodofdeducting losses and reincorporatingsub-
is proposed for transactions between parent companies and sequentprofits - this involves:

their subsidiaries where both companies are established and (a) the deduction from the enterprise's taxable profits for a

resident in EC member states. The draft Directive proposes given tax period of the losses incurred in the same tax period
that nterest or royalties paid by a subsidiary company to its by the enterprise'spermanentestablishmentsituated in other
parent or a parent to its subsidiary shall be exempt from any member states;
withholding tax. A parent/subsidiaryrelationship is defined (b) the incorporationof subsequentprofits of such permanentfor the purposesof this draft Directive in the same way as for establishments nto the enterprise's taxable income to the
the Parent/SubsidiaryDirective relating to dividends, i.e. the extent of the loss deductedpursuant to (a) above.
parent companymust have a minimumholding of 25 percent
in the capital of the subsidiary. Under the second method losses which have been deducted

As usual there are some exceptions to the general rule to take are to be automatically reincorporated nto the enterprise's
account of those countries with budgetary problems. Greece taxable profits after five years or when the permanent estab-

and Portugalare to be entitled to continue to levy withholding lishment has been sold, wound up or transformed into a sub-

taxes on interest and royalty payments for a period of seven sidiary, if they have not already been so reincorporated.
years from the introduction of the Directive. However, this

withholding tax is not to exceed ten percent for the first five The above provisions relating to permanent establishments

years and five percent during the last two years of the period (branches) in fact, already exist within the existing tax laws

unless a double taxtion treaty provides for a lower rate. The of a number of member states. The United Kingdom, for

draftDirectivedoes, however includeprovisionsallowing the example, basically follows the credit method and Belgium
Council of Ministers to extend the period for which Greece and the Netherlandsuse a form of deducting losses with sub-

and Portugalmay continue to apply withholding taxes. sequent reincorporation.

It nay be noted that the draft Directive contains a serious The radical proposal in the draft Directive relates, however
weakness in that within a European corporate group nterest to losses incurred by a subsidiary company in another mern-
and royalty payments will not necessarily flow between a ber state rather than a permanent establishment. Under the
subsidiary and its parent company, but may also frequently existing tax laws of EC rnernber states a loss incurred by a

be paid amongst group subsidiary companies. The draft subsidiary in one member state would only be available for
Directive does not cover the latter type of payment. offset against the taxable profits of its parent company in

another member state in exceptional circumstances, e.g.The draft Directivendicates that it shouldbe implementedas
where the subsidiary dually resident in thefrom 1 January 1993. However, it has yet to be agreed by the company was

Council of Ministers. country where it is carrying on business and in the countryof
its parent companyor, in certain states, where it can be shown
that the loss has resulted in a diminution in value of the par-

B. Cross border loss offsets ent company's shareholding in the subsidiaryand a provision
may be deducted for such a loss (e.g. in Spain).

Potentially the most radical harmonizationprovisionrelating
to direct taxes which is currently under consideration was The draft Directive,however,would requirememberstates to
announced in a draft Directive of 24 January 1991 with allow a loss incurred by a subsidiary in one member state to
respect to the offset of losses ncurred in permanent estab- be offset against the taxable profits of its parent company in
lishments and subsidiaries in other member states. The draft anothermemberstate where the loss was incurredin the same
Directive is entitled Proposal for a Council Directive Con- tax period. The loss offset would, however, only be tempo-
cerning Arrangementsfor the Taking into Accountby Enter-

rary in that the loss so deducted would have to be subse-
prises ofLossesofTheirPermanentEstablishmentsand Sub- quently reincorporatedin the parent company's taxable prof-
sidiaries Situated in Other MemberStates. its. The losses would have to be reincorporatedin the parent
The first area dealt with by the draft Directiveis the situation company's taxable profits in the following circumstances:

where an enterprise (e.g. a company) in one memberstate has

permanent establishments (e.g. branches) in other member
11. Proposal for a Council Directiveon a Common System of TaxationAppli-
cable to interest and Royalty Payments Made Between Parent Companies and

states. In these circumstances the draft Directive would Subsidiaries in DifferentMember States.
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(a) where reincorporation has not already occurred by the Vll. IMPLICATIONSFOR U.S. CORPORATIONS
end of the fifth year following that in which the loss
became deductible; A. ParentlSubsidiaryDirective

(b) where the subsidiarycompany is sold, woundup or trans- The mplementationof the Parent/SubsidiaryDirective relat-
formed into a permanentestablishment; ng to dividends may encourage groups to create a European

(c) where the parent company'sholding in the capital of the holding company to own subsidiaries within the EC in order

subsidiary has fallen below the minimum level required to take advantage of the opportunityof paying funds as cross

for the offset. border dividends to a central point in the holding company
withoutncurring dividend withholding taxes.

A much higher shareholding is required for the loss offset of Where a group of subsidiaries, organized under a European
the subsidiary against the parent company's taxableprofits to holding company, was ultimately owned by a U.S. parent
be available under this draft Directive than is necessary for corporation, there would be certain U.S. tax problems in rela-
the Parent/SubsidiaryDirective in relation to dividendsor the tion to the structure. US SubpartF rules will continue to treat
draft Directive in relation to nterest and loyalties. For the each European country as a separate jurisdiction so that the
purposes of this draft Directive a parent/subsidiaryrelation- same-countryexceptionunder Subpart F would not apply to

ship will only exist if the parent company has a minimum transactions between subsidiaries in different European
holding of 75 percent in the capitalof the subsidiary and also Community member countries. The use of a Europeanhold-
has a majority of voting rights. ng companycan also create problemson a future sale of sub-

sidiaries as there may be unfavourable foreign tax credit
For the purposes of computing the loss offsets, the loss for implicationsarising from the realization of gains on the dis-
tax purposes ofthe subsidiary will be determined in accord- posal of subsidiaries through a foreign holding company.
ance with the laws of the member states in which it is situat-
ed and not in accordance with the tax laws of the country B. Mergersand ReorganizationsDirective
where the parent company is located and where the loss off-
set will be allowed. It should again be noted that the reief The Mergers Directive contemplates mergers, transfers of

only applies in relation to a loss incurred by a subsidiary, assets, divisions and exchanges of shares. Put in the U.S. tax

which may be offsetagainstthe profits of its parent company vernacular,many of these types of transactionshave features

in another member state. The draft Directive does not give comparable to U.S. reorganizationprovisions, but some tax

the parent company the right to offset a loss that it may incur advantages and disadvantagesto EC companies remain.

against the profits of a subsidiary or for there to be any loss The Directive contemplates:
offsetbetweenfellow subsidiariesin differentmemberstates. tax-free treatment of the transaction to the recipient and-

,

the issuerof shares, with carryoverbasis to the new hold-
The draft Directive indicates that it should be implemented er of shares;
by l January 1993. The draft Directive has, however, yet to a carryover basis rule, such that assets transferred to tle-

be agreed and it is believed that such agreementmay be dif- new owner will retain a carryover basis for purposes of
ficult to obtain. computing depreciation and gain or loss on subsequent

asset sales;
the carryover'ofprovisions and reserves to the acquir--

VI. POSSIBLE FURTHER PROGRESS ing company (such as nsurancereserves or loan loss pro-
visions) and loss carryforwards.

As discussed above, in the 1970s and 1980s the European Material differences from U.S. law are evident: 90 percent of
Commission put forward an ambitious programme of draft
tax harmonization Directives designed to achieve a largely the consideration received by the exchanging shareholder

common system ofcorporate taxationwithin EC countries. It must consist of shares in the acquiring entity, while many

was not, however, possible to obtain agreement between U.S. reorganizationprovisionsrequire only 50 percent conti-

member states on these measures because of the differing nuity ofnterest. On the otherhand, the branch transferrule

views of the states and also because the implicationof many
of the Directive permits tax-free treatment for partial asset

of the proposals had not been fully examined. As hs been transfers without requiring the transferor to be in control of

explained, most of the more wide ranging proposals have the transferee immediatelyafter the transfer, as would be the

now been abandonedand the EuropeanCommissionappears
case underU.S. law. Most importantly,the Directiveprovides

to be concentratingon more limitedharmonizationobjectives for tax-free treatment, which may be unavailable under

where agreementcan potentiallybe reached. domestic law in some EC countries, and presents advantages
to EC cross border transactionsthat a U.S. taxpayersubject to
Section 367 cannot hope to enjoy in all cases.

Progress towards real tax harmonizationin the EC is likely to

be dependentupon the progress towards economic and mon- In the case of transfers of assets by a U.S. taxpayer to a for-

etary union. In the meantime areas where EC harmonization eign corporation, the United States has long sought to retain

proposalsare likely to be put forwardover the next few years the ability to tax such transfers, or to tax subsequenttransfers
nclude intercompany transfer pricing rules, tax incentives by the foreign corporation. After tax reform simplified the
and discriminatorytax practices. taxationof outbound transfers in 1984, Section 367(a)(i) still
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imposes restrictions on the tax-free transfers of assets. Cer- ness takes place, (for example, if a Dutchholding company is
tain transfers remain permissible: established with branches in other EC countries), the U.S.-

the transfer of the stock of a foreign corporation under ownedgroup may still be at a disadvantage,dependingon the-

some conditions (Section367(a)(2)),but with restrictions nature of the income in each location. The inclusion rules of
that affect controlled foreign corporations that are more Subpart F for foreign base company sales income, for exam-

than 50 percentownedby U.S. (10 percent) shareholders; ple, could cause current taxation of sales made by a German
the transfer of the assets of an active business (Section branch of a Dutch supplier corporation to the ultimate U.S.-

367(a)(3)), but then not for certain tainted classes of parent. Again, foreign tax credits may be available to offset
property. the U.S. tax effect, but some additionalcost may be ncurred.

A Dutch company without a U.S. parent but with salesIn particular, the transfer of a controlled foreign corporation branches outside the Netherlands would not suffer such(CFC) to another corporation, after which the transferred
ncome inclusion. Thus the structuring of EC operationscorporation is no longer a CFC or is no longer controlled by under holding will have to take nto accounta companythe same transferor U.S. shareholders, triggers the so-called

tax
toll charge on the untaxed accumulatedearnings and profits potential consequencesarising from Subpart F inclusion.

of the transferee CFC. This results in a dividend from the Another potential drawback of using an EHC is the U.S. tax
CFC to the transferor, for which deemed paid foreign tax treatment of the gain on a sale by the EHC of stock in a sec-
credits are available. ond-tier foreign subsidiary. The Netherlands (if that is the
In some instances, the toll charge may be averted, particular- home of the EHC) would not tax the gain, but in the United

ly with straight-forwardreorganizations. The transfer of the States the EHC's gain from the sale would be includedas cap-
stock or securities to a foreign corporation may be effected ital gain: foreign personal holding company ncome under
without U.S. tax if it fits within the provisions of IRS Notice SubpartF, and passive ncome for foreign tax credit purposes.
87-85 and Temp. Reg. 1.367(a)-3T(g). Depending on the The Section 960 credit received by the U.S. shareholder
amount of stock that the U.S. transferorowns in the transfer- would consist of a portion of the foreign taxes in EHC's pas-
ee immediately after the transfer, a U.S. shareholder may sive post-1986 foreign taxes - probably a negligibleamount

obtain tax-free treatment in exchange for a five year or ten - and would not nclude any foreign taxes imposed on the

year gain recognition agreement. Other reorganizationsmay earnings and profits of the second-tiersubsidiary. Only excess

not fit as handily at first blush into the provisions of the passive foreign tax credits in the hands of the U.S. parent
notice, but a professional adviser may be able to construct a could be used to offset U.S. tax on the Subpart F inclusion,
transaction that would receive tax-free treatmentby interpre- and it is unlikely that the U.S. parent would have such credits.
tation of the notice and IRS regulations.

Still another aspect of the use of an EHC involves the appli-Furthermore,some liquidationsunder U.S. law would fit into cation of the worthless stock deduction a foreign sub--

the EC Directives without divergent tax results. The (Section sidiary owned directly by a U.S. parent would give a worth-
332) liquidation of a second-tier foreign subsidiary nto its less stock deduction (ordinary loss, not capital loss) to the
intermediate holding company (for example, an European U.S. parent, whereas the loss to the EHC would not. This is
HoldingCompany(EHC))could be accomplishedtax-free, somewhat tempered by the fact that the ordinary loss to the
with a carryoverof tax attributes and earnings and profits to U.S. parent would most likely have a foreign source, with the
the EHC, except for assets used in a U.S. trade or business attendant loss of foreign tax credits negating in part or in
and U.S. real property under certain conditions. whole the advantageof the ordinary loss.
Absent the availabilityofplanningalternatives,the toll charge
features of the Section 367 regulationsmay create a competi- For these reasons, the use of an EHC should be considered

tive disadvantagefor U.S. shareholdersof companiesor own- with care and not be viewed as a panaceafor the EC Directive

ers of businesses in branch form in EC member states. The challenge. Careful tax planning should be combinedwith the

transfer of the stock of a European CFC by the U.S. share- EHC approach.
holder would create toll charge taxes not imposed on the
equivalenttransferbetweenEC memberstate companies,and Finally, the MergersDirectiveexpands the possibilityofjoint
the transferof a business by a U.S. companywould trigger tax

ventures within Europe. These may be of some advantage to

on the tainted assets of the branchnot eligible for the active U.S. companies, but the non-controlledSection 902 corpo-
business exception. Additional taxes, of course, translatento ration problem of foreign tax credit baskets must be kept in

mind when using the 50-50 ownershipmodel.costs of the transaction, which create an economic disincen-
tive vis--vis a Europeanowner. The alternatives, a slim pos- On positive note, the Mergers Directive would permita a
sibility of treaty relief with each individualEC member state U.S. to acquire the stock of EC byor a significant about-face in the long standing policy of the group an company an

an
U.S. Congress, appearunrealisticat this time. exchange of shares for shares of EHC without paying

taxes in Europe. Stock or shares of a U.S. companycould not

Assuming that the transfer of assets (of a European sub- be used since the Mergers Directive calls for shares in an EC
sidiaryof a U.S. parent) in the form of an active trade or busi- company.
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UNITED KINGDOM:

TAXATION OF FOREIGS NATIONALS
Betty Nicholson

Partner, Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte, London

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

In general, income tax is charged on remuneration for services performed in the
UnitedKingdomand on other income which arises in the United Kingdom,whether I. Introduction

an individual is resident in the United Kingdom or not. Under U.K. tax law, there
are two types of residence:

Il. Domicile

residentbut not ordinarily resident; Ill. Residence-

resident and ordinarilyresident.-

IV. Liability to U.K. Tax
An individualwho is residentbut not ordinarily resident is taxable on remuneration
for duties of employment performed within the United Kingdom. For duties of V. Benefits in Kind

employmentperformedoutside the United Kingdom, the ndividual is taxable only
A. Accommodation
B. Beneficial loan arrangements

if the remuneration is remitted to the United Kingdom. C. Medical insurance and fees
D. Assets placed at the disposal of

A person who is resident and ordinarily resident is usually taxed on remuneration
an employee

frm any office or employment.The total remunerationis taxable whether or not it E. Company cars

is remitted to the United Kingdomand whetheror not the duties of the employment F. Home leave

are performed in the United Kingdom. The only exception to this rule is when a G. Tax payments
non-domiciledndividual has a separate employment, the duties of which are per-
formed wholly outside the United Kingdom.

Vl. Allowable expenses
A. Reimbursed expenses
B. Moving expenses

Il. DOMICILE
C. Interest on a residential loan
D. Correspondingpayments

In the UnitedKingdom,domicilemay be broadly defined as the country or the state Vil Other Taxes
where the ndividual has a permanent home. The conept of domicile is based on A. Unearned income and capital
case law, and not on legislation. Under U.K. law, an individualhas a country (or, in gans
the case of federal system, a state) of origin. This is normally that of the father as B. Inheritancetax (estate and gift
at the date ofbirth, although in certain circumstancesit can be that of the mother. If tax)

the father changeshis domicile during the child'sminority, the child's domicilewill Vlll. Nationa Inurance Contributions
have changed accordingly. A. Employeecontributions

B. Employercontributions
It is possible for an individual to acquire a domicile of choice by becoming a per-
manent resident of another country, but in order to lose his domicile of origin he IX. Collection of U.K. Tax

must show a clear intention to relinquish his personal and economic ties with his

country of origin and establish close permanent connections with his new country
X. Tax Planning Ideas/Pitfalls

A. Stock and share options
of choice. B. Separate employments

Upon arrival in the UnitedKingdom,it is necessaryfor the foreignnational employ-
C. U.K./U.S. double tax agreement
D. Short assignments

ee to establishhis country ofdomicile (generally outside the United Kingdom). To E. Lease premiums
this end, he needs to complete, sign and submit a domicile questionnaire. Most of F. Salay sacrifice
the questions are straightforwardand generally any problems that afise will be in G. Pensons

relation to those ndividualswho have a domicileof origin within the UnitedKing-
dom and wish to prove that they have subsequentlychanged this by choice.

Ill. RESIDENCE

If the ndividual purchases a property in the United Kingdomhe will normally be

regarded as resident and ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom for tax purpos-
es with effect from the date of arrival. If the individual rents property under a lease
for one year or more if it is unfurnishedor for two years or more if fumished, then
he will be regarded as resident from the date of his arrival.
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If the individual either does not purchase a property, or else A. Accommodation
leases it for less than the periods covered in the preceding
paragraph, the determinationof residence and ordinarily res-

, Accommodationthat is provided by the employer, including
ident depends on the length of time he intends to reside in the a housing allowance, is taxable in the United Kingdom. The

United Kingdom as follows: extent of the taxable benefits-in-kinddepends upon several
factors and each case must be considered independently. If

(a) If the individual's stay is to be for two years or more, he company-owned housing is provided to directors and
will be regarded as resident in the United Kingdom from the employees (other than those in representativeoccupation) it
date of his arrival. If the ndividual'sstay is to be for less than is taxed as a benefit to the extent of a deemed annual rental at

two years, he will be regarded as resident for any tax year the appropriate percentage on the excess of the cost of the

(ending 5 April) that he is in this country for more than 182 property over £ 75,000, less any rent actually paid by the

days. For this purpose, the day ofhis arrival in and departure employee. The appropriatepercentage is varied from time to

from the United Kingdom are regarded as having been spent time by Treasury order. To the deemed rental must be added
abroad. the annual rental value of the property (the rateable value)

(b) If the individual's intended stay is for three years or more,
and any costs actually borne by the employee, for example

he will be regarded as ordinarilyresident from the date of his rates, gas and electricity.
arrival. If his intended stay is for less than three years, he will
be regarded as remainingnot ordinarily resident. B. Beneficiai loan arrangements
If, after the date of his arrival, the ndividual changes his Employerswill sometimesgrant loans to employeesat a ben-
ntentions, the position under (a) and (b) above is then rede- eficial rate of nterest. The taxable benefit-n-kindfrom such
termined. This also applies if he subsequently purchases or a loan is the differencebetweenthe officialrate and the rate

leases a property for more than one year (unfurnished)or two of interest paid. The official rate is also varied from time to

years (furnished). time.

In order to determine his residence status, the individual
needs to submit an appropriate questionnaire to the Inland C. Medicai insurance and fees
Revenue when he arrives. The questions on that form are, on

the whole, straightforward,but the individual should ensure
The payment by the employerof medical insurance, or med-
ical expenses in general, is regarded as a taxable benefit-in-

that his answers clearly indicate that his assignment to the
United Kingdom is for a specific period even if this has to be kind for foreign national employees. This applies to all pay-

estimated.
ments or reimbursements made in relation to either the

employeeor the employee's family. There is an exceptionfor
the cost of necessarymedical treatmentabroad that is paid or

IV. LIABILITYTO U.K. TAX - reimbursedby the employerif employee falls ll suffersan or

The U.K. tax year begins on 6 April and ends on 5 April. If njury while away from the United Kingdom performinghis

remunerationis normallypaid monthly, the taxable amount is duties.

in relation to the ear (or period) ended 31 March. Assuming
that the foreign national is resident and ordinarily resident in D. Assetsp/aced at the disposal of an employee
the United Kingdom,his taxable remunerationis determined

by adding together the whole of his earnings, whetherpaid in In general, if an asset is placed at the disposal of an employ-
cash or provided as a benefit. ee, the annual taxable benefit-in-kindis 20 percentof the fair

marketvalueof the asset. The fair marketvalue is determined
As indicated earlier, an ndividual who is resident but not at the time the asset was first used to provide a benefit. For

ordinarily resident is taxable on remuneration for employ- example, if an employerprovides furniture, the employee is
ment duties within the United Kingdom; but for employment assessableon a benefit-in-kindof20 percentof the cost ofthe
outside the United Kingdom, he is taxable only if the remu- fumiture.
neration is remitted to the United Kingdom. The apportion-
ment of the remuneration(includingbenefits) is on a working E. Companyday basis, the numerator being the number of working days

cars

spentoutside the UnitedKingdomand the denominatorbeing The amountof the taxable benefit is determinedby reference
the total number of working days in the year. To determine to a scale rate table amendedannuallyby Treasury order. The

the extent of the remunerationreceived in the United King- amountof the benefit dependsupon both the market value of

dom, the actual remunerationremitted to the United King- the car when it is new, and its engine capacity. The scale rate

dom, and the benefits arising within the United Kingdom, can vary from year to year, but it may be significantly less
must be considered. than the car's annual fair value.

V. BENEFITS-IN-KIND
If the employee is provided with a second car, or if the annu-

al business mileage does not exceed 2,500 miles, the taxable
The list below sets out the more common benefits-in-kind amount is increasedby 50 percent. Ifthe employee is provid-
that are taxable in the United Kingdom,but it is not all inclu- ed with petrol for private use, the amountof the taxable ben-

sive. efit is also determinedby a scale rate table.
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F Home leave U.K. tax purposes. Examples of payments that may qualify
for reliefunder this heading are nterest on a loan to purchase

If the followingconditions are met, then:
... where such employment in the United Kingdomnvolves

a sole or main residence in the employee'shome country, and
annual contributions to a foreign pension fund that corre-

absence from the home country for a continuousperiod of 60
sponds to an approved U.K. pension fund.

days or more and the overseas employerbears or reimburses
the cost of: It should be noted that corresponding payments can be

(i) a journey to the United Kingdom by the spouse or any claimed only if the employeehas an overseas employer.
child of the employee to visit him during that period; or of

(ii) a journey to his home country by the employee at the end
of that period to visit his spouse or any child ofhis; and of Vll. OTHER TAXES

(iii) a return journey following a journey of the kind
A. Unearned incomeand capitalgainsdescribed in (i) and (ii), no assessment will be made on

the employee in respect of the benefits nvolved, up to A person who is not domiciledin the UnitedKingdomfor tax
the extent of two such journeys in each direction by the purposes will be assessable to U.K. tax on both unearned
same person in any year of assessment. ncome and capital gains that arise outside the United King-

dom only to the extent that amounts are remitted to, or paid
G. Tax payments in, or otherwise received in the United Kingdom. If overseas

tax has been paid on such income or capital gains, then tax
Under U.K. tax legislation,any part of an employee's tax-lia- credit relief should be given in the United Kingdom for the
bility borne by his employer may be taxable. Because tax overseas tax incurred.
equalizationor protectionplan paymentsvary from company
to company, it is necessary for each to be considered individ- Any unearned income or capital gains that arise within the

ually. United Kingdom are taxable in the United Kingdom during
the period that the ndividual continues to be regarded as

VI. ALLOWABLE EXPENSES U.K. resident.

A. Reimbursedexpenses B. Inheritancetax (estate and gift tax)
Technically, all reimbursed expenses are regarded as remu- Inheritance tax applies to lifetime gifts and to estates on
neration for U.K. tax purposes. However, a deduction is death. Generally, an ndividual domiciled outside the United
given in relation to those expenses incurred wholly, exclu-

Kingdom is liable to the tax only if he makes lifetime gifts of
sively and necessarily in the performanceof the duties of the

assets situated in the United Kingdom if his estate, whenor
office' or employment. he dies, contains U.K. assets. An ndividual will be deemed

Emphasis is placed on the need to fulfil all three require- to be domiciled in the UnitedKingdom, for this purposeonly,
ments, rather than just one or two of them. For instance, it is if he has been resident in the UnitedKingdom in 17 out of the
rare for the Inland Revenue to be prepared to accept that the last 20 tax years. The U.S./U.K. Estate and Gift Tax Treaty
reimbursementof club subscriptionsshouldbe allowableas a provides further exemptionsand reliefs in certain cases.

deduction for U.K. tax purposes.

Vlll. NATIONALINSURANCE CONTRIBUTIONS
B. Moving expenses
Where the employeehas to changehis residenceon first joining A. Employee contributions
an organization,movingexpensesthat the employerpaysare not National Insurance Contributions are virtually another form
taxable in the United Kingdom, provided that the expenses are of taxation, although they provide social security benefits
reasonable in amount and their payment is properly controlled. ncluding an eventual pension entitlement. Although the
However, the Inland Revenue is currently nterpretingchange National InsuranceContributionsare paid with the tax liabil-
his residence to meansell his home in the home country. ity of the employee, National Insurance Contributions are

recorded by the Department of Social Security, and not the
C. Intereston a residential loan Inland Revenue.

Interest on a loan for the acquisitionof an employee'sprinci- It is important to note that certain benefits-n-kind are not

pal private residence is a deduction for U.K. tax purposes. subject to National Insurance.
The residence must be situated in the United Kingdom. The
tax deduction is restricted to the interest applicable to £ B. Employercontributions
30,000, and the relief is limited to Basic Rate Tax.

If the Department of Social Security rule that the foreign
D. Correspondingpayments employer has a place of business, or presence, in the United

Kingdom, the foreign employer also may have a liability to
A correspondingpayment is an amount that, if it had been National Insurance Contributions on behalfof its employees
paid in the United Kingdom would have been allowable for working in the United Kingdom.
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C. U.S.IU.K. TotalizationAgreement For separateemploymentsto be tax-advantageousthe foreign
national employee needs to be able to live in the United

Since 1 January 1985, if an American company sends a U.S. Kingdom on only the arnount of his U.K. remunerationplus,
employeeto work in the UnitedKingdomfor a periodofup to if appropriate, any remittances to the United Kingdom of
five years, the employeewill continue to be covered by U.S. capital suns. If the employee requires his total remuneration
FICA and will not be liable for U.K. National InsuranceCon- from all sources to live in the United Kingdom, separate con-
tributions. The employerwill also continue to pay FICA and tracts ofemploymentor letters of assignnentwould be ofno

will not be liable for U.K. National Insurancecontributions. advantage.
Either the employeeor the employermust obtain a Certificate If separate contracts of employmentor letters of assignment
of Coverage from the U.S. Social Security Administration. are arranged, it is essential that two totally separate employ-

ments in fact exist. It is not sufficient merely to set up the
documentation in such a format to cover a situation whereIX. COLLECTIONOF U.K. TAX
there is, in practice, only one employment and some of the

U.K. income tax and National Insurance Contributions on duties are performed within, and some outside the United

employees' remunerationare collectedby either withholding Kingdom.Furthermore,the overseasemploymentmust not

or direct collection. Under the Pay As You Earn (PAYE) require any duties, no matter how small, to be performed
system, the employer calculates the amount due, deducts it within the United Kingdom. It is also unwise for the non-

from the salary and pays it to the Inland Revenue. Under U.K. employment to be with a company that is resident in a

direct collection, an estimated assessment is made on the tax haven country, for example, the Channel Islands.

employee, who has to pay the tax in four instalments. With the abolition of favourable tax treatment for foreign
In the majority of cases, the Inland Revenue insist that the nationals, it is expected that the U.K. tax authoritieswilllook

employeroperates PAYE. If the foreign national is under the closely at the commercial substance of separate employ-
general control and managementof a U.K. branch or sub- ments, particularly as more and more employees seek to

sidiary, the Inland Revenue have power to require the branch obtain separate employments.
or subsidiary to operate a PAYE system on behalfof the over- Rememberthat an individual who is resident but not ordinar-
seas employer. Where there is no branch or subsidiary or ily resident in the United Kingdom is chargeable to U.K. tax
other office in the UnitedKingdom, the Inland Revenue may on his earnings for duties performed in the United Kingdom
nevertheless request that the overseas employer operate only. Separate enployments may therefore not be relevant
PAYE and make payment of income tax and National Insur- for sorneone on a short-term assignment to the United King-
ance Contributionsin relation to all employees resident in the dom who is expected to spend part of his time working out-
United Kingdom for tax purposes. side the country.

C. U.K.-U.S. double tax agreementX. TAX PLANNING IDEAS/PITFALLS
If a resident of the United States meets all of the following

A. Stock and share options conditions,U.K. tax on remunerationcan be avoided:
the employee is present in the UnitedKingdomfor a peri--

An employee's stock and share option will be taxable in the od not exceeding 183 days in the U.K. tax year; and
United Kingdom if he is resident and ordinarily resident in the remuneration is paid by or on behalf of an employer-

the United Kingdomfr tax purposes both when the options who is not resident in the United Kingdom; and
are granted and when they are exercised. Where the employ- the remuneration is not borne by a permanent establish--

ee is resident on only either the date of grant or the date of ment or a fixed base which the employerhas in the Unit-
exercise, care must be taken to nvestigate the tax position ed Kingdom.
and to ensure that both the employee and the employer are

fulfilling their reporting requirements. Problems occur when an individual is resident in both the
United States and the United Kingdom for the same period.

B. Separate employments D. Shortassignments
Where it can be demonstratedto the satisfactionof the Inland

Individuals transferred to the United Kingdom for periods of
Revenue that the individual has two separate employments, to 12 months and who do not qualify for treaty relief, how-
and that the duties of one of these are performedwholly out- up

areby concession from on the provision of
side the United Kingdom, then an advantageousU.K. tax sit- ever, exempt tax

accommodationin the UnitedKingdom.uation can apply. The separateemploymentsmust be covered

by separate contracts ofemploymentor letters of assignment E. Lease premiumsfrom each employer. The advantagesof the separate employ-
ments is that the remunerationfor thenon-U.K, employment It may be possible for an employerto pay a capital sum of up
iS not taxable in the United Kingdomunless it is remitted to, to £ 75,000 to acquire accommodation in the United King-
paid in, or otherwise received in the United Kingdom (for dom which is then provided to an employee. Such a premi-
example, by the use ofcredit cards). Any remitted remunera- um, which is clearlynot rent, should not be deemed addition-
tion from the non-U.K, employmentis fully taxable. al taxable income to the employee. However, the gross annu-
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al value of the propertyand any reimbursedexpenses relating G. Pensions
to the property would be taxable.

New legislationappears to be so widely drafted that distribu-
tions from overseaspensionplans may be subject to U.K. tax,

F Salarysacrifice regardless of whether the funds are remitted to the United
not. not

It may be possible to structure an arrangement where an Kingdom or Therefore, distributionsshould be taken

employee gives up additional salary in return for the provi- during the period of the assignment to the United Kingdom.
sion of accommodation.It may be possible to argue that the Correspondingapproval should be requested for all overseas

taxablebenefit to the employee is measuredby the salary that pension plans. Otherwise employer contributions to the plan
is foregone. may be deemed additional remunerationto the employee.

U.K. BRANCH

NEWS
t

The topic of the March technicalmeetingwas CurrentIssues

Concerning the Credit of Foreign Taxes. Speakers were M.
smmnomAscuB AssocuoN Jeremy Maynes, tax partner, KMPG Peat Marwick and Mr.

Tim Voak, head of tax, finance, British PetroleumPLC.-

BELGIAN/LUXEMBOURGBRANCH
U.S.A. BRANCH

On 15-16 May 1992, the Belgian/Luxembourg branch in

cooperationwith the French branchwill host a seminaron tax The U.S.A. branch held its Awards Dinner in January to hon-

decisionof the Court of Justice and the tax regime applicable our two prominent members, Sidney I. Roberts and Leonard

to organizations for collective investmentin securities. L. Silverstein.

The Annual Meeting was held in Houston, Texas on 27-28

HONG KONG BRANCH February 1992. The programme topics included Mexico and
the North American Free Trade Agreement, Section 3671

The Annual General Meeting will be held on 28 September update, PFIC and SubpartF simplificationrules, transferpric-
1992, and the topic for discussion will be The views of a

ng, recent treaty developments, international mergers and
United

.

Democrat member suitable system.party on a tax acquisitions and cross border financial nstruments.
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NEW ZEALAND:

TRUSTS AND THE USE OF IMPUTATION CREDITS
Kevin Holmes

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

Since the introduction of the system of full dividend imputation into the New

Zealand Income Tax Act 1976 (the Act) with effect from 1 April 1988, trustees I. Introduction

and practitionershave frequentlyneeded to address the question of how to utilize, II Imputation Rules Applying to
to the greatest advantage to beneficiaries, imputation and withholding payment1 Trustees

credits where a trust receives imputed dividends from a company in which it holds
Ill. Income Retained by Trustees

shares.
IV. Income and Accounting Years

The utilizationof imputationcredits through a trust is not generally an issue where

a beneficiaryhas an entitlementto income, as stipulated in the trust deed but, in the V. Distrbuton from Subsequent Year's
Income

case of discretionarytrusts, the tax plannernaturally asks whether there is scope to

allocate imputationcredits amongbeneficiariesso that, at least, no credits are wast- VI. Anti-AvoidanceProvisions
ed. This issue is particularlyrelevant in the contextofnon-residentshareholdersof
New Zealand companies because non-residents are subject to non-resident with- Vll. Conclusion

holding tax on dividends,which is a final tax. The dividendsare not included in the
non-resident shareholder's assessable income. Since it is the tax on assessable
ncome from which imputation credits are deducted, non-resident shareholders

therefore obtain no credit for tax paid at the corporate level by the New Zealand

company in which they invest.

Similarly, a shareholder which is a tax-exempt entity cannot utilize imputation
credits because it, by virtue of its tax-exemptnature, derives no assessable income
from the investee company and therefore has no tax liability from which to offset

any imputationcredits attached to dividends it receives. In these cases, the imputa-
tion credits attached to dividendspaid by the company are lost. Hence the question:
can this wastage of imputationcredits be avoided if the shareholderis a trustee and Kevin J. Holmes MCom (Honsl Di
the non-residentor tax-exemptparties are beneficiariesof a trust Acc, ACA, Visiting Fellow in Taxation,

Victoria Universityof Wellington, New

This article examines the ability of trustees to utilize imputation credits in a tax- Zealand; former tax partner Coopers&

efficient manner. Lybrand, Wellington, NewZealand;
member, NewZealand Societyof
Accountants;SecretaryNewZealand

Il. IMPUTATION RULES APPLYING TO TRUSTEES Branch of IFA; member, NewZealand
Societyof InvestmentAnalysts,

Where a trustee receives dividend income in respect of company shares which he member NewZealandAssociation of
owns in his capacity as trustee (colloquially referred to as shares which the trust Economists,author: Taxation of

owns), the trust deed under which a trust is generally established, and which gov- CompanyCars, Accountants'Joumal

erns the operation of the trust, will normally specify how that dividend income (November 1990); C/ouds of

either must or may be treated insofaras the beneficiariesof the trust are concerned. UncertaintyOver EconomicStatement,

There may, for example, be a beneficiaryor specific group ofbeneficiarieswho are
Forecast(March/April 1988); GSTon

entitled only to the ncome of the trust or in whom the income of the trust vests Property Property (September1986);
numerousCoopers& Lybrand internal

absolutely (which is often the case for life tenants of a deceasedestate). Other ben- and clientpublications.
eficiaries may be entitled only to the capital accretions of the trust.

papers

Where income derived in any year vests absolutely in a beneficiary, the trustees

have no discretion to allocate that income to beneficiaries other than the one so

entitled. In such cases, dividends and the associated imputation credits constitute

beneficiary income of that beneficiary alone. Consequently, if that beneficiary is
not subject to New Zealand income tax because, for example, he is a non-resident 1. The issues discussed in this paper are applica-

or a tax-exemptcharitableentity, the ability to use the imputationcredits to reduce
ble to both imputation and withholding payment
credits. However, for ease of explanation, generally

a tax liability is lost. reference is only made to mputationcredits.
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Trustees have endeavoured to overcome this waste of impu- make the greatest use of them. In effect, Section 394ZD(3)
tation credits where they have the ability under the trust deed requires that the imputation credits be averaged over all dis-
to allocate income to particular beneficiaries at their discre- tributions made to beneficiaries during an ncome year.
tion or to allocate no income to beneficiaries in a particular Specifically, Section 394ZD(3) prescribes the following for-
income year but instead retain it as trustees' income in that mula to quantify the amountof credits able to be utilized by a

year. The provisions of a purely discretionary trust give the beneficiary:
trustees the ability to allocate income and capital to whatever
beneficiaries they choose. b

ax -

Consider the following simple example: c

EXAMPLE 1 where a = total imputation (and dividend withholding
payment) credits attached to all dividends dis-

A discretionarytrust derives the following income during the tributed to beneficiaries during the income
1991 income year: year.

b = total distribu'tions (including income, capital,
$ assessable or non-assessable)made to a ben-

eficiary durihg the income year.
Net business profits 100 c= all distributions (including income, capital,
Dividends - net cash received 67 assessable or non-assessable) made to all

imputation credits attached 33' beneficiaries during the income year.-

/ 100
. $ 200 Applying this formula to the above example, the imputation--

credits able to be utilized by Benefiiary# 1 are restricted to

There are two beneficiaries to whom the trustees may allo- $ 16.50 (the balance of $ 16.50 being lost), calculated as fol-
cate income totally at thir discretion: lows:

Beneficiary# 1 (MRT, 33%)
Beneficiary# 1 - a New Zealand resident individual $

marginal tax rate, 33% Taxable dividend income 100.00- ,

Beneficiary # 2 - New Zealand charitable trust Tax thereon 33.00

exempt from tax (i.e. Less imputation.credit* (16.50)-

marginal tax rate, 0%)
Net tax payable $16.50

j

The trustees will clearly wish to allocate the trust income * Calculation of imputation credit
between the beneficiaries in such a manner that the $ 33 b-

imputation credits are fully utilized. Hence, they will desire
'

mpbtation credit allowed a x -=

C
to allocate the dividend ncome to Beneficiary# 1 and the
business ncome to Beneficiary# 2, the tax effectofwhich is: where a = 33 (i.e. all imputation credits attached to all

dividends distributed)

Beneficiary# 1 (MRT, 33%) ,

,
= Beneficiar#b 100 (i.e. distribution to 1)

'

$
c = 200 (i.e. total distributions to both beneficiaries)

Taxable dividend income 100 Therefore, t ', ',t '
,

Tax thereon 33 Imputation credit allowed = 33 x
1 00

= $_16,50
Less imputation credit (331 200

Net tax payable NiI j

Beneficiary# 2-- . .. .,:

Beneficiary# 2 (Tax-exempt)
. $

Business income
'

100

Business income 100
Tax thereon , , NiI

Tax thereon NiI
Thus, the imputation credits that are able to be utilized to

reduce Beneficiary# 1's tax liability are restricted to $ 16.50,
Consequently,no tax liability arises to the trustees or to the resulting in an overall tax cost of $ 16.50.
beneficiaries.

The imputationcredits have been statutorilyallocated in pro-
However, Setion 394ZD(1)(a) and (3) of the Act are anti- portion to the total distributions to all beneficiaries, i.e. one

avoidance provisions designed to counter a trustee's'attempt halfof the total distributionswentt Beneficiary# 1, so he is
to allocate imputation credits to beneficiaries which can entitled to one half of the imputation credits attached to his
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dividends. Had Beneficiary# 2's income included dividends Beneficiary# 2

with imputationcredits attached to them, he would have been
entitled to a tax credit for only one half of the imputation Dividend income allocated 550

--

credits but, as he is exempt from tax, they wouldhave been of
--

Imputation credits allocated
no use to him. (Balance: $ 300-197) 103

--

This treatmentemphasizes two points: Assessable ncome

in respectof distributionsmade in any particularyear, the Dividend income allocated 55O-

formula constrains the allocationof imputationcredits to Less loss brought forward OE(550)

those beneficiarieswhich can best use them; and
care must be taken in allocating imputation credits to a

Assessable income NiI
-

particularbeneficiaryin proportion to the underlyingdis-
tributions from all sources where, for example, cash flow Tax thereon NiI
considerations warrant a disproportionate allocation of Less imputation credits (103)

imputationcredits.
Excess imputation credits $ (103)

The latter point can be illustratedby way of an example: Loss available for forwardcarry
(i.e. excess imputation credits grossed up

EXAMPLE 2 at 28%) $ 367

Assume a trust derived total income for a year of only divi-

dends amounting to $1,100, comprising net cash dividends Therefore,no tax liability will fall upon the beneficiaries (or
received of $ 800 and imputationcredits of $ 300. trustees on behalfof the beneficiaries) in the current year.

There are two beneficiaries: Beneficiary# 1 with a marginal However, the formula in Section 394ZD(3) will inhibit Ben-

tax rate of 24 percent and who is liable to pay tax on ncome eficiary # 1's full utilizationof the credits allocated to him in

of $ 271 derived from sources other than the trust, and Bene- the above manner. The effect of the formula is as follows:

ficiary# 2 who has losses from other sources of $ 550.
Beneficiary# 1

Assume the trustees wish to allocate the income equally $
between the two beneficiaries but, given the above circum- Tax on assessable income (as above) 197

stances of the beneficiaries, they also wish to allocate the Less imputation credit* (150)

maximumamountof imputationcredits to Beneficiary# 1 in
order that he obtains a cash flow advantage by reducing the Net tax payable $ 47

amount of his tax payment liability (to zero) now. In cash
flow this course is preferable waiting for the benefit * Calculation of Imputation Creditterms, to

of a reduced tax liability in a future year, arising from the

gross-up into a loss carried forward of Beneficiary # 2's
b

excess imputationcredits. Imputation credit allowed = a x -

C

Consequently the trustees' proposed treatment would be:
,

550
= 300 x l1-

Beneficiary # 1
$

= $ 150

Dividend income allocated . 550

Imputation credits allocated Beneficiry# 2

(maximum: 33 x $ 400) 197 Tax on assessable income (as above) NiI
67 Less imputation credits (150)

Excess imputation credits $ (150)
Assessable income:

Dividend income allocated 550 Loss available for carryforward
Other income 271 (i.e. $ 1501.28) $ 536

$ 821

Tax thereon 197 Hence, application of the formula generates a slide

Less imputation credit ,(197) between the amount of imputation credits available to be

Net tax payable -NiL
used in Year 1 and those available for a loss gross-up the ben-
efit of which can be utilized in future years.
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Ill. INCOME RETAINED BY TRUSTEES YEAR 1

Beneficiary# 1
It Will be noted that the applicationof the formula in Section

Income allocated Nil
394ZD(3) is confined to distributionsmade during an income ==

year (i.e. during the standard fiscal period, 1 April to 31
Tax thereon NiI

March). ===

Beneficiary# 2 (Tax-exempt)
Where the trustees retain dividendincome in a particularyear $
(i.e. they do not pay or apply that income to or for the benefit Business income 100
of beneficiaries within six months of the end of the trust's

accounting year), it is taxed as the trustees' ncome. Imputa- Tax payable NiI
tion credits attached to those dividends can therefore be used ==

to reduce the trustees' tax liability. That dividend income is

thereby accrued into the trust capital and, assuming it is a Trustees

qualifying may be subsequently distributed tax-free Taxable dividend income 100trust, to

beneficiariesentitled to such distributions.

Tax thereon 33
Therefore,ifbeneficiarieshave differenttax statuses (i.e. tax- Less imputation credit 331
able, exempt, non-resident,differentmarginal tax rates) such
that the ability to utilize imputation credits differs, it is Net tax payable Nil

advantageous, from the viewpointof containing the ultimate
==

tax cost on dividends derived in trust, to:
YEAR 2

(a) make distributions,which ncludethe imputeddividends, Beneficiary# 1

only to the beneficiary(ies) who can utilize the mputa- Capital distribution from (qualifying) trust 100
tion credits, in the year the trust derives those dividends,
and make no distributions of any sort to beneficiaries
who can not take advantageof the imputationcredits; or Tax thereon NiI

===

Beneficiary# 2
(b) retain the ncome in the trust, utilize the imputationcred-

its there, and subsequently (i.e. more than six months Income allocated NiI
after the trust's balance date) distribute the net amount
tax-free to beneficiaries; or Trustees

Taxable dividend income NiI
(c) undertake a combinationof (a) and (b) above. ===

Note that Section 394ZD(1)(a)and (3) applies only to impu- To defer the distribution to Beneficiary # 1 in this way

tation credits in relation to beneficiaries of a trust and sub_ ensures that the imputation credits are fully utilized and no

section (3) applies only on a year-by-yearbasis and not over net tax liability arises. Such an approach is particularly
periods longer than an income year. advantageouswhere a beneficiaryis not a tax residentin New

Zealand and who, as well as not being able to take advantage
ofmputationcredits attached to dividendsotherwisederived

To illustrate the point, consider the followingexample: by him, is also subject to non-residentwithholding tax upon
payment of any dividend income to him. The liability to pay
non-residentwithholding tax is circumVentedby the trustees

converting dividend income into a capital distribution to the
EXAMPLE 3 non-residentbeneficiary in the above manner.

Reconsiderthe situation in Example 1 where, by the applica-
tion of Section 394ZD(3), $16.50 (or one half) of the mpu- IV. INCOME AND ACCOUNTINGYEARS
tation credits were lost. Assume now that the dividends are A difficulty with the formula in Section 394ZD(3) is that the
retained as trustees' incomein Year 1 and distributed to Ben-

variables a, b and c, which determine the quantumof imputa-eficiary # 1 in Year 2. Beneficiary # 2 is allocated the busi- tion credits available to beneficiary, measured duringa are
ness income in Yer 1 and nothing in Year2. The trustees' the income nwhichthe distributionsof the dividendsto
marginal tax rate is 33 percent.

year
which credits attach are made. The subsection simultaneous-

ly provides that such a credit is allowed in respect of divi-
The tax effect is as follows: dends derivedduring an income year.
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However, Section 226(1) of the Act defines beneficiary FIGURE 1
income, in relation to a beneficiaryof a trust in any ncome

year, to include income derived during that ncome year by a

trustee which is paid or applied by the trustee to or for the 1991 Income year 1992 Income year

benefit of the beneficiary within six months after the end of f A I
that income year. 1/4,90 31/3/91'-, 31/3/92

Section 227(7) goes on to say that where a trust's balance
date is other than 31 March and beneficiary ncome arises ', Trust's accounting year 6 nrtt,t

'

during the trust's accounting year, the beneficiary is deemed I ---------:-4
to have derived that ncome during the income year corre- 1/10/90 30/9/91 31/3/92

sponding to the trust's accounting year. Consequently, there A

can be a mismatchbetween the derivation and return of ben-

eficiary income (based on the trust's accountingyear) and the

availability of imputation credits (based on the ncome year 1/12/91
in which the distributionoccurs). Dividend distribution

to beneficiary
Given that the provisionsof Section 227(7) apply for the pur-
poses of the whole Act, in determining the ncome year
referred to in Section 394ZD(3), a timing difficulty arises
with the utilizationof imputationcredits where distributions
to beneficiariesare not made during the incomeyear to which 227 still applies to tax the dividend in the 1991 income year.
the trust's accountingperiod relates. Again, the claiming of the mputationcredit in the 1992 year

is still dependent on further imputed dividend ncome beingAn example illustrates the problem: derived by the beneficiary from the trust in that income year.
Althoughthe nteractionof Sections226 and 394ZD(3) is not

EXAMPLE 4 clear, this latter situation also appears to be the case for trusts

Assumea trust's accountingyear ends on 30 September 1991 with a standard31 March balance date, which make dividend
distributions to beneficiaries within the six-month periodand no distributions were made to any beneficiaries during

the 1991 ncome year. A distribution of fully-imputed divi- after balance date.

dend income is made to a beneficiary on 1 December 1991. Neither of the above resulting mismatches could have been
The alignment of income and accounting years is illustrated contemplated by the legislature and, although prevailing
in Figure 1. practice is to claim the imputationcredit in the year in which

Pursuant to Section 227(7), the dividend distribution on 1 the dividend ncome is returned by the beneficiary, the legis-
December 1991 constitutes beneficiary ncome derived by lation ought to be amended to give that logical practice a

the beneficiary during the 1991 ncome year. However, on
valid statutory base.

the language of the legislation, no imputation credits are

deductible from the beneficiary's 1991 tax liability. V. DISTRIBUTION FROM SUBSEQUENT
Applying the provisions of Section 227(7) to Section YEAR'S INCOME

394ZD(3), the salient question is whether any distributions It shouldbe noted that the definitionofbeneficiaryincome

1 were made during the 1991 income year, i.e. the ncome year in Section 226(1) of the Act requires that, to constitutebene-

corresponding to the trust's accounting year in respect of ficiary ncomefor a particularincomeyear, a distributionto a

which the dividenddistributionon 1 December 1991 is made. beneficiarymust be sourced from ncome first derived by the
As there were no distributions in the 1991 income year, trustee during that ncomeyear. An effective way ofensuring
applicationof the formula in Section 394ZD(3) yields a zero imputation credits are not wasted in applying the Section
resultmeaningno imputationcredits are available in the 1991 394ZD(3) formula is to make distributions during the six-
year to be offset against the beneficiary's fully-imputeddivi- month period to one beneficiary out of the trust's Year 1
dend derived and returned in that year. The imputationcredit ncome and to another beneficiary out of Year 2 income.
will be available to him in the 1992 income year (i.e. the Consider the followingexample:
ncome year in which the distribution is made) provided he
also derives dividendswith an imputationcredit during that

EXAMPLE 5
year because that is the prerequisite to the activation of the
formula in Section 394ZD(3). This absurdity applies to any Assume a trust's balance date is 31 March 1991. The trustees

distribution of dividend income from 1 April 1991 to 31 distribute $ 100 of fully-imputeddividends to Beneficiary# 1
March 1992, in the above example. (a New Zealand resident; marginal tax rate, 33 percent) from

1991 trust income on 1 June 1991 and $ 100 of business
Even if the provisions of Section 227(7) did not apply to ncome to Beneficiary # 2 (a tax-exempt charity) from 1992

reading Section 394ZD(3), the ludicrous result of deferring trust income (derived by the trust between 1 April 1991 and
the claiming of the imputation credit until the 1992 year still 30 August 1991) on 1 September 1991. There are no other

prevails since that is the year the distributionis made. Section distributions.This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Following the practice of claiming the imputation credits in FIGURE 2
the year a beneficiaryderives the dividend ncome, the impu-
tation creditswill be fully utilizedby the two beneficiaries,as

r

follows: 1991 year 1992 year

A 1
-

1991 YEAR 1/4,90 31/3/91-, 31/3/92
.

I
I

Beneficiary# 1 (MRT, 33%)
1

I
I

Trust's accoutingyar 6-month period$ -,

Taxable dividend derived on 1/4,'90 3113191 30/9/91
A A

1 June 1991 from trust's 1991 income 100

116/91 119191
Tax thereon 33 Distribution to Distribution to

Benificiary #1,(res- Benificiary#2 (tax-Less imputation credit* 331 ident) from 1991 exempt) from
trust dividend 1992 trust busi-

Net tax payable NiI ncome ness income

* Calculation of Imputation Credit 4

VI. ANTI-AVOIDANCEPROVISIONS
13

Imputation credit allowed = a x The question that now arises is whether the courses of action
C

p described above, if adopted by trustees, are subject to any
provisions of the Act which would render them void; in par-

where a = 33 (i.e. imputation.creditsattached to all dividends included ticular, the anti-avoidanceprovisions of Section 394ZF and
in 1991 beneficiary income distributed to Beneficiary # 1; G and Section 99. None of the anti-avoidanceprovisions in
there was no such distrbution to Beneficiary# 2) Section 394ZF and G would defeat the above actions by the

b -- 100 (i.e. distribution of 1991 income to Beneficiary # 1) trustees and beneficiarie. Specifically, Section 394ZF (s
amended in August 1991) concerns itselfwith dividendelec-

c = 100 (i.e. all distributions of 1991 income to all beneficiaries) tion and stapled stock arrangementsbetween a company and
t

its shareholders (including trustee) which is not applicablea
100

Imputation credit allowed =33 x- =33 to the use of a trust discusse'd in this article.
100 -

Section 394ZG(2)(a) is concerned with a disposition of
shares and subsection 2(b) addresses only a company which

Beneficiary# 2 streams dividends, both of which are napplicable in the cir-
cumstances of the trustee shareholder described above.

Taxable business income NiI Because subsections (3), (4), (5) and (6) depend upon the cri-
teria of Section 394ZG(2) being met, it is submitted that

Tax thereon NiI
those subsectionswill als not defeat the trustees' allocation
of credits between themselvesand the beneficiaries.

j'

1992 YEAR
That then leaves the issue of whether the general nti-avoid-

Beneficiary# 1 ance provi,sion, Section 99 of the Act, can attack the trustees'
action. The Commissioner culd strongly argue that the

. Taxable dividend income Nil
trustees' actions suggestedabove constituted arrangement== an

tb avoid tax as the term arranement is defined in Section
Tax thereon Nil 99(1).2 But do the actions give' rise to a tax avidance

--

arrangement do.thy merely,amount to tax mitigation -

Beneficiary# 2 (tax-exempt) the concept evolvedby t.h Privy Council in CIR v. Challenge
CorporationLimited3 - to'whichSection99 does not apply

Taxable business income derived on Lord Templemandecided that:
1/9/91 from trust's 1992 income 100

Income tax is mitigatedby a taxpayerwho reduceshis income....in
circumstances which reduces his assessable income or entitle him

,

to reduction in his tax liability. Section 99 does not apply to tax
Tax thereon NI mitigation because the taxpayer's tax advantage is not derived

from an arrangementbut from the reductionof income which he
accepts....

Therefore, the sourcing of distributions from the trust's
I i

ncome of consecutiveyears can ensure that imputationcred- 2. See TRA Case M29 (1990) 12 NZTC 2,174 on this point.
its attaching to dividend distributionsare fully utilized. 3. (1986) 8 NZTC 5,219. - .
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Lord Templemancites an example of a taxpayer, in making a template retention of trust income by a trustee in any year
settlement, who deprives himself of the capital which is a with distributions to beneficiaries in a subsequent year. This
source of income and thereby reduces his ncome. It was rea- option is open to all taxpayers falling within those provisions.
soned that this reduction in ncome reduces his assessable

On the above analysis, some readers may conclude that there
ncome and that the tax advantageresulted from the reduction
of income.

s scope to nterpose a trust between a company and its pre-
sent shareholders to effectively stream imputation credits. It

It is at least arguable that, on similar reasoning to the above is submittedthat to alter the existing ownership structure of a

example cited by the Privy Council, the retention of income company in such a mannermay fall foul of Section 99 in that

of a trust in Year 1 by the trustee reduces the income of the the arrangement is now something wider than the mere

beneficiaries in that year and that the reduction in the benefi- allocation of imputation credits to beneficiaries of a trust

ciaries' tax liability in that year is as a consequence of the which is a presently existing shareholderof a company. The

reduction in their assessable income. For the trustee to retain interpositioning component of this broader arrangement is

the income (therebyincreasinghis assessable income), rather unlikely to be readily explained by the operation of provi-
than distribute it to a beneficiary (thereby reducing his sions in the statute affording a reductionin tax liability.
assessable income), is an option open to him underparagraph
(b) of the definition of beneficiary income in Section 226
of the Act. In Lord Templeman'swords:4 Vll. CONCLUSION

Section 99 does not apply to tax mitigationwhere the taxpayer [the
beneficiary] obtains a tax advantage by reducing his income....in This article has addressedthe provisionsof the Act in respectcircumstancesin which the taxing Statute affords a rduction in tax

liability.
of the allocation of imputation credits by trustees to benefi-
ciaries. It notes the shortcomings in the manner in which the

On a cautionary note, however, it is observed that in the legislation integrates Sections 226, 227 and 394ZD and the
Court of Appeal decision in Hadlee and Sydney Nominees need for amendment to the Act. The article suggests two
Ltd v. CIR,5 Cooke P took something of a comparative methods of protecting against the loss of imputation credits
advantage view of the tax benefits arising from the assign- attached to dividend income derived by trustees as share-
ment ofprofessional income in that case. The test appearedto holders when distributionsare made to beneficiaries:
be whether, in an ncome assignment case at least, the tax- - retaining the dividend ncome as trustees' ncone and,
payer obtained a tax advantage over other mxpayers, in beyond six months after the trust's balance date, dis-
which event Section 99 would apply. Cooke P stated:6 tributing that amount tax-free to beneficiaries; and

As Lord Templeman analyzed Nicol,7 She attempted to obtain a
- varying the source of distributions,as betweenbeneficia-

tax advantage over other actresses and other taxpayers who paid ries, and the years in which the trust derives income sub-
tax on their earnings. That, too, was seen as a case to which Sec- sequentlydistributedas beneficiary income.
tion 99 would apply.... As I see it the present case is not materially
distinguishable. The partner is trying to obtain a tax advantage Such approaches are particularly advantageous to non-resi-
over other charteredaccountantsand professionalpeople and other

dent and tax-exemptentities which cannot otherwise benefit
earners who pay tax on their earnings. That is contrary to the intent
of the Act as a whole and Section 99 in particular.... from imputationcredits. It is consideredthat these techniques

would fall outside the specific anti-avoidance provisions in
In the light of these comments, one must ask whether the Part XIIA of the Act and arguable that Section 99 could not
retention of dividends by a trustee who utilizes the attached be validly invoked. From the taxpayer's viewpoint, these
imputationcredits, thn subsequentlydistributes the accrued options representopportunitiesto enhance the wealthof ben-
trustee income to a beneficiary who can not utilize imputa- eficiaries. Conversely, from the Revenue's point of view,
tion credits, is materially distinguishable from Nicol and they are likely to represent tax leakage and opportunities for
Hadlee. legislative amendment!

It is submittedthat there is a distinction: the facts in the above
cases specifically concerned assignments of income from

personal services, an action for which the Act does not afford 4. Id, at 5,226.
5. (1991) 13 NZTC 8,116.

a reduction in tax liability. On the contrary, it can be argued 6. Id., at 8,122.
that the provisions of Sections 226, 227,228 and 230 con- 7. BlackNomineesLtd. v. Nicol (1975) 50 TC 229.
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MALAYSIA:

THE 1992 BUDGETAND RECEST CHANGES
Veerinderjeet Singh*

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

The Honourable Minister of Finance, Datuk Seri Anwar
I. Introduction Ibrahim, presented the 1992 Budget on 1 November 1991.

The 1992 Budgethas been formulatedto take nto account the
Il. Business Taxation strategicchallenges faced by the country as well as the aspira-

A. Corporate tax rate tions and commitments contained in Vision 2020 under
B. Capital allowances

which Malaysiaaims to achieve developednation status.C. Deduction of cost of equipment for disabled employees
D. Donations to approved institutions For 1991, it is expected that the growth in the GDP will be
E. Waiver of assessments 8.6 percent. The rate of economic growth is expected to be a
F. Deductibilityof premiums paid on re-insuranceof a risk

rather buoyant 8.5 percent for 1992. The manufacturing,G. Tax rates for cooperative societies
construction and services sectors are the major sources of

Ill. Personal Taxation growth. The primary factor contributing to economic growth
A. Development tax rebate is domestic demand which is expected to grow at a rate of 13
B. Relief for the purchase of equipmentfor a disbled per- percent in 1991. The increase in domestic demand has con-

son tributed to higher imports of goods which is expected to grow
C. Wife relief by 32 percent in 1991. A major proportion of these importsD. Child relief

includes capital and ntermediategoods requiredby the man-E. Contributions to approved pension/providentfund and
nsurance premiums ufacturing sector. This is expected to result in a large deficit

F. Exemption on royalty income from literary work in the currentaccount in the balanceofpayments.This deficit
G. Exemption on income from translation of books is a consequence of strong growth and the large inflows of
H. Exemption of interest on corporate bonds foreign nvestment. The deficit will decline as new invest-
I. Exemption of interest on savings accounts ments generatemore exports. Private nvestment is anticipat-J. Abolition of estate duty ed to grow moderatelyby 15.2 percent in 1992 compared to

24.3 percent in 1991. Foreign investment, while still signifi-IV. Real Property Gains Tax
A. Retention of monies by acquirer cant, is projected to register a slowergrowthof 3.4 percent in
B. Circumstances where an assessment is raised on the 1992 to reach MS 9 billion compared to MS 8.9 billion in

acquirer 1991.

V. Tax Incentives The continued increases in development and operating
A. Pioneer status expendituresputs pressure on the nation's revenue. The ratio
B. Investment tax allowance of revenue to GNP has declined from 28 percent in the first
C. Abatement for export performance half of the 1980s to 26 percent in the second half, with tax
D. Export allowance revenue declining from 23 percent to 19 percent. Similarly,E. Other abatementschemes
F. Equity ownership and employmentguidelines

revenuebuoyancywith respect to GNP has also declineddur-

G. Venture capital companies ng this period from 1.05 to 0.94 with tax buoyancydeclining
H. Operational headquarters company significantly from 1.14 to 0.84. This means that the ncrease

in revenue has not kept pace with the growth in the economy.
VI. IndirectTaxation The reasons for this decline are mainly the narrownessof the

A. Duties on cigarettes and alcoholic beverages tax base and the large amount of exemptions and reliefs
B. Duties on other products given. This declining trend will continue unless steps are
C. Service tax

taken to strengthen the tax base.D. Stamp duty

V. Other Changes * SeniorLecturer,UniversityofMalaya, Malaysia; B. Acc. (Hons), C.P.A. (M),
A. Non-chargeabilaityto tax R.A. (M); licensed tax agent/consultant; member of Malaysian Institute of
B. Requirementfor an audit Accountants (MIA), Malaysian Association of Certified Public Accountants

C. Shareholding and directorship (MACPA), International Fiscal Association, Malaysian Accounting Academics

D. Restrictionson deposit-takingand lending of money
Associationand CouncilMemberof MACPA; member,Tax PracticeCommittee

E. Exemption from compliancewith legislation of MIA, Tax Working Group of MACPA and Education& Training Committee
of MACPA; contributorto The MalaysianAccountant(Joumal of the MACPA),
Akaunmn Nasional (Joumal of the MIA), The Malayan Law Journal, Asian-

VI. Conclusion PacificTax & InvestmentBulletin,TheCCHJournalof Asian-PaciicTaxation
ndthe BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation.
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With the above matters taken into account, the 1992 Budget value (whichever is the lower) on the day the exemption
strategy is aimed at: ceases; and

ensuring sustainablegrowth with price stability; - the qualifying expenditure on plant or machinery which-

strengthening the balance ofpayments; had been in use outside Malaysia and is brought into use
-

instilling greater prudence in order to encourage greater purposes a
-

for the of business in Malaysia, shall be the

savings; and market value or the net book value (whichever is the

strengtheningnational economic resilience. lower) on the day it is broughtnto use in Malaysia.-

This strategy is ndeed appropriate in the sense that it is Other than stating how the qualifying expenditure is to be

intended to help achieve the objectivesof the NationalDevel- determined, the proposed amendment also states that no ini-

opment Policy and the Sixth Malaysia Plan which were
tial allowance (usually 20 percent) will be available for such

launched in mid-1991. plant or machinery. Therefore, only annual allowances at the

prescribed rate would be allowed. These proposed changes
This article examines the various measures introduced in the will create some practical problems in determining market

Budget and the FinanceBill with regard to direct and indirect value of the used plant and machinery. Further, the reference
taxation. to net book value does not seem appropriateas differentorga-

nizationsmay have a differentpolicy in accountingfor depre-
ciation for similar types of plant and machinery, thus result-

Il. BUSINESS TAXATION ing in differentnet book values for the same type of asset. In

A. Corporate tax rate
normal circumstances, market value or the purchase price
shouldbe applied in respectof used assets acquired for use in

Currently, the rate of income tax and developmenttax applica- a business. There may be a need for some administrative

ble to companies is 35 percent and three percent, respectively. guidelines to be issued by the tax authorities to ensure effec-
tive resolutionof any anomaliesor disputes that may arise.

The income tax rate has been maintainedat 35 percent. How-

ever, in line with the commitment to eventually abolish Besides the above changes, it shouldbe noted that with effect

developmenttax, the rate ofdevelopmenttax will be reduced from the year of assessment 1992, initial allowanceon quali-
from three to two percent witheffectfrom the year of assess- fying expenditurewill be 20 percent or such other fraction as

ment 1992. Further, it has also been announced that develop- may be prescribed. Therefore, there is now the provision to

ment tax will be abolishedwith effect from the year of assess- vary the rate of initial allowance.

ment 1993. With these changes, the overall corporate tax rate

would be reduced to 37 percent for the year of assessment C. Deductionof cost ofequipmentfor disabled
1992 and to 35 percent thereafter. With the proposed employees
changes, Malaysia's corporate tax rate would be fairly com-

petitive with the rates in other ASEAN countries. Currently, it may be possible for an employer to claim a

deductionby way of capital allowancesin respect of the cost
It is, however, felt that the modification of the investment of equipment provided to assist disabled employees1 in the
incentives (discussed below) should be matched over time performanceof their duties. Thus, the cost will be deducted
with a corresponding reduction in corporate tax to a rate of over a number of years. With effect from the year of assess-

around 30 percent. This will be feasible once the indirect tax ment 1992, the cost of such equipment will be allowed as a

base is further broadened in line with the international trend deductibleexpense in the year of acquisition. Further, once a

to shift the tax mix towards ndirect taxes. deduction for the expenditure is allowed, no capital
allowancescan be claimed on such expenditure.

B. Capital allowances This change is in line with the Government'saim of fostering
a caring society and to encourage the employmentof the dis-

Some changeshave been ntroducedso as to clarify how qual- abled. The claim for tax deductionmust be accompaniedbya
ifying expenditure for a business would be determind in

respect of used plant and machinery. Capital allowances (tax
a letter of certification from the Department of Social Wel-
fare. It is hoped that such a certificationwould be granted in

depreciation) at the prescribed rates can then be claimed on

such qualifying expenditure. This treatment will be effective
a timely mannerby the Department.

from the year of assessment 1992.'Thechanges re as follows:
the qualifying expenditure on plant or machinery which- D. Donations to approvedinstitutions
had been in use for a non-business purpose prior to it Currently, donations in cash made to an approved institution
being used for business purposes, shall be the market or organizationare deductiblein arriving at the total income
value of the plant or machineryon the day it was brought of the donor. The term 'organization' is now broadened to
into use for business purposes; include a Government-assistedorganization engaged solely
the qualifying expenditure on plant or machinery which n addressingproblems relating industrial and commercial- to
had been in use for the purposes of a business during an development and promoting and enhancing the relationship
exemptperiod (grantedunder the Income Tax Act, 1967)
and continues to be used in respect of a business after the 1. A disabledperson is defined to mean any individual certified in writing
exempt period, shall be the market value or the net book by the Departmentof Social Welfare to be a disabled person.
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between the public sector and the private sector, and a Gov- The maximum tax rate for an ndividual with development
ernment-assisted organization established and maintained income amounts to 38 percent. With effect from the year of

exclusively to administer and augment a fund established or assessment 1992, the developmenttax rate will be reduced to

held solely for promotingnational unity. This change has ret- two percent. The development tax will be abolished with

rospective effect from 1 January 1990. As such, donations effect from the year of assessment 1993. Thus, the maximum
made from that date to such organizationswhich areapproved tax rate for an individual would be 35 percent.
by the tax authorities would be allowed as deductions.

B. Relieffor the purchaseofequipmentfor a
E. Waiverof assessments disabledperson2
Currently, under Section 95(1) of the Income Tax Act, 1967, Currently,no personal relief is available for the cost incurred
an assessment is waived if the tax charged on any person for on the purchase of equipment for the use of a disabled indi-
a particularyear of assessment is less than MS 5. With effect vidual. With effect from the year of assessment 1992, a relief
from the year of assessment 1992, the threshold is ncreased ofup to a maximumofMS 3000 would be allowedon expen-
to MS 25. This change would ease the administrativework- diture incurred by an individual for the purchase of any nec-

load of the tax authorities. basic supporting equipment for his (if he isessary own use a

disabled person) or for the use of his wife, child or parent
Deductibilityofpremiumspaid on re-insurance who is a disabledperson..

ofa risk It would appear that one must prove that the expenditurewas

Currently, where an insurer carries on a general nsurance incurred for a disabledperson (by submitting the certification
business and re-nsures the risk with a re-insurer who either by the Department of Social Welfare). Further, it is obvious
does not carry on the business of nsuring such risks in that evidence of expenditure incurred must be submitted to

Malaysia or does not re-nsure the risk through a branch in justify the claim for a relief. However, this is not specified in

Malaysia, only 95 percent of the re-insurancepremiumspaid the relevantprovisionof the Finance ]3ill unlike the relief for
are allowed as a deduction. medical expenses incurred by an ndividual on his parents

(which was ntroduced in the 1991 Budget) where relevant
With effect from the year of assessment 1992,this restriction

rceipts required evidence.are as
will also apply to re-insurancepremiumspaid to an insurer in
Labuan (i.e. Malaysia's internationaloffshore financial cen-

tre) licensed under the Offshore Insurance Act, 1990. This C. Wife relief
change is meant to treat re-insurance premiums paid to an

offshorensurancecompany in Labuan in the samemanneras Currently, where a resident ndividual ceases to live together
with his wife or he and his wife cease tobe husbandand wife,such premiums paid to any other offshore insurer. It removes
he is entitled wife reliefwhich would be pro-rated by ref-to

the anomaly whereby general nsurers could get a 100 per-
cent deduction by re-nsuring the risk with offshore nsurers

erence to the period forwhich they were living together in the
relevant year. With effect from the year of assessment 1992,in Labuan.
this specific provision is removed. This implies that such an

ndividualwould be entitled to the full amount of wife relief
G. Tax rates for cooperativesocieties irrespectiveofwhether they cease to live togetheror cease to

Currently, cooperative societies are subject to income tax at be husband and wife in the relevant year. This ma1es it easi-

rates ranging from five (for the first MS 10,000of chargeable er for an ndividual to claim wife relief in the year separation
income) to 40 percent (for chargeable income in excess of occurs.

MS 500,000).
Whereas the corporate income tax rate and the personal D. Child relief
income tax rate have been lowered in the past, the rates for Currently, the age limit for the purpose of child reliefas well
cooperativesocieties have not been reviewedfor a long time. as ncreased child relief is 16 years. Further, child relief in
With effect from the year of assessment 1992, the income tax

respect of a disabled child is MS 1,000, and is only applica-
rates for cooperative societies have been reduced to a scale ble to an unmarriedchild over the age of 16 and not receiving
ranging from four to 35 percent. This change has been ntro- full-time nstruction at any university, college, school or
duced to further support the cooperative movement.whichis other similareducationalestablishmentby reasonofphysical
a vehicle that could mobilize the economic potential of the

or mental disability. With effect from the year of assessment
medium and low income group. 1992, the age limit for the purpose ofchild relief is ncreased

to 18 years. In addition, the relief for an unmarried disabled
Ill. PERSONALTAXATION child is increased to MS 1,600 irrespective of age provided

that it is proved to the satisfactionof the DirectorGeneral of
A. Developmenttax rate Inland Revenue that the child is physically or mentally dis-

Currently, individuals are subject to development tax at the abled.

rate of three percent on ncome from a development source

(i.e. business and rental of property) in excess of MS 5,000. 2. Id,
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With the raising of the age limit for child relief, the increased mote savings by individuals as well as, to broaden the capital
child relief for children undertaking higher education abroad market and encouragedealings in these types of bonds.
can now be claimedonly in respectofchildrenover 18 years of

age. A reliefofMS 1,600 can now be claimed for maintaining I. Exemptionof intereston savingsaccounts
a disabledchild irrespectiveof the child's age and regardlessof
whetherthe child is receiving full-time instruction. Currently, nterest income earned by resident individuals on

savings deposits of up to MS 5,000 placed with commercial

E. Contributionsto approvedpensionlprovident and financial institutionsand up to MS 10,000 placed with reg-

fund and insurancepremiums
istered cooperatives,Bank Pertanian Malaysia Bhd, Malaysia
Building Society Bhd and Borneo Housing MortgageFinance

In the case where the wife elects for her total income to be Bhd is exempt from the withholding tax of five percent.
aggregatedwith the total ncomeof the husband, such contribu-

As savings and curb inflation, the
tions to approvedpension/providentfunds or insurance premi-

a measure to encourage to

ums paid by the wife are deemed to be paid by the husband. exemption limit has been increased to deposits of up to

MS 50,000. Although this proposal is stated in the BudgetHowever, the husband in such a case is allowed a maximum
reliefofup to MS 7,000 (i.e. MS 3,500 for eachperson) for such speech to be effective from year of assessment 1992, one

paymentskontributions.It was unclear whether this applied in would have to await the gazette order to be certain of this.
Such an order may also have to deal with the situation where

the case where the wife did not have any total ncome.
the relevant financial institutions have already deducted the

An amendment has been proposed to correct the anomaly five percent withholding tax (based on the existing exemp-
created in the law. As such, where a wife does not have any tion limit) and paid it over to the tax authorities.
total income to be aggregatedwith that of her husband, he is
entitled to claim relief for her contributions and insurance J. Ablitioofestate dutypremiums inadditio'tohis own. However, the reliefwill be

restricted to MS 3,500. This change is to have rttoactive With effect from 1 November 1991, estate duty is abolished.
effect from the year of asessment 1991. As such, the relevant legislation is repealed. However, the

estate of a person who died before the repeal would continue

ExemptionO.royalty income from literarywork to be subject to estate duty, if applicable.3.Theabolition had
.

been expected largely because the revenue generated by
Currently, resident individual enjoys a tax ,exemption of estate duty was not substantial. In fact, it i estimated that the
MS 6,000 on income derived from royalty r payment in Governmentwill lose only MS 10 aillion fromthe abolition.
respect of th publication of, or the use of or the right to use, Further, the maximum rate of estate duty had been reduced
any literary wrk. With effect from the year of assessment from 60 to ten percent over the years, this pointing to the
1992, the exemption limit on such royalties is to be ncreased eventual dmise of the duty. Further there had been various
to MS 12,000. This doubling of the exemption level should difficulties faced by beneficiaries since all etates required
encourage local writers to produce more literary works. It clearance from the Estate Duty Office before executors or

should be noted that the existing exemptionlimit on royalties administratorswere able to obtain grants ofprobate or letters
earned by other artistes remains at MS 6,000. of administration to manage,the estates. This had caused

undue delays and inconveniences..

G. Exemption on income from translationofbooks

Currently, a resident individual is entitled to an exemptionof IV. REAL PROPERTYGINS TAX
MS 3.,000 on payments received for translation of books or

literary works at the specific requestof an agency of the Min- A. Retentionofmoniesby acquirer
istry of Education or the Attorney General's Chambers. This

exemptiondoes not apply to an individual who receives it as Currently, upon the disposal of a chargeable asset for a con-

part of his emoluments in the exercise of his official.duties. sider'ation consisting wholly or partly of money, the acquirer
With effect from the year of assessment 1992, the exernption is required to retain the whole of the noney consideration

linit is to be increased to MS 6,000. This is intended to subject to an amount not exceeding a sum arrived at by
encourage translation work to overcome the shortage of applying the relevant tax rate to the total value of the consid-

eration. The relevantamount must be withheldby the acquir-books and literary works in the national language. .

er until he receives the certificate of clearance in respect of
the disposal from the DirectorGeneral. ..

H. Exemptionof intereston corporatebonds
With ffect from 1 November 1981, the acquirer is required

Currently, only interest paid or credited to any individual in to retain the lower of either the whole of the money consider-
respect of securities orbonds issued by the Malaysian Gov-
ernment is exempt from tax. With effect from the year of 3. Estate duty is levied on the value ofproperty which passes or is deemed to

assessment 1992, this exemption is to be extended to include pass on the death of an individual.The duty is imposed on the estate of an indi-

interest earned from bonds (other than convertible loan vidual (who died domiciled in Malaysia) which has a net value exceeding MS 2

millionnd on the estateof an individual (who died domiciledoutsideMalaysia)
stock) issued by public companies listed on the Kuala wherethenetalue exceedsMS 400,000.The rateofdutyranges from fivetoten

Lumpur Stock Exchange. This measure is intended to pro- percent.
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ation or a sum not exceeding five percentof the total value of (when development tax is expected to be abolished). The
the considerationuntil he receives the DirectorGeneral'scer- amount of statutory ncome abated will be exempt from tax

tificate of clearance in respect of the disposal. and will be availablefor distributionas exemptdividends. As

This change is more practical in the sense that a rate of five such, in the above example, MS 70,000 would be exempt
income availablefor distribution.Further, no extensionof the

percent is stated, unlike in the previous situation where the

acquirer had to determine the relevant rate applicable to the pioneerperiodwill be granted to companiesapplying for pio-
transaction. This makes it simpler for the acquirer to calcu- neer status on or after 1 November 1991. In addition, pioneer

status will not be granted to companieswhich have previous-late the retention sum.
ly benefited directly or indirectly from pioneer status or

investment tax allowance in respect of a similar promoted
B. Circumstanceswhere an assessmentis raisedon product or activity.

the acquirer However, the Government recognizes that there may be a

Currently, there are three circumstanceswhere an assessment need to give more favourable tax relief on a case-by-case
may be raised on the acquirer of a chargeable asset. Further, basis, ncluding a 100 percent tax exemption, to a very limit-
under all such circumstances,the assessmentshall include an ed nurnber of strategic projects of national importance. Such
increaseof ten percentof the tax applicable.With effect from projects would be those with heavy capital investment and
1 November 1991, an assessment may be raised on the high technology which can generate extensive linkages and
acquirer to includean increaseof ten percentonly where both have a significant impact on the econorny.
the acquirer and disposer fail to submit a return as required
under the Real PropertyGains Tax Act, 1976. This is a more The changes in the pioneer status incentive and other incen-

logical and equitablemove in that the 'penalty' of ten percent tives (discussed below) are measures to strengthen the tax

is only to be imposed where there is a failure to comply with base through the reduction of the exemptions and reliefs

the provisionof the legislation. given under the present regime of tax incentives. In the past,
tax ncentives were provided to create an environment
favourable to investment and economic growth. This policy

V. TAX INCENTIVES has been successful in attracting labour-intensive industries.

A. Pioneerstatus The Government'semphasis now is on capital and technolo-

gy-intensive ndustries as well as on industries that will be
Currently, the Promotion of Investnents Act 1986 (PIA) competitive internationally. As such, the review of the tax

provides that a company granted pioneer status is given a tax incentive package is timely especially since it was felt that
holiday for five years (which may be extended to ten years) too many incentives were being given to the extent that the
and the income is fully exempt from tax commencing from loss in terms of tax revenue foregone was tremendous.
the 'production day' (which is normally the day when the

company has reached 30 percent of its operationalcapacity). Furthr, investors do not look at generous tax holidays as a

primary reason for nvesting in a country as there are other
With effect from 1 November 1991, a company which more'importantfactors such as political stability, administra-
applies for and is granted pioneer status (on or after 1 tie efficiency, liberal regulations on nvestment and a good
November 1991) will no longer enjoy total tax exemption. infrastructuresystem.
Only 70 percent of the statutory income (from the pioneer There currently about 268 companies enjoying pioneerbusiness) for each of the five years will be abated. As such, are

statu and another 2,000 have been given approvalsbut have
the balance of 30 percent,of that statutory income will be

yet to receive the pioneer certificate because they have not
taxed at the current corporate tax rate.

started production have not yet reached the 30 percentor

M$ operationalcapacity. As a result of so many approvals being
made, it would take some time for the new system to improve

Statutory income (pioneer business) 100,000 the tax base. It has been indicated that companieswhich have
Less: Abatement (70%) 70,000 applied for pioneer status before 1 November 1991 and are

grantedpioneer status after that date shouldcontinue to enjoyChargeable income 30,000 the incentive under the current legislation. However, this
would depend on the actual wordingof the amendmentto the

Income tax @ 35% 10,500 legislation. The relevantbill has not yet been issued.

Effective tax rate 10,5 %
B. Investment tax allowance

Currently, a company which produces a promotedproduct or

From the above example, it can be seen that the effective tax participates in a promoted activity is eligible for an invest-
rate on statutory income from the pioneer business is 10.5 ment tax allowance of up to 100 percent in respect of the

percent. It is assumed that developmenttax will not be appli- qualifying capital expenditure incurred within five years
cable since when a company applies for pioneer status on or from the date of approval of a particularprojet. The adjusted
after Budgetday, it is likely to reach 'productionday' in early income of such a company is abated to the extent of the
1992 which would fall nto the year of assessment 1993 investment tax allowance and any unutilized investment tax
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allowance will be allowed in the subsequent years of assess- E. Otherabatementschemes
ment. With effect from 1 November 1991, companies which

The other abatement incentive schemes which currentlyapply for and are granted investment tax allowances (on or
are

after 1 November 1991)willbe eligible for allowancesof up to provided under the PIA are:

60 percent on the qualifying capital expenditure incurred. In
- abatement for location in a promotedndustrial area;

abatement for small scale companies;addition, the amountof investmenttax allowanceto be utilized
-

abatement for compliance with government policy on
for each year of assessmentwill be restricted to a maximumof

-

70 percent of the statutory ncome from the business source. capital participationor employmentin ndustry; and
abatement for purchases from small scale companies.Therefore, the balance of 30 percent of the statutory ncome

-

will be taxed at the current corporate tax rate. Any unutilized With effect from the year of assessment 1993, the above
investmenttax allowancewill continueto be carried forward to abatement incentive schemes will be abolished. These

subsequentyears of assessmentuntil it is fully utilized. changes in tax incentivesare intended to facilitatea transition

Further, it has also been proposed that with effect from 1 to lower import-content,higher value added and capital and

November 1991, investment tax allowancewill not be grant- technology-intensiveindustries, to strengthen industrial link-

ed to a company which has previously benefited directly or ages and to enhance greaterexport capabilities.
ndirectly from pioneer status or nvestment tax allowance in

respect of a similar promotedproduct or activity. . Equity ownershipand employmentguidelines
The Governmentwill continue to maintain its current liberal

C. Abatementfor exportperformance policy on foreign investments in Malaysia. The present

Currently, the PIA provides that the adjusted income of a res-
relaxed equity ownership guidelines will be extended as fol-

ident company which exports (directly or through agents) its lows:

locally manufacturedproducts shall be abated by an amount
- companies that export 80 percent or more of their pro-

equal to:
duction will not be subject to any equity conditions;

(i) a rate which is equivalent to 50 percent of the proportion
- companies which export between 50 to 79 percent of

of export sales to total sales; and their production can have 100 percent foreign equity
(ii) five percent of the value of indigenous Malaysian mate- ownership if the following conditions are satisfied:

rials incorporated in the manufactured products which (a) investments in fixed assets amount to MS 50 million

are exported.
or more; or

(b) projects implementedhave at least 50 percent value
With effect from the year of assessment 1993, the abatement added.
scheme in (i) will only be granted to resident companies
located in the Principal Customs Area4 and which are 70 per- Further, the products must not compete with products being
cent ownedby Malaysians. In addition, the abatementwill be manufactured locally for the domestic market. These guide-
applied to statutory income (i.e. adjusted ncome less capital lines will not apply to sectors where the Governmentplaces
allowances) of the company instead of the adjusted income. limits on the maximum foreign equity participation.
The abatement scheme relating to the use of indigenous In addition, the Governmenthas also announcedthe continu-

Malaysian materials will be abolished from year of assess- ation of the current guidelines on employmentof expatriate
ment 1993. personnel for manufacturingcompanies as follows:

This change in the abatementscheme will affect a large num-
- for new investments where the foreign paid-up capital is

ber of export-orientedcompanies which are foreign-owned. USS 2 millionor more, the companywill be automatical-

Although the liberal equity ownership rules allow 100 per- ly allowed five expatriateposts (includingkey posts);
cent foreign equity in certain cases, such companies will no

- where foreign paid-up capital is MS 500,000, one key

longer enjoy the export abatementncentive. post will be considered.

Other than the above, it was indicated in the Budget speech
D. Exportallowance that the proceduresfor obtaining long-termvisit passes (busi-

ness) as well as thatof recruitingforeignworkerswill be sim-
Currently, the PIA provides that a resident company engaged plified. Further, permanent residents will be exempted from
in the export ofcertain types of agiculturalproduce or local- obtaining work permits under the Ernploynent (Restriction)
ly manufacturedproducts will be eligible for a deduction in Act, 1968.
respect of export allowance of five percent of the FOB value
ofexport sales. With effect from the year of assessment 1993, Such policy/guidelinesare essential as investors do not only
this deduction will only be available to resident companies look at fiscal incentives. Thus, the ncentive package is suffi-

located in the Principal Customs Area and which are 70 per- ciently attractive with the maintenance of liberal policies
cent owned by Malaysians. relating to equity ownership,employmentof foreign workers

and expatriates, establishmentof schools for the children of

expatriates as well as other facilities.

4. The Principal Customs Area means any part of Malaysiaexcluding a free However, to prevent over-dependence on a foreign work-
zone declared to be a free commercialzone or free industrialzone under the Free

Zones Act, 1990. Thus, companies, situated in Free Trade Zones, Labuan and force and to safeguard employment opportunities for local

Langkawi would no longer be eligible for this incentive. Malaysians, an annual levy will be imposed on the employ-
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ment of expatriates (ranging from MS 1,200 in the technical (arising from the provision of qualifying services) after

category to MS 2,400 in the upper management level) and deduction of the tax shall be credited to an exempt account

foreign workers in the estate, service, constructionand man- from which tax-exempt dividends can be distributed to its

ufacturing sectors (ranging from MS 360 for a general work- shareholders. This treatment is in line with that given to off-

er to MS 900 for a skilled worker). shore nsurance and nward reinsurancebusinesses. The div-
idends declared by the OHQ are subject to a two-tier exemp-

G. Venture capitalcompanies tion, i.e. a corporate shareholderreceiving'tax-exempt divi-
dends from an approved OHQ resident in Malaysia would be

Currently, the incentives introduced(through Section 60D of able to frank those dividends as tax-exempt dividends to its
the Income Tax Act, 1967) to promote investments in high own shareholders.
risk ventures or new technologyare as follows:

(i) gains arising to a venture capital company from the dis-

posal of shares in a venture company are tax-exempt. VI. INDIRECTTAXATION
However, gains from the disposal of shares in a venture

company more than two years after the date on which A. Duties on cigarettesand alcoholicbeverages
such shares are listed for quotation on the Kuala

Lumpur Stock Exchange(KLSE)are not tax-exempt; As a move to discourage smoking and drinkingof alcohol as

(ii) gains exempt from tax are available for distribution as well as to bring in more revenue, import duties and excise

tax- exempt dividends; duties on cigarettes and alcoholic beverages are to be

(iii) a loss arising from the disposal of shares in a venture increasedas follows:

company is not deductible in arriving at aggregate - importduties on cigarettesare to be ncreasedby 54 to 56
income or total income of the venture capital company. percent per kilogram and by 55 to 65 percent per kilo-
Such a loss cannot be carried forward to subsequent gram for cigars, cheroots and cigarillos. Further, the

years of assessment; excise duty of ten percent per kilogram will also be

(iv) any unutilized permitted expenses are not available to increasedon these items;
be carried forward to subsequentyears of assessment. import duties on beer, stout and other alcoholic bever--

to be ncreased between 50 to 185 percent. TheWith effect from the year of assessrnent 1992, changes have ages are

been introduced to (i), (iii) and (iv) above, as follows: excise duty of ten percentwill also be ncreasedon these

(i) gains arising from the disposal of shares in a venture items.

company within three years of its listing on the KLSE
In order simplify administration,these duties will beto con-

are tax exempt;
(ii) a loss arising from the disposal of shares in a venture solidated, standardizedand levied at specific rates only.

company or on liquidation of a venture company is
deductible in computing aggregate ncome or total B. Duties on otherproducts
income. Any unutilized loss would be available to be
carried forward; In continuing the objective of reviewing tariff protection so

(iii) any unutilized permitted expenses are available to be as to improve relative efficiency and competitivenessof the
carried forward. local industries, import duties on a number of products have

The above changes would make the venture capital incen- been either reduced or abolished. These include textiles and

tives more attractive for investors. garments, printing materials and machinery, foodstuffs,
chemicals and non-ferrousmetal products.

H. Operationalheadquarterscompany Due to the substantial increase in the importation of non-

Under the existing ncentive available to an approved Opera- monetary gold bullion (i.e. gold in its utility form) over the

tional Headquarters Company (OHQ), even though a past few years (from MS 122.4 million in 1984 to MS 3.6 bil-

Malaysianresident approved OHQ is subject to a ten percent
lion in 1990), an import duty of ten percent is to be intro-

concessionarytax rate on its chargeable income from provid- duced in respect of such an item so as to curb the growth of

ing qualifying services, tax at the rate of 35 percenthas to be imports of non-essential consumptiongoods. However, pro-

deducted from the gross dividends distributed by the OHQ. ducers of jewellery who export their products are exempt

As such, an approved OHQ is penalized for repatriating its from such import duty. The Governmentexpects to earn rev-

profits by way of dividends due to the fact that there was no
enue of MS 254 million from the mpositionof this duty. The

provision for distribution of dividends which are subject to above stated changes came into effect on Budget day.
the reduced rate of ten percent or which are tax- exempt. To encourage the usage of unleaded petrol, the excise or
Therefore, the distributionofdividendsby such an OHQ will

import duties on unleadedpetrol will be reduced through the
give rise to an additional25 percent tax charge thereby nulli- Petroleum Pricing Mechanism effective 1 December 1991
fying the benefit of the concessionaryrate of tax. for a period of nine months. Thereafter,appropriatemeasures

With effect from the year of assessment 1992, this disincen- will be taken to discourage oil companies from producing
tive to the distribution of dividends by resident OHQs has and selling leaded petrol and users of leadedpetrolwill even-

been removed. The chargeable income of a resident OHQ tually have to pay more for its use.
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C. Service tax Whilst the proposed legislation is silent on what constitutes
annual sales turnover, it would appear that disbursements

Currently, service tax is levied under the Service Tax Act, (i.e. out of pocket expenses) do not form part of annual sales
1975 whereby service tax at the rate of five percent is turnoverand therefore should not attract service tax.

imposed on the provision of prescribed goods or prescribed
services by or in prescribedestablishmentssuch as: The service tax is generally directed at the hotel and tourist

hotels, night-clubs, dance halls, cabarets, health centres industry (or the so-called leisure and pleasure industry)-

and massage parlours; which operates largely on a cash system. However, the pro-

restaurants,bars, snack-bars and coffee houses located in fessionalestablishmentswhich are now to be covered by ser-
-

hotels; vice tax generally operate on an accrual system. Services
be rendered long period of time. As such, there

restaurants, bars, snack-bars and coffee houses located-
may over a

outsidehotels includingall private clubs having an annu-
would be a time lag between the rendering of the service and
the issuing of an invoice for that service. At which point of

al sales tumoverof MS 500,000 and above;
time would service tax be chargeable Other administrative

all places licensed as public beer houses.
difficulties arise due to the nature of such professional

-

may
The service tax is confined: prescribed services such as the establishments. How would irrecoverable debts (on which

provision of rooms for lodging or sleeping accommodation; service tax has been paid) be dealt with What if turnover

premises for meetings or for promotionofcultural or fashion falls below the prescribed limit towards the end of the year

shows; services by or in health centres and massage parlours and service tax has already been collected from clients

and provisionof dancing partners, social escorts and services These practical difficulties would have to be resolved in a

on which cover charges are imposedby or in night-clubs;and dialogue with the Royal Customs & Excise Department.
prescribedgoods which refer to food, drinks and tobacco.

Finally, in the of services provided to foreigncase corpora-
The persons carrying on the business of providing such pre_ tions, service tax would have to be charged by a prescribed
scribed goods and services are required to collect the service professional establishment. In the case of Malaysian insur-

tax and remit it to the Royal Customs and Excise Department ance companies, this could affect their overseas competitive-
with the subrnission of a return within 28 days after the end ness. There is no exenptionof service tax in respect of such

of the taxable period (which is currently two calendar services.

months). The broadeningof the scope of service tax can be seen as lay-
With effect from 1 January 1992, in an effort to widen the tax ing the foundation for the eventual introduction of value

base and to increase government revenue, the service tax of added tax on the basis that if a large number of goods and

five percent is extended to include the following: services are already subjected to a type ofconsumptiontax, it

professionaland consultancyservices providedat private would be easier to switch over to a value added tax. The pro--

hospitals and by legal, engineering, surveyor architec- Posed change is expected to generate additional revenue

tural, accounting and other consultancy firms having an amounting to MS 146 million.

annual sales turnoverof MS 300,000 and above;
services provided by advertising firms with annual sales D. Stamp duty-

turnoverof MS 500,000 and above;
services providedby insurancecompanies to all business on a

-
Stamp duty number of instruments has been abolished

organizations (thus excluding individuals); and with effect from 1 January 1992. This is aimed at reducing
administrative costs incurred in recovering rather small

services provided by motor vehicles service and repair amounts of stamp duty.
-

centres as well as forwarding agents having an annual
sales turnoverof MS 150,000 and above. The instrumentson which stamp duty has been abolishedare

bills ofexchange,bills of lading, receipts and transfer instru-
With this change, professional services are now included as

ments of copyright, trade mark and patent. With regard to
prescribed services. However, the term 'consultancy' may transfer of copyright, trade mark and patent, the stamp duty
need to be explained further as it is very wide in scope. With

was based on the greaterofthe stated considerationor market
the minimumturnover level imposedon the different types of

valueof the property. It is extremelydifficultto determinethe
establishments, it should not burden the low income group, market value of these transfers. As such, the exemption from
including small practitioners. stamp duty is largely a measure to avoid the difficulties in

It is not clear as to why different turnover levels are applied determining the value of intellectualproperty transferred.

to different types of services. It may be based on the average Other than the above, stamp duty on instruments of transfer
tumover of such businesses obtained through a survey or a of low-costhouses (other than houses under the Special Low
census undertakenby the Statistics Department.5 Cost Housing Schemes approvedby a State Governmentor a

The mpositionof service tax will give rise to multi-stage local authority which are exempt from stamp duty) has been

taxation (i.e. create a cascading effect) where professionals reduced from a maximum of MS 320 to a maximum of

seek assistance from other professionals in the course of
5. With regard to motor vehicles service and repair centres, it has been clari-

advising a client. It is left to be seen if any mechanismwill be fied by the Treasury that the service tax is to be applied only to labour charges
introduced to overcome the cascadingeffect. and not to the cost of spare parts.
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MS 100 for new purchases. Other instruments in connection This proposal is obviously made to enhance the attractive-

with such purchases are exempted from stamp duty. These ness of Labuan as an international offshore financial centre

changes are effective from Budget day up to 31 December particularly as other well-known centres such as the British

1995. Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands do not have any audit

requirements. It would also appear that if an auditor is not

appointed, there is no requirementto lodge accounts with the
V. OTHER CHANGES Registrar of Companies.
The Governmenthas announcedthe setting up of the Labuan

DevelopmentAuthority so as to accelerate the orderly devel- C. Shareholdingand directorship
opment of Labuan as an nternationaloffshore financial cen-

tre. Certain amendments have been proposed to the Labuan Currently, a Malaysian resident is prohibited from holding
Offshore Business Activity Tax Act 1990 and the Offshore shares in an offshore company. Exceptions to this general
Companies Act 1990. These amendments are not part of the rule are: a trust company which may hold shares in an off-
1992 Budgetproposals.The relevantbills were tabled in Par- shore company in a nominee or trustee capacity; and domes-
liament before the Budgetpresentation. tic banks and insurance companies which are permitted to

hold shares in a subsidiary licensed to carry on the business

A. Non-chargeabityto tax
of offshore banking or offshore nsurance. Further, only an

officerof a trust companymay act as a residentdirectorof an

Currently,an offshorecompany in Labuancarryingon an off- offshore company.

shore trading activity (such as banking, insurance, trading, It is proposedthat Malaysianbank insurance bea or company
management,etc.) is subject to tax for a yearof assessmentat

permitted to hold shares in offshore Further,an company.
the rate of three percent on its net profits within three months

Malaysian-owned offshore banks and offshore nsurance
(or any extended period as may be allowed by the Director

companies appoint resident directors who not
General) from the commencementof that year of assessment may now are

officers of trust companies.
to be charged to tax of MS 20,000.

With effect from the year of assessment 1992, an offshore D. Restrictionson deposit-takingand lending of
company in Labuan carrying on an offshore trading activity
will not be charged to tax for a year of assessment if in that money

year of assessmentit pays a fee of MS 20,000 to the Registrar Currently, offshore is not permitted to accept
of Companies. However, that offshore company is required

an company
deposits from or to lend money to Malaysian residents. It is

to file a statutory declaration in the prescribed form with the
proposed that this restriction be lifted so that a licensed off-

Director General within a period of three months (or any shore bank will be allowed to accept deposits from and to
extended period as may be allowed by the DirectorGeneral) lend to Malaysian residents. The proposed changemoney
from the commencementof a year of assessment. seeks to promote the developmentof offshore banking busi-

This amendmentseeks to provide more flexibility to offshore ness in Labuan by allowing Malaysian residents to deposit
companiescarrying on offshore trading activitiesparticularly and to borrow money from licensed offshore banks in

those wishing to dispense with the requirementof paying tax Labuan. This is a very significant amendment as nterest

as well as the requirementof filing a return of its profits and earned from deposits made by residents in a Labuan offshore

its audited accounts. Offshore companies carrying on off- bank is specifically tax-exempt.
shore non-trading activities such as the holding of nvest-
ments in securities, stock, shares, loans, deposits and immov- E. Exemptionfrom compliancewith legislationable properties continue to be exempt from tax.

Current legislation does not exempt any offshore company

B. Requirementfor an audit from complying with the Offshore Companies Act and any
other written law. Under the proposed amendments,the Min-

Currently an offshore company is required to appoint an ister is enpowered, on the reconnendationof the Registrar
auditor within 90 days of its incorporation. It is now pro- of Companies, to exempt any offshore company from com-

posed that an offshore company will not be required to plying with any of the provisionsof the Offshore Companies
appoint an auditorunless it carries on the business of offshore Act. Further, the King (the Yang Di-PertuanAgong),by order

banking or offshore insurance, or it makes a public offering published in the Gazette, may provide that any written law

of its shares or debenturesor accepts deposits from any mem- shall not apply to an offshore company, a trust company, off-

ber of the public. shore bank or offshore nsurance company. The proposed
legislationwill allow a greaterdegree of flexibility to users of

To enjoy the exemption from an audit, the members of the Labuan. They may now be able to apply for a waiver from
offshore company must resolve at a meeting of the members compliancewith the companies legislationor any other writ-
that an appointmentof an auditorneed not be made in respect ten law in the event that such law is found to b too cumber-
of each financial year. some or onerous in their particularcircumstances.
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VI. CONCLUSION play, the most importantof which is to practicemoderationin
our spending patterns.

As stated by the HonourableMinister,prudent financialman- The deficit in the services accountof the balance of payments
agement and a fiscal and monetary policy that controls infla- is high. No specific measures were stated in the Budget other
tion and improves the balance of payments will help ensure than the setting of CabinetCommittee Services which
the continuing success of the nation. However, inflation will up a on

will coordinate policies relating to the development of the
continue to exist as long as demand exceeds supply. A pru- services sector.
dent expenditure policy is also followed whereby priority in
the allocationof funds is to be given to productiveprojects. It The proposals in the 1992 Budget are an attempt at managing
is noted that inflation is also due to psychological factors or an economy that has recorded solid growth over the last four
the expectationof price ncreases. Greater consumer aware- years. Overall, the measures ntroduced are in line with the
ness may help to overcome this. The fight against inflation is prudent policies announced in the past. It sets the stage for
not only the Government'sproblem. All of us have a role to sustained economic growth in the future.
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policy of the multinationalcompany, taxation, major countries, and of the influence which plan rules.

cost of capital and foreign direct investment, public policy has on their behaviour. Spcial (B. 111.385)
the dividend pay-outbehaviourof the attention is given to the incentivesprovided by REPORTOF THE PROCEEDINGSOF THE
subsidiariesof British multinational tax rate differentials to manipulateprices on

companies, taxation and the internal pricing intracorporatetransactions. Investment forty-secondTax Conferenceconvenedby the
CanadianTax Foundationat The Queen
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ElizabethHotel, Montreal,November26,27,

economic welfare. costs and their influence on multinational 28,1990.
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London, The Board of Inland Revenue, 1991, cost of capital and foreign direct investment, amendments.Other topics covered are: tax

pp. 135,7.- . the dividend pay-out behaviourof the planning for closely held businesses, tax
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Inheritance tax. Edited by Nicholas Bowen. DELGADO,Jaime. (B. 111.307)
Croydon,Tolley Publishing Company Available forms of intellectual property
Limited, 1991, pp. 200, 11.95. protection. SAVINGFOR RETIREMENT.

The book incorporates all relevant enactments Mexico, Goodrich, Riquelmey Asociados, Proposed regulations and explanatorynotes.

and amendmentsmade up to and including the Paseo de la ReformaNo. 355, Col. Draft Pension Regulations, June 31, 1991.

FinanceAct 1991, togetherwith statutory Cuauhtemoc,06500 Mexico, D.F. Mexico, Scarborough,ThomsonProfessional

instruments relating to inheritance tax. It not 1991,pp. 31. PublishingCanada, Carswell/Richardde Boo

only includes current provisionsbut also (B. 18.647) Publishers, Corporate Plaza, 2075 Kennedy

supersededprovisions to the extent that these Road, Scarborough,Ontario MlT 3V4,

have applied at some time since the MIDDLE EAST Canada, 1991, pp. 252.

InheritanceTax Act 1984 came into force. (B. 111.348)

Amendingor repealing legislation is both Quatargiven effect to in the original legislation and U.S.A.
referred to in the text of the Act ,here it INVESTMENTIN QUATAR.
occurs. , Amsterdam,KPMG Peat Marwick,Mitchell FEDERALTAX ARTICLES.
(B. 111.392) & Co., 1991, pp. 37. TopicalLaw Reports.

Booklet summarizingbriefly the structural and Income, estate, gift, excise, employmenttaxes.

INTERNATIONAL taxation considerations for foreign businesses Chicago, CCH Commerce Clearing Hous,-

operating in the State of Qatar. Inc., 1991.

FINANCIALINSTRUMENTS. (B. 57.645) Descriptionsof federal tax articles,comments
An intemationalguide to the taxationof and notes published in legal, accounting, tax

financial products. NORTH AMERICA and other periodicals and professional
London, EuromoneyPublications, 1991. journals. Mnthly supplements will keep this

InternationalTax Review, September 1991 Canada
loose-leafpublicationup--date.

supplement,pp. 100. (B. 110.978)
Contributionsby various authors explaining CANADATAX CASES.
the tax aspects of financial instruments. The Judgmentsof the SupremeCourt of Canada,
countries covered are: Canada, France, Federal Court of Canada, Tax Court of Canada
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INTERNATIONAL: 163 RichardGordon
TAX ADMINISTRATION

,The design of the substantive income tax law
CONCERNS IN THE REFORM OF 'can play a crucial role in determining the ease
SUBSTANTIVEPERSONAL of tax administration, and this is particularlyINCOME TAX LAW IN EMERGING
ECONOMIES

true when a developing country is reforming
its tax system. There are.a number of areas in

First published in 1946, the Bulletin aims to which reform of the substantive income tax

report on matters of importance to the can significantlymproveadministration.This

international tax communityand to provide article examines these areas, taking into

a forum for discussion of worldwide devel- ' accountboth the practical and policy concerns

opments in tax policy, law and reform. The which must be dealt with.

Bulletin is the official journal of the Interna-
tional Fiscal Association and publishes the PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA: 170 Jinyan Li

reports of its national branches THE IMPLEMENTING
REGULATIONSFOR THE NEW Althoughrudimentaryby westem standards, the

Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Imple-CONSOLIDATEDINCOME TAX
Editor ON FOREIGN INVESTMENT

mentation of the Tax Law represent the most

comprehensiveand sophisticated tax legislationSusan M.C. Lyons, J.D. in the PRC since 1949. This article discusses
the most salient aspects of the Regulations,

Editorial Board ,, including the definition of establishment, com-

M.A.GCaballero,. licenciado en putation of taxable income, transfer pricing
rules, non-resident *ithholding tax system, tax

derecho incentives, foreign tax creditand tax administra-
Susan M.C. Lyons, J.D. tion with respect to the consolidationof income

Nancy Payne, B. Comm. C.A. and losses among branches and establishments.

Piroska Soos, J.D., LL.M.
Joanna C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor INTERNATIONAL: . 181 Mukul G. Asher

A COMPARATIVEANALYSIS OF . This article provides a comprativenalysisof

IBFD Publications BV, Directors TAX REFORMS IN SINGAPORE the recent tax reform initiatives and future
AND HONG KONG directions in policy in Singapore and HongHubert Hamaekers and Tony Powell tax

Kong. The article suggests that in both jurisdic-
tions, tax policies have been characterizedby a

clearbut narrow focus and flexibility.While tax
DISCLAIMER. The material contained in policies in Singaporehave been interventionist,
this publication is not intended to be Hong Kong's policies have been more neutral.
advice on any particular matter. No sub- Both jurisdictions are considering a generalscriber or other reader should act on the
basis of any matter contained in this pub- consumption tax, although the form such a tax

lication without considering appropriate would take differs. The article also analyses the

professional advice. The publisher, and recent constitutionalprovisions conceming fis-
the authors and editors, expressly disclaim cal matters in the two jurisdictions. While tax

all and any liability to any person, whether policies pursued to date can be regarded as suc-

a purchaser of this publication or not, n cessful, the future challenge for policymakers
respect of anything and of the conse- lies in adapting these policies to the need for
quences of anything done or omitted to broadeningobjectivesand for greaterparticipa-
be done by any such person in reliance tion, while remaining consistent with relevant
upon the contents of this publication. constitutionalprovisions
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SRI LANKA: 192 R.G.L. de SilvaFiscal Documentation,
the Netherlands TAXATION COMMISSION REPORT

In 1989 a Commissionof Inquiry was appoint-
A rights reserved. No part of this work covered by ed to undertake a comprehensivereview of the
copyright may be reproduced or copied in any form or Sri Lankan tax system. The Commission's
by any means (graphic, electronc or mechanical,
ncluding photocopying, recording, recording taping, report was published in July 1991, and this arti-
or nformation retrieval systems) wthout the written cle highlights a number of the major recom-
permission of the pubsher. mendations.
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INTERNATIONAL:

TAX ADMINISTRATIONCONCERNS IN THE

REFORM OF SUBSTANTIVEPERSONALINCOME
TAX LAW IN EMERGINGECONOMIES

Richard Gordon

I. INTRODUCTION
RichardGordon is Deputy Directorof

The first key to effective income tax administration lies in the design of the sub- the Harvard InternationalTax Program,
stantive income tax law itself. This fact is particularly relevant when the tax being Lectureron Law at Havard Law School
reformed is in a developingcountry, where administrativeresources tend to be par- and Research Associateat the Harvard

ticularly limited. Concern for the administrationof the income tax should therefore Institute for IntemationalDevelopment
always play an important role in the process of reform of a developing country's
substantive tax law.

There are a numberof areas in which reformof the substantive tax law can signifi-
cantly improve administration. In general, the most successful reforms result in Contents

three importantbenefits: they reduce the complexityof the system, they reduce tax

administrator'sdependence on those facts which were difficult to verify, and they I. Introduction

reduce the number of individuals who were required to file returns (McLure and A. Complexity
Pardo R., 1991).

B. Approximation
C. Wage income

Particularlywith regard to developingcountries, the most importantrole of the first
D. Business income
E. Exclusions

two benefits, i.e. simplicity and reliability, is to pemit the last, i.e. reducing the F. Deductions
numberof filers. The fewer the numberofpeople who must themselves file returns G. Withholding
(including those people whose final income tax is remitted by their employer, and H. Loss limitations

vho themselves do not have to file returns), the fewer the numberof returns which Il. Some Techniques for Enforcing the
must be processed, the fewer the number of refunds which must made, and often, Substantive Law
the fewer the number of audits which will be required. A. Verification

B. Penalties

A. Complexity lII. Concluson

The simplificationof substantive tax law is often presented as a primary method References
in easing tax administration, and is often a starting point in modern tax reforms.
While eliminatingspecial tax incentivesusually results in a law which is easier to

administer, reducing the overall theoretical complexity of the law may not. For

example, the theoretically least complexncome tax system would tax a flat per-
centage of every person's global income, that is, the actual net accretion to

wealth, plus consumption,of an individualover a specific period of time. Many tax

policy experts would contend that such a system would be optimal from an eco-

nomic perspective.
Of course, determining actual global income would be virtually impossible, and
such a system would therefore be unadministrable. Special provisions would be

necessary which would approximate,defer and exempt certain types of income. In
1 order to do so, elaborate definitionsof what income would be treated specially, and

how such income wouldbe treated, wouldbe required. Such a system might also be 1. This essay will appear m an editedversion with

unwise from the viewpoint of certain compelling policy reasons; graduated tax
the tentative title Administration Concerns in the
Reform of Income Tax Law: Comments Regarding

rates, for example, may be chosen as a way of reducing nequality, or at least the 'Improving the Administration of the Colombian

perception of inequality, in an economy. These complexities in the theoretically Income Tax, 1986-88' by Charles E. McLure and

simplest and purest income tax, however, should only be added when administra- Santiago Pardo R. in Richard Bird and Milka

tion would be simplified or when there are compelling policy reasons to do so.
Casanegra de Jantscher, eds., Tax Administration
and Tax Policy [tentative title] (Washington, D.C.:

Other complexitiesshould be avoided wheneverpossible. InternationalMonetaryFund, forthcoming 1992).
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When looking at the initial design of the tax system, one ofthe Part of the process of designing an administrablesubstantive
most importantaspects of tax simplicity is the treatingofall ncome tax is recognizing those areas where administrative
taxpayers and all ncome as alike as possible. By so doing, constraints require changes in the global nature of an income
ncentives for shifting income from taxpayer to taxpayer, or tax, and designing those changes so as to keep the straying
from type to type, are reduced. This also reduces problems from the global tax to a minimum. First, as will be discussed
regardingdefining different types of taxpayers or income. at greater length below, in some instances it is possible to

limit the schedularnature of the tax only to certain minimum
In most cases, treating different taxpayers as alike as possible amounts of income, or only to certain groups of taxpayers.includeskeeping the number of marginal tax brackets relative- This would tend to minimize the straying.ly small. Also in most cases, treating most differentcharacters
of ncome alike includes eliminating deductions and credits Second, there are substantial benefits to writing administra-
which are not a legitimatepart of determiningreal income. As tive practice nto substantive law. In general, it provides for
suggested above, different taxpayers cannot always be treated less discretion,allowing for a more predictableand organized
alike. Most tax jurisdictionsconcludethat a zero bracket,and at administration, less chance for bribery and less chance for
least a small number of graduated rates, are desirable. political manipulation (Bird, 1989, Gordon, 1988, p. 11).
Although graduated rates complicate administration (and
althoughthey rarely result in much progressivityin actual prac-
tice) (Bird, 1991, p. 318), they nearly always constitutea com- B. Approximation
pelling policy reason for violating the first simplicityprinciple. One of the important methods of reducing administra-most

Treating all forms or charactersof ncome alike can also result tive complexity is to substitute approximations of certain
in substantial administrative problems. For example, capital types of income for actual income, and to restrict the applica-
gains can usually only effectively be taxed on realization. bility of those approximations(or restrict their effect) to cer-

Because the timing of realizationis often under the control of tain taxpayers. As discussed above, while tax policy theory
the taxpayer, deductibilityof capital losses must normally be suggests that an income tax should be based upon the taxpay-
limited in some way to net capital gains. If not, taxpayers er's global income, the accurate measurement of global
would tend to realize losses and not gains. Other examples of income can often be difficult. In general, the greater the accu-

determiningand verifying certain types of income make their racy of measurement, the more emphasis will be placed on

nclusion in a globalpot highly problematic. facts which will be difficult to verify, and which will vary
from individual to ndividual. Other things being equal, the

There are also substantial administrative problems, in addi- rougher the approximationof ncome, the easier the systemtion to policy concerns, in treating all taxpayers alike. Indi- will be to administer.
vidual taxpayers at the higher end of the income spectrum
normally owe more in tax than do individual taxpayers at the Individualswill normally have income from various sources.

top. It is therefore usually preferable for tax administrations The process of approximatingincome and collecting tax will
to expend more resources in evaluating and confirming an involve two steps. The first will be to make relatively accu-

upper ncome individual's ncome than a lower. In sum, the rate assessmentsof some types ofncome. The secondwill be
process of simplificationof income tax administrationoften to approximate other types of ncome. In many instances,
requires making exceptions to the rules of taxing all taxpay- approximationwill involve exempting certain amounts of
ers and income alike. certain types of income (Bird, 1983, p. 4).

Reducing the tax administrator's dependence on those facts First, in order to make accurate assessments of ncome with
which are difficult to verify, and reducing the number of indi- ease, that income must be relatively easy to identify and ver-
viduals who are requiredto file returns, are mportantfactors in ify. Tax on that incomemust also be relativelyeasy to collect.
improving the ease ofadministration. In effect, accomplishing As will be discussed below regarding employment income,
these two objectives also means making exceptions to the with regard to most taxpayers, virtually all of their income
treat alike rule (although in some of the examples cited bY will fulfil these criteria.
the authors, it also means sticking to the treat alike rule).

It should be noted, however, that it will not always be easy to
Even if the substantive law levies taxes on a more or less identify and verify all substantial sources of income. In some
global basis, administrations are usually forced to make the cases, large amounts of income will not be easy to identify. In
exceptions outlined above: administration must stray from those instanceseitherapproximation(and simplifiedcollection
the letter of the substantive law. As a result, even a theoreti- techniques)or relativelydifficult,expensiveand time consum-
cally global income tax, because of administrative con- ing evaluationand collection techniqueswill be required.
straints, becomes an essentially schedular tax. Bird notes

that, in most countries, there are four 'ncome' taxes: (1) a Second, whenever possible, approximations should be con-

more or less progressive tax mposed through a withholding centratedon those types of ncomewhich are relatively small
systemon money wage income in the modern sector; (2) a set in size, and which constitute a relatively smaller part of the
ofmore or less effective levies on the self-employed; (3) flat- taxpayer's total ncome. As one might readily guess, in most
rate withholding taxes on certain forms of capital income; instances, if the income fulfils the first criteria, it will fulfil
and (4) a tax on the profits of large, especially foreign, busi- the second. Though this will not always be possible, it should
ness. (Bird, 1989, p. 328). be the goal.
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Individuals at the lower end of the income spectrum not only need have no contact with the taxation authorities at all. The
receive a relatively smaller amount of ncome compared to employeracts as a mini-assessingauthority for the govern-
those at the top, but also normally pay reduced rates on that ment (Bird, 1982, p. 8).
income. In general, for them, approximationof the tax base Audits at the level easier and efficient
will have less of an effect on taxes due than would approxi- company are more to

perform than audits at the level of the individual taxpayer.mationof the tax base of wealthier individuals.This frequent- Deductionsat the level for paid linked
ly makes them an appropriate subject for ncome approxima- company wages are to

the amountof wages declared as income to the employee,and
tion. In contrast, taxpayers at the top of the ncome spectrum the relative of audit that substantial penaltiesshould normally be less subject to income approximation. In

ease means tax

for misreporting employee wage ncome have a deterrent
most cases, this means that a smallerpercentage of their total effect.
income should be subject to ncome approximation.

Therefore, companies should be required to compute, with-
Of particular importance is the fact that there are fewer tax- hold.and remit income taxes due on wage income ofemploy-
payers at the top of the income pyramid than at the bottom.

ees. Which entities should count as companies for with-
Relatively speaking, by limiting ncome approximations to holding purposes is an empirical question. Often, the answer

taxpayers from the relatively lower income groups, and by s any entity registered or incorporated, or any entity with
making more accurate income evaluations of taxpayers from

more than a small numberof employees,or any entity with a
the relativelyhigher ncome groups, the number of taxpayers capital value or turnover in excess of a small amount.
whom the tax administrationwould need to examine careful-

ly would be limited. The obvious problemwith treating withholding tax on wages
as a final tax lies in the phrase if the taxpayer has no other

Therefore, tax policy theory would suggest that, in the trade income or deductions. However, in most cases the lion's
off between accuracy and ease of administration, income share ofmost taxpayers' incomewill be employmentincome,
approximations should be limited to (1) smaller amounts of and deductions will be few. The treatment of non-wage
income, (2) a smaller part of a taxpayer's total income, and income, and of deductions, is addressed further below.
(3) to the lower proportion of income earners. On the other
hand, a more accurate measurement should be made of Anotherproblemarises when an employeehas more than one

income (1) which is relatively easier to assess and verify, (2) salaried employment. In a system without graduated rates

which is relativelylarge, (3) which constitutes the majorityof (including a zero rate) of ncome tax, this would not be a

a taxpayer's income, and (4) which is earned by wealthier problem. However, the existence of graduated rates means

taxpayers.While many of these criteriavirtuallyalways coin_ that a single taxpayerwould often owe more tax on the same

cide, not every one can always be satisfied. In general, how. income if earned by two different taxpayers.
ever, they should be used as guides in making tax policY In systems which maintain substantiallygraduated rates, and
choices. where multiple wage employment is common, this problem
When referring to income, it should be understood that can be alleviated by requiring the taxpayer to provide infor-

ncome is equal to gross ncome minus deductions. Those mation to his employers about his other employment.
issues regarding verification and approximation of gross Although this complicates the system somewhat, the use of

ncome also apply to deductions.Deductionsare discussed in uniform taxpayer ID numbers and simple cross-checking
greater detail below. may make the administrative burden less onerous. How

effective this techniquewould be will depend on facts unique
to the economy, including the degree of concentrationof the

C. Wage income wage economy into a limited number of firms, the extent to

Certain types ofncome are relativelyeasy to identify and ver-
which salaried ndividuals work at different jobs, the com-

ify, and on which taxes are easy to collect. Such ncome does pleteness of taxpayer ID records and the degree ofcomputer-
not need to be approximated. The most important is wage

ization of the tax administration.

ncome. Depending upon how much of an economy is orga- Many tax jurisdictions use certain taxpayer specific criteria
nized nto entities, and the extent to which the organized sec- to reduce tax on those taxpayers, such as number of depen-
tor is concentrated in relatively larger firms, wages can con- dent children. If suppliedby the taxpayer, these criteria could
stitute a substantialportionof an economy'spersonalncome. be used by the employer to compute total tax owed. As dis-
At the relatively lower end of the economic spectrum, they cussed above, distinctions among different taxpayers should
often constitutevirtually all of a taxpayer's income. be avoided wherever possible. This is particularly true when

Salary income is usually easier to verify than other types of the information is hard for the employer, and the taxation

ncome. Companies can be required not only to report gross authority, to verify.
wages to the taxation authorities,but to calculate the amount In certain circumstances,however, policy planners will insist
of tax actually due. If the taxpayer has no other income or on deductionsbased on such information. One way ofreduc-
deductions (a big if, which is addressed below), the compa- ng any problems caused is to disallow an amount of cumula-

ny's calculationwill equal the employee's final tax due. The tive deductions. The technique of limiting deductions in this

company can then remit the taxpayer's final income tax due way, which is really a variation on approximating income, is
as part of a wage withholding system, making the filing of a discussed at greater length below. When the deduction is
return by the employee unnecessary. In effect, the taxpayer based on information which is difficult to verify, a specific
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limit,on the amount of deduction can also be helpful. For Taxpayers with sufficiently large amounts of business

example, a deductioncould be allowed for each child, up to a income should be required to keep detailed books of account.
limit of two. It might then simply be assumed that everyone The income of such taxpayers would, if large enough, justify
will declare two deductions. the difficult and time consuming audits necessary to verify

the taxable income computedby the taxpayer.

D. Business income For taxpayers whose business income lies between the
exemptamount and the amount for whichbooksofaccount

It is much more difficult to estimate the income of farmers, would be required, it will often make sense to make approxi-
sole proprietors and small partnerships. Whena taxpayer's mations of income more accurate than withholding but less

total ncome consists of only a small amount of business complicated than keeping books of account. Such approxi-
income, it might make sense to exempt from tax a small mations would be based upon simple and relatively easily
amount of business ncome. As suggested earlier, excluding verified facts, such as afofait-style system. These approxi-
ncome from the tax base is merely anothermethodof approx-

mations could also serve as a minimum tax for the books of

mating income. The issues involved in excluding minimum account cases. In some instances, one might want to give
types of income are discussedat great length below. taxpayers the opportunity to challenge the forfait-type

approximations, although methods might be devised to dis-

Taxing business ircome in excess of the exempt amount is courage this. The cut-offamounts for exemption,approxima-
more problematic than taxing employment ncome. It will tion, and books of account systems, as well as the methods

require some contact between tax administratorsand taxpay- of implementation to be used, need to be determined by an

ers, in that there is no easily identifiable middleperson to empirical analysis of the facts in the particulareconomy.
asses the amount of tax due and to collect it.

E. Exclusions
One possible alternative to this is to enact withholding on

certain types ofpayments to the taxpayer. Withholdingwould The first and most obvious type of exclusion is the zero tax
not only serve as a mechanismfor ensuring that tax payments bracket. Excluding the lowest income earners from the
are remitted,but would also serve as an approximationof tax income tax system entirely can eliminate a large number of
due by the taxpayer. Estimates can be made as to the average filers. However, in excluding these taxpayers, attention must

profit made on a particular input (e.g. purchases) or output be paid to the operationof any withholdingsystem. As noted
(e.g. sales or services). Tax can then be withheld, on a gross above, withholding can serve as a method of approximating
percentage basis, of the cost of that input or output in an income tax due as well as a method of ensuring collections.
amount equal to the estimatedprofit. The sum of gross with- Withholding on payments made to income tax exempt tax-

holding taxes could be treated as a final tax. Which inputs payers would still act as final gross taxes, an issue discussed
and/or outputs should be subject to withholdingwill depend in greater detail below. The refunding of such withholding
on the particular facts and circumstancesunique to the econ- would ncessarilycomplicate tax administration,and require
omy. However, nputs and/or outputs of businesses which the exempt taxpayers to file.
normally have income which is relatively greater than those
at the bottom of the income spectrum,but who are particular- One of the advantages of salary ncome is that the company

ly hard to tax, might be good subjects for such withholding
can determine the amount of gross wages to be paid to an

taxes. Those might nclude the income from the major pro- employee over the course of the year. However, income

fessions, as well as contractors (Gilson, 1984; Soos, 1991). received outside of the employmentcontext cannot easily be
taken into account by the employer. This problem can be

It should be noted that, in most instances, the general appli- dealt with by having the taxpayer report all income to her or

cabilityofwithholdingwill ensure that any exemptamount his employer, if he or she had one. The employercould then

ofbusiness income would in fact be subject to tax anyway; in adjustwithholding,using a PAYE system. In such systems, in
such instances the tax authority might choose to allow small- effect, the employerreally becomesthe tax administrator.But

er taxpayers to prove that their tax owed is less. than the such a system creates a number of problems. Verifying that

amount of gross withholding taxes. In some instances, how- the employeehas in fact reported all income to the employer
ever, no inputs or outputs may in fact be subject to any kind can be difficult ndeed. A substantial amount of additional

of gross withholding tax. In such cases, the income would, in paperwork would be nvolved between employee, employer
essence, be exempted from any tax. and tax administration.

As suggestedby the generalprinciplesof income approxima- However, excluding at least some of such income from the
tion, estimatesof business income should be relied upon less income tax base would constitute an administrativelyeasier
when it is relatively large or constitutes a large percentageof method of solving the problem. This has already been sug-
the taxpayer's income, or constitutes income of taxpayers at gested above with regard to business income. Employees at
the upper level of the income spectrum. Of course, the the lower end of the income scale are unlikely to have much
exemption discussed earlier accomplishes some of this. But income outside of their salary or part-time business income.
gross withholding taxes should therefore not serve as final By excluding such income from tax, only the employees'
tax on large amounts of business income, although they can salary ncome would be subject to tax. This would greatly
serve as a minimumtax, at least in some cases. ncreaseease of administration.
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Probably the most common form of such income is bank However, the optimal nature and size of fixed exempt
interest. As noted above, part-timebusiness income may also amounts of income, and of withholding tax rates, can only be
be important. In some economies, dividend and capital gain determinedby an empirical analysis.
income is also important,particularlywhere mutual funds are

a common form of investmentfor those taxpayers at the rela-

tively lower end of the income scale. F. Deductions

As is the case with gross income, deductions of expensesOther forms ofnon-employmentincome, such as rent or roy- related to the earning of income, well deductions foras as
alties, are likely only to be earned by a relatively small num-

special ncentives, create two problems. Deductions may be
ber ofpeople, or are likely to be earnedonly by upper-ncome difficult to verify, and by allowing deductions, ncome com-
wage earners. In the case of such income, the administrative

putation is made complex. Also with the ofmore as case
benefits ofexclusionare unlikely to outweighotherconsider-

income, deductions be estimated and limited,ations; they therefore need not normally be subject to an
gross can par-
ticularly with regard to the smaller portion of a taxpayer'sexclusion. The one exception to this rule might be imputed and to relatively lower-ncome

rent on owner-occupiedhousing.
ncome, earners.

First, as is discussed above regarding PAYE systems, deduc-
Relyng again on the principles of income approximation tions which have little or no economic basis (meaning that
outlined above, non-employmentincome shouldbe excluded they are no legitimate expenses in the earning of income)
(1) only if it is small, (2) only to the extent to which it consti- should be disallowed. This would apply particularly to
tutes a relatively snall portion of the taxpayer's ncome, and deductions which are difficult to verify. In some nstances,
(3) so that, where possible, it primarily effects taxpayers from those tax expenditureswhichhave valid social goals couldbe
the lowerend of the income spectrum. The exclusionamount replaced with spending, targeted to the intended groups of
should be set low enough to satisfy the above criteria, but beneficiaries.They can also be limited in other ways, as sug-
high enough to ensure that most taxpayers do not need to file gested earlier.
returns. In that way, lower-incometaxpayers for whom a sub-
stantial percentage of their total income constitutes non- Some other deductions might also be denied, even though
employmentncome would still be taxed on a substantialpor- they may have some economicvalidity. These might include
tion of that non-employmentincome. Upper-incometaxpay- deductions which are likely to have a personal component,or

ers, whose income normally includes a substantialamountof a component which is hard to value and therefore prone to

non-employmentincome, would be taxed on most (relatively abuse. Expenses relating to passive or investment ncome,
speaking)of that non-employmentincome. Estimationwould commutingexpenses and entertainmentexpenses usually fall
be largely confined to the lower-ncometaxpayers. However, into this category. As is the case with the exclusion of non-

estimation would be confined only to a relatively small pro- employmentncome, only an amountofdeductions in excess

portion of the lower-incometaxpayer's income. Administra- of a certain amount should be taken into account by the tax

tive resources would be concentrated on a more accurate system. The rationale of such a system is nearly identical to
evaluation of the real income of upper-income tax payers, the rationale for excluding minimum amounts of non-

who are fewer. employmentincome.

Withholdingtax on nterestand dividendswould act as a final In most nstances, a single fixed amount can be set for the

gross tax on the exernpt arnount. Capital gains would go sun of all allowable deductions. In other instances, some of

untaxed for the exempt amount. In most nstances, a single which are discussed below, separate limitations might be set

fixed amount of exclusion should be set for the surn of inter_ for different categories of deductions.

est, dividends and capital gains. In other instances, separate While the exclusionof income from tax is generally likely to
amounts might be set for each category. be popular with taxpayers,excluding deductions is likely not

to be. Therefore, it may make political sense to provide a
In income tax systems where company and personal ncome
taxes re integratedat the top personalbracket rate, it may be general deduction for taxpayers, up to the excluded

amount. Brackets can be adjusted accordingly.wise to exempt all dividend ncome of individuals. The net

result would be that all dividend income would be withheld

upon at the company level at the highestpersonal rate. While G. Withholding
lower-incometaxpayers would invariablybe over-taxed,and

upper-ncome taxpayers occasionallyover-taxed, the admin- As discussed above, withholding on payments and transac-

istrativebenefits would be substantial.Largelybecause lower tions can serve a number or purposes. First, withholdingcan

bracket taxpayers are more likely to have nterest income help ensure that payments of tax owed under an income tax

than dividend ncome, nterest ncome is usually withheld at are actually remitted to the government.Second, withholding
a rate lower than the top personal marginal rate. Therefore, it can serve as a final tax, acting as a replacementfor an income
would usually be unwise to exempt all interest ncome from tax. In theory, in both cases withholding rates must be set

income tax and treat the withholding tax as final. The ques- basedupon factual informationas to (1) what a particulartax-
' tion of withholding taxes on periodic ncome is addressed payer's liability should be, and (2) as to what rate of with-

again below. holding is likely most closely to approximatethat liability.
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First, it is necessary to determinewhat income shouldbe sub- The rate of the most typical taxpayer would probably be

ject to withholding. As noted above, employment income in appropriate for most interest income. The rate for dividend
firms with over a certain number of employees, and certain withholding might possibly be set higher, if it is far likelier

payments, should be subject to withholding. that dividend recipients would be higher-income taxpayers
than interest recipients (Jenkins, Owens and Roxan, 1991, p.

In a system with graduatedrates, taxpayers' liabilities should 10). However, such a differentiationmight set up a disincen-
differ based upon their total income (Dixon, 1985, pp. 39-. tive for equity investment, or create an incentive to disguise
40). Withholdingrates should, therefore, vary on the basis of dividends as interest.
the personal circumstances of any particular taxpayer. The
lowest- income taxpayers should suffer no withholding, Withholding on other forms of periodic income would also

while the highest- income taxpayers should suffer relatively vary with regard to circumstances. Withholdingon inputs or

higherwithholding. outputs in a business enterprisecan be even more problemat-
ic. Empirical analysis is of even greater importancehere.

With regard to wage income, the personal circumstancesof a

taxpayer can be taken nto account. Withholdingat the com- H. Loss limitations
pany level can be based upon the total amount of wages
which the taxpayer will earn. But with regard to other types There are a numberof other approximationswhich often help
of withholding, it would be administrativelydifficult to vary in making an income tax system more easily administrable.

withholding based upon the personal circumstances of the One, discussed earlier, relates to the usual realization
individual taxpayer. This makes it impossibleto satisfy crite- requirement before capital gains or losses are taken into
rion (1) above in all cases. The problem is compounded by income. Because taxpayers may control realization events, a

the fact that certain types of income, most particularlynter- limitation on the deductibility of capital losses - allowing
est and dividends, will have an amount excluded from them only to be deductedup to the amount ofcapital gains -

income tax. This means that the withholdingtax will serve as restricts the ability of the taxpayer to realize only losses.
a final tax. If it is too high, this tax will result in a heavy bur- Other limitations include restricting the deductibility of busi-
den being born by lower-income taxpayers. However, if the

ness costs and expenses only against business ncome, passivewithholding rate is too low, it will mean that upper-ncome losses against passive ncome foreign losses against foreignor
earners will be under-withheld. income. In these nstances, restrictions on loss limitationsusu-

There are a numberof ways of alleviating this problem. They ally makes it easier for a tax administration to avoid repeated
include adjusting brackets to take nto account that lower- detailednvestigationsas to the economicvalidityof the losses.

income taxpayers might be paying withholding tax on nter-
est or dividends. Other practices, such as exempting the Il. SOME TECHNIQUES FOR ENFORCING
exempt amountof interest or dividendsfrom withholdingtax, THE SUBSTANTIVE LAW
are very difficult to administer and are prone to abuse. It is

probably better to compromiseby having a withholding rate
Part of the process ofenforcing the substantive law is implic-

which yields an amount less than the amountwhich should be it in the substantive law itself. In fact, the line between sub-

due for upper-income earners. For upper-income taxpayers,
stantive law and administration is difficult to draw. The use

of withholding, for example, is neither clearly substantiveadditional tax can be collected when the taxpayer files. One

possibilitywould be to set the rate so that it yields an amount
nor administrative. Depending on different statutes, one will

which the average taxpayerwould normally owe.
find withholding provisions either in the income tax law

itself, or in the section on administration.
Problem (2), that is, determiningthe rate of withholding like- Many of the at least nominally substantive tax law changes
ly most closely to approximate a taxpayer's final liability, is outlinedabove involve the use ofncome approximation,par-also impossible to determine easily. An income tax is, by its ticularly for those at the lower end of the income scale. The
very nature, based on income, not upon gross amounts. One different types of approximations,based exclusions,with-on
cannot tell with any degree of certainty what a final taxpay- holding and certain types of loss limitations, based bothare
er's income will be by looking at any gross amount which

on character and on total amounts of ncome. In general, the
contributes to the computation of that income, whether the goal is to reduce the different types of informationneeded to
gross amount be interest, dividends or gross input purchases. assess tax due, and, in turn, to make it unnecessary for large
First, some factual analysis can help set withholding numbers of taxpayers to file returns.

amounts. In general, it can be determined that, to most ndi- This short section will mention only a few techniques which
vidual taxpayers, interest and dividend income is net income; have a substantiveair about them.
in a pure global ncome tax system, interest and dividends
would properly be taxed at the taxpayer's marginal rate. As

A. Verificationdiscssed above, the fact that gross amounts will apply as

final taxes primarily to taxpayers at the relatively lower end Verificationof the informationstill relevant to the tax admin-
of the income scale suggests, howevr, that these amounts istration will always be necessary (McLure and Pardo R.,
should be less than the top taxpayer's marginal rate. 1991). For the lower end of the income level, this will often
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mean verificationof employment income, an issue discussed Some of the most effectivepenalties are those which apply to

above. But it is also necessary to verify who actually inhabits withholding agents: employers, companies and banks.
the lower end of income distribution. Because the transactions are relatively easy to define,

because the amount of tax owed is relativelyeasy to evaluate,
Withholding allows the taxation authority to collect at least

and because the taxpayers therefore relatively toare easy
some of the income which is likely to be owed to the govern- audit, stiff penalties act substantial deterrent effect.can as a
ment. In some cases it also allows for a final approximation With regard to most withholding agents, investigation for
of income tax due. Of equal importance is the reporting of

failure to out withholdingand reportingrequirements is
various ncome producing transactions,particularly the pay-

carry
often quick and easily resolved.

ment of wage and passive income. Such reporting can help
tax administrationsin verifying how much income should be Interest penalties are not penalties at all, but are adjust-
subject to exclusion, and whether additional tax is due. In ments designed to ensure that neither taxpayernor tax author-
most nstances, transactions subject to reporting require- ity gains the time value of money from a delayed paymentor

ments will also be transactions subject to withholding. This refund. However, an nterest-like penalty can be used to

may not always be the case, however. encourage taxpayers to settle disputes. A sliding scale of

The use of taxpayer identificationnumbers, and the reporting penalties has sometimesbeen suggested, depending on when

ofncomeby ID numberto the tax authority,can play an impor- taxpayers settle claims. Another possibility is to base the

tant role in this process even in developing countries. A tax- applicable penalty on a multiple of the applicable interest

payer ID system can allow some matching of income, particu-
rate. This would ensure that for each day a taxpayer failed to

larly employment, nterest and dividend income. These num-
settle, his or her penalty would increase at a rate greater than
the cost of money.bers can determinewhetheror not a taxpayerhas exceededvar-

ious exclusionamounts, and whether they should have filed tax

retums. The services of banks can often beused inassisting the III. CONCLUSION
tax administrationin this task (McLure and Pardo R., 1991).

The design of the substantive ncome tax law can play an

Reporting of types of transactions involved in business absolutely crucial role in deternining the ease of tax admin-
income, along with any withholding, can also help identify istration. To rephrase Milka Casanegrade Jantscher,Director
taxpayers as to whether they should be filing returns. In all of the Tax Administration Division of the Fiscal Affairs
cases, the reporting of transactions by ID number can be of Departrnentat the InternationalMonetaryFund, tax policy is
use when verifying the returns of taxpayers who exceed the (also) tax administration.
amounts for exclusions and who should be filing.

The design of a tax law requires not only the identificationof
There is always the danger that tax administrationsmight be effective ways of easing implementation, or of the careful
flooded with information that they cannot efficiently use. scrutiny of facts unique to the particular economy. It also
There are great benefits in a requirementthat nformationbe, requires careful legislative and administrative drafting. As
whenever possible, supplied in machine readable form the process of tax reform continues, the process of identifica-
(McLure and Pardo R., 1991). What information should be tion of methods, examinationof facts, and drafting of provi-
reported, as suggested above in the various discussions sions, will continue to improve..
regarding withholding, would depend on the facts and cir-
cumstancesof the particulareconomy.
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA:

THE IMPLEMENTINGREGULATIONSFOR
THE NEW CONSOLIDATEDINCOME TAX

ON FOREIGN IXVESTMEXT
Jinyan Li

Contents
Jinyan L, Faculty of Law, Universityof Western Ontario,I. Tax Jurisdiction Canada and consultantto the Torontoofficeof Baker &

II. Definition of Establishment McKenzie. Ms. Li wishesto thank ProfessorA.J. Easson of
Queen'sUniversity, Canada, and Carol Hargreavesof theIIl. Computationof Taxable Income NationalTax Centreat the UniversityofWestern Ontario forA. Basic concepts theirvaluablecommentson the earlier drafts of this article.1. Taxable income

2. Taxation year
3. Accrual method of accounting
4. Net income
5. Inventory valuation The October 1991 issue of the Bulletin featured an article by
6. Intercorporatedividends this author which discussed the new income tax on foreign
7. Capital gains investment in China - the Law of the People's Republic of

B. Deduction of expenses in computing income China ConcerningForeign-InvestedEnterprises and Foreign1. Current expenditure
2. Limitationson deductibility Enterprises (the Tax Law).1 The present article discusses
3. Management fees the Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementation
4. Interest expenses of the Tax Law (the Regulations)which were issued by the
5. Entertainmentexpenses State Council on 30 June 1991 and came into effect on the
6. Wages and welfare benefits following day.7. Reserve for bad debts

C. Depreciation and amortization of capital expenditures The new Regulationscontain 114 articles; althoughrudimen-
1. Fixed assets

tary by the standards of developed countries, they nonethe-2. Amortization for intangibles less represent the most comprehensiveand sophisticated taxD. Losses
legislation in China since 1949. Many of the principlesIV. Transfer Pricing reflected in tax treaties and international tax practice areA. Definition of affiliates

B. Determinationof arm's length price found in the Regulations, which have not only consolidated
C. Information reporting the implementing rules for the Joint Venture Income Tax

Law (JVITL) and the Foreign Enterprise Income Tax LawV. Non-ResidentWithholdingTax
A. Income subject to withholding (FEITL) and other regulations issued by the State Council,

1. Profits but have also clarifiedmany of the confusingand ambiguous
2. Interest, rentals and royalties aspects of the previous legislation. This article discusses the
3. Other income most salient aspects of the Regulations, including the defini-4. Management fees and consultancy fees

tion of establishment, the computationof taxable income,5. Branch tax
B. Exemptions from withholding tax transfer pricing rules, the non-resident withholding tax sys-

tem, tax incentives, the foreign tax credit, and tax adminis-VI. Tax Incentives
A. Tax holidays tration with respect to the consolidationof income and loss-

1. Production enterprises es among branches and establishments.
2. Ten-year tax holiday
3. Five-year tax holiday
4. Three-year tax holiday I. TAX JURISDICTION
5. First profit-makingyear Foreign-investedenterprises (FIEs), including Chinese-for-B. Tax rate reductions in special areas

C. Export-orientedand technologically-advanced eign equity joint ventures, cooperative joint ventures and
enterprises wholly foreign-ownedenterprises, are taxed on their world-

D. Tax refund for reinvestment wide income under Article 3 of the Tax Law. Foreign enter-
Vil. Foreign Tax Credit prises carrying on business in China through an establish-

Vlll. Consolidationof Income and Losses Among Branches and
Establishmentsof Foreign Enterprises 1. See Jinyan Li, The New IncomeTax Foreign Investment,45 Buetnon

for InternationalFiscalDocumentation(October 1991), at 482.
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ment or deriving investmentncome in China are taxed only products or commodities to third parties on behalfof the
on Chinese source-ncome. foreign enterprise; or

has authority to conclude sales contracts or to acceptA FIE is, in effect, taxed as a residentof China if it maintains
-

orders in the name of the foreign enterprise.a head office in China and has the status of a legal person
under Chinese laws. A head office is defined in Article 52 This definitionofbusiness agent lowers the thresholdof Chi-
to mean the central establishmentset up in China by a FIE to nese tax jurisdictionover businessncomeearned in Chinaby
be responsiblefor the operations,managementand control of a non-resident. If strictly enforced, it may significantly
the enterprise. Article 4 of the Chinese Civil Code recognizes ncrease the risk of Chinese taxation of foreign companies
equity joint ventures, cooperativejoint ventures and wholly conducting trade in China through an agent. By not distin-
foreign-ownedenterprises as legal persons if they are estab- guishingbetweendependentand ndependentagents, the def-
lished in accordance with Chinese laws,3 possess the neces- nition of business agent is also broader than the definitionof
sary property or funds, have their own name, organizational permanent establishment contained in China's tax treaties.
structure and premises, and are able to assume civil obliga- Under the treaties, the activities of dependentagents normal-
tions ndependently. ly give rise to a permanentestablishmentof the non-resident

Under the Cooperative Joint Venture Law, however, a coop- principal, whereas the activities of an ndependent agent do

erative joint venture may or may not be incorporated as a
not unless the agent is an exclusive agent and habituallyexer-

legal person. Under Article 7, the joint venture is a partner-
cises the power to conclude contracts on behalf of the non-

resident.4 Furthemore, the treaties do not deem a non-resi-ship rather than a legal person, the parties to the venture are

taxed separately, although they may, with the approval of the dent to have a permanent establishment in China if the non-

resident maintains a fixed place of business solely for thetax authorities, elect to have the venture taxed as one entity.
If the election is not made, the foreign party is taxed as a for- purpose of storing, displaying, delivering or purchasing
eign enterprise carrying on business in China through an goods or merchandise.Consequently,it may be advisablefor

establishment. If the joint venture is incorporated as a legal
a multinational corporation to have the purchase and sales
transactions conducted through a company resident in a

person, the venture itself is a taxpayer for tax purposes, and
the parties do not have the option of being taxed separately. treaty country rather than a company resident in a country or

territory which has no treaty with China.

Il. DEFINITION OF ESTABLISHMENT
Ill. COMPUTATIONOF TAXABLE INCOME

The term establishment is defined in Article 3 to nclude

managementoffices, business sites, offices, factories, places A. Basic concepts
of extractionof natural resources, sites for contractedprojects
such as construction,installation,assembly or explorationpro-

Article 1 of the Tax Law provides that a FIE is taxable on its

jects, sites for the furnishingof services, and business agents.
ncome from production, business and other income. Article
2 defines income from production and business to nclude

The current definition is broader than the definitionunder the ncome from manufacturing, farming, transportation, con-

previous FEITL and regulations in two important respects. struction trading, financing and services, and other trades.
First, the list of examples of establishments or sites in China Otherncomeincludes profits (dividends),nterest, rentals,
that give rise to tax liabilityhas been expandedto include sites gains from the dispositionof property, income from the pro-
for the furnishingof services, ncluding consultancy services. vision or assignment of the right to use patents, proprietary
It should also be noted that there is no requirement that a site technology, trade marks, copyrights (i.e. royalties) and non-

for the furnishingof servicesbe in operationfor any minimum operating income.
period of time. China's tax treaties, which are based on the
OECD and U.N. model conventions, normally limit China's 1. Taxable income
jurisdiction to tax non-resident companies that provide con-

sultancy services in China to situations where such services Taxable income of a taxpayer is the amount of revenue for
are provided in connectionwith a single project for an aggre- each taxation year less costs, expenses and losses.

gate period of six months or more within a 12-monthperiod.
2. Taxation yearSecond, Article 4 defines the term business agent in accor-

dance with the provisions of China's tax treaties. The previ- Article 7 requires that the taxation year be the calendar year.
ous legislation used the term business agent, but did not Where a taxpayerexperiencesdifficulty in computing its tax-
define it, and in practice Chinese tax authorities rarely relied
on the tern. A foreign enterprise is deemed to have an estab- 2. Where the name of the legislation is omitted, the provision referred to

lishment if an agent in China hereinafter is from the Regulations.
3. For instance, the Law of the People's Republicof China on Chinese-For-

habitually negotiates purchasingmatters, concludes pur- eign Joint Ventures, promulgated on 1 July 1979; the Law of the People's
-

chase contracts and purchases commodities in the name Republic of China on Chinese-ForeignCooperative Joint Ventures, promul-
of the foreign enterprise; gated on 13 April 1988; and the Law of the People's Republic of China on

has concluded an agency agreement with the foreign on
- Enterprises Operated Exclusively with Foreign Capital, promulgated 12

April 1986.
enterprise and habitually stores products or commodities 4. Jinyan Li, The Concept of Permanent Establishment in China's Tax

belonging to the foreign enterprise and delivers such Treaties, 7 InternationalTax & BusinessLawyer (1989) 120.
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able income according to the calendaryear, the taxpayermay ence to the profit rate ofother enterprises in the same or sim-

apply to the local tax authorities for approval to use its own ilar industries. Article 17 deems the taxable ncome of for-
12-month fiscal period as a taxation year. A short taxation eign enterprises engaged in international transportationto be

year is permitted where the taxpayer commenced or termi- five percent of their gross revenue derived from the trans-

nated its business in the year or in the case of reorganizations. portation of goods and passengers inside China.

3. Accrual method of accounting 5. Inventoryvaluation

Article 11 requires taxpayers to compute income on an accru- The rules with respect to calculating ncome largely follow
al basis. In case of hardship where payments for goods and standard internationally-accepted accounting principles. A
services are deferred to future years, the Regulations allow clear distinction is nade between capital and revenue expen-
the recognitionof revenue to be deferred in the following sit- ditures, and nventory must be taken at least once a year.
uations (apparently at the election of the taxpayer): According to Article 51, nventory is valued at actual cost,

where goods are sold against payment by instalments, which be determinedaccording to of the three meth--

can one
sales revenue may be recognized on the date of delivery ods: first-in first-out (FIFO), shifting average and weighted
or the date of issuing the invoice, or alternatively,the rev- average, and last-in first-out (LIFO). Once a method is cho-
enue may be deemed to be realized on the date due for sen, it may not be changed without approval of the tax

paymentunder the purchase and sales contract; authorities.
where a construction,nstallationor assembly project, or-

provision of services continues for a period exceeding 6. Intercorporatedividends
one year, revenue may be realized according to the por-
tion of work completedduring the year; and Article 18 provides that profits receivedby a FIE from anoth-
where the processing or manufacturingof large machin- er enterprise resident in China are excluded from the ncome-

ery, equipment, vessels, etc. for an enterprise lasts more of the recipient. The term profit is not defined for this pur-
than a year, revenue may be determined based upon the pose, but is defined for the purposeofnon-residentwithhold-
work in progress or the portionofwork completedduring ing tax in Article 60 to refer to ncome derived by virtue of
the year. an investment ratio, equity rights, stock or other non-credi-

tor's right to a share of the profit. Thus, profits are defnedIn the case of cooperativejoint ventures, if the joint venture

agreementprovides that parties to the venture share products
as dividends under Western corporate law. Intercorporate

are notnstead of profits, Article 2 deems a party to have realized profits (dividends) taxed in the hands of the recipient
toncome when it receives its share ofproducts at a price equal

n order avoid any double taxation.

to the market value of the products. Article 18 also provides that expensesand losses arising from
such nvestments may not offset income from other sources.

4. Net income It is not clear whether such expenses and losses refer to

those ncurred by the shareholder in relation to the disposi-Article 4 of the Tax Law defines taxable income as the
tion of the equity nvestment (e.g. shares), or to the share-

amount of income after deduction of costs, expenses and
holder's share of business losses of the payer enterprise. Iflosses. This definition is expanded in the Regulations, which

to
require income to be computed on a source basis. For pur-

they refer the former, expenses and losses should be
allowed to offset the gains provided that the gains are taxable.

poses of computing ncome, Article 10 makes a distinction
The current Tax Law and Regulations do not tax gains from

between enterprises engaged in manufacturing industry,
or expensescommerce, service trades and other activities: selling shares other equity rights; therefore such

and losses should not be deducted from ncome. If expens-for taxpayers in the manufacturing industry, taxable-

income5 is equal to the amount of profit from product
es and losses refer to the latter, unless the payer enterprise is
a partnership or contractualjoint venture and the nvestor is

sales plus other business profit plus non-operating rev-
taxable its share ofprofit, such and losses shouldon expensesenue less non-operatingexpenditure;6 not be deductible. At the moment, China has corporateno

for taxpayers in commerce, taxable income is equal to-

law, and the securities market is in its infancy. There is no
the amount of sales profitplus other business profitplus
non-operatingrevenue less non-operatingexpenditure;7
for taxpayers in service industries, taxable ncome is

5. The term taxable income is used here, although it refers to net income
-

that is subject to tax.

equal to the amount of net business revenue plus non- 6. For the purpose of this formula, the relevant terms are defined as follows:

operating revenue less non-operatingexpenditure; and Profit from product sales refers to net productsales less cost of product sold

income of enterprises engaged in other trades or activi- less sales taxes less marketing,administrativeand financialexpenses; Costof
-

products sold refers to current period product cost plus opening inventory of
ties is computedby reference to the criteria noted above. products less closing inventory of products; and Currentperiod productcost
Income from property, such as rent, can presumably be refers to current period production cost plus opening inventory of semi-fin-

computedby deducting expenses from income. ished products and products in process less closing inventory of semi-finished

products and products in process.
If a taxpayer is unable to submitcomplete, accurate evidence 7. The relevant terms under this formula are defined as follows:

of its costs and expenses and accurately to compute its Sales profit refers to net sales less cost of sales less sales taxes less expens-

ncome, Article 16 authorizes the tax authorities to compute
es; and Cost of sales refers to opening inventory of goodsplus [purchases
over the current period less (purchase returns plus purchase allowances)plus

its taxable income by using a profit rate determinedby refer- purchasingexpenses] less closing inventory of goods.
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Western-style definition of share ownership, although in 2. Limitationson deductibility
practice the Western notion of company law exists in China.

a are not asAn enterprise is treated as an entity ndependentof its own-
Article 19 lists numberof items which deductible

ers. Presumably, shareholders' liability is limited to ther costs or expenses. These are (1) expenditure for the purchase
equity in the enterprise, and they do not share the business or construction of fixed assets; (2) expenditure ncurred

or assets; on cap-losses of the enterprise.The purposeofArticle 18 is probably acquiring developingntangible (3) nterest

to entrench the idea of tax-free treatment of intercorporate ital (which presumably refers to interest payable on a loan

dividends in anticipation of future developments in Chinese ncurredby a party to obtain funds for its capital contribution

corporate law; at present, it also helps to avoid confusion to the joint venture or wholly foreign-ownedenterprise); (4)
between equity investmentand partnership investment. ncome tax payments; (5) fines for illegal operations and

losses resulting from the confiscation of property; (6) other
fines; (7) the portion of losses from natural disasters or acci-

7. Capital gains dents that are indemnified; (8) donations other than for pub-
lic welfare and reliefpurposes inside China; (9) royaltiespaidChinese law has no separate concept of capital gains, as to the head office (normallysuch paymentsare not deductible

opposed to other forms of income. The Tax Law and Regula- n computing the income of a permanentestablishmentunder
tions currently provide that some gains be recognized as tax treaties); and (10) other expenses that are not related to
income and taxed in the same manner as ncome from busi- productionand business operations.
ness and property.

Gains are defined in Article 61 to refer to the proceeds 3. Managernentfees
from the transfer of property (such as buildings, structures, UnderArticle 20, managementfees paid to the head office byfacilities ancillary to such buildings and structures and land an establishment in China are deductible if the fees are rea-
use rights) which exceed the original cost of the property. sonable and are related to production or business operations
Under Article 1 of the Tax Law, gains are taxable as other of the establishment. Such fees may be subject to withhold-
income if they are derived by a FIE, or if derived by a non- ing tax under Article 67 if they are paid to a non-resident
resident, they are subject to non-resident withholding tax. company. A FIE can apportion to its branches the manage-
The term property is not defined. The Constitution pro- ment fees relating to the business of such branches; however,
hibits the transferof land which is owned by the State or col- Article 58, which forms part of the transferpricing rules to be
lectives. Apparently, gains from the disposition of other discussed below, prohibits a taxpayer from deducting as
property, such as shares, personaluse property and ntangible expenses managementfees paid to its affiliates as expenses.
property, are not subject to tax.

The following gains are specified to be taxable as ordinary 4. Interest expenses
ncome: Interest expenses are deductible in calculating income if they

gains from the liquidationof a business, which is the net are ncurred in connection with the business activities of the-

asset value of the remaining property (i.e. the balance of taxpayer and the amount of the interest is reasonable. The
all of the taxpayer's assets net of all debts and losses) to deduction is subject to approval by the local tax authorities,
the extent that it exceeds the amount of the paid-up capi- to whom nformation concerning the loan and payment of
tal (Article 18 of the Tax Law and Article 29 of the Reg- nterest must be provided. Interest expenses incurred for
ulations) acquiring fixed assets or intangible assets are not currently
foreign exchange gains and losses that are earned or deductible, but can be added to the cost of the assets and be-

incurredby a taxpayer in the course of preparingor carry- amortized. An interest payment is considered reasonable if

ing on productionor business operations (Article 23); and the rate is not higher than the rate applicable to ordinarycom-

gains realized from the dispositionof depreciableproper-- mercial loans.

ty where the proceedsexceed the undepreciatedportionof
the cost of the property and selling expenses (Article 44). 5. Entertainmentexpenses

Entertainmentexpenses incurred for the purpose of earning
B. Deductionofexpensesin computing income income from a business are treated as current expenses and

are deductible in computing income. The maximum amount
1. Current expenditures of the deductionis limited under Article 22 to either:

(a) 0.5 percentof the net annual sales where sales are 15 mil-
Expenditures are classified as capital and current expendi- lion less, and to 0.3 percent of the portion of
tures. Expenditures incurred by acquiring fixed assets or by yuan or up

sales in excess of 15 million; or
developingintangibleassets are not deductible in the year the

(b) percent of the annual business where theone revenue
expenditures are incurred, but can be depreciated or amor-

business is 5 million less, and 0.5revenue yuan or percenttized over the years. Expenditures ncurred in the course of
of the portionof the exceeding5 millionrevenue yuan.carrying on business, such as cost of goods sold, taxes on

sales, manufacturingcosts, marketing expenses, administra- Enterprises engaged in industrial manufacturing, construc-
tive expenses and financial expenses, are deductible in com- tion, commerce and agriculture are subject to the limit in (a)
puting income in accordancewith Article 10. based upon sales income; other businesses, such as hotels,
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restaurants,transportation,and financialand service industries, purpose of production and business operations with a useful
are limitedaccording to total business income as set out in (b).8 life ofmore than one year. Some assets are deemednot to be

fixed assets for the purpose ofdepreciationif they have a cost

6. Wages and welfare benefits of less than 2,000 yuan and are not part of the main equip-
ment used in production and business operations, or if they

Wages and welfare benefits are deductible if they are paid to have a useful life of less than two years. The cost of acquir-
employees; payments to foreign social insurance plans on ing such assets can be deducted currently.
behalf of an employee working in China are not deductible
under Article 24. Depreciationof fixed assets is computed on an annual basis.

For the purpose of calculating depreciation, fixed assets are

7. Reserve for bad debts valued at original cost. According to Articles 31 and 45, the

original cost is determinedas follows:
Articles 25, 26 and 27 are new provisions; they allow tax- purchased assets: the purchase price plus freight and-

payers to claim an annual reserve for bad debts if they are installationexpenses and other related expenses incurred
engaged in granting credit, leasing and other similar busi- before they are put into use (such as insurance premi-
nesses. Taxpayers engaged in other business activities may ums);
not claim this reserve. The maximum reserve that can be fixed assets that are manufacturedor constructed by the-

deducted in a year is limited to three percent of the year-end itself: the actual of productionbalance of funds outstanding(not including inter-bank loans) taxpayer cost or construc-

tion;
or of the year-end balance of receivables.

assets contributed as nvestment in a joint venture or-

A debt is consideredbad when the debtor is bankrupt and the wholly foreign-owned enterprise: the original cost is
debt cannotbe collectedafter liquidatingthe debtor'sproper- deemed to be the reasonable value of the assets deter-

ty; the debtorhas died, and the debt cannot be collected from mined on the basis of their age and pursuant to an invest-
the debtor's estate; or the debt is not paid after two years after ment contract or their value appraisedon the basis of the
it becomes due. age and market price of the assets, plus relevant expens-

When a debt becomes bad, if the actual losses from the debt
es incurred before they are put into use; and

exceed the amount of reserve claimed in the preceding year,
- fixed assets that are acquiredas a gift by the taxpayer: the

the excess portionof such losses can be deducted from the tax- original cost is the reasonableprice after appraisal.
able income for the current year; if the actual losses are less Under Article 32, a claim for depreciation can begin only
than the preceding year's reserve, the excess portion of the when fixed assets are put into use. In the case of offshore oil
reserve must be included in income for the current year. It and gas exploitation, development costs are deemed to be
should be noted that only the amount of the preceding year's capital expenditures and can be depreciated one month after
reserve is relevant in determining losses or excessive reserve. the oil or gas field goes into commercialproduction.
There is no requirement that a taxpayer include the amount of
reserve claimed in the previous year in ncome for the current Depreciationof fixed assets used by a taxpayer is computed
year when a debt remains doubtful. However, in calculating annually on a straight-linebasis on the assumption that there
the amountof actual losses from bad debts, the total amountof will be a residual salvage value of ten percent of the original
reserve claimed in the previous years should presumably be cost. In other words, only 90 percent of the cost of an asset

taken nto account, so that only the portion of the debt for may be written off. Approval from the local tax authorities
which no reserve has been claimed generates actual losses. If must be obtainedbefore a taxpayermay claim a lower (or no)
the debt is subsequentlyfully or partiallycollected, the amount salvagevalue on an asset. Once an asset has been fully depre-
collectedmust be ncluded in ncome in the year ofcollection. ciated, no further deduction may be claimed. Additional

expenses in respect of a fixed asset, such as substantial

C. Depreciationand amortizationofcapital repairs or improvements, are added to the cost base of the

expenditures
asset and amortizedaccordingly. If the useful life of the asset

is extended as a result of repairs or mprovements,the depre-
As mentioned above, a distinction is made between capital ciation period may be extendedby virtue of Article 42.
and current expenditures; in computing taxable income for
the year, no deductionmay be made for expenses of a capital Depreciable assets are grouped into classes for the purposes

nature. However, Part III of the Regulations provides that of depreciation; the period over which each class may be
written down is prescribed in Article 35 as follows:allowances may be claimed in respect of depreciation of

fixed assets and in respect of amortizationof certain capital
- 20 years for buildings and structures, and the facilities

expenditures with respect to fixed business assets and ntan- attached to them for use in productionand business oper-

gible assets. ations and for the provision of living quarters or welfare
services for staff and workers;

1. Fixed assets 8. Ministry of Finance Notice (86) Cai Shui Zi No. 331 of 31 December

The term fixed assets is defined in Article 30 to mean build- 1986. The interpretation of the previous tax legislation contained in bulletins
and notices issued by the Ministry of Finance and the State Bureau of Taxation

ings, structures, machines, machinery, means of transporta- are expected to apply to the new Tax Iaw and Regulations since the latter are

tion and other equipment, appliances and tools used for the largely a consolidationof the previous laws and regulations.
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ten years for railway rolling stock, vessels, machines, of which is set forth in the contract), the amortizationperiod-

machinery and other production equipment, including is the prescribeduseful life period.
locomotives,passengercars, freight cars, motorizedves-

Start-upcosts, such as incorporationcosts, expenses connect-sels and all kinds of machines, production lines and
ed with conducting feasibility studies and legal fees, be

power, and transmissionand conductionequipment; may
amortizedfor five years after the commencementof produc-five years for electronic equipment,means of transporta--

tion and business operations in accordancewith Article 49.
tion other than railway rolling stock and vessels, appli-
ances, tools, and furniture; and Expenditures incurred in the productionof petroleummay be

six years for assets used in the exploitationof petroleum- amortized for one year, but only against revenues derived
and natural gas. from oil fields that are currently in commercial operation. If

the project is terminated because no oil or gas is discovered,
Under Article 40, the State Bureau of Taxation may approve the taxpayercan only realize a loss. Becauseof the high risks
accelerateddepreciation in certain cases, such as: nvolved in oil and gas exploration, the Regulations allow a

where machinery and equipment are exposed to highly special deductionof expenses from income generated from a-

corrosive materials, or where buildings are in a state of future project of the same taxpayer if the taxpayer has no

vibration throughout the year; consecutive contracts for the explorationof oil and gas, and
where machinery and equipment is in operation 24 hours no- has establishment in China engaged in similar business
a day throughoutthe year; and but, within ten years from the date of terminationof the first
where fixed assets of a joint venture which has an opera- project, enters into a new project. There is no provision,how--

tion term shorter than the prescribed depreciationperiod ever, allowing a taxpayer engaged in exploitation of two or

of the assets, and the Chinese party to the venture takes more contractareas to amortizeexplorationexpenses of a ter-

title to such assets upon the terminationof the joint ven_ minated area (or areas) against revenue of other areas. It

ture contract. appears that such amortized expenditures could be carried
over as a loss to offset income of other establishments or

If used assets are acquired, and the remainder of the useful branches of the taxpayer.
life of the assets is shorter than the prescribed period of

depreciation, the depreciation period is deemed to be the D. Lossesremainder of the useful life of the asset. If an asset remains
useful after it has been fully depreciated,no further deprecia- Current losses are deductibleby a taxpayer in computingtax-
tion can be claimed. able income. Under Article 11 of the Tax Law, losses

incurred by a taxpayer in a tax year may be carried forward
Article 44 provides that where a depreciableasset is disposed for five years; no provisionis made for the carrybackof loss-
of, the taxpayermay either realize a recaptureof the previous es. No distinction is made between capital losses and ordi-
depreciation deducted if the proceeds of disposition exceed

nary business losses, since capital gains are taxed the same as
the undepreciatedbalance of capital cost or residual salvage ordinary income. There is no provision for carryoverof loss-
value and relevant expenses; or realize a terminal loss if the es in cases of corporate reorganizations or where control is
proceeds of disposition are less than the undepreciatedcapi- changed. Losses realized by one branch can be used to offset
tal cost or residual salvagevalue and expenses.The recapture income from another branch.
or terminal loss is treated as income or loss for the year in
accordancewith Article 44.

IV. TRANSFER PRICING
2. Amortizationfor intangibles The transferpricing rules of the Tax Law and Regulationsare

In addition to fixed assets, the cost of acquiring intangible similar to those contained in the tax legislation of many
assets such as patents, proprietary technology trade narks, developed countries. Article 13 of the Tax Law requires that

copyrights and site use rights may be anortizedon a straight- FIEs and foreign companies with an establishment in China
line basis in accordancewith Article 45. The cost of acquired deal at arm's length with their affiliates. Chinese tax authori-
assets is deemedto be the reasonablepurchaseprice. The cost ties are authorized to make reasonable adjustments where

of self-developed intangibles is the actual expenditure such transactions are not conducted at arm's length and Chi-
incurred on research and developrnent,and the cost of assets nese income tax liability is accordingly reduced.
contributed as investment in a FIE is deemed to be the rea-

sonable price set out in the investmentcontract. A. Definitionof affiliates
Amortization is made over the useful life of the asset from The term affiliate is defined in Article 52 to refer to a
the time it is acquired. The amortizationperiod is specified company, enterprise or other economic organization that has
by the Regulations to be ten years for most intangible assets, any of the following relations with a taxpayer:
five years for start-up costs, one year for offshoreoil and gas (a) direct or indirect ownership or control in terms of funds,
development and exploration expenses, or the useful life of business operations, sales and purchases, etc.;
some asset as specified under an agreement. For instance, in (b) direct or indirect ownership or control ofboth entities by
cases where intangible assets are contributed as equity a third party; and
investments or obtained by the taxpayer (and the useful life (c) otheraffiliate relationshipsarising from mutual interests.
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Therefore, a company is an affiliate of a taxpayer for the pur- information on prices and expenses in respect of business
pose ofthe Regulationsif it owns or cntrols (dejurecontrolor transactions with their affiliates. Failure to report this infor-
de facto control) the taxpayer; if it is a sister company of the mation may subject the taxpayer to penalties imposed under

taxpayer; or if it shares some commoninterestwith the taxpay- the Tax Law.
er such that they do not deal with each other at arm's length.
Transactions that are subject to the transfer pricing rules V. NON-RESIDENTWITHHOLDINGTAX
nclude purchases and sales, provision of services, lending or

Foreign enterprises deriving ncome from Chinese sources
financing, leasing, licensing and transferring of property subject Chinese under Article 19 of the Tax Laware to tax
betweenaffiliates.There are no rules cohcemingthe purpose and Part V of the Regulations.If the ncome is attributable to
of the transaction,sham transactions,or step transactions.

an establishmentof the foreign enterprise in China, it is tax-

able in China as part of the profits and taxed at the combined
B. Determinationof arms lengthprice rate of 33 percent, subject to any tax concessions. If the
Under Article 13 of the Tax Law and Part IV of. the Regula- income is not attributable to an establishmentin China, or if
tions, the Chinese tax authorities may recompute the taxable the foreign enterprisehas no establishmentin China, it is sub-
income of an enterprise if it is determined that an enterprise ject to withholdingtax at 20 percentof the gross amount. The
has reduced its tax liability by paying more or receiving less withholdingtax rate is normally reduced by tax treaties to 10
than the arm's length price in a transaction with an affiliate. or 15 percent.
An arm's length price is deemed to be the price charged Withholding tax is levied vhen a payment of the Chinese-
betwen independententerprises, that is, between non-affili-

source income is made to a foreign enterprise. Payment is
ated firms conducted at fair prices and in accordance with defined in Article 62 to mean payments in cash, payments
common business practices. by remittance, payments by account transfer as well as pay-
With respect to purchase and sale transactions, Article 54 ments made by conversion nto money of non-monetary
provides that the tax authorities may determine the arm's assets or non-financialrights and benefits.

length price by one of four methods. They are set out below
in order of preference they are given by the tax authorities: A. Incomesubject to withholding
(a) prices charged for the same or similar business activities

where conducted between ndependent enterprises (the Withholdingtax is imposed on a non-residentreceivingprof-
its (dividends), interest, rentals, royalties or other ncome

comparableuncontrolledprice method); from Chinese
(b) the profit margins of prices charged to non-affiliated

sources.

firms for the sale of products or goods purchased (the
resale price method); 1. Profits

(c) the cost plus reasonable expenses,and profit (the cost- Profits are defined in Article 60 to mean incomederived by
plus method); or virtue of an nvestmentratio, share rights, stock or other non-

(d) any other reasonablemethod. creditor's right to a share of profit, which is in effect divi-
With respect to lending and financing transactions, the arn's dend income. Article 63 further states that, for the purpose of

length price is deemed to be the normal interest rate which withholdingtax, profits receivedby a foreign investor from a

is presumably the marketrate or the rate that wouldbe used in FIE include income fron the after-tax profit earned by the

the absence of the affiliation. For services, the arrn's length FIE, and income from the profit earned by a FIE that is

price is deemed to be the normalrates charged for similar ser- exempt from tax as a result of tax incentives.

vices, and for the transferofpropertyor licensingand leasing
transactions,the arm's length price is deemed to be the amount 2. Interest, rentals and royalties
that would be agreed upon in the absence of the affiliation. Interest is defined in Article 6 to include nterest deposits,on

These methods for determining an arm's length price appear loans, bonds, advances, and deferredpayments. Rentals refer
to be borrowed in substantial part from the U.S. ncome tax to compensationreceived for the lease of property to lessees.
regulations (Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code) and Royalties are defined in Article 59 to include fees chargedfor
the 1979 OECD Report on TranserPricing andMultination- the provision of patents and proprietary technology, as well
al Enterprises. It remains to be seen whetherthese transplant- as fees for drawings, information,technical services and per-
ed methods will fully achieve their intended objectives under sonnel training related to such royalties and other related
the different market and regulatory conditions in China. The fees. Because it includes service charges, the definition of
Chinese tax authorities suffer from a chronic shortage of royalties in Article 59 is broader than that found in most of
trained personnel and lack of adequate data- gathering and China's tax treaties.
processing facilities. These problems are certain to impede
efforts to deal with the complex issue of transferpricing. 3. Other income

C. Information reporting
Other income is defined under Article 61 to include capital
gains realizedby a non-residentfrom the dispositionofprop-

Informationreporting is requiredunder Article 53. Taxpayers erty in China. Capital gains refer to gains from the transfer
are obliged to provide the local tax authorities with relevant of property in China such as buildings, structures, facilities
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ancillary to such buildings and structures and land use VI. TAX INCENTIVES
rights. The gain subject to tax is deemed to be the net gain,
that is the proceeds ofdisposition less the original cost of the Part VI of the Regulationsconsolidatesall the earlier legisla-
property. Gains from the sale of other properties, such as tion on tax incentives, and explains in detail the eligibility
shares or other equity entitlements of a company resident in criteria for many tax incentives.

China, are apparentlynot subject to tax.

A. Tax holidays
4. Managementfees and consultancy fees

1. Production enterprises
Under Article 67, managementand consultancy fees charged
by a non-residentfor services provided in China may also be A taxpayermust be engaged in productionactivities in order

subject to withholding tax if the tax authorities designate the to be eligible for a tax holiday. The Regulations set forth for

payer as a withholdingagent. The withholding tax is presum-
the first time a definitionof productionenterprises for this

ably levied at the rate of 20 percent on the gross amount. purpose; as would be expected, a FIE engaged in manufac-

Income derived by a foreign company engaged in projects turing and processing qualifies as a productionenterprise. In

such as construction, installation, assembly and exploration addition, Article 72 specifies that enterprises are production
projects is also subject to withholding tax. It is not clear enterprises if they operate in the following industries: energy
whether the withholdingobligationunder Article 67 is meant (excluding the exploitation of petroleun and natural gas);
to be a true withholding tax, or merely serves as a collection metallurgical, chemical and building materials; light indus-

vehicle to guarantee compliance with Chinese tax laws by a tries, textiles and packaging; medical apparatus and pharma-
foreign enterprise on profits earned in China. Management ceutical industries; agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry,
fees and revenues from constructionand nstallationare nor- fisheries and water conservation; construction; communica-

mally considered part of the profit earned by a non-resident tions and transportation(other than passenger transport); sci-

in China and are therefore subject to tax on a net income, entific and technologicaldevelopment, geological surveying
establishmentbasis. It is possible that the Chinese authorities and ndustrial informationconsultancy that directly serve the

have not yet decided whether to tax such income as business purposes of production, and maintenance services for pro-

profits on a net basis or as income on a withholdingbasis; as duction equipmentand precision instruments.

a result, they may have chosen to give wide discretion to the Taxpayersengaged in property developmentdo not appear to
tax authorities to determine how such income should be be eligible for a tax holiday. FIEs carrying on business in the
taxed. In any event, these types of ncome are treated as busi- service ndustry are no longereligible for a tax holiday unless
ness profits under China's tax treaties; they are not taxable in they are located in the Special Economic Zones (SEZs) with
China if the non-residenthas no permanent establishment in

a foreign investmentof over USS 5 million (see below).
China, or if the income is not attributable to an establishment
in China.

2. Ten-year tax holiday
5. Branch tax Under Article 75, a ten-year tax holiday (including a tax

exemption for the first five profit-makingyears and a 50 per-
No withholdingtax is imposedin China on the after-taxprof- cent tax reduction for the following five years) is available to
its of a branch or establishmentof a foreign enterprise. three types of enterprises whose scheduled term of operation

is 15 years or more:

B. Exemptionsfrom withholdingtax
- equity joint ventures engaged in port and pier construc-

tion projects;
Both Article 19 of the Tax Law and Part V of the Regulations - FIEs engaged in infrastructureprojects or in agricultural
provide for exemptions from withholding tax, which are development in the Hainan SEZ; or

summarizedas follows:
dividends (profits) are exempt from Chinesewithholding 9. Article 65 states that China's state banks include the People's Bank of-

tax if they are paid by a FIE; China, the Agricultural Bank of China, the Bank of China, the People's Con-
struction Bank of China, the Bank of Communications, the China Investment

interest income is exempt from withholding tax if it is Bank and other fnancial institutions engaged, with the approval of the State
-

paid on loans extended to the Chinese Government or Council, in credit operations with foreign entities such as foreign exchange
China's state banks by international financial organiza- deposits and loans.

Article'64 defines internationalfinancial organizationsto mean internation-
tions, or on loans given at a preferential rate by foreign al financial organizations such as the InternationalMonetary Fund, the World
banks to China's state banks;9 Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the International Development Associa-

royalties are exempt from withholding tax, or taxed at a
tion and the InternationalFund for AgriculturalDevelopment.-

10. The Regulations specify the types of technologies that are eligible for the
reduced rate of ten percent, if they are received for the

purpose. For instance, technologies relating to production in agriculture,
transfer of proprietary technology to China with respect forestry, animal husbandry and fisheries include technology for the improve-
to scientific research, the development of energy ment of soil and grassland, the developmentof barren hills and the full utiliza-

resources, the development of transportation and com-
tion of natural resources; technology for the cultivation of new animal breeds
and plant varieties, and the production of high-:efficiency, low-toxicity agro-

munications, and production relating to agriculture, chemicals; and technology for scientific management and production, for pre-
forestry, animal husbandry, and fishing, and so on. 10 serving the ecologicalbalanceand enhancingresistanceagainstnaturaldisasters.
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FlEs established in the Pudong New Area of Shanghai The 24 percent reduced rate is applicable to FIEs that are

engaged in construction projects in energy and trans- engaged in production in the Open Coastal Economic Zones

portation. (OCEZs), and in the old urban areas of the coastal cities
where the SEZs and the Economicand TechnologicalDevel-

3. Five-year tax holiday opment Zones (ETDZs) are located.

Article 8 of the Tax Law provides for a two-year tax exemp- The 15 percent reduced rate is applicable to equity joint ven-

tion, followed by a three-year 50 percent tax reduction, for tures engaged in port and pier construction projects in any

any FIEs engaged in production that operate for a period of part of the country, and to the following enterprises in the

ten years or more. A furtherreductionof 15 percent to 30 per- special areas:

cent for the next ten years may be granted if the FIE operates
- FIEs and establishments of foreign enterprises that are

in farming, forestry, or animal husbandry or is located in a established in the SEZs and engaged in productionactiv-

remote, economicallyunderdevelopedarea. ities;
FIEs that are established in the ETDZs and engaged in-

4. Three-yeartax holiday production;
FIEs that are establishedin the OCEZs or in the old urban-

A one-yeartax exemption,followedby a two-year50 percent areas of cities where the SEZs or ETDZs are located and
tax reduction, is granted to the following FIEs whose sched- that are engaged in technology-ntensiveor knowledge-
uled term of operation is ten years or more, and they may not intensive projects, projects with a minimum foreign
be productionenterprises: investmentof USS 30 millionwith a long paybackperiod,

branches of foreign banks and joint venture banks estab- or energy, transportationor port constructionprojects;-

lished in the SEZs. To qualify, these banks must have for- - foreign bank branches and equity joint venture banks
eign investmentcapital or, in the case ofbranches, work- establishedin the SEZs or in other special areas approved
ing capital allocatedby the head office exceedingUSS 10 by the State Council, provided that the capital nvested
million; by the foreign investoror the workingcapital allocatedto

equity joint ventures that have been established in the the branchby its head office exceeds USS 10 million, and-

State High-Technology and New-Technology Industry provided that the term of operation of the branch or the
DevelopmentZones; and joint venture bank is ten years or more;
FIEs established in the SEZs with a foreign nvestmentof - FIEs established in the Pudong New Area of Shanghai-

overUSS 5 millionthat are engaged in the servicendustry. that are engaged in production, and FIEs in Pudong that
are engaged in constructionprojects in the areas of ener-

5. First profit-makingyear gy, transportation and communications (including air-

ports, ports, railroads, highways,power stations, etc.)
Tax holidays commence with an enterprise's first profit- FIEs established in the State High-Technologyand New--

making year, which is defined in Article 76 to be the first Technology Industry Development Zones (includingprofitable year after the enterprise has commenced produc- Beijing ExperimentalZone) for the developmentof new
tion or operations and in which earlier losses have been car- technology industries, that are consideredby the relevant
ried forward and set off against income. The duration of the authorities as high or new-technologyenterprises; and
tax holiday must be calculated without nterruption from a FIEs established in other to be specified by the-

taxpayer's first profit-making year, and may not be post-
zones,

State Council, and engaged in projects encouragedby the
poned as a result of losses suffered during subsequentyears. state (this leaves the possibilityof further tax ncen-
Where an enterprise commences actual production opera-

open
tives being granted in future).tions in the second half of a taxation year and becomes prof-

itable in the same year, Article 77 allows the enterprise to FIEs can benefit from the tax exemption and reduction
elect to pay ncome tax on the profits earned during that year offered under the tax holiday regulations and the reduced
and to begin using the tax holiday during the subsequentyear. rates at the same time. For instance, a joint venture in a SEZ

which is engaged in manufacturing is exempt from ncome
To qualify for a tax holiday, a taxpayer must be engaged in

tax for the first two profit-making and is taxed at half
actual production or business operations for the specified years,

the usual 15 percent during the next three years.minimum period of 10 or 15 years. If a taxpayer has been
granted a tax holiday and then terminates the operation Article 73 does not define some key concepts, such as tech-
before the end of the minimum period (except as a result of nology-intensive or knowledge-intensive, and long pay-
losses suffered due to a natural disaster or an accident),Arti- back period.Taxpayersmay have to negotiate with the local
cle 79 requires the taxpayer to pay back the amount of tax authorities in order to qualify for the tax concessions.
ncome tax exempted.

C. Export-orientedand technologically-
B. Tax rate reductions in specialareas advancedenterprises
In addition to tax holidays,Article 7 of the Tax Law and Arti- Export-oriented enterprises (EOEs) and technologically-
cle 73 of the Regulations provide for reduced tax rates of 24 advanced enterprises (TAEs) may be entitled to further tax

percent and 15 percent (the regularcentral rate is 30 percent). concessionsunder Article 76.
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Export-oriented enterprises are FIEs whose products are The full refund is also available to foreign nvestors with
mainly for export. Where, in any year after the expiration of respect to profits from FIEs in the Hainan SEZ that are rein-
the tax holiday mentioned above, the value of exports of any vested in enterprises engaged in construction of infrastruc-
EOE constitutes 70 percent or more of the enterprise's total tural facilities or in agricultural development in the Hainan
outputvalue for that year, the enterprisemay be granteda fur- SEZ.
ther 50 percent reduction in the applicable national tax rate The amount of the tax refund for reinvestment is computed(for example 15 percent if no tax concession is available). by applying the formula specified in Article 82:
EOEs established in SEZs or ETDZs, or that are eligible for
the reduced rate of 15 percent mentioned above, and which Tax refund = [reinvested amount divided by (1 - the origi-
export more than 70 percent of their products, may pay

nal combined central and local tax rates actually applied)] x

the original tax rate actually applied x the refund rate.income tax at the rate of ten percent. As long as the condi-
tions noted above are met, the tax reduction applies without For instance, if a joint venture is subject to the combinedcen-

any time limitation. tral and local tax rate of 33 percent and the foreign partner in
the venture is eligible for a 40 percent tax refund for 100 yuan

Technologically-advancedenterprises are FIEs which pos- reinvested in the same venture, the amount of tax refund is
sess advanced technology and are engaged in developing equal to
new products, or in upgrading and replacing products in
order to earn more foreign exchange from exports or from (100 x ---1-0-0---) x

33
x

40
19.7-

import substitution. If a TAE remains technologically 100-33 100 100

advanced after the expiration of the regular tax holiday, it Thus, in effect the refund amounts to 19.7 percentofthe rein-
may be granted a 50 percent reduction in the central tax rate vested amount. Where a lower rate of tax has been paid, the
for three years. The criteria for technologically-advanced refund will be correspondinglylower.
are not specified in the Regulations, and may be subject to

standards set out by local governments. Vll. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

D. Tax refundfor reinvestment Article 3 of the Tax Law provides that a FIE with its head
office in Chinais taxableon its worldwide income; Article 12

Article 10 of the Tax Law provides for a refund of the income of the Tax Law provides for a credit for the amountof income
tax already paid by an enterprise on profits that are reinvest_ tax paid outside China. Part VII of the Regulationsdescribes
ed in China. The Regulations specify the circumstances in detail the mechanicsof the foreign tax credit, which is sim-
under which the refund is available. To obtain the refund, a ilar to the foreign tax credit in nany developedcountries.

foreign investormust eitheruse its profits derived from a FIE The amount ofcredit deductible from Chinese tax payable is
to increase the enterprise's actual registered capital (before limited to the lesser of
such profits hav been distributed)or use the profits that have the amount of foreign tax paid, which is limited to the-

been distributed from the enterprise to establish another FIE. amount of income tax actually paid to a foreign govern-

Article 80 requires foreign investors to provide evidencecon-
ment and does not include any tax payment that was sub-

firming the taxation year to which the reinvested profits are sequently compensated for or tax payments that were

attributable when calculating a tax refund. If the foreign
borne by others on behalfof the taxpayer; and

investor is unable to provide such evidence, the tax authori-
- Chinese tax otherwise payable on the amount of income

ties may determine the relevant tax year by means of a rea-
derived from a foreign country, which is determined

sonable method of calculation. The foreign investor must accordingto the formula specified in Article 84 as equal to
also provide the tax authorities with evidence of either the income from a foreign country
capital ncrease or the new capital contribution to another total tax payable x

worldwide income
enterprise. In order to qualify for a refund, the funds must be
reinvested in China for at least five years; if the reinvestment The amount of income from a foreigncountry is computedin
is withdrawnbefore five years have elapsed, the refunded tax accordance with Chinese laws. Costs, expenses and losses

j must be paid back. In addition, foreign investors must apply may be deducted if they are attributable to the foreign-source
to the tax authorities for a tax refund within one year after the income. Foreign-source income and foreign income tax paid
date of actual reinvestment. are computedby on a by-countryrather than a by-item basis.

There is no requirement that the foreign tax be a direct tax.
A 40 percent tax refund is available to any foreign investor Underlying corporate taxes paid in a foreign country may
who has made a qualifyingreinvestment in China. also be eligible for the credit.

A full tax refund is available to foreign investors ifprofits are Where the foreign income tax paid is less than the amount of
reinvestedin the establishmentor expansionof an export-ori- Chinese tax otherwise payable, the taxpayer can deduct only
ented or technologically-advancedenterprise. If the enter- the amount of foreign tax paid. If the amount of foreign tax

prise establishedor expanded with the reinvested funds fails paid exceeds the amount of Chinese tax otherwise payable,
to meet the requirements for an EOE or TAE within three the excess portion cannot be deducted as a tax credit or as a

years, 60 percent of the tax refund obtained must be paid businessexpense; it can, however,be carried forward for five
back, i.e. only the regular40 percent tax refund is applicable. years.
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Ill. CONSOLIDATIONOF INCOME - it maintains complete accounting books and vouchers

AND LOSSES AMONG BRANCHES that accurately reflect the revenue, costs, expenses, prof-
AND ESTABLISHMENTSOF its and losses of all the establishments.

FOREIGN ENTERPRISES If all establishmentsare profitableand subject to different tax

rates as a result of the different tax incentives, the taxable
income of each establishmentis calculatedseparatelyand tax

According to corporate law principles, a company is a legal is paid different In where establishments
person and a separate taxpayer for income tax purposes

at rates. cases some

unless the tax laws permit a group of corporations to file a
have profits while others have losses, and profits remain after

consolidatedtax return. A branch is not an independent legal
losses have been set offagainstprofits, the applicable tax rate

entity, but only part of a company; therefore, companies
is deemed to be the one applicable to the profitableestablish-

compute their taxable ncome by consolidating all ncome ment. Establishmentsthat ncurred losses are required first to

and losses generated by the branches. Since China does not
set off their losses against profits earned in subsequentyears

yet have a body of standard company law, Articles 89 to 93 and, if there are still profits after the setoff, to pay tax at the

provide that for tax purposes, FIEs or foreign companies are applicable rate.

separate entities, and branches or establishments are not. It is nteresting to note that Article 92 contains a Californian
These provisions help to avoid any confusion between FIEs unitary tax type of provision to allow the tax authorities to
and branches or establishmentsand foreign companies. allocate income to each establishment where the designated

establishmentis unable to compute the taxablencomeof each

According to the Regulations,where a foreign enterprisehas establishmentseparately. The tax authoritiesmay allocate the

two or more establishments in China, it may, subject to amountof income according to the ratio ofoperating revenue,

approval by the tax authorities, designate one of the estab- the ratio of cost and expenses,the asset ratio, or the ratio ofthe
lishments to file returns and pay income tax on a combined number of staff and workers or the amount of wages.
basis, provided that two conditions are met: Under Article 93, similar rules apply to branches of a FIE.

the designated establishment is responsible for supervi- The head office of a FIE is required to pay income tax on the-

sion and administrationof the business operations of all income derived by its branches inside and outside China on a

the other establishments;and consolidatedbasis.

TAX ADMINISTRATIONCONCERNS, etc.
Continued from page 169- -

in Richard Bird and Oliver Oldman, eds., Taxation in IMF Working Paper No. WP/87/42, 11 June 1987).
Developing Countries (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins McLure, Charles, and Pardo R., Santiago, Improving the

UniversityPress, 1990,4th edition), pp. 455-465. Administrationof the ColombianIncomeTax, 1986-88,
Jenkins, Glenn, Owens, James, and Roxan, Ian, IncomeTax in Richard Bird and Milka Casanegra, eds., Reform of

Reform for Zambia: Administrationand Policy (xerox- Tax Administration in CIAT Countries (International
ed, available at the International Tax Program, Harvard MonetaryFund, forthcoming 1992).
University,Cambridge,MA 02138) (1991). Soos, Piroska, Self-EmployedEvasion and Tax Withhold-

Mansfield, Charles, Tax Administration in Developing ing: A Comparative Study and Analysis of the Issues,
Countries: an Economic Perspective (Washington,DC: U.C. Davis Law Review,Vol.24 (1991), pp. 109-120.
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INTERNATIONAL:

A COMPARATIVEANALYSIS OF TAX REFORMS IN

SINGAPOREAND HONG KONG
Mukul G. Asher

most importantfinancialcentre in Asia afterTokyo, and in the
Mukul G. Asher \s Associate Professor in the Departmentof desire to attract regional headquartersof transnational firms.
Economics and Statistics at the National University of
Siingapore, speciialliiziing in publliic fiinances of developiing With the approach of the year 1997, when Hong Kong is to
countries. He is the author of five books, and his articles have become a Special Administrative Region (hereinafter
been published in numerous journals. He has acted as a HKSAR) of the People's Republic of China (PRC), the
consultant to the World Bank, UN-ESCAP, Oxford Analytica, SRI Singapore government has attempted to attract Hong KongInternational, the Malaysian Institute of Economic Research, based workers and professionals by relaxing immigrationand other organizations. He s on the editorial advisory board
of The ScandinavianJournalof DevelopmentAlternativesand requirements for them, and by active recruitment in the

the South East Asian Joumalof Social Sc/ences. Mr. Asher is colony. The Singaporegovemmenthas also announcedplans
currently co-editing a book on the fiscal system of Singapore. to make large investments in Hong Kong, including nvest-

ment in the controversialnew airport. Thus, Singapore'spol-
icymakers envisage using the colony as an additional chan-
nel to participate in the economic activities of both the PRC

Contents and Hong Kong.
I. Introduction It is in the above context that this article attempts a compara-

tive analysis of the recent tax reform initiatives and future
II. Existing Tax System directions in tax policy in Singapore and Hong Kong.
Ill. Recent Tax Reform Initiatives The article is organized as follows. Since tax reform implies

A. Income tax an incremental change in the existing tax system, Section II
1. Unit of taxation sets out the main characteristicsof the present tax systems of
2. Rate structure the two jurisdictions. The major recent tax reform initiatives3. Base structure

B. Estate dutes are analysed and compared with the current international
C. Property tax trends in tax reform (SectionIII). The next section examines
D. Excise and import duties some of the tax reform proposals under discussion, and pos-
E. Payroll, foreign workers levy and related taxes sible future directions (Section IV). The final section offers
F. Tax avoidance and evasion

some concludingobservations.
IV. Tax Reform Proposals

Il. EXISTING TAX SYSTEM
V. Future Directions

The budgetary revenue consists of tax and non-tax revenue.5

VI. Concluding Observations An importantcharacteristicof the fiscal systems of both Sin-

gapore and Hong Kong is the significance of non-tax rev-

1. In 1989, Singapore'sper capita GNP was USS 10,450, while Hong Kong's
I. INTRODUCTION per capita GDP was USS 10,350. The average annual growth rate of per capita

incomeduring the 1965/89periodwas 7.0 percentforSingaporeand 6.3 percent
In a span of about four decades, both Singapore and Hong for Hong Kong. (WorldBank, 1991, Table 1, at 204-205). Both are classifiedas

Kong have achieved a high-income country status.1 While high-incomeeconomiesby the World Bank.
2. In mid-1989, the populationof Singaporeand Hong Kong was 2.7 and 5.7

they share many similar structuralcharacteristics,such as rel- million, respectively, while land areas were 625 and 1,071 square kilometres,
atively small population and compact size,2 and extremely respectively (Ng, 1990, Exhibit 1)

high degree of external orientation,3 there are also mportant 3 In 1989, the ratio of merchandisetrade alone to GDP was 192.0 for Hong

differences. Among them is the role of governmentwhich is Kong, and 332.2 for Singapore (World Bank, 1991, Tables 3, at 208-209, and
Table 14, at 230-231). If services, investmentsand other economic linkages are

interventionist and large, if not pervasive in Singapore, but included, the exposure to and dependenceon the internationaleconomy would

fairly limited in both the economicand social sectors in colo- undoubtedlybe much greater.
nial Hong Kong. 4. Singapore is officially a city-state and Hong Kong a colony (to become a

Special AdministrativeRegion of the PRC in 1997). For convenience, the term

In the past, there has been a certain degree of competition jurisdiction will be used throughout the article to refer to Singapore and Hong

between the two jurisdictions.4 This was particularly notice- Kong.
5. For an overview of the fiscal system in Singapore, see Asher, 1989b, and

able in the financial sector as both strived to be the second for Hong Kong, see Ho, 1988.
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enue. This category includes ncome from investments, sales TABLE I
of land, sales of goods and services, fines and various regula- HONG KONG, TAX REVENUES BY TYPE AND FORM 1988-89

tory charges. In Singapore, slightly more than a third of total
revenuecame from this category in the 1970s. However,since Type of Tax Personal In-Rem Total

1985, revenue from this category has exceeded tax revenue - % TTR % GDP % i-IR % GDP % TTR % GDP

the average share during the period 1985/88 was 58.3 percent. Income Based 25.5 2.87 36.4 4.10 61.9 6.97
This is primarily due to a sharp increase in the importanceof Earnings & Profits
ncome from investment, whose share in non-tax revenue Tax 25.5 2.87 35.2 3.96 60.7 6.83
increasedfrom abouthalf in the early 1980s, to more than four Othersb 1.2 0.14 1.2 0.14
fifths by 1987. This in turn is a result of continual accumula-
tion of balances in various funds constituting Singapore's Consumption-Based - - 23.5 2.65 23.5 2.65

budgetary system. According to the 1991/92 budget, total bal- Duties 8.5 0.96 8.5 0.96

ances in various funds and cash at hand amounted to SS 90.8 Betting &
Sweepstake Duties - - 8.4 0.94 8.4 0.94

billion (USS 1= SS 1.73) on 1 April 1991, or about 145 per- Motor Vehicle
cent of the 1990 GDP of SS 62.7 billion. Taxesc 4.1 0.45 4.1 0.45

Othersd 2.6 0.29 2.6 0.29

The share of non-tax revenue is also high in Hong Kong,
althoughnot as high as in Singapore. Thus, during the 1970s,

Wealth-Based 0.9 0.10 13.5 1.52 14.4 1.62
Real Estate

the average share of non-tax revenue in total revenue was (Property Tax)e 0.9 0.10 3.1 0.35 4.0 0.45
40.1 percent, and it increased to 45.7 percent during 1980/81 Property Develop-
to 1986/87 (Ho, 1988, Table 3.4, at 23). The non-tax revenue ment & Transferf . 10.4 1.17 10.4 1.17

exceeded the tax revenue in only two years during this time.
Total 26.4 2.97 73.5 8.27 100.0 11.24At the beginning of the 1991/92 financial year (April-

March), the fiscal reserves of Hong Kong were HK$ 73 bil- Notes: Details not add to the total due to rounding.may up
lion or 14.9 percent of the 1989 GDP.6 This is much lower - nil or negligible.
than the 145 percent of GDP for Singapore. As a result, the TTR = total tax revenues. In 1988/89, they amounted to HK$ 48,811

importance of revenue from investments is also lower in
million.
GDP in 1988 was HK$ 434,081 million.

Hong Kong.
a. the corporate profits tax is classified as n-rem, all other components as per-

sonal.
The above suggests that, in both jurisdictions, taxes are not b. includes revenue from royalties and concessions.
the only or even predominantsources used to raise addition- c. data are not available to divide the revenue into consumption and wealth-

al revenue. Also, in analysing the economic effects of the fis- based.
d. includes entertainmenttax, hotel accommodationtax, taxi concessions, air

cal system on stabilization, the cost of doing business, and passenger departure tax, andCross Harbour Tunnel Passage tax.

incentives to work, save, and invest, exclusive attention to e. the personal form includes estate duties, while in-rem form includes general
tax revenue is likely to be inadequate. A corollary is that a

rates.

part of the non-tax revenue is in the nature of a tax,7 and Source: Calculated from the Hong Kong, Annual Digestof Statistics, 1990 edi-

therefore, conventional tax levels need to be augmented.8 tion, Table 8.2, p.121.

This task, however, is beyond the scope of this article, which
The share of personal in Hong Kong (26.4 percent) isdeals with the conventionallydefined tax system.

taxes

nearly double that of Singapore (14.9 percent). Given the

A classification of taxes according to three tax bases, i.e. high-incomestatus of the two jurisdictions, the share of per-

income, consumption and wealth, and according to whether sonal taxes can be regardedas low. The individual income tax

the tax is levied in a personal or an in-rem form, for 1988/89, share alone in 1987 in the OECD countries averaged 30.7
for Hong Kong and Singapore is presented in Tables 1 and 2, percent, while as a percentage of GDP, the average was 12.0
respectively. This classification refers to the statutory, not

economic, incidence. The following observations may be 6. The figure for the fiscal reserves is from the speech by the Financiai Sec-

made from the data in these tables. retary at the end of the Second Reading of the AppropriationBill, 1991, on 17

April 1991, para. 62, at 13. The GDP figure is from the Hong Kong Annual

Digest ofStatistics, 1990, Table 7.2, at 111.
The overall tax to GDP ratio for Singapore (15.34 percent) is 7. To the extent regulatory and user charges and prices of goods and services

higher than for Hong Kong (11.24 percent). While this has by the government reflect the use of administrative discretion or monopoly
been the case for at least two decades, the differences power, they may contain tax (subsidy) elements.

8. The Singaporegovernmenthas had a budgetary surplus since 1968. How-
between the two ratios have narrowed in recent years. Thus, ever, the internal public debt has increased rapidly from SS 4.0 billion in 1974

during the 1970s, this ratio averaged 9.2 percent for Hong to SS 51.4 billion in 1990 (YearbookofStatistics, 1974 and 1990) Since these

Kong (Ho, 1988, Table 3.4, at 23), but 15.7 percent for Sin- funds are not needed for governmentexpenditure, they are investedby the gov-

gapore (Asher, 1989, Table 5.2, at 144). This ratio reached its
ernment. The Central ProvidentFund (CPF), the main social security institu-
tion of Singapore, is a large holder of governmentdebt (it held SS 32.1 billion

peak in 1983/84 in Singapore (21.2 percent), and in 1986/87 at the end of 1989). However, the interest received by the CPF on government
in Hong Kong (11.9 percent). These ratios are quite low when securities is pegged to the average of savings and one-year deposit rates of the

compared to the OECD countries. Thus, in 1988, the OECD four largest locally-ownedcommercialbanks. The differencebetween the inter-
est rate paid to the CPF and rate of return earned by the government is regarded

average for this ratio was 38.4 percent if social security taxes as investment income in the budgetary account. A case, however, can be made
are included, and 29.3 if they are excluded (OECD, 1990). that at least some of the difference is in the nature of a tax.
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TABLE 2 percent (OECD, 1990). If the relative importanceofpersonal
SINGAPORE, TAX REVENUES BY TYPE AND FORM, 1988-89 taxes is taken as an indication of the desire to fine-tune the

tax system in order to distribute the tax burden according to

Type of Tax Personal In-Rem Total individuals' ability to pay, then there seems to be no exces-

% TTR % GDP % TTR % GDP %I-TR %GDP sive pre-occupation with such fine-tuning in Singapore and

Hong Kong.Income based 14.7 2.25 27.9 4.32 42.6 6.53
Individual The share of ncome-based taxes is much higher in Hong
Income Taxa 14.7 2.25 14.7 2.25 Kong (slightly more than three fifths) than in Singapore
Company (slightlymore than two fifths). In both jurisdictions, the share
Income Taxa 24.5 3.76 24.5 3.76 of company ncome taxes far exceeds that of the individualPayroll Taxb h h h h

income tax. This contrasts with the OECD countries, whereForeign Workers Levy- - 3.3 0.51 3.3 0.51
Othersc O.1 h O. 1 h the 1987 average for the corporate income tax was 7.9 percent

of total tax revenue or 3.0 percent of GDP (OECD, 1990).
Consumption based - - 33.1 5.07 33.1 5.07

In addition to the individualand income tax, Singa-Selective Sales Taxes - 7.1 1.10 7.1 1.10 company
Liquor Products - - 1.5 0.23 1.5 0.23 pore also imposes a ForeignWorkersLevy9 and a payroll tax.

Petroleum Products - 4.8 0.73 4.8 0.73 The latter, however, has been suspended since 1985. The
Tobacco Products - 0.8 0.13 0.8 0.13 Skills DevelopmentFund Levy, a tax earmarked for workers'
Motor Vehicle Taxes - 11.1 0.70 11.1 0.70 training and providingmechanizationncentives, is currently
Import Duties 8.9 1.36 8.9 1.36 levied at a rate of one percent on that part of the payrollLiquor Products - - 1.9 0.28 1.9 0.28 which is accounted for by those earning less than SS 750Tobacco Products - 2.7 0.41 2.7 0.41 per
Motor Vehicles 3.7 0.57 3.7 0.57 month. The revenue from this source, however, has not been
Others 0.6 0.09 0.6 0.09 ncluded in Table 2. As nominal wages ncrease, unless the
Betting/ tax base is also increased, the revenue from this levy can be
Sweepstake Duties - - 4.3 0.66 4.3 0.66 expected to decline.
Cess on Hotel
Rm. & sales In contrast to the ncome-basedtaxes, the share of consump-Tax on Tourist
Establishments 0.6 0.09 0.6 0.09 tion and wealth-based taxes is higher in Singapore. In both
Otherse 1.0 0.16 1.0 0.16 jurisdictions, the excise tax system is confined to traditional

commoditiesand selected services. However, the importance
Wealth based 0.2 0.03 24. 1 3.70 24.3 3.73 of motor vehicles taxes (slightly more than one fifth of the
Real Estate total if both consumption and wealth-based components are
(Property Tax) 11.7 1.80 11.7 1.80 combined) in Singapore is quite high. In contrast, in HongPrivate Property - - 7.0 1.07 7.0 1.07
Others 4.8 0.73 4.8 0.73 Kong the share ofmotorvehicle taxes was only 4.1 percent in

Property 1988/89. In Singapore, less than one tenth of the tax revenue

Developmentand is derived from import duties. In 1988/89, three items (tobac-
Transferf 0.2 0.03 5.8 0.89 6.0 0.92 co products, alcoholic products and motor vehicles) account-
Motor Vehiclesg 6.6 1.01 6.6 1.01 ed for more than nine tenths of the revenue from import

duties (Table 2). There is no general tariff on goods enteringTotal Tax Revenue 14.9 2.29 85.1 13.05 100.0 15.34
Hong Kong, but duties are charged on six groups of com-

1 modities whether they are imported or produced domestical-
Notes: Details may not add up to the total because of rounding. ly. These are alcoholic products, tobacco products, certain

T1-R = Total Tax Revenues. In 1988/89 they amounted to SS 7,398 mil- hydrocarbon oils, methyl alcohol and, since February 1988,
lion. certain non-alcoholicbeverages and cosmetics. The share of
GDP n 1988 was 55 48,223 million at current market prices. is also much smaller in Hong Kong (3.1 percent)a. A breakdown of total tax revenue into income tax components is estimated property tax

as follows: the ratio of the assessed incorne tax on cornpanes to tota than in Singapore (11.7 percent). In contrast, the share of
assessed income tax for the year 1988 is appled to the actual tncome tax gambling taxes in Hong Kong (8.4 percent) is almost twice
revenue for 1988/89. Thus, the company income tax is estimated to be 62.5 that of Singapore (4.3 percent). The personal taxes on wealth
percent of the SS 2897.8 million actually collected. The remaining amount is are ofnegligible importance.allocated to individual income tax.

b. This tax has been suspended from 1 April 1985. Neither jurisdiction levies a general consumption tax. How-
c. Includes royalties and other minor levies.

ever, as discussed below, the governments in both jurisdic-d. Includes ad valorem registration fees, special tax on heavy oil engines, and
tions have announced plans to introduce such a tax at annew registration and transfer fees on motor vehicles.

e. Includes entertainmentduty, tax on utility bills, and other minor tems. appropriate time.
f. Includes estate duties (personal development charges (in rem) and stamp

duties (in rem). 9. The Foreign Workers Levy was first introduced in 1982, but both its rate
g. Includes road tax, non motor vehicle licences, and passengervehicle seating and scope have been expanded considerably since then. In August 1990, the

fees. levy was SS 250 per month for foreignmaids, and SS 300 per month for others.
h. Negligible. The government not only determines the rate of levy, but also retains control

over the overallnumberand sources of foreign workers allowed into Singapore.
Source. Calculated from Republic of Singapore, Accountant General's Depart- Recently, there has been a proposal to auction foreign labour beyond a certain

ments, Financial Statements, 1988/89. pre-determinedlevel.
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Ill. RECENT TAX REFORM INITIATIVES types of direct investmentoverseas by Singapore firms. Uni-
lateral tax credits on income derived by operational head-

Major tax reform initiatives undertaken by Singapore and quarters from non-treatycountries were provided in the 1988
Hong Kong in recent years are discussed in this section. budget. The 1991 budget allowed local companies with for-

eign earnings to repatriate the earnings and pass them on to

A. Income tax shareholderswithoutthe penaltyofa Singaporetax charge on

the dividend payment. This measure was also designed to
The nature of the income tax in Singaporeand Hong Kong dif- remove a deterrent to transnational firms from using Singa-
fers. In Singapore, there is a partial ntegrationof personal and pore as a regional holding company location. Thus interna-
company ncome taxes through the withholding or the divi- tional aspects of taxation have received increasing attention
dend-received credit method. This system has remained in Singapore, and this trend is expected to accelerate in the
unchangedsince independenceand no change is contemplated. 1990s as Singapore strives to increase the share of net factor

The ncome tax in Hong Kong (called the Earnings and Prof- income from abroad in its national ncome. This implies that

its tax) is of a schedular type. Until 1 April 1989, there were
in the future, Singaporeauthoritieswill stress the growth rate

four separate and distinct taxes on ncome, namely property
of the gross national product (GNP) rather than the gross

tax, salaries tax, profits tax and interest tax. The latter tax was
domestic product (GDP), the difference between the two

abolished on 1 April 1989, leaving three separate taxes. Each being the net factor income from abroad.

of the taxes is assessed without regard for the individual's or Hong Kong has not entered into double taxation agreements,
company's income from other sources. However, in appropri- although a limited agreement with the United States relating
ate circumstances, an individual may combine income from to shipping income does exist (Flux, 1990, at 344). However,
all relevant sources and elect for a personal assessment(Flux, relief is available where tax is payable under any of the
1990, at 3). A personal assessmentmay reduce tax liability as income sources and Commonwealth ncome tax has been
compared to the separate assessment because personal paid (Flux, 1990, at 345). Limited reliefas an expense is also
allowancesand progressive tax rates that only apply automat- available in certain cases (Flux, at 344). In 1987, the Salaries
ically to salaries tax, can be extended to total income if per- Tax section of the Inland Revenue Ordinance was amended
sonal assessmentis chosen (Flux, 1990, at 13).oNo change in to exclude from Hong Kong chargeable income any income
the schedular form is contemplatedfor Hong Kong.1 on which tax was paid elsewhere (Harris, 1988, at 10). This

was done as the PRC had become an important base for theBoth Singaporeand Hong Kong use the territorial source prin-
ciple. While Singapore distinguishes between resident and Hong Kong companies, and certain profits and salaries were

to at
non-resident taxpayers, no such distinction is made in Hong being subjected double taxation (Harris, 1988, 10).

Kong. Therefore, as Flux has noted, ... determination of In Singapore,the nominalcompany income tax rate remained
source of ncome is probably the single most important factor unchanged at 40 percent between 1966 and 1986. It was

in determiningliability to tax in Hong Kong (1990, at 5). reduced to 33 percent from the year of assessment 1987, to 32

percent in 1990 and to 31 percent in 1991. Consistent with
As may be expected, application of the source principle has the organic nature of the Singapore state and the activist fis-
been far from smooth and has given rise to considerablecom- cal policy, the governmentcontinued to introduce incentives
plexity. Until recently, implementationof this principle was for a wide variety of activities. In the early 1980s incentives
based on various Commonwealth cases which essentially focused on knowledge-ntensiveindustries, while in the late
involve the operations test (Harris, 1988, at 5). Under this 1980s, the focus shifted to developing Singapore as a total
test, profits or ncome is sourced where the operationof busi- business centre. In the early 1990s, the focus is on expanding
ness is carried on. In recent years, the authoritieshave sought intemationaleconomic linkages.to assess profits from transactions outside of Hong Kong on

the grounds that the activities which gave rise to profits took Tax incentives in Singapore appear to be well targeted,
place in Hong Kong. This has been called the mind and man- designed and administered. The extensive set of ncentives

agement test (Harris, 1988, at 5). The interpretation of the implies that the effective rate of taxation varies significantly
authorities was rejected by the Privy Council of the United among activities and sectors. No empirical studies estimating
Kingdomon 8 October 1990 in CommissionerofInlandRev- such differentials in effective rates are available. However,
enue v. Hang Seng BankLtd. (for details see Toh, 1990b). using the statutory tax rates and depreciation and other rele-

vant provisions for 1982, Agell found the subsidy rates, i.e.
The imputationsystem used by Singaporerequires withhold-

ing of tax. There are no withholding taxes on dividends or 10. Separate taxation, with an option for personal assessment gives rise to
other sources in Hong Kong, thoughwithholdingwas applied anomalies.These arise when to obtain the advantageof personal allowances, an

when tax on interest income was in existence. Even though individualmust elect personal assessment,but his income is too large to benefit

Singapore uses the source principle, it still has double taxa- from it. Thus, two individuals having same total income but from different
sources may have widelydivergent tax liabilities, thus violatinghorizontalequi-tion agreements with more than 30 countries. Given the
ty. For numericalexamples, see Flux, 1990, at 4.

extensiveuse of incentives, the tax sparing clause has been of 11. The Third Inland RevenueOrdinanceReview Committeerecommendeda

particular importance to Singapore. The 1986 budget provid- shift from schedular to global incometaxation. This recommendationwas made

ed for unilateral tax relief on certain types of income, based in 1976, but no action has been taken as yet, nor has another Review Commit-
tee been set up (Flux, 1990, at 5). However, during the last half of the 1980s, a

on the average rather than the marginal rate of tax. Tax con- Joint Liaison Committee on Taxation (JLCT) was set up in Hong Kong, as a

cessionshave also been granted for losses incurredon certain part of the tax consultativeprocess. For details, see Harns, 1990.
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subsidy as a percentage of the cost of capital, to be 180 per- - 31 March 1990), Hong Kong has shifted to an ndividual
cent for regular and 76 percent for the pioneer firms in Sin- basis of taxation.14Given the schedularnature of the income

gapore, assuming the rate of inflation to be five percent tax in Hong Kong, only families with two salary ncome
(1986, Table 4.7, at 70). Singapore's subsidy rate for the reg- earners are likely to experience significantchanges in tax lia-
ular firms was almost twice that of the country with the next bility. However, separate taxation is expected to increase the

highest rate, 94 percent for Malaysia. For the pioneer firms, number of files to be processed by 180,000 (Harris, 1988, at

Singapore's subsidy rate was the lowest. The relevant rates 9).15 Monitoring of allowances and the rules concerning
were, however, bunched together, with the highest rate being transferability of allowances are also likely to increase the

only ten percentagepoints higher at 86 percent for Indonesia administrativeburden of the Inland Revenue Department.
(Agell, 1986, Table 4.7, at 70). While lowering the nominal

The main for the to be the domesticreason move appearsrates of company tax is consistent with tax reform trends in
from certain and the need to be international-

other countries, the extensive and indeed ncreasing use of pressure groups
ly competitive,especiallyas emigrationhas become a serious

ncentives is not. The above trends are also contrary to the
problem in a run up to 1997. The disincentive aspects of

Economic Committee'srecommendationthat the income tax
tax rates case

should have a low nominal rate, a broad base and be neutral highermarginal for secondaryworkers in the of
not

(1986a, Ch. 8). Hong has ndicated that the extensive use of family taxation have been considered serious in view of
the low rates prevailing in Hong Kong (the maximum

ncentives for selected activities has generated concern by rate at
foreign governments over the erosion of their tax bases marginal being 25 percent) (Ho, 1988, 27).

(1988, at 3). This aspect could become even more important The move to separate taxation has come about in spite of

during the 1990s as the term level playing field is increas- reservations of the Finance Secretary. In his speech moving
ingly likely to be applied to the fiscal and related areas. the Second Reading of the Appropriations Bill 1988 on 2

March 1988, he considered the move to separate taxation
While Hong Kong does not formally offer fiscal incentives, inappropriate in Hong Kong. The main reason advancedwas
certain provisions could still create non-neutralities. Thus, that the revenue foregone could be better utilized to provideHo (1990) has shown that the structure of depreciation rates, relief to low income groups. Byres (1988, at 40) also arguedinvestment allowances, tax treatment of interest expenses against separate taxation on the ground that it would favour a
and interest income, and other such provisions lead to diver- relatively small band of taxpayers, and replace one set of
gent effective rates of taxation.12He finds that in Hong Kong, inequities with another.
nvestmentin all types of assets are subsidized at the margin,
provided they are debt financed (1990, at 15). The effective The move to separate taxation, however, is consistent with
rate for equity-financed investment is positive, but it does nternationalpractice (Cnossen and Messere, 1990, at 44-47).
vary among assets. While both Singapore and Hong Kong now have an identical

unit of taxation, the interactionof the tax unit, tax relief, rate
The company income tax structure of Hong Kong is relative- schedule and the nature of tax (global in Singapore, schedu-
ly simple, and the use of tax incentives to promote invest- lar in Hong Kong) could still produce different effects on
ments minimized.Even so the tax is not neutral among assets unmarried, one-earner and two-earner couples at the same
and modes of financing, as Ho's simulations reveal. This and varying levels of income.
ndicates a need to better conceptualizethe term neutrality in

taxation, and for greater work on design and implementation 2. Rate structure
issues. This is particularly important as this objective has
been suggested as an alternative to efficient or optimum tax- In Singapore, there has been a significant reduction in the
ation.13 marginal rate of tax, which has led to a rate structurewhich is

nominally less progressive. In 1966 the rates ranged from 6 to
We now turn to the ndividual income tax. 55 percent with 15 brackets, and the highest rate was applica-

ble to ncomes exceeding SS 750,000. By 1980, the rates
1. Unit of taxation

In Singapore, the unit of taxation has been the individual,
12. The marginal effective tax rate is derived by comparing the rate of return

net of depreciationof an investmentproject with an assumed after-tax real rate

though during the 1960s and the 1970s, there were restric- of return (Ho, 1990, at 7). This procedure is based on the cost or rental price of

tions on married women claiming unearned ncome under capital.

their own name. Given that all the major allowancesare on an
13. See, for example, Gillis, 1990.
14. According to Law (1990), the revenue loss was estimated to be HK$ 600

individual taxpayer basis, it is advantageous for a working millionper year. However, as the simultaneousabolition of the workingwife

spouse to be taxed separately. Changes in the structureofvar- allowance was expected to save HK$ 355 million, the net loss is HK$ 245 mil-

ious allowances during the 1980s have increased the advan- lion, or only 3.1 percentof the 1987/88 revenue from the Salaries Tax. Separate
taxation is mandatory though where lower tax liability could result from joint

tages of separate taxation even further for married women in taxation, there is a provision for electing it.

Singapore. 15. According to the 1988 Budgetspeech by the Finance Secretary, there were

700,000 taxpayers in 1988/89, of which 53,000 or 7.6 percent were expected to
Until recently, Hong Kong had the family as a unit of taxa- pay tax at the standard rate, but contributing56 percent of the total salaries tax.

tion. Thus, for the salaries tax, ncome of husband and wife The number of taxpayers was 1.05 million in 1990/91, and the government

had to be aggregated. However, in the 1988/89 budget, a expects it to increase it to 1.2 million in 1991/92 (South China MorningPost, 7
March 1991). The number of taxpayers in 1988/89 represented about a quarter

working wife allowance of HK$ 15,000 was granted. of the 1989 labour force, a much lower proportion as compared to Singapore
Effective from the year of assessment 1989/90 (1 April 1989 where in 1988,70.3 percent of the employedpersons paid income tax.
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ranged from 4 to 55 percentwith 15 brackets,but the highest ncreased administrative burden that accompanies a large
rate was applicable to incomes exceeding SS 600,000. Since number of taxpayers, even though the contribution of low
the year of assessment 1987, the rates have ranged from 3 to income taxpayers to revenue has been quite small. Thus, in
33 percent,16with 14 brackets, and the highest rate is applica- 1988, those with assessed income below SS 20,000 account-
ble to incomes exceeding SS 400,000. While the rate struc- ed for 74.7 percent of taxpayers, but only 11.4 percent of the
ture has remained unchanged since 1987, there has been tax assessed (Yearbook of Statistics, 1990, Tables 13.7 and
increasinguse of one-offrebates on total income tax liability. 13.8). It was only in the 1989 budget that the basic reliefs for
A five percent rebate on total tax liability was given in both wife and children were increased from SS 750 to SS 1,500.
1990 and 1991. The rationale underlying the rebates is that The relief for children are applicable to the first three chil-
they are a more flexible and better targeted instrument for dren (to the first four children if the fourth child is born after
motivating the work force than rate reductions which cannot 1 January 1988). For a fourth and fifth child born before 1
be sustained for any period of time. The use of reliefs also August 1973, the relief is SS 300 each. Over time the real
confers greater control on the policymakers. income at which an ndividual becomes liable to income tax

has been declining in Singapore.The rate structure for Hong Kong has fluctuatedwithin a nar-

row range. Between 1950/51 and 1965/66, both the standard
In contrast, there have been frequent revisions in the person-rate and the corporate profit rate were 12.5 percent. They al reliefs and allowancesin Hong Kong, with the explicitincreased to 15 percent between 1966/67 and 1974/75. Since pur-

ofnot pushing lower incomeindividualsinto the incomethen, there has been a slight divergence between the two, pose
tax net, and for mitigating the bracket creep arising fromwith the corporate profits rate being slightly higher. It was
inflation. Success has been mixed. Ho that in 1980/81during the period 1984/85 to 1986/87 that both the standard reports
the real value of allowances for the single taxpayer was

rate (at 17.0 percent) and the corporateprofits rate (18.5 per- below that in 1970/71, while the opposite the forcent) reached their peak. Since then, both rates have been
was case

married couples, except those with a large number of chil-declining gradually, reaching 15.0 and 16.5 percent, respec-
tively in 1991/92. dren (1988, at 27). He also reports that in 1986/87, the real

value of the allowances was lower as compared to 1980/81
Recent years have witnessed more frequent adjustments in and 1970/71, thus lowering the tax threshold. In 1991/92,
the rate structure. In 1970/71, the rates ranged from 2.75 to individuals earning up to HK$ 41,000 were exempt from
30 percent, with ten brackets, with the maximum rate appli- income tax. This is equivalent to 48.2 percent of the 1989 per
cable at a chargeable income of HK 45,000. In 1980/81, the capita GDR The corresponding ratio for Singapore was

rates ranged from 5 to 25 percent, with five brackets, while slightly less than 20.0 percent. The upper limit at which a

the maximum rate was applicable at a chargeable income of particularmarginal rate becomes applicablehas also fallen in
HK$ 40,000. In 1988/89, the rates ranged from 3 to 25 per- real terms (Ho, 1988, at 28). Thus, in 1970/71, marginal tax

cent, and the number of brackets was increased to eight, rate of 20.0 percent applied at an ncome level of HK$
while the ncome at which the maximum rate becomes appli- 35,000, but in 1980/81 (at 1970/71 prices) the corresponding
cable was increased to HK$ 70,000. In 1989-90, the rates amount was HK$ 17,528, and this declined to HK$ 13,889 in
ranged from 2 to 25 percent, but the other aspects remained 1986-87 (Ho, 1988, at 29).
unchanged. Since 1991/92, the rates have the same range, but
the number of brackets have been reduced to four.17 The cur- The use of income tax to promote socio-economicobjectives
rent rates are 2, 9, 17 and 25 percent, with the maximumrate has been quite minimal in Hong Kong. It is mainly confined
applicable at a chargeable income level of HK$ 60,000. The to allowances for dependentparents and specified charitable
standard rate remains at 15 percent. This is the rate at which contributions. In sharp contrast, in Singapore, the use of
tax on property income is levied. income tax to promote various socio-economic goals has

been large and is still growing. An indicator of this is the
Implementationof the flatter rate structure is also consistent
with international practice (Cnossen and Messere, 1990, at divergence between the assessed income and chargeable

income. During the 1970s, the difference was approximately44-47). Singapore, however, has not followed this trend as

evidencedby the 14 brackets in its income tax rate structure.
ten percent of GDP, itself a high figure. The divergencewas

14.0 percentofGDP in 1985, and 14.1 percent in 1987. Since
1987, more allowances (i.e. deductions from ncome) have

3. Base structure been ntroduced, particularly for married women with chil-

Singaporeand Hong Kong have pursuedquite divergentpoli- dren, as discussedbelow. The largestdeductionallowed is for

cies concerning the base structure. Two areas where such Central ProvidentFund (CPF) contributionsand life insur-

divergence is particularly noticeable are adjustment in per-
ance premiums.For the year of assessment 1987, ths catego-

sonal and other reliefs and allowances,and use of the income ry accounted for 44.5 percent of all deductions, and this

tax to promote socio-economicgoals. includes only the employee's share, as the employer's share

Singaporehas consciouslynot adjustedpersonal reliefs since 16. This takes into account 15 percent rebate on the frst SS 10,000 of charge-
at least the 1960s in order to induct more individualsnto the able income provided to all taxpayers.
tax net. The rationale has been to make as many individuals 17. The Finance Secretary has not given any reason for the change in the Bud-

speech for 1991/92. The flatter however, be expected
as possible aware of the duty to pay for the cost of govern-

get rate structure, can to

mitigate some of the effects of the separate taxation on differentials in tax lia-
ment services. The governmenthas consciouslyassumed the bilities among various taxpayers.
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of CPF contributions is not a part of the assessed income of 1987/88, they have ranged from 6 to 18 percent, with seven

the individuals,but is excluded altogether. brackets. The taxable value of estate at which the maximum
rate is applicable was ncreased from HK$ 4 million to HK$The uses to which CPF balances can be put expandedconsid-
5 million in the 1987/88 budget. Estate duty is payableerably during the 1980s. This has automatically meant the

not on

assets situated outside Hong Kong.ncreasing use of the ndividual ncome tax. The schemes
under the CPF ntroduced during the 1980s covered residen-

C. Property taxtial and non-residential properties, investments in selected
shares and commodities, mortgage, medical and life insur- In Singapore, the announcementfor streamliningthe property
ance, promotion of employee welfare at the company level, tax structure (essentiallya uniform 23 percent on gross rental
tertiary education, contributions to parental welfare, etc. The value or its equivalent, with minor exceptions), was made in
schemes are indeed wide ranging, and additional schemes, 1979 but mplemented over the next five years. As a part of
such as the one to finance the upgrading of housing estates, the package to deal with the 1985/86 recession,a property tax

may be ntroducedduring the 1990s. A general implicationof rebate was given, and its rate was subsequently ncreased
the complete tax exemption of CPF contributions, nterest from 30 to 50 percent. The rebate ended in June 1990. Owner
ncome, capital gains from shares, commodities and other occupied properties have enjoyed a concessional rate of four
approved nvestments, and withdrawals at retirement is that percent on values based on the 1967 levels. As a part of the
benefits of the treatment vary positively with ncome levels. 1990 property tax reform, the base of owner-occupiedpremis-
For example, the effective cost of one dollar contributed to es was changed to the current annual value. This has led to
the CPF is SS 0.67 to a person in the 33.0 percent tax brack- higher taxes in most cases, except for the HousingBoard flats.
et, but SS 0.97 to a person in the 3.0 percent tax bracket. From 1 July 1990, the flat rate of 16 percent (insteadofeffec-

tive rate of 11.5 percent which prevaileddue to the 50 percentIn the above case, the use of the income tax is directly tied to
rebate) has been ntroducedfor other properties.the uses of the CPF scheme. The use of the ncome tax for

areas other than the CPF also grew significantly during the In Hong Kong, the property tax (called general rates) is
1980s. Among these, the most important and perhaps most levied annually on the occupationof landedpropertyat a per-
controversial have been the procreation incentives and centage of the assessed rateable value. The tax rte and base
enhanced child relief for qualified women, presently have both been changed frequently, often in an offsetting
defined as women who have passed the GCE examination manner. Thus, a general re-assessmentofproperty has usual-
with at least three subjects at O level in one sitting or ly been accompaniedby a reduction in the tax rate. The most

equivalentqualifications.For 1991, the maximumrelief was recent revaluationoccurredafter a lapse of five years in 1990.
SS 15,000 for a child below 12 years old, and SS 10,000 for a The average ncrease in the rateable value was 65 percent for
child 12 years old or above. The procreationncentives con- domestic property, and 105 percent for non-domesticproper-
sist of substantial tax rebates to be used within seven years. ty, the overall increase being 85 percent (1991/1992 budget
For example, for the third or fourth child, a rebate of SS speech). Concurrentwith the above increases, the 1991/1992
20,000 against either or both parent's tax liabilities, and a budget reduced the tax rate from 7.5 to 5.5 percent for the
rebate equal to 15 percent of the wife's earned income in the whole territory. The maximum increase in the property tax

year of birth of the child against the wife's tax liabilities bill for 1991/92, however, was pegged at 25 percent.
under separate assessmentmay be claimed. These were first
introduced in 1987, and have been refined and made more D. Excise and importduties
generous since that time. This sharply contrasts with the

In both Singaporeand Hong Kong, the excise system is limit-
reluctance to increase the basic reliefs and allowances.

ed to traditional items and certain services, such as gambling,
There are also reliefs for maintaining parents and handi- entertainment, hotels and restaurants. In Singapore, petrol is

capped siblings, for adding to (limits are specified)one's own taxed at an ad valorem rate of 50 percent, with minimum
or one's parents CPF accounts, for course fees, for the foreign amount of duty specified. The other excises are on liquor and
maid levy (the relief equals two times the levy in 1990), tobaccoproducts. The tax structure for both productsexplicit-
delivery and hospitalizationexpenses for a fourth child born ly protects domesticproduction.For cigarettes, this protection
after January 1988, and gifts to approved nstitutions. was ncreased in the 1989 budget, by levying differentialrates

on mportedcigarettes, importduty on unmanufacturedtobac-

B. Estate duties co, and excise duty on domestic production. This was, how-

ever, reversed in the 1991 budget so that now the two are

The 1984 Singapore budget considerably streamlined and equal at SS 100 per kilogramme.Nevertheless,protection for
simplified the estate duty structure. To replace the complicat- domesticproductioncontinuesbecause the filterpaperused in
ed system of remission and taxation, with tax rates ranging imported cigarettes is taxed, but the paper used for domestic
from 5 to 60 percent, the 1984 budget introduced only two production does not attract any duty. Singapore also levies
rates - five percent for the first SS 10 million of taxable import duties on selected items, though their number has
estate, and ten percenton subsequentamounts. This structure declined considerably (see Table 2).
still prevails for 1991/92.

In Hong Kong, the duty petroleumproducts (hydrocarbonon

Before the 1987/88 Hong Kong budget, estate duty rates oils) is levied at a specific rate per litre. There have been fre-

ranged from 10 to 18 percent with five brackets. Since quent adjustments in this rate, the most recent being in
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1991/92 when the rate on motor and aircraft fuel was administration and political will to levy penalties are also
increasedfrom HK$ 3.58 to HK$ 3.76 per litre. The duty on necessary.
alcoholic beverageshas both a specific and ad valorem com- In Singapore, the tax avoidance and evasion problem has
ponent. As with petroleum products, there have been fre- been handled less publicly through discretionary administra-
quent adjustments in the taxes on alcoholicbeverages,partic- tive action. No empiricalestimates of avoidance and evasion
ularly in respect of the specific component. are available for either jurisdiction.
In February 1988, Hong Kong shifted cigarette taxation from The above analysis of the recent tax reform nitiatives in Sin-
a weight basis (as is still the practice in Singapore) to one

gapore and Hong Kong suggests the following. First, the
based on the number (1,000) of cigarettes. There have been 1980s witnessed frequent changes in the tax policies of both
frequentncreases in tobacco taxes - in the 1991/92 budget, jurisdictions. Maintaining macro-economic stability and
the duty was increased by 200 percent, from HK$ 240 to nternational competitiveness have been important objec-HK$ 720 per 1,000 cigarettes. The per cigarette taxation is tives. In the case of Singapore, socio-economicand regulato-
more neutral as between domestic and imported cigarettes, ry objectiveshave also been important. Correspondingly,tra-
but lends itself to manipulationby varying the length, weight ditional equity and efficiency objectives have been less
and other characteristicsof cigarettes. Similar manipulations important. Secondly, while tax reforms in both jurisdictions
are also possible under the weight-basedsystem. have been consistentwith recent nternationaltrends in areas

such as ncome tax rate reductions, in other areas such as base
E. Payroll, ForeignWorkersLevy and relatedtaxes broadening,and in the case ofSingaporevigorouslyusing tax

policy as an active instrumentof industrial policy and social
As noted above, during the 1980s, Singapore introduced a engineering, there has been divergence. Third, issues sur-

levy on foreign workers, whose main function is regulatory rounding the taxation of nternational income flows have
though it is also highly revenue-productive(Table 2). Auc- assumed increased importance, particularly in Singapore.
tioning of foreign labour above a predeterminedlevel can be Fourth, both jurisdictionshave been attempting to reduce the
expected to increase the revenue from this category still fur-

revenue importanceof income-basedtaxes, though for differ-
ther. As this levy is on lower income workers, such as maids ent reasons. In both jurisdictions, introduction of a general
and constructionworkers, and since the ncidenceof the levy consumption tax is under active consideration, though for
is expected to be largely on the workers themselves, it forms different reasons. This issue is discussed in the next section.
a significant regressive element in the tax system. The pay-
roll tax has been suspended since 1985, but it remains on the
statute books. The Skills DevelopmentFund Levy was intro- IV. TAX REFORM PROPOSALS
duced in 1979 at a rate of two percent. The rate was increased In both jurisdictions the main tax reform proposal concerns
to four percent in 1981, reduced to two percent in April 1985, the general consurnption tax. Neither jurisdiction has any
and to one percent in April 1986. The rate has been experience with such a tax, so its introductionwould require
unchanged since 1986. The base of the levy, that part of the major adjustments in the tax administration.In both jurisdic-
total payroll accounted for by employees with remuneration tions it is envisaged that the role of income tax will be
of less than SS 750 per month, also remains unchanged. The reduced but not eliminated. Thus a change in the tax mix
ncidence of the levy depends on the expenditure structure, towards more relianceon an in-remconsumptiontax is envis-
i.e. how revenue from the levy is spent. While no firn data aged. Since the traditional debate between the income and
are available, it appears that someofthe trainingprogrammes consumptiontax is based on both taxes being of the personal
and mechanization grants have benefitted individuals with type, care must be taken to apply the conclusions on saving,
incomes higher than the ceiling imposed for the levy. More- work effort and other aspects of the traditional debate to the
over, not all the amounts have been spent as evidenced by proposals for the consumptiontax in the two jurisdictions.
unspent balance of SS 522.7 million in this fund as of 1 April
1991 (Singapore's 1991/92 budget, at 95). While the tax reform discussion in both jurisdictionscenters

on the consumption tax, the reasons advanced for it and its
Hong Kong has no comparable taxes. form differ considerably.

In Singapore, the Finance Minister, in his 1991/92 budget
. Tax avoidanceand evasion speech, announced that work on a draft legislation for a

Goods and Services Tax (GST)has been completed. SinceThe concern among policymakers about tax avoidance and
services only be taxed the retail level, it beevasion has been quite evident in Hong Kong. As the Finan-

can at may sur-

cial Secretarynoted during the speechconcludingthe Second mised that a comprehensivevalue added tax (VAT) up to

Reading of the 1991 AppropriationBill: ... on the topic of the retail level is the most probable choice. He indicated that 1

tax avoidance generally, this has become, unfortunately, a
a White Paper and draft legislation will be tabled in Parlia-

fast growing industry served by a large number of profes-
ment at the appropriate time. In the 1990/91 budget speech,
the Finance Minister did not envisage actual implementationsional advisers. A field audit system was ntroduced in the
of the GST for some years.1991/92 budget under which officers may interview taxpay-

ers and check the relevant records at their business premises, In Hong Kong, a proposal for a general consumptiontax was

thus implying that low tax rates alone are nadequate to tack- first officially mentioned in the 1987 budget speech. In the
le tax avoidance and evasion. Prudentialregulation,effective 1991/92 budget speech, the Finance Secretary ndicated that
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work on the proposal for a sales tax, probably at the whole- adopted is as follows: the governmentdecides how many addi-
sale level, is continuing. tional motor vehicles can be registered in any given quarter.

The ndividuals (or motor vehicle dealers) are then allowed toWhile in Singapore both goods and services at all stages of
bid for predeterminednumber of Certificateof Entitlementsa

productionand distributionare expected to be in the sales tax
a new car must abase, in Hong Kong, a single stage tax at the wholesale level (COEs). An ndividual purchasing have

COE. The current debate centers on the terms and conditionsis envisaged. The economiceffects are likely to differ accord-

ingly. The proposed GST in Singapore is likely to be more governing the transferabilityof the COE. The governmenthas
also announced its intention to progressively move towardsrevenue-productive (assuming the same rates), more neutral
electronicroad pricing, thus moving annualcharges fromown-

among commoditiesand methodsofdoingbusiness,and more
ership to of vehicles. In the of foreign workers,effectivein exemptingexports and investmentgoods. Howev- usage case a

similarmechanism,beyond a predeterminednumberof work-
er, it will have higher administrative and compliance costs.

ers to be allowed in through the paymentof the regular foreignParticularly troublesomeareas will be the tourist and financial
workers levy is under discussion. If this is adopted, then theresectors and provision of credit for exports (Asher and Straz-
will be two-tier levy foreign workers, basic fixed levya on a

zullo, 1991). The equity effects will depend on the concurrent
and variable depending the bid prices.a one on

changes in the ncome and other taxes, and whether essential
commodities such as food and clothing are exempt.

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The reasons advanced for the adoptionof a general consump-
tion tax also vary betweenSingaporeand Hong Kong. In Sin- Before noting the general factors which may affect tax poli-
gapore, the Economic Committee has argued for the intro- cies in the 1990s, it may be useful to briefly mention the con-

duction of a consumption tax on the grounds that it is eco_ stitutional framework in which the tax policies will need to

nomically preferable (mainly due to positive effects on sav- operate in Singapore and Hong Kong.
ng) to income tax, and to compensate for the revenue loss An important and potentially far-reaching constitutional
fron the proposed reductions in the income tax rates and development in Singapore is the Elected Presidency Law
introductionof additional fiscal incentives (1986a at 91-93). (EPL). The incumbent President assumed the authority of

The EconomicCommitteeenvisagedonly a change in the tax an elected President in early 1991, but provisions relating to

mix in favour of in-rem taxes. The Finance Minister, in his certain fiscal powers of the governmentare yet to be enacted.

1990/91 budget speech, indicated that the proposed con_ Two main fiscal powers under the EPL are the right to veto

sumption tax is needed as a complement to direct taxes to the annual budgets of the government, statutory boards and

finance additional expenditure programmes. In addition, he key government companies, if they draw on reserves accu-

argued, consumptiontax will be a more stable source of rev- mulated during the terms of the previous governments, and

enue than the income tax. the power to scrutinize and, if necessary, veto any large item
of expenditureby a statutory board or governmentcompany.

The main concern in Hong Kong has been the dependenceon The President also has the right to veto key public service
the income tax, particularly the vulnerability of income tax appointments, including those concernedwith fiscal aspects.
revenue, to fluctuations in the economy (1991/92 budget The EPL does forbid the of by thespeech). Since the emphasis is on a more stable source of rev-

not use reserves govern-

enue for financingrecurrentexpenditure,only a change in the ment, but it requires the concurrenceof the President before
this can be done. Thus a deficit budget is still possible. Thetax mix is envisaged. It appears that the main reason for opt-

ing for the wholesale rather than retail level or VAT in Hong
EPL leaves the decisions concerningthe level of government

Kong is administrative ease, some technical problems expenditureand taxation with the cabinet and the Parliament,

notwithstanding.Greatercomplexityof the distributionchan-
so the President does not have any direct oversight powers
over the level or size of the public sector, although he cannel as compared to the manufacturingor the retail levels, or

difficulties in separating direct sales by manufacturers to the
exert considerableinfluence because of his veto powers.

retailers or by the wholesalers to the consumers are regarded There are still ambiguities. These concern the definition of

by the advocates as capableof solution through clarity in leg- reserves accumulatedby the previous governments. In addi-
islation and by administrativeguidelines. tion to the definition of reserves, whether these are on a

net basis, and the method of valuation, ambiguitiesThe recent international practice has been towards the VAT gross or

could arise when longer term projects are undertaken duringrather than single stage taxes (OECD, 1988). There appears to the terms of two governments. There is also a need to distin-
be a need to examinethe rationale for the wholesale level sales guish between a country's official reserves and accumulated
tax in Hong Kong in greater detail, particularly as economic balances in various funds around which the governmentbud-
effects appear to have received less than adequate attention.

get is organized.18It is unclearhow ncome from the reserves

In addition to the general consumptiontax, there has also been as opposed to the stock of reserves is to be treated for bud-
some discussion concerning the appropriate design of regula- getary purposes.
tory taxes in Singapore. These have centered on the need to The operationof the EPL appears to require muchmore trans-
minimize congestion on the roads and to ration foreign work-

parency in the level of the reserves and balances in various
ers. It is argued that in both cases, allowing an unrestricted
market to operate would leacl to unacceptable economic or 18. For a description of Singapore's budgetary systen, see Asher, 1989b, at
social costs. In the case of the motor vehicles the mechanism 131-136.
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government funds, and the linkages between the two. When- Article 108 provides that the Hong Kong Special Adminis-
ever a new government is formed, it would be useful to make trative Region shall practice an independent tax system. The
the level of reserves accumulatedby the previous government Hong Kong Special AdministrativeRegion shall, taking the
public and explain the basis for arriving at that figure. Only low tax policy previously pursued in Hong Kong as a refer-
then can an informed public discussionbe undertaken.Unlike ence, enact laws on its own concerning types of taxes, tax
in the past, fiscal informationwould need to be treatedmore as rates, tax reductions, allowances and exemptions, and other
a public good, rather than a resource to be used strategically. matters of taxation. The low tax policy article in the 1988

draft Basic Law was more forthright. It stated that the HongAs Hong Kong is to become the HKSARof the PRC in 1997, Kong Special AdministrativeRegion shall continue to prac-it is to the Basic Law that one must turn for the future consti- tice a low tax policy (Tang, 1988, at 486).tutional framework. The relevant Articles are 106 to 108
(PRC, 1990, at 38-39). Article 106 prescribes that the The main criticism of Article 108 is that it presumes that the
HKSAR will have independentfinances, which will be used present expenditure levels which nclude minimal provision
exclusively for its own purposes and that the central govern- for old age ncomemaintenance,healthcare and poverty alle-
ment will not levy taxes in the HKSAR. viation (i.e. social security) will and indeed should continue

in the future. Giving constitutionalstatus to a low tax regime
Articles 107 and 108 concern a balanced budget and low tax takes too narrow a view of the role of tax policy in an afflu-
regime, respectively.19 Article 107 provides: The Hong ent society such that of Hong Kong.as

Kong Special AdministrativeRegion shall follow the princi-
ple of keeping expenditure within the limits of revenues in Tang has argued that .... before launching an overall review

drawing up its budget, and strive to achieve fiscal balance, and ariving at a professionaljudgenenton the characteristics
avoid deficits and keep the budget commensurate with the of the present tax system, it would be misleading to label it

growth rate of its gross domesticproduct. categoricallyas a low tax system, and it would be even more

biased and dangerous to set it as the sole objective of the tax
In the draft Basic Law of 1988, the balanced budget article policy for the future HKSAR government(1988, at 488).
referred to balancing the budget and keeping the budget lev-
els in line with the GDP growth rate over a ....numberof fis- Stopping with the first sentence of Article 108 would have

cal years taken as a whole (Tang, 1988, at 479). This has provided greater flexibility to future HKSAR governments.
been dropped from the 1990 version. The three paragraphsof Given the balanced budget and low tax regime articles, even

the 1988 version have been merged into one paragraph. greater ingenuity and innovativeness will be required to

respond to the mplicationsof various factors which are likely
The above changes have ncreased the ambiguity and at the to have a major impact on the future directionsof tax policy.
same time by dropping the reference to a period as a whole

There four broad factors which likely have majorover which balance is to be achieved,made the balancedbud-
are are to a

on tax
get requirement more stringent. The ambiguity arises impact the future directions of policies in Singapore

and Hong Kong: affluent status, demographic factors, partic-because while in the first part of the paragraph, the word
shall is used, in the second part, the words ...strive to ularly the aging of the population, increasing linkages among

the labour markets of the high income countries, andachieve fiscal balance are used. The word shall refers to
increased willingness of trading partners to examine allthe outcome, while the word strive refers to the process. It of a which could have a bearing on commer-is not clear which is the operative word as strive could aspects country

negateshall. Ambiguitymay also arise in the interpretation
cial opportunities in a globalizedeconomy.

of... keeping the budgetcommensuratewith the growth rate While a detailed analysis of the mplications of these factors
ofits gross domesticproduct. It is not clear whetherthe bud- for future tax policies is beyond the scope of this article,
get refers to taxes, total revenue with or without borrowing, some brief remarks may be made.
recurrent expenditure only, or recurrent and capital expendi-
ture combined. It is also not clear whetherthe tax or expendi- Affluencehas usually been associatedwith a desire for wider

ture aggregates can ncrease only at the same rate as the GDp choice and greater concerns for equity. The 1990s will be the

(and whether this is to be in nominal or real terms), or
first decade for both Hong Kong and Singapore as affluent

whether the word commensurateallows some ncreases in societies. This, along with western influences, particularly
revenue and expenditure to GDP ratios. the desire for participation in public decisions, will form an

mportant backdrop for formulating tax policy changes. The
Tang indicated that the balanced budget article is contrary to mportance of demographic changes lies in the manner of
Hong Kong's historical experience, as between 1946/47 and financing social security. If there is an increasingdemand for
1988/89, there were 21 deficit budgets, 21 surplus budgets and a greater level ofeconomic security than provided for at pre-
one balanced budget on an estimated surplus or deficit basis sent, resources and mechanismswill have to be found to sat-

(1988, at 482). On an outcome basis, there were eight deficit
budgets and the rest were surplus budgets (1988, at 483). 19. For an analysis of the debate on the balancedbudget (Art. 105) and low tax

policy (Art. 107) articles in the draft Basic Law published in April 1988, see

Nevertheless, the balanced budget article will limit expendi- Tang (1988). The discussionin the text is based on the April 1990 decree (PRC,
ture demands. In conjunctionwith the low tax regime article, 1990), but draws on Tang's analysis.

20. Tang, however, feels that the future governments of the HKSAR will
this could also prevent any significant departures from the through the use of various techniques falling within the law, render the consti-
present and proposed tax system and measures20. tutional limit concerning the balancedbudget ineffective (1988, at 486).
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isfy this demand. Earmarkinga part of the budget surplus (in Deutsch, A. and H. Zowall, 1988. Compulsory Savings and

addition to an initial amount coming from present reserves) Taxes in Singapore, Research Notes and Discussion

for education, medical care, and upgrading existing housing Paper 65 (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Stud-

is one avenue being attempted in Singapore. As labour mar- ies, 1988).
kets become ncreasingly connected factors bearing on Flux, D.,1990. Hong Kong Taxation: Law and Practice
labour mobilitywill receivemore attention. In the area of tax (Hong Kong: The Chinese University Press, 1990).
policy, this would concem the income tax structure, retire- Gillis, M., 1989. Tax Reform: Lessons From PostwarExpe-
ment age and benefits, and other factors which bear on the rience in Developing Nations, in M. Gillis (ed.), Tax

lifetime real after-tax income of those who have internation- Reform in DevelopingCountries(Durham: Duke Univer-

al mobility. Just as capital mobility has constrained tax poli- sity Press, 1989), at 492-520.

cy, labourmobility is likely to have similareffects. Ofcourse, Halkyard,A., 1991. HongKong Profits Tax: The Case for -

labour mobility cannot be as great as capital mobility, so the and Limits of - Apportionment, 9 APTIRC Bulletin

constraintmay not be as stringent. The fourth factor is likely (June 1991), at 194-197.
to impact not only on the conventional tax burden on busi- Harris, I., 1988. Current Issues and Trends in Taxation and

ness but on such areas as regulatory charges and levies, and Investmentin Hong Kong, a paper presented at the 5th

the extent and nature of subsidies and fiscal incentives pro- APTIRC Asian-PacificTax Conference, Singapore.
vided by various jurisdictions.The term level playing field Harris, I., 1990. The Tax Consultative Process: The Hong
is likely to be ncreasinglyapplied to fiscal and related areas. Kong Example, 8 APTIRC Bulletin (October 1990), at

374.

VI. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS Harris, I., 1991. Hong Kong: 1991-92 Budget, 9 APTIRC
Bulletin (April 1991), at 134-138.

The tax policies of Singapore and Hong Kong have been Ho, H.C.Y., 1979. The Fiscal System ofHongKong (London:
characterizedby a clear but narrow focus and by flexibility. Croom Helm, 1979).
While the tax policies in Singaporehave been interventionist, Ho, H.C.Y., 1988. Public Finance, in H.C.Y. Ho and L.C.

Hong Kong has eschewed using tax policy to promote and Chau (eds.), The Economic SystemofHong Kong (Hong
nurture activities and sectors with potential comparative Kong: Asia Research Service, 1988), at 17-42.

advantage. Various factors are likely to require broadening Ho, H.C.Y., 1990. EffectiveCorporateTax Rates on Capital
the objectives of tax policies. Moreover, the policies need to Income in Hong Kong, a paper presented at the Confer-

be more participatory. In both jurisdictions, constitutional ence on Tax Policy and Economic DevelopmentAmong
provisions will act as a constraint against significant depar- Pacific Asian Countries, Taipei, Taiwan (5-7 January
tures from past policies which, given the economic perfor- 1990).
mance of the two jurisdictions,may be regarded as success- Hong, D.C.E, 1988. Current Issues and Trends in Taxation

ful. The challenge for policymakers in both jurisdictionswill and Investment in Singapore, a paper presented at the

lie in adapting tax policies to the need for broadening the 5th APTIRC Asian-PacificTax Conference, Singapore.
objectivesand for greaterparticipationwhile remainingcom- Law, Y., 1990. Hong Kong: Separate Taxation - What it

patible with relevantconstitutionalprovisions. Means to Married Couples, 17 Tax Planning Interna-
tional Review (March 1990), at 40-41.
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SRI LANKA:

TAXATION COMMISSIONREPORT
R.G.L. de Silva

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. R.G.L. de Silva is an Attorneyat

A comprehensiveinquiry into the tax system in Sri Lanka was long overdue since Law of the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka
there has not been a comprehensivereviewof the fiscal system and tax structure for and an InternationalTax Counsel. He is

almost a quarterof a century.1 A Commissionof Inquiry (hereinafterthe Commis- currentlythe Vice-Chairmanof the Sri
Lankan branch of IFA.

sion) was appointed on 20 July 1989 to undertake a broad and comprehensive
investigation, including;

an analysis of the entire tax structure and the overall incidenceof tax;-

an examination of the performance of the different taxes in relation to their Contents-

potential;
the formulationof recommendationson developinga fair, equitable and simple I. Introduction

-

tax system conducive to promoting economic growth; Il. Income Tax
the feasibilityof introducinga value added tax system; A. Legal framework

-

harmonizationof indirect taxes; and B. Residencevs. source principle of-

reform of the tax administration.- taxation
C. Foreign tax credit

The Commission'sreport was presented to the Governmentin December 1990 and D. Self-assessmentsystem
published in July 1991. This article highlights some of the major recommendations. E. Net income concept

F. Taxation of individuals
1. Family unit

Il. INCOME TAX 2. Threshold and tax rates
3. Qualifying payments
4. Exemption of public sector

A. Legal framework emoluments
G. Taxation of,companiesThe Inland RevenueAct No. 28 of 1979 (theAct)is the current law which impos- 1. Company tax rates

es ncome tax in Sri Lanka. The Act was amended 14 times up to June 1990. The 2. Foreign contractors
Commissionobserved that the series of amendmentshave resulted in tax legislation H. Capital gans
that is not easily understood by the taxpayer or the tax administration. The Com-

IlI. Tax Incentivesmission felt that the tax law should be simple and easily understood and that too

frequent changes in the tax law, which lead to uncertainty and undermine public lV. Capital taxes
confidencein the tax system, should be avoided.

V. Turnover tax

B. Residencevs. sourceprincipleoftaxation VI. Value Added Tax (VAT)
Sri Lanka uses the residence principle of taxation (subject to certain exemptions), Vll. Harmonizationof Taxes on Goods
in that income tax is charged in respect of profits and income wherever arising in and Services
the case of residents, and in respectofncome arising in or derived from Sri Lanka
in the case of non-residents.However, at present, foreign employmentand profes- Vlll. Revenue Administration

sional income are exempt from income tax to the extent that such income is remit- IX. Conclusion
ted to Sri Lanka. The Commission recommended that the residence principle of
taxation be retained without granting further concessions and exemptions to other
income sources. The Commissionalso recommendedthat the existing exemptions
on foreign employmentand professionalincome be reconsideredwhen the existing 1. This long felt needcame into sharp focus when,

foreign exchange restrictions are reviewed. the Minister of Finance stated in his 1989 Budget
speech:I believe it is time to re-examine the entire
tax system with a view to effecting reforms consid-

C. Foreign tax credit ered necessary. Therefore I propose to appoint a

Taxation Inquiry Commission in keeping with our
Sri Lankahas concludeddouble taxationagreementswith 24 countries.2Relief from election manifesto to undertake a complete review

double taxation by way of tax credit is also provided for in the tax statute for non- of the tax system and to recommendchanges neces-

treaty Commonwealthcountries. The Commissionsupported the existing unilateral sary to make it both effective and efficient.
2. Treaties with three more counties have been

arrangementsas well as the policy ofenteringnto double taxation agreements with concludedand await ratification.
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potential investorcountries and othercountries of importance - The Commissioner General of Inland Revenue should

to Sri Lanka. The Commission also felt that to the extent formulate general guidelines for the deductibilityof bad

these measures are inadequate to prevent double taxation in and doubtful debts.

cases of legitimate Sri Lankan activities abroad, a general - All training expenditure should be allowed in ascertain-

right to a foreign tax credit should be considered. ing profits and ncome and, if there is any doubt as to its

allowability,the law should be amended as necessary.

D. Self-assessmentsystem
- The rule of taxing part of the gains realizedon disposalof

business assets as capital gains should be abandonedand

Self-assessmentfor income tax was introduced in Sri Lanka all gains realized on business assets should be fully tax-

in fiscal year 1972/73. The concept of self-assessmentwas
able as business income.

not altogethernew since the turnover tax (from its inception
- Depreciation allowances should be granted on buildings

in 1964) was organized on the basis of self-assessment.The purchased.
Commission concluded that the self-assessment system is - Rules should be ntroducedfor the option of valuationof

well established in Sri Lanka and therefore is not in need of stock-n-tradeon the LIFO principle.
any basic changes. However, the Commissionrecommended
that timely action be taken to ensure compliance, to service of individuals. Taxation
those taxpayers who comply and those who are in need of
assistance to comply. 1. Family unit

The aggregation of the income of a husband and wife for
E. Net incomeconcept individual taxation was abolished from the 1979/80 year of

assessment. Currently, husband and wife are treated as sepa-
As a general rule, all outgoings and expenses ncurred in the rate taxpayers. The Commission concluded that the existing
production of ncome are deductible in ascertaining profits practice of taxing individualsas a single unit accords with the
and income chargeable to tax.3 Several representations were international trend towards separate taxation of husband and
made to the Commission that a more liberal definition of wife, and it recommendedthat joint taxation of husband and
deductibleexpenses, which would accord with acceptedprin- wife not be re-introduced.
ciples of commercialpractice, should be adopted. The Com-
mission recommendedthat provisions on deductible expens-
es be extended to include all outgoings and expenses incurred 2. Threshold and tax rates

wholly and exclusively for the purpose of the trade. The present threshold in the individual income tax system is
27,000 Rs., which represents approximately twice the per

The other recommendationsof the Commissionwhich relate capita GNR Because inflationary tendencies in Sri Lanka
to the determinationof net income are as follows: have pushed incomes above the thresholdwhile real incomes

Commercial advertising expenditure should be allowed have remained constant, the Commissionrecommendedthat-

in its entirety. However, payments in the nature of dona- the threshold be increased to 42,000 Rs., which represents
tions and gifts made under the guise of advertising approximatelythree times the per capita GNP. The Commis-

should be disallowed. sion also recommended that the present maximum marginal
Entertainment expenses should be Inade deductible in rate of 40 percent for individuals be reduced to 35 percent-

sectors earning foreign exchange, provided that records with a four-bandrate schedule at ntervalsof 36,000Rs.4 The

are maintained and lirnits are observed, as specified by proposed threshold and tax brackets should be reviewed

the CommissionerGeneral of Inland Revenue. every three years to adjust them for inflation.

Foreign travel expenses should be deductible but only-

reasonable expenses incurred for purposes of earning or 3. Qualifying payments
saving foreign exchange, and in accordance with guide-
lines issued by the CommissionerGeneral. The ncome tax law currently provides for relief in the form

of deductions (subject to certain limits) for certain expenses
Duly specified pre-commencementexpenses should be

called qualifying payments. These deductions include
-

allowed to be amortized over a period of five years. donations to the government, to approved charities and to
The ceiling on the repair expenses deduction in the busi- certain approved institutions; of life insurance and-

payments
ness of letting premises for commercialpurposes should
be ncreased to 25 percent. 3. The corresponding rule in the United Kingdom is that the expenses be

As an alternative to contributions to gratuity funds, the wholly and exclusivelyincurred for the purposeof the trade. A similarrule pre--

option of taking a group life assurance policy by an
vails in India.
4. The proposed'ratescheduleis as follows:

employeron his employees to cover the payment of gra- Income Rate

tuity upon the cessation of employment should be Rs.

allowed, and the payment of premiums on such a policy 0 to 42,000 0%

shouldbe allowed as a deductibleexpenseof the employ- 42,001 to 78,000 10%

78,001 to 140,000 20%
er, provided they are paid under a general scheme set up 140,001 to 150,000 30%

under guidelines issued by the CommissionerGeneral. 150,001 and above 35%
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medical insurance premiums; Provident Fund contributions; mission concluded that it did not intend to recommend any
cost of the overseas education of a child; and nvestments in changes to the imputationsystem withoutgiving the system a

housing and certain approvedundertakings.The Commission reasonable trial period.
recommendedthat all qualifyingpaymentreliefs be abolished
as they negatively affect the equity of taxation, they compli- 2. Foreign contractors
cate the tax system and are administrativelycumbersome.

In the case of foreign contractors (mainly multinationalcom-

4. Exemption of public sector emoluments panies), difficulties arise in computing local profits liable to

tax. This may, at times, nvolve an examination of their
The official emoluments of persons employed in the public worldwide transactions and accounts. In order to overcome

sector are currently exempt from income tax. The rationale such difficulty the Inland Revenue Act provides for ncome
advanced for this exemption, when it was first ntroduced in tax to be charged on profits of foreign contractorsbased on a

1979, was that the salaries of public sector employees were fair percentageof tumover. A fixed percentageof turnover is
much lower than salaries in the private sector. This exemp- not statutorily laid down except in the case ofshipping (at the
tion was granted as an alternative to increasingpublic sector rate of six percent). The Commissionobserved that a speci-
salaries, particularly the. salaries of persons in professional fied and fixed percentage of turnover as a presumptiveprofit
and managerial grades, to a level coinensurate with the pri- of foreign contractorswould serve the interest of both the tax

vate sector. These salary disparities have since been nar- authorities and foreign contractors.

rowed to a large extent by increasing the salaries of public The Commission's other recommendations with regard to
sector employees. The Commission therefore recommended taxation follows:
that the officialemolumentsofall public sector employeesbe company are as

Dividends declared out of exempt profits should not be-

made liable to tax and compensatoryadjustments of salaries
and pensions of those employees who would be affected be exempt in the hands of the shareholders.

A branch profits tax at eight percent on non-resident-

made to ensure that the net of tax salary or pension would
remain unchanged. companies should replace the current remittance tax.

The existing 15 percent withholding tax on dividends-

should be retained.
G. Taxationofcompanies - The existingpartial imputationsystem shouldbe retained

but full ntegrationof corporate tax with individual taxa-
For Sri Lankan tax purposes, a company is defined as a com- tion should be considered in 1995.
pany ncorporated or registered under any law in force in Sri A minimumtax as a general rule for companies is not rec--

Lanka or elsewhereand includes a public corporation.Compa- ommended. However, if experience shows that tax eva-
nies in Sri Lanka are broadly classified as resident companies sion and avoidanceare difficult to cope with in a substan-
and non-residentcompanies for purposesofcorporate taxation. tial number of cases, a minimum tax may be considered.

A tax concession to offshore companies is not recom-A resident company is one which has its registeredor princi-
-

mended though there is no objection to retaining the cur-
pal office in Sri Lanka, or a company of which the control
and managementof the business are exercised in Sri Lanka.

rentconcessionsgranted to offshoreshippingand banking.
A non-resident company is a company which is registered
outside Sri Lanka and does not have a principal office in Sri H. Capital gains
Lanka. Resident companies are taxed on their worldwide

Taxationof capital gains introducedin Sri Lanka in 1959income while non-residentcompaniesare taxed only on prof-
was

its and income arising in or derived from Sri Lanka. with the implementationof the Kaldor Reforms. The tax

5. The rate structure applicable to differentcategoriesofcompanies is as fol-
1. Company tax rates lows:

Quoted public company 40%

The corporate sector is subject to a differentiated company People's company 40%

tax, together with a withholding tax on dividends.5 Prior to 1 Small company
Taxable income up to 250,000 Rs. 33,'4%-

April 1988, companies in Sri Lanka were taxed under the Taxable jncome in excess of 250,000 Rs.-

classicalsystemof taxation, i.e. profits earnedby a compa- but less than 333,333 Rs. If taxable income is

ny were first taxed in the hands of the company and the net of more than 333,333 Rs. a company is deemednot a

tax profits, when distributed,were taxed again in the hands of small company. .

Other residentcompany (private company and-

the shareholder. To mitigate economic double taxation, an unquotedpublic company) 50%
66*

imputationsystem, by which a shareholderwould enjoy a Public corporations 50%

50 percent imputation tax credit, was introduced in 1988.6 Non-residentcompany

The Commissionobservedthat the multiplicityof rates in the
- On profits 50%

On remittancesduring the year, if less than-

company tax structure is an unnecessary complication and * of taxable income 33A % of
inhibits the smooth functioning of the company tax system, remittances.

particularly the imputation system. The Commission there- If not less than ,4 of taxable income 11, % of
taxable income.

fore recommended that all companies be taxed at a uniform 6. For details, see R. de Silva, 42 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumen-
rate of35 percent regardlessof their form and size. The Com- tation (December 1988), at 537.
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treatment of capital gains has since undergone substantial fore the option of paying taxes based on a percentage of

changes. Capital gains arising from a change of ownershipof the turnoverbe withdrawn,unless such a system is intro-

propertyheld for more than two years are currently subject to duced as a general rule for specified areas of activity.
tax at concessionaryrates, which vary according to the length - The tax exemption under the GCEC package should be
of the time the property was held before disposal (from 25 confined to export profits.
percent for property owned more than two years but less than - The tax exemption during the tax holiday period on

five to zero percent for property owned more than 25 years). emoluments earned by expatriate personnel should be

Where the property is held for not more than two years, the withdrawn.

capital gain is treated as ordinary income and taxed at normal - A withholding tax on domestic sales of GCEC enterpris-
personal or company rates. es be introduced.

The differential rate structure is intended to distinguish
- No further exemptions should be granted for dividends

between short-term and long-term nominal gains, the latter declared by tax holiday companies.

presumablyreflecting an enhanced appreciation in value due
- The incentive programme contained in the Strategy for

to inflation. However, the present scheme provides greater
Industrialization in Sri Lanka is conceived as a short-

relief to high income taxpayers as compared to the low term measure and the long-termpolicy should be chosen

income taxpayers. Prior to 1987, tax law attempted to make in line with the Commission'srecommendations.

adjustments for inflation by permitting a deductionof a per-
- Only a five-year tax holiday should be made availableto

centage of the capital gain from taxable income. The Com- unit trusts and venture capital companies. Guidelines

mission felt that the basis of assessment of capital gains should be formulated for venture capital companies and

which prevailedbefore 1987 is simplerand more equitable in their operations be closely monitored.

some aspects. It therefore recommended that a capital gain
arising from a change in ownership of any property held by IV. CAPITALTAXES
its owner for more than five years be reducedby halfand then

Taxation of capital has been feature of the Sri Lankan
taxed at normal progressive rates.7

a tax

system for several years, and has taken many forms. Estate

duty and gift tax which were ntroduced in 1919 and 1959,
Ill. TAX INCENTIVES respectively, were abolished in November 1985. The Com-

Many developed and virtually all developing countries have mission's recommendations with respect to the remaining
at various times used tax incentives to stimulate and sustain capital taxes are as follows:

economic growth. Since 1951, tax incentives have been
- The annual wealth tax should be abolished.

granted in selected areas of the economy, such as agriculture,
- A tax on all capital transfers, including conveyances by

housing, non-traditional exports, tourism, the gem industry, executors, trustees under a will or by administrators,

import-substitutionndustries,etc. After 1977, with the intro- should be charged by extending the normal stamp duty
duction of a liberalizedeconomybased on private enterprise, rates to such transfers.

tax ncentives became the major instrument of fiscal policy
- An attesting Notary should be required to submit an

and they spread to a wider area of economic activity. abstract of the particulars of all deeds attested by him to

the Valuation Department.
In view of the low tax structure formulatedand recommend- - Stamp duty should be imposed on applications for letters.

ed by the Commission, it did not see a need to continue tax of credit to be retained for the time being but eventually
holidays and tax exemptions in the future. The Commission abolished when VAT comes into operation. Such duty
therefore recommended that the whole plethora of tax should be levied not on the present basis but on the full

exemptions, tax holidays and half tax holidays be abolished. value of the application for letters of credit and the cur-

However, the Commission did not recommend a unilateral rent rate of stamp duty on applications to be reduced
withdrawalof incentives granted under existing law. from three to two percent.
A summary of other tax incentive recommendationsareas

- The threshold on the imposition of stamp duty on

follows: receipts should be increased from the present 100 Rs. to

review of the tax concessionsgranted to the housing sec-
500 Rs.

-

The existing coverageof stamp duty to ascertainwhether
tor;

-

no further concessions to the tourist hotel sector;
the impositionof duty on numerous small items, particu--

continuationof current provisions relating to exemption larly where the cost of compliance is high, should be
-

of interest on Non-ResidentForeign Currency Accounts abolished.

in bank profits and income from overseas employment
- A uniform stamp duty rate of four percent should be

and professional services under conditions specified, and imposed on transfer of all immovableproperty.

exportof and sales to tourists in foreigncurrencyof gems
- The levy of stamp duty on transactions in quoted shares

and jewellery, for a period of four year's; should be withdrawn for a period of two years and
reviewed thereafter.

With respect to Greater Colombo Economic Commission
(GCEC)enterprises:

Such enterprises should be brought, at the end of the tax presupposes a tax rate structure as recom-
- 7. This the existence of modest

holiday period, within the normal tax regime and there- mended by the Commission.
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V. TURNOVERTAX - In view of turnover tax being vested in the Provincial
Councils (an autonomous Political Unit within the uni-

The turnover tax was introduced in Sri Lanka in 1964 and tary system of government in Sri Lanka),
was originally known as business turnover tax. The (a) the VAT system should be limited to imports, manu-

turnover tax is by and large a multi-stage tax levied on gross facture and services, or

receipts, with a broad coverage including manufacturing, (b) a full fledged VAT system, including the wholesale
wholesaleand retail trade, renderingof services and imports. and retail trade should be introduced, in addition to
The revenue from turnover tax has significantly increased turnover tax imposed by Provincial Councils. (The latter
over the years and in 1989 the total turnover tax collected scheme is preferred by the Commission.).
amounted to 14,658 Rs. million (i.e. 30 percent of tax rev- As an interim measure, the present credit system in the-

enue). Turnover tax is levied quarterly (at three-month inter- turnover tax should be extended to all areas of manufac-
vals) at different rates of tax on different trades, commodities ture and services.
and services with a threshold of 25,000 Rs. per quarter. The

multiplicityof rates in the turnover tax structure has become

complicated and administratively cumbersome. In view of Vll. HARMONIZATIONOF TAXES ON
the complex nature of the turnover tax structure, the Com- GOODS AND SERVICES
mission recommendedthat the turnover tax structure be sim- A commodity,before it reaches its ultimate consumer, is sub-
plified by introductionof a single standard rate for manufac- Ject to a multitude of taxes and levies at different levels.
tured an imported goods, supplemented by one or two These taxes and levies include import duty, excise duty and
reduced rates for goods considered essential for mass con- turnovertax. The Commissionwas of the view that the exist-
sumption. ing system of levying these taxes and charges leaves much to

be desired and stated that representations to the CommissionOther recommendationsinclude:

Registration of all businesses and trades, including
were directed both against the complicatednature of the sys-

-

tem and the alleged injustices of computing tax on tax. The
wholesale and retail trades, with local authorities irre- Commission therefore recommended that the ad valorem
spectiveof a threshold, and the levy of an annual licence

excise duties should be levied, in the of mported goods,case
fee of 1,000 Rs. which would constitute a minimum
turnover tax under the current law.8 on the CIF value plus import duties (and cesses); in the case

of domestic goods, on the ex-factory price minus excise and
An increase of the threshold should be considered when turnover tax; turnovertax

-

and that the shouldbe levied, in the
the VAT is introduced.

case of imported goods on the CIF value plus import duties
Extension of the credit system to the service sector and and excise duty plus (until the VAT is implemented) ten

-

a per-
commodity-wise to all inputs including capital goods, cent mark-up; and in the case of domestic products, on the
except, for example, non-commercialvehicles. ex-factory price minus excise duty and turnover tax, for the
Removal of the turnover tax on financial instruments, harmonizationof taxes on goods and services.-

including charges on nter-bank transactions and on

transactionsbetween financial intermediaries. Vlll. REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Eliminationof ten percentupliftprovision in the turnover-

tax law, used as a base in calculating the turnover tax at The principal agencies which deal with the administrationof
the import stage, when VAT is introduced. taxes are Customs Department, Inland Revenue Department,
Provisionof a statutory limitationof six years for making- Excise Department and the Fiscal Policy Division of the

turnover tax assessrnents or additional assessment, Treasury. The lack of coordinationanong these departments
except in cases of fraud or wilful neglect. has adversely mpacted revenue administration.To eliminate

Review of the turnover tax law and procedures, particu- the isolated character in the operations of revenue agencies,-

larly those applicable at the import stage, in order to the Commissionrecommendedthe establishmentof a Board

eliminate anomalies. ofRevenue, comprisingthe DirectorGeneralofCustoms, the
CommissionerGeneral of Inland Revenue and the Commis-
sioner of Excise, with a full-time Chairman who would head

VI. VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT) the Board and report directly to the Ministerof Finance.

The feasibility of transforming the turnover tax into a VAT The Commission's other major recommendations with
was one of the specific rnandates given to the Commission. respect to revenue adninistrationare as follows:
After considering the concept and the different methods of - A permanent National Taxation Commission should be
VAT from the standpointsof revenue yield, equity, economic set up for a continuous review of tax policy and evalua-

effect and administration,the Commissionrecommendedthe tion of its impact on the country.
following: - An ndependent Revenue Ombudsman, to whom the
- A task force in the form of a VAT DevelopmentOffice public could have direct access for redress of their rev-

should be established in the Inland Revenue Department enue grievances, should be appointed.
to plan out the transformationof the turnover tax into a

VAT system.
8. This annual licence fee of 1,000 Rs. would, for traders having a turnover

in excess of the current thresholdof 25,000 Rs., be an dvance payment of tax,
The VAT system should be ntroducedby 1 April 1993. which could be set off against the turnover tax payable.-
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A Taxpayers' Charter or a Taxpayers' Bill of Rights IX. CONCLUSION-

should be enacted.
Revenue Courts with jurisdiction to deal with all judicial The Commission's recommendations have been received-

matters related to the administrationof revenue shouldbe with mixed reaction. While the recommendationon the abo-

established. lition of tax holidays and exemptions are not favoured by
A revenue Training Institute should be established to industrialists and their trade chambers, the proposal to-

cater to the training needs of all revenue departments. expand the threshold and reduce the marginal rates of tax is

Recruitmentof professional staff to the different revenue welcomed by all. A taxpayers' Bill of Rights and a Taxpay--

departments should be made through a combinedexami- ers' Charter are new concepts in Sri Lanka. The proposal to

nation. enact such a Bill of Rights or Charter, if implemented, will

A statutoy limitation for collectionof tax arrears should undoubtedly improve the attitude both of the tax official and
-

be formulatedto run over a period of ten years. This lim- the taxpayer and lead to a better tax official- taxpayer rela-

itation should be reviewed in 1993 with a view to reduc- tionship. The Government has announced that the recom-

ing it to six years. (At present there is no statute of limi- mendations of the Taxation Commissionwill be implement-
tations for recovery of taxes assessed.) ed as from fiscal year 1992/93.
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The scope of this article extends to the five major countries of South Asia: He is currentlya fellowof the Indian
Instituteof AdvancedStudy, Shimla.

Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Broadly speaking, these coun-

tries comprise the Indian sub-continent,an area which was usually referred to, prior
to 1947, as Britain's Indian empire. All five countries are,low-incomedeveloping
economies and together inhabit one-fifth of the world population. Contents

The tax structureof South Asian countries is typical of developingeconomies,both I. Introductionin terms of level and composition. In addition to being a source of revenue, the tax

system is also used to inuence resource allocation,to achieve redistributivejustice Il. Tax Versus Non-tax Revenue
and to achieve a host of other socio-economicobjectives. These countries may be
said to belong to the twilight zone of the third and fourth stage of the theory of tax Ill. Level of Taxation

structure developmentpropoundedby Harley Hinrichs.1 IV. Direct Versus Indirect Taxes
Taxes are by far the most important source of finance for developmentand welfare
activitiesofgovernmentsin South Asia. In view of the inadequatevoluntary savings,

V. Taxes on Income and Property
taxes are considerednecessary to curtail private actual and potentialconsumption. VI. Taxes on Domestic Production

Il. TAX VERSUS NON-TAX REVENUE Vil. Taxes on International Trade

South Asian countries rely heavily on tax revenues which, except for Pakistan, Vlll Conclusion

formed more than 80 percent of total central government revenues in 1988.2 In
India and Nepal, tax revenue as a percentage of total revenue has hovered arund
80-85 percent during the period 1980-88. In Pakistan, the share remainedbetween
76-83 percent during the period 1980-86. Significant changes in the share of tax
revenue are noticeable in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. In Bangladesh, tax revenue

formed 68.1 percentof total revenues in 1980 while it stood at 83.5 percent in 1988.
1. See H. Hinrichs, General Theory ofTax Struc-A reverse trend is discemible in Sri Lanka where tax revenue as a proportion of ture Change During EconomicDevelopment(Cam-total revenue declined from 94.7 percent in 1980 to 86.1 percent in 1988. bridge, Mass: Harvard Law School, 1966). Hinrichs
mentioned five stages through which a tax structureFor all of the countriesof the region, non-tax revenuemainly comprises receiptsof evolves as economies develop: First stage: Tradi-

intereston governmentloans, profitsofpublic sectorcompaniesand cash grants-n- tional societies rely primarily on traditionaldirect
aid received from foreign countries and nternational organizations. An important taxes, i.e. taxes on land, livestock, water rights, etc.

source ofnon-tax revenue in Nepal is the auctioning of import licences. Second smge: Society breaks away from old ways
and indirect taxes become more important, particu-
larly taxes on foreign trade, i.e. extemal indirect

Ill. LEVEL OF TAXATION taxes. Third stage: Traditional direct taxes decline
relative to national income and government rev-

The level of taxation in a country is traditionally judged in terms of the ratio which enue. Fourth smge: Domestic production increases
and domestic indirect taxes (excise duties and sales

taxes bear to some measure of national income aggregate. A change in the ratio is taxes) grow rapidly to replace custons duties. Ffh
determinedby variations in both the numerator(total tax revenue) and the denomina- stage: Economy gains maturity and modern direct

tor (national income). There are various problems associated with the definitions of taxes, e.g. personal income and corporate profit
the numeratorand the denominatorof the tax ratio. For example, should social secu-

taxes become predominant.
2. The ratio between tax to non-tax revenue in

rity contributions be included in tax receipts The denominator surfers from more individual countries in 1988 was as follows (in
ambiguitiesbecause there are various measures of national ncome. Among the alter- descendingorder): Sri Lanka (86.1:13.9),Bangladesh
native measures of national ncome, the more important are gross domestic product (83.5:16.5),Nepal (81:19), India (80.7:19.3)and Pak-

istan (77.3:22.7 in 1986).(GDP),gross nationalproduct (GNP)and net national product (NNP).3Should 3. GDP includes locally-produced income,
taxes be related to GDP or NNP, and at market pdces or at factor cost A discussion including income accruing to non-residents but
of these technicalitiesis beyond the scope of this article. Moreover the preferencefor excluding foreign income of residents. GNP, on the

one measure over the otherhardly influences tax ratios in practice. other hand, excludes local income of non-residents
but includes foreign income of residents. NNP

In choosing from the alternativemeasures ofnational ncome, the importantconsid- excludes depreciation (or capital consumption) and
a measureerations are: (a) the measure chosen should be readily available, (b) it should be signifies of output available for private

and governmentconsumptionand investmentwith-
widelyunderstoodand (c) it shouldbe reliable. In view of these considerations,GDP out reducing the capital stock.
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TABLE I

TRENDS IN THE TAX-GDP RATIO IN SOUTH ASIAN COUNTRIES: 1975-1987

(in percent)

Country/Year 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

India 15.1 15.4 14.7 15.6 16.2 14.5 15.0 15.2 15.0 15.3 17.01 6.8 17.1

Bangladesh .... 7.2 7.4 7.2 7.3 7.8 8.2 7.5 7.9 6.1 6.1 7.0 7. 1

Pakistan 13.5 14.2 13.7 14.3 15.9 13.3 13.5 12.8 12.9 13.3 12.2 ....
,...

Nepal .... 5.2 6.4 6.3 6.7 6.6 7.5 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.6 7.2 7.6

Sri Lanka 16.5 16.2 15.7 25.1 22.0 19.6 16.5 15.3 16.8 19.9 19.6 17.7 18.6

= data not available.
Source: International Monetary Fund, GovernmentFinance StatisticalYearbook(VolumeXlll), 1989.

at market prices is commonly used as a denominator of the different countries in 1988 were as follows: India (14.6 and

tax ratio. GDP is preferred because it avoids estimates of 64.8), Bangladesh (14.3 and 67.7), Pakistan (10.9 and 66.3 in

depreciation which is subject to various statistical and con- 1986), Nepal (13.8 and 67.0), and Sri Lanka (15.3 and 70.7).
ceptual problems. For example, the OECD uses GDP at mar- In India, and Pakistan the relative significanceofdirect taxes

ket prices as the denominator for comparing tax ratios in its decreasedduring the 1980s while in the other three countries

membercountries. it remainedalmost the same. The subduedrole ofdirect taxes

has made the tax structure of South Asian countries unbal-
Tax/GDP ratio is generally regarded as an index of the rela-

anced and inequitable.tive tax burden in a country over a period of time or when
countries are compared for the same period. To describe the The lirnited role ofdirect taxes is due to the large subsistence
tax burden in terms of tax ratio can be misleading because agricultural sector, small-scale industrial activities, lack of
taxes, though a burden for individuals, are used to finance rnonetizationand accountingpractices, and low levels of per-
vital governmentalactivities and to make transfers to sectors sonal income. Even a modest basic exemption for purposes
of society requiring assistance. The ratio does not reflect the of income tax keeps the vast majority of income earners out-

importance of the government sector as a final purchaser of side the tax net.5 Moreover, a host of other factors have con-

goods and services because a portion of tax revenue is tributed to the restricted role of direct taxes, including a

returned to the private sector in the forn ofpayments such as plethora of exemptions/concessions in the direct tax law,
pensions, etc. If such paynents are deducted from the total ineffective tax administration and widespread tax evasion.6
tax revenue, the ratio of the remaining tax revenue to GDP In Si Lanka, the wages of all public servants are exempt
will evidence the importance of the government as the final from taxation. The net result of this and various other con-

purchaserof goods and services. These factors nust be taken cessions is that only about 200,0000 individuals either file
into account when interpreting the tax ratios. tax returns or fall under the pay-as-you-earnsystem.

7

Table I presents tax/GDPratios in South Asian countries. For
The inadequacy of direct has led heavy reliancetaxes to on

the year 1987, Sri Lanka was the highest-taxed(18.6 percent) indirect taxes, i.e. domestic commodity taxes (excise duties
while Bangladeshthe lowest-taxed(7.1 percent)nation in the

and sales taxes) and taxes international trade (customs
region. The ratios for other countries were as follows: India

on

(17.1 percent), Pakistan (12.2 percent for 1985), and Nepal duties). The preponderanceof ndirect taxes has serious equi-

(7.6 percent). The tax/GDP ratio in South Asian countries is

very low as compared to developed countries.4 During the
4. According to a recent study of OECD countries, the tax/GDP ratio was as

high as 53.5 percent in Sweden, followed by Denmark (50.6 percent), Norway
period 1975-87, tax/GDP ratio hovered around 15-17 percent (49.8 percent), Netherlands (45.5 percent) and Belgium (45.4 percent). See

in India and Sri Lanka, 6-7 percent in Bangladeshand Nepal, OECD, Revenue Statistics of OECD Member Countries, 1965-87 (Paris:

and 12-13 percent in Pakistan (during 1975-85). Broadly OECD, 1988), at 82.
5. For example, the total number of individual income taxpayers in India is

speaking, tax policy, as an instrument of resource mobiliza- seven million, representing 2.5 percent of the country's working population.
tion, has fared impressively well in Sri Lanka and India, 6. In India, a governmentreport has estimated the ratio of tax-evadedincome

moderatelyin Pakistan, and poorly in Bangladeshand Nepal. to GDP to fall in the range of 4.2 percent to 8.6 percent in 1980-81. See Gov-
emment of India, Ministry of Finance, Aspects of the Black Economy in India

(March 1985), at 161. In Pakistan, the Taxation Reforms Commission (1986)

IV. DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECTTAXES estimatedin its report that out of70 billion Rs. of assessable incomeonly 19 bil-

lion Rs. was being assessed and 51 billion Rs. was being evaded. The Commis-

A notable and disquieting feature of the overall tax structure sion recommended the simplification of procedures and widening of the tax

of South Asian countries is the limited role of direct taxes base as much as possible to increase the proportionof direct taxes.

7. Glenn P. Jenkins, Tax Changes Before Tax Policies: Sri Lanka, 1977-

(taxes on income and property) in total tax revenue. The per- 88, in Malcolm Gillis, ed., Tax Reform in Developing Countries (Durham,

centage shares of direct and indirect taxes in total revenue in North Carolina: Duke UniversityPress, 1989), at 242.
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ty implications.As is well known, indirect taxes (unlike direct being collected mixes a religious levy with a secular tax

taxes) do not take the personal circumstancesof the taxpayer that must be levied in the overall national interest. More-
into account. The incidence of indirect taxes depends on the over, the collection from ushr is only 0.1 percentof the
selection of commodities for taxation and the rate of tax on share of GNP contributedby agriculture and thus cannot
commodities. Equity can be promoted if luxury items are be a substitute for 'tax on agricultural incomes.
heavily taxed with basic necessities either exempted or mod-
erately taxed. However, in poor countries, the demand for lux- Barring Nepal, the relative share of taxes on property in the

ury items is limited, apart from being price elastic. Converse- total revenue of govemments in South Asian countries is

ly, the demand for necessities is vast and price inelastic, com- almostnegligible,lIn India and Pakistan, it has remained less

pelling the government to extend the tax net to basic necessi- than one percent since 1980. In Bangladesh, it has hovered

ties. Therefore, distributionof the indirect tax burden is often, around 1-2 percent. In Sri Lanka, the figure remained around

thoughnot always, regressiveand even the poorestof the poor
2 percentup to 1986 when it increased to 3.7 prcent in 1987,

are forced to contribute to public exchequer. and further up to 4.2 percent in 1988. In Nepal, a declining
trend is noticeable in the share of property taxes, although
they still comprised5.4 percent of total revenues in 1988.

V. TAXES ON INCOME AND PROPERTY
The development process in South Asian countries hasAmong the direct taxes, the only significant tax from the rev-
bestowed large benefits select such industrial-on groups as

enue perspective is the income tax. In 1988, taxes on income
ists, real estate traders, speculators and large land(includingprofits and capital gains) constituted 14.3 percent

owners,
owners. This has generated social tension, requiring urgentof total central governmentrevenues in India, 11.7 percent in
corrective Taxes income and whichBangladesh, 11.1 percent in Sri Lanka, 10.8 percent in Pak-

measures. on property
could have played an effective role in moderating economicistan (in 1986) and 8.4 percent in Nepal.8 With the exception toof Bangladesh, where the share hovered around 10-11 per-
disparitieshave, by and large, failed achieve this objective.

cent, in all other countries the relative significanceof income
tax declined during the period 1980-88. VI. TAXES ON DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
Exclusionofagricultural income from the purviewof income Among the indirect taxes, the taxes on domestic productiontax is an important feature of the tax systems of South Asian (mainly excise duties and sales taxes) are more mportantcountries. The governments have generally remained luke- than taxes on international trade in all countries of the
wann in taxing agriculture directly, foregoing a potential region. In 1988, taxes on domestic production constituted
source of revenue in the process. The exclusionofagricultur- 40.8 percent of total revenue in Sri Lanka, 36.0 percent in
al income from the income tax base provides opportunities Nepal, 34.8 percent in India and 33.2 percent in Bangladesh.for tax evasion. It is not uncommonamong the urban elite to In Pakistan, the share was 33.4 percent in 1986. The share of
own agricultural farms on the outskirts of metropolitancities taxes on domestic production increased significantly in Sri
for the sole purpose of diverting their high non-agricultural Lanka from 26.8 percent in 1980 to 40.8 percent in 1988,income from taxable zones to tax havens. It is, of course, true
that there are serious problems in assessing agricultural 8. In contrast, developedcountries such as Australia, Denmark, Finland and
income, i.e. small-scale holdings, widely dispersedpotential New Zealand obtain more than 50 percent of tax revenue from taxes on income

taxpayers, fluctuations in productiondue to uncertain weath- and profits. See OECD, supra note 4, at 86.

er conditions and lack of accounting practices on the part of 9. Muzaffar Hasan, PossibleNew Initiatives in Fiscal Policy, 49 Pakismn
and GufEconomist (3-9 December 1988), at 14. In the wake of movementilliterate farmers. It is also true that governmentshave invest- toward an Islamic economy launched in 1979, the tax system of Pakistan has

ed heavily in agriculture in terms of irrigation facilities, some special features. For example, in June 1980, zakat (poor tax) was deduct-

availabilityof better quality seeds, subsidized fertilizers and ed from all deposits and saving accounts in the banks at the rate of 2.5 percent

electricity, credit and marketing facilities and support prices per annum. In 1983, ushr (tax on agriculturalproduce) was implementedat the
rate of five percent. These two Islamic levies are administered separately for

for the main crops. charitablepurposes.

The benefits of agricultural development have accrued
10. The rationale for property taxes (wealth tax, gift tax and estate duty) is
advocated on both benefit and ability-to-pay considerations.Protection of life

unevenly to rural masses, creating an affluent elite group in and property has been traditionallya primary functionof the government,and a

rural areas. It is this class which should pay its due to the considerable cost is incurred in carrying out this duty, both in terms of law

national exchequer. The resentment of fiscal experts against enforcement and judicial administration. The main beneficiaries of these ser-

non-taxationof agricultural income is widespreadand is aptly
vices are the wealthy who, as a rule, should contribute toward the expenses of
such services. Another dimension of the benefit argument is that public ser-

captured in the following remarks of a Pakistani scholar:9 vices, such as roads, street lighting, community centres, public parks, etc.,
increase the value of real estate, conferring unearned benefits on the owners of

The taxation of agriculture is implicit in the promise of such property. It can therefore be argued that property owners should pay for
land reforms contained in the PPP (Pakistan's People these services. In terms of ability-to-pay,possessionofproperty is a measure of

Party) manifest. Moreover, during its first government economic well-being, and therefore, f taxable capacity, quite apart from the

the party had imposedagriculturalincome tax and should
incomeearned from that property.Taxationofproperty is also justifiedon equi-
ty grounds.

not now surrender to the feudals who do not pay direct 11. This was not always the case, however. During the colonial period, cus-

taxes while enjoying all types of concessions and subsi- toms duties (mainly importduties) dominatedpublic revenuebecause domestic

dies and get prices of their produce raised year after year, requirementsfor manufacturedgoods were met mostly by imports, chiefly from
Britain. The situation has changed significantly. With increasing internal pro-thus putting an added burden on the poor. The plea that duction and diversificationof their economies, the formercolonies have greater

agricultural income tax should not be levied as ushr is scope for domestic commodity taxation.
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while in India it declined from 42.0 to 34.8 percent over the bear a nil or low rate ofmportduty. Conversely, the importof

same period. For the remaining three countries, the trends are non-essentialconsumergoods is eitherbannedor subjected to

insignificantas well as irregular. a very high rate of duty ranging from 200 to 300 percent ad
valorem. To rationalize and modernize the customs adminis-

In India, excise duties are confined to industrial sector prod-
ucts with the notable exceptionsof coffee and tea. The top ten tration, the Parliamentpassed the Customs TariffAmendment

items in terms of excise revenue are as follows: cigarettes, Act, 1985 to adopt the Harmonized Commodity Description
and Coding System. The new commodity classification

motor fuel, synthetic filament yarn, cement, iron and steel,
tyres and tubes, refined diesel oil, aluminum, plastics and

became operative from 28 February 1986. Similarly, India

motor cars. Under the Indian Constitution, the right to levy adopted the GATT ValuationAgreement(ValuationCode) on

16 August 1988. The GATT valuation code lays down broad
sales tax is vested in State Governments.Each of the 25 states

is empowered to levy and collect tax on the sale of goods principles for valuationof goods for levy of customs duty.
within its territoy according to its own rules. Bangladeshrelies heavily on foreign aid. Imports, made pos-

In Bangladesh,a business turnover tax is levied at the rate of sible to a large extent by foreign aid, provide the basis for

two percent of the turnover in respect of goods and services import duties which constitute a significant part of tax rev-

specified by the National Board of Revenue. In Pakistan, enue. An analysis of the 1988-89 budget manifests the gov-

sales tax is levied at one stage only and applies to the whole ernment's intention to encourage private nvestment. Import
of Pakistan, excluding certain tribal areas. The standard rate duties and sales tax were reduced in a bid to encourage pri-
of sales tax is 12.5 percent on locally manufactured goods, vate enterprise in such areas as steel, engineering,chemicals,

includingurea formaldehyde,asbestos waste, cosmetics, toi- textiles and electronics. To facilitate the import of industrial

let preparations, perfumery, automobile parts, motor cars, raw materials,wide-rangingcuts were announcedin customs

machine-madesynthetic carpets and cigarettes. duties. The duty on steel plates was reduced from 50 to 30

percent; on electrodes from 30 to 20 percent; and on micro-
In Nepal, excise duties are levied under the Excise Act, 1958. computers from 20 to 10 percent. On the recommendationsof
The main items which attract excise duties are matches, the World Bank, the country recently introduced the Harmo-
sugar, cigarettes, liquor, jute, artificial yam, stainless steel nized System of Nomenclaturefor customs tariff.
utensils, timber, rice and bricks. Sales tax is another impor-
tant commodity tax levied under the Sales Tax Act, 1966. In In Pakistan, essential raw materials and machinery are fully
Sri Lanka, a domestic commodity tax is levied in the form of exempted from mport duties. Such raw materials and

a business turnovertax under the BusinessTurnoverTax Act, machinerynclude raw material and components for the man-

1981. It is levied on sales and other deliveries made by a ufacture of electronic equipment if imported by a recognized
business carried on in Sri Lanka, including the business of a manufacturer, textile machinery, water sprinklers and drip
manufactureror importer. The rate of business turnover tax irrigation equipment not manufactured locally for approved
ranges from one to two percent. agriculturalprojects, buses and coaches having seating capac-

ity of 100 persons or more, raw material and components for

Vll. TAXES ON INTERNATIONALTRADE the manufactureof specializedvehicles such as refuse collec-

tors, rescue vehicles, etc. for supplies to local entities. In

Taxes on international trade (i.e. customs-duties)are another Nepal, the rates of customsduties are fixedby the FinanceAct

importantsourceofindirect tax revenue in South Asian coun- everyyear. Full or partial exemptionfrom export tax for a cer-

tries. Their relative share in government revenue has regis- tain period is granted to new or established ndustries com-

tered sharp variations in Sri Lanka and India. In Sri Lanka, mencing to export their own manufactured goods to foreign
the share of taxes on international trade declined from 50.4 countries in order to earn foreign currency. In Sri Lanka, the

percent in 1980 to 29.9 percent in 1988, while in India it reversal of roles betweendomesticcommoditytaxes and taxes

increased from 21.7 to 30.0 percent over the same period on international trade ndicates the strengthening of the

owing to increased emphasis on fiscal controls in preference domestic production base and import-substitutionpolicies.
to physical controls on the flow of internationaltrade. For the

remaining three countries,the share has hoveredaround28 to
Vlll. CONCLUSION

32 percent since 1980 with some exceptions.
Customs revenue is nainly conposed of import duties, The tax systemsof the South Asian countries are characteris-

levied on a wide range of commodities,a2Apart from a rev. tic of underdevelopedeconomies. Governmentrevenues are

enue function, import duties act as policy instrument to pro-
tect domestic industry, conserve and ration scarce foreign 12. Export duties are avoided to ensure competitiveness of exports in the

exchange and frame general internationaltrade policy.
world market. Exports are encouraged in certaincases through subsidies to nar-

row the deficit in the balance of payments which is a chronic problem of South

In India, revenue from importduties is concentratedin a select Asian countries. Although insignificant from a revenue perspective, export

few commodities, ncluding machinery and transport equip-
duties have not been completely abolished. Occasions do arise when there is
consderabledisparity between the domestic and nternationalprces of certain

ment, petroleum oils, chemicals, plastics, and iron and steel. goods (e.g. coffee, mica, black pepperand leather in the case of India) enjoying
These are the items which form the bulk of India's imports a relativelystrong position in the export market, and the levyingof exportduties

and hence customs revenue. Import duties in India are mostly may be justified to limit the profits of the exportersor importers.Exportduty on

an item is levied after consideringsuch factors as domesticproductionand like-
ad valoremin nature. Essentialconsumergoods such as food- ly exportable surpluses, demand for the item in foreign markets, changes in

grains, edible oils, life-saving drugs and medical equipment exchange rates and prevailing internationalmarketprices.
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dominated by tax receipts which roughly account for four- tax and estate duty) is negligible and such taxes are of deco-
fifths of total revenues. The level of taxation (i.e. tax/GDP rative value only.
ratio) varies significantly among countries of the region,
ranging from 7.1 percent in Bangladeshto 18.6 percent in Sri The tax structure of South Asian countrie has evolved
Lanka. The tax systems ofall countries in the group are dom- around ndirect taxes: excise duties, sales taxes and customs
inated by indirect taxes, yielding an unbalancedand relative- duties. Generally speaking, excise duties and sales taxes, i.e.
ly unjust tax structure. Among the direct taxes, the only taxes on domestic production, are more important than cus-
notable source of revenue is the income tax which covers a toms duties which are primarily comprisedf import duties.
minuscule segmentof the workingpopulation.The exclusion An importantobjective of tax reform in these countries must
ofagricultural income from the income tax base has deprived be to strengthen the direct tax system. This calls for curbing
the governments of these countries of a potential source of tax evasion and pruning tax concessions which are available
revenue. The revenue from property taxes (wealth tax, gift under direct tax laws.
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CYPRUS:

A GATEWAYTO EASTERN EUROPE
Tonis C. Shakallis

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Shakallis is managing partnerof

One of the effects of the recent historic political changes taking place in Eastern the accounting firm T C Shakallisand

European countries has been a dramatic rise in the number of Western businesses Co. in Limassol, a memberof
DunwoodyRobson McGladrey& Pullen.

interested in investing in these countries. This interest was considerablyhigh even He is a memberof the Instituteof
before the changes, especially since the U.S.S.R. introduceda law on joint ventures CharteredAccountantsin Englandand
with foreign participation,with a view to attracting foreign investors. Wales.

Many internationalconsultantshave set up offices in EasternEuropeancountries to

advise potential investors, and numerous international conferences on East-West

joint ventures have been organized. Investors need to find ways of extractingprof- Contents
its from these countries without having to pay high rates of tax. In most cases

Cyprus appears to offer the best solution to the problem. Cyprus has double taxa- I. Introduction

tion treaties with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,Hungary, Rumania, the U.S.S.R. and
Il. Tax Advantagesof Cyprus-

Yugoslavia. These treaties are unique in the sense that they are the only treaties Registered Non-Resident Companies
these countries have concluded with a country which offers significant tax advan-

tages to non-residentcompanies. In view of its broad network of tax treaties with III. Treatieswith Eastern European
both Eastern European and other countries, Cyprus is graduallybecoming the best Countries

base of operations for doing business with Eastern Europeancountries. A. Business profits
B. Permanentestablishment
C. Profits from international

Il. TAX ADVANTAGESOF CYPRUS-REGISTERED transport
D. Dividends, interest and royalties

NON-RESIDENTCOMPANIES E. Personal services/other income

A company registered in Cyprus which belongs exclusively to non-residents and IV. Application of Treaty Benefits to

which derives its income exclusively from sources outside Cyprus, enjoys signifi- Joint Ventures

cant tax advantages. Such companies (commonlyreferred to as offshore compa- V. Conclusion
nies) pay tax at a rate of 4.25 percent on their net profits or no tax at all in the case

of companies whose profits are derived from the operation of vessels under the

Cyprus flag. Other incentives include low or zero rates of tax for the company's
employees,complete freedom from exchange control and.exemptionfrom customs

duty on motor vehicles and equipment (both office and household) for the compa-

ny and its employees (if the company has a fully operational office in Cyprus).
These advantages,combinedwith the provisionsof Cyprus' double tax treaties can

produceunique opportunitiesfor reductionof tax. The provisionsof the majorityof
treaties apply fully in the case of offshore companies.

Ill. TREATIES WITH EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

A. Businessprofits
Under the standard article dealing with business profits, which exists in all Cyprus
treaties, such profits of an enterprise of a contracting state are not taxable in the

other state unless the company carries on business in that other state through a per-
manent establishment.

B. Permanentestablishment
The business profits provisionscan produce significantbenefits for Cyprus offshore

' companies because the definition of what is not a permanent establishment in the

Cyprus treaties with Eastern European countries is much broader than the standard
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OECD model definition. In the treaties with Hungary, Ruma- Country Withholdingtax rates

nia, the USSR and Yugoslavia, a building site or construc- Dividends Interest Royaltestion or nstallation project does not constitute a pemanent
establishmentunless it exists for more than 12 months (six Bulgaria NiI Nil Ni

months in the case of Czechoslovakia). This exemption is Czechoslovakia 10%, 10% N i (3)

or
extended indefinitely in the case of an assembly project in Hungary 15% 5% (1)(2) 10% Ni

Rumania 10% 10% N i o)

connection with the delivery of machinery and equipment USSR NiI NiI Ni
from one contracting state to the other (except in the treaty Yugoslavia 10% 10% 10%
with Yugoslavia). Under the treaty with the USSR the

exemption can be extended indefinitely where such works (1) The five percent rate applies when the recipient Cyprus company holds
are performed in accordance with programmes of intergov- directly at least 25 percent of the capital of the paying company

ernmental cooperation, by mutual agreement of the compe-
(2) These are the maximum rates as per the treaty. Under Hungarian leg-

islation there is no withholding tax on dividends payable by jont ven-
tent authorities of the contracting states. tures, which are subject only to the entrepreneurialprofits tax on their

r profits.
Finally the treaty with Bulgaria provides for an exclusion (3) Except five percent for patents and other industrial uses.

from what constitutes a permanent establishment in the case

of a construction, nstallation or assembly activity which The withholding tax rates are generally lower than in other
lasts for less than 18 months. treaties. For example, dividendspayable to a U.S. residentby

a U.S.S.R. joint venture are subject to a 15 percent withhold-
All of the standard exemptionsprovided in the OECD model ing tax, while the same dividends,if routed through a Cyprus
apply in all of the treaties, including a fixed place of business offshorecompany,would sufferno withholdingtax and the
which is used only for storing, displayingor deliveringgoods only tax payable would be 4.25 percent on the profits of the
belonging to the Cyprus company, for purchasing goods or Cyprus company.
for collecting informationon behalf of the Cyprus company,
or for advertising, supplying information, scientific research

E. Personalserviceslotherincomeand other activities which have an auxiliary character, on

behalfof the Cyprus company. The various articles dealing with personal services and other

types of income in connection with the low rates of tax for

foreign income of temporary residents of Cyprus can also be
C. Profits from internationaltransport very beneficial to ndividualsbased in Cyprus and who have

Under the treaties with Eastem Europeancountries profits of activities in Eastern European countries. Under the treaties,
an enterprise from international transport are taxable in the an individual resident in Cyprus offering professional ser-

state where the enterprise is resident (treaties with Bulgaria vices abroad will not be taxed in the other country unless he

and USSR) or where the effective managementof the enter- maintains a fixed base in that country. In the case of salaries,

prise is situated (all other treaties). employees working in the other country will not be taxed if

present in that other country for less than 183 days in any fis-

Except for the treaties with Czechoslovakiaand Yugoslavia, cal year. The treaty with the USSR goes even further in

which include only shipping and air transport, international exemptingemployees from tax on salary earned in respect of

transport ncludes road transport. a constructionor assembly project (of the type that does not
constitutea permanentestablishmentas describedabove), on

It is nteresting to note that, although there is no double taxa- salary earned by personnel of transport vehicles used for
tion agreement between Cyprus and Poland, there is an international traffic and various other types of salaried
agreement between the two countries on cooperation in the income. There are other benefits in respect of various other
field of merchant shipping. Article 12 of this agreementpro- types of income.
vides that any income or profits realized from international

operationsby shippingor fishing enterprisesregisteredunder IV. APPLICATION OF TREATY BENEFITSthe laws and regulations of the contracting parties shall be
TO JOINT VENTURES -.

subject to the levy of turnover taxes, income taxes or other
direct taxes and dues of any kind only in the state where the In some cases it is not clear from the treaties whether the
respective company has its registered office. Therefore, all above benefits, and particularly the provision for reduced
of the tax advantages of Cyprus-registeredshipping compa- rates of withholding tax on dividends, apply in the case of
nies and vessels are applicable in this case, without any tax joint ventures, as this may deend on the joint venture legis-
being levied in Poland in this respect. lation in each country and the type of legal entity that the

joint venture comprises.
D. Dividends, interestand royalties An examinationof the joint venture laws in conjunctionwith

the treaties shows that in the case of Bulgaria, Czechoslo-
The withholdingtax rates in respectofdividends,nterest and vakia, Rumania and the U.S.S.R. the ten percent or nil with-
royalties are set forth below. The table refers to a situation holding tax applies to joint ventures, while in the case of
where the other contracting state (not Cyprus) is the source Hungary, under legislation effective from 1 January 1989,
country. joint ventures are only subject to the entrepreneurialprofits
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tax on their profits and no further taxes or withholding taxes want to do business with Eastern European countries and

on dividends apply. Although the treaty with Yugoslavia more tax incentives will be offered by these countries to fur-

specifically excludes from the dividend article any income ther stimulateEast-Westtrade. Westem investorswill want to

derived by a resident of Cyprus from investments in a use a low-tax country, offering,incentives and facilities for
domestic organizationof associatedlalSour,it appears that offshore operations, for thhir nvestment. Of all the off-
this term does not apply to joint ventures. shore countries, Cyprus appears at present to offer the best

| .
possibility. With its strong network of advantageous double
tax treaties with Eastern European countries and its tax

V. CONCLUSION ,.

advantages, geographical position and excellent infrastruc-
If the recent trend continues (and there appears no reason ture, Cyprus is the ideal place to do business from - it is a

'

why it should not), more and more Western investors will true Gateway to Eastern Europe.
'

, , 1,

A.
d ,

-
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MAGHREB:

AXATION OF INVESTMENT .NCOME
Franoise Butzelaar-Mohr

I. INTRODUCTION

This article looks at the taxation of income from movable capital distributed by Ms. Butzelaar-Mohris a research

legal entities in the Maghreb countries (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia) to residents associateat the IBFD and editorof
African Tax Systems/SystmesFiscaux

and non-residents. Africains.

A brief summary of the tax systems of each country is followed by a comparative
analysis of the tax treatment of dividends, interest and royalties. The concluding
section offers a comparisonof the domestic and treaty provisions for the avoidance

Contentsof double taxation.-

I. Introduction

Il. GENERALASPECTS
Il. General Aspects

Both the Moroccan and the Tunisian tax systems have been completely revised in
the last few years. The schedulartax system in both countries has been replacedby

Ill. Territorial Scope and Concept of
Residence

a general income tax on individuals.A company tax has been in force in Morocco
since 1986, but was only introduced in Tunisia in 1989 along with the general Ill. Taxation of Investment Income
income tax on individuals.Algeria still relies on a schedular tax system, with each A. Dividends
category of income being taxable under a different schedule; e.g. ndustrial and B. Interest

commercialprofits, non-commercialprofits (including royalties and fees), wages,
C. Royalties

salaries and pensions. Individuals and companies alike are subject to the schedular IV. Avoidanceof Double Taxation
taxes as there is no specific company tax in Algeria. A general income tax, called

A. Domestic measures
the supplementarytax on income, is charged on the total annual income derived by B. Tax treaties
ndividual taxpayers in Algeria.2

Ill. TERRITORIALSCOPE AND CONCEPT OF RESIDENCE
The territorial scope of income tax is different in each of the three countries. The
definition of resident and non-resident is also significant in that residents may be
taxed on worldwideincome and non-residentsonly on local-sourceincome.

A. Algeria
No distinction is made between individuals and legal entities for tax purposes,
becausein general all industrialand commercialprofits realized in Algeriaare sub-
ject to tax regardlessofwhetherthe taxpayer is an ndividualor a legal entity. Even
entities which have no permanentplace of business in Algeria but which carry out
contract work or perform services in the country are subject to tax.3 Algeria uses

the territorial principle of taxation, according to which only profits realized in
Algeria are taxable there, although tax treaty provisions may provide otherwise.

1. Moroccan Law No. 17-89 of 21 November
1989, published in the Official Gazette of 6 Decem-

B. Morocco ber 1989; TunisianLaw No. 89-114 of 30 December
1989, published in the Official Gazette of 31

Legal entities and individuals are treated separately for tax purposes because the December 1989, introducing the Income Tax Code

territorial scope of income tax varies according to the type of taxpayer. (ITC).
2. Law No. 76-101 of 9 December 1976, as

amended.
1. Legal entities 3. Law No. 83-19 of 13 December 1988, as

amended. There are certain exemptions under this
Legal entities,both resident and non-resident,are generally taxable on their profits law, but they are not relevant for purposes of this

or income realized in Morocco.4 Legal entities with their registered office in article.
4. Law No. 24-86 of 31 December 1986, asMorocco are not subject to tax in Morocco on income or activities carried on abroad, amended, Art. 2, et seq.

except in certain limited circumstances.5 5. Id.
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2. Individuals (b) Morocco

As a general rule, individualshabitually resident in Morocco Dividendsdistributedby companieswith their seat in Moroc-

are subject to taxation on their worldwide income. The law co, and which are in principle subject to company tax, must

defines a habitual resident as an individual who has his per- be includedin the businessprofits of the companyand will be

manent home in Morocco, whose centre of economic inter- taxed as such, even if the distributing company is exempt
ests is in Morocco or who resides in Morocco for any period from tax. However,85 percentof the gross amountof the div-

or periods exceeding 183 days in any period of 365 days.6 idends may be deducted so that only 15 percent of the divi-

Foreign-sourcencome is subject to ncome tax in Morocco dends distributed will actually be subject to company tax.11
but tax payable on income from foreign sources may be set As the rate of Moroccan company tax is 40 percent, the tax

off against Moroccan tax payable.7 burden on distributed dividends will be six percent, i.e. 40

percent x 15 percent of the amount of the dividends.
Non-residents are generally subject to tax on their total
incone from Moroccan sources, regardless of the length of In theory, distributed dividends are also subject to withhold-

their stay in the country. ing tax on income from shares and similar types of income at

the rate of 15 percent. However, such income derived by
companiesand other legal entitieshaving their seat in Moroc-

C. Tunisia co, and by Moroccanestablishmentsof foreign companies, is

Generally speaking, resident commercialcompanies and res- subject to withholding tax where the companies or establish-

ident individuals are subject to the company tax and the gen- ments provide the distributing company (or bank delegated
eral income tax, respectively, on their worldwide income. by such company) with a certificate of ownership of the

Income from foreign sources is only taxable in Tunisia if it shares stating that they have been subject to company tax.12

has not been subject to tax in the country of origin.8 In such a case, once the shareholdersare identifiedby the tax

administration,only the six percent tax will be levied.
The company tax code does not define resident legal entity
but states that a non-resident legal entity is one which is nei- The 15 percent withholding tax also applies to dividendsdis-

ther established in nor domiciled in Tunisia. A non-resident tributed to unidentifiedresident or non-residentshareholders.

legal entity is taxable in Tunisia only on its income from This tax, however, is final and is payable in place of the com-

Tunisian sources.9 pany tax (for companies)or the general ncome tax (for indi-

viduals).
The income tax law defines resident individuals as individu-
als who habitually reside in Tunisia, i.e. persons whose main (c) Tunisia
residenceis there and persons whose main residence is not in
Tunisia but who are present there for a period of at least 183 Dividends and similar income are exempt from the individu-

days (whether or not a continuous period) in the calendar al income tax and from the company tax, and this exemption
year concerned. Non-resident ndividuals are subject to tax iS extended to non-residentshareholders.13

only on Tunisian-sourceincome.10
2. Dividends and profits realized by

non-residententities
IV. TAXATION OF INVESTMENT INCOME

(a) Algeria
A. Dividends Income realized in Algeriaby foreign companies and paid to

A distinctionmust be made between the tax treatmentofdiv- individuais or legal entities who do not have their fiscal

idends as such and the tax treatment of profits realized by a domicile or seat in Algeria are deemed distributed dividends

pernanent establishmentof a foreign company; such profits and subject to a withholding tax of 20 percent on the gross
are presumed to have been distributed to non-residentshare- amount. This withholding tax is a final tax.14

holders and taxed as dividends.
(b) Morocco

1. Dividends in general There is no special treatmentof profits realized by non-resi-
dent entities in Morocco, which are taxed like dividends dis-

Dividends are defined in all three countries as amounts dis- tributed by resident entities, and thus the tax burden will be
tributed to partners or shareholdersfrom profits, after the tax six percent or 15 percent (withheld at source).
on profits (or company tax, as the case may be) has been paid.

(a) Algeria
6. Law. No. 17-89, Art. 2 II.
7. Id. Art. 98.
8. ITC Arts. 9,36 and 45.

There is no special tax treatment of dividends which are 9. ITC Art. 45.
taxed as ordinary income. In addition to the schedular tax on 10. ITC Art. 2, Secs. 1 and 2.

industrial and commercial profits paid by the distributing 11. Law. No. 24-86, Art. 9, as amended.

entity, dividends received by resident individuais are subject 12. Law No. 18-88 of 21 June 1989, published in the Official Gazette of 6

December 1989.
to the progressive rate of the supplementary tax due (which 13, Law No. 89-114, Art. 8 II, Sec. 3.

ranges from 5 to 50 percent). 14. Finance Law 1990, Title II bis, Art. 53 bis, et seq.
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(c Tunisia 1. Algeria
Profits realizedby Tunisianpermanentestablishmentsof for- Royaltiesreceivedby resident individualsor legal entities are

eign companies which are legal entities subject to company deemed to be non-commercialprofits and are subject to a ten

tax are presumed to have been distributed to shareholders percent withholding tax.2o Royalties received by non-resi-
who are not domiciledin Tunisia.15 Consequently,such prof- dents are subject to a 25 percent withholding tax but in all
its fall into the categoryofdistributedincome and will escape cases a lump-sumdeductionof 20 percentmay be made. The
all taxation on ncome as a result of the exemption provided final tax burden will be 20 percent.21
for dividends and ncome of a similar nature.

2. Morocco

B. Interest Royalties received by residents, whether ndividuals or legal
entities, are taxed as ordinary ncome. In the case of individ-

In all three countries interest payments are generally subject uals, the royalties are subject to a progressive rate ranging
to a withholding tax. Special treatment, however, may apply from 14 to 52 percent, and in the case of companies, to a flat
to interest paid to non-residents. rate of 40 percent. Royalties received by non-residents,

whetherndividualsor legal entities, are subject to a final ten

1. Algeria percent withholding tax.22

Interest received by resident individuals or legal entities is
3. Tunisia

subject to a withholding tax of 25 percent on the gross
amount of the income after a lump-sum deduction of 5,000 Royalties received by resident individuals are taxed as ordi-
DA from the total amount of nterest received by the recipi- nary ncome and are subject to the ndividual ncome tax at
ent. This withholding tax is a final tax. graduated rates ranging from zero to 35 percent. Royalties

received by resident companies are subject to the companyCertain limits are imposed on the application of this tax, tax as ordinary ncome at the rate of 35 percent. Royaltieshowever; the withholding tax is only applicable when the receivedby non-residentndividualsor legal entities are sub-
creditor is domiciled or habitually resident in Algeria or has

ject to a final 15 percent withholding tax.23
an ndustrial or commercial establishment there which is

effectively connected to the debt claim. Interest paid to non-

residents is exempt from taxation.16 Some specific types of V. AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION
interest are also exempted from this withholding tax, e.g.
interest on loans issued by credit institutions, interest and A. Domesticmeasures
other income from loans of banks or other lending institu-
tions by and for their own account, and interest from autho- 1. Algeria
rized foreign currency deposits. Algeria does not apply the worldwide principle of income

taxation, so that only profits realized in Algeria are taxable in
2. Morocco Algeria; income derived from foreign sources is not subject
Interest paid to individuals and legal entities habitually resi-

to ncome tax in that country.

dent in Morocco or with their fiscal domicile or a permanent
establishment there are subject to a 20 percent withholding 2. Morocco

tax.17 This tax can be set off against the general income tax In principle, Moroccan legal entities are subject to ncome
payable by individuals, or the company tax payable by legal tax on their Moroccan profits and on certain remuneration
entities where such interest is includedin the tax base thereof. from the rendering of services abroad. Generally speaking,

however, foreign profits realized by Moroccan legal entities
A final withholding tax of ten percent applies to interestpaid do not fall within the of the Moroccan tax.
to non-residents on loans and other fixed interest claims.18 scope company

Interest on loans to the State or guaranteed by the State are Resident individuals are subject to the general income tax on

exempt from this withholding tax. their worldwide income, and the gross amount of ncome
from foreign sources will be included in their total taxable

3. Tunisia ncome. Where foreign-sourcencomehas been subject to tax

on income in the source country, the foreign tax may be
Interest paid to both resident and non-resident individuals deducted from that part of the general ncome tax payable
and legal entities in Tunisia are subject to a withholding tax

of 15 percent; this is a final tax.19 15. ITC Art. 29, I.3 and II.c.
16. Law No. 76-101 of December 1976, Title II, Art. 35, et seq.
17. Finance Law 1987, Art. 2, as amended.

C. Royalties 18. Law No. 17-89, Art. 19.
19. ITC Art. 52c.

Royalties received by residents are taxed as ordinary ncome 20. Law. No. 76-101, Art. 54, et seq.
21. Finance Law 1984, as amended, Art. 80-I, et seq.in all three countries while royalties received by non-resi- 22. Law No. 17-89, Arts. 19 and 94.

dents are subject to a final withholding tax. 23. ITC Arts. 3-6 and 52.
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which relates to that foreign income (this deduction is avail- treaties between Algeria/Libya and Tunisia/Senegal. Under
able even if such income was exempt from tax in the source the tax treaties between Algeria/Libya, Algeria/Tunisiaand

country). Morocco/Tunisia,royalties are only taxed in the source state.

Most treaties use the credit method for the elimination of
3. Tunisia double taxation of investment income (some treaties have

Legal entities are subject to the Tunisian cornpany tax in special provisions). The treaty between Tunisia and Senegal
respect of activities carried on in Tunisia; income derived uses the exemption method and the treaty between Morocco

from abroad is only taxable in Tunisia if it has not already and Sweden provides no particularmethod.

borne tax in the country of origin.
CHART

Individuaisare subject to the general income tax on their total

income, but income from foreign sources will only be taxable Algeria Morocco Tunisia

in Tunisia if it has not been subject to tax in the country of

origin. Dividends

to resident taxed as 6%la/ or exempted
B. Tax treaties ordinary 15%*

income
The Maghrebcountries have been concludingmore and more to non-resident 20%* 6%(a) or exempted
tax treaties. Tunisia has concluded the most treaties, with 15%*
European and African countries, and the United States.
Morocco has entered into fewer treaties than Tunisia, mainly Interest
with European countries and the United States, and only one

treaty with an African country, i.e. Tnisia. Algeria has only to resident 25%* 20%* 15%*

concludedthree treaties, i.e. a treaty with France and Tunisia, to non-resident exempted 10%* 15%*

both of which are in force, and one with Libya which is not

yet in force. Royalties
to resident 10%* taxed as taxed as

Most treaties follow the OECD model; investment income ordinary ordinary
(dividends, interest and royalties) may be taxed in the state of ncome income
residenceof the recipient. The source state, however, has the

right to apply a limited withholding tax. It should be noted to non-resident 20%*(b) 10%* 15%*

that the tax treaties concluded between African countries

(e.g. Algeria/Libya, Algeria/funisia, Morocco/Tunisia, * Rate of withholding tax
Senegal/Tunisia)apply the principleof source-state taxation. (a) Tax burden is 6 percent
The source-state principle also applies to interest in the (b) Tax burden is 20 percent (withhold at source)
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Contents

I. INTRODUCTION I. Introduction

On 28 December 1990, the Colombian Parliament enacted Law 49 which intro- II. Taxation of Income
duces another tax reform and provides rules for other matters. The tax reformcov-

A. Legal entities
ers income tax, sales tax (VAT), taxation powers and tax administration, and it 1. Losses from the transfer of
establishes a tax amnesty. shares

2. Exchange gains and losses

Il. TAXATION OF INCOME 3. Capital gains from immovable
property

B. Individuais
A. Legal entities C. Non-residents

1. Dividends
1. Losses from the transfer of shares 2. Foreign capital investment

'

funds
Losses arising from occasional transactionswere previouslydeductible in calculat- 3. Branch profits
ing the taxable base of capital gains.2 Under the new rules, losses arising from the 4. Debts of permanent
transfer of shares and participations may no longer be deducted, because profits establishmentsand

derived from these transactions are no longer taxed.3 subsidiaries
D. Investment income

1. Capital gains from shares
2. Exchange gains and losses 2. Stock dividends and

capitalizationof profitsTaxpayers reporting income on an accrual basis (basically business enterprises) 3. Investment funds
must treat exchange gains on assets held in foreign currency at the end of the tax

year as income. Ill. Taxes on Transactions (VAT)

During the period before the integral adjustmentof income for inflationenters into A. Tax rates
B. Taxable transactions

force,4 financial entities controlled by the Superintendency of Banks must treat C. Exemptions
exchange gains and losses as receipts, costs or deductions upon actual realization, D. Taxable base
regardlessof when they accrue. E. Simplified regime

F. Insurance

3. Capital gains from immovable property IV. Taxation Powers and Tax

Capital gains realized from the transfer of immovable property forming part of Administration

fixed assets must be computed by deducting the fiscal cost''5 from the sale price. A. Extraordinary powers

However, if the cadastral value was higher than the fiscal cost on 31 December B. Tax information
C. Tax amnesty1990, the taxpayermay opt to deduct the cadastral value instead of the fiscal cost.

V. Conclusion
B. Individuals

Employees need not file an annual income tax return if the following conditions 1. Published in the Official Gazetteof 31 Decem-

(and conditions set forth in the legislation) are satisfied: ber 1990, and in general is effective as from the date
of publication.

at least 80 percent of gross income is derived from dependent services; are as
-

2. Capital gains generally treated normal

gross wealth on the last day of the tax year does not exceed 15 million pesos;6 profits and are subject to income tax at ordinary-

the employee is not a taxable person for VAT purposes; and rates.-

annual gross turnoverdoes not exceed 12 million pesos.7 3. This rule is designed to promote investmentsin
-

the stock market. See also discussion of capital
In such a case, taxes withheld at source are final. gains in text.

4. Integral adjustment of income for inflation is

A self-employedindividual is subject to the same rule, provided that: applicable as from tax year 1992.

he is not a taxable person for VAT purposes;
5. Fiscal cost is a percentage of the cadastral

-

value. It has been used to alleviate the impact of the
gross turnover is substantiatedby nvoices; new cadastralvalues on the calculationof presumed

-

at least 80 percent of gross turnover is derived from independent services income and net wealth tax.-

which have actually been taxed at source; 6. This amount applies to the tax year 1990.
1. Id.

annual gross turnoverdoes not exceed 8 million pesos;8 and 8. Id.
-

gross wealth on the last day of the tax year does not exceed 15 million pesos.9 9. Id.-
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Individuals and estates who are not taxable persons for VAT D. Investmentincome
purposes, whose annual gross turnover does not exceed 3
million pesos and whose gross wealth on the last day of the 1. Capital gains from shares
tax year is less than 15 million pesos, are not required to file Capital gains12 derived from the transferof shares (other than
an income tax return,l0 transfers effected through stock exchange) froma are exempt

income tax to the same extent as the shareholders' retained

C. Non-residents profits earned during the period between acquisitionand sale
of the shares.

1. Dividends Capital gains derived from the transfer of shares through a

stock exchange are no longer taxable. However, as an anti-
The taxationofdividendspaid to foreigncompaniesand non- avoidance measure the tax administration is authorized to
resident foreign individuals has been alleviated. The 20 per- treat the differencebetween the sale price and the acquisition
cent rate has been reduced to 19 percent (for tax years 1991 price as taxable income in certain instances.
and 1992), 15 percent (for tax years 1993, 1994 and 1995)
and 12 percent (as from tax year 1996). For the tax year 1990, 2. Stock dividends and capitalization of profitsthe rate remains at 20 percent. Dividends derived from
investments made as from 1991 are taxed at the reduced rate Stock dividendsand the capitalizationofprofits are_no lnger
of 12 percent from the year the investment is made. taxable where they result from the capitalizationof the Net

Worth Revaluation Account,13 and/or premiums received

2. Foreign capital investment funds upon the placementof shares.

In the case of companies whose shares are quoted on the
The recently created foreign capital investment funds are stock exchange, stock dividends or the capitalizationofprof-
subject to a special income tax regime, by which income tax ts are exempt even to the extent that they exceed the tax-free
is calculated on business profits realized in Colombia and limit establishedunder ordinary rules.
taxed annually at a rate of 12 percent. This tax is deferred
until the remittanceof profits abroad. In addition, the repatri- 3. Investment funds
ation of the capital invested in Colombia is exempt from
income taxation. Investment funds, security funds and mutual funds adminis-

tered by trusts have been included in the list of persons who
are non-taxpayers for income tax purposes. The remunera-

3. Branch profits tion receivedby the trust, however, is subject to withholding
Pursuant to the new rules, the Colombian-sourceprofits of

tax at source.

branchesof foreign companiesare deemed to be automatical- Receipts of the funds less expenses and remunerationof the

ly remitted abroad, and are therefore subject to the surtax on managing trust must be distributed among the participants.
remittances. However, where these profits are reinvested in The distributionis taxed at source under the same conditions

Colombia, the surtax is deferred as long as the reinvestment as if the receipts were directly receivedby participants. If the
remains in Colombia. No surtax on remittances of profits is recipient is a non-resident foreigner, tax is withheld at the
levied if the profits are reinvested and remain in Colombia rates applicable to payments abroad of the same type of
for more than ten years. ncome.

The recently created retirement and disability funds and
The surtax on remittanceshas been reduced from 30 percent
to 19 percent (for tax years 1991 and 1992), 15 percent (for unemployment funds have also been included in the list of

tax years 1993, 1994 and 1995) and 12 percent (as from tax non-taxpayersfor income tax purposes.

year 1996). Note that, in the case of profits derived from new Employer's contributions to the funds qualify as deductible
investments (i.e. investments made as of 1991), the tax on expenses.
remittancesapplies at the reduced rate of 12 percent from the Contributions made by the employer to retirement and dis-
year the new investmentis made. ability funds not treated income to the extentof tenare as per-

cent of the employee's salary. Contributions to unemploy-
4. Debts of permanentestablishmentsand subsidiaries ment funds are not treated as income.

Interest, financial expenses and exchange gains and losses Distributionsmade to participants are not subject to income

associated with debts of Colombian permanent establish- tax.

ments or subsidiaries to their foreign head offices or parent 10. Id.
companies and other related entities are now non-deductible, 11. Previous rules on this point were more general: they did not allow the

except where they are paid by financial institutions con- deduction of expenses, fees and royalties associated with debts of Colombian

trolled by the Superintendencyof Banks, or where they arise permanentestablishmentsor subsidiaries to their foreign head offices or parent

from the acquisitionof raw materials or merchandisewhose companies.
12. See supra note 2.

direct supplier is the foreign-related company and they are 13. The Net Worth Revaluation Account is a special equity account used to

paid on a short-termbasis.11 adjust income for inflation.
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Ill. TAXES ON TRANSACTIONS(VAT) - amend, phase-in and implement the ntegral adjustment
of income for inflation;

A. Tax rates - reduce the presumed incomeof the taxpayerbased on net

As from 1 January 1991, the general rate of VT has been worth;

increased from 10 to 12 percent. Additionally, most special
- revise the classification of goods for sales tax purposes

and specify the services that may be treated as exports;rates have been unified at the 12 percent general rate.
reorganize the Ministry of Finance, the tax administra--

B. Taxable transactions tion and the customs office; and
revise the Tax Code.-

ApplicationofVThas been extended to cover the following:
games and videos;-

B. Tax informationhotels with less than three stars, motels and other acco--

modation services; As from 1 July 1992, Colombiamay provide tax information
restaurants; to governments requesting such information. The informa--

bars, cabarets and discotheques; tion may be providedsolely for the purposesof fiscal control.-

cleaning and temporary services other than security, pro- Governments requesting information must guarantee the-

vided they are rendered by an enterprise; and secrecy of the information.

leasing and charteringof airplanes.-

C. Tax amnestyC. Exemptions
Law 49 also grants a tax amnesty. Taxpayers may declare

As from 1 January 1991, most services which were exempt unreported foreign currency and/or assets located abroad.15

from VAT are no longer exempt; these services now do not Declarationsmust be filed no later than 30 June 1992.16 The
give rise to this tax.la However, goods exported or sold to income disclosed under the amnesty is not subject to taxes,
legal entities engaged in intemational trade, notebooks, and fines or assessments if the taxpayer fulfills at least one of the
books and magazines having scientific or cultural value followingconditions:17
remain exempt from VAT.

he acquires in 1991 a special bond for tax amnesty in an-

D. Taxable base amount equivalent to the amount of disclosed income or

assets;18

Financing granted to a taxpayer by enterprises economically - he acquires in 1991 registeredbonds of foreigndebt in an
connected to him are no longer part of the taxable base of amountequivalent to the amount of the disclosedincome
VAT, if such enterprisesare controlledby the Superintenden- or assets, and renounceshis right to remit abroad interest
cy of Banks. or amortization. The discount received upon acquisition

of the bond is exempt from income tax. However, losses
E. Simplifiedregime incurredupon the transfer of the bond are not deductible

from income tax. The net value of the document is sub-Persons rendering services may no longer opt to be taxed
under the simplified regime. ject to a complementary tax of three or five percent.19

Interest derived from the documentis subject to the gen-
eral rules; or

F. Insurance he pays a tax of three or five percent on that part of dis--

Insurance obtained abroad to cover risks of transportation, closed ncome or assets not nvestedas mentionedabove.20
and ships, airplanes or vehicles registered in Colombia, as If the taxpayer invests in special or registered bonds in an
well as goods located in Colombia, is now subject to VAT at

amount lower than the disclosed ncome or assets, he is still
a rate of 15 percent, unless it is subject to VAT in the home entitled to participate in the tax amnesty by paying the tax on
country. When the home country taxes insurance at a rate that part of the disclosedincome or assets not covered by the
below 15 percent, insurance is taxed in Colombia at the dif- above-mentionedinvestments.
ference between the home rate and the Colombian rate.

The amnesty does not affect current tax disputes.Insurancecoveringcertainrisks (i.e. hull and accident) or lia-

bility to third parties is free from VAT regardlessof where it 14. No tax credit for VAT paid is available if services do not give rise to
was obtained, where the risk or liability covered is associated VAT. A tax credit is available,however, if the services are exempt from VAT.

with ships or airplanes engaged in international transporta-
15. The tax amnesty covers 1990 and previous tax years.
16. Disclosure is to be made in the 1990 income tax return or amendments

tion of merchandise. thereto.
17. The taxpayermay opt to partially fulfill someof the conditionsprovidedthat

IV. TAXATION POWERS AND TAX the aggregate amount thereof is equal to the disclosed income and/or assets.

ADMINISTRATION
18. Special Bonds for Tax Amnesty are domestic debt bonds denominated in
U.S. dollars or other foreigncurrency.Taxpayers intending to fulfil this require-
ment must make the payment in foreign currency.

A. Extraordinarypowers 19. The rate is three percent when the relevant return is filed by the prescribed
deadline, and five percent when the retum is filed later or when it has been

The President of the Republic has been empowered by the amended. Returns and amendmentscannotbe filed later than 30 June 1991.

Parliament, inter alia, to: 20. Id.
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V. CONCLUSION the Government'sopinion, achieving these goals is necessary
to alleviate the tax burden. The resulting reductionin tax col-

The main aims of the tax reform are the repatriation of lection is expected to be counterbalanced primarily by the
Colombian capital located abroad, the promotion of invest-

ncreaseof VAT.
ments in the stockmarket and simplificationof tax returns. In
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MILIEURECHT.ONDERREDACTIEVAN achieved. The book is written on the basis ofLane, LondonEC4A 1AA, 1991, pp. 121.
W. Brussaard, Th.G. Drupsteen, P.C. Gilhuis (B. 111.485)

the law and practice in force on 1 September
and N.S.J. Koeman. 2nd Edition. 1991 and incorporates the changes made by
Zwolle, W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink, 1991, BRAMWELL,Richard; HARDWICK, the FinanceAct 1991. Part I includes the
pp. 625, 114.50 Dfl. Michael; JAMES, Alun; ORATORE, system of corporation tax, profits assessable
Second edition of monographon Vincent. to corporation tax, advance corporation tax,
environmentallaw by various authors. Taxationof companies and company capital allowances, losses, capital gains, close
(B. 111.471) reconstructions.Fifth edition. companies, groups of companies, overseas
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trading, reorganizationand venture capital. local authority expenditurefor the provision decisions taken by governmentsof the same

Part II: VAT. Part III: payroll procedures and of local services. level.
taxes. Part IV: the executive, taxationof (B. 111.449) (B. 111.516)
directors and employees, including benefit in
kind, inheritancetax, employee share LANGER,Marshall J. PETERS, Edgar E.

ownership and share schemes. Practical international tax planning. Revised Chaos and order in the capital markets. A

(B. 111.418) third edition. Updated annually. new view of cycles, prices, and market
New York, PractisingLaw Institute, 810 volatility.

McKIE, Simon. Seventh Averue, New York, N.Y. 10019, Chichester,John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Baffins
Capital gains taxation of non-resident 1991. Lane, Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 1UD,
settlements.The new rules. Up-to-date loose-leafcompressionbinder, England, 1991, pp. 240.
London, Sweet & MaxwellLimited, 1991, including the 1986, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991 The book presents the applicationsof new

pp. 210, £ 35.-. and 1992 releases. Approx. 1000 pages. Price science in the area of finance and capital
The book examines the new regime which is $155.-. Publicationsurveying all aspects of markets. The book is addressed to investment
composedof five charges: the charge on international tax planning including the professional and interested academics and
disposals of settled interest, the emigration effective use of foreign financial centres and assumes a firm grounding in capital market
charge, the settlor charge, the capital tax havens. Subjects dealt with are: the legal theory and elementarystatistics. Theories
payments charge, the supplementarycharge. frameworkof intemational tax planning; tax dealt with are random walk and the
Dual resident, migrant and transferee planning in the U.S.A. and outside the EfficientMarket Hypothesis. In the market
settlements are also affected. U.S.A.; offshorebasis outside the U.S.A.; analysis he comes to the conclusion that the
(B. 111.558) fundamentalsof intemational taxation; markets should be consideredas chaotic

BAYOUMI,Tamim; GORDON,James. import practice; how to handle foreign systems. It offers the descriptionof fractals,
The determinantsand efficiencyof local investment in U.S. real property under non-lineardynamic systems and rescaled

authority spending in England. FIRPTA and the branch profits tax. Coverage analysis. Taxation is not dealt with.

Washington, IMF - InternationalMonetary reflects the impactof the 1986 Tax Reform (B. 111.487)
Fund, 1991. Act as well as other changes resulting from

EXCHANGEARRANGEMENTSAND
IMF Working Paper WP/91/9, pp. 25. new income tax treaties, mutual ass. treaties,
(B. 111.383) and significant changes in the laws of other exchange restrictions.Annual report 1991.

-

countries and other revisions. Washington, IMF InternationalMonetary
BOOTH, Neil D. Fund, 1991,pp. 587.
Tolley'snational insurancecontributions (B. 106.622) (B. 111.535)
1991-92. A guide to national insurance SKAAR, Arvid A.

1991 INTERNATIONALACCOUNTINGcontribution law as at October 1991 with PermanentEstablishment.Erosion of a Tax
rates for the tax year 1991-92. Treaty Principle

summaries.A guide for interpretationand

Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompany Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation comparison.
Limited, 1991, pp. 465, £ 27.95. Publishers, 1991. Chichester,John Wiley & Sons Ltd., Baffins

(B. 111.548) Series on InternationalTaxation, No. 13, Lane, Chichester,West Sussex, POl9 1UD,

TOLLEY'SNATIONALINSURANCE pp. 610, 290.- Dfl. England; Coopers & Lybrand Deloitte, P.O.
Box 207, 128 Queen Victoria Street, London

ContributionLegislation 1991-92. Edited by Monographanalysing case law dealing with
EC4P 4JX, 1991, 1300.

Robert Wareham. the notion permanentestablishmentin pp.
The 1991 IntemationalAccounting

Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company modern tax treaties betweenvarious countries
Summariesprovides detailed summariesof

Limited, 1991, pp. 600, £ 15.95. with reference to the OECD Model Tax
accounting standards in 24 countries,plus the

Current NIC legislationwith annotationsand Treaty and the commentaries thereto, but
InternationalAccountingStandards and

text of amended and superseded legislation references are frequently made to bilateral tax
EuropeanCommunityDirectives. The

covering the last six years. treaties and to the Nordic MultilateralTax
informationhas been providedby Member

(B. 111.547) Treaty. Firms of Coopers & Lybrand (International).(B. 111.570) This edition reflects accounting standardsin
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICFINANCEWITH SEVERAL effect as of 1 January 1991.

LEVELS (BI 111.583)
BAPTISTA,Luiz O.; of government. Les finances publiques avec

DURAND-BARTHEZ,Pascal. plusieurs niveaux de gouvemement. LATIN AMERICA
Les associationsd'entreprises (joint ventures) Proceedingsof the 46th Congress of the
dans le commerce intemational.2nd Edition. International Institute of Public
Paris, Librairie Gnralde Droit et de Finance/InstitutIntemationalde Finances Chile
Jurisprudence, 1991, pp. 357,420.- Ffrs. Publiques, Brussels, 1990.
Second edition of monographdealing with Edited by Rmy Prud'homme.

BUSINESSPROFILE SERIES:

the aspects ofjoint ventures in intemational The Hague, FoundationJoumal Public
Chile. Fourth edition.

commerce. Finance, 1991, pp. 388. Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai
(B. 111.494) The papers presented in this volume are

Banking Corporation Ltd., 1991, pp. 50.
Revised edition of introductorynformation

COMPARATIVEPROPERTYTAX grouped in three parts. Part I, vertical
on the economy, business ventures, taxation

systems. Edited by William J. McCluskey. assignments,contains papers dealing with and travelling conditions, etc. for
Aldershot, Avebury, The Academic the assignmentof taxes and of expenditures businessmen.
PublishingGroup, Croft Road, Aldershot, between governmentsof differenct levels.

(B. 18.667)
Hampshire,GUl1 3HR, England, 1991, Part II presents nine papers discussing
pp. 196. relationshipsbetween governmentsof Mexico
The book contains contributionsby various different levels. Four papers deal with non-

authors on property tax systems as financial instruments.Three other papers deal PRESUPUESTACION,EJERCICIOY

implemented in a numberof different with grants. The remaining two are more control del gasto pblico municipal.
countries. However, the theme of this comprehensive.Part III contains seven papers Guadalajara, Indetec Instituto para el

publication focuses attention on one aspect, dealing with horizontalrelationships,i.e. DesarrolloTecnico de las Haciendas

namely the taxation of property to finance with the implicationsof tax and expenditure Pblicas, Tepeyac 54, Col. Chapalita,Apdo.
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Postal 5-866, Codigo 45000, Guadalajara,Jal. Scarborough,ThomsonProfessional EUSTICE, James S.
Mexico, 1991, pp. 234. PublishingCanada, 1991, pp. 1260. Bittker and Eustice's Federal income taxation
Budgeting,exercise and control of public First edition of The Practitioner'sIncome of corporationsand shareholders.Fifth
expenditureat the municipal level. Tax Act, a new approach to ncome tax law, edition, 1991, CumulativeSupplementNo. 2.
(B. 18.652) incorporatingpending and proposed Annotations throughApril 1991.

CURSODE ESPECIALIZACIONEN legislation as well as draft regulations in Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1991,
administracinhaciendariamunicipal.

context within the Act and Income Tax pp. 470.
Regulations. In addition, it replaces History This supplementbrings the Fifth EditionofModulos Nos. 1 hasta 9. annotationswith concise Notes, which Bittker and Eustice's Federal Income

Guadalajara, Indetec Instituto para el
quickly summarize those elementsof prior Taxationof Corporationsand ShareholdersDarrolloTecnico de las Haciendas provisionsof the Act still relevant today. up-to-date. The supplementpresents allPblicas, 1990, pp. 900. (B. 111.486) relevantjudicial, legislative, andCourse of specializationon municipal finance

administrationin 9 bound parts. Part 1: McMECHAN,Robert; BOURGARD, administrativedevelopmentssince April
Introduction to municipal finance Gordon. 1987.

administration;Part 2: Systems and functions Tax Court practice. 1991. (B. 111.520)
of the municipal finance administration;Part Toronto, Carswell - A Division of Thomson BITTKER, Boris I.; LOKKEN,Lawrence.
3: The system of legal provisionsof the Canada Ltd., 1990, pp. 515. Federal taxationof income, estates and gifts.
municipal finance administration;Part 4: The (B. 111.507) 1991 SupplementNo. 3. Cumulative tables &
operating system for administrationof WARD'STAX LAW AND PLANNING. index.
municipal resources; Part 5: The operating InterpretationBulletins 1992. Presenting the Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1991,
system for administrationof municipalpublic current version of InterpretationBulletins pp. 750.
expenditure; Part 6: The operating system for issued by Revenue Canada, Taxation to (B. 111.518)
administrationof municipal assets; Part 7: October 1991.
The back-up system of municipal tax Toronto, Carswell (a divisionof Thomson BITTKER, Boris I.; LOKKEN,Lawrence.
administration;Part 8: The management Canada Limited), 1991, pp. 530. Federal taxationof income, estates and gifts,
system of municipaladministration;Part 9: Compilationof current major Interpretation 1991. CumulativeSupplementNo. 3. Text.
The organizationof municipal finances. Bulletins up to October 1991. Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1991,
(B. 18.653-661) (B. 111.580) pp. 1300.

ESTRUCTURAY POSIBILIDADESDEL BUSINESSPROFILE SERIES:
(B. 111.519)

sistema tributario estatal. Tomos 1 y 2. Canada. Second edition. AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS.
Guadalajara, Indetec Instituto para el Hong Kong, The Hongkongand Shanghai Second series. Vol. 67.
DesarrolloTecnico de las Haciendas Banking Corporation, 1989, pp. 68. EnglewoodCliffs, Maxwell Macmillan
Pblicas, 1991, pp. 530. Revised updated informationbooklet on the Professionaland Business Reference
Structure and possibilitiesof the state tax economic and investmentclimate in Canada. Division, 1991, pp. 950.
system. Taxation aspects are dealt with. This volume contains unabridged federal and
(B. 18.650) (B. 111.546) state court decisions arising under the federal

LA LEY DE INGRESOSMUNICIPAL. BREAN,Donald J.S.; BIRD, Richard M.;
tax laws and previouslyreported in Federal

Guadalajara,INDETEC, 1991, pp. 176. KRAUSS,Melvyn.
Taxes 2nd.

The MunicipalRevenue Law. Taxationof internationalportfolio (B. 111.441)
(B. 18.663) investment. REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES
FEDERALISMOFISCAL: CONCEPTOS, Halifax, The Institute for Research on Public Tax Court.
principiosy teoria. Policy, P.O. Box 3670 South, Halifax, Nova January 1,1991, to June 30, 1991. Volume

Guadalajara, Indetec Instituto para el Scotia B3J 3K6, Canada, 1991, pp. 115. 96.
DesarrolloTecnico de las Haciendas This study examines the implications for tax ReporterJohn T. Fee.
Pblicas, 1990, pp. 270. policy of the growingmobilityof portfolio Washington,GovernmentPrinting Office,
Fiscal federalism: concepts, principles and capital. 1991,pp. 947.

theory. (B. 111.419) (B. 111.579)
(B. 18.649) WARD'STAX LAW AND PLANNING.

InformationCirculars and Rulings 1992. WESTON, J. Fred; CHUNG, Kwang S.;

Venezuela Representingthe current version of HOAG, Susan E.

InformationCirculars and Advance Tax Mergers, restructuring,and corporatecontrol.

NUEVA LEY DE IMPUESTOSOBRE Rulings issued by Revenue Canada, Taxation EnglewoodCliffs, Printice-Hall, Inc. A

la renta. Estudio comparativo. to October 1991. Divisionof Simon & Schuster, 1990, pp. 762.

Caracas, LegislacinEconmica,C.A. 1991, Toronto, Carswell. A Divisionof Thomson Monographanalysing the developmentof the

pp. 469. Canada Limited, 1991, pp. 545. notion merger and acquisition and related
New Income Tax Law. A comparative study (B. 111.581) issues of corporate restructuring,corporate
taking into account the former and the new control, and changes in the ownership
provisions. U.S.A.

structureof firms with reference to tax

(B. 18.651) considerations.
(B. 111.488)

FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK 1992.
NORTH AMERICA Federal Taxes 2nd. EditorEli J. Warach. INTERNALREVENUECUMULATIVE

EnglewoodCliffs, Maxwell Macmillan,910- bulletin 1991-1, January-June.
Canada 2 Sylvan Avenue, EnglewoodCliffs, NJ Washington,GovemmentPrinter, 1991,

07632,1991,pp.950. pp. 1050.
THE PRACTITIONER'SINCOMETAX Referencehandbookdesigned to help Compilationof all official rulings, decisions,
Act. Annotated. company and individual taxpayers to file executiveorders, tax treaties and other items
IncludingBill C-18, Bill C-22, Bill C-28 and their federal ncome tax returns for the 1991 of a permanentnature published in the
Draft Legislationof February 11, 1991 and tax year. monthly bulletins of January-June 1991.
March 27, 1991. EditorDavid M. Sherman. (B. 111.475) (B.111.584)
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President since 1990. He was U.S. National Reporter to the
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graduate of Brooklyn College, Nw York, and Colombia
Law School, where he was a HarlanFiske Stone Scholar. Mr.

U.S. BRANCH Goldman served in the U.S. Army in World War II and in the
Berlin Wall crisis of 1961/62, and became a captain in Army

Richard L. Goldman of the New York law firm of Goldman intelligence. He was a war crimes nvestigator in Germany
& Gladstone, was elected Presidentof the U.S. branch at the and headed a political intelligence field agency there after

J

annual meeting on 28 February 1992. Mr. Goldman has been World War II.
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TAXING PROFITS IN A .,
tax.

GLOBAL ECONOMY Corporate regimes - many of which are

undergoing reform - have been criticizedfor

3
a number of reasons: their adverse effect ono

domestic investment and saving, they create

First published in 1946, the Bulletin aims to distortins'i the international allocation of

report on matters of importance to the capital, they are complex,etc. The coexistence

international tax communityand to provide of different crporte tax systems in an

a forum for discussion of worldwide devel- increasingly globalized business world has
also been singled out as a critical issue. These

opments in tax policy,'lawand reform. The
Bulletin is the official journal of the Interna-

concerns led the OECD's Committee on Fis-

tional FisCal Assciation and publishes the
cal Affairs to undertake an examinationof the
'different ways in'which member Countries tax

reports of its national branches corporate profits and the potential implication
of these differences for both domestic and
intemational investment flows. This article

Editor summarizesthat report.
Susan M.C. Lyons, J.D.

Editorial Board AUSTRALIA: 229 RickKrever
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Susan M.C. Lyons, J.D. tive from 19 September 1985. While this com-

Nancy Payne, B. Comm. C.A. plicated and unique system has closed many

Piroska Soos, J.D., LL.M.
avoidance opportunities and achieved some

'equity, certain exemptions and rolloverprovi-,Joanna C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor sions have serious equity and efficiency con-

sequences. Thisartcl traces the development
IBFD Publications BV, Directors of the capital gains system in Australia,and

Hubert Hamaekersand Tony Powell points out a number of shortcomings which
will need to be addressed. ,

DISCLAIMER. The material contained in
this publication is not intended to be SOLOMON ISLANDS: 244 Chris Bowman

i

advice on any particular matter. No sub- AN OVERVIEWOF INCOME The 140-page Solomon Islands Income Tx
scriber or other reader should act on the AND OTHER TAXES Act is a simple yet comprehensive piece of
basis of any matter contained in this pub-
lication without considering appropriate legislation.Tax incentivemeasures introduced

professional advice. The publisher, and last year aim to attract foreign investors and to

the authors and editors, expressly disclaim encourage residents to invest their savings in

all and any liability to any person, whether productive businesses in the country. Mr.
a purchaser of this publication or not, in Bowmanexplains the SolomonIslands system
respect of anything and of the conse- and how it works.
quences of anything done or omitted to

.,

be done by any such person in reliance
upon the contents of this publication.
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INTERNATIONAL:

TAXING PROFITS IN A GLOBAL EcONOMY
John Nrregaard and Jeffrey Owens

The authors work in the Fiscal Affairs Division of OECD

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

The reformof taxes on corporateprofits is currentlya majorpreoccupationin many
OECD countries. Corporate tax systems have been criticized in recent years on a I Introduction

number of grounds: their alleged adverse effects on domestic investment and sav-
II Implicationsof Globalization

ing; the fact that they may create distortions in the nternationalallocationof capi-
tal; complexity; their lack ofneutralitybetweencorporatenvestmentand the activ- Ill Main Issues
ities of unincorporatedenterprises. Particularconcerns have been expressedabout A. Elimination of economic double
the coexistenceofdifferentcorporate tax regimes in a world where globalizationof taxation
business activities has ncreased and where most non-tax barriers to international B. Reduction of tax-induced
flows of capital, services and technology have been removed. It is these concerns distortions in domestic

that led the Committeeon Fiscal Affairs to undertake an examinationof the differ- investment patterns
C. Taxation and corporate finance

ent ways in which member countries tax corporate profits and the potential impli- D. Relative tax treatmentof
cation of these differences for domestic and international nvestment flows. A domestic and foreign investment

recently publishedreport examines these differences.1 E. Extending the advantagesof
integration of the personal and
corporate income taxes to non-

Il. IMPLICATIONSOF GLOBALIZATION residents
F. Sharing out the international tax

Capital markets in OECD countries are ncreasingly ntegrated as member coun- base
tries have removed controls on internationalinvestmentand foreign exchange reg-
ulations. At the same time, the proportion of international activities accounted for

by large multinationalenterprises has increased. One consequence of this gradual
liberalizationand globalizationis that intemationalcapital flows may have become
more sensitive to differences in the tax regimes as between countries. Differences
in the taxation of corporate profits may now be one of the few remainingpotential
barriers to a better international allocation of capital. With the commitmentof the

European Communities (whose member states now comprise one half of those of

OECD) to establisha single marketby 1993, removalofpotentialobstacles, includ-

ing tax obstacles, has increased in importance.
Taxation is, however, only one and in many cases not the most importantdetermi-
nant of investment and financing decisions. Among the other determinants of
nvestmentbehaviourare the short and medium-termeconomicoutlook in different
market areas and countries, the cost of capital in relation to that of other productive
inputs, the profitabilityof nvestments, the availabilityof finance and government
investmentgrants, the quality of public infrastructureand the existence of an eco-

nomic infrastructure.The relative importanceof these determinantsvaries between
countries and over the business cycle. Nevertheless, the taxation of profits can and
often does have an important impact on marginal nvestments and their financing,
as well as on locational decisions both within a country and across frontiers. Other
taxes, such as those on payroll and social security contributions, may also affect
costs and thus the location of nvestment,particularly in the short to medium term.

At the national level, OECD governments have a number of common concerns

regarding the corporation tax which is the main focus of the report, even if other
related taxes on business profits are also covered. Despite their very different
reliance on corporate tax as a revenue source (see Chart I), governments have to

ensure that these revenues are efficiently and equitably collected. They have to

weigh up the various advantages and disadvantagesof tax neutrality towards loca- 1. Taxing Profits in a Global Economy: Domes-
tional and investmentdecisions and nterventionistpolicies to influence investment tic and International Issues, 1992 OECD.
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Take-home Pay and Cash Transfers as Percentageof Gross Earnings1
One-earner families at APW's wage level
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1. Countries are ranked by 1990 figures, except for Greece and Turkey 1989. 2. During the 1990 tax reformpart ofemployers' social security contributions
Take-home pay is equivalent to gross earnings minus income taxes and social was shifted to employees,which was compensatedby an allowanceof 4316 Dil.
security contributionspaid by employees. This shift explains in part the fall in take-homepay between 1989 and 1990.

patterns. Recently there has been a shift from interventionism and principles have been agreed to govern transfer prices for
to neutrality, in part reflecting a greater skepticism on the tax purposes when goods, services, technology and loans are

efficacy of governments in picking the winners, and an exchangedbetween affiliates of a multinationalenterprise.
increased awareness that the cost of incentives in terms of
revenue forgone may exceed the extra investment generated
by these subsidies. Nevertheless, governments continue to Ill. IVIAIN ISSUES
subsidize particularactivities and sectors.

The globalizationof economiesmay require that international
At the international level, the policy issues which arise are tax arrangementsbe reviewed. The importanceof internation-
more difficult to formulate since they nvolve not only the al considerations in the determinationof national tax policiesdesign of domestic tax systems, but also the need to take nto will increase, especially for small open economies. The broad
account how differentnational systems interact. Each govem- issue which faces policymakers is how to reconcile these new
ment has to address two broad sets ofpolicy issues. The first is constraints with the desire to adapt their own tax systems to
to protect the revenue yield from taxes on profit and to ensure the social, economic and nstitutional conditions within their
that it gets its fair share of the tax base associatedwith nterna- whilst the same time enable all countries reapcountry, at to
tional transactions.The secondgoal is to maintaina favourable the potential efficiencygains from liberalization.
tax climate for nwardnvestmentand to avoidencouragingan

outflow of domestic capital which would otherwise not have The increased openness of national economies has, in prac-
taken place. For many years it has been realized that countries tice, made it more difficult to separateout domestic and inter-
cannot successfully address these issues on a unilateral basis national tax issues. When making changes to national tax
and that mechanisms for coordination are required. Conse- systems, increasedattentionhas to be paid to the internation-
quently, over the last 70 years or so nternational allocation al implications of any proposed modifications.This, in turn,
rules have been developed, first in the League of Nations, then may mean that the traditional criteria used to evaluate tax
in the OECD and the United Nations. These organizations reforms have to be reconsidered. Policies which may have
have established internationalrules of the game which help been appropriate in economies where exchange controls and
countries arrange their tax relationships with other countries. other limitations on intemational transactions were prevalent
Rules have been developed, for example, concerning the allo- may neither be feasible nor desirable once these non-tax bar-
cation of taxing rights between source and residence countries riers are removed.
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Table 1
Degree of Reduction of Economic Double Taxation

, (Central Government)

None or very Reduction of economic double taxation Elimination of economic
little reduction double taxation

Corporate Shareholdr Corporate Shareholder
level level level level

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Classical Split rate Partialdividend Partial imputation partial shareholders Zero rate Full mputation
System system deductionsystem system reliefschemes system system

Lower tax rate Partial deduction Partial credit Partial credit Zero tax rate Full credit for
on distributed of dividends for corporate for domestic on distributed corporate tax paid
income paid tax paid shareholders ncome (imputation

system)
Belgium Germany Iceland France Austria Greece Australia
Luxembourg Spain Ireland Canada Norway Finland
Netherlands Sweden United Kingdom Denmark Germany
Switzerland Iceland Italy
United States Japan New Zealand

Portugal
Turkey

Against this background, the main issues which are under C. Taxation and corporate finance
discussionby governmentsare:

Tax systems are not neutral as between alternative sources of

A. Eliminationof economicdouble taxation corporate finance. The data in the report indicate that debt
finance tends to be favouredover retained eamings and equi-

There is no consensus on the desirability of integrating the ty (see Box I). How far governments should be concerned

personal and corporate income tax or on what would be the about these non-neutralities depends, inter alia, upon the
best rrethod to achieve this integration. Whilst most, but by view taken on the efficiency of capital markets in allocating
no means all, public finance experts accept that economic funds and on risks attached to corporations placing a high
double taxation2 may be distorting the financing and invest- reliance on debt financing.
ng decisions of enterprises, it is difficult to agree on the
quantitativesignificanceof these distortions. Also, the ntro- D. Relative tax treatmentof domesticand foreignduction of methods of relieving economic double taxation investment
may be costly in revenue terms and can complicate interna-
tional fiscal arrangements.Table 1 shows the systems operat- This is a complex and wide-rangingissue and the OECD study
ing in OECD in 1991. was focused on the tax treatment of cross-border investment

flows in the manufacturingsector. Much of the discussioncen-

B. Reductionof tax-induceddistortions in domestic ters upon the question of whether tax systems are neutral as

investmentpatterns between the choice of investing at home or abroad, what
economistsrefer to as capital import and capital exportneutral-

Even after the recent wave of tax reform, tax systems contin- ity.3 Yet these neutrality benchmarks cannot capture all of the
ue to distort nvestmentpatterns. In the manufacturingsector complexityof these arrangements.First, they do not allow for
tax systems tend to favour investment in machinery in rela- the many-sided nature of ntemational investment decisions.
tion to buildings and particularly in relation to inventories Investors can change their place of residence and the form of
(see Box I). At the same time, there are wide differences in
the effective corporate tax burden on different sectors of the 2. Economic double taxation is used to refer to the fact that distributed

economyand differentactivities, in part reflecting the contin- profits are taxed first at the corporate level and then in the hands of the share-

ued use of selective tax incentives and in part the often unin-
holders.
3. Capitalexport neutralityoccurs where the tax system is neutral toward the

tended interactions between different parts of the corporate export of capital since investors face the same marginal effective tax rate on

tax system and economic conditions in different sectors. income from similar investments,whether they invest in the domesticeconomy

Incentive provisions may also favour cpital intensive rather or abroad. Capital import neutralityprevails when domestic and foreign suppli-'
ers ofcapital to any given marketobtain the same after-tax rate of return on sim-

than labour intensive investmentprojects and inflationaccen- ilar investments in that market, taking account of the corporate and personal
tuates these distortions. taxes paid in the country of source and of residence.
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Box I
EffectiveTax Rates on Domestic Investment in OECD Countries

The tax rates shown in the legislation on corporate profits - The importanceof this tax wedge is that it gives some indica-
the schedulerates - are not a good guide to the tax burden on tion of whether taxation creates a disincentive to new invest-

corporate profits. A better approach to measuring these tax ment. For example, suppose that investors will only finance
burdens is to look at the effective tax rates on domestic investment if they receive a five percent retum (after any tax).
marginal investments. Effective tax rates are tax rates which If the pre-corporate tax rate of retum necessary to give poten-
take into account not only the statutory corporate tax rate, but tial investors a five percent post-tax return is ten percent, then
also other aspects of the tax system which determine the all those projects which earn a return of between five and ten

amount of tax paid and profitability of investment, such as percent and which would be viable in the absence of tax will

capital allowances and stock relief. Effective tax rates may not earn a sufficientretum when income from capital is taxed,
also require a considerationof personal taxes, and the manner and such projects may therefore not be undertaken.4

(if any) in which the corporate and personal tax systems are

integrated. Inflationwill also alter effective tax rates in various Apart from the question of whether a project which is prof-
ways, depending on how the tax system calculates taxable itable in the absence of tax is still profitablewhen tax is appli-
profits in the presence of inflation. cable, there is the equally important issue of whether tax dis-

torts the form of the investment.If tax is relativelygenerous to

Marginal investments are projects which are expected to earn particular types of finance and assets, then resources may be
a rate of retum on the initial outlay just sufficient to persuade diverted towards them rather than the sorts of investments
investors that the project is worthwhile. All investments are which would take place were the tax system neutral. Compar-
expected to yield the supplierof capital with a rate of return at isons of the requiredpre-tax rate of return or the tax wedge on

least as high as could have been achieved by putting the same similar investments financed in different ways (or in invest-
amount of capital to an altemative use (buying government ments in different assets financed in the same way) give an

bonds, for example), as otherwise potential investors would indication of the extent to which the tax system achieves this
choose the more lucrative alternative. Potential investors allocativeefficiency.
always have the option of getting the prevailing rate of interest
from either banks or the government, so in the absence of cor- The easiest way to understand the methodology used in the

porate taxes and personal taxes, this would imply that the risk- OECD study is to assume that a company, which is making
adjusted return on the investmentwould have to be as high as some profit on its existing operations, considers obtaining
the risk-adjustedmarket interest rate. funds in order to invest in a new project. The cost to the com-

pany of the projectwill be reduced by the current value of any
Taxes on corporate income generally raise the pre-tax rate of capital allowances it receives on physical investment. Both
return required in order to yield the same (post-tax) return as in these and the profits it expects to earn will be received in the
the absence of taxes. Hence the company has to earn a higher future, so have to be discounted by some factor in order to

rate of return in order to be able to match the return which obtain their present value. If the investment is a marginal one,
could be achieved by buying a government bond. Taxes on then the return on the original investmentmust be just equal to

personal income from the corporate sector result in investors the cost of the project. Hence, given the value of capital
receiving less than the gross amount paid to them. The differ- allowances (as given by the tax code), the discount rate which
ence between the pre-corporate tax rate of return earned by is to be applied to a project and the tax rates, then the pre-tax
companies and the post-tax receipts an individual gets is a rate of retum necessary to give a presentvalue equal to the cost

measure of the total distortion (total tax wedge) caused by of the project can be calculated, and this is the rate of return

taxes. which is considered as marginal .

Suppose, for example, it is possible to earn a real post-tax rate Table 2 shows the results of one set of marginal effective tax

of return of five percent by depositing money in an interest- rate calculations undertaken in the report. The question that

bearing account in a bank. For a company to persuade an the tables address is: what is the pre-tax rate of return (i.e.
investor to finarce an investmentby buying shares in that com- before paying the corporate and personal income tax on prof-
pany, it must expect to be able to providedividendsand/or cap- its) required to give the domestic investor a five percent real
ital gains of sufficient size so that after tax the investor would rate of return after tax For example, an investorin the Nether-

get a rate of return of at least five percent. To be able to give lands undertaking a typical marginal investment financed by
shareholders a return of five percent the company may have to debt must earn a pre-tax rate of returnof2.8 percent to give the

pay gross dividendsof seven percent, the differencebeing paid investor a five percent after-tax rate of retum, i.e. in this case

to the authorities as personal tax. In order to be able to pay the tax system subsidizes the investment in the form of a neg-
gross dividends of seven percent, the company may have to ative tax wedge.
earn a pre-corporationtax return of ten percent, the difference

being paid as corporationtax. Therefore tax has drivena wedge
of five percentagepoints between the return to investors on the

4. For marginal investments, the required pre-corporate tax rate of
capital they originally invest in companies (five percent), and return is often called the cost of capital. The reason is that in order
the return earned before tax by companies (ten percent). This to raise capital for a project, the company must expect to earn at least

wedge can be calculated if the provisions of the tax.code are that rate of return in order to be earning enough to be able to pay the
known. providersof the capital with a sufficientreturn.
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their investment (whethertheir nvestmenttakes place in a sub- tional tax arrangements and encourage policymakers to take a

sidiary or by means of a branch). They have a wide range of more global view of the benefit and costs of existing intema-
choices on how to finance an nvestment (e.g. financecould be tional tax arrangementsand proposedchanges thereto.

providedby subsidiaries in a third country or locally). Each of The data presented in Box II, which are calculated under the
these decisions cannot be encompassedin a simple conceptual normal tax regimes applied to corporations operating in the
framework.Second, capital exportneutrality is particularlydif- manufacturingsector, show that the potential tax burdenis gen-
ficult to achieve where domestic systems in the source and res- erally higher on direct nvestment lows from one country to

idencecountriesprovide for differenttax treatmentsofdifferent another than on purely domestic investment, i.e. capital export
sectors and activities. Effective tax rates will then vary widely neutrality is not achieved. Whilst this may in part be explained
across assets, industries and sources of finance. Third, even if by the methods used to relieve internationaldouble taxation, it

neutrality were achieved under these circumstances, differ- appears that the operation of withholding taxes on dividends
ences in nominal rates may neverthelessgive rise to cross-bor- and nterest paid to non-resident corporations also tends to

der arbitrage. Fourth, the analysis is unable to take account of result in a less favourable treatment of foreign nvestment in

the differentpossibilitiesto evade and to avoid tax that are open comparison to domestic direct nvestment. A general removal

to domestic and intemational nvestors. Finally, these neutrali- or reduction of these taxes could help move countries towards

ty concepts provide only a starting point for the negotiationof greater capital export neutrality. It is also noteworthy that the

tax treaties, the outcome of which reflects the balance of nter- existence of tax treaties significantly reduces distortions in

est between the parties at a given moment. Nevertheless, the internationalinvestment flows.

conceptsprovide a convenientstartingpoint to analyse intema-

E, Extending the advantages of
Table 2 integration of the personal

The pre-corporatetax required rate of return necessary to give and corporate income taxes to
a financer a 5% after tax rate of return non-residents

This is an area where the data provideAverage for each Average for each Overall
source of type of asset average

no clear guidelines for policymakers.
Country finance The report identifies the conditions

under which either the extension of

mputation credits to non-residents by
retained new debt build- machin- inven- source countries or the granting of
earning equity ings ery tories mputation credits to residents for for-

eign taxes paid by residence countries
Australia 9.0 9.0 3.6 7.0 6.4 8.9 7.1 could remove distortions. In practice,
Austria 7.3 7.3 2.3 5.4 4.1 8.9 5.5 either policy could lead to other eco-

Belgium 7.1 7.1 2.4 5.3 4.0 8.9 5.4 nomic distortions as companies seek to
Canada 8. 1 5.5 3.5 6.3 5.3 8.1 6.2 avoid tax, and problems arise how toas
Denmark 7.5 7.5 2.8 6.0 5.3 7.0 5.9 share revenue costs. There is no con-
Finland 8.0 2.8 2.8 5.3 4.9 1.7 5.6

sensus on this issue in the OECD, with
France 7.3 3.1 3.2 5.4 4.5 7.6 5.4 countries followingdivergentpractices.
Germany 9.5 1.6 0.6 5.9 5. 1 6.2 5.6

Greece 7.3 2.2 2.2 4.9 4.8 5.5 5.0
ce and 8.0 8.0 4.3 7.7 5.8 7.6 6.7 F. Sharingout the international
re and 5.5 5.0 4.5 4.8 5.0 5.6 5.1 tax base
ta y 9.1 1.9 1.9 6.5 5.5 5.7 5.9

Japan 9.0 9.0 1.6 7.0 5.9 6.7 6.4 Efficiency and revenue-raising goals
Luxembourg 8.1 8.1 3.0 6.8 4.9 8.9 6.3 can conflict unless there is some coor-

Netherlands 7.1 7.1 2.8 6.0 5.2 5.9 5.6 dinationofnational tax policies. Since
New Zealand 8.3 8.3 3.9 6.7 6.3 8.0 6.8 different financing schemes encounter
Norway 10.0 4.5 2.4 6.4 5.3 10.6 6.8 different effective tax rates, it can be
Portugal 7.5 7.5 2.3 6.1 5.2 6.1 5.7 expected that tax arbitrage will take
Spain 7.8 7.8 3.2 5.7 5.5 8.4 6.2 place, shifting the tax base between
Sweden 6.6 4.3 2.7 5.0 4.3 6.6 5.0 countries. This is an issue which
Switzerland 6.6 6.6 3.1 5.6 5.1 5.8 5.4

encompasses a wide range of policy
Turkey 9.8 9.8 2.5 6.5 6.0 10.9 7.2 considerations, including, inter alia,
United Kingdom 7.7 4.6 3.5 5.7 5.2 7.8 5.9 member countries' treaty practices,
United States 7.6 7.6 2.6 6.6 5.2 6.1 5.8 the approach to the determination of

transfer prices, the need to counteract
Average 7.9 6.1 2.8 6.0 5.2 7.5 5.9 international tax evasion and avoid-

ance. The OECD intends to further
1. No personal taxes, average inflation at 4.5%, average weights. Real interest rate assessed at 5%. examine this issue.
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Table 3
Overall average required transnational pre-tax rates of return

Average required rate of return

Country Domestic Residence Source (investment Country Domestic Residence Source (investment
Investment (investment from all other Investment (investment from all other

from named countries into from named countries into
country into named country) country into named country)
all other all other
countries) countries)

Australia 7.1 7.3 8.1 Luxembourg 6.3 7.2 7.4
.

Austria 5.5 7.2 7.1 Netherlands 5.6 6.9 7.0

Belgium 5.4 7.0 6.8 New Zealand 6.8 7.3 9.7
Canada 6.2 7.5 8.4 Norway 6.8 8.7 6.5
Denmark 5.9 6.4 7.2 Portugal 5.7 9.9 7.9
Finland 5.6 6.6 7.3 Spain 6.2 7.1 8.0
France 5.4 6.6 7.9 Sweden 5.0 6.8 6.3

Germany 5.6 1.1 6.4 Switzerland 5.4 6.8 6.9

Greece 5.0 8.3 7.4 Turkey 7.2 8.3 8.2
celand 6.7 7.8 9.2 United Kingdom 5.9 6.7 6.9
reland 5.1 8.8 6.6 United States 5.8 7.1 7.4

taly 5.6 7.4 6.8

Japan 6.4 8.0 8. 1 Average 5.9 7.5 7.5

1. Subsidiary financed by one-third loans from the parent, one-third new equity from the parent and one-third retentions by the subsidiary Weighted aver-

age of three sources of finance by parent. Weighted average of three assets (machinery, buildings and inventories). Inflation of 4.5% everywhere. No per-
sonal taxes.

Box Il
EffectiveTax Rates on International Investment in OECD Countries

Investmentacross frontiers results in a substantially more complex Each of these seven financing possibilities are examined. The tax
tax position than investment in one country. The tax treatment of treatment of the profits made by the subsidiary will be different in
purely domestic investment is determined by one tax system. each case. The form in which finance is raised by the parent affects
Transnational investment involves not only dealing with two (or the discount rate which must be applied to the retum on the project,
more) tax systems,but also dealing with the interactionof these sys- for the same reasons as when the project takes place entirely in one

tems. country. Selected results from the calculationsof effective tax rates
on international investments are provided in Table 3 with main

A convenientsimplification is to consider a parent company which assumptions provided in the note to the table. The table enables
makes an investment in a foreign country through a subsidiary. The comparisons of effective tax rates on domestic and international
parent company could raise funds outside the country in which it is investmentand thereby also an assessmentofwhethercapital export
resident. However, to simplify the study, it considers only transna- and capital import neutrality are achieved in practice. As is seen

tional direct investment. from the table, tax systems tend almost universally to discriminate
in favourofdomestic investment.For example, a residentof Ireland

Under these assumptions, profit made by the subsidiary may be investing in other countries would on average need a pre-tax rate of
taxed at four levels. First, it is taxed in the country where the sub- return of 8.8 percent against only 5.1 percent on domestic invest-
sidiary is located (the source country) under the corporation tax of ment to obtain an after-tax rate of retum of five percent.
that country. Second, it may be taxed by the source country when
the profits are repatriated to the parent company. Third, the country However, it should be kept in mind that there are a number of
where the parent is resident (the residence country) may impose a importantlimitations to this kindofanalysis. In addition to the areas

further corporation tax on the foreign source income of the parent. mentionedabove in the domesticcase, there are several others when
Fourth, personal taxes may be paid by ndividual investors on their the analysis becomes transnational. The assumption that the parent
return. raises finance only in the country in which it is resident is one; oth-

ers are the assumption that assets are transferredbetween members
The relevance of each level of taxation in determining the post-tax of the same group at their true economic values, the absence of any
profitabilityof a new investmentdepends on how the investmentis attempt to assess the effects of the taxation of exchange rates gains
financed. Numerous financing arrangementsexist. The parent com- and losses, and the restrictionof the analysis to the simplest form of
pany could provide funds to the subsidiary by an injection of new group relations - parent/subsidiary - rather than looking at more

equity in the subsidiary, or by lending to the subsidiary and charg- complexgroup structuresand possibilities for treaty shopping.Nev-
ing interest on the funds. In each case, the parent itself also needs to ertheless, the estimates provided in the OECD report give some

raise the funds, which it could do by issuing new equity, retaining indication of the potential distortion by the tax system of transna-

earnings or borrowing on its own account. Finance could also be tional investment. The fact that companies may use more complex
provided by the parent foregoing the receipt of dividends from the financial arrangements and group structures in order to minimize
subsidiary (i.e. the subsidiary could retain its profits rather than these distortions indicates that the potential inefficiencies can be
repatriate them to the parent) in which case it is assumed that the sufficiently large to alter company financial behaviour from that
parent also reduces its own dividend payments. which would otherwiseprevail.
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AUSTRALIA:

THE TAXATION OF CAPITAL GAINS
Rick Krever

In 1985,70years after the introductionof federal income taxationin Australia,cap- Mr. Rick Krever is a Reader in Law at

ital gains entered the tax base. Although there was no shortage of models for the Monash University in Melboume,
legislative drafters, the peculiarly narrow tax base from which they commenced Australia.

This article utilizes materialscollected in
their base-broadeningexercise meant special approaches to the task were needed.

respectofa project funded by the
The result is a capital gains tax system unique in many respects. The final product Austraan Research Council. The
has been subject to continual amendment and adjustment since its enactment. assistanceof the ARC is gratefuly
Recently revealed shortcomingshave yet to be addressed. acknowledged.

I. INCOME ACCORDINGTO JUDICIAL CONCEPTS Contents

The first federal ncome tax act in Australia was adopted in 1915, primarily as a I. INCOME ACCORDING TO JUDICIAL
wartime revenue-raisingmeasure, but also to placate disgruntled rural voters who CONCEPTS

felt they bore the burden of the nation's excessive reliance on customs duties and Il. STRUCTURE OF THE LEGISLATION
excise taxes. At the time, all six Australian States levied income taxes and the fed- A. The realization principle and
eral legislation followed the broad structureof the State precedents. integrationwith the income tax

system
In form, the Australian legislationresembledthat of the U.S. income tax act, adopted B. Assets and disposals
two years earlier, imposing tax simply on the undefnedgenericconceptof income. C. Indexation, cost and quarantine
It was left to the courts to map the limits of the ncome concept and the resulting features

1.1ndexation
scope of the legislation.Notwithstandingthe similarity in form between the U.S. and 2.Cost bases
Australian acts and the overt reliance on U.S. precedents in other areas of law (par- 3.Quarantining
ticularly with respect to constitutional issues - parts of the Australian constitution 4.Negativegearing
were based on the U.S. model), Australian judges took a dramatically different D. The pre-20 September 1985

approach to their Americancounterpartswhen interpreting the meaning of income. exemption
1.The time of acquisition

The Americanapproach was to read the provisions of the legislation liberally - if 2.Carved out assets

the purpose of the law was to tax increases in economic capacity in accordance 3.Compositeassets
4.Assets owned through

with fundamental ability-to-pay principles, the U.S. courts concluded, income interposed entities
should be regarded nearly as possible as synonymous with gain, whatever its 5.Rollovers
source or character,be it expectedor windfall, earned or unearned. Time and again E. Integration with the ordinary
taxpayers failed to convince American courts that the income concept should be income tax provisions

F. Personal-useassets
narrow; the only restriction imposed on the reach of the tax act by the U.S. courts G. Rollovers
was the requirementthat gains be realized before they could constitute income. 1.The marital dissolution rollover

2.The involuntary disposal rollover
In contrast to the Americancourts, the Australiancourts read down the term ncome 3.The incorporation and corporate
to seriously restrict the reach of the income tax legislation. Rather than adopt new rollovers
doctrines for a new body of law, the Australian courts turned to older precedents 4.Other rollovers

from other areas of law to help define the term ncome for tax purposes. The most H. Averaging
important doctrinal source was English trust law, which had used the term ncome

I. Non-residents, immigrants and
emigrants

for several hundredyears. In trust law, ncome was the type of gain to which a per-
son with a life nterest in an estate was entitled. It could be contrastedwith a capi- IlI. CONCESSIONALFEATURES

tal gain to which a capital beneficiaryor remainderperson could lay claim. A. Testamentarygifts
B. Principal residence

The Australian courts simply adopted for income tax purposes the income tests 1 ,Structure of the exemption
developedby the Englishcourts ofequity to resolve trust law and property law dis- 2.Multiple principal residences:

family members overlap
putes. For trust law purposes, ncome was identifiedby its form (income generally 3. Multiple principal residences:
came in periodic payments), the probabilityof its receipt (income was anticipatd, temporal overlap
not an unexpectedwindfall), the use to which it was put (income was used to satis- 4.Multiple purpses in respect of

fy ordinary ongoing obligations such as ordinary living expenses) and its nexus
a principal residence

C. Goodwill
with an identifiablesource (either labour, property or business activity).

IV. EXEMPTIONS
The restrictivejudicial conceptof income for tax purposeswas furthernarrowedby V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
the colonial cringe factor - that is, the tendency of Australian courts to follow
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closely English precedents, including those of relatively low the ensing debate over the constitutionalvalidity and impli-
level courts, with insufficientcritical analysisof the underly- cations of the Governor-General's action quickly relegated
ing legislation and its relevance to Australian law. The U.K. tax reform to the back-burner.
tax legislation was based on a schedular system and English
judges were often called upon to determine whether or not a By the mid-1970s the income tax system was in serious trou-

gain fell within or outside a particularschedule or case, ble. A very conservativeHigh Court (Australia'shighest court

as the next subdivision was called, not whether it was
of appeal), led by a chief justice with an apparent ideological

income. Relying on English tax precedents,Australiancourts
axe to grind, substantially narrowed the judicial concept of

regularly characterized profits that fell outside a particular
ncome.At the same time, it read downthe anti-avoidancepro-

case or scheduleof the U.K. act as gains that were not encom-
visions in the tax legislation to render them completely impo-

passed in the Australianjudicial concept of income. tent. Judicial endorsementof increasingly artificial avoidance
schemesencouragedtax planners to step into unchartedwaters

A variety of labels were adopted by the judiciary to describe and the boundaries between tax planning, avoidance and out-
the many types ofgain that fell outside the judicialconceptof right evasion gradually blurred. Criminal organizationsjoined
income. All bore a common term - capital; most common forces with some of the more ambitious tax avoidancemarke-
were the phrases realizations of capital, capital receipts teers and in some quarters tax planningdegeneratedinto fraud-
and capital gains. ulent conspiracy to defraud the revenue.

Over time, the legislature gradually chipped away at the The government's initial responses to the contraction of the
boundaries of the judicially-decreed exempt capital gains, ncome tax base were ineffectual to say the least. Labour's
pulling particular types of gain into the income tax base. short-termcapital gains measure, introduced in 1973, was the
Some of the early base-broadening initiatives frequently only significantbase-broadeningamendmentmade during the
backfired as the courts read the provisions narrowly and decade of the 1970s. By the early 1980s, the combinationof
exempted from tax gains that fell outside the technical limita- widespread judicially endorsed tax avoidance arrangements
tions the judiciary read into the poorly drafted measures. and unendorsedevasion schemes that built upon their avoid-
Often, the result was a tax base narrower than it would have ance counterparts had led to a haemorrhaging of the ncome
been had no legislationbeen attempted. tax base that many commentatorsclaimed was unprecedented

in international terms. Although the problems were virtuallyComprehensivebase-broadeningremainedoff the tax reform all attributableto the gaps in the income tax base, the govern-agenda until the electionof a Labour governmnt in Decem-
ment, a Liberal-dominatedcoalition (its partnerwas the rural-

ber 1972. Tax reform was one of many areas that had been based National Party), was unable to address the fundamental
targeted for attention by the new government and important problem because of its refusal to countenancecomprehensivechanges were made to many areas of the legislation soon taxation of capital gains. The Liberals' preferred solution,after Labour gained power. The first move in the direction of piecemeal stop-gap anti-avoidance measures, attacked the
capital gains taxationwas the adoption in 1973 of a provision most blatantof the avoidance schemes but left most tax mini-
designed to catch so-called short-term capital gains - gains mization untouched.arrangementsrealizedon the sale of assets sold within a year of their acqui-
sition. The amendment was made in response to widespread Labour returned to power in 1983, its victory fuelled to a

public anger over the brazen exploitationof the non-taxation large degree by public outrage over disclosures about the
of these gains by speculators profiting on a bull market for growthof tax avoidanceand evasion and the complacencyof
mining shares, although the provision caught short-term both the judiciary and legislation in the face of its geometric
gains on any property. rise. The Labour government's first important reform initia-

tive was the inclusionin the income tax base (albeit on a pref-The 1973 amendment had relatively little practical impact. erential rate basis) of one type of so-called capital gain,Some short-term gains would have been caught as judicial lump-sum retirement payments. Further comprehensive
concept income anyway and other investors could avoid the reform was promised by the government when it faced the
provision simply by holding on to property for more than 12 polls in late 1984 and in 1985; soon after Labour's re-elec-
months. Long-term capital gains remained untouched until tion, an agenda for reform was adopted. It culminated in the
1974, when the government announced it would introduce announcementby the Treasurer in September 1985 of a com-
comprehensive capital gains taxation. The unofficial model prehensive reform package including, among other things,for the proposed capital gains regime was the Canadian capi- full taxation of capital gains. Legislation implementing the
tal gains tax system, which had come into effect at the begin- capital gains tax was adopted in 1986, effective from 19
ning of 1972.

September 1985, the day on which the proposed tax changes
Before any legislation was released, the Labour government were first announced in Parliament.

encountereda number of political crises. Reform plans were

quietly abandonedas the governmentfocused its attention on

political survival. That quest failed in mid-1974 when Liber- Il. STRUCTURE OF THE LEGISLATION
al-dominated opposition blocked supply in the upper house
of Parliament. Seizing the opportunity to intervene, the Gov- The objective of the Treasury team responsible for drafting
ernor-General dismissed the Labour government and called the capital gains provisions was not merely to tax capital
upon the opposition to form a government.Not surprisingly, gains in the economists' sense of gains derived from the sale
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of assets other than inventory. Rather, it was to bring into the inition is not as wide as it appears to be on the basis that
tax net the vast array ofso-calledcapitalgains left outside the right must be read as a proprietary right, meaning a right
judicial concept of income. These gains arose in a variety of that can be transferred from one person to another. However,
vey different transactions - in addition to gains on the sale other authorities have said the definition includes rights to

of investment assets or business assets, they included such pursue a legal action for damages in contractor tort, a class of
diverse amounts as payments for entering into non-competi- right that cannotbe traded, so the exact limits of the asset def-
tion agreements,payments for the terminationof contractual inition remain uncertain.
arrangements, gains realized as premiums or discounts on

Much more controversial than the wide definitionof asset is
debt instruments and gains realized upon the cancellation of

the expanded definition of disposal. The basic provision is
debt. These amounts shared only one attribute in common -

relatively straightforward- a disposal is defined as a
their judicial characterization for income tax purposes. The

change in ownershipofproperty, term that is subsequent-a
responsibilityof the legislative drafting team was to devise a

ly defined to include the various in which ownershipstructure that would bring all gains into the tax base in the ways

simplest form possible.
can be transferredor lost, including the loss or destructionof

property. These relatively simple definition measures are

supplemented by two complicated deeming provisions,
A. The realizationprincipleand integration with the which are designed to bring nto the capital gains tax the

income tax system types of judicially labelled capital gains that are generated in
transactionsnot involving the disposal of an asset.

Two fundamental tax policy principles guided the design of
the reform legislation. First, like all capital gains tax systems The two deeming provisions, known to practitioners as the

in effect, the Australian system was to operate on a realiza- terrible twins, deem a taxpayerwho has derived a gain in a

tion basis.t In other words, there would be no recognitionof situation not involving the disposal of an asset to have dis-

gain or loss until appreciated or depreciated property was posed of an asset and to have received consideration for the

sold or otherwise disposed of. disposal equal to the gain realized by the taxpayer as a result
of the transaction.The gain thus satisfies the statutorydefini-

Second, the capital gains provisions were to operate as an tion of a capital gain and enters the income tax base in the
extension of the income tax base, and not implement a new

same manner as any other capital gain. Gains to which the
and separate tax base. While there would have been no tax provisions were intended to apply- include payments in
policy rationale for the latter approach, many tax advisers

respect of a negative covenant (e.g. payment to a taxpayer
thought the second system would be adopted in Australia who has agreed not to competewith the payer) and paymentsbecause of the U.K. precedent.2 The judicial distinction

n respect of the cancellationor alterationof a contract.
between capital gains and ncome gains in that country was

so entrenched that capital gains were brought into the U.K. The two deeming provisions are quite complicated. They
tax net as a separate tax base, for reasons ofpoliticalpragma- have been generously described by some commentators as

tism. The Australian distinction between income and capital perversely convoluted, while others have simply labelled

gains was based on the English doctrines and U.K. law them incomprehensible.One section, for example, speaks of

renained influential in Australiabut given the cornplete lack the taxpayer receiving consideration for the disposal of an

of justification for separate taxes from either a theoretical or asset that was createdupon the disposal. It was inevitablethat

tax policy perspective, it was not an option ever contemplat- the deeming sections would give rise to litigation.
ed seriously by Treasury. In mid-1991 the scope of the sections finally came before the

High Court, which is, as mentioned earlier, Australia's final

B. Assets and disposals court of appeal. The Court's decision was surely as compli-
cated as the measures themselves. The case, Hepples v. Fed-

While the so-called capital gains provisions were designed to eral Commissionerof Taxation3 involved a large lump-sum
catch a wide array of gains, it was clear that they would apply paymentmade to an employee in return for his promisenot to
most often to gains realized on the sale or other disposal of compete with the employer or to exploit knowledge gained
tangible and intangible property. Accordingly, the capital from employmentfor two years following the terminationof
gains tax designers used as the heart of the new regime a his employment. A majority of the seven-person court con-

charging provision that is triggered by the disposal of an cluded the gains should be taxable. The four members of the
asset. Where the consideration fof disposal of an asset majority did not agree on which deeming provision applied,
exceeds its cost base, the taxpayer realizes a capital gain; however, so no majority could be found to support the appli-
where the cost base of an asset exceeds the considerationfor cation of one particular section. The Court was at something
its disposal, the vendor suffers a capital loss.

To bring the many other types of gains labelled capital gains 1. There have been partial accruals systems used in some special cases - an

by the courts nto this basic capital gains formula, broad def- example is the optional Canadian indexed security investment plan system,
which was in effect briefly in the early 1980s, as described in C. Shoup, Taxa-

initions of asset and disposalwere adopted. Asset, in particu- tion of Capital Gains Abroad, 1 AustralianTax Forum (1984), at 1986.

lar, is widely defined to catch virtuallyany type of tangibleor 2. Indeed, in run-up to the reform changes the largest tax publisher in the

ntangibleproperty, including any type of chose in action and country, relying on advice from practitioners that any Australian initiative
would likely copy the U.K. system, commenced a vigorous advertising cam-

any other rightbelonging to a taxpayer. Commentatorsand paign to market its proposedCapital Gains Tax Act looseleafservice.
some judges have argued that the apparentbreadthof the def- 3. (1991) 22 ATR 465.
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of a loss as to how to rule, and to resolve its dilemmait invit- the cost base of the disposed asset. And finally, a capital loss
ed the parties to appear before it again, in late 1991, to pre- is measuredas the amountby which the reduced cost exceeds
sent argumentabout the nature of the ruling it should issue in consideration in respect of the disposal.
light of its split over the appropriate section. The final ruling
said the gain was not taxable.

Several elements are included in the calculation of all three
cost bases. The most important is the actual cost of acquiring

Taxation Office officials now concede the provisions will an asset. Also included are a range of expenses that were for-
have to be redrafted to catch gains such as payments for a merly characterized as capital outgoings and hence non-

negative covenant. Officials are unlikely to follow the advice deductible. These nclude the cost of defending title to an

of some tax academics and practitioners and nsert nclusion asset and the cost of enhancing or improving an asset.
sections in the ordinary ncome tax part of the legislation,
away from the capital gains provisions. Instead, it is expect-

Another type of expense that was not deductible prior to the

ed that there will be another attempt to fit the gains into an
ntroductionof capital gains taxation was nterestncurred in

arguably alien disposal of asset formula. respect of non-income-producingproperty such as specula-
tive land investment that generated no rental income. This

Since the enactmentof the legislation,other limitationsof the expensewas non-deductible,not because it was consideredto

disposal of an asset formula have come to light and it is be capital in nature, but rather because it lacked any nexus

clear that other types of gains that were formerly exempt with the productionof taxable income. In the absence of spe-
from tax will escape the capital gains tax. In particular, it is cial measures, following the ntroductionof capital gains tax,
now concededthat gains realizedby a debtor on the cancella- nterest expenses of this sort could have been added to the
tion of debt will not be taxed (the borrower is disposingof an cost base (or indexed cost base) of assets since it was,
obligation, not an asset) nor will leasehold improvements arguably, related to the preservationof the taxpayer's title to
realized by a landlord upon the departure of the tenant the assets, or deductible as a current expense since it was

responsiblefr their construction. No remedial legislation is related to the eventual realization of taxable capital gains.
expected for the purpose of bringing either of these types of However, to ensure there was no tax advantage attached to

gain into the tax base. the acquisition of non-productive, speculative property
nvestments, measures were nserted to specifically deny

C. Indexation, costandquarantinefeatures recognitionof interest expenses in these circumstances.

Notwithstanding the rationale behind the denial and interna-
1. Indexation tional precedents supporting this approach, tax advisers lob-

In general, the Australian ncome tax system is based on bied hard for the recognitionofnterestexpenses related to the

nominal gains, without regard to the effects of nflation, acquisition of non-income-producing speculative invest-

although there have been some limited inflation adjustment ments. Surprisingly,in 1991, in the midst of what many com-

measures available in the past. These include provision for mentators claimed was the nation's worst recession since the

indexation of gains on trading stock or inventory (briefly in Great Depression, when the government was desperate to

effect in the mid-1970s) and more recently 5/3 depreciation, encourage productive investment, Treasury announced a

originally adopted as an investment incentive measure and change to the law to include interest and similarholding costs

later rationalized a a proxy for depreciation indexation for (e.g. local taxes and insurance) in the cost base of assets,

most of its tenure during the mid-1980s. thereby encouragingnon-productivespeculative investments.

Notwithstanding the lack of indexation generally in the The reducedcostbase used to calculatecapital losses is similar

income tax system, political advisers to the governrnent to the bases used to measure gains, but specifically excludes

believed indexationof capital gains was a prerequisite to the any part of the cost of an asset that has been previouslydeduct-

inclusionof capital gains in the income tax base. The conces- ed as an ordinaryexpense. The omissionof this condition from

sion was thought necessary only to the extent the base was the cost and indexed cost formulae appears to have been an

being broadened - thus, for example, there was no pressure oversight, although there will not be nany circumstances

to extend ndexation to short-terrn capital gains, which had where part of a cost can be deducted as an ordinary business

been subject to taxation since 1973. The governnentadopted expense. One situationwhere this could arise is with the sale of

the advice of its political advisers and defined long-termcap- property for a lump sum and ongoing royalty payments
ital gains (realized on assets held for a year or more) as the related to production or profit performance. In this case, the

excessf considerationfrom the disposalof an asset over the royaltieswill be deductible to the purchaserbut may also con-

indexed cost base of the asset. stitute part of the purchaser's cost base in the asset, in which
event they could be recognized twice by the taxpayer.

2. Cost bases
3. QuarantiningThree types of cost base are used in the capital gains for-

mulae. As mentioned, long-term gains are calculated as the Like virtually all realization-basiscapital gains regimes, the
excess of consideration over the indexed cost base of the Australian system quarantines capital losses against capital
asset. Short-term gains, realized on property acquired less gains. Net capital gains (the excess of capital gains realized
than a year prior to disposal, are calculated as the difference during the year over capital losses suffered) are ncluded in
between considerationreceived in respectof the disposal and gross taxable ncome. The Australian quarantining rule is
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quite strict. Capital losses can only be offset against capital instead for an exemption system under which only assets

gains and, to the extent they exceed capital gains, carried for- acquired after the adoptionof the tax would be subject to the
ward to be offset against future years' gains. Quarantine sys- new provisions. Eventually, the Prime Minister prevailed
tems found in some other jurisdictions are less rigid; for upon the Treasurer to accept this exemption system despite
example, both Canada and the United States provide a limited the vigorous oppositionof his Treasury advisers.
deduction of excess losses against other types ofncome. The

The economic and equity implications of the exemption for
unlimited carryforward of excess losses expires at death and

gains realized on assets that were acquired prior to the intro-
any excess losses not utilized by that point are simply lost.

duction of the reform significant.Themeasures were exemp-
tion for gains on pre-assets, as assets acquired prior to 20

4. Negative gearing September 1985 are sometimes called, ntroduced an invidi-

The taxation of capital gains and the quarantining of losses ous distinction between owners of old wealth and owners of

with gains did not solve one of the more serious problems new wealth. The inequityof the distinctionwas compounded
with the Australian income tax system, its encouragementof by other tax changes announcedat the same time as the capi-
negative gearing. Negative gearing refers to the practice of tal gains proposals. The most relevant of these was the pro-

using borrowed funds to nvest in an asset that will generate posed adoption of a complete imputation system. The Trea-

current ncome while it is held and capital gains when it is surer's imputation announcement led to an enormous

sold. If the interest and holding expenses exceed the current unprecedented rise in the value of many types of publicly
income, the property is said to be negatively geared. traded shares, yielding gains that could be realized tax-free

for all existing shareholders.
Where property is negatively geared, nterest expenses are

The economic harm of the exemption for pre-assetsattributable to both the current income and anticipated future
was

causedby its lock-ineffect - so long as owners ofpre-assetscapital gains. Under Australian judicial doctrines, no appor- held to the property, they could realize their gains tax-free,on
tionmentof the interest expense is needed so long as there is

while the switch another, economically rational
current income generated by the nvestment. Prior to 1985

to more

would also involve the move from
there was a completemismatchbetween outgoings and gains nvestment, tax-exemptto

taxable gains.the entire interest expense was deductible as incurred-

while the resulting capital gain was never taxed. Since the Too late, the government realized the harm the pre-asset
ntroductionof capital gains tax, the mismatchhas been mit- exemption system caused. The mistake was not repeated
igated somewhat,but substantial tax minimizationopportuni- when the income tax system was extended to formerly
ties remain for two reasons: first, interest is deductible as exempt superannuation (pension) funds in 1988 and to for-
incurred while recognition of capital gains may be deferred merly exempt controlled foreign companies in 1990. In both
until property is sold; and second, nterest is fully deductible these cases, a simple valuation date system was adopted. No
on a nominal cost basis, while long-term gains are inflation- change has been made to the original pre-asset exemption
adjusted and hence taxed on a real gain basis. applying to all other taxpayers, however.

AlthoughAustraliahas never used general passive loss quar- From a statutory drafting perspective, the pre-asset exemp-

antiningrules, limited matchingof interest and resulting cap- tion has been a direct cause of what may well be the most

ital gains on rental properties was briefly adopted in 1985. complicated capital gains legislation in the world. Among
Since the repeal of those measures in 1986, there have been other things, complex provisions apply to:

no restrictionson the mismatchingof current interestexpens-
es and deferred capital gains. Negative gearing has become 1. The time of acquisition
an important method of tax minimization with serious effi-

ciency repercussionsand equity implications. Special rules were needed to deal with situations where tax-

payers commenced work on an asset before the operational
date of the capital gains tax but acquired the asset after that

D. The pre-20September1985 exemption date. This might arise, for example, where a taxpayer laid the
foundation for a building before 20 September 1985 and the

The most remarkable feature of the Australian capital gains building was completedafter that date. It could similarly arise
tax system, and the aspect that has attractedmost criticismby if a taxpayer carried out research and developmentbefore 20
foreign commentators, is its exemption for property acquired September 1985 and the work eventually led to a process or
on or prior to the evening of 19 September 1985, the night on product that was patentedafter that date. In cases such as these,
which the Treasurer announcedthe adoption of capital gains the transition rules treat the properties acquired after 19
taxation in Australia. It had long been assumed that the Aus- September 1985 as if they had been acquiredprior to that time.
tralian system would follow adopt the internationalnorm and
use a valuationdate procedure,underwhich all assets held by 2. Carved out assets
the taxpayer would be valued at the time from which the tax

became operative and gains and losses measured from that In some situations, new assets can be carved out of existing
value. However, shortly before the capital gains provisions property. This could occur, for example, where on or after 20
were to be announced, the Prime Minister'spolitical advisers September 1985 the owner of real property grants to another

apparently convinced him that the valuation date system person a long-term leasehold nterest in property that was

could be a long-term political liability. The advisers argued acquired before that date. Carve-outs of leasehold interests
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are deemed to be disposals of property interests acquired ital gains legislation is supposed to preventdouble taxation in
after 19 September 1985, but other carve-outs from pre- these cases. The reconciliation measure lowers net capital
assets are treated as disposals of pre-assets. gain by the amount, if any, which is ncluded in taxable

ncome as ncome according to judicial concepts or pursuant
3. Composite assets to another statutory inclusion provision.
Compositeassets are created when separatepropertiesmerge Unfortunately, the structure of the reconciliation provision
nto one as a consequenceofproperty law doctrines.The cap- prevents it from achieving its objective in some situations.
ital gains provisions contemplate two situations where com- The measure only works where it is the disposal of an asset

posite assets relevant to the exemption for pre-assets might that leads to the realizationof a capital gain and ncome taxed
arise: the construction or improvement of buildings on real under the ordinary ncome tax provisions. The provision has
property and the merging of title on adjacent properties. In no effect where gains are otherwise taxable without the need
cases such as these, special dissectionprovisions distinguish for a disposal. The problem is well illustrated in the case of
the pre- and post- elementsofthe compositeproperty for cap- zero coupon or deep discount bonds. Gains on zero coupon
ital gains tax purposes. bonds are taxed on an accrual basis over the life of the bond.

By the time the bond is redeemed,virtually the entire gain (the
4. Assets owned through interposed entities difference between the issue price and redemptionprice) will

It was feared that the separationof economic nterest and legal have been taxed as interest income under the relevant deep
title where property is owned througha companyor trust could discount bond provisions. However, the redemption will

open the door to unwarrantedexploitationof the exemptionfor amount to a disposal and the difference between the indexed

gains realized on pre-assets. Renedial legislation was drafted cost and the redemptionprice will be taxed again as a capital
to address two particularsituations, illustrated in these cases: gain. The reconciliationprovisionwillnot operatebecause the

original tax liability was not the result of a disposal.(i) A taxpayerwho owned a company prior to 20 September
1985 could use the company to acquire property after Thus far, serious reconciliationproblems have been avoided
that date and when the property had appreciated in value only because the Taxation Office has exercised a discretion
sell the exempt shares in the company instead of causing probably not sanctioned by the legislation and sought to tax

the company to sell the appreciatedasset. the gain only once, ignoring the capital gains provisions that

(ii) Taxpayers wishing to invest in a particular type of asset would apply to the transaction. However, tax advisers expect
after 19 September 1985 could acquire an nterest in a pressure for reform of the reconciliationprovision to grow as

company that owned that type of asset prior to that date. more cases ofpotential double taxation become known.
When the company sold the asset, the post-19 September
1985 shareholders could indirectly exploit the tax- Personal-useassets
exemption for the gains in the hands of the company.

.

The definition of asset is broad and would encompass all
Complex (and according to some commentators, unwork-

a
able) anti-avoidanceprovisions are directed at these types of personal property owned by taxpayer. An important tax

situations. design issue is the appropriate treatment of losses on person-
al property. Most personalproperty declines in value because

5. Rollovers of use or consumption - a washingmachinedevalues as it is
used, clothes decline in value as they are worn, and so forth.

As explained furtherbelow, the capital gains tax is subject to a The income tax system is designed to measure changes in
number of rollover provisions which allow taxpayers to defer economic position, but it is not supposed to recognize tax-

recognitionofgainsor transfer tax liability to the new ownerof payers' individual consumption. Safeguards are therefore
property. In most rolloversituations,the cost attributesofprop- needed to ensure that losses on personalproperty due to con-

erty are transferred to new property or a new owner. In the sumption are not allowable as capital losses. At the same

Australiancase, however, the pre-20 September 1985 or post- time, provision must be made for recognition of losses that
19 September 1985 status of property must be transferred as are attributable to external changes, that is, the fluctuationof
well, a factor which complicates the rolloverprovisions. market demand for and supply of various types of assets.

E. Integrationwiththe ordinary income tax
The statutory formula for achieving these goals is modelled

provisions very closely on a Canadianprecedent. Central to its operation
is the concept of a personal-useasset - an asset held primar-

The capital gains provisions operate independently from the ily for the privateuse and enjoymentof the owner or owner's
rest of the income tax legislation.A taxpayer'snet capital gain, family. Personal-useassets are divided nto two categories -

that is the excess of capital gains over capital losses, is calcu- listed and non-listed assets. Listed assets are sometimes
lated without reference to other gains and losses measured known as collectibles and include paintings, jewellery,
under the ordinary ncome tax provisions. The net capital gain antiques, and coin and stamp collections. All other personal-
is then broughtnto the taxpayer's gross taxable ncome. use assets fall nto the non-listedcamp.

The same transactionthat gives rise to a net capital gain may Listed and non-listedpersonal-useproperty receive different
also generate a profit that will be taxed under the original tax treatmentwith respect to both losses and gains. Losses on

income tax provisions. A reconciliationprovision in the cap- listed personal-useproperty are recognized for tax purposes
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while losses on non-listedpersonal-useproperty are ignored. G. Ro//overs
The rationale for the different treatmentof losses has already
been noted- losses on listed assets are most likely It was noted earlier that the capital gains tax provisions con-

tain a numberof rollovermeasures which allow taxpayers toattributableto market forces while losses on non-listedassets

are probably due to consumptionand use. Special rules apply avoid recognitionofgains realized and losses suffered on the

to losses on listed personal-use assets. They are quarantined disposal of assets in certain circumstances.In some cases the

against gains on the same type ofproperty. Thus, net gains on
tax attributes of the transferred property pass to the new

listed personal-use assets enter taxable ncome, while net owner of the property and in other cases the tax attributes of

losses on listed personal-use assets can only be carried for- the property disposed of transfer to replacement property

ward, to be offset against future years' listed property gains. acquired by the taxpayer.
There is no limit to the carryforwardperiod. There are two types of rollovers in the legislation. The first

The different treatmentof gains on listed and non-listedper- type comprises rollovers that have been adopted to achieve
certain tax policy objectiveswhile maintainingthe equity andsonal-use assets is attributable to administrative concerns.

There are two aspects to these concerns. First is the adminis- efficiency goals of income taxation generally. The second

trative cost of applying the capital gains tax to nexpensive type comprises a single rollover, known as the testamentary
rollover, which was adopted in pursuitof an immediatepolit-personal property on which only minimal capital gains, at
ical objective and which provides concessional in

most, are likely to accrue. Second, there is legitimateconcern
treatment

violation of the equity and efficiency tax norms. This latter
that taxpayers are unlikely to retain records of cost, acquisi- rollover is examined in later section of this article.a
tion date, and so on for non-listedassets. This is less likely to

be a problem with listed assets, for which taxpayers are more The rollovers that seek to achieve tax policy objectives fall

likely to retain records relating to the acquisition price and nto three principal categories: the marital dissolution
consideration for disposal and for which other documentary rollover, the involuntary disposal rollovers and the business
evidence such as invoices, nsurancepolicies, etc., have been and corporate reorganizationrollovers. There are in addition

generated. Thus, there are no restrictions on the recognition several relativelyunimportantmiscellaneousrollovers.
of gains from the disposal of listed personal-useassets.

Not all gains on non-listed personal-use assets are taxable. 1. The marital dissolution rollover

Special de minimis provisions establish floors to exempt From its nception, Australia's income tax system has been
smaller gains on this type of property. The floors bump up the based on the individual as the taxable unit and generally
cost of assets to $ 5,000 where they actually cost less than that ncome tax liability is not affected by marital status or family
and establish a considerationof $ 5,000 where assets are sold relationship. The general rule is subject to afew exceptions
for lower amounts. As a result, all gains on non-listedproperty - there are a limited number of anti-avoidancerules to dis-
are ignored for tax purposes unless the considerationfor their courage income splitting and a small tax credit (called a

sale is greater than $ 5,000 and even then gains will only be rebate in Australian termirology) is available for taxpayers
recognized to the extent the considerationexceeds $ 5,000. supporting a spouse or spouse and children. The exceptions
The floors exclude from the capital gains regime nexpensive prove the rule, however, and arm's length transactions

assets that are unlikely to appreciate in value while catching between spouses are treated no differently from their coun-

the more expensive ones such as yachts, summer homes, ski terparts outside the context of a family.
chalets, vacation condominiums, and so forth which may Family law and the law of marital dissolution in Australia is
appreciate. The floors also establish an arbitrary, but not based upon federal legislation. Like its equivalents overseas

unreasonable,border between those assets for which the tax- (some of which were modelled in part on the Australian law),
payer is more or less likely to retain documentation and the Australian legislation is based on trust law principles that
records. Also, transactions involving assets costing and sell- recognize the beneficialnterests of one spouse in the proper-
ing for more than the threshold are more likely to generate a ty belonging to another as a consequenceof the first spouse's
paper trail for auditing and enforcementpurposes. Transfers financial or in-kind contributions to its acquisition. Family
of these propertiesare often recorded for otherpurposes such law has extended the equitable principles of trust law to rec-

as title registration, insurance coverage, etc. ognize as well the rights of one spouse to property owned by
The de minimis provisions are protected by anti-avoidance the other where the first spouse has not contributeddirectly to

measures which prevent taxpayers from splitting a more
the acquisition of the property, but has contributedndirectly

expensive asset into component parts and applying the $ by making financial or n-kind contributions to a family
5,000 floor to each part or from splitting up a group of assets

household or by assuming household responsibilities that

that is normally sold as a set (for example, an expensivechess made it possible for the second spouse to acquire the property.

set) and selling each piece in the set in a separate transaction. The capitalgains tax providesa rolloverfor assets transferred
The limits of the anti-avoidance provisions are expected to pursuant to a court sanctioned marital dissolution (be it a

generate some litigation as taxpayers test the conceptof a set. family law court order or an agreement between the parties
The definition of personal-use assets includes non-business sanctioned by the court). Under the rollover provision, the
loans. This was necessary to prevent taxpayers from making disposal is ignored for capital gains tax purposes and the tax

and then cancelling non-arm's length loans to relatives and attributes of the transferred property, ncluding its cost and

claiming a capital loss on the cancelleddebt. time of acquisition, transfer to the recipient. Complementary
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provisions provide for a rollover where property is trans- key respects. First, the involuntary disposal rollover is elec-
ferred from a company or trust pursuant to a family court tive, which means a taxpayercan choose to recognizea capi-
order. This latter legislationcontains complicatedadjustment tal gain (or loss) even if a replacementasset is acquired. Sec-
formulae which vary the transferringspouse's cost base in ond, the involuntary disposal rollover has special provisions
the company or trust from which the asset was transferred. to deal with cases where lost assets are replaced with less

valuableproperty. If the considerationfor an involuntarydis-
The rollover is non-elective; where property is transferred

posal (e.g. compensation, insurance, etc.) exceeds the cost of
pursuant to a court order under the federal family law legisla- the replacement asset, the taxpayer is required to recognizetion, it operates. It also applies to orders made under equiva- to extent
lent laws overseas. Ironically, taxpayersmaking transferspur-

any gain realized as a result of the disposal the it is
not reinvested in the replacementproperty.suant to foreign orders may be treated preferentially to tax-

payers making transfers as a consequenceof Australian legis-
lation. This is because family law legislation in many jurisdic- 3. The incorporationand corporate rollovers
tions extends to unmarried persons in a de facto relationship. The capital gains provisions contain a large number of
In Australia, the federal FamilyLaw Act only applies to legal- rollovers that operate when property is transferred in the
ly married (or formerlymarried)persons. State legislationand course of business and nvestmentreorganizations.
common law establishes the rights ofpersons in de facto rela-

tionships but any transfers made pursuant to state law will not The business and investmentrollovers are designed to facili-

trigger the marital dissolutionrollover. tate efficient ownership of productive assets by removing a

tax barrier to reorganization where legal title of property
There is a potentially large loophole in the marital dissolution changes but the underlying interests of natural persons in the
rollover that can be exploited when a recipient spouse is a propertyrerains the same. Oneofthe most importantof these
non-resident.As explainedbelow, non-residentsare liable for is the rollover that applies to the incorporationof a business
capital gains tax only on a small category of assets. If the that has previously been operating as a sole proprietorship,
transferredproperty falls outside that class, gains attributable partnershipor trust. Althoughthe ncorporationrolloverelim-
to the asset can escape tax completely since the original nates any tax penalty from changing business form, it does
transfer is ignored for capital gains tax purposes and the non- give rise to some interestingeventual tax consequences.
resident recipient is not liable for tax on any gains she or he

eventually realizes when the property is sold to a third party. The incorporation rollover is available only where the tax-

payer receives non-redeemable shares exclusively from the

2. The involuntarydisposalrollover company in return for the transfer of assets. In other words,
the company cannot provide the transferorwith debt, cash or

An implied attributeof a realizationbasis tax which nets loss- other property except shares. (The company can, however,
es against gains is the power of the taxpayer to decide when assume any liability of the taxpayer for debt owing on the
to recognize gains and losses by choosing the time ofdispos- transferred property.) The taxpayer's cost rolls over twice -

al. In some circumstancesdisposals are the result of external it becomes the transferor's cost for the shares he or she
forces - government appropriation of property, destruction receives and the company's cost for the asset it receives.

by natural disaster, etc. When the taxpayeraccepts the conse- Thus, there are in theory two potential future tax liabilities

quences of involuntarydisposal and reinvests any considera- created out of one accrued gain.
tion received as a result of the disposal in a dissimilar asset,
there is no reason to treat the disposal differently from any

A related rollover that is becoming of ncreasing importance
disposal initiated by the taxpayer. If considerationis received is the intercorporaterollover, which applies to asset transfers

in the way of compensation or insurance, the taxpayer has betweencompanies in the same group (i.e. companiessubject
realized the value of the propertyand made a portfoliochoice to the same ultimate ownership). This particularrolloverhas

as to where to reinvest the funds. probably given rise to more technical problems than any
other provision in the capital gains legislation. To avoid the

The situation may be different where the taxpayer uses any duplicationof potential tax liabilities that arises in the ncor-
consideration received as a result of the disposal to replace poration rollover, the ntercorporate rollover provides for
the lost asset. In that case the taxpayer is arguably trying to only one rolloverofcost, this being to the recipientcompany.
put him or herself in the position he or she would have been Thus, while the transferor's cost for an asset rolls over with
in but for the involuntarydisposal. To recognize a realization the asset to the transferee, the transferor's cost for the shares
of gain in these circumstancesmight be unfair, given that the it receives is the marketvalue of the asset it gives up in return

taxpayer did not wish to dispose of the asset and has tried to for the shares.

replicate the pre-disposal situation. Considerations of this
sort explain the availability of two involuntary rollovers in Allowing the transferora cost in its shares equal to the value

the capital gains provisions.The first applies where a taxpay-
of transferred property eliminated the potential problem of

er receives a replacement asset for the one lost or taken and double tax liability, but it created a serious avoidanceoppor-

the second applies where the taxpayer receives cash which is tunity. A company wishing to sell an asset and avoid capital
invested in a replacementasset. gains tax could simply establish a subsidiary with nominal

capital, transfer the appreciated asset to the subsidiary in
While the involuntarydisposal provisions are very similar to exchangefor shares and sell the subsidiary to a buyer seeking
the marital breakdown rollover measures, they differ in two to purchase the underlying asset. Because the cost of the
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shares in the subsidiaryequalled their market value following Critics have pointed out several flaws with the argument.
the transfer, the vendor company would realize no gain on the First, they note that many so-called capital gains assessed
sale of the shares. under the Australian capital gains rules are generated and

derived in a single year, not accrued over many years. Gains
The govemment has explored a range of options in its

for which this would be true include negative covenant
attempts to solve this problem including, for a short while, pay-

adopting the double rollover of cost formula used in the
ments or damages for tort or breach of contract actions.

ncorporation rollover. Eventually it returned to the original Second, critics pointed out that the bunching argument does

formulabut added an nteresting twist to discourage transfers not take into account the significant deferral advantages
motivated by avoidance objectives. Where an ntercorporate enjoyed by taxpayers who recognize capital gains on a real-

asset transfer takes place and the transferor and transferee ization basis compared to those taxpayers who derive sever-

comparies cease to be group companies at some time after able income from capital such as interest or rent, which is
the transfer has taken place, the transferee company is taxed on an annual basis. In effect, the taxpayerrealizing cap-
deemed to have sold the transferredasset for its market value ital gains enjoys an interest-free loan from the TaxationOffice

and immediatelyreacquired the asset for a new cost equal to from the year in which a gain accrues until the year in which

the market value at the time the two companies ceased to be it is actually recognized for tax purposes. Many tax scholars

group companies. The deeming provision insures the gain is have argued that to offset the deferral advantage available to

subject to tax as soon as the transferee company is sold to a persons deriving capital gains and thereby achieve both equi-
new owner. It is expected that the purchaserwill discount the ty and efficiency objectives, capital gains taxed on a realiza-

purchase prce by the amount of tax it will have to pay and in tion basis should be subject to higher taxes than other types of

this way the transferorcompany indirectly bears the tax bur- income. If bunching does occur, it could be justified to some

den for the indirect transfer of the appreciatedasset. extent as a compensatorymeasure. As such, it would be high-
ly discriminatory,however, since it would only apply to lower

Limitedrollovers are available for corporatecapital reorgani- ncome taxpayerspushed into a higherbracket; taxpayerswho
zations such as where one class of shares is redeemed and

would be in the top bracket anyway would not be subject to
replaced with another class of shares. There are no rollovers
available where the shareholders' nterests fundamentally any extra tax burden from bunching.

change such as in the case of a takeover where shares in one Finally, critics of the bunching argument note that the argu-

company are replaced with shares in another company. ment fails to recognize who actually derives capital gains in
Australia. Tax statistics in Australia mirror those overseas

4. Other rollovers and show that the vast majority of capital gains are derived

by companies that are taxed at a flat rate or high income tax-
Two other, less important, rollovers are available to taxpayers payers whose incornes would be subjected to the highest
who dispose of property without changing their fundamental marginal tax rates even without considering the capital gains
economic position. The first is the strata title conversion they realize. For most capitalgains derived in Australia, there
rollover. Strata title ownership(or condominiumownership, as is no question of a bunching problern. Statistics also reveal
it is known in North America) of a flat (townhouse) or apart- that the percentage of ndividuals' income that is derived as

ment is a relatively recent legal development in some jurisdic- capital gains rises with income. Iess than one percent of tax-
tions in Australia. Before individual title to part of a larger payers earning under $ 35,000 per year derive capital gains
building with common facilities was available, taxpayers often and for those who do, it forms a small part of their incornes.
secured their interest in a flat or apartment through a coopera- Capital gains are an important componentof the incomes of
tive company, which owned the title to the entire building. top bracket taxpayers who derive this type of gain, however
State property law has now been changed to facilitatendivid- amounting to between one quarter and one fifth of their
ual ownershipand as a result, manypropertyownersare chang- incomes.4 Any concession or exemption for capital gains
ing their nterests in property to direct strata title ownership. based on the bunching argument would, therefore, be a

The renewalor extensionofstatutory licence rolloveris for tremendouswindfall for the many capital gains-derivingtax-

the benefit of persons with statutory licences such as liquor payers who never actually suffer from a bunching problem.
licences or taxi licences that are issued for a fixed period, but The legislature's solution to the alleged problemof bunching
renewed almost automatically in most cases. was the adoptionof atop slice averaging formula, designed

to provide relief to those for whom bunching is truly a prob-
H. Averaging lem, while denyingany concessionto those for whom it caus-

es no additional tax burden. The formula first calculates the
One of the arguments used by opponents of capital gains tax- taxpayer's tax liability on all income other than any net capi-
ation was the so-called bunchingargument. This argument tal gain realized by the taxpayer. It then deterrnines the tax-
is based on the fact that capital gains are recognized for tax payer's tax liability on all income other than capital gains
purposes in one year if the tax is levied on a realizationbasis, plus one fifth of the capital gain. The amount determned in
even though the gains may accrue over many years. It was the first step is subtracted from the anount determinedin the
said that the resulting bunching of several years' gains into second step. The differenceis the extra tax attributable to the
one tax year might push a taxpayernto a higher bracket and
hence lead to higher taxation than would have been the case if 4. All figures are based on Australian Tax Office, Taxation Statistics 1987-

the gains were recognizedover many years, as they accrued. 1988 (Canberra: AGPS, 1989).
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inclusionofone fifth of the capital gain in the taxpayer's tax- non-residentvendors before turning over the entire purchase
able income. This extra tax is multipliedby five to determine price. The only section in the Act that affords any support to
how much tax should be levied on the entire capital gain. The the Tax Office is a provision that allows the office to collect
taxpayer's final tax liability is the sum of the tax payable on tax from a person owing money to a defaulting taxpayer. If
all income other than capital gains plus the tax payable on the purchaseprice has been paid, the purchaserhas no poten-
capitalgains (i.e. five times the tax payable on one fifth of the tial liability.5
capital gain).

Becausecapital gains are taxed on a realizationbasis, specialThe formula is only effective for taxpayers whose taxable rules are needed for persons changing residency. In the
incomes without a capital gain is below the threshold of the absence of special provisions, taxpayers could manipulate
next higher income bracket and with the capital gain rises their capital gains tax liabilities by deferring realizationuntil
above that threshold. One fifth of the capital gain will attract after they have changed residency status.
a lower tax rate, particularly if it does not cause the taxpay-
er's ncome to rise into the next higher bracket. Thus, five The statutory rules that apply to persons changing residency
times that tax will yield a smaller amount than would nor- status were largely modelledon Canadianprecedents,as were

mally be levied on the capital gain if some of it would be the principlesunderlying those rules. The firstprinciple is that
taxed only at the higher rate. capital gains which accrue to a resident during the period of

his or her residency should be taxable in Australia, wheneverThe top slice ncome averagingsystem is not restricted to cap- the gains be realized. The second is that Australia hasital gains. It actually applies to a variety ofncome types, col- may no

lectively called abnormal income, which includes capital legitimate right to tax capital gains that accrue to a non-resi-
dent during the period he or she is not resident, even if thegains and the fluctuating ncomes of persons such as artists,

are person a
composers,nventors,performers, sportspersonsand writers. gains realized after the becomes resident.

These principles are embodied in two rules. The first rule
I. Non-residents, immigrantsand emigrants deems departing taxpayersto have disposedof their assets for

consideration equal to the market value of the assets at the
Australian income tax is levied on the basis of residency. time the owners cease to be residents.The second rule deems
Residents are taxable on their worldwide incomes, wherever arriving residents to have acquired their assets for considera-
the source. Non-residents are taxable only on their Aus- tion equal to the market value of the assets at the time the
tralian-sourceincome.

owners become residents. Further provisions deem similar
The capital gains provisions retain the basic distinction results for changes in residency of trusts and partnerships,
between residents taxed on their worldwide incomes and although the latter provisions are probably redundant in light
non-residentstaxed on the gains they derive from sources in of the procedurenow used for tracing each partner's interest
Australia. In the case of the capital gains measures, however, in partnershipassets separately.
the principle is tempered somewhatby pragmatic considera-
tions concerning the collectionof tax. In certaincircumstances,taxpayershave the optionofelecting

out of the deemed disposition and acquisition rules. Because
Non-residentsare liable for Australian capital gains tax only non-residentsremain taxable on gains realized on the sale of a
on the disposal of certain identified assets known as taxable taxable Australian asset, departing residents nay elect not to
Australian assets. The most importantof these are real prop- recognize accrued gains on these assets at the time of depar-
erty in Australia,property connectedwith a permanentestab- ture. Moreover departing residents rnay elect to characterize
lishmentin Australia, shares in a private company and shares other assets as taxable Australian assets until the assets are
of a resident public conpany where the taxpayer holds ten disposedof or until the taxpayersbecorneAustralianresidents
percent or more of the shares in the public company. There again. With respect to departing residents who have no inten-
are no tracing provisions where taxable Australian assets are tion ofever re-acquiringAustralian residency status, the elec-
owned through another entity. Thus, a simple way for a non- tion appears to be generous, since it allows them to defer tax
resident to avoid Australian tax liabilitywould be to establish possibly until long after they have departed from Australia.
a private company outside the country, acquire taxable Aus- There is a trade-off, however - the price extracted for the
tralian assets through the private companyand sell the private deferral is an obligationto pay tax on all gains that accrue fol-
company to any purchaser interested in the underlying Aus- lowing departure from Australia as well as those which
tralian assets. accrued while the taxpayerwas resident here.
The Taxation Office finds little support in the legislation for

Temporary residents who acquire Australian residency onlyits attempts to collect capital gains tax from a non-resident for relatively short period exempted from the deemeda are
even if the non-resident chooses to own taxable Australian
assets directly. There is no provision in the Act making the disposal and acquisition rules with respect to property

purchaserof property liable for the non-paymentof taxes by acquired before they became Australian residents provided
they were resident for a total period of less than five yearsa non-resident vendor. Measures of this sort are found in
during the period of ten years before departure.many capital gains tax system and to the extent they apply to

the sale of property that can be easily seized by tax authori-
5. If the sale proceeds held by another resident such bank, the Com-are as a

ties (that is, real property), they are very effective in ensuring missioner could utilize this provision to demand payment by the bank which
that purchasers seek evidence of satisfied tax liability from owesmoney to the vendor,
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Ill. CONCESSIONALFEATURES the transfer. If it has declined in value, the transferwill result
in tax savings.

A. Testamentarygifts The liquidity argumentproved somewhatmore successful. It
was put forward with particularvigourby the farming sector,In general, the Australian tax system treats a gift of property which argued that the transfer of family farms from

such as inventoryor trading stock as a disposal for the market genera-
tion to generation would be endangered if taxes were

value of the gifted property. In other words, donors are
on sector manydeemed to have derived payment equal in value to the prop-

imposed deceased farmers. The claimed
farmers reinvest profits in their farms and consequentlyhave

erty they give away. Comparable rules are found in many few liquid assets at death. Satisfying testamentary tax lia-
jurisdictions, particularly in respect of gifts of inventory,

a

although this policy is less universal in the case of deprecia- bility could, therefore, require sale of the farm since unlike
assets as are not

ble property or capital assets. ntangible such shares, farms easily divisible
for partial sale. To ensure this would not happen, opponents

The tax policy rationale for the deemed receipt of payment of the government'sproposal called for a deferral of tax upon
rule is quite simple. The psychic reward (altruism, emotional testamentary transfers. The deferral would be accomplished
gratification or whatever) realized by the taxpayer who gifts through a testamentaryrollover that transferred the testator's

property must be worth the value of the property or the tax- cost in an asset to the beneficiary.
payer would not gift it. Moreover, the deemed receipt ofpay-
ment rule achieves neutrality and equity between three Most tax policy analysts dismissed the liquidity argument as

arguablyequivalentcases: first, where the taxpayergifts prop-
a basis for non-recognition of gains and losses upon testa-

erty; second, where the taxpayergifts cash equal to the market mentary disposals. Statistical studies showed that farming
value of the property and then sells the property to the donee; properties rarely rose in value by more than the rate of nfla-

and third, where the taxpayer sells the property to an outside tion so in most cases recognition of testamentary disposals
party and then gifts the proceeds to the donee to enable him or

would lead to no tax liability. The general rule is not true for

her to purchase the property from the outside party or to pur-
farms on the edge of expandingurban areas; these properties

chase a replacementproperty from someone else. do appreciate in value and can generate real gains to their
owners. However, the ncrease in value is attributablto their

The arguments underlying the deemed derivation of consid- potential for subdivision for housing or commercial purpos-
erationrule apply equally to inter vivos disposals (gifts made es, in which case external factors, and not tax considerations,
by a living person) and testamentarydisposals (gifts directed are ultimatelymore likely to lead to the end of a family farm.
by a deceasedperson by means of a will). Just as tax liability
should not differ depending on whether a taxpayer sells an In any case, as several tax experts pointed out, the liquidity
asset and gifts the proceeds or simply gifts the asset, tax lia- problem could be addressed in other ways. The easiest solu-

bility shouldnot differ dependingon whethera taxpayergifts tion is the one that was sometimes used on an informal basis

property on his or her deathbedor provides in a will for prop_ by revenue authorities with respect to the formerestate taxes,

erty to be transferred immediatelyafter his or her death. namely to defer collection of the tax until the taxpayer had
sufficient resources but charge interest on the outstanding

For this reason, the original blueprint for capital gains tax debt and secure the debt on the appreciatedasset.
treated all gratuitous disposals similarly, deeming receipt of
consideration whether property was transferred by way of On the broader tax policy question, supporters of the govern-
ntervivos or testamentarygift. Critics of the proposedsystem ment's original proposals to treat inter vivos and testamen-

argued against the deemed receipt of consideration for testa- tary gifts similarly voiced concern over the equity and effi-

mentarydisposals on two grounds. First, they said the deemed ciency implicationsof a testamentaryrollover. They conced-

receipt on testamentarydisposal gave rise to a death duty, a ed a deferral system might provide some relief to a few tax-

type of tax that was not appropriate for Australia. Second, payers who would be faced with liquidity problems if prop-
they argued the recognitionof testamentarytransfers as a tax- erty transfers at death were treated as a taxable disposal, but
able disposal might cause liquidity problems in some cases. argued that this reliefwould come at a considerablecost. The

concession, they pointed out, would provide an enormous
Although the first argument received some attention in the windfall for all other taxpayers not facing the liquidity prob-
press and was pursued with vigour by some professional lem. Moreover, supporters of the original proposal argued,advisers, it made little impact on the government. Australia for very wealthy taxpayers who are able to pass propertyhad once imposed death duties on testamentary transfers at from generation to generation, the deferral would amount to
both the federal and state levels, but those taxes had ceased to virtual exemption. And finally, they noted, from an econom-

operate by the time the capital gains provisions were being c perspective the deferral would open the door to consider-
designed. Death duties are quite different from income taxes able inefficiency by locking taxpayers nto existing nvest-
that apply to testamentary disposals. Death duties impose a

ments, possible for several generations.
tax on a testator or beneficiary based on the value of the
transferred property. Whether that property has risen or fall- Notwithstandingthe views of tax policy analysts, representa-
en in value prior to the transfer is irrelevant. An income tax, tives of the primary productionsector were able to attract con-

by way of contrast, measures gains and losses and where an siderablepoliticalsupportoutside the govemmentfor their tes-

income tax applies to testamentary disposals, a tax liability tamentary rollover proposal. It became clear that the govem-
will accrue only if property has appreciated in value prior to ment would not secure passage of its tax reform package
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unless it compromisedon this point and when the draft legisla- sort of capital gains tax concession for homes is found in
tion was finally released, it containeda testamentaryrollover. many countries, an unlimited outright exemption of gains is

The rollover transfers only the cost attributes from the
not that common. Scholars nterested in the area followed the

tax
deceased taxpayer to his or her beneficiaries. It does not

case of Canada which adopted a capital gains and unlim-

transfer the pre-20 September 1985 and post-19 September
ited principal residence exemption in 1972. The exemption

1985 status of property. Where pre-20 September 1985 prop-
was capitalized nto the price of homes in less than half a

decade. As it turned out, the Australianmarketproved some-
erty is transferred to a beneficiary, gains accruing to the time

what efficient and house prices in this byof the transfer remain exempt from tax but subsequentgans
more country rose a

will be taxable. correspondingamounteven quicker than they had in Canada.
Prices have moderated with the advent of the recession, but

The rollover of cost for post-19 September 1985 assets is still remain significantly higher than they were before the
allowed only where the beneficiary is not exempt from taxa- adoptionof capital gains tax.
tion - otherwise the deferred taxes will never be collected.
Thus, there is a deemedreceiptofmarketvaluepaymentwhen The exemptionhas also been criticizedby many organizations
property is gifted to a tax-exemptrecipient such as a charity. concerned with the equity of the income tax system. Critics

point out that exemption is of far more value to high ncome
than lower ncome - for dollar

B. Principal residence
taxpayers to taxpayers every
of untaxed gain, a lower bracket taxpayer saves $ 21 in tax,

The dream of owner-occupiedhousing represents a national while a highest bracket taxpayer saves $ 47. Moreover,

aspiration in Australia and support for owner-occupiedhous_ because there is no cap on the exemption, the concession is

ing holds a high priority for leaders of all political parties. likely to exempt nore income for high bracket taxpayers than

One way in which political support for homeowners nani_ for low bracket taxpayers, or at least those low bracket tax-

fests itself is through generous incone tax exemptions and payers able to afford hones. If all homes appreciated in value

concessions aimed at owner-occupied homes. One of the at the same rate, more valuablehomes would generategreater
most irnportant exemptions is the non-taxation of imputed gains than less valuable homes and usually expensive home

rental value, which was originally taxed in Australiabut then appreciate at faster rates than nexpensivehouses.

exempted, in part to encouragehomeownership. Finally, the exemption has come in for its strongest criticism

An equally significantexemption is the exemption from cap- by economic analysts and spokespersons for the business
ital gains taxation of gains realized on the disposal of a prin- community who advocate the adoption of a free enterprise
cipal residence. The Labour governmentwhich adopted cap- system in Australia in which nvestment would be made on

ital gains tax deliberately exempted gains on principal resi- the basis of where it could generate the highest return, without

dences to remove a potential focus from the opposition governmentnterferenceor tax-induceddistortions.The capi-
party's expected attack on capital gains. The government tal gains tax exemption, these persons point out, has biased
foresaw the likelihood of opposition politicians exploiting nvestment away from productive commercial and industrial

popular sentiment against a tax on gains realized on the dis- activities and nto owner-occupiedhousing, leading to over-

posal of principal residences to discredit capital gains gener- nvestment in houses relative to the occupants' real needs in

ally. Labourpoliticiansof the day were well aware of the fact many cases. As a result, commercialenterpriseshave had less
that a little more than a decade earlier they had been defeated nvestment capital available to them and have had to rely on

in a federal election in part because of the false claims of the more expensivedebt financing and overseas financing,which
then government that Labour would tax principal residence has greatly exacerbatedAustralia's foreign debt problems.
gains if they attainedpower. For all these reasons, many tax advisers predict the principal
While the capital gains tax exemption for gains realized on residenceexemptionsystemmay be modifiedas part of some

the disposal of a principal residence may be appreciated by future tax reform programme, although the governmenthas

existing homeowners (or at least homeownerswho acquired consistentlydenied this.
their properties after 19 September 1985 and who would oth-
erwise be subject to the tax), the concessionhas been strong- 1. Structure of the exemption
ly condemnedby many groups. And support by homeowners
waned when the cost of houses declined and taxpayers who The main operative provision for the principal residence

had supportedan exernption for gains realized on the dispos- exemptiondeems a taxpayernot to have derived a capitalgain
al of principal residences discovered the flip side of the or suffered a capital loss on the disposal of a dwelling that is a

exemption, namely that they could not recognize the losses sole or principal residence. The exemption is extended to

they suffered when properties were sold for a loss. trustees,executors and trust beneficiariesin certain cases such
as where a taxpayer dies and his or her will provides for the

Ironically, some of the strongest criticism of the exemption surviving spouse to use the house for his or her lifetime.
came from tax scholars who supported the goal of more

owner-occupied housing. Relying on overseas experience, 2. Multiple principal residences: family members
they warned that a capital gains tax exemption for owner- overlapoccupied houses would be capitalized into the price of

housing and would quickly push the price of houses into an While a taxpayer could have more than one residence, clear-
unaffordable range for ordinary Australians. Although some ly it would not be possible to have more than one sole or
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principal residence at any given time. It could, however, be maximum overlap period for taxpayers with a first house

possible for different members of an immediate family to building a new house on land they own is four years.
have different sole or principal residences,or at least to claim

Anotherprovisionextends the principal residenceexemptionthey have different principal residences for purposes of the
to gains attributableto a periodof temporaryabsence of up to

exemption. For example, one spouse could claim a city res-
six provided the does anotherprinci-dence is his or her principal residencewhile the other spouse

years, taxpayer not own

claims a recreational house at the beach or in the country is pal residence during this time.

his or her principal residence.
4. Multiple purposes in respect of a principal residence

A number of provisions operate in conjunction with one

another to prevent differentmembers of an immediate family A principal residence may serve a number of purposes in both
from claiming principal residency status for more than one a spatial sense and a functional sense. With regard to the for-
house for any given period. The provisions establish very mer, a property containing a dwelling may also nclude land

complicated pro-ratio formulae which are based on the rela- not used primarily for domestic purposes. This would be the

tive percentages of ownership of each person in each case, for example, with a farming property where the home-

dwelling alleged to be a principal residence. stead or residence occupies only a small part of the total prop-
erty. In terms of functional aspects of multiple purposes, a res-

Interestingly, the provisions designed to prevent multiple idence may be used for purposes other than living purposes.
exploitation of the principal residence capital gains tax For example, a house may contain professional offices. Simi-
exemption are triggered by the taxpayers' legal status at the

larly, any numberof businessesmay be conductedfrom rooms
time the properties are sold. Thus, if spouses are legally sep- located in a family home. Provisions addressing the spatialarated at the time of the sales, they can each claim separate issue seek to separate the residencepart of property from thea

principal residence exemptions, even though they may have remainderofthe property.The provisiondealingwith the func-
lived together as spouses from the time the properties were tional question prima facie adopts pro-ratio approach for
first acquired until immediately before their separation and

a

determining taxable gains and recognizable losses.
the sale of the properties.

In the case of rural properties, a special carve-out provision
3. Multiple principal residences: temporal overlap extends the principal residence to an area covering two

hectares, including the dwelling. Where property can be eas-
In addition to an overlap where different members of an ily divided into identifiable parts such as a retail store and a
immediate family nominate different dwellings as principal private residence above the store, the cost of the buildingwill
residences for the same periocl, a temporaloverlapmay occur be prorated between the two properties. Gains on the dispos-
where a taxpayer owns more than one residence at the same al of the shop will be calculated and subject to taxation with-
time. While it is not literally possible to reside in two out regard to the fact that the shop is attached to an exempt
dwellings at the same time, it is not always possible to dwelling. Similarly, the TaxationOffice can prorate a taxpay-
arrange for a change in residenceto coincidewith a change in er's capital gain where the taxpayer has set aside rooms in a

ownership. For example, where a taxpayer moves from one dwelling for professionalor business purposes.
house to another, the closing date on the new home may
occur before the closing date on the old home. A different,
but related, problem occurs where a taxpayer acquires a C. Goodwill
block of land and erects a house on the block. Even if the tax- Goodwill, the market attractionenjoyed by a firm that allows
payer does not own another principal residence during the t to realize a higherreturn from its tangible assets than would
construction period (for example, where the taxpayer rents another firm owing the same assets, can comprise a signifi-
accommodation),the new propertycannotreally be said to be

cant part of the value of many companies.
a principal residence before anyone can reside on it. Finally,
a third problem arises in cases of temporary absence from a To establishgoodwill, a business will incur costs. In virtually
residence. This could occur, for example, where a taxpayer is all cases, however, the costs of generating goodwill will be
transferred to another city or country for a limited time and deductible as current expenses incurred in respect of an

rents his or her home during the period away. aspect of ongoing business operations. Goodwill arises from

quality service by employees, clean and well maintained
The principal residence exemption sections contain a number

premises, ongoing advertising campaigns, and so on.
of provisions to deal with these situations. As a general rule, Although they generate long-term benefits, the cost of
capital gains are pro-rated and partially taxed and partially employee salaries, cleaning and maintenance services and
exemptedwhere a property is a principal residence for part of

advertising all deductible Thus, while theare expenses. pur-
a period of ownership and not a principal residence for anoth-

chaser of business have identifiable cost for thea may an
er part. The general rule is subject to override by the special goodwill being acquired, if the vendor is the original owner
subsections designed to overcome the problems described of the business, he she will most likely not be able to iden-or
above. Where these sections operate, a property will be

tify separate cost for the goodwill that is being sold.
deemed to be a taxpayer's principal residence for some or all any

of the period in which it was not actually a principalresidence. When the government's original design plans for the capital
The maximum overlap period in the case of persons owning gains tax were first announced, some commentators called
two completed houses at the same time is three months; the for special concessions for sales of small businesses where
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some of the consideration was attributable to goodwill. While the arguments in favour of a goodwill gain concession
Lower tax rates or exemptionswould, they claimed,put small appeared weak, political developments ultimately favoured
business investmentson a par with other investmentsbecause the cause when proponents convinced the Democrats, the
other investmentswere entitled to ndexation of gains, while minority party holding the balance of power in the Senate, of
no ndexation was available to the owner of a small business the need for tax relief. The Democrats subsequentlyndicated
who had no cost base for his or her goodwill. to the governmentthey would only support the ntroductionof

the capital gains legislation if the treatment of goodwill gains
The case for special treatment of gains on the sale of small

was altered and, in order to save the bulk of its base-broaden-
businesses gained some support, although there was no tax

ng programme, the governmenteventuallybacked down and
policy basis for the arguments. Owners of small businesses granted the concession sought by the Democrats.
receivedno indexationon goodwillbecause they had no unrec-

ognized capital investment to recover in respect of the good- The fnal legislation contained a partial exemption for good-
will - all costs of generating the goodwill are deductible as will gains. Twenty percent of the goodwill gain realized by a

ncurred. taxpayerselling a business was exempted from taxation, pro-
vided the net value of the taxpayer's nterest in the business

Faced with the difficulties of sustaining an indexation was less than $ 1 million. In early 1992 the government
equivalentargumentin favourof special treatmentfor good- announcedit would extend the exemptionto 50 percentof the
will gains, proponents of concessional rules raised two fur- goodwill gain and raise the qualifying threshold to $ 2 mil-
ther arguments in favour of their position: lion, a figure that will be indexed from mid-1992.

First, they argued that small businesses play a special role in The exemptionapplies to all taxpayers - that is, a company
the developmentof Australia in terms of entrepreneurialini_ selling a business can take advantage of the exemption in the

tiatives, risk-taking and employment generation and their same manner as an individual. However, the exemption only
growth therefore should be encouragedby means of tax con- applies to the sale of a businessper se - it would thus not

cessions, in particular an exemption for gains attributable to be available if, for example, a taxpayer sold shares in a com-

goodwill when a small business is sold. pany that operated a business. Instead, the taxpayerwould be
advised to retain his or her shares in the company and have

Criticsof the proposedexenptionreviewedit in the contextof the company sell the business.
a tax expenditure. They treated the proposal to forgo taxes as

the equivalent of a direct expenditure and analysed the con-
IV. EXEMPTIONScession in terms of the objective of encouraging small busi-

ness. They concluded tax concessions on the sale of a suc- The capital gains provisions contain a numberofexemptions
cessful business would amount to an unfair and nefficiency that are based partly on some tax policy rationale and partly
subsidy; more logical, said some, would be assistancewhen a for concessional reasons. The most important of these is the
business is starting up, for example by way of guaranteed exception for personal njury damages. Although these
loans, export financing,marketing assistance, and so forth. amounts have no apparent monetary cost, it is arguable they

represent no net gain. Unless a damage award includes a
Second, supporters of the concessionalrule argued preferen- punitive element, the payment contains no profit componenttial taxationor an exemptionfrom taxation for goodwillgains it is intended to compensatethe taxpayer for a loss equal in-

was necessary to achieve equity between small businessper- value to the payment.
sons and employees. The latter, it was pointed out, received
governnentsubsidies by way of tax deferral on funds invest_ Some critics have claimed the personal injury damages
ed in superannuationfunds and other retirenent incomevehi- exemption is being used as an avenue for tax avoidance in

cles. Small businesspersons,it was argued, forgo subsidized cases involvingcontrived injury actions, particularlydefama-

retirement savings in tax-exempt superannuation funds and tion actions. It has been suggested that there have been

nstead reinvest their savings in their businesses, in effect nstances where departing employeeshave arranged minimal

treating the goodwill gains they hope to generate eventually termination payments and commenced defanation actions

as the source of their retirement funds. against their former employers claiming they suffered injury
as a consequence of the circumstances of their termination.

Once again, the argumentmet with some criticism. While the The actions are settled and, according to some, the tax-free
assertion of reinvestmentof savings in a business in lieu of settlementpayment is intendedby all parties to substitutefor
superannuation contributions was no doubt true for some what would have otherwise been a larger (taxable) termina-
businesses, for others it was not. Some small business owners tion payment.
had establishedpersonal superannuationplans that provided A politically exemption that accorded gamblingwas
generous retirement incomes. Furthermore, the superannua-

astute

tion savings concessionswere designed to encourage taxpay-
and lottery winnings. The exemption maintains the effect of

ers to save in pooled investments that minimized risk, which the old English common law characterization which kept
was something investmentin the taxpayer'sown businessdid most gains of this sort out of the English and later Australian

tax
not. Finally, it was pointed out that outright exemption of ncome bases.

goodwill gains from taxation would not equalize the treat- Finally, the capital gains provisionscontain an exemption for
ment of these gains and superannuation benefits, since the gains realized on the disposal of decorations for valour or

latter were only tax-deferred,not tax-exempt. brave conduct.
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V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS the exemption for principal residences and the testmentary
rollover all have serious equity and efficiency consequence.At the time of its introduction, the capital gains tax was gen- The potential political risks that modification of these fea-

erally supported by a wide cross-section of the community, tures would entail 'will likely deter ptential reformers,
although it was strongly opposed by the Liberal party (which although change s possible'in the context of broader taxa
continues to head the oppositioncoalition) and by some parts reformpackagewhich offsets capitalgains reformwith a par-of the business and farming sectors, as well as by many tax tial shift to greater reliance consumption taxation. At theon

professionals. Six and a half years later, overt opposition to
same time, however, pressurehas been growing from specialthe tax per se has largely dissipated. In their tax reform agen- nterest groups for some watering-downof the capital gainsda, released in late 1991, the Liberal party indicated that they tax through the ntroductionof business reorganizationmore

now believe the taxationof capital gains to be an integral part rollovers and for further small business concessions.
of the ncome tax system. Business and farming groups have

virtually all accepted the tax, and professional tax advisers From the technical law perspective, the legislation'sapparent
now concede the taxation of capital gains is essential to pro- shortcomingswith respect to integrationwith the pre-existing
tect the ntegrityof the income tax base. The long-termfuture ncome tax system, the flaws in its deeming provisions and
of the tax appears secure. the limitations in its application io non-residents will no

doubt give rise to ongoing litigation and amendment.
Less certain is the future'designof the tax. There is no ques-
tion that the tax has closed many avoidanceopportunitiesand In a world of increasing economic integration and informa-
achieved some equity while ameliorating the distorting tion exchange, Australia's capital gains tax will remain an

effects of the former exemption. At the same time, the imprtant field of study for both tax policy theoreticiansand

exemption for assets acquired prior to 20 September 1985, technical tax analysts in Australia and abroad.

..
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Chris Bowman

Contents
I. INTRODUCTION

I. INTRODUCTION
Income tax in the Solomon Islands is based on a simple but comprehensive Act
establishedby the British prior to Independence.The Income Tax Act (ITA) came

Il. INCOME TAXES ON
CORPORATIONS

into being in 1965 and has been amended as the Govemmentof the day has seen A. General
the need. B. Local income taxes

C. Capital gains tax
Income tax and sales tax are administered by the National Government via the D. Branch profits tax
Inland Revenue Division of the Ministry of Housing and Government Services. E. Foreign tax relief
While income tax is a major sourceof revenue,by far the largest source of Revenue F. Minimum tax

is through the collection of customs and excise duties (based on official estimates G. Resident withholding tax

publishedby the Ministerof Finance in his annual Budget speech to Parliament). Ill. INCOME TAXES ON INDIVIDUALS

The administrationand collectionof tax is centred in the capital, Honiara.Based on A. Rates
B. Local income taxesthe above quoted statistics the major source of income tax is from pay-as-you-earn C. Capital gains tax

tax collected from individualtaxpayers. During the currentyear this dependenceon D. Foreign tax relief
individual tax may diminish as higher exemption levels and greater reliance on E. Tax period
direct withholdingtaxes take effect. F. Estate and gift tax

Tax incentive measures were introduced in January 1991 to attract foreign inves- IV. INCOME TAX ON NON-RESIDENTS
tors and to encourage residents to invest their savings in productive businesses in A. Liability to tax

the Solomon Islands. The incentives are centered around tax holidays (five to ten
B. Withholding tax rates
C. Other matters

years on average) that are approved by the Investment Board and administered
under the ITA. It is too early to say whetheror not the measures will result in sim- V, OTHER SIGNIFICANTTAXES

pler administrationunder the tax system but suffice to say that the wording of the A. Sales (value added) tax

new provisionswill keep tax advisers and the Inland Revenue officers productive. B. Customs and excise duties

Following is a broad outlineof the methodof tax imposedon corporationsand indi- VI. COMPUTATIONOF TAXABLE
INCOMEviduals - both resident and non-resident - where tax holidays do not apply. I
A. Capital gainshave also included notes on other taxes and on matters to be considered by B. Depreciation and depletion

investors in the SolomonIslands. C. Treatmentof divdends
D. Loss carryovers
E. Transactions between related

Il. INCOME TAXES ON CORPORATIONS parties
F. Consolidationof income
G. Tax period

A. General H. Other matters

Income tax is imposedon the territorialbasis, i.e. residentcorporationsare taxed on
Vll. RELATED CONSIDERATIONS

A. Incentives and grantsincome accruing in, deriving from or received in the Solomon Islands. Non-resi- B. Exchange control
dent corporations are liable to income tax only on income accruing in or derived C. Investment restrictionson non-

from the Solomon Islands. residents

Companies ncorporated in the Solomon Islands are subject to tax at the rate of 35 Vlll. SELECTION OF BUSINESS ENTITY

percent and companies incorporated elsewhere are taxed at a rate of 50 percent. BY NON-RESIDENTS

Taxable income includes business and professional income, dividends, interest, IX. CONCLUSION
rents, royalties and technical assistance fees.

B. Local income taxes

There are no local income taxes.
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C. Capitalgains tax G. Residentwithholding tax

There is no capital gains tax in the Solomon Islands. Howev- A domestic withholding tax is charged on dividends (see
er, capital gain arising on the sale of any business assets on below) and on payments representing:
which depreciation (wear and tear deduction) has been Rates

allowed is subject to tax at normal rates (applies to plant, - income from contracting or sub-contracting 7.5%

machinery,vehicles, vessels and business premises). - royalties (timber and natural resources exploitation) 0%
income from fishing operations 10%-

D. Branchprofits tax
- income from lease of property (rent) 10%

income from sale of cocoa and copra 0%-

Non-residentcorporationsare subject to tax at 50 percent on - income from sale of marine products 10%

Solomon Islands-source ncome, except where withholding
tax is deemed to be final as in the case of: The withholding tax is final if total annual ncome (all

dividends; sources) received by the recipient is $ 10,000 or less. If this
-

nterest; as a annu-
-

does not apply then the tax is allowed credit against
professional services; on

-

al tax assessed lodgementof the normal income tax return.

royalties (based broadly on the OECD model treaty roy- Payers required to produce certificates to the and- are payee
alty definition); the tax office and account for the tax by the 20th day of the

insurance premiums paid to overseas insurers; month followingpayment to the recipient. Penalties for non--

film rentals; complianceare imposed.-

payments to overseas contractors, foreign fishermen; The ITA allows for exemption certificates to be issued to
-

lease income from plant, machinery, fishing vessels; or
remove a taxpay-

-

the withholdingwhere the recipient is good
where a treaty provides for such limitations.

er eyes tax rate tax- in the of the office. The of withholding
The Ministerhas the power to amend, by order, the rate of tax may be varied by MinisterialOrder.

to be deducted from non-resident income.

Ill. INCOME TAXES ON INDIVIDUALS
E. Foreign tax relief

A. Rates
Income derived by a resident corporation from sources out-

side the Solomon Islands is taxable on the same basis as if it Resident individualsare subject to tax only on taxable income

had a Solomon Islands source only when the funds are accruingn, derived from, or receivedin the Solomon Islands.

received in the Solomon Islands. Foreign income is ascer_ Income tax rates are the same for residents and non-residents,

tained according to the income tax legislationof the country but residents are entitled to a basic exemption (deduction

in which it was derived. against gross income received), and to deductions from

incomefor certainmedical,education, insuranceand superan-
A foreign tax credit is allowed equal to the lesser of the for- nuationpayments.
eign tax paid or the Solomon Islands tax payable on that

income. The foreign tax credit must be utilized in the same
Most benefits-in-kindare taxable, ncluding the value of free

fiscal period in respect of which it is paid.
or subsidized housing, and vehicles supplied by employers
and education allowances paid by employers. A PAYE sys-
tem of taxation applies to all ncome from employment or

. Minimumtax services rendered.

The ITA was amended in July 1990 to introduce a turnover The tax payable on total income less personal exemptions
tax on loss companies and low-profit companies. The tax and deductions is as follows:

applies to income derived after 1 January 1991, and has the - Marriedperson(spousenot working): 14 cents per dollar

following features: for the first $ 2,500, increasing by 4 cents per dollar for

The tax is an income tax and is charged at a rate of 0.5 each successive$ 2,500 until a maximumrate of42 cents
-

percent (to a maximum tax of SIS 10,000 per year) on per dollar is reached (at $ 17,500 chargeable income).
gross income where gross ncome less allowable deduc- Single taxpayer: 14 cents per dollar for the first $ 2,100,-

tions (chargeable income) is less than 0.5 percent of
increasing by 4 cents dollar for each successive

gross income.
per

$ 2,100 until the maximum of 42 cents per dollar (at
The impositionof tax does not affect the amount of loss- $ 14,700 chargeable income).-

es carried forward for deduction in future years.
B. Local income taxes

The tax is final and is not allowed as a setoff against-

future corporate taxes paid by loss companies. No local income taxes are levied as such. However, Councils

Note that corporations granted tax holiday relief under the
are permitted to charge a head tax on individuals known as

new tax incentives legislationwill not be subject to this tax 1. $ 2,700 from fiscal 1991 for a single taxpayer; $ 5,100 from fiscal 1991 for

during the term of the tax-free period. a married taxpayerwhose spouse is not working.
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the basic rate. Employers are required to withhold this tax C. Other matters
from employee salary and wages and to account by 30 June
to the Council. The rate is generally set in January each year. Residentcompanies are required to deduct withholdingtax at

the rate of 35 percent on dividends paid to non-residentsand
20 percent on dividends paid to residents. The gross divi-C. Capitalgains tax dends are a deductibleexpense of the paying company when

See above under taxes on corporations. calculating assessable income provided the tax withheld is
paid to the tax office within 15 days of the date ofpaymentof
the dividend. In some cases, this tax is a final tax (see below).D. Foreign tax relief

The basis of assessment of foreign income and the calcula-
tion of available tax credits is the same as for corporations V. OTHER SIGNIFICANTTAXES
(see above). The SolomonIslands tax payable is computedas

the average rate applicable to total income. A. Sales (value added)tax

A comprehensive Sales Tax Act was introduced with effect
E. Tax period from August 1990. The tax is applied to local and overseas

31 December is the standard year-end,but an alternativedate telecomunications(2.5 percent), restaurant services (ten per-

may be adopted by business taxpayers. cent), tickets purchased for overseas travel ($ 10 per ticket),
accounting, legal and security services (five percent) and
movie tickets and video hire (schedule of rates). The tax is

. Estate andgift tax collectedat source by the provider.The Ministerhas power to

There is no estate tax per se in the Solonon Islands, although add to the schedule of taxable items by Order.
a fee imposed on a graduated scale is payable when probate
or letters of administrationare granted on personal property B. Customs and excise duties
situated in the Solomon Islands. No gift tax is imposed.

Customs and excise duties are applied at varying base rates,
plus a ten percent additional levy.

IV. INCOME TAX ON NON-RESIDENTS

A. Liability to tax VI. COMPUTATIONOF TAXABLE INCOME

Non-resident corporations are taxed as described in II.D. A. Capital gainsabove.
The revenue arising upon the sale of any capital asset subjectFor non-residentindividuals,SolomonIslands-sourcencome, to the and tear deduction, which is in of its writ-other than income subject to withholding tax, is taxed at the

wear excess

ten down value for tax purposes, is subject to tax at normal
same rates that apply to single residents. Non-residentindivid-

rates. Capital gains the sales of shares, private dwellings,on
uals, however, are not eligible for exemptions (see III.A.). etc. not subject to tax.are

B. Withholdingtax rates B. Depreciationand depletion
Certain gross income payments to non-residentsare liable to

The ITA provides for capital allowancedeductionin lieu ofwithholding tax in lieu of individual and corporation taxes.
a

to as tearThe rates of deductions are: depreciation (referred the wear and deduction).
The allowance is calculated using the reducing method. The

Pre 1/7/90 current rates are:

Interest 15% 15%
Buildings, buildings fixtures and 5%-

Royalties 15% 15% fittings, bridges, wharves, slipways, (written-downvalue)Income from contracting 6% 7.5% boilers and oil storage tanks
Outward income from ships and aircraft 2.5% 5%
Insurance premiums 15% 15%

- Assets used by timber concessionaire 35%
for cutting, extracting and (written-downvalue)Film rentals 5% 5%
processing timber from a timberProfessional services (excluding concession and low cost housing for

travel and accommodation) 15% 7.5% employees
Pole and line fishermen NiI 10%

Cost of purchasing and planting 100%-

Purse seine fishermen NiI 15%
coconuts, oil palms and cocoa;Lease of plant, equipment, fishing vessels 15% provision of yards, fences and water

supplies for livestock; prevention
The Solomon Islands has tax treaties in force with the United of soil erosion; experimentation,
Kingdom and Sweden. scientific or other research expenditure
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Capital expenditure on mining 20% per annum 2. Business licence fees-

Vehicles, vessels, aircraft and 25% Licence fees paid to Council under the Local Government- a

all plant not otherwise specified (written-downvalue) Act are treated as a prepaymentof income tax. Credits up to

In addition, the new tax incentives allow a 40 percent accel- the level of income tax due are allowed on lodgement of the

erated depreciation for new and extended factory/industrial annual income tax return. The fees vary as to the type of busi-

buildings (five percentper annum thereafter)and a special 50 ness carried on and Council involved.

percent per annum deduction (until fully written off) for the

cost of new or improved tourist-orientedbuilding projects. 3. Bad debts

These incentives are not automatic and require Investment Bad debts may be clairned as a deduction only when actually
Board approval and notification to the tax office. written off. General provisions for anticipated losses are not

permitted.
C. Treatmentofdividends

4. Entertainment
All dividends received in or remitted to the Solomon Islands

by residents form a part of their assessable income. The with- Business related entertainmentis currently tax deductible.

holding tax deducted on local dividends (35 percent non-res-

ident shareholders; 20 percent resident shareholders) is a

final tax in the case of all non-residents, including corpora- Vll. RELATED CONSIDERATIONS
tions, and resident individuals with income (including gross
dividends) of less than $ 10,000. A. Incentivesand grants

When the InvestmentBoard approves an investmentpropos-
D. Loss carryovers al, the following forms of assistance are available from the

A deficit for any year may be set off against the profits of a government:
assistance with siting of proposal and security of land;

future year if the shareholdersare substantiallythe same (not
-

less than 51 percent shareholdercontinuityon the last'day of
- tax relief;

drawbackof duty on re-exports;-

the year of loss and year of recoupment). There are no time
restrictions.

- importduty-freeconcessionson capital goods used in the

capital constructionof new projects;
-

E. Transactionsbetween relatedparties
assistance with training, employment, counselling and

staff selection and a double tax deduction for the training
Solomon Islands law provides for the review of transactions of apprentices and other professional staff at SICHE

between related parties on an arm's length basis. A compre- (Solomon Islands College of Higher Education) and

hensive anti-avoidance section was introduced from 1 Jan- other approved nstitutions;
uary 1990 to strengthen the powers of the Commissionerto - contracts to purchase output.
review all arrangements and transactions that impact on the The new legislation grantmg tai concessions is targeted at
level of revenue collected. The provisionsare similar to those the followingnvestments:
enacted by New Zealand. manufacturing that has local value added (LVA) of-

greater than 25 percent of ex-factory sales of approved
F. Consodationof income products three to six-year tax holiday dependent on-

There is no provisionfor the filing of consolidatedtax returns percentage of LVA;

by related corporations. Provisions do exist to aggregate the
- export-orientedmanufacturewith greater than 25 percent

ncome of married individuals (where a spouse earns less LVA - three to six-year tax holiday;
than $ 2,700 per year); otherwiseeach spouse is taxed as sin-

- nvestments over $ 10 million aftract a five to ten-year

gle individual taxpayers. holiday;
tourist-oriented investments may altematively apply for-

G. Taxperiod
a five-yearholiday plus a two-yearwrite-offof deprecia-
ble assets constructed or purchased and a 150 percent

Residents are required to adopt a 31 December year-end. deduction for approved overseas promotioncosts;
Substituted tax accounting periods are granted to foreign - export businesses nvolved in agriculturalproduce, manu-

controlled corporations to allow the local company to align factured or processedgoods or fresh seafood may alterna-

with the tax year-end of the parent company. The substituted tively apply for a three to six-year holiday irrespective of

periods ending 1 January to 30 June are in lieu of the preced- LVA and a 150 percent tax deductionfor exportpromotion;
ng year; all others are in lieu of the succeeding31 December. - businesses involved in agricultural or export agricultural

produce, diary or goat farming, beef production, refor-

H. Othermatters estation or fisheries or off-shore deep-sea fishing, may

1. Interest received apply alternativelyfor a tax holiday on the profits of such

activities for five years out of any ten years from the date

The first $ 5,000 received from Solomon Island banks is of commencingcommercialproduction;
exempt from income tax. - continued on page 253 -
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CANADA:

1992 FEI)ERAL BUDGET:
EASING TEE BURDEN

Ingrid Sapona

On 25 February 1992, Canada's Finance Minister, Donald E Mazankowski, pre-
sented his first budget. Admitting times are difficult, Mazankowski's main eco- Ingrid Sapona, .I.D., of Pnce
nomic message was that difficult times are no excuse for governments to live Waterhouse'sTax Practiceand Support
beyond the taxpayer'smeans. The Ministerpromisedno quick fixes to Canada's Servicesgroup, Toronto, Canada. The

authorwishes to thankGerryWood,economic problems. Instead, he delivered a budget he described as economically, C.A., for his thoughtfulcomments.
socially and fiscally responsibleaimed at providing a strong foundationfor recov-

ery and sustained growth. The proposals concentrate on reducing spending, while

offering modest tax breaks.

This article briefly reviews Canada's fiscal and economicoutlook, and outlines the Contents
tax matters addressed in the Budget. I. FISCAL AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

A. The deficit
B. Other economic indicators

I. FISCAL AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK C. Expenditure control programme

A. The deficit Il. BUDGETTAXCHANGES
A. Corporations

According to the Minister, the governmenthas held the 1991/922 deficit to CS 31.4 1. Manufacturingand processing
billion (despite the fact that in last year's Budget the government predicted the sector

1991/92 budget deficit would be $ 30.5 billion). The 1992/93 budget deficit is 2. Reduced dividend withholding
expected to drop to $ 27.5 billion, with a further drop in 1993/94 to $ 22.5 billion. rate

3. Small business taxation
The total national debt forecasted for 1991/92 is $ 420 billion, which is about 4.6 4. Other matters under

consideration
percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) - down from a high of 8.7 percent in
1984/85. Interestingly,though the debt as a percentageofGDP has decreasedsince B. Individuals

1. Surtax decrease
1984, in absolute terms it has more than doubled because of compound interest, 2. Capital gains exemption
going from $ 206 billion in 1984/85 to $ 420 billion. By comparison, the United 3. Registered retirement savings
States expects its deficit to rise from 4.8 percent of GDP in fiscal 19913 to 6.8 per- plan (RRSP) for homes
cent in fiscal 1992, and then drop to 5.7 percent of GDP in fiscal 1993.4 4. RRSP and RRP contributions

5. Child tax benefit
6. Other changes affecting

B. Other economic indicators individuals

The Departmentof Finance expects nflation in Canada to be 2.2 percent in 1992
and 1993. This is the lowestnflationCanadahas seen since the early 1970s.5 At the
same time, inflation in the United States is expected to be 3.1 percent in 1992, and 1. Official transcript of the Budget Speech 1992,

3.2 percent in 1993.6 publishedby the Departmentof Finance, Canada, on

25 February 1992 [hereinafterreferred to as Budget

Along with lower nflation rates, over the past year Canada has enjoyed a substan- Speech].
2. Canada's fiscal year begins 1 April.tial decline in interest rates. Currently, the prime lending rate is 8.25 percent - its 3. The U.S. fiscal begins 1 October.year

lowest in almost 19 years. Since the spring of 1990, the governmentestimates that 4. The Budget Papers, published by the Depart-
interest rates have dropped by about seven percent.7 ment of Finance, Canada, on 25 February 1992, at

40 [hereinafterreferred to as Budget Papers].
The government'sdecision last year to limit federal public sector wage settlements 5. Budget Speech, supra note 1, at 7.

to three percent for three years and its call for private sector wage restraint appar-
6. Apparently the OECD also predicts lower
nflation in Canada than in the United States duringently paid off. According to Mazankowski,pubic sector wage settlementsfell from 1992 and 1993. The OECD's prediction for 1992 is

6.4 percent at the start of 1991 to below three percent in the second halfof the year. that Canada's inflation rate will be 2.9 percent,
At the same time, private sector wage settlementsdeclined from a high of 6.4 per_ while the U.S.'s will be 3.6 percent. For 1993 the

cent in the third quarter of 1990 to 3.3 percentby the end of 1991.8 OECDexpects inflation to fall slightly in both coun-

tries, dropping to 2.5 percent in Canada, and to 3.5

Despite all the good news about lower inflation, interest rates and wage settle- percent in the United States. See Budget Papers,
note at

ments, by the government'sown admission, and corporate financialpositions dete- supra 4, 64.
7. Budget Speech, supra note 1, at 8.

riorated further in 1991. Profit margins that were extremely low by historical 8. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 36.
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standards in the first quarter of 1991 undermined business (a) M&P tax rate reduction
confidence for the year.9 In addition, stubbornlyhigh unem-

ployment (govemmentlingo for unemploymentofabout ten Corporationsengaged in M&P are eligible for a reduced rate

percent for 1991) weakeneddomestic confidencewhich, cou- of tax on income from such activities carried on in Canada.20

pled with falling exports, added to the economy'sstagnation,10

9. ld. at 30.

The government anticipates continued weakness in the first 10. Id. See also Budget Papers, at 49.

quarterof 1992, but is hopeful that for the remainderof 1992 11. Id., at 41. According to the government, the expectedrate of growth is 2.7

percent for 1992 and 4.5 percent for 1993. Interestingly, these rates of growth
the economy will continue to grow at a modest rate.11 More are below the 4.7 percent average growth rates experienced in the 1983 and

robust growth is expected for 1993. 1984 recoveryperiod.
12. The government's spending on defence will be cut by $ 258 million in

1992/93. Mazankowski confirmed the government's commitment to the

C. Expenditurecontrolprogramme
defencepolicy announced last September,and reiterated its intention to pull out

from Germany. In addition, the Canadian Forces Station at Bermuda will be

In 1990 the government launched the Expenditure Control closed. Over the next two years, additional savings in the area of defence will

come from cuts in capital spending, research and development,public commu-

Plan (ECP), which was ntended to freeze or reduce govern- nications and administration.All told, defence spending is to be cut nearly $ 2.2

ment spending over a two-yearperiod. The ECP was extend- billion over a five-yearperiod. BudgetPapers, supra note 4, at 82.

ed in the 1991 Budget to apply through 1994/95 and is being 13. Mazankowski announced an across-the-board cut of three percent in

furtherextended and broadenedthis year. The ECP measures
planned non-wage operating budgets of federal departments for 1992/93. In

addition, the government will continue last year's strategy of limiting wage

announced in this year's Budget are to yield accumulated budgets to growth of no more than three percent. The total savings from these

savings through 1996/97 of $ 7.3 billion. For 1992/93 a sav- proposals will be $ 150 million for 1992/93.

ings of $ 1.1 billion is expectedunder the programme.
As part of the across-the-boardoperating budget cuts of three percent, the gov-
emment will tighten travel guidelines for public servants. Implementationof the

travel restrictions will mean a reduced presence by Canadian officials at inter-
To meet the targeted $ 1.1 billion savings for this year, the national meetings and conferences. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 87.

govemment will make cuts in defence spending;12 in non- 14. Over the next five years communicationsbudgets for departments are to

wage operating budgets of government departments;13 in be cut by $ 75 million per year. These cuts are to be accomplishedby adopting

spending on government communications;14 by eliminating,
a no frills publishing policy that will ensure that only publications serving a

demonstratedpublic need are produced. BudgetPapers, supra note 4, at 87.

deferring the creationof, or merging the operationsof numer- 15. The Canadian government is made up of more than 400 separate organi-

ous governmententities;15 by restricting the growth in spend- zations and advisory bodies. In an effort to eliminate overlap and duplication

ing on public housing and on the so-called Green Plan;16 and within the government and the private sector, various governmententities will

be eliminatedor merged, and certain other organizationsthat were to come into

by making various other cuts.17 being are being deferred.
The Law Reform Commission, the Canadian Institute for Intemational Peace
and Security, the InternationalCentre for Ocean Developmentand the Econom-

II. BUDGETTAX CHANGES
ic Councilof Canadaare among the entities that will be wound up. A total of46

separate governmententities will be affected by these plans. When the winding
up and consolidation is completed, total savings from the streamlining is

Much to some people's surprise, there were a number of tax expected to be $ 22 million per year. Budget Ppers, supranote 4, at 85-86.

changes - none of them earth shaking, but taken together 16. To assist Canadians find affordable housing, the government provides
funds through cost-sharing arrangements sponsored by the Canada Mortgage

they do add up. There was only one minorexcise tax changel8 and Housing Corporation (CMHC). From 1984/85 to 1991/92 the CMHC's

all the other changes were in the area of corporate tax and spending grew by an average annual rate of 6.5 percent. Continuing the trend
-

personal tax. (Surprisingly, for the first time in a number of started in the last two Budgets, the growth in CMHC spending will be restricted

years sin taxes, i.e. those on cigarettes, tobacco and liquor,
to an average of three percentper year through 1996/97. These restrictions will

save $ 622 million over the five years t is to be in place.
were not increased.) The Green Plan (the Plan) was announced in December 1990. Originally, $ 3

billion was to be spent on the Plan over five years, through 1995/96.
Mazankowski reiterated the government's commitment to the Plan, but

A. Corporations announced that the $ 3 billion would be spread over a period through 1996/97.
The extension of the time within which the $ 3 billion will be spent will be

As far as tax measures affecting corporations, the changes accomplished by reducing allocations by $ 75 million for both 1992/93 and

announced focused on two major areas: the manufacturing
1993/94.Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 83.
17. In the area of international aid, government funding under the Official

and processing sector and small businesses.There was also a DevelopmentAssistance (ODA) programme and other ntemationalassistance
.

surprise announcementregardingCanada's treaty negotiation initiatives, particularly in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, now

position with respect to direct dividends. In addition,
come under the auspices of the InternationalAssistanceEnvelope (IAE). Under

the terms of last year's Budget, the cash disbursementsthat could be paid by the

Mazankowskimentioned areas the governrnentwill be look- IAE was limited to an annual growth rate of three percent a year. That limit in

ing at over the next year, including the taxation of life insur- the growth of cash disbursements is being continued under this year's Budget.

ers and the tax rules regarding scientific research and experi- Like other governmentoperating non-wage budgets, however, the IAE's oper-

ating budget will also be subject to the across-the-boardcuts. Budget Papers,
mental development. supra note 4, at 84.

18. To encourage the development and use of ethanol and methanol fuels

1. Manufacturingand processing sector
which are made from renewable feedstocks, the excise tax on gasoline that is

blended with ethanol and methanol is being eliminated,effective 1 April 1992.

This is a tax reductionof 8.5 cents per cents per litre. See BudgetPapers, supra

According to the government, nearly one fifth of Canada's note 4, at 165.

GDP and employment come from the manufacturing and 19. ld., at 150-151.

processing (M&P) sector.19 The government has proposed 20. Income Tax Act (Canada),R.S.C. 1852, c. 148, as amendedby S.C. 1970-
c. as to as

tax changes aimed at enhancing the international competi-
71-72, 63, subsequentlyamended, Sec. 125.1 [hereinafterreferred the

ITA]. A general discussionof what constitutesM&P for purposes of the ITA is

tiveness of the M&P sector. beyond the scope of this article.
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The current federal rate on M&P income is 23.84 percent, To further aid small businesses in these tough economic
including the corporate surtax. The rate is to decrease by one times, the government announced the establishment of the
percent on 1 January 1993 to 22.84 percent (ncluding sur- Small Business Financing (SBF) Programme. The SBF is to

tax), and by a further one percent on 1 January 1994 to 21.84 benefit small businesses (includingcorporations,sole propri-
percent (including surtax). To these must be added provincial etorships and partnerships) that are otherwise unable to
income taxes, at rates ranging from 6.5 to 17 percent. obtain additional financing. Such a business will have access

This change will cost the governmentabout $ 150 million in
to the SBF programmeonly when it is experiencingfinancial

or on an1993/94,21 and over $ 1.5 billion over the next five years.22 difficulty, ncluding default expected default arm's-
length debt, or when greater than 90 percent of the borrow-
er's assets are under the control of a receiver or trustee in(b) Capitalcostallowancerate increase bankruptcy.

Capital cost allowance (CCA) is the system under which Interestpayments on loans under the SBF programmewill be
depreciationdeductionsare determinedfor Canadiantax pur- treated as dividends by both the borrower and lender. There-
poses.23 Under the CCA system, assets are pooled (generally fore, qualifyirg small businesses should be able to borrow at
by type or function of asset) into classes, which are depre- nterest rates below those normally charged in the commer-
ciated at a rate set by regulation (so-called CCA rates).24 cial market, since lenders will either qualify for the intercor-
Most CCA rates are applied on a declining-balance basis.

porate dividend deduction29 or for the dividend tax credit30
The CCA rate for machinery and equipmentused directly or (dependingon whetherthe lender is a corporationor individ-
indirectly in the manufacturing or processing of goods for ual). The interestpaymentswill not be deductiblein comput-sale or lease (Class 39 property) is to be increased. For such ing the income of the borrower.
property acquired after 25 February 1992 the CCA rate will
ncrease from 25 to 30 percent. This change will cost about The special tax treatment will be available on debt issued for
$ 40 million in taxes foregone in 1992/93, and approximate- more than one year, but less than five years, and for a princi-
ly $ 730 million over the next five years.25 pal amount of at least $ 10,000, but not more than $ 500,000.

There will be a cumulativelimit of $ 500,000 on such financ-

2. Reduced dividend withholding rate ing. Such debt must be issued before 1 January 1993.31

In addition to the SBF programme, small businesses can getSome of Canada's treaty partners may be happy to learn that financing help in the form of guarantees on loans to finance
the government is now willing, in its treaty negotiations, to land, premises, and fixed and movable equipment urder the
accept a treaty withholdingrate of five percenton directdiv- under the Small Business Loan Act (SBIA). The maximum
idends. Until the Budget announcement, the government amount of loans outstanding to any individual firm under the
was adamant in its position that the lowest rate it was willing SBLA is currently $ 100,0OO. The government plans to
to offer was 15 percenton portfoliodividendsand ten percent ircrease this lirmit to $ 200,000. In addition, the government
on direct dividends, i.e. dividends paid by a Canadian affili- noted that it is considering other modifications to this pro-ate to a foreign parent or other corporationwith a substantial

gramme. Furtherarnouncementsare expected this fall.
interest in the affiliate.

The SBF and the changes in the SBLA are expected to cost
This change in policy will enable Canada to adopt the divi- the governmenta total of $ 20 million for 1992/93, and $ 70
dend provisions contained in the OECD model treaty, which million over five years.32has been adopted by many of Canada's treaty partners. The
government is prepared to negotiate reciprocal reductions in 4. Other matters under considerationthe withholding tax rate on direct dividendsbeginning 1 Jan-
uary 1993. Any negotiated rate reductionwould be phased in (a) Research and development
over a five-yearperiod. Reaffirming the government's commitment to encouraging
In announcing this policy change, Mazankowskistressed that research and development(R&D), the government is consid-
this change is intended to help ensure that Canada's M&p ering making the rules applicable to R&D less restrictive in
sector will remain competitive in world markets.26 This
change, assuming the reduction commences in 1993, is 21. It will be revenueneutral for 1992/93 since the reduced rate does not apply
expected to cost the government$ 10 million in 1992/93, and until 1 January 1993.

$ 430 million over five years.27 22. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 151.
23. ITA, Sec. 20(1) permits the deduction as prescribed by regulations. ITA
Sec. 13(21)(b) defines depreciableproperty.

3. Small business taxation 24. ITA Regulations, Consolidated Regulations of Canada, c. 945, as subse-
quently amended, Sec. 1100 et seq. See also Schedule II in the Regulations.

Canada's tax system contains various provisions that specifi- 25. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 150.

cally benefit small businesses. For example, the first
26. ld., at 151.
27. Id., at 152.

$ 200,000 of active business income of Canadian-controlled 28. ITA, Sec. 125.

private corporations is eligible for the small business deduc- 29. ITA, Sec. 112.

tion,28 which effectively reduces the federal income tax rate 30. ITA, Secs. 82(1) and 121. These two sections set out the dividend gross-
and credit mechanismapplicable individuals.

to 12.84 percent (including surtax). (The regular federal cor-
up to

31. BudgetPapers, supra note 4, at 160.
porate tax rate, including surtax, is 28.84 percent.) 32. Id., at 161.
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the areas of the treatmentofcapital equipmentthat is used for representing the number of months the individual held the

both research and productionpurposes; and the allocationof property before March 1992 will be eligible for the capital
certain overhead and administrationcosts betweenR&D and gains exemption.37 The proration formula will ignore any
other activities. period of ownership prior to 1972 (when capital gains were

first made subject to tax in Canada).
No specific proposals regarding R&D were announced in the

Budget,but changes are expectedto be announcedthis summer. This change will not apply to real estate used in an active

business,nor does it affect the enhancedcapital gains exemp-

(b Taxationof life insurers tion for qualified small business corporationshares and qual-
ified farm property.38Furthermore,gains on the dispositionof

Noting that the tax revenues from this ndustry remain low,
a principal residencewill continue to be generally tax-free.39

the Minister announced that over the next few months, the

governmentwill outline specific proposals to ensure that life
nsurancecompanies pay additional tax. 3. Registered Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP) for

homes
Specific attention will be directed to rules relating to the

computationof policy reserves of life insurance companies; To encourage saving for retirement,individualsare permitted
and the computationofnvestmentrevenue of resident multi- to deduct contributions to RRSPs. There are limits on the

national and non-residentlife insurance companies. amounts that may be contributedannually, and severe penal-
ties can be levied for over-contributions.Amounts properly
contributed, however, earn investment income free of tax.

B. Individuals Funds in an RRSP are ultimately taxed when they are with-

Severalproposals in the Budgetwill affect the taxationof indi- drawn.40

viduais. Two proposalsare particularlynoteworthy: the reduc- To stimulate the economy, and give a break to potentialhome
tion of the surtax and the changes affecting the capital gains buyers, the governmentannounced that, effectiveimmediate-
exemption. In addition, the government announced a tempo- ly, ndividuals can withdraw up to $ 20,000 of existing funds

rary measurepermittingpeople to withdraw money from their from an RRSP to buy or build a home without paying tax on

RegisteredRetirementSavings Plans to make a clownpayment the withdrawal. A couple who both own RRSPs will there-
on the purchase of a home. A new child tax benefit was also fore be able to withdraw a total of $ 40,000 to acquire a

announced, which will combine various types of assistance house. Money withdrawn must be used toward the purchase
currently available with regard to children. Various other of a home that will be occupied as the buyer's principal resi-
changes affecting individuals were also announced. dence. Such withdrawals must be repaid to the RRSP in

nstalmentsover 15 years, beginningno later than 31 Decem-

1. Surtax decrease ber 1994. Amounts that are not repaid as scheduled will be

included in the individual's income.41
Currently, the federal government levies a general surtax of
five percent of basic federal tax on ndividuals, plus a further This measure is temporary,however, andJwill end on 1 March
five percent surtax on high ncome earners.33 The general sur- 1993.
tax is to be reduced to four percent effective 1 July 1992, and

to three percenteffective 1 January 1993. The additionalsurtax 4. RRSP and RPP contributions
of five percent on high ncome earners will not be affected.

Pension tax reform begun in Canada in the late 1980s is still
A couple with two childrenand an annual incomeof $ 75,000 continuing. Among the many changes in this complicated
will enjoy a tax reduction of $ 74 in 1992 and $ 297 in 1993

area are the contribution limits to RRSP and RegisteredPen-
from this measure. This measure will cost the government sion Plans (RPPs). When pension reform legislationwas first
$ 500 million in lost revenue in 1992/93, and more than $ 6.6 passed in 1990, the maximum contribution to RRSPs towas

billion over five years.34 increase by $ 1,000 from $ 11,500 for 1991 toper year
$ 15,500 for 1995, with increases thereafter to be indexed to

2. Capital gains exemption
In Canada, three quarters of an individual's realized capital 33. ITA, Sec. 180.1.

gairs must be included in income as taxablecapitalgains.35
34. BudgetPapers, supra note 4, at 135.
35. ITA, Sec. 38.

A lifetime capital gains exemptionof $ 100,000 ($ 75,000 of 36. Id., Sec. 110.6(3).
taxable capital gains) is available to Canadian residents on 37. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 157.

most capital gains, net of certain losses.36 38. ITA, Sec. 110.6(2.1) and (2) provide for an additional $ 400,000 exemp-
tion for gains realized from the dispositionof shares of a qualifyingsmall busi-

The government is restricting the type of gains eligible for ness corporation, or on gains realized on the disposition of a qualified family
farm operation, respectively. A detailed discussion of the enhanced capital

the $ 100,000 lifetime capital gains exemption. The exemp- gains exemption is beyond the scope of this article.

tion is no longer available on capital gains accrued on real 39. ITA, Sec. 40(2) relates to the exemptionfor principal residences.There are

estate after 29 February 1992. Gains accrued through that certain conditions that must be met to ensure that the entire gain is tax free.

date will continue to qualify. A gain realized after 29 Febru- 40. ITA, Sec. 146 et seq. and Sec. 60(i).
41. BudgetPapers,supra note 4, at 142-143. See also, The HomeBuyer'sPlan

ary 1992 will be prorated (based on the total number of - Draft Legislation, issued by the Ministerof Finance, Canada, on 25 February
months the property was held) and the portion of the gain 1992.
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the average industrial wage. Contributions to money pur- first $ 3,500 nvested. The credit is to be ncreased to 20 per-
chase RPPs were to increase in a similar fashion. cent of the first $ 5,000, i.e. a maximumcredit of $ 1,000.49
Mazankowski announced that the phase-n of the higher In addition to the federal credit, some provinceshave LSVCC
RRSP and RPP contribution limits will be deferred by one programmes and provide similar tax credits to LSVCC con-

year. Therefore, the $ 12,500 limit for contributions to tributors. Currently, the federal government matches credits
RRSPs for 1992 will also be applied to RRSP contributions provided by the province up to a maximum of $ 700.50 This
for 1993. The previously scheduledincreasesin the limit will maximumwill be increased to $ 1,000 per year.51
then resume, reaching the maximum of $ 15,500 in 1996, These proposal be effective for the 1992 and subse-
with ndexed increases thereafter.

are to

quent taxation years.
There will be a similar deferral in the phase-inofhigher con-

tribution limits applicable to money purchaseregisteredpen- (c) Disabledpersons
sion plans (RPPs). A number of changes proposed assist withare to taxpayers

disabilities:52
5. Child tax benefit The range of expenditures eligible for the medical tax-

The Minister announced a new child benefit programme, credit will be expandedbeginning in 1992. For example,
which is to combine the benefits that are currently available visual signalling devices for the hearing impaired and
under the family allowance programme, the child credit and payments for therapies related to speech or hearing loss
the refundable child tax credit. This new programme will will now be covered.

unify allowances,credits and refunds currently available into - For 1992 and subsequent years, the education tax credit
a single monthly benefit, as well as incorporate additional will also be extended to part-time students who are eligi-
support for lower-income working families with children,42 ble for the disability tax credit.
The monthly amounts are to be based on income reported the - Disability pensions paid under the Canada Pension Plan

previous year and will be updated annually. Child tax benefit and the Quebec PensionPlan will now be consideredto be

payments will not be taxed. earned ncome for RRSP contributionlimit purposes. This

Beginning 1 January 1993, the new child tax bnefit will be
willenable ndividualswho receive such pensions to make

$ 1,020 per child. This basic benefit will be augmented by larger RRSP contributions in 1992 and subsequentyears.
-o Certain devices used by business to help disabled$ 75 for the third and each subsequent child, plus a further

$ 213 per child under seven where no claim is made for child employees and customers are eligible for immediate

care expenses. In addition, the new programme will also write-off. This list will be extended to include a number

include an earned income supplementof up to $ 500 for low of additionaldevices acquiredafter 25 February 1992 for

income families. assisting those with visual or hearing impairments.

On a separate, but related topic, the government,announced (e) Common /aw coup/es
that beginning in 1993 the deduction allowed for child care

expenses ivill be increased by $ 1,000. This ncrease will According to the government, the number of common-law

bring the maximumdeduction to $ 5,000 for each child under couples in Canada more than doubled in the 1980s.53 Begin-
age seven and to $ 3,000 for each child between seven and ning in 1993, for tax purposes, common law couples will be

15. Special rules apply to disabled or infirm children.43 treated the same way as married couples. This will entitle
them to the related tax benefits, such as the married credit. It

6. Other changes affecting individuals
will also expose them to the related restrictions, such as the
attribution rules, which are aimed at discouraging ncome

(a) Educationcredits splitting between spouses.

Currently, students are entitled to an education credit of 17 This change will be accomplishedby changing the definition

percent of $ 60 for each month of fulltime study,44 This cred- of spouse for purposes of the Act. Under the broadened
it is to be raised to 17 percent of $ 80 per month.45 definition, a common law spouse will be a person of the

To the extent that the student does not have sufficient income opposite sex with whom the person is cohabiting in a conju-
to take advantageofeducationand tuition credits, these cred-
its may be transferred to a supporting person to a maximum 42. See the government publication, The Child Benefit: A White Paper on

of $ 600.46 This maximum is to be raised to $ 680.47 Canada's New Integrated Child Tax Benefit, distributed by the Minister of
National Health and Welfare, Canada, on 25 February 1992.

These changes are to take effect in 1992. 43. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 136.
44. ITA, Sec. 118.6(2).
45. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 140.

(b) Labour-sponsoredventurecapital funds 46. ITA, Sec. 118.9(1).
47. Id.

Labour-sponsoredventure capital corporations (LSVCC) are 48. ITA, Sec. 127.4.

investmentfunds establishedby labour organizations in which 49. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 157-158.

ndividualspool their money to purchase shares in small busi- 50. ITA, Sec. 127.4.
51. Id.

nesses. A tax credit is available to ndividuals who nvest in 52. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 140-142.
LSVCCs.48 Currently, the credit is equal to 20 percent of the 53. Id., at 138.
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gal relationship that has subsisted through the immediately the date on which a late return is filed.55 For tax returns filed

preceding 12 months. As well, the natural or adoptiveparents after 1992 the governmentwill not start accruing interest on

of the same child will be considered spouses under the refunds to individualsuntil the later of 45 days after the filing
expandeddefinition.54 deadline or the date on which the return was actually filed.56

(f) Interest-freeprocessingperiod
54. Id., at 139.

Currently, individuals earn interest on tax refunds as of the 55. ITA Secs. 150(1)(d) and 164(3)(a).
later of the filing deadline (30 April of the followingyear) or 56. Budget Papers, supra note 4, at 145.

SOLOMON ISLANDS: An Overviewof Income and Other Taxes
continued from page 247-

-

any business approved by the Investment Board can Local

claim special additional incentives for write-off of new Subsidiary Branch

or expanded factories and training expenses; and a 150 ($) ($)

percent deduction for the inter-provincetransport of raw

materials and qualifyingproducts. Operating profit 100 100

Dividend -100

B. Exchange control
Profit before tax 100

Tax payable 50

There are comprehensivecontrols on foreign currency trans- Profit after tax 5O

actions both to and from the Solomon Islands. In most cases,
===

approval must be obtained prior to making the commitment. 35% dividend withholding tax 35

Total tax payable 35 50

C. Investmentrestrictionson non-residents

Any investment by a non-Solomon Islands citizen which

acquires equity or ownership in a company or organizationor
NOTE: Thin capitalization rules are not formalized in the ITA

substantial capital asset investment in the Solomon Islands although the Commissioner of Inland Revenue has

(e.g. via a branch) requires the approval of the Investment power to review non-arm's length interest charges,
and imposes a15 percent withholding tax on interest

Board. paid or credited to non-residents.

Vll. SELECTION OF BUSINESS ENTITY BY
NON-RESIDENTS IX. CONCLUSION

The above is designed to give the reader a broad overview of
While some overseas nvestors conduct operations in the

Solomon Islands through branches, the current trend is to
the tax system of the SolomonIslands in a non-technicalway.

establish a Solomon Islands registered subsidiary corporation. For those in the firstworld it may be interestingto note'that

This preference is generally based on tax considerations.The there has not been a tax case via the courts in Solomon

following compares the tax payable by a branch with that Islands since Independence and that the Income Tax Act is

payableby a local subsidiaryremittingall profits as a dividend. some 140 pages in length.
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SINGAPORE:

1992 BUDGET:
A CARRY-OX BUDGETWITH A FEW SURPRISES

Lee Fook Hong
MBA, FCIS, FAIA, ACIrb

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

On Friday 28 February 1992, the Minister of Finance, Dr. Richard Hu, presented
Singapore's 1992 Budget to Parliament. Although this is the first Budget that I. INTRODUCTION

requires the assent of President Wee Kim Wee under the selected presidency laws Il. TAX CHANGES

enshrined in the Constitutionof the Rpublicof Singapore, the Budget speech fol_ A. Tax on companes
lows the customary pattern and is divided into three parts: review of the economy,

1. Corporate income tax
2. Tax incentive for commoditythe financial year 1992 Budget, and revenue and tax changes. futures market

In his review of the economy, the Ministerhighlighted the economic performance
3. Tax incentive for spot

transactions undertaken byin 1991, sketched the economic outlook for 1992 and outlined the strategies for corporate members of SIMEX
Singapore'smedium-termsustainablegrowth. The Ministerreported that the 1992 4. Double deduction for skill and
economic growth forecast for Singapore had been revised downwards by the Min- knowledge-intensive
istry of Trade and Industry (MTI) from five to seven percent to four to six percent.

financial activities
5. Basis of taxation for life insurance

He was, however, confident that the medium-term target of five to seven percent companies
would be achievedif Singapore could adhere to the following strategies: 6. Stamp duty on financial

to enhance Singapore's links with the world, with a greater focus on ASEAN- derivatives

and the wider Asia-Pacificregion; B. Tax on individuals

to continue restructuring and upgrading, but not lowering rentals or allowing
1. Personal income tax

-

2. Rebate of service and
an unlimited supply of foreign workers; conservancycharges
to adhere to free market principles so that resources are used more efficiently 3. Tax relief for reservists-

and individuals are motivated to performbetter. C. Other tax changes
1. Tourism cess

On the Government's fiscal policy, the Minister said that fiscal prudence had 2. Duties on alcoholic beverages
served the country well. If the economy performs as well as the Government 3. Restriction of duty-free privilege
expects, Singapore should run a budget surplus over the next few years. The Gov- on alcoholic beverages

4. Water conservation tax
ernmentwill allocate money from the next year's surplus for the MedisaveScheme
and will launch the new Education Endowment Fund. In concluding the first part

Ill. CONCLUSION

of his Budget Speech, the Minister said that while 1992 might be a more difficult
year, he was confident that economic growth would continue.

Movingon to the Budgetestimates for the financial year 1992, the Ministerempha-
sized that the Government'sexpenditurepolicy was to continue to support the pri-
vate sector as the engine of growth. On the Government's revenue position, the
Minister said that slower growth and an aging population would lead to higher
expenditureand slower increase.

The Minister then announcedthat the long-awaitedWhite Paper on proposals for a

comprehensivegoods and services tax (GST) would be introduced in Parliamentin
the second halfof 1992. He also proposed the pending changes to the Central Prov-
ident Fund (CPF) contributionrates. With effect from 1 July 1992, the employer's
CPF contribution rate will be raised from 17.5 to 18 percent, and the employee's
CPF contributionrate will be reduced from 22.5 to 22 percent. The Govemmentis
committedto achievingbefore 1996 the ultimate target of a 40 percent CPF contri-
bution rate with equal contributionsby employers and employees.
In the final part of his Budget Statement, the Ministerannouncedthe following tax

changes:
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Il. TAX CHANGES1 financial services, but must move on to new and more sophis-
ticated financial services, which would nclude knowledge-

A. Tax on companies ntensive services such as financial engineeringand financial
research and development. To encourage the developmentof

1. Corporate income tax such services, a double tax deductionwill be granted to finan-
cial institutions for expenses relating to the establishmentand

The Minister announced a reduction in the corporate tax rate
development of approved financiai activities in Singapore.

by one percentagepoint from 31 to 30 percent to help main- The incentivewill be given for period of five anda years, may
tain Singapore as an attractive location for investments and

be extended thereafter. Further details of the scheme will be
offset some of the business cost increases of the past year. announced by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. While
Most businessmen welcomed the one percent point cut in

those in financial circles welcome this incentive, they hope
corporate tax and described the reduction as a welcome

that details of what activities will qualify for the double
respite from rising business costs. deductionwill be clearly defined to avoid uncertainty.

2. Tax incentive for commodity futures market
5. Basis of taxation for life insurance companies

To develop Singapore as an international trading hub, it is

necessary to provide traders with a vehicle to manage their Currently, life insurance companies are taxed on the excess

risk in commodity trading. To help the new commodity of investment income over managementexpenses and agen-

futures exchange, called the RAS Commodity Exchange, get cy conmissions. Investment income includes gains fron the

off to a successful start, it will be granted a five-year tax sale of nvestments. The investment ncome of companies

exemption on its income from future activities. with overseas operations is determinedby apportioning their

worldwide nvestment income in the ratio of Singapore pre-
To promote the new RSS3 contract targeted at large foreign miums over worldwidepremiums.
participants in the United States, Europe and Japan, the
income of corporate members of the exchange arising from Tax to be paid by life insurance companies will be based on

future transactions in this contract will be taxed at a conces- their total income from Singapore business, i.e. premiums
sionary rate of ten percent. These transactions must be with and investment income less a composite of expenses, com-

non-residents, Asian Currency Units and other members of missions, claims and increasedprovision for future claims.

the exchange. Income derived from transactions with resi- Income due to policy holders will be effectively taxed at ten
dents will continue to be taxed at the prevailing corporate instead of the prevailing Taxpercent corporate tax rate. on
rate. The current tax treatment will continue to apply for income due to shareholders remains unchangedat the
income arising from transactions in the two existing con-

corpo-
rate tax rate (currently 31 percent), and is to be reduced to 30

tracts, RSS 1 and TSR 20.
percent.

3. Tax incentive for spot transactions undertaken by According to some managers in the nsurance business, the

corporate members of SIMEX proposed changes in the formula for assessing life insurance

companieswill make life insurancemore attractive as a form
Currently, corporate members of SIMEX are taxed at a con- of savings. The basis of assessment will be equi-new more

cessionary ten percent rate on profits derived from trading in
table to policy holders and consequently, life insurancecom-

currency futures. However,profits derived from spot curren-
panies will be able to offer innovative attractivemore or

cy transactions are taxed at the prevailing corporate rate. To
products. Thus the ten percent instead of 30 percent tax

facilitate corporate members of SIMEX to hedge effectively
on

the resultant surplus attributable to the policy holders will
in spot currency transactions, the ten percent tax concession enable the life insurancecompanies to offer better benefits to
is extended to profits derived from spot transactions in desig- policy holders by ofhigher yield the policies.
nated currencies. The transaction must be with a non-resi- way on

dent, another member of SIMEX or an Asian Currency Unit.
6. Stamp duty on financial derivatives

Whilst this incentive is intended by the Government to

improve hedging facilities for members of the Singapore Singapore has been developing as a centre for trading in

InternationalExchange (SIMEX) in the spot market for their regional securities. To cater to the increased sophisticationof

customers and for their own account, some SIMEX members regional investors and the growing interest in financial

feel it might not boost the volume of currency futures on derivatives, the Stock Exchange of Singapore (SES) will

SIMEX significantly, because trading in Deutschmark, yen soon launch trading of stock options on securities traded on

and sterling futures in 1991 accountedfor 1.8 percentof aver- the exchange.To encourage such trading, stamp duty will not

age daily volume. Currency traders find it more efficient to be levied with effect from 1 April 1992 on options, contract

trade in the liquid interbank forex market. notes and instruments of transfers relating to share warrants,

rights in shares and units in unit trusts. Only contract notes

4. Double deduction for skill and knowledge-intensive and transfer instrumentsfor transactionsin stocks and shares

financial activities will be subject to the existing stamp duty.

Singapore is now a regional centre for financial services. To 1. Unless otherwise noted all tax changes will take effect as from year of

stay ahead, Singapore cannot rely on providing traditional assessment 1993.
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C. Tax on individuals alcoholicbeverages for their personal consumption.This priv-
ilege is intended for ntemational travellers. With effect from
1 June 1992 eligibility for the duty-free privilege will be

1. Personal income tax restricted to travellers who are outside of Singapore for at least
No change was proposed by the Minister, as he felt that Sin- 48 hours before their arrivai to ensure that only bona fide trav-

gapore's personal income tax rates were lower than those in ellers benefit from the concession.The restrictionis not unique
many other countries. To encourage continued individual to Singapore. Hong Kong and Malaysiahave imposed similar

efforts, however the Minister announced that an across-the- restrictions on the granting of duty-free privileges. The exist-
board and one-off rebate of five percent for personal income ng practice of disallowingthe duty-free concession in respect
tax would be granted for year of assessment 1992. of travel between Singapore and Malaysiawill continue.

2. Rebate of service and conservancycharges 4. Water conservation tax
For Singapore citizen householders staying in rented and
owner-occupiedone, two and three-room Housing Develop- Singapore mports a large part of its water. Water is a scarce

ment Board (HDB) flats who pay little or no income tax, the resource, far more valuablethanits productioncosts alone; thus
Governrnentwill pay to Town Councils, on their behalf, the there is a need to continuallyencouragewater conservation.

service and conservancy charges payable in the month of
December 1992. This is a one-offpayment for Singaporecit- In order to curb the growth in water consumption, the water

izens only. It is the equivalentof the five percent income tax conservation tax on domestic customers who consume more

rebate. than 20 cubic metres of waterper monthwill be increasedfrom
five to ten percent. The tax change takes effect from 1 April
1992.3. Tax relief for reservists

Reservistsplay a crucial role in preserving Singapore'spros-
perity. Their contributions therefore deserve special recogni- III. CONCLUSION
tion and the following tax reliefs will be granted:
$1,000 for all active reservists, that is, those who are called In conclusion, the Minister said Singaporewould be affected

up annually for in-canp training and other activities to main_ by uncertainties of the world economy in 1992. Although
tain their operationalproficiency; and $ 500 for all who have 1992 might be a more difficult year he was certain that Sin-
done national service but are not in active reserve service. gapore would continue on the path of economic growth and

The tax reliefs will also apply to those who have done nation- could face the future with confidence. The 1992 Budget was

al service in other services such as the police force and the generally welcomed by the community. For many, it was, as

Singapore Joint Civil Defence Force. predicted, a conservativecarry-on Budget with a little some-

thing for every one, and a few surprises. There are six

C. Other tax changes changes affecting tax for companies, three affecting tax for
individuals, four other tax changes and an increase in the rate
of contribution to the CPE

1. Tourism cess
The tax relief for Singapore's reservists was a surprise.In 1991, the tourism cess rate was temporarily reducecl from Whilst such relief was welcomed, the amount was felt to be

four to three percent for a period of one year to help hotels too little to have any impact. According to the Government,
and restaurants tide over the poor conditions in the wake of the new tax relief for reservists is not a payment for services
the Gulf War. As the tourism sector has recovered from the renderedbut rather a symbolic expressionof appreciation.
sharp decline in tourist arrivals, the tourism cess rate is
restored to four percent with effect from 1 April 1992. Most businessmen welcomed the reduction in the corporate

tax rate to 30 percent, the double tax deduction for financial
2. Duties on alcoholic beverages R&D, the tax break for the RAS Exchange and the tax con-

Duties on alcoholic beverages are imposed by the Govern- cession for life insurers and SIMEX spot trading. But some,

ment to constrain the growth in liquor consumption, and the particularly those in the manufacturing sector, were disap-
import and excise duties have been increased with effect pointed that there were no incentives to help tide over the

from 28 February 1992. expected slow-down in the economy or to contain the rising
cost of operating a business. Hoteliers expect to be the hard-
est hit by restoration of the tourism cess from three to four3. Restriction on duty-free privilege on alcoholic

beverages percent, the higher taxes on alcoholic beverages and the
increase in the water consumption tax. To sum up, the 1992

Presently, travellers arriving in Singapore othr than from Budgetwas widely regardedas a conservative,non-eventand
Malaysiaare allowed to bring in duty-free limitedquantitiesof carry-onbudget.
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HONG KONG:

KAGS TO RIC BUDGET
lan Harris

Group Tax Adviser, Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation

Hong Kong's new Financial Secretary, Mr. Hamish Mcleod, presented his first

budget to the LegislativeCouncil on 4 March 1992. Mr. Mcleod laid great stress on Contents

the need to maintain Hong Kong's simple low rate tax system and to assure the 1991/1992
business communityofhis ntention of ensuring Hong Kong's continued econom- 1992/1993
ic growth while not forgetting the need to materially improve social services. He REVENUE PROPOSALS
said that radical changes played no part in this philosophy and that there was a

REVENUE MEASURES
broad consensus about the need to preserve the key elements ofHong Kong's suc-

Profits tax
cess - the commitment to the market economy, to competition and to providing Rates

community services from the wealth created by that economy. These community Stamp duty
services ensure that everyone receives proper education and health care, and can Betting tax

rise as far as their talents enable them. We are, he said, an open, meritocratic soci- Pleasure craft

ety, where success mspires effort to emulate that success,not jealousy. Rags to rich- Indirect taxes and charges
Tax concessions

es stories are commonplace in Hong Kong. Long may that continue to be so, he
CONCLUSION

concluded.

1991/92
In reviewing the expected outcome of the 1991/92 Budget, which provided for a

surplus of HK$ 1.3 billion (USS 167 million), the Financial Secretary said that

Hong Kong is in the processof transformationand that the economyhas undergone
a profound structural change in recent years mainly due to the fact that a large part
of Hong Kong's manufacturingbase has been transferred to the lower cost envi-

ronmentof the Pearl River Delta in Southern China. Hong Kong's trading patterns
have also changed from 20 years ago when the main markets were in North Amer-

ica and Europe; whil in recent years although the traditionalmarkts are still very

important, the new markets in Asia are growing dynamically. Hong Kong and

China are each other's single largest customer. The transformationin Hong Kong,
the Financiai Secretary continued, is not only related to trade and industry but also

to the priorities and aspirations of the community, and he said it was the responsi-
bility of the Government to take into account the community's desire for better

public services,particularly in relation to the elderly who are becomingan increas-

ingly large proportionof the total population.
In 1991 GDP growth was about four percent which represented a one percent
increase over the previous year. The increase in economic activity stemmed from a

number of factors, the most significantof which was the agreementwith China on

the developmentof the new airport. This led to a surge in optimism throughoutthe

business community in Hong Kong which is expected to continue into 1992/93.

As a result of the better than expectedperformanceof the economy, the latest esti-

mate of the surplus for 1991/92 is HK$ 14.1 billion. Of the total surplus some

HK$ 8 billion was the result of under-spendingwhich in turn was mainly due to a

slippage in various public works but chiefly as a result of the delays arising from

the negotiationsrelating to the new airport with the result that planned expenditure
was deferred. On the ncome side, revenue was also buoyant, accounting for some

HK$ 4.7 billionof the surplus which in turn was due to the better than forecast rev-

enue from stamp duty and land sales, the latter being substantially above original
forecasts. Both of these items provide direct evidenceof increasedeconomicactiv-

ity in the stock and property markets. As a result of the surplus, fiscal reserves at

31 March 1992 are estimated to be some HK$ 92 billion.
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1992/93 In forecasting the revenue for 1992/93 before new measures,
the increase is expected to be 20.3 percent over that for

As indicated above, Mr. McLeod said that the outlook for 1991/92, most of which is expected to come from both earn-
1992/93 was optimistic in view of the expected continuing ngs and profits tax and land sales which were expected to
buoyant economy with GDP growth reaching five percent continue at a high level.
which in turn would mean that GDP per head would reach
HK$ 125,000 which is amongst the highest in Asia and better As a result of the estimatesof revenue and expenditurea final
than many developedeconomies. However,he concededthat out-turn for 1992/93 is expected to produce a surplus of
inflation was still a major worry and the anticipateddecrease HK$ 6.4 billion, 30 percent of which will result from the
last year had not materializedto the extent expected. The lat- Government's bond programme. This will bring Govern-
est forecast is 9.5 percent which is a downward trend from ment's fiscal reserves at the end of March 1993 to HK$ 98.2
the peak reached in April 1991 of 14 percent. Commenting billion.
on the rate of nflation, the Financial Secretary once again
confirmed the Government's commitment to the pegging of
the Hong Kong dollar to the U.S. dollar. He said that critics of REVENUE PROPOSALS
the linked exchange rate were of the view that this meant that In introducinghis revenue proposals, the Financial Secretary
Hong Kong was importing inflation but he said that import said that he had not focused exclusively on the need to raise
prices had only risen two percent in 1991. Furthermore, he more revenuebut that he had also takennto account the need
said since the peg had been ntroduced in 1983 the Hong to reduce the dependence on relatively volatile sources of
Kong dollarhad actually increased in value by nearly ten per- revenue while at the same time not adding to inflation. By
cent over the period. The Financial Secretaryalso refuted the some carefully selected tax concessions,he aimed to provide
suggestion that Governmentexpenditureitselfhad an impact a measure of relief to the ordinary taxpayer and he said that
on inflationas he said that the public sector accounts for only his proposals would be effectively neutral on the consumer
a relativelymodest share of GDR price index.

In framing his Budget strategy, he said that he had been deter- He said that he had very much in mind the need to plug tax
mined to ensure that public spending remained in line with loopholes whenever they appear. Mr. Mcleod said that Hong
economic growth, to raise sufficient revenue to cover the Kong's low, simple and predictabletax regime is crucial to its
spending commitments, to ensure that at least half the cost of successfulbusiness environment.However, this commitment
the capital expenditure is financedby recurrent revenue and to to a generous tax climate should not be misunderstood.
maintain reserves at the level adequate to meet known com- Extensive tax avoidance is a clear breach of the spirit of
mitments and to provide a cushion against future uncertainties. Hong Kong's liberal tax arrangements and is not acceptable.
In respect of the fiscal reserves the Financial Secretary said Nor of course is tax evasion. The Financial Secretary said

that those who profit from their operations or residence inthat in the agreement with China over the airport, the fiscal
reservesby mid-1997shouldbe at least HK$ 25 billion.While Hong Kong must accept their obligation to make a contribu-

tion to the community through Hong Kong's far-from-oner-concernhas been raised over the cost of the airport, the Finan-
cial Secretary said that Government'sshare of the costs of its ous taxes and duties.

capital works on the airport project would not exceed 25 per-
cent of the total capital expenditure in the period to 1997. REVENUE MEASURES
Mr. McLeod said that the draft estimates of expenditure for The Financial Secretary'snew revenue measures are estimat-
1992/93 provided for an ncrease of some 16 percent over ed to produce HK$ 2.9 billion in 1992/93 and about HK$ 3.8
1991/92 to HK$ 115.1 billion. He stressed that the ncrease in billion in a full year. The five concessions that he proposedexpenditurerepresenteda real increaseparticularly in respect are estimated to cost some HK$1.8 billion for 1992/93 and
of social services. He said that Government'splans over the about HK$ 2.1 billion in a full year. The revenue proposalsnext four years should be able to meet 80 percent of the

are as follows:
demand from the elderly for places in care and attention
homes and 60 percent of the demand for hostel places for the

mentally handicapped. A 25 percent increase in the number Profitstax
of hospital beds is expected over the next four-year period A one percent increase in the standard rate of corporation
and the housing programme will continue with a further profits tax from 16.5 to 17.5 percent; the Financial Secretary
400,000 new flats being plannedover the next decade. A fur- said that the new rate was still below the historical high of
ther HK$ 18 billion will be spent on tertiary education alone 18.5 percent reached in 1984/85 and that it would have no
in the next three academic years. Additional expenditure is impact on either local or internationalenthusiasnfor invest-
scheduledin respectof law and order, particularly the police. ment in Hong Kong.
Total Govemment expenditure in 1992/93 is expected to
amount to 18.8 percent of estimated GDP representing a

Ratessmall increase over the figure for 1991/92 which was 17.8
percent. On a national income accounts basis, the ratio of An increase in rates from 5.5 to 6 percent of assessments for
Government expenditure amounts to 11.5 percent which is 1992/93; the Financial Secretary said that this would repre-
very similar to that of the previous year. sent an ncrease for the average private flat of some HK$ 43
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per month whereas the average increase in respect of Hous- Financial Secretary said that well over half of the working
ing Authority flats would be some one third lower. Business populationof Hong Kong does not pay any tax at all and of

premises will experience a higher percentage increase but as those that do only some 100,000 pay tax at the standard rate

a percentage to rents and over other overheads the new rates of 15 percent. The measureproposed in the Budgetwill mean

will merely add 80 cents or 2.4 percent to the cost per square that some 120,000 taxpayers or eight percent of the total will

foot per month of office space. Rates in Hong Kong will still be freed completely from paying any salaries tax.

remain low by internationalstandards.
The Financial Secretary also announced that the duty softon

drinks would be totally abolishedas would th entertainment

Stamp duty tax on cinema tickets. The duty on diesel oil for franchised

Stamp duty will be extended to include the sale or transfer of bus companies will be eliminated; the final measure was a

covered warrants.
further reductionin stamp duty on stock transfers from 0.5 to

0.4 percent with an indication that further reductions will be

considered in the future.
Betting tax

Mr. McLeod said that two further measures that had been
Betting tax on standard bets will be increased from 10.5 to debatedwere the introductionof a sales tax and an ncreasein
11.5 percent while for exotic bets the rates will go frm 17 to salaries tax. In respect of the former, he reiterated his previ-
17.5 percent. Th Jockey Club has agreed to absorb a signif-
icant proportionof the ncrease.

ous view that he does not regard a sales tax as attractive at a

time of relativelyhigh nflation and therefore he said it is not

currently under serious consideration. In respect of salaries

Pleasurecraft tax he said that he was happy to be able to assist taxpayersby

Duty will be required on light diesel oil as supplied to local- not raising rates but at the same time increasing profits tax.

ly registeredpleasure craft.
He warned, however, that the resulting differential between

salaries tax and profits tax of 2.5 percent is probably about
the maximum beyond which avoidance was likely to be a

Indirecttaxesand charges problem.
The Financial Secretary did not propose any other increases
in real terms in indirect taxationbut duties which are assessed
on a specific base as opposed to ad valorem will be adjusted CONCLUSION

by ten percent to maintain real yields. In concluding his Budget statement, the Financial Secretary
In respect of otherGovernmentcharges for water, postal, tun- said the we must have confidence in ourselves and in our

nel, airport and toll fees, these will be considered during the ability to create econonic success and to enjoy its rewards.

course of the next financial year and any necessary increases He said that he had sought to naintain the necessary balance

will be phased-in in an orderly fashion so that the impact on between investing in areas which will keep the economy

taxpayers can be minimized. growing, such as education and nfrastructure, and spending
in other areas which make life in Hong Kong relatively safe

Tax concessions
and rewarding. In conclusion,he paid tribute to his predeces-
sor, Sir Piers Jacobs, who he said had steered Hong Kong

In terms of tax concessions, the Financial Secretary's main safely through some testing times and in the process carried

proposalrelated to salaries tax where the personalallowances Hong Kong's monetary management and regulatory frame-

for single and married persons have increased from work a long way forward. Above all Mr. McLeodsaid in rela-

HK$ 41,000 and HK$ 82,000, respectivel, to HK$ 46,000 tion to this Budget, SirPiers had left HongKong's finances in

and HK$ 92,000. Increase in children and other allowances a healthy state, a state which Mr. McLeod said he had every
were also announced. In proposing these measures, the determinationto continue.
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This 7-part series comprises: 1) Belgium, the Monographon tax harmonizationin the Eastern Europe
gateway to Europe; 2) Financing aspects; 3) EuropeanCommunities.
Coordinationcentres; 4) Legal and tax (B. 111.478) CYPRUS - THE WAY TO BUSINESS IN

Eastem Europe.
aspects; 5) Foreign trade; 6) Life in Belgium; EC CORPORATETAX LAW.
7) Useful addresses. Amsterdam,Coopers & Lybrand, 1991,
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Brussels, 1991, pp. 1155, 8000.- Bfr. Documentation, 1991. Eastern Europe.
Festschrift for ProfessorKrings comprising The loose-leafpublicationEC Corporate (B. 111.513)
various articles on law in general, private case Tax Law coincides with the general coming
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(B. 111.582) MergerDirective (90/434/EEC)and the SLOMMA,Hans.
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Diegem, CED-Samsom, 1991, pp. 205, the EC ArbitrationConvention (90/436/EEC) pp. 565.
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construction,alterations). company law, such as EuropeanEconomic procedural law, business tax, corporations,
(B. 111.565) Interest Groupings (EEIGs) and the European VAT and inheritance tax.

Company. The publicationwill comprise over (B. 111.498)
WASCH,Eric de. 1000 pages of text in two volumes and will be KNOBBE-KEUK,Brigitte.Fiscale Wenken: Kind en fiscus. updated twice per year. The annual Bilanz- und Unternehmenssteuerrecht.
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Descriptionof tax aspects of children. supplements.

Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto SchmidtKG, 1991,

(B. 111.568) (B. 111.634)
pp. 1002, 128.- DM.

Enterprise taxationwith special emphasis on

TRICHT, Stefan van. INTERNATIONALVAT. its effect on the commercialand fiscal
Fiscale Wenken: Erven, schenken en fiscus. A guide to practice and procedures in 21 balance sheets. This edition contains a

Diegem, CED-Samsom, 1991, pp. 114, countries. Prepared by The Ernst & Young detailed explanationof the EC Parent-
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Descriptionof the Belgian tax aspects of contributors. (B. 111.539)
inheritancesand gifts. London, Ernst & Young, 1991, 384.
(B. 111.564)

pp. RECHNUNGSLEGUNGUND PRFUNG
General guide to the value added tax 1992.
implicationsof commercialactivities in the Herausgegebenvon Jrg Baetge.

Cyprus EuropeanCommunity,and similar sales taxes Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992.
in force in other major trading nations of the Schriftendes InstitutsfrRevisionswesenderCYPRUS - THE WAY TO SHIPPING.

Amsterdam, Coopers & Lybrand, 1991,
world. Each country is discussed in a separate WestfalischenWilhelms-Univ.Mnster,

pp. 40. chapter, covering: who is taxable, what is pp. 230, 54.21 DM.

Guide explaining the advantagesenjoyed by taxable, place of supply, basis of taxation, tax 1992 Accountingand auditingcontains

Cyprus shipping and ship management rates, exemptions,credit/refundfor input tax, various reports by different authors, e.g.:

companies, describing how such companies
administrativeobligations, special VAT financial managementin a multinational

can be established and operated from Cyprus regimes. The appendices show charts corporation, taxationof the splitting-upof

and providing a general understandingof the comparing administration,VAT rates, corporationsand partnerships,current

business environment. registration limits, group registration,plus an problems in adopting the West German

(B. 111.512) exhaustive listingof EC directives, accounting system within the 5 new Lnder.

regulations,decisions and derogations. (B. 111.619)
CYPRUS - THE WAY TO BUSINESS IN (B. 111.609)
Eastern Europe. DIE STEUERLICHE

Amsterdam,Coopers & Lybrand, 1991, PERRAUDIN,W.R.M.; PUJOL, T. Erffnungsbilanzgemeinntziger
pp. 72. European fiscal harmonizationand the French Wohnungsunternehmen.
Investors' guide giving an overview of economy. TheoretischeGrundlagenund Vorschlgefr

Cyprus's economic relations with Eastem Washington, IMF - InternationalMonetary die Bilanzierungspraxis.Herausgeber:
Europe, double taxation treaties with Eastern Fund, 1991. Deutsche Baurevision. Verfasser: Michael

Europeancountries,with other countries, IMF Staff Papers, Vol. 38, No. 2 (June 1991), Fuchs.

offshorebusiness and their tax planning for pp. 399-441, pp. 22. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1991,
Eastem Europe. The implicationsof European fiscal pp. 165.

(B. 111.513) harmonizationfor the French economy are Opening balance sheet for tax purposes
examinedusing a general equilibriummodel. regardingnon-profit-makinghousing
The harmonizationpolicy that involves cuts enterprises.Tax exemption for non-profit-

EEC in VAT and savings taxes leads to welfare making housing enterprises was repealed
VILLEMOT,Dominique. losses for both rich and poor equivalent to from 1 January 1991. The authors discuss

L'harmonisationfiscale europenne. approximately 1 percentof GDP (gross issues connected with setting up the opening
Paris, Presses Universitairesde France, 1991. domestic product). balance sheet for tax purposes.
Collection Que sais-jepp. 127. (B. 111.573) (B. 111.406)
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BERGMEISTER,Konrad; KUPSCH,Peter. HANDBUCH-SONDERBAND1991. This first comprehensiveIrish tax legislation
Latente Steuem im Jahresabschlussvon Vermgensteuer,Einheitswertfeststellung, handbookcontains: the Income Tax Act 1967
Wohnungsunternehmen.Nach Aufhebungder Erbschaftsteuer,Grundsteuer. (as amended to FinanceAct 1991), the

Wohnungsgemeinntzigkeit. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991. Capital Gains Tax Act 1975 (as amended to

Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag GmbH, 1991, pp. 84, Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen FinanceAct 1991), the CorporationTax Act
68.- DM. Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund 1976 (as amended to FinanceAct 1991),
Deferred taxes in year-end reports of housing Steuerbevollmachtigtene.v., pp. 960, together with the non-amendingsections of
enterprises. Until 1 January 1990 or 1 January 89.- DM. the Finance Acts from 1967 to 1991, and the
1991 housing enterpriseswere considerednon- Special 1991 manual for net wealth/worth major statutory instruments for each tax.

profit-making.Thus they were not subject to tax, inheritancetax and land tax and valuation (B. 111.616)
tax and therefore also not required to set up a under the ValuationLaw.
balance sheet for tax purposes. Since they are (B. 111.591) Netherlands
subject to tax at the latest from 1 January 1991, AUSSENSTEUERRECHT.
they are required to set up an opening balance BLIECK, L.A. de; AMERSFOORT,P.J. van;
sheet for tax purposes. The authordiscusses in Veranlagung 1990. BLIECK,J. de; OUDERAA,E.A.G. van der.

Bearbeitetvon Karl-HeinzBaranowski. Algemene inzake rijksbelastingen.how far differentestimations in the commercial wet

balance sheet and in the fiscal balance sheet Herne/Berlin,Neue Wirtschafts-Briefe,1991, 3rd Edition.
influencedthe valuationofdeferred taxes. pp. 1972, 112.- DM. Deventer,FED, 1991.

InternationalTax Relations Law Assessment Fiscale StudieserieNo. 5, 454,97.- Dil.(B. 111.408) pp.
1990. Compilationof tax provisions for Third revised edition of monographdealing

SCHULER,Roland Ulrich. residents in Germany with connections with general formal taxation rules covered
KrperschaftsteuerlicheAspekte der abroad and for non-residentswith under the General Tax Code.
geplantenUnternehmenssteuerreform. connections to Germany including materials (B. 111.646)
Bergisch Gladbach, Verlag Josef Eul GmbH, regarding tax treaties.
Postfach 10 06 56,5060 Bergisch Gladbach (B. 110.975) TE SPENKE, Gerrit; LIER, A. Peter.

1,1991. Taxation in the Netherlands.
HANDBUCHDESReihe: Steuer, Wirtschaftund Recht, Band Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation
Steuerstrafrechts1991.

71, pp. 370, 75.- DM. Publishers, 1992, pp. 157.

Corporate tax implicationsof the planned tax
Bearbeitetvon Dr. Brigitte Gast-De Haan. This book summarizes the main features of

reform for enterprises. The author discusses Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991. the Netherlands tax system and deals with the

possible approaches to reforming the German Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen most importantaspects of income and

Corporate Income Tax Law. In this respect,
Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund corporate income tax. Special attention is

the author pays particularattention to the Steuerbevollmachtigtene.v., pp. 490, paid to the participationexemption.The book
84.- DM. also deals with VAT, death duties,creation of the CommonMarket with its wage tax,

increasedcompetitionand issues with respect
Manual regarding the 1991 Tax Penalty Law. property transfer tax, taxation of non-

to the imputation system, e.g. tax-exempt (B. 111.589) residents, tax treaties, etc.

income, non-deductibleexpenses and loss GABELE, Eduard; DIEHM, Gunther. (B. 111.608)
carry-back. Investitionsrechnungin der Steuerberatung. EUROPEES VENNOOTSCHAPS-
(B. 111.592) Unter Einsatz des DATEV-ProgrammsPC- belastingrecht.
WINTERS, Stephen

FINA. Pre-advies voor de 37e jaarvergaderingvan

The impositionof a western-styledtax system Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto Schmidt KG, 1990, de NederlandseOrde van Belastingadviseurs
on a formerlyplanned economy. The case of pp. 240, 145.- DM. gehoudenop 6 juni 1991 in the World Trade

Investmentcalculation in tax advising. The Center te Rotterdam. Pre-adviseurs:A. Aerts,the former GDR.
Hamburg, Institutfr Auslndischesund book contains two main chapters. The first M. Andriesse, E.Th. Peters, E. van der Stoel

describes different investment types and their P.J. Tulling. GastbijdrageB.H. ter Kuile.InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen, en

effects. In doing so, the authors apply Cordinator: H.M.A.L. Hamaekers.1991.
statistical (e.g. cost comparison) and dynamic Amsterdam, Intemational Bureau of FiscalHefte zur IntemationalenBesteuerung,No.

76, pp. 30. (e.g. net present value method) methods. The Documentation, 1991.

(B. 111.556) second part contains the different taxes within NOB, NederlandseOrde van

the above-discussedinvestmentcalculations. Belastingadviseurs,Pre-adviesNo. 9,
HANDBUCHDER VERKEHRSTEUERN (B. 110.997) pp. 297.
1991. Recommendationsfor the 37th annual
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991. NAUMANN,Thomas K.

meeting convened by the NOB (Dutch
Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen Fremdwhrungsumrechnungin Bankbilanzen

Associationof Tax Advisers) the subjectnach neuem Recht.
on

Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund Europeancorporate income tax law.
Steuerbevollmachtigtene.v., pp. 510, Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992, pp. Various contributorsdiscussed EEIGs,
75.- DM. 134, 68.- DM.

harmonizationof the corporate income tax in
Manual regarding transfer taxes.

Conversionof foreign currencies in the
the EC well the various related ECas as

(B. 111.590) balance sheets for banks under the new law.
Directives and their effects double taxation

The author analyses and interprets the
on

BRAUN,Rainer; GNTHER,Karl-Heinz. conversionof foreign currencies in the annual
treaties (between EC member states or with
third countries),with reference to case law.Steuer-Handbuchdes Rechtsanwalts. statementand in the balance sheets with

Typische Fallgestaltungenund ihre respect to internationallyoperating financial
Statutes and directives are appended.

Steuerfolgen in der Rechtsberatungspraxis. institutes. (B. 111.610)
2. Auflage. (B. 111.620) MEERING,A.; JONKER, E.N.; BUIS, W.
Cologne, Verlag Dr. Otto SchmidtKG, 1991, LOON, P.M.F. van; De BLECOURT,E.A.
148.- DM. Elseviers BelastingAlmanak 1992. 37ste Editie.Ireland
Tax manual for the lawyer. This loose-leaf Amsterdam,Bonaventura, 1992, pp. 424,
publicationexplains typical arrangementsand TAX ACTS 1991-92. INCOMETAX, 24.95 Dil.
their tax implications with respect to certain corporation tax, capital gains tax. Editors: Annual edition of guide for filing the 1991
issues, e.g. loss allocationenterprises, real Alan Moore and J.M. O'Callaghan. individual income tax return and the 1992 net

estate, partnerships,donations, etc. Dublin, Butterworth (Ireland) Ltd., 16 Upper wealth tax return.

(B. 111.552) Ormond Quay, Dublin 7,1992, pp. 1880. (B. 111.649)
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JAARBOEKVOOR DE United Kingdom INTERNATIONAL
Belastingdiensten de Belastingadviespraktijk BLAND, David.
1991/92. Onder redactie van E.W. Nijgh. UK oil taxation. 3rd Edition. FISKALNISISTEMIU PRELAZNOM
Samengestelddoor J. Hoogeweg. London, LongmanGroup UK Limited, 1991, prelaznom razdoblju. Knjiga referata. Edited
Arnhem,NoorduijnBV, 1991, pp. 900.

pp. 275,80.-£. by BozidarJelcic.
Annual edition of yearbook for purposesof Monographon U.K. oil and natural gas Zagreb, Faculty of Law, 1991, 336.pp.
the tax administrationand tax consultants. taxation stating the law as of August 1991. Fiscal in transitionaryperiod is
(B. 111.612) (B. 111.617)

systems a

collectionof reports prepared for the tenth

UK OIL TAXATION. symposiumof fiscal experts from former

Poland London, Arthur Andersen& Co., 1990, socialist countries. The papers contain a

FIJALKOWSKI,Tadeusz. pp. 100. general report on the developmentsand
Guide explaining the U.K. oil operationand perspectivesof the respective tax systems, as

Spolki z udzialem zagranicznym.Pytania, its taxation aspects (royalty and other licence well as reports on sales taxation, taxationof
odpowiedzi, teksty prawne, komentarz. Stan payments,petroleum revenue tax, corporation
prawny grudzien 1991. tax, VAT, customs and excise duty).

legal entities, taxation of natural persons,

Warsaw, Karina Import-ExportPoznan, 1991, (B.111.598)
taxation of foreigners, customs duties and

pp. 238. budgetary systems in: Yugoslavia,

Companieswith foreign participation
TOLLEY'STAX PLANNING 1992. Czechoslovakia,China, Poland, the U.S.S.R.,
Volumes 1 and 2. A comprehensiveguide to

(questions, answers, legal texts and practical taxation strategies. Editedby Glyn
Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria.

comments). Up to December 1991. Saunders.
(B. 111.036)

(B. 111.603) Croydon, Tolley Pubishing CompanyLtd., ARNOLD,Brian J.
1991, pp. 1500,53.95 £. Tax discriminationagainst aliens, non-

Portugal This edition takes accountof the substantial residents, and foreign activities: Canada,
changes in the law made by the 1991 Finance Australia, New Zealand, the United

REFORMAFISCAL. Act and other recent legislation, and of case

Menores distores e maior equidade. law, practice statements, etc. to 1 October Kingdom, and the United States.

Paris, OECD - Organisationfor Economic 1991. Three new chapters have been added: Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation,

Co-operationand Development, 1991, pp. 32. EC direct tax measures, interest relief and 130 Adelaide Street West, Suite 1900,

The tax reforrn in Portugal. IVIinor distortions terminationpayments. Toronto, Ont. M5H 3P5, Canada, 1991.

and greater fairness. (B. 111.615) CanadianTax Paper No. 90, pp. 266,

(B. 111.632) DOING BUSINESS IN THE UNITED
30.- CND$.

Kingdom. (B. 111.654)

Sweden London, Emst & Young, Becket House, INTERNATIONALVAT.
1 Lambeth Palace Road, London SEl 7EU, A guide to practiceand procedures in 21

DAHLMAN,Roland S. England, 1991, pp. 122.
countries. Prepared by The Emst & Young

Business operations in Sweden. Overviewof the investmentclimate, taxation,

Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1991. forms of business organization,and business EuropeanVAT Committeeand other

Tax ManagementForeign Income Portfolio, and accountingpractices in the U.K. contributors.

No. 985. (B. 111.415) London, Ernst & Young, 1991, pp. 384.

Portfolio analysing in detail the statutory and OLIVER, Peter J.; DAVEY, Nigel T.
General guide to the value added tax

procedural frameworkof Swedish income The business of partnerships. 2nd Edition. implicationsof commercial activities in the

taxation as applied to individuals and London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1990, pp. 225, EuropeanCommunity, and similar sales taxes

corporations,for both residents and non- 29.- £. in force in other major trading nations of the

residents. It also includes many other legal This second edition contains an extended world. Each country is discussed in a separate

details vital to the organizationof a Swedish chapter on planning and developing a chapter, covering: who is taxable, what is

company, explanationof the Swedish income business strategy and an updated treatmentof taxable, place of supply, basis of taxation, tax

tax system, discusses local taxes, value added profit-sharingand partner appraisal. The rates, exemptions,credit/refundfor input tax,

tax and other taxes. This portfolio revises and chapters on mergers, taxation and'pensions administrativeobligations, specialVAT
have all been brought up to date.

supersedes Portfolio No. 450 - Sweden. regimes. The appendices show charts
(B. 111.618)

(B. 111.585) comparing administration,VAT rates,

registration limits, group registration, plus an

Yugoslavia
Switzerland

exhaustive listing of EC directives,
FISKALNISISTEMIU PRELAZNOM regulations,decisions and derogations.

LANGER,Marshall J. razdoblju. Knjiga referata. Edited by Bozidar (B. 111.609)
The Swiss Report. 1991-1992Edition. Jelcic.

Hants, Scope Books Ltd., 62 Murray Road, Zagreb, Faculty of Law, 1991, pp. 336. EUROTRUSTS - THE NEW ESTATE

Horndean, Hants PO8 9JL, England, 1991, Fiscal systems in transitionaryperiod is a planning vehicles.

PP. 94,60.- £. collectionof reports prepared for the tenth The fifth annual conferenceon the use of

The report describes Switzerland'sbanks, its symposiumof fiscal experts from former transcontinentaltrusts and their underlying
socialist countries. The papers contain a companies in international and

world-renownedbank secrecy and attempts
tax estate

by other countries to end that secrecy. Many general report on the developmentsand planning. Monday 17th and Tuesday 18th
tax systems, as

questions are answered in this report, such as:
perspectivesof the respective June, 1991, Noga Hilton, Geneva. Organised
well as reports on sales taxation, taxationof IntemationalTax and Financiai PlanningHow can you negotiatea flat income tax in legal entities, taxaton of natural persons,

by
advance Can a foreignerown a Swiss taxation of foreigners, customs duties and Law Division, Legal Studies and Services

companyHow to benefit from Swiss tax budgetary systems in: Yugoslavia, Limited.

treaties How to avoid or reduce Swiss taxes Czechoslovakia,China, Poland, the U.S.S.R., Byfleet, Legal Studies & Services Limited,

and many others. Hungary, Romania and Bulgara IBC House, Canada Road, Byfleet, Surrey
(B. 111.522) (B. 111.036) KT14 7JL, England, 1991.
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Conferencepapers delivered by various LATIN AMERICA Scarborough,ThomsonProfessional
contributors:The new French Trust Law, PublishingCanada, Carswell/Richardde Boo
by J. Field; The Hague Conventionand the Publishers, 1992, pp. 1644
Trust Revolution',by D. Hayton; Brazil (B. 111.648)

Liechtenstein:Trusts versus foundations: INVESTMENTIN BRAZIL. CANADAGST SERVICE.
pros and cons, by N. Biedermann;The tax So Paulo, KPMG Peat MarwickDreyfus, EditorDavid M. Sherman.free trinity: Switzerland,Liechtensteinand Rua Dr. Renato Paes de Barros, So Paulo, Scarborough,Richard de Boo Publishers,Monaco,by R. Pease; A haven with 1991,pp. 125. 1991.treaties: making the most of Cyprus, by Brochurewith informationof interest to those A four-volume loose-leafpublicationthatT. Philippou; The United Kingdomas a considering investing or doing business in
hidden trust tax haven, by P.Soares and Brazil. Chapters include: foreign investment,

contains the Canada GST Legislationtogether
B. McCutcheon;The established 'Common import/export,business entities, business

with relevant annotationsand commentary to

Law' - low tax centres - Jersey, Guernsey, taxation, ndividual income labour
assist in understandingthe legislation.

tax, (B. 110.677)Isle of Man and Gibraltar,by J.Smalley; market.
The 'Hughes Review' of nternationalestate (B. 18.671) BILL 170. QUEBEC SALES TAX,
planningdevelopments,by J. Hughes; second stage GST harmonization,-

Commonpitfalls in offshore trust November29, 1991.
administration,by P. Stradling; Providing Colombia

Don Mills, CCH CanadiarLimited, 1991,trustees with effectiveprotection,by DUQUEESCOBAR, Ivan. pp. 247.
N. Reid.

Cdigo de Petroleos y Recopilacinde las This Special Report reproduces the full text
(B. 111.588) Normas que 1o adicionan. of Bill 170 and includes explanatorynotes

HONNOLD,John O. Bogota, GovernmentPrinter, 1986, pp. 499. and a sectional finding list.
UniformLaw for IntemationalSales under HydrocarbonCode and complementary (B. 111.639)
the 1980 United Nations Convention.2nd legislation.
Edition. (B. 18.669) USA
Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation
Publishers, 1991, pp. 717, 190.- Dfl. MIDDLE EAST BENDER'SMASTERFEDERALTAX
Second edition of monographon detailed Handbook 1992.
article-wisediscussionof the Uniform Law New York, Matthew Bender& Co. Inc.,
for the internationalsale of goods under the Oman 1991,pp. 350.
1980 United Nation Convention. This second The handbookprovides guidance in dealingBUSINESSPROFILESERIES:edition makes more effective use of with the federal taxation of transactions
legislativehistory. Texts of draft conventions Sultanateof Oman.

taking place in 1992. It will also be helpful in
and lists of dates of deposit of the instruments Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai the preparationof federal income tax returns.
of ratificationby various countries of the Banking CorporationLimited, 1990, pp. 52.

The handbook includes: tax rates and tables,Sixth edition of brochure on the economic1980 Sales Conventionas weil as detailed up-to-date tax law analysis organizedby
bibliographicnotes are appended. and nvestmentclimate in the Sultanateof

topic, detailed subject index.matter
(B. 111.594) Oman. Taxation is dealt with.

(B. 111.593)(B. 57.661)
HARMONISATIE McNULTY,John K.
vennootschapsbelastingin de EG. Saudi Arabia Federal income taxationof S corporations.
Euroforum-studiedag,Woensdag New York, The FoundationPress, Inc., 170
20 november 1991, KoninklijkeJaarbeurs te BUSINESSPROFILE SERIES: Old Country Road, Mineola, N.Y. 11501-
Utrecht. Saudi Arabia. 5th Edition. 0509,1992.
Eindhoven,Euroforum,P.O. Box 845, Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai UniversityTextbook Series, pp. 216.
5600 AV Eindhoven, 1991, pp. 350. Banking CorporationLimited, 1991, pp. 64. The book is designed to explain the U.S.
Documentationbinder distributed to Informationon foreign investment,joint federal income tax law applicable to so-called
participants at th Euroforum Study Day held ventures, exchangecontrol, import S corporations, those corporationselectingon 20 November 1991 at Utrecht on the restrictionsand duties, company and to be taxed under SubchapterS of the U.S.
subject Harmonizationof the Corporate individual taxation, trade marks, patents and Internal Revenue Code.Income Tax in the EuropeanCommunities . copyrights, labour and social aspects in Saudi (B. 111.607)(B. 111.515) Arabia.

(B. 57.662) FEDERALTAX ARTICLES 1985-1989.
OECD Income, estate, gift, excise, employment
OECD ECONOMICSTUDIES: NORTH AMERICA taxes.

Is P-star a good indicatorof inflationary Chicago, CCH - CommerceClearing
pressure in OECD countries Stock market House, Inc., 1991, pp. 1300.

volatility in OECD countries: recent trends, Canada Descriptionsof federal tax articles, comments
and notes published in legal, accounting, taxconsequencesfor the real economy, and AMENDMENTSTO THE INCOMETAX

proposals for reform. Act and related Statutes. Draft Legislation
and other periodicals and professional

Infrastructureand private-sectorproductivity. and ExplanatoryNotes. Issued by the joumals.
Energy prices, taxes and carbon dioxide honourableDon Mazankowski,Ministerof

(B. 111.629)
emissions. Real interest rate trends: the Finance, December, 1991. McINTYRE,Michael J.
influence of saving, investmentand other Ottawa, Ministry of Finance, 1991, pp. 195. The IntemationalIncome Tax Rules of the
factors. Controllinggovemmentspending and (B. 111.595) United States. Volumes 1 and 2.
deficits: trends in the 1980s and prospects for Salem, ButterworthLegal Publishers (athe 1990s. INCOMETAX ACT. ANNOTATED. division of Reed Publishing (USA) Inc.), 90
Paris, OECD - Organisation for Economic 21st Edition. Stiles Road, Salem, NH 03079, USA, 1991.
Co-operationand Development, 1991. Consolidatedwith Amendments to December

(B. 111.543)OECD Economic Studies No. 17, Autumn 17, 1991 with related Tax Legislation and the
1991,pp. 205. Income Tax Regulations.Editor-in-chief DEACON, Robert; DeCANIO, Stephen;
(B. 111.600) H. Heward Stikeman. FRECH, H.E.; JOHNSON,M. Bruce.
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New York, Holmes & Meier Publishers, Inc., release 42
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release 316
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Felix
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UNITED STATES: Mr. Granwell is a tax partnerresident in
Cadwalader'sWashington, D.C. office.

ANALYSIS OF THE RECENTLYPROPOSED Specializing in internationaltaxation, he
joined the firm in 1973 and waselcted
a partner in 1980. In 1981 Mr. Granwell

SECTION 482 REGULATIONS resigned from the firm to acceptan

appointmentwith the U.S. Treasury
Department, serving as its International

Alan W. Granwell
Tax Counseland Director ofthe Office
of InternationalTax Affairs. He rejoined
Cadwaladeras a tax partner in 1984.

I. INTRODUCTION
Agraduateof MiddleburyCollege, the
Boston UniversitySchoolof Law (I.D.,

Recently, the Internal Revenue Service (the IRS) released the long-awaitedregu- 1968, LL.M in taxation, 1969), and the
NewYork UniversitySchoolof Law

lations under Section 482 (the regulations).The regulations are intended to pro- (LM., 1976), Mr. Granwellalso served
vide guidance in inplementing the commensurate with income standard, which as an adjunctassistantprofessorof law
was added to Section 482 by the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Under that standard, the at the New York UniversitySchoolof
income with respect to a transfer of an intangible is required to be commensurate Law Graduate Tax Program.
with the ncome attributable to that intangible. Mr. Granwell is a frequent lectureron

internationaltaxation and he has written
The regulations contain detailed new rules for applying the commensurate with numerous articles on subjects involving
ncome standardto the transferofntangibleand tangiblepropertybetweencontrolled international taxation.
parties, and to cost sharing arrangements.The regulations also modify certain of the

general rules of application of the curent Section 482 regulations. Finally, the regu-
lations solicit comments on a broad range of issues. The regulations are proposed to
be effective generally for taxable years beginning after 31 December 1992, although
the commensuratewith ncome standard with respect to the transfer of intangibles is

generally effectivefor taxable years beginnng after 31 December 1986.

Contents
Il. GENERAL RULES OF APPLICATION I. Introduction

The current regulationsunder Section 482 provide that the purpose of Section 482 Il. General Rules of Application
is to place a controlled taxpayer on a tax parity with an uncontrolled taxpayer, by III Transfers of Property
determining,according to the standardof an uncontrolledtaxpayer, the true taxable A. Comparable profit interval
income from the property and businessof a controlled taxpayer. The standard to be 1. General

applied in every case is thatof an uncontrolledtaxpayerdealing at arm's length with 2. Operating rules

another uncontrolled taxpayer. The regulations clarify how the foregoing determi-
3. Comment
B. Transfers of intangible property

nation should be made. 1. General

First, the general principle to be followed in making this determinationis whether 2. Methods
3. Transfers for more than one

uncontrolled taxpayers would have agreed to the same terms, given the actual cir- taxable year
cumstances under which the controlled taxpayers dealt. For this purpose, uncon- 4. Developer/assisterrules
trolled taxpayers are deemed to exercise sound business judgment on the basis of 5. Comment

reasonable levels of experience (or, if greater, the actual level of experience of the C. Transfers of tangible property
controlled taxpayer)within the relevantndustryand with full knowledgeof the rel-

1. Methods
2. Comment

evant facts.
IV. Cost Sharing

Second, in applying the general principle, the IRS is given discretion in two specif- A. General requirements
ic areas to look to the substance, rather than the form, of the transaction. B. Eligible participant rules

C. Costs proportionateto benefits
The IRS may consider the combined effect of all transactions of a controlled tax- rules

payer with other members of the group, as well as with uncontrolled taxpayers, 1. Overview

before, during and after the taxable year under review. Thus, rather than analyzing 2. Allocation rules in general-

each transfer independently, the IRS has discretion to ntegrate closely related
3. Intangible developmentarea

adjustments
transfers. For example, the IRS could ntegrate the licence of an intangible to a 4. Cost/benefitsvariation adjustments
related party and the sale of tangibleproperty (producedby using the technologyof D. Buy-ins and buy-outs
the transferredntangible) by the related party to the licensor. In this situation, the 1. Buy-in
IRS could consider the price charged for the tangible property as one of the cir- 2. Buy-out

3. Form of paymentcumstances that should be taken nto account in determining whether an uncon- E. Characterof payments
trolled taxpayerwould have agreed to the same considerationfor the licence of the 1. Comment

intangible property. V. Effective Dates

The IRS also may disregard the absence or presence of contractual arrangements VI. General Comments
betweencontrolled taxpayersand instead considerthe actual conductof the parties.
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These principles set forth above will most likely make it ncome). The CPI is then constructedby selecting amounts

more difficult for a taxpayer to rebut a Section 482 allocation of constructive operating incomes that converge to form an

proposed by the IRS1 and could lead to international double interval that is reasonablyrestricted in size.
taxationfor three reasons: first, the taxpayernow will have to

show that uncontrolled taxpayers would have agreed to the 2. Operating rules
same terms given the actual circumstances and knowledge
under which the controlled taxpayers dealt. This showing

The CPI should be constructed based on actual, rather than

establishes a stricter standard than that required in the past projected, results for the three-year period that includes the

and could perhaps be interpreted as forestalling a taxpayer
taxable year under review, the precedingyear and the follow-

from claiming ignorance,and it may permit the IRS to sub- ng year, unless circumstancesndicate that a differentperiod
stitute its business judgment for that of the taxpayer, a posi-

s more appropriate.
tion that courts have rejected in the past. Second, though Sec- There are six steps in developingand applying the CPI:
tion 482 historicallyhas been concernedwith matters of sub- Step 1: Select the party to a controlled transaction to be test-

stance over form, the explicitdiscretionnow given to the IRS ed. The tested party is the party to the controlled transaction
to integrate closely related transfers, and to respect or disre- whose operating income2 is to be tested. Which controlled

gard the presence or absence of contractual agreements, as taxpayer is selected as the tested party depends on whose
the case may be, may make it much more difficult for a tax- operating income can be verified using the most reliable data

payer to attempt to equate a controlled transaction to an and by making the fewest and most accurately quantifiable
uncontrolled transaction and also is a reversal of prior judi- adjustments.This, in turn, depends on the nature of the trans-

cial precedent adverse to the IRS. Third, the general princi- action and the transfer pricing method to be validated by the

ples may not be in conformancewith nternationalstandards, CPI. For example, in the case of a transfer of an intangible,
as is discussed in more detail below. the tested party ordinarilywould be the transferee. In the case

of a transfer of tangible property, the tested party ordinarily
Ill. TRANSFERS OF PROPERTY would be the buyer if the resale price method is being used

and the seller if the cost plus method is being used.
The regulations contain detailed new rules for determining
whetherthe transferofntangibleor tangibleproperty is arm's Step 2: Determine the applicable business classification of

the tested party. The term applicablebusiness classification
length. The regulations adopt a results-oriented comparable is the broadest category of operations of the tested party that
profit analysis, rather than focusing on whether there is trans-

relates to the controlledtransactionunderreview. Its determi-
actional comparability. Under this analysis, unless a con-

nation involves (a) identifying the operations of the tested
trolled taxpayer can establish that there is an exact compara- that relate the controlled transaction under review
ble uncontrolled transaction, i.e. a matching transaction in party to

(the tested operations),and (b) matching as cloely as pos-the case of the transfer of intangibleproperty, or a compara- sible the tested operations to similar operations of uncon-
ble uncontrolledprice in the case of the transfer of tangible trolled taxpayers, based the most reliable data available.on
property, the transfer will be treated as arm's length generally
only if the controlled taxpayer'soperatingncome falls within If possible, operationsof uncontrolledtaxpayers are selected
a range of profitabilitydeterminedby reference to what simi- that closely correspond to the tested operations, i.e. by refer-

larly situated uncontrolledtaxpayers earned from comparable nce to products and functions. (The regulationsdo not refer
uncontrolled transfers. This important new concept is known to corresponding type risks.) If that is not possible, then the
as the comparableprofit nterval (the CPI). scope of the applicablebusiness classificationmay be broad-

ened if there is sufficient reliable data relating to the broader
The CPI will be utilized (a) to validate the arm's length con-

classification, the tested party's operations be dividedor maysideration in most transfersof intangibleor tangibleproperty, nto separatecategories to permitpropermatchingof the test-
and (b) to determine transfer prices for ntangibleor tangible ed party's results to those of similarly situated uncontrolled
property if the operating income of the controlled taxpayer taxpayers engaging in uncontrolledtransactions. The regula-falls outside of the CPI.

tions do not contemplate the possibility that an applicable
business classificationcannot be found.

A. Comparableprofit interval
Step 3: Compute constructive operating incomes. The con-

1. General structive operating income is the tested party's operating
income recalculated by applying profit level ndicators

The CPI is a range of profits that a controlled taxpayer (the obtained from a selection of uncontrolled taxpayers in the
tested party) would have earned from a controlled trans-

fer of intangible or tangible property if such taxpayer had 1. A Section 482 allocation is presumed to be correct unless the taxpayercan

determined its profitability by using objective measures of show that it was arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable. In addition, even if the

profitability(profit level indicators)derivedfrom similarly taxpayercan prove the foregoing, it is necessary for the taxpayer to prove that its
transferpricing was arm's length.

situated uncontrolled taxpayers engaging in comparable 2. The term operating incomemeans gross income less operatingexpens-
uncontrolled transfers. To determine the CPI, profit level es. The term gross incomemeans sales less cost of goods sold. The term oper-
indicators derived from similarly situated uncontrolled tax- ating expenses includes expenses associated with advertising, sales, marketing,

a

payers are applied to the financial data of the tested party to
administration,research and developmentand reasonableallowance for depreci-
ation and amortization,but does not include interestexpenseor foreign or domes-

recalculate its operating ncome (constructive operating tic income taxes.
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applicable business classification to the financial data of the sures ofcentral tendency,3 though the regulationsdo not pro-
tested party. vide further guidance as to how to determine such point.
The selection of profit level indicators depends upon two Step 6: Determine the transfer price for the controlled trans-
interdependentfactors: (a) the extent to which reliabledata is action. The transferprice is determinedby adjusting the actu-
available concerning similar uncontrolled taxpayers, and (b) al charge in the controlled transaction to produce an operat-
the extent to which a particularprofit level indicatorprovides ng ncome for the tested party that equals the constructive
a reliable basis for comparing profits of controlled and operating income corresponding to the most appropriate
uncontrolledtaxpayers under the specific facts. point in the interval.
A variety ofdifferentprofit level indicatorscan be calculated
in any given case. Profit level indicators nclude a rate of 3. Comment
retum on assets (the ratio ofoperating income to total assets), The CPI is the benchmarkagainst which controlled transfers
margins that divide income and costs in different ways (such of intangible and tangible property are tested in an effort to
as the ratio of operating income to sales or the ratio of gross produce an objective measure to validate the arm's lengthincome to operating expenses) or, in limited cases, compara- nature of controlled transactions. The drafters of the regula-ble profits splits, based either on total operating profits or

tions also have sought to provide a more structured frame-
residual operating profits. work for performing the necessary economic and financial
Prior to applyingprofit level ndicators to the relevant finan- analyses. The CPI is computedby reference to financialdata,
cial data of the tested party, the data must be adjusted to though ultimately it is used to validate tax data.
reflect (a) allocations under Section 482 (other than adjust- The following discussion considers number of thea more
ments made under the ntangibles or tangible goods sections

technical issues related to the derivationof the CPI.
of the regulations), and (b) any significant differences
between the assets of the tested party and the assets of the

(a) Data1 uncontrolled taxpayers, such as differences in the relative
amountof financial assets or inventoryheld. Generally, data must be obtained for a three-yearperiod that

includes the taxable year under review, the preceding year,Step 4: Determine the CPI. The CPI is constructedby select-
and the following While data for this of

ng those amounts of constructive operating income (deter- year. span years pos-
not

mined in step three above) that converge to form an interval sibly may be available in an audit situation, it would be

that is reasonably restrictedin size. Data that diverges signif- fully available in a planning situation, thus necessitating the

icantly from other data is excluded from the interval.
use of projections, rather than actual results, for some of the

years. Query how the IRS will view the CPI in this case,
If there is a small number of uncontrolled taxpayers whose especially where material differences may exist between the
operations correspondclosely to the applicablebusiness clas- projected and the actual data.
sification, two types of convergence should be considered in

constructing the CPI. The first is convergenceof constructive (b) SubjectiWty
operating ncomes of the tested party derived from several

While its face the derivation of the CPI beon appears to
profit level ndicators of a single uncontrolled taxpayer. The
second is convergence of constructive operating incomes objective, in practicenumerousdecisionswill require subjec-

tive judgments. For example, with respect to the selection of
derived from one or more profit level ndicatorsobtainedfrom

the tested how is that determinationmade in transfer
multipleuncontrolledtaxpayers. In determiningboth types of party, a

con-
convergence,the reliabilityof the datamust be consideredand pricing situation involving the sale of goods if each

trolled party owns valuable intangibles The determination
greater weight accorded to data that is more reliable.

of applicable business classification is another example,an

If the number of uncontrolled taxpayers whose operations especiallywhere it is not possible to show similarity to a test-

correspond to the applicable business classification is large ed party on a reasonably narrow level and thus a broader
enough to permit the use of valid statistical techniques, then applicable business classification has to be found, or the
convergence must be determinedby using those techniques functionsof the tested party have to be divided and compared
to identify a reasonably narrow area of concentrationamong on a functional basis. Also, under this portion of the regula-
all of the constructiveoperating ncomes computed. The reg- tions, it is not clear whether the benefits of locations savngs
ulations do not elaborate further on the statistical techniques can be lost. The regulations allow the utilizationof compara-
to employ. ble third-party data from a jurisdiction other than the one in

Step 5: Determine the most appropriate point in the CPI. which the controlled taxpayer conducts business if reliable

Where the results reported by a controlled taxpayer are out- data does not exist for the jurisdiction in which the controlled

side the CPI, it generally will be necessary to identify the taxpayer operates. Thus, if comparable third-party data only
most appropriate point within the CPI. If statistical tech- can be obtained from a high cost jurisdiction,but is applied to

niques are not used to construct the CPI, the most appropriate compute the CPI for the tested party in a low cost jurisdic-
point is determinedby consideringa number of factors relat- tion, how does one deal with location savings
ing to the comparabilityand reliabilityof the underlyingdata.

3. The is the often cited of central tendency,mean or average most measure
If statistical techniquesare used to construct the CPI, then the though it is only one of several such measures and may sometimes be mislead-
most appropriate point is determined using statistical mea- ing because it is sensitive to extreme values in a group.
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The selection of profit level indicators and the required (b) Matching transactionmethod
adjustments to the financial data provided for in the regula-
tions may not practically result in sufficient comparability. A matching transaction is an uncontrolled transfer of the

Query how adjustmentswill be made to reflect differences in same intangible under the same or substantially similar eo-
foreign data to U.S. GAAP, and how adjustments for data in nomic conditions and contractiaal terms. An intangible
non-functional currencies will be reflected. The regulations involved in an uncontrolled transfer is the same as the intan-
do not provide guidance as to how a convergence of con- gible in the controlled transfer only if the property, protected
structive operating incomes is determined or how one deter- interest or body of knowledge that is subject to exploitation
mines the most appropriate point, though the IRS has through the use of each intangible is identicl. However,
sought comments in these areas. adjustmentsare permitted to be made for a limited numberof

minor differences in economic conditions and contractual
While the IRS has sought to constructmore objective tests for terms that alone, and in conbination with all of the adjust-
validating (or determining) transfer prices (and has sought nents, have a definite and precisely determinable effect on
comments on the use of a safe harbour in this area), at this the consideration for the intangible. The consideration
point in time it is not clear whetherthe new methodologywill charged in the uncontrolledtransfer then must be adjusted to
achieve that objective, or will have only the effect of creating compensate for those differences,if any.
or shifting, rather than resolving, areas of controversy.

(c) Comparableadjustabletransactionmethod
B. Transfersof intangibleproperty

A comparableadjustable transactionis an uncontrolledtrans-
1. General fer of the same or a similar ntangible under adjustable eco-

The regulationsproposeentirely new rules to deal with trans-
nomic conditions and contractual terms. This method can be

even arefers of intangibleproperty. Intangibles are broadly defined to
utilized if there material differences in the ntangi-

nclude both manufacturing and marketing ntangibles. A bles or in the economic conditions and contractual terms,
cantransfer of an ntangible occurs if it is licensed, sold, provided such differences be determinedwith reasonable

assigned, loaned, contributedor otherwise made available in accuracy. The consideration charged in the uncontrolled
transfer then must be adjusted to compensatefor those differ-

any manner.
ences. However, this method cannot be utilized if the operat-

The ntangible portion of the regulations also applies to any ing income for the tested party from the controlled transac-

transaction that in substance is a transfer of an ntangible, tion determinedunder this method is outside of the CPI.

regardlessof the form of the transaction.Thus, the transferof

tangible property or the provision of services is within the (d) Comparableprofitmethod
scope of this portion of the regulations if the ncome
attributable to the intangible is material in relation to the This method applies the CPI to determine an arm's lengthincome attributable to the tangible property or services to considerationwhen the matching and comparable adjustablewhich it relates. transaction methods are napplicable. It requires a compari-

son of the operating income that results from the considera-
2. Methods tion actually charged (and directly or ndirectly reportedon a

U.S. tax return) in a controlled transfer (reported operating
The regulations prescribe three methods for determining the income) with the operating incomes of similar taxpayers
amountofan arm's length considerationfor the transferof an that are uncontrolled.4The considerationcharged in the con-
intangible, i.e. the matching transaction method, the compa- trolled transfer ordinarily will be considered an arm's length
rable adjustable transactionmethod and the comparableprof- amount when the reported operating income falls within the
it method. CPI, but will not be considered arm's length and may be

adjustedwhen the reportedoperating income falls outside the
(a) Procedural rules CPI. Where this occurs, the transfer price generally may be

adjusted to produce operating income that is at the most
These three methods must be applied in the order of priority appropriatepoint in the CPI.5 However, a smaller adjustmentlisted above, though the inapplicability of a higher priority s permitted to be made when reporting operating ncome is
methodneed not be specificallyestablishedbefore applying a outside of, but corresponds closely to, the CPI. This specialmethod of lower priority. However, a higher priority method rule is limited in its application to the comparable profitmust be used if it is established that the standards for its method.
applicationare met.

In applying these methods, the IRS may consider all relevant 4 Here, the tested party's operating income as reported on a U.S. tax return

fall within the CPI determined from financial data of uncontrolled
facts and circumstances throughout the period the intangible

must as tax-

payers. In contrast, in other cases where the CPI is used, the regulationsgeneral-
is used, including information from before, during and after ly refer to operating income, deternined from fnancial data.

the taxable year under review. The IRS is not limited to con- 5. In cases where the transferee paid no considerationin connectionwith the
controlled transfer, or the considerationpaid by the transferee was substantiallysideringprojectionsand forecasts and may consider the actu- disproportionateto the value of the intangible, if an adjustment is made by the

al income derived from the use of an intangible. IRS, it must be made by reference to the most appropriatepoint.
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3. Transfers for more than one taxable year C. Transfersof tangibleproperty
If an intangible is transferred under an agreement for a term Significantrevisions have been proposed to the current rules
covering more than one taxable year, the consideration for determining the transfer price of tangible property.
charged in each taxable year may be adjusted to ensure that it
is commensuratewith the income attributable to the intangi- 1. Methods
ble. The determination in an earlier year that the amount

charged for an ntangible is arm's lengthwill not preclude the The regulations retain the comparable uncontrolled price
IRS from making an adjustmentfor a subsequentyear for the method and require that it be used prior to any other method.

intangibleexcept in three narrowlycircumscribedsituations.6 However, they clarify the circumstances when such method
can be used. If such methodcannotbe used, secondpriority is

4. Developer/assisterrules giveneither to the resaleprice methodor the cost plus method,
depending on which of these two methods more accurately

The regulationsprovide rules to determinewhich memberof a results in an arm's length price in the particular factual situa-
controlled group will be the developer, i.e. the owner of an tion, provided that the transfer price determined under such

ntangible in a situation when two or more membes of a con- methods results in a level of operating income for the tested
trolled group undertake the developmentof an ntangible. The party that is within the CPI. Third priority is given to the so-

other participating members will be regarded as assisters. called fourth methods. A fourth method, for example, may
Which controlled taxpayer is the developer and which other nclude an analysis based on profit level indicators used to

controlled taxpayers are assisters is a factual determination, construct a CPI. However, in order to utilize a fourth method,
with greatest weight given to which member (a) bears the the transfer price determined under such method generally
direct and indirectcosts and correspondingrisks of developing must result in a level of operating ncome for the tested party
the ntangible, and (b) makes available without adequatecom- that is at the most appropriatepoint within the CPI.8

pensationproperty or services likely to contribute substantial-
Thus, when the comparable uncontrolled price method is

ly to developingthe ntangible. Other factors that may be rele- inapplicable,9 if the result produced by of resale price
vant in determiningwhich controlled taxpayer is the developer

use or

cost plus methods does not fall within the CPI, and generally,include the location of the developmentactivities, the capabil- if the result produced by fourth method does not result ina
ity ofeach controlled taxpayerto carry on the project indepen- operating income to the tested party at the most appropriatedently, the extent to which each controlled taxpayer controls

point in the CPI, then the results disregardedfor
the project and the actual conduct of the controlled taxpayers.7

are purposes
of determining an arm's length price. When the foregoing

The regulations contain examples illustrating the develop- occurs, a methodwill be required to be used that results in the

er/assisterrules. One example takes the position that where a tested party deriving operatirg income at the most appropri-
U.S. subsidiaryof a foreign parent expends funds to enhance ate point in the CPI.
the trade name of the foreign parent which is widely known
and is valuable outside of, but not within, the United States, (a) Procedura/ ru/es
the U.S. subsidiary will be treated as the developer of the For of applying the priority of methods, the regula-purposesU.S. tradename and thus is entitled to the return unless the tions do not require the IRS or the taxpayerto demonstratethe
foreign parent reimburses the U.S. subsidiary's expenses. napplicabilityof higher priority method before applyinga a
(Query, whether the IRS would apply this same approach in lowerpriority method. However, ither the IRS or the taxpay-
an outboundsituation.) er may establish the applicabilityof a higher priority method.

5. Comment 6. Very briefly, these three circumstancesare as follows: (1) where the report-
ed operating income of the tested party remains within the CPI; (2) where for at

In replacementof the general rules of the current regulations, least ten years since the date of the initial transfer a royalty for the use of intan-

the IRS has proposed very specific and exclusive rules (n the gibles in commercial production has been arm's length under one of the three

form of three methods) to determine an arm's length price for methods of the regulations; and (3) where due to unanticipatedevents the trans-

feree's operating ncome moves outside of the CPI and the use of the intangiblethe transfer of an ntangible. Use of the matching transaction was limited in a commercially reasonable way. To use this latter exception, it
method likely will be limited. Though use of the comparable also is required that a comparable agreement between uncontrolled taxpayers

adjustable transaction method (as validated by the CPI) is contained no provision that would have permitted adjustment or termination,

ntended by the IRS to be of somewhat broader application, and no adjustment in fact was made.
7. The regulations also provide that the IRS may make allocations to reflect

arm's length determinationsmost likely will have to be made an arm's length considerationfor assistance in the form of loans, services or the
under the comparableprofit method which requires using the use of property provided to the developerby anothercontrolled taxpayer in con-

CPI. Moreover, all multi-year transfers will require validation nection with the development of an intangible. Moreover, in unusual circum-

of a tested party's profits, generally by reference to the CPI.
stances where application of the developer/assister rules would not clearly
reflect the incomef a member of a group of controlled taxpayers, the IRS may

Thus, the methodology proposed by the IRS for determining apply the cost sharing provisions to any arrangement that in substance consti-

the transferprice ofntangibleswill basicallyhave to be made tutes a cost sharing arrangementnotwithstandinga failure to comply with any

by reference to a profits-basedanalysis throughuse of the CPI. requirementof the cost sharing provisions.
' 8. The way the rule is expressed in the test reflects our understandingof the

Whether the methodology proposed to deal with transfer intent of the drafters of the regulations, though the wording of the regulations

pricing of ntangibles comports with nternational standards
meant to effectuate this intent is not expressed as clearly as it might have been.
9. Which would generally seem to be the case given the limitations in identi-

is discussedbelow in the General Comment section. fying a comparableuncontrolledsale.
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(b Grouping rules A. General requirements
The regulations continue to apply the grouping rules of the A cost sharing arrangement must satisfy five conditions to
current regulations.Under these rules, even though the meth- constitute a qualified cost sharing arrangement, as follows:
ods for determiningarm's lengthprices for tangiblegoods are (1) it must nclude two or more eligible participants
by reference to individual sales of property, because a tax- (describedbelow);
payer may make controlled sales of many different products, (2) it must be recorded in writing contemporaneouslywith
or many separate sales of the same product, it may be imprac- the formationof the cost sharing arrangement;
tical to analyse every sale for the purpose of determining the (3) it must provide for the sharingamongeligibleparticipants
arm's length price. Thus, an arm's length price may be deter- of the costs and risks borne by any participantof develop-
minedor verified by applying the pricing method to product ng one or more intangibles in retum for a specified
lines or other groupingswhere it is impracticalto ascertainan interest in any intangible2that may be produced;
arm's length price for each product or sale. In addition, the (4) it must reflect a reasonable effort by each eligible partic-
IRS may determine or verify the arm's length price of all ipant to share all of the costs and risks of intangible
sales to a controlledtaxpayerby employing reasonablestatis- development, including the costs and risks of unsuccess-

tical sampling techniques. ful or less successfulrelated development,such that each

eligibleparticipant'sshare of the cost and risks is propor-
2. Comment tionate to the benefits that each eligible participant rea-

sonably anticipates it will receive from the exploitationThe changes proposed in this portion of the regulations also
of intangibles developedunder the arrangement; and

significantlyalter current rules. Althoughthe regulationsretain
(5) it must meet certain administrativerequirements: (a) the

the primacy of the comparableuncontrolledprice method, the
material provisions13 of the arrangement must be

clarification of when a comparable exists most likely will
recorded as required in condition two above, and (b) anymake it more difficult to establish a comparable in practice. change to a material provision must be recorded in writ-

The elimination of the priority of application of the resale ing and reportedby the eligible participants.
price method over the cost plus method is favourable. How-
ever, the requirementthat methods other than the comparable B. Eligibleparticipantrules
uncontrolled price method be validated by reference to the
CPI will cause problems. As an initial matter, this rule caus- An eligible participant is a member of a group of controlled
es major portions of the rules crafted for ntangibles to apply taxpayers that agrees to participate in the qualified cost shar-
to the transfer pricing of tangible property,lo This rule most ing arrangement (a) if intangibles developed under the

likely will limit the practical viability of the resale price and arrangementare, or will be used in the active conduct of the
cost plus methods and, as a result, may cause severe prob- participant's trade or business,14and (b) the participantmeets

lems with our trading partners, since currently they do not certain administrativerequirements.
have similarvalidationrules.

The regulations also provide additional guidance with respect
10. In the view of the IRS, the purpose of applying the CPI to verify transfer

prices for tangible property is to avoid artificial and unwarranted distinctions
to fourth methods. However, to use a fourth method, the trans- between the treatment of intangible and tangible property by eliminating the
fer pricing generally must result in operating income for the need to make allocationsbetween the tangible and intangiblecomponentsof tan-

testedparty that is at the most appropriatepointwithin the CPI. gible property which incorporateintangiblesand to determinethe profits attribu-
table to each component.

Inexplicably, the regulations have more rigid rules for the 11. For this purpose, costs include all of the direct and indirect costs related to

transfer pricing of tangible property than apply to the transfer the intangible developmentarea. The intangible developmentarea is a classifi-
cation of products or services with respect to which intangible development is

pricing of ntangible property, a surprising result in view of conductedunder a qualifiedcost sharing agreement.
the fact that the commensuratewith ncome standarcl applies 12. The term a specified interest in any intangible means a legally enforce-

to intangible, and not tangible, property. This point is dis- able interest the benefits of which are susceptibleof valuation and which would

cussed in more detail below in the GeneralCommentssection. ordinarily be transferredbetween uncontrolled taxpayers acting at arm's length
under an arrangementto share the costs of developing intangibles.
13. The material provisions of a cost sharing arrangementare as follows:

IV. COST SHARING (1) identificationof the arrangement'sparticipants;
(2) the duration of the arrangement;

Cost sharing is an arrangementused, generallyby membersof (3) the intangible developmentareas covered by the arrangement;
(4) the arrangement'smethod for dividing costs of developing intangibles;

a controlled group, to share the costs and benefits of research (5) the extent to which a tangible or intangibleproperty not developedunder the
and development. It is an alternative to licensing ntangibles arrangement is made available to the participants for use in the arrangement;
and can obviate many of the issues which arise in defending (6) the extent to which any entity other than an eligible participant is permitted

to use intangiblesdevelopedunder the arrangement;arm's length transferprices. In a cost sharing arrangement,the (7) whether any participant has received an exclusive right to use developed
participantsshare in the costs ofthe researchand development intangibles (such as an exclusive right to manufactureparticularproducts or an

and can utilize the intangibles developed therefrom, without exclusive right to sell products in a particular geographic area) and, if so, the

the paymentof any additional consideration. nature of that right;
(8) theconditionsunderwhichthe arrangementmay be modifiedor terminated;and

The regulations provide detailed rules for purposes of deter- (9) the general administrativeprovisions of the arrangement.
14. For purposesof this requirement,activities may be carriedout on behalfof

miningwhetheran arrangementfor the developmentofntangi- the participant by independent contractors, provided that the participant bears
bles will be considereda qualifiedcost sharing arrangement. the economic risks and receives the benefits of those activities. Also, one mem-
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A participant meets the administrative requirements if the 4. Cost/benefitsvariation adjustments
participant substantiallycomplies with each of the following
rules: (a) the materialprovisionsof the arrangementare made To the extent that a qualifiedcost sharing arrangementfails to

available to the IRS; (b) the participantmaintainsrecords suf- divide cost share in proportion to benefits, the regulations
ficient to verify the material provisions of the arrangement, provide for three different types of adjustments. The type of

the amountof the costs borne under the arrangement,and the adjustment to be applied is determined generally by a com-

computation of the participant's operating income resulting parison of the U.S. participant's cost/ncome ratio and the

from the arrangement; and (c) the records are timely pro-
cost/incomeratio of the other participants.

duced by the participant if requestedby the IRS.
(a Cost/incomeratio

C. Costs proportionateto benefits rules The cost/ncome ratio is generally the participant's three-
current two years)A key portionof this sectionof the regulationsrelates to guid-

year average (i.e. the year and the prior
cost share, divided by its three-year average of operating

ance in determining whether the cost sharing arrangement is
mcome attributableto developedntangibles.For purposesof

arm's length, whethercost shares are proportionateto benefits computing this ratio, different periods for costs, income or
received and the type of adjustments the IRS can make. both may be used if amounts from such periods more clearly

reflect the relationshipbetween the cost of developingntan-
1. Overview gibles and operating income attributable to ntangiblesdevel-

A cost sharing arrangement must establish a method that oped under the arrangement.
under all the facts and circumstances reflects a reasonable
effort to share the cost of developing ntangibles in propor- (b) Grosslydisproportionatecost/incomeratio
tion to the benefits that each eligible participantanticipates it If the cost/income ratio of U.S. participant is grossly dis-
will receive from the exploitation of ntangibles developed

a

proprtionate to the cost/ncome ratio of the other partici-under the arrangement. Anticipated benefits may be mea-
pants, the method for dividing cost shares will be presumedsured in several different ways, so long as the measure rea-
not to reflect reasonable effort to share costs in proportiona

sonably predicts the benefits to be shared. Methods include
to benefits and the cost sharing rrangementwill not be con-

units ofproduction, sales, and gross or net profits. sidered qualifiedcost sharing arrangement. In this thea case,
A cost sharing method must provide a mechanism to adjust regulation's rules for the transfer of ntangibles (discussed
shared costs to account for changes in economic conditions, above) apply.
the business operations and practices of the participants and
the ongoing development of intangibles under the arrange- (c) Substantiallydisproportionatecost/incomeratio
ment. Such adjustments must ensure that the method contin-

If the costs/ncomeratio of U.S. participant is substantial-
ues to reflect a reasonable effort to share costs in proportion

a

to benefits over time and generally should be made on an ly disproportionateto the cost/ncomeratio of the otherpar-

annual basis. ticipants, the cost sharing arrangement will be considered a

qualified arrangement, but a partial transfer of an ntangible
property may be deemed to have occurred outside of the

2. Allocation rules - in general scope of the arrangement. In such case, a buy-in (or buy-
The IRS may make two basic types of allocations with out) paymentmay be required to reflect an arm's length con-

respect to a qualified cost sharing arrangementto reflect each sideration for that portion of the ntangible deemed to have

participant's arm's length share of an arrangement's costs. been transferred. The portion of the intangible deemed to

The first relates to the ntangible development area encom- have been transferred will be measured by the difference

passed by the arrangement. The second relates to the conse- between the U.S. participant's cost/income ratio and the

quences to the participants if there is a variation between the cost/income ratio of the other eligible participants, unless
share of the benefits that each participant expects to receive another method is more reliable.
and the share that is actually received.

A U.S. participant's cost/incomeratio will be considerednot

substantiall disproportionate if it is less than twice the
3. Intangibledevelopmentarea adjustments cost/ncomeratio of the other eligible participants.
If the ntangible development area encompassed by the

arrangementis too broad or too narrow, then an adjustmentin ber of a group of controlled taxpayers may participate in cost sharing arrange-
ments on behalf of one or more members of the group (the cost sharing sub-

the participant's cost share may be necessary to place the group). However, any intangible acquired pursuant to a qualified cost sharing
arrangement on an arm's length basis. An ntangible devel- arrangementin which a cost sharing subgroup is treated as a single eligiblepar-

opment area is too broad if any participantwill not be able to ticipant will be considered acquired solely by the member participating in the

use developed intangibles in its active business and is too arrangementon behalfof the cost sharing subgroup. An intangible is not used in
the active conductof a participant'strade or business if a substantialpurpose for

narrow if it does not encompass all related intangible devel- participatingin the arrangementis to obtain an intangible to transferto an uncon-

: opment.15 In this case, an allocationmade by the IRS must be trolled taxpayer.
ncluded in ncome in the taxable year under review, even if 15. Related intangible developmentconsists of all ntangible development of

the costs to be allocated were incurred in a prior taxable year,
any product or service in the stated intangibledevelopmentarea without regard
to whether such products or services are ever successfullydevelopedor sold. It

and an appropriatecharge for interest also may be made. includes basic research and activity relating to similarproducts or services.
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(d) Costlincomeratio is notsubstantiallydisproportionate Paper.16 Cost sharing now applies to both manufacturingand

If the cost/incorne ratio of a U.S. participant is not substan- narketing intangibles,non-manufacturerscan be participants
tially disproportionate to the cost/income ratio of the other in cost sharing arrangements, a cost sharer's interest in the

participants, an adjustment will be limited to an adjustment resulting intangibles has been broadened, a buy-in for good-
of the participant'scost shares. will is no longer required, and existing bona fide cost sharing

agreementscan more easily qualify. However, tax exposures
In this case, an allocationmade by the IRS must be included

may still arise in these types of arrangements, particularly
in income in the taxable year under review, even if the costs with respect to the scope of the research and developmentto
to be allocated were incurred in a prior taxable year, and an be conducted by the arrangement, cost-to-benefit computa-
appropriatecharge for interest also may be made. tions and buy-ins and buy-outs. Query, whether our trading

partners will accept the rules as to qualified cost sharing
D. Buy-insand buy-outs arrangements in general, and whether they will be amenable

1. Buy-in
to proposed adjustments made by the IRS under the specific
operating rules.

If an eligible participant in a qualified cost sharing arrange-
ment transfers an ntangible that it owns to another member
of the group of controlled taxpayers, an arm's length consid- V. EFFECTIVE DATES
eration for the transfer must be determined. Such a transfer The regulationsare effective for taxable years beginningafter
may occur, for example, if the intangible is developedoutside 31 December 1992, although the commensuratewith income
of the arrangement, if the ntangible is developed inside the standard with respect to the transfers of intangibles is gener-
arrangement but transferred1 to a new participant in the ally effective for taxable beginning after 31 December
arrangement, or if the intanible is developed inside the years

1986. The regulationsdo not apply to transfers of intangibles
arrangementbut additional rigbts are transferred to existing granted to foreign before 17 November 1985,
participants upon the departure\of a participant. In addition,

persons or

before 17 August 1986 for transfers or licensing to others
the IRS may make an allocation to reflect compensationthat unless the intangibleproperty not in existence ownedwas or
shouldhave been paid to a member for assistancerendered in

by the taxpayeron such date. The regulationsprovide that for
the developmentof the intangible. the period prior to the proposed effective date, the commen-

surate with income standard of Section 482 shall be applied
2. Buy-out using any reasonable method not nconsistent with the

An eligible participantrnay be deemed to have acquiredrights statute. The IRS considers a method that applies the general
in an intangibleif anotherparticipant(called a departingpar- principlesof the regulations to be a reasonablemethod.

ticipant) transfers, abandons or otherwise relinquishes some With respect to cost sharing arrangements, a transitional rule
or all of its rights under the agreement to the benefit of one or is provided that cost sharing arrangementswill be considered
more f the remaining participants. Once a relinquishment qualified if the arrangementwas considered bona fide under
occurs, a departingmembermay not subsequentlexploit the the currentSection482 regulations,provided that the arrange-
rights to any intangibledeemedrelinquishedunless it pays the ment is amended, if necessary, to conform with the new rules
remainingparticipantsan arm's length consideration. of the cost sharing provisionsby the date that is one year after

publicationof the final regulations in the Federal Register.
3. Form of payment
The payment in a buy-in or a buy-out may take the form of a

lump sum payment, nstalmentpayment or royalty. VI. GENERAL COMMENTS

In considering the broad policy implications of the regula-
E. Characterofpayments tions, it may be helpful to reviewthe general operatingrule of

Section 482. Section 482 authorizes the IRS to make alloca-
Payments made pursuant to a qualified cost sharing arrange- tions in order to prevent the avoidance of taxes to clearlyor
ment will be characterizedas costs of developingintangibles reflect income if the IRS determines that controlled trans-a
of the payor and reimbursementsof such costs to the payee. action is not arm's length and, in the of transfer ofcase anyAny payment made or received by a taxpayerpursuant to an

intangibleproperty, to make allocationif the income is notan
arrangementthat the IRS determinesnot to be a qualifiedcost

commensuratewith the ncome attributable the intangible.to
sharing agreementor a paymentmade or receivedpursuant to In establishing transfer prices, controlled are
a buy-n or a buy-out will be considered a payment in con-

taxpayers
to on an

siderationfor the transferof an interest in intangibleproperty
required price controlled transfers arm's length
basis, but are not required to follow the regulatory guidance

subject to the provisions of the regulations dealing with under Section 482.
intangible transfers.

In the past, taxpayers were not as concerned as today with

1. Comment exposuresunder Section 482. Regulationsunder Section 482

The regulations significantly liberalize the cost sharing rules 16. Departmentof Treasury, Section 482 White Paper on IntercompanyPric-
in comparisonto how those rules were described in the White ing (18 October 1988).
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were viewed principally as a compliance tool of the IRS the controlled parties to the transaction where no nquiry is
rather than as a planning tool for taxpayers. Times have made as to whetherthe trnsferpricing results in a reasonable

changed. Transferpricing has moved to the forefrontof con- allocation to the other controlled taxpayerparticipating in the
cern for multinationalsfor many reasons. A primary reason is controlledtransaction. Under current rules and practices, it is
the heavy emphasis on, and enormous resources the IRS has common to verify the reasonableness of a transfer pricing
allocated to, transferpricing issues and examinations.Today, method by determiningwhether there is a fair divisionof the
if the IRS is able to sustain a proposed allocation, the result- profits between the two controlledparties.
ing exposure not only includes the tax and interest
attributable to the allocation, but also can include significant The use of CPI is innovative. If a controlled taxpayer's prof-
penalties. The new regulations (even while they are in pro-

its fall within the interval, the IRS generally will not adjust
posed form and certainly if and when they are finalized)will the transferpricingunder review. On the other hand, if a con-

assume a much more prominentposition in planning. Gener- trolled taxpayer's profits do not fall within the nterval, then

ally, controlled taxpayers, in structuring their transactions, the controlled taxpayer knows generally what the resultant

will now attempt to conformtheir transferpricing to method- consequences will be. The foregoing assumes that the tax-

ologies sanctioned under the regulations so as to be in the payer and the IRS will be able to agree on the constructionof

best position possible to defend their pricing in the event the the CPI.

IRS were to question the transaction. The way the CPI is constructed has the effect of standardiz-

The regulations, which generally are stricter than the current rg a controlled taxpayer's rates of return by reference to

regulations,attempt to formulate a more objective and work- those of uncontrolledparties. The fact that a controlled tax-

able frameworkfor determining transferprices for intangibl payer's profits may vary from those of uncontrolled parties
and tangible property. From a broad policy perspective and should not necessarilybe treated as due to deficiencies in the

on a positive note, the regulations continue to affirm the pri-
controlledtaxpayer's transferpricing.17As is obvious, a com-

macy of the arm's length standard. Also, they acknowledge pany's financial performance is due to a variety of external

that there is not a single arm's length price; rather, arm's and internal factors and may be betteror worse, dependingon

length prices can be within a range and, in establishing that these factors. The regulations as currently drafted do not

range, it is appropriate to use a multi-year analysis to deal seem to take this into account in arriving at the CPI.

with business cycles. However, these positive positions are The regulations also do not fully rationalize the use of finan-
balanced by the regulations' emphasis on a retrospective cial data to validate tax data. The CPI is constructedby refer-
view of transfer pricing and the emphasis on the use of actu- ence to financial data obtained from uncontrolled taxpayers
al (rather than projected) results; consistent with this type of which data is then applied to the financial data of controlled
approach, the regulations also generally require annual taxpayers. However, the sole purpose of the CPI under the
reviews to determine whether a multi-year transfer of an regulations is to validate (or determine) transferprices for tax
ntangible continues to be arm's length. purposes. In the context of that objective, the regulations do

Though the regulations in principlecontinue to affirmthe pri-
not appear to fully take into account the fact that financial

macy of exact comparables, they do not easily accommodate
data and tax data may not necessarilybe computed in a simi-

establishingthe existenceof an exactcomparable,either with lar manner or conform in result, absent making certain

respect to the transfer of ntangible or tangible property. adjustments. For example, in computing operating ncome,

Moreover,even though the regulations seek to permit the uti-
how should one reflect differences in the derivationof finan-

lizationf nexact comparables (i.e. a comparableadjustable
cial and tax ncome Why is the concept of reported operat-

transactionin the case of a transferof intangibleproperty and ng income used for purposes of the comparable profit
a resale price or cost plus method in the case of tangibleprop-

method and in two of the three tests excepting multi-year

erty), such methods can only be used if the operating income
transfers from annual re-examination, but not used in the

of the controlled taxpayer resulting from the transfer price is comparable adjustable transaction method or in validating
validatedby satisfyingyet another test, namely, the CPI.

the resale price, cost plus or fourth methods applicable to the
transfer pricing of tangible property It would be useful for

The use of the CPI reduces the importanceof a transactional the IRS to explain in more detail how financialdata shouldbe

approach to pricing, while emphasizing a profits analysis, used in validating (or determining) tax data.

determinedby reference to the profits that uncontrolled tax-
In the of sale the regulations, their face,

payers derived from engaging in comparable arm's length
case a property on

transactions. Under the CPI methodology, the arm's length appear to require a bifurcation of the income attributable to

the tangible and the intangible. If the income attributable to
nature of a controlledtransfer is validatedby reference to one

the ntangible component is material (the regulationsof the controlled parties to the transaction, i.e. the tested pro-
vide no standards in this regard) the ntangible (rather than

party, and the transfer is treated as arm's length if the tested
the tangible) property rules would apply. This priority of

party's operating income, or reported operating ncome, as

the case may be, falls within the CPI. This approach implicit- application rule will have wide applicationbecause virtually
all types of tangible property are likely to involve some typely assumes that if the tested party's profits are validated by of ntangible, whether manufacturing intangible (e.g.the CPI, the other controlled taxpayer necessarily will also

a a

derive an arm's length amount. A question arises whetherthe 17. In its discretion, the IRS may decide not to propose an adjustmenteven if a

CPI will in most cases clearly reflect the incomes of both of controlled taxpayer'sprofits do not fall within a CPI.
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patent or a manufacturing process) or marketing intangible operating income of the tested party to the most appropriate
(e.g. a trade mark or trade name). The practical effect of this pointwithin the CPI. The most appropriatepoint also must be
rule may be somewhat less significant (except in a transac- used if a fourth method is used.
tion in which the comparable uncontrolled price method
would otherwise apply), since the other tangible property

A major issue in connectionwith the overall operation of the

pricing rules require validationby the CPI and the intangible regulations-ishow a taxpayerwill obtain the necessary infor-

property rules are less harsh than the tangibleproperty rules. mation to apply the CPI analysis to transfersofntangibleand

tangible property. The IRS is aware of this problem and it is
The application of the CPI to validate the transfer price of anticipated that a portion of its report to Congress on the
intangibles follows from the adoption of the commensurate operation of Section 482 (which is expected to be released in
with income standard; however, its wholesale application to the near future) will be devoted to explaining how it propos-
transfers of tangible property significantly alters the prior es that third-partynformationcan be obtained (and protected
rules of the game and vitiates the use of resale price and cost from unauthorizeddisclosure)for purposesofperformingthe
plus methods. The source of the IRS's authority to apply the necessary analyses requiredby the regulations.Even if a pro-
commensurate with income standards to tangibles is not posed legislative solution is workable for U.S.-based docu-
entirely clear. Though a profits-based comparability rather mentation, it is not clear at this time how foreign third-party
than a transactional comparability has been determined bY informationwill be obtained, or how our trading partners will
Congress to be more appropriate for determining the transfer react to this development.
price of intangibles, a profit-basedapproach is not necessari-

ly more appropriate for the transferof tangibleproperty. Fur- Finally, it is necessary to closely examine whether the regu-
ther Congress has not demonstratedan intention that a prof- lations are compatible with arm's length standards interna-

its-basedapproach should apply to transfers of tangibleprop- tionally. Will our trading partners accept the emphasis of the

erty. In public rernarks subsequent to the issuance of the reg- regulations on a profits-based analysis and the de-emphasis
ulations, the IRS has indicated that this aspect of the regula- of a transactionalcomparabilityWill they accept the empha-
tions is undergoing further consideration. sis of the regulations on actual results (rather than projec-

tions), and the required annual re-examinationand validation
The regulations provide for inconsistent results in the treat- of the arm's length nature of multi-year transfers of intangi-
ment of transfers of ntangible and tangible property that are bles The conceptofannually re-evaluatingmulti-yeartrans-
difficult to rationalize. Basically, an adjustmentwith respect fers generally is inconsistent with general business practices
to the transfer of tangible property causes a harsher result to and international standards that focus on the facts and cir-
the controlled tested party than an adjustment for ntangible cunstances existing at the time an agreement is entered into
property. to transfer an intangible. What will their reaction be to vali-

With respect to intangibleproperty, if a controlledparty'soper- dating a transfer price determinedby the resale price or cost

ating ncome or reported operating ncome falls within the plus method through the CPI

CPI, then generally the IRS will not make an adjustment. If a How will our trading partners react to the general principlecontrolled taxpayer's reported operating income falls just out-
enunciated in the regulations as to how the arm's length stan-

side of the CPI, under the comparableprofit method, the IRS
dard should be applied Will they be in agreement that it is

has the discretion to make a small adjustment and not require appropriate to second-guessthe business judgments of con-
that an adjustmentbe made to the most appropriatepoint in the trolled taxpayers What will their reaction be to the power of
CPI. On the other hand, if the controlled taxpayer's operating the IRS to ntegrate transactions and disregard either the exis-
ncome does not fall within the CPI, then the IRS may adjust tence or non-existenceof contractualarrangements,especiallythe controlled taxpayer's transferpricing to result in operating when countries formalistic in their approachesncome at the most appropriatepoint in the CPI. many are more

The IRS's unilateral application of new approaches that may
For transfers of tangible property, the IRS generally will not cause differences in heretofore ntemationally accepted stan-

make an adjustment if under the resale price or cost plus dards will most likely lead to international double taxation in
methods the controlled taxpayer's operating income falls the absence of competentauthorityrelief. Competentauthority
within the CPI. However, if under such methods the con- reliefmay not be available if contracting states apply different
trolled taxpayer'sncome is outsideof the CPI, and if the IRS standards.These important issues must be examinedclosely to

decides to make an adjustment, and irrespective of how determine whether the regulations will provide a useful, prac-
closely the controlled taxpayer's operating ncome corre- tical and internationallyacceptableframeworkfor determining
sponds to the CPI, an adjustment must result in the level of arm's length pricing.
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UNITED STATES:

A COMMENTARYOX HOW THE PROPOSED REGULATIONSAFFECT
THE GENERALPRINCIPLES OF SECTION 482 AS DESCRIBED

IN THE EXISTING REGULATIONSAND IN CASE LAW
Michael B. Quigley

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Quigley is an attorney resident in
Cadwalader'sWashington, D.C. ofice.

On 24 January 1992 the InternalRevenueService (IRS)publishednew, proposed He specializes in tax controversywork
regulationsunder Section 482, primarily concerning rules for the determinationof including tigation of ciw7 tax cases

transferprices for tangible and intangibleproperty transferredbetween related par-
before the U.S. Tax Court the U.S.
Claims Courtand the Federal district

ties, and cost sharing arrangements: courts, representingtaxpayers in IRS

The proposed Section 482 regulations, seen in the context of the language of the examinationsand settlement
negotiationswith the IRS Office of

statute, its historical purpose, and recent legislative, administrative and political Appeals.
developments,have profound implications for multinationals.

Mr. Quigleyjoined Cadwaladerin
The regulationspropose a comparableprofit analysis which is described in minute November 1987. Previousy, he served
detail. The basic premise, however, is somewhat simple. If exact comparables as a Trial Attorney in theTax Divisionof

the U.S. Departmentof Justice, where
(either a comparableuncontrolledprice (CUP) for tangibles or a matching trans- hewas responsibleforallaspectsof civil
action for intangibles) are not available, then any other method of determining tax litigation.
transfer prices must be tested against a constructive'incomecomputedusing profit Mr. Quigley is a memberof the
level indicators derived from other companies. In short, measures of the profitabil- Cafifomia and D. C bars, and received
ity of unrelated third parties will be applied to the operating ncome of the taxpay- his B.A. in economics from the
er to determine a range of comparableprofits in which the taxpayer's actual profit UniversityofCaliforniaat Berkeleyand

must fall. If the taxpayer's profit does not fall within the range then an allocation graduatedcum laude from Pepperdine
Law School

under Section 482 may be made.
Thisarticlewas the basis of a speech

While many questions remain to be raised about the details and applicationof the given by the authoron 5 March 1992. It

regulations,severalquestions,addressedto the broad structureand the policy of the alsoappeared in Spring 1992 issueof

regulations, can be raised immediately. the Federal Bar Association, Section of
Taxation Report.

First, do the regulations, by extending the comparable profit method and, conse-

quently, the commensuratewith income standard, to tangible property (and imply-
ing that it will be applied to services) comply with the legislative history and pur-
pose of Section 482 Second, how do the proposed regulations address significant Contents

lines of case law concerning the IRS's discretion (i) to second-guess taxpayer's I. Introduction
business judgement, (ii) to disregard the independent significance of the sale of
goods and the license of intangibles, (iii) to ignore the existence or absence of con-

II. Background of Section 482 and the
Administrativeand Legislative Climate

tractual arrangements,and (iv) regarding the burdenofproof in Section 482 cases
Ill. Is The Proposed Regulations'

Application of the Commensurate
Il. BACKGROUNDOF SECTION 482 AND THE With Income Standard to Tangible

ADMINISTRATIVEAND LEGISLATIVE CLIMATE PropertyJustified

IV. Other General Principles Which the
Section 482 authorizes the IRS to make allocations between related parties to pre- Proposed RegulationsWould Modify
vent the avoidance of tax or to reflect clearly a taxpayer's income. Section 482 or

V. The Comparable Profit Method'sits predecessorshave been a part of the tax law for over 70 years. In this time only Possible Impact on the Burden of
one change of significance has been made to the language of the statute - the Proof
addition in 1986 of the requirement that income from the transfer or license of

ntangiblepropertybe commensuratewith the income attributableto the intangible. VI. Suggested Modifications

Since the earliest formulationsof the federal tax law, the basic purpose of Section Vll. Conclusion
482 has been to prevent artificial shifting of income from one related entity to
another for the purpose of avoiding U.S. tax. In the words of one of the principal

1. 57 Fed. Reg. 3,571 (1992).
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architectsof the tax code which contained the predecessorto Section 6038A and jumbo case Tax Court litigation have all
Section 482, its purpose was described as follows: recentlybecome part of the Section 482 lexicon.

I am afraid the device is being used increasingly - to incorpo-
rate a subsidiary and throw the profits one way or the other. If

Ill. IS THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS'
that subsidiary is a foreign corporationyou can throw the prof- APPLICATION OF THE COMMENSURATEits to it; in other words, by selling products...atartificially
high prices.., you have got to know that they are not milking WITH INCOME STANDARDTO TANGIBLE
the subsidiary.2 PROPERTYJUSTIFIED

The abuse to which Dr. Adams referred arises when one entity With these considerationsin mind, the first step in examining
engages in transactions with a related entity that is subject to the scope of the proposed regulations is to look to the lan-
lower tax rates. Through the years the IRS has used its power guage of the 1986 amendment to Section 482 which justifies
to reallocate in many situations - where income has been the promulgationofnew regulations.Th additionalsentence

shifted either among many domestic corporations to avoid the added to Section 482 reads as follows:

corporate surtax, or to foreign corporations located in tax In the case of any transfer (or license) of intangible property
havens or to domesticcorporationswith substantial tax prefer- (within the meaning of [S]ection 936(h)(3)(B)), the income
ences (e.g. possessions corporations). The celebrated cases with respect to such transfer or license shall be commensurate

nvolving pharmaceutical companies with outbound transfers with the income attributable to the intangible.
of intangibles are noteworthyexamples of the last category.3

-The first thing that is clear from the plain language of theIn recentyears the IRS has demonstrateda differentand more

aggressiveuse of Section 482. In cases the IRS is now inves- statute is that its scope is limited; the commensurate with

tigating, the U.S. taxpayer is favouredwith lower tax rates income standardapplies only to transfers of intangibleproper-

than its parent corporation (or other related parties to the ty. It is, of course, well known that the IRS's powerunder Sec-

scrutinizedtransaction).The focus on such cases represents a
tion 482 is not limited to ntangibles, and the existing Section

departure from the typical case in which the IRS has used its 482 regulations have specific provisions addressing loans and

power under Section 482. Because foreign-controlledcorpo-
advances ( 1.482-2(a)), performance of services ( 1.482-

rations no doubt prefer to pay lower overall taxes evenly dis_ 2(b)), use of tangible property( 1.482-2(c)) and sales of tan-

tributedworldwiderather than higher taxes at home, it is hard gible property( 1.482-2(e)). However, the 1986 amendment

to understandwhy such a situation would provoke a manipu- to Section 482 did not directly affect these other provisions.
lation of transferpricing to the detrimentof the U.S. fisc. The purpose of the commensurate with income standard

Political concerns, exacerbated by the U.S. budget problem demonstrates its limited scope. Congress, mindful of the

and trade deficits, also bear heavily on the administrationof experienceofU.S. taxpayers transferringhigh-profitintangi-
transfer pricing. Much public debate and congressional bles to foreign corporations and possessions corporations,
inquiry has focused on whetherU.S. corporationscontrolled wanted to curtail the tax advantagesavailable from such out-

or wholly-owned by foreign corporations pay the required bound transfers.

U.S. tax. In these times of budget short-falls and economic There was a strong incentive for taxpayers to transfer ntangi-
recession this inquiry has become acute. bles to related foreign corporationsor possessionscorporations

in a low tax jurisdiction,particularlywhen the intangible has a
Studies have analyzedndustrywideand macroeconomicdata high value relative to manufacturing or assembly costs. Such
to prove or disprove the contention that foreign-controlled transfers could result in ndefinite tax deferral or effective tax

corporations pay nsufficient U.S. tax. Do foreign-controlled exemption on the earnings, while retaining the value of the

corporations report less taxable ncome and pay less tax than earnings in the related group.
other U.S. corporations The answer is not clear, and the Congress was concemed that the provisions of [S]ections 482,
explanations for any such disparity are even more elusive, 367(d), and 936 that allocate income to a U.S. transferor of
although many are offered. Higher debt loads with concomi- intangibles may not have been operating to assure adequate
tantly greater interest burdens, a willingness to charge lower allocations to the U.S. taxable entity of income attributable to

retail prices and earn lower profit margins to gain market intangibles in these situations.4
share, access to subsidized capital markets, and foreign cur-

rency fluctuations are among the many rationales offered. Of The nitial legislative proposal applied the commensurate

course, the IRS's concern and the focus of Section 482 is on with ncome standard only to outbound transfers; however,
the role, if any, of the manipulationof transferprices. subsequently in conference, the standard was applied to

inbound transfersof intangibleproperty. It was not, however,The IRS has marshalled impressive resources to nvestigate
possible transfer pricing abuses by foreign- controlled corpo-
rations. International examiners, nternational special

2. Statement of Dr. T.S. Adams, Tax Advisor, U.S. Treasury Department,
before the Committeeon Financeon 2 September 1921, at the Hearingson H.R.

trial attorneys and IRS econonists are now widely deployed. 8245, which became the RevenueAct of 1921.

Congress, sometimes at the IRS's behest and sometimes not, 3. Eli Lily Co. v UnitedSmtes, 84 T.C. 996 (1985), aff'd in part, rev'd in part,
has greatlyexpandedboth the IRS's power to collect informa- 856 F.2d 855 (7th Cir. 1988); G.D. Searle & Co. v. Commissioner,88 T.C. No.

tion and foreign-controlledcorporations' recordkeepingobli-
16 (1987).
4. General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Blue Book), at

gations. Designated summonses, fomal document requests, 1013-1014.
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extended to tangible property. The legislative history on this The White Paper questions the sense of the regulations' pref-
point is explicit: erence of the resale price method over the cost plus method.9

The resale price method has widest application to distribu-
The conference agreement follows the House bill. The con-

cerns addressed in the House bill originated in connectionwith tors, whereas the cost plus methodmost often applies to man-

transfers of intangibles from U.S. parties to foreign affiliates, ufacturers. Consequently,a built inpreferencefor one method

particularly those operating in low-tax foreign countries. Con- over the other is not practical.In the proposed regulations this

sequently, the provisionsof the Housebill only were applied to preference is eliminated. This is a sensible change.
transfers of intangibles from U.S. persons to their foreign affil-
iates. In view of the fact that the objective of these provisions The White Paper also observes that a functional analysis is

that the division of income between related parties reason- even an
-

not described in the existing regulations, though such

ably reflect the relative economic activity undertakenby each analysis is commonly employedby examining agents as part
applies equally to inbound transfers, the conferees conclud- of a Section 482 examination,if not as a fourth method of-

ed that it would be appropriate for these principles to apply to pricing, at least as corroboration of the comparability of
transfers between related parties generally if income must oth- prices or transactions. Neither do the proposed regulations
erwise be taken into account.s mention functional analysis explicitly, although elements of

such an analysis are part of the computationof the CPI. How-
Whether the tax avoidance problem that Congress perceived ever, one would expect from the wide use of a functional
with high-profit ntangibles in outbound transfers was also analysis by examining agents, its emphasis in the Internal
present with other intangibles and with nbound transfers is Revenue Manual,lo and the White Paper reference to it, that
not subject to meaningfuldebate today. The 1986 amendment the proposed regulations would have given functional analy-
clearly covers all intangibles (not merely high-profit intangi- sis greater weight.
bles) and it is intended to apply with equal force to outbound
and inbound transfers. It does not, however extend beyond Finally, the White Paper notes that intangibles are often

intangibleproperty. transferred by incorporation into tangible property that is
sold and that, consequently, setting a transfer price in such a

The proposed regulations utilize the comparableprofit inter- case presents the same difficult issues as setting a royalty rate
val (CPI) as a test of transfer prices of tangible property for a licensed intangible.11 However, the White Paper does
establishedunder the resale price, cost plus or other fourth not propose, even in such cases, to apply the commensurate
methods. In so doing the regulations extend the commensu- with income standard to tangibles.12
rate with income standard to tangible property. The justifica-
tion offered for this is twofold. Congress did not extend the commensuratewith income stan-

dard to tangibles, no doubt, because the standard was initial-
First, the legislativehistoryto the 1986 modificationto Section ly designed to address the outbound transfer of high- profit
482 asked the IRS to give careful considerationto whether the ntangiblesand the valution issues presented in their license
existing regulationscould be modified in any respect.6 or sale. Congress did expand the scope of the standard to

Second, the applicationof the CPI to certain tangibleproper- other transfers of intangibles. It did not, however, extend the

ty transfers is said to be necessary: standard to tangibles.
because applying the comparableprofit nterval solely to trans- Furtherevidenceof the limited scope of the amendmentis the
fers of intangibles would create an artificial and unwarranted legislative history's specific rejection of the view that any
distinction between the treatment of tangible and intangible inquiry into the appropriate payment for an ntangible must
property,and would lead to disputes in cases involvingtangible be confined to facts in existence at the time of the transfer.13

property incorporatingan intangible.Adoptionof similar trans- The legislative history endorses the of periodic adjust-fer pricing rules for the tangible and intangible components of
use

ments to paymentsmade for ntangibles in light of the actual
the transferred property will eliminate or reduce the need to

allocate the property's value between its tangible and intangi- profit experienceof the transfer.14The legislativehistory cau-

ble componentsand then to determinethe profits attributable to

each component.7 5. H.R. Rep. No. 841,99thCong., 2d Sess. (1986), at II 637.
6. Preamble,ProposedRegulations,Fed. Reg., at 3574, quotingH.R. Rep. 99-

841, 99th Cong., 22 Sess. (1986), at II 637-38.
While it is quite correct that the legislative history of the 7. Preamble,ProposedRegulations,Fed. Reg., at 3574.

1986 Act asked IRS to comprehensivelystudy whether the 8. A Study of IntercompanyPricing Under Section 482 of the Code, Notice

Section 482 regulations should be modified in any respect
88-123, I.R.B. 1988-49 (5 December 1988).
9. White Paper, Chap. 3, at 13.

other than as to intangibles, neither of the justifications 10. I.R.M. 4233-27, Ex. 500-1, Economic Principles Involved in IRC 482

offered support the application of the commensurate with cases.

income standard to tangible property. 11. White Paper, Chapter 3, at 12-13.
12. The White Paper goes so far as to observe that, where intangibles have

A study was, ofcourse, undertakenand maturedinto the pub- been incorporated mto tangible property that is sold or rented, taxpayers have

licationof the WhitePaper,8 in which IRS thoughtfullydis- not been required to isolate the value of the ntangible, citing Revenue Ruling
75-254, 1975-1 C.B. 243.

cusses the history of Section 482, the 1986 amendment, the 13. This legislative history and the enactment of the commensurate with

economic theory underlying Section 482 and cost sharing income standard represents a rejectionof the holding in R.T. French v. Commis-

arrangements. While the White Paper focuses primarily on sioner,60 T.C. 836 (1973), where the Tax Courtheld that the royaltyestablished
in a long-term licensecould not be challengedwith data from subsequenttaxable

intangible property, it does make some observations about
years.

tangible property. 14. Blue Book, at 1016.
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tions that annual adjustmentsare not required, and that minor IV. OTHER PRINCIPLESWHICH THE PROPOSED
variations in revenues do not warrant a Section 482 realloca- REGULATIONSWOULD MODIFY
tion. The primary reason for the periodic adjustments (and
the commensuratewith income standard itself) was capsuled The proposedregulations, in addition to providingnew rules
in these words: for intangible and tangible property, alter some basic princi-

The problems have been particularly acute in the case of trans- ples applicable to transfer pricing analysis. These rules are

fers of high-profit intangibles. Taxpayers may have transferred set forth in proposed regulation 1.482-1(b).
such intangibles ...atanearly stage, for a relatively low royal-
ty, and taken the position that it was not possible at the time of Two mportant proposals can be considered together. First,
the transfers to predict the subsequentsuccess of the product.15 the IRS may considerthe combinedeffect of all transactions

of a controlledtaxpayerwith other members of the controlled
Such risks are not present in (i) the sale of tangible property group, as well as with uncontrolledtaxpayers, before, during
which is not closely intertwinedwith intangibleproperty, (ii) and after the taxable year under review. . Second, the IRS. .

the sale of tangibleproperty the price of which is determined may disregard contractual arrangements, or the absence of
by the resale price method,16or (iii) the sale of tangible prop- contractual arrangements, between controlled taxpayers and
erty the price of which is determinedby the cost plus method. nstead give appropriateconsiderationto the taxpayers' actu-

The proposedregulations'extensionof the CPI to each of these al conduct.

situations is unwarranted.Arguably, the only case in which the
CPI should be applied to tangible property is where the sale is These provisions are clearly a regulatory override of two

closelyntertwinedwith a high-profitntangibleand neitherthe parts of the court's analysis in Bausch & Lomb v. Commis-

CUP, resale price or cost plus methods are applicable. sioner.19 In Bausch & Lomb, the IRS argued that the sale

price of contact lenses manufacturedby an Irish subsidiary
Moreover, the Preamble to the proposed regulations fore- and the royalty paid by the Irish subsidiary should be ana-

shadows the applicationof the CPI and commensuratewith lyzed together. The court rejected this approach and held that
income standard to services. the price for the lenses (tangible property) and the royalty

A similar allocation and valuationproblemmay arise in cases in paid for theintangibles had independent significance.20 Con-
which the transfer of services i[s] indistinguishable from the trary to the court's ruling, the proposed regulations would
transfer of intangible property. See Hospital Corporation of permit the IRS to combine such transactions. Moreover, the
America v. Commissioner, 81 T.C. 520 (1983). The Service Bausch & Lomb court rejected the IRS's argument that the
solicits commentson how the services regulations( 1.482-2(b)) Irish subsidiary was a contract manufacturerentitled only to
should ncorporate the commensuratewith income standard.17 its costs of productionplus a reasonablemark-up. Vital to the

court's holding was the absence of an output or requirementsFor the same reasons that the commensurate with ncome contractwhich wouldhave obligatedBausch& Lomb to pur-standard should not extend to tangible property it should also chase the Irish subsidiary's product. The proposed regula-
not apply to services. Certainly,except in rare cases, the prob- tions are drafted to enhance the IRS's ability to ignore the
lems associated with the transfer of a high-profit intangible form of transactions selected by taxpayers, even when the
are not present where services are rendered. The contention form has independenteconomic significance,such as was the
that the commensurate with income standard is inapplicable case in Bausch & Lomb.
has even more force in the context of services, which rarely
can be the cause of a material distortionof income. This point The proposed regulations also, for the first time, permit the
is recognizedby the safe havenwhich, for services that are not IRS to second-guessthe businessjudgementexercisedby a
an integral part of the taxpayer's trade or business, requires taxpayer. Under the proposed regulations, the general princi-
that any reallocationunder Section482 for services be limited ple to be followed is:
to the costs (not the value) of rendering such services.18

The dominant role of the comparable profit analysis over
whether uncontrolled taxpayers, exercising sound business

intangibles, as well as its aggressive application to tangible judgmenton the basis of reasonable levels of experience (or, if
the actual level of experienceof the controlled

property (and possibly services), reflects too great an orienta- greater, taxpay-
er) within the relevant industry and with full knowledgeof the

tion towards the commensurate with income standard. This relevant facts, wouldhave agreed to the same contractualterms
emphasiscould have the effect ofdiminishingthe mportance under the same economicconditions and circumstances.21
of many factors which have historicallybeen an integral part
of both the arm's length standard and Section 482 analysis.
The proposed regulations show the strain of attemptingboth

15. Id., at 1014.
16. Importantly, under the existing regulations, the resale price method is not

to achieve the certaintyof result that a true formulary method applied in cases where more than nsubstantial value is added by the use of

of apportionmentcould provide, and to remain faithful to the intangibleproperty. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(3)(ii).
arm's length standard which intrinsically requires a fact spe-

17. Preamble, at 3574.
18. Reg. 1.482-2(b)(3). Moreover, services are not considered property

cific analysis. While the proposed regulationscontain gener- (intangibleor otherwise) and consequentlydo not give rise to an income stream

al statements that maintain allegiance to the arm's length susceptible to the commensuratewith income standard.

standard, the primary emphasis of the CPI and its apparent 19. 91-1 USTC 87,674 (2d Cir. 1991) aff'd 92 T.C. 525 (1989).
20. The same analysis was used in Sundstrand Corp. v. Commissioner, 96

across-the-board application casts doubt on the primacy of T.C. 226 (1991).
the arm's length standard. 21. ProposedReg. 1.482-1(b)(1).
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How this standard, which is fraught with issues over which ble taxation treaties and worldwide standards, should be
reasonablepeople could differ, will be applied by IRS in spe- respectednot merely in form but also in substance. The CPI
cific cases is unknown. However, the sound business judge- (and particularly its promulgationas a standard for tangibles
ment standard seems directedat the argumentwhich the IRS and possibly services) does not satisfy this standard.
was unsuccessful in pursuing in Eli Lily & Co. v. Commis-
sioner.22 The IRS argued, and the Tax Court held, that it was

In response to such commentaries, the reaction from Trea-
66'inconceivable that a corporation would have transferred sury and IRS will likely be - don't criticize the proposed
the valuable intangibles involved in the case to an unrelated regulations unless you are prepared to offer an alternative.

party without compensation(e.g. lump sum payment, royalty Indeed, if the comment process over the Section 6038A reg-
or other agreement) sufficient to enable continuing research ulations offers any guidance,Treasury and IRS may be some-

and development.23 On appeal, this position was rejected. what defensive. Interested taxpayers should take up this call

Essentially, the issue involved one of the role of business and offer balanced suggestions and constructive criticism.

judgment in Section 482 analysis. The proposed regulations The Treasury and IRS cannot seriously consider the whole-

articulatea new and more stringentstandard,under which the sale rejection of the proposed regulations, and such recom-

IRS will likely renew and continue the type of argument it mendations will likely result in little change to the regula-
pressed in Lily and Searle. tions when they are issued in final form. In this spirit a few

suggestions are offered here.

V. THE COMPARABLEPROFIT METHOD'S The CPI shouldbe limited to intangibleproperty. The existing
POSSIBLE IMPACT ON THE BURDEN rules for tangible property transfers (and for services) should
OF PROOF remain relatively unchanged. To prevent abusive situations

where a substantial part of the value of tangible property is
It is well knownthat a taxpayerchallengingan assessmentor attributable to an intangible, a general rule for intertwined
deficiency made by the IRS bears the burden of proving the property should be included. However, there is no reason to
IRS action is incorrect. In a normal case the taxpayer will apply the CPI (and with it the commensurate with income
prevail if it is shown by a preponderanceof the evidence that standard) to sales of tangible property where the value of anythe IRS erred. In a Section482 case, where the statute explic- intertwined intangible property is not substantial. Surelyitly grants the IRS discretion to make allocations, a taxpayer Congress had in mind blockbusteror breakthroughphar-
can prevail only if it is shown that the Commissioner'saction maceuticals and similar products when Section 482 was
was arbitrary, capricious or unreasonable.Taxpayers proper- amended in 1986. The same standard should not apply to the
ly bear the burdenbecause, in the normal case, taxpayerspos- sales of stereos, televisions,automobilesand motorcycles.
sess the books, records and other information needed to
establish the correctness of the return. Whether this is true in For the same reasons, a safe harbour in the form of more

Section 482 cases has always been subject to some debate. lenient rules for other than high-profit intangibles should be
However, the proposed regulations' heavy reliance on the ncluded. There is no reason that transfers of routine intangi-
CPI - which requires extensive third-party information - bles should be treated the same as high-profit intangibles,
raises the question again. Perhaps the drafters of the regula- since the risk of an abuse is so much less. Nor is there any rea-

tions were sensitive to this point, because the preamble to the son to scrutinize transfers between related parties where the
proposed regulationscarefully reiterates the rules on the bur- non-U.S. party is subject to effective tax rates equal to or high-
den ofproof. It is fair to ask whether, because the IRS has the er than the U.S. taxpayer with the same intensity as transfers
best access to the detailed financial information (at least as to to tax-favouredrelated parties. The regulations could so pro-
other U.S. taxpayers) required to determine and apply the vide and such rules would give regulatory authority to the
CPI analysis, the burden of proof in such cases should be practicalhorse-sensemany revenue agents already employ.
placed on the IRS rather than the taxpayer. Rather than using the CPI the absolute test, why not itas use

as one factor, perhaps an important one, among others
VI. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS Under such a rule, if a taxpayer's transferprice yields a prof-
The difficulty of valuing intangible property is formidable. it level within the interval the transfer prices will be respect-
Such property is alrnost by definition unique property for ed. However, if '.e transfer price produces a profit level out-

which exact comparables cannot exist. However reliance on side the interval the taxpayerwould still be pernittedto offer

comparisons of the profit of other companies that also pos- proof that such transfer prices are nonetheless arn's length.
sess intangibles as the prirnary methodof determining rans- In other words, why not utilize the CPI in the same fashion as

fer prices is unsatisfactory. Since intangibles themselves are is contenplated in the OECD reports24 and leave room for

fundamentallyincomparable,it cannotbe reasonablyexpect- 22. 856 F.2d 855 (lth Cir. 1988)ed that a fuzzy approachofcomparingcompany-by-company 23. EliLily, 84 T.C., at 1130. See also G.C. Searle & Co. v. Commissioner,88
profit will achieve reliable results. The profitability of com- T.C. 252,370(1987) (In an arm's length situation,it would be the height ofcor-

panies varies for an infinite variety of reasons and, in all but porate mismanagementto transfer the lion's share of the corporation's income-

a few abusive cases, improper transferpricing is not the like- producing assets to another corporation solely for non-incomeproducing stock
and the right to perform compensatedservices for the transfereecorporation).ly or exclusivecause. 24. Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, Report of the OECD

The arm's length standard, which has been the bedrock of
Committeeon Fiscal Affairs (Paris: OECD, 1979); TransferPricing and Multi-
natinal Enterprises - Three TaxationIssues, Reportof he OECD Committee

Section 482 for many years and is fundamental to U.S. dou- on Fiscal Affairs (Paris: OECD, 1984).
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alternative analyses. While with such a modification to the helpful, constructive suggestions will result in meaningful
proposed regulations the IRS would lose the ability to argue change and workable rules. Such a collaborative process is
that all transfer prices outside the comparable profit interval essential to the resolution of the tough issues presented by
are per se non-arm's length, the IRS would gain by lending to transferpricing complianceand disputes.
the proposedregulations the flexibility to deal with the highly
complex factual situations with which IRS is already faced

(and untold complexitiesin the future) and foreign tax author- Vll. CONCLUSION
ities and treaty partners would have much less to criticize.

The words of Stanley S. Surrey in a commentarymade after

Finally, the processof formulatinglegislationand regulations the final Section 482 regulations were promulgated in 1968
in the transfer pricing area could be improved. Too much apply equally well today:
emphasis is placed on the advice of those schooled in the
adversarial arts. Litigators, and also examining agents, and This matter of allocation is thus not to be viewed as a typical
those convincd that foreign-controlledcorporationsmanip- skirmish between taxpayers and the IRS, involving only the

ulate transfer prices seem to determine the transfer pricing typical parochial interests that normally color such skirmishes.
On the contrary, its proper resolution is a challenge to the

legislation and regulations agenda. Consequently, a blizzard vision and statesmanshipof those who speakof the present and
of onerous compliance measures have bombarded taxpayers coming stature of the multinationalcorporation.''26

in recent years.25 The rules are developing in a haphazard
way to the detriment of both taxpayers and the voluntary As the complexity of multinational operations increases the
compliance system. One need go no further than to observe
that the Section 6038A regulations, which require detailed challenge for both taxpayers and tax authorities will be to

build upon the foundation established by the farsighted tax
product line financial statements (the utility of which is

dependenton a profitsplit methodology)have little relevance policy ofMr. Surrey, Dr. Adams, and others to establish rules

to the CPI analysis the Section 482 proposed regulations
that will serve well in the long term and not merely to address

require. Some hopeful signs are present. Notably, the flexi- the parochialnterests of one skirmish or another.

bility and diligenteffort demonstratedby IRS in the advance 25. Section 982 formal document requests; Section 6038A recordkeeping
pricing agreement procedure. However, in the development requirements;designatedsummonses to suspend the statute of limitations; Sec-

of legislationand regulations in this ntricate area a better job tion 482 valuationpenalties.
could be done of encouraging ndustry input. The best way

26. Stanley S. Surrey, Treasury's Need to Curb Tax Avoidance in Foreign
Business Through Use of 482, Journal of Taxation (February 1968), at 75.

tlis can be done is by involving industry groups in the pro- This quote is also cited in James P. Fuller, Section 482: RevisitedAgain, 119

cess from the earliest stages and by IRS demonstrating that Tax Review (1990), at 63.
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UNITED STATES:

PROPOSED SECTION 482 RFGULATIONS:
COMPATIBILITYOF USE OF THE COMPARABLEPROFIT

INTERVALWITH INTERNATIONAI NORMS
Alan W. Granwell, Mary Anne Mayo, Todd Helvie, Matthew Blum

Mr. Granwell is a tax partner residentin Cadwalader's Contents

Washington, D.C. office. Specializing in internationaltaxation, he
joined the firm in 1973 and was elected a partner in 1980. In 1981 I. Tangible Property
Mr. Granwellresigned from the firm to acceptan appointment A. The 1979 OECD Report
with the U.S. TreasuryDepartment serving as its InternationalTax B. Major U.S. trading partners
Counsel and Directorof the Officeof InternationalTax Affairs. He 1.Canada
rejoined Cadwaladeras a tax partner in 1984. 2. France

3. GermanyAgraduateof MiddleburyCollege, the Boston UniversitySchoolof 4. ItalyLaw J.D., 1968, LL M in taxation, 1969), and the NewYork 5. United KingdomUnversitySchoolof Law (LL.M, 1976), Mr. Granwellalso served as
an adjunctassistantprofessorof lawat the New York University C. Summary for tangible property transfers
Schoolof Law GraduateTax Program. Il. Intangible Property
Mr. Granwell is a frequent lecturer on internationaltaxation and he A. The 1979 OECD Report
has written numerousarticleson subjects involving international B. Major U.S. trading partners
taxation. 1. Australia

Mary Anne Mayo is an associate resident in Cadwalader'sNew 2. Canada
Yorkofice, where she has been a memberofthe firm's taxgroup

3. Germany
since November 1989. She specialized in the taxationof 4. Italy
intemational transactionsand multinationalbusiness operations. 5. Netherlands

6. Switzerland
Ms Mayo receivedbothan LL.M. in Taxation (1986)and J.D. (1981) C. Summary for intangible property transfers
from New York UniversitySchoolof Law, where she was an Articles
Editor of the New York UniversiyLaw Review. She graduated
magna cum laude from Harvard/RadcliffeColleges in 1976. Before In announcing the proposed regulations under Section 482,beginning here practice in Cadwalader, Ms. Mayo was associated
with Hughes Hubbard& Reed in New York. representativesof the Internal Revenue Service and the Trea-

Ms. Mayo is a memberof theAmericanBar Association, Section of sury Department stated that the methods for applying the

Taxation; the NewYork State Bar Association, Section ofTaxation, commensuratewith income standard contained in the regula-
Committeeon U.S. Activitiesof Foreign Taxpayers; the Association tions are compatible with international standards. Accepted
of the Bar of the City of NewYork the InternationalTax Institute; internationalpractice is to apply an arm's length standard
and the Tax Societyof New York University. She has written that looks to whether uncontrolled parties dealing at arm'sextensivelyon internationaltax issues, and most recentlyco-
authoredwith Joseph DeCarlo, Jr. a BNATax Management length would enternto a similar transactionon similar terms.
Portfoo, The Branch Profits Tax. It appears that in some respects the regulations are not com-

Mr. Helvie is an attorney resident in Cadwalader'sWashington, patible with internationalnorms. Use of the cmparableprof-
D.C. office, where he has beena memberof the firm's taxgroup it interval (CPI) in determining prices for transfers of mn-
since September 1988. He workson a wide varietyof tax issues, gible property is a departure from accepted international
including both domesticand internationaltransactions.

practice, at least where the use of so-calledfourthmethods
Mr. Helvie received his J.D., magnacum laude, from Case Western is not required. However, use of the CPI in determining
Reserve UniversitySchoolof Law. Mr. Helvie is a memberof the prices for transfers of intangible property appears generallyABA, Section ofTaxation, the NewYork Bar Association, Section of
Taxation and the Districtof Colombia Bar Association. compatiblewith such intemationalnorms as exist.

Mr. Blum is an associate resident in Cadwalader'sWashington, D.C.
office, where he has been a memberof the firm's taxgroupsince I. TANGIBLE PROPERTY
August 1991. His areas ofpractice includetaxationof international
transactions, financialproducts, debt instruments, restructurings, The regulationsprescribe the use of.three primary methods in
and general individual, partnershipand corporatetax. determining transfer prices for tangible property - the com-

Mr. Blum received his J.D., magnacum laude, from Harvard Law parableuncontrolledprice method, the resaleprice methodand
School in 1986, and his bachelor'sdegree from HarvardCollege in the cost plus method. Use of these methods is consistentwith
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Section ofTaxation. prices determinedusing the resale price and cost plus methods
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A. The 1979 OECD Report ty. This material suggests that using a profits analysis in

determining prices for transfers of tangible property, at least
The leading statement of international practice on transfer when one of the first three methods is available, would be
pricing is the 1979 report of the Organization for Economic viewed as contrary to accepted practice.9
Cooperationand Development(OECD)on TransferPricing
and MultinationalEnterprises (the 1979 OECD Report).1 1. Canada
The 1979 OECD Report envisagesusing four possible meth- Revenue Canada has published guidance its transfer pric-on
ods for determining a transfer price for tangible personal
property: the first three methods (which are similar to the ng policies in Information Circular 87-2, International

Transfer Pricing and Other International Transactions (27three primary methods described in the regulations) and any February 1987).10 This Circularstates that it is not to be
othermethod (the so-calledfourthmethods).2Fourthmeth-

con-

strued as a formal interpretation of the law but rather an
ods are to be used when the first three methods cannot be

explanationof the basis on which the Department considers
used.3 However, the Report does suggest that fourth methods that the 'arm's length principle' is reflected in the Act.11
might be used to verify transfer prices derived by one of the
first three methods.4 The Circular sets out the first three methods, and then goes on

to state that [o]ther methods may be employed in support of
The fourth methods discussed in the 1979 OECD Report one of the three aforementionedmethods or in circumstances
involve analysis of profits, but they are all suggested with where none of these methods is appropriate.12The examples
diffidence,and the implication is that they should not be used which it cites for this purpose nvolve considerationof cost of
as primary methods, at least unless no other approach is directmaterials,full cost, value as a replacementpart and value
available. Nevertheless, the 1979 OECD Report states that:

as a fractionof the value of a larger unit.13 Profits-basedfourth
Tax authorities may find some help in a comparison of an methods are not mentioned. Indeed, while the Circular states

enterprise's overall performance with that of other similar that these othermethodsmay be employedin supportof one of
enterprises in the same or similar circumstances. Levels of a the first three methods, it provides that [t]he method utilized
profit in an industrymay for example conform to a pattern and should reflect an attempt to presentthe particulartransactionin
an exception to the pattern might indicate that profits were terms of what would have transpired in an arm's length rela-
being shifted by artificial transfer prices.5 tionship.14Accordingly,the Canadianview to empha-appears

size the use of comparables with little emphasis, and no ndi-
However, the Report immediately goes on to say that: But cated requirement, for profits-basedmethods.
comparisonsof this sort would need to be made with care. It
does not necessarily follow that exceptionalprofits or losses Canadahas one reportedcase ofwhich we are aware, in which
are artificial.6Furthermore, the Report suggests that a profit a court appeared to use a profits analysis as part of a fourth

analysis might best be used to determine whether to initiate a method.15 This case nvolved nvoicing aluminum billets

transfer price nquiry, not to validate the results of such an through an offshore company, and the Court apparently
inquiry. It states that: acceptedevidence from the Canadian tax authoritiesbased on

a functional analysis of the companies nvolved, and referred
It may be profitable nevertheless to make comparison of this
sort [ratio of profits to sales or operating expenses] in relation

to the Du Pont case as an example of such an analysis.16
to the gross profits from sales of particular products or groups
ofproductsbut even so the results of the comparisoncould nor- 2. France

mally be regardedonly as pointers to further investigation.7 A commentatorhas stated that Francewill use profitndicators
as a sign of whether transferprices are or are not acceptable.17

The Report takes the same view of comparisons of yield or

return on capital: 1. Reprinted in InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentation,The Tax Treat-
ment of Transfer Pricing (IBFD: Amsterdam, 1987 & Supp. 1991)(hereinafter,

But this too is an arbitrary assumption: the profit made by a Transfer Pricing).
comparable independent concern would not necessarily bear 2. TransferPricing, at 1979 OECD Report - 24.

any particular relationship to the return on investment in other 3. Transfer Pricing, at 1979 OECD Report - 31.
4. Id.

ways. Although therefore such an approach might have some 5. Id.
value in indicating a reasonable range of possible profit mar- 6. ld.

gins the concept of a normal return on capital invested is too 7. Id.

imprecise to be likely to be useful in isolation.8 8. TransferPricing, at 1979 OECD Report - 32.
9. Note, the chapter for Japan has not yet been released.
10. Reprinted in TranferPricing, at Canada 65-76.

Thus, the Report does not envisage use of fourth methods as a
-

11. TransferPricing, at Canada - 65.
primary method when one of the other three methods can be 12. ld., at 70.

reasonablyused. It also mplies that while fourthmethodsbased 13. Id.

on profits may be useful in asking transfer pricing questions, 14. ld.
15. Indalexv. The Queen, 86 DominionTax Cases 6039 (CanadaFed. Ct. Trial

they ordinarilyshouldnot be used alone in answering them. Div. 1986), rev'd on other grounds; 86 Dominion Tax Cases 6053 (Canada Fed.
Ct. App. 1986). This case is summarized in Boidman, Transfer Pricing in

B. Major U.S. tradingpartners
Canada, TransferPricing, at Canada 1-88,26-29.
16. E.I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co. v. U.S., 608 F.2d 445 (Ct. Cl. 1979), cert.

Transfer Pricing contains some material about the practices
denied, 445 U.S. 962 (1990).
17. Goldsmith,Transfer Pricing in France, in TransferPricing, at France 1-

of other countrieswith regard to transfers of tangible proper- 84,22.
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3. Germany 5. United Kingdom
The former Fiscal Counselor in the German Embassy to the An Inland Revenue release indicates that, in setting transfer
United States states that fourth methods are not to be used as prices, the United Kingdom generally would look to the first
a replacement for the first three methods when one of such three methods and follow the OECD Report, but will in
methods is available: practice use any method which seems likely to produce a sat-

isfactory result.23 One commentator has stated that Inland
Under the German TPGi8 these [fourth methods] are not con- Revenue might use profits-based methods if nothing else
sidered to be standard methods for deriving the arm's length appeared likely to work.24
price for an ndividual transaction.Rather, they are considered
as additionalor auxiliary tools for the examinationof the inter-
national income allocation.19 C. Summaryfor tangiblepropertytransfers

While internationalpractice appears to admit of using some
The German TPG provides that the first three methods are form of profits analysis to determine whether tangible prop-standard methods.2o As to fourth methods, the German TPG

erty transfer prices need investigating, or whether a transfer
states that:

price derived by another method makes sense, it does not

In applying the principles mentioned thus far, the business appear to be the general view that tangible property transfer
results which the taxpayer, a related person or unrelatedparties prices must produce an acceptable profit to satisfy the
have achieved under comparable business conditions from arm's length standard. In particular, the general view appears
comparable transactionswithunrelated parties can be used as a to be that if the first three rnethods25 can be used, transfer
basis to identify areas which warrant special examination, to prices so determinedwill not be required also to pass a prof-
verify transferprices or to obtain supplementarycriteria for the its test. The White Paper26 correctly states that the 1979
incomeallocation. The combinedresults of connectedbusiness OECD Report authorizes inquiries into profits. But even the
operations and their apportionment to the individual business

White Paper does not attempt to that of profits-operations within a group of enterprises can also be used for argue use

based methods with respect to tangible property is compati-this purpose. The income allocationcan be based on the results
within the meaning of the Ist and 2nd sentences alone if. ble with internationalnorms when the first three methods can

because of special circumstances (e.g. where merchandiseor a reasonably be used.27 Accordingly, in the case of tangible
category of merchandise is acquired or produced, processed property, it appears that using the CPI in determining transfer
and marketed in a substantial quantity solely within vertically prices is incompatible with internationalnorms in situations
structured groups of enterprises) the standard methods would where the first three methods can be reasonablyused.
not lead to appropriate results; the same applies in the cases

mentioned in [the next paragraph].... If the first three methods cannot be reasonably used, then, as

will be discussed in more detail below, it would appear that
In special cases it is not possible to compare the actual circum- looking to profits is not per se objectionable,and there is no
stances with a similar situation involving unrelated parties, specific feature of the CPI which appears to clearly violate
above all where, applying the criteriaof [arm's-lengthdealing], international norms. However, neither the 1979 OECD
business dealings of the kind in question would not have come

nor any to us
about between unrelated parties or would only have come Report of the materials available concerningthe

about with an essentiallydifferentcommercialcontent. In these major U.S. trading partners' practices suggests relying on an

cases the allocation is to be based on the appropriateapportion- analysis of profits as strongly as do the regulations.
ment of the incomearising from the series of transactionsover-

all which sound business managers would have determined.21 18. This is the letter of the Federal Minister of Finance of 23 February 1983,
concerning principles for the examination of income allocation in the case of
internationallyrelatedenterprises (IV C 5 - S1341 -- 4/83) (hereinafter,Ger-

Thus, the German view appears to be that where the first three man TPG), official translation reprinted in TranserPricing, at Germany (Fed.

methods can be used, fourth methods may be appropriate as
Rep.) -- 53-87 [footnoteadded].
19. Jacob, TransferPricing in the Federal Republic of Germany, in Transfer

investigativetools or checks, but are not to be primarilyused. Pricing, at Germany (Fed. Rep.) - 1-93, 17.
20. GermanTPG 2.2, in TransferPricing, at Germany (Fed. Rep.) - 63.

at-

4. Italy
21. German TPG 2.4.5 2.4.6, in Transfer Pricing, Germany (Fed.
Rep.) - 65.
22. CircularLetter No. 9.2267, issued by the Italian Ministryof Finance on 22

Italy also appears to view fourth methods as inappropriatefor September 1980; the transfer prices in the computation of taxable income of

primaryuse when the first three methods are available.A Cir- enterprisessubject to foreigncontrol (hereinafter, the Italian Circular),unoffi-

cular Letter from the Ministryof Financehas the followingto
cial translationreprinted in Transfer Pricing, at Italy - 57-92,76.
23. RevenueNote on the transferpricing of multinatonalenterprises,reprinted

say about fourth methods: in TransferPricing, at United Kingdom -- 58-61, 60.
24. Collins, TransferPricing in the United Kingdom, in TransferPricing, at

The alternativemethod will prove useful: United Kingdom - 1-61, 27.

(a) subsidiarily,when (i) in the check for the correctapplication 25. Comparableuncontrolledprice, resale price and cost plus methods.

of the three basic methods, some uncertainties should arise; (ii) 26. Treasury Department, Office of InternationalTax Counsel, Office of Tax

the necessity arises of singling out the differential factor Analysis and Internal Revenue Service, Office of Assistant Commissioner
(International), Office of Associate Chief Counsel (International),A Study of

between two transactionssusceptibleof comparisonfor the pur- Intercompany Pricing (Discussion Draft 18 October 1988) (hereinafter, the
pose of the applicationof one of the three principal methods; WhitePaper), reprinted as Notice 88-123, 1988-2 C.B. 458,476.

27. The discussion on the compatibilityof profitability-basedtransfer pricing
(b) alternatively, where no possibility absolutely exists of with international norms, at White Paper 59-61, 1988-2 C.B., at' 475-77, is
applying the three basic methods.22 explicitly about transfers of intangibleproperty.
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Il. INTANGIBLE PROPERTY son of profits earned by similar enterprises, in a case that
could not be analyzed under one of the first three methods.32

In the case of intangibleproperty, the internationallyaccept- He also states that when the Australian tax authorities are
ed methods for determining transfer prices are not well auditing a transfer price for intngibleproperty, some of the
developed. Methods most often used appear to include an questions are aimed at deternining profits, and whether a

analysis of profits. This generally accords with the proposed third party would be willing to pay such a royalty to achieve
regulations' methods for intangibles,which are profits-based such profits.33
in that they require CPI validation.28 Nevertheless, it is not

clear that the weightof internationalpracticenorms rely sole-
2. Canada

ly on an analysis of profits, although there is precedent for

doing so in particularcases. InformationCircular87-2 states that in determininga transfer

price for intangibleproperty, if no good comparableexists:
A. The 1979 OECD Report The best that be expected is to draw comparisonswithcan roy-
The 1979 OECD Report recognizes that the determinationf lty rates in the same industry or a similar industry involving
an arm's length consideration based on similar unrelated relatively similarproducts, similarmarket conditions, and sim-

transactions frequently will be unusable in the case of intan- ilar licensing arrangements.

gible property, because there will be nothing comparable on The following items mightbe expectedto have a bearing on the
which to base an analysis. determinationof a royalty rate: (a) prevailingrates in the indus-

In many cases, it will be difficult to find satisfactory compara- try; (b) terms of the license, including geographic limitations

ble open market transactionssince the ownerof intangibleprop-
and exclusivity rights; (c) singularity of the invention and the

erty (and particularly the owner of a patent) is essentially the period for which it is likely to remain unique, (d) technical

owner of a monopolyright which he may not make available to assistance, trade marks, and know-howprovided along with

unrelated enterprises. It is considered that it is unlikely to be access to the patent; (e) profits anticipatedby the licensee; and

possible to construct any standard rates, such as a certain per-
(f) benefits to the licensor arising from sharing informationon

centage of sales, as even within a given sector of industry it is the experienceof the licensee,34

extremelydifficult to discern any typical rate or range of rates.29
Thus, although there appears to be precedent in Canada for

The report states that no one particularmethod is appropriate using an analysis.basedin whole or in part on profits, it would
in such a situation.3o It does suggest that a profits-based seem that the Canadian pproach to transferprices of intangi-
method might be appropriate, although not without difficul- ble property would not be based exclusivelyon profits.
ties, and might be more useful to indicate the need for further

investigation than as a final answer: 3. Germany
It appears that one of the common approaches employed in

In respect of German practices for determining transfer
practice is to make a pragmatic appraisal of the trend of an

enterprise'sprofits over a long period in comparisonwith those prices for intangibles, it is said that the Federal Tax Office

of other unrelatedparties engaged in the same or similar activ- maintains a royalty file for use in determining an acceptable
ities and operating in the same area. There could, of course, be royalty rate.35 If this is not helpful and the cost plus method

many reasons for an unusual profit situation and it may be pos- cannot be applied, it appears that profits might be examined
sible for the taxpayers to give satisfactoryexplanationsfor par- on the theory that no one dealing at arm's length would agree
ticular cases. The profit comparison approach thus remains to pay a royalty which would not allow an acceptable com-

more in the nature of an indication that the consideration mercialprofit.36 Indeed, as discussedabove, the German TPG
charged for the use of intangible property may or may not be apparently explicitly envisages using profits-based nethods
reasonable. Recourse to a comparison of the proportionate if the first three methods cannot be applied. Thus, it appears
profits of the licensor and the licensee achieved thanks to the that Germany often has regard to profits analysis in deter-
developmentand the use of the intangible property would not

be a promising method. It would be very difficult to isolate the mining transferprices for intangibles,and mighteven make a

respective profits of the licensor and the licensee since a num-
determinationbased entirely on profits analysis.

ber of rights may be under license at the same time for the man-

ufacturingof differentproducts .... In addition there is the dif- 28. Of course, under the regulations the primary method is the matching trans-

ficulty of knowinghow to apportion the overall profit between action method, which does not require validation under the CPI. However, the

the licensor and the licensee,31 matching transactonmethod is availableonly in such narrowly defined circum-
stances that there is little likelihoodof its applicabilityin practice. Therefore the

Thus, whileusingprofits analysis as a tool in analzing trans- other two methods presumablywill be predominant

fer prices for intangibles is not incompatiblewith the OECD
29. TransferPricing, at 1979 OECD Report -- 38.
30. Id., at 39.

view, relying solely on a profits analysis would appear to be 31. Id.

incompatiblewith the OECD view. 32. Dominic, TransferPricing in Australia, in Transer Pricing, at Australia

1-102, 35. Mr. Dominic also refers to Case 53, 11 CommonwealthTaxation-

B. Major U.S. tradingpartners
BoardofReviewDecisions(new series), a tangiblepropertycase, which we have
not seen, but which is summarized in Transfer Pricing, at Australia - 42-49,
and appears to be primarily a CUP case.

1. Australia 33. TranferPricing, at Australa - 50.
34. TransferPricing, at Canada - 74.

A commentatorhas suggested that the Australian tax author- 35. TransferPricig, at Germany (Fed. Rep.) 33.-

ities might use an allocationof overall profits, or a compari- 36. Id.; German TPG 5.2.3, in TransferPricing, at Germany (Fed. Rep.) - 75.
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4. Italy C. Summaryfor intangiblepropertytransfers

The Italian Circular acknowledgesthat, in transfers of intan- International practice with respect to ntangible property, as in

gibles, good comparableswill rarely exist.37 When compara- other situationswhere a fourthmethodmust be used, is not com-

bles are not available, the Italian Circular appears to take an pletely settled. Germany and the Netherlands admit to using a

eclectic approach, looking at both the profits of the licensor file of royalties; presunably they are not unique. It appears that

and licensee, and an analysis of the nature and value of the settng transferprices from a profits analysis is explicitlypernit-
rights transferred.38 The Italian tax authorities have set forth ted in Canadaand Germany, and is not necessarilyunacceptable
certain safe harbours.39 elsewhere. Accordingly, the principal difference between the

proposed regulations' use of the CPI in the case of ntangible
propertyand the nomsof internationalpracticewould seemnot

5. Netherlands to be the use of a profits analysis, but the regulations' elevation
ofprofits analysis to the status of a preferredmethod.The WhiteThe information we have been able to find concerning the

states view to be
practices of the Netherlands suggests that in the case of Paper correctly that the ntemational appears

that when there is no comparable (which is generally the case
licensing companies (as opposed to original licensors or end

with ntangibles), the methods used often look profits analy-users), the Netherlands tax authorities have an extensive file to
SiS.42 Nevertheless, it would seem there is no accepted ntema-

and they have set safe harbours for acceptable royalties.40 tional requiringthat such methodsbe based solely,norm or even

primarily, on a profits analysis.
6. Switzerland

37. TransferPricing, at Italy - 82.
38. /d., at 82-84.One commentatorhas suggested that in the case of goods and 39. Id., at 84-85.

services tlat are exclusivepropertyofa company, presumably 40. Ellis, TransferPricing in the Netherlands,in TransferPricing, at Nether-

including most intangible property, the tax authorities will lands - 1-50, 21-22.

look at overall profits and profit splits. This would only be 41. Luethi & Digeronimo,TransferPricing in Switzerland,in TransferPric-
at - Mr. Luethi is a vice director of the SwissFed-

done if there were no good comparablesavailable to demon- ing, Switzerland 1-30, 8-10.
eral Tax Administration.

strate the price paid by people dealing at arm's length.41 42. White Paper, at 60, 1988-2 C.B., at 476.
.
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UNITED STATES:

PROPOSED TRANSFERPRICING REGULATIONSUSDER

SECTION 482 OF THE INTERNALREVENUE CODE*
Robert T. Cole and Gilbert W. Rubloff

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) released its proposed revisions to the U.S.
RobertT. Cole is member in thea

transfer pricing regulations on 24 January 1992.1 This action follows the 1986 Washington, D.C office of Cole Corette&
amendmentto Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code which added the require- Abrutyn. He receivedhis B.S. degree from
ment that the payment for transfers (or licences) of intangibles be commensurate the Wharton Schoolof Finance and his law.
with the income attributableto such property,2as well as the TreasuryDepartment's degree fromthe HarvardLaw School; he

also receiveda post-graduatediploma in
issuance in 1988 of a White Paper dealing with the new statutory provision and law from the London School of Economics.
related topics.3 The next steps will be for the IRS to receive comments on the pro-

Mr. Cole was with the U.S. Departmentof
the Treasuryfrom 1966-1973, and held

posed regulations, to hold public hearings and to then promulgate final regulations. the posion of Intemational Tax Counsel
The deadline for comments and requests for public hearings was 29 May 1992. from 1971-1973. He is a memberof the

New York State and the Districtof
Although the IRS' proposalsare subject to modificationand generally would not go Colombia Bars. Mr. Cole has lecturedand

into effectuntil 1993, as discussedbelow they can and shouldbe taken nto account written on internationaltax issues for a
numberofperiodicals.

now in resolving any existing transferpricing disputes and for planning purposes.
GilbertW. Rubloff is Counsel to Cole

The proposed regulations replace with a new regime the provisions of the current Corette & Abrutyn. He received his law

regulations that deal with transfers of ntangibles, including licences and sales of degree from the Universityof Wisconsin
Schoolof Law and is a memberof the Bars

intangibles. These new intangibles rules also would apply to sales of goods in of the Stateof Illinoisand the Districtof
which intangibles are a material factor and where services are provided involving Colombia. From 1962 -1988, Mr. Rubloff

intangibles that are a material factor. The regulations for transfers of other tangible served with the Tax Divisionof the U.S.
Departmentof Justce, where he handled

property would continue in effect, but they have been substantially modified to the htigation of many of the government's
reflect some of the concepts applied to intangibles. largesttax cases, including the landmark

internationaltransfer pricingcase, E.l.
Set forth below are the key features and implicationsof the proposed regulations. DuPont de Nemours v. UnitedStates.

A more detailed descriptionof the new regulatory rules follows. Whileat Justice Mr. Rubloffwas a

consultantto the U.N. Secretariaton

intercompanypricing
I. KEY FEATURES AND IMPLICATIONS

The proposedregulationssignificantlyalter the manner inwhichtransferprices Contents
-

for both intangibleand tangiblepropertywill be reviewedby the IRS, by reference I. Key Features and Implications
to a range ofoperatingproft. The centrepieceof the proposedregulationsis a bot-
tom-line operating profit analysis that will apply except in all but those rare Il. Description
instances where near-perfect comparables are available. This analysis effectively A. Transfers of intangibles
attributes to taxpayersengaged in related-partytransactionsan amountofoperating B. Sales of tangible property

C. The Comparable profit interval
income somewherewithin a range, referred to in the regulationsas the comparable D. Other noteworthy provisions
profit interval (CPI), that the taxpayerswould have earnedhad their performance E. Effective date and related matters
been equivalent to comparablebusinesses operating at arm's length. The CPI con-

cept represents importantprogress, providing a measure of flexibility to taxpayers, Ill. Conclusion

since, until recently, the IRS still thoughtin terms of only a single correct transfer
price. It is also intended to narrow the magnitudeof disputes by discouragingboth
the IRS and the taxpayer from taking extremepositions.

* This article also appears in the March/Apil
1992 issue of The Tax Executive.

The proposed regulations are extremely technical and complex and introduce 1. IntercompanyTransferPricingand Cost Shar--

new areasfordispute. The computationof the CPI involves a host of new concepts ingRegulationsunder Section482,Prop.Treas.Reg.
and terms (e.g. the testedparty, applicablebusiness classification,profit level

1.482, 57 Fed. Reg. 3571 (1992). As the name indi-
cates, the proposedregulationsalso includenew reg-

indicators , constructive operating income, and convergence).Also, in order ulatory provisions relating sharingto cost arrange-
to construct a CPI, one needs detailed financialnformationregardingsinilarbusi_ ments. This subject is not discussedin this article.

nesses. At the time needed, such data often may be either inaccessible (for exam-
2 Tax Reform Act of 1986, Public Law 99-514,
100 Stat. 2085, 2561-63 (1986).

ple, the comparables are privately-owned)or non-existent (for example, the com- 3. A Study of IntercompanyPricing, IRS Notice

parables are divisions or segments of integrated companies). Moreover, the selec- 88-123, 1988-2 C.B. 458 (commonly referred to as

tion ofbusinesseswhose data are to be used and the actual use of the available data the White Paper). For a discussion of the White
see

requires a series of subjective judgements, each of which presents a potential Paper, Cole, Working with the Section 482
White Paper 41 Tax Executive (Winter 1989), at

source for disagreement. 137.
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The proposed regulations are not structured to facilimte may eventually find themselves in the position of having to-

the prospectivesetting ofcomplyingtransferprices.The pro- convince foreign tax authorities to accept, not reject, the new

posed regulationsgenerally require a comparisonof a related U.S. regulatory provisions. The ultimate goal should be for
party's operating profit ratios with those of comparables for IRS (and forign tax authorities) to adopt rules that will serve

the tax year at issue, as well as the first precedingyear and the as a basis for uniformnternationalstandards and procedures.
first succeedingyear. Thus, by definition,most of such nfor-
mation will not be available in advance. An advance pricing

- Treasury's imminentreportto Congressontransferpricing
agreement (APA)may be helpful in this respect.4 may produce legislation. In addition to the regulatory pro-

cess, it is mportant to note that the Treasury Departmenthas
The proposedregulations adopt various positions the IRS prepared a report to Congress on transfer pricing which was

-

has taken in audits and, without success, before the courts. due 2 April 1992. This report could result in legislative
The proposed regulations contain provisions addressing the changes, ncluding procedural refinements and, possibly,
significanceof the presence or absence of related-partycon- major substantivechanges (althoughTreasury is on record as

tracts, the ability to consider togetherrelated transfersof tan- opposing substantivechanges).
gible property and intangibles, the comparison of data from
different years, and the need to consider the effects of sales

- Taxpayer reporting and recordkeepingobligationscontin-

volumes and other factors in assessing whether arm's length
ue. The proposed regulations do not address reporting and

transactions may be used to establish a comparable uncon- recordkeeping in the Section 482 context, although the

trolled price. All such issues have been the subject of dispute preamble to the proposed regulations suggests that new

in recent court decisions.5 requirementsmay be issued in the future.7 For foreign-owned
taxpayers, Section6038A and the regulations thereunderalso

Foreignacceptanceofthe U.S. conceptsmay be necessary remain in effect.8 The applicationof the recordkeepingobli--

to avoid double taxation. Certain of the transfer pricing gations under Section 6038A, however, should be heavily
methodologiesand principles embodied in the proposed reg- influencedby the new Section482 regulations,since the Sec-
ulations are somewhat novel and, accordingly, may not be tion 6038A regulationscontain an overriding relevancy limi-
fully understood by, or acceptable to, the tax authorities of tation. In addition, the Section 6038A regulations include a

other countries. Obviously, if two different sets of rules are procedure for obtaining District Director agreements on

applied in a cross-bordertransferpricing dispute, any compe- recordkeepingand record productionboth in connectionwith
tent authority proceedings designed to avoid double taxation an APA and otherwise.9 Again, such agreements should be
may be severely inhibited unless the results of the differing heavily nfluencedby the proposed regulations.
approaches happen to coincide. In this connection, the Trea-

sury Department has undertaken a programme to obtain
- Measures should be taken now to reduce exposure to sub-
stantial Section 482 adjustments and penalties. A 1990internationalacceptanceof the new U.S. concepts. amendment to the Code established severe penalties for net

An APA may become the best wayfor a taxpayer to ensure transfer pricing adjustments which exceed $ 10 million,-

that its tranferpncingpracticeswill not be challengedby the unless the taxpayercan establishthat it acted in good faith and
IRS. The uncertainties and other problems resulting from the with reasonable cause.l0 While the new regulations do not
new regulations make it all the more advantageous for a tax- address the penalty provisions, they do accord better treat-

payer to consideran APA. At the presenttime, it is the only way ment to those taxpayers whose transfer prices produceprofits
to effectivelyresolve, in advance, the myriadof transferpricing that are within or are only slightly outside the CPI. The clear
issues that will invariablyarise under the proposedregulations. message to taxpayers, therefore, is that they should be pre-
An APA would be especially useful, for example, in making pared to esmblish that they have made a reasonableefort to
such difficultdeterminations(requiredby the proposed regula- comply with the smmtory and regulatory requirements
tions) as identifying the tested party, choosing the applicable regarding transferpricing. As previously indicated, this can

business classification, determining the relevant comparables
and prfit level indicators, making appropriate adjustments, 4. Guidelineson securing advance pricing agreementswere issued by the IRS

and establishing convergence. In addition, the competent
in Rev. Proc. 91-22, 1991-11 I.R.B. 11.
5. See, e.g. U.S. Steel Corp. v. Commissioner,617 F.2d 942 (2nd Cir. 1980);authority procedure, which is an ntegral part of the APA pro- Sundstrand v. Commissioner,96 T.C. 226 (1991); Bausch & Lomb v. Commis-

cess, offers the opportunity to confront and resolve differences sioner, 92 T.C. 525 (1989),afd933 F.2d 1004 (2nd Cir. 1991).
with our treaty partners before they materialize, rather than 6. On the same date the IRS issued Rev. Proc. 91-22, it also issued Rev. Proc.

after the fact.6 This process requires agreement of each treaty 91-23, which updates the procedures for requesting competent authority resolu-
tion of disputes under U.S. tax treaties.

partner, and to date a significantnumberof U.S. treaty partners 7. 57 Fed. Reg. 3571, 3577 (1992). The Preamble states: [Q]uestionsregard-
have agreed to the process on a general or experimentalbasis. ing documentation and penalties will be addressed in [S]ections 6001, 6038,

6038A, 6038C, and 662(e) rather than under [S]ection482.
Comments can be presented to the IRS and constructive 8. Treas. Reg. 1.6038A, adopted by T.N. 8353, 14 June 1991.-

changes suggested. Interested taxpayers and organizations 9. Treas Reg. 1.6038A-3(e); see also Rev. Proc. 91-38. Agreements may

may provide the IRS with their writtencomments on the pro-
establish the records that must be maintained, how the records must be main-
tained, the retention period, by whom the records are to be maintined, which

posed rules. There will also be a public hearing which should industry segment profit and loss statements are material and a variety of other
serve as a useful forum to provide input to the IRS. While it matters. In most instances-the requirements will be reduced as compared to the

might be tempting to dwell on the defects and shortcomings safe harbourof the regulations.
10. IRC Sec. 6662(e) and (h). Where the net transferpricingadjustmentexceedsof the new rules, it should be recognized that many of the $ 10 million, the penalty is eqal to 20 percent of the adjustment, and where the

IRS' proposals will undoubtedly survive. Thus, taXpayerS amountexceeds $ 20 million, the penalty becomes40 percent
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be achievedwith certaintyby securing an APA. For those tax- 2. CAT method
payers who do not wish to proceed with an APA, they may be

The CAT method also nvolves to comparablearm'srecourse
required to show that their transfer prices were set with due
considerationgiven to the statute as revised in 1986 and to the length transactions,but its application is considerablybroad-

er than that of the MATCHmethod. The CAT methodmay be
proposed regulations as an official (although preliminary) used where the intangibles in the controlledand uncontrolled
expression of what the statute means. At a minimum, there-

transactions not exactly the The intangibles andare same.
fore, every affected taxpayer should consider a review and a

their stages of developmentmust still be sufficiently similar,revision, as necessary, of its current transfer pricing policies however, so that the differencescan be accountedfor throughand practices and be in a position to demonstrate the good
faith and reasonablenessof such policies and practices. adjustment and with reasonable accuracy in fixing the terms

of an appropriateconsiderationfor the controlledtransaction.

Adjustments for differences in economic conditions and/or
Il. DESCRIPTION contractual terms must also be made, but are permissible
A. Transfersof intangibles

even if they are not few in number or minor in effect. The

only requirement is that the adjustmentfor each material dif-
The proposedregulationsprescribe, in orderofpriority, three ference must be based on reliable and accurate data and be
methods for ascertaining an arm's length consideration for reasonably susceptible of quantification. Although the pro-
transfers of intangibles: posed regulations provide a series of examples to illustrate

(1) ihe matching transactionmethod (MATCH);11 the circumstancesin which the CAT method may or may not

(2) the comparableadjustable transactionmethod (CAT);12 be applied,17 they contain very limited guidance as to how to

and make appropriate adjustments or, for that matter, how to

(3) the comparableprofit method (COMP-PROFIT).13 locate and select transactions that will be deemed suitable
CAT comparables.As discussedbelow, the result of the CAT

Neither the IRS nor the taxpayer is required to establish the
method must be validated by the CPI.

napplicabilityof a higher priority method before applying a

lower priority method.14 In the absence of an agreement, 3. COMP-PROFITmethodhowever, either party has the option ofestablishing the appli-
cability_ofa higherpriority method. The COMP-PROFIT method must be used whenever both

It is important to note that these three methods will govern
the MATCH and CAT methods are inapplicable.The COMP-

any transfer of an intangible in a controlled transaction, PROFIT method utilizes the CPI to determine a transfer

including transfers of intangibles occurring through a sale of price, rather than simply for verification. Since the COMP-
PROFIT method focuses primarily on profits, its applicationgoods or the rendition of services - as long as the income

attributable to the intangible is material in relation to the requires the least transactional comparability between the

income attributable to the tangible property or services to
controlledand uncontrolledtransactions.The COMP-PROF-

which it relates.15 In applying these methods, the realm of IT method nvolves attribution of the operating profit levels

comparableshas been expandedby eliminatingthe rigid geo- actually realized by those ndependent businesses that are

graphicaland temporal restrictionsof prior law. On the other most similar to the controlledparties, based on the best avail-
able information. It is the method of last resort. It appears,hand, neither the CAT method nor the COMP-PROFIT

method will be regarded as applicable unless they produce therefore, that the COMP-PRFITmethod is ntended to be

results that are within the CPI.16 usable in virtually any situation. (The proposed regulations
do not indicate whether there are any circumstancesin which
the COMP-PROFITmethodwould be napplicableor how an

1. MATCH method
arm's length consideration is to be determined if there is a

The MATCH method entails matchingcontrolledand uncon- total absence or unavailabilityof data reflecting the financial
trolled transactions to one another to determine an arm's performance of relevant comparables.) Again, the proposed
length consideration for the controlled transaction. Transac- regulations do not provide sufficient guidance for finding or

tions are considered a match (or comparable) if the same choosing COMP-PROFITmethod comparables and, conse-

intangible is transferred in both the controlled and uncon- quently, these matters still remain a fertile field for disputes
trolled situations and the contractual terms and surrounding between the IRS and taxpayers.
economic conditionsare 'either the same or substantiallysim-
ilar. The requirementsfor applicationof the MATCH method 4. Effect of CPIs
are quite strict. The intangible involved must be essentially
identical in the two set of transactions. Furthermore, As stated, both the CAT method and the COMP-PROFIT

although adjustmentscan (and must) be made for differences method require constructionof a CPI.18 For the CAT method

in economic conditions and/or contractual terms (ncluding
geographicand use restrictions),adjustmentsare permissible

1 I. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(3).
12. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(4).

only if they are few in number and, taken together, they have 13. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(5).
only a minoreffect on the considerationcharged. Since the 14. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(2)(iii).
MATCH method relies on the most complete and accurate 15. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(1)(iii).

data and requires the fewest adjustments, it has the highest
16. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(1).
17. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(4)(vi).

priority where it is applicable. 18. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(0(1). 1
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to be valid its results must fall within the CPI; if not, the CAT recourse to a so-called fourth method is authorized, but
method cannot be used. A CPI also is used to determine the only if the CUP, resale price and cost plus methods have not

extent to which the IRS can make an adjustmentof the trans- been applied.25 (As in the case of the provisions dealing with
fer prices reported by the U.S. taxpayer where the COMP- intangibles, the napplicability of a higher priority method
PROFIT method is used. If the eported results are such that can be assumeduntil its applicabilityis established.)The new

the operating profit of the tested party is within the CPI, the regulations specifically confirm that fourth methods may
IRS cannot make an adjustment.19If, however, the operating nclude analyses based on profit level ndicators, such as

income of the tested party falls outside the CPI, the IRS operatingmargins, rates of return on assets and Brry ratios.26

adjustmentis to take nto accounthow far outside the interval
the tested party's operating income falls (unless either no

The proposedregulations'most significantchange to the rules

consideration was paid for the transferred intangibles or the relating to the sale of tangibleproperty is the requirementthat

consideration paid was substantially disproportionate to the a transferprice determinedunder the resale price, cost plus or

value of the intangibles, in which case the adjustmentwill be any fourth method must produce a level of operating
based on the most appropriatepoint in the CPI).2 Accord- ncome for the controlledparty that is within the CPI.27 As in

ngly, taxpayers falling well outside the CPI will find their the case of CAT, if the results produced by the resale price
adjustments made based on the most appropriate point in method or the cost plus method do not fall within the CPI, the

the nterval, whereas the adjustments for taxpayers close to method is deemed inapplicable. Apparently, other methods

the interval may be smaller than necessary to reach the most must then be tested until one produces results within the CPI.

appropriate point in the interval. An example in the pro-
In assessing the reliability and applicabilityof fourthmeth-

posed regulations and statements made by Treasury officials ods for pricing tangible property, the method that produces a

suggest that this procedure will result in a dollar-for-dollar result that is at or closest to the mostappropriatepoint with-

adjustment. That is, for each dollar outside of the CPI, there in the CPI will be regarded as the best approach.
is an adjustment of the same number of dollars within the The new regulationspermit the IRS to apply each of the pric-
CPI, but not beyond the most appropriatepoint. However, ng methods to product lines or other groupings where there
the dollar-for-dollarconcepthas not been expressed as a spe- are a large number of transactions and it is impractical to
cific rule because the Treasury recognizes that there might be ascertain an arm's length price for each transaction. The IRS
disagreementon the parameters of the CPI. This adjustment is further allowed to employ reasonable statistical sampling
rule is designed to encourage taxpayerefforts to complywith techniques for this purpose.28
the proposed regulations. When considered in combination
with the reasonable cause exception to the transfer pricing The scope of the tangible property pricing methods are sig-
penalties, taxpayers have a strong ncentive to take the pro_ nificantly reduced because of the rule that requires applica-
posed regulations into account in formulating their transfer tion of the intangiblepricing methods to transfers ofproperty
pricing programmes. (or the rendition of services) if the ncome attributable to

associated intangibles is material. The tangiblepropertypric-
ing methods would continue to apply, however, where the

B. Sales of tangibleproperty relevant intangibles are developed by the transferee of the

The proposedregulationsretain the same methods of pricing tangible property, since, in such circunstance,no controlled
transfer of an intangible is nvolved. In this situation, the pro-for tangible property as those set forth in the original regula-

tions: the comparable uncontrolled price (CUP), resale posed regulations generally would apply the cost plus
method, reversing th priority of the resale price method

price and co'st plus methods.21 The CUP method continues to
/ under the existing regulations.have first priority if CUP comparables are available. In

applyingCUP, the proposedregulations include a list of addi-
tional factors that nust be evaluated for price effects: sales C. The comparableprofit interval (CPI)
volume, inventory turnover rates, and advertising and war-

ranty practices.22 As indicated above, the construction of a CPI - a range of
/ profitability - is the most meaningful innovation included in

Where the CUP method is napplicable, the decision as to the new,regulations. Conceptually, it constitutes a potential
whether to use the resale price or cost plus approaches safe harbourzone for transfers of ntangibles in transactions

depends upon which method relies on the most complete and that do not lend themselves to the MATCH or CUP methods.
accurate data and requires the fewest and most readily quan- The problem, of course, is that in the absence of an APA, a

tifiable adjustments. (This rule contrasts with the priority of
the resale price method over the cost plus method under the 19. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(5)(ii).
current regulations.)23 The proposed regulations note that 20. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(5)(iii).
ordinarily recourse to the resale price method is more appro- 21. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(ii).

priate where a manufacturer sells products to an affiliated 22. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(2)(ii).
23. Compare Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(ii) with Treas. Reg. 1.482-

distributor that resells the articles without further processing 2(e)(l)().
or the use of significant intangibles. If, however, the affiliat- 24. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(ii)
ed buyer further processes the products or uses significant 25. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(iii);Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(iv).

26. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(iv).
intangibles, the cost plus method will normally be more 27. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(i),(iv).
appropriate.24 As in the case of the existing regulations, 28. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(e)(1)(v)
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taxpayer can have no assurance that the range it believes is - other margins (such as the ratio of operating income to

justified is one that the IRS will accept. Nonetheless,the mere labourcosts or the ratio of operating income to all expens-
recognition by the IRS that there is an acceptable range of es other than those included in cost of goods sold)
profits offers an elementof flexibility lacking in the old regu- - comparableprofits splits (residual and overall).34
lations and affords taxpayers significantopportunity to mini-
mize exposure to Section 482 adjustments and penalties. The proposed regulations indicate that the IRS will also con-

sider any other ndicator that reflects a perceptible relation-

There are six steps involved in constructing the CPI.29 Several ship between various factors and income if the taxpayr
of these steps entail essentially mechanical or arithmetic pro- can demonstrate that the indicator can be, and is in fact, reli-

cedures. At least three of the steps, however, will require con- ably applied.
siderableskill and knowledge,as they involve locating,assem- The actual computation of the tested party's constructive
bling, nterpreting, adjusting, and applying commercial and operating income involves imputing to the tested party a dol-
financial data and information.The six steps are as follows: lar amount of ncome equal to that which it would have real-

ized had it experienced the same PLI results as the potentialStep One: Select the controlledparty whoseprofts are to be
cantested.30The testedparty can be any one of the affiliatedbusi- comparables. This be done by using several different

PLIs derived from a single potential comparableor by usingnesses that is a party to the controlled transaction, ncluding
one r more PLIs derived from multiple potential compara-an entity that is not under examinationby the IRS. This may bles. Before these calculations made, however, it isare nec-

thus include a foreign party not subject to U.S. taxation.
to party two

Since the tested party should be the one whose operating essary adjust the financial data for the tested in
to

income can be verified using the most reliable data and with ways: (i) reflect any Section 482 allocations other than
those made for transfer pricing purposes but that affect the

the fewest adjustments, the tested party normally will be the
tested party's ncome, and (ii) to reconcile material differ-

transferee in the case of a transfer of an intangible.31 Where
ences between the accounting treatment employed by the

there is a transfer of tangible property, if the resale price
method is being applied, the tested party ordinarily will be potential comparables and the tested party. In this latter

the related buyer (reseller) of the products; where the cost regard, it is particularly important to restate assets and
income where, for example, the tested party's financialassets

plu method i used, the tested party ordinarily will be the
seller in the controlled transaction.

or nventory are inordinately high (or low) in relation to the

potential comparables.
Step Two: Find the comparables whose proftability will be To illustrate the application of Step Three, assune that a
used to establish the CP1.32 Comparable businesses whose potential conparable's ROA for the tested period was 28.4
functions and circumstances are most similar to the relevant percent, its operating margin was 12.5 percent and its Berry
operations of the tested party must be identified. To identify ratio was 138.5 percent. After adjustrnentof the testedparty's
relevant comparables, it will ordinarily become necessary to financial statement to conform it to that of the potential com-
define and isolate (or segment) the particularcontrolledoper- parable, the amountof the tested party's incone is recalculat-
ations to be tested and then correlate them to those of busi- ed by imputing to it the same ROA, operating margin and
nesses dealing with one another at ann's length. The delin- Berry ratio as that of the potential comparable. To the extent
eation of the tested operationsby function, product, market or other potential comparables can be found, the process is
the like, should be as broad as possible to encompass all repeated, forming a data base as comprehensiveas the avail-
potential comparables,yet sufficientlynarrow so as to include able and reliable inforrnationwill permit.
only relevantdata and information.Needless to say, the selec-
tion (andappropriatesegmentation)ofpropercomparablesis Step Four: Determine the Comparable Proft Interval

critical, since, if there is any seriouserror at this point, the suc- (CPI).35The CPI is determinedby selecting those amounts

ceeding steps in the analysis are rendered academic. of constructive operating income derived from the potential
comparables for the tested party which converge to form a

Step Three: Compute the constructiveoperating income of range that is reasonably restricted in size. The economic
the tested party based on the financial perormance of the theory underlying this procedure is that where there is a con-

comparables.33 The constructive operating incme of the vergence of the constructiveoperating ncomes (i.e. the com-

tested party is computed by applying the profit lavel ndica-
tors (PLIs)derivedfrom the comparablesto the testedparty. 29. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(3)

30. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(4).The ability to perform this exercise depnds on thc extent to 31. This assumes that the transfereewill not have its own sef-developedintan-
which reliable data is available for the comparables and the gibles. If it does, it is far from clear who the tested party should be. Is it the party
extent to which the PLIs provide a reliable basis for compar- with the least valuable intangibles,or does one test both parties In the lattercase

ng the profits of the uncontrolledparties to those of the tested there would be two CPIs to deal with. The proposed regulations do not provide
on to

party. Once again, the new regulationsleavethe taxpayerto its guidance how proceed in such circumstances.
32. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(5).

own devices. However, the revised rules do specify which 33. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(6)
PLIs the IRS may regard as probative. They are: 34. Definitions of various accounting terms relevant to all the PLIs, such as

sales gross income,operatingexpenses,operating incomeand assets,
rate of return on assets (ROA) are provided Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(6)(iii)(B). The computational

-

at

ratio of operating ncome to sales (operatingmargin) methods for the various PLIs are provided at Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-
-

2(f)(6)(iii)(C).
ratio of gross ncome to operatingexpenses (Berry ratio) 35. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(7).-
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parables' PLIs produce similar amounts of imputed profits The language of the general regulatory provisions has
for the tested party), such results indicate that the potential been amended, however, to provide that the test to be

comparables and the tested party are similar. Proceeding applied in all intercompany dealings is whether uncon-

from this premise, the converging constructive operating trolled taxpayers exercising sound business judgement
incomes can be used to set the boundariesof the CPI. Where would have agreed to the same terms given the actual cir-
there is divergence, the disparate PLI data will be excluded cumstancesunder which the controlled taxpayers dealt.39
unless further adjustments can be made to reduce the differ-
ences to acceptable levels. 2. Under the proposed regulations, the IRS will be autho-

rized to consider the combined effect of all transactions -

The proposed regulations include a number of examples that betweenmembers of an affiliatedgroup to deteminetheir
demonstratehow the CPI is formed and how the data is to be respective true taxable income and to make allocations
construedand applied. One of the most informativeexamples of ncome on the basis of the realities, rather than the
involves a situation where the tested party is an exclusive legalistic formalities, of the controlled transactions.40
U.S. distributor of its foreign parent's products.36 Eight Thus, for example, the new regulations specifically per-
potental comparablesare identified and their ROAs, operat- mit the IRS to treat a party that sells its entire output to an

ng margins, and Berry ratios are used as PLIs. Since their affiliate as a contractmanufacturereven if there is no con-

individual PLIs vary considerably from company-to-compa- tract requiring the latter to purchaseall the seller's output.
ny, they produce a rather broad range of constructiveoperat-
ng incomes, some ofwhich are well above or well below the 3. The proposed regulationsattempt to clarify ownershipof
tested party's actual reported income. However, the construc- an ntangible for Section482 purposes:
tive operating incomes derived from four of the potential - In the absence of a qualified cost sharing arrangement
comparables are clustered together. According to the pro- (whether actual or as constructed by the IRS), there is a

posed regulations, this convergence provides persuasive single tax owner depending on who qualifies as the
evidence that these four independentdistributorsare not only developer. Other participants in the process are

similar to one another, but that the tested party, had it been referred to as assister.
operating at arm's length, should have registered operating In determining who is the developer of the intangible,-

income within the range of operating ncomes derived from
greatest weight will be given to who bore the costs and

these particular comparables. Accordingly, the CPI for the risk ofdeveloping the intangibleand who made available
controlled U.S. distributor was fixed by the constructive (without adequate compensation) property and services
operating ncomes of these four closest comparables. The contributing to its development. Other relevant factors
data for the other potential comparableswas disregarded. include the location of the development activities, the

Step Five: Determinethe mostappropriatepoint withinthe capabilityofeach controlledtaxpayerto carry on the pro-
CPI to set the tested party's arm's length income.37 In cases ject ndependently, the extent to which each controlled

where the CPI is not being employed merely to validate the taxpayer controls the project and the actual conduct of
results under a priority method, the most appropriatepoint the controlled taxpayers. Any assister must be compen-
in the range may have to be determined. This would be sated for its services or for a deemedoan, and the devel-

required where the COMP-PROFITmethod is used and the oper alone is entitled to the income from the intangible.
reported results of the tested party are not within the CPI or - In an apparent attempt to augmentU.S. tax revenues, the
close to it. It would also be needed to test a fourth method proposedregulations illustrate the developer-assisterrule
under the rules relating to tangibles.The proposedregulations with an example in which a U.S. subsidiary which dis-

provide that if statistical techniqueswere used to construct the tributes its foreign parent's products is treated as the

CPI, the most appropriate point should be determined using developer of the enhanced U.S. rights to the trade
statistical measures of central tendency. If statistical tech- name that is legally owned by its foreign parent. This

niques were not used, various qualitativefactors are to be con- determination is predicated on the fact that the U.S. sub-

sidered, with specialweightbeing accorded to those particular sidiary has paid the promotional and advertising expen-
comparablesand PLIs that appear to be most relevant. ditures that have popularizedthe trade name in the U.S.41

Step Six: Determine the transfer price for each controlled
transaction.38This final step, applicable only when Step Five 36. Prop. Treas. Reg 1.482-2(0(ii)(Example3).

becomes operative, simply involves the conversion of the 37. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(8).
38. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(f)(9).

most appropriatepoint within the CPI to a transferprice for 39. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(b)(1).
the controlled transactions. 40. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-1(b)(1).

41. See Prop. Treas. Reg. l.482-2(d)(8)(iv)(Example4). A careful examina-
tion of this example suggests that its appropriatescope may be relativelynarrow.

D. Other noteworthyprovisions In the example, the U.S. subsidiary incurred$5 millionofexpensespromotingthe

trade name for which it was not reimbursedby its foreignparent. It wouldappear,
Other provisions in the proposed regulations that should be however, that assuming the U.S. distributor earned normal levels of operating
noted include the following: income in each year, it would be incorrect to conclude that the U.S. distributor

had not been effectivelyreimbursedfor the expensesofpromotng the trade name

1. Despite the 1986 amendment to Section 482, the pro-
in the U.S. The very fact that the distributorrealized a normal amount of income

posed regulations state unequivocally that the arm's
would indicate that it had either been directly reimbursed for its promotional
expendituresor that reimbursementhadbeen reflectedin the transferprices it was

length standard will continue to apply in all instances. charged.
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4. The IRS will be expressly empowered to make peridic (i) the possibility of creating safe harbour profit ranges
adjustments (normally on an annual basis) to long-term constructedby reference to pre-establishedbnchmarkstan-

arrangements involving intangibles, with limited excep- dards such as published rates of return on assets, (ii) the
tions.42 recognition of PLIs other than those identified in the pro-

5. While the propsed, regulations include overall profit posed rules and (iii) the treatmentof lump-sumpayments.

splits and residualprofit splits as PLIs, as a practicalmat- Finally, it should be observedthat the IRS seems to recognize
ter their use will be quite limited because these methods the problems involving availability and access to appropri-
cannot be applied except where comparable (arm's ately refined comparable data needed for purposes of select-
length) splits betweenuncontrolledparties can be found. ing the most appropriate pricing method and developing\

6. Because the IRS is normally obligated to considera con-
CPIs. In this connection, while the IRS believes it currently

trolled party's performance in the year before and the has the authority to summons third party comparable infor-

year after the one under examination, it may very well mation, it is sensitive to the dual concems that the business

become possible for a taxpayer to avoid a Section 482 upon which the summons is served is entitled to confidential-

allocation in a single aberrant year (e.g. a year in which ity for its trade secrets, while the taxpayerunder audit is enti-

its actual results are outside the range of normal prof- tled to review and cross-examinethe data sources. Possible

itability for that one period). legislativeapproachesare being explored.

E. Effectivedate and relatedmatters Ill. CONCLUSION
It is proposed that the new regulatory rules will become effec- The proposed Section 482 regulations deal with one of the
tive for taxable years beginning after 31 December 1992.43 most important and perplexing international tax issues now
Nevertheless, the 1986 commensurate-with-the-income being addressed by taxpayers and governments alike. The
amendment t the statute is generally effective for taxable IRS' acceptance of an ncome range concept, its adoption of
years beginning after 31 December 1986. The amendment a sound business judgement standard and its focus upon
does not apply,.however,to existing intangiblestransferred(or operating income are all positive developrnents.But there are

licensed) to foreign persons before 17 November 1985, or to still a great many problems that must be solved.
others before 17 August 1986. While it appears that the grand-
father provisions are not applicable to Puerto Rico and other If the final regulations are to advance the nterpretationsand
U.S. possessions,a contrary argumentcan be made. administrationof the statute, they must be workable. In addi-

tion, they must be acceptable in principle (ifnot application)According to the preamble to the proposed regulations, until to the internationaltax conmunity,so that probably the threat
1993 the statutory amendment is to be applied using any ofdouble taxationwill be materially reduced.At a minimum,
reasonable method not inconsistent with the statute. The this will probabl require simplificationof the CPI conceptIRS further states that it willconsider a method that applies and/or additional elenents of regulatory flexibility, such as
the proposed regulations or their general principles to be a the ntroduction of predetermined safe harbours. Transfer
reasonable method. Thus, the proposed regulations are pricing administration must also be made nore consistent
clearly relevant to any taxable year and transfer covered bY and predictable.the 1986 amendment. For earlier transactions, the proposed
regulations set forth methods that may well rnake business The IRS also needs to seriously consider the fundanental
and economic sense in particular circumstances, and, there- question of which taxpayers ought to be subjected to inten-

fore, can properly be consideredboth by the taxpayerand the sive transfer pricing scrutiny. For all practical purposes the
IRS as fourth methods under the existing regulations. multinational businesses that operate in high tax-rate coun-

tries are tax stakeholdersand are essentiallyneutral as to how
Since the hew regulations were issued in proposed form and the respective taxing authority share the revenues.
comments have been solicited, it is quite possible that some

of its provisionsmay undergo further revision. In this regard, 42. Prop. Treas. Reg. 1.482-2(d)(6).
the IRS has specifically requested comments with respect to 43. 57 Fed. Reg. 3601 (1992) (to be codifiedat 26 C.F.R. pt. 1, par. 4).
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1 I. INTRODUCTION Canada Tax Service and othernational
and internationaltax publications.

The release by the United States of proposed new regulations governing transfer

pricing in the United States will force other countries to consider just where the
Contents

transfer pricing issue is heading. Since 1986 the United States has consistently
sought to tightenup its rules in this area and the draft regulationsprovide the latest I. Introduction

A. U.K. and U.S. cross-border
focus for assessing the extent to which the United States has broadened its tax base investment
looking towards a larger share of the total tax take on cross-border nvestment. B. The special Canadian/U.S.
More importantly, the question also needs to be asked whether there is anything in relationship
the U.S. approach that relates to the changedneeds of tranferpricing provisions in C. Resolution of transfer pricing

disputes
a global economy. Il. The Emergenceof Transfer Pricing

.

The nitiative against foreign-ownedU.S. businesses was seemingly motivated, in A. Initial purpose

important part, by the success of Japanese products in the U.S. market on the one
B. Expansion of international trade

and investment
hand, and on the other, by the scant success of U.S. products in the Japanese mar-

ket, and the remote likelihood that Japanese-ownedU.S. subsidiaries would con-
IIl. Transfer Pricing in a Global Economy

A. Nature of multinationaloperationstribute taxes to the U.S. Treasury. However, the U.S.'s concern about its erodirg B. Decline of the national product
national tax base, ref[ected in its reaction to foreign nvestment, is not confined to C. Commercialv. fiscal authority
the Japanese. A number of the U.S.'s longstanding trading partners who have tra- approaches

D. International system v. protectionditionally shown no particular hostility or aversion to U.S. investment in their of domestic tax base
countries are now finding themselves considering whether the United States has
tilted the playing field unacceptablyagainst foreign investmentin the United States IV. The U.S. Section 482 Proposed

Regulations
or, more generally, has sought to impose through its transfer pricing rules a sys- A. Relaxation of White Paper
tematic bias in favour of allocatingmultinationalncome to the United States. approach

B. Comparableprofit interval test
Most of the developed nations are potentially affected by the U.S. developments, C. Priority of methodology
but the two main cross-border investor/tradercountries with the United States are V. U.S. Transfer Pricing Developments
the United Kingdom and Canada. 1986-1992

A. Tax Reform Act of 1986
B. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

A. U.K. AND U.S. cross-borderinvestment Acts of 1989 and 1990
C. The Pickle Hearings

It is the United Kingdom which is the largest foreign investor in the United States D. Advance pricing agreements
with 31.5 percent of foreign investment, way ahead of Japan which is in second E. Section 482 proposed regulations
place with only 16.9 percent.1 Unlike Japan, there is considerablereciprocity. SOI V. The U.S. Tax System and
figures2 quoted by Ways and Means OversightSubCommitteeChairman,J.J. Pick- International Investment

le at the hearing in Washington on 10 and 12 July 1990 (the Pickle Hearings) Vll. Differences in General Approaches
show that U.S. companies reported $ 102 billion sales in the United Kingdom,just to Taxation

behind Canada with $ 108 billion, and way ahead ofGermanywith $ 72 billion and A. U.K. transfer pricing
B. Canadian transfer pricingJapan with $ 28 billion. Figures3 show that in 1990 the United Kingdom accounted

for 25 percent of all U.S. exports to the European Community (EC), which is the Vlll. An International System for Transfer
Pricing

-

largest export market for the United States. The United States is also a major
nvestor in the United Kingdom which is, in addition, the main gateway for U.S. IX. Conclusion

nvestment into the EC which now forms a larger market than the United States.4
1. 1989 figures for internationaltrade, releasedby
the Association for InternationalInvestment.

B. The special CanadianIU.S.relationship 2. Statistics of Income data produced by the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service.

Canada, with its border with the United States, has longstanding special links. 3. U.S. Departmentof Commerce.
4. Figures for 1990 show GDP: United States

These are, and have for some time, been reflected in two ways. First, between $ 5,423.4billion,EC$ 5,925.2billion,Japan $ 2,812.48
Canada and the United States there is substantialbilateral trade generally and intra- billion, Canada $ 649.4 billion.
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firm trade in particular.5 Second, there are strong structural become an issue of much concern until the late 1960s when
links such as the recently entered Canada-U.S. Free Trade intemational trade and investment began to reach new

Agreement, which contemplates the reduction and ultimate heights.
eliminationof tariff barriers and other impedimentsof trade.
There is also the longstanding (since 1965) Automotive
Products Trade Agreement (the Auto Pact). B. Expansionof internationaltrade and investment

The economies of Canada and the United States are connect- By the mid 1970s, increased communicationand technologi-
ed functionally and structurally in important ways. In some cal advances had meant that the developed nations, which

respects, proposals in the recent Canadian budget (25 Febru- were inevitably high tax countries, had a problem on their

ary 1992)6 which are designed to protect and stimulate the hands preserving their tax base. Governments and fiscal

Canadianmanufacturingsector are evidence of this. The bud. authorities respondedon two fronts.

get proposes certain domestic corporate income tax rate

reductionsand a phased-inreductionin treaty withholdingtax First, expertise was developed in transfer pricing matters.

rates on direct (substantial investment) dividends which, There was particular emphasis on transactions where

interestingly,will result in a tax rate bias in favourofcarrying researchand developmentwere conducted (tax deductible) in

on manufacturingin Canada. At present, to the extent that tax high tax areas, but the larger share ofprofits from the fruits of

rate structuresare material to locationsdecisions, there is a tax that research were held and exploitedby an offshore compa-
bias away from Canada of some fourpercentagepoints of tax. ny. Industry statistics were often used as a guide when adjust-

ng prices. The major developed nations worked together
C. Resolutionof transferpricing disputes through the OECD and produced two reports on transferpric-

ing: Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises in
Both Canada and the United Kingdomhave a history of ami- 1979, and a second report TransferPricing and Multination-

cably resolving transfer pricing issues with the United States al Enterprises, Three Taxation Issues, in 1984. The three
under competent authority procedures and there are estab- issues were corresponding adjustments and mutual agree-
lished communicationchannels, together with an amount of ment procedures,multinationalbanking enterprises and allo-

goodwill. However, it would be unrealistic to expect that this cation of central managementand service costs. The second

system could, or indeed should, cope with the explosion of report was more sophisticated than the first, ndicating then
transfer pricing disputes that will arise with the emerging how fast transfer pricing was moving on.

global economy. The way forward has to be by recognizing
that transferpricing is due for a substantialchangeofempha- Second, the aggressiveuse of tax havens by domestic corpo-
sis and analysis and that any workable solution has to be rations was dealt with by introducing a new type of anti-

based on an nternationallyacceptable system. avoidance legislation - the controlled foreign corporation
(CFC)provisionswhich attributeback to the country of the

parent companyprofits accumulatedin offshoresubsidiaries.
Il. THE EMERGENCE OF TRANSFER PRICING Examples nclude the U.S. Subpart F legislation, Canadian

foreign affiliate (and in particular the foreign accrual prop-
A. Initialpurpose erty income (FAPI) rules), the German Aussensteuerge-
Transfer pricing provisions were first introduced at the time setz and the U.K. controlled foreign company provisions.

This legislationprovideda simplersolution to catching trans-
of World War I, the United Kingdom enacting legislation in

actions with special pricing which allocated profits sub-
1915, closely followed by the United States in 1917. The

to

sidiaries in low tax areas. The CFC legislation does not, of
Canadiantransferpricingprovisionsoriginatedin the Income
War Tax Act (which applied before 1949) and continue in course, provide a solution for offshoreparent companieswho

modified form in the present law. The aim of the legislation
extract higher than arn's length payments from their sub-

on
was simple. War had meant higher taxes and businesseswere

sidiaries, althoughwithholding taxes interestand royalties
to be discouraged from tax avoidance by pricing goods and can have a part to play here; likewise limitation of benefit

services too cheaply to foreign associates or purchasing provisions in tax treaties. Thin capitalizationprovisions may

goods and services from those associates at high rates in also hit aggressiveuse of debt financing.
order to deplete taxable profit in the high tax country and
accumulateprofit overseas in a foreign associate which was

The 1980s ended with the fiscal authorities, albeit some

subject to a lower ratef tax overseas. reluctantly, demonstrating an awareness that the complex
issue ofhow to adapt transfer pricing to the emerging global

Thus the initial role was as much preventativeas operational, economy was not something that could be avoided in any-
for once provisions were on the Statute book, an obvious tax thing other than the very short term.

deficiency had been remedied. It did not matter that if a dis-

pute did arise, it could be difficult, time consumingand cost- 5. A study, International Investment: Canadian Developments in a Global

ly to resolve. Context, by Investment Canada (January 1991) describes the significance of
U.S.-Canadabilateral trade. For example, in 1985 almost one-halfof all exports

The period of economic recovery after World War I was from the United States to Canada and one-third of exports from Canada to the

swiftly followed by the world depression of the 1930s, and
United States were accounted for by intra-corporatetrade.
. For discussionof the Budget, Sapona, 1992 Budget: Easing the Bur-o. a see

then by World War II, so transfer pricing did not really den, 46 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation(March 1992), at 248.
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Ill. TRANSFER PRICING IN A - there is a massive gap between commercial thinking and

GLOBAL ECONOMY fiscal authority thinking;
-each global web has its own specialities and approaches

A. Nature ofmultinationaloperations and there are few if any reliable directly comparable trans-

actions outside that global web.
The 1980s saw the development towards a global economy.
As the 1990s arrived so, withoutdoubt, did a global economy It does not seem that the gap between commercial thinking
become a fact. Its existence can no longerbe denied. and fiscal authority thinking will lessen in time. On the con-

trary, it may only broaden. Fiscal authority thinking is nation-
The operational blueprint of a multinational enterprise al not global, and works solely (or at least principally) on

(MNE)has changed. To continue to operate successfullyin methodologyfor establishingindividual transactionprofit.By
a fast moving world, an MNE often centralizes technical contrast,commercialthinkingof an MNE is global not nation-
research, financial managementand marketing and has to be al, the emphasis is on consolidated accounts or results; indi-
ready to switch manufacturing or assembly to where cost vidual transactionprofit may not be a yardstick. For example,
efficient or trained labour is available to cope with a new centralizationmay be the most importantfactor as in Japanese
product. Managementmust communicateacross three eight- business methods, unit locationmay be importantand is a tra-
hour time zones and do so almost instantaneouslyby fax or ditional U.S. business approach, cash flow may be a leading
telephone. The brain of an MNE is no longer all n one factor in financial trades, and total world sales may be the
place at any one time, or, unlike tax regimes, necessarily yardstick for a few specialistproducts, such as automobiles.
associated with any particularnational jurisdiction.

The fiscal authorities who themselves have access, albeit on

The less sophisticated transactions which transfer pricing a confidential basis, to detailed informationon various com-
was originally devised to deal with are now largely obsolete. petitors within an industry often seem unable to comprehend
Transferpricing was about tax avoidance in a backgroundof that the competitors do not have that same detailed informa-

relatively straightforwardinternationaltrade and investment. tion about each other. Even if they did, two competitors in the

It applied only to a small percentageof nternationaltransac_ same market may have important differences in conmercial

tions. Tax avoidancewas often at the centre. approach. Though a successfulbusiness will always monitor
some aspects of wht competitors are doing, the commercial

Transfer pricing is now about allocation of income of an thrust comes from intemal technological and product devel-
MNE between nations. It applies to virtually all intemational opments or a response to customer requirements.
transactions of an MNE and, because of technological
advancementsand split functions,an MNE has more interna-

D. Internationalsystem v. protectionoftional transactions than ever before. Tax avoidance, if pre-
sent, is at the margins, not at the centre. domestic tax base

It follows that in the global economy of the 1990s transfer

B. Decline of the nationalproduct pricing poses problems that can only be solved by an intema-

tionally acceptable system for the allocationof income of an

Perhaps the most indicativeas well as disturbingaspect of the MNE. In many instancesprofit split, by designor by effect if
global economy is the decline of the nationalproduct and this not by name, will be the answer. To be avoided at all costs is
could well be at the forefront of the reluctance of govern- a situation where high tax countries (HTCs) expand their
ments to address some of the problems. RobertB. Reich writ- domestic tax bases by transfer pricing methodology; this
ing in the HarvardInternationalReview7 made the point that would be a race to the bottom in which there would be no

[t]he notion that products have national origins is so deeply winners,only losers. The global economy would be stifledby
ingrainedthat governmentsand the publics they represent are economic double taxation and important economic activity
unable to adjust to emerging reality; and he identified the would be directed away from HTCs.
decline of the national product as meaning that:

international trade is not in finished products but in com-- Though theoretically the mutual agreement procedure
ponents which are then combined to create value; (MAP) under the tax treaty network might be said to be of

-trade no longer occurs in arm's length transactions assistance in alleviating problems of double taxation, in prac-

betweenbuyers in one nation and sellers in another; tice it is a lengthyprocess, and always potentiallyunsatisfacto-

trade occursbetweenpeoplewithinthe same globalweb who ry in that the competentauthoritiesare only bound to attempt to
-

are likely to deal repeatedlywith each other across borders. reach agreement; failure to agree is always a possibility. MAP
is no more than an unsatisfactory fall-back provision when

Relating this economicdistinctionto transferpricing, the fact things go wrong, and that is the crux of the issue. MAP equals
is that many persons within a given global web may be relat- failure. It applies when the domestic tax systems of countries
ed parties to which transferpricing provisionswill apply. do not agree on what is an arm's length price on a cross-border

transaction; the solution is to find a workablenternationalsys-

C. Commercialv. fiscal authorityapproaches tem. MAP is also unhelpful in a planningcontext, operating as

it does in relation to past events put in issue by tax authorities.
The two main difficulties in allocating the income and expen-
diture between all parties within a global web for tax purpos- 7. Robert R. Reich, Multinational Corporatons and the Myth of National
es are: Origin, HarvardInternationalReview (Summer 1991).
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IV. THE U.S. SECTION 482 PROPOSED Internationally, there are three potential areas of difficulty
REGULATIONS with the CPI. First, the word profit as opposed to price

indicates a belief that there will always be profits, deter-

A. Relaxationof White Paperapproach minable by internationallycommon or acceptable standards,
when in truth there may be genuine commercial losses, as

The encouraging aspect of the proposed regulations is that well as different notions or conceptions of profit. Interna-
their introductionclearly demonstratesan understandingand tional practice is not that only transfer prices which produce
perhaps sensitivity that the central problem is international an acceptable profit meet the arm's length test. Second,
allocation of income of an MNE. However, this advance in where tangibles are concerned, there is an argument that
thinking is then underminedsomewhatbecause the perceived internationalpractice does not require that if the resale price
solution is expressed in conventional methodology, e.g. the or cost plus method is used, it must be validated by another
prominenceof matching transaction and exactly comparable further test. Whetherthese difficultiesare more apparent than
transaction tests. More importantly, perhaps, any approach real will depend upon how difficult the CPI requirement
that draws its strength or significance from the conventional proves to be in practice and what compromises are made.
methodologies ignores the fundamental international con- Third, the three-year CPI period specifies the use, for trans-
cern, i.e. the interjurisdictional allocation of income that, fers of intangibles, of third party data for present and future
increasingly, has no national home. In many instances the taxable years, so there is no certainty of tax treatment at

regulationsmay have the effect of enlarging the U.S. tax base transactiondate.
and so leaving MAP to deal with the problem of economic
double taxation. The real difficulty arises in finding reliable information on

financial margins on competitors' activities on which to com-

Certainly the proposed regulations, with the main emphasis pute the CPI. It is simply envisaged that this informationmay
on intangibles (including patents, know-how, copyrights, be culled from available financial data. This means mainly
trade marks, franchises,methods, technicaldata, etc.) contain publishedaccounts, which may not be a reliable ndicator. Not
some welcome relaxation from what was foreshadowed in only do methodsof accountingtreatmentvary, but the accounts
the 1988 White Paper.8 There are implied suggestionsthat the rarely contain sufficientdetail to be sure that one is compaing
U.S. tax policymakersrecognizethat transferpricing analysis like with like. Industry statistics, if available, are often based
is unlikely to yield an arithmeticallycorrect or precise deter- on accounts or on responses to questionnaires which are not
mination. Furthermore,there is a thread of a philosophicalor looking for profit margins on an arm's length basis.
tax policy shift which realizes that, fundamentally,what is at

issue is international income allocation according to a
The very fact that the CPI test is being applied means that

method which is as likely to be as imperfectas it is imprecise. there is no matching or exactly comparable third party trans-

There is also a willingness to consider safe harbour rules. action, so the taxpayer has to identify an uncontrolledentity
These are indications that U.S. thinking is moving forward. carrying on a roughly similar trade and then get what little

published financial and trading data there is on that competi-
Another example is that the comparableadjustable transac- tor and, withoutany facilities for verificationor further infor-
tion method (CATS) for intangibles is a useful liberaliza- mation, apply a series of tests to try and arrive at an appropri-
tion of the White Paper's nexact comparable method. ate CPI. Infuriatingly,this is one instance where the IRS will
CATS allows the taxpayer to make a fair number of adjust- have considerablymore informationthan the taxpayeron that
ments to take into account different circumstances and con- taxpayer's competitors, but the confidentiality requirement
tractual terms. But the vital question is whether it will work will, quite rightly, prevent that information being disclosed
in practice. The answer, alas, may be not that often, simply when a CPI test is required. Moreover, if taxpayers' competi-
because taxpayers will have difficulty in demonstrating that tors were to actually cooperatewith each other to find a solu-
they meet the additional requirement of the comparable tion to allocation of profit on transactions, they could find
profit interval test. themselves in breach of the U.S. anti-trust laws.

B. Comparableprofit interval test C. Priorityof methodology
The comparableprofit interval test (CPI) is in fact the keY Naturally the draft regulationsput as first pririty the match-
to the new regulationswhich specify six stages in developing ing transactionbasis for intangiblesand the exactcomparable
and applying a CPI. This test is applicablenot only to intan- basis for tangibles. However in practice these methods will
gibles to which the CATS and comparable profit method rarely, if ever be used for there are few instances when
(CPM) applies, but also to tangibles where the resale price, matching or exactly comparable transactionsexist.
cost plus and fourth methods are used. In one sense, the

concept is an attractive one which accepts that there may be Indirectly the proposed regulations recognize this because

more than one arm's length price. A taxpayer's profit from they eliminate, for licences of ntangibles and sales of tangi-
the transfer of tangible or intangiblepropertywill be accept. ble goods, the restriction in the existing regulations whereby
ed as arm's length if it falls within a range of profitability a lower-priority method cannot be used without first estab-

(taken over a three- year period) in relation to what a similar-
ly situated uncontrolled third party taxpayer earned from

8. A Study of Intercompany Pricing, a consultative document released in
1988 by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service albeit representing the combined

comparablebusiness transactions. efforts of experts in the IRS and the U.S. Treasury.
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lishing that no higher-priority method applies. Therefore a Recordkeeping and compliance requirements for foreign-
taxpayer can go staight to the method that is applicable, owned businesses were greatly ncreased and final regula-
although it remains open to the IRS to contend that a higher tions have recently been issued on the reporting, recordkeep-
priority method applis. ng and related requirementsunder Section 6038A and C of

the Internal Revenue Code.
This raises the interesting question of whether the proposed
regulations switch the burden of proof from the taxpayer to The stringent penalties provided for in cases of significant
the IRS. The answerwould appear to be that formallythey do understatement of profit posed a particular problem for

not, but in practice whoever contends for the higher priority MNEs. The safe harbours (i.e. what was regarded as insignif-
method will have the burden of proof initially, though this icant) to avoid penalties were too small to encompass most

may switch once that a party makes an initial case for the MNE transactions, with the result that many foreign-based
higher priority method, for the other party will then have to parent companies were forced to spend large fees on profes-
show why that method is nappropriate.Obviously there will sional analysis of their pricing policies to their U.S. sub-

be a few cases where the IRS and the taxpayer cannot agree sidiaries or branches in order to be able to defend their filing
on the appropriate method, but in most cases they will be in positionon the groundsofreasonblecause and good faith,
broad agreement. It will be an advantage for both parties rot The problem is exacerbated in that regulations on the scope
to have to go to the time and expenseofproving a negative in of reasonable cause and good faith are still awaited, so an

relation to the higher priority methods. element ofuncertainty still exists.

The earnings stripping provisions were aimed at thin capital-
ization and, inter alia, denied the benefit of an nterestdeduc-

V. U.S. TRANSFER PRICING tion for nterest paid to a foreign related party who claimed
DEVELOPMENTS1986-1992 the nil or a lower rate of withholding tax under a treaty with

the United States. The safe harburs for the earnings strip-In the sense that they contain a move towards greater flexi-
a or

bility, the proposed regulationsmay be welcomed. However, ping provisions of debt/equity ratio of 1.5/1 profits of
two times nterest cover may be said to be outside thearm's

they re no less than the seventh U.S. development in this
tax

area inseven years and it is dangerous and inappropriate to length basis implicit in the many treaties that the United
States has negotiated.evaluate these proposedregulations in isolation.
There is no doubt that these three developmentsplaced bur-

A. Tax Reform Actof 1986 dens on foreign investors in the United States that U.S. based
MNEs do not face when in the reciprocal position of being

The U.S. concentrationon transferpricing resulted first in the the foreign investors in the other nvestors' own countries.

widening of Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code in the
Tax Reform Act of 1986. This Act amended Section 482 to C. The Pickle Hearings
require that payments to a related party for a transferred or

licensed intangible be commensurate with the income The assault against foreign nvestors in the United States was

attributable to the intangible involved and is commonly continuedand aired in public in July 1990 at the Pickle Hear-

called the super royalty provision. Essentially it looks to ings.9 Obviouslypolitically inspired (foreign observers were

the future actual profit to determine the price for the contract well aware that some two thirds of Congress were up for re-

at contract date. The international question is whether the election that autumn), much of the rhetoric is best forgotten.
commensurate with income standard is compatible with the However, the testimonyof the IRS in response to questioning
arm's length standard. The answer will depend upon what as to why some 36 major foreign investors (25 of them Pacif-

unrelated third parties would do in similar circumstances; if ic Rim (Japanese))had not paid one thin dime in U.S. cor-

they would have regard to actual profit experience and make porate taxes remains ofnterest. If the IRS had failed so far to

periodic adjustments to the contract, then a commensurate collectany tax that may be due, the reasonwas a combination

with ncome standard would be said to be an arm's length of nsufficientpowers to get at nformation (only just reme-

standard. In cases where there would not be periodic adjust- died) and understaffing, with IRS being heavily outgunned
ments over the life of the contract then it would run contrary by practitioners. The lack of funding to attract the numbers

to the arm's length standard. This amendmentto Section 482 and quality of staff has not been wholly remedied, but trans-

was further considered in the Section 482 White Paper in fer pricing now has higher priority within the IRS and the

1988 which attempted to address the U.S. Treasury/IRScon-
IRS is under pressure to actually deliver the tax take for for-

cerns on licensing of intangibles and has now been super- eign nvestment in the United States.

seded by the proposed regulations. While the integrityofndividualmembers of the IRS is not in

question, it is going to be difficult for them to accept that cer-

B. OmnibusBudgetReconciationActs tain foreign-ownedoperations are currently running at a tax

of 1989and 1990 loss situation, or are less profitable, financially, than the tax

laws of a jurisdiction may be prepared to concede. It may
The period of activity continued, and in 1989 and 1990 three

9. Ways and Means Oversight Sub-Committee investigation of 36 foreign-
more proposals were enacted, relating to recordkeeping, owned IJ.S. distributrsof automobiles,motorcycles and electronicequipment,
penalties and earnings stripping via interest payments. chaired by J.J. Pickle, D-Texas.
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prove unfortunate that the move forward to enforce transfer VI. THE U.S. TAX SYSTEM AND
pricing provisions has coincided with both an economic INTERNATIONALINVESTMENT
recession in the United States and other fundamental struc-

tural economicchanges. Interestingly,the U.S. tax system has a rather differentpolicy
approach to foreign investment,both inward and outward, to

This is perhaps the nub of concern over the U.S. develop- other developednations. Also, by world standards, the Unit-
ments in the transfer pricing area. The U.S. approach is all ed States cane very late to introducinga moden style feder-
geared to increasing its share of the tax take and the ntroduc- al tax system. Due to a slightproblemunder the U.S. Con-
tion of the CPI is simply the latest indicationof this attitude. stitution, it was not until after the famous Sixteenth Amend-
There is an underlying assumption that transfer pricing is ment to the Constitutionthat the first federal incorne tax was

only about taxing profits. In reality transfer pricing is not enacted in 1913.
confined to allocationof profit of an MNE betweenHTCs; at

times there will be losses to be allocated or differentnotions However, where taxation of international trade and invest-

of profits to be considered. ment was concerned, the early advantageof not being tied to

a system over 100 years old, was counteractedin that the sys-
If the expectationof the United States is that efficient activi- tem was really only developed after World War II when the
ty on the transferpricing front will always result in increased United States was in a position of unusually great economic
tax take, then it follows that there will be an increasing num- dominance. This resulted in the tax policymakersof the time
ber of instances of potential double taxation referred to the not analyzinghow the U.S. corporate tax system affected the
competent authorities for the mutual agreement procedure competitiveness of U.S. based multinationals in world rnar-
under tax treaties to be activated. kets. Even as late as the 1970s, there was a widely supported

movementto introduce tax and otherbarriers against intema-

D. Advancepricing agreements tional investmentby U.S. companies,lo

Having said that, the introductionof the sixth development, The nevitablehappened, in that Europe and the Pacific Rim

that of advancepricing agreements(APAs) in 1991 and the countriesrecoveredfrom the devastationofWorld War II and

flexibility showed in the proposednew regulationsmay indi- moved forward in technological development, international

cate the beginning of a retreat from the aggressive stance in trade and investment,with particularsuccess in the U.S. mar-

1988,1989 and 1990. ket, and the U.S. influenceon world markets declined. By the
mid-1980s the United States was a net capital importer. The

Many countries have operatedAPAs on an informal basis for global economy was fast developing, together with signs of
a number of years. It is a useful facility, albeit limited to the polarizationof three main economicblocs: North Aneri-
instances where the facts and circumstancesare such that an ca, Europe and the Pacific Rim.
agreement with a fiscal authority should be able to be
reached. It is good news that the United States has joined the U.S.-basedmultinationalspleaded the case for a less restric-

club; it encourages MNEs to consider the transfer pricing tive federal tax system to enable them to compete on equal
implications of cross-border transactions in advance rather terms with foreign-based investors from countries with tax

than firefight a problem years later. systems more responsive to international investment. Rather
than level the playing field by removing restrictions in the

It is too early to evaluate the U.S. experiencewith APAs, but U.S. tax system, the U.S. tax policy reaction was to try and
first reports are encouragingwith signs of a practical and rel- level the playing field by bringing in more onerous provi-
atively speedy response from the IRS. The 1992 proposed sions for inward foreign investors!
Section 482 regulations do, however, pose an interesting
question in relation to APAs. Namely, if methodology insists By 1991 Congress at last began to listn to the U.S.-based

on a CPI which takes into account actual future profit, then multinationals,11 A coalition of U.S.-based multinationals
under the auspices of the National Chamber Foundationhow can an APA be reached
sponsoreda major report on U.S. InternationalTax Policy for
a Global Economy. The report is interesting reading and

E. Section482 proposed regulations makes the point that global investment strategies are critical

While the relaxation of ideas contained in the White Paper to the competitivenessof the U.S. economy. Most important-
are welcomed (see above), concern must remain about the ly it stresses that the United States must seek greater harmo-

continued use of, or reliance on, tests that both reflect con-
nizationof its tax rules with those of its major competitors.

ventional (and in many respects unworkable) transferpricing January 1992 saw the emergenceof the U.S. Treasury Report
analytic methodology and a concentrationon arm's length on Integrationof the Individualand CorporateTax Systems.12
comparisons. For an internationally acceptable system, the The footnotes to this lengthy report are noteworthy in that
aim should not be to reconstruct ntrafirm transactions as if they indicate that the authors have read more widely on non-

they had characteristicsthat, becauseof the nature of the tax- U.S. ideas and experience than in the past.
payer, would never apply. Ratherit should be recognizedthat
MNEs behave and are formed to avoid strictures of third

party dealing and that the real issue is how to apportion their 10. Burke Hartke Bill 1972, HR 14052.
11. InternationalCompetitivenessHearings 1991.income amongjurisdictionsable to lay some claim to it based 12. Report of the Departmentof the Treasury on Integrationof the Individual

upon a defined commercialor economicnexus. and CorporateTax Systems: Taxing Business Income Once, 7 January 1992.
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There are thus a number of encouraging signs that the isola- Inland Revenue, who are trained in all four methods of arriv-

tionist U.S. approach to taxation of foreign trade and invest- ing at the arm's lengthprice outlined in the OECD report.13 In

ment is being abandoned. It may be that 1990 will be identi- addition, selected staff in every District Office of the Inland
fied in retrospect as the high watermark of U.S. anti-foreign Revenue are trained in transfer pricing to ensure that all
investment tax policy. potential transfer pricing transactions undertakenby compa-

nies are noted, the small or uncomplicatedcases dealt with at

District level, with efficient filtering of major or difficult
Vll. DIFFERENCES IN GENERALAPPROACHES cases to the expert team. It is the expert team who deal with

TO TAXATION any issues arising under the mutual agreement procedure
under tax treaties. Oil taxation is dealt with by a separatespe-

Quite apart from approach to intemational investment, the
cialist division and there specially formulatedrules.

United States has two cornerstone approaches to taxation in
are some

compliance and administration which are not in general
shared by other developednations. C. Canadiantransferpricing
First, it attempts to collect every last dime of tax. Many The Canadianapproachto transferpricing shares a numberof

other countries,particularlyEuropeancountries,have a more similarities with that of the United Kingdom. There are no

businesslike approach to corporate taxation for the simple detailed rules in regulations to supplement the basic provi-
reason that the lastdime of tax is expensiveto collect; there sion in Section 69 Canadian Income Tax Act. Advance rul-

is an insistence on a balance between total tax take and com- ings are not availablegenerally, although it is understoodthat

pliance and other costs to taxpayer and tax gatherer. the Canadian authorities and their U.S. counterparts are

experimentingin test cases with the APA procedure to evalu-
Second, the United States looks for a very high degree of cer-

ate, presumably, the workability of such approach. Therean

tainty and clarity as to how any particular transactionmay be
s tendency for most pricing cases to settle with virtually no

taxed. This is sought to be achieved by lengthy and complex Judicial decisions of any particular assistance in resolving
regulations supplementingthe Internal Revenue Code. Often transferpricing disputes.
the regulationsare years behind the enactmentof a provision
in the Code. It is also a continual question as to whether a set Like the United States, Canada does have an automatic tax

of regulations are legislative or interpretive. audit procedure for MNEs and a special form on which Cana-
dian businesses must declare transactions with foreign asso-

Few countries have back-up regulations for technical as
ciates (partiesnot at arm's length). However, there impor-are

opposedto administrativeaspects of taxation and none to quite tant differences in emphasis and formal approach. The prin-
to the same degree as the United States. This divide is well

on
illustratedby other countries' approach to transferpricing. cipal statement the Canadian transfer pricing rules and

their functional content are merely administrative and con-

tained mainly in Revenue Canada, Taxation InformationCir-
A. U.K. transferpricing cular 87-214 and various public commentaries by Revenue

Canada officials. Though these borrowfrom the U.S. existing
The United Kingdom has no regulations. This is quite delib- Section 482 regulations and reflect the conventional transfer
erate, for the view has consistently been expressed that the

United Kingdom should not be a prisoner of a prescribed pricing methodologies in the 1979 and 1984 OECD reports,
there is some suggestion that a more functional approach is

methodology. The absence of detailed regulations or provi- taken, notwithstanding the general reluctance of taxation
sions is seen as a plus, enabling a suitable arm's length price authorities internationally(includingCanada) to give such an
to be arrived at by the most appropriate method for the par- approach analyticalprominence.ticular commercial transaction involved.

The law is contained in Sections 770-773 Income and Corpo-
ration Taxes Act 1988 and takes up just four pages. There is Vlll. AN INTERNATIONALSYSTEM
half a page denoting the arm's length requirement between FOR TRANSFER PRICING
associatedpersons (Section 770), one and a halfpages cover-

Achieving greater degree of harmonization in world taxa
ing transactions by petroleum companies (Section 771), one

is obviously towards easing of the patha way an a

page on informationrequirementsand appeal procedure (Sec- systems to

solution to effective income allocation of an MNE between
tion 772) and halfa page on nterpretation(Section773). That

countries. But realistically this is off. In thesome way mean-
is it. There is no case law, for no actual transfer pricing cases

to
have reached the courts or, indeed, are in the pipelineto so do. time, all countries will be looking each other's experience

Settlementis always reachedbetweenthe InlandRevenueand
n the trarsferpricing area.

the taxpayer. In 1980 the Inland Revenue issued four pages of Because the United States has more cases on transferpricing
general notes for guidance, but they are very basic. either before or waiting to come before the courts, together

with new developments on compliance and methodology,
Equally there is no formalprocedure for advancerulings, but
in practice these are given. The U.K. tax system does not

have an automatic audit procedure, nor a special compliance 13. Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises, Report of the OECD

form in respect of transactions with related foreign parties.
Committeeon Fiscal Affairs (Paris: OECD, 1979).
14. InternationalTransfer Pricing and Other International Transactions (27

There is a small specialist team at the Head Office of the February 1987).
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than the rest of the world put together, the U.S. experience memberstates on 23 July 1990, but it willnot come into force
over the next few years will be closely watched. There is an until three months after the last memberstate has enacted the
opportunity to learn from experience, both what ideas to appropriate domestic legislation. Progress has been disap-
adopt and what pitfalls to avoid. pointingly slow so far.

An anticipated major pitfall with the U.S. developments is
that the cost, both in financial terms and time commitment, in
meeting compliance requirements and obtaining subsequent IX. CONCLUSION
resolution of disputes on a methodology that in many
instances does not relate to commercial reality, will escalate The proposed U.S. new regulations on transfer pricing may
beyond both taxpayers' and tax gatherers' capacity to absorb. not be a blueprint for a new or mprovedmethodologywhich
A leading U.S. practitioner and former International Tax would gain worldwide support, but it is suggested that they
Counsel to the U.S. Treasury15has questionedwhether even a indicate a welcome, if slight, movement towards a national

strong U.S. economy could cope with the sheercost and effort tax policy accepting the challengesof a tax systemrelating to

now required under the U.S. provisions on transferpricing. a global economy. If the United States is now abandoning the
tax policy constraints of the 1950s to the 1980s in not con-

Paradoxically,it is a combinationof this potential U.S. pitfall, sidering the need for tax competitiveness in international
together with the United States having at last followed other nvestment, and is beginning to address the difficultquestion
countries and adopted an advance ruling procedure, which of national tax systems recognizing the implications of a
may show the way for the future. Multinationalsnow have a global economy, this is good news indeed.
positive ncentive to address the problem in advance. They
can obtain certainty and avoid unacceptablecosts and delays. As governments and fiscal authorities seek an answer to the

However, there is still an importantmissing piece to the puz-
difficultquestionofhow to allocate ncomeof an MNE, there
is a window of opportunity for the MNEs themselves tozle. The fundamentalissue still remains, and needs to be rec-

ognized as such, the international allocationof income of an markedly influence developments.
MNE. Until there is something in the natureofa legally bind- If multinationals rise to the challenge by recognizing poten-ing arbitration process between developd nations which, tial transfer pricing problem transactions in advance and
among other things, provides the taxpayer with a right of evaluating their own commercialand economic evidence for
appeal and contemplatesa certain and final resolutionof dis- their pricing structure (whether or not an advance ruling is
putes to which affected jurisdictionswould be bound, MNEs sought), then the fiscal authorities will not be under such
can be subject to economic double taxation. A binding arbi-

pressure to tighten up the system and useful flexibility maytration process would not only eliminate economic double be maintained. Even more to the point, the transfer pricingtaxationbut, and perhaps more importantly, the fiscal author- practices of MNEs should be materiallyeasier to defend.
ities would be encouraged to formulate and operate a work-
able methodology,and MNEs to comply with it. There is some truth in the assertion that MNEs do not have to

It is true that the new U.S./Germany tax treaty contains an have serious transfer pricing problems.
arbitrationclause,butthis may not be invokedby-the taxpay- 15. DavidRosenbloom,Co-chair,First Annual InternationalTax Law Institute
er, only the two fiscal authoritiesif they agree. The European conference,TransferPricing, the InternationalTax Concem of the '90s, New

Community Convention on Arbitration was signed by all 12 York, 14-15 March 1991.
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UNITED STATES:

PFIC A_-D SUBPART F SIMPLIFICATIONPROPOSALS OF

THE TAX SIMPLIFICATIONACT OF 1991
John G. Mott

Arthur Andersen & Co., Houston, Texas

I. SURVEY OF PFIC PROVISIONS UNDER CURRENT LAW
This paper was presented during the
annual meeting of the U.S. branch of

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 introduced the passive foreign investment company IFA, held in Houston, Texas, on 27-28
(PF[C) into the Internal Revenue Code. The existence of a PFIC in an intema- February 1992.

tional corporate structurewill often create havoc from a tax planning perspective.
The PFIC provisions originally targeted the investment by U.S. ndividuals in

widely-heldmutual funds organizedas foreign corporations.Because these nvest-
ments were widely held (i.e. the foreign corporation was not a controlled foreign Contents

corporation (CFC) since not more than 50 percent of its stock was held by U.S.

shareholders), the nvestor was not subject to either the Subpart F or the foreign I. Survey of PFIC Provisions Under
Current Law

personal holding company provisionsof the Code. A. Non-recognitiontransactions

In general, a foreign corporationwill be subject to tax as a PFIC to the extent that B. Exemptions
C. Qualified electing fund

50 percent or more of its assets (by value) are passive assets or 75 percent of its D. Once a PFIC always a PFIC

gross income is passive income.2 E. Examples where PFICs arise
F. Foreign tax credit pitfalls of

Passive assets are characterized according to the income they produce or are rea- Section 1291

sonably likely to produce in the future. The asset test provides complexitysince the
Il. Tax Simplification Bill: Taxation of

test is based on the average value of assets computedon a quarterlybasis. Also, the Foreign Corporations
test requires the valuation and characterizationof intangibles owned by a foreign A. Purpose and current provisions
company. affected

B. Passive foreign corporation (PFC)
Passive income means income that qualifies as foreign personal holding company rules
income under Section 954(c), subject to certain exceptions for banking and insur- 1.Addiitiions

ance income and look-throughrules for dividends, rents and roylties.3 2.Tax treatment of PFCs
C. Modificationsto Subpart F rules

If a corporation is a PFIC, it will be subject to a separate tax computation that D. Additional provisions
imposes an nterest charge on the tax liability attributed to prior years' earnings.
This interest charge is imposed either on an excess distribution (as defined in Sec-
tion 1291(b)) or on any gain recognizedfrom the dispositionof the PFIC stock. The

amount subject to the interest charge or to tax under the PFIC rules includes not

only a PFIC's passive income but also any active income it generates which would

normally be allowed deferral under the Subpart F rules.

The income subject to Section 1291 is spread pro rata over the shareholder'shold-

ing period in the stock.

A taxpayer cannot use current year losses or net operating loss carryforwards to

offset the incomeinclusionunderSection 1291. In contrast, where a qualifiedelect-

ing fund (QEF) electionhas been made, an inclusioncan be offset by net operat-
ing loss carryforwards.
Eamings attributable to the current taxable year are taxed as ordinary ncome under
Sections 1 or 11. Earnings attributableto prior taxableyears are subjected to an inter-
est charge which is imposedon the U.S. tax attributableto such years' eamings.4

1. IRC Secs. 1291-1297(i).Unless otherwisepro-

A. Non-recognitiontransactions vided, the Code section references contained herein
refer to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

Non-recognitiontreatment is allowedwith respect to a dispositionof PFIC stock to 2. Sec. 1296(a)(1) and (2).

the extent provided in regulations.5To date, no regulations have been issued. Sub- 3. Sec. 1296(b)(2)andNotice88-22, 1988-1 C.B. 489.
4. Sec. 1291(c).

sequent legislative history recommends that non-recognition treatment should be 5. Sec. 1291(f).
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allowed if the PFIC status is retained following the exchange. - companies which accumulate earnings by manufacturing
This provisionmay limit non-recognitiontreatment in a Sec- products in low tax countries (e.g. Irish manufacturing
tion 368(a)(1)(D) reorganization.6 subsidiaries).

B. Exemptions . Foreign tax creditpitfallsof Section 1291

The following entities are exempt from PFIC status: While foreign tax credits are available to reduce the tax

a foreign corporationactively engaged in the U.S. banking imposedunder Section 1291, such credits may not match up-

business;7 with the foreign-sourcencome subject to tax under that Sec-

a foreign orporation engaged in the nsurance business- tion. Section 1291 is also unclearregarding the carrybackand

that would be subject to tax under SubchapterL, if it were carryforwardof the foreign tax credits.

a U.S. corporation;8
start-up ventures (i.e. for first and second taxable years);9 Il. TAX SIMPLIFICATIONBILL: TAXATION

-

a foreign corporation that has disposedof its trade or busi--

OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONSness.10

A. Purposeand currentprovisionsaffected
C. Qualifiedelecting fund

Section 301 of the Tax SimplificationBill is intended to con-
Shareholdersmay avoid Section 1291 treatment in exchange solidate the many different anti-deferral provisions that are
for currentnclusionof their pro rata share ofPFIC earnings. currently spread throughout the Code.14
The corporation must make a QEF election to avoid Section
1291 and include in ncome the PFIC's earnings subject to a The following anti-deferralprovisions currently exist:
specialelection (describedbelow). Losses may not be includ- CFC (SubpartF) provisions: Sections 951-964.-

ed under a QEF election. An advantage of making a QEF Foreign personal holding company provisions: Sections-

election is that a current year inclusion of income can be 551-558.
avoided if the earnings satisfy a high income tax exception Passive foreign nvestmentcompany rules: Sections 1291--

similar to that contained in the Subpart F rules. 1297.
Personalholding company rules: Sections 541-547.-

D. Once a PFIC alwaysa PFIC - Accumulatedearnings tax: Sections 531-537.

Foreign investmentcompanies: Section 1246.-

If a corporation is a PFIC in 1987 or later taxable years, it Electing foreign investmentcompanies: Section 1247.retins the PFIC taint unless the PFIC is a QEF for all taxable
-

years after 1987, unless the PFIC elects to recognizegain and The bill adopts a two-prong approach to anti-deferral. Sub-

pay tax under Section 1291 with respect to a deemed sale of part F continues to apply to foreign corporations controlled
the PFIC stock, or unless the PFIC is a CFC and elects to by U.S. shareholderswhile the new passive foreign company
make a deemed distributionof its post-1986 earnings.11 (PFC) replaces the PFIC, FIC and majority of the FPHC

rules. The remainderof the FPHC provisions are incorporat-
Taxpayers that receive no repatriationof the PFIC's earnings ed into the existing Subpart F regime. The AET and PHC
may avoid current taxation by electing to defer payment of taxes are eliminated in their entirety (at least as they apply to
the marginal increase in tax resulting from the QEF inclu- foreign corporations).
sion. This deferral is subject to an interest charge and the
election is not availableif there is an inclusionunder Sections
551 or 951 with respect to the QEE12 B. Passive foreigncorporation rules

1. Additions
E. Exampleswhere PFICs arise The PFIC provisions are significantlymodified and the PFIC

foreign holding companies that retain significant passive as a any- is re-labelled PFC. A PFC is foreign corporation
assets; however, see Section 1296(c) that allows look_ where 60 percent or more of its gross income is passive
through treatment for 25 percent or greater owned sub_ income,or 50 percent or more of its assets (on average during
sidiaries. The advantage of the look-through rule is that the year, measured by value) produce passive income or are

holding companies can obtain the benefit of using the held for the productionofpassive income, or the foreigncor-

active assets and income of a subsidiary engaged in an
6. See Technical and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988, Conf. Rep. 1104,active trade or business in applying the PFIC definition; 100th Cong. 2d. Sess. 10-11 (1988).

loss companies with only passive gross ncome; 7. See Notice 89-91, 1982-2 C.B. 408.-

personal services companies that own few active income 8. Sec. 1296(b)(2)(B).-

generating ntangibles and few tangible assets;
9 Sec. 1297(b)(2).
10. Sec. 1297(b)(3).

international finance affiliates that do not qualify for the 11. See Sec. 1291(d)-

banking exception. The use of Section 904(d) look- 12. Sec. 1294.

through rules for characterization of assets and income
13. See Notice 88-22, 1988-1 C.B. 489.
14. References to TSB 91I' herein refer to the Tax SimplificationBill of 1991,

must be consideredin this context;13
S. 1394/H.R. 2777,26June 1991.
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poration is registeredunder the InvestmentCompany Act of A foreign corporation is eligible to make this election if (1) it
1940 (as amended) either as a managementcompany or as a would qualify for treatment as a regulatednvestmentcompa-
unit investment trust. ny (RIC) under the relevant provisions of the Code if it

As under present law, passive income for this purpos is actually were a domestic corporation; (2) it meets such
as may ensure

defined in the bill generally as any income of a kind which requirements the secretary prescribe to the col-
lection of taxes imposed by the Code on the PFC; and (3) the

wouldbe foreignpersonalholdingcompany income as defined
electing PFC waives all treaty benefits (including treaties

in Section 954(c), subject to the current law exceptions for
other than tax treaties) secured by of being resident of

banking and insurance income and the current look-through
reason

rules for certain payments from related persons.15 Excluded
another country.

from the definitionof passive income for purposesof the defi-
(b) Current inclusion method

nition of a PFC is any ncome derived from assets that are

treated as active assets for purposes of the definitionof a PFC. Mandatory current inclusion - If a PFC is U.S. controlled,
the bill will subject every U.S. person owning (directly or

As under the PFIC rules, the foreign corporation is permitted to a
to elect to measure its assets based on their adjusted basis indirectly) stock in the PFC income inclusions under

modifiedversion of the CFC rules.21 A PFC is treated as U.S.
rather than their value.

controlledif it would be treated as a CFC under the SubpartF
In addition, the bill provides two clarificationsto present law: rules or if at any time during the tax year more than 50 per-
(1) the bill clarifies that, as indicated in the legislativehisto- cent of the vote or value of the corporation'sstock is owned,

ry of the 1988 Act, the same-countryexceptions from the directly, indirectly or constructively by five or fewer U.S.
definition of FPHC income in Section 954(c) are disre- persons. If a PFC is not U.S. controlled, every U.S. person
garded;16 and owning (directly or indirectly)25 percent or more of the vote

(2) any foreign trade income of a foreign sales corporation or value of the stock of the PFC will be subject to the same

does not constitute passive income for purposes of the rules.22 If the PFC is U.S. controlled, all U.S. shareholders
PFIC definition.17 include in ncome their pro rata share of the PFC's income. If

the PFC is not U.S. controlled, only 25 percent or greaterThe bill expands the present law applicationof the asset test
U.S. shareholders subject to the mandatoy inclusionrule.are

by treating certain leased property as assets held by the for-

eign corporation for purposes of the PFC asset test. This rule Under the bill, the entire gross income of the PFC (subject to

applies to tangible personal property with respect to which applicabledeductions) is treated as FPHC income, and thus is
the foreign corporationis the lessee under a lease with a term included (net of appropriatedeductions)n a pro rata basis in
of at least 12 months.18 the income of each U.S. person directly or indirectly owning

stock in the PFC, under a modified applicationof the rules of
The bill expands the present law rules that provide an excep- Sections 951 and 961. Actual distributions of earnings bytion from the definition of a PFIC in the case of a company such a PFC are treated similarly to distributionof previouslychanging business. Under the bill, if a foreign corporation taxed income under Sections 959 and 961. These rules
holds 25 percent or more of the stock of a second corporation super-

sede all application of the present law rules applicable to
that qualifies for the change-of-businessexception (Section FPHCs, under which earnings are deemed distributed and
1297(b)(3)), then in applying the look-throughrules (Section then contributed the capital of the FPHC.to
1296(c)), the first corporation may treat otherwise passive
assets or income of the second corporationas active.19 In applying the Subpart F inclusion rules to PFC nclusions,

the bill departs from Subpart F in that FPHC income is
The bill generally retains those provisionsof current law, the

ncluded in the ncome of U.S. without regard oth-to
applicationof which depends upon whether a foreign corpo-

persons
erwise applicablereductionspursuant to the export trade cor-

ration was a PFIC for years after 1986 (e.g. Section 1291(d)),
cur-

but modifies these provisions to test whether the foreign cor- poration rules.23 However, the high-tax exception from
rent inclusion of PFC income is available to shareholders

poration was a PFC for years after 1986. As a transitional
who otherwise treated U.S. shareholders of CFC

definition, the bill provides that a foreign corporation that are as a

under Subpart E
was treated as a PFIC for any taxable year beginning before
the introductionof the bill is treated as having been a PFC for In addition, as under present law, the characterizationof cap-
each such year. ital gains realized by the PFC is passed through to those

shareholderswho are subject to the current-inclusionmethod

2. Tax treatmentof PFCs and who are not otherwise treated as U.S. shareholdersof a

CFC under Subpart E Unlike present law, these two latter
The benefits of deferral.are eliminated with respect to the
income of a PFC under four alternative methods: election to 15. Sec. 1296(b)(2).
be taxed as a domestic coporation,current inclusion, mark- 16. Proposed Sec. 1296(b)(2).
to-marketor interest charge on excess distributions. 17. Sec. 951(e) and proposedSec. 1296(b)(2)(d).

18. Proposed Sec. 1297(e).
19. Proposed Sec. 1297(d)(2).

(a) Limitedelectionto betaxedas a domesticcorporation 20. Proposed Sec. 1297(f).
21. Proposed Sec. 1292(a).

Thebill providesa new election that will allow certainpassive 22. Proposed Sec. 1292(b).
foreign corporations to be treated as domestic corporations.2 23. Secs. 970 and 971 and proposed Sec. 1292(a)(1)(D).
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rules are also available to qualifying shareholdersofcorpora- if they were FPHC income of the character of dividends,
tions that would also be FPHCs under present law. interest, royalties, rents or annuities, and allowable deduc-

In conformity with present law, PFC income ncluded under
tions for mark-to-market losses are treated as deductions

Subpart F is treated as base company income rather than allocable to that category of FPHC ncome. The source of

FPHC income, and is eligible for look-through treatment for
such income or loss, however, is determinedby reference to

foreign tax credit limitation purposes, assuming the look-
the actual (foreign) residence of the CFC.

through rules would otherwise apply under present law. Under proposed transition rules, mark-to-marketgain repre-
toElective current inclusion - A U.S. person owning less than senting appreciation in the value of PFC stock prior the

effective date of the bill is subject to tax under the interest-25 percent of the stock in a PFC that is not U.S. controlled
may elect application of the current inclusion rules. This charge method, and ech shareholdermay elect to defer the

election is similar to a QEF election under the PFIC rules. In payment of the tax. Subsequent mark-to-market losses may

the application of the elective current-nclusion rules, the be deducted to the extent of the pre-effective-dateapprecia-
PFC is treated as a CFC with respect to the taxpayer, and the tion, and an election to defer the paymentof tax is terminated

taxpayer is treated as a U.S. shareholderof the corporation.
to the extent of such deductions taken and to the extent of

For foreign tax credit purposes, amounts included in the tax-
excess distributionsreceived. In the case of a RIC, in place of

payer's gross income under this modified application of the applying the interest-charge method to pre-effective-date
CFC rules are treated as dividends received from a foreign gain, a separatenon-deductibleinterestcharge is added to the

corporationwhichis not a CFC (i.e. 10/50 basket).24 company's tax. The mark-to-marketmethod does not apply
to appreciationin the value of the PFC stock prior to the time

(c) Mark-to-marketmethod that a shareholderbecomes subject to tax in the United States.

Less-than-25percent shareholdersof PFCs that are not U.S.- (d) Interest-chargemethod
controlled, and who do not elect current inclusion (non-
electing shareholders), are subject under the bill to one of Non-electingless-than-25percent shareholdersof a non-con-

two methods for taxing the economicequivalentof the PFC's trolled PFC with stock that is not marketable are subject to

current income, the mark-to-marketmethod or the interest- the interest-charge method on an excess distribution with

charge method. respect to such stock or on the gain recognizedfrom a dispo-
sition of such stock.27 As a result, the interest-chargemethod

Under the bill, non-electingshareholdersof a PFC with mar- is not available to U.S. shareholders of CFCs. The interest-
ketable stock are required to mark their PFC shares to market chargecomputationis similarto that currently inposedunder
annually. Under the mark-to-marketmethod, the U.S. person Section 1291 with certain modifications. It is worth noting
is required to include in gross income each taxable year an that althoughallowable foreign tax credits may reduce a U.S
amount equal to the excess (ifany) of the fair market value of person's net U.S. tax liability on an excess distribution, the
the PFC stock as of the close of the taxable year over the nterest charge computedon that excess distribution is com-

adjustedbasis of the stock.25 puted, under the bill, without regard to reductions in net U.S.
All arnounts ofmark-to-marketgain on PFC stock, as well as tax liability on account of direct foreign tax credits. In addi-

gain on the actual sale or distributionof PFC stock, are treat- tion, the bill clarifies that an ncome inclusion resulting fron
ed as ordinary income. Similarly, ordinary loss treatment a disposition under the interest-charge method takes prece-

applies to the deductible portion of any mark-to-market loss dence over an incone inclusionunder SubpartF. This clarifi-
on PFC stock, as well as to any loss realizedon the actual sale cation ensures that the interest charge is imposed without

or other disposition of PFC stock, but only to the extent of regard to the structureof the transaction.

prior mark-to-marketgains. Under the bi!l, the interest-charge method applies to any
The mark-to-market method under the bill only applies to stock in a PFC unless either the stock is marketable (and
PFC the stock of which is marketable.PFC stock is treated therefore the mark-to-marketmethod applies) as of the time

as rnarketableif it is regularly traded on a qualifiedexchange, of the distributionor disposition involved, or the stock in the
whether inside or outside the United States. An exchange PFC was subject to the current inclusion method (under the

qualifies for this treatment if it is a national securities bill or under prior law) for each taxable year beginning after

exchange which is registered with the Securities and 31 December 1986, which ncludes any portion of the tax-

Exchange Commissionor the national market system estab- payer's holding period in the PFC stock.
lished pursuant to Section liA of the Securities and

Exchange Act of 1934, or if the secretary is satisfied that the (e) Once an interest-chargePFC always a PFC

requirements for trading on that exchange ensure that the Under the bill, as under the present law PFIC rules, stock in a
market price on that exchange represents a legitimate and foreign corporation generally is treated s PFC stock if, at
sound fair market value for the stock,26

any time during the taxpayer's holding period of that stock,
In the case of a CFC (includinga PFC that is treated under the the foreign corporation (or any predcessor)is a PFC subject
bill as a CFC) that owns or is treated as owning stock in a

PFC, the mark-to-market method generally is applied as if 24. ProposedSec. 1292(b)
25. Proposed Sec. 1291(a).the CFC were a U.S. person. For purposes of the application 26. PropsedSec. 1297(c).

of Subpart F to the CFC, mark-to-marketgains are treated as 27. ProposedSec. 1293(a).
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to the interest-charge method.28 This rule is sometimes right to designate (by name or by description) the ndividual
referred to as the once-a-PFIC-always-a-PFIC rule.29 who is to perform the services, or if the ndividual who is to

Under present law, this rule generally does not affect a tax- perform the services is designated (by name or by descrip-
payer holding stock in a foreign corporation if at all times tion) in the contract.Thebill similarly treats as FPHC income

during the holding period of the taxpayer with respect to the for Subpart F purposes any amount received from the sale or

stock when the foreign corporation (or any predecessor) is a distributionor dispositionof such a contract. The effect is to

PFIC, qualified electing fund treatment applies with respect treat income as Subpart F income of a CFC, even though the

to the taxpayer. Under the bill, the similar once-a-PFC- CFC may not meet the FPHC five or fewer individualsown-

always-a-PFC rule does not apply if during the taxpayer's ership test. For foreign tax creditpurposes, the incomeis con-

entire holding period with respect to the stock when the for- sidered active business income.

eign corporation (or any predecessor) is a PFC, either (a) Second, under existing law, when the stock of lower-tier
mark-to-market treatment applies, (b) mandatory current

CFCs is sold, the income is treated pssive, Subpart F
inclusionofncome applies (either because the corporationis as

income to the U.S. shareholdersof the upper-tierCFC seller.
U.S. controlledor because the taxpayer is a 25 percent share-

Under the bill, such lower-tier sales would be taxed theto
holder), or (c) elective current inclusion of income applies. CFC seiler in the if U.S. shareholdersold
Thus, for example, a shareholderof a CFC is subject to cur-

same manner as a

Section 1248 stock. Thus, to the extent of the lower-tier's
rent inclusion with respect to all the corporation'sncome in

was
any year for which the corporation is a PFC, but is subject to earnings and profits earned while the stock held by the

current nclusiononly to the extent providedunder SubpartF upper-tier, the gain is recharacterizedas a dividendwith only
the excess treated as gain from the sale of stock. However,in any year for which the CFC is not a PFC.
the same-countrydividendexclusionof Section 954(c)(3)(A)

Special basis rules apply to stock in nterest-charge PFCs does not apply to the portion of the sale recharacterizedas a

acquired from decedents. The rules that deny step-up at death dividend. The bill provides for adjustments to the basis of

apply to interest-charge PFCs and corporations that would lower-tier CFC stock in the hands of its upper-tier CFC par-
also be FPHCs under present law. The determinationof the ent for Subpart F inclusions and distributins.
basis of stock that was acquired from a decedent in a taxable

year beginning before 1 January 1992, is not affected. Cur- The provision of the bill treating gains on dispositions of

rent law is preservedunder the bill to the extent that the rules stock in lower-tier CFCs as dividends under Section 1248

that overridenon-recognitiontransactionsstill apply to inter- principles applies to gains recognized on transactions occur-

est-chargePFCs. ring after the date ofenactmentof the bill. The provisionpro-
viding for regulatory adjustments in U.S. shareholder inclu-

(f) Denialof instalmentsales treatment sions, with respect to gains of CFCs from stock in lower-tier
CFCs that previously had Subpart F income, is effective for

In addition, the bill denies instalment sales treatment for any U.S. shareholder inclusions in taxable years of U.S. share-
instalmentobligationarising out of a sale of stock in an inter- holders beginning after 31 December 1991.
est-chargePFC.30 This will prevent shareholdersfrom avoid-

ng the nterest charge by means of an instalmentsale of their Third, the bill provides a number of rules to assure that on the
PFC stock. The denial of instalment sales treatment is effec- sale of CFCs certain eamings previously taxed are properly
tive for sales or dispositionsafter 31 December 1992. excluded. The Treasury is given the authority to exclude

deemed Section 304 dividends (which typically arise on cross-

(g Broadgrantof regulatoryauthority chain sales of CFC stock) to the extent of the previously taxed

earnings and profits out ofwhich the stock is deemed to be dis-
The bill grants the IRS broad regulatory authority. In addi- tributed. The bill also provides reduction to the Subpart Fa
tion, the bill suggests certain areas that might deserve regula- income of a U.S. shareholder for the year theshareholder
tory attention. A barely noticeableprovisionat the end of the acquires the stock of CFC from another U.S. shareholderbya
PFC rules grants the IRS regulatory authority to require the shareholder'sportion of the seller's Section 1248 dividend
recognition of gain on PFC stock if a resident alien share- attributableto current-yearearningsand profits. Underexistingholder ceases to be a resident.

law, the Subpart F income of CFC is taxed only to the U.S.a

shareholders that hold stock on the last day of the taxable year.(h) Effectivedate To account for this year-end holder rule, the Code provides an

The bill generally is effective for taxable years of U.S. per- adjustmentfor dividends that are paid out of current-yearearn-

sons beginning after 31 December 1992, and taxable years of ngs and profits prior to the acquisition.No such adjustment is
foreign corporationsending with or within such taxable years currentlyprovided,however, for the portionof the deemeddiv-
of U.S. persons. idend under Section 1248 to the seller that is composedof cur-

rent-yearearningsand profits. The provisionof the bill permit-
C. Modificationsto SubpartF rules ting dispositions of stock to be taken nto considerationin de-

termininga U.S. shareholder'sSubpartF inclusionfor a taxable
First, the bill modifies SubpartF to include a present law pro-
vision of the FPHC rules.31 The bill treats as FPHC income 28. Sec. 1297(b)(1).

29. Proposed Sec. 1294(a).for Subpart F purposes an amount received under a personal 30. Proposed Sec. 1297(h).
service contractif a person other than the corporationhas the 31. Sec. 553(a)(5).
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year is effective with respect to dispositionsoccurring after the A proposedmodification,effective on the date of enactment,
date of enactmentof the bill. The provisionof the bill allowing generally would permitaccrual-basistaxpayers to accrue for-
the Secretary to make regulatory adjustments to avoid double eign taxes at the average exchange rate for the taxable year to

inclusions in cases such as those to which Section 304 applies which such taxes relate. If at the close of the second taxable
takes effect on the date the bill is enacted. year after the close of the accrual year any tax so accrued has

Fourth, the bill addresses the foreign tax credit rules for previ- not yet been paid, a re-determination of foreign tax under

ously taxed income (PTI). Under current law, Section Section 905(c) would be required for the amount of such

960(a)(3) allows an ndirect redit for foreign taxes paid by unpaid tax. That is, the accrual of any tax that is unpaid as of

the distributing or lower-tierCFC on PTI, and Section 960(b) that date would be retroactivelydenied. In the case of a direct

allows any excess foreign tax limitation free from the year in foreign tax credit under Section 901, a Section 905(c) adjust-
which the PTI was originally taxed to be recaptured for use in ment for the year of accrual would be required - generally
the year of distribution. A proposed modification to the bill resulting in the requirementto file an amended tax return for

would retain the present law provisionthat permits an indirect that year. In the case of an indirect foreign tax credit under

foreign tax credit to be claimed with respect to a distribution Section 902, an adjustment to the taxpayer's pool of foreign
of previously taxed earnings and profits. However, it would taxes generally would be required.
provide authority for Treasury regulations to establish a sim- If tax in excess of the accrued arnount (or in excess of the net
plifiedmethod for computing the increase in foreign tax cred- accrual amount following a Section 905(c) adjstnent) is
it limitation that results from the applicationof that provision. actually paid, such excess amount would be translated at the

Finally, the bill provides that an exemption or reduction by average exchange rate in effect for the year ofpayment.
treaty of the branch profits tax that would be imposed under Rules similar to those set forth in the bill would apply (1) to tax
Section 884 on a CFC does not affect the general statutory payments in inflationarycurrencies; (2) to taxpayers that are not
exemption from Subpart F income that is granted for U.S.-

on the accrual basis for determiningcreditableforeign taxes; or
source effectively connected income. For example, assume a (3) with respect to taxes of an accrual-basis taxpayer that are
CFC earns ncome of a type that generally would be Subpart actuallypaid in a year prior to the year to which they relate.
F income, and that ncome is earned from sources within the
United States in connectionwith business operations therein. A proposed modification to the bill would repeal the provi-
Further assume that repatriation of that ncome is exempted sion added to Section 904(d)(2)(E) by the 1988 Act which,
from the U.S. branch profits tax under a provision of an except as provided by regulations, requires a recipient of a

applicable U.S. income tax treaty. The bill provides that distribution from a CFC to have been a U.S. shareholder in

notwithstanding the treaty's effect on the branch tax, the that CFC for the period during which the earnings and profits
ncome is not treated as Subpart F ncome as long as it is not which gave rise to the distributionwere generated in order to

exempt from U.S. taxation (or subject to a reduced rate of avoid treating the distributionas one coming from a non-con-

tax) under any other treaty provision. trolled Section 902 corporation. This rule would be effective

The provision of the bill concerning the effect of treaty
for distributionsafter the date of enactment.

exemptions from or reductions of the branch profits tax on Effective for foreign taxes paid by a foreign corporation in
the determinationof SubpartF ncome is effective for taxable taxable years beginning after the date of enactment, ndirect
years ending after the date of enactment.32 -

foreign tax credits would be allowed for certain taxes paid by
CFCs at the fourth, fifth and sixth tiers. For taxable years

D. Additionalprovisions beginningafter the date ofenactment,credits are not allowed
for foreign taxes paid by a corporationwhich, when the taxes

The bill grants the Secretaryof the Treasuryauthority to issue
were pid, was below the lowest tier qualifying for indirect

regulations that would allow foreign tax paymentsmade by a
credits. No inference is ntendedregarding the creditabilityor

foreign corporationor by a foreign branchof a U.S. person to
non-creditabilityof such taxes under present law.

be translatednto U.S. dollar amounts using an average U.S.
dollar exchange rate for a specified period.33 It is anticipated Outbound transfers now subject to Section 1491 would con-

that the applicableaverageexchange rate would be the rate as tinue to be subject to tax, but the tax would be an income tax,
publishedby a qualifiedsource of exchangerates for the peri- rather than an excise tax, and recognizedgain would result in
od duringwhich the tax paymentswere made. The provisions a step-up of basis of the property transferred.
of th bill applicable to translationof foreign taxes are effec-
tive for the years beginning after the date of enactment. In inbound cases where non-recognition treatment must be

The bill perrnits taxpayer to make a binding election to use as based on the status of a foreign corporationas a corporation,
their alternative minimum tax foreign tax credit limitation a proposed modification to the bill would permit the Secre-

fraction the ratio of foreign-sourceregular taxable income to tary to require certain income nclusions without regard to a

entire alternative mininum taxable income, rather than the gain limitation, in cases where anti-abuse rules would other-

ratio of foreign-sourcealternative minimum taxable income wise apply. It would also permit better coordinationbetween

to entire alternative minimum taxable incone.34 The provi- inbound and outboundreorganizationprovisions.
sions applicable to computationof the foreign tax credit for

32. Proposed Sec. 952(b).
purposes of alternative minimum tax apply to tax years 33. Proposed Sec. 986(a).
beginning after 31 December 1992. 34. Proposed Sec. 59(a).
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voor This third edition of the translation intoReader by P.M. Smit and P.J. Tulling on Deventer, Kluwer, 1991. Englishof the Swedish Companies Act ofEuropean tax law. There is a general Kluwer Bedrijfswijzers,No. 21, pp. 103, 55.- 1975, with from the AccountingActintroduction to European tax law as well as Dl.

excerpts
1976, ncludes not only all amendmentsup toarticles by various authors on the Merger Monographon the municipal taxes and levies and including amendmentNo. 1991:1858 (inDirective,Parent-SubsidiaryDirective and on business enterprises. force 1 January 1992) but also generalthe EC ArbitrationConvention. The reader on a

(B. 111.479) review and updating of the translations in thewas used for the European tax law seminar
held in Rotterdam on 5 November 1991. The first and

seminar was organized at Leiden by PAOB, Norway second editions.

a cooperativeprojectof the tax law SKATIELOVSAMLINGEN1991/92.
(B. 111.755)

departmentsof the Dutch universities. Edited by Ole Gjems-Onstad.
(B. 111.613) Oslo, Ad Notam Forlag AS, 1992, pp. 1215. United Kingdom
BAX, A.; DENYS, L.A.; PEETERS, B.; Bound compilationof Norwegian tax laws WHILLANS'STAX TABLES 1991-92.
SPINCEMAILLE,L.; VERLINDEN,W. and regulations enacted by 13 February 44th Edition.
Dividenden zonder grenzen. De Moeder- 1992. The laws relate to income and net Edited by Sheila Parrington.
DochterRichtlijn en haar uitvoering in wealth tax, income tax on foreign artists, London, Butterworths, 1991, pp. 65.
Belgi en de haar omringende landen. petroleum tax, social security contributions, (B. 111.705)
Kalmthout,Uitgeverij Biblo, 1991, pp. 234. VAT, investment, local taxes, death duties,
Study describing the EC Parent-Subsidiary and assessmentand collectionof taxes. Tax YEAR-ENDTAX PLANNER 1991/92.
Directive, its implementationin Belgium and tables for 1991 final tax and 1992 advance Personal tax and personal financialplanning
a comparisonwith its implementationin the payments, list of tax bureaus, tax return for individuals.

surroundingcountries. forms, case register, and a chronological Croydon, Tolley Publishing Co. Ltd., 1992,
(B. 111.688) index and index by topic are included. In PP. 6.

addition, the texts of the Company Law and (B. 111.693)
KLUWERSTABELLENBOEK1992. AccountingLaw are reproduced. Further the

HUTTON, Matthew.Inkomstenbelasting1992, premie book contains a list of effective tax treaties
volksverzekeringen1992 (gecombineerde and the texts of the Nordic income, mutual Tolley's tax planning for private residences.

heffingstabellen). assistance, inheritance and gift (draft) and Croydon,Tolley Publishing Company Ltd.,
Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 448. social security treaties. 1992, pp. 225, 29.95 .

Tables for 1992 individual income tax (B. 111.713)
Reference source book on tax issues

amounts combinedwith social security affecting private residences, and providing
contributions. JAROY, Jacob. an invaluable guide for everyone involved in

(B. 111.702) Norsk skattelovsamlingfor inntektsaret this area of tax planning. The material is
1991; forskuddet 1992. stated as at
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30 November 1991. BOVENBERG,A.L. addresses of importantcontacts such as

(B. 111.658) The case for the internationalcoordinationof central bank authorities,professional
ALLEN, Chris. commodity and capital taxation. associationsand more. Apart from the main

Tha Hague, Ministry of EconomicAffairs, countries in Europe and North and South
Guide to VAT in business. 1991. America, Japan, Taiwan and Korea are also
Bicester, CCH EditionsLimited, 1988,
pp. 224. Reprint 9103, pp. 14. dealt with.

This paper examines the internationaleffects (B. 111.683)This 1988 edition is updated by a one-page of capital income and commoditysupplementup to 1991. The purpose of the
taxes.

book is to provide people in the business (B. 111.630) OECD
world (and professionaladvisers who do not TAXING PROFITS IN A GLOBAL TAXINGPROFITS IN A GLOBAL
specialize in VAT) with a general economy. Domestic and international issues.

economy. Domestic and international issues.
understandingof the tax. Paris, OECD - Organisationfor Economic Paris, OECD Organisationfor Economic-

(B. 111.724) Co-operationand Development, 1991, Co-operationand Development, 1991,
PAGAN,Jill. pp. 470,390.- Ffrs.

pp. 470,390.-Ffrs.
This report provides a major contribution to This provides major contributionTaxation aspects of currency fluctuations. report a to
discussions on the taxation of profits. It discussionson the taxation of profits. It2nd Edition.

London, Butterworths, 1992, pp. 182, 75.-. presents the main corporate tax provisions in presents the main corporate tax provisions in

Updated edition analysing the basic features all 24 OECD countries in 1991. It also all 24 OECD countries in 1991. It also

of currency transactionsand the goveming calculates effective corporate tax rates on calculates effective corporate tax rates on

U.K. tax principles as they stand at present.
domestic as well as on international domestic as well as on international

Taxation aspects of currency gains and losses investmentfor manufacturingindustry in investment for manufacturingindustry in

is considered. these countries. The report discusses n-depth these countries. The report discusses in-depth
(B. 111.731) the main relevant tax policy issues with the main relevant tax policy issues with

particularemphasis on possible means to particularemphasis on possible means to
reduce tax distortions to international flows reduce tax distortions to international flowsYugoslavia of capital. of capital.

KOLODKO,GrzegorzW. (B. 111.746) (B. 111.746)
Hyperinflationand stabilizationin EFFECTIVETAX STRATEGIESFOR
postsocialisteconomies. The case of Poland, internationalcorporate acquisitions. LATIN AMERICA
Vietnam and Yugoslavia. 2nd Edition. Edited by John Karls.
Warsaw, Instituteof Finance, 1990. Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation SELLINGTO LATIN AMERICA.
IF Working Papers No. 16, 1990, pp. 18. Publishers, 1992, 298, 140.- Dfl. Effectivedistribution in opening markets.
(B. 111.601) pp.

Second revised edition of comparative study New York, Business International
of various corporate income tax structures Corporation, 1991.

INTERNATIONAL and methods of financing in 36 countries. Research Report No. L-303, pp. 175.
Each chapter describes: the relative (B. 18.673)

TAXATIONOF CROSS-BORDER advantagesof branch, joint venture,
mergers and acquisitions. partnershipand corporate structure; the tax MIDDLE EASTAmstelveen,KPMG-KlynveldPeat Marwick treatmentof share versus asset purchases, tax
Goerdeler, KPMG Gebouw, Burg. loss carry-overs and corporate groups;
Rijnderslaan20, 1185 MC Amstelveen,The investmentincentives; and financing aspects, BAHRAIN
Netherlands, 1991, pp. 312. including local participationrequirements
Monographon taxation of cross-border and the deductibilityof interest. BUSINESSPROFILE SERIES:
mergers and acquisitions in West Europe and (B. 111.699) Bahrain. 7th Edition.
other major economies in the world. Each Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai
country chapter describes the company law, REFUNDS OF VAT AND GST. Banking Corporation, 1990, pp. 48.
cross-bordermerger and acquisition tactics London, Arthur Andersen, 1992, pp. 14. Revised edition of informationguide on

and the consequencesof either tactic (asset This booklet sets out the general doig business in Bahrain with some

purchases or share purchases) in terms of circumstancesin which refunds can be reference to taxation.
direct and indirect taxation. claimed and how to make claims. (B. 57.654)
(B. 111.611) (B. 111.738)

STROHM, GuntherVeit. VALUEADDEDTAX: ADMINISTRATIVE Israel
Direktinvestitionenin ausgewhlten and policy issues. Edited by Alan A. Tait.

ISRAELICOMPANIESWITH FOREIGN
sozialistischenLndern unter besonderer Washington, IMF - InternationalMonetary investment.
Bercksichtigungvon Equity-JointVentures Fund, 1991.
in der VR China. IMF OccasionalPaper No. 88, pp. 92. Survey 1991.

Frankfurtam Main, Verlag Peter Lang (B. 111.727) Tel-Aviv, KPMG Peat Marwick and
Kesselman& Kesselman, 1991, pp. 55.

GmbH, 1991. THE GLOBALFINANCIALHANDBOOK.

EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe V, New York, Business Intemational 1991 Survey includes sections presenting a

Volks- und Betriebswirtschaft,Vol. 1231, Corporation;London, The Economist summary of taxation and investment

pp. 424. IntelligenceUnit Limited, 1992, pp. 441,
incentives in Israel, and an overview of the
Israeli economy.Direct investments in certain socialist USS 195.-.

countries, paying particularattention to equity This handy travel format handbook gives (B. 57.671)

joint ventures with the People's Republic of economic, financial and trade informationfor GUIDETO UNITED STATES
China. Thesis on investmentpossibilities in 23 countries. Apart from rules on remitting investment in Israel.
socialistcountries, e.g. Hungary, China, dividends and profits from repatriationof Taxation and investment incentives, 1991
Poland and Romania. Special chapters deal capital, trade financing,borrowing and Edition.
with an equity joint venture in the People's investing instruments, taxation and import Tel-Aviv, Kesselman& Kesselman Certified

Republic of China and regarding the project and export controls, it gives practical Public Accountants,37, MontefioreSt.,
planning of a joint venture. information, such as world holidays, major Tel-Aviv 65201, Israel, 1990, pp. 91.

(B. 111.647) airports, visa and entry requirementsand Guide to Israeli taxation, investmentand
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other incentives, foreign currency CONNELL,Douglas J. issues that are pertinent to the introductionof

regulations,U.S. taxation of investments in Tax tips for your 1991 return. VAT.
Israel and investmentstructures. The Scarborough,Prentice Hall CanadaInc., (B. 111.541)
material is stated as at 1 October 1990. 1991, pp. 64.
(B. 57.670) A comprehensiveguide for Canadian THE GLOBALFINANCIALHANDBOOK.

taxpayers filing their 1991 ncome tax return. New York, Business International

Qatar It also ncludes tax-saving strategies for Corporation; London, The Economist
1992. Intelligencenit Limited, 1992, pp. 441,

BUSINESSPROFILE SERIES: (B. 111.628) USS 195.-.
Qatar. 7th Edition. This hndy travel format handbookgies
Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai economic, financial and trade informationfor
Banking CorporationLimited, 1991, pp. 50. U.S.A. 23 countries. Apart from rules remittingon

Revised guide to doing business in Qatar dividends and profitS from repatriationof
with reference to business regulations,

U.S. MASTERTAX GUIDE 1992.
capital, trade financing,borrowing and

labour, taxation, tax incentives, foreign By CCH Tax Law Editors.
investing instruments, taxation and mport

investment,company registration, etc. Chicago, CCH Commerce Clearing House, and export controls, it gives practical
(B. 57.651) Inc., 1991, pp. 648. information, such as world holidays, majorThis 75th edition reflects all income tax law

airports, visa and entry requirementsand
NORTH AMERICA changes that affect 1991 tax returns, addressesof mportant contacts such as

includinglegislativeamendmentsmade by central bank authorities,professionalthe Revenue ReconciliationAct of 1990.Canada associations and more. Apart from the
This edition also highlights the tax relief mantries in Europe and North and South

CORPORATETAX STRATEGY 1991-92. provisions available to members of the America, Japan, Taiwan and Korea are also
Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse, 1991, pp. 66. armed forces who participated in Operation dealt with.
How to develop corporate tax strategy to Desert Shield/DesertStorm and to certain (B. 111.683)
minimize the amount of tax due, reckoning other individualsaffected by the Persian Gulf
with the 1991 changes. crisis. Tax rate schedules, tax tables and a

(B. 111.631) 1992 tax calendar are featured. Loose-Leaf
DRT INTERNATIONALTAX AND (B. 111.720)
Business Guide: Canada. GUIDETO UNITED STATES ServicesNew York, DRT International, 1991, Investment in Israel.
pp. 147. Taxation and investment incentives, 1991 Received between 1 and
Guide designed to providepotential investors Edition. 30 April 1992
with informationabout the Canadian Tel-Aviv,Kesselman& Kesselman Certified
environment,ncluding tax planning, Public Accountants,37, MontefioreSt., AFRICA
employmentand labour considerations, Tel-Aviv 65201, Israel, 1990, pp. 91.
financing, importing,exporting and Guide to Israeli taxation, investment and FIDAFRICA

accountingmatters. The informationis based other incentives, foreign currency releases 1-4

on conditionsexisting as at July 1991. regulations,U.S. taxationof nvestments in Fidafrica, Paris.

(B. 111.637) Israel and nvestmentstructures. The FISCALITEAFRICAINE
DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA. material is stated as at 1 October 1990. release 5
Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse, 1992, ' (B. 57.670) Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique, Paris.

pp. 297.
.

Descriptionof the general business EUROPE AUSTRALIA
environment, taxation system, corporate and
business regulations, audit and accounting. TULLING,P.J.; SMIT, P.M. AUSTRALIAINCOMETAX - LAW

The material in this guide was assembled at 1 Europees belastingrecht. AND PRACTICE

July 1991. Leiden, PAOB - PostacademischOnderwijs
- Rulings and Guidelines

(B. 111.714) Belastingwetenschap,Postbus 533,2300AM releases 108 and 109

TAX FACTS 1991-1992. Leiden, 1991, pp. 170. Butterworths,North Ryde.

Prepared by Peat MarwickThorne, Chartered Reader by P.M. Smit and P.J. Tulling on

Accountants. European tax law. There is a general AUSTRIA

Scarborough,ThomsonProfessional introduction to European tax law as well as DIE EINKOMMENSTEUER

Publishing Canada/RichardDe Boo articles by various authors on the Merger - Texte
Publishers, 1991, pp. 95. . Directive, Parent-SubsidiaryDirective and release 9
Quick reference tax guide on corporate and the EC ArbitrationConvention. The reader WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna.
individual income tax rates (both federal and was used for the European tax law seminar

GEBHRENUND VERKEHRSSTEUERN,provincial) and related informationon tax held in Rotterdam on 5 November 1991. The
RECHTSGEBHREN,matters as of 30 June 1991. seminar was organizedat Leiden by PAOB, STEMPEL-UND

1

(B. 111.557) a cooperativeproject of the tax law GRUNDERWERBSTEUER

departmentsof the Dutch universities. Fellner
DRAFTLEGISLATIONTECHNICAL release U

(B. 111.613)Amendments. Verlag Dr. Karl-WernerFellner, Enns.
December20, 1991. CNOSSEN, Sijbren.
Don Mills, CCH CanadianLimited, 1991. Key questions in consideringa value-added INTERNATIONALESSTEUERRECHT

Canadian Tax Reports, Special Report tax for Central and eastern European Philipp - Polak
release 6

No. 1032/1033,pp. 392. countries.
Manz'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung,Vienna.

This special report includes the text of the Washington, IMF - IntemationalMonetary
draft legislation. It includes proposals Fund, 1991. DAS RECHTDER

affecting trusts originally released in draft IMF Working Paper WP/91/69,pp. 45. DOPPELBESTEUERUNG
form in February 1991. This paper examines a wide range of social, release 20
(B. 111.640) economic, structuraland administrative WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Vienna.
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. AUSTRALIA: 323 RobertA. Oser
CAPITAL ALLOWANCES

. In February 1992 yet another change wasIN AUSTRALIA
announced to Australia's tax depreciationsys-
tem, modifying the reforms nnou'nced in

,March 1991.' Designed t; prod economic

First published in 1946, the Bulletin aims to recovery and improve Australia's internation-

report on matters of importance to the al competitiveness, the changes have received

international tax communityand to provide ', mixed reviews from business and commenta-

a forum for discussion of worldwide devel- tors. This article-highlights the, legislative
-

changes ofrht ears and thn ffers an in-
opments in tax policy, law and reform. The

depth analysis of these most recent proposals.Bulletin is the official journal of the Interna-
tional Fiscal Association and publishes the

reports of its national branches

Editor
INTERNATIONAL: 331 Bruce ZagarisSusan M.C. Lyons, J.D. PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT evelopmentPROVISIONS This article traces the fthe per-

Editorial Board manent establishment provisions. in the
OECD, US and UN model treaties, and how,

M.A.Ga Caballero, licenciado en the provisions are treatd in the respective
derecho models. The potential use of an OECD/US-

Susan M.C. Lyons, J.D. style PE article and a favourable limitation on

benefits-prov'isionby country,with a strongNancy Payne, B. Comm. C.A. international financial sector is then reviewed'Piroska Soos, J.D., LL.M. - emphasis is placed on therecentlyrigotiated
Joanna C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor protocolbetween the United States and Barba-

dos. Finally, prospects fr the PE article in
CARICOM tax policy are discussed.

'

;'. ,

DISCLAIMER. The material contained in
this publication is not intended to be EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES: 340 EamonnMcGregor ,

advice on any particular matter. No sub- IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE EC
EC member required to comply withstates arescriber or other reader should act on the PARENT/SUBSIDIARYDIRECTIVE

basis of any matter contained in this pub- IN THE VARIOUS MEMBER STATES the provisionsof the parent/subsidiarydirective

lication without considering appropriate before 1 January 1992. This article highlights
professional advice. The publisher, and the provisions introducedby each mmberstate.

the authors and editors, expresslydisclaim either by way of derogation or unilaterally.
all and any liability to any person, whether
a purchaser of this publication or not, in

respect of anything and of the conse-

quences of anything done or omitted to 1
be done by any such person in reliance
upon the contents of this publication. ,

FRANCE: 346 PhilippeJuilhardand Stphane Salou
1992 SALE OF FRENCH RESIDENCE

international Bureau of BY NON-RESIDENTINDIVIDUALS: The 1992 Finance Law introduced a major
Fiscal Documentation, NEW LIMITS limitation on the ability of non-residents to

the Netherlands claim an exemption from capitalgains tax
-

the disposition of their private residenceAll rights reserved. No part of ths work covered by upon
copyright may be reproduced or coped in any form or in France. . This article reviews the pre-1992
by any means (graphic, electronc or mechancal, regime and use of non-discriminationclauses
ncluding photocopying, recordng, recording taping, in tax treatie, and then e'x'aines the amend-or information retrieval systems) wthout the written
permssion of the publisher. ment and its consequences, particularly with

respect to the non-discriminationprinciple.
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WHAT'SNEW AND INDIVIDUALS Although the Income Tax Law of 1991 took
effect as from 12 April 1991 a number of

ambiguities in the law have yet to be clarified
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'practice. This article overviews the general
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AUSTRALIA: RobertA. Osergraduatedas Bachelor
of Economicsfrom the Universityof

CAPITALALLOWANCES IN AUSTRALIA Sydney. He becamea memberof the
Instituteof CharteredAccountants in
Australia. He was admitted to

partnership in Price Waterhouse in 1970
Robert A. Oser and practices in Sydney.

He is an active supporterof the
Australian branch of IFA. He serves as a

I. INTRODUCTION New SouthWalesCouncillorof the
Taxation Institutueof Australiaand as a

Yet another change was announcedon 26 February 1992to Australia's tax depreci- Governorof the AustralianTax Research

ation system by the Prime Minister, the Hon. RJ. Keating MP. This proposal will Foundationand Chairmanof its
ResearchAdvisoy Board.

modify the reforms announced barely less than 12 months ago, on 12 March 1991,
by the then Prime Minister, Mr R.J. Hawke and ministerial colleagues under the He advisesmanycorporations, smalland

large, on their businessand associatedtitle of Building a CompetitiveAustralia .

tax problems. His special interests lie in

The 26 February 1992 changes announced as part of the Prime Minister's One banking and funds managementbut he

Nation Statement are designed to help economic recovery and to improve Aus- has also had a long-standing
involvementin natural resourcesand

tralia's international competitiveness. The new round of changes has been wel- industries.
comed to varying degrees by business leaders and commentators.

What has occurred in this area in recent years reflects the outcome of struggles for

supremacy in policy making, by the Treasuryon the one hand as proponentsofeco-
Contents

nomic rationalism and zealous guardians of the tax revenue base and, on the other I. Introduction
hand, by the Departmentof Industry, Commerce and Technology which promotes Il. Ideal System of Tax Depreciationitselfas an interventionistforce in the economyon behalfof the manufacturingsec- A..Economicdeprecation
tor. Overlaid on the inter-departmentalprocess is the lobbying of business organi- B. Neutrality in investment decisions
zations, the success of which depends on the political and economic climate at the C. Simplicity
time the representationsare made. D. Internationallycompetitive

E. Transfer of benefit of capital
Readers who are familiarwith Australia's tax changes will recall the following leg- allowances
islative events of recent years: F. Inflation

The standarddepreciationrates for plant were increasedby a 20 percent load-- IlI. Theorectical Frameworkof Tax

ingI for assets acquired in the period from 20 August 1980 to 30 April 1981. As Depreciation Under the Australian
Income Tax AssessmentAct (ITAA)from the latter date the loading was reduced to 18 percent until 26 May 1988 A. Scope

when it increased once again to 20 percent. B. Ownership
C. Used to produce assessable

From 19 July 1982 accelerated rates became operative, subject to certain excep- income
-

tions. This was the optional 3/5 system which granted a three or five-year life D. Historic cost
for all depreciableassets. The 3/5 system was terminatedfor acquisitionsafter 25 E. Depreciation methods

May 1988 and plant which qualifiedhad to be in use by 30 June 1991. F. Rates of depreciation
G. Terminal adjustments

From 1 July 1991 but extending to acquisitions after 12 March 1991 a new sys- H. Accountingstandards-

tem was introduced,part of which was to restore the loading on standard rates to I. Exceptions to general rules

20 percentbut with broadbandedasset classes and pooling.This system is to IV. Tax-Preferred Sectors of the Economy
be furthr modified as from 27 February 1992 to reduce asset classes and A. Mining
increase rates. B. Primary industries

C. Research and development(R&D)
An investmentallowance was granted at the rate of40 percent of cost during the D. Other-

period 1 January 1976 to 1 July 1978 but this rate was reduced to 20 percentuntil
V. New Arrangements Effective After 26

1 May 1981 when it was furtherreducedto 18 percent. The investmentallowance February 1992
was phased out for plant which was not in use by 1 January 1988. But an invest- A. Plant and equipment
ment allowance under a new name, Development Allowance, will become B. Structural improvements
operative for plant, generally from 27 February 1992, at the rate of ten percent, C. Industrial buildings and tourist

on large-scale projects which satisfy a number of criteria related to world com-
accomodation

D. Development allowance
petitiveness. In the Australiancontext investmentallowancesoffer an immediate
deductionin addition to normal depreciation. Vl. Conclusion

Capital expenditures on construction of buildings and structural improvements-

were generally excluded altogether from depreciationuntil 22 August 1979. In

respect of constructionfrom that date a separate write-offregime was introduced 1. Denotes an additional percentage of the stan-

dard rate of depreciation; thus a 20 percent loadingfor short-term traveller (tourist) accommodation at the rate of 2.5 percent per on a standard rate of ten percent increases that rate to
annum. This rate was increasedfor a short period of time to four percent. Income- 12 percent.
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producingbuildings generally were then added to the building (1) Allowances in addition to depreciation on historic cost,

depreciation system at four percent but this rate was later e.g. investment allowance, development allowance, invest-
reduced to 2.5 percent. For construction commenced after 15 ment tax credit2 - these are explicit tax incentives which

September 1987 the rate is 2.5 percent and has remainedunal- favour certain capital equipment-intensive industries (e.g.
tered since. (Buildings used for research and developmentare manufacturing)over industries such as retailing.
dealt with separately and are commented on below.) Bt for

(2) Compressing asset types into too few classes (e.g. the
tourist accommodation and industrial buildings the rate will

Australiansystem of three and five-yearasset lives during the
once again be four percent from 27 February 1992.

period 1982 to 1988) - this favours investment in long-life
In the discussionbelow the references to plant or to plant and assets when compared to short-life assets.

equipment exclude buildings. The paper does not extend to
(3) Acceleratedrates which allow write-offover periods con-

intellectualproperty which can be amortized. siderably less than the useful life of the assets.

(4) Rates fixed for specified types of assets by reference to the

Il. IDEAL SYSTEM OF TAX DEPRECIATION particular industry in which the assets are used rather than by
reference to universal use. Such industry specific rates

At the risk of over-simplification, the following features favour some industriesat the expense of others and vice versa.
should be incorporated in a tax system for depreciation for

wasting assets which satisfies the generally accepted criteria (5) Overly generous or flexible rules for repairs an mainte-

for a good tax system, namely equity, neutrality and simplic- nance - this induces plant life extension programmes and

ity. By these criteria Australiahas not performedwell but the delays the scrapping of assets and investment in new equip-
most recent ofnew measures commentedon at the end of this ment.

article go a long way to rectify anomalies.

C. Simplicity
A. Economicdepreciation To reduce administrativeand compliance costs the reduction

Ideally, the system should permit tax deductions over a peri- of asset classes and ease of arithmetic calculation should be

od which reflect, as closely as possible, the economic depre- considered as desirable objectives. In addition, the type of

ciation of wasting assets. The charge against economic assets which qualify for depreciation and the applicable rate

income should represent the decline in real value of the asset. should be easily determinable. The tax law should not be

If the regime for capital allowancesis deficient in this respect complex or uncertain so that it prevents investmentdecisions

taxable profits will be over-stated in real terms. from being made quickly and with tax certainty.

The loss in value may arise from any one or a combinationof
D. Internationallycompetitivethe following:

wear and tear; In an era of global trade and deregulation of financial mar---

obsolescence; kets, notwithstanding barriers by trade blocs, the issue of-

-

international competitiveness has become thechanges in monetaryvalue. even more-

focus of public debate. This is certainly so in Australia.
Ideally, the depreciation allowance over the life of an asset

should be spread so that it reflects each year's movementbut The argument is that in countries with relatively high tax

this is universally impractical. Therefore an arbitrary rate is rates and restrictive depreciation systems, the effective tax

normally applied on acquisition and then applied consistent- rate payable by capital-intensive industries will compare

ly until the asset is sold or its life otherwise terminated. unfavourably with overseas competitors. This discourages
domestic and inward investment in the home country and,

B. Neutrality in investmentdecisions correspondingly, encourages the outward migration of the

manufacturing sector to jurisdictions where there are tax

Economists would argue that the tax depreciation system incentives on a comparativebasis.3
should not distort investment decisions. In practice it is fre-

quently Govemmentpolicy to foster new investmentin capi- E ransferof benefitofcapital allowances
tal equipment-intensiveindustries by the granting of special
allowanceswhich have the effect of reducing the cost of cap- Generally, the acquisitionby the businessenterpriseof depre-
ital to the taxable entity. This is achieved by investment ciable property is funded by borrowings to some degree, fre-

allowancesand/or initial allowancesand accelerateddepreci- quently to the extent of 100 percent.
ation. Acceleratedrates are, in effect, interest-free loans from It is in the nature of capital allowances and a mature finan-
Governmentprovided the depreciation deductions are effec- cial/bankingsector that a marketwill develop for the transfer
tively utilized. But it is questionablewhetheroverly generous of the tax benefit of capital allowances by the entity entitled
capital allowancesactually work and, if so, whether they pro- to the allowance to a financier for considerationof a reduc-
duce long-termeconomic benefits.

2. For example, Secs. 38 and 46 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code.
At least five main types of deviation from neutrality can be 3. Statistical data on these issues can be found in Taxing Prof7ts in a Global

readily identified: Economy (Paris: OECD, 1991).
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tion in finance charges. The penchant of governments to IIl THEORETICALFRAMEWORKOF TAX
stimulate investmentby generouscapital allowanceshas seen DEPRECIATION UNDER THE AUSTRALIAN
the development of large-volume equipment leasing busi- INCOME TAX ASSESSMENTACT (ITAA)
nesses which result in capital allowances being actually
claimed by banks and other financial institutions. This has
also occurred in Australia where a high degree of sophistica- A. Scope
tion underpins the market in tax benefit transfers.

The ITAA5 provides for a deduction for depreciation on the

This feature of concessional capital allowances can be justi- cost ofproperty which qualifies as plant or articles. Unfor-

fied on the ground that it treats all entities equally. If a com- tunately, the expressionplant or articles is not defined.

pany is not able to maximize the present value of allowances Australiahas retained its colonial heritageby interpreting the
why should it not exchange the tax benefit for commercial wordplant from judicial precedents originating in England
gain in the form of a reductionof financing costs and developed by Australian courts. The usual starting point

is the UK decision in Yarmouth v France,6 as expanded byThe extentof the market in tax-basedfinancingof investment
in capital equipment is limited by the tax capacity of the subsequentcourt decisions.

banking sector and its capability to absorb the allowances as The concept is justifiably regarded as anachronistic by
they fall due. Tax capacity exhaustion was apparent in the today's business people. It has led to the development of a

United Kingdom in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Australia functional test which requires, simply expressed, the distinc-
is in this position in 1992, to some extent because of the tion to be drawn between assets which actively perform a

recession,but mainly because of large loan losses sufferedby function in the business and those which do not. The latter
banks. It is worth noting that in such circumstances acceler- includes items of property which merely provide the setting
ated capital allowances and other investment coricessions or environment in which income-producing activities are

may not be effective. conducted (e.g. an office building).7Structural improvements
to land which are fixtures are, as a general rule, also outside

Tax benefit transfers have also been widespread in cross-bor- the conception of plant, but not always, depending on the
der leasing transactions, especially for aircraft and ships. function performed.8
Such schemes may involve double dipping or even triple
dipping. By a quirk of logic but as a long-standing concession, the

Commissioner of Taxation did allow tax depreciation on

buildings to the extent that they form integral parts of or take
F Inflation on the nature of plant. He states that buildings form integral

parts of plant, wholly or in part, where:9
The effect of inflationon capital allowanceshas trubledpol- (a) some part of the structure of the building has been erect-

icy-makers in Government - but not as much as business! ed for the specificpurpose of supportingplant installedin
The issue was well debated in the post World War II era of re- that part of the building; and
construction (see for example, the Report of the 1955 UK (b) the erection of that part of the structure involves the use

Royal Commission).4 of building materials additional to, or of greater strength
than, those used in the general building structure.

High corporate tax rates coupled with high rates of inflation

strongly erode the value of annual depreciation deductions. However, the rate allowed on such qualifying structures is

This effect limits the financial capacity of industry to invest only one or three percent per annum, dependingon the mate-

in new technologyand to replace worn plant. The 'real' value rials used.

of the deduction is less than economic depreciation.

The response of tax economists would be to devise some 4. 1955 Royal Commission on Taxation ofProfits and Income Final Report
form of indexation of historic cost of plant but such propos- (June 1955), at paras. 329-373.

als inevitably fail to be acceptable for a host of reasons.
5. ITAA 1936; unless otherwise stated all references are to the ITAA.
6. (1887) 19 QBD 647, at 658. The much quoted statement of Lindley J is as

Instead, compensation is offered by way of an initial follows: in its ordinary sense it (plant) includes whateverapparatus is used
allowance or accelerated rates of write-off. Alternatively, by a businessmanfor carrying on his business - not his stock-in-tradewhichhe

declining balance methods may offer some compensation. buys or makes for sale; but all goods and chattels, fixed or moveable, live or

dead, which he keeps for permanentemployment in his business.
7. See, for examplein Austrlia: MoretonCentralSugar Mill Company Ltm-

Australia introduceda two-rate5/3 lives system on 19 July ited v. FCT (1967) 116 CLR 151 ; Broken Hill Pry Co v. FCT 15 ATD 43; Wan-
1982 which survived until 25 May 1988 in respect of acqui- garatta Woollen Mills Ltd v. FCT 69 ATC 4095; Imperial Chemical Industries

sitions or constructioncontractedor comrnencedby that date, ofAustralia& New Zealand v. FCT70 ATC 4024. More recent references in the

provided the plant was in use by 30 June 1991. Australia's UnitedKingdom are: IRC v. Scottish andNewcastle BreweriesLimited(1982)2
All ER 230; Cole BrosLtd v. Phillips (1982) 2 All ER 247; Benson v. YardArm

inflation rate as measured by the Consumer Price Index was Club Ltd (1979) 2 All ER 336; WimpyInternationalLtdv. Warland(1989) STC

11.5 percent during 1982/83. But the accelerated system was 273.

introduced principally to make Australia more competitive 8. IRC v. Barclay, Curie & Co Limited(1969) 1 All ER 732, which deals with
a dry dock at a shipping yard.and to improve the climate for investment and so aid eco- 9. Depreciation Income Tax Order No. 1217 (1974 Revision) and Income-

nomic recovery. Tax Ruling IT 31.
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B. Ownership As a general rule, financing costs such s interest are not

regarded as formingpart of the cost of the asset since they do
The law requireslo that depreciablepropertybeownedby the not add any value to it and merely reflect the method where-
taxpayer who is making the claim for the depreciation by the taxpayer has chosen to finance its acquisition or con-
allowance. The meaning of ownership in this context is struction.16 However, if the capitalizationof borrowing costs
unclear. Generally, legal ownership is looked for rather than (including interest) does not disadvantage tax collections, it
economic ownership. However, the generally accepted view will be permitted.7
now held is that the word owned should be interpreted rea-

sonably broadly and not requiring all of the bundle of legal
rights which may be conceivably looked for by lawyers in rela- E. Depreciationmethods
tion to ownership. The CommissionerofTaxationhas conced- Up to 26 February 1992, the Australian regime allowed, on
ed the word should not be interpreted in a strict technical sense election, a straight-line method of depreciation or, a reduc-
and a popular, ordinary meaning may be acceptable. ing balance (otherwiseknown as diminishingvalue) sys-
The question of ownership has most frequently given rise to tem for which the rates are 150 percent of the straight-line
difficulties where otherwise depreciable property is erected rates. The sum-of-the-digits or double declining balance
on land which is not owned by the taxpayer. Therefore, such methods are not permitted.
attributes as tenant rights or compensation at the end of a A reducing balance system is implied acceptance that the
lease term may be regarded as adequate to demonstrate the value of plant falls more rapidly in its effective life immedi-
test of ownershipunless tax avoidance is perceived. ately after first use and thereafterat a lesser rate. This is like-
The One Nation proposals of 26 February 1992 will relax ly for new equipmentbut is a doubtful propositionon acqui-
the ownership test in respect of assets installedon land leased sition of used or second-hand plant. Nevertheless, Australia
from the Crown. The amendments to the law will impose the makes no distinction between new and used plant. The rules
criteria of incurrenceofcapital cost, proprietary rights (pre- apply equally to both, including rates of depreciation.
sumably to remove the assets) and control over use of the

asset, as sufficientfor depreciation. ofdepreciation. Rates
Another exception to strict interpretationof ownership is the

In respect of assets acquired to 12 March 1991 the rates of
long-establishedpractice of treating the hirer (i.e. user) of up

depreciation were set by an arbitrary but convenient regime.
an asset under a hire purchase or instalmentpurchase agree- The ITAA requiredi8 the Commissionerof Taxation to make
ment to be the owner rather than the legal owner.

12

an estimateof the effective life of a unit ofpropertyassuming
it is maintained in reasonably good order and condition and

C. Used to produceassessable income to fix the annual rate of depreciationaccordingly. It shouldbe
observed that in the absence of a definitionofeffectivelife

The taxpayer claiming tax depreciation must use the plant the Commissionerinterpreted his obligation requiring theas
item to produce assessable (i.e. taxable) income. This can be

determinationof physical life without allowance for techno-
contrasted with the use of plant for private purposes when

logical other obsolescence.or
assessable income is not producedor, in some circumstances,
where exempt income may be produced. Since it is impractical for the Commissioner to make such

determinations for each of the circumstanceswhich exists in
Australiahas also adopted anti-avoidancerules where financ-

ing schemes result in assets being used and controlledby tax- business, he publishes standard or advisory rates which
reflect his estimate for specified items.19The schedulequotesexempt authorities (e.g. Government instrumentalities,gov- 18 different classes before adjustments for loading andernment-ownedutilities), but financiersqualifying for capital

rate

allowanceson the ground these taxpayerentities are the legal
reduction in asset classes proposed by the Prime Minister's
announcementof 26 February 1992 as implemented in new

owners.
legislation presented to Parliamenton 2 April 1992.20

These restrictionsapply to leveraged leases funded with non-

recourse debt if the end-user is a tax-exempt body.13 Where It was after much lobbying that the Government decided in

an equity lease to a tax-exempt body can be classified as a
its 12 March 1991 statement, Building a Competitive Aus-

finance lease (in distinction to an operating lease), the trans- tralia, to relx the restrictive approach to effective life. This

action will be reconstructed into a loan with notional princi- is to be expressed in a new provision.21 Students of drafting
pal and interest components.14 10. Sec. 54.

11. Income Tax Ruling IT 2398.

D. Historic cost
12. Income Tax Ruling IT 2236.
13. Sec. 51AD.
14. Division 16D.The tax depreciation allowance is based on the historic cost 15. Income Tax Rulings IT 2197 and 2618.

of the item to be subject to depreciation. For these purposes, 16. Robe River Mining Co Ltd v. FCT, 89 ATC 4606.
cost is not statutorilydefinedbut is taken to mean all amounts 17. Income Tax Ruling IT 2236 in respect of hire purchase charges

paid in consideration for the acquisition of the asset or
18. Sec. 55(1)
19. Depreciationbooklet issued March 1991.

expenditure in constructing it, including overhead expenses, 20. Taxation Laws AmendmentBill (No. 2) 1992.
installation and transportation.15 21. Sec. 54A(1).
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styles may like to read the proposed section reproducedas an - There is a depreciationlimit on the cost of motor vehicles.

Appendix. In essence the effective life is to be a useful life This limit is indexed each year in line with movements in
determinedby regard to such factors as: the motor vehicle purchase sub-group of the Consumer

expected circumstancesof use by the taxpayer; Price Index. For the 1991/1992 year the amount is AS-

whether the expected life is restricted by the duration of a 45,462. In other words, no tax depreciation whatsoever is-

particularproject; and allowed on the excess over the limit. This measure can be

predictableobsolescence. seen to provide an incentive to buy locally manufactured-

motor vehicles instead of imported luxury vehicles.27
However, owners of used or second-handplant are required
to treat such plant as new in estimating its effective life. - The cost of small items of capital expenditure can be

The new concept of effective life can be contrasted with the deducted outright in the year of acquisition up to the

lak of foresight of the CommonwealthGovernment's 1955 amount of AS 300 or if the estimated effective life of the

Review Committee on depreciation. Having conceded the item is less than three years. It is expected the thresholdof

existenceofobsolescenceas a relevant factor, the Committee AS 300 will be reviewed periodically to move it in line
with inflation.28observed that: The evidence we received failed to establish

any definable cycle of obsolescence in any industry. It is Depreciationis not allowableon the cost ofplant and other-

largely an unpredictable contingency. Moreover, the inci- items which are used in entertainingor in providing leisure
dence of obsolescence varies from time to time and is not facilities (e.g. yachts) under certain circumstances.This is
present in all industries at the same time.22 in line with recent years' reforms to eliminate tax deduc-
The 1975 Report of the Asprey Committeewas no more pre- tions for personal use assets and to protect against the ero-

scient.23 sion of the tax base by disguising private expenditure as a

business cost.29
It has taken about 37 years for the effects of technological
change to translate itself into economic reality.

IV. TAX-PREFERREDSECTORS OF
G. Terminaladjustments THE ECONOMY
The ITAA provides24a balancingchargeor terminaldeduc-

Notwithstanding the anachronistic approach to manufactur-
tion on disposal of depreciable assets. ing plant and equipment, Australianeconomichistory shows
These provisions interact with the Capital Gains Tax (CGT) that successive Governments have preserved favoured treat-

provisions to the effect that any excess of sales consideration ment for two industries in particular. These are the extractive
over the indexed historic cost base of the depreciableproper- industries (general mining and petroleum) and the primary
ty will be liable to CGT. It is unlikely that this CGT effect ndustries (e.g. agriculture). Of more recent vintage is Gov-
will be much evident in practice except in relation to appreci- ernment policy to encourage research and development. The

ating assets such as works of art which, in any event, attract a position regarding depreciation in respect of the above is as

low rate of tax depreciation. follows:

The ITAA permits a form of rollover in respect of deprecia-
tion recapture by allowing such surplus or balancing charge A. Mining
to be spread over the cost of new acquisitionsof plant or the
tax depreciated value of existing assets,25 Rollover will also General mining, petroleum, mineral transport and quarrying
be permitted where assets are transferredbetween companies benefit from a simple and comprehensivesystem of depletion
under 100 percent common ownership.26 allowances based on cost.3o The capital expenditures which

qualify cover mine development generally and extend to
infra-structureand treatmentplant.H. Accountingstandards
The write-off method is the life of mine concept with aThe tax law operates independently from accounting stan-
maximumlife of for quarries where 20dards. Whatever the amount of accounting depreciation or

ten years except years
is the statutory maximum.

amortization might be, such amount is not an allowable
deduction and tax depreciation is to be substituted for it in

arriving at the entity's taxable income. 22. Hulme Committee'sReport (June 1955), at para. 47.
23. Taxation Review Committee,FinalReport (January 1975), at paras. 8.75-

Approved Accounting Standard ASRB 1021, broadly speak- 8.81.

ing, adopts a useful life approachwhich accommodatesobso- 24. Sec. 59.

lescence as well as exhaustion by effluxion of time and rate 25. Sec. 59(2A).
26. Proposed Sec. 58.

of output. 27. Sec. 57AF.
28. The AS 300 threshold is an anomaly since Income Tax Ruling IT2264

I. Exceptionsto general rules
allows mining companies to expense items costing up to AS 500 per unit.
29. Secs. 54(3) and 51AE(14).
30. The provisions are found in Division 10 - General Mining, Division

There are a number of exceptions to the general principles 10AA Petroleum,Division 10AAA Transport. Quarrying is a subdivision- -

described above. They are: of Division 10.
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The cost of mining plant and equipment was includable in write-off but the application is of limited interest. Certain
such allowancesas an alternative to ordinary tax depreciation employee amenities qualify for a rate of 33 1/3 percent under
until 25 May 1988. As from that operative date, plant and the straight-linemethod.
articles used in the relevant industries, other than for explo-
ration, are eligible only for normal tax depreciation and no

other method of write-off is available. V. NEW ARRANGEMENTSEFFECTIVE AFTER
26 FEBRUARY 1992

B. Primary industries The policy announcement made by the Prime Minister

There have been long-standing tax concessions in Australia applies to plant and equipment inclding second-handplant
for capital expendituresin relation to primary industies. This acquired or commenced to be constructed after 26 February

1992. The new measures have not yet been translated into
manifestsitself in two forms, namely concessionarywrite-off

law. Therefore the following details should be treated with
rates for plant and write-off allowances for capital expendi- cautionuntil they be checked againstenabling legislationture which would not otherwise qualify because it is not in

can

which has become law.
respect of plant and equipment. In respect of the latter, the
definitionofplant is statutorilyextended to fences, dams and
other structural improvements used in agriculture, farming, A. Plant and equipment
etc,31

Under the concept introduced in the March 1991 Economic

Capital expenditure on soil conservation and land degrada- Statement35 there were to be seven classes of depreciable
tion measures is deductible immediately. Certain other capi- assets each covering a band of effective lives. As a result of
tal expenditureson water conservationand water conveyance the One Nation Statement of 26 February 1992 the seven

are deductible over three years in equal instalments or 100 classes were reduced to six. The new bands are skewed to

percent on incurrence. significantly increase rates for plant with an effective life of
five or more years.

C. Researchand development(R&D) The cost of an asset with an effective life of less than three

Australia introduced a complex incentive scheme for R&D years is to be deductible as to 100 percent in the year of first
36

expenditure operative from 1 July 1985. In essence, the use.

scheme allows an immediatedeductionof 150percentfor eli- The method of depreciationwas announced as the declining
gible expenditurebut this will be reduced to 125 percent from balance (i.e. diminishingvalue) method and the straight-line
1 July 1993.32 Expenditure in acquiringcore technology is methodwas not to be permitted.But on 23 March 1992 it was

limited to a 100 percent deduction but this is an immediate announced by the Treasurer that taxpayers will be able to

write-off. The concessionis limited to companieswhich have continue to depreciate plant on the straight-line method by
been incorporated in Australia. making an election to this effect. The straight-line rates will

To the extent relevant for capital expenditure on plant and be 2/3 of the reducing balance rates of the six effective life

buildings: asset classes. Where this calculation produces a fraction it

The 150 percent cost of research plant and equipment can
will be rounded to the nearest whole number.

-

be written off over three years in equal instalments (i.e. 50

percent in each of the three years but this will reduce after The new rate scheduleswill be as follows:

1 July 1993). Years in effective Prime cost Diminishing
Buildings qualify for the 2.5 percent amortization rate /ife value-

from 21 November 1987 (three-year write-off applied 3 to less than 5 40% 60%
from 1 July 1985 to 20 November 1987). 5 to less than 6 2/3 27% 40%

In addition, under a previous scheme being phased out33 the 6 2/3 to less than 10 20% 30%
10 to less than 13 17% 25%

capital cost of buildings which are solely used by a business 13 to less than 30 13% 20%
for scientific researchare deductibleover three years in equal More than 30 7% 10%
instalments. The three-year write-off rate (or 50 percent on

the reducing balance method) also applies to plant used sole- The new regime as proposed in the One Nation Statement
ly for research as defined.34 A sunset clause provides that and TaxationLaws AmendmentBill 1992 and TaxationLaws
these deductionswill not apply to expenditure incurred after AmendmentBill (No. 2) 1992 introduced into the House of
30 June 1995. Representativeson 2 April 1992 adds the following qualifi-

cations:
D. Other

Plant used for basic iron and steel products was eligible for 31. Sec. 54(2).
accelerated rates for a short period (acquisition/construction 32. Sec. 73B.

commencement from 18 August 1981 to 20 July 1982) for 33. Sec. 73A.

the benefit of Australia's sole producer at that time. Aus-
34. Secs. 73A(2) and (6).
35. Sec. 54A(1)

tralian trading ships are granted a 20 percent per annum 36. Sec. 55(2) n Clause 7 of Taxation Laws AmendmentBill (No. 2) 1992.
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(1) The existing 20 percent loading on depreciation rates is In respect of buildings, alterations or improvementsto indus-
subsumed into the new accelerated rate scales. trial buildings and tourist accommodationcommenced on or

(2) Lower rates than the new (maximum) rates are permitted after 27 February 1992, the write-offrate will be increased to

on election. four percent per annum on the straight-linemethod.

(3) The following exceptions are to apply to the new rate Industrialbuildings are to be defined as buildings which house
schedule: manufacturingplant, packagingplant, supervisors' offices and

passengermotorvehicles and derivativesdesigned to a workers' lunch room. Warehousebuildings will be excluded
-

carry less than nine people will continue to be depre- other than those adjacent to a manufacturingsite and used as
ciable under the regime effective from 1 July 1991 temporary storage for raw materials and finished goods.
which is less generous than the six effective life asset

classes; Office buildings and retail stores will not qualify for the four

paintings and certain other art works will also contin- write-off and will continue be eligible for the 2.5
- percent to

ue to be depreciableunder the regime effective from percent amortization. As an anomaly, R&D buildings will

1 July 1991. This provides for a rate of one percent similarly be confined to the 2.5 percent rate which is in con-

per annum (straight line) or 1.8 percent per annum
trast to the new four percent rate for industrial building.

reducing balance;
the special five-year straight-line write-off for trad- D. Developmentallowance-

ing ships will remain unaltered; As a measure of economic intervention, to act as an induce-
the special depreciation rate for employee amenities ment a cost

-

for selected large-scale investmentof capital of
will be retained; AS 50 million or more, a developmentallowance of ten per-
plant and equipment used in eligible R&D will con- are

-

cent of the cost will be permitted. The following the
tinue to be deductibleat 50 percent over each of three details given by the Government.
years.

(4) The rate ofdepreciation for each asset can be determined (1) The ten percent deduction regime is to apply to eligible
either with reference to the depreciation schedules pub- projects and will be based broadly on the existing, but

lished by the Commissioner of Taxation, or be self now inoperativelegislationfor the investmentallowance.

assessed as to its effective life by the taxpayer. (2) An independentstatutory authority will be establishedto

(5) Asset items which are subject to the same depreciation certify which projects qualify. The main criteria will be:

rate can be pooled. This simplifies administration by
- minimumcapital cost of AS 50 million;

dispensing with the need to keep records of individual
- the project must be for the productionof goods or ser-

assets. If pooling is elected the straight-line method of vices but retailing, wholesaling,office buildings, busi-

calculatingdepreciation is not allowed and the declining ness or financial services, residential real estate and

balance method must be used. print or electronicmedia projects will be ineligible;
a test of substantial Government assistance or (tariff)-

protection will be applied to exclude industries which
B. Structural improvements are the beneficiariesof such policies;

the project will need to meet certain tests that it will be-

In respect of the cost of structural improvementsto land other
than buildings which were previously not deductible, these effcient, with economicbusiness inputs, and that it will

expenditures will now be deductible at the fixed rate of 2.5
be competitiveby reference to internationalcriteria.

percent per annum. Structural improvementsfor this purpose
(3) Expendituresafter 27 February 1992 will qualify but reg-

istration of projects must be lodged by 31 Decemberwill include earth works. Typical examples of beneficiaries
1992. Final documentationwill have be lodged by 30

of the allowancewill be private operatorsof roads (tollways),
to

airport runways and large industrial projects requiring sub-
June 1995. Thequalifyingprojectwill need to commence

stantial civil works. by 30 June 1996 and plant must be in first use by no later
than 30 June 2002.

Land improvements which constitute changes to the land- (4) Only new units of eligible property, being plant or arti-

scape and do not typically depreciate will be excluded from cles within the meaning of the depreciation provisions,
the new regime. Examples of such exclusions were given as will qualify. The deduction for the allowance will be

golf courses, landscaping and sports playing fields. additional to depreciation.
(5) The allowance will be claimable in the year the unit of

There will be no balancing adjustments on the sale of struc-
property is first used for the purpose of producing assess-

tural improvementsor termination of their use. This follows able income, or nstalledready for use and held in reserve.
the regime for writing off the costs of qualifying buildings. (6) The property must be acquired or constructedby the tax-

payer and must be used in Australia by the taxpayer for

C. Industrial buildingsand touristaccommodation the purpose of producing assessable ncome.

(7) The propertymust be retainedby the taxpayer for at least
Under the existing rules the cost of constructionof buildings 12 months and not be put to disqualifyinguse within that
including tourist accommodation (referred to as short-term period.
traveller accommodation), is subject to amortization at the
rate of 2.5 percent per annum straight line.37 37. Divisions 10C and D.
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(8) As a general rule, the allowancewill not be available to a VI. CONCLUSION
taxpayer who uses the property to produce income by
leasing, unless the lessee contracts to use the property

It will be seen that Australiahas struggled to develop a capi-
under a long-term lease in an eligible project. tal allowance system which is appropriate for its own econo-

in internationalenvironment.
(9) Expenditureon certain items of property will not qualify my an

for the allowance, including: The frequent changes operative from arbitrary dates (which
plant used in R&D, which otherwisequalifies for con- represent dates on which Government announcements are-

cessions under the income tax law; made) will seem chaotic against the background of interna-

aircraft and trading ships; repeat-- tional comparisons. Such timing of changes has been

passengermotor vehicles; edly criticized as adding substantial administrative costs to
-

householdappliances and furniture and fittings, unless tax compliance.-

used in the tourist accommodationindustry; More importantly, the frequency of change exacerbates risk
artworks and books; aversion in investmentdecisionmaking. And, there is no evi--

non-protectivewearing apparel'andaccessories. dence new measures achieve their objectives.-

PROPOSED SECTION 54A(1) IN TAXATION LAWS AMENDMENTBILL (NO,4) 1991*

For the purposes of section 55, the effective life of a unit of (ia) paragraph (aa) does not apply; and

property owned by a taxpayer is whichever of the following (ib) the property was new at the time when the property
periods is applicable: was first used by the taxpayer for assessable income-

producing purposes; and
(aa) if:

(i) there is in force a determinationby the Commis- (b) if:
sioner under subsection (lA) which specifies a (i) at the time of that first use it would be reasonable

period that the taxpayermay elect to adopt as the to conclude that the property is likely to be:

effective life of the property; and (A) scrapped; or

(ii) the taxpayer makes a written election to adopt (B) sold for srap; or

that period; (C) abandoned;
by the taxpayer at a later time; and

that period;
(ii) the period beginning at the time of that first use

(a) if paragraph (aa) does not apply - the period, worked and ending at that later time is shorter than the
out as at the time when the property is first used for period mentioned in paragraph (a);
assessable income-producingpurposes by the taxpay- that shorter period.
er, during which it would be reasonable to conclude
that the property would be held by the taxpayer assum- (c) if:

ing: (i) paragraph (aa) does not apply; and

(ii) the property was not new at the time when the

(i) if the property was not new at that time - that property was first used by the taxpayer for
the property was new at that time; and assessable income-producingpurposes; and

was new
(ii) that the taxpayer was to hld the propertyuntil it (iii) assuming that the property at the time of

that first use, it would be reasonable to conclude
was no longer reasonably capable of being used, at that time that the property would be likely to
by the taxpayeror by any other person, for: be:

(A) assessable income-producingpurposes; or (A) scrapped; or

(B) sold for scrap; or
(B) exempt income-producingpurposes; and (C) abandoned;

(iii) if, at the time the property was first used for by the taxpayer at a later time; and

assessable income-producing purposes by the (iv) the eriod beginning at the time of that first use

taxpayer, it may reasonably be expected that the and ending at that later time is shorter than the
property will be subject to wear and tear by the period mentioned in paragraph (a);
taxpayer at a particularrate - that that rate were that shorterperiod.
the rate of wear and tear to which the property
will be subject; and

* Introduced in the House of Representativeson 19 December 1991.
(iv) that the property were to be maintained in rea- This Bill has been renamedTaxationLaws AmendmentBill 1992 and has

sonably good order and condition; been amended in the Senate.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I. Introduction

A permanent establishment (PE) furnishes a treaty nexus for a host country to tax II. Definition of a PE
the taxable business and effectivelyconnected investmentincome ofpersons, such
as foreign entities. Without the existence of a PE, the business profits of a foreign IlI. Treatment of PEs in the Model

entity are exempt from taxation by the host treaty country, and investmentincome Treaties
A. Backgroundis generally either exempt or subject to a reduced treaty rate of tax on gross B. Summary comparison of

income.l provisions of models
1. General definitions

The PE article of tax treaties provides that a person or business entity doing busi- 2. Specific inclusions
ness in another country will be taxable in that other country only if its activities in 3. A building site or construction
that country pass a certain threshold. A person may intentionallyavoid being taxed or installation project

4. Furnishing of servicesin the other country if it carefully plans its activities so that it does not exceed the 5. Specified exceptions
threshold. An entity that has business activities below the threshold will not have 6. Dependentagents
its business profits taxable in the other (host) country. If it crosses the threshold, it 7. Independentagents
will be taxable in the host country on all its income that is connected with its busi- 8. Insurance agents

9. Subsidiary corporationsness operations in the host country. The utilization of a PE article enables a com-

pany to plan its activities so that it will pass the threshold in some countries and not IV. Advantagesof a Treaty Approach
in others.2 for Trading with the United States

The concept of PE determines which of two treaty countries has the primary right V. CARICOM Treaties
to tax the income. An entity that does not want to pay taxes in a country into which
it is trading or doing a transaction will want to avoid passing the threshold. An VI. Policy Issues and Prospects

income tax treaty provides that, if an entity does have activities that pass the thresh-
old to constitutea PE in the other (host) country, the host country will have the pri-
mary right to tax the income and the home country will have an obligation to
relieve double taxation.3

In addition to the primary right to tax business profits, other tax aspects may be 1. For a comprehensivereview of the PE article in

involved. The host country may be able to tax dividends, interest and royalties income tax treaties, especially from a U.S. perspec-
seereceived by the enterpriseif the right or property giving rise to the income is effec- tive, Williams, PermanentEstablishmentsin the

United States, J. Bischel (ed.), Income Tax Treaties
tively connectedwith the PE. Capital gains also can be affectedby the existence or (1978), at 189-312.

non-existenceof a PE. 2. For a concise and useful discussion of the PE
article, see R. Rhoades and M. Langer, Income Tax-

Althougha PE is a treaty concept and is normallynot defined in domestic tax codes ation of Foreign-related Transactions (1991 cum.

(e.g. the US Internal Revenue Code), the PE concept and tax treaties in general release), at 10.02.
3. For instance, if a foreign entity engages in trade

have basic and historical analogues in non-treaty taxation. The application of the or business through a PE in Barbados, the host coun-

PE concept interacts with concepts of foreign taxation in tax codes. try Barbados can tax profits connected with that PE.
Under its treaties, Barbados will also be able to tax

Treaties vary in their definitions of PE and business profits. For purposes of this the foreign entity on its dividends, interest, royalties
discussion, three models will be reviewed: the 1977 OECD model tax treaty; the and capital gains that are effectively connected with

the PE. If the foreign entity does not have a PE in
1980 UN model tax treaty between developing and developed countries; and the Barbados, then Barbados cannot tax the business
1981 US model tax treaty. Afterdefininga PE, this article will review the treatment profits, and the foreign entity will be exempt from

of PE provisions in the OECD/US and UN models. The potential use of an
tax or pay tax at a reduced rate on its investment
income from Barbados.

OECD/US-style PE article and a favourable limitation on benefits article4 by a 4. A limitation on benefits or anti-treaty shopping
country with a strong international financial sector will then be reviewed. Empha- article is an article in a treaty directed at limiting the

sis will be placed on the recentlynegotiatedprotocolbetween the United States and benefits arising from the treaty to those persons that
are intended beneficiaries. Such provisions defineBarbados. Thereafter,prospects for the PE article in CARICOM tax policy will be the intendedbeneficiariesnormally as nationals, res-

mentioned. idents, holders of minimum amounts of equity, pub-
licly-held companies and so forth.
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Il. DEFINITION OF A PE tax at source. The OECD model emphasizesmore than mini-
mal contact or presence.9 In part the emphasis is a historical

Conceptually tax treaties apply different standards to deter- accident. Indeed the tax codes of some developed countries
mine whether an entity or a person has crossed the threshold shift jurisdiction to tax exclusively to the source country
that constitutes adequate presence in the host treaty country when a PE exists in that country. The activities in the source
to have a PE. Three texts are employed: country must reach an appropriate level of significance to

justify the shift in the government which received the rev-

(1) The asset test provides the kind of assets, such as a enue from the activity.
branch, office, store or factory, maintainedby an entity or

enterprise in the host country that will amount to a PE. Although developing countries have accepted the concept of
PE, they have tried to expand the list of activities encom-

(2) The agency test provides the extent to which the act(s) of passed by that term. They have sought to narrow the extent to
an agent, broker, partner or subsidiary will amount to a which the concept limited source jurisdiction. These coun-

PE even where the entity itself does not maintain a fixed tries emphasized that modern methods of business and com-

place of business in the other treaty country. munication made some of the requirements of the OECD

(3) The activity test provides the extent to which an entity model obsolete or unsuited to present circumstances. Many
can conductcertain activities,such as storing, displaying, developedcountries accepted their position for the most part.
delivering or purchasinggoods in the host treaty country, The UN model expands the scope of the OECD definitionof

without such activities being deemed to constitute a PE. a PE in several respects, thereby expanding source jurisdic-
tion. The same effect is reached by altering certain aspects of

In general a fixed place ofbusiness constitutes a PE only if it the computationof the profits of a PE.
is used to engage in a continuouscourseofcommercialactiv-

ity.5 Two tests must be fulfilled: (1) an active conduct of In 1963, the OECD publisheda draft model income tax treaty
business must exist, which must be more than the mere con- that was widely used in tax treaty negotiations, especially
duct of business, and (2) continuity of activities. Each coun- those between the 24 OECD member countries. In 1977, a

try has different interpretationsof the rule. US law provides final model treaty replaced the draft. The 1977 model follows

that an enterprisemay be taxed if a PE exists at any time dur_ the basic principles and general structure of the 1963 draft

ing the taxable year. It does not matter if the activity does not and expands some treaty articles. Both the 1963 draft and the

exist at the time particular income is eamed.6 1977 final model were accompaniedby extensive commen-

taries on the treaty articles. The commentaries constitute a
US law provides that income or gain is effectively connected form of legislativehistory of the treaty articles and part of the
with a US trade or business if it would have been so treated if utility of the OECD model is its rich commentaries.
it had been taken into account in an earlier year.7 Prior to the
enactment of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, foreign persons In 1981, the U.S. Departmentof Treasury published a model

were not subject to US tax on business income and gains income tax treaty that is nearly identical to the OECD model

received in a year in which the business no longer existed. treaty.l
Foreign persons would receive this treatment by selling the In 1980, the United Nations published the UN Model Double
US property at a gain in a year in which the business no Taxation Convention Between Developed and Developing
longer existed or by selling property on the instalment basis Countries. It provides a model income tax treaty which has
while they engaged in business, recognizingmost of the gain the intent of providing a model more suitable to the needs of
in subsequent years when the business no longer existed. developingcountries, since the 1977 OECD model was pre-
Under the 1986 Tax Refom Act, income or gain attributable pared for negotiationsbetween two developedcountries.
to another year is effectivelyconnectedwith a US business if
it would have been so connected had it been taken into The basic difference between the UN and the OECD model

account in that other year. The provisionalso embraces assets provisions is that the UN provision lowers the components
sold within ten years after being used in a US business. that constitute a threshold. The purpose of the lower thresh-

old is to enable the host/developingtreaty country to increase
its potentialjurisdictionto tax inbound investment/tradefrom

Ill. TREATMENTOF PES IN THE
MODEL TREATIES 5. ConsolidatedPremium Iron OresLtd.,28 T.C. 127 (1957), al'd, 265 F.2d

320 (6th Cir. 1959), 3 AFTR 2d 1150, 1 USTC 9387; lnez de Amodio, 34 T.C.

A. Background 894 (1960), a#d299 F.2d 623 (3d Cir. 1962), 9 AFTR 2d 826, 62-1 9283; Rev.

Rul. 67-321, 1967-2 C.B. 470; Rev. Rul. 67-322, 1967-2 C.B. 469.
The main models for defining PEs are the Article 5 provi- 6. See, for example, the Barbados/US tax treaty, Art. 7(1).

sions in the OECD, US and UN models. 7. IRC Sec. 864(c)(6) and (7); 1986 Tax Reform Act, Sec. 1242.
8. For a useful background discussion of the U.N. model PE provisions, see

The essence of the concept of PE in the OECD and US mod- Surrey, UnitedNationsModel ConventionforTax TreatiesbetweenDeveloped

els requires a definitive, organized contract or presence so
and DevelopingCountres(Amsterdam: IBFD, 1980).SelectedMonographson

Taxation, Vol. 5.
that casual business connectionsor even a continuous stream 9. OECD model, Art. 5, para. 4 and Commentary thereon.

of exports without a business presence of the foreign 10. For a side-by-sidecomparison, see Rhoades and Langer, supra note 2, at

exporter will not trigger source taxation.8 An important 94.00 et seq.
11. For background, see Surrey, UN Group of Experts and the Guidelines for

premise is convenience, in that some presence should exist Tax Treaties Between Developedand DevelopingCountries, 19 HarvardInt'l
before a foreigner must file returns and compute and pay a Law Journal (1978), at 1.
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persons based in the other treaty country. It is believed that A PE starts to exist when the enterprise starts to carry on its
increasing their ability to tax will increase revenue for devel- business through a fixed place of business. Once the enter-

oping countries. prise prepares, at the place of business, the activity for which
the place of business is to serve permanently,a PE starts. The

B. Summarycomparisonofprovisionsof models period of time during which the fixed place of business itself
is being set up by the enterprise should not be counted, pro-In order to understand the application of the PE article, it is vided this activity differs substantially from the activity for

useful to review the provisions of each paragraph, utilizing which the place of business is to permanently.the OECD model.12 serve

The PE ceases to exist when the fixed placeofbusiness is dis-
1. General definitions posed of or when the activity through it ceases.

According to paragraph 1 of all three models, a PE is a fixed
place ofbusiness through which the business of an enterprise 2. Specific inclusions
iS wholly or partly carried on. Under paragraph2, a PE includes especially:
According to the OECD commentary, the essential character- (a) a place of management;
istics of a PE are a distinctsitus and a fixed place of busi- (b) a branch;
ness. The definitionhas the following conditions: (c) an office;

a place ofbusiness, i.e. a facility such as premises or, in (d) a factory;-

certain instances, machinery or equipment; (e) a workshop; and
the place of business must be fixed, i.e. it must be con- (f) mine, oil well, other place of-

a an or gas a quarry or any
ducted at a distinct place with a certain degree of perma- extractionof natural resources.

nency; and
the conduct of the business of the enterprise through this The list is not intended to be exhaustive and contains exam--

fixed place of business. This normally means that per- ples that are consideredprimafacie as constituting a PE.

sons who are dependent on the enterprise (personnel) The UN and OECD PE articles, unlike the US rnodel, provide
carry on the business of the enterprise in the state in that a PE includes a place of management. The place of
which the fixed place is situated. managementis only relevantwhere the laws of the two con-

The term place of business embraces any premises, facili_ tracting states contain the conceptofplaceofmanagement,
ties or installations that are utilized to conduct the business of as distinct from an office.

the enterprise, whether or not they are used exclusively for It should be noted that, while subparagraph (f) refers to the
that purpose. A place of business can exist where the enter- extractionofnatural resources, it does not mention the explo-prise merely has a certain amountof space at its disposal (e.g. ration of such resources, whether on or offshore. The treatyin the business facilities of another enterprise), even if they countries may agree upon the insertionof specific provisions
are not owned or rented or are otherwiseat the disposalof the

as regards its activities of explorationof natural resources in
enterprise (e.g. by a certainpermanentlyused area in customs

a place or area in the other treaty country.depot for the storage of dutiable goods).
Because the place of business must be fixed, a PE can be 3. A building site or constructionor
deemed to exist only if the place of business has a certain installation project
amountof permanencyand is not of a purely temporarynature.

Paragraph 3 provides that [al building site or constructionor
The existence of tangible property such as facilities, equipment nstallation project constitutes permanent establishmenta
or buildings,or intangibleproperty such as patents, procedures only if it lasts more than 12 months.
and similarpropertythat are let or leased to thirdparties through
a fixed place of businessmaintainedby an enterprise ofa treaty Although the OECD model require a building site or con-

country in the other treaty (host) country will generally render struction or installationproject to last 12 months, the US PE
the place of business a PE. However, if an enterprise of a host article requires the activity to endure more than 24 months

treaty country lets or leases facilities, equipment, buildings or and the UN PE article only requires a period ofmore than six

intangible property to an enterprise of the other treaty (home) months. The time period applies to each individual site or

country, this will not constitute a PE of the lessor, provided the project. No account should be taken of the time previously
contract is limited to the mere leasing of the equipment,etc. spent by the contractor concerned on other sites or projects

that are totally unconnectedwith it. If a building site is basedA PE can exist if the business of the enterprise is carried on

primarily through automatic equipment and the activities of
on several contracts, it should be regarded as a single unit,

the personnel are restricted to setting up, operating, control- provided that it forms a coherent whole both commercially
ling and maintaining such equipment. The issue of whether and geographically.
or not gaming and vending machines and the like established
by an enterprise of a home treaty country in the other host 12. For a useful summary of the OECD PE article on an individual paragraph
treaty country constitute a PE depends on whether or not the basis, see Report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, Model Double

Taxation Convention on Income and on Capital (1977), at 59-69. See also
enterprisecarries on a business activity besides the initial set- Fuller, Income Tax Treaties: PermanentEstablishmentsand Business Profits,
ting up of the machines. IncomeTaxTreaties (1982), at 27-63.
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A site exists from the date on which the contractor starts his (a) the use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage, dis-

work, including any preparatory work, in the country where play or delivery of goods or merchandise belonging to

the construction is to be established, such as if he establishes the enterprise;
a planning office for the construction. It continues to exist

(b) the maintenance of stock of goods merchandisea or
until the work is completed or permanently abandoned. Any belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of stor-
of the items that do not meet this condition do not of itself
constitute a PE, even if there exists within it an installation age, display or delivery;

such as an office or a workshop within the meaning of para- (c) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise

graph 2, associated with the constructionactivity. belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of pro-
cessing by another enterprise;

The term building site or construction or installation pro-
ject ernbraces not only the construction of buildings, but (d) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for

also the constructionof roads, bridges or canals, the laying of the purpose of purchasing goods or merchandise or of

pipelines, and excavating and dredging. Planning and super- collecting information, for the enterprise;
vision of the erection of a building are also within this term, (e) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for
if the building contractorundertakes them. the purpose of carrying on, for the enterprise, any other

In addition, unlike the US and OECD PE articles, the UN activity of a preparatory or auxiliary character;

model expands the PE treatment for a building site or con- (f) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for
struction or installation project to include an assembly any combination of activities mentioned in subpara-
project and supervisory activities in connection with any graphs (a) to (e), provided that the overall activity of the
enumeratedproject.13 fixed place of business resulting from this combinationis

of a preparatoryor auxiliary character.

4. Furnishing of services This paragraph sets forth a number of activities that are

Further, the UN PE article (paragraph 3b) states that a PE exceptions to the general rules of paragraph 1. They do not

constitute a PE even if the activity is conducted through a
encompasses: fixed place of business. The essential feature of these activi-

The furnishing of services, including consultancy services, by ties is their character as preparatoryor auxiliary activities. In
an enterprise throughemployeesor otherpersonnel engagedbY this regard, paragraph (e) constitutes a general restriction of
the enterprisefor such purpose,but only whereactivitiesof that the scope of the definition set forth in paragraph 1.
naturecontinue (for the same or a connectedproject) within the

country for a period or periods aggregating more than six The types of fixed places of business exempted by (e) are

months within any 12-monthperiod. fixed places solely for the purpose of advertising or the fur-

nishing of informationor for scientific researchor for the ser-

The taxation of the performanceof consultancy services has vicing of a patent or know-how contract, if such activities

become important for developing countries since the fees have a preparatory or auxiliary character. In practice, it is

paid by developingcountries for these services often involve often difficult to distinguish between activities that have a

large sums. The services generallyare performedpartly in the preparatory or auxiliary character and those that do not.

country in which the seller of the services resides and partlY The decisive factor is whether or not the activity of the fixed
in the source county. Under the traditional OECD and US place of business in itself forms an essential and significant
definitions, the latter services would not constitute a PE. part of the activity of the enterpriseas a whole. Each individ-
Hence, the UN added the above paragraph. The six-month ual case must be examinedon its own merits. A fixed place of
period could in special cases be reduced to three months business whose general purpose is one that is identical to the
through bilateral negotiations. Some of the members dis- general purpose of the whole enterprise, does not exercise a

agreedwith the limitationof the same or connectedproject preparatoryor auxiliary activity. For instance, if the servicing
and would aggregate unrelated projects. General agreement of patents and know-how is the purpose of an enterprise, a

was reached that only profits from services attributable to the fixed place of business of such enterprise exercising such an

source country should be taxable by it.14 The Commentary to activity cannot obtain the benefits of sub-paragraph (e). A
the UN model provides that some members from developing fixed place of business that has the function of managing an
countries might favour the additional coverage of consultan- enterpriseor even only a part of an enterprise of a group can-

cy services where the remuneration exceeded an amount not be regarded as carrying out a preparatory or auxiliary
fixed in bilateral negotiations. However, most members dis- activity, since such a managerial activity exceeds this level.
agreed for several reasons contained in the Commentary.15 When enterprises with internationalramificationsestablish a

5. Specific exemptions 13. Surrey, supra note 7, at 15.
14. See Art. 17 (2) of the OECD model, relating to artistes and athletes, which

Paragraph4 provides: permits source jurisdiction taxation without regard to time of stay or amount of
remunerationif the income from the services of the entertaineraccrues to anoth-

Notwithstandingthe precedingprovisionsof this Article, the er person. Usually the other person is, under the relevantcommentary,a compa-

term permanent establishment shall be deemed not to ny employing the entertaineras to which the entertainerhas some degree of con-

trol or he participates in its profits.
include: 15. Surrey, supra note 7, at 16-17.
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so-called management office in countries in which they enterprise is deemed to have a PE in respectofany activity of
maintain subsidiaries, PEs, agents or licensees, such office a person acting for it.

having supervisoryand coordinating functions for all depart-
ments of the enterprise located within the region concerned,a

Persons whose activities may create a PE for the enterprise
PE will normally be deemed to exist, because the manage-

are so-calleddependentagents, i.e. persons, whetheremploy-
ment office may be regarded as an office within the meaning ees or not, who are not independentagents falling underpara-

of paragraph 2. graph 6. Such persons may be either individuals or compa-
nies. Paragraph 5 provides that only persons with the author-

As long as the combined activity of a fixed place of business ity to conclude contracts can lead to a PE for the enterprise
iS merely preparatoryor auxiliary, a PE shouldnot be deemed maintaining them. In such a case the person has sufficient
to exist. Such combinations, according to the OECD Com- authority to bind the enterprise'sparticipation in the business
mentary, should not be viewed on rigid lines, but should be activity in the state concerned.
considered in light of particularcircumstances.

The authority to conclude contracts must cover contracts
The UN model does not specifically exclude as many activi- concerning operations that constitute the business proper of
ties from constituting a PE. For instance, the OECD and US the enterprise. Hence, authority by the person to engage
PE articles exclude the use of facilities solely for the pur- employees for the enterprise to assist that person's activity
pose of storage, display, or delivery of goods or merchandise for the enterprise if the person were authorized to conclude,
belonging to the enterprise.The UN article omits deliveryof in the name of the enterprise, sirnilar contracts relating to
goods from exclusionas a PE. Sinilarly, whereas the mainte- internal operations only would not constitute a PE.
nance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the

enterprise solely for the purpose of storage, display or deliv- The UN PE article provides that, where a person, other than

ery is excluded, the UN model again excludes delivery. an agent of an independent status to whom other provisions
apply, is acting in a host treaty county on behalfof an enter-

The OECD and US PE articles exclude the maintenanceof a prise of the other treaty country, such enterprise is deemed to
fixed place of business solely for the purpose of purchasing have a PE in the host treaty country in respect of any activi-
goods or merchandise, or of collecting information, for the ties which such person undertakes for the enterprise if such
enterprise.The UN model only excludes collecting informa-

person:
tion from constitutinga PE. (a) has and habitually exercises in the host treaty country an

Finally, the US PE article states that the maintenance of a authority to conclude contracts in the name of the enter-

fixed place of business solely for any combination of the prise, unless the activities of such person are limited to

activities mentioned in the activities excludeddoes not consti- the activities that are expressly excluded as not being a

tute a PE. The US model conditions this exception on the PE;
overall activity of a fixed place of business resulting from the (b) has no such authority,but habituallymaintainsin the host
combinationbeing of a preparatoryor auxiliarycharacter. The treaty country a stock of goods or merchandise from
UN model completelyomits any versionof the subparagraph. which he regularly delivers goods or merchandise on

behalfof the enterprise.
6. Dependentagents

7. IndependentagentsParagraph 5 provides:

Notwithstandingthe provisionsof paragraphs 1 and 2, where a Paragraph 6 provides:
person - other than an agent of an independent status to An enterprise shall be deemed have estab-not to a permanentwhom paragraph 6 applies - is acting on behalf of an enter- lishment in Contracting State merely because it carriesa on
prise and has, and habitually exercises, in a Contracting State business in that State through a broker, general commission
an authority to concludecontracts in the nme of the enterprise, agent or any other agent of an independentstatus, provided that
that enterprise shall be deemed to have a permanent establish- such persons are acting in the ordinary course of their business.
ment in that State in respect of any activities which that person
undertakes for the enterprise, unless the activities of such per-
son are limited to those mentioned in paragraph 4 which, if An enterprise of a treaty country that carries on business

exercised through a fixed place of business, would not make dealings through a broker, general cornnission agent or any
this fixed place of business a permanent establishment under other agent of an independent status cannot be taxed in the
the provisions of that paragraph. other treaty (host) country in respect of those dealings if the

agent is acting in the ordinary course ofhis business. Such an

Even though a subsidiary corporation does not constitute a agent, representing a separate enterprise, cannot constitute a

PE, it could constitutea PE if the conditionsof this paragraph PE of the foreign enterprise. Paragraph 6 merely classifies

exist, i.e. it could become a dependent agent. the situation.

Normally an enterprise should be treated as having a PE in a A person will be within the scope of paragraph 6 and consti-
state if there exists under certain conditions a person acting tute a PE of the enterprise on whose behalfhe acts only if he
for it, even though the enterprise may not have a fixed place is independentof the enterpriseboth legally and economical-
of business in that state within the meaning of paragraphs 1 ly; and he acts in the ordinary course of this business when
and 2. Hence, paragraph5 sets the conditionsunder which an acting on behalfof the enterprise.
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A personwill not be considered independentof the enterprise dependent agent under the same conditions set forth in para-
he represents unless he is not overly obligated to the enter- graph 5, it will constitute a PE.

prise. For instance, if the person's commercial activities for
The US model also excludes from PE the maintenanceof

the enterprise are subject to detailed instructions or to com-
a a

fixed place of business solely for any combinationof activi-
prehensive control by it, such persons cannot be regarded as

ties mentioned in the paragraph listing activities excluded
independent of the enterprise. Another important criterion

from PE. The OECD model adds the provision that, be
will be whether the entrepreneurialrisk must be borne by the a to

person or by the enterprise the person represents. A sub- excluded, the overall activity of the fixed place of business

sidiary is not to be considered dependent on its parent com- resulting from this combination must be of a preparatory or

pany just because of the parent's ownershipof the share .cap- auxiliary character.

ital. Persons cannot be deemed to act in the ordinary course The UN model adds that, when the activities of such an agent
of their business if, in place of the enterprise, such persons are devoted wholly or almost wholly on behalfof that enter-
undertake activities that economically belong to the enter- prise, he will not be considered an agent of an independent
prise rather than that of their own business operations. For status within the meaning of the paragraph.
instance, a commission agent who not only sells goods or

merchandise of the enterprise in his own name, but also

habitually acts in relation to that enterprise as a permanent IV. ADVANTAGESOF A TREATY APPROACH
agent having an authority to conclude contracts, would be FOR TRADING WITH THE UNITED STATES
deemed in respect of this particularactivity to be a PE, since
he is acting outside the ordinary course of his own trade or There exists significant potential advantages for persons

business, unless his activities are limited to those mentioned wanting to trade and conduct activities in the United States

at the end of paragraph 5. and other major developed countries to utilize a treaty
approach rather than rely on the tax codes. To understandthe

8. Insurance agents advantagesrequires a comparisonof the treaty and the codes.
Tax treaties all define and provide that a host treaty country

The UN model has a paragraph not found in the other mod- can only tax business profits when a PE exists. The Internal

els. Paragraph 6 reads as follows: Revenue Code provides that the United States can tax a per-
son who has an office or other fixed place of business.16

Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this article, an
The implication of the Code provision is that place existsa

insurance enterprise of a Contracting State shall, except in
where business is regularly transacted rather than that in

regard to reinsurance, be deemed of a Contracting State if it
collects premiums in the territory of that other State or insures which only casual transactions occur. Although this concept
risks situated therein through a person other than an agent of an resembles a PE, it is not as clearly defined and more difficult

independentstatus to whom paragraph 7 applies. to plan to avoid.

In order to take advantage of serving in part as a base for
This provision is to obviate the possibility that agencies of active trade or business for non-Barbadians who want to
foreign insurance companies that sometimes do not meet the invest in the United States, Barbados decided to revert to the
requirements of a PE and may do large-scale business in a OECD-style PE that facilitates avoiding having a PE in the
host treaty country will be taxable on their profits arising United States.
from such person. The provision is designed to assist devel-

oping countries collect revenue from the activities of foreign The potential advantages of the proposed protocol with the

insurance companies. United States arise from the opportunity for certain third-

country persons, i.e. those who have an active trade or busi-

9. Subsidiarycorporations ness in Barbados, to trade with the United States. In addition
to the OECD/US-type PE provisions, the opportunities

Paragraph7 provides: derive from the limitation on benefits provisions. Article
a person a a treaty country,The fact that a company which is a resident of a Contracting 22(1) allows that is resident of

such as Barbados, and who derives ncome from the otherState controls or is controlledby a company which is a resident
of the other Contracting State, or which carries on business in treaty country, such as the United States, to the benefits of the

that other State (whether through a permanentestablishmentor treaty, provided the person meets certain conditions, such as

otherwise), shall not of itself constitute either company'a per- being engaged in Barbados in the active conduct of a trade or

manent establishmentof the other. business (other than the business of making or managing
investments, unless these activities are banking or insurance

The existenceof a subsidiary company generally does not of activities carried on by a bank or insurance company), and

itselfmean that the subsidiarycompanyhas a PE on behalfof the income derived from the other treaty country is derived in

its parent company. For the purpose of taxation, such a sub- connection with, or is incidental to, that trade or business.

sidiary company is, of course, an independent legal entity. Another example would be a company in whose principal
Even the fact that the trade or business undertaken b the class of shares there is substantial and regular trading on a

subsidiary company is managed by the parent company does recognized stock exchange.
not constitute the subsidiary company a PE of the parent
company. However, if a subsidiary company is regarded as a 16. IRC Sec. 864.
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An example of the type of new business that Barbados can Activities that bring the business organization in direct con-

attract is the following: tact in the United States with customers might go beyond the

preparatory or auxiliary stage. Activities of an internal
P, a company organized under the International Business

nature, however, are more likely to qualify for one of its activ-
CompanyAct (IBC) ofBarbados,manufacturesproducts dis-

tes exemptions. Hence, training distributors' employeestributed in various countries. S, a domestic corporation would likely avoid PE than would furnishingwarrantymore a
whose principal place of business is in the United States, is a work and ongoing services. Hence, the OECD Commentarywholly-owned subsidiary of R P sells its products at arm's

specifies parts replacementas likely to result in PE status, as
length prices to S, a US distributor for the products. S, on its this activity is likely to involve contact with customers.
own behalf, then sells such products (at prices it determines)
to independentretailers and wholesalersthroughoutthe Unit- To avoid PE status, it is sometimes better to build a wall
ed States. In addition, P sells its products at arm's length between exempt and non-exemptactivities. For instance, the

prices to other unrelated and independent distributors in the sales and services activities should be carried out by a US
United States. These distributors do not constitute PEs of P subsidiary rather than a representativeof the IBC.
under the treaty.17

With respect to the use of agents in the United States, an IBC
A goal of Barbados is to attract rnore utilizationof Barbados should use an independent agent, that is a broker, general
for various services relating to trade and investment to and commissionagent or any other agentof an independentstatus

from the United States. For example, it currently serves as a where such person is acting in the ordinary course of busi-
host to US foreign sales corporations for outbound invest- ness. A PE will exist if business in the United States is car-

ment as a result of its conclusion of a tax information ried on by a dependent agent, that is an agent who has an

exchange agreementwith the United States. Use of Article 5 authority to conclude contracts in the name of the enterprise
in the OECD/US model, rather than Article 5 in the current and regularly exercises that authority.
US/Barbadostreaty, would facilitate the effort of Barbados to A Barbados IBC would not have a PE in the United States if
attract business for trade and investment in and from the its only activities in the United States consisted of sales made
United States. by commissionagents who also were acting for other princi-
The growing telecommunicationsindustry in Barbados,based pals in the ordinary course of their business:9 To meet the

on data processing,can serve increasingly to enable Barbados independent agent exemption, the US broker should act for

to provide services to entities that are trading into the United others, as well as for the US company or the Barbados IBC.

States and other countries, especially in the Western Hemi- Rulings and cases upholding the exemption have found that

sphere. The existence of an income tax treaty with an OECD- the independent agent acted for several principals.2o An

type PE and a favourable limitations on benefits provision agent's independence can be compromisedf the principal's
enable Barbadians to provide marketing assistance through permissionmust be obtained before signing.21
making and receiving phone calls and receiving faxes, and In order to avoid a PE, the contract with the US agent should
research and developmentwork. It also facilitates Barbadian provide that the agent has no authority to conclude contracts
entities serving as regional headquarterscompanies. and that all contracts must be entered into (perhapsapproved)
What other activities could a Barbados IBC carry on in the by the Barbados company outside of the United States. This

United States without constituting a PE, assuming that it right to be approved or disapproved should be satisfied and
followed in practice.would otherwisequalify for benefits under the new Article 22

(limitation on benefits) It could conduct some preparatory Assuming a Barbados IBC qualifies for the limitations on

or auxiliary business activities even though they are admit- benefits article, it may be able to avoid a PE through the use

tedly business activities regularly conducted through a bona of a representativeoffice. The office should be ablet adver-
fide fixed place of business. These types of activities are tise and maintaina stock of goods in the United States as long
exempted because the performance of such services for the as sales and solicitation, as contrasted with advertising, are

parent enterprise is so far antecedent to the actual realization not regularly conducted at the same location. If a US agent
of profits by its parent body that no profits can properly be regularly accepts orders, including those on terms and condi-
allocated to it.18 Hence, a showroomis permitted. However, tions set by the US company, by an agent in Germany at a

a display at a fixed location accompanied by a marketing fixed location, presumably this would constitute a store or

drive would not be. other sales outlet. Alternatively, it would probably consti-
tute a fixed place of business under the general definition.

In one case under the US/Germantreaty with an OECD-type
PE a German bank was held not to have a PE in the United If the Barbados IBC wanted to provide after-sales activities,
States, even though it conducted such business activities as such as maintenanceand repairofcomputers,it wouldbe more

obtaining credit reports, ntroducing customers to US banks
and advertising throughout the United States. The IRS noted 17. Surrey, supra note 7, at 16-17.

18. See OECD Commentary,Art. V, para. 3(12).
that such activities exempted the bank from having a US PE '

19. Cf. Rev. Rul. 55-617, 1955-2 C.B. 794; lnez de Amodio, 34 T.C. 894
since they were of a preparatory or auxiliary character, even (1960), al'd, 99 F.2d 623 (3d Cir. 1962); DonroyLtd.v. UnitedStates, 301 F.2d

though a fixed place of business existed. The ruling also stat- 200, 203-04 (9th Cir. 1962).
20. Id.

ed that no commercialbank activities were conducted by the 21. ConsolidatedPremiumIron Ores Ltd., 28 T.C. 127 (1957), nonacq., 1958-
US office. 1 C.B. 7, afd, 265 F.2d 320 (6th Cir. 1959).
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difficult to arrange for an agent to do so without creating a PE. Caribbean country, to be able to raise revenue through the

These activities would probably be best conductedby another employmentof their ability to tax.

person, say a US subsidiary, that would be subject to tax.
A common feature of these models is higher withholding
taxes than is common in tax treaties between OECD coun-

V. CARICOM TREATIES tries. For instance, withholding rates on dividends range typ-
ically from 10 to 25 percent rather than 5 to 15 percent as in

In the context of Caribbean integration, the PE provisions the case of treaties between OECD countries. Withholding
and tax treaty policy generally will likely become more rates on interest are typically from around 10 to 25 percent
important both for potential harmonization of tax policy rather than 10 percent, as in the case of treaties between
extra-regionallyand within CARICOM. Hence, this section OECD countries (in many cases 5 percent is the rate). With-
reviews PE and related provisions in CARICOMtreaties. holding rates on royalties and management fees are typically
The CARICOM countries that have tax treaties follow four approximately to 20 percent rather than 5 percent, as in the

principal models. The first model is the old UK extension case of treaties between OECD countries.

treaty that results from the colonial relationship between
A third model is the previously used by Barbados. Its

CARICOM members and the United Kingdom. These
one

model has evolved more from a strict applicationof the UN
treaties were concluded either between the United Kingdom model in the 1970s hybrid model that blended
and another developed country, or between the United King-

to a some

dom and one of the CARICOM countries as they were aspects of the UN and OECD models.

becoming independent. They follow some of the principles
contained in an older OECD classical model treaty for devel- 22. See the Antigua/UK tax treaty, signed n 1947, as amended in 1968, or the

oped countries. They do not cover as many subjects as the Antigua/Switzerland treaty, signed on 26 August 1973, between Switzerland
and the United Kingdomand extended on 30 September 1954, to Antigua.

newer treaties. For instance, there are extensions of the tax 23. See the Dominica/UK tax treaty, signed 7 March 1968, amending the 1949
treaties between the United Kingdom on the one hand, and treaty; the Dominica/Denmark treaty of 22 December 1954, extending the

Switzerland and Denmark on the other hand. Some of these UK/Denmark treaty, signed 27 March 1950.

treaties have been extended to Antigua,22 Dominica,23 Grena. 24. See the Grenada/UK tax treaty, signed 3 and 25 April 1968, amending the

da,24 Jamaica,25 Montserrat,26 St. Lucia27 and St. Vincent.28
1949 tax treaty; the Grenada/Switzerlandtreaty, signed 26 August 1963, extend-

ing the 30 September 1954 treaty.
These treaties follow to some extent the 1963 OECD model, 25. See the Jamaica/Denmark tax treaty. An extension was signed on 22

although several even precede by almost a decade the 1963 December 1954, of the earlier treaty between Jamaica and Denmark.

OECD model.29 Although they do not reflect in many cases
26. See the Montserrat/UKtreaty, signed 8 April 1968, amending the treaty of

1947; the Montserrat/Denmarktreaty, signed 22 December 1954, extending the
the economic, political and juridical circumstances between UK/Denmarktreaty, signed 27 March 1950; the Montserrat/Japantreaty, signed
the CARICOM contracting parties on the one hand, and 25 September 1970, extending the treaty signed 4 September 1962; and the

Switzerlandand Denmark on the other hand, they do provide Montserrat/Switzerland treaty, signed 26 August 1963, extending the

UK/Switzerlandtreaty, signed 30 September 1954.
some utility to private investors and the signatory parties. In 27. See the St. Lucia/UK treaty, signed 5 April 1968, amending the treaty of
most cases it would be preferable for CARICOMmembers to 1949; the St. Lucia/Denmark treaty, signed 22 December 1954, extending the

maintain these treaty relationships until they can establish a UK/Switzerlandtreaty, signed 26 August 1963, extending the UK/Switzerland

new treaty policy and revise them. treaty, signed 30 September 1954.
28. See the St. Vincent/UK treaty, signed 1 April 1969, amending the treaty of

The second and perhaps most often used model is the UN 1949; the St. Vincent/Denmarktreaty, signed 22 December 1954, extending the

UK/Denmark treaty, signed 27 March 1950; the St. Vincent/Switzerlandtreaty,
model treaty between developed and developing countries.30 signed26 August 1964, extending the UK/Switzerlandtreaty, signed 30 Septem-
The model emphasizes, inter alia: source-basedprinciples to ber 1954.

expand wherever possible the jurisdiction of the source (i.e. 29. For a discussion and the text of the 1963 and 1977 OECD model treaties,

developing) country, higher withholding tax rates to attempt Report of the OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs, ModelDouble TaxationCon-
i,ention on Income and Capiml (Paris: OECD, 1977).

to increase the revenue of the source country and lower 30. For a discussionand the text of the UN model tax convention,see e.g. Unit-

thresholds for imposing a PE, whereby the source country ed Nations Department of Intemational Economic and Social Affairs, United

has jurisdictionto tax. The treaties have variationson the UN Nations Model Double TaxationConventionbetween Developedand Develop-

model treaty. Examples of these treaties are the treaties of ing Countries (United Nations NY, 1980 ST/ESA/102).
31. See the treaties between Trinidad and Tobago and Switzerland, signed 1

Trinidad and Tobago,31 Jamaica,32 Guyana33 and the earlier February 1973; the United Kingdom, signed 29 December 1966, amended 10

treaties of Barbados.34 December 1969; Italy, signed 26 March 1971; Denmark, signed 17 May 1971;
France, signed 5 August 1987; and Italy, signed 26 March 1971.

These treaties have PE provisions based in part on the UN 32. See Jamaican tax treaties with the United States, signed 21 May 1980;

model. For instance, they provide that a building site or con- Sweden, signed 17 February 1985; the Federal Republic of Germany, signed 8
October 1974; and Canada, signed 4 January 1971.

struction assembly, installation or dredging project, or a 33. See treaty between Guyana and Canada.

drilling rig or ship used for exploration or natural resources 34. See the Barbados tax treaty with Sweden, signed 13 March 1949 (as con-

within a contracting state for one or more periods totaling cluded with the UnitedKingdomand extended to Barbados),subsequentlymod-
ified and no longer in force; the treaty with Denmark, signed 27 March 1950 (as183 days in a 12-monthperiod will constitute a PE. This.con- concluded with the United Kingdom and extended to Barbados and longer inno

trasts with the periods of 12 months in the OECD model and force); the treaty with Norway, signed 2 May 1951 (as concludedwiththe Unit-

24 months in the US model. The treaties in the latter model ed Kingdom and extended to Barbados and no longer in force); the.treaty with

contain many provisions that are designed to broaden the Switzerland,signed 30 September 1954 (as concludedwith the United Kingdom
and extended to Barbados); the treaty with the United Kingdom, signed 26

jurisdiction to tax of the host country. This is a means to March 1970; the treaty with Canada, signed 22 January 1980; and the treaty with
enable the host country jurisdiction, which typically is the the United States, signed 31 December 1984.
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The PE article in the US treaty has aspects of the UN model. type PE provision, it becomes more difficult for a Barbados
For instance, a PE includes a place of management, a build- IBC to provide services ancillary to trading into the United
ing site or construction, assembly or installation or drilling States and yet avoid US tax on such activities. For instance,
rig or ship used for the explorationor developmentofnatural as discussed in more detail above in the proposed protocol
resources within a contracting state, but only if such site or between Barbados and the United States, the combinationof
activity continues for a period or periods aggregating more the PE article, which is analogous to the 1977 OECD model,
than 120 days in a 12-month period. and the limitationon benefits article, enables a Barbados IBC

to assist a foreign company that wants to begin exporting orFor instance, in its 1983 income tax treaty with the United
States, Barbados emulated the OECD treaty in the sense that consolidating existing exports to the Western Hemisphere,

ait agreed to relatively low withholding rates of 15 and 5 per-
especially the United States. By establishing Barbadian
IBC and by having an active trade or business in Barbados

cent on dividends and 12.5 percent on royalties and interest.35
relative to its US activities, the BarbadianThe treaty also contained a liberal limitation on benefits arti- company can con-

duct activities ancillary to marketing and selling goods intocle that allows some offshore activities to benefit from the
the United States without any imposition of tax. There are

treaty. The treaty also has a broad non-discriminationprovi- other examples. However, the key point is that Barbadossion that enabled Barbados offshore companies to obtain tax
can

attract nvestmentto its offshore sector through emulatingthebenefits in the United States on an equal basis with US per- OECD model. A second is that Barbados believesreason
sons. This provision enabled Barbados to attract, for instance, that, in the competitive market in which it must try to attractinternationalbusinesscompanieswhen the US partially termi-

nvestment, countrya very low thresholdby which the sourcenated its income tax treaty with the NetherlandsAntilles. Bar-
impose and then high withholding doescan tax rates not nec-bados also succeeded in obtaining exemptions on US insur-

revenue. a
ance premiumexcise taxes. As a result, Barbados has become essarily increase In fact, since Barbados is high-
the second largest jurisdiction for hosting captive insurance

cost jurisdiction, the combination of high taxes and high
companies (after Bermuda). However, the United States ter- operatingcosts (i.e. comparativehigher wages) may preclude

new
minated the treaty, resulting in some small dislocation and a

attracting investment.

slow-down in the growth of this new industry. A unique fea-
ture of the Barbados/US treaty is that slightly before the con- VI. POLICY ISSUES AND PROSPECTS
clusion of an income tax treaty in December 1983, the two

governments concluded a tax information exchange agree- A continuingpolicy issue will be whetherBarbados wants its
ment, thereby making Barbados eligible for hosting foreign PE article to follow a UN-type model which enables it to
sales corporations (FSCs). Barbados has become the second maximize potential income from foreign investment, or an

largest host of FSCs after the British Virgin Islands. OECD-type model that enables it to be more competitive
from a tax perspective in attracting investment, and simulta-Anotheraspect of the 1983 Barbados/US income tax treaty is
neously attract foreign inestment to its services sectorthat it emulated the UN model in that it has low thresholds to
through the use of tax treaties. The successful attraction of

impose a PE.
foreign investmentthrough tax treaties requires limitationon

A fourth model is the currentBarbados model. Starting a few benefits provisions that facilitate the use of the treaty by
years ago when Barbadosbegan to diversify its tax treaty net- third-country investors. The proposed protocol to the
work and negotiated with three Nordic countries and then US/Barbados tax treaty does this, partly by demonstrating
Germany, its model evolved to incorporate provisions more specifically that certain third cuntry persons, if they meet
similar to those found in the 1977 model. It eliminated the certain conditions such as conductingan active trade or busi-

expansion of the source country's power to tax by using PE ness, can qualify for treaty benefits. The existenceof this pro-
and the provisions analogous to those in the 1977 OECD vision is quite a potential benefit and enables Barbados to
model convention. It lowered the withholding rates for inter- attract investment to its services sector uniquely.
est and royalties to as low as five percent.

Other developingcountries may have a different perspectiveThe reason that Barbadoshas done this is twofold. On the one
and policy considerations. For instance, many developinghand, its offshore sector has begun to grow and, in order to

prosper, it is preferable to have low withholding rates and the countries might want to continue to have a broad jurisdiction
in the PE article for the purpose of maximizing revenue.ability to use tax treaties. Barbados has also decided to revert

to the OECD model treaty for purposes of the jurisdictionof AmongCARICOMcountries Jamaicaand Trinidadcurrently
follow the UN model approach. These countries do not havethe source country. One reason is that, in order for the Barba-

dos' offshore sector, say IBCs, to be able to invest in and as Strong an international financial sector and the use of tax
treaties to attract investment to the sector is not an intention.trade into the other country at a minimal tax rate, such Bar-

bados entities need to be able to take advantage of high
thresholds before the source country can impose tax on such

35. See Barbados' treaties with Finland, signed 15 June 1989; Norway, signedinvestment/tracle so that they can avoid the possibility of 15 November 1989; and Sweden, signed 1 July 1991 (effective date 1 January
being taxed in countries like the United States. With a UN- 1992).
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EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES:

IMPLEMENTATIONOF THE EC PARENT/SUBSIDIARY
DIRECTIVE IN THE VARIOUS MEMBER STATES

Eamonn McGregor

The Council Directive of 23 July 1990 (sometimes referred to as the Parent/Sub-
sidiary Directive and hereinafterreferred to as the Directive) obliges memberstates Eamonn McGregor(FCCA, ATII) is a

CertifiedAccountantand memberof the
to comply with its provisions before 1 January 1992. The purpose of the Directive English InstituteofTaxation. He has
generally is to eliminate withholding taxes on dividends in the country of source written numerousarticles and lectured
and to provide relief from double taxation for the parent company by the exemption on vanous aspectsof intemational

or tax credit method. This article highlights the implementation measures intro- taxation. Mr. McGregor has been based
in MonteCarlo for 14years and

duced by each member state which are either permitted by way of a derogation or currently is specializing in international
that have been introducedunilaterally. tax planning with an emphasison

Europeanjurisdictionswith Moores
At the time of writing Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Luxembourgand Spain Rowlandn Monte Carlo.
have introducedimplementinglegislationinto their domestic law. Denmark and the
Netherlands have introducedbills in their respective Parliaments. The Italian Par-
liament has issued certain criteria to the Govemmentwhich are to be incorporated
in the eventual legislation. The United Kingdom has issued a Consultative Docu-
ment. Portugal and Greece have not introduced any legislation although, as a result
of derogations granted to these two countries, their failure to do so will not have a

significant impact on other member states. The comments in this article are based
on the foregoing legislation and proposals.
Article 1 of the Directive requires that each member state apply the Directive

to distributionsofprofits receivedby companiesof that state which come from-

their subsidiariesof other member states;
to distributions of profits by companies of that state to companies of other-

member states of which they are subsidiaries.

I. DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY A PARENT COMPANY

A. Exemptionor credit method

The Directivepermits memberstates to chose between the exemptionmethod or the Contents.
credit method. Under the exemptionmethod dividends from a qualifyingsubsidiary
are exempt from tax altogether. Under the credit method dividends received form l. Dividends Received by a Parent

part of taxable income of the parent company and a credit is given for any with- Company
A. Exemption or credit method

holding and underlying tax paid by the subsidiary in the other member state up to a B. Minimum participation
maximum amount of the correspondingtax payable n the parent company's state. C. Minimum holding period

Belgium, Denmark, France, Luxembourg and the Netherlands already exempt div- II. Dividends Paid to an EC Parent

idends from qualifying foreign subsidiaries in their domestic legislation. Company
Ill. Tax Credits/Prepayments

Strictly speaking, the Belgium system of exemption does not comply with the
Directiveas the dividend is initially comprised in taxable income and then a deduc- IV. Other Comments

tion equal to 95 percentof the dividend income is allowed as an expense. However, V. Anti-AvoidanceProvisions
if there is nsufficient income to absorb the deductionor if the Belgium company is

VI. Extension of the Directive Entitiesto
in a loss position then the dividend deduction is permanently lost as it may not be Not Mentioned in the Annex
carried forward or carried back as part of a loss.

Vil. Voting Rights
Italy has opted for the exemption method.

Vill. Charges/CapitalLoss Deduction

Germany has opted for the credit method unless the dividends are already exempt IX. Table
under a double taxation agreement.With the exceptionof the 1925 treaty with Italy,
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General Secretariat: c/o World Trade Center, P.O. Box 30215 (Beursplein37), 3001 DE Rotterdam
Telephone: (010) 4052990

' '

Tlefax: (010) 4055031 Telex: 23229 beurs nl, att./ifa
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President: J.F. Avery Jones CBE (United Kingdom) membership) can approach the secretary of the local
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J l S.H. Goldberg (USA) Branch.

SecretaryGeneral:
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Richard M. Hammer (U.S.A.) Dr. K. Stocker (Switzerland) direct and of national IFA branches: Dfl. 250.-.

The IFA was founded on the 12th of February 1938 Plan ofActivities - Article3
by tax experts of a numberof countries. Purpose and The Association endeavours to achieve its objects
working-method are defined as follows in the through:
Articles: (a) scientific research;

(b) holding congresses;
Objects - Article 2 (c) publications;.
The objects of the Association are the study and (d) cooperation with other organisations whose
advancementof internationaland comparativelaw in objects are mainly or partly in the fiscal field,
regard to public finance,especially intemationaland especially with the Foundation Intemational,
comparative fiscal law and the financial and BureauofFiscal Documentation,ofAmsterdam;

'

economic aspects of taxation. (e) all other means conducive to such purpose.
.
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private ownership, foreign investmentand combinations.46th Congress of the InternationalLabour BibliographyNo. 12,
mineral resources in Turkmenistan. InternationalFiscal Association,Cancn pp. 152.

1992. Topics included in this bibliographyof

United Kingdom Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation poverty in developingcountries dealt with

Publishers, 1992. several subjects include agricultural
BUTI'ERWORTHSYELLOWTAX IFA - Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International, development,basic needs, development
Handbook 1992-93. 31st Edition. The Vol. LXXVHb,pp.645. strategy and planning, economic development
legislation relating to income tax, corporation A summary in English, French, German and and policy, employment, food production,
tax, capital gains tax for the year 1992-93. Spanish of each country report is appended. housing needs, income distributionand

Editor Moiz Sadikali. The report by the general reporter, Williard B. industrialization.Indexes are divided by
London, Butterworths, 1992, pp.4200,20.00. Taylor, is printed in full in the four languages. references, authors, coporate authors, subject
(B. 112.120) (B. 112.037) and geographicalaspects.

(B. 57.769)
BUTTERWORTHSUK TAX GUIDE INTERNATIONALTRANSFERPRICING:
1992-93. llth Edition. Income tax, capital current developments.Conference LATIN AMERICA
gains tax, corporation tax, inheritance tax, documentationconvened by the ATI -

national insurance contributions,stamp duties, AmericanTax Institute - in Europe held VALDES COSTA, Ramon.
value added tax. Editor: John Tiley. from 11-12 June 1992, Paris, France. Aspectos juridicos. Tributarios del Mercosur.

London, Butterworths, 1992, pp. 1750, 16.95. Paris, ATI AmericanTax Institute in Europe, Montevideo,Revista de la Facultad de
New edition incorporatingall the changes 9 Avenue Matignon, 75008 Paris, France, Derecho, 1991, pp. 20.

resulting from the 1992 Finance Acts, the 1992, pp. 332. Reprint of an article published in Revista de la
consolidationof the capital gains tax Key topics include an overview of the new Facultad de Derecho, No. 1, July-December
legislation in the Taxation of Chargeable proposed Sec. 482 Regulations, technica 1991, re tax aspects of the Mercosur
Gains Act 1992 and the consolidationof the provisions,policy objectives and enforcement (Common market for Argentina, Brazil,
social security legislation in the Social strategies; developingand defending transfer Paraguay and Uruguay).
Security Acts 1992. New statutory pricing procedures; determiningan arm's (B. 18.687)
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Einfhrung in das Steuerrecht, Band 1, Vilnius, State Publishing Center, 1991, 230 Serie Belastingminiaturen,No. 4, pp. 56,
pp. 162, 18.- DM. PP. 33.75 Dfl.
Introduction to the German Fiscal Code. Texts of the following laws are published in Monographdescribing the municipal taxation
(B. 110.636) this anthology: Provisional Basic Law of of burial and cremation.

March 1990; ConstitutionalLaw 91/1051; (B. 112.117)VOCATIONALTRAINING IN THE Law on Stock Corporations I-425, 1990; Law
dual system in the Federal Republic of

on State Enterprises I-604,1990;Law on the TIMMERMANS,A.J.M.

Germany. An investment in the future. Registerof Enterprises I-440, 1990; Laws on TekstboekjeOmzetbelasting 1992.
Bonn, The Federal Minister for Educationand Foreign Investment1-950, 1277, 1990; Law Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 116,35.- Dfl.

Science, 1992, pp. 4. on Taxes on Profits of Legal Persons 442, Consolidatedtext of the Value Added Tax
This booklet presents the structure of a 1990; PartnershipLaw, 676, 1990; Law on

Law and its implementingregulations.
training system combining the advantagesof Initial Privatizationof State Property, 1991; (B. 111.848)
training in a company and education in a ProvisionalLaw on Income Tax of Natural SOCIAALMEMO 1. JANUARY 1992.
vocational school. Persons, 644, 1990; Law on PollutionTax, Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp.160, 25.- Dfl.
(B. 112.023) 188,1991. Summaryof relevant social insurance

VERWALTUNGSPLANSPIELZUR (L. 200.101) regulationsand related topics effective as of 1

Einbeziehungdes Kindergeldesund des January 1992.

Bundeserziehungsgeldesin das Netherlands (B. 111.878)
Besteuerungsverfahren- sog. NOOTEBOOM,A.; BOUWMAN,J.N. FISCAALJURIDISCHMEMO 1992.
Finanzamtslsung Wegwijs in de vennootschapsbelasting. Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp.140.
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag, 1991. Theorie en praktijk. 3rd Edition. Annual edition providing relevant fiscal and
Schriftenreihedes Bundesministeriumsder Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeBV., juridical summaries.
Finanzen, Heft 45, pp. 200,20.- DM. Platinastraat33, 8211 AR Lelystad, 1992, (B. 111.954)
Report of the Study Group for Economic

pp. 550. VERHOUDINGTUSSENGOEDAdministrationon the integrationof the child Third revised edition of textbook on corporate
grant and the educationalgrant under the income tax. Reference is made to other koopmansgebruiken maatschappelijk
jurisdictionof the tax authorities. The report Europeancountries, case law, resolutions, etc.

aanvaardbarenormen. Rapport van de

had been ordered by the GermanMinistry of Updated as of 1 April 1992.
Commissie ter bestuderingvan de verhouding

Finance. (B. 112.169)
tussen goed koopmansgebruiken normen die

(B. 111.925) in het maatschappelijkverkeerals
SINDEREN,J. van. aanvaardbaarworden beschouwd.
Taxation and economic growth. Deventer, Kluwer, 1992.

Isle of Man The Hague, Ministry of EconomicAffairs, Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor

DOING BUSINESS IN THE 1991. Belastingwetenschap,No. 189, pp. 101.
Discussion Paper No. 9104, pp. 51.Isle of Man. Report of the Committeefor the study of the

Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse, 1991, pp. 165. SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE concepts of sound business practice and

Guide containingchapters on foreign Nederlandsebelastingen. Samengestelddoor generally accepted accounting standard

investment,banking and finance, captive J.W. Ilsink en J. Schuurman. 26th Edition. practices in determiningannual taxable

insurancecompanies,offshore finance, export, Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 40. profits.
auditing and accounting, tax system and Systematic summary of Dutch taxes effective (B. 112.168)
taxation of individuals and corporations in the as of 1 January 1992. FINANCIELEINSTRUMENTEN(2).
Isle of Man. (B. 112.010) Rapport van de Commissie ter bestudering
(B. 111.893) van de fiscale aspecten van nieuwe financileCANEN, J.Ch.; HILTEN,M.E. van;

KEMMEREN,E.C.C.M. a.o.
instrumenten(2).

Kazakhstan (Rep. of) Fed fiscale vraagstukken. Deventer, Kluwer, 1992.
Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor

COLLECTIONOF LAWS OF THE Belastingvraagstukkenmet uitwerking.
Editor: I.J.F.A. van Vijfeijken. Belastingwetenschap,No. 188, pp. 34.

Republic of Kazakhstanon foreign economic
Deventer,Fed, 1992, pp.275,55.-Dfl. Report of the Committeefor the study on tax

and entrepreneurialactivities. Questions and solutions on various types of aspects of new financial instruments.
Alma-Ata, GovernmentPrinter, 1992, 100 pp. taxes, including international tax questions. (B. 112.167)
Texts of the following laws are included: Law

Replaces the former Fed's Fiscale Verhalen
on Basic PrinciplesofForeign Economic publication.

BORGHOLS,E.G.; DUNNE,J.M. van;

Activitiesof the Kazakh SSR, 1990; Law on (B. 112.170)
STEVENS,A.J.A.

Free Enterprises and Developmentof Milieukostenen fiscus.

Entrepreneurship,1991; Law on Foreign BINK, Nicolaas. Deventer, Fed, 1992.

Investment, 1990; Law on Property, 1990; Law Op weg met de brede herwaardering.Een Fed's Actualiteiten,No. 17, pp. 63,42.- Dfl.

on Free EconomicZones, 1990; Law on praktischehandleidingvoor Monographon the tax aspects of the pollution
Currency Regulation, 1991; Law on verzekeringsovereenkomsten. of soil and related matters.

Concessions, 1991; Law on Developmentof Deventer, Fed, 1992. (B. 112.114)

Competitionand LimitationofMonopolistic Fed's Actualiateiten,No. 11, pp. 188, HONEE, J.J.M.N.; DORTMOND,P.J.;
Activity, 1991; Law on Tax System, 1990, Law 49.- Dfl. RUDING, H.O.C.R. a.o.

on Denationalizationand Privatization, 1990. Monographdiscussing the reform of taxation
Grensoverschrijdendesamenwerkingvan

(L. 200.101) of life insuranceand annuities in the
ondernemingen.Voordrachtenen

individual income tax, effective as of 1
discussieverslagvan het gelijknamigeJanuary 1992. Relevant amended texts of the

Lithuania (Rep. of) Individual Income Tax Act and related jubileumcongrester gelegenheidvan het 25-

jarig bestaan van het Van der Heijden Instituut
SELECTEDANTHOLOGYOF statutes are appended. 1991op vrijdag 15 en zaterdag 16 november
institutionaleconomic and financial (B. 112.113) te Nijmegen.
legislation. Supreme Council of the Republic KOEMANS,P.A.J. 2,5 Deventer, Kluwer, 1992.
of Lithuania, Vilnius, 1991 (English Belastingenvoor begravenof cremeren. Vennootschaps-en Rechtspersonenrecht,Deel
translation). Deventer,Fed, 1992. 39, pp. 100, 37.50 Dfl.
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training, introductionof real property mergers or reorganizationswhich are subject 1991 organized in Breda by Fenedex) on the
companies following the repeal of share to normal tax provisions relating to foreign tax aspects of doing business in Belgium.
transfer tax. investment. (B. 112.148)
(B. 57.682) (B. 110.383) COPPENS,Pierre; BAILLEUX,Andr.
ASHER, M.G.; ROLT, S.C.; ARIPF, M.; EUROPEANTAX HANDBOOK 1992. Droit fiscal. Tome 1: L'imptdes personnes
KHAN, M.H. Editors: Juhani Kesti and Joanna C. Wheeler. physiques. 2nd Edition.
Fiscal incentives and economic management Amsterdam, IBDB - InternationalBureau of Brussels, Maison Larcier S.A., Rue des
in Indonesia, Malaysiaand Singapore. Fiscal Documentation, 1992, pp. 428, Minimes 39,1000 Brussels, 1992, pp. 368,
Singapore, APTIRC - Asian-PacificTax and 285.- Dfl. 2,900.- Bfrs.
InvestmentResearchCentre, 1992, Annual handbook containing extensive Second edition of handbook on personal
pp. 133. summariesof the taxation of corporations and income tax written from both a practitioner's
Analysis of the role of fiscal incentives in the individuals in Europe. Corporate tax and an academic viewpoint. Contains an
economic managementof Indonesia, Malaysia summaries include a descriptionof all overview of recent jurisprudence.
and Singapore. corporate income taxes, group treatment, (B. 112.126)
(B. 57.763) social security contributions, turnover taxes

and net wealth taxes. A special feature is a ASSANT, G.; BLUMBERG,J.-P.;

Singapore country-by-countrytreaty chart listing the BOGORATZ,S. a.o.

withholding tax rates on dividends, interest Les acquisitionsd'entreprises.
ASHER, M.G.; ROLT, S.C.; ARIFF,M.; and royalties from all treaties concludedby Brussels, Maison Larcier S.A., 1992, pp. 524,
KHAN, M.H. each country. Individual income tax 4,170.- Bfrs.
Fiscal incentives and economic management summaries: include all relevant income taxes A four-part study on acquisitionsof companies
in Indonesia,Malaysiaand Singapore. (including local taxes), inheritanceand gift contains a descriptionof the environmental

Singapore, APTIRC - Asian-PacificTax and taxes, social security contributionsand net and social aspects of acquisitionsand provides
InvestmentResearch Centre, 1992, wealth taxes. Both the corporate and a checklist for EC purposes, as well as a

pp. 133. individual sections pay special attention to descriptionof legislation in the major EC

Analysis of the role of fiscal incentives in the non-residentsand relief from double taxation. countries, East Europeancountries, the United
economic managementof Indonesia, Malaysia This 1992 edition covers 26 major European States and Japan.
and Singapore. countries including Poland, Hungary, Iceland, (B. 112.127)
(B. 57.763) the Isle of Man and Monaco.

(B. 111.983) EEC
Thailand FOREIGNNATIONALSWORKINGIN

EG-HANDBUCHRECHTIM
THAILANDBUSINESSLEGAL Belgium. Tax and other matters.

Binnenmarkt.
handbook. Prepared by InternationalLegal Amsterdam, Coopers & Lybrand Europe,

Herausgegeben Carl Otto Lenz.
CounsellorsThailand Ltd. Kaplan Russin & 1992, pp. 450. von

Series of booklets to assist foreign nationals Herne/Berlin,Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-
Vecchi, Bangkok. Briefe,
Bangkok, Office of the Board of Investment,

and their employers in identifying the tax and
social security implicationsof transfers in: 1991, pp. 938, 168.- DM.

Office of the Prime Minister, 555 Vipavadee Descriptionof of EC law with
RangsitRoad, Bangkok 10900, Thailand, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, many aspects a

1991, pp.88. Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Luxembourg, the specific view towards the establishmentof the
intemal market by 1 January 1993. TopicsInformationon Thailand business law and Netherlands,Portugal, Spain, Switzerlandand

taxation for both prospective investors in and the United Kingdom. covered include free movementof goods, free
movementof employees and labour law,

persons doing businesswith Thailand. (B. 112.074)
social law, law, competition law, traffictax

Updated by supplement. and environmentallaw.
(B. 57.767) Belgium (B. 111.261)
AMNUAYVIRAVAN BONTE, Antoon. BUCKETF,Alan.
Privatization.Financial choices and Patrimoniumvennootschappen.De VAT in the European Community. 2nd
opportunities. vennootschapals instrumentbij de keuze van Edition.
Washington,The Per Jacobson Foundation, de minst belaste weg. 3rd Edition.

London, Butterworths, 1992, pp. 194,36.95.IMF - InternationalMonetary Fund, 1991. Deume, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen,1992. An introductoryguide the single marketto
Per Jacobsson Lecture, pp.28. Fiscale Praktijkstudies,No. 7, pp. 360, transitional VAT regime which is to
Text of lecture given at the BangkokBank in 1,952.- Bfrs.

commenceon 1 January 1993, along with a
Bangkok,Thailand, on 13 October 1991. Third updated edition of a practical study on

country-by-countryanalysis of the basic
(B. 111.952) registeredpartnerships. features of the EC VAT systems which were

(B. 112.090) in effect on 1 April 1992. Each chapter
EUROPE ncludes the following topics: scope of the tax,DE NEDERLANDSEVESTIGINGIN

tax rates, tax invoices, place of supply,
INTERNATIONALACQUISITIONS, Belgi. registration, importationprocedures, input taxThe Hague, Fenedex, 1992, pp. 170.
mergers, and reorganizationsin Europe. Texts of speeches delivered and articles deduction, administration,appeals, the
London, DRT International,Hill House, 1

distributed at symposium (on 4 June 1992 relationshipbetween VAT and other taxes and
Little New Street, London EC4A 3TR,

a
VAT refund procedures. However, theand organized in Antwerp by Fenedex and theEngland, 1990.

Dutch Chamberof Commerce for Belgium
material does not include the amendments to

International tax and Business Guide, pp. 250. and Luxembourg) the Dutch establishment national legislation enacted to conform
A briefdescriptionof significant tax aspects

on
national law to Directive 91/680/EEC.in Belgium.of internationalacquisitions,mergers and

(B. 112.149) (B. 112.166)
reorganizationsin the principalEuropean
countries which are important to international FISCALEASPECTENVAN HET

Germanybusiness. As well as identifyingproblem areas zakendoenin Belgi.
and potential liabilities,planning The Hague, Fenedex, 1991, pp. 95. SIKORSKI,Ralf; WSTENHFER,Ulrich.
opportunitiesare highlighted. It does not Texts of speeches delivered and articles Abgabenordnung.
describe the taxation aspects of acquisitions, distributedat a symposium (on 10 October Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1990.
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I do not think this is a useful suggestion. Broadeningcompa- These generally do not conflict with statutory provisions on

rables would necessitate research into external factors, such transferpricingnor with case law, although they may conflict
as the degree of comparability and the functions performed with guidelines issued by tax administrations.
by the relevant open market parties. Applying for example
the resale price method, starting from the price charged to an

independent wholesaler and subtracting a margin for the ANNEX 1
function and risk of the last internal stage, is usually easier,
more straightforward and more reliable than an analysis of IBFD TransferPricing Enquiry 1991
the level of comparability of an external price. If the tax Usable response : 67 from 13 countries
authoritiesuse a broad CUP as a check, they are faed with Manufacturingand trade sector : 50
problems of comparabilityas well. Service sector : 17

This does not preclude that in specific sectors (e.g. oil) it may Goods Services Intangible
not be difficult to apply a broad CUR It depends on the diffi-

Comparableculty of evaluating the non-similar aspects. Such a method uncontrollledprice 8 6 21
should, however, not be imposed on related parties who con- esale price 7 3 5 ..

sistently and correctly apply free negotiation or the resale Cost plus 16 44 15
price or cost plus methods. It may function as a rough check Resale price
as to whether the result.of application of these methods is and cost plus 11 1
within reasonableboundaries. Combinationof the three

basic methods2 3 12 10 6
Other methods4 3 2 8

Ill. CONCLUSION 57 65 56

I have reached the followingconclusions:
1. Covers both internal and extemal CUP.

The 1979 OECD Report primarily represents the view of 2. CUP if available; otherwise resale price or cost plus.-

tax authoritieson transferpricing problems. It focuses on 3. Although a question on arm's length bargaining was not included, in two

checking methods to be used by tax administrations. cases it was mentioned as the primary method.
4. Mainly profit split (goods); cost funding (services and intangibles); per-

The basis of the arm's length standard is the neutrality centage of sales or turnover, discountedcash flow and return on assets (intangi--

principle. The crucial requirement is bargainingat arm's bles).

length. If the conditions for arm's length bargaining are

met by MNEs, the result should be accepted as an arm's
ANNEX 2length price.

The external CUP is primarily a checking method; it can

only be a pricing method in a limited number of cases. Resolution IFA Cancun
Broadening conparables is not practical as a pricing As a result of the debate on the above topics in the panel the
method. following resolution was unanimously adopted at the IFA
The concept of the sound business manager acting vis-- Congress in Cancun on 15 October 1992:
vis third parties is the proper standard of comparison. It Paragraphs 2 and 38 of the OECD Report recognize that with-
involves discretionarypower, simplicityand consistency. in affiliatedgroups, conditionsfor arm's lengthbargainingmay

Consequently, the most appropriate transfer pricing be fulfilled. This could be the case if the persons having a deci-

methods are: sive influence on the transfer price have diverging economic

free negotiation (arm's length bargaining) interests; where civil law rules prescribe certain behaviour;-

where group entities have their own profit responsibility and
internal CUP-

free with third parties; where there signif-are to contract or are
resale price method icant minority majority interests.

-

or even

cost plus method
The OECD Report shouldprovidecriteria to such situ-

-

idertify
external CUP (if available continuously) ations and provide that, if they are found to be present, the price

-

any other method which a sound business manager that has been establishedshould be accepted as an arm's length
-

transactingbusiness with third parties would follow. price.
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acted in such a manner as third parties independent of each methods. An external CUP which deviatesconsiderablyfrom
other would have done (arm's length dealing). The standard a freely negotiatedprice within a group may justify an adjust-
here is the relation given in a situation offree competition.The ment for past years if the managerknew of the CUP or if he
underlying principle is the normal degree of commercial pru- should have known of the price (the latter test is objective).
dence shown by a sound and conscientious business manager An external CUP known to the parties should normally have
vis--vis unrelatedparties.5 influenced the negotiations.

The AdministrativePrinciples further state that a sound busi- In the case of the cost plus and resale price methods an exter-
ness manager will derive the price to be charged from the nal CUP which deviates considerablymay provide evidence
data which are available or accessible to him. that the functions performed within the group are not ade-

a orHelmutBeckerhas made a comparativestudy of the relation- quately remunerated. Knowledgeof such CUP applica-
tion of a should have known standard may justify adjust-ship between the arm's length principle and the concept of

the reasonablebusinessman.6I conclude from his article that
ments for past years.

such a relationshipexists only in Germany and Denmark. In Discretionmeans that there is a frameworkwithin which the
the Netherlandsthereasonablebusinessmanis the governing sound business manager may operate, i.e. a sound business
principle for determining the profits of an enterprise, but it is manager may choose from various alternatives. He would
not used for transfer pricing purposes. In other countries the determine a price to be charged with necessarycare from the
concept of the sound business manager is a general principle data available or accessible to him, appraising the situation
of commercial law. I feel that the concept of the sound busi- and making decisions on the basis of his knowledge of the
ness manager should play a central role in judging transfer business and the market.
pricing practices - a role more prominent than that of the
external CUP method. E. Resaleprice methodand costplus method
The concernof a soundbusinessmanageroperatingwithin an

As indicated above, the role of the external CUP pricingas aMNE is to obtain reasonableremunerationfor the goods, ser-
method is necessarily limited. Free negotiation (arm's lengthvices and intangibles of his group entity in relation to the

functions performed and risks assumed by that entity (as bargaining) is the primary arm's length pricing method, but it
can not be made mandatory for MNEs. Free negotiationswould be the case with independentparties). would, for instance, not be appropriate method if thean

Dutch and German literature and case law on the sound busi- enterprise as a whole is highly integratedor a if specific enti-
ness manager concept establish a number of criteria, such as ty in the group is not a unit with an individualprofit respon-
simplicity, consistencyand a certain amountof discretion. sibility. A sound business managermust therefore have a rea-

Simplicity in this context means the avoidance of burden- sonable degree of discretion to establish a transfer pricing
some clerical work involved in finding external CUPs by system in accordance with the arm's length principle.
applying information which is readily available within the Two methods are widely used for transfer pricing: the resale
group or generally accessible outside the group. price method and the cost plus method.7 The IFA Report rais-

Searching for external CUPs may be very onerous. It is often es the question whether the resale price and cost plus methods

impossibleorvery difficult to obtain evidenceabout the open comply with the narrow definitionof arm's length pricing.8
market situation. A functional analysis of an external situa- According to paragraphs 11 and 12 of the OECD Report,
tion may be necessary; otherwise it may be impossible to CUPs are used ideally,but in practiceit will often be nec-
ascertain whether the external price is a real comparable essary in order to establish an arm's length price to use either
price. Such an analysis cannot usually be made in practice. A the cost plus method or the resale price method. Whether
sound business manager's pricing system can therefore only these methods comply in practice with the arm's length stan-
be based on external CUPs when such prices and the open dard depends on the appropriateness of the profit element
market situation can be clearly and consistentlyascertained. included (see the end of paragraph 12), but the methods

On the other hand, nformationnecessary to apply the inter- themselves are undoubtedlyarm's length pricing methods.
nal CUP method and the other methods recognized as basic
arm's length methods (the cost plus method and the resale Broadeningofcomparables.

price method) is largely available to the group entity itself.
Application of these methods would require a functional The IFA Report proposes broadening the application of

analysis of the group rnernbers concerned, but that would not (external) CUPs as a solution to the transferpricing problem.
normally cause any difficulty.

5. The reference to a sound business manager for transfer pricing purposes is
The consistency aspect of acting as a sound business manag- based on case law of the Bundesfinanzhof giving it greater legal force in Ger-
er would require that the free negotiation, internal CUP, cost many than an administrativeinterpretationof the law.

plus or the resale price methods be used consistentlyand cor- 6. See H. Becker, The Arm's Length Principle and the 'Reasonable Business-

rectly over a number of years.
man', Vol. 14 Tax Planning InternationalReview, No. 8, August 1987.
7. See annex 1 to this article.

The fisc shouldnormallynot adjustprofits if an externalCUP The last but one sentence of Chapter II, paragraph 2 of the IFA General Report,
should read as follows: approximately90% of the reporting multinationalsuse

is found which does not deviate to a considerableextent from the three basic methods, not a fourth method.
the price arrived at by the consistentapplicationof the above 8. See IFA Report at 36.
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In my opinion there are two different origins of the arm's It would be very useful if the OECD would elaborate on this

length principle: aspect and indicate precisely in what circumstancesit can be

(1) the adjustment of the income of shareholders who have assumed that the conditions for arm's length bargaining are

received extraordinary benefits from a company which fulfilled.
have not been officially declared as dividends. Majority
shareholdersare able to derive such benefits as a resultof C. The role of the comparableuncontrolledprice
their special position. The adjustment in such cases is method (CUP)
made by deeming such benefits to be hidden profit distri-
butions or constructivedividends. It is applied, for exam- The CUP method is presented in the 1979 OECD Report and

ple, in Switzerland, Germany (in addition to the correc- the IFA Report as the primary transfer pricing method: the
tion method under the Aussensteuergesetz) and the CUP method offers the most direct way of determining an

Netherlands. arm's length price (paragraph48 OECD Report).

(2) the specific anti-avoidancerules ntroducedin the United In my opinion, this statement is unilaterallybased on the per-

Kingdom in 1915 and in the United tates in 1917, aimed spective of tax authorities.Paragraph 11 of the OECD Report
at discouraging tax avoidance through the manipulation itselfgives evidence for this thought:
of transfer prices via relationships with foreign sub- Making a judgment whether a particular transfer price con-

sidiaries.4 forms to the arm's lengthprinciplewould ideally require direct
reference to prices in comparable transactions between enter-

These antecedentsepitomizethe neutralityprinciplewhich, in prises independent of each other or between the group and

my opinion, underpins the arm's length principle. A tax sys- unrelatedparties.
tem which embraces the neutrality principle is one that does

The word judgment indicates that the CUP is primarilynot influence taxpayerdecisions or choices; in other words, a

system that makes the tax burden independent of choices
meant to be a check to enable the tax authorities to ascertain
whether the result of bargaining between related parties is

made or actions taken by the taxpayer. Taxpayers with a con-
to

trolling nterest in a company are placed in the same position comparable that between non-relatedparties.
as other taxpayers through application of the arm's length Paragraph 11 of the OECD Report correctly states that a dis-

principle which neutralizes the advantage of the former. tinction should be made between prices in comparable trans-

actions outside the group concerned, that is between unrelat-

B. Bargaining
ed third parties (external CUP), and prices charged
between group entities and unrelated parties (internal

The essentialrequirementof the arm's length principle is that CUP)
there should be bargaining at arm's length. Bargaining at

The internal CUP is part of the pricing system of the MNE
arm's length between related parties is achieved if the bar-

concerned and represents arm's length price it alsoan as
gaining conditions are similar to those existing betweennon-

results from bargaining between unrelated parties. Informa-
related parties. tion internal CUPs is generally readily available toon group
Paragraph 2 of the 1979 OECD Report states that the condi- members. However, the situation is radically different in the
tions for arm's length bargaining are sometimes fulfilled by case of external CUPs. Only a very limited number of cases

MNEs when the group members have considerable autono- provide sufficient and sufficiently continuous evidence of

my and have reasons for recording favourable results. Para- externalCUPs on which to base apricing system (the oil sec-

graph 38 makes a similar point. tor offers a good example). I would therefore not categorize
the external CUP as a primary pricing method.

Indeed, in many multinationalgroups authentic internal com-

petition and serious bargaining among group entities is An external CUP which is widely known in the relevanteco-

brought about by factors such as: nomic sector concerned would have a high degree of author-
own profit responsibility; ity for the parties so it would be difficult to justify any devia--

manager remuneration (partially) related to profits; tion. The bottom line is that a soundbusinessmanagerwould-

group entities being allowed to buy from non-related par- not buy from a related party at a particularprice if the open-

ties if their prices are lower. market price was lower.

If such factors are genuine elements of the structure and
transfer pricing system of a group the basic requirements for D. Soundbusiness manager
arm's length bargaining are fulfilled and the prices resulting Paragraph 2.1.1 of the 1983 German AdministrativePrinci-
therefrom should be accepted as arm's length prices. ples on transferpricingexplicitly refers to the sound business

The OECD Reportdoes not specificallyarrive at this conclu- manager:
sion. Instead it approaches the problem from a negative per- Business dealings between related persons have to be judged
spective: for tax purposes according to whether those involved have

Divergencies from arm's length prices will not necessarily
always occur (paragraph 2); .... it should not be assumed

4. The arm's length principle may also have precedence in the substance-over-
that the prices actually charged within an MNE will never be form principle. See Art. 7 of the Dutch Income Tax Act: benefits, under what-
arm's length prices (paragraph38). ever name and in whatever form.
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INTERNATIONAL

THE ARM'S LEXGTH PRIXCIPLEAND

THE ROLE OF COMPARABLES
Hubert Hamaekers

I. PRELIMINARYCOMMENT
HubertHamaekerss ChefExecutive

The IFA General Reporton TransferPricing in the Absenceof ComparableMarket of the IBFD and former Chairman of the

Prices (IFA Report)1 is based to a large extent on interpretationsof the 1979 OECD OECD working party on transferpricing
Report on TransferPricing and MultinationalEnterprises (OECD Report). The lat- and multinationalenterprises. This article

contans Mr. Hamaekers'contributionto
ter report was adopted in January 1979 by the OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs the panel discussion on Transfer Pricing
and was unanimouslyrecommendedby the OECD CouncilofMinisters to its mem- in the Absence of ComparableMarket
ber states. The report, which explored what at that time was largely terra incognita, Prices, IFA Congress, Cancun, October

went on to become the most influentialdocumenton transferpricingever to be pub- 1992. His taskwas to distinguishthe

lished internationally.
essenceof the arm's length prnciple
and the roleof the comparable

It should be emphasized that the OECD Report was written by representatives of uncontrolledprice.
tax administrations and therefore represents the view of tax authorities who are

chargedwith the difficulttask of ascertainingwhether the am's lengthprinciplehas
been correctly applied by multinationalenterprises (MNEs) (see e.g. paragraph 11:

making a judgment; paragraph 17: examining,and paragraph 33: some of the

problems facing tax authorities).

Admittedly,the Business and Industry AdvisoryCommitteeto the OECDhas exert-

ed some influenceon the report, but this has not altered its focus. The OECD Report
focuses on checking methods for tax authorities. The Report is not primarily
designed to establish a pricing system for MNEs, but rather to indicate what would
be acceptable to the various tax authorities.

The OECD Report is included in a recommendationto the member states directed
at their tax administrations.Consequently,its principal legacy has been the devel-

opmentof administrativeguidelines, general rulings and other non-statutoryinstru-
ments with limited legal force; in short, the Report represents the interpretationof
the tax authorities.

One result of this unilateral interpretation is that n order to achieve reasonable
results in controversies involving tax authorities and taxpayers on transfer pricing
matters, the tax courts are often forced to evolve specific case-by-caseolutions.2

The IFA Report makes a substantialcontribution to a better understandingof trans-

fer pricing methods by distinguishing between pricing methods and checking or

assessing methods. A report on developing arm's length pricing systems, written
from a businessperspective,would inevitablydiffer from the OECD Reportboth in

perspective and methodology.3It is an appropriate task for a neutral body such as

IFA to attemptto bridge the gap between the tax authoritiesand business and to pre-
sent a balancedapproach to transferpricing. The timing is excellentsince the devel-

opment of new transfer pricing regulations in the United States is proceeding in a

somewhat less extreme direction than a few months ago. A revision of the 1979
OECD Report is also underway.

Il. THE NATURE OF THE ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE
1. Professor G. Maisto, Cahiers IFA, Volume

A. General
LXXVI la (Kluwer: Deventer, 1992).
2. See IFA Report, at 28.

The arm's length standard is the governing principle for the tax relationships
3. See, for exmple, Report on Transfer Pricing in
the Ethical Pharmaceutical Industry (forthcoming,

between entities of internationallyoperating groups. IBFD Publications: Amsterdam).
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This has been our experience in dealing with information Affairs have affordedus an opportunity to exchange ideas and
which we have reviewed. The cost of the effort is repaid be privy to the developments in the field of taxation in the
many times. developedcountries. Issuessuch as transferpricing in Working
As more businesses automated, it was found that information Party 6, the exchange of information in Working Party 8, and

most particularly the developmentof the model convention in
was being provided by some on paper and by others on mag-
netic tapes. Working Party 1, have been relevant to our own system.

The focus of an organization such as the OECD can changeWe are now transferring a mix of paper, disks and tapes. To
as is seen by the current initiativesbeing taken in the field ofdate this has not been put into a standard format.
training in Central and Eastern European countries. Valuable

OECD countries have been involved in such exchanges and experience is being gained through the formationof the new

the Council of the OECD developed a standardized form, training centres, which may have a much broader impact than
although Canada has not used it. The same experience has we think at present.
been taking place in other OECD countries as well, that is, CIAT with its 28 members and the CATA with its 43increasedcomputerizationand informationbeing transmitted

mem-

bers provide different fora, since the countries represent a
on paper, tape and diskette.

worldwide mix of the developed and the developing coun-

The OECD has formed a working group to develop a stan- tries. In these we gain knowledgeand have the opportunityto
dard format which the members could use for the electronic carry out our obligationsto participateand share. These orga-
transmissionof information. There were technical matters to nizations, along with COTA and the Paris-based CRDAF,
resolve to ensure that a system could be developedwhich can provide a vital link for the developingcountries and an access

capture information and transmit it, which will be of use to to experience,advice and assistance.
the recipient country. A format has been developed which

In Canada also have the government the Canadi-we agency,should meet the needs and be usable. Work remains to be
an InternationalDevelopmentAgency (CIDA), which has asdone as we need to determine where we are going with this.
a prime goal the provision of financial and technical aid to

The electronicexchangeof informationcan be effected,but it the developingcountries. We have direct experience through
remains for the countries involved to put the machinery into CATA and CIAT through the provisionof training in cooper-
effect. However, there are matters of protection which con- ation with CIDA. Other similar organizations exist in the
cern us. There is a right to privacy as recognized by the United States and in the United Kingdom. CIAThas been for-
Council of Europe Convention on this issue. In many of our tunate in enlisting the aid of such countries as France, Ger-
countries there are Privacy Acts which attempt to protect many and Spain in this respect. Avenues exist in other coun-

information, so it is incumbenton us to ensure that while the tries which CIAT might explore as evidenced by the interest
necessary information is provided, there is adequate protec- in the furtherdevelopmentof the StrategicPlan. There is also
tion. The information intended to be transmitted should be the United Nations, the InternationalMonetaryFund and the
correct and it must go to the proper person. There is also the World Bank which can play a role.
question of storage. There is always a potential for error. The use of international organizations is not solely one ofSome of these are concerns applicable to any exchange, but

raising funds. They have provided for us a means of learningelectronic exchanges have special problems. The facsimile and for broadening our contacts. This is equally true for the
transmission is an example of the problem that does exist. other members.
One incorrectlyentered digit can spell disaster.

In any organizationwe must alwaysbe clear in our own minds
Electronic transmissions will take place, but the sending and

as to the focus of the organization. It must always be the need
receiving countries must develop systems which capture the of the organizationand the memberswhich steer the direction.data and whichhave a degree ofcompatibility.The datamustbe

capableofmatchingwithin the receiving system and the neces-

sary detail must be useful. It must be protected and controlled. CONCLUSION
In summary, the essence of both parts of this topic, the

INTERNATIONALORGANIZATIONS -

exchange of information and international organizations,
involves the concept of cooperation. With the increasinglyCanada has had considerable involvement in international

organizations and the various activities undertaken by them. complex world economy and the need to deal with interna-
tional tax avoidanceand evasion we must draw closer togeth-I shall restrict my comments to organizations with a tax

involvementand from which we have gained experience.
er and share our informationbases.

International organizations are the other part of the area ofMany of these organizations have as a principal goal the
to ormutual assistance which the members can bring thereto. To cooperation, whether it is give help, receive it provide

mutualassistancesuch as through the valuableroles playedbyachieve the ends it is irrelevant whether the organization is
CIAT. There challenging opportunities for organizationsare

primarily one of developed countries or is of a more varied
such the World Bank to make meaningful contributions toas

constituency such as CIAT or CKA.
the developmentof governmentalorganizations in the devel-

We have been a member of the OECD since its inception in oping countries,but the real task lays with organizationssuch
1960. The working parties under the Committee for Fiscal as CIAT to be the focus for cooperative development.
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Members of CIAT should feel encouraged to explore the Canada views its treaty obligationsvery seriously,but there is
adoption and use of the model, because it offers another a concern that our treaty partners should meet their obliga-
means of cooperation in the combattingof-tax avoidanceand tions under the treaties, in particular that they will use the
tax evasion. Our laws may vary somewhat, but the need to nformationonly for the purposes specified in the convention.
obtain information to administer them does not.

We have a consultationprocess to enable us to determine the

safeguards in place in the treaty country before we provide
MultilateralConventions information.No informationwill be exchangedunless we are

satisfied that the informationwill be kept confidential by the
Generally speaking there is a trend towards greater interde- foreign tax administration and that it will be acted on in a

pendence, although there are some notable exceptions to that
manner that is respectfulof due process.

phenomenon. The European Community (EC) has taken
strides to drop barriers and attempt harmonization, although While we are acutely awareofthe need to exchange informa-
the tax systems are still a long distance from that goal. There tion, we must be concerned in regard to its use. We have

iS the interest in greater cooperation in such ways as theuse always protected taxpayer informationin Canadaand provid-
of simultaneous examination programmes. There is also a ed severe penalties for breaches of confidentially. We must

tangible example of this in the Convention on Mutual make the best effort to ensure its properuse.

AdministrativeAssistance in Tax Matters which was devel-

oped under the aegis of the OECD at Strasbourg. FOREIGN-BASEDINFORMATION -

That Convention recognizes three avenues of cooperation: CANADIAN LEGISLATION

(1) exchangeof nformation,ncluding simultaneousexami- It has always been difficult to obtain foreign-based informa-
nations and participation in tax examinationsabroad; tion, whetherit is in a treaty countryor not. It has emphasized

(2) assistance in recovery; and the need for treaties. When we use a treaty to obtain informa-

(3) service of documents. tion, it signals that we have exhausted all of the processes
available to us in Canada, or that we can find no accessible

The member countries of the EC have an extensive network
source of informationavailable to us. The tax treaty does giveof tax conventions on a bilateral bais, and it remains to be
us a further avenue of access. However, when we are dealing

seen whether the multilateral approach makes a significant with various forms of tax avoidance, the information is not
addition. Of course if the relationshipschange over the next always available in a treaty country, but rather in one of the
one or two decades the whole pattern of tax conventions

more traditional tax haven countries.
could change, with the EC negotiating treaties for the group
of countries with other nations, or groups of nations. That In dealing with a parent and subsidiary situation, with the

nay also be open to other regions of the world, particularly if subsidiary in an offshore jurisdiction, it has been impossible
we see similar economicunions. for the most part to obtain the documents from the subsidiary.

It is usually argued that the two companies are separate legal
Where the bilateral conventions do not exist, or exist only in entities and the offshore corporationcannot be forced to pro-
small numbers, the multilateral approach may provide at the vide that information.
very least an interimmeasure,pending the adoptionof a more

In our 1988 tax reform package provisions were introducedextensivebilateralnetwork. The multilateralconventionmay
also be the way of the future, supplanting the bilateral. In any

into our law which allow us to make a formal demand requir-
event, it is hoped that cooperationwould be the result. ng a Canadian taxpayer to produce foreign-based informa-

tion that is deemed to be relevantto the case at hand. The tax-

payer has the right to challenge the demand and may apply to
The Need for Rules the courts for an orderwhich would confirm,vary or deny the

to
Canada uses the OECD Model in negotiating its conventions requirement produce.
and that Model has commentaries which assist us in inter- The failure to produce the informationdoes not immediately
preting the conventions. However, in carrying out the result in a penalty or sanction; however, a failure to produce
exchange provisions which are operational matters, Canada prevents the taxpayer from using the information in subse-
has little in the way of rules, except the provisions them- quent legal proceedings.
selves. While they indicate certain criteria to apply to

exchanges we do not always know how well the criteria are TECHNOLOGYAND EXCHANGES
applied. Control is a problem. f

Our conventions generally allow for automatic exchanges of
A typical provisiondealing with the exchangeof information information,and these have been referred to as first arising in
contains the following conditions on any exchange: the 1942 Convention with the United States. The first

it can only be used for tax purposes; exchanges of this were, of course, all on paper and-

type
it can only be disclosed to persons involved in tax admin- Canada has sent regular basis large volume of-

on a a very
istration; nformationslips which have disclosed payments of nterest,
it will be treated as secret; dividends and royalties to persons with addresses in that-

it will not disclose any trade or business secret or be con- country. If the information is matched against returns filed-

trary to public policy. under that tax system, it is possible to find non-reporting.
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Information obtained by the Department may only be used Canadanow has 50 tax conventionsin force, with others near

for the purposes of administering the ITA unless there is ratification, or in the process of negotiation. Most of these

authority to give it to someone else. Officials who knowing- conventions have an exchange of information provision
ly give information to persons not otherwiseentitled are sub- which permits exchanges by specific request, automatically
ject to severe penalties,although there are exceptions to these and spontaneously.
rules. Certain government Departments are given access to

Our experience in the of exchange hasinformation because we administer certain programmes for area spontaneous not

them. The Departmentof Finance has access to information been extensive, and perhaps not always satisfactory, but it is

required to develop tax policy and we provide information to
an area of exchange which has potential. It requires our tax

provincial Revenue authorities solely for the purpose of authorities to be watchful in the audit of cases which show an

administeringthe provincial income tax laws. involvementof taxpayers from other treaty partnercountries.
Where transactions are observed which show that the other

The enabling legislation for the many tax treaties which we revenue authority would have a tax interest therein, advice
have also provides for an override of the provisions in the can be given of what has occurred. If the taxpayerhas report-
ITA, giving us the ability to provide informationto our treaty ed any income which might be taxable, nothing has been lost,
partners. This is particularly relevant in the context of this but if the informationdiscloses non-reporting,then the treaty
panel discussion. has been effective.

While we exchange information to assist us in collecting tax,
we must not forget that the ability to exchange information

TAX CONVENTIONSAND AGREEMENTS -

under the mutual procedure assists in resolvingagreement us
EXCHANGESOF INFORMATION

cases of double taxation. Tax conventions have the stated

While Canada had ventured into the international area in the purpose of avoiding double taxation and combatting fiscal

1930s in shipping and with an agreement with the United evasion. The avoidance of double taxation has a benefit to

States regarding withholding, it did not have a true tax con-
our citizens and brings certainty into economic relations,

vention until it signed one with the United States, which being a forum for problemresolution. It can generallybe said

became operable in 1942. That agreement lasted until 1984 of tax conventions that they introduce stability into relations

when the 1980 Conventioncame into force. by providing rules for persons operating in another country.

We had no experience in the field, our history in internation- It must be stressed that tax conventions are only as good or

al relations was very short. Time and experiencehave shown only as effective as we wish to make them. They can be nef-

that the exchangeprovisions are effective, and that any fears fective, as is the case of one convention, where nformation

which might have existed were ill-founded. If the parties cannot be provided for the enforcementof domestic law. We

want to make it work, it will work. need information in increasing amounts to maintain our pace
with the global economy,but for the purpose ofour domestic

The 1942 Convention essentially provided for the exchange laws. The conventioncan also be ineffectiveif the otherparty
of information upon specific request and for the automatic is unwilling to allocate the resources to respond to activity
exchange of a large variety of information on items such as under the convention. The convention has a great potential
dividends, interest, royalties and other paymentsbeing made for bridging international information gaps, but only if the
to residents of the other state. This article has been operative parties approach it seriously.
and continues under the present Convention with large vol-
umes of data being exchanged. Technology is providingnew reaties for the Exchangeof Information
opportunities in this area.

Canada's experience over the years has been with compre-That Conventionand its successorhave been used extensive-
hensive tax treaties, which embraced not only the exchangely by the parties in regard to specific cases. They have been
of information, but also the avoidance of double taxation.

useful tools in dealing with cases involving cross-border
The exchange of informationacknowledgesthe tax adminis-

activity. trator's need to gather information to do his job, while the

Evidencehas been provided and where required, witnesses to avoidance of double taxation is one of the stabilizing forces

corroborate. These activities have also led to a simultaneous in internationalcommerce.

audit programme and a simultaneous criminal investigation A review of treaties and those ofother developednationsour
programme. These programmes have been developed utiliz- show the far complex rules to avoid double taxationandmore
ing the powers that are available under domestic law in con- the relatively simple approach to the exchange of informa-
junction with the Convention. Both parties identify cases for tion. Too little has been said in our tax conventions,althoughreview and subsequently select cases which have a mutual the more recent ones are more explicit.involvement. Where a case has been selected for investiga-
tion, each party will independently conduct an investigation The model treaty compiled by CIAT is a very useful docu-
in its own country, using the powers available under the ment, because it displays in some detail the rules which
domestic law. The tax convention becomes the method of should apply in exchanging nformation. However, it should

exchanging the information, because as noted, there would be noted that the CIATmodel does not impose on the request-
not be another way of doing it. ed state any burden beyond that contained in its own laws.
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CANADA:

EXCHANGE OF TAX INFORMATIONAND

IXTERNATIOXAI TAX ASPECTS
R.M. Beith

Senior Advisor, Fiscal Policy, Revenue Canada Taxation

Dramatically improvedmeans of transportationand commu- ry authority. On the internationalscene our problems increase
nication have changed the ways in which people do business due to the fact that our laws do not have extra-territorial
and the ways in which they interact with each other. Transac- application. However, it is clear that international coopera-
tions occurwith rapidity and over long distances in space and tion can assist us in overcoming our difficulties in accessing
shrt distances in time. Technology is transforming this pro- information.
cess and has changed forever the more traditional ways of I would like to explore the Canadian system and our views in
communicatingand doing business.

regard to the exchangeof information,and the vehicles for so

Tax administrations are equally affected by these accelerat- doing.
ing changes. Our problem is twofold: in giving the service
which a more sophisticatedand technologicallyorientedpub-
lic expects and requires, and secondly, maintaininga compli- THE CANADIAN TAX SYSTEM
ance programme which keeps pace with the changes which Canadahas a self-assessmentsystem, which is generallycon-
are occurring in the commercial world. sidered to be an economicaland efficientmeans of collecting
In responding to the public, Revenue Canada has taken sig- tax. Under this system the taxpayers are obligated to file

nificant steps in ensuring that modern services are developed returns at the end of a taxation year reporting income and

and rnade available. We have in excess of 30 years ofexperi- remitting any taxes due at that point. This involves the main-

ence in computer technology,during which period the indus_ tenance of records and the peiodic remittance of taxes

try has advanced far beyond what one could have predicted. through the relevant period by the taxpayers. A self-assess-
ment system places the initial burden on the taxpayer.

Electronic filing of tax information returns is rapidly becom-

ng commonplace and quickly leading to a significantly In order to insure, or at least encourage, voluntary compli-
reducedpaperburden, and perhaps in the long run a paperless ance, it is necessary to provide taxpayers with accurate and

society. Information is readily available to the client through timely information. They have to be able to understandwhat

electronically operated telephone systems which reduce the they are expected to do. As well, to expect compliance there

human element in the deliveryof informationon questions of must be confidence in, and respect for, the system. This

interpretation, refunds and other related matters. Funds are nvolves an even handed treatmentof taxpayers. Where there

transferred automatically and now an individual can receive is substantial non-compliance,the burden is placed on those

his refund in his account at the bank. who comply. To ensure a distribution of that burden, it is
essential that we have complianceprogrammesand forms of

The technologicalrevolutionhas put severe burdens on those verification.
in compliance, and that is really what we are concerned with
in our discussions today. How can we as administratorscope

The Department has an audit programme, an examination

with the changes and the continuing growing need for more programme, a late and non-filer programme and a special
and better information Keeping up is a challenge, because investigationprogramme. Some of these require information,
we have to understand what is happening if we are to apply informationwhich is not always available from the taxpayer.
the law evenly and effectively. The need for the right infor- This is particularly the case when the audit or investigation
mation has not disappeared, merely the traditional ways of involves a tax avoidance or evasion scheme.

getting it. The need for cooperationamong tax authoritieshas
never been more necessary. TaxpayerInformationUnderthe IncomeTax Act
In a perfect world, all of the information which we would The Income Tax Act (ITA) gives our department consider-
require to make a decision on a particular matter would be able powers to obtain information. An authorizedperson has

readily available and would enable us to make the correct the right to enter premises to review the records of a taxpay-
decision in the best interests of the taxpayer and the revenue. er or one who may have informationrelated to a matter under

Unfortunately, it is far from a perfect world and one of the review. Demands may be made for information, and in

problems which we face is getting the informationwhich we unusual circumstances,search warrants may be issued by the

require, particularly in dealing with taxpayers' affairs. It is a courts where there are serious matters of tax evasion

problem on the domestic scene, even where we have statuto- involved.
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There is no question that the role of Customs and the tradi- HarvardBusiness School, Singapore Tradenet:A Tale ofOne
tional Customs brokers will change dramatically with the City, Case 9-191-009, 1990.

proposed system. However, unless protected by government International Monetary Fund, Government Finance, Wash-
legislation, their roles will be altered drasticallyanyway. The ington, 1988,1989,1990.
introductionofmicrocomputersand otheroffice technologies
has reduced the demand for bookkeepersto a fractionofwhat Kelly,Roy, Implementing Property Tax Reform in Develop-
it was a decade ago. Most of the work done by Customs and ing Countries: Lessonsfrom the PropertyTax in Indone-

sia, Harvard Institute for International Development,Customs agents is simply the filling of forms in multiple
copies. Much of this work will be eliminated by computeri- Cambridge, 1992.

zation. Since the introduction of telephones, fax machines Shugart, Christopher,NextSteps in Deregulationof Indone-

and courier services has revolutionizedbusiness communica- sia's Interisland Shipping Sector, Memorandum, 1988.

tions around the world, the Customs services in most coun- Socit Gnrale de Surveillance S.A.,Surveyof Importers
tries must be completely overhauled if they are not to be on Impact of INPRES 4/1985,AnnualReport 1989.
dead-weightburdens on the economic systems they are sup- Socit Gnrale de SurveillanceS.A., AnnualReport 1988,
posed to serve. 1989 and 1990.

Socit Gnrale de Surveillance S.A., Preshipment Inspec-
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Frank Walsh resigned as salaried Executive Director on 24

IFA NEWS April. No successor is being sought at the present time.

On 3 June, the US branch co-sponsoreda Conferenceon Tax
and Trade Policy with the Tax Foundation. Four members of

GERMAN-US BRANCHES Congress were among the speakers.
I

The German-USjoint branch meeting was held 9-10 October
A PlacementCommitteeis being formed clearing-in Washington,D.C. Speakers includedDr. Berndt Runge of

to act as a

the German Finance Ministry and Fred Goldberg, US Assis- house for members requiring tax expertise whether as

tant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy. employees,partners or associates, or managers or principals.
Volunteers for the Committee are requested to contact Dave

UK BRANCH Tocher, Chairman at:

tel. (215) 564-4404
The November technical meeting was held on 24 November

the topic this month was global trading with Jonathan Hoo- fax (215) 564-1533.
-

ley from KPMG Peat Marwick as guest speaker. The annual branch meeting will be held 4-5 March 1993 at

US BRANCH the Copley Plaza Hotel in Boston. Speakers and topics will
be announced shortly.

The new address for the US branch is as follows:
522 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2150 The US branch has been of assistance to the Commissioner's
New York, New York 10036-7601 Advisory Group's Task Force on TransferPricing. The Task

Tel. (212) 921-8448 Force is trying to cataloguepublic sources or informationand
Fax (212) 398-0212 t grapple with comparativepricing problems.
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In the case of import taxes, a prepaymentof the taxes at the 7. A final audit should be made by an independentauthori-
bank based on an estimated amount due before the importer ty of any changes made by Customs to the final assess-

goes to Customs will reduce the incentive for the Customs ments of duties and taxes from that initially estimatedby
officials and the importer to negotiate. Since it will be very the govemment'sagent.
difficult for Customs to give an illegitimate refund, they re
left with little to give the importer in exchange for a bribe. Vll. CONCLUSIONS

The type of system outlined is now operating in Indonesia
In brief, the steps for the operationof such a system would be with spectacularresults. It also fits in with the directionof the
as follows..20

administrativereforms for the VAT that are now being imple-
1. The importerwould notify the local office of the agent of mentedby Europeanrevenue departments.It is also fully con-

his intent to import goods from a specific foreign suppli- sistent with the plans that the United States and Canada are

er and would notify the supplier of the identificationof making for trade administration in the new North America

the government's agent. The importer would also give Free Trade Area. In the case of North America, it will likely
be brokers, teaming up with surveyors or accounting firms,the agent the identification number of his bank. The

importer would prepay for the services of the agent, or
who will becomethe governments'agents as describedabove.

make payment in the same way that they now pay for the Criticismsof such a system by traditional Customs organiza-
services of the Customs brokers. tions have usually focusedon three areas. First, the serviceof

2. The agent would notify the foreign office closest to the hiring the agent (surveyor firms have charged between 0.5

producer of the goods, by electronic mail or fax, of the percent to 1.5 percentof the valueof the goods being nspect-
information supplied by the importer. ed) is said to be expensive relative to the formal administra-

3. When the goods are ready for shipment, the exporter tive costs of the Customs service. Second, the use of such

would notify the office of the agent. The agent would surveyor agents has in some countries duplicated the tradi-

make an nspection of the goods and procure the infor- tional Customs functions and has not significantly improved
mation necessary for the preparation of a report which the overall integrity of the Customs administration.On occa-

would replace the present import documentsof the coun- sion, falsification of the agent's documents has taken place.
try. This report would identify the importer, the exporter Third, the use of such agents is likely to take away some of

the importer's bank, the type of good (by harmonized the work traditionallcarried out by Customs administrations

code), quantityand value of the goods. In the case ofcon-
and Customs brokers.

tainerized cargo, the agent should seal the container The comparisonbetween the cost ofpre-shipmentnspection
immediatelyafter inspecting the merchandise. and that of the domestic Customs service is fallacious. The

4. The information should be sent by electronic mail to the savings in compliance costs, including financial and time
office of the agent in the importer's country. This infor- savings, and the reduction in the incidence of theft, that will
mation wouldbe matchedwith the taxes and tax rates, and be enjoyed by the importer (if pre-shipment inspection is
a report would be prepared that would replace the tradi- properly organized) should be compared with the net finan-
tional import documents prepared by Customs. Part of cial cost of employing the surveyor agents. Given the poten-
this reportwould be a withholdingtax statement,covering tial for huge savings for importers and exporters, this service
all the taxes due on the shipment. The completed report should be paid for by these firms directly, not by the govern-
would then be sent to the importer, with a copy to the ment. The argument that the new system is too expensive is

importer's bank. In addition, an account for the importer not a valid one since it does not take into consideration the
would be set up in the revenue divisionofCustoms. external costs to society that the current system poses. The

5. The importer would pay the withholding tax at his bank, increases in efficiency should more than make up for the

for which the bank would issue a receipt. It would notify higher expense.
Customs through a revenue enty in its account that the pre-shipment inspectionhas not worked very well in a num-

tax payment had been made. This process could be com- ber of situationswhere it has been used. In every one of these
pleted before the goods ever arrived at the point of entry cases, the information from the surveyors was simply given
nto the country. in paper form to Customs and the importers. No effort was

6. The importer would then take the documents (either made to have the surveyorsestimate the amount of taxes due

physically or through electronic transfer) to Customs for or to require that the taxes be prepaid to the financial nstitu-
final clearance of the goods. Ideally, the document that tions, or be withheld by them, prior to any contact with Cus-
the importer receives from the agent would be the pro toms. Giving accurate informationto a corrupt and inefficient
forma bill of entry. Once the goods arrive in the country, Customs service does not increase the efficiency of the sys-
Customs would check for possible causes for examina- tem. In order to be successful, the information from the sur-

tion. In most cases, goods for which the Customs with- veyors should be used to estimate and pay a withholding tax,
holding taxes have been paid would be released without before the importermakes any contact with Customs.
further payment or refund. However, Customs should
have the authority to carry out a physical inspection, and 20. A more complete description of such a system can be found in Ricardo

if warranted, to change the estimated assessment if they Godoy, Glenn Jenkins and Richard Patten, A Tari, Excise and VAT Withhold-

ing Tax SystemFor ImportedGoods For Bolivia,HarvardInstitute for Intema-
find an inaccuracy. tional Development (28 June 1991). -
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accompaniedby a great deal of negotiation between the was introduced in Indonesiaand resulted in a reductionof the
Customs and the import brokers or agents hired by the time required to release goods to a small fraction of what it
importer.) was previously.

5. Customs then determines what taxes apply to the goods
and makes an assessmentof the taxes owing. (The nego-

Since information flows can move so much faster than phys-
tiations between the Customs and the import brokers ical goods, there has been a deliberate effort in Indonesia to

often continue at this stage.) complete the traditional Customs and revenue functions in a

not goods. This6. The importer pays the taxes owing to the Customs way that does inteferewith the rapid flow of

cashier. The importer is given a receipt.
same principle is now also used by Singapore in its Tradenet

7. The importer then takes the receipt back to the Customs System. In the case of Tradenet, the ships manifests are sent
ahead in eleetronic form so that all the import documents areoffice, and after verification that the receipt is genuine, atthe goods are released to the importer. completedand duties paid before the ship arrives the port.18
However, as Singapore has neither a system of tariffs nor8. Customs, after some delay, sends the money to the Trea-
value added taxes, the problems associated with the classifi-

sury. cation and valuation of goods do not arise.
Under this system, unless Customs officials follow the goods
to the final destination in the country where they are

The first basic principle of the proposed reformed adminis-

unpacked from the container, they really have no indepen- trative system is that all the new informationneeded for trade

dent way of verifying the importer's claim as to its contents.
and revenue purposes which applies to a shipment can be

This is also a situation where corrupt Customs officials more easily, accurately and cheaply obtained at the place
thrive. If a bribe is accepted to reclassify the goods to a com-

where the exportedgoods are being shipped, than at any other

moditywith a lower tariffrate, it is difficult for others in Cus- point. Given that the costs of transferring information elec-

toms to identify the fraud. At the same time, the Customs tronically are trivial, the information on type of good, value

official can blackmail the importer because destuffing the of goods and quantity of goods should be obtained when the

container at the port is sure to result in breakage, losses and goods are being put into the container, and not when the

great delays. In the Dominican Republic, where all contain- goods are being taken out. In order to do this, the government
ers are theoretically inspected, the waiting time for port

would have to employ the services of an agent (a surveyor,
clearance in 1990 averaged more than a month, with Customs brokers or, perhaps in the future, internationalCus-

widespreadcorruption and theft of goods. toms agents) who would provide this service worldwide. A
number of surveyor companies already exist that do provide

The experienceofdevelopingcountries has shown that a sys- these services globally. As is the case with banks or profes-
tem of selective examination and post-clearance audits sional auditing accounting companies in a competitive envi-
intended to ensure complianceis faced with great difficulties. ronment, they will only survive in business if they provide
In this case, the goods are given quickrelease from the port accurate, honest information because that is the service
and the final payment is made later, with some inspectionof which governmentsare paying them for.
the goods at the importer's warehouse and also a random
audit of the books and records of the importer. The second basic principle is to reduce the opportunities for

corruption and fraud. A withholding tax, based on the infor-
The first problem with this system is that auditing skills are mation obtained at the point of export by the private agents
very scarce in these countries, and auditors in the private sec- hired by the irnporting government, should be paid by
tor usually earn some multiple of the official salaries of the mporters through the commercial banking system. Income-
Customs service. Consequently, not many want to work for withholding tax systems, operated with private and public
the government. Second, rampant corruption is almost employers as withholding agents, have proven to be the most
always generatedwhen the Customs officers are permittedto effectivemeans of increasing taxpayercompliance. The VAT
visit the importer's factory. At that point, there is absolutely is basically a sales tax collected through the use of a system
no system for controllingwhat happens, since in many cases, of withholding at each stage of economic activity. This con-
the fruits of corruption are one of the primary attractions for cept needs to be extended to all taxes, including those on
these skilled people becoming employees of the Customs nternationallytraded goods.
service. The result is that the reports will usually come back
to the Customs office with no finding of fraud. The use ofbanks, rather than governmentcollectionbureaus,

to receive government revenue has proven in many countries
The authorities, therefore, find themselves in a dilemma. to be much more effective. Banks have a compelling incen-
Either they let the goods flow quickly through the ports and tive to maintain the security of funds if they are going to sur-
give up large amounts of revenue through fraud and contra- vive as financial institutions. The privatizationof such func-
band, or they inspect the containersat the port and destroy the tions through the use ofbanks has also greatly increased tax-
economics of containerized shipping while still stimulating
corruption and revenue losses. payer compliance in such unorthodox situations as the col-

lection ofproperty taxes in Indonesia.19

B. An alternativesystem 18. Harvard Business School, op. cit., at 1.
19. Kelly,Ry, lmplementingPropertyTax Reform in Developing Countries:Under the proposed system, the information flows are kept Lessonsfrom the Property Tax in Indonesia, Harvard Institute for International

separate from the goods flows. This is the type of system that Development(1992), at 12.
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tive rates on international transportation are available to Bolivia. The results have been high rates of damage and theft.

developing countries if they refrain from entering confer- A similar problem arises with goods being considered for
ence-line agreements or setting up shipping company shipment through the Port of Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania and

monopolies. In 1985 the governmentof Indonesia deregulat- then by rail to the interior countries of Southern Africa.17
ed the country's international shipping arrangements and

Containerization has been important technologicala veryimplemented a fundamental reform of the Customs Depart- innovation that has had major impact the in whicha on way
ment. Consequently, the costs of shipping a container from administrative institutions facilitate intemational trade.
Indonesia to Europe in 1987 was only 60 percent of th pre- While it represents tremendous of cost-savings in
1985 rates. Furthermore, the rates for shipping containers

a source

the movement of goods, it is, at the same time, a smuggler'sfrom Indonesia to Singapore were only 50 percent of what
dream (and Customs officer's nightmare). Containerizationa

they were in 1985. By comparison,over the same period the

competitive rates for shipping a container from Singapore to completelycamouflages informationifCustoms departments
use traditional procedures. This procedure calls for Customs

Bangkok were slowly rising.16 While many, if not most,
developing countries still maintain high-cost shipping and

to get all its informationon the goods at the time the ship (air-
at port a

Customs administration systems, Indonesia is a clear exam-
plane) arrives the (airport) with manifest, and bill of

a statement num-
ple of the enormous returns that can be earned by an econo-

lading. These documents contain about the
ber of containersbeing unloaded, with an accountof the con-

my from the reform of policies and the introductionof mod-
tents described according to set of specifications whicha

ern administrativemethods. includes a physical descriptionof the goods and the number
The inflated costs of cargo unloading and processing at ports of items. Containerization makes it very difficult to verify
and airports, combinedwith the costs created by the uncertain- much of this information.

ty of the time required to clear and the theft that is epidemic When opened, the goods at the frontof the containermight be
around such ports and airports, are major impedimentsto trade entirely different from what might be found behind them, and
and development for many countries. While the reduction of Furthermore, it is virtually impossible for Customs
these costs by appropriate administrativepolicies and invest-

so on.

officers, or the consignee's employees, to get all the mer-
ments are possible, it has often proven to be difficult. chandise back nto the container it taken out of.same was

Efficient ports not only reduce domestic transportation and The result is usually a high incidence of theft at the port,
handling costs, but they also affect the type of international resulting in great delays and uncertainty. Consequently, the

shipping lines that are willing to stop and deliver and pick up economiesof transportationbrought about by the use ofcon-

goods. Wasted time in a port is very costly to a large modern tainers may be dissipated through the country's ineffective

ocean going vessel. When a ship pulls into a port, only a few Customs and port systems.
hours are scheduled for the loading or unloading of cargo. If

1 the ship cannot be accommodatedquickly, it will proceed to

the next port for unloading. If goods cannot be unloaded VI. A PROPOSAL FOR MODERNIZING

quickly in Bombayor Bangkok, it might be less costly to take THE CUSTOMS AND REVENUE
the cargo to Singapore or Sri Lanka and leave it there for ADMINISTRATIONSYSTEMS FOR

shipment to the final destination using small carriers. The TRADED GOODS
rapid movementofgoods is essential for the competitiveness
of a port. Furthermore, cargo containers need to be utilized A. Traditionaladministrationsystems
efficiently. They must be unloaded at the importers'premises The traditional system of Customs control can be described
and loaded at the place of export quickly so that they are not in its simplest form as follows:
under-utilized. If this cannot be done, container companies
will be very reluctant to use that port. 1. The importer informs the exporter that he wants to buy a

certain quantity of goods of a particular type.
This point can be illustrated with examples from Sri Lanka 2 The exportersends the goods and the documentationto the
and Bolivia. The port of Colombo in Sri Lanka has managed countryof the importer; these are receivedby Customs.
to implement a very efficient system for the movement of 3 The importergoes to Customs and provides the Customs
container traffic. On the other hand, the ports of Thailand, service with any further documentation, such as import
Bombay and Madras are extremely congestedand containers licences. The importer's agents will provide Customs
move very slowly because of poor systems and facilities. As with pro forma copies of the entry documents.
a result, over 50 percent of the containers going through 4 Customs then tries to determine from the invoices of the
Colombo are there for transshipment to these other ports. exporter, and from any other information available, the
Such transshipmenthas become a valued service to the coun-

type, quantity and value of the goods being imported. If
tries of the region and the Port Authority of Colombo has the Customs officer finds it necessary, a physical inspec-
become a highly profitable state enterprise. tion of the goods will be carried out, either at the port or

In contrast, the inefficiencyof the land transportationsystem at the importer's premises. (This determination is often

in Bolivia has caused international container companies to

prohibit their containers from entering Bolivia. This has cre- 16. Shugart, Christopher, Next Steps in Deregulationof Indonesia's Interis-
land ShippingSector, Memorandum,Harvard Institute for InternationalDevel-

ated a huge efficiency loss as importers have to destuff the
opment (1988).

containers in Peru and ship the goods as bulk freight t0 17. From research by the author in these countries.
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operatesnot so much because the authoritiesuse the informa- While public finance scholars have tended to think of the

tion on credits claimed to go out and audit large numbers of ntroduction of a VAT as an important move away from the

suppliers, but rather because taxpayers know that the author- use of trade taxes, they have generallyoverlookedthe fact that

ities do possess such information and are able to screen tax the VAT system would need an administrative mechanism,
returns for signs of evasion. Hence, the governmenthas the similar to the one used to collect importduties, that is capable
ability to carry out much more effective audits. The actual of taxing imports. Since VAT is also levied on domestic trans-

field auditing done must be more accurately focused and actions, it will require close coordination,or perhaps integra-
shouldbe carried out with a high level ofsupervisionin order tion, of the Customs and domestic tax administrations.
to insure that this activity maintains its ntegrity. Audits need The elimination of trade borders and tariffs in the European
to be carried out on those with a higher-than-averagepoten- Economic Community created the need for mechanisma to
tial for evasion. At the same time, a modem informationsys- account for the value added taxes due imports and theon
tem can be used effectively to enhancerapid detectionof stop treatment of exports. The result has been of the
filers, or filers who are making errors that can be detected proper one

most important innovations to date in tax administration,and
from an analysis of administrativedata.

an innovation that could potentially revolutionize the way in
which future trade and value added taxes will be adminis-

The cost of storing data and the organization of information tered around the world. From 1 January 1993 the current sys-
into reports to enhance compliance has fallen rapidly and is tem of border checks for VAT will be eliminated. From then
likely to continue to fall. There remains the questionofhow to

on cross-bordersales will still be zero-ratedfor VAT as far as

capture the basic data in a cost-effectivemanner. Traditional- the exporter is concerned, provided that both customer and
ly, the informationon importedgoods subject to VAThas been seller are registered for VAT in their respectivecountries.The
acquired by Customs at the point where the imported goods customer will then pay the VAT at its country's rates. If the
enter the country. The falling costs of communicationand the customer is not a registered taxpayer, the exporterwill collect
advances in the capabilitiesof Customs brokers and surveyor the tax at the normal rate for the exporting country. Each
firms would indicate that the basic data should be obtainable

quarter, traders will have to provide both their own registra-
much earlier. In Indonesia, the system is designed so that the tion numbers and those of their customers to their national
importers and corresponding exporters are identified, and- tax authority, as well as information on the value of sales
information is obtained as to the type, quantity and value of made to each intra-Communitycustomer. A new computer
the goods, as well as the rates of taxes and duties applicable, systemwill be used by memberstates to exchangesuch infor-
when the importer first places the order for the goods and mation, and soon traders will be able to confirm the VAT sta-
when the goods are ready to be shipped by the exporters.14 tus of the customers via the computer.15

The VAT system also imposes important informationrequire- American Express, Visa and Master Charge can conduct

ments on exports. Without good information on the type, credit card checks around the world and airlines have on-line

quantityand value of goods being exportedby all VATpayers, reservation systems that operate constantly worldwide to

the VAT system would be open to great abuse. Value-added place individuals on specific seats on specific planes. It is

tax fraud often comes about due to the zero rating of exports, apparent, therefore, that there is available the technological
an economically desirable policy because it eliminates the know-how necessary for tax and trade administrationsto be

taxes that the producerhas paid on nterrnediatenputs. This is able to enjoy the efficiencies of capturing the information

done by providing a zero rate of tax on export sales and once, and then using it as a common database. There is a

refunding any excess credits that rnight arise as a result of need, however, for governments to realize that it is in their

taxes already paid on nputs. The classic forn of tax fraud in countries' economic self-interestto cooperate internationally
these circumstancesis for a firm to overstate the value of its in this regard. The integration of the EEC and the continued

exports, as well as the arnountof inputs used and taxes paid on economic integration of Canada and the United States have

the nputs through creating false invoices. In such cases, the proven that governments are able to create the political will

ratio of inputs to outputs may appear to be legitimate when to cooperate in this way. Once the industrialized countries

firms claim to have a large amount of excess credits. Often, have set up the information systems, it will be cheaper for

such enterprises are able to successfullydemandcash refunds them to give free access to the rest of the world, rather than to

for the excess credits. Unless the authorities have reliable have the advanced information technology of the industrial-

information on the value of exports, the dishonest exporters ized world attempting to interface with the inefficient, cor-

will have a very easy time defrauding the Treasury. rupt, paper-pilingadministrationsystems found elsewhere.

The case of Bolivia illustrates the importanceof this point. In V. TRANSPORTATIONINNOVATIONSAND
1986 Bolivia implementeda majorand successfulreformof its INTERNATIONALCOMPETITIVENESS
tax administrationthat placed heavy emphasis on the VAT. To

date, they have not been able to coordinate their internal tax A large componentof the cost of internationallytraded goods
administrationwith the Customs administration.As a result, a are both internationaland domestic transportation.Competi-
number of cases of over-invoicingof exports has taken place.
Recently, the tax authoritieshave been able to detect enterpris- 14. Governmentof Indonesia,PresidentalInstructionNo. 4, 1985 andPres-

dential InstructionNo. 3, 1991. SocitGnralede SurveillanceS.A., Preship-
es using such scams and have collected very substantial ment InspectionofExports to Indonesia(1991).
amounts in excess refunds and penalties from the owners. 15. Computerto Replace 60m VAT Forms, FinancialTimes (8 April 1992).
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B. After 1985 Canada and the United States, have taken advantage of the
advances in information technology to capture and process

Responses in% nformation on the goods being imported well before they
35 appear at the pointofentry. This represents a very significant_

departure from traditionalCustoms administrationand points
30

L
to a pattern of reform that might break the cycle ofcollusion,
corruptionand delay that is characteristicof most of the Cus-

25 toms departmentsof developingcountries._

20 _
IV. EFFECTIVE VALUE ADDED TAX

15 ADMINISTRATION

5E a value added tax system. Taxes collected at the time goods

10
Taxes and the nformation collected on imported goods and
services are essential elements in the successful operation of

are imported make up a large part of the net tax revenues
-

0 actually collected under most VAT systems. In Indonesia,
since the trade administrationreform of 1985, about 40 per-1-2 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-14 2-3w 34w 4w
cent of net VAT revenues have been collected through apply-Days/Weeks ng the VAT to imported goods that have been processed by
the new system.12 In addition, during the first five years of the

by 140 percent. Yet, as a result of the reforms, over 35 percent new system, revenues increased from ten to 16 percent of
of importers say that they have been able to reduce their total government revenues, with no change in tax rates. This
inventories from 1985 levels and another 50 percent report is in spite of the introductionof a large effective-dutyexemp-
that they have been able to maintain the same level of inven_ tion system for imports used in the manufactureof exports.
tories. The results of this survey are shown in Figure III. Knowledgeof the quantity and value of imports provides an

important starting point for capturing nformation about
FIGURE 111 potential domestic taxpayers and the level of their activities.

Impact of trade administration reform Domestic producers and sellers are likely to have either
on inventoriesof importerslo imported directly or bought some of their inputs from

Responses in% importers. A VAT system can only operate effectively if the
tax authorities have some concept of the relative magnitudes

60 of the inputs used by various productionprocesses. If the tax

Less Inventories More Inventories administrationhas this information, it will be able to make
50 reasonable estimates of the tax liabilities that should be

accruing in that sector. This knowledge also allows the tax
40 authorities to begin to classify different types of taxpayers in

order to provide them with the information that will make it30 _
easier for them to comply with the law. It is this concept of

20 using information about the nature of the taxpayers to pro-
_

vide better and more accurate service to them that is at the

10_ heart of the major operationalchanges being implementedby
the United States Internal Revenue Service, RevenueCanada

0 and the AustralianDepartmentof Revenue.13
75 '51-75 26-50 1-25 no 1-25 26-50 51-75 75 Extensive auditing of taxpayers is simply not realisticchange a

Inventories in % option for most developing countries in the next decade.
They have neither the level of skills in tax administrationnor

While the inefficiency of the Indonesian Customs and ports the ability to control the level of comption that is likely to

prior to 1985 would be difficult to exaggerate, we find that result from extensive contact between the auditors and the
there is also a potential for huge cost savings through the taxpayers if site audits are held. Much has been made of the
modernizationofprocedures for relativelyefficientcountries self-policing nature of a VAT. This self-policing principle
such as Malaysia. In 1990 the cost of the traditional manual
methodofcompletingthe paperworkassociatedwith interna-

10. /d., at 11.
11. Yeow, J. WorkingTowardsLesser Paperwork,BusinessTimes (25 March

tional trade was estimated to be equal to MS 15.2 billion 1992).
(USS 5.74 billion), an amount equal to 12.2 percent of the 12. Socit Gnrale de Surveillance S.A., Annual Report 1988, 1989 and

value of its total trade (imports + exports) for that year.
H 1990. InternationalMonetaryFund, GovernmentFinance,1988,1989and 1990.

13. Compliance2000: Report to the Commissionerof InternalRevenue,Inter-
The trade administrationreforms implemented in Indonesia nal Revenue Service, Washington D.C. (1991); and from conversations of the

and Singapore, and currently being implemented between
author with officials from Revenue Canada and the Australian Inland Revenue
Service.
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ings, especially when considering the factors under govern- pared by the Importers Association of Indonesia estimated
ment control that affect domestic business decisions about that the total costs of imports used in manufacturing was

whether to locally develop the capability to export or, alter- reduced by 20 percent of the cif price. In terms of port
natively, invite a foreign investor into the country to manu- charges, a survey of importers in 1989 indicated that more

facture items for export. UNCTAD has estimated that the than 30 percent paid 26 to 50 percent less in port clearance

costs of internationaltrade for developingcountries could be charges than they did prior to 1985. In total, 85 percent of the

reduced by about USS 75 billion per year through more effi- importers pay less than they did before the reform. Figure I

cient trade procedures, includingCustoms' computerization.4 shows the results of the survey.

In 1987 Singapore began to completely rethink and reform A key element in the cost savings from trade administration

the way trade was administered. The result was perhaps the reform is the speed of port clearance. This captures the effi-

most efficient communications system for processing ciency of the entire trade administration systems including
imports and exports in the world. A recent study of this Customs,porthandlingand othercontrolorganizations.Before

reform concluded that turnaround time for processing of 1985, only 13 percent of the importers could clear their goods

typical trade documentswas reduced from a minimumof one from the port within fourdays. By 1989, over 63 percent ofthe

day and as many as four days (in 1987) to about 15 minutes imports could be cleared in less than four days. The median

(in 1990).5 According to the report, most transactions are time for clearance has fallen from ten days to three days. The

actually completed in ten minutes. results of the survey are shown in Figures IIA and IIB.

The direct contractcosts to the governmentfor designing and FIGURE 11
implementing this system totaled more than SS 20 million

(USS 11.75 million), not including the investment made by Speed of port clearance

the various ministries and statutory boards in conceiving the A. Before 19859

project, developing the requirements and specifications, and

managing the contracting.6 However, the benefits from sav- Responses in%

ings by government agencies and the trading community by 35__
1992 are estimatedat SS 1 billion (USS 588 million) annual-

ly.7 These are tremendous cost savings for a small country 30.

with a Customs and trade administration system that would
have been classified, even prior to this improvement, as one 25
of the best in the world.

20
Although the total savings to Indonesia from its reform of
Customs and ports administrationin 1985 have not been cal- 15_
culated, the sample evidencehas been dramatic. A study pre-

10_

FIGURE I
5

Savings in port clearance charged due to trade
administrationreform in Indonesia8 O

1-2 34 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13-14 2-3w 3-4w 4w

Responses in% Days/Weeks
40

The reduction in uncertaintywith respect to the timing of port
Less costs More costs clearances is reflected in the behaviour of businesses in their35 iP

holding of inventories. Inventories are held to smooth the

30 fluctuations between purchases, production and sales. The

higher the uncertainty of supplies, the greater the amount of

25 inventories that firms will have to hold in order to maximize

profits At the same time, the cost of holding nventories rep-
20 resents a majorcost ofdoing business.The impactof the trade

administrationreform in Indonesiahas been dramatic. During
15 _ the period from 1985 to 1989 the real value of imports grew

10_ 4. Id.
5. Harvard BusinessSchool, SingaporeTradenet:A Tale ofOne City, Case 9-

5 191-009 (1990), at 10.
6. Id.

O 7. SingaPort '92, Global Connections,Business Times (25 March 1992).
no 8. Socit Gnrale de Surveillance S.A.,Surveyof Importers on Impact of

75 51-75 26-50 1-25 1-25 26-50 51-75 75
change INPRES 4/1985,AnnualReport 1989, at 9.

Port charges in % 9. ld., at 10.
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The hypothesisof this paper is that the world is undergoinga tries. Trade taxes, both in the form of tariffs and export taxes,
set of innovations in information technology and communi- have traditionallyplayed a more significant role in the fiscal
cations that can radically alter the opportunities available, systems of developing countries than in those of the more
and thereby increase the prospects for successful fundamen- advanced countries. However, the desire to industrialize fol-
tal public sector administrativereform. Just as the fall of the lowing an export-promotionpolicy, rather than one of import
Berlin Wall could be partially traced to the inability of the substitution, has accelerated the tendency to use a VAT sys-
East German government to isolate its population from the tem on domestic consumption in order to raise revenues,
knowledgeof what life was like elsewhere in Europe, it will instead of taxing imports. Although there has been strong
likewise be more difficult for countries such as India, Pak- resistance to the introduction of VAT in several countries,
istan and Thailand to preserve an nefficient ports system in there has not been a single case of a country dispensingwith
an increasingly globalized economy where Singapore, Sri this tax once it has been implemented.
Lanka, Hong Kong and Taiwan are able to move goods The theory behind the in which VAT is designed tothrough their ports in hours, rather than days or weeks. way oper-

ate is well known. However, it is not as well-recognizedthat
In this paper, I discuss a number of key administrative for VAT to work efficiently, it needs to utilize tle administra-
reforms that must accompany changes in international trade tive systems that traditionallyhave been used to manage inter-
and taxation policies, if genuine economic reform is to take national trade. The values of the goods and services imported,
place. In each of these cases, it would appear that developing the value of exports, and the identities of the mporters and
countries are likely to have greater success of experiencing exportersare key pieces of informationfor the effectiveadmin-
economic reform if they were toimplement administrative istration of a value added tax. They are also essentialpieces of
methods that utilize state-of-the-art techniques rather than informationfor the administrationof international trade.
look back at what historicallyhas worked successfully in the In most countries, it is the Customs service that obtains thisindustrializedworld.

information in order to determine whether the goods should
be allowed to enter the country, to assess the duties andother

Il. TRADE REFORM AND INSTITUTIONAL taxes, includingVAT, due on imported goods, and to provide
INNOVATION data to construct the trade statistics necessary for macro-eco-

nomic managemnt. This is often a costly, time consuming
Economists have spent a great deal of time and effort and corrupt process. It has been estimted that such transac-
analysing the policies that are most appropriate for'promot- tion costs worldwidemay amount to ten percentof total mer-
ing international trade, competitiveness and economic chandise trade.3
growth. Often ignored, however, is the impact made by In the 1980s, the world witnessed of the techno-domestic institutional arrangements used to administer the one greatest
internationalmovementof imports and exports. Such institu- logical innovations experienced by mankind in the area of

tions are crucial inputs in the whole process of international communications and information technology. Communica-
tions space has been reduced so that it is often easier andtrade and in the operationof economicpolicies in this area.
cheaper to communicatebetweencities of differentcountries

Here, we will focus on three elements of the relationship than it is to communicatebetween the different local offices
between these institutions and economic policy. The first is of a Customs Department. The low cost of modern nforma-
transportation; the physical means through which goods are tion technologyand the ease of its use have currently made it
movedbetweencountries.The secondare the mechanismsfor more accessible to the Customs and RevenueDepartmentsof
Customs control, and the third is the fiscal system. All three of the poorest of developing countries than were mainframe
these principal elements of trade policy and institutions have computers to public administrations in industrialized coun-
undergone significant changes in recent years, more or less tries a decade ago.
independently of each other. In each area, the changes have
come about through the developmentof new technology. The huge leaps in effectivenessand cost savings provided by

these innovations require that we reflect on the of insti-typeWith respect to international transportation, the principal tutions developingcountries should have in order to facilitate
innovation has been the containerization of goods for ship- international trade in the 21st century. The advances in infor-
ment by air, sea and land. Containerizationnow allows man- mation technology in the past five years have given the
ufactured goods and perishables to move in a way that had developing countries greater flexibility than ever before in
previously been associated with the shipping of primary the design of solutions.
products.2It permits goods to be moved securely, quickly and

4 safely through the ports, and between different modes of
transportation. Problems of theft and damage, as a result of Ill. SOME EVIDENCE OF THE IMPACT OF
improper handling, have largely disappeared. Consequently, INSTITUTIONALINNOVATIONS
the manufacturing industries of developing countries have The efficiency of the country's administration of Custons
been able to enjoy great cost savings and increased competi- and ports usually completely dominates most other tax sav-
tiveness in world markets.

In the case of fiscal systems, it is the widespreadadoption of
2. For example, flowers, fruit and garments are shipped daily-from Sri LankaVAT in more than 60 countries which has brought about a tax and Kenya to Europe by containers.

policy revolution in both developingand industrializedcoun- 3. Trade on better terms, The Economist (21 March 1992), at 76.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The assistanceof Charles Hope, Baher

Since the early 1980s, a fundamental shift in policies related to taxation and inter- Mustafa El-Hifnawi, Shiva Kumarand
national trade has been made by many countries, both developed and developing. Mwana Lugogo in the preparation of
Over 30 countries, as diverse as New Zealand, Indonesia, Mexico, Canada, Chile, thi paper /s greayappreciated j.

Jamaica, Cyprus, Kenya, Sweden and Malawi, have undertaken fundamental tax Tomas Hexner Milka Casanegra de

reforms that have radically reduced income tax rates, while eliminating special Jantscher, Roy Kelly, Miguel Angel

incentives and broadening the tax base. In many cases, a shift has been made away
Lasheras, Richard H. Patten, Guillermo
Perry, Isabel MenendezRos and

from raising revenue from trade and special sales taxes to using a broad-basedvalue participantsof the Harvard Institute of
added tax (VAT). This switch in tax policies away from the use of highly distor- IntemationalDevelopmentResearch

tionary taxes on imports, exports and specific sales taxes has signaled a general Conferenceand the International

adoption of policies that interfere less with the markets for goods and services. Seminar in Public Economies
commentedon earlierversonsof this

The need for foreign exchange to service foreign debts, combined with the demon- paper. Their views and suggestionshave

strated success of the export-orientedpolicies of the newly industrializedcountries sharpened the ideas presentedhere. As

of Asia, and the rapid globalizationof internationalbusiness have all played a role always, theviews and errors are the

responsibilityof the authoralone.
in bringingabout a fundamentalshift in the industrializationpoliciesofmany coun-

tries. Similarly, many countries with such varied histories as Indonesia, Mauritius,
Canada, Mexico, Chile, Kenya and Hungary are at various stages of shifting the

focus of their industrial policies in order to help their firms meet the demands of a

competitiveglobal market, rather than a stagnant domestic one. Contents

In the past, centralizedgovernmentsand state-ownedenterpriseswere often the pri- I. Introduction

mary instruments for the provisionof an array of public services consideredneces- II. Trade Reform and Institutional

sary for bringing about both social and economicdevelopment.The result has often Innovation

been capital structures, i.e. schools, hospitals, roads, ports and utilities, but not Ill. Some Evidence of the Impact of
functioning organizations. Capital projects could be financed and built by the troi- Institutional Innovations
ka of central governments, state-ownedenterprises and nternational agencies, but

none of these could adequately supply the working capital to operate the facilities
IV. Effective Value Added Tax

Administration
efficiently,nor did they have the freedomor incentives to provide the services need-

ed for a competitive economy. As a result, many countries are now attempting to V. Transportation Innovations and
InternationalCompettiveness

decentralize their decision-making apparatus to include lower levels of govern-
ment. This process is usually accompanied by an attempt to tap stable revenue VI. A Proposal for Modernizing the

sources, such as user fees and property taxes for the operation and maintenanceof Customs and Revenue
Administration Systems for Traded

public services. At the same time, the relationship between the state-owned enter- Goods
prises and the government is being radically altered through privatizationand com- A. Traditional administration
mercialization policies whose objectives are to make the operation of the public systems

enterprises more efficient and more responsive to the markets that they serve. B. An alternative system

In each of these areas, whether it be tax reform, trade reform or governmentreorga-
Vil. Conclusions

nization, changing the laws is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for funda-

mental change. While the laws may be in great need of modernization, it is the

administrative practices and rent-seeking behaviour of public sector organizations
that have been the fundamentalobstacles to economic reform. Corruption, arbitrary
treatmentof ndividuais and costly delays for public services are symptoms ofpub-
lic administrationsystems that either have been allowed to be captured for the bene-

fit of the administratorsthemselves,or by specific groups in society who, for histor-

ical reasons, were able to create an administrativesystem beneficial to themselves. 1. Lessons ofTaxReform, World Bank (1991).
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ance. It is the last area where many developingcountrieshave Open Developing Economies (Washington, D.C.: Inter-
made the least progress. This is partly because some combi- national MonetaryFund, 1990).
nation ofeconomic liberalization,a slow-growthworld econ- De la Torre, Augusto and Kelly, Margaret R., Regional
omy and the fiscal sins of the past has put countries in the Trade Arrangements,Occasional Paper No. 93 (Wash-
position of making some very hard fiscal choices. Among ington, D.C.: IntemationalMonetary Fund, 1992).
these are: Goldstein, Morris, Mathieson, Donald J. and Lane, Timothy,Should government expenditure growth be capped in-

Determinants and Systemic Consequences of Interna-
order to control the deficit, or should taxes be increased tional Capital Flows, Occasional Paper No. 77 (Wash-Should the entire tax system be adjusted'to become more ington, D.C.: InternationalMonetaryFund, 1991).

-

investor-friendly,even at the cost of making it less pro- Greene, Joshua and Villanueva, Delano, Private Investmentgressive Should this be done by providing special pref- in DevelopingCountries,IMF StaffPapers,Vol. 38, No.
erences to targeted taxpayers 1 (Washington, D.C.: International Monetary Fund,Should taxing and expenditure powers be decentralized

March 1991).
-

to lower-level governments, or should centralization be
continued Roemer, Michael and Radelet, Steven C., Macroeconomic

Reform in DevelopingCountries, in Dwight H. Perkins
Finally, there is a more rosy outlook - the possibility that and MichaelRoemer, eds., ReformingEconomicSystems
the 1990s will see a turning point that the modellershave not in Developing Countries (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
picked up. Countries have learned the lessons of specializa- Institute for InternationalDevelopment, 1991).
tion and gains from trade in the 1980s; Asian and Latin coun- Tanzi, Vito and Chu, Ke-young, Fiscal Policy for Stable
tries have made remarkablepolicy adjustments; and even the And Equitable Growth in Latin America, International
industrialized United States is taking a more outward view. Monetary Fund Working Paper No. WP/89/93 (1989).Central economic planning is on the decline in most places,
the socialist economies are in transition and most industrial- Congressional Budget Office, An Analysis of the Presi-

dent's BudgetaryProposals for Fiscal Year 1992 (Wash-ized economies seem to see economic union as a better route
than competition.Technologycontinues to advance at a rapid ington, D.C.: US GovernmentPrinting Office, 1991).
pace. It is a tirne for innovation, and arguably a time for very Inter-American Development Bank, Econonic and Social
substantial economic growth. Progress in Latin America: 1991 Report (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins UniversityPress, 1991).
Intemational Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook
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ment would be allocating the resources (and governmentsdo The other direction is continued fiscal centralization. If the

have a bad record of picking winners), and the tax system central government controls the major instruments of taxa-

would be more fair. tion, expenditure and debt, it is more able to pursue the pro-
gramme of macroeconomicpolicy that is seen as so vital for

The disadvantageis that the government,by not matching the the developmentof Latin America in the next decade. More-
incentives provided in the neighbouring country, may give over if budgets are to be austere, all the more reason to allow
the impression that the business climate is not hospitable to the centre to decide on the purpose and locationof infrastruc-
new domestic and foreign investors. Moreover, there is the ture investments, and all the more reason to give the centre

question of what to do about the existing ncentive pro- discretion to pursue whatever equalization is affordable. If
gramme. It may be politically entrenched and its removal education and health expenditures are key investnent areas

could have a high transactioncost. Moreover, the marketmay for growth in the next decade, then central direction (if not

long ago have capitalizedthe effects of this preferentialtreat- . central control) over these expenditureswould seem critical.
ment. Blejer and Cheasty (1990, pp. 66-81) mention yet The problem is that especially large countries,where popula-
another disadvantage. The adoption of trade liberalization tions have diverse needs and preferences, are not easily gov-
programsmay lead to substantialshort-run fiscal costs, in the ernable from the centre. Central government bureaucracies
form of reduced tax revenue and pressures to provide subsi- break down, people (and investors) become disaffected and
dies to those individuals and companieshurt by the reform. local-level developmentopportunitiesbecome lost.

There are relatively few ways out of this difficult choice. In

D. Will governmentbe centralizedor decentralized many countries the local governmentshave been given only
minor expenditure responsibilities and no control over a

There has been a worldwide reaction against the over-cen- broad-basedtax. There has been no major attempt to invest in
tralization of government. This has held for low- and high- their capacity to provide good government,and they have no

incone countries alike. Especially in large countries, there certain claim on central revenues. To continue this policy by
has been an erosion of confidence in the ability of the central makingminor adjustmentswill not be a true move toward fis-

governmentto decide on what is the best package of services cal decentralization. In other countries (Brazil is a good
for each local area, and to deliver that package of services. example), subnational governments do have a definable
On the tax side, there is a reaction against what are perceived claim on total governmentrevenues, and such a claim cannot

to be high taxes that are not returned in the form of services be easily backed away from in the name of a need for greater
with identifiable local benefits. Fiscal decentralization, and central control.
whether to pursue it, are new questions being debated in
countries such as China and Russia, and old questionsof con-

cern in countries such as Colombiaand Argentina.8 V. CONCLUSIONS
The outlook for the world economy is for a resumptionin real

Why is this a hard fiscal choice On the face of it, it seems a
economicgrowth after the dismal performanceof the past two

reasonable proposition that as economic development and Growth will be slow until the mid-1990s,but thereafter
urbanizationproceed, the local level shouldbe more involved years.

is projected to be stronger. The structure of this growth,
in the tax and expenditure decision-making process. But if

according to the average of the forecastsexaminedhere, is for
the next decade places a high premium on macroeconomic

a lower rate of inflation and a lower real rate of interest.
policy to make developing economies more stable and more

attractive to foreign investors, then central governmentsneed Overall, however, the 1990s will not bring a real growth for

even more control over the major fiscal instruments. most developing and industrialized countries that is any
greater than that realized in the 1980s, and most projections

Consider first the implications of fiscal decentralization, i.e. expect it to be slightly lower. The implicationsof this outlook

giving more taxing powers and expenditure responsibilities are that export markets in industrialized countries will not

to the lower levels of government.The advantage is that gov- grow as fast as had been hoped, and that capital inflows to

ernment is brought closer to the people, in that they may now developing countries may be of lesser magnitude than had
have more say in choosing the mix of services they receive been hoped. Should a more pessimistic set of assumptionsbe
and the level of taxes they will pay. It is also possible that adopted (increases in oil prices, failure of the GATT negotia-
overall revenue mobilization may be improved, because tions, and a failure to bring the US budget deficit under con-

some taxes are inherently better administered at the local trol), then the outlook would appear even less favourable for
level (e.g. property taxes), and because there is a substantial low-incomecountries.

untapped fiscal capacity that lies below the cutoff point for
Most analysts advise lower-incomecountries to adopt strat-

central government income and value added taxes. The
a

of stabilizing their economies and restoring the confi-
instruments of fiscal decentralization are local tax powers,

egy
dence of investors. This is said to be best accomplished by

the assignment of local expenditure responsibility and the
trade, price and exchange rate liberalization;control of infla-

design of a grant system that guarantees local governmentsa
tion by stable supply; exchange rate adjustments;a moneyclaim on central resources. Such assignmentsreduce the flex-

ibility of the central governmentto pursue a stabilizationpro-
privatization of industry where appropriate; and fiscal bal-

gramme, to equalize services within the country and to 8. The subject of fiscal decentralizationis reviewed in Bahl and Linn (1992),
implement its developmentspending priorities. Chapters 12 and 13.
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loopholes are almostcertain to remain in the system, the fair- - Allow repatriationof profits without penalty.
ness objective will be compromised.Anotherproblem is that - Reduce corporate income tax rates, accelerate deprecia-broadening the tax base often means bringing interest income tion allowances and provide a proper inflation adjust-into the tax net, and possiblydiscouragingsavings or encour- ment for inventories.
aging capital flight. - Provide tax incentives for preferrednvestors.
The other choice is to hold to the more narrowly based, pro- Many of these are adjustmentshat should be made in the tax
gressive rate structure. It is nominallyprogressiveand seems system no matter what strategy is being followed (e.g. elimi-
to provide incentives for savings and investmentby provid- nation of the double taxationof dividends, repatriation with-ing preferential treatment for capital income: many countries out penalty, zero-rating of exports). But particularly the
exempt capital gains and interest income, and give credits or issues of whether special tax incentives for investors shoulddeductions for certain types of investments. Progressive rate be allowed, whether higher-income individuals shouldstructures are popular with politicians because they at least receive a friendlier treatment and whether interest ncomegive the illusion that the rich are being treated differently should be free of tax, raise serious questions. Proponentsunder the tax system. The biggest disadvantage is that the

argue that lower income tax rates on higher-incomeindividu-
narrow base forces a high marginal tax rate, which in turu als leave them free to save more and give thern an incentivediscourages investment and work effort, or encourages eva- to invest more. These individuals have the highest marginalsion and avoidance. The progressivityof the graduated rates propensity to save and are the entrepreneursof the economy:is often lost to the special treatment of capital incone, the the ones most likely to take investrnentrisks. Many countriesprovision of loopholes to mitigate against the high marginal have bought into this argument and provide escapes fromtax rates and contribute to the success ofhigher-incomeindi- high individual income tax rates, which higher-income indi-viduals in evading the tax. Bird (1992, p. 93) notes that even viduals are best equipped to use. These include tax-free inter-if one is not willing to go so far as the flat-rate tax, steeplY est income, non-taxable fringe benefits and the effectiveprogressiverates have no place in a well-designedincome tax exclusion of capital gains from the tax base. Company taxin developingcountries. preferences might include tax holidays and accelerated
The trend around the world (and in some Latin Americanand depreciation for incentive firms. (Typically, the VAT is not
Caribbean countries) has been in the direction of simplifica- used as a major part of the ncentive package.) Such ncen-
tion, base-broadeningand less rate graduation. For exarnple, tives are thought to attract particular industries and to show
Jamaica adopted a broad-based, flat rate (33 1/3 percent) signs of a hospitablebusiness climate for foreign and domes-
individual income tax in 1986 (see Alm, Bahl and Murray tic investors.The pressure to adopt incentivesgrows with the
[1991]), and Argentina has recently proposed a 30 percent use of such programmesby neighbouringcountries.
flat-rate individual income tax, with the exemption of divi- The disadvantages of the interventionist approach are thatdends paid to local and foreign shareholders(Asorey [1992]). each of these preferences imposes a cost that must be made

up with a higher tax rate somewhereelse in the system. These
C. Should the tax system be structured to encourage higher nominal rates, and the distortions of economic choic-

investment es introduced by the preferences themselves, introduce an

inefficiency into the economy and have a real cost likelyThe superficial answer to this question is yes, and the pos- measured in terms of slower growth. There are few places insible shortageof capital flow to developingcountries and the the tax system where the lost revenue can be regained.powerof the new tradingblocs makes it even more important Among the possibilities are a higher income tax rate forthat tax systems be export- and investor-friendly.On the face lower-incomeworkers, a lower standard deductionunder theof it there seems to be no choice involved, but there are end- income tax, higher income tax rates for those companies thatless suggestions about how one restructures a tax system to are not on the preferentialtreatnent list, highersin taxes on
encourage investments. And there are major tradeoffs alcoholic beverages and cigarettes and fewer exemptionsinvolved, in that an investment-friendlytax system may also under the VAT. The result is likely to be that the overall taxbe one that is less friendly to income distribution or to fair- system will be less progressive, or even regressive, and this
ness objectives. Hence the choice. will be a cost of adopting the interventionistapproach.
One alternative is to follow an interventionistpolicy and use The other choice is to go for a tax system that is neutral withtax policy to attract investment. Low- and middle-income respect to economic choices. The basic argumenthere is thatcountries could adjust their tax systems to increase the after- there is no strong evidence that targeted incentiveswork, andtax rate of return to investors in many ways: so why introduce distortions into the tax system This strate-Reduce marginal individual income tax rates.

gy would involve broadening the base and lowering the
-

tax
Provide special income tax treatment of fringe benefits for all Such would all income

-

rate taxpayers. a system tax atreceived by higher-incomeindividuals. the same rate, zero-rateexports, not penalize repatriatedprof-Exempt dividends from the individual income tax. its, equalize the individual and tax rates and find
-

company a
Exempt interest income from taxation, but allow it as a way to approximate true economic depreciation. It might

-

deductiblecost. adopt a flat-rate income tax, but it would not provide prefer-
Enact a value added tax (VAT), or increase reliance on ential treatmenteither to high-income individuals or to busi-

-

the VAT, and zero-rate all exports. nesses. The advantage is that the market and not the govern-
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faster than projected,but there may be some amount of relief revenue yield is often not up to the mark because of loopholes
that will allow importantexpenditureprogrammes to be bet- that have narrowed the tax base and because of poor adminis-
ter covered. Expenditures may be reallocated to infrastruc- tration and widespread evasion, especially among the self-
ture and humancapital investment (1) if interest rates fall and employed. A common reaction is for the government to raise
the debt service claims on the budget are less, (2) if privati- the rate - which leads to more avoidance, evasion and unde-

zation reduces the claim on government resources, and (3) if sirable allocationeffects - and the cycle continues.This pat-
the financingof some government-providedservices is shift- tern neither builds confidence in the government's ability to

ed to beneficiaries. There is some evidence that new lead macroeconomicpolicy, nor does it contribute to a sound
resourceswill materializebecause of initiatives in these three revenue base to support a balancedbudget. Individualincome

areas, but the amounts may tum out to be modest. The IMF tax structures in low-incomecountries, and in Latin America,
(1992) projects that debt service payments as a percent of the are often complicated and usually have multiple objectives.
total value of exports of goods and services will fall in West- The main goal is revenue generation, but many government
ern Hemisphere countries from 31.5 percent in 1991 to 28 officials and political leaders would argue that ncome redis-

percent in 1997. tributionis another importantobjective. Accordingly,in many
countries, income taxes are characterizedby progressive rate

There also is the question of whether any new-found structures, relatively high floors and special deductions to
resourcesactuallywill be allocated to essentialpurposes. The

protect the poor. Some countriesuse the income tax to achieve
1990s will be a time in many countries when there will be other allocative goals everything from the stimulation of-

pressures to subsidizeprices in the aftermathofprivatization, the life nsurance industry to the encouragementof savings to
increase public employee compensation and restore lost tax relieve the cost of commuting to work.
preferences. However, the IMF survey of 31 Latin American
countries (IMF [1992], pp. 72-76) indicates that the educa- The individual income tax can play a very important role in
tion and health expenditureshare ofGDP increased in the 20 low-income countries, and it does in many countries. It can

countries where the deficit was reduced and fell in the 11 be a major revenue raiser, it can siphon off the administrative
where it was not. The results of this analysis also showed that resources of the tax department, it can impose high compli-
the share of capital expenditures in GDP did not fall signifi- ance costs on payers, it can add progressivity to the overall

cantly in the deficit-reducingcountries. revenue system and it can have a direct effect on the ability to

save, invest, take risks and work harder. Another important
Adjustmentsmade on the tax side also can lessen the pain asso- feature of income taxes is that the nominal tax structure is
ciated with hard fiscal choices. Reductions in the average tax visible to voters while the actual pattern of effective taxvery
rate for all present taxpayers can be realized if a more efficient

rates is not. As result, political leaders quite sensitivea are
tax administrationbroadens the tax net and captures those who about making even rational changes in the nominal tax struc-
have successfullyevaded or avoided payment.There are many ture, because it might give the appearanceofprovidinga spe-
opportunities to do this, because typically the tax base in low- cial tax treatment to the higher income.
income countries is quite narrow. Perhaps the best targets of

opportunity in this ara are the self-employedunder the indi- One choice for individual ncome taxation is simplification,a

vidual income tax, value added tax exemptions, import tax path that many countries in the region have already taken.

exemptionsor preferentialrate treatments, and real property. This may involve adoptinga flat rate, eliminatingmost deduc-
tions and credits, and broadening the tax base to include all

The pain of this fiscal choice will vary from country to coun-
forms of income. The advantage of this approach is that it

try, depending on the situations from which they start.
eliminates the horizontalinequities in the systemby taxing all

Jamaica, with a tax-GDP ratio now approaching 30 percent, ncome at the same rate, and it gives no special preferences.has a quite different situation from that ofGuatemala, with a
Because it is simple, it reduces both complianceand adminis-

ratio of under ten percent. The difference between the situa-
trative costs. Because it is applied to broad base, the (nomi-

tions in these two countries is illustrative. To compete effec-
a

nal) flat tax rate is low by comparison with the previous
tively in the 1990s, Jamaica will have to find a way to slow

marginal rate; therefore savings, investment, risk takingtax
the growth in the public sector. It cannotafford a fiscal deficit

and work effort encouraged.A difficult issue is whatare more
with the present instability in its economy, and tax increases

to do about capital income taxation. Here the issue becomes
would seem out of the questiongiven the presenthigh rate of

whethercountries should opt for consumptiontax.a
taxation in the economy. The hard choice facing Jamaica is
how to cut expenditureswhen expenditureneeds are so great. There are some disadvantages to a broad-based, fiat-rate tax

Guatemala'ssituation is better. There is ample room for a tax regime.The most irnportantis that it is not consistentwith the
increase to coverthe expenditureneeds of its population,and ability-to-pay cannon of justice in taxation. Since the sacri-
the fiscal deficit is not a great one. The most difficult choice fice of a dollar in taxes is greater for a low-income than for a

in Guatemalais whetherto risk an increase in taxes in a coun- high-incomeperson, it is thought fair to tax the lower-income
try with a long tradition of resistance to higher taxation. person at a lower rate. Since a flat tax does not do this, it

imposes a greater burden on the poorer family. The result is

B. Howwill peronal income be taxed that flat taxes are usuallyperceivedas inequitable,and in fact

may be regressive in their distributionof tax burdens. Other

Most developingcountries are beset with policy and adminis- disadvantagesmay arise in connection with the base-broad-
trative problems in their individual income tax systems. The ening that accompanies the flat tax regime. Because some
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Arguably, the area where reform is most necessary, and in stant, the government sector will be able to expand its real
some countrieshas been slowest, is fiscal and tax policy. This expenditures by about two percent per capita per year. This
is not to say that substantial fiscal reform has not taken place. outlook,coupled with the possibilityof a reductionin the rev-

Many Latin American governmentshave undertaken adjust- enue share of GDP, implies a modest growth in expenditure
ments and have moved to eliminate or substantially reduce programmes, and therefore a tight control over expenditure
the size of their fiscal deficits. And in many cases, they have practices. By the World Bank's pessimistic projections, and
been successful. An IMF survey of 31 Latin Americancoun- assuming no increase in taxes or borrowing relative to GNP,
tries during the decade ending in 1991 shows that the fiscal real per capita expendituregrowth could be as low as 1.3 per-
deficit fell in 20 countries and increased in 11. The average cent per year. If this less optimistic growth path prevails, then
decline in the deficit for the 20 countries (between 1986-1988 the fiscal situation is even tighter.
and 1989-1991) was 4.7 percent of GDP, and the average One choice, therefore, is fiscal austerity. At the thisincrease in the 11 countries was 1.8 percent of GDP (IMF extreme,

would imply no increase in the tax share, i.e. that taxes will[1992], pp. 23-25).
grow no faster than the rate of growth in GNR It also implies

Even in countries where policy reform has taken place, the no increase in borrowing, other than for long-lived projects
economic impacts have often been compromised by a weak with a demonstrable payback. Even here, however, any new

tax administration (Bahl and Martinez [forthcoming]). The debt incurred would have to be supported within the limits of
challenge facing many Latin Americancountries is to reform revenue that the present tax systemwill generate in the future.
their fiscal systems, including tax policy and tax administra- The austerity scenario poses major problems for some coun-

tion, in a manner consistent with this general macroeconom- tries, in particular those which already have high levels of
ic policy direction, and consistent with the constraints pro- taxes relative to GNP. It leaves precious little to invest in new

vided by the world economy. This will make the fiscal choic- infrastructureand in health and education, which are corner-

es more difficult. stones in the strategy to increase the competitivenessof low-
and middle-incomenations. It also cramps government initia-There will be a slowergrowth in the ndustrializedeconomies
tives to redress nequalities in the distribution of ncomein the early 1990s (compared to the average of the 1980s), tohence very likely a slower growth in capital flows to devel- through the improvementof public services the poor.

oping countries and an export market that does not expand as The other choice is to resume an expansionary fiscal pro-
fast. This means more competition among developing coun- gramme, by increasing the effective average tax rate (relative
tries for external investment and for export markets; there- to GDP) and/or by borrowing to expand infrastructureand to
fore more of a competitive edge is needed in the fiscal poli- cover annual deficits. Certainly there are reasons to argue in
cies that must be designed. favour of a larger public sector. There will be more invest-

ment in infrastructureand in human capital, and more scopeThe remainder of this paper outlines the most important of
for providing redistributive services. The of environ-coststhe fiscal choices:
mental protection, an issue which the world must discover in1. Should there be growth in government expenditures, or
the 1990s, will claim substantial amount of Thedeclines in taxes and borrowing

a resources.

World Bank (1992b, Chapter 9) estimates the cost at two to2. Will the taxation of income be driven by economic effi-
three percent of the GDP of developing countries by the end

ciency concerns or by vertical equity concerns
of the 1990s. Though all of this will not be government sec-

3. Should tax systems be redesigned to stimulate invest-
tor costs, the amounts involved are equivalent to ten percentment, with lower (or no) taxes on capital income
or more of the budgets of most developingcountries.

4. Should government become more centralized, or should
fiscal decentralizationbe pushed There also are the politicaladvantagesofhigherexpenditures

which appear to outweigh the political disadvantages of

A. Will the governmentsectorgrow' deficits, at least over the expected tenure of elected leaders.
The downsideof this strategy is that resourceswill be drained

A continuation of the adjustment policies of the past few from the private to the public sector, with whatever that

1 years would not suggest a growing public sector in Latin implies for the overall rate of growth in investment (versus
American countries in the 1990s. The results of the IMF sur- consumption) in the economy. If the expansion is financed
vey of 31 Latin American countries showed that the average with higher taxes, then the competitiveposition of the coun-

level of government expenditures fell from 24.4 percent in try may be compromised,and the return to investors may be
1981-1985 to 20.6 percent in 1989-1991. The decline was less attractive. There may be a feeling that the business cli-
due to a combinationof lower debt service expenditure and mate is not right for new investment. If the expansion is
lower expenditures for subsidies, transferpayments and pub- financed by borrowing to cover annual deficits, then the
lic employee wage bills (IMF [1992], pp. 72-76). economywill be less stable and less attractive to foreign cap-

ital and to the return of flight capital. Confidencein econom-The outlookfor Latin America is for a strongereconomicper- c managementwill not be restored.formance than in recent years, but not for a robust growth that
is above the long-term trend. The baseline projections are for Are there compromises on these choices Is it possible to
a rate of real per capita GDP growth that will approximately spend more without raising taxes or sacrificing important
match that which took place on average over the 1965-1989 public expenditureprogrammesThe answer is that the fiscal
period. This implies that, if the tax share ofGDP remains con- choices will be difficult if the world economy does not grow
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ly will be a net transfer of resources to these countries from - Progress on multilateral trade negotiations may be

the rest of the world through the mid-1990s. However, both enhanced because the number of parties in the negotia-
the IMF (1992) and the United Nations (1990) project a tions is fewer.

strongergrowth in Eastern Europe and the formerUSSR than - Export entry is easier because the rules for trading with a

in most of the rest of the world. single bloc of countries are easier to learn than are the
rules and institutionsfor a numberof individualcountries.

Some Eastern European countries, however, may be able to

move more quickly to take advantageofproximity to the Euro-

pean market. Czechoslovakia,Hungary and Poland, for exam- IV. FISCAL CHOICES FOR THE 1990S
ple, have recently signed an agreement that provides for a free
trade area with the EC. Quantitative restrictions have been Most analysts of the Latin American economic crisis of the

removed in all three countries, and tariffs are being lowered. 1980s are in agreement that domesticpolicy changes must be
enacted and sustained if economic growth is to be restored.

China is a differentstory. The adjustmentprocesshas been nei- The last decade saw an interventionist approach in many
ther so swift nor so painful, and real output increasedby about countries, whereby domestic industry was protected from
sevenpercent last year. The state enterpriseshave beenbrought foreigncompetition in some cases and stifled by public enter-
under semi-autonomousmanagement, given some autonomy prises in others, exchange rates were overvalued, and gov-
in operatingdecisions, and switched from a remittance to a tax ernments were in deficit and borrowed heavily. The next

regime. All of this has occurred in less than a decade. The decade must see more of a laissez-faireapproach to econom-

speed with which the Chinese economy develops and shifts to c management and an opening of the Latin economies to
an export oiientation is another major question mark under- take advantage of a changing international economy. The
neath these long-term forecasts. The United Nations projects immediateobjectivesof this policy are to increase the rate of
the Chinese economy to grow at a real rate of 5.6 percent economic growth by increasing export volume, attracting
between 1990 and 2000. This is well above the world growth external investment capital, increasing the efficiency of
rate, but below that experiencedin China in the 1980s. domestic industry and providing adequate public services in

The other concern about the competition from the transition an environmentof stable prices.
economies is that they will attract foreign capital that other- The principles that lie behind the formulationof such domes-
wise may have been destined for less developed countries. tic policies may be summarized as follows:
The World Bank (1992a, pp. 7-8) argues that this is not true The best approach to attracting foreign investment and_

in the case of non-concessional loans, though creditworthi- re-attractingflight capital is a stable macroeconomicper-
ness will be scrutinizedmore closely in the case ofall poten- formance. Low and steady rates of inflation, small
tial borrowers. In the case of concessional loans, however, deficits on the governmentand trade accounts, and a sta-
this concern about competition will be valid unless donors ble exchange rate will do more to attract and retain eco-

increase their aid budgets. nomic ctivity than will even the most attractivepackage
of targeted incentives.

2. The new trading blocs - The government should not take an interventionist

approach except where the presence of important exter-

The performance of the new trading blocs is another impor- nalities demands it. Tax, trade and industrial policies
tant factor that can affect the long-termeconomicoutlook for should be coordinated and should interfere as little as

developing countries. The two major changes to consider possible with the market.
here are the EC and the North American Trade Agreement. The rate of investmentin health and education should be-

One view is that the preferencesgiven to countries within the ircreased.
blocs will reduce the size of markets for exports from less Borrowing should be limited by the growth in taxable-

developedcountries (or for that matter, from any country out- capacity, the present level of debt burden and the intrin-
side the trading blocs). It is possible that increased intrare- sic value of projects.
gional trade promoted by the agreement will be accom-

plished at the expense of what otherwise might have been In fact, the 1980s did see a major turnaround in macroeco-

increasedntemationaltrade. One is the (unlikely)policy of a nomic policy in the Latin American region. The elimination

trade fortress stance by one of the blocs. Another is the of quantitativerestrictions and the reduction in tariff rates in

possible diversion of scarce skills from multinational to many countries reduced barriers to trade, and the results will

regional trade negotiations.7 be felt fully in the 1990s. Countries have come to grips with
the burden of their external debt by negotiation with credi-

The other view is that the 1992 EC initiativewill lead to spe- tors, lirniting future borrowing and more carefully scrutiniz-
cialization in production and efficiency gains that will result ing the purpose of loans. Lower interest rates in the early
in an overall economic growth and therefore an increased 1990s will provide further relief. Substantial progress has
demand for imports thatwill offset any negativeeffects. Most also been made in the area of privatization of public enter-

students of this debate seem to be in this latter camp, and prises, e.g. in Argentina, Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela.
argue the further advantages that:

Countries within the trading bloc are pressured to reform-

their macroeconomicpolicies. 7. De la Torre and Kelly (1992).
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ized countries could move toward a new series of bilateral of developingnations to attract investmentcapitalwill depend
arrangementsand developingcountriescould see their poten- on whether they can sustain policies that will restore confi-
tial markets shrink. dence in their economies (Goldstein,et al. [1991], pp. 1-44).

Greene and Villanueva (1991) found evidence that the rate ofGlobal integrationcould slow in the 1990s. The GATT agree- total prvate investment in,developing countries is positivelyments are the major issue of uncertainty. The slower growth related to the rate of real GDP growth, the level of capitain the industrialeconomies in the early 1990s almostcertain- per
GDP and the rate ofgovernmentinvestment.They also foundly means that, compared to the 1980s, exportmarketswill not
that the investment rate is negatively related to real interestbe as robust and the flow of investmentcapital to the rest of
rates, and the levels of inflation and debt. Latin Americanthe world will not be so great. The decline in transportation countries have liberalized trade to significant extent inacosts seems to be approaching a bottoming-out, hence that
recent years. Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costastimulus will not be as strong (World Bank [1991a]). Finally, Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela havethere is the issue of whether the LDCs will stay their policy eliminated quantitative restrictions and lowered tariff levels.course of the late 1980s and continue to adopt investor- and
In the reforms have been broad-based and havetrade-friendlypolicies. some cases

included reduction of the fiscal deficit, a cap on borrowing
and significantprivatizationof industry.

B. Developmentfinance
Finally, there are the traditional sources of direct external

The projections reviewed above assume that the substantial assistance in the form of loans. These are expected to be
capital resource constraint facing the developing countries modest for the Latin Americanregion, declining from $ 9 bil-
can be relaxed. The three candidate sources of capital are lion in 1993 to about $ 4 billionat the end of the century (IDB
direct foreign investment, return of flight capital and foreign [1991], p. 19). The result will be a very modest increase in
assistance. total debt outstanding over the next ten years. Much of the

During the last half of the 1980s the level of direct foreign borrowing requirements for Latin America will be filled by
the World Bank, the IMF and the IDB.investmentincreasedfrom $ 47 to $ 132 billion, at a faster rate

than total world investment. This suggests a growing world Will the sources of direct foreign investment and official
economic ntegration. However, the share of direct foreign loans be sufficient to meet the financing needs ofdeveloping
investmentgoing to the developingcountries fell from 24 per- countries in the next decade There are two reasons to be
cent to 13 percent over this same period. Two thirds of this cautiousin the forecastofwhat might be expected. One is the
amount went to East Asia and Latin America, and in the latter slower growth in the industrial economies in the first half of
case primarily to Brazil, Argentina, Mexico and Colombia the 1990s. And since the US deficit problem does not appear
(Finance and Development [1992]). If the developing close to resolution, the level of savings may be less than has
economies are to capture a greater share of foreign direct been assumed in these forecasts. The other is the competition
investment, they will have to continue the economic liberal- for funds from (a) the newly emerging economies in Eastern
ization policies which began in the late 1980s. The IDB sees Europe, and (b) the countries of the European Community
this as possible and expects that the attractive rate of return on (EC) as they adjust to their new economic roles.

1 foreign investment in Latin Americawill result in an increase
in the volumeof foreign direct nvestmentby a factorofabout C. New marketsand new economicpower2.5 before the end of the century (IDB [1991], pp. 18-19).

The performance of the world economy over the next tenThe second source ofexternal financing is the return of flight will be shaped by two other important factors: thecapital. The IDB (1991, p. 19) estimates the total amount to
years per-
formance of the transition economies and the policy direc-be about $ 170 billion, equivalent to about one third of the tions taken by the new trading blocs.

region's total externaldebt. The World Bank (1991a, pp. 124-
25) estimated that, during the 1980-84 period, the amount

1. The transition economieswas as high as $ 40 billion for Mexico and $ 27 billion for
Venezuela.The IDB points out the potentialof this source of Before the 1990s end, the transition economies (Eastern
finance with the followingconjecture: if investors decided to Europe and China) may substantially impact the share of
hold constant the real value of their assets abroad, and bring world economic growth gained by the developing countries
home only the annual return, there would be a re-entry of by (a) providing new export markets, (b) providing a new
about $10 billion by the end of the century (IDB [1991], p. competitor for exports to the industrialized countries, and/or
19). This is equivalent to about half the expected flow of (c) siphoningoff some of the external capital flows that other-
direct foreign investment. wise might have found their way to the developingcountries.

The determinants of capital flight and the determinants of How quickly might the new competition for the world export
nvestment capital inflows are much the same. Capital flight market occur The answerwill vary from country to country.
occurs because domesticmacroeconomicpolicies (or political The breakupf the Soviet Union and its economic influence
instability) cause investors to lose confidence in the economy zone is still in process. The economic liberalizationprocess
and seek alternative locations for their investments.They seek that is now underway in much of Eastern Europe and in the
out locations which give them some combinationof safety on former Soviet Union Republics will be painful, and now it
theirprincipal and a higher after-tax rate of return. The ability appears that the transitionwill not be short-lived. There like-
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entation and by 2.2 percent per year in those with an Three key areas will define the progress of global economic
inward trade orientation. However, Roemer and Radelet ntegration in the next decade. Labourmobility, capital mobil-

([1991], pp. 64-65) review a contrary literature and conclude ity and trade are the principal ways in which modern tech-

that the now-conventional prescription of utward-looking niques of production and communicationare spread, and the

policies is based more on economicprinciples than on empir- means by which comparative advantages are discovered and

ical evidence. becomepart of a country's economicstrategy. Increasedinter-
national labourmobility could lead to substantalgains for the

There is, in fact, global evidence that a sorting out process is
world and for most countries involved in either the

leading nations to find their comparative advantages (World economy,
or of labour. Emigration labour-short

Bank [1992a]). Total world trade has increased. In the manu-
mport export to

economies may relieve labour surplus economies of the pres-
facturing sector, trade increased at an average rate of 4.9 per- sures of a high unemploymentpool, and thereforemay lead to
cent while output increasedat a rate of 3.9 percent. The share

of technology-intensivemanufacturing has increased in the
an overall improvement in the distribution of income. The

main drawbacks are the problems ofbraindrain in some of
industrialized countries, while the share of labour-intensive

the low-incomeeconomies,and the resistanceby host country
manufacturing exports in developing countries has risen.

workers to being crowded out by migrant workers. There also
Within manufacturing, there are many country-specific is the advantage that movements of skilled labour are an

examples of specialization as firms have sought out cheap
labour and taken advantageof lower transportationcosts and mportantway to diffuse technology,and foreign labourhas in

been invaluable to labour-shorteconomies.
newer communicationstechnologies. many cases

On the other hand, this specializationmay not have gone so far Capital mobility, especially in the form of direct foreign
as the rhetoric. The difference between the growth in trade in investment, is another importantsource of technologytransfer

manufacturingand the growth in output is narrowernow than that can stimulate economic growth and trade between coun-

it was a decade ago. Even the penetrationof industrial country
tries. Case studies ofHong Kong and Mexicohave shown that

markets by LDC manufactured goods is not so widespread.
the presence of foreign firms has increased the diffusion of

The World Bank (1992a, p. 31) reports that the developing technology and improved the efficiencyof local firms (World

country share of industrial country imports of labour-ntensive Bank [1991a],p. 94). The experienceof foreign firms in man-

manufacturedgoods almost doubled between 1965 and 1989, agement and marketing techniques can benefit local firms

rising from 9.8 to 18.8 percent. However, this increase is due who are trying to gain a foothold in world markets. Moreover,
the volume of trade with a country may be substantially

entirely to East Asia, whose share increased from 1.4 to 12.4
ncreased by direct foreign investment simply because of the

percent over this same period. This means that the share of all
other developing nations actually declined during this period.

trade channels that are opened with affiliates. A recent study
The volume of trade, however,has increased substantially. reports that in the early 1980s intrafirm trade within the

largest 350 transnational corporations (TNCs) contributed
The impetus for global integration comes from several fac- about 40 percent of global trade.6 One need only imagine the

tors. The cost of transportationand communicationshas fall- opportunities for transfer pricing, tax evasion and tax avoid-

en, reducing the distanceconstraint to ncreased trade. The ance to speculateon how daunting is the task of administering
gap between the rich and the poor nations in the growth of a tax system that does not have an export orientation.
income and the relative inflation of currency values has
enhanced the labour cost advantageof low-incomecountries. Trade liberalization is perhaps the most important question
The price of primary commodities has been low for some mark in assessing the outlook for the world economy in the

time in world markets. Finally, changes in production pro-
1990s. It is clear that developing countries must gain access

cesses and strategies, such as the increasing variety of prod_ to the markets for manufactured goods in industrialized

uct lines and product quality, require a closer working rela- countries. LDCs in aggregate sell less than five percent of

tionship between importers and exporters. This enhances their manufacturingoutput to other developingcountries,and

economic integration and developmentof the trade sector in more than four fifths of the world market is in ndustrialized

developingeconomies. countries. On the other hand, developing and industrialized
countries alike have erected restraints to trade. The trade bar-

To growing (but not yet industrialized)countries,global inte- riers in industrialized countries have not been significantly
gration means gaining jobs, government revenue and access relaxed in the 1980s, with a few exceptions. Most observers
to foreign exchange. But it also means gaining the technolo- seem to agree that developing country exports to industrial-
gy necessary to sustain a higher rate of productivity and ized countries could increase, even in the presence of the

growth in the long run. Productivity increases will lead trade restraints that are in place (World Bank [1992a]).A suc-

development in the more competitive and more technically cessful GATT round, however, could lead to substantialgains
complex world economy of the 1990s. The World Bank for low-incomecountries. One estimate is that a five-percent-
(1991a, p. 88) notes that ...growth in productivity, the best age-point reduction in manufacturingtariffs by industrialized
proxy for technologicalchange,has accounted for as much as counties would lead to a real GNP gain of 1.6 percent per
30 percent of GDP growth in the East Asian countries. A year in low-incomedebtor countries,and 1.4 percentper year
major issue of development policy, therefore, will be tech- for countries in the Western Hemisphere (IMF [1990], pp.
nology transfer. Removingbarriers to the sharing of technol- 74-75). However if the GATT negotiations fail, industrial-

ogy should be high on the list of priorities for stimulating
development. 6. See World Bank (1992a), at 33.
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TABLE 3

Real GDP and real GDP per capita growth rates for Iow- and middle-incomeeconomies, 1965-2000
(annual percentagechange, unless noted)

Real GDP growth Real GDP per capita growth
GDP, 1989 Population, Projection for 1990s Projection for 1990s
(billions of 1989 Trend, Trend,

Region orgroup dollars (millions) 1965-89 Baseline Downside 1965-89 Baseline Downside

All Iow- and middle-
income economies 3,303 4,053 4.7 4.9 4.1 2.5 2.9 2.2

Region
Sub-SaharanAfrica 171 480 3.2 3.6 3.5 0.4 0.5 0.3
Excluding Nigeria 142 367 3.3 3.6 3.1 0.4 0.4 0.0
Asia
East Asia 895 1,552 7.2 6.7 5.6 5.2 5.3 4.2
South Asia 351 1,131 4.2 4.7 4.2 1.8 2.6 2.1
Europe, Middle East,
and North Africa 828 433 4.2 3.6 3.2 2.2 1.8 1.4

Latin America and the
Caribbean 964 421 4.3 3.8 3.1 1.8 . 2.0 1.3

Income Group
Low-income
economies 996 2,948 5.1 5.5 4.8 2.9 3.5 2.9 ,

Middle-income
economies 2,308 1,105 4.5 4.5 3.7 2.5 2.6 1.9

Source: World Bank data, as reported in World Development Report 1991

TABLE 4 mance of the world economy. However, the way in which
Indicators of Economic Growth: nvestment capital is distributed among nations is partly a

Actual and Projected Amounts resultof how govemmentpolicy in developingcountries faces
up to the problem of imbalances in financial resource flows,

1990 1991 1992 1993 i.e. the resource claims of debt repayment and domestic gov-
ernment expenditures on one side of the fiscal equation, ver-Real GDP

'

All Developing Countries 3.5 3.3 6.7 5.4
sus the supply of resources available from taxes and external
assistanceon the other. The third major issue is the worldwide

Western Hemisphere effects of trade and income growthof the new trade alliances
Developing Countries -0.1 2.8 2.7 4.2 in Europe and North America, and of the new economicorder
Industrial Countries 2.5 0.8 1.8 3.3 in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.5

,1

Realper Capita GDP
All Developing Countriesb 1.2 1.3,-1.6 2.5 A. Global integration
Western Hemisphere For the developing countries, the comerstones of economicDeveloping Countries -2.1 0.8 0.6 2.1

policy are to find markets for exports, to find sources of cap-Industrial Countries
#

1.8 0.2 1.1 2.7 ital for ndustrial and infrastructure development, and,
increasingly, to deelop competitive production technolo-a. Annual growth rates.

b. Excluding Eastern Europe and the former USSR gies. The late 1980s saw major steps in the direction of eco-

Source: World EconomicOutlook 1992, various tables. nomic integration,as countries liberalized their trade regimes
and adopted macroeconomic policies that were more con-

ducive to foreign and domestic investment. The outlook forIll. FACTORS SHAPING THE WORLD OUTLOOK the world economy in the 1990s is much strongerif this trend
Some najor issues lie underneath these long views of the continues. The IMF (1990) provides some support for this
growth of the world economy and of the share of that growth argument in a study of 41 developing countries for the 1983-
which will belong to the developingcountries. The first is the 1989 period. They find that potential GNP grew by 7.7 per-
extent to which the process of global economic integration cent per year in those countries with an outward trade ori-
will continue. The second is the adequacy of the supply of
investment capital for developing countries. This potential 5. A longer treatise on the world economy would consider several of the big
constraintto developmentis partly beyond the controlof low-

uncertainties that make forecasts in this decade especially difficult: political
instability and war, the further development and transfer of teChnology, the

ncome countries, i.e. it is more a consequenceof the perfor- prospects for changes in energy prices and the environment.
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TABLE 2

The International Economic Climate in the 1990s:
A Comparison of Recent and Projected Indicators

(average annual percentage change, unless noted)

Projectionsfor the 1990s
Recent

experience World Bank World Bank IMF Project WEFA
Trend 'basline, downside, baseline, LINK, Group, DRI,.

Indicator 1965-89 1980-89 1990 1990-2000 1990-2000 1991-96 1991-95 1991-95 1991-95

High-income
OECD members

Real GDP 3.1 3.1 2.6 2.9 2.2 3.1 2.8 3.2 3.1
Inflationa 6.6 3.8 3.7 3.6 4.3 3.4 3.4 4.4 3.3
Interest rate (%)

Nominalb 8.6 10.2 8.4 7.4 9.6 7.7 . 8.6 7.9c
Reald 3.1 5.8 4.3 3.4 5.1 3.9 4.Oc 4.3 4.9:

World tradee 4.1 4.1 5.0 5.8 4.5 5.6 4.3

Real price of oilf 9.3 -10.1 22.2 -0.6 0.9 -3.0 0.9 0.8 -2.0

a, GDP deflators in local currency for World Bank and. MF projections; for others, inflation is measured by consumption price deflator.
b. Six-month LIBOR on dollar deposits.
c. US three-monthTreasury bill rate; the real rate is the Treasury bill rate deflated by the US GNP deflator; DRI projections are for the US long-term gov-

ernment bond yield deflated by the US GNP deflator.
d. LIBOR deflated by US nflation rate (percentage change in the GNP deflator).
e. World volume of exports.
f. Average OPEC price of oil deflated by the manufacteresunit value exported by industrial countries; Project LINK is the average price for Saudi Arabian

exports deflated by the GNP deflator.
Sources.World Bank data; IMF 1991; WEFA Group 1991; DRI/cGraw-Hill 1990; Project LINK 1991; as reported in World DevelopmentReport 1991.

The United Nations (1990) projections for the industrialized plagued by the same problems as in the 1980s: high real rates

countries and the world economy generally agree with the of interest, low commodityprices and the resourcedrain asso-

results presented above. They project a real per capita GDP ciated with the debt overhang. The performanceof the world

growth rate of2.6 percent for the 1990-2000period, a growth economyhas two conflictingeffects on Latin Americancoun-

that is significantlybelow the long-term trend. tries. The slower growth in the industrial economies in the

The medium-term outlook as seen by the IMF (1992) is early 1990s will dampen export markets and therefore retard

somewhat more optimistic (Table 4). For 1992 and 1993, growth in exports by all low-ncome countries, and it will
slow the flow of capital from the industrialized to the devel-

they see a significant increase in real GDP growth, reaching
3.3 percent by 1993. This is higher than most of the long- oping countries.On the otherhand, the lower real rate of inter-

term projections summarized in Tables 2 and 3, though it is
est will provide some relief to heavily indebtedcountries.

lower than the Fund's even more optimistic view in 1991 Under the World Bank's pessimistic scenario, the projected
(IMF [1992], Chapter 1). The 1993 results are driven by growth for all developing economies is 0.8 percent per year
assumptions of lower interest rates and a lower general rate slower, and for Latin America is 0.5 percent slower (than the
of inflation, and by the projectionof a significant ncrease in baseline forecast). In effect, it would be a continuationof the
the volume of world trade by 1993. 1980s. Oil importers fare particularly badly in this scenario,

because of the assumptionof a higher price for oil.

B. Developingeconomies The United Nations (1990) projects that all developingcoun-

tries will experience a per capita GDP growth of two percentThe long-termprojections for developingand middle-income
between 1990 and 2000, but that countries in Latin America

economies,as reported by the World Bank, are reproduced in
and the Caribbean will half this This projectedTable 3. According to the World Bank baseline scenario, it is grow at rate.

expected that the average growth in per capita real GDP in poorperformancefor Latin Americaand the Caribbeanwould
be well below the historical levels of growth in per capitadeveloping countries will exceed that of the 1980s, but there
GDP of 2.4 in the 1970s and 2.7 in the 1960s.

are wide variations around this mean. Some countries, and percent percent

even some regions, will not fare well. Low- and middle- The IMF medium-termprojections for developing countries
income countries in Africa, the Middle East and LatinAmeri- in the Western Hemisphere are for a modest growth in real
ca are expected to grow at less than the internationalaverage GDP and per capita real GDP in 1992, but for a significant
rate. For the Latin American countries, the real per capita increasein both in 1993 (Table 4). The large increase in 1993
GNP growth rate is projected to be less than the average rate is associated with continued liberalizationof economic poli-
realized over the past 25 years. The reason for this expected cy, a significantly lower rate of inflation and a dramatically
weak performance in many countries is that they remain mproved fiscal balance (IMF [1992], Chapter 3).
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Il. PAST AND PROJECTED ECONOMIC . The real price of oil will not rise measurably, at least not

PERFORMANCE until the second half of the decade. Petroleumprices will
depend on the strength of the recovery of the industrialThe weak performance of low-income countries in the past economies. By even the most optimistic forecasts, indus-decade, and of Latin American countries in particular, is trial growthwill not be strong until the second half of thedescribed in Table 1. There was little increase in per capita decade.GNP in either group over the 1980-89 period, and the stan-
The recession in industrial countries will end, but andard of living in many developing countries did not grow.

3

average forecast is that G-7 countries will growMeanwhile, the growth among (high-income) OECD coun-
markedly slower than in the past decade (World Banktries was robust enough that per capita GNP nearly doubled
[1992], p. 7). Full recovery to higher levels of growthover this same period, and the gap between rich and poor will not take place until the late 1990s.countries widened considerably. The United States will resolve its fiscal deficit problem.
This assumption is probably overly optimistic since the

TABLE 1 US deficit has risen in absolute terms this year, and the

Economic Performance in the 1980s: Gramm-Rudman-Hollingstarget of a balanced budget in
1993 will not be achieved. The Congressional BudgetSelected Regions and Indicators
Office (1991) estimated that the budget deficit will fall
under present policies, but will not reach balance until1980 1989 Change 1996.
Economic growth in Europe and Japan will remain

Per Capita Real GNP strong as policy reforms lead to increases in productivity.
(in 1987 US dollars) An average forecast for the 1991-95period is for Japan to

Latin America1 1920 1950 $30 (1.5%) grow at about 3.8 percentper year, compared to four per-Low Income 310 330 $20 (6.5%) cent in the 1980s. It is assumed that Japan's exportOECD High Income 10650 19240 $8590 (80.7%) growth will not be as robust as in the past, and the real
Investment as a rate of investmentwill be lower. Germany, by this same
Percent of GDP averaging, is expected to grow at 2.8 percent, well above

Latin America 24.3 19.5 -4.8% of GDP its two percent growth in the previous decade. (WorldLow-Income 25.5 28.4 2.9% of GDP Bank [1992a], p. 7).OECD High-Income 22.0 21.8 -0.2% of GDP
Net flows of capital to developingcountries will gradual-.

ly expand. It is assumed that economicpolicies in devel-1. Including the Caribbean.
oping countries will strengthen the competitive positionSource: Word Tables 1991, Tables 1 and 15.
of these countries in attractingcapital, and that their cred-
itworthinesswill be restored.

What of the 1990s The results of several forecasts, based on . Real interest rates will not fall to as low a level as was
econometric models, are summarized in Tables 2 and 3 (as achievedduring most of the 1960s and 1970s, but will be
reported in World Bank [1991a]). Some projectionsgive both well below those of the 1980-89 period.
a baseline and a pessimistic forecast, based on a set of The GATT talks will be successful,except in agriculture.upside and downside assumptions. Shorter-termprojections,
prepared by the IMF, are shown in Table 4. The World Bank also produces a pessimistic forecast, made

by altering the above assumptions. In this scenario the price
of oil is higher, the GATT talks are unsuccessful in all areasA. Industrializedcountries
and overall world trade is slwer, and both the United States

For high-income industrialized nations the baseline projec- and Japan experienceeconomic difficulties.By the lowest of
tions for real GNP growth range from 2.8 to 3.2 percent per the four forecasts reported, the G-7 countries grow by 2.3
year. In other words, the models predict a growth no greater, percentper year between 1991 and 1995. This compareswith
on average, than the 3.1 percent that took place in the 1970s an actual growth of 2.8 percent in the 1980s.4
and 1980s. In fact, the average of these projections would

According the Bank model, the downside scenario (com-have a slowergrowth rate than that of the last 20 years. All of to

the baseline forecasts,however, call for a substantial rebound pared with the baseline forecast) will lead to a higher rate of
a rate afrom the dismal economicperformanceof the past few years.

general inflation, substantiallyhigher real of interest,
reduction in the volume of world trade andaa reduced flow of

The structure of this growth is expected to differ from that of capital to low-incomecountries.
the past decade. Four of the six forecasts see a lower rate of
inflation, and all project a lower real rate of interest and an 3. The World Bank ([1990], at 39) reports that there was considerable
increasedvolume of exports. progress in reducing poverty in the 1960s and 1970s, but that the picture for the

1980s is mixed. In some regions the poor have suffered serious setbacks,Though the assumptions in these forecasts vary from model whereas in others the progress of previous decades has continued and has even

to model, the World Bank baseline assumptions are perhaps accelerated.

representative. They assume (World Bank [1991a], p. 27)
4. The four forecasts are Data Resources Incorporated, National Institute of
Economic and Social Research, The Wharton EconometricForecasting Associ-that: ation Group and ConsensusEconomics Incorporated(World Bank [1992a]).
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INTERNA-IONAL:

TRENDS IN THE WORLD EcONOMY:
IMPLICATIONSFOR FISCAL CHOICES

Roy Bahl '

I. INTRODUCTION
Roy Bahl is Professorof Economicsand

The 1980s were difficult for Latin America. Per capita realGNP increased by only Directorof the PocyResearch Center

$ 30 (1.5 percent),and ten of the 27 countries in the regionhad a lowerper capitaGNP Georgia State University, Atlanta,
Georgia. Hes ndebted to Professor

in 1989 than they had in 1980. Between 1981 and 1985, there was virtuallyno growth Jorge Martinezfor a numberof helpful
in the region. The situation did not improve markedly in the early 1990s. Per capita comments.

real GNP declinedby 0.1 percent in 1990 and grew by only 0.8 percent in 1991.

The reasons for this poor economicperformance in Latin America and in low- and

middle-incomecountries elsewherehave been well studied and researched: the debt Contents

overhang; the worldwide recession in the early 1980s and the US recession at the I. Introduction
end of the decade; a high real rate of interest; and a continuationof domestic poli-
cies that were not conducive to economic growth. With respect to the latter, the fol- II. Past and Projected Econornic

lowing are often listed:
Performance
A. Industrializedcountries

restrictions on trade to protect domestic industry slowed national (and interna- Developing economies- B.

tional) economic growth;
investmentwas hurt by high real rates of interest and by overvaluedexchange Ill. Factors Shaping the World Outlook

-

A. Global integration
rates; B. Developmentfinance
public sector enterprisesproved to be an inefficientway to delivermany goods C. New markets and economic- new

and services; power

government fiscal and tax policies led to deficits which have contributed to-

1. The transition economies

inflation, and failed to provide the best playing field for investors;
2. The new trading blocs

meeting the needs brought on by immediateeconomiccrises diverted the atten- IV. Fiscal Choices for the 1990s-

tion ofgovernmentsaway from investmentin human capital throughhealth and A. Will the governmentsector

educationprogrammes.
grow

B. How will personal income be

The world economic outlook for the remainderof the 1990s, according to the pro- taxed

jections surveyedhere, is for a continuedbut slow recovery through 1992, for world C. Should the tax system be
structured to encourage

trade to ncrease and for economic growth to return (by the mid-1990s) to approxi- investment

mately its long-termpath of about three percentper year. However, the variation in D. Will governmentbe centralized

this growth rate amongnations may be greater than in the past. Those countrieswith or decentralized

richer endowmentsof natural and human resources, and those with economic poli- V. Conclusions
cies more compatible with growth, will do better. Indeed, there are reasons to be

optimistic about the 1990s. The Inter-AmericanDevelopment Bank (IDB) labels
the 1990s a decade of hope and points to the turnaroundin domestic policy in Latin

Americaat the end of the 1980s: ...reevaluationofpast policies led to the adoption
of a series of fundamentalreforms aimed at correcting some of the existing macroe-

conomic disequilibria as well as some of the distortions in the countries' product
and factor markets, in order to establisha more solid foundationfor future growth.''2
While it is too early to tell whether policy reform has gone far enough in Latin

American countries, it is clear that the world market in which they will compete is

likely to be very different from that of the 1980s.

This paper is about the prospects for the world economy in the 1990s and the fiscal

choices that this environment implies. In the next section a number of projections
are reviewed and compared with the actual economic performance of the past
decade. Then we turn to a reviewof the broad trends and structuralchanges thatwill

affect the competitive position and policy stance of low-income countries, and to 1. For good discussions of the problems, see

Tanzi and Chu (1989); and Blejer and Cheasty
the major uncertainties that may alter these trends. The final section of the paper (1990).
outlines some of the important fiscal choices that will be forced. 2. See IDB (1991), at 1.
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times provide for more extensive powers which override exchange and automatic exchange but also information on

domestic limitations. trends and practices in a particularndustry, changes in laws,
Mr Beith mentioned the close cooperation with the United studies of market segments, etc. In his view simultaneous

States, including simultaneousaudits and simultaneouscrim- examinations may have the broader function of an industry-
inal investigations. Automatic exchange with the United wide examinationfor a bettr understandingof the operation
States is very intensive. Spontaneous exchange, however, is and organizationof certain taxpayers.
incidental.Canada's 50 tax treaties reptesenta definitepoten- He presented legal limitationson exchangeof informationas

tial for cooperationif all treaty partners take it seriously. serious obstacles to internationalcooperation.The new strat-
of the IRS, called Compliance 2000, focusesMr Beith mentioned a specific power of Revenue Canada egy on

increased cooperation with other governments, the use ofsince 1988. Canadian parents are required to provide infor-
a tomation on subsidiaries in low or non-tax jurisdictions. The magnetic media, maximum period of time deal with for-

taxpayer may, however, challenge this requirement in court. eign requests and a new model for selecting cases for simul-

As an exampleof a trade secret he gave the functionalanaly-
taneous examinations.

sis of a group company. Mr Beith stressed that it is very use- The discussion related to the interesting aspect as to whether
ful for Canada to be a memberof organizationswhose mem- in case of fraud conditions and limitations relating to the
bership ncludes both developingand developedcountries. exchangeof nformation,such as prior notification,would be

Mr Ruben Aguirre of Mexico discussedexchange of informa- waived. Mr Beith said that the question was not so relevant
for Canada because Canada does not impose a priornotifica-tion on the basis of comprehensive tax treaties and special

agreements. Apparently Mexico sees advantages in special
tion requirement.

agreements,particularlybecause they are not limited to direct In sum the presentations were very interesting and produced
taxes as is usually the case with comprehensive tax treaties. valuable, sometimesnew, insightnto tax developments.The
The CIAT model also covers all taxes. Mr Aguirre furtherdis- discussions were lively and usually more balanced than a

cussed the limitations to the exchangeof information,and dis- neutral observer (i.e. an observer not belonging to a tax
cussed the functioningof the mutual agreementprocedure. administration) would expect as the position and protection

of the taxpayerwas given due attention.Mr Luis Hobbie of the United States focused on tax informa-
tion exchange agreements (TIEAs), which are concluded The organization of the technical aspect was excellently
separately from comprehensivedouble taxation conventions. attended to by the CIAT Secretariat. The organizationof the
The United States has concluded 11 such treaties thus far. meeting by the Jamaican tax authorities was perfect and the
TIEAs not only cover informationupon request, spontaneous hospitality and atmospherevery warm.

Tax Policy in OECD Countries:
Choices & Conflicts by Ken Messere

The first ever survey and evaluation of past, present and future domestic tax policies
in OECD countries.

Ken Messere, former head of the OECD's Fiscal Affairs division, reviews tax

developmentsand reforms, confronts analytical and general policy ssues and
makes a close study of particular taxes and the choices governments
face in establishing a taxation system.

A vast range of OECD materia is condensed into this single, detailed vol-
ume. The result is an invaluab e, permanentsource of reference IBFO

on theories of taxation practice in the OECD coun-

tries. -,Ji : [*Hi[']IRB

Price: 195 Dutch Florins
Residentsof the Netherlandsplease note that the price is exclusiveof
BTW (VAT).
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Mr Manuel EstelaofPeru discussedthe formidableproblems Mr Gaitero Fortes concluded his discussion by mentioning
of tax administratorsin his country in combattingtax evasion the high level of computerizationof the Spanish tax adminis-
and corruption.The future looks somewhatbetterbecause the tration.
tax system will be reformed and the tax administrationreor-

The discussion that followed focused various practicalganized.
on

problems of the modernizationof tax administrations.
Mr Wong of Honduras, Mr Etcheberry of Chile and Mr
Gaitero Fortes of Spain discussed the modernization of the The fourth subject of the General Assembly was International

TarAspects. MrHenk Nemelc ofSurinam was the moderator.
tax administration in their respectivecountries.

Mr Spierdijk of IFA was the first speaker. He explained the
Mr Wong described the modernizationof the tax administra-
tion as an integrated aspect of tax reform. One of the objec- backgroundand functioningof IFA, of which he is the secre-

tives of tax reform is to achieve more efficiency and effec- tary general. He then commented on some points of Dr

Shome's lecture.
tiveness of the tax administration, in particularby moderniz-

ng the collection, control and recovery systems, and by sim- Mr Spierdijk asserted that there tends to be an element of

plifying procedures. He advocated a pragmatic approach to competitionbetweencountrieswhen it comes to the lowering
modernization, and a high degree of administrative autono- of their taxes - particularly with a view to attract foreign
my and decentralizationofpowers within the tax administra- investment. According to Mr Spierdijk, this reduces the
tion. He pointed to a draft tax code containing pnciples of scope for the experimental taxes outlined by Dr Shome. He

taxation, procedurs and sanctions. Reforms of the various feared that an assets tax would deter foreign investment,par-
direct and indirect taxes are underway. Simplification mea- ticularly by capital-intensiveindustries.
sures include a reductionof income tax return filing require-
ments by eliminating wage earners and increasing the tax- When income taxes are reduced, withholding tax on pay-

exempt amount for individuals. ments to other countries should be reduced as well. Mr

Spierdijk further elucidated on the developments in the EC,
Mr Etcheberry referred to computerizationof taxpayer files particularlythe Ruding CommitteeReport on the harmoniza-
which was already at a high level. Interaction with the tax- tion of corporate taxes. According to the Report, the efforts

payers' computers,more support from informationtechnolo- expended on exchange of information relating to multina-

gy and decentralizationof data processing are three areas of tional enterprises could be reduced considerably if advance
modernization. He discussed the use of radio transmitters, rulings were given and advance contacts between authorities

portable telephones and facsimile machines to improve the were made. He further referred to the discussions during the

speed of verificationprocedures. StockholmIFA Congress in 1990 and explained the dilemma

MrEtcheberrystated that the managementpracticesofa mod- regardingtaxpayernotificationin the event of an exchangeof

ern enterprisewere used as the prototype for reorganizingthe tax information. On the one hand, notification impedes the

tax administration.This includes areas such as specialization, effectivenessof the exchange,and on the other, it protects the

decentralization of decision making, more global evaluation reasonableexpectationsof the taxpayer.

of performance, strategic management of human resources, Mr Spierdijkconcludedhis lectureby pointing to a difference
short lines of communicationand a new sanctioning system between the approaches of the UN Ad Hoc Group and the
for VAT evasion. The latter has been highly effective. United States to the exchange of information. The former

Mr Gaitero Fortes referred to the recent creation of the State requires that domestic remedies first be exhausted. The US

Agency of Tax Administration(SATA), which covers domes- Code of Good Practice states that the exchange may take

tic taxes and customs duties. SATA is also charged with man- place before the domestic investigation.
aging the resourcesof other public entities. During the discussion that followed the comment was made

Mr Gaitero Fortes- disagreeing with the conclusions that the tax authorities often cannot ascertain whether or not

the nformationconcernedis a business secret. Notifying tax-
reached by Mr Etcheberry - stressed the special aspects of
the public sector which makes privatization of tasks and payers in advance of an exchange may avoid future claims

using organizationalmodels of the private sector inappropri- for damages.
ate. He admitted, however, that some working methods from Other points that were raised during the discussionrelated to

the private sector may improve the functioningof the admin- VAT and exchange of information, and the advantagesof an

istration. He would not exclude the assistanceofprivate com- assets tax and solutions for the problerns mentioned by Mr

panies in the areas of autonation, security, production of Spierdijk. An interesting comment in this context was that a

forms, etc. minimum tax is not meant to be levied in practice.
Mr Gaitero Fortes also discussed the objectives of SATA: Mr Beith of Canada explained the Canadian tax system and

greater autonomy; the of the tax administration. He rightly remarked- powers
to deal with application of the new direct taxes and the that where there is substantialnon-compliancethe tax burden-

creation of the single market in the EC; is placed on those who comply. He referred to the limitation
establish a planning system and a relationship between that information obtained may only be used for the purpose-

objectives and resources; ofadministeringthe income tax. Officers who do not observe

promotionof voluntary compliance. this rule are subject to severe penalties. Tax treaties some--
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one speaker expresseda preference for corporate income administrativeprocedures in Panama. A special feature is that-

tax based on profits, but others stressed the positive fea- the tax procedure follows cumbersomecivil law procedures.
tures of an assets tax;
reducing rates does not increase simplicity, but abolish- The 1991 tax reform reduced the income tax rates. A draft-

ing deductionsdoes; general tax code which provides the general criteria and prin-
the relationshipbetween rates and compliance;- ciples of taxation has been prepared; however, the various

would double taxation arise in case of a tax on debits taxes are levied under specific laws.
-

The tax models presented by Messrs Galper, Greany and Mr Randolph Kong of Trinidad and Tobago discussed the
Ramos ofKPMG, Washington,D.C. are very relevant for tax sanctions connected to the self-assessmentsystem of income

policymakers. The models, which have been successfully taxation, and the penalties under the new VAT system. A

tested in several countries, enable policymakers and tax major objective in his country is simplification of taxpayer
administrators to gain knowledgeabout the taxpayerpopula- obligations and procedures.
tion and the tax bases that produce revenue. Tax policy deci- The third main theme of the General Assembly was Fumre
sions are supported by estimation of revenue and distribu- Trends of the Tax Administration,moderated by Mr Tarcizio
tional effects of the various options. Questions were raised Dinoa Medeiros of Brazil.
about the effctof tax evasion and substitutionand the aspect
of consolidationin relation to the models. Mr Edison Gnazzo of CIAT started the discussionby referring

to political, economic, social and technological factors thatIn his contributionon future trends in fiscal policy, Dr Edling will impact the functioning of tax administrations in theof Germany discussed the modern function of government.
on

future. He signaledthe decreasedimportanceofcustomsdutiesOne task of fiscal policy is to create a general climate and
as a result of international integration, the harmonization offramework favourable to the proper functioning of the mar-

ket and competition.He emphasizedthe importanceofreduc-
taxes and the growing importance of trade between related
enterprises.All this will have an impacton tax administrations.ng the influenceof the tax system on resource allocation.

Dr Edling discussedexpendituretax as an alternative to com-
A central task - on a national and an international level -

prehensive income tax. He referred to the negative aspects of will be the battle against the informal economy. Mr Gnazzo

tax incentives,which tend to erode the tax base and cause dis- expected a greater functional and financial autonomy of the

tortions. tax administrations and unification of tax and customs
administrations.

Environmentaltaxes may be applied to compensate for mar-

ket failures. Dr Edling sees an enormous potential for user Information systems, data processing and modem means of

charges. He further emphasized the importanceofgood pub- communication and payment will become very important.
lic expendituremanagement. The function of banks in the tax collection process will

increase.
Taxing powers should be allocated to the appropriate level of
governmentfor reasonsofefficiencyand flexibility. The posi- Taxpayer assistance, for example through telephone
tion of the poor should be improved through public spending enquiries, will be a priority as will establishing a legal bal-
as taxes cannot affect their position in a positive way. ance between taxpayer rights and the powers of the tax

administration.
The situation of low income individuals and expenditure tax

was raised during the discussion. The comment was made The above trends will need to be accompanied by a corre-
that the tax approach of large countries does not apply to the sponding increase in the level ofeducationand more interna-
small Caribbean countries. It was also said that a low rate of tional cooperatinbetween tax administrations.
VAT for food should be viewed as a tax expenditurebecause
the rich spend substantial amounts on food. Doubts were Ms Annie Clair of France discussed the functions of the
raised as to the ability to administeran expenditure tax. French tax administration,which includes the cadastre, issu-

ing official documents on real estate, the administration of
On the topic of legal innovations in Colombia, Mr Sarmiento State property and certain economiccontrol activities.
Prez remarkedthat the tax administrationof his country suf-
fered from rigidproceduralrules which did not give sufficient Ms Clair referred to external factors, such as complexity and

powers to combat evasion. He stated that only five percent of evolution of legislation, EC developmentsand technolgical
assessments were actually paid. New recovery rules and pro- developmentsthat affect the tax administration.These factors
cedures were established in 1988, with a constitutionalbasis require modernizationof working methods, higher levels of
added in 1991 which ncludes safeguards for a correct proce- training, improved internal communicationand a decentral-
dure. Mr Sarmiento referred to various forms ofjoint liability ization of powers.
included in the system. Officers of the tax administrationare

She described the redistributionof powersbetweenthe Gen-motivated in their recovery task by a productivitypremium. eral Directorateof Customs and Indirect Taxes and the Gen-
Ms MaribelSousaofPanamaquoted an importantprinciple: a eral Directorateof Taxes, which is also responsible for VAT
law must be in ideological harmony and in accordance with levied inland. Greatereffectiveness is expected from cooper-
the legal consciousness and interests of the time. She ation between the tax administrationand certain profession-
described the deficiencies of the current tax system and als who assist taxpayers.
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ProfessorGlenn Jenkins of Harvard lectured on the practical The first speaker, Dr Shome of the IMF, discussed the trend

aspects of a reform of the public sector. He referred to devel- of shifting from income taxes to consumption taxes. This

opments in information and communicationtechnology that trend is supported by supply side economists, as well as by
create opportunities to simplify administrativeprocedures in the fact that income tax is difficult to administer, its base
international trade and taxation, as well as opportunities to erodes or is small and taxpayersare difficult to trace. VAT, on

reduce compliancecosts of the trade and fiscal systems. the other hand, is easier to monitor and collect.

He distinguished tax reform, trade reform and decentraliza- Dr Shome outlined the income tax trends tax in 18 Latin
tion. ProfessorJenkins' comments on tax reform focused on American countries. The average high rate of personal
the shift to VAT in many countries, away from the distorting income tax decreased from 48 percent in 1979 to 35 percent
taxes on imports, exports and sales. Trade reform involves a in 1991. He also indicated that between 1979 and 1991 the
shift from the inboundview and the protected domestic mr- average exemption level increased and the upper income
ket, to orientation on the global market and exports. bracket decreased. This surprising effect can be explainedby

the influence of parliaments; they generally favour lower
The administrativeaspects of imports and exports, including
customs control, must be improved through communication

rates but are also inclined to keep existing exemptions in

place. Corporate income tax went down on average from 44
and information technology. The end result of such a shift in 1979 36 in 1991. Dr Shome also demon-
would be rapid processing and low costs for both traders and percent to percent

strated that the level of withholding taxes on foreign remit-
the tax administration.

tances went down on average from 16.6 to 10.6 percent.
Decentralization implies transferring the decision-making Dr Shome pointed to Bolivia example of drastic tax
authority from central governmentto the level ofgovernment

as an a

refom. A flat rate of ten percent is levied as a personalwhich is closer to practie. An alternative to decentralization
is privatization.

ncome tax; a three percent net worth tax is levied in lieu of

corporate income tax; there is no discrimination between
Dr Francis of Jamaicaexamined the Jamaican situation in the domestic and foreignenterprises;and a single VAT rate of ten

context of the economic performance in Latin America. He percent is levied. A unique feature of the BolivianVAT is that

referred to the drastic reforms in income tax and consumption VAT paid is creditable against the personal income tax.

tax. In contrast to previous speakers Dr Francis favoured the
Dr Shome presented table with tax-to-GDPratios dividing

-

continued centralization of the Jamaican administration to
a

ensure consistencyand coherenceof fiscal policy. Only a high
Latin America nto high, medium and low-tax countries.

level of growth will facilitate improvementof the standard of Interestingly enough, after the simplificationmeasures were

living; however, this is not likely in the present environment. adoptedBoliviadoubled its tax ratio, but it remains a low-tax

country. Nevertheless, Dr Shome concluded that tax reform
Mr Yu-Ming Yang of Taiwan appeared to agree with Profes- does not have a dramatic impact on the tax-to-GDPratio.
sor Bahl that trade blocs like the EC and North America will
workpositively for the economicdevelopmentof developing In the second part of his lecture Dr Shome presented some

countries. He anticipated that the developmentwill proceed relative novelties in taxation, such as a minimum corporate
more rapidly in developing countries, because they are able income tax based on gross assets, net worth or gross receipts.
to learn from experience gained in developed countries. He The Mexicanassets tax was cited as an nterestingexample of
stressed the need for political and fiscal stability to ensure

a levy on gross assets. AlthoughDr Shomeremarkedthat sim-
development. plicity is a characteristicof this tax, he emphasized that pre-

Mr Yang also emphasized the importance of education for cise regulationson valuation, the treatmentof losses and mon-

developmentand the positive Taiwan experience in this area. etary correction were necessary. A cash-flow tax, however,
Mr Yang further thought that a broad tax base and decentral_ may be complicated and lead to internationalcomplications.
ization were not always appropriate. In order to capture the financial sector with its potentially
During the discussions Dr Francis correctly remarked that large tax base, Dr Shomeproposeda low tax on bank debits,

trading blocs generally do not impede the import of raw which would operate as an excise tax on bank services where

materials, but only manufacturedgoods. VAT is too difficult to operate. A tax on real property could
be levied where cadastral systems are used.

Professor Jenkins responded to a question by Mr Yang, by
stating that the trick is to get the marginal rate down and the A recent trend is environmental taxes, levied because the

effective rate up, which means closing loopholes and chang- costs of environmentaldamages are generallynot reflected in

ing the demands of lobbyists. the price of goods. An environmental levy would take these
costs into account, and revenue generated should be used to

Other remarks and questions related to a tax on the increasing curb pollution.
value ofproperty,coordinationof revenueand customsadmin-
istration, fiscal balance, small taxpayers and simplification. Dr Shome furtherdiscussedthe role ofwithholding taxes and

features of tax harmonization.
The topic of the second day was Future Trends ofTax Policy
and Legislation, moderated by Mr Ricardo Cossio of A lively discussion followed during which the following
Argentina. points were debated:

./
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INTERNATIOAAL:

TAXATIONVIS--VIS TRENDS IN THE WORLD ECONOMY:
SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONSAND DISCUSSIONSAT THE

26TH CIAT GENERALAsSEMBLY

Hubert Hamaekers
Chief Executive, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation

The theme of the General Assembly of CIAT was Taxation Capital attraction, which encompasses direct foreign invest-
vis--vis Trends in the World Economy, which was divided ment, return of flight capital and foreign aid, is the second
into four topics. important factor. According to the pessimistic view, slower

growth in the industrializedcountrieswill affectcapital avail-
The first topic related to trends in the world economy, with

able, and both the EC and Eastern Europe siphon off
emphasis on the economic developments in Latin America may

much capital.and the Caribbean, the effect of integration processes in

Europe and elsewhere, and the effects of economic liberal_ The new markets and new trading blocs are the third factor.

ization in Eastern Europe and China on the world economy. The optimistic view projects interactive effects resulting in a

larger share for developing countries. The pessimistic view
The second topic concerned future trends in tax policy and

operates on the premise that trading blocs will function as
tax legislation, cvering in particular new forms of taxation, fortresses which will impede internationaltrade.
the growing importanceof VAT, broadening the tax base and
reduction of individual and corporate income taxes, the dis- Professor Bahl also examined the reasons underlying the

tortive effects of the tax treatmentof savings and loans, inte- poor economic performance in Latin America during the

grationof individual income tax and social security contribu- 1980s - the nterventionist approach, protection of local

tions and the treatment of distributed profits. Legal innova- ndustry, inefficientpublic enterprises,high interest rates and

tions designed to improve the payer compliance were also fiscal policies which contributed to inflation.

brought under this topic. This decade must see an opening up of the Latin American

The third topic was of an organizationalnature: future trends economies, an increase in export volume and an improve-
ment in the efficiencyof local industry.of the tax administration,ncluding the use of new technolo-

gies and management techniques to improve the functioning ProfessorBahl advanced eight rules for fiscal and tax policy,'
of tax administration. including:

-

The final main topic of the Assembly was the intemational growth of the government sector should remain within
the GDP rate of growth;tax aspects, focusing on international tax avoidance and eva-
planningmodels to estimate the effectsofpolicy are nec--

sion and cooperationbetween tax administrationsto counter-

act such practices. essary;
the tax base should be broadenedand rates reduced;-

The first day centred on Trends in the World Economy. Mr - decentralization;and

Rodrigues Porto of Portugal was the moderator. - taxes should be simple: taxes are poor instruments to

accomplish social policy- trying to achieve this
Professor Roy Bahl of the United States reviewed the eco-

through the tax system complicates it considerably.nomic projections of the IMF, the World Bank and related

organizationsfor the 1990s. He producedthe assumptionsfor According to ProfessorBahl transfer pricing rules cannot be
the optimistic nodel, including the assumption that the US simple since 80 percent of world trade takes place within

fiscal deficit problem will be resolved within the next four multinationalenterprises.
years, which he found unlikely. He also produced the ProfessorBahl was moderatelyoptimistic about the econom-

assumptions and figures of the pessimistic forecast. iC development of low and medium-income countries. The

ProfessorBahl identified three factors which shape the world level of trade and direct foreign investmentwill increase and

outlook. First, global integration, which will resolve the com-
new markets in China and Eastern Europe will positively

parativeadvantagesof countries,primarilyas a result of lowr affect exports from developingcountries.

transportationcosts and newer communicationstechnologies. During the discussion,several delegationscommentedon the
Specializationresulting from global integration will positive- size of government, transitional problems, tax culture, legal
ly influence low and medium-incomecountries. Trade liberal- stability, equity and justice, efficiency and justice, solidarity
ization, however, is a prerequisite for this development. and the effect of the new trade agreements.
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INTERNATIONAL: 588 Glenn P. Jenkins
ECONOMIC REFORM AND

WHAT'S NEW INSTITUTIONALINNOVATION The experiences of countries that have funda-

mentally changed their fiscal and trade poli-

FROM IBFD
cies demonstrate clearly the need for rapid
administrative reform to accompany the poli-
cy changes, if these economic reforms are to

be successful.Recentinnovations in informa-
tion technology and communications,and the

EC CorporateTax Law
institutional developments in transportation,
customs control and taxation have greatly
increased the potential for administrative
reforms to contribute to cost savings and

improvements in efficiency. This paer takes

An InternationalGuide to into consideration these recent developments,
and puts forward a proposal for modernizing

Mrgers & Acquisitions the customs and revenue administration sys-
tem for international trade that is likely to fos-
ter growth and efficiency in an increasingly

. , competitive international environment.

EuropeanTax Handbook
1992 CANADA: 598 R.M.Beith

EXCHANGE OF TAX
INFORMATIONAND Mr Beith deals with his topic by first outlining
INTERNATIONALTAX ASPECTS the essentials of the Canadian tax system, and

, . i

the of the tax administration to obtain' , ... T powers
Central and

r
,.

information from taxpayers. He then focusesi

East Eurpean
on Canada's 50 double taxation agreements
and how the exchange of information provi-

Tax Reports
sion has been used, including the initiation of
simultaneous audits and criminal investiga-
tions. The rules which allow Revenue Cariada
to make a formal demand on a Canadian tax-

to

Taxationand Supervision
payer produce foreign-based information
are discussed, as are the delicate issues arising

of Branchesof
from the electronic exchange of information,
e.g. the taxpayer's right to privacy. Mr Beith

InternationalBanks
concludes that international organizations can

play a valuable role by functioning as a learn-

ing fora, broadeningcontacts and encouraging
cooperation.

InternationalTax Glossary INTERNATIONAL: 602 Hubert Hamaekers

2ndrevisededition THE ARM'S LENGTH PRINCIPLE
AND THE ROLE OF COMPARABLES This article contains Mr. Hamaekers' contri-

bution to the panel discussion on Transfer

Pricing in the Absence of ComparableMarket

Trends in International Prices, which was delivered at the 1992 IFA

Congress in Cancun. Mr. Hamaekers' task

Taxation was to discuss the essence of the arm's length
price and the role of the comparable uncon-

trolled price.

A Guide to the Sixth BIBLIOGRAPHY 606

VAT Directive Books 606-

Loose-leafservices 610-

Europees
IFA NEWS 596

Vennootschapsbelastingrecht
CUMULATIVE INDEX 612
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The 26th General Assembly of the Inter-merican Center for Tax
- - Administrators(CIAT) was held in Jamaica 15-19 June 1992. The theme of this

year's assembly, Taxation vis--vis Trends in the World Economy is both

timely and relevant. Four topics were dealt with under the general theme:
Trends in the World Economy, Future Trends of Tax Policy and -Tax
Legislation,FutureTrends of the Tax Administration,and IntemationalTaxFirst published in 1946, the Bulletin aims to

report on matters of importance to the Aspects. This issue features four of the papers presented during the Assembly.
internationaltax communityand to provide A fifth paper, Trends and Future Directions in Tax Policy Reform: A Latin
a forum for discussion of worldwide devel- American Perspective,presented by Mr Parthasarathi Shome, appeared in the
opments in tax policy, law and reform. The September issue of the Bulletin.

,.

Bulletin \s the official journal of the Interna-
'

tional Fiscal Association and publishes the

reports of its nationl branches
INTERNATIONAL: 571 Hubert Hamaekers
TAXATION VIS--VISTRENDS

Editor IN THE WORLD ECONOMY: Mr Hamaekers summarizes the aldresses pre-
Susan M.C. Lyons, J.D. SUMMARYOF PRESENTATIONS sented during the 26th CIAT Assembly.

AND DISCUSSIONSAT THE 26TH
Editorial Board CIAT GENERALASSEMBLY

M.A.GaCaballero,,licenciadoen

derecho INTERNATIONAL: 576 Roy Bahl
Susan M.C. Lyons, J.D. TRENDS IN THE WORLD

Nancy Payne, B. Comm. C.A. ECONOMY: IMPLICATIONSFOR The world econoiny is in recoery in mid-
FISCAL CHOICES 1992, and there is every prospect that the com-Piroska Soos, J.D., LL.M.

ing years will be significantlybetter than those
Joanna C. Wheeler, LL.B., solicitor. of the late 1980s. The Latin American region

realized an increase in real per capita GDP in
1991, the first increase since 1988. The eastern

bloc of countries is joining the world market

economy, and significant economic liberaliza-
tion is underway in many developing coun-

tries. But with the new challengesof the global
market economy come new concern's: will the

DISCLAIMER. The material contained in
this publication is not intended to be new competitorshelp or hurt the trade position
advice on any particular matter. No sub- of low-incomecountries, will there be an ade-

scriber or other reader should act on the quate flow of investment capital to the low-
basis of any matter contained in this pub- income countries, and will social and environ-

1 lication' without considering appropriate mental concems be significantly de-empha-
professional advice. The pblisher, and sized in favourof deficit reductionpackages
the authors and editors, expresslydisclaim
all and any liability to any person, whether This paper considers these questions in light of
a purchaser of this publication or not, in projections for the performance of the world
respect of anything and of the conse- economy in the 1990s. The projections for
quences of anything done or omitted to developing and industrialized countries, and
be done by any such person in reliance for various regions of the world, are surveyed
upon the contentsof this publication. and considerationis given to how this outlok

1992 might be bent by changes in the world econo-

International Bureau of my and how domestic fiscal policies might be
Fiscal Documentation, shaped by this outlook.

the Netherlands

All rights reserved. No part of this work covered by
copyright may be reproduced or copied in any form or

by any means (graphic, electronic or mechanical,
ncluding photocopying, recording, recording taping,
or nformation retrieval systems) without the written
permission of the publisher.
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added tax, income tax, corporation tax, capital Compilationof the text of local property tax
gains tax and oil taxation. With commentary. laws in various States of Mexico. AFRICA
London, Butterworth& Co. (Publishers)Ltd, (B. 18.693) FISCALITEAFRICAINE
1992, pp.238. PRESUPUESTACIONDE LOS release 14.3
(B. 112.002) Editions FiduciaireFrance Afrique, Paris.ingresos estatales.
DALTON,Alan; SAUNDERS,Glyn. Guadalajara, Indetec, 1992, pp. 145.

AUSTRALIATolley's tax cases 1992. 16th Edition. A Monographconsidering the estimation
comprehensivedigestof reported tax proceduresof the taxes of the States of Mexico. AUSTRALIAINCOMETAX - LAW AND
decisions from 1875 to 1 January 1992. (B. 18.690) PRACTICE
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Manual containing the texts of the Individual TIEDCHEN,Susanne. (stocks); under EC law, such issues not

Income Tax Law, policies of the tax Der Vermgensgegenstandim accompaniedby a sales prospectus are

authoritieswith regard to certain issues and Handelsbilanzrecht. forbidden. The EC Directivehas been
case law. A clear and practical overview of Cologne, Verlag Otto SchmidtKG, 1991. implemented in German law. Both are

many topics related to the income tax Rechtsordnungund Steuerwesen,Band 17, discussed.
assessment 1991. pp.184, 78.- DM. (B. 111.222)
(B. 111.838) Business assets and law of commercial

balance sheet. Since no clear definition is REICHERT,Jochem.
AUSSENSTEUERRECHT.

available, it is not clear if they must be Der GmbH-Vertrag.
Veranlagung 1991.

activated the balance sheet. The author Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1992.
Bearbeitet von Karl-HeinzBaranowski. on

offers a general descriptionof business assets Beck'scheMustervertrge,Band 8, pp. 174,Herne/Berlin,Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-
in order formulate method identify 35.- DM.

Briefe, 1992, pp.2050, 118.- DM. to a to

business assets. This identificationmethod is The contract establishinga limited liabilityInternationalTax Relations Law Assessment
1991. Annual compilationof tax provisions applied to several objects of which the company (GmbH). Explanation and

for German residents with foreign connections identification is normally difficult due to the discussionof two model draft contracts
fact that it is not clarified under whichand for non-residentswith connections to establishinga GmbH. The model contracts

Germany. Includes materials on tax treaties. circumstances the asset can be activated (e.g. drafted by the author show the different

(B. 111.993) licences, intellectualproperty). possibilities and consequencesof various
(B. 111.940) clauses.

PRAKTIKER-HANDBUCH1992.
Aussensteuerrecht. VOGLER,Winfried. (B. 111.987)
16. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon Karl-Heinz Die Ansprcheder Bank bei Kndigungdes

DICKOPF,Judith.
Baranowski. Darlehensvertrageswegen Zahlungsverzugs. Steuerberatungund steuerstrafrechtliche
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992, Zugleich zur Rechtsnaturdes

Risiken. Eine Untersuchung besondererunter

pp.2134, 118.- DM. Darlehensvertragesund zur Lehre vom
Bercksichtigungder

1992 Manual for practitionersregarding the Dauerschuldverhltnis.
Steuerdeklarationsberatung.

Foreign Relation Law. Manual containing a Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft,
compilationof tax provisions regarding 1992. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1991,

resident taxpayers with foreign-source income Studien zum Handels-, Arbeits- und pp.241, 68.- DM.

and non-residentswith domestic-source Wirtschaftsrecht,No. 19, pp.210, 58.- DM. Tax consultancy and risks under the law on

income. Claims by banks when terminating loan fiscal offences. The risk of tax consultance

A discussionof double taxation treaties is contracts due to default. An in-depth study of under the law on fiscal offence are explained.
included. the legal nature of loan contracts and the issue Emphasis is on cases where a tax return must

(B. 112.038) of the extent to which a bank is entitled to be filed conceming a client who tries to

claim damages. avoid/escape taxation.
DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR (B. 111.804) (B. 111.097)
Umsatzsteuerfr 1991.
Umsatzsteuergesetz, ANDRE, Martin. BETRIEBLICHEALTERSVERSORGUNG

Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien, Die Verbindlichkeitvon und Jahresaschluss.Grundlagen,
Anlagen, Rechtsprechung,Nebengesetze, Optionsscheingeschften.Zugleich eine Gestaltungsmglichkeiten,
Stichwortverzeichnis.34. Auflage. kritische Analyse der termingeschftlichen Belastungsvergleiche.2. Auflage.
Bearbeitetvon Rembert Schwarze. Typenmerkmaleauf der Grundlage des neuen Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag, 1991, pp.395,
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag, 1992, pp.1560, Brsenrechts. 78.-DM.
57.94 DM. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, Companypension schemes and annual
Manual regarding the assessment for the 1991 1991.

statements. Compact and practicalbook on
VAT. Contains all relevantprovisions, Studien zum Bank- und Brsenrecht,No. 23,
including guidelines issued by the tax pp.185, 64.- DM. company pension schemes. Focus is on

authorities, ordinances and relevant decisions. The binding nature of options transactions.A possible arrangements,preconditions and tax

(B. 112.033) discussionof the binding nature of options in consequences.

light of Sec. 53 Stock ExchangeLaw. (B. 111.453)
HANNES, Berthold. 7 (B. 111.805)
Qualifikationskonflikteim Internationalen Netherlands
Steuerrecht. BAETGE,Jrg.
Hamburg, Steuer- und Wirtschaftsverlag,1992. Bilanzen. 2. Auflage. HUND, Dick; LUCAS LUIJCKX,Ben.
Schriften zum Steuer-, Rechnungs-und Dsseldof, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992, Wonen en werken in het buitenland. 3rd
Prfungswesen,Band 9, pp.338,78.-DM. pp.664,58.-DM. Edition.
Problems which arise when treaty signatories An in-depth examinationof questions and Deventer, Kluwer, 1992.
classify income differently. An inventoryof issues concerning the commercialbalance Kluwer BelastingwijzersNo. 10, 29.50 Dfl.
issues under which classificationdifferences sheet, including the profit and loss statement, Residing and working abroad. Third revised
can arise. The issues are categorized, and inventory,bookkeepingbased on electonic edition of this guide on tax treatmentof
consequentlyseveral solutions to avoid or data processing,general valuation provisions, ncome and net wealth of Dutch individuals
abolish these differencesare proposed. asset valuation, capital valuation and the

(B. 111.941) annex attached to the commercialbalance living and/or working abroad. Includes a

sheet and the profit and loss statement.
discussionof social security.

KLUGE, Volker. 7 (B. 111.911)(B. 112.031)Das deutsche InternationaleSteuerrecht.
3. Auflage. HOPT, Klaus J. SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE

Mnich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1992, pp.350, Die Verantwortlichkeitder Banken bei sociale verzekeringswetten.Samengesteld
58.- DM. Emissionen.Recht und Praxis in der EG, in door L. Opheikens en H.C. de Groot. 65th

German international tax law. This third Deutschlandund in der Schweiz. Edition.

edition gives a briefbut comprehensive Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991, pp.167. Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp.25.
overview of intemational tax law issues from Responsibilitiesof banks when issuing Social security premiums and payments for
a German point of view. securities (stocks). Banks have legal 1992.
(B. 112.092) obligationswith regard to issuing securities (B. 112.082)
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KVIST, Jon. privatization, the function of the consequencesof managementbuy-outs are

Taxation of pensions in the EC. A national Treuhandanstalt,social security provisions explained, as well as the tax consequencesof
overview. and tax law provisions. cross-bordermanagementbuy-outs.
Deventer, KluwerLaw and Taxation (B. 112.060) (B. 111.937)
Publishers; Zeist, SOVAC, 1992, pp.68,
65.- Dfl. KARRENBROCK,Holger. BECK'SCHESSTEUERBERATER-

(B. 112.007) Latente Steuem in Bilanz und Anhang. Handbuch 1992.
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1991, Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1992, pp. 2083,

HOPT, Klaus J. pp.454,88.-DM. 172.- DM.
Die Verantwortlichkeitder Bankenbei Treatmentof deferred taxes within the 1992 Manual for tax advisors. The C.H. Beck
Emissionen. Recht und Praxis in der EG, in commercialand tax balance sheet, as well as Publishing House's annual manual for tax
Deutschlandund in der Schweiz. in the annex. advisors. The manual covers all relevant
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991, pp.167. (B. 111.098) topics related to tax consultancy, including
Responsibilitiesof banks when issuing accounting,valuation,profit and loss
securities (stocks). Banks have legal SCHFER,Martin; SCHWALFENBERG, statements, accountingwithin a group,
obligationswith regard to issuing securities Wilfried. substantive tax law and procedural tax law.
(stocks); under EC law, such issues not Bewertung Vermgensteuer. Includes an extensive address list of tax

accompaniedby a sales prospectus are Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991. advisors, tax authorities and other
forbidden. The EC Directive has been Einfhrung in das Steuerrecht,Band 7, organizations in Germany related to the tax

implementedin German law. Both are pp.137, 15.80 DM. consultancyprofession.
discussed. Valuation and net worth tax law. Two-part (B. 111.926)
(B. 111.222) explanationof the basic aspects of the

ValuationLaw and the Net Worth Tax Law. DIE VERANLAGUNG1992

(B. 111.082) LOHNSTEUER.
France Einkommensteuergesetz,

DEUTSCHESTEUERGESETZE1992. Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien,BAILLOT,Philippe. 4. Auflage. Stand: 15. Mai 1992. Anlagen, Rechtsprechung,Nebengesetze,La fiscalit des assurances de personnes. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992, Stichwortverzeichnis.8. Auflage. Stand: 1.L'assurancevie, les contrats de capitalisation, pp.1328, 48.- DM. Mrz 1992. Bearbeitet Richard Reinhart.vonl'assurancede groupe, la retraite par 1992 Tax laws applicable for the year 1992. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992,capitalisation. (B. 112.034)Paris, L'Argus - La Scuritas S.A., 2, rue de pp.1575,62.-DM.

Chateaudun,B.P. 673-09, 75425 Paris Cedex HANDBUCHDER Annual guide containing the text of the Wage
09, 1990, pp.508,380.-Ffr. Steuerveranlagungen.

Tax Law, the regulatory ordinance to the

Monograph on the taxation of various life Einkommensteuer,Krperschaftsteuer, Wage Tax Law, case law and other relevant
material for the 1991 tax assessmentyear.insurance contracts and compoundedsavings Gewerbesteuer,Umsatzsteuer 1991.

contracts transactedby individuals. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1992, pp.2730, (B. 112.032)
(B. 112.101) 148.- DM. HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1992.

Tax assessmentmanual. An in-depth Stand: 1. Mrz 1992.

Germany explanationof how to prepare tax returns for Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1992.
the individual income tax, the corporation tax, Schriften des DeutschenWissenschaftlichen

HAAS, Helmut. trade tax and the value added tax. Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund
Krperschaftsteuer. (B. 111.929) Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V., pp.768,
Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1991 Einfhrung 64.- DM.
in das Steuerrecht, Band 4, pp.106, 14.80 DM. WSTENHFER,Ulrich. Manual on wage taxes. Contains the texts of
Explanationof the basic aspects of German Gewerbesteuer. German Individual Income Tax Law, Wage
corporate tax system. Supplementedby Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991. Tax Law, rulings, etc. Updated as of 1 March
examples. Einfhrung in das Steuerrecht,Band 5, 1992.
(B. 111.083) pp.118, 14.80 DM. (B. 111.946)

Explanationof the basic trade tax system.
HEIDEMANN,Otto. (B. 110.733) POSDZIECH,Ortwin.
Rechtsformwahlfr ein Ein-Mann- Der Geschftsfhrerder GmbH. Steuerrecht
Unternehmen. WICHTIGESTEUERGESETZEMIT Zivilrecht Sozialversicherungsrecht.- -

Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1992, . Durchfhrungsverordnungen.39. Auflage. Heidelberg, C.F. MllerJuristischerVerlag,
pp.346,78.-DM. Bearbeitetvon NWB-Redaktion.Stand: 15. Postfach 102640, 6900 Heidelberg 1, 1991,
Choice of legal form concerningone-man- Mrz 1992. pp.117, 58.- DM.
companies. A discussionof advantagesand Heme/Berlin,Verlag Neue Wirtschafts- The directorof a limited liabilitycompany.
disadvantagesof legal forms in cases where Briefe, 1992, pp.618,12.80DM. Focus on directors of a limited liability
all assets or stocks are held by one person. A compilationof the texts of the most relevant cornpany, tax law aspects, civil law and social
The book distinguishesbetween fiscal and tax laws, including individual income tax, security are discussed. Tax consequencesof
non-fiscal considerations. corporate income tax, trade tax, net the following are particularly taken into
(B. 112.072) wealth/worth tax, VAT, inheritance law and account: director's fees, pension and fringe

land acquisition law. benefits.INVESTITIONSSTANDORTNEUE (B. 111.839) (B. 111.903)Bundeslnder.
Rechtliche und wirtschaftliche HERFORT, Claus. EINKOMMENSTEUER-VERANLAGUNG
Rahmenbedingungen.Herausgeber:Hartmut Besteuerungvon Management-Buy-Outsin 1991.
Hahn. 2. Auflage. der BundesrepublikDeutschland. Einkommensteuergesetz,Einkommensteuer-
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag, 1992, pp.347, Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, Durchfhrungsverordnung,
49.80DM. 1991. Einkommensteuer-Richtlinien,
Investmentfeatures in the five new Lnder. Schriften des InstitutsfrAusl. und Rechtsprechung,Anweisungen,Anlagen.
A descriptionof the legal and economic InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesender Bearbeitetvon R. Wiechen, G. Schmitz und
preconditionswhich should be considered Univ. Hamburg, Band 18, pp.388. K.-H. Boveleth.
when investing in the five new Lnder. Topics Taxation of managementbuy-outs in Herne/Berlin,Verlag Neue Wirtschafts-
discussed include investment incentives, Germany. The basic aspects and tax Briefe, 1992, pp.1960.
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period, the ruling may be extended for another period of 48 manent establishment in the Netherlands, the application
months, resulting in a maximum period of validity of 96 should be filed within fourmonths after the individual'sstart-

months. The period of coverage under the old ruling was 60 ing date of employment in the Netherlands. In that case, the
months, with very little possibilityof an extension. Under the foreign employer should be appointed as wage tax withhold-
new ruling, periods of previous stay and employment in the ing agent. In othercases, no such appointmentis necessary as

Netherlandsare deductedfrom this period unless the employ- Dutch resident employers (including a Dutch permanent
ee did not stay or work in the Netherlandsfor at least 8 years establishmentof a foreign employer) are obliged to withhold
before recommencingemployment in the Netherlands. wage tax based on the Wage Tax Act 1964.

5. Transitional rules
IV. FINAL REMARKSThe new 35% ruling came into force on 1 September 1992

and is the one applicable to expatriatesarriving in the Nether- The new 35% ruling may be seen as the most radical changelands as of that date. For those individuals already in the since its introduction in the 1950s. The new ruling applies to
Netherlandson that date and already granted the 35% ruling, foreign employees arriving in the Netherlands after 1
the old ruling remains applicable unless the individual elects

September 1992. Expatriates who arrived in the Netherlands
to be covered under the new one because the latter is more before that date may also be covered by the new ruling,beneficialfor him. This election is obviouslyalso available to according to the transitional rules. Although, in principle,foreign employees who have applied for the old ruling which

more employees are eligible for the beneficial tax status, it
has not yet been granted. remains to be seen how strictly the condition of specialist
For those people whose coverage under the 35% ruling has and not readily availableon the labourmarketwill be nter-

expired, an extension of up to 36 months, reduced by any preted by the tax inspector. The new 35% ruling provides for

period of non-coverage, is possible. In addition, those indi- a tax-free reimbursement instead of a fixed deduction as

viduals not eligible for the 35% ruling under the old rules but under the old ruling. Another important change is the option
who qualify under the new rules may apply for coverage. In for the expatriate to elect the non-residencestatus.

that case, the total 96-month period will be reduced by the
time already spent in the Netherlands. The Ministry announced that the new ruling is a predecessor

of a new act, most likely to be laid down in the Wage Tax Act

6. Application 1964. As such, the Dutch Parliament will need to give its

approval in due course. The Ministry also announced the
There is no deadline for filing the application for the new publication of explanatory notes to the new ruling to take
35% ruling. However, if the foreign employee is assigned to away a numberofunclear items. No fundamentalchanges are

the Netherlandsto work for a foreignemployerwithouta per- anticipated,however.

CONFERENCEI DIARY
NOVEMBER 1992 DECEMBER 1992

For furtherdetailsof the events listed
belowpleasewrite to the organizers 4th Symposium on Nordic International Corporate Intemational Tax Seminar on the International
at the addresses indicated. Tax Planning, London (England), 30 November-1 BusinessRelationsbetween InternationallyRelated

December (English): Enterprises from The Point of View of German

IBC Legal Smdies and Services Ltd., IBC House, Field Auditors, Zrich (Switzerland), 3 December

Vickers Drive, Brooklands Industrial Park, Wey- (Gernar:
bridge, Surrey KT13 OXS UK, Tel.: 71-6374383, Internationales Steuerseminar Zrich, cjo Bank

i
Fax: 71-6313214. Leu AG, z. Hd. Frau Salzberg, Postach,CH-8022

Zrich, Tel.: (41)(1) 2192399, Fax: (41)(1)
2193583.
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whose skills are not readily available on the Dutch labour Careful planning is requiredwhere the reclassificationresults

market. The above means that the following employees do in a base salary less than the base the employee would have

not qualify for the scheme: had in his home country, as the base compensationis used for

employees without advanced degrees and qualifications; determininghome country benefit and pension entitlement.
-

lower paid employees;-

2. Other reimbursements, including school fees
trainees;-

employees who are transferred within an international In addition to the 35% tax-free reimbursement, an employ--

group and who have not worked outside the Netherlands er's reimbursementof the costs of attendance at an interna-
for the group for a period of at least two and a half years; tional school is also tax-free. The reimbursementis tax-free if
individuals who are deemed employees, such as artists, it is limited to the cost of the school's tuition fees and trans--

athletes, members of the supervisory board of directors port costs. Unreimbursed education expenses are no longer
and temporaryemploymentagency workers; deductible under the new ruling. Any other reimbursement

employees possessing skills readily available on the for business expenses is treated in accordancewith the Wage-

Dutch labour market; Tax Act which is more advantageous to the employee than

entrepreneursand self-employed individuals. under the old ruling.-

The mere fact that the Dutch labour market does not offer
sufficient personnel to fill the vacancies is not a reason for 3. Non-residencestatus

granting the ruling. A possible indicationcould be whetheror Based on the original regulationswhich were published on 4
not work permits have been granted by the regional labour June 1992, the normal rules with respect to determining the
office to non-EC nationals (EC nationals do not require a residence status would apply for expatriates benefiting from
work permit in the Netherlands). the 35% ruling. Residence in the Netherlands is a test of facts

and circumstances. Generally, expatriates accompanied by
D. Featuresof the new ruling their family in the Netherlands are considered a Dutch resi-

dent for tax purposes. The potential consequences of this

1. Tax-free allowance change are considerable, particularly for US citizens who
continue to be taxed on their worldwide income while resid-

The new 35% ruling is often referred to as the 35% reim-
ing overseas. Due to criticism of this rule, the amendmentof

bursement ruling. Under the old ruling, the expatriate was 28 August 1992 gives the possibility for the foreign employ-entitled to a fixed deductionof 35% of gross wages. Once the
ee to opt to be treated as a non-residentfor tax purposes (the

new ruling is granted, the employermay give the employee a
deemed non-residencestatus).

reimbursementfor extra costs incurred due to his temporary
stay in the Netherlands,which allowance is tax-exempt inso- Based on the latter amendment, the new 35% ruling has an

far it does not exceed 35% of a certain base. According to the attractive feature not available under the old ruling: the for-

regulations, this base is equal to 100/65 of the salary subject eign employee can choose to be treated as a non-resident or

to wage tax. To illustrate with an example: to be covered by the normal rules with respect to residence

(of course, the option only applies in those cases where the
An expatriate meeting the conditions of the new ruling is

foreign employee is Dutch resident based facts and cir-on

compensatedas follows:
cumstances).As deemednon-resident,the expatriate is sub-

Base salary 1,000
a

ject to personal income tax on Dutch-source income only.
Cost of living 100 Investment income, for example, is not regarded Dutch-
Housing 100

as

Other 125
source income and is thereforenot taxable, nor is a net wealth
tax levied on non-Dutch net assets. As a resident taxpayer,

Total 1,325 the expatriate is taxed on worldwide income and net wealth,
thus including investment income and (non-Dutch) net

According to the ruling, his employermay pay the employee assets, but is able to claim deduction for sucha expenses as
a additional tax-free allowance of up to 35% of 100/65 x

alimony, interest paid, life annuity premiums and extraordi-
1,325 = 713. Of course, not many employers are prepared to for sickness, disability, study, etc. Whether
incur an additional salary expenseof713. The positionof the nary expenses or

not it is beneficial to opt for the non-residencestatus must be
employeris that his total salary expenseshuld remain at the determned by taking into account all income and expendi-
same level. To achieve the optimum result for both the

ture and the thereof of the foreign employee.sources- --

employer (costs at same level) and the employee (highestnet An expatriate having mortgage interest in his home country
salary) the expatriate package in this example should be be treated resident thus able
structured in such a way that base salary and allowances are

may prefr to as a taxpayer, to

claim a deduction for those expenses, while an expatriate
equal to 65% of 1,325 (= 861). The tax-free 35% allowance with substantial investment income is better off electing for
is then calculatedat 35% x 100/65 x 861 = 464. The result for the non-residencestatus.
the employer is that the total salary expense remains at the
same level. Thus, all compensationpackages may need to be

4. Period of validitystructured so that base compensation is no.more than 65% of

gross compensation.This may require a reclassificationof a The ruling will be granted for an nitial period of 48 months.

portion of base compensation as a tax-free allowance. If the foreign employee still meets the conditions after this
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non-Dutchnationals employed as teachers by an interna- Comparedwith the old 35% ruling, the number of employees
-

tional school in the Netherlands. eligible for the beneficial tax status is increased substantially.
In principle, all foreign employees temporarily working inAn additionalrequirementwas that the employeebe assigned the Netherlandscould benefit, rather than internationalto the Netherlandson a temporarybasis. This temporaryperi- group

asod should not exceed five years, which is the maximumperi- employees only, under the old ruling. In addition, the

od for which the ruling can be granted. For high level execu- requirement with respect to the temporary assignment in the
Netherlandsis more relaxed. Although it is still a prerequisitetives assigned to the Netherlands to start up a new business
that the Netherlands assignment be this hashere, an extensionof this five years period may be possible. temporary, term
not been defined. It is, therefore, possible that a 12-year
assignment could be considered temporary. Under the old

B. Features ruling, the term temporary was defined as a period not

To compensate for extra expenses incurred by an expatriate exceeding5 years. The only new condition is that of the spe-
temporarily working in the Netherlands, the 35% ruling pro-

cific professionalexpertise.
vided for a fixed deduction equal to 35% of gross employ-
ment income. Gross employment income includes base C. The specialisttest
salary and all allowances paid by the employer to cover

The of the ruling that the 35% ruling will onlyexpenses with a combined business and personal character text new states

(cost of living, housing, foreign service premium, etc.). be granted to individuals with skills or knowledgenot readi-
ly available on the Dutch labour market. The Secretary of

An expatriate covered by the 35% ruling was deemed to be a State has mentioned a number of elements in order to clarify
non-residenttaxpayerof the Netherlands,except for employ- this condition.For instance, it is important that the employee:
ment income. A non-resident taxpayer is subject to Dutch

is highly qualified and/or specially trained;personal income tax on Dutch-source income only. Invest-
-

ment ncome, e.g. interest and dividends, is not regarded as
- has acquired experience, expertise and/or education out-

Dutch-source income and, consequently, is not taxable in the side the Netherlandswhich is not readily available on the
Netherlands. Furthermore, a non-resident is not subject to Dutch labour market;
Dutch net wealth tax on non-Dutch net assets. The deemed

- has a specificallydefined role;
non-residence status is maintainedunder the new ruling and

- performs a function which would be equally or more

is therefore discussed in more detail in Section III.D.3. highly compensated, on a net-to-net comparison, in his
home country than in the Netherlands.

At a recent seminar, hosted by Coopers & Lybrand Amster-Ill. THE NEW 35% RULING dam, the head of non-resident taxation at the Dutch tax

inspectorate gave explanatory notes on this specialist test.A. General There had been widespread concern that this test, if strictly
On 4 June 1992, the Ministry of Finance publishednew regu_ interpreted,could exclude the majorityofexecutivesof inter-
lations on the 35% ruling. The new ruling applies to foreign national business. The tax inspector assured the attendees,

1 employees arriving in the Netherlands after 1 September however, that this was not the Ministry's intention. This was

1992. This new ruling was highly criticizedby tax practition- confirmed by the Secretary of State in a letter to the Dutch
ers as it was felt to be much more restrictive than the old one. parliament. According to the opinion of the tax inspector, the
As a result of this criticisrn, the Ministry announced, on 28 followingemployeeswill meet the condition of specific pro-
August 1992, amendments to the new ruling; the Ministry fessional expertise:
also clarified the definitions of certain terms, thereby remov-

managers within an international group with a special-

ng the major concerns.Thenew rulingnow stands as follows. role in the company;
scientists with specific professionalknowledge;-

B. Conditions - key personnel within the group, such as top managers
and product specialists;The new 35% ruling no longer requires an intra-group trans-
those who bring know-how into the Netherlands,-

fer in order to qualify for the special tax status. The 35% rul- persons

ng is generally available for employees coming from abroad
even if not previouslyemployed;

-

to work for a temporary period in the Netherlands. Note that specialists;
the ruling may also apply to Dutch nationals returning to the

- employees from middle and top managementwho, within
the scope of job rotation, temporarily work in the Nether-Netherlands who have spent at least eight years outside the
lands, provided that they had several years of experienceNetherlands. The employee must either reside or otherwise
within the For example,employeeswho workedforstay and work in the Netherlands and be employed by a group.

Dutch residentemployeror foreignemployerwho is appoint-
a periodof at least two and a halfyears outside the Nether-
lands can be presumedto have acquireda certain expertiseed as wage tax withholding agent in the Netherlands. The
which is available the Dutch labour market.most crucial difference from the prior 35% ruling is the not on

requirement that the individual have special skills or knowl- Note that an additional requirement is that the specific exper-
edge not readily available on the Dutch labour market (the tise is not readily available on the Dutch labour market. In
specialist test). case of job rotation, the employee is deemed a specialist
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NETHERLANDS:

TAX STATUS OF EXPATRIATES
B John A. Rompelman and Wim H. Kanbier, Coopers & Lybrand

BelastingadviseursAmsterdam/Rotterdam,Netherlands

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

Foreign employees temporarily transferred to the Netherlands may benefit from a I INTRODUCTION
special tax status, provided a number of conditions are met. This preferential tax

Il. HISTORY
treatment for expatriates dates back to the 1950s and is usually referred to as the A. The 35% ruling of 28 December
35% ruling. On 1 September 1992 a new 35% ruling becameeffective which can be 1990
considered a radical change from its predecessor. Thus the need for this article is B. Features
obvious. In Section III, the article deals with the conditions and features of the new III. THE NEW 35% RULING
ruling. Before doing so, Section II reviews the history of the expatriate tax status, A. General

including the 35% ruling which still applies to employees who arrived in the B. Conditions

Netherlandsprior to 1 September 1992. C. The specialist test
D. Features of the new ruling

1. Tax-free allowance
2. Other reimbursements,Il. HISTORY including school fees

The favourable tax treatmentof certain expatriates working in the Netherlandswas
3. Non-residencestatus
4. Period of validity

first introducedby the Dutch tax inspectorate in the 1950s. At that time, the Dutch 5. Transitional rules
economy was recovering from World War II, with support from the United States. 6. Application
To encourageUS companies to start up activities in the Netherlands,US employees IV. FINAL REMARKS
were granted a special tax status whereby only a portion of their salary was subject
to Dutch personal ncome tax. In principle, an employee transferred to the Nether-
lands on a temporary basis incurs higher costs than a Dutch resident, partly due to

his short stay in the Netherlands. These extra costs could not easily be quantified,
and therefore a tax facility was introduced for expatriates temporarily working in
the Netherlands. In 1970, the tax concession was extended and became available
also to foreign employeesof non-US companies.The tax concessionfor expatriates
is known as the 35% ruling. Although the ruling was not officiallypublished, it was

generally known in the business community.
In 1986, a revised version of the ruling was published as a result of the law on pub-
lication of nternal administrative rules. This ruling was amended regularly (1988
and 1990), but its basic conditions and features remained the same. In line with the
bi-annual sequence of the amendments, the Ministry of Finance published a new

35% ruling on 4 June 1992 which is discussed in Section III. The radical changes
made in the new ruling may be illustratedby the provisionsof the predecessorto the
new ruling, the 35% ruling of 28 December 1990. This ruling is summarizedbelow.

A. The 35% ruling of28 December1990

This 35% ruling (Ministry of Finance Resolution of 28 December 1990, No.
DB90/2400) applies to expatriates who arrived in the Netherlands between 1 Jan-

ury 1990 and 1 September 1992. It was generally available for expatriates trans-

ferred by a foreign employer to a Dutch resident group company. To qualify, a for-

eign national (n exceptional cases Dutch nationals could also benefit) must have
been employed by the group prior to his assignment to the Netherlands or must

have been recruited abroad with the intention of being temporarily assigned to the
Netherlands as part of an internationalcareer plan. In addition, the following non-

internationalgroup employees could also benefit from the beneficial tax status:

i foreign nationals recruited abroad with special skills and know-how;-

- non-Dutchnationals transferredwithin a non-commercialinstitution in circum-
stances comparable to employeesof intemationalgroups;
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In addition to basic corporate tax (assessed at 25 percent of are allocated to finance social security, together with funds
the monthly taxable profit), a surtax for companies in gener- from the federal, state and municipal governments.
al at the rate of ten percent (15 percent for financiai institu-

The PIS contribution,institutedby SupplementaryLaw No. 7tions) is to be levied as from January 1992 on monthly of 1970 and funded with deposits calculated at 0.65 percentincome exceeding 25,000 UFIRs.
on the gross operating income of companies, is ntended to

Expenses relating to royalties and technical assistance fees integrate the employee into the life and development of the
paid under contracts signed, approved by the National Insti- company. The fund is administered by a Directive Council
tute of Industrial Property and registered with the Central and an executive secretariat, and is comprised of employees
Bank of Brazil after 31 December 1991 are deductible when and businessmen.
paid by Brazilian companies to legal entities or individuals
domiciled abroad, which directly or indirectly control the The social contribution on revenue (which is based on two

voting capital of the Brazilian company. Such expenses are percent of monthly billings of companies, i.e. gross income

not deductible when paid by a Brazilian branch to a foreign on sales of merchandiseand services of any kind) is allocat-
ed to finance expenses in activities related to health, socialhead office.
security and social assistance areas.

The eight percent withholding tax on net profits of stock cor-

porations, partnerships and sole proprietorshipswill be elim- When profits are deemed distributed to partners of civil com-

inated on income arising as of 1 January 1993. However, the panies providing professional services regulated by law and

exemption for dividend distributions made to resident indi- to partners/owners of companies based on arbitrated profit
viduals or legal entities remains in effect. and to micro-companies, the tax must be paid by the'last

business day of the month after the profits were deemed dis-
Under the tax reformdividendsand profits distributedto non- tributed. In all other cases, the tax must be paid by the last
residents will be taxed at 15 percent (from the current 25 per- day of the 15-day period following the taxable event.
cent) as from 1 January 1993. However, the Finance and Tax
Committeeof the Congress of Deputies has produced a draft
law proposing a reduction of the withholding tax to ten per- PENALIIES FOR LATE PAYMENT
cent in 1993, five percent in 1994, and total exemption as

Taxes paid in arrears are subject to a penalty of 20 percent,from 1995.
which may be reduced to ten percent if the tax is paid by the

The supplementary (excess profit tax) surtax on ncome and last business day of the month when the tax became due.
dividends distributed to individualsand legal entities resident Interest will also be applied at the rate of one percent per
or with their principalplace ofbusiness abroad, for three-ear month (or fraction thereof) from the first day of the month
periods ending after 31 December 1991, is also abolished.9 after the tax became due. Both penalties are calculatedon the

amount of the tax due, updated by monetary adjustment.

PAYMENT OF TAX 9. In addition to the normal 25% withholding tax, a supplementarytax was

levied when distributions of profits and dividends, net of the 25% withholding
Several changes were made to the rules governing the pay- tax, exceeded in a three-yearperiod an average of 12% per year of the registered
ment of tax.10For taxable events relating to income subject to capital (original investmentplus reinvestment).

withholdingtax as from 1 January 1992, the tax must be paid The supplementary tax was due on profit distributions in excess of the estab-
lished limits, even though related to profits ofprioryears. It was also due on non-

on the day after the tax is withheld, without monetary adjust- deductible expenses of the legal entity when paid abroad. The tax was calculat-
ment (which is calculatedby conversionof the amountof tax ed every year with reference to the appropriate three-year period, which was

into UFIRs and then back into cruzeiros at the UFIR rate on movable, i.e. the last two years of a three-yearperiod were also computed as

the payment date).
the first two years of the subsequentthree-yearperiod.
10. No changes were made in respect of taxable events which took place on or

Withholding tax on income distributed to individuals domi- before 31 December 1991, i.e. the term established in previous law remains

applicable.ciled or resident outside Brazil must be paid by the last busi- 11. UnderLaw No. 7,256, micro-companiesare deemed to be legal entities and
ness day of the month after the taxable event, or remittance, sole proprietorships,whose gross income (ascertainedbetween 1 January and 31

in the case ofprofits of Brazilianbranches,agencies or repre- December) is equal to or less than the amount equivalent to 96,000 UFIRs as

sentatives to foreign head offices. In all other cases, the tax
establishedby Art. 42 of Law No. 8,383 (one UFIR is the equivalentof approx-
imately USS .50).

must be paid on the date of the taxable event. Micro-companiesenjoy a number of advantages, ranging from simplified orga-
nization and bookkeeping to exemption from several taxes, e.g. income tax, tax

Profit participation programme (PIS) and social nvestment on transportationand communicationservices, and social contributions.
fund (FINSOCIAL) contributions must be paid on the 20th It should be emphasized, however, that Law No. 7,256 excludes certain legal
day of the month after the month in which the taxable event entities from the exemption benefit, whether due to their form of organization
occurred. Contributions to the PIS and FINSOCIAL are (joint stock companies),situation of their partners or owners (companies whose

1 partnersor owners are individualsdomiciledabroad) or due to the nature of their
imposed pursuant to Article 195, I of the Constitution, and activities (companies importing foreign merchandise).
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The 1988 Constitutioncreated new forms of taxation, some FISCAL UNIT OF REFERENCE - TAX
of which have led to inequities and difficulties, such as the INDEXATION
social contribution levied on corporate taxpayers, which

essentially imposes double taxation, and the tax on large for- Law 8,383 instituted the Fiscal Unit of Reference (UFIR) as

tunes, where internationalexperiencehas clearly demonstrat- a value measurement. This unit is established daily and is

ed that such a tax produces little revenue and encourages the used as a basis for the adjustmentof income and other feder-

outflow of capital. al taxes. The UFIR is based on the National ConsumerPrice
Index (INPC) accruing from February to November 1991,

To ameliorate the effects of this situation, various proposals and the Extended Consumer Price Index (IPCA) of Decem-
have been advanced to amend the Brazilian Constitution, ber 1991. The UFIR cannot be used to adjust the price of
three of which merit consideration:3 goods or services, salaries, rents or royalties, although they
The first proposal advocates a complete fiscal reform by may be adjusted under the INPC.

adopting a comprehensive tax system, increasing penalties
for tax evasion and taking the neutrality principle into CORPORATETAXATION
account. It is proposed that the federal income tax law pro-
vide an exemption for low-income taxpayers and a single ten Law 8,383 changed the base period for corporate taxes from

percent rate for all other groups, without deductions. A state annual to monthly as from January 1992, and such taxes are

tax on consumption (at a maximumof ten percent) would be now due as and when profits are derived.6 Legal entities taxed
calculatedon the end price of goods and services. Municipal- on their actual profits must determinetheir results on a month-
ities would collect the urban property tax. Additionally,a tax ly basis, and apply monetary adjustment. If it is in the interest
on foreign trade would be imposed to control industrialpoli- of the company, the monthly tax due may be calculated by
cy and the flow of trade, and a land tax would be levied to estimate, but the results must be determined monthly.7 The

foster the productiveuse of land. basic corporate tax rate remains unchanged at 25 percent.

The second proposal reduces the number of taxes to five: Legal entities wishing to opt for taxation based on arbitrated

income tax, tax on the distribution of goods and services, profit in the 1992 calendar year must have had a total gross

property tax, foreign trade tax and the social contribution. income in 1991 not exceedingone billion cruzeiros.8As from

Income tax, the foreign trade tax and the social contribution the 1992 fiscal year, legal entities may opt for taxation based

would be collected by the federal government. The states on arbitrated profit if their gross income is equal to or less

would collect the tax on the distribution of goods, services than 300,000 UFIRs in the option month, or 3,600,000 in the

and financial instruments, and municipalities would be previous year.

responsible for real property tax. Proponents assert that the Taxation based arbitrated profit will be permitted in theon

existing seven taxes on distributionwould be embodied in a
case of voluntary assessment, in accordancewith the follow-

single tax, two kinds of income tax would become one, and
ing: monthly taxation of the arbitrated profit; consideration

four differentproperty taxes would become a single tax. This
of automatic distribution to the partners of an amount corre-

would considerablystreamline the tax collectionprocess, and
sponding to the arbitrated profit less corporate income tax,

simplify matters for both business and the taxpayer. and this amount is withheldat at the rate of 25 percent.source

The third proposal advocates a tax on all financial transac- The instalments for prepayment of income tax and social
tions, and consists of a levy of one percent on all bank trans- contributions for the 1992 financial year, paid in 1991, will
actions, checks, on-line transfers, etc. at both ends of the be updated in accordance with the accrued variation in the
transaction.4All of the various forms of taxationof individu- INPC from the month of paymentup to December 1991.
al income by the state would be replaced by a single tax on

financial transactions, thus eliminating an entire range of

taxes, and leaving only a few that are desirable for extra-fis- 3 These proposals are currently being studied by a CongressionalCommis-
son and should soon be submitted for the approvalof the Chamberof Deputies.

cal reasons (e.g. the rural territory tax, which would serve as 4. Such a tax has already been included in a bill submitted to the Chamberof

an instrumentof agrarian reform), and service charges. Deputies.
5. Studies estimate that 20% of the revenue obtained from taxation is con-

The foremost advantageof this system would be the elimina- sumed by State and corporate fiscal bureaucracy.
tion of much of the red tape involved in inspection and 6. This rule also applies to social contributionsand the withholding tax on net

administration of the collection process; the system would profits.
7. In accordancewith Art. 39 ofLaw No. 8,383, tax may be estimatedonly by

becomemoreefficient and transparent.Taxpayerswould also companieswhere tax accruals are based on real profit.
benefit because by reducing the number of rules, terms for 8. A company may opt for taxation on presumed profit in the following cir-

paymentand systems, the numberof personnelengagedsole- cumstances:

1. it is a sole proprietorship,limited liability company or general partnership;
ly in the tax collectionprocess could also be reduced.5 2. it has derived an annual gross income in an amount not exceeding

While these proposalswere being studied, the Governmentpro-
Cr$ 200,000.000;

3. more than one halfof its total gross operating income derives from the sale

posed an emergencyfiscal reformwith a view to ncreasingrev- of its own manufacturedproducts,merchandiseacquired for resale, or ren-

enue and achievingan equilibriumwhich would demonstrateto dering of cargo services or industrializationof productswith materialssup-

nternationalfinancial agencies (such as the IMF) that Brazil is plied by the party that placed the order;
4. its corporate purpose does not involve real estate (purchase, sale, subdivi-

making a good faith effort to tidy up its public finances. This sion of lots, etc.); and
reform was approvedand publishedas Law 8,383. 5. in the case of a company, all partners must be domiciled in Brazil.
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BRAZIL:

TAX R-FORM
Ana Lucia Goncalves Soares

INTRODUCTION
Ms. Soares hasworkedas an attorney

On 31 December 1991 a tax reform, embodied in Law 8,383, was passed, and is /n the Tax Departmentof Pinheiro Neto,
effective as from 1 January 1992. In general the reform establishes a new indexa- Advogados in So Paulo, Brazil since
tion unit (the UFIR) which is used for the payment of income and other federal 1987. She s a memberofthe Brazilian

Bar Associationand has authoreda
taxes, and it amends the rules goveming the payment of corporate income tax by numberof articles published in Brazilian
legal entities established in Brazil. journals.
This article summarizes the fundamentalsof the Brazilian tax system and discusses
the main changes instituted by Law 8,383.

Contents

TAX SYSTEM Introduction

Tax systemThe currentBrazilian tax systemcontains approximately58 differentkinds of taxes.
Fiscal unit of reference - tax indexationThe Constitutiondistributes the powers of taxation among three levels of govern-

ment: federal, state and municipal. The federal governmenthas jurisdiction to levy Corporate taxation
the following taxes:

Payment of taxincome tax;-

manufacturedgoods tax;-

financial transactions tax;-

import tax;-

export tax;-

land tax; and .... :
-

tax on large fortunes.-

The state governmentenacts taxes on:

inheritances and gifts;-

distribution of goods, municipal and interstate transportation services, and-

communications;and

ownershipof automobiles.
on

-

1. A social contribution is levied legal entities
and other entities treated as taxpayers of the corpo-The municipalgovernmentshave taxation powers over the following: rate income tax in order to finance the social securityreal estate tax; system. The chargs levied at rate of 10% prof-

-

a on

retail sales of liquid and gas fuels (except diesel oil); and before the deduction of income tax and after- its

services (except for those services, i.e. communications,municipal transporta-
deduction of the contributionitself.-

2. In 1992 the Brazilian effective federalcorporatetion, etc., which fall under the jurisdiction of the federal and state govern- tax rate is 51.6%. For practical purposes the corpo-
ments). rate tax burdenat the federal level is calculated to be

as follows:
In addition to these taxes there are numerous social security contributionsand com- Effective
pulsory loans. Social insurance contributions include social security, education rateof tax

Net profits 100
salary, the profit participation programme and the programme of civil servants' 10% social contribution (9.09)
equity formation. The law grants the federal governmentthe exclusive authority to 90.01

institute a compulsory loan, which may only be institutedby supplementary law or
30% corporate tax (27.27)
10% additional tax (9.09)

to cover extraordinaryexpenses resulting from apublic calamity, foreign war or in gross available for distribution 54.55
the event of an urgent public investmentthat is ofnational interest. As a resultof the 8% withholding (4.36)
contributions and loans, Brazil is one of the highest taxed countries in the world.2 net available for distribution 50.19

effective fed. corp. tax:

Although the National Tax Code was progressive for its time, the current system is 9.09 + 27.27 + 9.09 + 4.36 = 49.81
5% local surcharge (on 27.27 + 9.09) (1.81Lcomprisedof a onglomerationof taxes entailing high collectioncosts and a conse- 51.62%

quent burden on taxpayers that is conducive to tax evasion, the accelerating rate of Computation presented by Tax Manager, Arthur
which is a source of concern to both the governmentand the public. Andersen, Rio de Janeiro, IFA Congress 1989.
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owned by a foreign group must receive ministerial approval 15,000 container movements annually.4 The port also has
before registration. bulk unloading facilities used primarily for wheat, corn and

Incorporation of a Barbados company is not required since soya beans.

local corporate law allows the registration in Barbados of an Port security is providedby the Royal BarbadosPolice Force,
existing overseas company. It is deemed an external compa- Her Majesty's Customs and the Barbados Port Authority
ny and must appoint a person in Barbados with a power of Security. Under the Customs Act, private warehousing facil-
attorney to act on its behalf. It must also file in Barbados ities should be available at the port. Fees are approximately
copies of its charter documents with the latest amendments USS 480 per year. At least seven companies provide freightnotarized by the relevant functionary in its place of incorpo- forwarding services and some have considerable experience
ration. The regulations promulgated under the Companies in transshipment,particularly in the Caribbean. Fees for their
Act provide for all the necessary forms that must be complet- service average USS 60 per bill of lading.
ed to register the company.For persons desiringconfidential-

ity, they normally use a nominee or trust agreement to nomi-
nate a corporate or individual shareholder to hold the share C. Duty legislation
for the corporationowning the foreign-goingvessel. Although no duty-free zones exist in Barbados, attractive
The SIA provides concessions to approved shipping compa- concessionsare available. Under Section 114 of the Customs
nies engaged in the following activities: Act (Cap. 66), goods for trans-shipment or in transit are

operating ships to carry passengers or cargo; exempt from import and export duties. Also, the Duties,-

leasing ships; and Taxes and Other Payments (Exemption) Act (Cap. 678)-

shipbuilding, including constructing, altering, refitting, empowers the Minister of Finance to exempt any business-

equipping, maintainingand repairing ships. undertaking from duty, tax or other payments.
The concessions include a ten-year tax exemption and free- Various competitive opportunities therefore exist for non-

dom from customs duty on all materials connected with the Barbadianpersons engaged in foreign shipping to use Barba-
company's shipping activities. dos entities for reducing taxes in the circumstances as dis-

In lieu of taxation, the Shipping (Fees) Regulations 1982 cussed above.

establish fees payable on every Barbadian registered ship.
The registration fee is BDS$ 1.25 per gross register ton for

XI. CONCLUSIONvessels of 5,000 gross register tons or less, and BDS$ 1.00
per gross register ton for those greater than 5,000 gross regis- This brief presentation has sought to focus on the analytic
ter tons. An annual fee equal to ten percent of the initial reg- parameters related to the tax treaty treatment of transporta-
istration fee is also payable. A variety of nominal fees apply tion income in Barbados and also some practical opportuni-
to administrativeactivities. ties available, as well as the legal and operational infrastruc-

Flag registration in Barbados can be significantly less expen-
ture which seeks to complement those opportunities.

sive than in some establishedflags of conveniencecountries.3 Barbados is strategically situated at the gateway of the
Atlantic Ocean, is committed to a vibrant internationalbusi-

X. SHIPPING INFRASTRUCTURE
ness sector and boasts a well proven social infrastructure.
The tax treatment of transportation income will therefore
continue to assume a special place in the developmentofpol-A. Treaty network icy and legislation.

Barbados is a party to the following InternationalMaritime

Organizationconventions:
The Intemational Convention for Safety of Life at Sea-

1974, as amended [SOLAS (as amended) 1974];
The International Convention on Load Lines 1966 [LL-

1966]; 3. For instance, one-off' charges for a 65,000 dwt bulk carrier (30,000 grt.
The Conventionon the Facilitationof InternationalMar- 25,000nrt) to be registerednew in Panamawould be USS 28,280and for Liberia

these fees would be USS 30,031, Barbados would however charge USS
itime Traffic 1965, as amended [FAL (amended) 1965]; 16,317.50.
The Intemational Convention on the Tonnage Measure- 4. The container parks can accommodate 1,384 containers in lane-stacked

ment of Ships 1969 [TONNAGE 1969]; and positions. They can cope with 50,000 containermovementsannually. The entire

The International Regulations for Preventing Collisions system is monitored by an up-to-date Marconi communications network with

subsequentrecordation facilities. The containerberth is 215 metres long and has
at Sea 1972, as amended [CORLEG (amended)]. a container freight station with a floor area of 5,314 square metres. Cold storage

facilities are providedby a local companyunder sub-contractto the Port Author-

B. Port facilitiesand servicesector
ity to handle, among other things, trans-shipmentreefer cargoes. The facilityhas
a receiving rate of over 350,000 tons per day.

The BarbadosPort Authorityhas installedmodern equipment
5. This facility includes a six-story workhouse, 14 Lippe type metal silos

(each with a capacity of 9000 tons), and a 669 square metre flat storage ware-

at the Bridgetown Port. The container terminal can handle house of reinforced concrete capable of receiving 2,400 tons.
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In cases where profits are derived from other business enter- Barbados. Additionally, the exemption is still available to a

prises, the concept of permanent establishment, the question company if there is substantialand regular trading in its prin-
of apportionmentof profits and allowanceof tax credits takes cipal class of shares on a recognizedstock exchange.
on as much importanceas any other general business activity.

Vlll. TRANSSHIPMENTOPPORTUNITIES
Vll. US-BARBADOS INCOME TAX TREATY

AND SHIPPING Issues arise concerning the coverage by the treaty in trans-

shipment situations. Transshipment occurs when goods are

The US-Barbados treaty can offer tax planning benefits for shipped from a non-treatycountry to Barbados and offloaded
shipping. Under the treaty, profits from a Barbadosresident's to a Barbadian consignee, then reshipped by the Barbados
operation of ships in international traffic are exempted from entity, now the consignor, to a US consignee.
taxation in the United States, even if the profits are

One issue is whether the Barbadianconsignor be consid-attributable to a permanent establishment in the United can

States, and whether or not the ship is registered in Barbados.
ered an enterprise resident in Barbados. In Vogel v. Kohn-
stamn,1 the English Queen's Bench held that a foreign com-

International traffic is specificallydefined as any transporta- pany was not resident in a country merely because it traded
tion by ship except transportationsolely within either Barba- through an agent in that country. However, the issue in that
dos or the United States. Profits from shipping operations case was residence for purposes of the court's jurisdiction.
embrace operating profits as well as profits derived from Further, the agents were doing business on their own behalf
renting ships if the ships are operated in intemational traffic and not exclusively for the foreign company. The current test

by the lessee or if the rental profits are incidental to operating for tax purposes would appear to be whether the Barbadian
profits. Incidental rental profits include rents from bareboat consignor is doing business on his own account or as a

charters. Shipping profits also include profits from the use, branch of the internationalenterprise.Factors to be taken into
maintenance or rental of containers and related equipment account include whether the Barbadian consignor acts in a

used to transport goods or merchandise in international traf- similar capacity for other companies or whether a principal-
fic. Furthermore, the exemption applies to shipping profits agent relationship exists where the latter is a branch of the
from participation in a pool, a joint business or an interna- whole internationalenterprise.2
tional operating agency.

A company other than a US company with a business which IX. FOREIGN FLAG SHIPPINGis managed and controlled in Barbados is a Barbados resi-
dent. Management and control in Barbados are achieved if Since the enactment of the Shipping Act 1981 (SA) and the
annual general meetings and a majority of other meetings of Shipping (Incentives)Act 1982 (SIA), Barbadoshas begun to
directors and shareholders are held in Barbados. In addition, compete for foreign flag shipping. Ships can be registered
an international business company (IBC), as defined by the under the Barbados flag as well as managed, maintainedand
International Business Companies Act, will be considered a built in Barbados. The Director of Maritime Affairs in the
Barbados resident if it is incorporatedin Barbados or its busi- International Transport Division of the relevant Ministry
ness is managed and controlled in Barbados. administers the Acts. Comprehensive regulations set forth

the forms and fees. The Acts underscore safety and ncorpo-An IBC pays Barbados ncome tax at the rate of 2.5 percent rate all the major maritime safety conventions.of its profits. Any dividends, interest, royalties, rent or man-

agement fees paid or deemed to be paid by one IBC to anoth- The SIA allows registration of various types of vessels. The
er or to a person not resident in Barbados are exempted from Act is designedprimarily to attract ships engaged in foreign-
all taxes in Barbados. If an IBC must employ expatriate staff going trade. Trade is foreign-goingif it is to or from, but not
with special skills not otherwise available in Barbados, such within, the states of the CaribbeanCommonMarketand Com-
persons may earn as much as 35 percent of their salary free munity (CARICOM),or between ports outside CARICOM.
from Barbados income tax and payable in a currency of their
choice outside of Barbados. Any other person, not a compa-

To register, a foreign-goingvessel must be a minimumof500

ny, resident in Barbados for purposes of its tax is also a Bar- gross register tons and not more than 20 years old. The own-

bados resident. ers may be of any nationality. The shares in a Barbadian ship
may be owned by individuals or corporations under either

To qualify for the treaty's shippingprofits exemption(i) more sole or joint ownership.
than 50 percent of the beneficial interest of a Barbados resi-
dent (n the case of a company, more than 50 percent of each Under the Shipping Act Cap. 296 (1982), a foreign registra-
class of stock) must ultimately be owned by individuals that tion must first be cancelledbefore a ship can be registered in

are US or Barbados residents or US citizens; and (ii) no sub- Barbados. However, the Minister in his discretionmay waive

stantial part of a resident's income can be used to meet liabil- all of the Act's requirements.This is importantbecause a ship
ities to persons that are not US or Barbados citizens.

1. 173 QB 133, (1971) ZA 11 ER 1928.

If these two conditions are not fulfilled, the exemption is still 2 FollowingDeBeersConsolidatedMines,Ltd. v Howe [(1906) AC 455], the
residenceof a person and an individualis a question of fact. It is unlikely in suchavailable to a Barbados resident for income derived in con- circumstances that the consignor will be considered to be anything other than a

nection with, or incidental to, an active trade or business in Barbados residentcompany.
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acceding to this, is itselfgiven the sole right to tax those oper- traffic between places in one country in the course of a voy-
ations which operate from within its own jurisdiction. This age which extends to more than one country.
has been describedin the literature as the principleofrecip- The addition of the phrase internationaltraffic exempts air
rocal exemption, and it is this approach which finds favour

and transport operations which solely within either
in the 1977 OECD model treaty, the standard form UK dou-

sea are

state. removes
ble tax treaty which Barbados inheritedon independence(for contracting It properly from the ambit of

ease of reference, the colonial model) and the 1980 UN treaty consideration,profits from operations exercised solely
within either the state of residence or the state of source.

model convention. It is this principle which is outlined in all
the treaties to which Barbados is a signatory. Yet, it must be noted that the applicationof the article, how-

ever expressed, excepts operations conducted solely within
The peculiarity of income treatment derived from air and the other treaty state. Hence, due recognitionhas been given
shipping transport operations should be qualified in view of

to the right of the source state to tax an enterprise on profits
the fact that a tax treaty is essentially a political vehicle derived from the operationof the transportationservice sole-
which seeks to apportion the right to tax in what is deemedby ly within its jurisdictionalboundaries.
the contractingstates to be the most equitable manner.

However, the classicalprincipleofreciprocalexemption is
eroded by the inequality of bargaining power between con- V. TAXATION JURISDICTION

tracting states. Developed countries have large air transport With the exceptionof the lirnitedalternative set out in the 1980
fleets and large merchantmarines, while in developingcoun- UN model convention, the acceptedbasis of taxationunder the
tries there is little or no activity in these areas. Further, devel- tax treaty is to vest the sole right to tax in one state only.
oping countries will usually spend much more to improve
their infrastructure in order to accommodate ships and air- The determination of which state as set out in the OECD

craft, and accordingly, to bolster their own developmentand model is the place of effective management. However, in

attract industrial activity. none of the tax treaties to which Barbados is a signatory is the
test of effective management the established basis. The

The accepted mechanism in the international arena is to CARICOM tax treaty and the Barbados-UK tax treaty use

keep the principle of reciprocalexemption inviolate but to residenceas the test, while the Barbados-Canadaand Bar-
allow the developing state to use indirect taxation, not cov- bados-US treaties refer to an enterprise of a contracting
ered by the treaty to recoup and maintain what is essentially state. An enterpriseof a contractingstate is defined as an

a very expensive investment. enterprisecarried on by a resident of a contracting state.

This basic inequalityhas, however, been recognized in a lim- The distinction is important; the focus of the OECD model is
ited way in the UN model convention which offers an alter- the place from which the enterprise is actually managed, i.e.
native basis for taxation of income derived from shipping the place where day to day management is carried on. In

operations. Article 8(b) of that convention reads: treaties to which Barbados is a signatory, preference is given
to the residenceof the taxpayer.

Profits from the operation of ships in international traffic shall
be taxable only in the contracting state in which the place of Effective management is a separate and singular test and is
effective management of the enterprise is situated unless the not premised on the definition of residence as provided for
shipping activitiesarising from such operation in the other con- under domestic law. The OECD model recognizes this dis-
tracting state are more than casual. If such activities are more tinction and provides that in cases where a person other than
than casual, such profits may be taxed in that other state.

an individual is resident in both contractingstates, the matter

is determinedby the place ofeffective management.Howev-

IV. ENTERPRISESTO BE TAXED
er, only in the CARICOMtreaty is this provision included; in
all other cases, the issue is to be resolved by the mutual pro-

The OECD model treaty article confines itself to profits from cedure provisions available to the taxing autorities.

the operation of ships or aircraft in nternational traffic. In
the CARICOM tax treaty, the Barbados-Canada tax treaty VI. PROFITS DERIVED
and the Barbados-US tax treaty, the limitationis expressedin
similar language. However, in the Barbados-UK tax treaty It is important to define profits derived from air or shipping
and the other colonial model treaty (Switzerland), the article enterprises.
will apply only to profits from the operation of shipping or

aircraft other than profits from voyages of ships or aircraft In the OECD model commentary, the term has been deemed

confined solely to places in the other state (i.e. not the state of to include profits from activities which by reason of their

residence). nature or their relationship with profits directly obtained
from transportmay all be subsumedunder the phrase profits

International traffic is defined in the Barbados-US treaty derived. The commentary itself gives a number of exam-

as meaning any transport by ship or aircraft except where ples, from the leasing of ships and aircraft to questions of
such transport is solely between places in the other contract- advertising and public relations. However, in all cases, the

ing state. No definition is given in the Barbados-Canadatax question is one of degree, and of how closely integrated the

treaty but the term international traffic is deemed to include peripheral activity is into the general service.
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BARBADOS:

TAXATIONAND TRANSPORTATION
IN BARBADOS: AX OVERVIEW

Dr Trevor Carmichael

I. INTRODUCTION
Dr Trevor Carmichael is the PrincipalTaxation will continue to playa greater and more significant role in national of ChanceryChambers, Attorneys-at-economies and the internationalenvironmentas governments seek to increase rev- Law in Barbadosand is a Panel Member

enue through their ever-increasingefforts to extend their taxing nets. The effort to of the IntemationalCentre for the

expand taxing jurisdictionscontinues to be a major activity of most governments. It Settlementof InvestmentDisputesof
the World Bank.

are indeed only the practical enforcementdifficulties and the juxtaposednterests of
the other governmentswhich restrict this propensity for tax expansion. Intemational The author is grateful to Mr Andrew

law, such as it is, has no capacity to control this urge and instinct to tax extra-territo- Ferreira for his thoughtfulcommentson
of the and Mr Brucerially. Accordingly, the tax treaty continues to be an important weapon of compro-

aspects paper to
Zagaris with whom he had collaborated

mise, at one and sometimes the same time being a shield as welI as a sword, depend- on an enlargedpaperdeang with the
ing on the bargainingpower and capacity of the individual countries involved. United States tax aspects.

Transportationhas no less a specialplace in a developingcountry such as Barbados
since it is integrally linked to tourism specifically and economic development in

1 general. The recent air transport vacuum in Barbados created by the loss of two

major airlines, the recent loss of some scheduledcharters and the ongoing efforts to Contents

establish more permanent air links to major metropolitan destinations all under- I. Introduction
score the importanceof this sphereof economic activity and national development. II. Need for Special Treatment

This article seeks to isolate some key variables in a tax treaty analysis of trans- IIl. Tax Treaty Approach and Tax Treatyportation income; namely, an examinationof the need for special treatment; the tax Negotiations
treaty approach itself; aspects of tax treaty negotiations; the enterprises to be taxed; IV. Enterprises to Be Taxedthe taxation jurisdiction; and the profits derived. Finally, an effort is made to focus
specifically on some of the special benefits under the US-Barbados income tax V. Taxation Jurisdiction

treaty, and to examine the local shipping incentives and shipping infrastructure VI. Profits Derived
which seek to complementthese benefits. Villl. US/Barbados Income Tax Treaty and

Shipping
Il. NEED FOR SPECIAL TREATMENT Vill. TransshipmentOpportunities

IX. Foreign Flag ShippingProfits derived from the operationof a shipping or air transportenterpriseare given
separate treatment in tax treaties. The special nature of these enterprises requires X Shipping Infrastructure

A. Treaty networksuch treatment, as they are particularly exposed to the problems of dual and multi- B. Port facilities and service sector
ple taxation. C. Duty legislaton
Under the usual Business Profits article, the primary right to tax is given to the XI. Conclusion
country of residence. The term residenceis defined by the treaty itself and local
legislation.The article maintains the right of the source state to tax profits which
may be attributed to the business activity of the permanentestablishmentwhich
iS situated in that source state. It is generally not difficult to satisfy the test of per-
manent establishment,and an air or sea operation which provides vital yet minimal
activity would be taxable in the jurisdiction in which it maintains an office.
The severe practical and theoretical difficulties involved, and the failure of the tra-
ditional treaty concepts to deal adequately with these concerns require that such
income be given separate attention.

Ill. TAX TREATY APPROACH AND TAX TREATY NEGOTIATIONS
The accepted internationalmechanismfor dealing with profits from air or shipping
operations is to give to one contracting state the sole right to tax. The other state in
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(1) A certificate of the German insurer or reinsurer from the and that contains a Limitation on Benefits article that is sim-

appropriateFinanzamt that it has been a resident of Ger- ilar to Article 28 of the US-German Treaty. This would

many for the entire taxable period for which a refund is nclude the treaties with Finland, India and Spain. In such

sought; cases, the requiredresidency certificatewill be that issued by
(2) A power of attorney from each US insured party or its the appropriate government office of the treaty country

brokerauthorizingpaymentof the refund to the represen- involved. For persons claiming refunds under other US
tatives of the German insurer or reinsurer, if that is to be treaties, i.e. those without a Limitation on Benefits article
the case; similar to Article 28 of the US-German Treaty, the refund

(3) Informationestablishing that the German insurer or rein- procedure is set forth in Rev. Proc. 81-3.30 This would apply
surer is eligible to claim benefits under the Treaty by to the treaties with Cyprus, France, Hungary, Italy, Malta,
qualifying for one of the entitlementcategoriesofArticle Romania, the United Kingdom and the USSR.

28;
(4) Informationon the tax accounts into which the excise tax

was initially paid; and V. EFFECTIVE DATES
(5) Informationon each insured party and policy for which a

The Treaty exemption for the insurance premium excise
refund is sought, includingnames, addresses,dates, poli-

tax

is effective for taxes paid or credited (1) on or after 1 January
cy numbers, premiums amounts and excise tax amounts.

1990, if attributable to premiums paid to insurers or reinsur-
The guidelines for the residency certificate from the Finan- ers that are residents of the territory that comprised the Fed-
zamt and for qualifying under one of the entitlement cate- eral Republic of Germany or West Berlin until 3 October

gories of Article 28 are the same as in Rev. Proc. 92-39 for 1990, and (2) on or after 1 January 1991, if attributable to

obtaining an exemption from the excise tax. premiumspaid to Germaninsurers and reinsurers that are res-

idents of the territory that comprised the German Democratic
3. Application to other treaties Republic or East Berlin until 3 October 1990.31

Rev. Proc. 92-14 provides that the guidelines therein may
also be used by persons claiminga refund under any otherUS 30. 1981-1 C.B. 618.

treaty that provides an exemption for the insuranceexcise tax 31. Art. 32(1)(a) of the Treaty and Section 1 of Rev. Proc. 92-14.

tralia, togetherwith a report on the IFA Congress in Cancun.

IFA NEWS On 18 January 1993 there will be apresentationof the Unit-
ed Democrats' view of taxation in Hong Kong.

US BRANCH
BRAZILIAN BRANCH

On 30 July the branch hosted a lunch session in which Dr Erratum
Sacia Calmon Navarro Coelho, Federal Judge in the City of

Re: Volume LCCVIIb of the Cahiers de Droit Fiscal Inter-
Belo Horizonte, State of Minas Gerais spoke on Limitations

national (Tax of internationalacquisitions and
to the Action ofJudiciaryPower. consequences

business combinations); National Report of the USA by Mr
On 31 August Dr Ordlio Azevedo Sette gave a luncheon Charles Kingson.
address on MERCOSUL - Economic, Financial and Tax

Aspects. Correction:

The branch held a seminar on 15 September to discuss a pro-
The first sentence on page 623 of the above-mentionedCa-

posed bill which, if approved, will substantially modify the hier should read as follows:

current corporation law. A similar structure exists with respect to a combination
between an imputationcountry, Germany, and the

HONG KONG BRANCH Netherland,a non-imputationcountry .

On 18 November 1992 the branch is presenting an update on The change, which was requested before publication, makes

the latest tax developments in the United States and Aus- the paragraph consistent.
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Rev. Proc. 92-39 requires that the obligation to pay any Barbados),25subject to modificationby Rev. Proc. 92-39 with
excise taxes owed be secured by an irrevocable letterof cred- respect to the permitted class of issuers of letters of credit.
it issued in favour of the IRS in an amount agreed to by the German insurersor reinsurers that soughtrecognitionof their
IRS and the German insurer.23 The letter of credit must be Treaty exemption after the effective date of the Treaty but
effectivewithin 30 days after the closing agreement is signed prior to the issuanceofRev. Proc. 92-39 did so in reliance on

by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and any draw- Rev. Proc. 84-82.26
downs by the IRS must be replaced within 60 days after such
draw-down in the amount then agreed to by the German
insurer or reinsurer and the IRS. Rev. Proc. 92-39 requires B. Guidelinesfor tax refund
that the letter of credit be issued by either a US bank that is a

The guidelines for claiming refund of insurance premiumamemberof the Federal Reserve System or by a US branch or
excise taxes paid credited after the effective date of theor

agency of a foreign bank that is on an approved list of the
National Associationof Insurance Commissioners. Treaty are contained in Revenue Proc. 92-1427. The guide-

lines provide that a refund may be claimed either by the Ger-
The closingagreementrequires that the certificateof residency man insurer or reinsurer or by the US insured party (or its
from the Finanzamt be renewed and resubmitted to the IRS broker) that paid the tax, but not by both.28 The guidelinesare

every three calendaryears and that the eligibilityof the insurer effective as of 21 January 1992.
to claim Treaty benefits under the Article 28 categories be
recertified annually. A record retention requirement is also The procedure to be followed for a refund of the excise tax is

imposedon the insurer, which applies to insurance records and that the applying party must file a StatementUnder Penalties
to the information that the insurer is relying on to demonstrate ofPerjury with the IRS in the form requiredby Rev. Proc. 92-

qualificationunder Article 28 of the Treaty. Such records and 14, and must also submit certain specified documents and
nformationmust be retained for a six-yearperiod and must be information that substantiate entitlement to the refund. In

made available to the IRS for nspectionupon request. addition, the applying party must submit a Form 823 (Claim
for Refund and Request for Abatement) within the statutory

3. Effect of IRS exemption time limit. This is generally three years from the time the tax
return was filed, i.e. the Form 720, or two years from the time

Once a German insurer or reinsurer has obtained an exemp- the tax was paid, whichever is later.29
tion from the IRS, any person making payment of an insur-

1 ance premium thereto is relievedfrom the obligation to collect
1. Statement under penalties of perjuryand remit the excise tax provided that such person (1) has

knowledge that the German insurer has obtained a certificate The form of the Statement under Penalties of Perjury is set
from its local tax office (Finanzamt) that it has been a resident out in Rev. Proc. 92-14 in alternateversions, one to be used if
of Germany for the taxable period in which the premiums are the applyingparty is the German insureror reinsurer(Section
paid or for the three months prior thereto, (2) has knowledge 4.03) and the other to be used if the applying party is the US
that the Germannsureror reinsurerhas entered into a closing insured or its broker (Section 4.04). The Statement contains
agreementwith the IRS that is in effect for the taxable period, the representationsand warranties that substantiate the claim
and (3) does not have knowledge that the German insurer is for the refund under the Treaty. In particular, this includes a

neligible to claim benefits under the Treaty for the taxable representation that none of the risks for which refund of the
period. The certificate referred to in (1) above may take the excise tax is sought have been reinsured with non-treaty
form ofa list compiledby the Finanzamtin which the German exempt persons. The applying party must also agree to retain
nsurer or reinsurer files its tax return, and such certificate its insurance records and the information that demonstrates
must be retained by the person paying the premiums. qualificationunder Article 28 of the Treaty. Such records and

information must be retained for a six-year period and must
4. Application to other treaties be made available to the IRS for inspectionupon request. The

Rev. Proc. 92-39 provides that the guidelines thereinwill also Statementmust be signed by both the Germaninsureror rein-

be applicable to insurers and rensurers claiming benefits surer and the US insured party.
under the US treaties with Finland, India, Spain or any other
US treaty that entersinto force after the effectie date of the 2. Supporting informationand documents
guidelines, which is 18 May 1992, and that provides an

exemption for the insurance excise tax and contains a limita- Rev. Proc. 92-14 requires that the following information and

tion of benefits article that is similar to that contained in the documents be submitted to the IRS by the party applying for

US-GermanTreaty. In such cases, the requiredresidencycer-
a refund of the excise tax:

'

tificate will be that issued by the appropriate government
office of the applicable treaty country. 23. Two recent closing agreementsby the IRS have required letters of credit in

the amount of $ 75,000. See IRS Letter Rulings 9218020and 9225018.
The IRS guidelines'for closing agreements by nsurers or 24. 1984-2 C.B. 779. For a recent example of a closing agreement involving
reinsurers that claim exemption from the excise tax under US the FrenchTreaty, see IRS Letter Ruling 9218020 (24 January 1992).

25. 1987-1 C.B. 596.
treaties other than those listed in Rev. Proc. 92-39 are set 26. See, e.g., IRS Letter Ruling 9225018 (18 March 1992).
forth in Rev. Proc. 84-82 (applicable to France and Italy)24 27. 1992-3 I.R.B. 31 (21 January 1992)

28. Sec. 4.0l of Rev. Proc. 92-14.
and Rev. Proc. 87-13 (applicable to Cyprus and formerly 29. See IRC Sec. 6511.
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German insurers or reinsurers that seek to qualify under the (10) The percentage of the insurer's gross income (exclud-
active trade or business category of Article 28(1)(c) of the ing investment income not attributable to insurance

Treaty may do so by either meeting a 25 percent German income) used to meet liabilities to persons not entitled
active business safe harbour or making a facts-and-circum- to claim benefits under the Treaty.
stances showing. The safe harbour requires a 25 percent Ger-

many-connectedaverage of three ratios: first, the ratio of the
The insurer may also submit any other information that indi-

that it is engaged in an active business in Germany.20value of assets used or held for use in the active conduct or a
cates

trade or business in Germany to the value of assets held German insurers or reinsurers that seek to qualify under the

worldwide; second, the ratio of gross premiums received for combined 50 percent stock ownership and base erosion test

insuring risks located in Germany to gross premiums of Article 28(1)(e) of the Treaty are required to submit a

received for risks worldwide; and third, the ratio of payroll shareholder list to the IRS that includes the names and
and commission expenses for services performed in Ger- addresses of all the direct and indirect shareholders and the

many to payroll and commission expenses worldwide. The percentageof stock owned by each. They are also required to

average of these three ratios must exceed 25 percent, and no submit, for the immediatelypreceding calendar year, a state-

single ratio may be less than 20 percent.
8 ment of the base erosion ratio, i.e. the ratio of payments on

liabilities to persons not entitled to claim benefits under Arti-
For purposes of computing the German assets ratio in the 25 cle 28 of the Treaty to worldwide income (excluding invest-
percent safe harbour, an asset is treated as used or held for use

ment ncome not attributable to insurance income).21
in Germanyonly if it is held for the presentneeds of the busi-

ness, and not for future needs or for diversification, was

acquired and is held in the ordinary course of such business, 2. Closing agreementand letter of credit

or is held in direct relationship to the business:9 In addition, As a condition of obtaining recognition of exemption from
the office or fixed place of business in Germany must be a the excise tax, Rev. Proc. 92-39 requires that the German
material factor in the acquisitionof the asset and the realiza- nsurer or reinsurer enter into a closing agreement with the
tion of the income, gain or loss with respect thereto. Tangible IRS. The forn of the agreement is set out in Section 3.11 of
assets are treated as held in Gernany only if they are physi- Rev. Proc. 92-39. The closing agreement requires, inter alia,
cally located there. The value of the insurer's assets is deter- that the Gernan insurer agree to file IRS Form 720 (Quarter-
mined on quarterly-end averages using generally accepted ly Federal Excise Tax Return) and pay the excise tax for any
accountingprinciples as applied in Germany. premiums received that are not eligible for exemption under

the Treaty. This will include any premiums received for US
If the insureror reinsureris unable to meet the 25 percent safe

risks that reinsuredby the German insurerwith non-treatyare
harbour, Rev. Proc. 92-39 permits a showing to be made that

the premiums are derived in connection with an active trade exempt persons.

or business in Germany based on ten specifically listed fac- The German nsurer may consider a reinsuring party to be
tors or other supportive information. The factors include: exempt under the US-German Treaty or under another US

treaty if either (i) the reinsurer is a party to a closing agree-
(1) The location of an office in Germany; ment with the IRS to that effect, or (ii) the reinsurerprovides
(2) The ratio of payroll and commission expenses for ser- evidence to the German insurer that it is a US resident or a

vices performed in Germany to payroll and commission resident of a US treaty partner that is exempt from the excise
expenses worldwide; tax without regard to an explicit anti-conduitclause.

(3) The presenceofemployees and agents in Germany who
have and habitually exercise the authority to sign poli- In practice the verification requirement will mean that an

cies and approve claims; insurer that claims an exemption under the German Treaty
and reinsures its US risks with a third-countryinsurerwill be

(4) The taxation of the insurer in Germany on a residence
basis; required to obtain a copy of such insurer's closing agreement

with the IRS, or know that one exists, or obtain a residency
(5) The ratio of gross premiums received for policies or certificate if the third-country insurerclaims benefits under a

risks located in Germany to gross premiums received US treaty that lacks an anti-conduit clause. The closing
worldwide; agreement requirement will apply to reinsurers claiming

(6) The ratio of gross premiums received for policies or exemption under the US treaties with Cyprus, Finland,
risks located in Germany to gross premiums forpolicies France, India, Italy and Spain (and Germany for that matter),
or risks located in the United States; while a residency certificate will be required in the case of

(7) The ratio of the value of assets for active business held insurers relying on the treaties with Hungary, Malta, Roma-
in Germany to the value of assets held worldwide; nia, the United Kingdom and the USSR. The IRS plans to

(8) Whether the insurer is subject to German insurancereg- publish periodicallya list of the names of the foreign insurers
ulations with respect to risks located in Germany; and reinsurers that have entered into closing agreements.22

(9) The percentage of the stock of the insurer that is owned

by persons entitled to claim benefits under the Treaty, or 18. Rev. Proc. 92-39, Sec. 3.06.
in the case of a mutual insurance company the percent- 19. See Reg. 1.367(a)-2T(b)(5).

age of the insurers policies that cover risks of persons
20. Sec. 3.07 of Rev. Proc. 92-39.
21. Sec. 3.12(b) of Rev. Proc. 92-39.

not entitled to claim benefits under the Treaty; and 22. Rev. Proc. 92-39, Sec. 4.
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If the German insurer is not so engaged, the anti-conduitrule IV. IRS IMPLEMENTINGPROCEDURES
treats the transactionas if the US insured had paid the prima-
ry premium directly to the non-treaty exempt recipient, in The IRS has issued two revenue procedures with guidelines
effect ignoring the middle position of the German insurer. for implementingthe Treaty exemption for the insurancepre-
The Joint CommitteeExplanation illustrates this as follows: mium excise tax. One procedure provides the guidelines for

obtaining recognitionby the IRS of the German insurer's or

For example, assume that a German company not engaged in a reinsurer's entitlement to an exemption from the excise tax,
US trade or business insures a US casualty risk and receives a and the otherprocedureprovides the guidelines for obtaining
premium of $ 200. The company reinsurespart of the risk with a refund of the excise tax.
a Danish insurance company (not currently entitled to an

exemption from the excise tax) and pays that Danish company A. Guidelinesfor recognitionofexemptiona premium of $ 100. The four percent excise tax on casualty
insuranceapplies to the premiumpaid to the German insurance The guidelines to be followed by a German insurer or rein-
company to the extent of the $ 100 reinsurancepremium. Thus, surer to obtain recognitionof exemption from the excise tax
the US insured is liable for an excise tax of $ 4, which is four

are contained in Revenue Procedure 92-39.16 The guidelinespercentof the portion of its premiumpaid to the Germaninsur-
require that the German insurer submit a private rulinger which was used by the German reinsurerto reinsure the risk.
request to the IRS establishing its entitlement to the exemp-
tion, and also that it enter into a closing agreement to under-

This characterization ensures that the excise tax can be col- take liability for the excise tax in the event it is determined
lected at the four percent rate for primary insurance, if such that any premiums paid are not eligible for the exemption
rate would otherwisebe applicable,rather than at the one per- under the Treaty. The latter undertakingmust be secured by a
cent rate for reinsurance, and effectively carries out the pur- letter of credit drawn in favour of the IRS. The ruling request
pose of the anti-conduitrule by preventing German insurers must comply with the general IRS procedures for obtaining
not only from being used as treaty shopping vehicles,but also private rulings17 and also with the special procedures of Rev.
from being used to convert higher-taxed primary insurance proc. 92-39. The guidelines are effective 18 May 1992.
transactions into lower- taxed reinsurance transactions.

1. Qualification under Article 28
If the German insurer is engaged in business in the United
States, the anti-conduit rule treats the transaction as if the As part of the ruling application, the German insurer is
German insurer itself and not the US insured, had transferred required to demonstrate that it is qualified to claim benefits
the insurance premium to the non-exempt foreign insurer. underArticle 28 of the Treaty (Limitationon Benefits). To do
The Joint Committee Explanation provides that the German so it must submit a copy of its certificate of German resi-
insurer is treated in this case as if it were a US resident pay_ dence issued by the Finanzamt (see below) and must show

ing the premium to the foreign insurer. The character of the that it falls within one of the entitlementcategoriesofArticle
transactionas being one of reinsurance is not changed. To use 28, which are listed in Rev. Proc. 92-39 as follows:
the above example as an illustration, the one percent rate (1) The category for companies whose principal class of
would be applied to the $ 100 premium paid to the Danish shares are substantially and regularly traded on a recog-reinsurer, and a tax of $ 1 would result. nized stock exchange (Section 3.05 of Rev. Proc. 92-39

and Article 28(1)(d) of the Treaty);The rationale for this outcome is that a German insurer
engaged in business in the United States, absent the Treaty, (2) The category for companies that are actively engaged in
would normally be subject to net basis income tax on the a trade or business in Germany and receive the premium
retained portion of the risk, and not to the excise tax (by rea- income in connection therewith (Section 3.06 or 3.07 of
son of the Section 4373(1) exception), and it is not the func- Rev. Proc. 92-39 and Article 28(1)(c) of the Treaty);
tion of the anti-conduitrule to alter the treatment of the rein- (3) The category for companies that meet the combinedsured portion of the risk in such a situation. In other words, requirements of (i) 50 percent stock ownership by per-not to treat the German insurerdifferentlyby reasonof appli- sons eligible to claim benefits under the Treaty and (ii)cation of the anti-conduit rule than any other foreign insurer compliancewith the base erosion test (Sections 3.08 andwould be treated if it had no treaty protection to begin with. 3.09 of Rev. Proc. 92-39 and Article 28(1)(e) of theThe Joint Committee Explanation points out that this result Treaty); and
will obtain even in the case where the German insurer does
not have a permanent establishrnent in the United States and (4) The category for companiesgranted competent authority
thus is not subject to net basis income tax on the retainedpor- relief to claim benefits of the Treaty even though they do
tion of the risk due to Article 7 of the Treaty. not come within any of the categories specifically listed

above (Section 3.10 of Rev. Proc. 92-39 and Article
The Joint Committee Explanation provides that the US 28(2) of the Treaty).
insured has th responsibility to determine the extent to
which the primary insurance is reinsured with a non-exempt 16. 1992-20 I.R.B. 24 (15 May 1992).
person, and the US insured will therefore have the attendant 17. These are currently found in Rev. Proc. 92-7, 1992-1 I.R.B. 135. They are

responsibility of collecting the excise tax at the appropriate updated and re-issuedat the beginningof each calendaryear. The German insur-
er or reinsurer will also be required to pay the IRS user fee provided for in

rate in the event that there is reinsurance. Rev. Proc. 90-17, 1990-1 C.B. 479, or in any successorrevenue procedure.
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Under Section 4373(1) the excise tax does not apply if the More specifically, income of a German insurer from the insur-

premiums are effectively connected with the US trade or ance of US risks or US persons will not be subject to the insur-

business of the foreign insurer. In that event, the foreign ance excise tax (except in situations where the risk is reinsured

insurer is subject to tax on the premium income on a net basis with a company not entitled to the exemption). The waiver

unless protected by a treaty. As noted in the Explanation of applies even if that insurance income is not attributable to a US

the Treaty by the Staff of the Joint Committeeon Taxation, a permanentestablishmentmaintainedby the German insurer and

' hence not subject to US net basis tax pursuant to the business
foreign insurer will not ordinarily be considered to be profits article (Article7) and other income article (Article 21).
engaged in business in the United States if it does not have an

office or dependentagent in the United States. The IRS has
held that foreign insurers not engaged in business in the Unit- The Joint CommitteeExplanationnotes that inclusion of the

ed States are not subject to US withholding tax on insurance excise tax in the new Treaty is a change from the 1954 Treaty,

premiums even though such premiums are considered to be but is consistent with the 1981 US Model Treaty and with

periodical income from US sources.12 The basis for the hold- other recent treaties concluded by the United States, notably

ing is that the excise tax was intended by Congress to be a
those with Finland, France, Hungary, India and Spain.

substitute for the income tax.13
B. The anti-conduitrule

The Joint Committee Explanation also notes, however, that
there may be situations in which a foreign insurer engaged in The nsurancepremiumexcise tax is includedwithin the scope
business in the United States, and thus subject to net basis of the Treaty only to the extent that the risks to which the pre-
income tax, reinsures all or a portion of a US risk with a sec- miums apply are not reinsured with persons who are not enti-
ond foreign insurer that is not engaged in a US business. In tled to claim benefits under the US-German Treaty or under
that event, the foreign insurer will be exempt from the four any other US treaty that provides a similar exemption for the

percent excise tax on the primary insurance, but the one per- nsurance premium excise tax. The Treasury Department
cent reinsurance excise tax will be imposed on the reinsured Explanation refers to this limitation as the anti-conduitrule

portionof the risk. The rationale for this result is that the pre- for reinsurance.15The purposeof the anti-conduitrule is to pre-
mium for the reinsured portion of the risk has not been sub- vent insurers and reinsurers that qualify underArticle 28 of the

jected to US net basis taxation, i.e., upon payment the rein- GernanTreaty from being used as treaty shoppingvehicles by
surance premium will be deducted by the primary insurer in insurers located in non-treaty-exemptjurisdictions.
computing its net basis ncome tax, and, upon receipt it will
not be subject to net basis income tax in the hands of the for- If the reinsuring party is a non-German insurer, the Taxes

eign reinsurer, since the latter is not engaged in business in Covered and Limitation of Benefits articles of any potential-
the United States. The one percent excise tax will thus apply ly applicable US tax treaty nust be examined to determine

in order to insure that the reinsured portion of the risk is sub- (1) whether such treaty contains an exemption from the

jected to some form of US taxation. excise tax, and (2) whether the reinsuring party is entitled to

claim benefits thereunder. The anti-conduit rule does not

require that the limitation on benefits article of such other

Ill. THE UNITED STATES-GERMANINCOME treaty be similar to Article 28 of the US-GermanTreaty, but

TAX TREATY only that the reinsuring party be entitled to claim benefits
under whatever formulationof the limitationon benefits arti-

cle, if any, is included in such other treaty.
A. Scopeof treatyexemption

If the anti-conduitrule is violated, the result is that the excise
The inclusion of the excise tax in Article 2 of the Treaty tax is applied as if the premiums were paid to an insurer

(Taxes Covered)14effectivelyprecludes the applicationof the located in a non-treaty jurisdiction. The disqualification
tax to German insurers and reinsurers in all circumstances, results, however, only to the extent of the proscribed reinsur-

subject to the anti-conduit rule discussed below. This is ance, not to the transaction as a whole, and the tax conse-

because such insurers will either: (a) be engaged in business quences as to the disqualified portion are then determined
in the United States through a permanent establishment, in under the normal domestic rules for imposing the excise tax.

which event net basis US income tax will apply under Article As discussed in Part II above, the outcome under the domes-

7 of the Treaty (Business Profits) and the excise tax will be tic rules depends in part on whetheror not the German insur-

precluded by Section 4373(1) of the Code; or (b) not be er is engaged in business in the United States.

engaged in business in the United States through a permanent
establishment, in which event the insurance premium excise 11. Explanation of Proposed Income Tax Treaty (and Proposed Protocol)
tax will be precluded by Article 7 and also by Article 21 Betweenthe United States and the FederalRepublicofGermanyPreparedby the

(Other Income) since insurance premiums are not dealt with Staff of the Joint Committeeon Taxation.
12. See IRC Sec. 861(a)(7).

in a specific provisionof the Treaty and are thus taxable only 13. Rev. Rul. 89-91, 1989-2 C.B. 129, modifying and superseding Rev. Rul.

in the residence of the recipient. 80-222, 1980-2 C.B. 2 1 1. In Rev. Rul. 89-91, the IRS rejected the theory that
insurancepremiums lack a high content of net income.
14. Art. 2(1)(a)(bb).

The Joint CommitteeExplanationmakes clear that the scope 15. TreasuryDeparmentTechnicalExplanation of the Conventionand Proto-

of the exemption from the excise tax provided by the Treaty col Between the United States of Americaand the Federal Republicof Germany
For the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion

is full and complete: With Respect to Taxes on Income and Capital and Certain Other Taxes.
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UNITED STATES:

GERMA\ TREATY EXEMPTIONFOR
FOREIGN IXSURANCEPIEMIUMS

J.G. Rienstra

I. INTRODUCTION J.G. Rienstra is a memberof the

The recently adopted US-German Income Tax Treaty includes the United States researchstaffof the IBFD.

excise tax on foreign insurance premiums as a tax covered by the Treaty.1 This is
consistentwith the 1981 US Model Treaty2 and with recent US treaty practice, and Contents

it brings to 12 the numberof US treaties that now include coverage of the insurance I Introduction

premium excise tax. The other US treaties are those with Cyprus, Finland, France, Il. Overviewof the Insurance Premium

Hungary, India, Italy, Malta, Spain, Romania, the United Kingdom and the USSR. Excise Tax

IlI. The United States-German Income
The recently signed treaty with the Russian Federation does not include coverage of Tax Treaty
the excise tax, and the prior coverageunder the treaties with Barbados and Bermuda A. Scope of treaty exemption

B. The anti-conduit rule
was terminatedby the United States effectivefor premiumsallocable to periods after
31 December 1989.3 The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) takes the position that the

IV. IRS Implementing Procedures
A. Guidelines for recognition of

insurance premium excise tax must be specifically referred to in the Taxes Covered exemption
article of a US treaty or it will be consideredexcluded as a non-income tax.4 1. Qualification under Article 28

2. Closing agreement and letter
of credit

3. Effect of IRS exemption
Il. OVERVIEWOF THE INSURANCE PREMIUM EXCISE TAX 4. Application to other treaties

B. Guidelines for tax refundSections 4371 through 4374 of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) impose an excise 1. Statement under penalties of
tax on premiumspaid to foreign insurers for the coverageofcertain risks located in perjury
the United States. The excise tax serves the same functionwith respect to insurance 2. Supporting informationand

documentspremiums paid to foreign insurers as the withholding tax on interest, dividends and 3. Application to other treaties
royalties paid to foreign investors. V. Effective Dates

The rate of the insurance premium excise tax is four percent of the premiums paid
for casualty irsurance and indemnity bonds, one percent of the premiums paid for 1. The excise tax was not coveredby the priorU.S.-

German IncomeTax Treaty, which dates from 1954.
life, sickness and accident nsurance, and for annuity contracts, and one percent of 2. Art. 2(1)(a)
the premiums paid for reinsuranceof any of the foregoing.5The'tax is collected by 3. See IRS Notice 89-89, 1989-2 C.B. 407 imple-

menting Section6139 of the Technical and Miscella-
means ofwithholdingand quarterly remittanceusing IRS Form 720 (QuarterlyFed- neous RevenueAct of 1988.

eral Excise Tax Return) by the person making paymentof the premiums to the for- 4. See Rev. Rul. 84-169, 1984-2 C.B. 216 (specif-
ically applicable to the excise tax on investment

eign insurer or non-resident agent, solicitor or broker.6 Although withholding and income ofprivate foundations,but generallyapplica-
remittanceis requiredby the US person who makes actualpaymentofthe premium, ble to all US excise taxes).

3.
-

IRC Sec. 4371. Under legislation currently
which is normally the US insurance broker, all parties to the insurance transaction, pending in Congress, the tax rate on reinsurancepre-

including the foreign nsurer and its agents and brokers, are liable under the statute miums for casualty insurance and indemnity bonds
may be increased to four percent if the insurance

for the excise tax.7 income (including investmentincome) relating to the
policy is not subject to tax by a foreign country at an

The excise tax applies to premiums paid to a foreign insurer or reinsurer. This is effective rate that is substantial in relation to U.S.
income tax rates. At the present time, neither the leg-defined as an insureror reinsurerthat is a non-residentalien individual,a foreignpart- islation nor the Congressional reports define what

nership or a foreign corporation,but not a foreign government,municipalityor other effective rate of foreign tax will be consideredsub-
stantial. (Cf. the 90% high tax exception to Subpartcorporationthat exercises taxingpower.8 In the case ofcasualty insuranceand indem- F, IRC 954(b)(4)). The legislation also authorizes

nity bonds, the risks to which the excise tax applies are dermed by reference to the the IRS to adopt enhanced collection and enforce-
ment procedures to ensure that the tax due on rein-location of the risk and the residence of the insuringparty, i.e. the risk must be locat- surance premiums is collected. The legislation is

ed wholly or partly in the United States, and must be nsured against by a domestic proposed to be effective for reinsurance premiums
allocable to periods after 31 December 1992. H.R.

corporation, domestic partnership or resident individual, or nsured against by a for- 776, 102nd Cong., 2d Sess., 20132 (NationalEner-

eign corporation, foreign partnership or non-resident individual, that is engaged in gy Security Act of 1992).
6. Reg. 46.4374-1(a)business in the United States.9 In the case of life, sickness and accident insurance,and 7. IRC Sec. 4374.

annuity contracts, the excise tax applies if the life or hazards to which the premiums 8 IRC Sec. 4372(a).
9. IRC Sec. 4372(d).

relate are those of a person who is a citizen or resident of the United States.l0 10. IRC Sec. 4372(e).
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The proposed regulations provide certain anti-abuse rules rules will result in smaller interest expense deductions for for-

under which the IRS may adjust the computation of interest eign corporations doing business in the United States. For

expense allocable to ECI.39 In general, these anti-abuseprovi- example, the proposed regulations would likely result in a

sions will apply if necessary to reflect a transactionin accord- smaller proportion of the foreign corporation's assets being
ance with its substance, to prevent evasion of taxes or to treated as US assets than under the existing regulations, with

reflect clearly the income of the trade or business. For exam- the ultimate result that a smallerproportionof the foreign cor-

ple, the IRS may offset loan amounts to or from related per- poration's interest expense will be treated as incurred to

sons if the purpose of the loans is to increase the actual ratio. finance these assets. In addition, the proposed rules impose
new limitations on the leverage ratios used to compute US lia-

The proposed regulations do not contain a provision under
bilities of foreign banks, which should also tend reduce the

which a foreign corporation could make new elections upon
to

finalizationof the proposed regulations. For example, a for- proportion of the foreign corporation's interest expense allo-

cated to the United States. Finally, the proposed regulations
eign bank using the 95 percent fixed ratio under the existing
regulations may wish to elect to use the actual ratio rather adopt for all foreign corporations a narrower definitionof lia-

bilities (booked liabilities) considered to be booked by the
than the new 93 percent fixed ratio. It is unclear whether the

US trade business which, together with limitationsor new on
IRS will permitnew elections upon issuanceof new final reg-
ulations, although the unilateral change in the effect of this

nterest rates which may be applied in computing interest
liabilities not considered booked in the United

election would support an argument that new elections expense on

should be permitted.
States, will also tend to reduceUS nterestexpensedeductions.

VI. CONCLUSION

Many of the new provsions ncluded in the proposed regula-
tions are controversial.In general, it appears likely that the new 39. Prop. Regs 1.882-5(e).

Tax Policy in OECD Countries:
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paid of accrued during the taxable year by the US trade or assist them in pricing their loans. In general, a bank can elect
business on booked liabilities, reduced by the product of the to use historical data in computing its actual ratio (the his-
scaling ratio and the interest paid or accrued.31 The scaling torical data election), and/or make an election to compute
ratio is computed using the following formula: the amount of interest allocable to ECI on a daily basis (the

Booked liabilities - US liabilities daily interest computationelection).
Booked liabilities

A. Historicaldata election
If interest expense must be scaled back under this rule, the
scaling ratio must also be applied to reduce any (i) income, Under the historical data election, the proposed regulations
expense, gain or loss that is ECI and attributable to notional can be applied using an actual ratio computed for a hypothet-
principal contracts identified as hedges of booked liabilities, ical tax year ending six months before the end of the foreign
and (ii) exchange gain or loss that is ECI and attributable to corporation's taxable year.37 For example, an actual ratio
booked liabilities.32 computed on 30 June 1992 for a hypotheticalyear ending on

that date could be used by foreign banks in determining theirIf the amount of US liabilities exceeds booked liabilities, allocable interest for the ended 31 December 1992.interest expense allocable to ECI is the sum of the total inter- year
However,see the discussionof the daily interestcomputationest expense on booked liabilities plus the amount of excess
election below for uncertaintieswhich arise ininterest expense attributable to the excess US liabilities.33 may computa-
tion of the actual ratio if the daily interest computationelec-Excess interest is determined by multiplying the excess US tion is made in addition to the historical data election.liabilities by a prescribed interest rate.34 For banks, the pre-

scribed rate is equal to 90 percent of the taxable year's daily
average rate in the LIBOR on US dollar demand deposits, B. Daily interestcomputationelection
while for non-banks the rate is 110 percent of such average.
This contrasts with the rule under the existing regulations The regulations also provide an election to compute allocable
which permits taxpayers to use their actual average interest interest expense on the basis of daily total amounts. The
rate on US dollar liabilities booked by its branches or offices mechanicsof the daily interest computationare not clearly set
outsideof the United States, or, alternatively,any method that out in the proposed regulations. The election appears to

approxirnates the actual rate and is consistently applied (e.g. require that US liabilities .be determined by multiplying the
30-day LIBOR). In cases where the foreign corporation has amountofUS assets (determinedon a daily basis) by an actu-
US liabilities in excess of booked liabilities, Step Three of al ratio computedunder the general frequency rules discussed
the proposed regulations may result in a smaller US interest above (i.e. at least quarterly or, in the case of large banks,
deduction than the existing regulations, especially for corpo- monthly). However, the language of this provision seems to
rations with lower credit ratings. suggest that the taxpayer is to use an actual ratio based on

the sums of the values ofworldwideliabilities and assets as of
the last periodic computation of such amounts (i.e. quarterly

V. ADDITIONALSIGNIFICANTPROVISIONS or monthly).38This contrasts with the general definitionof the
AND CONSIDERATIONS actual ratio as the average of such sums, computed on an

annual basis. Further uncertainty arises if an historical dataThe proposed regulations specifically reject the so-called
election (discussed above) is made in combination with antreaty method under which a permanent establishment
election interestdaily. An example in the proposedto compute(PE) would be treated as a separate entity under relevant

provisions of an income tax treaty. The proposed regulations regulations appears to suggest that the historical ratio (i.e. the

incorporate the IRS' position (previously published in Rev.
actual ratio computed for a hypothetical period ending six

Ruls. 85-7, 1985-1 C.B. 188 and 89-115, 1989-2 C.B. 130)
months earlier) should be computed on a rolling basis. For

that the regulations apply to determine the interest expense
example, if interest expense of a large bank is computed for
each day in January, an historical ratio computed for June ofdeduction allowable to a PE of a foreign corporationentitled
the previous (i.e. the month ended six months prior to theto the benefits of an income tax treaty. In addition, the pro- year
month of computation) appears to be required, while the his-posed regulations emphasize that interbranch transactions
torical ratio from the previous July should be used in comput-will.not be considered to create assets or liabilities.35
ing daily amounts of interest in February.

The proposed regulationsclarify existing rules limiting a for-
eign corporation's interest expensededuction to no more than An election to use histocal data in computing the actual
the total amount of the foreign corporation's interest expense ratio and/or to compute interest daily will be effective for the
for purposes of IRC Section 163. In addition, provisions of taxable year beginningafter the date the election is made.
US tax law which operate to disallow, defer or capitalize
interest expense (e.g. IRC Sections 265, 267, 163(j) and 31. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(3)
263A) are to be applied after the proposed regulations (i.e. to 32. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(3)(iii)and (iv).
the amount of interes expense allocated to ECI under the 33. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(4)(i).

proposed regulations).36
34. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(4)(ii)
35. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(a)(3), (b)(1)(iii) and (c)(2)(ii)(B).
36. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(a)(1)and (2).For banks, two special elections are providedby the proposed 37. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iv)(B).

regulations which, according to the preamble, are intended to 38. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(5).
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actual ratio using the spot rate on the date the computation is which typically applies to liabilities recorded on the books of

made (i.e. quarterly or monthly as required). Whichevercur- offshoreshell branches of foreign banks.28

rency is chosen for the computation, it must be used consis-

tently from year to year.
22 2. Special rules for non-banks

For branch tax purposes, if certain payee notificationrequire-
IV. STEP THREE: DETERMINATIONOF ments of Notice 89-80 are met, a non-bank may currently

APPLICABLE INTEREST EXPENSE identify the liabilitiesof its non-US branches as, in effect, lia-
bilities of its US branch. Liabilities identified under this rule

Step Three provides rules for determinationof the amount of will not be considered booked liabilities under the proposed
interest expense attributable to US liabilities and, thus, allo- regulations, unless the liabilities also satisfy the direct rela-
cable to ECI of the foreign corporation. The proposed regula- tionship requirement for booked liabilities discussedabove.29
tions eliminate use of the separate currency pools method,
and a modified version of the branch book/dollar pool 3. Special rules applicable to all foreign corporations
method of the existing regulations would generally apply. In

general, the computationof interest expense allocable to ECI A special discretionaryanti-abuse rule may apply if a foreign
will depend on whether the amount of liabilities properly corporationhas currency mismatches with respect to booked
recorded on the books of the US trade or business (booked liabilities and US assets of its US trade or business. In gener-
liabilities) is greater or less than the amount of US liabilities al, if the amount of booked liabilities denominated in a cur-

computed in Step Two above.23 For this purpose, a new defi- rency other than the US dollar varies by more than ten per-
nition of booked liabilities is provided. cent from the value of US assets in that currency, the IRS

may invoke special rules which would (i) apply the scale

A. Definition ofbooked liabilities back rules (see discussion below) to any amount of booked
liabilities in a currency which exceeds the threshold amount

Under the proposed regulations booked liabilities are lia- of US assets in the currency,or (ii) treat any amountby which

bilities which are properly reflected on the books of a US booked liabilities in a currency fall short of the threshold
trade or business.24This generally requires a direct relation-- amount of US assets denominated in that currency as an

ship between the liability and the US trade or business. The amount of excess US liabilities subject to London interbank
existence of such a direct relationship is a question of fact. In market (LIBOR) rates of interest for that currency similar to

addition, the proposed regulations list certain categories of those described below. For purposes of this provision, the

liabilities which will and will not normally be considered effect of financial instruments may be taken into account if

booked liabilities. In general, these rules correspond to the gains or losses from such contracts are consideredECI. Thus,
branch tax rules for determining liabilities of a US branch the amount of liabilites (and related interest expense) in a

(i.e. liabilities, the intereston which is consideredpaid by the specific currency may in effect be increased or reduced at the
US branch).25 discretion of the IRS if there are currency mismatches with

Other significant changes to the definition of booked liabili- respect to the booked liabilities and US assets of a foreign
ties made by the proposed regulations include: corporation. However, this rule will not apply if the taxpayer

can show that the mismatch is representative of the foreign

1. Special rules for banks corporation'sworldwideposition in the particularcurrency.3o

For banks, the proposed regulations provide a new category B. Computationof interestallocable to ECl
ofhigh-cost liabilities which will normallynot be considered
booked liabilities. This rule is provided to prevent a foreign If the amount of booked liabilities exceeds the amount of US

corporation from booking its highest cost liabilities in the liabilities, the interestexpense allocable to ECI is the interest

United States in order to increase its US interest expense
deduction. Under this rule, if a liability of a bank is subject to 22. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii)(B)

23. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(1).
a rate of interest in excess of three percentagepoints over the 24. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(2)(i)
applicable federal rate for obligationsof similarmaturity, the 25. Regs. 1.884-4T(b)and Notice 89-80, 1989-2 C.B. 394. Effective for tax-

liability will not be considered a booked liability of the US able years beginning on or after 13 October 1992, recently issued final Regs.

trade or business.26 1.884-4(b) will replace the prior temporary rules. However, the final regulations
do not materiallyalter the temporaryrules other than as discussed in footnote 28.

The proposed regulations permit treatment of certain liabili- In any case, recently issued proposed branch tax regulations would generally
define branch interest (i.e. interest considered to have been paid by a US

ties booked by trades or businesses outside the United States branch) by reference to the definition of booked liabilities included in proposed
as booked liabilities.27Under the proposed regulations, a lia- regulations.

bility will be considered a booked liability of the US trade or 26. Prop. Regs 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii)(B).

business if the bank's US branch employees perform sub- 27. Prop. Regs 1.882-5(d)(2)(ii)(C)(2)
28. However, the proposed regulationsdo not appear to impose the depositor

stantially all material activities required to incur the liability notificationrequirementsadopted in Notice 89-80 for liabilitiesof shell branch-

and if (i) the liability funds a US asset or (ii) the place of pay- es for branch tax purposes. Final branch tax regulations issued on 10 September

ment of interest on the liability within the meaning of IRC 1992 delete the depositor notification requirement for branch tax purposes as

Section 6049 is within the United States. This rule is similar
well.
29. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(2)(iii)(E).

to the rule provided for branch tax purposes in Notice 89-80 30. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(d)(2)(v).
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liabilities to its worldwide assets (actual ratio) or (ii) the share of partnership liabilities (determined under IRC Sec-
elective fixed ratio which represents deemed leverage.12 tion 752) and increasedby the product of partnership liabili-

ties multipliedby the corporation'sshare ofpartnershipinter-
A. Applicable leverage ratios est expense and divided by the interest expense of the part-

nership.19 Although the proposed regulations indicate that
The proposed regulations continue to permit banks and most fair market value should be similarly adjusted, it appears that
other foreign corporations to elect to apply a fixed ratio to the foreign corporation's share of partnership liabilities
determine the amount of their US liabilities. However, the (determined on the basis of allocable partnership interest
fixed ratio for a US banking, financing or similar business expense) should be added to the fair market value amount,would be reduced from 95 to 93 percent. In addition, the pro- with no decrease for allocable partnership liabilities under
posed regulations do not permit insurance companies to elect IRC Section 752. This is because the fair market value of the
the fixedratio. For othercorporations,however, the fixed ratio partnership interest should already reflect the partner'swould remainat 50 percent.13An election to use the fixed ratio investmentnet of liabilities.
iS binding and, once made, must be used by the taxpayer in all
subsequentyears unless the IRS consents to a change. C. Worldwide liabilities
If the fixed ratio is not elected, the actual ratio will apply.
However, for banks, the proposed regulations limit the actual In general, the amount of worldwide liabilities to be used in
ratio to 96 percent.14 Thus, banks with an actual ratio of computing the actual ratio includes non-interest bearing as

worldwide liabilities to worldwide assets in excess of 96 per-
well as interestbearing liabilities,determinedunder US prin-

cent will not be permitteda fuIl allocationof interest expense ciples. A partner's share of a partnership's liabilities is the
to the United States.15 No limitation applies under the exist- proportion of the total partnership liabilities which the part-
ing regulations. Although the proposed regulations do not ner's allocable share of total partnership nterest expense
impose a limitation on the actual ratios of foreign corpora- bears to total partnership interest expense.
tions other than banks, such ratios may be limited in practice
by the normal US debt/equity rules. D. Computationofactual ratio

B. Adjustmentsto asset values in computing
A foreign corporation'sactual ratio must be computedusing
the average of the sums of both worldwide liabilities andworldwideassets
worldwide assets. For purposes of determining the averge,

As in the case of US assets, adjusted basis is used to value these sums must be computed at the most frequent, regular
worldwide assets, unless a binding election to use fair market intervals for which data are reasonably available,but not less
values is made.16 Where adjusted basis is used, the adjust- frequently than quarterly. For large banks (within the mean-
ments to the basis ofUS assets (discussedabove) are ignored, ing of IRC Section 585(c)(2)), the sums of worldwide liabil-
and certain other adjustments are required to compute the ities and worldwide assets must be computed at least month-
amountsofworldwideassets used to compute the actual ratio. ly.20 A bank can also elect to deternine its actual ratio based

on data from a hypothetical taxable year ending six monthsIn general, the foreign corporation's adjusted basis in the before the end of the taxpayer's actual taxable year.21 (Thisshares of a 20 percent owned corporationnust be increased election is discussed in more detail below in SectionV.) Oncefor accumulatedearnings and profits of the 20 percentowned established, the frequencyof the intervals used in the compu-corporation(and of any lower-tier20 percentowned corpora- tation of the actual ratio cannot be reducedunless the consenttions) attributable to the shares held. 17 Similarly, the basis of of the IRS is obtained.the shares in such corporations must be decreased (but not
below zero) for deficits in earnings and profits attributable to The actual ratio must be computed in a single currency,either
the shares held. For this purpose, financial statementretained the US dollar or the functionalcurrencyof the home office of
earnings may be used if eamings and profits calculationsare the taxpayer. In general, a particular asset or liability value
not otherwiseperformed. should be translated into the currency chosen to compute the
In addition, the adjusted basis of worldwide assets of a for-
eign bank entitled to use the reserve method should be 12. Prop. Regs 1.882-5(c)(1)
reduced by the reserve for bad debts allowable under IRC 13. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(3)

14. Prop. Regs 1.882-5(c)(1)and(2)(i)Section 585.18
15. The preamble to the proposed regulations indicates that US banks are cur-

to a to assets and that the TreasuryandWhethera corporationutilizes the fair marketvalue or adjust- rently required maintain 4% equity ratio,
Federal Reserve are preparing a report on the applicabilityof the requirementtoed basis to value its assets, additional adjustments are foreign banks with US operations.

required if the corporation has an interest in a partnership. 16. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii)(A).
The value of a partnership interest held by a foreign corpora-

17. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii)(C).The term 20% owned corporation is
defined to include any corporation (foreign or domestic) in which the taxpayertion should reflect the foreign corporation's share of partner- owns directly or indirectly 20% or more of the total combined voting power ofship liabilities, determinedon the basis of the foreign corpo- all classes of stock entitled to vote.

ration's allocable share of the partnership's interest expense. 18. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii)(D).
Therefore, where adjusted basis is used, the outside basis of

19. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iii)(E).
20. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iv)(A).the foreign corporation'spartnership interest is reduced by its 21. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(c)(2)(iv)(B).
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A. Definitionof US assets Dividends received dividends received
-

deduction
X value of shares

As originally issued, the proposed regulations modified the
dividends received

branch profits tax rules by excluding from US asset classifi-
cation direct interests in US real property (i.e. property
described in IRC Section 897(c)(1)(A)(i)),except in the year Applied literally, this formula will result in the shares of a cor-

in which gain or loss arises from such interests.4However,on poration being considered to have a zero value in a year in

which dividends are not received, resulting in effective disal-
25 June 1992 the IRS issued a correction of the reference to

IRC Section 897(c)(1)(A)(i)in the original versionof the reg-
lowance of the nterest incurred to carry such shares. Even in

ulations. The correction refers instead to Regs. 1.884- the year in which dividendsare received, this formularesults in

1T(d)(5). As corrected, the explicit classificationof all direct 70 or 80 percent of the value of the shares as not being treated

US real property interests (USRPIs) as US assets for as a US asset. This is particularly relevant for foreign banks,

branch tax purposes will not apply for purposes of the pro-
whichoften considertheir nvestmentsin domesticsubsidiaries

posed regulations. Instead, for a USRPI to be considered a
to be effectivelyconnectedwith their US trade or business.

US asset for this purpose, the general definition of US assets For banks that are permitted an addition to bad debt reserves

in Regs. 1.884-1T(d)(1)(ii)must be met. That is, a USRPI under IRC Section 585 (i.e. generally banks with average
will be considered a US asset for purposes of the proposed assets not in excess of $ 500 million and which are not mem-

regulations only if all income from the use and all gain from bers of a parent-subsidiarycontrolled group of corporations
the dispositionof the USRPI is (or would be if used or sold) with average assets in excess of $ 500 million) the adjusted
ECI. Thus, it appears that US rental real estate should qualify basis of their US assets must be reduced by the amount of the

as a US asset if an election is made under IRC Sec. 882(d) to IRC Section 585 bad debt reserve,10
be taxed on rental income as ECI. In addition, a USRPI
which is used in a US trade or business but does not directly C. Computationof total US assets
generate ECI (e.g. a manufacturing facility or a bank build-

ng) should qualify as a US asset under this provision.5 The proposed regulations provide that the total value of US
assets to be included in the computationof nterest expense

The proposedregulationsalso exclude from or include in US
allocable to ECI is the of the of the values of all

assets certain other narrow categories of assets (e.g. shares in average sum

US assets computedat the most frequent, regular intervals for
a FSC or certain assets of captive insurance companies),and

which data reasonably available, but not less frequently
restate the general US tax principle that transactionsbetween

are

than quarterly.11 A special electionpermitsbanks to choose to
offices or branches of the same corporationdo not create US determine the amount of their interest allocable to
assets.6

expense
ECI on a daily basis. In this case, the value ofUS assets must

be computed on a daily basis. This election is discussed in

B. Valuation of US assets more detail in Section V below.

In general, US assets are valued under the proposed regula-
tions at their adjusted basis for purposes of determining tax- Ill. STEP TWO: DETERMINATIONOF US
able gain or loss. However, like the existing regulations, the LIABILITIES
proposed regulations provide an election to use fair market
values to value US assets.7 If elected, the fair market value Step Two requires the foreign corporation to determine the

method must be used by the taxpayer in all subsequent tax- Portion of its worldwide liabilities considered to fund US

able years, unless the IRS consents to another method. assets (US liabilities).The amount ofUS liabilities is com-

puted by multiplying the value of US assets by (i) the lever-

Whether adjusted basis or fair market value is used to value age ratio reflecting the ratio of the corporation's worldwide

US assets, the proposed regulations require that the value of
certain assets which produceboth ECI and non-ECI (and are 4. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(1)(ii)(A)(1).

therefore treated only in part as US assets for branch tax pur-
5. The final branch tax regulationsno longer include a provisioncorrespond-
ing to Temp. Regs. 1.884-IT(d)(5),which automatically included all USRPIs

poses) be reduced to reflect the proportion of the asset that as U.S. assets. Instead, the final branch tax regulations provide a rule similar in

generates ECI. Under the proposed regulations the assets effect to the rule adoptedby the correction to the proposedregulations issued on

subject to this rule (and the rules for determining the value 25 June.

attributable to ECI) were described in Regs. 1.884-
6. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(1)(ii)and (iii).
7. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(2)(i)and (c)(2)(iii)(A).

IT(d)(2)-(10) and (12).8 (Upon adoption in final form, the 8. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(2)(iii)(A).Marketable.secutiesconsidered US

reference should be to recently issued final Reg. 1.884- assets under the expansion capital election of Regs. 1.882-iT(d)(11) are not

1(d)(2)-(4).)
considered US assets for purposes of the proposed regulations, Prop. Regs.
1.882-5(b)(2)(ii).The preamble indicates that such assets are considered to be

For purposes of determining the US asset with respect to
funded by capital (rather than debt) and should therefore not attract interest

expense to ECI.
shares of a corporationwhich are considered to be effective- 9. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(2)(iii)(B). However, recently issued proposed

ly connected with a foreign corporation's US trade or busi- regulationsunder IRC 864 would limit the cases in which stock would be con-

ness, the proposed regulations require the value (adjusted sidered to generate ECI, and, therefore, the cases in which stock would be a US

asset.
basis or fairmarket value) of these shares to be reduced to the 10. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(2)(iv).
product of the following formula:9 11. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(3)
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UNITED STATES:

PROPOSEDRuLES FOR DETERMINING
DEDUCTIBLE INTEREST OF A FOREIGN

CORPORATION'SUS TRADE OR BUSINESS
Paul J. Biehl, Peter J. Connors and Barry Ruddell

I. INTRODUCTION
Paul J. Biehl is a partner, PeterJ.

On 24 April 1992 the IRS issued Prop. Regs. 1.882-5, relating to the determina- Connorsis a principaland Barry
tion of interest expense of foreign corporations allocable to such corporations' Ruddefl is a senior manager in the

InternationalTax Services officeof Ernstincome (ECI) which is effectively connected with the conduct of a US trade or & Young in New York Citybusiness. Subject to certain limitations on deductibilityof interest expense of for-
eign corporations, interest expense allocated to ECI under the proposed regulations
is deductible in determining a foreign corporation's US taxable income. Special Contents
rules are provided for foreign banks and insurance companies. The proposed regu- I. Introduction
lations, if adopted, will replace the existing regulations, effective for taxable years II. Step One: Deterninationof US
beginning after the date the proposed regulations are adopted. Assets

A. Definition of US assetsAlthough similar to the existing regulations in approach, the proposed regulations B. Valuation of US assets
generally conform the rules for allocation of interest expense with the branch tax C. Computationof total US assets
rules.1 The proposedregulationsgenerally retain the principle underlying the exist- Ill. Step Two: Determinationof US
ing regulationsthat worldwideinterest expense is fungible and supports all assets of Liabilities

A. Applicable leverage ratiosa foreign corporation.Like the existingregulations, the proposedregulationsimple- B. Adjustments to asset values' in
ment this fungibilityprinciple through a three-stepprocess under which the amount computingworldwide assets
of a foreign corporation'sworldwide interest expense considered to support its US C. Worldwide liabilities

D. Computationof actual ratiotrade or business is determinedand allocated to ECI. Step One of the three-steppro-
cess requires the foreign corporation to determine the portion of its worldwide IV. Step Three: Determinationof

Applicable Interest Expenseassets which is related to its US trade or business (US assets). Step Two requires A. Definition of booked liabilities
the foreign corporation to determine the portionof its worldwideliabilities which is 1. Specia ru es for banks
considered to fund US assets (US liabilities). Step Three provides rules to deter- 2. Specia ru es for non-banks

3. Specia ru es applicable to allmine the amount of interest expense attributable to US liabilities and therefore allo- foreign corporations
'

cable to ECI of the foreign corporation. , B. Computationof interest allocable
to ECI

In general, it appears likely that the new rules will result in smaller interest expense V. Additional Significant Provisions anddeductions for foreign corporations doing business in the United States. The fol- Considerations
lowing discussion summarizes the significant provisions of the proposed regula- A. Historical data election
tions within the frameworkof the three-step process describedabove. B. Daily interest computation

election

VI. Conclusion

Il. STEP ONE: DETERMINATIONOF US ASSETS

Step One requires the foreign corporation to determine the portion of its worldwide 1. The proposel regulations generally conform
the interest expense allocation rules with the rulesassets which is related to its US trade or business (US assets).2The proposed reg- included in the temporary branch tax regulations.ulations generally conform the definition of US assets with the definition of US Upon their adoption in final form, the proposed reg-

assets for purposes of the branch tax by adopting the definition o' US assets pro-ulations should conform with recently issued final
branch tax regulations.vided by Regs. 1.884-1T(d), subject to certain modifications.3 Under Regs. 2. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b).1.884-iT(d), an asset is a US asset if it is described in Regs. 1.884-1T(d)(2) 3. Prop. Regs. 1.882-5(b)(1).Under final branch

through (12), or if all income from the use and all gain from the dispositionof such tax regulations issued on 10 September 1992, the
cross-reference will generally be to Regs. 1.884-property is (or would be if the property were used or sold on the determinationdate) 1(d) Although the definitionof U.S. assets has been

effectivelyconnectedwith the conductof a trade or business in the United States. In changed in certain respects by the final branch tax

general, the proposedregulationswould result in a smallerproportionofthe foreign regulations, those changes generally represent tech-
nical fine-tuningand will presumablyapply for pur-corporation'sassets being treated as US assets than under existing regulations and, poses of the proposed regulations when adopted in

therefore, in a smaller allocationof interest expense to ECI. final form.
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Strict penalties on excess emissions could be balanced by experience pronounced business cycles, and can give firms

measures to ensure that permits would be available for pur- more flexibility in meeting emission reduction targets or in

chase in case of emergency. phasing out polluting substances.

5. Potential barriers to trading Banking can provide other advantages when the programme
calls for a progressivereduction, over time, in the number of

For the potential economic benefits of an emissions trading permits allocated. In such cases, it can provide an incentive to

programme to be fully realized, it is essential that well-func- firms to invest in pollution control earlier, rather than later,

tioning permit markets develop. There are three types ofbar- and thus accumulate surplus permits to sell at what is likely
riers to trading that could inhibit the developmentof an active to be a higher price.
market in permits:

high transaction costs created by cumbersome and/or-

unclear trading rules established by the regulatory IV. CONCLUSION
authority,
the inability of willing buyers and sellers to identify one-

From this analysis of MBIs for the control of pollution, it is

another, and clear that no single instrument will be sufficient. The nature

the hoarding of permits. of the environmentaldamage and its causes will usually dic-
-

tate which class of market interventions will be politically
To ensure the integrity of the system, the trading rules would and administrativelymost effective. There remains a critical
have to allow for the effective monitoring of emissions and need for innovatons to be initiated in this area ofpublic pol-
trades. However, they should not create transaction costs so cy. Such innovations are needed not only in the administra-

high as to discourage willing buyers and sellers from trading. tive, monitoring and compliance areas, but in the design
For example, requiring prior approval of trades would make aspects of such MBIs as weil.

exchange cumbersomeand inhibit trading. In addition, prior
approval of trades does not necessarilyensure the integrity of
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and, environmentally speaking, it would be undesirable to is true that these cost comparisonsand the appropriateinvest-
allow trading which would increase emissions in the summer ments would eventually be undertaken under a functioningmonths. trading market regardless of the initial means of distribution.
One way in which seasonal environmentalproblemscould be Nevertheless,under an auctioningsystem, these results might

be realized sooner.addressed within a trading programmewould be to issue per-
mits exclusively in the season in which the problem arises. Auctioning can, however, create a set of market structure
Alternatively, separate permits could be issued for other problems that nust not be ignored:times of the year in which the problem is less severe. A third
option would be to issue separate permits, but to allow their - If the permit market is dominated by a small number of
trading if it would result in emissions being reduced during large firms which compete with smaller firms in the
the season with more severe environmentalproblems. product market, the large firms could seek to bid up the

price of permits as a means of drving their weaker com-In addition to seasonal variations in emissions, in the case of petitors out of business. Distribution on the basis of his-certain environmental problems, there may be episodes in torical emissions might be preferable to an auction inwhich the concentration of a pollutant is particularly high. such cases ofmarket power.Weatherconditions,for example, can lead to episodesofhigh createsmore sources
-

concentrations of ozone during the summer months. It may
Auctioning uncertaintyfor the ofpol-
lution than allocation based on historical emissions. Auc-be desirable to incorporate the possibility of implementing

supplementarycontrols in the trading system that could deal tioning is likely, therefore, to be less acceptableto ndustry.
with such short-livedor episodic problems. It is interesting to note, however, that the method of initial

allocation of permits does not affect the congruity between a
3. Initial allocation of permits tradeablepermits system and the polluterpays principle. Irre-

areWhen a tradingprogramme is first launched, the total number spective of how the permits distributed, the polluterbears
the cost of cutting back emissions.of permits must be allocated among the sources of pollution

included in the programme. Two options for the initial distri- The initial allocation of permits will also determine the tax
bution are worth considering.One is to allocate the permits to treatment from the perspectiveofboth buyer and seller. If the
existing emission sources based on historical emissions. In permits are auctioned, it is very easy to determine the cost
this case, the ultimate distribution of the permits would be basis of the permit. However, if the permits are distributed
determinedby the market as licenceholders buy and sell their based on historical emission records, the cost basis is more
permits. The other option is to hold an auction, in effect leav- difficult to determine, and in most cases may be taken to be
ing the distribution to the market right from the start of the zero, with subsequentsales being taxed as either capital gain
programme. or operating income based on the sales realization.
Distribution on a historical basis requires choosing a perod The depreciation treatment of pollution permits is dependentto serve as the basis for the initial allocations. The period on the life of the permit. These issues will depend on season-should be recent enough for the allocations to be consistent ality, permit banking, etc. The United States, which has thewith current output levels, thereby enabling firms to carry on most experience with pollution permits, has not resolvedtheir business. It should not, however, be so recent that firms these issues completely, and it stands as one of the maincould have knowingly increased their emissions in order to drawbacks to trading.increase their initial allocation. The period could be a several
year average. This would compensate for temporary fluctua-
tions in emissionscaused by business cycles and shut-downs. 4. Monitoring and enforcement
In finalizing initial allocations based on the historical period, Once established, a trading programme would require twoadjustments should be made to take into account any prior types of monitoring. These are (i) the monitoring of emis-emission reduction actions taken by firms, in order not to sions, as required under any regulatory programme, and (ii)penalize those that have already restrictedemissions. the monitoring of trades. Under current regulations in most
An auction would require the sources of pollution to pay for countries, large-scale sources of pollution -- which are the
permits. The market would, in effect, determine the initial kind most likely to be included in a tradeable permits pro-
distribution among the firms. This would relieve the regula- gramme -- are often responsible for monitoring and report-
tory authority of the necessity of determining the number of ing emissions on a regular basis. This would continue under
permits to issue to each source according to the type of pro- a trading programme as well. Additionally, these sources
cedure discussedabove. should be required to report any trades.

From the standpointof realizing the potential economic ben- The integrity of the system would require the establishment
efits of a trading programme, there is little difference and enforcementof penalties for exceeding the emission lev-
between the two options. Auctioning, however, may encour- els allowed by permits. The penalties should be high enough
age the potential benefits to be realized sooner. For example, to be an effective deterrent to wilful violations over an

auctioning, if announcedwell in advance, can encouragecor- extended period, but not so high as to impose an unfair bur-
porations to compare the expected costs of purchasing per- den on companies that produce excess emissions in a given
mits with the costs of investments in pollution abatement. It period for reasons beyond their control.
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be established in local communities or existing service sta- In the most ambitious trading programmeundertaken so far,
tions and other commercialbusinesses could be used as col- the 1990 amendments to the US Clean Air Act established a

lection points. comprehensive tradeable permits system for SO2 emissions
from electric utilities. The first phase of the programme,

Under the first option, where special local depots would be which begins in 1995, targets the powerplants with the high-
established,efforts must be made to ensure that they are indi- est rates of SO2 emissions. In 2000, the number of permits or

vidually able to accumulate used oils in quantities large allowances will be reduced, and the programme will be
enough to be serviced by the oil reprocessing facilities. The extended to all power plants.
depots could also serve as collection points for other prod-
ucts. This would reduce the fixed-cost distribution for all Tradeablepermits offer a number of advantages:

products involved, while at the same time increasing conve- (a) there is a high degree of confidence that pollution control

nience for consumers and making collectionpotentiallymore targets can be met,

successful for all products. (b) the scheme is flexible enough to accommodategrowth in
the industry without compromisingenvironmentalquali-

Under the second option, collection depots could be estab- ty, and

lished at existing service stations and other small lubrication (c) since the scheme deals with quantities (i.e. total pollution
operations. Some of these outlets may already have a contract loads) rather than prices, it is insensitive to inflation. In

with a collectionservice and, therefore, they may be equipped contrast, environmental taxes, which are normally spe-
with the necessary holding facilities. For others, the facilities cific, need to be regularly indexed to inflation.
would have to be built. The advantage of using an existing The scheme also has number of limitations. In order real-a to
facility, such as a service station, is that people would find it ize the full benefit potential of tradeable permits, it is impor-
more convenient to use it, thereby generating a higher recov-

tant that the permits be made freely tradeablewithin individu-
ery rate. On the other hand, however, such service stations al industry and between industries. Usually,
might be discouraged from participation for fear of receiving groups some

restrictionsare necessary to prevent abuse. However, the suc-
oil contaminatedwith counterfeitsubstances.38In general, dif-
ficulties associated with detecting adulterating substances

cess of the tradeable permit programmedepends critically on

the number of sources available for potential trades. The
would pose a serious problem for the deposit refund system the number of targeted by the permitgreater sources pro-
for lubricating oil.

gramme, the greater the likelihoodof free competitivetrading.
Similar schemes may be designed to encourage the safe dis- To achieve competitive trading, the following design issues
posal of industrial solvents and other toxic chemicals. It is are important:
necessary to ensure in all these cases that the deposit be large
enough to serve as an incentive to bring the solvent to the col- 1. Defintion of the trading area or zone
lection centre for disposal.

A trading area or zone is the geographical area within which
sources of a given pollutant would be allowed to buy and sell

C. Tradeablepollutionpermits permits.

Under this approach, the responsibleregulatoryauthority sets From the perspective of environmental protection, the ideal

a ceiling on total allowable emissions of a pollutant. It then trading zone is one that encompasses an area throughout
allocates the allowable ernissions total arnong the sources of whichemissionscan be traded withoutexacerbatingthe envi-

the pollutant. It does this by issuing permits which authorize ronmental problem in any one portion of the area. Thus, the

plants or other sources to emit a stipulatedamountof the pol_ definition will depend upon the extent of environmental

lutant over a specified period of tirne. Perrnits can be bought impact, i.e. whether it is localized or more widespread. Ideal-

and sold; hence the name tradeablepermits. ly, each zone should cover an area in which the environmen-
tal problem is similar.

Tradeable permits have been used in the United States for
Another factor in the definition of trading is thezones

lead-permit trading among refiners during the phase-out of
amount of emission In order to realize all the poten-leaded gasolines. Under this system, refiners were allowed to per zone.

tial cost savings from emissions trading, there must be a suf-
trade lead reduction credits. These credits were generated ficient number of in each trading to createsources zone an
when refiners reduced the lead in gasoline by more than the

active market in the buying and selling of permits.
amount required under the regulatory programme. A trading
programme is used for reducing water pollution in the Fox Related design issues concern the mediation of trading
River in Wisconsin. between zones.

In 1988, a system of fully tradeable CFC production permits 2. Seasonal and episodic controls
was introducedby the United States as part of its programme
to phase out CFCs. Pernits were issued to producers and Some environmental problems vary greatly by season. For

irnporters in proportion to their 1986 production or irnport example, ground-level ozone is mainly a summer problem
levels. Under this system, the numberof permits declinesover

38. Robert Anderson, Lisa Hofmann and Michael Rusin, The Use ofEconom-
time in step with the phase-outschedule. There are no restric- ic Incentive Mechanisms in EnvironmentalManagement,ResearchPaper No.

tions on the use of CFCs produced within the permit limit. 051 (Washington,D.C.: AmericanPetroleum Institute, June 1990).
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Energy Conservation: Before examining this argument in many countries have to pay to have automobiles disposed.
greater detail, it is useful to draw a distinctionbetween reuse However, if the price of the car ncluded a deposit that would
and recycling. Recycling is a general term that does not be collected as a tax and refunded at the time of disposal, at
always imply the reuse or refilling of the same container. specifically designated facilities, there would be a strong
Depositrefund systems always encouragerecycling, but their incentive to claim the refund at the end of the automobile's
effect on energy conservation may depend on the form of useful life.

recycling.
3. Used lubricating oilsIn the case of aluminum or steel beverage cans, the cans are

always melted down and the metal recycled. Recycling alu- The improper disposal of lubricatingoil has both health and
minum cans in this manner saves 95 percent of the energy ecological consequences. The most serious problems occur
required to manufacture them from raw materials. when it is dumped into storm sewers or placed in unsecured

waterHowever, in the case of glass bottles, the level ofenergy con-
landfills, contaminating ground and surface supplies.
To a lesser extent, it causes air pollutionwhenburned as fuel.served (or the incremental energy expended) can depend on

whether the bottles are crushed for remelting or refilled. It The two principal sources of used oil are the industrial sector
has been argued that refillable bottles may actually result in and the automotive sector. A large share of the used oil gen-
more net energy consumption than crushing the glass and erated by the industrial sector is reused intemally, for exam-

recycling them since the sanitization process for refillable ple, as fuel in industrial generators and boilers, or collected
containers requires water that needs to be heated, thus for reprocessingor recycling.
ncreasing energy consumption.35It is also argued that shift-

The automotive sector includes service stations, oil changeing to refillable bottles will increase transportationcosts.
outlets, the farm/rural sector and independentsmall transport

The above point is made only to show that the concern over companies.Some ofthe used oil generatedby this sector, par-
the level of energy conservation should not be central in ticularly by the larger commercialoperations, is now collect-
influencing the decision to introduce a deposit refund law. ed for reprocessing or recycling, although a much larger
More substantively, the energy conservation debate can be share could be recovered from commercial automotive
used to consider policy choices between making the use of sources. Most of the oil generated by the oil change outlets,
refillable bottles mandatory versus allowing the decision to the farm sector and small transport companies is inappropri-
be made privately in the market. ately discarded. Even if these disposal practices were made

illegal, the possibilityof being caught and fined is very low.
2. Lead acid batteries There is a market for some of these used lubricating oils and

Lead acid batteries are often improperly disposed of in some
some enterprises offer centrifuging and re-refining facilities

of the wealthy industrialized countries. Most of the lead to remove impurities. In some cases, the oil, while unsuitable
for its original use, can be utilized as a fuel. In cases wherewhich enters landfills and incinerators in the United States

comes from storage batteries.36 Although a substantial the reprocessed oil can be used for its original purpose, the

amountof lead from motor-vehiclebatteriesis recycled in the economicbenefit is greater. Unfortunately,in most countries,
US each year, the share of batteries recycled has been these reprocessing facilities are readily available only in

decreasingduring the last 30 years.37 some of the bigger industrial or urban areas. In addition, the
collectionof these oils is often restricted to the larger ndus-

A deposit refund system for lead acid batteries is attractive trial sector, which, as pointed out earlier, is not the principle
primarilybecause it encourages the safe disposal of lead acid source of improper disposal.
batteries. More specifically, it prevents lead from being A deposit refund for used lubricatingoils should focusleachedfrom unlined landfillsor being emitted into the atmo- system

sphere from incinerators. Encouraging the recycling of lead
on the smaller sectors. The simplest version of such a pro-

to tofrom batteries is a possible secondary objective. gramme would require consumers pay a deposit retailers
for each quart of oil purchased. They could then receive a

Under a deposit refund system, a deposit would be collected refund when they returned the used oil to redemptioncentres.
as a tax when manufacturers sold batteries to distributors, The programme design should ensure that the existing enter-
retailers or original equipment manufacturers. Retailers prises engaged in the collection of used oils from the large
would collect their deposits by returning their used batteries industrial and commercial service sector are not affected.
to redemption centres, which would, in turn, redeem their

Two options available for the structure of deposit refundaredeposits from the administeringagency. The deposit must be
schemes for used oils. Collection depots for used oils couldlarge enough to encourage a substantial level of return, but

small enough to avoid a significant theft problem. 35. National Soft Drink Association, Forced Deposit Laws There.... are no

A similar deposit refund scheme may be used for car bodies, Winners,USA(1985).
36. See Stavins and Whitehead (1992), at 28.rubber tires and objects such as refrigeratorshells. In all these 37. In 1955, the recovery ratef used motor-vehicle batteries was over 900;

cases, the toxic nature of the object is not of concern as much by 1988, it was approximately75%. Annual fluctuationsaround this trend, how-
as the litter and solid waste problem. The unpleasing sight of ever, have been substantialand are closely linked to prices of virgin and refined

lead. See Putnam, Hayes and Bartlett, Inc. The Impacts ofLead Industry Eco-rusting car hulks in open public spaces is probably familiar to nomics on BatteryRecycling (Cambridge,Massachusetts:June 1986), Report to
most people. This gets to be a problembecause ndividualsin the Office of Policy Analysis, US EPA.
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the cost-efficiency and design issues often differ due to Standards for container labelling should be set. The

implicit public policy concerns or objectives, as well as the labelling requirements depend largely on the type of

physicalpeculiaritiesof the substanceitself. We will thus deal deposit-refundstructure, i.e. the number of tiers, etc.

with each of the above cases in tum in order to address the

design methods of a workable deposit refund scheme. Penalties that may be imposed on manufacturers and
dealers who do not follow the requirementslaid out in the

1. Beverage containers deposit refund law need to be established.

Deposit refund schemes for beverage containers have been - Responsibility for the implementation, monitoring and

used as measures to control litter and encourage recycling. enforcementof the programme should be given either to

Typical deposit refund legislation for beverage containers
a single bureau or to a group of public agencies.

would need to address the following design aspects: There are many arguments both for and against deposit
The need for a definition of the tern beverage that argument,

-

refund schemes for beverage containers. For each

would often explicitlyexclude dairy products,natural fruit there have been a substantial number of counterargunents,

juices, wine and other alcoholic beveragesexcept beer.30 which to some extent explains why such schemes have been

legislated in only nine US states. The arguments are often
The law could also prohibit the sale of such beverages in

on propo-- based volumes of statistics advanced by both the
disposable containers. A disposable container may be nents and opponents. These statistics are, understandably,
defined as one not ntended or designed for return or contradictoryand any public policy decisionwill have to take
reuse. Alternatively, a higher tax could be imposed on nto consideration the specific circumstances in each nation.

disposable containers. Unfortunately, this would mean The following discussion draws on some of the arguments
higher administrativecosts. that have been used in the United States.

A refund value that would be added to the price of the-

beverage should be established. Consumers who pur-
Litter Control: Deposit-refund systems have been fairly

chased the beverage containers would thus pay the prce
effective in curbing litter in public places and other locations.

of the refund value, in addition to the standard sale price. In a number of US cities, the litter from beverage containers
has been substantial, with volumes of up to 60 to 70 percent

The refund value can be ofeither a single or nultiple-tier of the total. The deposit refund systems have redued litter

type. A single-tierrefund sets a single refund value for all volurnes by 30 to 61 percent in states that have adopted such
containers. A multiple-tierrefund would distinguishcon- schemes. The reduction in beverage container litter alone

tainers based on certain characteristicsand establish dif- ranges from 75 to 85 percent.33 In New York, litter control
ferential refund values. For example, (i) containers made costs have been reduced by $ 50 rnillion since the deposit
of particularly desirable raw materials could bear lower refund bill was passed, while in Maine, cleanup costs have

deposit values, while all others would require a higher been cut in half since the deposit law took effect.

mandatory deposit, and (ii) containers reusable by more

than one beverage producer could also be eligible for a Solid Waste Reduction: Solid waste disposal has in recent

lower deposit. years been faced with the combined problems of high-cost
argument

The administrative complexity of a system would
and the lack of available landfill space. The that

increase in direct proportion to the number of such dif- deposit refund schemes reduce solid waste and, therefore,

ferentiated rate schedules. However, the differentiated provide indirect cost savings has, however, not been very

rate structure ideally provides environmentally more
credible. Beverage containers form only a small percentage
of total solid waste volume. In the United States, bottles and

appropriate incentives.
cans account for no more than five percent of the total solid

A scheme for the redemptionof the depositon containers waste volume. Thus, a national deposit refund system may-

that are returned should be defined. Usually, dealers31 decrease total solid waste volume by no more than two per-
and certified redemption centres would be required to cent.34 Thus, although a deposit law may reduce solid wastes

receive empty containers and refund deposits. to a greater or lesser extent, based on national consumerpro-

The redemption scheme may be varied to suit the partic- files, the issue concerns whetherr not the reduction in itself

ular circumstances and needs of the retailing sector. warrants the adoptionof a programmethat will force the bev-

Issues to be considered include: erage industry to modify the way it produces, distributes and

whether dealers should accept only beverage con-
sells beverage containers.

-

tainers of the kind, size and brand sold, or whether

they should be required to accept all containers car- 30. Senate Bill 38, Sec. 10-213.4, Virginia General Assembly,United States.

rying deposits; 31. Persons engaged in the sale of beverages and beverage containers to con-

whetherdealers should be compensated,by means of sumers.
-

32. Most states in the United States with mandatory deposit refund schemes

a handling fee, for their effort, cost of storage, etc.;32 have instituted a handling fee equal to 20% of the value of the deposit.
wletherdealers shouldbe allowed to refusebeverage 33. EnvironmentalAction Foundation,Briefing Papers: Litter Reduction 2, as

-

containers that are not clean when returned, (and if quoted in Weinberg (1987).
34. See Perry Weinberg, Mandatory Deposit Legislation in Virginia: Recy-

so, what should the appropriatestandards ofreason- cling the BottleBill, VirginiaJournalofNaturaIResourcesLaw, Vol. 7 (1987),
able cleanliness be). at 194.
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than unleaded gasoline because it is environmentally more awareness of the environmentalimplications associatedwith
damaging. the use of a particular product or commodity. Product taxes

also allow flexibility in consumerresponse. Some may preferEnvironmental taxes on inputs have three important advan-
to conserve or reuse existing supplies, while others may shifttages:

They do not require the monitoringof the levels of emis-
to alternative products that are better for the environment.-

sions, effluents or waste leaving each source of pollution. Comparedto other typesofenvironmentaltaxes, a final prod-
This means that the costs of implementingand adminis- uct tax may be more easily adapted to address concerns about
tering an input tax can be smaller than that for an emis- international competitiveness. If a tax is imposed on a final
sions or efluent tax. For example, excise taxes imposed product, it can easily be accompanied by a corresponding
on motor fuels at the refinery gate are administratively duty on imports and an exemption for exports. This can be
simple. These taxes also provide some price incentive to done without the complex tax structures needed to achieve
conserve fuels and, therefore, reduce vehicle exhaust similar results through emissions or input taxes.
emissions.
Since an excise tax on pollution-generatinginputs can be B. Deposit refundsystens

-

collected directly from the producers of these inputs, it is
likely that the number of taxpayers will be considerably Deposit refund systems link special front-end charges or

less than in the case of an effluent tax. deposits, which are refundable when quantities of the sub-
By changing the relative prices of various inputs, this or proper

- stance in question are turned in for recycling dis-
approach can encouragefirms to use the taxed input more Posal. These schemes are intended to achieve some or all of
efficiently and to switch to untaxed inputs that are better the followingobjectives:
for the environment. Over the long term, the charge can

- protect public health and welfare,
continue to encouragefirms to change their inputmix and

- encourage recycling,
to invest in the development of environmentallyprefer-

- reduce the burden on solid waste disposal systems, and
able nputs and more efficient technologies. - reduce litter.

The United States and Denmark have imposed taxes on A common-exampleof the deposit refund system is the one

chloro-fluoro carbons (CFCs), which are ozone-depleting used for beverage containers in the United States. The refund
chemicals used as refrigerants for cooling applications and provides the consumerwith the incentive to seek proper dis-
also as solvents in the production of semiconductors. These posal of containers, i.e. bottles and/or cans. Since 1971, most
taxes have been difficult to administerbecause they also raise states in the UnitedStates have at least consideredsome form
complex issues, such as determining the treatment that of a deposit refund bill on bottles and cans, while nine states
should be accorded to imported products containing CFCs. have succeeded in enacting such a bill.29 There have also
Strictly, these imports should also be taxed to avoid giving been efforts to establish a nationwide programme requiring
imported goods a competitive advantage. However, applying mandatory deposits.
a suitable charge to each of these products can be a difficult Deposit refund programmeshave been proposed for a varietytask if the technical information on the manufacturing pro- of materials, including vehicle tires and car bodies. The
cess employed is not available. strongest case is made, however, for products with very high
It may also be difficult to apply an input tax when some costs of improper disposal, e.g. lead acid batteries, industrial
inputs or uses are much less damaging than others. Under solvents and used lubricatingoils. In these instances, the toxi-
these circumstances, the most appropriate tax structure city of the waste is of particularconcern. Waste-end fees such
would be one with differentiated tax rates. In practice, how- as user charges for garbagedisposalare not totally appropriate
ever there may have to be some trade-offs the various mech- because these materials require specialhandling.Further, rais-
anisms that can be technically designed into the structure of ng these waste-end fees to cover the costs of disposal can

the charge in order to achieve a given environmentaltarget. ncrease the likelihoodof illegal dumpingof these substances.
The ecological consequences of such illegal dumping, espe-

(c) Environmentaltaxes on final products cially due to their toxicity and associatedclean-up problems,
can be substantial. Input taxes, as discussedin the earlier sec-

Environmental taxes on final products are best used to com- tion, may provide incentives to use less of the substance or

1 bat environmental problems closely linked to consumer encourage the search for cheaper substitutes, but will not
demand for certain products or commodities. A tax on final solve the problem of improper disposal or illegal dumping.products raises the tax-inclusiveprice so as to better reect Deposit refund systems, therefore, represent a cost-effective
the total costs associated with the production, consumption way to manage these categories of toxic wastes and other
and/or disposal of the product. hard-to-disposeobjects like car bodies and tires.

Examples of this approach would include imposing a tax on Deposit refund scheme can be structured to handle a varietycertain commoditiesthat add to the flowofsolid waste, such as of substancesor consumergoods, includingbeveragecontain-
disposableproducts that compete with reusable altematives. ers, e.g. bottles and cans, lead acid batteries, used lubricating
One of the significant benefits of a well-designed product oils and other industrialchemicals. In each of the above cases,

charge is the direct relationship it has to the preferences and 29. The states are Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware,choices of the consumer. Product taxes increase consumer New York, Michigan, Iowa and Oregon.
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times the ozone depletion factor for the chemical. The ozone reflect environmentalcosts and consumers would be encour-

depletion factor for each chemical is fixed and specified in aged to switch to products that were less harmful to the envi-

the law and the base tax rate is revised as required. The tax is ronment.

imposedat the time the manufactureror importersells or uses This approach has the additional advantage of allowing
the ODC.

pro-
ducers complete flexibility in choosing the most cost-effec-

The above definitionof the base is fairly simple and is easily tive method of reducing their discharges, whether over the

applied when the ODCs are used in a virgin state. However, short-tem or over longer planning horizons. Therefore, any

complexitiesarise whenever (i) an ODC has been used in the changes they make to their equipment or production patterns
manufacture of an imported product because determining a in order to reduce the pollutants in question can reduce their

reasonably accurate countervailing tax would require payments of the charge.
detailed informatin on the actual manufacturing process Intemational experience with these taxes has shown them to

employed, or some other means of calculatinga presumptive be of limited use in the developmentof effective incentive-
levy based on similar products manufactured domestically, oriented charges. The country with the most experience with
and (ii) the ODC is a feedstock in a process where it is total- emission taxes is France and studies have shown that the
ly consumedor transformed so that there is no ozone-deplet- rates were set too low to provide much of an incentive for
ing effect. In this case, the issue is whetheror not an exemp- improving environmental decision-making.27 It was found
tion should be granted. that to have the desired effects, their levels would in most

cases have to be quadruple the current levels.
4. The tax rate

Germany has been using a system ofeffluent taxes that com-

Setting an appropriaterate for the environmentaltax can be a bines a basic regulatory approach with an environmentaltax.

difficult operation. Ideally, the rate should raise the costs of Producers who meet certainpollution reductionstandards are

using an environmental resource so that it ref[ects costs permitted to pay a lower rate of charge on their emissions.

imposed on third parties. As discussed, however, this Those who do not meet the standards for their sector are

approach rests on the unrealistic assumption that one can required to pay the full amount of the charge on all of their

identify and assign monetary values to all the externalities discharges.28
linked to the use of an environmental input. A next-best Administratively,higher found require complexrates are to

approach is to set the rate according to a predeterminedtarget tax structures and administrative mechanisms. Low rates
for the environment and the anticipated response to various enable governments to adopt simple estimating procedures
changes in price signals. for applying the taxes. Taxes based on actual discharges are

In selecting a tax rate, it is also important to distinguishbe- considered to involve higher costs of administration and

tween long-term and short-term objectives and responses. In enforcement. The issue of enforcement is crucial since a

general, the long-term response to a given tax rate is likely to heavy charge on the disposalof certain substances or materi-

be larger because it will include the changes in capital stock als generates an incentive for polluters to look for ways to

and durable goods that can benefit the environment. This avoid paying the charge. Some of these responses can be

suggests that an environmentaltax that sets out to encourage environmentallydamaging, as is the case with illegal dump-
changes in patterns of production or consumption over a ing. When this practice involves hazardous wastes, the envi-

number of years can be effective at a lower rate than one ronmental costs of this form of cheating can be heavy. Con-

intended to achieve major results in the first year or two. trolling these types of environmentallydamaging behaviour
can require costly enforcementmeasures that go beyond the

(a) Environmentaltaxes on emissions, eff/uentsorsod waste administrativeproceduresof existing tax systems.

Environmental taxes can be imposed on airborne emissions, One of the possible ways of reducing the costs of administra-

water effluents or solid waste at the point of release into the tion and enforcement is to apply the environmental tax on

environment.This is the most direct way to apply a charge on inputs or products, rather than on emissions or effluents.

harmful pollutants or waste materials. One example of this

type of approachwould be a tax on the emissionso'common (b) Environmentaltaxes on inputs or materiais

industrial air pollutants, such as sulphur dioxide (SO2). For Where taxes on effluents or emissions pose major problems
the management of water resources, an environmental tax for design or implementation, a charge levied at an earlier

could be levied on the discharge of certain chemicals, sus- stage in the pollution cycle may be the preferable approach.
pended solids and other substances into rivers, lakes and In some situations, it may be more practical to impose the

other bodies of water. chargeon certain inputs or materials.This type of chargemay
be set according to the input's potential to generate emis-

This type of environmental tax can achieve a close link

between the amounts payable under the tax and under the sions, effluents or solid waste. If some nputs to production
environmental resource. For producers, the tax would cause processes are more damaging than others, it may be possible

an ncrease in costs at each level ofproduction.Undernormal to develop a set of tax rates that recognizes these differences.

conditionsof supply and demand, the charge paid by produc-
For example, leaded gasoline may be taxed at a higher rate

ers would also move through the price system to product 27. D. Olivry, OECD Case study for France,ENV/ECO/86.10.
markets. As a result, the prices of final products would better 28. Supra note 22, at 929-966.
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Another issue is the administrative difficulty involved in The German example has shown that for a charge to be suc-

making a clear distinction between what should be subject to cessful, it should be restricted to a limited number of readily
the charge and what should be excluded. Experiencewith the identifiableeffluents. The ECL contains all the data needed to
manufacturer-leveltaxes, such as excises and sales taxes, has calculate the waste water discharge bill or tax. The pollutants
shown that these definitions will be tested over time by vari- considered for purposes of effluent charges are settleable
ous businesses and taxpayers. The result of these challenges solids, chemical oxygen demand, cadmium,mercury and tox-
can shift the definitions in unintended directions unless it is icity for fish. In the first step ofbse definition, the ECL estab-
possible to legally defend the distinction. lishes the discharge right and includes all the physical, chem-

ical and biologicaldata and monitoringprocedurespertainingThe base definition issues associated with taxes on input to waste water quality.23 This part of the law also tomaterials and final products are similar to standard sales and
serves

establish the measurementprocedures in case of a dispute.excise taxes.

For each firm, the state also specifies a total discharge, basedDefining a base for environmental taxes on emissions, efflu-
on historical volumes, of waste water allowable per year.ents or solid waste raises measurementand monitoringissues Since the effluent charge is combined with permita proce-that are unique. One of the major distinctions in the case of
dure, maximum effluent levels also specified. The actualareeffluent taxes is that substances that have no intrinsic value effluentdischargedby the firm must be of a qualityequal to or

are being taxed. These substances leave no traces of recorded
higher than the minimum requirements laid out in the admin-

monetary transactions and provide no incentive for storage. istrative regulation. The taxable base is specified in terms ofFurther, physicalconstraintseliminatethe storage option. For concentration cubic metre of discharge volume tonexample, it is virtually impossible to store air pollutantemis- per or per
of product produced.24 A firm's discharge is then convertedsions for periodic stock measurement nor is it practical to
nto damage units using coefficients provided in the law. Thehave firms store effluents in specially built containers. Con-
tax liability is determinedby multiplying the number of dam-sequently, measurement needs to be conducted on a flow units by the tax rate damage unit. This tax rate isbasis. More importantly, there is only a single time and event
age per
revised annually based on an establishedncrement.25To pro-(taxable transaction) that can be used for determining the tax. vide incentive to limit one's pollution load, higher chargesan

In this case, it is the moment the effluent or air polluting imposed damage unit if firms exceed the permit limit.emission is discharged.
are per
These excesses are allowed only twice a year. Lower charges

In the case of environmentaltaxes on input materials or final per damage unit are used to compute the total tax liability for
products, there are a number of potential taxable events. those who discharge below permit limits.
Goods can be taxed when manufacturedor sold. Here again,
there are options as to the sale amount at which the tax may (b) Definitionof excise tax base for ozone-depleting
be imposed. Although some potential transactions are more chemicals
favourable from the standpoint of administrative ease, the

presence of others allows for audit checks or verification. Following the signing of the Montreal Protocol on Sub-
stances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, provisions aimed at

Measurement often poses a problem in the case of effluent reducing the use of such chemicals were included in the US
taxes. Most finished goods and inputs have well-definedstan- Revenue ReconciliationAct of 1989.26
dards and tools for measurement.Effluents and emissions are

The above provisions impose an excise tax on ozone-deplet-more difficult to define because it is not the simple volume of
discharge that is important, but rather the constituent pollu- ng chemicals (ODCs) sold or used by manufacturers, pro-

ducers or importersof these chemicals or by the importersoftants that are present in the discharge. Effluent tax base defi-
tax the prod-nition must, therefore, include an explicit set of measurement any products manufacturedusing ODCs. The is

uct of the chemical's weight (in pounds) times the base rateprocedures and standards to ensure uniformity and faimess in
tax application.2o This is both to avoid having to constantly 20. To illustrate the problem with measurement, take the example of sulphurdeal with disputes that could arise, as well as to provide an dioxide in air pollutant emissions. The reading taken by the same instrument

objective legal basis for resolving disputes that do arise. placed in a chimney can change based on its distance from the inner wall of the
chimney. The readingscan also be affectedby the orientationof the device to the

Two examples of base definitions in existing environmental directionofgas flow. Clearly this does not make an emission tax a simple tax to

taxes are consideredbelow: monitor.
21. Abwasserabgabengesetz(1976), i.e. EffluentCharge Law (ECL) Art. 3(1).effluent charge base definition in Germany, and 22. For a more detailed discussion of the ECL, see Gardner Brown Jr. and

-

excise tax base on ozone-depletingchemicals definition Ralph Johnson, Pollution Control by Effluent Charges: It Works in the Federal-

in the United States. RepublicofGermany,Why not in the U.S.,NaturalResourcesJournal, Vol. 24
(October 1984).
23. ECL Art. 4(4).

(a The definitionof the effluentcharge base in Germany 24. For example, chemicaloxygen demand (COD), mercury and cadmiumdis-
charges are based on productionvolumes, whereas settlelable solids and toxici-

The German Effluent Charge Law (ECL) provides the states ty towards fish are based per unit of wastewater'discharged.1 (i.e. Lander) with the power to levy charges on direct dis- 25. ECL Art. 9(4).

charges into public waters of specified effluents.21 Firms and
26. Secs. 4681 and 4682 of the Revenue ReconciliationAct 1989, effective 1

January 1990, outline the taxation of the sale and use of such ozone-depletinghouseholds discharging into municipal sewage facilities are substances. The IRS has provided guidance for implementing the excise tax on

not charged directly.22 ozone-depletingchemicals (ODCs) in Notice 90-8, IRB 1990-5, 14, and Notice
90-9, IRB 1990-5, 21.
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in which one activity leads to emissions of various pollutants dischargeof wastes into public waters by industries. In 1972,
and any measures designed to limit the productionofone pol- the federal govemmentchanged the rules of the game entire-

lutant can affect the emissions of others. Under such condi- ly, taking over the responsibility for water pollution control

tions, decisions about what constitutes an appropriatecharge from the states and essentially reversing the federal/state
n one pollutant must take into account measures planned to roles. Thereafter, state regulation is allowed only under strict

reduce other emissions. federal supervision.17

In addition, it is important to create a close link between the The courts have supported this expansion of the federal gov-
tax and those decisions that have an important bearing on a ernment'srole in the environmentallaw field, as well as other

given environmental objective. In some situations, the most areas of social and economic regulation. They have done so

appropriate tax structure may be a system of charges cover- via an increasingly broad interpretationof Article I, Section

ing a wide variety of decisions or activities. In other situa- 8(3) of the federal constitution, the so-called commerce

tions, the most promisingapproachmay be to target the envi- clause.18 This clause states that Congress has the power to

ronmental tax on a specific problem or area ofdecision-mak- regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the sev-

ing that is not being adequatelyaddressedby other measures. eral states....

This broad interpretation has given the US Congress ample
2. Selection of competentauthority powers to make laws concerning environmentalpolicy. The

The most critical determinant of an effective tax is that a
states also have the legal power to enact effluent charge laws

competent authority legislate, implement, monitor and if they choose to do so. However, they traditionally have

enforce the tax. Although these functions may be conducted enacted most of the legislation in the health and environmen-

by more than one agency, it is necessary that the final author- tal fields. Even if a state chooses to enact a particular envi-

ity be vested in a single entity.
ronmental tax, it would have to ensure that it did not violate
the dormant commerce clause. This clause ensures that the

The competent authority is required to ensure the following: impact on interstate commerce is not unreasonable, an

It should facilitate a fair dispute resolution procedure. extremely importantconsiderationsince environmentaltaxes-

This is an important way to increase the public accept- can affect location and production decisions of firms. It is

ability of the tax. interesting to note that most federal legislation in the envi-

It should allow for uniform base definitions and rates of ronmental field provides that state laws on the same subject-

taxation across the geographicalboundary in question.16 are not preempted if they are more strict than the relevant

It is important that the principles on which the environ- federal act. 19

mental tax is based be applied uniformly. Distortions in
At the time, there valid arguments for allowingsame are a

trade and competitionare thereby avoided.
state flexibility in determining the level of the charges.more

In instances where a sovereign governmenthas to nego- In other words, having a federally legislated uniform envi--

tiate internationally about cross-border environmental ronmental tax across the entire country may not be optimum.
concerns, applications of countervailing duties on It might be desirable to allow states local governments toor

imported goods in cases where the domestically-pro- have some flexibility in varying the charge by a certain
duced goods bear environmental tax burdens, bilateral

amount, either above or below the standard set.
tax conventions,etc., it is necessary that a single author-

ity be available to make decisions.
3. The tax base

The choice of whether the authority that would bear respon- The environmental effectiveness of will depend
sibility for legislating and implementing an environmental

a tax on

tax should be federal, state or municipal is wholly dependent
whether or not it is possible to define a suitable base for the

on the existing constitutional division of power, as regards charge. In this regard, imposing a tax on certain substances,
but not on harmful substitutes, would raise questions about

taxation and environmental law, between the federal and

local governments.It is not possible to define an ideal author-
the environmental implications,economic costs and faimess
of the charge. Moreover, the task of determiningwhat should

ity frameworkbecause circumstancesvary based on national

constitution,size of the nation, existing structure of adminis-
be included in the tax base is difficult when there are great
uncertaintiesregarding the scientific properties,environmen-

trative law, etc. Below is a brief discussion of the division of
tal implications and practical applications of various sub-

taxation powers in the United States, which has a federated
stances and products. The problem, of course, is not restrict-

governmentstructure. ed to environmentaltaxes; it also in relation tocmes up reg-
In the United States, for example,waterpollution controlhad ulations, tradeable permits and other instruments.

been dominated by state regulation until the mid-1960s. By
then, however, it was apparent that state regulation was fail_ 16. This geographical boundary should effectively encompass the zone of

ing to achieve the kind of water pollution control desired by
environmentalconcem. It could be as a small local government jurisdiction or

extend across a nation or group of nations (e.g. the EEC).
the public. At first, federal intervention was gradual. In the 17. U.S. Public Law 92-500,86 stat. 880 (codified as amended at 33 U.S.C.

Water Quality Act of 1965, Congress sought simply to over- Sec. 1342(b)(1982)).

see state regulation and made no attempt to rgulate waste 18. See, e.g.,Wickardv. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1942); Perez v. UnitedStates,

discharges directly. In 1969, the federal governmentallowed
402 U.S. 146 (1971).
19. See, e.g., Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1370(1982); also, Resources

the Corps of Engineerspernit system to regulate directly the Conservationand Recovery Act of 1976,42 U.S.C. Secs. 6948, 6947(1982).
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estimatethe full extent ofenvironmentaldamagebecause it is go further in cleaning up their operations. In this way, an
widespread, often not easily quantifiable, and takes a long overall environmental target can be achieved for the whole
time to accumulate. economy. By comparison, traditional regulations tend to be

more costly to the economy, particularly if all firms areA more workable system of setting charges is one based on
requiredto adopt the same method of pollution control.ambient standards. This can be accomplished in two stages.

First, technicalexperts describe the consequencesofdifferent Price incentivesgeneratedby environmentaltaxes have long-
levels of ambient quality, for example, human health at dif- term consequences. An environmental tax encourages the
ferent levels of ambient sulphur dioxide. Then, a target level long-term development and use of cleaner processes and
of ambientquality is chosen and a charge for emissions is set products. Regulations offer no comparable incentives for
at the level necessary to attain this target. The level of the firms to develop and adopt more effective pollution control
charge for each area necessary for achieving the target level techniques once the regulatory requirements are met. More-
of air or water quality is obtained by estimating the relation- over, as mentioned earlier, regulated firms may be unwilling
ship between different charge levels and the emissions from to support the developmentofbetter abatementtechnologies.differentsources based on the average marginalcosts of these In some situations, an environmental tax may have advan-sources.15

tages over a system of tradeable permits. Taxes raise the cost
ofpollution while allowingpollution levels to be determined

Ill. ENVIRONMENTALTAXES, DEPOSIT through market mechanisms. A permit, by contrast, sets the
level of pollution and leaves the costs (in the form of a mar-REFUND SYSTEMS AND TRADEABLE ket price for permits) to be determinedby the market. In thePOLLUTION PERMITS
case of an environmental charge, therefore, the polluter
knows up front both the costs of investing in pollution abate-A. Environmentaltaxes ment and the tax that is payable on continued levels ofpollu-

Environmentalproblems can arise when the market system tion. In a tradeable permit system, however, the polluterdoes
fails to establish appropriate price signals and incentives in not have advanceknowledgeof the price that the marketwill
relation to environmental resources. For instance, some of eventually assign to the permits.
these resources can be used for free, although their use

imposes external costs in the form of water pollution, Design issues
reduced air quality or other environmentalconsequences. In The prospects of realizing the potential benefits of environ-
sone cases, the narketprice that does prevail covers the pri- mental taxes depend on the following technical and legalvate costs of an environmental input, but not the external design considerations:
costs incurred by third parties. When environmental

- recognizing the fundamental characteristics of the envi-resources are underpriced in this way, producers and con- ronmental problem,sumers are likely to make excessive use of these inputs rela- choosing a competent authority to legislate, implement-

tive to others that are higher priced. Underpricing also pro- and monitor the tax,vides insufficient incentives for the development of new establishing a suitable tax base, and-

technologiesto control environmentalpollution. setting an appropriate tax rate.-

An appropriate environmental tax can compensate for these
deficientmarket signals by raising the price of using environ- 1. The fundamental characteristicsof the
mental inputs to a level that better reflects the total, private environmentalproblem
and external, economic costs of these resources.

For some environmental problems, an environmental tax is
Environmentaltaxes can be levied on: unlikely to be an effective solution. For example, in situa-

ernissions, effluents, or solid waste being released into tions where even small amountsof a dangeroussubstancecan
-

the environrnent, seriously damage the environmentand human health, regula-
inputs or materials known to be a source of environmen_ tory most, an

- controls would be the preferred instrument. At
tal pressures, and environmental tax may serve as an incentive for consumers

final products linked to environmentaldegradation. or producers to speed up their adjustments to regulatory-

requirements.A well-designedenvironmentaltax has great benefits. It con-

fers on producers and consumers the flexibility needed to In general, environmental taxes are best suited to situations
minimize the costs of achieving a given environmentalgoal. where there is a reasonablysimple and well-understoodrela-
Faced with an emissions tax, for instance, each firm can tionship between the polluting action and its physical impact
compare various ways of reducing emissions and choose the on the environment. When the relationship is more complex,
solutions that match its circumstances.The range ofpossibil- the developmentof effective taxes can pose design problems
ities might include changing the productmix, modifyingpro-

that may result in impractical tax structures. For example, it
duction technologiesor installingequipment that can filter or

is difficult to design a simple tax structure to cover situations
clean the end-of-pipeemissions. To the extent that differ-

15. Panayotou,T., Economic Incentives in EnvironmentalManagementandent firms can have different costs for pollution abatement, a their Relevance to DevelopingCountries, from EnvironmentalManagementincharge can encourage firms facing lower abatement costs to DevelopingCountries, DenizhanErocal, ed. (Paris: OECD 1991), at 98-101.
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held as the future standard that it must use or meet, without To illustrate this advantage, let us consider an example:
allowing it any opportunity to benefit from the innovation. Assume that it costs source A $ 500 per ton to reduce emis-

sions and source B $ 3,000 per ton. Requiring each source to

Despite awareness of its disadvantages, the command-and- cut back emissions by one ton results at a total cost of $
control approachcontinues to be used by a numberof nations 3,500. If, on the otherhand, the sources were allowed to trade
in their approach to environmental protection. The motiva- emissions reductions, source B could pay source A a negoti-
tions have been discussed extensively by Bohm and Rus- ated amount say $ 2,000 to reduce emissions on its-- --

sell.12 The roots of this anathema towards economic instru- behalfby one ton. As a result, the total cost of reducingemis-
ments for pollution control is the adversarial attitude that has sions would be $ 1,000, with cost savings of $ 2,500. An
characterizedthe beginningsof the environmentalmovement

a

environmental tax set at an appropriate level would have a

in many nstances. Pollution has often been characterized similar result.
more as a moral failing of corporate leaders than as a by-
product of modern civilization. The characterization, though (b) Continuing incentive
successful from a political standpoint, has unfortunately
resulted in widespread antagonism towards corporationsand Economic instruments provide a continuing incentive for

a suspicion that anything supported by business is probably firms to cut back pollution and, therefore, to develop and

bad for the environment. In fact, for many years, MBIs were implementnew pollution control technologiesand processes.

regarded as licences to pollute.13 Needless to say, environ- Under regulation, there is generally little incentive for a firm

mental groups frequently apply different and more rigorous to go beyond required performance standards. This is

standards when measuring market-based systems against because:

their command-and-controloptions. - Research and development (R&D) into improved pollu-
tion control is costly, and its adoption may not lead to

Besides the external forces that have resisted the imposition direct cost savings.
of market-based environmental protection measures, there Firms may believe that if better technology is discovered,-

has been opposition from within the environmental bureau- the governmentwill require that it be adopted to achieve
cracy. A number of ndividuals in these agencies perceive, higher emission reductions.
sometimes correctly, that their work routines, organizational
power or even existence, may be threatened by such market- (c Lowercomplianceand administrativecosts
based approaches.For example,market-basedpolicies would
not require the service of engineers in the environmentalpro- MBIs, in some cases, involve lower administrativecosts for

tection administrationwhose task is to evaluate technologies both governments and industry than would be possible under

for disparate sources of emissionsaross the country. Instead, the regulatoryapproach.For example, the use ofenvironmen-

decisions to select particular technologies to control air pol_ tal taxes or tradeable permits eliminates the need for govern-

lution would be left up to individual firms. However, the ment certificationof productionprocesses and technologies.
environmental protection administration could provide a

valuable service by acting as a clearing-house for informa- (d) Accommodatesgrowth and entryofnew firms

tion on the capabilitiesof, and experienceswith, various con- Economic instruments can more easily allow for the expan-
trol technologies. sion of existing companies and the entry ofnew ones into the

In addition to opposition from the market players, there is industry than would be possible with a regulatory approach.
also resistance from the firms themselves.14 Firms seem to While both the regulatoryapproach and MBI instrumentscan

prefer regulationbecause they feel that MBIs would result in involve a trade-off between targeted enissions and growth,
costs that nay be additional to the existing regulation com- MBI instruments can be modified more easily to allow

pliancecosts. There is also the implicit feeling that they could growth and entry without greatly increasing pollutant loads.

have more influence on regulations through negotiations.
D. The measurementproblemFinally, governmentsmay also prefer to be slow in proceed-

ng since there is an element of uncertainty regarding rev- That market-based nstruments are theoretically superior to

enues and the nflationary and distributional effects of the regulatory tools is well established. Nevertheless,despite its

various market instruments. Fiscal instruments such as taxes many merits, the system ofMBIs has not yet been extensive-

and charges are also politically unpopular in some countries. ly used nor its details fully workedout. The main drawbackis

This is because they are often poorly administered and the ability of the market or governmentto set prices for envi-

viewed as being unfair in their application. ronmental resources. Ideally, charges for destructive uses of
the environment, such as the discharge of untreated waste,

1. Principal advantagesof MBIs should be equal to the damage or extemal cost that these
activities generate. In practice, however, it is very difficult to

(a Cost-effectiveness
12. See Bohm P. and Russell C.S., Alternative Policy Instruments, from

Compared with most regulatory instruments, economic Handbook of Natural Resource Economics, Kneese A.V., ed. (Amsterdam:

mechanisms allow a given degree of environmental protec- North-Holland, 1985).

tion to be achieved at lower cost. This is due to the flexibili-
13. Alm, Alvin L., The Postregulatory Environmental Protection Regime,
EnvironmentalScience and Technology23 (1989), at 1338-1339.

ty inherent to market-basedapproaches. 14. See Bohm and Russell, supra note 12.
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principle and the use ofMBIs leads to a criticalpolicy stance, The principal distinguishingfeature of a regulatory approachi.e. the eliminationof subsidies for pollution reduction. Eco- is that it forces all polluters to bear identicalshares of the pol-
nomic theory leads us to understand that there is no net eco- lution control burden, regardless of their relative costs of
nomic differencebetween a tax on pollution and a subsidy to control. This is economically inefficient since the actual cost
reduce pollution. The PPP favours placing the entire burden of reducing a unit of pollutantcan vary widely based on plantof pollution abatement on the polluter. This distinction is age, process characteristics,etc.
only normative, since there will in reality be a partial or full

There basic of regulatory instruments uni-transfer of the burden onto the consumer, depending on the are two types -

form technology standards and uniform performance stan-relevant demand elasticities. Thus, an MBI embracing the
dards. Technology standards specify the method, andPPP only eliminates the subsidy option from consideration. some-
times the equipment, that firms must use to comply with a

The PPP was acceptedby the OECD membercountries in the regulation. Usually, technology standards do not explicitly1985 Declaration on EnvironmentResources for the Future, specify the technology, but instead establish standards on the
in which they undertook to introduce more flexibility, effi- basis of a particular technology,l In one case, all firms in an
ciency and cost-effectivenessin pollution control. In particu- industry might be required to use the best available technol-
lar, they pledged to carry out a consistent application of the ogy to control water pollution; in a more extreme example,PPP and more effective use of economic instruments, in con- electric utilities may be required to utilize a specific technol-
junctionwith the environmentalregulations.7 ogy, such as electrostatic precipitators, to remove particu-
The Recommendationon the Implementationof the Polluter- lates. Performance standards, in contrast, set a uniform con-

Pays-Principle8 (adopted in 1974) specifies that member trol target for each firm while allowing them some latitude in
countries, as a general rule, should not assist polluters in deciding how to meet it. Such a standardmight set the maxi-

bearing the cost of pollution control by granting subsidies or mum allowableunits ofpollutantper time period, but be neu-

tax advantages.Exceptions to this rule (to be notified through tral with respect to the means by which each firm should
the OECD Secretariat)were allowedonly if all of the follow- reach this goal.
ing conditionswere met: The regulatory (command and control) approach justif they related to industries, areas or plants where severe described is inferior the economic incentive approach for
-

to
difficulties would occur, two main reasons.
if they were limited to well-defined transition periods-

adapted to the specific socio-economicproblems associ- Relativelyhigh costs are imposedon societyated with the implementationof a country's environmen-
tal programme, Technology or performance standards can force some firms
if they were not likely to create significant distortions in to use unduly expensive means of controllingpollution. In a

-

international trade and nvestment. survey of eight empirical studies of air pollution control, it
Britain adheres most closely to the PPP in the area of ndus-

was found that the ratio of actual, aggregatecosts of the con-

ventional command-and-control approach to the aggregatetrial pollution control. It is a firm governmentpolicy to make
industry responsible for the installationand operationof pol-

costs of least cost benchmark ranged from 1.07 for sulphate
emissions in the Los Angeles area to 22.0 for hydrocarbonlution control equipment capable of reducing emissions to
emissions at all US DuPont plants.11 The for this isreasonthe legally acceptable level. If a particular company cannot
that the costs of controlling emissions greatlycan varyafford to buy the necessary anti-pollution equipment, the
between, and within, firms and the right technology ingovemmentdoes not offer subsidies.9 even

one situation may be wrong in another.
In keeping with this policy guideline, Britain has no specific
legislation regarding the tax treatmentfexpenditures relat- Discourages technologicalinnovation
ed to pollution control equipment. Equipment expenditures
are, therefore, subject to the general taxation provisions con- The regulatory approach tends to gravitate against the devel-
tained in the current legislation. opment of technologies that could provide greater levels of

control. Little or no financial ncentive exists for firms to

C. The advantagesof MBIs exceed their control targets. (Howeer, it should be noted that
both types of standards contain a bias againstexperimentation

To assess the advantages and structure of the MBI incentive with new technologies.) A firm will not be enthusiastic to
approach, it is useful to first examine the more common reg- develop a new control technology that could subsequentlybe
ultory approach.

7. OECD and the Environment(Paris: OECD, 1986), at 20.
Traditionally, regulatory instruments have been used as the 8. Id., at 27.

primary nechanisns for translating environmental policy 9 Secretary of State for Environment and others, This Common Inheritance,
into objectives and results. This approach consists mainly of Common Service 6, No. 1200 (1990), at 271. This publication, known as the

White Paper, contains the government's proposals for the next environmentalimposing standards regarding emissions and discharges and protection bill. Some policies in the Paper, such as the placing of the financial
productor process characteristicsthrough licensingand mon- burden ofpollutioncontrol on industry, restate existing policies.
itoring. The basis for this control is some form of legislation See also, The Economist, 18 August 1990.

10. This sectionof the paper draws from p. 4 of Stavins and Whitehead(1992).or government decree. The polluter's compliance is manda- 11. Tietenberg,T.H., Emissions Trading: An Exercise in Reforming Pollution
tory and non-compliancesanctions are quite common. Policy (Washington,D.C.: Resources for the Future, 1985).
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Il. THEORETICALFOUNDATIONSOF MBIS An externality is manifest when the welfare of those hurt by
the pollution, expressed in terms of social benefits and costs,

A. The demand for MBIs does not influence the polluters because the costs do not

Market-oriented pollution control strategies have emerged directly affect their decisions to pollute (i.e. the costs of envi-

due to a realization that traditional regulatory approaches are ronmentaldamage are external to the polluter).
inefficient for rnost pollution abatement.1 First, the spending Economic theory suggests that if the monetary value of the

required in order to comply with ncreasingly stringent envi- environmental damage caused by pollution can be deter-
ronmental laws and regulation is becoming a major cost of mined, an environmentalcharge equal to the cost of damage
production. The US EnvironmentalProtectionAgency (EPA), could be established to serve as a disincentive for environ-
for example, estimates that over $100 billion is spent annual- mentally harmful behaviour. By imposing this charge on pol-
ly to comply with federal regulations.2 Governments are, luters, the cost of pollution is internalized, automatically
therefore, investigating control options and mechanisms that encouraging them to reduce pollution to the optimal level.
would maximize the pollution abatementper dollar spent.

Second, it is increasinglyclear that the costs of installing and 1. Equivalenceof taxes and subsidies

operating the necessary control equipment vary greatly both
Environmental charges commonly viewed taxes

within and between industries. To get the most efficient (least
are as

cost) reduction in pollution, industries with the lowest abate- imposed on the polluter. However, an established monetary
value does not necessarilyhave to be a tax; the same optimal

ment costs should reduce their level of pollution with due

compensation from industries with higher abatement costs. pollution level can be achieved by providing a subsidy to the
to

To provide a sense of the cost variability, we refer to a 1992 polluter. In that case, the polluter is paid curtail pollutant

study that estimated the investment in pollution abatement discharges in accordance with the degree of willingness to

equipment and operating costs of pollution control activities pay for cleaner surroundings.

by manufacturing industries.3 The equivalence of an environmental tax and subsidy is an

The study indicated that pollutioncontrolexpenses form only important concept. Intuitively, if pollution has a social wel-

a small part of the total costs of most industries.Expenses are
fare cost, society should be willing to pay to stop the polluter

concentrated in a relatively small number of activities, with from continuing the polluting activity. The net effect is the

same as one obtained by imposing a tax on the polluter. The
three sectors - chemicals, petroleum refining and primary level of the subsidy or tax shouldbe equal to the charge deter-
metals - accounting for 55 percent of the total spending.

.

Investment in pollution abatement consumes more than 20 mined by the estimate of environmental damage. If we step

percent of the total investment for the pulp and paper,
back one level from the individual entities (i.e. polluters and

petroleumrefining and primary metals industries.The prima- society), it is evident that, on balance, whether there is a tax

ry metals industry has the largest share, at slightly more than imposed on polluters or a subsidy given to them, the eco-

two percentof the total expenditureson pollution abatement. nomic resources expended to achieve a given optimal
amount of pollution reduction are approximatelythe same.5

Third, concerns over the impactofenvironmentalregulations
on the strength of the national economy and the nation's abil- This equivalence is referred to as Coase's Law and has

ity to compete in internationalmarkets is acute. Consequent- becomeofcentral importance in recent developments,apply-

ly, policy-makersplace an increasingemphasis on the degree ing economic reasoning to legal issues.6

and type of burdens placed on businesses and individuals.
2. The polluter-pays-principle

B. The economicsofMBl instruments for
pollutioncontrol

Another concept gaining credence amongstpolicy-makers is

the polluter-pays-principle (PPP). The convergence of the

Efficiency arguments in favour of public intervention to mit-

igate pollutionproblerns are well established.4 Fundamental- 1 Regulationcontinues to be the most suitable for restricting the emission of

y, it is recognized that market failures do occur, with the end
toxic chemicals and compounds.
2. US EPA, EnvironmentalInvestments:The Costs of a Clean Environment,

result that the true social cost of a product or physical input is Washington,D.C.(December1990). This estimate excludesactivitiesnot direct-

not reflected in its price. These failures are termed extemal- ly associatedwith pollutioncontrol or cleanup, such as wildlifeconservationand

ities. An external effect occurs when the welfare of a house- land management. The $ 100 billion estimate covers spending by private busi-

ness (63%), local governments(22.5%), the Federalgovernment(11%) and state

hold depends not only on ts own actions, but also on the governments (3.5%).
actionsofothers. Ifthe activity imposes an adverse impacton 3. Dale Jorgensonand PeterWilcoxen, Impactof EnvironmentalLegislation

others, it is termed a negative externality. Polluting activities on US Economic Growth, Investment, and Capital Costs, from US Environ-
mentalPolicy and Economic Growth: How do we Fare, AmericanCouncilfor

are a prime example ofnegative extemalities. Capital Formation Center for Polcy Research (March 1992), at 8-13.

When there are pollution externalities, the market mecha- 4. See William J. Baumol and Wallace Oates, The Theory ofEnvironmental

nism fails to induce the polluter to consider the costs on oth- Policy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), and Tom Tietenberg,
Environmental and Natural Resource Economics, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Sco

ers of his/her activity. In other words, a free market without Foresman and Company, 1988). Both books have a good textbook treatment of

corrective interventionwould result in pollutionemissions in the theory.

excess of the optimal leveis. More specifically,an industry 5 These costs may differ owing to transaction costs and behavioural inertia

would pollute until its private marginal benefits equalled its
on the part of the polluter.
6. R.H. Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, The Journal of Law and Eco-

private marginal cost. nomics, No. 3 (1960), at 7-44.
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ABSTRACT
ContentsThe use of market-based incentives (MBIs) as mechanisms for influencing pollu- I. Introductiontion abatementhas increased greatly in recent years. This trend reflects the realiza-

tion that the integration of economic and environmental decision-making will Theoretical Foundationsof MBIs
induce the private sector to take steps to reduce their pollution emissions levels. A. The demand for MBIs

B. The economics of MBIMarket-basedincentive instruments may be broadly classified to include environ- instruments for pollution controlmental taxes, investmenttax ncentives, tradeablepermits, user charges and deposit C. The advantages of MBIs
refund systems. Until now, policy-makers worldwide have continued to place D. The measurement problem
greater emphasis on the use of investment tax incentives since they seem to more III. EnvironmentalTaxes Deposit Refund
effectively balance environmental considerations with concems about industrial Systems and Tradeable Pollution
competitiveness. It is becoming increasingly apparent, however, that other MBIs Permits
may be more effective mechanisms for influencingpollution abatement in certain A. Evironmental taxes

B. Deposit refund systemscircumstances. This report reviews the theoretical foundations for idealized pollu- C. Tradeable pollution permitstion control MBIs. It then focuses in particularon the way in which environmental
taxes, deposit refund systems and tradeablepollution permits may be more suitable IV. Conclusion

instruments for inducing pollution abatement behaviour. A numberof intemational Bibliography
examples of the implementationof such policies are reviewed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Assessmentsof the fiscal structure, operational mechanism and economic impacts
of investment tax incentives for pollution control point to the challenge of design-
ing fiscal instruments for pollution control purposes. Much of this challenge lies in
designing an administratively and politically acceptable market-based instrument.
This paper discusses altemative market-basedinstruments for pollution control.

SectionI is a review of the theoretical foundationsof MBI instruments.The discus-
sion Stresses the disadvantagesof the traditionalregulatoryapproachesused to con-
trol pollution and the advantages of the MBI approach. Section II describes three
MBI instruments -- environmental taxes, deposit refund schemes and tradeable * See for the first article pollution control theonpollution permits. Aspects of their design and administrationare also presented. October 1992 issue of the Bulletin at 483.
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TAX REFORM

WHAT'S NEW
' A tax reform, effective 1 January 1992, estab-
lishes a new indexation unit which is used for
the paymentof income and other federal taxes,

FROMIBFD ,-
and amends the rles goveming the payment
ofcorporate income tax by legal entities estab-
lished in Brazil. This article highlights the
salient features of the refom.

EC CorporateTax Law
NETHERLANDS: 558 John A. RompelnanandWim H. Kanbier
TAX STATUS OF EXPATRIATES I

Foreign eniployees temporarily transferred to

An InternationalGuide to the Netherlandsmay benefit from a special tax

regime if certain conditions are met. This

Mergers & Acquisitions regime, usually referred to as the 35% rul-

ing, was recently changed. This article re-

views the history of the expatriate tax regime
and discusses the conditions and features of

EuropeanTax Handbook
the new ruling.
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MARKET-BASEDINCENTIVE
INSTRUMENTSFOR POLLUTION Last month we featured Part I of this article
CONTROL which focused on the intent and design of

investment tax incentives. Now the.authors
shift their discussion to alternative market-
based-incentive (MBI) instruments for pollu-First published in 1946, the Bulletin aims to tion control. The theoretical foundations of

report on matters of importance to the MBI instruments are reviewed, emphasizinginternationaltax communityand to provide the disadvantagesof the traditional regulatory
a forum for discussion of worldwide devel- approaches used to control pollution and the
opments in tax policy, law and reform. The advantagsof the MBI approach.Three instru-
Bulletin is the official journal of the Interna- ments - environmental taxes deposit refund
tional Fiscal Association and publishes the schemes and tradeable pollution permits-
reports of its national branches are described, includingaspects of their design

and administration.
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relating to the tax treaty approach to trans-
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legal and taxation points of view. Aandelen voor werknemers.Motivatiedoor (B. 112.066)
(B. 112.058) participatie. DOING BUSINESS IN THE
REUVERS,M.R. Deventer, Kluwer, 1991. United Kingdom.
Het inkomen van buitenlandse Vennootschaps-en Rechtspersonenrecht, Amsterdam,Price Waterhouse, 1991, pp. 335.
belastingplichtigen.7th Edition. Deel 38, pp. 320. Updated guide to assist those interested in
Deventer, FED, 1992. Thesis analysing in detail employee savings or doing business in the U.K. Informationon
Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 85,44.- Dfl. share option schemes used in the Netherlands nvestmentclimate, doing business, audit and
Seventh edition of a monographdealing with with emphasis on tax aspects. The accounting, taxation of individuals and
income sources derived by non-resident developmentsin France, the United Kingdom corporations, value added tax and other
taxpayersof the Netherlands and treatment and the U.S.A. are also discussed. indirect taxes, trusts and estates, tax treaties.
under individual income tax, net wealth tax (B. 111.998) The material in this guide was compiled in
and corporate income tax. September 1990.
(B. 112.067) HANDBOEKLEASING.EDITORS: (B. 111.894)

H. Beckman, H.W. Heijman, F. Krens
BROOD,E.A. and R.P.B. der Laan Bouma in LAYMAN,Richard P.; NICHOLSON,Dawn;
Compendiumvan het Nederlands

van

intemationaalbelastingrecht. cooperationwith the Nederlandse Vereniging WILLIAMS,Robert L.
US/UK integrated tax planning: estates, gifts

Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 245,69.50Dfl. van Leasemij. (NVL) and the Vereniging van
and trusts.

Considerationof the various aspects of Dutch NederlandseAutoleasemij. (VNA).
Washington, Tax ManagementInc., 1992,

internationaltax law, with emphasis on Deventer, Kluwer Bedrijfswetenschappen, 174.
income taxes. 1992,95.- Df[. pp.

A reprintof material first published in the
(B. 112.068) Loose-leafhandbook on leasing. This first Tax Planning InternationalReview in 1990-

part will be completedby forthcoming 1991.RENES, J., HORZEN, F. van. supplementsdescribingall aspects relating to
Het staken van een ondememing. 2nd Edition. (B. 112.054)

concept leasing, including tax and legal
Deventer, Fed, 1992. ENCYCLOPEDIAOF RATINGANDaspects, case law, financing, marketing,Fed Fiscale Brochures, pp. 105,42.- Dfl. local taxation.
Second edition of monographdealing with the reporting, etc.

General editor Harry B. Sales.
liquidation of businesses under the individual (B. 112.024)

London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1991.
income tax law. KERNPUNTENVAN HET NBW. Loose-leafpublication in 2 binders containing
(B. 111.996) Handleidingvoor fiscalisten en accountants. statutes, case law and circulars on local

MECKING,R.T.; NIESTE, H.R.; Editors P. Kavelaars and B. Wessels. communitycharges, poll tax and rates under

ROOIJ, K. de. 2nd Edition. the 1967 General Rate Act.

Kernboekjepremieheffing 1992. Editor E. van Deventer, Fed, 1992. (B. 111.626) r

Waaijen. Fed's Actualiteiten,No. 14, pp. 142, 49.- Dfl.

Deventer, Fed, 1992, pp. 100,32.- Dfl. Monographconsidering the major issues of INTERNATIONAL
Sourcebookdescribing social security the New Civil Code; intended to be a guide
contribution for 1992 and related issues. for tax experts and accountants. WORLDWIDECORPORATETAX GUIDE

(B. 112.011) (B. 112.009) and directory. 1992 Edition.

GORREN,A.C.; GILS, H.S.A.
New York, Ernst & Young, 1992, pp. 440.
A brief summary of the corporate tax systemsWet op de belastingenop rechtsverkeeren Poland of various countries. The contents current

Registratiewet1970.
are

Deventer, Kluwer, 1992. THE POLISH COMMERCIALCODE. to 1 January 1992.

Fiscale EncyclopedieDe Vakstudie. Translatedby Irena Gratkowskaand Tomasz (B. 112.047)

Loose-leafmonographdealing with transfer Rakk. CORPORATETAXES.

tax, formation tax, insurance tax and Editors: Danuta Kierzkowskaand Andrezej A worldwide summary.
registrationprocedures.The texts of the W. Wisniewski. London, Price Waterhouse, 1992, pp. 595.
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Overview of jurisprudenceof fiscal penal law The Ruding CommitteeReport on HUHTMKI,Ari.
from 1980 to 1990. recommendationson company taxation in the Rajoitetustiverovelvollistenverotus

(B. 111.956) European Community. Suomessa.
(B. 112.053) Helsinki, LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1987,N.V. EN B.V.B.A. NA DE WET VAN 146.

18 Juli 1991. LIER, A.P.; VLIET, D.G. van;
pp.
Taxationof persons with limited tax liabilityVerslagboekvan de Leuvense HEERING,A.D.G.; ZEVENBOOM,G.H. in Finland. In-depth study on income and

Vennootschapsdagvan 4 oktober 1991. Fiscale en juridische aspecten Europa 1992. capital taxation of non-residentindividuals
Editor: Jan Ronse Instituut. Deventer, Kluwer, 1992. and companies deriving Finnish-source
Kalmthout,Uitgeverij Biblo, 1992, pp. 262. EuropeseFiscaleMonografien,No. 1, income or owning property there. Special
Report of a study day held at the Jan Ronse pp. 255. attention is paid to the Act on Taxation of
Institute of the University of Leuven devoted Monographdescribing harmonization aspects Non-residents in relation to the double tax
to the new company law of 18 July 1991. on taxation and legal aspects of Europe 1992 treaties concluded by Finland.
(B. 111.994) and related aspects in the fields of company (B. 111.424)

tax, account reporting and social securities.
LINDEN,Michel van der; (B. 112.000)
VERHOEYE,Jan. France
De jaarrekening. Invullen en neerleggen. THE PARENT-SUBSIDIARYDIRECTIVE

FRANCE: LEGALAND TAX GUIDE.
Diegem, CED-Samsom, 1992, pp. 165. and intemational tax planning. Loyens Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation
Guide to the presentationof business LefebvreRdler - European Tax Network.

Publishers, The Netherlands; Paris, Editions
accounts, balance sheets and profit and loss Amsterdam, IBFD PublicationsBV.; Paris, Francis Lefebvre, France, 1992, 470.
statements according to the model provided Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1992, pp. 102. pp.

160.- Dfl.
by the National Bank of Belgium. Joint-effortpublication on the Parent- This book answers commonquestions of
(B. 112.003) Subsidiary Directivewritten by tax lawyers of English-speakinginvestors and businessmen

the firms of Loyens & Volkmaars (based in wishing to do business in France. The book is
the Netherlards and Belgium) Bureau Francis divided into four the main ofCyprus Lefebvre (based in France) and Rdler parts: aspects

French business law (company law and
DOING BUSINESS IN CYPRUS. Raupach Bezzenbergerbased in Germany. commercial law); the French tax system;
Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse, 1991, pp. 190. The scope of the treaties is limited to a French social laws (labour law and social
Updated edition of information guide on discussionof those countries in which the security); and the English text of three key tax
doing business in Cyprus. The material members of Loyens LefenbreRdler have treaties signed by France (with Germany, the
includes informationon investmentclimate, offices. The full text of the Directive is U.K. and the U.S.A.).
audit and accounting, taxation of individuals appended. (B. 112.013)
and corporations,value added tax, labour and (B 112.063)
social security. The material in this guide was

Germany (Fed. Rep.)compiled in December 1990. Eastern Europe
(B. 111.890) STUHRMANN,Gerd.

INTERNATIONALESAMENWERKING Das Steuernderungsgesetz1992.
met Oost-Europa. Cologne, Peter Deubner Verlag GmbH. 1992Czechoslovakia Diemen, Instituut voor het Midden- en Steuer-TelexSonderinfomation,pp. 56.

DOING BUSINESS IN KleinbedrijfNederland, 1991, pp. 110. The 1992 Tax AmendmentLaw. The author
CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Guide providing informationon international gives a concise survey of different aspects of
Amsterdam, Price Waterhouse, 1991, pp. 125. cooperationwith East Europe published by the 1992 Tax AmendmentLaw.
Informationguide on doing business in the Institute for Medium and Small-sized (B. 111.834)
Czechoslovakia,including foreign investment, Businesses Netherlands and prepared by SCHMIDT, Karsten.
banking and finance, customs duties, taxation Coopers & Lybrand Dijker Van Dien.

Handelsrecht. 3. Auflage.
of individuals and corporations, indirect taxes, Loose-leafpublicationdescribingbusiness

Cologne, Carl Heymanns Verlag KG, 1987,
tax treaties and other related matters. The opportunities in East European countries. The

pp. 950, 124.- DM.
material contained in this guide was compiled followingcountries are introduced (including Extensive explanationand analysis of the
in May 1991 and describes legislation, taxation): Hungary, Czechoslovakia,Poland, CommercialCode. Also an extensive survey
regulations and practices in effect as of Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, the U.S.S.R. of the historical developmentof commercial
24 May 1991. and Albania. law is given.
(B. 111.891) (B. 112.005) (B. 111.944)

SCHMIDT, Karsten.
EEC Finland Gesellschaftsrecht.2. Auflage.
COUGNON,Jean M. VEROSUUNNITTELUNUUDET Cologne, Carl Heymanns Verlag KG, 1991,
The E.E.C. Merger and Parent-Subsidiary Vaihtoehdot pp. 1630,178.-DM.

Directives of 23 July 1990 in practice. Their Helsinki, LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1990, Company law. An extensive analysis and

implementationin Belgium, France, pp. 218. explanationof laws concerningcompanies.
Germany, the Netherlands and the United New prospectsof tax planning.Compilation The first part contains an overview of the

Kingdom. of articles based on presentationsgiven at a general principlesof company law, the second

Brussels, EtablissementEmile Bruylant S.A., tax planning seminar. Articles deal with the part discusses corporationsand the third part
discusses different forms of partnerships1992, pp. 260. 2250.- Bfr. following topics: comparisonof tax treatment

to
(B. 111.882) of different enterprise forms; imputation tax; (some of which are unique Germany).

tax planning strategies after the tax reform; (B. 111.943)
REPORTOF THE COMMITTEEOF tax avoidance and hidden distributions; capital STEUERBERATERHANDBUCH 1992.
Independent Experts on company taxation. gains; taxation of investments in securities 5. Auflage.
Commissionof the European Communities, and real property; fringe benefits; securities Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag, 1992, pp. 2112,
March 1992. used as remunerationof employees and 186.- DM.
Luxembourg,Office for Official Publications management Fifth edition of publicationof the German
of the European Communities, 1992, pp. 465. (B. 111.425) Association for Tax Advisers containing
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Vlll. QCET which becomes a QC on the first day of its 1992/93 income
forward to that in accordance with theBecause the new regime gives a company the ability to dis- year may carry year,

normal loss carry forward rules, 75 percent of any lossestribute (unimputed) dividends tax-free once an election is incurredby it in the 1991/92 earlieror years.made to become a QC, there is logically an entry price to rec-

ognize that accumulated distributable reserves from earlier
years may later be released as tax-free dividends. QCET,
therefore, is the tax payable by a company upon election to X. CONCLUSION
become a QC. It is essentially a 33 percent tax imposed on The QC regime was founded on the premise that businesses
the reserves of the companyat the tine of the election, which undertaken through snall closely held conpanies are in
upon distribution to shareholderswould otherwise be taxable effect no different from partnerships undertaking the same
in their hands.28 operations,except for the entity's legal form. Therefore,each

QCET must be paid by the due date for payment of terminal should pay the same amountof tax. Specifically,the pre-1991
tax for the income year in which the day immediately pre- company tax law needed to be rectified to allow such compa-
ceding the tirne at which the company became a QC falls. nies to distributecapital gains free of tax to their shareholders
This means that if a 31 March balance date company be- and to attribute their losses to shareholders.
comes a QC on 1 April 1994, it must pay its QCET by 7 Feb- This review of the QC legislationhas demonstratedhow that
ruary 1995. objective is to be achievedusing an imputation-basedmodel,
QCET does not form part of residual income tax upon which rather than the direct attribution or full integration partner-
provisional tax and use of money interest is calculated. ship-type approach adopted in Subchapter S of the US rev-

enue law.

IX. TRANSITIONALPROVISIONS However, the article also illustrates that, in attempting to
attain its objectives, the QC approachstillleaves small close-

A. Noticesof election ly held companies facing complex legislationwith its associ-
ated significant monetary and administrative down-time

Shareholderand director elections for a company to become costs; in particular, the maintenance of imputation records
a QC, LAQC elections and foreign loss elections take effect and the need to obtain professionaladvice to ensure the qual-
on the first day of a company's 1992/93 income year (the ifying criteria are continually met and technical difficulties
first year from which the new regime operates) if the relevant

are complied with.
notices of election are received by the Commissionerby 31
March 1993. The benefits of the legislation lie in the ability ofNew Zealand

resident shareholders of small closely-held companies to end

B. Concessionalrate of QCET up with the same tax liability as if they operated their business
through a partnership or as a sole trader. But the regime is

If a company which was incorporated before 30 November essentially a domestic one. The inability of non-residents to
1991 becomes a QC on the first day of its 1992/93 income utilize dividend imputation credits and attributed losses, and
year (normally 1 April 1992), its QCET can be reduced to 7.5 the retention of NRWT on otherwise tax-exempt dividends
percent of the taxable dividend which would arise upon severelycurtails the benefits of a QC to non-residents.In these
winding up, adjusted for the net amount of tax-exempt cash circumstances, a partnership or non-corporate New Zealand
dividends and taxable bonus issues29 received and paid by joint venture structure may be a more attractive option.
the company from 30 November 1990 to that first day of QC This focus, which deters non-residents, is unfortu-narrow
status.

nate. While it is driven by revenue protectionconsiderations,
This is basically an incentive (by reducing the QCET rate it nevertheless undermines the conceptual policy objectives
from 33 percent to 7.5 percent) to encourage companies that of creating a tax-neutral environment in New Zealand in
meet the criteria to come within the regime. which business decisions can be taken without Government

The adjustment for net exempt dividends received in the favourof one player over another.

specified period is an anti-avoidance measure to prevent 28. Numerically,QCET is calculatedusing the following formula:
companies from retaining exempt dividends which were a+c-b-9d)xd
received after the date of first announcementof the QC code where a = taxable dividends if assets and liabilities were realized and the

(30 November 1990) and distributing them to their own considerationwas distributedupon winding up;
b = assessable income to the company in calculatinga;shareholders tax-free after becoming a QC. Those net divi-
c ICA (and FDWP account) balance accrued for tax payable and=

dends remain subject to the full 33 percent QCET. refunds owing; and
d = resident company tax rate (33%).As a further incentive to participate in the regime from the 29. Taxable bonus issues are included in the definition of dividend in Sec.

outset, a company incorporated before 30 November 1991 4(1)(f) and therefore fall within the Sec. 63 exemptionwhere it applies.
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tween two companies in a 100% commonly owned group, achievement of which may be undermined only by
and (ii) the company which derives the dividend is not an unforeseenadverse events late in an income year.
LAQC, and (iii) the paying company is a QC (but not an Given this potentialelectiondifficulty and the revocation

LAQC). difficulties with LAQCs noted above, it is hard to resist
the conclusion that the better course would be to allow

The loss offset and subvention payment provisions do not
QCs to automatically also be LAQCs provided the other

apply to a QC unless the loss company is also a QC. criteria in Section 393N were met.

If a company subsequentlyceases to qualify for the loss

Vil. LOSSES pass-throughbecause of a shareholderor directorrevoca-

tion of election, it falls out of the LAQC regime with

It is the treatment of losses that brings the regime closest to effect from the first day of the income year in which

achieving the policy objective of taxing QCs in a manner notice of revocation was given to the Commissioneror

similar to that of a partnership. If a QC elects to be an LAQC from the first day of a later income year specified in the

(where it meets the conditions set out below), its losses are notice or a later income year the Commissionerconsiders

attributed to the underling shareholders in proportion to appropriateor successfully applied for by the company.

their respective effective interests in the QC in the same way An LAQC election is deemed to be revoked upon the

as a partner carries his/her share of a partnership's loss. death of any shareholder or disposal of the shares to a

Therefore, any losses are carried forward at the shareholder personother than an existing shareholder.The grace peri-
level. The only exception to this rule is where a foreign loss ods of 12 months and 63 days, respectively,apply for the

election is made by each sui juris shareholdernominatingthat lodgment of a further notice of election to preserve
attributed foreign losses and foreign investment fund losses LAQC rank. Again, the deemed revocation takes effect

remain in the LAQC for carrying forward to a later income from the beginning of the income year in which the

year.26 Because these losses can only be offset against assess- revoking event arose or the first day of a later year con-

able income derived in future years from the same tax juris- sidered appropriate by the Commissioneror applied for

diction as that in which they arose, the ability for an LAQC to by the company.
retain those losses, rather than pass them through to share- (d) None of the shares have been, during the year, subject to

holders, is advantageous when it is more likely that the (an) arrangement(s)for the purpose(s)of making the QC
LAQC, instead of those shareholders, will derive future an LAQC to defeat the intent and application of the

income from the relevant country. This will generally be the LAQC-empoweringsection of the Act. (The widespread
case given the types of companies and shareholdersat which view appears to be that no one really knows what this

these reforms are aimed. provisionmeans!) There is also a specific anti-avoidance
rule which disallowsa loss attribution where no econom-

LAQC status permits the pass-through of losses where the ic loss is suffered by a shareholder because a compen-
following circumstancesprevail: satory right to sell shares prevails.
(a) The company is a QC at all times in the ncome year.
(b) The QC has only one class of share. The shares must Subject to the concessionary transitional provisions, prior

carry at all tines in the incone year the same voting year losses carried forward by a company upon entering the

rights in respectofdistributions, the company'sconstitu- QC regime are not available for carryforward and offset

tion, variation of capital and appointment of directors, against future company profits. This treatment is logical in

and the same rights to dividends,assets and returnofcap- that events which occurred prior to entering the regime.are
ital and share prernium. In this context, Section 192 properly dealt with under the old rules with the loss attribu-

debentures (i.e. debentures with a floating rate of inter- tion rules applying only from the time the election to fall

est) and Section 195 debentures (i.e. debenturesissued in within them is made.

substitution for shares) fall within the one class of share
Where to be LAQC, it also automatical-

rule.27
a company ceases an

ly ceases to be a QC from the first day of the following
This rule was imposed to avoid otherwisecomplex legis- ncome year. This also is an anti-avoidancerule designed to
lation to determine the allocation of losses to differing prevent switching between QCs and LAQCs in alternate
classes of shares and to reduce the opportunities for

to reduceprovisionaltax obligations.But it also impos-
losses to be allocated, via different rights pertaining to

years
es upon QCs which elect to be LAQCs additional constraints

different types of shares, to shareholders who would (e.g. the restriction to one class of share) which if (inadver-
obtain the greatest tax advantage from them. tently) broken will jeopardize their QC status. The conse-

(c) All sui juris shareholders and directors must unanimous-
quences of this will be dire if, for example, a new class of

ly elect that corporate losses will pass through to share- shares was issued and the company continued to pay exempt
holders. The election must be made before the beginning dividends to shareholdersin the belief that it was still a QC.
of the income year to which it applies, unless it is the

QC's first year in which case it takes effect from the first

day of that year. In many situations, it will not be practi- 26. Attributed foreign losses and foreign investment fund losses are losses of

cable to predict a loss in advance of an income year
controlled foreign companies and foreign investment funds which are allocated

to New Zealand resident owners under the international tax rules in Secs. 245G
necessitating the election to become an LAQC. After all, and 245R of the Act.

companies are normally in business to make a profit, the 27. See the definition of share in Sec. 2 of the Act.
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company represent family trusts (perhaps establishedfor the For example, assume a company makes a profit of NZ$100
specific purpose of providing income for the benficiaries' and, because of (say) losses carried forward, it pays corporate
future education and well-being) the beneficiaries of which tax ofNZ$ 20 so that it has an ICA balance ofNZ$ 20. It then
are infants, there will not yet be any sui juris beneficiaries. pays one cash dividend of NZ$ 80. Under alternative (b)
Consequently,in these circumstances,the sectionpermits the above, it must attach the NZ$ 20 ICA balance to the NZ$ 80
trustee (or any other natural person) to personally assume dividend paid, it being the lesser of:
joint and several liability for the company's tax payments in (i) 33/67 x NZ$ 80 = NZ$ 39.40; and
proportion to the trustee's interest in the QC. (ii) 20 x 8/80 = NZ$ 20.

However,given the fiduciaryobligationplaced upon trustees, The exempt portion of the dividend is the excess of the NZ$
prudence would suggest that trustee shareholders would be 80 paid over the fully imputed gross dividend, i.e. 20/33 =

extremely cautious in electing to be personally liable for a 60.61. Thus, the exempt portion is NZ$ 19.39, i.e. NZ$ 80 =

share of the company's tax obligationsunless the trustee was 60.61.
also a director, in which case he/she would at least be aware

Therefore, the shareholderhas no net tax to pay, determinedof the company's affairs, and/or he/she obtained an indemni-
ty from the (other) directors.

as follows:

From the viewpointof a beneficiaryof a purely discretionary NZ$ NZ$
trust, there is likely to be a reluctance to accept personal lia- Taxable gross dividend 60.61

bility for the company's tax if, at the time he/she is required Less Tax thereon (33%) 20.00
Less Imputation credit (20.00)to commit him/herself, it is not known whether any distribu-

-

tion will even be obtained from the trust. Net after-tax dividend 60.61
Add Exempt dividend 19.39

Total after-tax dividend 80.00
V. TAXATION OF DIVIDENDS FROM A QC
Where a QC which maintains a dividend imputation credit Interestdeductions
account (ICA) or an FDWP account pays a cash dividend
to any_shateholder,_it must attach imputation and FDWP A shareholderwho incurs interestexpenditureon money bor-

credits to that dividend equal to the lesser of: rowed to acquire shares in a QC is not permitteda deduction

(a) the maximum imputation or FDWP credits allowed, i.e. to the extent of the amount of any non-cash dividends

33/67 of the dividend paid; or (excluding taxable bonus issues) that the shareholderderives
from the QC during the income year. This prohibition is

(b) based on the proposition that such non-cash dividends are
Amount of dividend

ICA (or FDWP account) t
(before attachmentof credits) tax-exempt in the recipient's hands and, consequently, no

balance at 31 March each year x deduction should be permitted for costs which may lead to
' Total cash dividends and their provision. However, this constrainthas inequitablecon-

taxable bonus issues sequences for a shareholder who is not also an employee
(before attachmentof credits) because the denial of the interest deduction is not directly

related to the provision of the non-cash benefit. In these cir-
This rule effectively requires the maximum imputation and cumstances, the company will be denied a deduction for all

1 FDWP credits to be attached to dividendspaid and when the costs related to the provision of the benefit and the share-
maximum cannot be attained because sufficient credits are holderwill also be denied a deduction (at least part of) his/her
not available in the ICA or FDWP account, alternative (b) nterest expense. Hence, deductions are rejected twice in
prorates the ICA and FDWP account balances across all div- respect of the one benefit.
idend payments made during the year. This prevents the use

of QCs to stream imputationand FDWP credits to sharehold-
ers who can benefit most from them. VI. TAXATION OF QCs

Imputationcredits must still be attached to dividends paid to The intercorporatedividendexemptionwhich is to apply to a

non-residentshareholdersand are, therefore, wasted because wholly owned group of New Zealand resident companies25
non-resident shareholders cannot claim a credit for them does not apply to a companywhich has been a QC at any time

against their New Zealand tax liability24 nor, for most juris- before the dividend was derived by it, unless (i) the dividend

dictions, against their home country tax liability. was derived from a foreign company (n which case it is sub-
ject to an FDWP deduction by the New Zealand recipient

To the extent to which a dividend is not fully imputed, it is company) or the dividend is paid before 1 April 1993 be-
exempt from income tax in the shareholder'shands.

The fully imputed component of the dividend payment is 24. Non-residentshareholdersof New Zealand companies are subject to non-

determinedby the following formula:
residentwithholding tax on dividends, which is a final tax. The dividendsare not
included in the non-resident shareholder's assessable income in New Zealand.
Since it is the tax on assessable income from which imputation credits are

Imputation (and FDWP) credits deemed attached to dividends deducted, non-residentshareholdersobtain no credit for tax paid at the corporate
level by the New Zealand companies in which they invest.

Resident company tax rate (33%) 25. See Sec. 63(2K) in clause 7 of the Bill.
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Where a shareholderrevokes his/her election that the compa- vision was considered necessary from a revenue protection
ny be a QC, a 63-day grace perod (extendibleon application viewpoint to ensure that QC shareholdersdid not obtain tax-

to the Commissioner) allows a substitute shareholder to so free dividends where their company had insufficientfunds to

elect, thus enabling the company to continuouslymaintain its meet its tax liabilities, especially where those liabilities arise

QC status. The 63-day period also applies where new elec- ex post upon investigation. But one would have thought that

tions are required by virtue of a deemed revocation. Further, such a situation would be countered by the new Section 276

the death of a shareholderwill not terminate QC status if the of the Act which provides that, if an arrangement is entered

companywould have remaineda QC but for that death and the into having the effectof rendering the companyunable to sat-

new shareholder(s) make a shareholder election within 12 isfy its tax liability, the directors of the company at the time

months of the date of death (or such extended period as the the arrangement was entered into are jointly and severally
Commissionermay, on application, allow). The (extendible) liable as agent for any resultantcorporate tax payable. A con-

12-month period is designed to provide sufficient time for the trolling shareholder is similarly liable, subject to a statutory
transmission of the shares to beneficiaries under the de- limit turning on the value of the shareholder's interest in the

ceased's will or intestacy and the resultant elections. company and the value of the benefit derived from the

arrangement.
To become an LAQC, a separate election must also be made

by all sui juris shareholders and directors.2o Under Section Furthermore, the solvency test in the Companies Bill

3930(1), such an election may be unilaterallyrevokedby any (1990) imposes an obligation on a company's directors to

one of the sui juris shareholdersor directors. In this situation, ensure that the company can pay its debts as they become due

there is no grace period for any other person to make the in the normal course of business and that the realizable value

LAQC election, in order to maintain the company's LAQC of the company's assets exceeds the present value of its lia-

status. Prima facie, the revocation takes effect retrospective- bilities (includingcontingent liabilities) after they authorize a

ly, i.e. on the first day of the income year in which the notice distribution to shareholders. Consequently, there are already
was given to the Commissionerand the company.21 To miti- remedies available to the Commissioner under the Act and

gate the revocation by an aggrieved shareholder or director, there will be further remedies under the amended Companies
the company would have to rely on the Commissioner'sdis- Act (if the amendments proceed in their present form) to

cretion under Section 3930(1)(c)(ii) to defer the date on address concems about protection of the Revenue upon
which the notice of revocation takes effect. However, even if which the shareholderassumptionof personal liability rests.

the Commissioner exercised his discretion favourably, this

approach only offers relief in a timing sense.
One major problem that could have arisen from the require-
ment that all sui juris shareholderselect personal liability for

This issue is a particularlypertinentone because a sharehold- their respective proportionsof the QC's tax liability is that a

er's or director's revocation of his/her election that a QC be disgruntled shareholder could undermine the QC status of a

an LAQC results in loss of both the company's LAQC and company by merely not so electing or revoking his/her elec-

QC statti.22 To ensure the provisionscouldnot be used by dis- tion. Consequently,minority shareholdersare excluded from

gruntled shareholdersor directors to undermine a company's this requirement where majority shareholders, i.e. those

LAQC and QC positions, it would seem more appropriate to shareholders holding a 50 percent or more interest in the

include a 63-day grace period rule similar to Section company, elect to be personally or, if more than one majority
393F(2)(a) into the LAQC provisions, assuming Parliament shareholder, joint and severally liable for the company's tax

is entrenchedin the view that elections to becomeLAQCs are liability in place of any shareholders with less than a 50 per-
necessary at all. cent interest in the company.

If a company ceases to comply with any of the QC criteria, it Nevertheless, even with a benchmark shareholding interest
loses its QC status from the beginning of the income year in of less than 50 percent for a minority shareholder, some mis-

which non-compliancearose. However, if the Commissioner chievous situations will not be addressed by the legislation.
considers that rule unduly harsh or inappropriate, he may, Suppose an estranged spouse held exactly 50 percent of the

after taking account of the relevant circumstances,defer ces- shares in a family company. He/she could refuse to elect that
sation of QC status until the first day of a later income year a family company become a QC and, for example, thwart an

provided he is satisfied that the company did not know nor otherwise tax-free capital distribution from the company at

could have reasonably been expected to have known that it least partially for the benefit of the matrimonialpartner.
would cease to be a QC because it was reasonably expected
that (i) a substituteelectionwould have ben obtained within Section 393D(2) requires a trustee shareholder and at least

the grace periods, or (ii) the NZ$ 10,000 foreign non-divi- one sui juris beneficiary (being a natural person) to assume

dend income threshold would not be breached, or (iii) QC personal liability. Where trustee shareholders in a family
dividend income derived by a trustee shareholderwould have

been distributed as beneficiary income. 20. See Sec. 393N(c)(i).
21. See Sec. 3930(1)(a).
22. See Secs. 393R and 3930(1)(c)(i).

G. Personal liabilityof sui jurisshareholders 23. The share is measured by the shareholder's effective interest which, in

most circumstances, will be determined by the person's voting interest in the

Each sui juris shareholder must also elect to be personally QC. Where that voting interest varies throughout the year, a weightedaverage is

taken over the whole year. See Secs. 393A(2)(b)and 8C for the statutorydefini-

liable for his/her share of a QC's tax obligations.23 This pro- tion of voting interest.
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tion within the first degreeof relationshipare treated as a sin- premise that non-residentcompaniescould bypass the (New
gle shareholder. This narrows down the number for the pur- Zealand residence and FDWP) rules by establishing New
pose of the shareholdercount test. For example, if the share- Zealand resident status at the outset in order to distributetheir
holders in a company are Mrs A, her father (Mr B) and Mrs foreign-sourced retained earnings free of tax as qualifying
A's daughter (Mrs C), all three are treated as a single share-. company...15 This reasoning is not at all clear. If a non-resi-
holder becauseboth Mr B and Mrs C are connected to Mrs A dent company became a New Zealand tax resident, like any
in the first degree (see Figure, below). other New Zealand resident company, it must pay QCET

upon entering the QC regime. Foreign-sourcedretainedearn-
FIRST DEGREE OF RELATIONSHIP

ings would be subject to tax at that point and therefore do not

totally escape tax even though they can be distributed later
without any further impost.

Mr B Father

A F. Shareholderand directorelections
Related in 1st degree

V The new law requires that all directors and sui juris share-

Selected Shareholder holders unanimouslyagree that their companybecomes a QC.
Mrs'A

A director's election takes effect on the first day of the
A income year following that in which the notice of election isRelated in 1st degree received by the Commissioner the first day of laterV or on a

year specified in the notice. However, in the case of new

Mrs C Daughter companies, the election takes effect on the first day of the
company's first income year. Although the directors' election
to become a QC must be unanimous, it may be revoked by a

Deemed Single Shareholder simple resolutionof directors. That revocationtakes effecton

the later of the beginning of the income year in which notice
is received by the Commissioneror the beginning of a later

This deeming provision operates even if the first degree test
ncome year specified in the notice.

is broken by death or marriage dissolutionso long as the par-
ties (the surviving shareholders, in the case of death) remain A shareholder's election takes effect on the first day of the
shareholders in QC. Therefore, in the above example, if Mrs company's income year following that in which the Commis-
A died, Mr B and Mrs C would still be treated as one single sioner received the notice of election or, if specified in the
shareholder,notwithstandingthat they are connected only in notice, the first day of a later income year.
the second degree of relationship, until they relinquish their

shareholdings. A shareholderelection can be revoked by:
(1) any shareholdernotifying the company and the Commis-

A shareholderwho is a trustee is not taken into account in the sioner accordingly; or
shareholdercount test. Instead, the numberof shareholders is

(2) the death of the shareholder; ordeemed to be the greaterof the number of:

persons who have derived beneficiary income from the- (3) the disposal of all the shareholder's shares unless dis-

trust in the form of dividends from a QC since 1 April posed of to an existing shareholder for whom a valid
election is already in effect;16 or1992; or

persons (other than the trustee) who make a shareholder a a trustee a- (4) beneficiary of trust, for whom both the and

election,14 natural person have assumed liability under Sections
393D(2) and (3), becoming sui juris;17

or
It should be noted that the maximum shareholdertest applies (5) a minority shareholder, in respect of whom a majoritycontinuouslythroughoutthe life ofa QC. This means that not shareholder has made an election and assumed liabilityonly must changes in shareholding be closely monitored to under Section 393D(3), increasinghis/hereffective inter-
ensure that the threshold is not exceeded, but also income est in the QC to 50 percent or more;18 or
beneficiariesderiving dividends each year under a trust must

(6) a majority shareholder's effective nterest falling below
be observed. This is particularly important because the allo- 50 percent. 19

cation of dividend income to an additional beneficiary may
result in the maximumnumberof shareholdersbeing exceed- Such deemed revocations take effect on the first day of the
ed. This possibility could effectively transfer the power to income year in which the event giving rise to the revocation
determine or terminate QC status to a trustee shareholder occurs.

which, in certain (perhaps antagonistic) circumstances,may
be inequitablevis--vis other shareholdersof the QC.

14. See under ShareholderandDirector Elections.

E. Foreign-sourcedincome
15. Supra, note 1 at 24.
16. See clause 30 of the Bill which amends Sec. 393E(2)(b) to this effect.
17. See under PersonalLiability ofSui Juris Shareholders.

The restriction that no more than NZ$ 10,000 non-dividend 18. Id.
income be sourced outside New Zealand was founded on the 19. Id.
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IV. REQUIREMENTSOF THE NEW Gross exempt dividend 67

LEGISLATION Less NRWT (15%) (10)*
Net dividend remitted 57

The criteria to obtain and retain QC status are specified in
* Total tax 43Section 393B of the Act. These tests, which are applied for

each income year, are discussedbelow.

Conversely, if the business was New Zealand-owned,the tax

A. Qualifyingshareholders impost would be 33 percent, viz.:12

At any time during an income year, each shareholderin a QC NZ$ NZ$
must be either:

Business income 100
a natural person; or Less Company tax (33%) _(33)

-

another QC; or Gross dividend 67
-

a trustee of a trust which allocates all of its cash divi--

dends and taxable bonus issues from QCs to beneficiaries Tax thereon (33%) 33
as beneficiary ncome. This means that ncome of that Less Imputation credit

type cannot be accumulatedby, and taxed as income of, (fully imputed) (33)

the trustee. As an anti-avoidancemeasure, the beneficia- Net tax payable by shareholder Ni

ries entitled to that income cannot include other trustees After-tax dividend 67

or non-QCs.

B. Corporate residence The final tax liabilities ofnon-residentshareholderswill tum

on the extent to which they are able to claim in their home
A QC must not be a foreign company at any time during the countries a credit for tax paid on foreign-sourced income.
income year.

8 However, it is by no means assured that such a credit will

From a non-resident'sviewpoint, this effectively means that meet the New Zealand tax imposed on the income remitted

a New Zealand subsidiary company must be incorporated if overseas and, indeed, a credit will not generally be available
for the underlying company tax paid in New Zealand.

QC status is to be attained.9

The Committee's justification for the requirement that a QC Conversely, and logically, there are no restrictions on the

be a New Zealand resident company was to ensure that the ability of a loss attributingqualifyingcompany (LAQC) to

attribute the relevant share of its losses to a non-resident
foreign dividend withholding payment (FDWP) regime is 13

not debilitated:0 If non-resident companies could be QCs,
shareholder. Although this is beneficial to non-residents
insofar as they fall within the New Zealand tax jurisdiction,such dividends could flow through the company and be dis-
the LAQC losses attributedwould generallybetributed to underlyingshareholderswithout the impositionof

so not expect-
ed to reduce the non-residents' tax liabilities in their home

any withholding tax.
jurisdiction.

The retention of the Section 63 intercorporate dividend

exemption in the Bill, in respect of dividend transactions D. Maximum numberofshareholders
within a wholly owned group, appears to justify (at least in
the New ZealandGovernment'sview) the continuationof the The legislation imposes a (somewhat arbitrary) limit of five
FDWP regime. on the number of shareholders in a QC on the basis that, by

definition, a closely held company has a small number of
The Committee also considered that, on tax administration

shareholders.
grounds, allowing non-residents to be QCs would lead to

policingdifficulties in relation to the qualifying criteria. In applying the maximum shareholder test, there must be a

trace-through of corporate shareholders to the ultimate non-

1 C. Non-residentshareholders corporate shareholders. This clearly has the effect of broad-

ening the number of shareholders. On the other hand, all

Althougha QC itselfmust be a New Zealand resident, it may shareholderswho are connected by blood, marriage or adop-
have non-residentshareholders. However, dividends paid by
a QC to non-residentshareholdersremain subject to non-res- 8. A foreign company is defined in Sec. 63 to mean either a company which

ident withholding tax (NRWT).u This can have a substan- is not resident in New Zealand or, if it is resident in New Zealand, it is treated as

a terms tax agreement. Corporatetial effect on the New Zealand tax liability. Assume, for being non-resident in of the relevant double
residence tests for tax purposes are set out in Sec. 241(6) of the Act.

example, that a business having an owner resident in the 9. But see underNon-ResidentShareholdersto appreciate that the advantages
United Kingdom derived NZ$100 of business income from in these circumstancesare more apparent than real.

New Zealand. If the business was undertaken through a QC, 10. A New Zealand residentcompanywhich receives dividends from a foreign
deduct FDWPs from those dividends at the time the dividend is

the ultimate New Zealand tax impost would be 43 percent,
company must

paid to it. It is effectively a withholding tax for which the shareholders of the
calculatedas follows: New Zealand company are given credit when taxable distributions are made to

them.
NZ$ 11. Supra, note 1 at 32.

Business income 100 12. Assuming that either the corporateor top personalmarginal tax rate applies.
Less Company tax (33%) (33)* 13. Refer to Losses for a discussion of LAQCs.
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(4) In the case of a trustee shareholder, dividends derived by become so complex that closely held companies must now

the trustee must vest in beneficiaries as beneficiary ncur considerablecompliancecosts (relative to their size) in
income. order to determine their correct tax liability.

(5) Each sui juris shareholder (i.e. a shareholder of full age
and capacity) nust elect to be personally liable for Moreover, the tax treatment itself differs between such a

his/her share of the tax payable by the company should businessundertaken in partnershipor by a sole trader and that
the company default in meeting its liability. At least one undertaken by a company. A principal inconsistncy is the
sui juris beneficiary of a shareholding trust must accept treatment of capital gains arising from the disposal of busi-
liability along with the trustee. ness assets. Under New Zealand law which does not tax cap-

(6) The company must be resident in New Zealand. ital profits, such gains fall outside the income tax net if the
(7) Non-dividend income not sourced in New Zealand must assets are disposed of by a sole trader or partnership entity,

not exceed NZ$ 10,000 per year. i.e. the gain is derived tax-free by the sole trader or partner,
(8) The company cannot be a unit trust. but, although the same gain is tax-free to a company which

Losses incurred by a QC may pass through to its sharehold- disposes of the asset, it is taxable as a dividend to the share-

ers under certain specified circumstances. holder when the company distributes the gain to him/her.5

In-kind benefits obtained by shareholder-employeesare sub-
Also, losses incurred by a sole trader or partnership are able

ject to fringe benefit tax and the costs ofproviding the bene-
to be directly offset against the owners' other assessable

fits are deductible. Expenditure in respect of such benefits
ncome in the year in which the losses are incurred. But

derived by non-employee shareholders is not deductible losses incurred by a company are quarantined within that
because the benefits constitute dividends to those sharehold-

to to
ers. Interest incurred to acquire shares in a QC is deductible company. They are unable be transferred the sharehold-

ers for offset against their other income. The company must
only to the extent to which it exceeds the value ofany n-kind its losses forward to future income (subject tobenefits provided to the shareholder. carry years cer-

tain share ownership continuity tests)6 when they may be
A transitionalconcessionary7.5 percent tax is imposedessen- deducted from assessable income in those years. At best, the

tially on the reserves of companies incorporated before 30 company may offset its losses against assessable income
November 1991 and which become Qcs on the first day of derived by other companies in the same group of companies
their 1992/93 ncome year. The tax rate is 33 percent for com- (again subject to stringent ownership tests)7 in the year the -

panies falling outside that criterion. This tax is known as the losses were incurred. In relation to closely held companies
qualiyingcompany election tax (QCET).The reserves sub- the corporate group situation arises relatively nfrequently.
ject to QCET can subsequently be distributed tax-free. They Therefore, because company losses cannot be immediately
would otherwisehave been taxable in shareholders' hands. offset against a shareholder'sother income, whereas they can

in the partnership situation, there is a significant tax timing
disadvantage if an incorporated legal entity is adopted. This

Ill. REASONS FOR INTRODUCINGTHE may become a permanentdisadvantageif the company never

REGIME turns in a taxable profit. It is for these reasons that the part-
The conceptual basis behind taxing closely held companies nership entity is often utilized at the outset of a business

in a manner different from other companies is that, in sub- undertaking (where potential losses are anticipated) with the

stance, their operations are no differentthan those ofpartner-
intention of ncorporationafter that nitial loss-makingphase

ships or sole traders. has passed.

Of the 140,000 companies registered in New Zealand in The New Zealand Government's well-iterated policy posi-
1991, it has been estimated that two thirds had no more than tion is that the tax system should be neutral in the context of
five shareholders.4 business decisionmaking,i.e. there should be level playinga

Anecdotal evidence suggests that these companies tend to be field in the way different legal entities, which in substance
small family entities (akin to the US Mom and Pop stores) undertake the same business, must be taxed. Hence, the new

which undertake their business in the legal form of a compa- legislation is based on the premise that the manner in which

ny in order to obtain the advantageof limited liability (at least different businesses are taxed should not differ because the

to a large extent in the public domain since shareholder and legal form of their undertaking is different. This is simply a

other personal guarantees tend to expunge that advantage in a specific business applicationof an historical tenet of taxation,
corporateborrowingcontext) and to facilitate the issue ofdebt i.e. horizontal equity between taxpayers.
securities, particularly debentures. Aside from these two pri-
mary considerations, the relevant business could otherwise

equally be undertakenoutside the legal corporate structure.
4. A. Valabh, R. Congreve,L. McKay, R. McLeodand T. Robinson,The Tax-

However, the disadvantages that have accrued to such com- ation ofDistributionsfromCompanies- Final Report, Report of the Consulta-

panies have grown considerably as tax reform in New tive Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital (Wellington: Govern-

Zealand has continued. The law governing the taxation of ment Print July 1991).

distributions from companies (particularly the legislation
5. See Secs. 4(1)(a) and 4A(1)(c) of the Act.
6. See Sec. 188.

describing the constituentsof a dividend for tax purposes)has 7. See Secs. 191 and 19lA.
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NEW ZEALAND:

TAXATION OF CLOSELYHELD COMPANIES:
THE NEW ZEALAXD MODEL

Kevin Holmes

I. INTRODUCTION Kevin Holmes is a Chartered

The New Zealand Income Tax AmendmentAct (No. 2) 1992 incorporates into the Accountantand Senior Lecturer in

Income Tax Act 1976 (the Act) the legislation for the taxation of closelyheld
Taxation in the Facultyof Commerce
and Administrationat Victoria University

companies in New Zealand. The law is presently subject to some proposed, and rel- of Wellington.
atively minor, amendmentsin the Tax ReformBill (No. 5) 1992 (the Bill) which,
at the time of writing,was before the ParliamentaryFinance and ExpenditureSelect
Committee.

Contents
The legislation emerged from initial proposals by the Consultative Committee on I. Introduction
the Taxationof Income from Capital (the Committee).In its report,2 the Commit-
tee postulated that closely held companies are effectively substitutes for partner-

Il. Features of the QC Regime

ships and sole traders3 in the sense that a very small number of shareholders of III. Reasons for Introducing the Regime
small companies are virtually synonymouswith the company they own. IV. Requirementsof the New

Legislation
Based on this classificationof companies, the Committee created the concept of a A. Qualifying shareholders
qualtying company (QC), being a closely held company which meets specified B. Corporate residence
criteria enabling it to elect to be taxed in a manner vaguely comparable to that of a C. Non-resident shareholders

partnership. But the full integration approach adopted in the United States has not D. Maximum number of
shareholders

been transposed to New Zealand. Rather, a novel method, based on the dividend E. Foreign-sourced income
imputation system, was developed. It involves making corporate distributions F. Shareholder and director

effectively tax-free in shareholders' hands by attaching full imputation credits to elections

those distributionswhere the companyhas paid tax (which distributionsare taxable G. Personal liability of sui juris
in the shareholders' hands) and rendering all other distributions ta-exempt to the

shareholders

shareholder, thus ensuring that corporate income is ultimately taxed at the share- V Taxation of Dividends from a QC

holders' marginal tax rates. VI. Taxation of QCs
Vil. Losses

Il. FEATURES OF THE QC REGIME Vlll. QCET
IX. Transitional Provisions

Briefly, the main features of the regime are set out below: A. Notices of election

A QC must distribute fully imputed taxable dividends and, to the extent that divi-
B. Concessional rate of QCET

dends are not fully imputed, they are exempt dividends. This means that a share- X. Conclusion

holder recipient will incur no tax liability on the dividend distributions he/she
derives because either he/she obtains at least a full imputation credit in respect of
taxable dividends derived (assuming the corporate tax rate applied in determining
the imputationcredits does not exceed the maximumpersonal tax rate) or the divi-
dends are simply exempt. To the extent that there is an insufficientcredit balance in
the company's dividend imputation credit account to enable dividends to be fully
imputed, the dividend distribution is exempt from tax in shareholders' hands.

To fall within this concessionaryregirne, a companymust meet the followingcriteria:

(1) All shareholders and directors must unanimously agree that their company
becomes a QC.

(2) The company must have no more than five shareholders. Shareholders related
1. Secs. 393-393Tof the Act.

to the first degree are treated as one shareholder.All beneficiariesof a trust who 2. A. Valabh, R. Congreve, L. McKay, R.

have derived dividend income from a company during its life as a QC are McLeodand T. Robinson, The Taxation ofDistribu-

deemed to be shareholders. There are provisions to trace through to ultimate tions from Companies, Report of the Consultative

non-corporateshareholders.
Committee on the Taxation of Income from Capital
(Wellington:GovernmentPrint, November 1990).

(3) Corporate shareholders themselvesmust be QCs. 3. Id. at 12.
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First, the proposal is not based on sound economic analysis. determining the profits of a foreign-controlledUS corpora-
Under the proposal, a foreign-controlledcorporation is re- tion from the standardthat will apply in determiningthe prof-
quired to report a minimum taxable income from related- its of a US-controlledUS corporation.
party transactions without any reference to the functions it

It is possible that if the proposal enacted in its currentwere
performs, assets it utilizes or risk it incurs. Thus, the propos- form that some forign countries could seek to retaliate
al does not seek to allocate to the foreign-controlledcorpora- against US multinationals doing business within their bor-
tion an amount of income determined by reference to the

ders. Retaliation would be detrimental to US controlled cor-
value added by the foreign-controlledcorporationto the spe- porations and would be contrary to other objectives of the
cific transaction under review. Rather, as a surrogate for a

bill. In that regard, the United Kingdomhas already lodged a
true economic analysis, the proposal requires that the for-

strong protest against the provisions contained in the bill that
eign-controlled corporation earn a minimum amount of

are discriminatory against foreign residents, charging that
income based on a formuladeterminedby reference to a book

of the bill could lead to the British
income industry average.

passage pressur on gov-
ernment to nstitute retaliatorymeasures.

Second, the proposal is not based on sound tax policy. The Finally, it is this commentator's view that the proposal, if
proposal computes minimum taxable income by reference to enacted, would exacerbate substantially the already difficult
a percentage of the gross receipts derived by a foreign-con- problem the IRS already faces in auditing multinational
trolled corporation. To impose US tax on a formulary basis transactions.Under the proposal, the IRS would first have to
only on foreign-controlled corporations and without refer- determine the applicable ndustry profit percentage. This
ence to whetherthe recipienthas derivednet income does not might not be an easy task, particularly if the data sufficient to
reflect good tax policy and may be subject to a constitutional

compute the applicableprofit percentage is not readily avail-
challenge. able. Even if the data were available, the IRS seemingly
The minimum taxable income standardof the proposal also is would be engaged in additional audit activities. Under the

not consistent with the arm's length standard. It does not proposal, it would appear that the IRS first would have to

clearly reflect income as it does not allocate the appropriate determine whether the foreign-controlledcorporation satis-

amount of income from the controlled transactionamong the fied the minimum taxable ncome requirement,and even if it

participants to the transaction by reference to the value that did, then the IRS next would have to determine whether

each such participant adds to the transaction. In addition, the under the general arn's length rules, the foreign-controlled
proposal may not clearly reflect ncome because it could coporation should have reported additional income. More-

cause income to be subject to US tax in situations where the over, it is not clear how the IRS would be able to process all

multinationalenterprise on a consolidatedbasis suffers a loss. the requests for qualified Section 482 agreements that are

likely to be filed.
Third, the proposal is likely to be viewed by US treaty part-
ners as violatingUS bilateral income treaty obligationson the
basis that a formulary approach is inconsistentwith the arm's

3. The 1979 Report by the OECD on Transfer Pricing and Multinational
length standard, causes income not attributable to a US per- Enterprisesendorsedthe arm's length standard and explicitlyrejected formulary
manent establishmentto be subject to US tax and is inconsis- approaches for allocating profits between related enterprises as necessarily
tent with the non-discriminationprovisions of our treaties.3 arbitrary. The arbitrariness of the proposal is evidenced by the fact that it is

In this latter regard, the repeal of deferral for US-controlled based on a book income industry average that may have no relevance to the actu-

al amount of income that should be allocated to the foreign-controlledcorpora-
foreign corporations will not cause all US operations to be tion and most likely will result in the foreign-controlled corporation having
treated similarly. There still will be a different standard for income subject to US taxation that is either understatedor overstated.
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46th Congress of the International Fiscal Associa- Tax Efficient Corporate Organisation, Training

For further detailsof the events listed tion, Cancn (Mexico), 11-16 October (English, Course, Paris (France), 21-23 October (English):
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pricing in the absence of comparable market prices house Yard, London EC4V5EX (UnitedKingdom),
and Tax consequencesof internationalacquisitions Tel. 71-7798601,Fax: 71-7798599.

OCTOBER 1992 and business combinations.

Congress Secretariat: Mundus Tours de Mxico,

Taxplanning in Europa, Maastricht (the Nether- Paseo de la Reorma No. 379 - 7 piso, Colonia

lands), 9 October (Dutch): Cuauhtmoc,06500Mxico D.F.,Tel.: 5 5255250,

Rjksuniversiteit Limburg, Vakgroep Belasting- Fax: 5 5256306.

recht, PO Box 616,6200 MD Maastricht, Tel.

(0)43-883148.
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retary of the Treasury (Secretary)will prescribe the appli- profits to such corporations; likewise, the shifting of what
cable industry profit percentage for each category of busi- would otherwisebe the normal profits of a foreign-controlled
ness activities. Business activities generally will be catego- corporation to foreign affiliates on the basis of intercompany
rized by reference to the three digit classificationof the Stan- pricing would no longer shelter that income unless it were

dard Industrial ClassificationCode (SIC Code), although the established to the satisfactionof the IRS that this would pro-
Secretary in appropriate cases may prescribe an aggregation duce a fair result. Thus, similarity would be achieved in this
of two or more three-digit classifications or a classification way according to the JCT Explanation.
system other than the SIC Code. Thus,for example, where

appropriate,the Secretarymay distinguishbetween two types
The JCT Explanationalso adds that the proposal is consistent

of businesses that fall into the same three-digitSIC Code and with the businessprofits and associatedenterprises articles of

prescribe separate applicableprofit percentages for each. treaties. In that regard, it indicates that imputationof a mini-
mum profit as provided in the,bill is a primafacie reason-

able manner of computing the income attributable to the per-The bill provides that the proposal will not apply in the fol-

lowing two circumstances:
manent establishmentor enterprise, especially in view of the
fact that the amount required is chosen on the basis of a frac-

(1) If the foreign-controlledcorporation has entered into a tion of the domestic industry average.
qualified Section 482 agreement with the IRS prior to the
time it files its tax return for the taxable year that covers all Notwithstandingthis expression that the proposal is cmpati-
related party transactions in any category of business activi- ble with the US treaty network, the discussion in the JCT

ties of the foreign-controlledcorporation. The IRS is granted Explanation concludes that if, despite the belief expressed
sole discretion to enter into an agreement if it determinesthat above, it is ultimatelydeterminedthat this provisionof the bill

such agreementwill result in a clear reflectionof the taxable violates a treaty obligationof the United States, it is intended

income of the foreign-controlledcorporation from that cate- that the provisionsof the bill will neverthelessapply.
gory of business activities to which the agreement relates. (It
is contemplatedthat the procedure for negotiating and enter-

ing into these agreements will be similar to those relating to COMMENTS
advance pricing agreements.) The proposal emanates from the perception (which to date

Though the bill contemplates that it will be necessary gener- has not been substantiated) that foreign-controlledcorpora-
ally for the agreement to be in effect when the return for the tions do not pay their fair share of US tax, and it is the most

year is filed, the IRS will have the flexibility in its sole dis- recent attempt to raise additional revenue from foreign-con-
cretion to accept a foreign-controlled corporation's pricing trolled corporations,z In 1990 Chairman Rostenkowski ini-

methodology for an earlier taxable year even though a quali- tially had suggested a 50/50 pricing presumption. Under that
fied Section 482 agreementhas not been entered into for that proposal, a foreign-controlledcorporation would have been

prior year. treated as deriving taxable income from the sale of property
acquiredfrom a foreign affiliateof an amountnot less than 50

(2) The IRS may waive the minimumtaxable ncome require- percent of the combined taxable income resulting from the
ment even in the absence of a qualified Section 482 agree- sale of such property by the foreign-controlled corporationment if it finds in its sole discretion that application of the and any related party, unless the foreign-controlledcorpora-requirement would be inequitable. This could arise in the tion could prove otherwise to the satisfactionof the IRS.
case of a casualty or disaster, e.g. from a fire, theft, flood,
earthquake,war or riot, which would make applicationof the The proposal is a variationofRostenkowski'sapproach since

general minimum taxable income rule inequitable. it, too, mandates that foreign-controlledcorporationsreport a

certain minimum taxable income, as determinedby referenceThe JCT Explanation states that the IRS' discretion to waive
the minimumtaxable income requirementwould be extreme-

to a formula. Nothing in the proposal, however, suggests that
the IRS would be precluded from asserting in appropriately narrowly drawn and would not extend to situations where
cases that the foreign-controlledcorporation should earn alosses are due to poor business judgment. Under the JCT

Explanation, the IRS would not be permitted to waive the greater amount of ncome under the general rules of Section
482. Moreover, the proposal would not appear to permit the

minimum taxable ncome requirement of a foreign-con- totrolled corporationon the basis that the foreign multinational foreign-controlled corporation substantiate the arm's
nature tois generating a worldwideconsolidatedloss since it still may

length of its transferpricing by reference the gener-
al rules of Section 482, other than through obtaining a quali-be appropriate to allocate a normal profit to a foreign-con- fied Section 482 agreement. Thus, in contrast to the earliertrolled corporation with respect to, for example, the US dis-
Rostenkowski proposal, the current formulary approachtributorshipactivities.
could not be rebutted.

There are no other exceptions provided in the bill.
The proposal is subject to numerous criticisms.

The JCT Explanation states that it is believed that the bill
does not violate treatiesbecause all US operationswould be
treated similarly. The rationale for this conclusion is that
since the bill terminates deferral for US-controlled foreign

2. There are two other bills pending before the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee that would impose an alternativeminimum tax to remedy perceived Sec-

corporations, there will no longer be the opportunity to shift tion 482 enforcementproblems against foreign-controlledcorporations.
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UNITED STATES:

THE FOREIGN IxCOME TAX RATIOALIZATION
AND SIMPLIFICATIONACT:

A BRIEFANALYSIS OF THE MINIMUMTAXABLE INCOME TRANSFER

PRICINGAPPROACHFOR FOREIGN-CONTROLLEDCORPORATIONS
Alan W. Granwell

INTRODUCTION
On 27 May 1992 Chairman Rostenkowski and Representative Gradison of the Mr Granwell is a tax partner resident in

Cadwalader'sWashington, D.C. office.
House Ways and Means Committee introduced the Foreign Income Tax Rational- Specializing in internationaltaxation, he
ization and SimplificationAct of 1992 (H.R. 5270 (the bill)). The bill, if enacted, joined the firm in 1973 and was elected
would make important changes to the tax treatment of US companies operating a partnerin 1980. In 1981 Mr. Granwell

abroad and of foreign companies and individuals with business or investments in resigned from the firm to accept an

the United States. While many of the provisions of the bill affecting US multina- ppointmentwith the U.S. Treasury
Department, serving as its International

tional corporations are favourable, others affecting US and foreign persons are Tax Counseland Directorof the Office
intended to be major revenue raisers and are controversial. The sponsors of the bill of IntemationalTax Affairs. He rejoined
recognize that many of the bill's proposals are controversial; they view the bill as a Cadwa/aderas a tax partner in 1984.

good faith effort to identify revenue raising provisions for public discussion. A graduateof MiddleburyCollege, the

One of the most controversialprovisionsof the bill is the proposal to require that a
Boston University Schoolof Law (J.D.,
1968, LL.M in taxation, 1969), and the

minimum amount of taxable income be reported by certain foreign-ownedUS cor- NewYorkUniversitySchoolof Law

porations and US branches of foreign corporations,that engage in substantial trans- (LL.M., 19761 Mr Granwellalso served
actions with foreign related parties; this provision (the proposal)woldbeeffec- asan adjunctassistantprofessoroflaw

tive for taxable years beginning after 31 December 1992. at the NewYork University Schoolof
Law GraduateTax Program.

This article will describe the proposalI and comment on its implications. Mr Granwell is frequent lecturera on
internationaltaxation and he has written

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL
numerousarticleson subjects involving
internationaltaxation.

Under Section 304 of the bill, Section 482 of the US Internal Revenue Code (the
Code) would be amended. A special transfer pricing rule would apply to US

corporations that are at least 25-percent owned by a foreign person, and to US
branches of foreign corporations (collectively, foreign-controlledcorporations),
that have substantial transactions with foreign related persons. Under the proposal,
the taxable income of the foreign-controlledcorporation from any line of business
would have to be no less than 75 percent of the amount determinedby applying an
66

industry profit percentage to the taxpayer's gross receipts from that line of busi-
ness. Alternatively, the foreign-controlledcorporation could enter into an agree-
ment with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) concerning intercompanypricing of
related party transactions.

In order to subject to the proposal,a US corporationmust be 25-percentownedunder 1 Additional details relating to the proposal are

contained in an explanation of the bill prepared by
the Section 6038A rules of the Code or be a foreign-controlledforeign corporation the staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (the
subject to US net basis taxation on its business income. A foreign-controlledcorpo- JCT Explanation). In addition, the bill required the

ration has substantialforeign relatedperson transactionsfor any taxable year if the Treasury Department to conduct a study of issues
related to transfer pricing rules and the proper taxa-

aggregate amount involved in transactions with foreign related persons (as deter- tion of foreign doing business in the Unitedpersons
mined under Section 482) during such taxable year exceeds the lesser of USS 2 mil- States. The study is to include an examinationof the

lion or ten percentof the gross income of the foreign-controlledcorporationfor such effectiveness of provisions contained in the bill,

taxable year. In that case, the minimum taxable income requirementwould appear to
issues related to unitary methodof taxation and com-

apply to all of the foreign-controlledcorporation's transactions.
pliance issues including the advisabilityof providing
additional confidentiality for information provided

The applicable industry profit percentage is pretax financial book income divid- by US corporationsfor use in formulatingthird-party
comparable information. Due date for the study is 1

ed by gross receipts and representsan estimateof an average earnings rate. The Sec- January 1994.
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Next month we will feature Part II of this article,
which looks at alternative market-based instruments
for pollution control.
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Among the countries that have provided extensive tax incen- The secondexplanation is essentiallyan issue ofcash flow, or

tives for R&D in the area of environmentalprotection is the more specifically, the presence (or absence) of taxable
United Kingdom. R&D has been specifically singled out for income. Larger firms, with theirmultiplicityof activitieshav-

preferential treatment, at the exclusionofall other tax prefer- ing different project vintages and cash-flow profiles, are

ences for investments in pollution control equipment. well-positioned to utilize tax preferences by consolidating
their income. Small firms have less flexibility in this regard.

4. Deductibilityof future period costs Consequently, they are often unable to consume their allow-
able tax credits and deductions. This problem is very similar

Many industries face the problem of matching future recla- to the one between start-up enterprisesand older firms. A ret-
mation costs (incurred after the income-earningprocess has rogressive solution to the problem would be to restrict tax
ended) with current income. Reclamation and abandonment benefits to individual operations, i.e. ring-fencing of invest-
problems have been recognized, if not completely resolved, ment activities. The more progressive approach would pro-in nuclear power generation and offshore oil and gas opera- vide some appropriate means for the complete utilization of
tions. A perfect example is the problem faced by mining tax preferences.
companiesneeding to deduct reclamationcosts incurredafter
the mine has run out of ore.

6. Defining a pollution control investment
It is imperative, both for encouraging industrial activity and

protecting the environment, that such costs and legal respon- To ensure that the incentives provided are accessible only to

sibilitiesbe explicitlyclarified. Tax treatment is closely relat- those investments intended for preferential treatment, clear
ed because of issues about whetherthese costs shouldbe con- and unambiguous definitions are necessary to ease the
sidered expenses and how they should be timed. administrative burden and curtail abuse. In the case of Tai-

the legislation the terms pollution control equip-Tax preferences enter the picture in cases where these costs wan, uses

ment and pollutioncontrol technologies .

can place an unacceptable burden and force closure. Under
these circumstances, the government may wish to help the pollution control equipment is defined as any equipment
firm create a reserve designed to meet these future period that handles, nspects or tests pollution or scrap created dur-
costs. ing the process of production or operation in order to meet

Argumentsagainstprovidinga meansofmatching anticipated the standards or prescriptions of environmental protection.
future costs with current year ncorne and profits are that Eligible items include the equipment and related civil facili-

future costs are unascertainablebecause they are contingent.53 ties for air pollution control, water pollution control, treat-

ment of scrap, and environment inspection and testing.56
It is necessary to determine how to decide whether such Pollution control technology includes any patent rights or
future reclamation and shut-down costs should be made technological know-how that is required to be used in con-
deductible. The Canadian Income Tax Act prescribes three Junctonwith the equipmentmentioned above.57
tests:

(i) Is a liability that will require the expenditureof funds in
Problemsof definition

the future an expense It is necessary to first ascertain
whether the liability is current, future or contingent in Definition becomes an issue in tax design when coverage is
order to answer this question. We must then determine selective. It is a problem not specific to the treatment of pol-
whether the amount of the expense is determinable or lution control equipment or technologies, but equally appli-
just an estimate. cable to selective taxation in any context. Ifpollution control

(ii) If such a liability can be viewed as an expense, was it hardware and technology are homogenous and have only a

ncurred for the purpose of gaining or producing single use (i.e. pollution control), the classificationor defini-
income tion exercise is greatly simplified.However, there are numer-

(iii)If such a liability can be viewed as an expense, is a ous types of equipment and processes, some of which can be
deduction prohibited because it is an expense on used for other non-pollution control tasks and this serves to
account of capital (This test tries to establish whether complicatematters.
there are any enduringbenefitsor lasting advantages
to the taxpayer.) For example, a mechanical screen designed to prevent solid

contaminantsfrom entering a water body can rightly be con-

5. Capacity to absorb tax preferences by firm size sidered as pollution-reducing.The same screen may, howev-
er, also be used to remove solid debris from entering the

Tax incentives are not uniformly neutral with respect to firm plant's cooling systern or other auxiliaries. This constitutes a
size. There are two explanations for this phenomenon. It has
been noted that most firms do not really conduct the invest-
ment profitability calculations needed in order to make full 53. Supra note 49, at 10:3.

54. Supra note 34, at 52.
use of the available incentives. However, larger firms seem 55. Eric W. Kierans, Contribution of the Tax System to Canada's Unemploy-
more likely to do so.54 The implicationis that large firms may ment and OwnershipProblems, Canadian Perspectives in Economics (Toronto:
absorb incentive benefits more completely and thus become Collier-MacmillanInc., 1972).

56. InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,Taxation and lnvestmentin
still larger.55 The chief benefit may be assumed to be the Asia and the Paciic, SupplementNo. 87 (November 1991), at 58a.
lower aggregate cost of capital. 51. Id.
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Second, from a government perspective, granting an incen- United States was repealed in 1983. The allowance was

tive whose benefits cannot be fully realizedwill decrease the directed to firms that had no taxable income in the early
level of tax expenditure items on the budget. It is, therefore, years. It was called the safe harbour scheme, and operated
possible that revenue collectionswould not be reduced much through a leasing arrangement.52 Firms without taxable

by the granting of such incentives. Politically, however, the income could sell their depreciation allowances and invest-

objective of encouraging an optimal level of social invest- ment tax credits to corporationswith taxable income.
ment in pollutioncontrol equipment is normativelyachieved.

3. Providing incentivesfor pollutioncontrol research
(a) Carry-overprovisions

To further the objective of environmental protection, some
Provisions to carry over unused tax preferences enhance the countries have decided to provide incentives for R&D in the
incentive to invest in pollution control equipnent.These pro- area. It is possible to extend the debate and argue that tax
visions usually allow a firm with unused tax credits and/or incentives should be providedexclusively for R&D activities
deductions to utilize them in future years. In most investment in pollutioncontrol, and not for equipment installation in pro-
cash profiles, the likelihoodof substantialpositivecash flows duction facilities. We will now briefly outline the issues and
in the initial years is small. Even if there are significantposi- problems concerning tax incentives for R&D.
tive cash flows in the initial years, other deductions for nor-
mal depreciation and interest expenses can considerably Innovative activities in the R&D of pollution control equip-
reduce the value of the investment incentive. ment entail financial risks for the parent entity. Funds divert-

ed towards basic R&D activities have traditionally been
Most countries allow unused tax preferences to be carried accorded various incentives, ranging from deductions, tax
forward for a specified number of years. Taiwan, for exam- credits and direct subsidies to a host of other incentives. Sup-
ple, permits a four-year carry-over period. Singapore, as an port for these incentives has been predicated n the grounds
extremeexample,permits unused tax incentive allowances to that such tax expenditure items do indeed yield benefits in
be carried forward indefinitely. excess of the present value of the budgetarycosts. Since these

incentives reduce the effective cost of capital faced by the
(b ransferof unused tax preferences firm or entity, they can also be thoughtofas a way for the gov-
In some cases, an enterprise may be unable to utilize all its ehament to share in the financial risk of the research activity.
tax preferences within the specified carry-overperiod. More There is a belief that private firms would carry out insuffi-
importantly, the longer an unused tax preference is carried cient research activity from a social perspective if they did
forward the lower its value. Therefore,even if countries have

not expect to captureenoughof the benefits for themselves.It
a carry-over provision, there will still be a bias against new

s, therefore, argued that this presents a clear case for publicinvestments. subsidies.R&D incentiveshave been the topic of intensepol-
If the investing entity were allowed to sell or transfer its icy and legislativedebate.
unused tax preferences to another entity that was able to use From the policy angle, while there are clear reasons for pub-the deductions/credits currently, it stands to gain the full lic support, it is not entirely clear that tax incentives are the
value of the tax preference. Alternately, the government appropriate subsidy mechanism. Government support of
could provide a cash refund for the unused tax preferences. basic and applied research at research institutes and universi-
However, this could be administrativelydifficult or undesir- ties may be the better investment. In addition, it would ensure
able due to revenueconstraints. Canada and the United King- that the knowledge generated would become a true non-
dom use refund mechanisms for R&D tax incentives. exclusivepublic good available to everybody. Tax incentives
It is interesting to note that studies have found direct refund- merely subsidize the cost of private research, thereby reduc-

ability to be more efficient than mechanisms to facilitate the ing the final public benefit of the expenditure.
transferofunused tax preferences.Evidenceof this was found

However, the legislative problems with R&D tax incentives
in Canada, where flow-throughshares were used as a form of

are of greater direct concern. Most of these problems lie in
tax-based financing for corporations in the natural resource

the definitionofwhat constitutesR&D in the contextof prof-sector. These shares were sold as tax preferences to in-
one reasons con-

vestors who could use them to reduce their taxes payable. it-making taxable entities. Since of the for

sideringR&D tax incentives is to encouragewelfare-enhanc-
For the efficient transfer of unused preferences between the ing activities that would not have been carried out otherwise,
entity issuing the flow-through shares and the investor who a good definition should distinguishbetween these activities.
can use the tax preferences, the net revenue cost to the gov- In other words, R&D that would be conductedas part of rou-

ernment should be the same as the net benefit receivedby the tine business development should be separated from that
issuing entity. It was found that for every dollar of revenue which is sincerely done for the purpose of advancing scien-

foregone by the government in offering the tax preference, tific relations or technologies.
the enterprise received approximately 40 cents, owing to

inefficiencies in the flow-through arrangement's transfer of
the unused preferences.51

51. Glenn P. Jenkins, Tax Shelter Finance: How Efficient Is It, in Policy
Optionsfor theTreatmentofTax Losses in Canada,TheClarksonGordonFoun-
dation (1991), at 7:3-7:41.

An example of a system whereby tax preferences could be 52. Provisions of the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, Public
sold to other non-related entities previously available in the Law No. 97-34, 95 Stat. 172 (1981), US Internal Revenue Code.
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to a rejectionof the basis on which the optimal total pollution 1. Qualifying eligibility based on plant age
load was determined when formulating environmental pro- This eligibility clause has been used in Canada restrict thetection regulation. to

tax incentive to older production facilities.
Strictly, an acceptable pollution load must be determined
before an appropriate incentive can be designed to eventually

Pollution abatement costs vary greatly based on plant loca-

achieve this goal. A tax incentive, however, distorts the rela- tion, process used and plant age. An efficient pollution con-

tive price signals otherwise provided by economic instru- trol incentive will account for these differences. The cost of

ments that may reduce pollution and may in fact be counter- installing pollution control equipment in older plants and
facilitiesusuallyhas a much larger impact on operationalcostproductive. In fact, a recent study in Canada suggests that the
than the installationof similar equipment in facilities.removal of subsidies may be a more effective way to reduce newer

pollution levels, particularly in those sectors most favouredby Often, this implies requiring newer (i.e. more modern) plants
governmentsubsidies.oThis was found to be the case for sub- to make greater emission reductions, while older facilities

sidized sectors like mining and primary metals processing.
with expensive control options may make fewer reductions.

Finally, tax incentives can reduce the variance between firms In effect, the marginal cost of achieving a given level of pol-
in the costs of curbing pollution, thereby reducing the effec- lution abatement through investments in control equipment is

lower for newer facilities and higher for older facilities.tiveness of othereconomic instrumentssuch as tradeableper-
mits. For example, wider variances in costs ensure the devel- There will be older facilities, however, whose pollution bur-
opment of markets for tradeable permits because they gener- dens place unacceptablecosts on society. The authorities are

ate a stronger incentive to trade. Subsidies can reduce the then left with no choice but to close the plant, risking unem-

absolute, and in some cases, the relative difference, in costs ployment. Alternatively, the reduction of emission levels
and cause potential trading opportunities to be depressed. may be requiredof all plants in order to meet minimumambi-

ent standards. Under these circumstances, the case for pro-
C. Improvingthe effectivenessand efficiencyof viding some assistance to older facilities could be made.

investmentincentives Canada has targeted the incentive, or subsidy, to the older

The criteria outlined in Part B may be used to determine the plants, making accelerated capital cost recovery available to
facilities commissioned before 1974. (See Section I for aweaknesses and other inconsistencies of investment tax

incentives. Though the incentives may be appropriate for description of the Canadian accelerated depreciation al-

promoting non-pollution-relatedobjectives, their relevance lowances).
to pollution abatement and control is gradually diminishing.
As noted earlier, tax incentives for pollution control equip- 2. Impact on new investments
ment achieve multiple policy objectives, and therefore con- There is a notion that new investments do not really stand to
tinue to be used. gain from a variety of tax incentives. There is a very large tax

An examination of the structural differences in incentive benefit to existing (or older) facilities that have positive cash

design reveal these multiple objectives. Although the incen- flows when they claim deductions or credits on new invest-
tives can be grouped under the broad headings of accelerated ments on pollutioncontrol equipment. These benefits on new

depreciation, investment credits and expensing, differences investments are not attractive incentives for those investors
in accounting procedures and eligibility requirements, as who expect to suffer losses in the initial years after making an

well as conditionalityclauses, exist. investment. In other words, tax deductions and exemptions
Some of the differences legislated include:

are of benefit mainly to those who have an operationalenter-

prise with a positive tax liability. For start-up enterprises, this
Differentiation between imported and domestically sup--

rarely the
plied pollution control equipment, evidenced in Korea

s case.

and Taiwan. Even in cases where the enterprise is likely to be immediate-

Differentiationbased on plant age, as is the case in Cana- ly profitable, it will often be unable to utilize all the invest--

da. ment incentivesoffered. A barrier to innovationis introduced
Differentiation based on administrative and accounting as a result of favouring owners of old capital over new-

procedures adopted, such as the use of blue returns in entrepreneurs.
Japan. To make investment tax credits and capital cost allowances

Differentiationbased on the type of technology, i.e. the new
-

equally attractive to enterprises who do not foresee tax-
provision of greater incentives to use advanced or pio- able income for a few years after start-up, provisions for
neering processes or equipment, which is illustrated by treating unclaimed tax preferences are necessary. These
Taiwan, Korea, the Netherlands and Canada. could include carry-over of unused preferences, and provi- 1

In a few cases, these distinctions have helped improve the sions to transfer unused preferences to unconnectedentities.
environmentalcost effectivenessand economic efficiency of There are two perspectives on the issue. First, there is the
the tax incentives. This sub-section analyses a few mecha-

argument for eliminating the bias against new investments.
nisms and structuralaspects of tax incentivedesign that could
enhance their efficacy. A comparative perspective is used 50. Brian Hull and Antoine St-Pierre, The Market and the Environment, The
whereverpossible. ConferenceBoard of Canada, Ottawa (1990), at 19.
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its associatedcost on economic growth rates. It is argued that incentive more generous would admit all investments with
investments in pollution control devices crowd out invest- gross-of-tax yields of, say 15 percent or more, but none with
ments for capital accumulation, thereby further reducing the yields of less than 15 percent. For each level of stimulus,neu-

rate of economic growth.45 In an effort to determine the trality requires some rate of social return that will tend to

impact of non-productive pollution control investments, encourage all ndependent investment projects meeting that
models have been developed that were designed to plot the rate to be privately accepted, while discouraging the private
transition path of the US economy after investment require- acceptance of projects failing to meet it.
ments for pollution control were eliminated. Results indicate
that in the long run, real GNP would rise by a maximum of Tax incentives that affect the net-of-tax return for all invest-

about 1.29 percent, the exchange rate would appreciate by ments at an equalrate have the property of reducing the cit-

0.462 percent, consumptionwould increaseby 0.489 percent, ical level of expected marginal productivity in a very orderly
and capital stock would rise by 2.266 percent as a direct manner. Under such an ncentiveregime, it would be possible
result of the drop in the price of investmentgoods.46 for the government to have a normal tax administration in

which the gross-of-tax rate of return was 20 percent per
Though these numbers seem to indicate substantial econom- annum, a preferredcategory in which this rate was 16 per-
ic opportunities foregone as a consequence of the costs of cent per year, and a super-preferredcategory in which the

pollution control, the real issue is whether the growth in eut-off rate was 10 percent per annum.

income and consumption would be consistent with environ-
mental protection. Each such category should be free from cases in which the

incentivestructure leads to the acceptanceof an nferioralter-
native (for example with a 14 percent rate of return in the 16

2. Efficiencyof investment incentives
percent per year category), while other alternatives covered

A more efficienttax system is descibedas one that interferes by the same category are rejected, even though they have a

less witfl the market's allocationof resources. With reference higher (e.g. 17 percent) rate of return.

to tax instruments for environmental protection, two guide-
lines of system design must be adhered to. First, and most 3. Policy implicationsof the evaluative criteria
directly relevant, is the balancingof social costs and benefits,

The ability justify the of investment incentive forwhich focuses on the use of the tax system to counteractneg-
to use an

ative externalities. These externalities if left unaffected by pollution control equipment on the basis of these evaluative

economic policy will result in a suboptimal (or inefficient)
criteria suffers from three major problems.

allocation of resources. The most efficient incentives are First, there is an implicit divergence from the polluter-pays-
those which relate most directly to the activity being encour- principle, which is fast becoming a dominant determinant in
aged. To conform to this guideline, the incentives should be using economic instruments. While there are political rea-

applied only to new, additional or marginal activities. The sons for providing a hidden tax expenditure subsidy through
reasoning behind this principle is that any activity being car- a general tax incentive rather than an outright cash subsidy,
ried out in the absence of an incentive, clearly does not need the fundamental issue is that polluting activities are being
it to bring about that activity. If the incentive is nevertheless subsidized without affecting pollutant levels.
granted, it will be redundant or inframarginal and will
amount to a windfall for the recipient.47 More specifically, the use of nvestmentincentives indicates

a lack of focus on the broader issues of environmentalpro-
The second guideline for assessing tax system efficiency is tection. Allowing deductions for environmental expenses in
the principle of neutrality. Under the given conditions of the absence of a policy agenda to deal with specific environ-
selective tax preferences, the most comprehensivedefinition mental problems is nuch like trying to fit a square peg into a
is the one stated earlier by Harberger; a neutral tax incentive round hole.49
is one that does not induce new covered investment with
low rates of social yield, while failing to nduce other cov- Second, focusing on the measurementof tax incentive effec-

ered nvestments with higher rates of social yield.48 (Cov- tiveness and efficiency actually distracts attention from the

ered investments refer to those which are eligible for the tax central task of determining the socially optimal level of pol-
preferenceunder the tax code.) lution reduction. The use of an investmentincentive amounts

To illustrate further, let us consider a preferred group of
assets, i.e. one covered by the tax incentive. Suppose that in 45. Dale Jorgensonand PeterWilcoxen, Impactof EnvironmentalLegislation

on US Economic Growth, Investment, and Capital Costs, from US Environ-
the absence of a tax incentive, corporate nvestments at the mental Pocy and Economic Growth. How do we Fare, monograph by the

margin typically yielded a 20 percent rate of return gross-of- American Council for Capital Formation Center for Policy Research, Washing-
tax and a ten percent rate net-of-tax. The introductionof a tax ton D.C. (March 1992), at 13.

ncentivewould cause more investments to become interest- 46. Id., at 16-19.
47. Dan Usher, The Economicsof Tax Incentives to Encourage Investment in

ing from the private standpoint. Neutrality within the pre- Less DevelopedCountries,JournalofDevelopmentEconomics (June 1977), at

ferred category requires that an investmentstimulus make all 117.

investments with gross-of-tax above a critical level (for 48. Supra note 33, at 299.
49. Robin J. Mackght,Square Pegs and Round Holes: EnvironmentalCost

example 18 percent) acceptable, while not encouraging any Under the IncomeTax Act, CanadianTax Foundation,ConferenceReport 1990,
with gross-tax yields that are less than that level. Making the at 10:2.
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For example, in paper pulp production, additional upstream tion agency and may not be a direct consequence of the tax

pulp processing to remove lignin can be used. The more incentives provided.
lignin removed upstream, the less chlorine needed to bleach For a tax incentive to cause incremental pollution reduction
the pulp. A reduction in the chlorine requirement greatly beyond levels mandated by regulation, there would have to
reduces downstream water treatment and toxic discharges. be firms investing in excessive pollution control equip-Since the upstream ventures may not be eligible for the ment.42 For this to be true, the present value of the tax incen-
investment incentive, there could be a bias towards using the tive on the investment would have to be higher than the pre-older process, requiring more water treatment and causing sent value of the expenditure on equipment. This seems
more pollution. unlikely for two reasons:

It is difficult to measure the extent of this bias. Nevertheless, - Pollution control investments do not generate any
it should remain in perspective during any analysis of tax income for the enterprise since no firm is likely to invest
incentives for pollution control. in facilities whose marginal financial cost will be above

the marginal tax benefit, unless legally required t0. In

1. Cost effectivenessof investment incentives for order for pollution control investments in excess of the

pollution control legal requirements to be attractive, the incentive would

Cost-effectiveutilization of investment incentives for pollu-
have to provide a subsidy in excess of, or at least equal to,

tion control requires that the marginal cost of the abatement the equipmentcost.
There is no non-financial incentive for the firm to inter-

effort be less than or equal to the marginal benefit derived
-

nalize the costs of environmental degradation that are
from the reduction. The principles of cost-benefit analysis legally external to it.
form the analytical foundations of these criteria.

A general investment tax incentive for pollution control (b) Measuring directlyattributable improvementsin the
equipment does not differentiate between the marginal con- termsof trade
trol costs of various pollution sources. Expresseddifferently, Investmentncentives for pollution control are at times justi-
a general incentive tacitly assumes that marginal control fied as mechanisms to counter the adverse impact on interna-
costs are the same across all sectors. tional competitivenessdue to the increasingcosts ofenviron-
Costs can be broadly defined to include direct costs, such as mental compliance. By extension, one could search for bene-
investment costs undertaken. Additionally, there are indirect fits manifestedin the form of an incremental improvementin
welfare costs resulting from the economiccosts of raising tax the terms of trade.
revenues and/or borrowing to compensate for the foregone In study that used partial equilibrium framework toone a
revenue.

measure the impact of marginal changes in ndustrial pollu-
Benefits include the value attributed to improved environ- tion abatement costs on the US balance of trade in general,
mental quality. Since pollution control requirements are per- and its balance of trade with Canada in particular, the follow-
ceived as having negative impacts on industrial competitive- ing conclusionswere reached:43
ness and other macroeconomic indicators, improvements in - The impacts were found to be negative for most indus-
these variables may also be included. tries. They grow with trade volume and are small relative

To facilitate an accurate comparison, however, all costs and to domestic consumption.
benefits should be attributed to the specific investment tax

- Some evidence was found that pollution control pro-

incentives for pollution control. In practice this may be diffi- grammes have changed the US comparative advantage
cult. Direct costs are easy to estimate because they are equal such that a greater number of high-abatement-costgoods
to the investment expenditures undertaken. On the other are imported and more low-abatement-cost goods are

hand, the direct benefits and the indirect effects from exported.
improved environmental quality are more difficult to deter- The above results are not unexpected since they emphasize
mine. First, the benefits are often intangible,necessitatingthe the inefficiency of regulatory pollution control schemes
use ofvarious techniques designed to assign monetaryvalues rather than support the use of investment tax incentives. An
to environmentalquality. Second, measurementsof the eco- earlier study in the United States also pointed out that air pol-
nomic impact on other sectors require simplifying assump- lution abatementcosts could be reduced 40 to 90 percent if a

tions that may make the analytic reasoning rather tenuous. more efficient regulatory scheme were employed,44 1Third, the data required may be unavailable, and even if
available it may be not be accurate enough to draw useful (c) Measuring improvementsin economicgrowth rates

policy conclusions. Investment incentives have also been rationalized as neces-

Three classes of benefits have the related measurementprob- sary for reducing the impactof environmentalregulation and 1

lems explainedbelow.
42. The word excessiveis used because such behaviourruns counter to ratio-

(a) Measuring marginal improvementsin environmental nal profit-maximization.

quality
43. H. David Robinson, Industrial Pollution Abatement. The Impact on Bal-
ance ofTrade, Canadian EconomicsAssociation (1988), at 187-199.
44. US General Accounting Office,A MarketApproach to Air Pollution Con-

Emission reductions may be a result of the prescribed stan- trol Could Reduce Compliance Costs Without Jeopardizing Clean Air Goals
dards and regulations laid down by the environmentalprotec- (1982).
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across all investmentseligible for the tax credit, thereby pro- The government may find the benefit of contributing
moting neutrality. such a subsidy greater than the cost of providing the tax

incentive.
Of the countries reviewed, Korea, the Netherlands, Canada
and Taiwan offer investmenttax credits. The rates range from Finally, the fact that tax incentives are effective subsidies has
3 to 20 percent. In the case of Taiwan, the rates are moderat- come under criticism. These subsidies have sometimes been
ed by a limitation that restricts the credit to only half the tax confused with a subsidy-to-pollute, therefore generating a

due. None of the schemes in these countries will be neutral myth that polluters would find it attractive to cause more pol-
across all classes of eligible investments. lution. In reality, investment incentives are used in conjunc-

tion with environmental regulation that expressly specifies
acceptable pollutant levels. Therefore, the subsidy is for

Ill. EVALUATION OF INVESTMENTTAX equipmentpurchase, not the generation of more pollution.
INCENTIVES FOR POLLUTION CONTROL

Part B of this section analyses the criteria of cost effective- B. Criteria to evaluate investmenttax incentives
ness and efficiency used to evaluateMBI instruments. These If tax incentives are broadly applicable to all investments,
two criteria are by no means exclusive or comprehensive. their evaluation is greatly simplified. The advantageofa gen-
However, informedpolicy-makingrequires that they be dom- eralized evaluation model that treats all investments similar-
inant. To provide a wider perspective and enhance the scope ly (i.e. assuming that tax incentives are available to all class-
of the analysis, some of the criticisms directed at tax incen- es of assets) is that no distinctionsneed to be made regarding
tives for pollution control are discussed in Part A. Part C the physical characteristics of the investment project. How-
examinescertain structural issues of tax incentive design and ever, incentives for pollutior control investments by defini-
legislation that can enhance the effectiveness and efficiencY tion target a selective class of assets. Consequently, they do
of tax incentive instruments for pollution abatement. not directly lend themselves to such a general analysis.

In order to proceed with a meaningfulevaluation, the follow-
A. Criticismsof investmenttax incentivesfor ing words of caution are in order:

pollution control

Even though tax incentives do influence behaviour, there is Focus on intra-industry investmentdistortions

criticism concerning their inclusion in the family of MBIs. Narrowly defined investment ncentives are aimed at induc-
Investment tax incentives do not conform to the tenet of ing investments in certain technologies and industry groups,
influencingenvironmentallysuperiorchoices that is mandat- i.e. certain sectors are preferred over others. In a pure eco-

ed by an inflexible and exacting definition of MBIs. These nomic sense, most narrowly defined incentives create distor-
incentives have sometimes been termed pseudo-incen- tions, since alternate investmentchoices are being influenced
tives.40 Quoting directly: by the tax system. It is only in cases where an externality is

Other common instruments, such as tax write-offs, accelerated being offset that an investmentincentive would correct for a

depreciation, low-interest loans or outright subsidies for the adop- distortion. With incentivesbeing available for certain explic-
tion of clean production technologies, or the construction of itly stated activities, it is evident that tax policy is being used
waste treatment facilities are similarly inefficient and ineffective as an instrument to meet other policy objectives.
even though they can pass as economic incentives; it is the wrong These distortionsbetween the investmentsundertaken inkind of incentive. They do not make waste reduction or waste pre-
treatmentany more profitable; they simply subsidize the producers ferred areas and those in other industrial activities must be
and consumersof the productsof these industries. Waste treatment accepted. Tax incentives should, however, not influence
is not always the most efficientmeans of reducing wastes; in many choices within the same preferred category. It is important
cases changing production processes, the type and quality of raw that the ranking of projects within the same sector not be ,

materials or the rate of output is more efficient. ....Tax breaks, changed by the incentives.
credits, depreciation allowances, and subsidies are a drain on the

government budget and a disincentive to industries which might
have otherwise developed more efficient methods for reducing Presenceofperverse incentives

emissions.41 Perversencentivesin the contextof environmentalprotection
This criticism is not completely accurate since there may be refer to situations where the tax factor results in investment

reasons for governments to provide an investment subsidy decisions that are incrementallmore polluting. In most of the

via a tax incentive for pollution abatement. For example:
countries surveyed, incentives for pollution control are avail-
able principally for equipment purchases. This creates a biasEven though pollution standards may be mandated by-

regulation, they may not be well enforced. Under these against the adoptionof cleanerproductionprocesses that min-

conditions, the governmentmay decide to encourage the mze
.

the need for pollution control equipment. Thus, despite
purchase of necessary pollution control equipment by encouraging the installation of control equipment to achieve

offering tax incentives. an aggregatereduction in pollution levels, the same incentives

Older plants and production facilities may find it finan-
could act as a barrier to long-termemission reductions.

-

cially debilitating to nstall pollution control equipment. 40. TheodorePanayotou,Economic Incentives in EnvironmentalManagement
Without the financial assistance to do so, these plants ad their Relevance to Developing Countries (Paris: OECD, 1991), at 96-97.
may be forced tonlose down, resulting in unemployment. 41. Id.
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TABLE 3,

COMPARISON OF TWO INVESTMENTPROJECTS: Each with 30% tax credit

YEAR
0 1 2 3 4

PRIVATELY ACCEPTABLE
Gross-of-taxcash flow -1500 450 450 450
Tax credit at 30% 450 0 0 0

Depreciation 0 500 500 500
Taxable income 0 -50 -50 -50
Tax at 50% 0 -25 -25 -25
Private cash flow -1050 475 475 475

Internal rate of return: social, -5%; private, 17%
Net present value: prjvate NPV at 10% is 131

YEAR
0 1 2 3 ... infinity

PRIVATELY UNACCEPTABLE
Gross-of-taxcash flow -1500 135 135 135 .... 135
Tax credit at 30% 450 0 0 0 .... 0
Taxable income 0 135 135 135 .... 135
Tax at 50% ' 0 -67.5 -67.5 -67:5 .... -67.5
Private cash flow -1050 67.5 67.5 67.5 .... 67.5

Internal rate of return: social,'9%; private, 6.4%
Net present value: private NPV at 10% is -375

of the tax credit, everybody would rush to buy 90-day bonds. (b) Neutral investmenttax credits
No one would buy 1-year bonds, let alone perpetuities,since
a subsidy on the purchaseprice of an asset isbiased in favour An investment tax credit subsidizes the purchase price of an

of short-lived assets. This occurs because the subsidy covers asset. At the beginningofour discussionof investmentncen-

not only the present value ofnet return, but the present value tives, it was shown that the purchase price or value of the

of depreciation (amortization in the case of bonds) of the asset is equal to PVY+PVD, i.e. the gross-of-depreciation
asset as well. flow of benefits attributable to the asset. If r is the rate at

which the investmentcredit is provided, the investing entity
The problem with this non-neutralitywould be manifest in a gains r(PVY+PVD).
scenario where a project with an unacceptable social rate of

return, i.e. having a gross-of-tax return below a socially For the incentive to be neutral across all investment classes

acceptablehurdle rate, but having a privately acceptablenet- (within a given industry group), the tax incentive should

of-tax return would be favouredover one whose social rate of ensure that all assets with equal presentvalues ofnet earnings
return is acceptable. (PVY) carry an equal tax burden. For an investmenttax cred-

it to be neutral, therefore, the ratio of PVD to PVY should be

An illustration of socially sub-optimal project choices is the same for all investments, i.e. PVD/PVY should be equal
shown in Table 3, where two projects with different asset for all investments.

lives have been compared. In both cases, a 30 percent invest-
ment tax credit has been made available. However, since PVD depends on the service life of the asset,

'

there will be a marked preference for shorter asset lives over

Even though the first project has a negative social return, it longer ones.

clears the private hurdle rate, while the second project, Nevertheless, it is possible to structure neutral scheme ofa
despite providing a high social return, will not be privately
chosen. Such distortions created by investment tax credits

nvestmenttax credits.39To do so would require that the cred-
it be grantedon net, rather than gross, investmentfor the year.force one to question the logic ofproviding governmentsub-
In other words, the credit should equal r(PVY). This satisfies

sidies for projects that have a detrimental social impact. the requirement that incentives be provided equalat an rate

In the context of environmental protection, therefore, it is

possible to choose an environmentally inferior project over 39. From a talk by Arnold C. Harberger, Tax Incentives in a Capital Theory
at the EconometricSociety, San Jose,

one that is environmentally friendlier. Under this scenario,
Context, the Latin American Meetings of
Costa Rica (August 1988).

the objectiveof the pollutioncontrol incentive is not realized. The original idea is attributed to Cary Brown.
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(i) Immediateexpensing (cost write-of) has been recognized. This is evident from the fact that accel-
erated depreciationand other tax allowances in the previousThis is also called Musgrave neutrality, after -Richard Mus-
code replaced with nvestment credits.were tax

grave, who first showed that allowing the full expensing of
investment outlays and the subsequent full taxation of the Uniformly applicable nvestment tax credits are in some

gross income stream results in an effective tax rate of zero. ways fiscal substitutes for investment stimulants that should
Hence, the immediate expensing of the purchase value of an normally be accomplishedthrough monetarypolicy. Howev-
asset ensures the same effective rate of tax on all invest- er, monetary stimulants may not always result in business
ments.36 Full and immediate expensing results in a totally investment. The argument might, therefore, be made in
neutral income tax with respect to different economic lives favourof directed investmenttax incentives.38
and differently shaped time profiles of net benefits.

In most cases, the tax credit is given as a percentage of the
Expensingallows for the instantaneousdepreciationof assets purchase price of the assets. Credits are not usually refund-
at the momentof purchase. Since nothing is left to depreciate able, i.e. they can be claimed only against a positive tax lia-
in the future, it pays the same rate of tax on net income in bility. To facilitate a more equitable treatment of those with
each period. and without taxable profits, credit carry-over and transfer

Though none of the countries we reviewed have an immedi- schemes may be provided. Canada, for example, has experi-
ate expensingprovision in place, there is a bill pending in the mented with refundableR&D credits.

Netherlands to have such a law adopted. These schemes have an important impact on the effective
utility of legislatednvestmentcredits. Investmenttax credits

(ii) Partial expensing with economicdepreciationof the reduce the amount of financing required by reducing the
remainder acquisitioncost ofcapital assets, and hence the overall cost of

This schem is also called Harberger-Bradford neutrality. capital. For accountingpurposes, the depreciablebase ofthe

Under the scheme, a portion of the asset cost is immediately asset can either be maintained at the original purchase price
expensed, while the remainderis depreciatedover the life of or adjusted for the tax credit.
the asset as a fraction of the true economic depreciation. Many variationsof the relationshipof the credit to the depre-This fraction is equal to the percentage that was not ciable base exist. In 1983, the Canadiansystemof investment
expensed initially. tax credits reduced the accountingbase b the full tax credit
Some of the countries reviewedhave allowed partial expens- value, while in the United States the basis was reduced by
ing for pollution control investments, with normal deprecia- only half the credit. Korea, on the otherhand, does not reduce
tion deductions taken for the remainder. This should not be the depreciablebase of the asset by the value of the credit.
confused with Harberger-Bradford neutrality. However, it
does reduce the extent of distortion between asset choices, Irrespective of the final depreciable base available to the

fim, an investment tax credit translates into a cash subsidywhile allowing the investor to benefit from a postponement
of the tax liability. This method is being used in Japan, Ger- proportional to the size of the investment in the qualifying

asset.
many and France.

Japan 25 percent initial allowance, remainder to be (a) Distortionscreatedby investmenttax credits
depreciated normally, i.e. ordinary depreciation
in tax code. The investment tax credit works in favour of short-lived

Germany 60 percent initial allowance, rerrainderat 10 per- assets. This is in contrast to accelerated depreciation, which

cent until full amortization. favours the long-term fixed investment.
France 50 percent initial allowance, remainder at 10 to A simple exercise using government bonds as illustration

20 percent straight-line. gives a striking example of why tax credits perpetuate this
bias. Assume that a governmentpassed a law granting a sub-

2. Investment tax credit sidy of seven percentof the purchaseprice to everybodybuy-
The investmentcredit is similar to accelerateddepreciation in ing.a newly issued governmentobligation. Suppose that the

available government obligations were perpetuities, 20-yearthat it reduces the presentvalue of tax liability,but it has a dif-
ferent mechanism. The investmentcredit involves not merely

bonds, 1-year bonds and 90-day bonds.

a tax postponement,but an outright tax reduction as well. If the interest rate were one percent per month, the bonds

Disagreements exist concerning the design and structure of
would have a yield of ten percent every 90 days. As a result

investmenttax credits. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that in
ranking various ncentives, such as accelerateddepreciation, 36. RichardMusgrave,The Theory ofPublicFinance:A Study in PublicEcon-
investmentcredits and reducednominal tax rates, there is vir- omy (New York: McGrawHill, 1959), at 343.

tual unanimity that the investment credit will produce the 37. Testimony by Eisner and Jorgenson in the US Senate Report, Joint Semi-
nars

most new investmentper dollar of revenue foregone.37 Encouraging Capital Formation Through the Tax Code Was\ngton,
D.C.: US GovernmentPrinting Office, 1975).
38. Martin Feldstein, Inflation, Capital Taxation, and Monetary Policy, inThe Netherlandsis an example of a country where the supe- Robert E. Hall, ed. Inlation: CausesandEfects (Chicago: Universityof Chica-

riofity of investmenttax credits over accelerateddepreciation go Press, 1982), at 153-67.
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TABLE 2

COMPARISONOF TWO INVESTMENTPROJECTS: Depreciationover half the normal life

YEAR
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

PRIVATELY UNACCEPTABLE
Gross-of-taxcash flow -1200 490 450 400 200 140 100

Depreciation 0 400 400 400 0 0 0
Taxable income 0 90 50 0 200 140 100
Tax at 50% 0 -45 -25 0 -100 -70 -50
Private cash flow -1200 445 425 400 100 70 50

Internal rate of return: social, 17.2%; private, 9.8%
Net present value: private NPV at 10% is -3.6

YEAR
0 1 2 3 ... 20 21 ... 40

PRIVATELY ACCEPTABLE
Gross-of-taxcash flow -1200 205 205 205 ... 205 205 ... 205

Depreciation 0 60 60 60 ... 60 0 ... 0

Taxable income O 145 145 145 ... 145 205 ... 205
Tax at 50% O -73 -73 -73 ... -73 -103 ... -103

Private cash flow -1200 133 133 133 ... 133 103 .... 103

Internal rate of return: social, 17%; private, 10.5%
Net present value: private NPV at 10% is 55.5

cally) before it has been completelyworn down (i.e. depreci- appears to distort the process ofproject selection significant-
ates physically). ly less than many of the altemative schemes of accelerated

depreciation.35
(d Typicalcasesof non-neutralaccelerateddepreciation Nonetheless, it is still possible to find examples that violate

Most accelerated depreciation mechanisms are non-neutral. the criterion of neutrality. For illustration, we take a pair of

Though this might seem to be a rather sweeping statement, projects with 6-year and 40-yearnormal lifetimes respective-
after having shown how difficult it is to measure economic lY (See Table 2.) We allow the assets to be depreciated over

depreciation, this should not be surprising. There exist cer- half the normal life of the projects. While the comparison
tain mechanisms whereby accelerated cost recovery can be may seem exaggerated, the fundamental effects of the inter-

achievedneutrally. Before we examine these neutral acceler- ferences are easily and quickly underscored. Let us also

ated depreciationmechanisms,we will discuss typcal meth- assume a ten-percentprivate after-tax discount rate.

ods of providingnon-neutralaccelerateddepreciation.These The project with a 6-year lifetime will be rejected since it has
are: a private after-tax return of only 9.8 percent, despite its high
Case 1. Depreciating assets in a specified number of years, social return of 17.2 percent. On the other hand, the project

regardlessof their true economic life. with a 40-year lifetime will be acceptedprivately, despite the

Case 2. Allowing assets of different economic depreciation fact that its social rate of retum is 17 percent, because its pri-
patterns to be depreciated according to a specified vate after-tax return is 10.5 percent. The non-neutrality
method (e.g. exponentially). results in the first project with a social return of 17 percent

Case 3. Depreciating assets in a specified fraction of time being rejected and the project with the lower social return

(e.g. twice as fast as dictatedby true economicdepre- being accepted.
ciation).

(e) Can accelerateddepreciationbe made neutral
The accelerated depreciation provisions of the Taiwanese
Statute for Upgrading Industry is a variationof case 3 above. Accelerated depreciation allows full capital cost recovery
In Taiwan, depreciationfor certain specifiedassets, including over a period that is less than the life of the asset.

pollutioncontrol equipmentmay be acceleratedby up to half It is still possible to achieve neutrality when using accelerat-
the numberof years of normal service life. ed cost recovery as the appropriate tax policy for a particular
This particular incentive leads to a general shortening of class of investments. The neutrality criterion will remain

depreciationperiods without distorting the ordinal ranking of inviolate if the following two methods are used.

asset lives. More specifically, long-lived assets end up with

longer depreciation periods than do short-lived assets. The
result achievedby cutting the depreciablelife of assets in half 35. Supra nte 33, at 303-304.
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The asset will diminish in value due to wear and tear over - A postponed tax liability is a virtual interest-free loan
the years of usage. This reduction in value is recognized by from the Treasury to the firm. This reduces the costs of
tax authorities,who pertnita tax depreciationdeduction. Tax financing and acquiring new capital, hence improving a

depreciationmust, however, be distinguished from the actu- firm's cash flow. The characterizationof deferred taxes
al or true reduction in value resulting from the asset's being as merely equivalent to an interest-free loan overlooks
utilized. This true reduction in value is referred to as eco- some of their other advantages. These are best expressed
nomic depreciation, the present value of which is represent- in a statement by Richard Bird,34 Who would refuse an

ed by PVD. interest-free loan available without any strings at all,
withouthaving to ask anyone for it, withouthaving to putFor perfect tax neutrality, assets with equal present values of

to
net earnings (PVY) should carry an equal tax burden. In other up any security, and without even having pay it back

unless profits are made in the future
words, investments with the same present value of net earn-

The faster of investmentcosts reduces-

ings should have the same present value of tax liability. recovery recovery
risks in the long run.

1. Accelerated depreciation (b Distortionsgeneratedby accelerateddepreciation
Capital asset depreciationis a cost of doing business. The tax

Accelerated depreciation changes the ranking of projectslaw recognizes this by permitting investors to recover their
depending upon the useful life of the assets. The principalcost of capital nvestment. Other costs of doing business, distortion is that accelerateddepreciation is more attractive to

such as wages, materials, etc., are deducted currently, i.e. investors in long-livedassets. The gain from early deductions
when the payments are made. Depreciation deductions for

are larger because the postponed tax payments can be
capital cost recovery, on the other hand, are made over many delayed for a longer period when the asset has a longer life.
years.

For example, consider an asset that has a 20-year life andUnder accelerated depreciation, purchasers of depreciable another with a 5-year life. In both cases, depreciation is per-assets are accorded tax benefits, permitting them larger mitted over two years. For an investor holding the 20-yeardeductions in the initial years of asset operation. The total
asset, the reduction in tax liability that in the first twooccurs

units of deductions available for accelerateddepreciationare
is recovered in nominal value 18 whereasthe same as under a normal depreciationregime. The incen- years over years,

for a 5-year asset it is recovered over th following threetive is derived from the postponementof the tax liability. of the asset's life. Consequently, it is evident that 20-years
For example, if a company pays $ 100 less in tax in year 1 as year assets will be preferred over shorter-livedassets.

a result of accelerateddepreciation,even if it has to pay $ 100
In the ofpollution control investments, this could influ-case

-more in tax in year 2, it is still ahead if only by the return
of technologies selected for particularence the choice ait earns as a result of having the $ 100 to use for another year. abatement task. Countries where marked preferences for

long-lived assets could exist are Singapore (all assets depre-(a) Impacton effectivetax rate ciated in three years), and Germany (60 percent initial
The effective tax rate governs the investor's decision con- expense allowed).
cerning the attractiveness of the investment incentive in

question. The effective rate of tax depends on both the nomi- (c) Neutral depreciation
nal rate and the rate at which depreciation is permitted. The

A neutral depreciationallowance is where assets with thefaster the depreciationrate, the lower the effective rate of tax.
one

same present value of net income streams carry an equal tax
When considering an investment, the investor weighs the burden. This will be achieved if the net income stream being
present value of its net-of-tax income stream against the cost taxed each year is equal to the gross income flow less the
of the asset. The present value ofnet income equals the pres- actual diminution in asset value. This is the case where tax
ent value of the income stream before tax minus the present depreciationis charged in line with economic depreciation.
value of tax payments. The present value of tax payments If the allowable depreciation equals economic depreciation,may be viewed as equal to the present value of the taxes n

taxationwill reduce the value of the income by thenet streamthe gross income stream (Y+D) minus the present value of
tax savings due to depreciation.The presentvalue of tax sav- statutory (nominal) rate of tax. In this case, the effective rate

of tax will equal the nominal tax rate irrespective of theings due to depreciation will be larger when more rapid
assetdepreciation is allowed. Accelerated depreciation thus re- length of life.

duces the effective rate of tax by postponing the due date of Unfortunately,economicdepreciationis a theoreticalconcept
the tax liability. that in practice cannot be easily applied. Capital assets do not

1 For the tax incentive to be neutral between two assets, t
wear out evenly, which makes it difficult to predict their
actual reduction in value (economic depreciation). Further,should result in the same effective tax rate - other factors

being equal. equipmentoften becomes obsolete (i.e. depreciateseconomi-

The benefits of accelerated depreciationare also manifest in 34. RichardM. Bird, Tax Incentivesfor Investment: The State of the Art, The
other forms better appreciatedby accountantsand financiers: CanadianTax Foundation,CanadianTax PaperNo. 64 (November 1980), at 19.
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Policy-makers worldwide continue to use these investment increase in pollution at the margin, resulting in a net

tax preferences since they seem to balance environmental increase in pollution.
considerations with concerns about industrial competitive- Performance Smndard. Under this standard, the firm is
ness. Additionally, tax incentivesare often politicallyexpedi- allowed considerable latitude in the choice of methods by
ent ways of providing hidden government subsidies for which pollution abatement may be achieved. For example,
select activities. Tax concessions,or mx expendituresas they the standard may set a limit on the maximum allowable units
are often termed, have a majorpolitical advantageover direct of pollutant per unit time, while remaining neutral with
cash subsidies since they are usually concealed and are not

respect to the means by which the firm should reach this goal.
reported as individual items on the budget.

Hence, the firm is able to compute an approximate marginal

B. The environmentalimpactof investment
cost and benefit of polluting based on its options, i.e. use no

abatement and produce very little of the pollution-causingincentivesfor pollutioncontrol product (steel or electricity) or use a variety of pollution con-

Investment tax incentives for pollution control equipment trol technologiesthat allow production to be increased. Under

and technologiesdo not promote the active pursuit ofpollu- both options, pollution must be keptwithinmandated limits.

tion reduction, which is the desired goal. In other words, There is no incentive to reduce pollution, but neither is there
even though an investment tax incentive may be provided an incentive to pollute more. The investment incentive re-

for purchases of specific pollution abatementhardware, the duces the marginal cost of abatement without permitting any
pollution control investment may only induce more of the marginal increase in pollution.
polluting activity (i.e. manufacture or production of goods
and services). C. Neutralityof investmenttax incentives
Entities invest in pollution control assets only because they
are required to do so by law, i.e. environmental regulation. Since tax incentives influence behaviour, it is important that

Pollution control equipment represent non-productiveassets they result in optimal investmentchoices - financially,eco-

since they do not produce any income for the investing enti- nomically and by extension, environmentally. In the case of

ty. If investmnts in pollution control assets are viewed as
investments to control pollution, a tax incentive that is not

independentprojects, negativenet present values equal to the neutral will distort the choice of technology used. Such dis-

purchase price plus the discounted sum of the annual operat-
tortions will increase the overall economic cost of pollution

ing expenses and allocable overheads are obtained. An control. Neutrality is one measure of the behavioural impact
investment tax incentive for the same pollution control asset

of tax incentives.

only improves the net present value by the present value of A neutral tax incentive is one that does not induce new cov-
the incentive; the overall net present value continues to be ered investmentwith low rates of social yield, while failing
negative. to induce other covered investments with higher rates of

t social yield.33 (Covered investments refer to those which
When examining an investment incentive for pollution con-

trol and the accompanying environmental legislation, it is
are eligible for the tax preference as per the.tax code.)

important to determine whether or not there is a net increase A depreciable income-producingasset generates a positive
in pollution as a result of the incentive. Not all forms ofenvi- gross-of-depreciationincome stream of earnings (Y+D) aris-

ronmental regulationwill result in a net increase in pollution ing from the utilization of the asset, the present value of
when combinedwith an investmentincentive. We will exam- which can be represented as PVY+PVD, where PVY is the

ine two cases to illustrate this point. present value of the net income stream and PVD is the pres-
ent value of depreciation. The following figure provides a

Pure Technology Standard. This standard requires a firm to
graphical representationof an investmentprofile.install a specific technology depending on the production

process in question. For example, all power plants may be

required to install flue-gas desulphurizersand precipitatorsof +A
a specified efficiency. Y

In this case, all the investmentincentive for pollution control D
does is lower the overall cost of the investment in productive 0
plant and equipment. Since investors cannot operate their PVY Time

productive assets unless pollution control equipment is
PVD

installed, they view the cost of the equipment as part of the
total investmentpackage. V

There is no incentive to reduce pollution because all the firm The gross-of-depreciationincome stream is also equal to the
has to do is install certain specified equipment for each level market price of the asset.
of production. In essence, the investment incentive only sub-
sidizes the value of the entire investment.

33. Arnold C. Harberger,Tax Neutrality in Investment Incentives, from The
In this case, more pollution is created than would be pro- EconomicsofTaxation, Henry Aaron and Michael Boskin eds., The Brookings
duced without the incentive. In other words, there is an Institution,Studies of GovernmentFinance (1980), at 299.
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apply to the MinisterofEnvironmentfor approval to depreci- The depreciationof plant and equipmentis based on the 1981
ate this property at an accelerated rate.32 The three types of Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS) and the Modi-
operations are: fied ACRS, which went into effect in 1986. The cost ofprop-

operations carried on before 1974 at a site in Canada, erty acquired after 31 December 1986 is recovered over a 3,-

operations carried on in Canada at a plant that was under 5,7,10,15or 20-yearperiod, dependingon the type ofprop--

constrution prior to 1974, (a plant is deemed to have erty. Cost recoverymethodsand periods are the same forboth
been under construction if an agreement to build it was new and used property.
signed before 1974), and

Property classes are chosen by broad process unit character-
operations carried on through the employment of mov- istics. This that all equipment in particular plant,

-

means a
able equipment in Canada prior to 1974. (The ITA also for structuralbuildings, will be given single classi-except a
allows taxpayers who lease pollution control equipment fication. There is distinction between machinery andno
to persons carrying on eligible operations and taxpayers equipmentused for pollution control and that used for other
who are in the business of reducing pollution from eligi-
ble operations to write off their investments at the same

purposes.

acceleratedrates.)
The ITA does not contain comparable provisions for post- Il. AN ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENTTAX
1973 operations.Thus, the class of taxpayerswho are eligible INCENTIVES
to benefit from the programme becomes smaller every time

tax severalofpre-1974 operations are permanently discontinued. There
The incentives forpollutioncontrol available in
the leading ndustrializedand newly ndustrializedcountries

are, however, no restrictions on the numberof pollution con-
can be categorized in a few broad classes. Most common oftrol properties .and no limits on expenditures that may be
these incentives provisions for accelerated depreciationapproved by the Ministerof the Environment. are

and investment tax credits. In order to determine the cost

Qualified and approved water pollution control equipment effectivenessof such provisions,we need to considerthe cri-
falls into Class 24 of Canada's CCA system, while qualified teria that shouldbe used in evaluatingor designing incentives
and approved air pollution control equipment falls into Class for the control ofpollution and environmentaldamage.
27 of Canada's CCA system. In both of these cases, proper-
ties acquired after 12 November 1981 may be depreciatedby A. Backgroundclaiming a maximumCCA of 25 percent in the year ofacqui-
sition, 50 percent in the second year ofownershipand 25 per- Investment tax incentives are specific tax preferences direct-
cent in the third year. Thus, a depreciable property that was ed towards the purchase of capital goods and services.
acquired primarily for the purposeofpreventing,reducing or Besides furtheringenvironmentalobjectives,these incentives
eliminating water or air pollution from eligible pre-1974 have been used to promote employment,output, investment,
operations can usually be written off over three years. productivity, international competitiveness, research and

Although not designed for environmental purposes, both technologicalprogress.

Quebec and Ontario offer investment tax credits (ITCs) for Most investment tax ncentives that operate through the cor-
the purchase of manufacturing and processing machinery. porate tax mechanismare based on the purchaseprice of cap-
These may include pollution abatement and control equip- ital assets. Although incentiveutilizationmay be conditioned
ment. The general investment tax credit applicable in most on positive net profits and other arbitrary percentage limita-
regions of Canada was eliminated for 1989 and subsequent tions, the basis for these tax incentives is in effect the cost of
years. The current ITC provisions are intended to stimulate the asset purchased.
new investment over a wide range of commercial activity,
with special treatmentgiven to certain taxpayers and regions One major distinction between tax preferences for pollution
and specific types of invstment.Actual investmenttax cred- control and tax preferences for other purposes is that the

its are taken against the cost of certain assets and expendi- equipment investments that enable pollution incentives to be

tures and vary depending upon the taxpayer, activity, region utilized are usually not voluntary. In the case of a general
and year involved. investmenttax ncentive, the nvestingentity is free to choose

whether to make a given investment or not. However, in the
The 1991 Quebec Budget made environmental technology case ofinvestmentincentives forpollutioncontrol, the instal-
innovation projects eligible for special R&D incentives, lation of pollution abatement hardware is often necessary to

1
including a refundable tax credit. Ontario also provides comply with regulatory standards and permittingprocedures.
income tax incentives for investments in manufacturing,pro-
cessingandpollution control equipment. Operationally, however, and in terms of cash-flow impacts,

investment tax ncentives for pollution control are no differ-
ent from incentives to nvest in other plant and equipment.J. The United States

Pollution control investmentsare not accorded special incen-
tives under the US income tax statute. Limited investment

32. See the Department of National Revenue's Interpretation, Bulletin IT-credits for the purchase of certain depreciableproperty were 336R, published in Volume 8, CanadianTax Reporter, InformationCirculars &
made unavailable for assets placed in service after 1985. InterpretationBulletins, 1985, 33, at 399-401-4.
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The basis of depreciation is the cost of acquisition or manu- H. The United Kingdom
facturing. Immovableassets can as a rule be depreciatedonly
by using the straight-line method. On the other hand, in the There are no investment incentives for installing pollution
case of movable fixed assets, straight-line, three-times de- control equipment in production facilities in the UnitedKing-
clining balance and the productionbasis methods are permit- dom. The only anti-pollutionexpenditure that is eligible for a

ted. Where the declining balance method is used, the rate deduction is the cost incurred when closing down an oilfield

may not exceed30 percent.24The generallyacceptedstraight- (or part of a field) in order to minimize the environmental

line rate for machinery is 10 to 12 percent. impact. This deduction is allowable only against a capital
gains tax liability.3o

Accelerateddepreciationis allowed for personal and immov- The UK tax code is fairly generous as regards tax incentives
able assets serving the purposes of environmentalprotection for the research and development(R&D) ofpollution control
(air pollution, waterpollution,noise protection,etc). There is

technologies and equipment. In order to support research in
an initial allowance of 60 percent, followed by an annual environmentalprotection products and technologies, the fol-
depreciationrate of 10 percentuntil full amortization.25 lowing two provisionshave been made available:

One interesting feature of the German law is the stipulation
of a qualificationclause in order for pollution control equip- 1. Tax credit for environmental R&D
ment to be eligible for accelerateddepreciation.Eligibility is In 1988, the Departmentof the Environmentset up the Envi-
based on the percentageofequipmentthat is intended for pol- ronmentalProtectionTechnologyScheme. Under the scheme,
lution abatement. Qualifying equipment is defined as that the government may provide up to 50 percent of the cost of
which serves more than 70 percent for the purpose of reduc- industrialresearchprojects aimed at improvingenvironmental
ing air, water or noise pollution. standards.

According to current legislation,accelerateddepreciationfor

anti-pollutionequipment is available only for assets acquired 2. Immediateexpensing of R&D capital expenditures
or producedbefore 31 December 1991.26 Companiesmaking capital expenditureson scientific research

There are no investmenttax credits in Germany. (not necessarily in the field of pollution control) are eligible
for a capital allowance equal to 100 percent. Another condi-
tion for this tax relief is that the companymust be carryingon,

G. The Netherlands or about to commence, trade related to the expenditure.31
The Netherlands allows the taxpayer to choose any suitable
method of depreciation, provided it is in accordance with I. Canada

generally accepted accounting principles and sound busi- Incentives within the income tax system generally reduce
ness practice. Once a method is chosen, it must be used con- both the provincial and federal taxes payable. Ontario, Que-
sistently. For each different kind of asset, a different method bec and Alberta, the three provinces which do not participate
may be adopted. Straight-linedepreciationis commonlyused in the federal/provincialcorporate tax collectionagreements,
by taxpayers and generallyaccepted by the tax administra- follow the federal government's treatment of pollution con-

tion. Machinery and equipment are generally depreciated at trol equipment for capital cost allowance (CCA) purposes.
rates ranging from 10 to 20 percent.

In general, the Canadian system of CCAs operates on a pool
Accelerated depreciation and nvestment allowances that basis, with separate classes provided for various types of
were permitted by an earlier law have been replaced by property acquired for the purpose of earning income. The
investment tax credits. Credits ranging from 3 to 15 percent, capital cost of each asset is added to the appropriate pool or

depending on the type of asset, are available for investments class. Each class is then reduced by the specific capital
in pollution control, or so-called investments for imple- allowancepermitted.
menting environmentalpolicies.27 Under Canada's Income Tax Act (ITA), a taxpayer who has

Environmentallybeneficial products or techniques are eligi- acquired an unused depreciable property primarily for the

ble for grants and loans to assist in their manufacture or purposes of preventing, reducing, or eliminating [water or

implementation. Financial aid can also be obtained for cer- air] pollution from one of three types of operations can

tain projects promoting the development, application and
demonstrationof environmentallysound projects. These pro- 24. EStG. Sec. 7(2).
jects should nclude the developmentofnew machinery,sys- 25. EStG. Sec. 7(d)
tems or techniqueswhich have the effect of reducingor elim- 26. EStG., as repromulgated7 September 1990; see BundesgesetzblattI (BGBL,

inating pollution.28
Official Law Gazette of the Federal Republicof Germany),at 1898, Sec. 7d.
27. InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,The TaxationofCompanies
in Europe,Netherlands- 53, Corporate IncomeTax, SupplementNo. 95 (Febru-

A law has been proposed that would permit the immediate ary 1991).
and full expensing of investments in assets that may con- 28. Price Waterhouse,Doing Business in the Netherlands(December 1990), at

tribute to a cleanerenvironment.Under this law, the pollution 32.
29. Supra, note 27.

control asset would be fully written off as an expense in the 30. Oil l'axation Act, Chapter 22, Art. 3, 1975.
year in which it was purchased. The bill is still pending.29 31. Capital AllowancesAct, Chapter 1, Arts. 137 and 138,1990.
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If the residual period after depreciation is less than one year, paid-up capital limit) allocable to each shareholder, and levy
it is not counted, i.e. full depreciation will be completed in a ten percent profit-seeking enterprise income tax on each
the earlier period.18 shareholderfor the current taxable year.22

2. Investment tax credit 5. Tax deferral on stock dividends

Available investment tax credits range from 5 to 20 percent If a registered stock dividend is newly issued by a corporate
of the investmenton equipment or technologiesused for pro- enterprise from its undistributed earnings for certain
duction automation, pollution control, personnel training or approved purposes (see 4 above), the tax on the stock divi-
the establishmentof international brand names. There must dends is deferred until the shares are sold. These dividends
be a minimum investment of NT$ 600,000 in the particular nay be in the forn of bonus share issues or may result from
taxable year. The total amount of credit allowed in a given the paying company's capitalization of retained earnings.
year is limited to 50 percent of the corporate income tax Neither of these stock dividends will be included in the con-

payable in that year. If the credit exceeds the mandated limi- solidated income of the corporate shareholder.23
tation, it may be carried over for a period of four years.

According to the EnforcementRules of the SUI, the credit is E. France
graduated as follows:

20 percent for pollution control equipment procured are con-- The general guidelines concerning tax incentives

domestically, tained in the Code gnral des impts (the general tax code).
15 percent for pollution control equipment procured are-

Both straight-line and declining balance depreciation
abroad, and available. However, straight-linedepreciation is usually used

5 percent for pollution control technologies procured are no- for most plant and machinery. Since there official

either domesticallyor abroad. rates, acceptable rates of depreciationunder the straight-line
method are normally consistent with rates used by business

These credits are available only for funds spent on pollution and industry. Rates for machinery range from 10 to 20 per-
control equipment or technologieswithin five years from the cent. Depreciationmust correspondto the useful life custom-
effective date of the statute. arily associatedwith a particularactivity, although an admin-

istrative tolerance of 20 percent is allowed.
3. Share-purchasetax credits

Accelerated depreciation is available for certain assets,
Investors holding registered shares in important technologi- ncluding pollution control equipment. Immovable installa-
cal industries (which may include firms engaged in the tions for the purificationof water and air can be depreciated
developmentand productionof pollution control equipment) by 50 percent straight-line in the first year.
for a period of more than two years can credit up to 20 per-
cent of the price paid for the acquisition of such stocks The French law has a numberof investment incentives, such

against their income tax. If the share-purchase credit is as regional tax concessions and grants. None are specifically
greater than the tax payable, the balance of the creditable slated for investments in pollution control equipment. How-

amount can be carried over for a period of four years. ever, some will definitelyreduce the effectiveburden ofenvi-
ronmental regulation. The number of possible tax preference

4. Tax exemption on retained earnings outcomes vary by industry, location and product characteris-
tics and are difficult to predict with any certainty.

The SUI allows a corporation to retain undistributedearnings
(also called retainedprofits) up to twice its accumulatedpaid-
up capital, which is exempt from the ten percent profit-seek- . Germany
ing enterprise income tax if the funds are used for certain The Gerrnan Income Tax Law, Einkommensteuergesetz
specifiedpurposes.19 Such purposes include: (EStG), provides accelerated depreciation or initial expens-

purchasing various classes of products, including pollu- ng provisions for used for pollution control.-

assets
tion control equipment,
repaying loans borrowed for the purpose of purchasing-

the aforesaid equipment, and 18. SUI Art. 5.

nvesting in certain important industries specified by the
19. The retained earnings is the amount of profit-seeking income determined

-

by the administrationafter deducting:
government.20 - the profit-seekingenterprise tax amout in the taxable year,

-

According to the ITL, if the accumulatedretainedprofits of a
previous losses,
dividends to be distributedupon resolution of the sharehlders'meeting,-

company exceed one half of the total paid-up capital in a - legal reserve funds set aside according to company law,

year, in the following business year the company must dis- - bonuses paid to directors and employees,and

tribute the accumulatedretained earnings in the form of divi-
- other items permitted by the Ministryof Finance.
InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,Taxation in Asia and the Pacfic,

dends to its shareholders.21 Undistributedaccumulated prof- Taiwan, SupplementNo. 8 1 (May 1991).
its in excess of half of the total paid-up capital in a year can 20. The list of eligible products and designated industries are specified by the

be included in the taxable ncome of the shareholderif there Executive Yuan, with a revision option every two years.
21. ITA Art. 76-1.

is no stock distribution. The local tax administration will 22. ITL Art. 88.

compute the distributable pro-fits (above the 50 percent of 23. SUI Art. 16.
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carry losses over five years and back one, ment credits, tax holidays and concessionarytax rates - none-

establish certain special tax incentive reserve accounts of which are available for environmental protection pur--

and take certain tax incentive deductionsand credits, and poses. In brief, Singapore's investmentobjectives and strate-

use accelerated depreciation or initial depreciation with gies focus upon the incorporation of high technology for-

respect to certain assets. manufacturing, trade, tourism, transport, communications
and brain services. The latter includes computer, financial,

B. Korea medical and consulting services.

The CorporationTax Law (CTL) in Korea provides the basic Notwithstanding the absence of preferences for pollution
operative guidelines for income reporting and taxation. The control investments, the depreciation provisions are gener-
Tax Exemption and Reduction Control Law (TERCL)7 pro- ous. All categories of taxpayers who are carrying on a trade,
vides tax incentives and regulates those specified in 22 other business or profession can choose to depreciate all classes of
statutes, such as the Income Tax Law, the Value-AddedTax plant and equipment, except motor vehicles, in three years
Law, the Local Tax Law and the CTL itself. There are two following the year of purchase.1
provisions within the TERCL which directly and indirectly To facilitate the absorption of depreciation allowances,
provide incentives for pollution control. unused allowancesmay be carried forward indefinitelyor set
There is a direct investmenttax credit of three percent (or ten offagainst future profits.12 In the case ofcompanies, the same

percent for equipment made in Korea) of the value of the continuity-of-ownership test applicable for losses must be
investment. This credit is restricted to those resident or met in order to carry over depreciation allowances.13 The
domestic corporations investing in one of the following:8 Minister may dispense with the test if satisfied that the

facilities for increasing productivity, change of ownership is not for the purpose of deriving any
-

energy-savingfacilities, tax benefit or obtaining a tax advantage.14-

anti-pollution facilities,-

facilities for preventing ndustrial hazards, and D. Taiwan-

other specified facilities.
Investments in pollution control equipment and

-

energy-sav-
More indirectly, there is a choice between accelerateddepre- ing devices were first accorded special treatment in 1970,
ciation and investment credits for persons who start a busi- when the existing Statute for EncouragingIndustry (SEI) was

ness using new technology patented in Korea or developed extended. Current investrnent incentive provisions are con-

by institutions designated through consultations between the tained in the Statute for Upgrading Industry (SUI).15
Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Science and Tech-

nology.9 Investors have a choice between: Investment tax incentives for pollution control allowed by
the SUI include accelerated depreciation, investment tax

an investment credit at the rate of three percent (or ten-

percent in the case of machinery made in Korea) of the credits, share-purchasetax credits, tax exemption on retained

value of the investmentin new assets, or earnings and tax deferrl on stock dividends.

taking a depreciationof30 percent (50 percent in the case
1. Accelerated depreciation

-

of machinery manufactured in Korea) of the asset's

acquisitionprice in the fiscal year of acquisition. Under the earlier SEI, nvestments in pollution control equip-
We call this incentive provision indirect only because the ment could be depreciatedover a period of two years (straight
law does not specifically list pollution control investmentsas line).16 The present SUI allows the depreciation of certified

being approved new technology. However, the statute is nvestments to be accelerated by up to half the number of

broad enough to permit the inclusion of pollution control years of normal service life, as specified in the Income Tax

technologies.Since pollutioncontrol equipment is often con-
Law (ITL). Although the law is not explicitly drafted to

sidered to be part ofmanufacturingequipment, it qualifies for includepollutioncontrolequipment,the wording is sufficient-

the incentive, particularly when its purchase costs are com- ly broad to technically include such investments.It states:

bined with process-modificationcosts. Based on the requirementsfor adjustmentof industrial structure

and improvementof scale of operations and methods ofproduc-
Three methods for depreciating assets are defined in the tion, depreciationof the machineryand equipmentof specifical-
CTL:lo (i) the straight-linemethod, (ii) the declining-balance ly designated industries may be accelerated by one half the
method and (iii) the unit-of-productionmethod. Only one of number of years of service life of fixed assets as prescribed in
the first two can be selected by taxpayers for the depreciation the income tax law.17
of tangible fixed assets - pollution control equipment will
fall under this category. Intangible fixed assets must use the 7. Law No. 1723 of 1965.

straight-linemethod. The unit-of-productionmethod is avail-
8. TERCL Arts. 71 and 18(1).
9. TERCL Art. 18 and TERCL-ExecutiveDecree, Art. 15.

able only to depreciatemineral rights. 10. CTL Art. 56.
11. The Income Tax Act (ITA) Art. 19A.

C. Singapore 12. ITA (Cap. 134) Sec. 23(1)
13. Id., Sec. 23(3).

While providinga numberof incentives for certain explicitly 14. Id., Sec. 23(2A).
favoured activities, the governmentprovides no preferences 15. Statute for Upgrading Industry (SUI), promulgatedon 29 December 1990,

whatsoeverfor environmentalprotection investments.Singa- by PresidentialDecree. It is effective from 1 January 1991 until 30 June 1998.
16. 1990 ITL Art. 51.

pore provides a number of other incentives, such as invest- 17. Taxation n the RepublicofChina, Ministry of Finance (1991).
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TABLE 1

COUNTRY TYPE OF INCENTIVE DETAILS

JAPAN Special Depreciation (Expensing) 25% initial allowance is permitted. The remainder
for pollution control equipment. of investment cost is depreciated normally
No Investment Tax Credit.

KOREA Investment Tax Credit for pollution control 3% for imported equipment.
equipment. 10% for domestic equipment.
Accelerated Depreciationor InvestmentCredit, 30% for imported equipment.
for new technologies. 50% for domestic equipment.

Investmentcredit same as above.

SINGAPORE No special incentives. Three-yeardepreciationavailable for all plant and
equipment.

TAIWAN Accelerated Depreciation. Depreciationover half of the life of the assets.
InvestmentTax Credits. 5% to 20% depending on the type of asset.

FRANCE Accelerated Depreciation for pollution control 50% initial allowance, remainder at 10 to 20%
equipment. straight-line.
Regional tax concessions and grants are available.

GERMANY Accelerated Depreciation. 60% initial allowance, rest at 10% until full
No InvestmentTax Credit. amortization.

NETHERLANDS Investment Tax Credit for any environmental 3% to 15% depending on the type of asset.

protection investment.
Grants and Loans to assist research and
developmentprojects.

UNITED KINGDOM No special incentives for installing pollution
control equipment.

CANADA Accelerated Depreciation for pollution control 3-year straight-line 25%-50%-25%
investments on plants commissioned before 1974. vs. normal declining balancedepreciation,
Investment Credits for certain activities which can 20% to 25%.
include expenditureson pollution control assets. Depends on taxpayer, activity, region and year

involved.

UNITED STATES No special incentives for installing pollution
control equipment.

ed based on the shorter life, andtheexcess of depreciation(as natively, these amounts may be credited to a special depreci-
computed over the depreciation actually deducted during ation reserve account, in which case book value is not

those years) may be currently expensed. reduced and ordinary depreciationmay be taken on the basis
of the higher value.

3. Special accelerated (initial) depreciations The above accounting option allows investor to choosean

Under the special initial depreciationmethod, a certainper- between immediate partial expensing and the use of normal

centage of the acquisition costs of eligible assets may be depreciation.This enables the investor to select a scheme that

deductedonce during the year when the assets are first placed nore closely natches the investor's cash flow.

in use. Examplesof the amount of the special initial depreci-
ation allowed are as follows:6 Eligibility for the special accelerateddepreciationbenefits is

conditionedupon a corporationfiling a so-called blue return.
qualified facilities to prevent pollution: 25 percent of The blue return was originally established to encourage the

-

acquisitioncost,
use of standardized accounting procedures. Corporations

qualified plants equipped with special anti-pollution a return agree
-

which apply for the privilegeof filing blue and
devices and qualified energy-efficientplants: 18 percent to use a standard bookkeeping system are eligible for veryof acquisitioncost, and substantial tax benefits. They may:
certain energy-savingmachinery: 18 percent of acquisi--

tion cost.

The special initial depreciation may be accounted for in the 5. Law No. 26,31 March 1957, as last amended by Law No. 15, 31 March
1990. Cabinet Order No. 43, 31 March 1957, as last amended by Cabinet Order

normal way by reducing the book value of the assets, thus No. 93,31 'March 1990.

decreasing the amount of depreciation in future years. Alter- 6. Special Tax Measures Law (STML) Art. 43.
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native actions, hence influencing the decisions and While there are important differences in accounting and tax

behaviour of individuals, firms and governments, so that benefit accrual, a general list of the specific incentives

environmentally superior alternatives are chosen. In short, encountered are: accelerated depreciation, investment tax

MBIs use market forces to integrate economic and environ- credits, partial expensing and tax exemptions/deferrals.
mental decision-making. Table 1 summarizes the basic structure of investment tax

The use ofMBIs saves economicresourcesbecause decision- ncentives for pollution control in these nations.
makers are made aware, throughprices, of the environmental

implicationsof their choices. A. Japan
Fiscal instruments for environmentalprotection are a subset The basic provisions dealing with national taxes on individu-
of MBI mechanisms. Though not always in conformance als and corporations are to be found in a series of statutes
with ideal market-incentive approaches, a wide variety of covering both specific and general topics. For corporations,
pure fiscal (or tax) incentivesmay be used to influencepollu- the basic statute is the Corporate Tax Law (CTL), which is
tion abatement. The structure of income taxes, ncluding tax supplementedby Cabinet Orders and Ministerial Ordinances
rates, the definition of the tax base, the relation between cor- issued pursuant to each.
porate and personal taxes and loss treatment provisions, can

affect pollution control. In the case of indirect taxes, differ- A combinationof depreciationand expensing incentives are

ential tax rates on products or inputs may have the effect of provided for certain eligible assets, which include pollution
influencingpollution,e.g. higher excises on oil productsmay

control investments. The interplay of ordinary depreciation,
cause more polluting coal to be used. and the so-called initial depreciation provision (which is

essentially a partial expensing allowance), in addition to an

This report is focused on those fiscal instruments for envi- obsolescenceclause for shortening useful asset lives, results
ronmental protection whose design philosophy explicitlY in an attractive investnent tax incentive for pollution control
incorporates an environmental agenda. A limited, but com- equipment.
prehensive, list would contain:

tax ncentives for investment in pollution control equip- No investment tax credits are provided under the Japanese-

ment and technologies,
CTL.

specific taxes on goods and inputs based on environmen--

tal externalities,and 1. Ordinary depreciation
user charges that account for the true social value of the Most assets eligible for ordinarydepreciation be depreci--

may
amenity or service involved. ated using the straight-line method, the delining balance

This study discusses the intent and design of investment tax
method or any other method specificallyapproved by the rel-

incentives, and their economic and environmental impact. It evant regional tax bureau. For accounting purposes, a corpo-

is organized as follows: ration may treat ordinary depreciation charges as a reduction
in the book value of the asset or as a credit to an ordinary

Section I provides a taxonomy of investment tax incentives depreciationreserve account.1 Depreciation,as entered on the
for pollutioncontrol used by selected ndustrializedcountries books of the company, may be deducted for tax purposes and
in Asia, Europe and North America. Section II reviews the may be charged against profits, up to the limits establishedby
theory of tax incentive instruments. The purpose is to create law.2 Depreciationentered on the books in excess of the statu-
a frameworkfor identifying structural weaknesses and nega- tory limits may not be deducted currently, but may be carried
tive behaviouralnfluences. Section III ntroduces the criteria over and, taken together with subsequent book depreciation,
that may be used to evaluate tax incentives and uses a com- deductedup to the statutory limits in subsequentyears.3
parative methodology to suggest structural and legislative A ministerial ordinance stipulates that machinery used for
modificationsof tax ncentives that may enhance their effec-
tiveness and promote efficiency. pollutioncontrol should have a useful life span of seven years.

Specially constructed structures, such as towers, reinforced
concrete buildings, chimneys over 70 metres high, etc., have

I. TAXONOMYOF INVESTMENTTAX varying useful life spans, ranging from 10 to 30 years.4
INCENTIVES FOR POLLUTION CONTROL

2. Shortening of useful life due to obsolescence
Possible incentives that can be extended through the tax sys-
tem are differentiatedby the nature of the base for tax benefit Upon application to the tax authorities, the useful life of an

determination,the timingof the benefits from such ncentives asset may be shortened on grounds of functional obsoles-

and the conditionality attached to their use. A taxonomy of cence. Depreciationfor the previous years may be recomput-
tax incentivesused for pollutioncontrolmay be developedby
examining tax laws and regulations in the industrialized

1. Report of Ministry of Finance Committee Business AccountingPrinci- 1nations of Asia, Europe and North America. In particular, the
on

ples, as amended, 30 August 1974, Note 17.

ncentive tax laws of the following countries have been 2. CTL Arts. 31 and 32.

examined: Japan, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, France, Ger- 3. CTL Basic Circular Sec. 7-5-1.
4. Tables 6 and 7, Ministerial Ordinance Concerning the Useful Lfe of

many, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Canada and the DepreciableAssets, Ministry of Finance Ordinance No. 15, 31 March 1965, as

United States. last amended by OrdinanceNo. 17,31 March 1990.
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ABSTRACT
Contents

Over the past few decades, the environmentalpolicy debate has evolved to recog-
nize the utility of influencingpollution abatementby using market forces that inte- Introduction

grate economic and environmental decision-making. Market-based incentive I Taxonomyof InvestmentTax

(MBI) instruments may be broadly classified to include environmental taxes,
Incentives for Pollution Control
A. Japan

nvestment tax ncentives, tradeable permits, user charges and deposit refund sys- B. Korea
tems. Investmenttax credits have been the preferred fiscal nstrumentsfor pollution C. Singapore
control because they seem to balance environmentalconsiderations with concerns D. Taiwan

E. France
about industrial competitiveness. Their use, however, may not have the desired F. Germany
effect of reducing pollution and may, in certain circumstances, increase emissions G. The Netherlands
levels. The taxes are also sometimes seen as subsidies in disguise. This report is a H. The United Kingdom
comparative analysis of the fiscal instruments used by countries in Asia, Europe

I. Canada
J. The United States

and North America, whose design philosophy explicitly incorporates an environ-
mental agenda. In particular, it discusses the intent and design of investment tax

Il. An Analysis of InvestmentTax
Incentives

incentives, presenting a review of the basic theoretical framework necessary for A. Background
understandinghow they function. In addition, it outlines a set of criteria that may be B. The environmental impact of

used to evaluate their economic and environmental impact and describes possible
investment incentives for
pollution control

legislative and structural revisions that may enhance their effectiveness and pro- C. Neutralityof investment tax
mote their efficiency. ncentives

IlI. Evaluation of InvestmentTax
Incentives for Pollution Control

INTRODUCTION A. Criticismsof investment tax
incentives for pollution control

Over the past few decades, the environmentalpolicy debate has evolved to recog- B. Criteria to evaluate investment

nize the importanceof market-based incentives (MBIs) as instruments for encour-
tax incentives

C. Improving the effectivenessand
aging pollutionabatement.Market-basedincentivenstrumentscan be broadly clas- efficiencyof investment
sified to include a combinationof environmental taxes, nvestment tax incentives, incentives

tradeable permits, user charges and deposit-refundsystems. IV. Conclusion

The level of interest in using MBIs to reduce environmentaldamage has increased Bbliography
greatly in recent years. An MBI affects the estimatesof costs and benefits of alter-
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To provide for an equitable applicationof global methodolo- position and credit risk, and ncome, sharing resultant profit
gy, the countries adopting such methodology would have to on an agreed basis. If a taxpayer decides to follow this
maintain a consistency of approach to accounting concepts approach, and the profit sharing agreement corresponds to

and principles which underlieprofit determinationin income what would have been agreed on an arm's length basis, then it
tax systems based on the net income standard. Currently, due should be accepted for tax purposes. In general, even in a sup-
to variations from nation to nation in: posed 24-hour trading situation, the above examplewould not

treatment of certain significant types of expenditures be typical. The establishedarm's length rules, taking account-

(e.g. R&D, depreciation,handlingof intangibleproperty, of market prices and the business unit where the trading rsk
amortizationof goodwill, etc.); and expertise reside, are the appropriatetest in such situations.

1
methods for translationof foreigncurrency and treatment

We would also like to comment point made at the end of
-

on a
of resulting foreign currency gains and losses; paragraph 14 of the OECD report that some regard to the
permissibleaccountingperiods and methods;-

total profits of MNE be helpful as check
reserve requirements;

group an may a on
-

the of the arm's length price in specific bilater-assessment or
realization rules.-

al situations where other methods give rise serious diffi-to

It would be a practicable impossibility to develop a world- culties and the two countries concerned are able to adopt a

wide consolidated profit (with respect to application of a common approach and the necessary information can be

comprehensive global method) or to develop an appropriate made available. We believe that such an approach should be

combined taxable income (with respect to the apportionment only very exceptionallyresorted to and then only if the coun-

of a revenue stream between two or more national affiliates) tries involvedcan obtain the appropriatedata as well as agree
which would be acceptable to either revenue authorities or to a commonground so as to eliminateany possibilityofdou-

taxpayers. To do so would entail the harmonizationof rele- ble taxation. Any reference to the total group profit of an

vant rules, as noted above, or an intemationally agreed upon MNE should be based exclusively on the basis of publicly
regime involving consolidatingor combining adjustments in available information.

order to eliminate the impact of internationalvariations.

In addition to harmonizing accounting principles, global V. CONCLUSIONS
methodologieswould further require consistency among the
nations adopting such methodologies with respect to the Global methods rarely reflect economic reality, as their

apportionmentfactors selected. implementationoften relies on arbitrary apportionment fac-
tors rather than on actual economic conditions in the coun-

With this by way of background, i.e. the need for harmoniza- tries and contractual agreements between the parties. Often
tion of economic policies, accounting principles and stan- the application of global methodology involves substituting
dards and tax structures, it becomes easy to visualize how the commercial judgement of the tax examiner (for the pur-
extraordinarilydifficult it would be for national fiscal admin-

pose of determiningtax liabilities) for that of the enterpriseat
istrations or taxpayers to resort to global methodologies the time when the transactionwas concluded,contrary to the
under the existing facts and circumstances of today's global recommendationsof the OECD Report.
environment, without the harmonization noted above. Not

only would such an effort be the epitome of complexity, but Global methods cause unequal tax treatmentbetweendomes-

it would be extremely costly, in terms of time and adminis- tic independent enterprises and local affiliates of MNEs

trative expense, to be achieved (if it could even be achieved). because, as noted above, by departing from real world con-

Perhaps it could be said that the fiscal administrationsof the sideration in favour of arbitrary apportionments, the results

sophisticatedcountriesmight be betterequipped to cope with of a local MNE affiliate - following such adjustment- are

the complexity of using global methods, but even this is bound to differ from those of an independent enterprise
problematical.Countries which do not have such well-devel- whose results are necessarilydictated by market conditions.

oped administrativemachinery would have a clear disadvan- Global methods would seriously increase, rather than reduce,
tage, which could have significant implications for third- the likelihood of double taxation unless all countries applied
world countries. But no tax administration (or taxpayer) such methods and did so in accordancewith preciselyuniform
would have an easy time implementing the apportionment rules and concepts therefor. On the contrary, countries which
processes inherent in employing a global methodology. refuse to accept global methodologywould apply tax determi-

nation rules without regard to the rules in other countries.

IV. APPLICATION OF GLOBAL Global methods tend to be highly complex and hence diffi-
METHODOLOGIESIN EXCEPTIONALCASES cult to understand and to apply in practice, and expensive to

administer-for both tax administrationsand taxpayers alike.
Having set forth the objections to the use of global method-

ologies, it is important to note that, in certain very special and In conclusion, BIAC believes that what was said in the

exceptional circumstances, there may be some instances OECD report about global methods remains equally valid
where it would be appropriate to use an allocation method. today. In our view the weight of the evidence and prevailing
For example, there may be instances where commonly con- opinions clearly discredits the use of global methodologies
trolled units around the world join in the conduct of a 24-hour except in the very circumscribedcircumstanceslaid out in the
trade in certain financial products and agree to pool costs, preceding section.
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trary to the recommendationsof the OECD report and cannot for each group member, consideration of commercial and
be accepted for either tax or general business purposes. legal risks, determinationof value added, analysis of the rel-

ative numberofpersonnel,considerationofwhetherthe rele-

B. Artificialprofitshifting vant affiliate is a strategic business unit or an unproductive
entity, the performanceof R&D, and countless other aspects

Paragraph 14 of the OECD report on transfer pricing com- of their business. It would be entirely unrealistic to suppose
ments further: that any global methodologycould achieve in a working form

the degree of sophisticationto account for all these factors inThey [global methods] are all however to some degree arbi-

trary. such a way as to produce the same level and distributionof
taxation as would arise if the transactions in question had

...and inherentlyrunning the risk ofallocatingprofits to an enti- been between ndependentparties (see D. below).
ty which is in truth making losses (or possible the contrary).
While the widest range of such information [i.e. information C. Double taxation
about the total activitiesof an MNE] may be availableto the tax
authorities in the country of the parent company in a group On the very important matter of avoiding double taxation,
even those tax authorities will be limited to some extent on the paragraph 14 of the OECD report on transfer pricing com-

informationwhich they can compile. ments:

Even if the information were available,,however, the varied The use of such altematives to the arm's length principle is
activities of any MNE and the varied circumstancesand situa- incompatiblewith Articles 7 and 9 of the OECD Model Double
tions in which they are carried on must make it impracticable Taxation Convention.
for the tax authoritiesof the country in which one subsidiary is

Anothermajor disadvantageof such globalsituated to judge in any satisfactorymanner the profitabilityof any attempt to use

methods ofprofit allocationas an alternativeto the arm's lengthany of the other parts of the group situatedelsewhere.
principle is that their uncoordinateduse by the tax authoritiesof

Some of the main purposes of the arm's length test is to pre- several countries would involve the danger that, overall, the
vent profit shifting by companies. A basic objection to the MNE affected would sufferdouble taxationof its profits.
use of globl nethods is that it will result in profit shifting bY In order to avoid any risks ofdouble taxationusing the globalthe authorities,whicheverapplicationof global methodology rrethodology, fiscal authorities aroundthewodd choosing to
is involved, i.e. apportionmentof the total profit of an MNE employ global methodologieswould have to apply consistent
group among all the affiliates or apportionmentof a revenue procedures and regulations which, of course, would require
stream between two affiliates within an MNE group, for the appropriate national legislative and, perhaps, constitutional
many reasons set out in paragraph 14 of the OECD Report. authorization. Such a system, nvolving multilateral coordi-
To take a particular exarnple, the variation between difering nation, which would need to include a clearing system to

approaches to social welfare may cause serious distortions. In ensure that double taxationdid not occur on worldwidebasis,
some countries, the responsibility for social welfare may be is clearly so utopian in conceptas to lack any crediblechance
borne substantially by the government, while in others, of being created, even over the long term.

employers may have the major responsibility therefor. Or, as We should point out that a governmentof a country whose tax
another exanple, some countries (e.g. developing countries) revenues are declining because its economy is in a recession-
have much lower prevailing wage scales than the industrial- ary state (albeit only temporarily)might be nclined to use a
ized countries. Both of these examples demonstrate how the global methodologyto artificiallyapportiongreaterprofitabil-
use of comparative cost data, unadjusted for these environ- ity to its tax jurisdictionthan is warrantedby the facts and cir-
mental differencesbetweennations, could, ifused as an appor- cumstances. This is a further example of the risk of double
tionment factor (either alone or in combinationwith other fac- taxation where global methodologiesare sanctioned.
tors) create distortions leading to misallocations Of profit. In
this connection, it should be noted that, in the case of low pro- D. Acceptanceand simplicityductioncost countries (i.e. the third worldcountries), the use of
global methdology can actually discourage inward nvest- The OECD report on transferpricing states as follows (p. 14):
ment, since apportioning global profit will automatically To allocateprofitsby suchmethodsin which reduced thefavour wealthiercountries because ofhigher prevailingprices

a way
arbitrarinessof the results to a negligibledegree would necessi-

and costs, where the factors would tilt the balance by appor- tate a complex analysis of the different functionsof the various
tioning a disproportionateshare of the profit to the industrial- associated enterprises and a sophisticated weighing up of the
ized countries. This has been amajor complaint against using different risks and profit opportunities in the various different
worldwidereporting under a unitary taxation system. stages of manufacturingtransportation,marketingand so on.

To employ a global methodology to determine the profit of Nor would the information necessary for such an assessment

one or more (or all) affiliates within an MNE group would of be readily or, in many cases, available to all.

necessityentail the adoptionof an approachdesigned to elim- The need would be for full informationabout the total activi-
nate arbitrariness as much as possible. This means that a ties of the whole MNE.
detailedanalysisofthe functionswithin the MNE and each of Norcan it be generally assumed that the tax authoritiesof the coun-
its affiliates is necessary, for either of the extreme applica- try of the subsidiary should in any case be entitled to quite such a
tions of global methodology.Such an analysis must include, wide range of informationabout the group's worldwideactivities.
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ing whether, as between related companies, the arm's length Ill. CAN GLOBAL METHODS MEET THESE
test is met and, in some countries, is a direct obligation of CRITERIA
companiesunder commercial law. (The same approach, inci-

dentally, is ncluded in the new US proposed regulations.) In order to determinewhethera global methodologyapproach
Before 1930, the League ofNations adopted a Model Agree- wouldbe a better, or even an adequate, alternativeto the arm's

ment for Avoidance of Double Taxation, incorporating the length Standard, it is necessary to judge the effectiveness of

arm's length principle, which was then followed by the vari- such an approach in meeting the criteria noted above.

ous member states.
A. Economic realityand comparabletaxationThe United States adopted the arm's length standard in 1935.

At that time, the US Treasury added the following language Paragraph 14 of the OECD Report addresses globalmeth-
to the Treas. Reg. 86, Art. 45-1(b) (currently contained in ods from a numberof standpoints. It includes the following:
Reg. Sec. 1.482 -l(b)(1): Such [global] methods wouldnecessarilybe arbitrary, tending

The standard to be applied in every case is that of an uncon- to disregardmarket conditions as well as the particularcircum-
trolled taxpayer dealing at arm's length with another uncon- stances of the individual enterprises...
trolled taxpayer. ...and tending to ignore the management's allocation ofown

In 1979, the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs issued its resources.

report on Transfer Pricing and Multinational Enterprises. ...producingan allocationof profits which may bear no sound
The OECD report summarized the basic concept behind the relationship to the economic facts...
arm's length principle, and how it had been adopted by the

For example, it does follow that profit is uniformly relatedOECD members in practice. Today the report has become an
not

to cost at all stages in an integrated production and marketingauthoritative treatise for guidance on the determination of
process...Nor does it follow that labour costs the forare same

intra-groupprices for tax purposes. the same labour in differentcountries, or that profits are neces-

The OECD report discusses global methods (paragraph sarily related to any simple combinationof such factors.

14), expressingclear disapprovalof these methods (with one In the situation where a global methodology is applied to the
minorexceptionto be noted below). The report states that the overall group profits of an MNE, there would be a natural
usage of global methods is tantamount to abandoning the tendency on the part of the revenue authorities in the home
arm's length approach, and is incompatible with Articles 7 country to assume that every affiliate in the group is strongly
and 9 of the OECD Model Double Taxation Convention. dependent on the parent company or the group as a whole,

thus resulting in the attribution of an artificially high profit
Il. CRITERIA FOR TAX STANDARDS for the group parent. Such an artificial allocationofprofits by

tax authorities under this approach, particularly if also
A standard, such as the arm's length principle, is crucial for

acceptedby the various host country authorities,would result
ensuring that, within an MNE group, transfer prices attaching n the measure of taxable profits in home and host jurisdic-to all types of intercompanytransactionsare establishedat lev- tions completelyunrelated to actual performance therein.
els which do not distort companies' tax liabilities by shifting
profits from one company to another company in a different In the more limited scenario, where global methodologiesare

jurisdiction. Equally, if applied consistently by all countries, used to apportion profit on a cross-border stream of transac-

such a common standardprotects companies from double tax- tions between two affiliates, the factors chosen by which to

ation. It should be noted that the various revenue authorities apportionprofit are apt to be arbitrary, without any considera-
around the world also need such a standard to facilitate their tion given to the variations in economic circumstances be-

examinationsof the members within the MNE group. tween the two countries. The result is bound to be distorted.

BIAC believes that such a standard should: In either scenario, i.e. the broader or narrower application of

respect marketconditions,by reflectingeconomicreality; global methodology, the distortion created by the arbitrary-

result in comparable taxation between independent and and artificial profit apportionmentwould naturally result in-

controlled taxpayers involved in similar transactions and tax burdens totally out of line with tax burdens suffered by
located in the same (or similar) geographic locations; local enterprises without international affiliations, in the
ensure that neither double taxation nor artificial profit home and host countries alike, creating a competitive disad--

shifting occur; vantage (or advantage, as the case may be) and particulardif-
be widely accepted by governments as well as by tax- ficulties, for example, in the case of companies with minori--

payers; ty shareholders or which are subject to statutory employee
be readily adoptable for application in a world with dif- participation (as in Germany).-

ferent tax and accountingsystems; What global methodology does is to provide the tax authori-
be easy to comprehendand practicable to apply. an to

-

ties with administrative tool which would allow them
BIAC believes that the arm's length standardmeets these cri- ignore valid intercompanyagreementson arm's length terms,
teria, and, therefore, it should not be replaced by another reflecting the propercommercialjudgementsand expertise of

standard, in whole or in part, unless such other standard bet- the parties exercised without the benefit of hindsight and to

ter achieves these objectives. We have not as yet found such substitute their own commercial judgement, applied on a ret-

a better standard. rospectivebasis, for that of the enterprise. Such a result is con-
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-

A CRITICALVIEW
Business and Industry Advisory Committee

INTRODUCTION

We understandthat there is a growing interest,on the part ofcertain revenue author- The Businessand IndustryAdvisory
Committee to the OECD (BIAC) was

ities, to use what has been referred to as global methods in the enforcement and constituted in March 1962 as an
administrationof their tax laws in the area of transferpricing (e.g. specificallynoted independentorganizationofficialy
in the case of the US rgulationsunder Section 6038A of the US Internal Revenue recogn/zedby the OECD as being
Code). Such global methodologywould ostensiblybe substitutedfor the long stand- representativeof businessand industry.

Therefore, BIAC, an organizationwhose
ing use of the traditionalarm's length principle applied on a transactionalbasis. members ncludethe ndustrialand
This paper has been prepared by the Business and Industry Advisory Committee employers'organizationsof the 24
(BIAC) to the OECD to present its views to the OECD's Committee on Fiscal OECD Member Counmes, is
Affairs on the problems that will arise in attempting to apply global methods in the representatveof the private sector in

taxation of multinational enterprises (MNEs), particularly as related to the deter- the industrializedworld.

mination of transfer prices. The following analysis does not deal with the new US The BIAC Committeeon Taxation and

proposed regulationsunder Section482 of the US InternalRevenueCode, a critical Fiscal Policy, a multinationalgroup of
sector tax met

review of which will be undertakenat a later date. private specialists, has
with the OECD Committeeon Fiscal

Before attempting to compare global methods with the internationally accepted Affairs and its Working Groups to
discuss various issues in the tax field.

arm's length standard, it is necessary to define both terms. The arm's length stan-

dard is essentiallya fair marketvalue standardapplied on a transactionalbasis, with
due regard to the functions of the parties. It requires that a transfer price in a trans-

action between two related parties reflect the amount that would have been agreed
upon between two unrelated parties under the same or similar circumstances. Contents

Introduction
On the other hand, global or allocationmethodologydoes not lookt the valuation
of transactions as they occur, but rather looks to an allocation and apportionment I. History of the Arm's Length Standard

among two or more affiliated group members of the profits resulting from such Il Criteria for Tax Standards

transactions. At the one extreme, this methodology may be used to determine the III. Can Global Methods Meet These
taxable profit of local entities by apportioning the worldwide profit of an MNE Criteria

group, includingall the individualaffiliates subject to taxation in various countries, A. Economic reality and comparable
according to a predetermined formula. This application of global methodology is taxaton

B. Artificial profit shifting
rarely, if ever, seen in practice. At the other end of the spectrum, the applicationof C. Double taxation
a global methodology may be limited in scope to the apportionmentof the profit D. Acceptance and simplicity
arising from a stream ofcross-bordertransactions (e.g. sales ofgoods) between two IV. Applicationof Global Methodologies
affiliates within an MNE group. It is this latter, more limited form of usage of glo- in Exceptional Cases
bal methodology that is appearing on the scene in various countries, particularly in V. Conclusions
the United States (as noted above by the reference to Section 6038A).

I. HISTORY OF THE ARM'S LENGTH STANDARD

Every member nation of the OECD has adopted the arm's length prnciple as the
basic conceptual standard for determining transfer prices on transactions between
and/or among affiliates within an MNE group. This approach has also been accept-
e by revenue authorities virtually throughout the world as a proper standard to

apply when reviewing intercompany transfer pricing structures during revenue

examinations. In a number of European countries, the arm's length standard is

directly associated with the concept of the prudent businessman, i.e. one who
exhibits intelligence,sophisticationand conscientiousnessin conducting the affairs
ofhis company. This prudent business man's approach acts as a yardstick in assess-
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First published in 1946, the Bulletin aims to methods in the taxation of multinationalenter-
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internationaltax communityand to provide ing of transferprices.
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(B. 111.921) The Hague, EVD (NetherlandsForeign Trade regulatory and tax aspects of investments or

INCOMES POLICIES IN THE WIDER Agency), Ministry of EconomicAffairs; SEP businss activities in the United States. It

context. Wage, price and fiscal initiatives in
- Stichting EconomischePublikaties/Trenite reflects information available as of 1 January

developing countries. edited by Felix Paukert Van Doome. 1992 pp.200.40.-Dfl. 1991.
An introduction to legal aspects of doing (B. 111.005)and Derek Robinson.
business in the Middle East and North Africa

Geneva, InternationalLabour Office. 1992 HOFFMAN,Saul D.; SEIDMAN,Laurence S.
through intermediaries.

pp.260. (B. 111.907) The earned income tax credit. Antipoverty
(B. 57.735) effectivenessand local market effects.

Kalamazoo, W.E. Upjohn Institute for
THE EUROPA WORLD YEARBOOK 1992. NORTH AMERICA EmploymentResearch, 300 S. Westnedge
Volume I: Avenue, Kalamazoo, Michigan49007, USA.
Intemationalorganizations. Countries: Canada 1990 pp. 92.
Afghanistan to Jordan. 33rd Edition. (B. 111.874)
London, Europa Publications Ltd. 1992 CANADATAX CASES.

pp.1650 Judgments of the Supreme Court of Canada, OATES, Wallace E.

(B. 111.945) Federal Court of Canad, Tax Court of Canada Studies in fiscal federalism.
and provincial courts on taxation matters Cheltenham,EdwardElgar Publishing Ltd.,

THEORYAND POLICY: reported by Canada tax cases from July to 2 Fairview Court, Fairview Road,
a comment on Dixit and on current tax theory. December 1991 inclusive. 1991 Volume 2. Cheltenham,Glos GL52 2EX, England. 1991

Prepared by Vito Tanzi. Editor-in-ChiefH. Heward Stikeman. pp.480.49.50.
Washington, IMF - IntemationalMonetary Scarborough,Thomson Professional Collection of essays by the author on the
Fund. 1992 Publishing Canada/Richardde Boo subject of public finance by different levels of
IMF Working Paper WP/92/15. pp.10. Publishers. 1992 pp.2250 govemment in a federal system.
(B. 111.916) (B. 111.957) (B. 111.837)
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Univ. Hamburg, Band 14. pp.353.96.-DM. current issues. SUBSIDIE-OVERZICHT1992
German taxation of cross-bordercommercial Washington, IMF -- InternationalMonetary Amsterdam, KPMG Klynveld, KPMG
contracts. The author analyses Gernan Fund. 1992 Intemational Headquarters. 1992 pp.51.
taxation of cross-borderenterprise contracts as IMF Working Paper WP/92/8. pp.27. Revised edition of summary of all subvention
listed in the German Stock CorporationLaw (B. 111.917) payments available.
(i.e. the control agreement and profit transfer (B. 111.901)
agreement, the agreement for a profit pooling Netherlands
among related enterprises, the agreement to Norwaytransfer a portion of profits, the enterprise WATTEL, P.J.
lease agreement and the enterprise surrender De fiscale behandelingvan het INVESTMENTIN NORWAY.
agreement). wederrechtelijke. Amsterdam, KPMG Peat Marwick, KPMG
(B. 111.807) Deventer, Kluwer. 1992. InternationalHeadquarters,P.O. Box 74111,
FESTSCHRIFIFR THEODOR Fiscale Monografien,No. 58. pp.363. 1070 BC Amsterdam,The Netherlands. 1992

95.- Dil. pp. 102.Heinsius zum 65. Geburtstag am

25. September 1991. Monographexplaining the individual income Fourth edition of booklet containing
Herausgegebenvon FriedrichKbler, Hans- tax, wage tax, corporate income tax and value informationof interest for those considering

added tax in the Netherlands with emphasis investing or doing business in Norway. KeyJoachim Mertens und Winfried Werner.
Berlin, Walter de Gruyter, GenthinerStrasse

on tax-aspects arising of illegal transactions chapters include foreign investment,business

13, D-1000 Berlin 30. Germany. 1991 pp.985. subject to penal law. References to case law income tax, VAT, individual income tax,
430.- DM. are appended as well as the tax treatment labour, etc. The material is based on

under German, USA and European information available at 1 April 1992.Publication in honour of Theodor Heinsius
which contains various articles on company CommunityLaw and case law. (B. 111.898)
law, particularly on perspectives for the (B. 111.670)
limitedpartnership on shares, acceptanceof FISCAALMEMO 2,1992. United Kingdom
trusts in German international private law, Deventer, Kluwer. 1992 pp.191.
non-voting shares, foundation in Gemany Fiscal Memo Part II containingbrief WOOD, John; FRASER, Ross.

from a current viewpoint, administrationand information on relevant regulations in Dutch Tolley's Taxation of Offshore Trusts and
Offshore Funds.keeping of securities abroad. tax law effective as of December 1991.

(B. 111.550) (B. 111.701) Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd.
1992 pp.225.

SAUER, Otto. BELASTINGKOMPAS1992. An authoritativeguide to tax planning
Schlagwortregisterzur Rechtsprechungund Amsterdam,Coopers & Lybrand. 1992 pp.56. opportunitiesarising from the use of trusts
Literatur des gesamten Steuerrechts 1990. Summaryof relevant tax data for 1992. and funds based outside the U.K. The book
Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1991 pp.1800. (B. 111.905) highlights in detail the major impact of the
Keyword register 1990 containing decisions 1991 Finance Act and covers tax
of the Supreme Tax Court and Lower Tax PAYS-BAS.JURIDIQUE,FISCAL,

consequencesfor both companies and
Courts, and relevant literature. Additionally, it social. individuals.
contains the published decisions of the Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1991

(B. 111.924)
Supreme Tax Court since 1986. Dossiers IntemationauxFrancis Lefebvre.

(B. 111.226) pp.455. CITRON, Richard.

Monographdescribing business law (i.e. Getting into Europe. The Stoy HaywardBTTGES,D.; LUGERT, R. company law, law of commercial relations), Guide.
Was muss der Steuerberaterbei GmbH- tax system (corporate income and individual Strategic planning for international tax,
Gesellschafter-Vertrgenbeachten income taxes), value added tax and social law raising finance, and performancemonitoring
Freiburg, InformationVerlags GmbH & Co in the Netherlands. The full text of the French London, Kogan Page Limited, 120
KG. 1990 and Dutch tax treaty and implementing PentonvilleRoad, London Nl 9JN, England.SteuerberaterPraxis Reihe. pp.105. regulationsare reproduced. 1991 pp.445.What must the tax advisor consider when (B. 111.666) General guide to tax, financing and
drafting shareholdercontracts regarding monitoring for UK companies expanding into
limited liability companiesThe book FISCALESIGNALENOP DE

Europe. The law is stated as at 30 June 1990.
provides, in the fom of checklists and drempel van 91/92. Topics covered include raising capital for
samples, guidelines for the drafting of Amsterdam,Loyens & Volkmaars. 1991 pp.50. trade, expansion and acquisitions,jointshareholdercontracts with limited liability Guide providing tax saving tips for 1991/1992

ventures, holding companies and social
companies. A major chapter is dedicated to assessmentyears with respect to individual

security contributions. Appended are
hidden profit distributions. income tax, inheritancetax, gift tax and tax on

summaries of European corporate tax systems(B. 111.551) real property. and personal tax systems.(B. 111.534)HANDBUCHDES (B. 111.922)
Wirtschaftsrechts 1991. TIMMERMANS,A.J.M.

CITRON, Richard.
Gesetzestextemit Rechtsprechungshinweisen. Tekstboekje loonbelasting 1992.

Overseas entertainers and sportsmen.Bearbeitetvon Walter Niemann. Deventer, FED. 1992 pp.80. 22.50 Dil.
Reprinted from Tolley's InternationalTax

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1991 Schriften Pocketbookdealing with 1992 wage tax.
Planning.des Deutschen Wissenschaftlichen (B. 111.889) London, Stoy Hayward, 8 Baker Street,Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund

VERVLOED,J.L.M.J.; VLIET, D.G. van; LondonW1M 1DA. 1992 pp.34.Steuerbevollmchtigtene.v. pp.880. DIELWART,V.C.E. (B. 111.934)Referencebook for commercial law. It
contains all relevant acts within the scope of KernboekjeBTW 1992. Opheffing EG-

company law, insolvency law and industrial grenzen. INTERNATIONAL
Deventer, FED; Amsterdam, KPMG Meijburglaw, as well as relevant recent Supreme Tax
& Co., KPMG IntemationalHeadquarters.Court decisions are discussed. Developing countries
1992 pp.73. 25.- Dil.

(B. 111.221) Revised and updatededition on value added SADKA, Efraim; TANZI, Vito. 1
BS, Dieter. tax, including the abolition of EC tax borders. A tax on gross assets of enterprises as a form
Privatization in East Germany. A survey of (B. 111.877) of presumptive taxation.
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Denmark ACTES DES COMMUNAUTES Paperbackbooks in 2 volumes. Steuergesetze
europennesen vigueur dans le domaine de la 1 contains German tax laws, e.g. Income Tax

GOMARD,Bemhard. fiscalit. Law, Corporate Income Tax Law, Business
Das dnische Gesetz ber Aktiengesellschaften. Volumes I et II (les annes 1964-1990). Tax Law, etc. Steuergesetze2 contains the
3. Auflage. Refonte totale du documentXXI-911/89,XV- InternationalRelationsLaw, Valuation Law,
Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. 109/89; Bulletin des Communauts VAT Law, Net Wealth/WorthTax Law, etc.
1991 AuslndischeAktiengesetze,Band 6. europennes.Commission.Evolution de la (B. 111.928)
pp.137. fiscaliteuropenne,aperu historique.
An overview and introduction to the Danish Brussels, Commissionof the European WIESER, Manfred; TAKACS, Peter.

law goveming stock corporations. Communities. 1990 pp.1250. Steuerjahrbuch '90/91. Gesetzesnderungen,
(B. 111.224) French texts of Acts of the European BMF-Erlsse,Rechtsprechung,Literatur.

Band 2 - Sonstige Abgaben.Communities in force in the field of taxation.
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1991 pp.826.

EEC (B. 111.919/920) 495.- S.
Tax yearbook 1990/1991 including law onGAMMIE,Malcolm.

France rendering of Changes in law,The Ruding CommitteeReport: an initial accounts.

decrees from the Ministry of Finance, case
response. FRANCE. BUSINESSLAW,
London, The Institute for Fiscal Studies. 1992 taxation, social law. law, literature.

IFS CommentaryNo. 30. pp.63. Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1992 (B. 111.446)
A commenton the Ruding CommitteeReport IntemationalSeries Francis Lefebvre. pp.465. SCHREYER,Dietmar.
on corporate tax harmonizationwithin the 470.- Ffr. Einkommen-Steuersparer1992.
EEC. Monographdescribing business law (company Einkommensteuer-Erklrung1991.13.

(B. 111.900) law, law of commercial relations), tax system Auflage.
(corporate and individual income taxes), value Stand: Juli 1991.

DER BINNENMARKT1992. added tax), and social law rules in France. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck; DTV -

Die europischeHerausforderung. The full texts of three important tax treaties DeutscherTaschenbuchVerlag GmbH & Co.
Amsterdam,KPMG Deutsche Treuhand signed by France with Germany, the U.K. and KG, Friedrichstrasse 1,8000 Mnchen40,
Gruppe, KPMG Internationalheadquarters. the U.S.A. are appended. Germany. 1991
1988 pp.68. (B. 111.885) Beck-Rechtsberaterim DTV. pp.455.
The 1992 Internal Market. The European Using a pocketbookand a disc, the author
challenge. Brochure on the planned changes explains all information necessary for
and expected outline conditionsof the Germany individual taxpayers filing their tax returns.

European internal market. Furthermoreit PACH-HANSSENHEIMB,Ferdinand. Both the book and the disc proceed in a very
contains proposals for implementationof Die Verstrickungvon Wirtschaftsgternin die systematical and user-friendlymanner.

business decisions with a view to the year deutsche Steuerhoheit. Considering its very low price, it may be
1992. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. recommended to all individualsobliged to file
(B. 111.902) 1991 Schriften des Instituts fr Auslndisches a tax return.

und InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen (B. 111.625)FRENKEL,J.A.; RAZIN,A.; SYMANSKY,S. der Univ. Hamburg, Band 17. pp.300.
InternationalVAT harmonization,economic 78.- DM. SCHWARTZE,Andreas.
effects. Assets subject to German taxation. The author Deutsche Bankenrechnungslegungnach

Washington,IMF - InternationalMonetary focuses on tax implications regarding the europischemRecht.
Fund. 1991 cross-bordertranferof fixed assets between Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft.
IMF Working Paper WP/91/22. pp.30. various related corporations. 1991 SchriftenreiheEuropischesRecht,
(B. 111.933) (B. 111.525) Politik und Wirtschaft, Band 150. pp.260.

56.- DM.
VOLUMEI: TREATIES INVESTITIONENIN DEN NEUEN Accountingofbank institutes under German
establishing the EuropeanCommunities. Bundeslndern. law and, in particular, European law. The
Treaties amending these treaties; Single Frdermassnahmen,Restrukturierungen, author analyses the EC Directiveon bank
European Act; Resolutions - Declarations. Unternehmenskauf. balance sheets and its impact on German
Volume II: Documentsconcerning the Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1992 pp.265. disclosure provisions for credit institutes
accessions to the European Communitiesof 35.51 DM. under the Commercial Code and the law
the Kingdomof Denmark, Ireland and the Investments in the five new Lnder. The book governing the credit institutes.
United Kingdomof Great Britain and discusses available incentives, restructuring (B. 111.524)
Northem Ireland, the Hellenic Republic, the and acquisitionswithin the five new Lnder.

Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese (B. 111.537)
WP HANDBUCH.
WirtschaftsprferHandbuch 1992, Band I.

Repubic. UNTERNEHMENSBESTEUERUNGALS HandbuchfrRechnungslegung,Prfungund
Luxembourg,Office for Official Publications Standortsfaktor. Beratung.of the European Communities. 1987 pp.1820. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH. 1992
This edition of the Treaties establishing the 1991 Gesprche der List Gesellschaft e.V. N.F. pp.1766 190.- DM.
European Communities and documents Band 13. pp.230.45.-DM. 1992 Manual for auditors. The book contains
concerningAccessions to those Communities Enterprise taxation as a location. Speeches amongst others explanation to the year-end
is published in two volumes. It is up to date as held on the occasionof the 24th List talks closure, to the annex, regarding accountingof
at 1 July 1987. on enterprise taxation in Germany, in credit institutes, insurance companies, groups,
(B. 111.913/914) particularon the necessity of an enterprise tax public law entities.

HALIOULIAS,Panagiotis Anast. reform. (B. 111.452)
Avoidanceof double taxation on income from (B. 111.806) BHMER,Michael.
immovableproperty in the E.C. member STEUERGESETZE1 UND 2. Die deutsche Besteuerung
states. (2 vols.) 18. Auflage. grenzberschreitenderUrtemehmensvertrge.
Brussels, Panagiotis Halioulias, Rue Rossini Stand: 1. Januar 1992. Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft.
44, Brussels 1070, Belgium. 1992 pp.66. Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck. 1992 pp.1083 1991 Schriften des Institutsfr Ausl. u.

(B. 111.918) 25.60 DM. InternationalesFinanz- u. Steuerwesender
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Books Thailand General guide to tax, financing and
monitoring for UK companies expanding into

BENEFITINGFROM RECENT Europe. The law is stated as at 30 June 1990.
developments in Thailand's tax and Topics covered include raising capital for

AFRICA investmentpolicies. trade, expansion and acquisitions,joint
Hong Kong. Institute for International ventures, holding companies and social

AGENCY IN THE MIDDLEEAST Research. 1992 security contributions. Appended are
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(B. 111.907) (B. 57.718) IMF Working Paper WP/91/91 pp.7.
(B. 111.934)
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BelgiumFOREIGN INVESTMENTLAWS
Australia of Vietnam. CODE DES IMPOTS SUR LES

Official English version at 31 January 1992. revenus 1992.FREEBAIRN,John; CHISHOLM,Andrew. Prepared by State Committee for Co-operation Diegem. CED-Samsom. 1992 pp.605.Some issues in the consumption tax debate. and Investmentand Philips Fox, Australia. Consolidated text of the Income Tax CodeClayton, Monash University, Centre of PolicY Melboume, Vietnam Laws, 7th Floor, 461 and implementing laws and decrees forStudies. 1990 pp.96. Bourke Street, Melboume, Victoria 3000, of 1992 assessment with(B. 57.734) Australia. 1992 pp.906.
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Consolidated text of the Foreign Investment (B. 111.888)
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investmentin Vietnam (e.g. establishing Fiscaal zakboekje 1992/1.A review of Japanese sales taxes with special

emphasis on the recently enacted consumption representativeoffices, leasing property, hiring Antwerp, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1992
Vietnamese labour, taxation, royalties, import pp.280.tax.
and export duties, banking, customs, Pocketbookupdating the descriptionofFrom: Rup Bahadur Khadka. 1992 pp.23.

(B. 57.737) accounting, technology transfer, arbitration, Belgian taxes as of 10 March 1992.
contracts, business organizations, foreign (B. 111.895)
exchange, special economic zones). An index

Macau is appended. Purchasers of the book are TIBERGHIEN,Albert.
entitled to one year supplementsof new laws. Tiberghien 1992. Handboekvoor fiscaal recht.

1992 LINHAS DE ACO (B. 57.740) 13th Edition.
GovernativaPlano de Investimentos.Analise Antwerp, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1992
da situaoeconomicae financeirado PROFITINGTHROUGH pp.1207 5385.- Bfr.
territorio. MANUFACTURING Thirteenthrevised and updated edition of
Macau, GovernmentPrinter. 1992 pp.247. and investment in Vietnam. handbookdescribing Belgian taxes.
Govemmentpolicies investmentplan 1992. Hong Kong, Institute for Intemational (B. 111.965)
Analysis of the economic and financial Research. 1992
situation in the Territory of Macau. Documentationloose-leafbinder of SCHOLLAERT,R.
(B. 57.709) conference on Vietnam convenedby the Elseviers Belasting-Almanak1992;

Institute for IntemationalResearch held on L'almanach 1992 du contribuable. 18th
CONTAS DA GERENCIAE DO 17 March 1992 in Hong Kong. Papers Edition.
exercicio de 1990. covering topics such as Vietnam'spolicy on Antwerp, Editions Standaard. 1992 pp.272.
Macau, GovernmentPrinter. 1991 pp.365. foreign direct investment: now and for the 475.- Bfr.
Financial revenue and expenditureamounts future and Setting up a representativeoffice Guide for filing 1991 individual income tax
for 1990. in Vietnamare included. returns.
(B. 57.749) (B. 57.717) (B. 111.939)
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1

IBFD

/// Publications

//

THE INTER_-ATIONALGUIDE TO

MERGERS A-D ACQUISITIONS
The essential guide to mergers, acquisitions and reorganisations, both domestic and
transnational. Commerciallybased for day-to-day use, with all the necessary information
in two compact looseleaf binders. Includes:

.0 Full. details of relevant company law

.... Tax law: all tax issues relevant to mergers, divisions,

Exchange control and foreign investment

0 Anti-trust law

transfer of assets, acquisitionof shares and/or assets, and

take-overs

Discussionof the tax implicatinsfor transferring
companies, receiving companies and acquired companies

Countries to be included:

Australia Finland Italy Norway Switzerland
Austria France Japan Portugal Unted Kingdom
Belgium Germany Korea Singapore United States
Brazil Greece Luxembourg South Afica
Canada Hong Kong Malaysia Spain Plus a separate
Denmark Ireland Netherlands Sweden section on the EC

Price: 1,200 Dutch Florins. Includes binders, updates for 1992 and 1993 and postage and packing.
Residents of the Netherlandsplease note that price is exclusive of BTW (VAT).
Publshed by IBFD PublicationsBV in cooperation with Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Intematonal.

IBFD PublicationsBV, PO Box 20237,1000HE Amsterdam,The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)20 626 7726, Fax +31 (0)20 622 8658, Telex 13217 intaxnl
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Tanzi, Vito, Forces that Shape Tax Policy, in Tax Policy in , and Parthasarathi Shome, The Role of Taxation in
theTwenty-FirstCentui-y,ed.byHerbertStein (New York: the Development of East Asian Economies, in Taxation
John Wiley, 1988), pp. 266-77. andDevelopment in East Asian Countries,ed. by Anne O.

The IMF and Tax Reform, Working Paper No. Krueger and Takatoshi Ito (Chicago: Chicago University
WP/90/39 (IMF: Washington,D.C., April 1990). Press, 1992) (fothcoming),pp. 31-61.

Tanzi, Vito, and A. Lans Bovenberg, Is There a Need for Tax Policy Division (IMF), Tax Policy and Reform for For-
Harmonizing Capital Income Taxes Within EC Coun- eign Investment in Developing Countries, in Taxation
tries, in Reforming Capital Income Taxation, edited by and International Capital Flows (Paris: OECD Press,
Horst Siebert (Tbingen: Mohr-Paul Siebeck, 1990), pp. 1990), pp. 163-235.
171-97.

CONFERENCE DIARY
Internationales Steuersaminar Zrich. c/o Bnk IBFD InternationalTax Academy, PO Box 20237,

For further details of the events listed Leu AG, z. Hd. Frau Salzberg, Pos(fach, CH-8022 1000 HE Ansterdam,Tel.. 20-6267726, Fax: 20-
belowpleasewrite to the organizers Zrich (Switzerland), Tel.: (41)1-2192399, Fax: 6209397.
at the addresses indicated. (41)1-2193583.

46th Congress of the International Fiscal Associa-
Doing business and acquisitions in Central Europe, tion, Cancn (Mexico), 11-15 October (English,

SEPTEMBER 1992 Nijmegen (the Netherlands), 24-26 September French, German, Spanish), main subjects: Transfer
(English):

pricing in the absence of comparablemarketpricesRestructuring Tax Policy for Economic Growth, Centrum voor Postdoctoraal Onderwjs/Bureau
and Tax consequencesof international acquisitions

Johannesburg(SouthAfrica), 17 September(English): Symposia,P.O. Box9049,6500KKNijmegen,Tel.
and business combinations.

South African Fiscal Association/International (0)80612022, Fax: (0)80615949.
Congress Secretariat: Mundus Tours de Mxico,

Executive Communications, PO Box 91052,
Tax Effective Management of an International Paseo de la Reforma No. 379 -- 7 piso, Colonia

Auckland Park 2006, South Africa, Tel.: (1l)726 Treasury, London (UK), 30 September-1 October Cuauhtmoc, 06500 MxicoD.F., Tel. 5 5255250,
6003, Fax: (11)736 1304.

(English): Fax: 5 5256306.

IBC Financial Focus Ltd., IBC House, Canada
Erfolgreich Investieren in Ungarn, Polen, CSFR, Road, Byfeet, Surrey, KT 14 7JL, UnitedKingdom, Tax Efficient Corporate Organisation, Training
Mnchen (Germany), 17-18 September(German): Tel.: 71-6374383,Fax: 71-3234298. Course, Paris (France), 21-23.October(English):
Dr. PeterDeubnerVerlagGmbH,Seminar-Service, EuromoneyPublicationsPLC, Nestor House, Play-
PO Box 410268,W-5000Kln41 (Germany). OCTOBER 1992 house Yard, London EC4V5EX(UnitedKingdom).

Die neue europische Umsatzsteuer (EG '93), First Caribbean Tax Conference, Aruba, 7-9 Octo-

Mnchen (Germany), 24 September (German): ber (English):
'
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the 1990s as Argentina becomes the first country to attempt withholding systems - at least as minimum payments -

to implement a form of cash-flow taxation. Conceptually, while retaining the overall global structures. It is likely that
there is little to complain about the tax (except that it comes during the 1990s, withholding will become more acceptable
very close to the already existing VAT in most countries). Its if furtherexperience reveals that the withholdingmechanism

problems lie, however, in administrative difficulties since it approaches the intentionof global taxation more successfully
can be relatively easily avoided through transfer pricing and than systems that are based on compulsory declarations but
the like. Also, foreign investors may not find this tax to be are supportedby limited administrativecapacity.
deductible against the corporate income tax that they have to

pay in their home countries. Thus, unless the developed Finally, the 1990s are certain to witness major tax harmo-

countries make a concerted and simultaneous effort in the nization efforts among Latin American countries such as

area of cash-flow taxation, it is unlikely to be successful in among MERCOSUL and the Andean Pact, and perhaps
the developingcountry environment. among even larger country groups. These efforts are likely to

be in the areas of capital income taxes, double taxation on the
Third, a preoccupation among tax economists has been the personal income tax base, customs tariffs, as well as the VAT.
relative lack of success in taxing the financial sector either The models that are already available are those in operation
through its income or in the form of the consumptionof ser- or are being discussed among the EC, North American, or

vices that it provides. For example, during periods of high CIS states, in various areas of taxation with international
inflation, the financial sector may reap windfall profits. To ramifications.
capture this source of revenue, a tax on short-term interest-

bearing assets can be considered, but its incidence -

whether on banks or consumers - remains unclear. Or, in
order to compensate for the difficulty of taxing the financial References
sector under the VAT, a tax on bank debits, that is, on checks,
has been debated. While such a tax would imply a burden on Abbin, Byrle M., Richard A. Gordon, and Diane L. Renfroe,
financial intermediation, no clear solution has yet emerged. International Implications of a Cash Flow Consumption
There is general agreement,however, that the financial sector Tax, Tax Notes, Vol. 28, No. 10 (September 1985), pp.
needs to be tapped for tax revenue. This will remain on the 1127-38.
agenda of tax reformers in the 1990s. Bagchi, Amaresh,

66Tax Reform in Developing Countries:

Fourth, countries have generally neglected the area of prop- Agenda for the 1990s, Asian DevelopmentReview, Vol.

erty taxationeven as the issue of fiscal responsibilityat lower 9, No. 10 (1991), pp. 40-72.

levels of government has assumed greater importance. The Bird, Richard M., Tax Reform in Latin America: A Review

pressure to narrow fiscal deficits and pursue much needed of Some Recent Experiences,Latin American Research

stabilizationpolicies will oblige this much pampered area of Review, Vol. 27, No. 1 (1992), pp. 7-35.
taxation to be brought out for closer examination and be de la Fuente, Angelo, and Edward Gardner, Corporate Tax
made subject to greater and appropriate levies. There are Harmonization and Capital Allocation in the European
immediate possibilities for improving the revenue impact Community, Working Paper No. WP/90/103 (IMF:
from property taxation through consistent and frequent WashingtonD.C., November 1990).
reassessment of property values based on existing informa- Gandhi, Ved, IMF Perspectives on Tax Policy Advice, in
tion. It is hoped, therefore, that property taxation will be an Tax Reform and Private Sector Growth, ed. by Roy Bahl,
area of renewed attention during the 1990s. et al. (Syracuse University Monograph No. 18, February
Fifth, growing environmentalawareness across the world has 1987), pp. 62-72.

brought the plausible role of environment taxes to control Khalilzadeh-Shirazi, Javad, and Anwar Shah, Tax Policy
pollution to the forefront of tax policymaking.Latin Ameri- Issues for the 1990s, The WorldBank Economic Review,
can countries will have to contend increasinglywith environ- Vol. 5, No. 3 (1991), pp. 459-71.
mental taxes in the 1990s. At the beginning, their coverage McLees, John A., Fine Tuning the Mexico Assets Tax, Tax
and scope would albeit have to remain modest, and revenues Notes International(February 1991), pp. 117-20.
would need to be earmarked for environmentalprotection in Mintz, Jack M., and Jesus Seade, Cash Flow or Income: The
order to earn the confidence of the taxpayers that the rev- Choice of Base for Company Taxation, The World Bank
enues are being used toward the specific objective for which Research Observer, Vol. 6, No. 2 (July 1991), pp. 177-90.
the taxes are imposed. Also clearly defined tax bases would Nellor David, The Effect of the Value-Added Tax on the
have to be identified such as gasoline, factory emissions and Tax Ratio, Working Paper No. WP/87/47 (IMF: Wash-
forestry companies. Realistic tax structures and practical ington D.C., July 1987).
proxy measures for emissionsmeasurementwould have to be Oates, Wallace E., A Pollution Tax Makes Sense, in Tax
used. These methods shouldbe quite applicable in most Latin Policy in the Twenty-First Century, ed. by Herbert Stein
American countries. (New York: John Wiley, 1988), pp. 253-65.

Sixth, difficulties have been faced in implementing the con- Sadka, Efrain, and Vito Tanzi, A Tax on Gross Assets of

ceptuallycorrect global tax structures - in which all sources Enterprises as a Form of PresumptiveTaxation,Working
of income are treated equally for tax purposes - based on Paper No. WP/92/16 (IMF: Washington D.C., February
declarations. This has tended to move taxation methods to 1992).
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Ill. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION 20 percent and above), low-tax countries (around 10 percent
and below) and medium-tax countries (10-20 percent). One

This paper reviewed the experienceofLatin Americancoun- conclusion that emerges is that major tax reform is neither
tries with respect to tax reform and revenue performance for always carried out with the revenue objectivenor does it nec-
the decade of the 1980s. It also discussed selected tax reform essarily push a country to the high-tax ratio Similarly,issues that are likely to be in the forefrontof Latin American group.

a country with a high tax burden does not always representdebate and discussion during the 1990s. Several important one that has undertaken fundamental tax refom. Neverthe-
conclusions have emerged from this review. They are sum- less, countries that have undertaken tax reform for exam--

marized in this section. ple, Argentina, Bolivia and Mexico - in general experi-
enced a greater revenue gain in terms of GDP over the

A. Trends of the 1980s decade, as compared to the revenue gain in the overall sam-

ple. An exception was Chile which experienced a fall in its
An interesting finding regarding tax reform in the 1980s is tax-to-GDPratio as it transferred its social security system to
that steeply progressiverate structures of income and proper- the private sector and reduced its VAT rate. In most instances,
ty taxes - which were conceptually optimal from the point however, the revenue gain stili left the countries in the origi-
of view of equity and stabilization objectives, but were prac- nal country groupings to which they had belonged at the
tically unimplementable - were demolished. Instead, broad- beginningof the decade.
based, low-rate taxes on domestic consumption such as the

For the sample whole, the tax-to-GDPratio increasedbyas aVAT were emphasized, more for their administrative ease
one percentage point. Income and social security taxes eachbased on a self-monitoring feature, as well as for their rela- remained stagnant at around three percent of GDP, whiletive dependability for revenue. Also, it came increasingly to domestic consumption taxes increased, fromon average,be realized that fundamental tax reform can take many years five to six percentof GDR The reliance internationaltradeon

to be fully implementedand effectivelyconstitutedan aggre- taxes declined only slightly, by one-half of GDP,gation of many annual discretionarychanges. percent
reflecting no clear pattern in their use within the sample.

The actual experiences of Latin American countries between Property tax revenue continued to remain insignificant,usu-

1980 and 1991 bear witness to the above-mentionedoverall ally below one-halfpercent of GDR
premise. The number of countries that operated a VAT
increased from eight to 15. The objective of maintaining a

simple tax structure resulted in nine countries having a uni- B. Issues for the 1990s
form VAT rate. Countries that attached other objectives than

Given the experience of the 1980s, issues havemany new
revenue - such as regional developmentor redistribution -

emerged for consideration during the 1990s. Many of the
to the VAT, used a multiple-rateVAT. To enhance its revenue-

raising feature, countries continuallyattempted to expand the
new concerns reflect a preoccupation that the role of direct
taxation has slipped even as reform in the consumption taxVAT revenue base. In addition to the VAT, almost all coun-

tries imposed excise taxes at different and higher rates, typi-
area has progressed.

cally on petroleumproducts, tobacco products, alcoholic and First, there is an increasing realization that few - mainly
non-alcoholic beverages, automobiles and gambling. Many large, and foreign - corporations pay the corporate income
countries, however, continued with much longer lists of tax. A minimum contribution to the corporate income tax
excisable commodities. should be made by other corporations.A judicious application

of a minimum tax could also help contain the growth of theDirect taxation at highly progressive rates was de-empha-
sized. The top marginal personal income tax rate fell from undergroundeconomy if, for example, the tax is applied to per-

sons engaged in business who are subject to the ndividual tax.48 percent on average to 35 percent. The overall structure of
While Latin Americancountries already form

rates was scaled down. The numberof rates was reduced. The many use some

of taxation of assets, few use it as a minimum contribution to
average exemption level was also increased from about half

the income tax. Others have it the books, but tendson revenueof per capita GDP to one and a half times per capita GDR
to be minimal. More countries need to carefully design and

Many countries reduced the corporate income tax rate, the implementa minimumgross assets tax in order to raise the rev-

average falling from about 44 percent to about 36 percent, enue-raising capacity of the income tax. Mexico has success-

even thoughmany countries continue to maintainprogressive fully applied this minimum tax to both corporateand individu-
rate structures. The top marginal personal income tax rate al income taxes. It can serve as a model to other countries in
approachedthe main corporate income tax rate. Foreign com- the formulationof a good minimum tax based on gross assets.

panies continue to be subjected to withholding taxes, mainly Other bases for a minimum tax such as net worth or physical
in the form of surcharges. However, the surcharges have fall- assets can also be contemplated;but their bases tend to be nar-

en, on average, from 17 percent to 11 percent. Also, the num- row and, consequently,their rates need to be higher.
ber of countries that treat foreign and domestic capital equal- Second, a concern regarding the corporate income tax hasly increased from three to six.

been that it has tended to become a complex tax, ridden with
In order to assess the movements in the tax-to-GDPratios of incentives, subject to ambiguous interpretation and difficult
Latin American countries during the 1980s, they were divid- to administer. Some tax economists have recommended its
ed into three (equal) groups: high-tax countries (around replacement by a cash-flow tax. This tax will be debated in
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amount and kind of waste; marketable techniques (trading of rates began to be introduced. Though not final taxes (whose
emission permits); regulations; and taxes. Environmental rates were higher), withholding taxes assured a minimum tax

taxes and charges have been commonly used in Europe. contributionfrom income sources such as wages and interest.

France, Germany and the Netherlands have all been using A further has arrived in which withholdingsystems of charges on water pollutants for some time, and stage taxes are

revenues are usually earmarkedfor improvingenvironmental being levied at higher rates and as final taxes, mainly for
administrative reasons. Conceptually correct global taxation

quality, for covering administrativeexpenses for water quali-
ty managementand to subsidize related projects. Charges are

seems to have given way to a more administrativelyfeasible

related to a wide range of variables including expected vol- means of taxing all major sources of income. The opinion
ume and concentration of use, size of municipality, desired seems to be forming that withholdingtaxes are able to subject
level of treatment and state of equipment.

all sources of income - such as wages, interest, dividends
and payments to small suppliers - to taxation, at least in a

Developingcountries will be expected to embrace wide-rang- minimum way, while several sources of income are liable to

ing revenue systems aimed at environmental protection. In escape taxation altogether, if taxes were applied on a global
developed countries, the pollution problem can often be suc- basis. In that sense withholding, rather than the declarations

cessfully addressed at a local or state level. In developing method (which is more difficult to control), is increasingly
countries, this may not always be adequate, and greater cen- seen as being more able to approach the objective of global
tral government regulation - even implementation - may taxation. All indications are that the 1990s will experience
be necessary. Pollution taxes ideally require continuous mon- greater use of withholding as a form of final taxation for an

itoring and measurementof waste discharges. The challenge, increasingnumber of sources of income.
therefore, is how a realistic, yet behaviour-affectingsystem of
environmental protection might be devised for Latin Ameri-
can countries.A new form of tax, the carbon tax, levied on the G. Tax harmonization
carbon emissionsof vehicles may be practicable.27

Various aspects of tax harmonizationare being contemplated
Some general policy prescriptionsmay be made, based on the in the EuropeanCommunity (EC), the North Americancoun-

experience of developed countries. First, the coverage and tries as well as the newly foundedCIS, whether they be in the
scope of pollution taxes have to be limited at the beginning, area of customs tariffs, corporate income tax, relieffrom dou-
while an education campaign for industry and the taxpaying ble taxation on the personal income tax or a harmonizedVAT.
public is mounted. Second, earmarkingof environmental tax In the same vein, these issues are likely to appear as impor-
revenue for environmental protection purposes could be tant elements in Latin American tax reform in the 1990s.
expected to generate greater cooperation from taxpayers.
Third, specific targets will have to be identified for the levy Growing economic integration within the EC, for example,
of taxes such as gasoline (over and above its being subjected has increased the need to harmonize capital income taxes as

to excise taxation), factory emissions, forestry companies capital becomes more and more mobile. Harmonizationhas

and establishments harvesting the sea. Fourth, in order to to be based on a common tax base and a statutory minimum
tax rate.28 all indications are that an EC-wide corpo-make the system feasible, proxy measures for emissions _ Indeed,

estimates of sulfur emissions from knowledgeof sulfur con_ rate tax may be in the offing.29 Similarly, the integration of

tent of the fuel -- and average (rather than a marginal scale) personal and corporate taxes for the alleviation of the prob-
rates of taxes will have to be used. lem of double taxation within a harmonized tax system is a

major issue in the EC.3o Currently, free trade agreements are

being designed among Canada, Mexico and the United

Increasing role ofwithholdingtaxes States. Finally, harmonizationof the VAT, based on the ori-
.

gin principle of taxation - the tax is levied in the state of
If the 1960s and 1970s firmed up the conceptualbasis of tax- origin, that is, production is being proposed for trade-

ation in the Haig-Simon tradition, the late 1980s (with con- among EC countries. Finally, the CIS states are attempting to
tinuation in the 1990s) began to question the feasibility and harmonize most aspects of their tax systerns the corporate-

some of the administrative implicationsof the tax structures income tax, the VAT, as well as custorns duties.
that emerged from purist concepts of equity, efficiency and
stabilization as objectives. Those objectives based on equal Thus, much progress has already occurred in many areas of

tax treatmentof equals (horizontalequity) and unequal treat_ harmonizationacross the world. Comparable issues are like-

ment of unequals (vertical equity) as well as of neutral treat_ ly to be very important in the 1990s for MERCOSUL, the

ment of different economic activities, generally led to the Andean Pact and other groupings among the Latin American

basis of global taxation with a progressive rate structure. All countries. Perhaps a wider area of economic cooperation,
sources of income were to be grouped together that is, glob- free of barriers, would be debated and created, after the mod-

alized, and taxed under the sarne rate schedule, assuringequi_ els being developed in other parts of the world.

ty as well as stabilizationover the business cycle.
27. See Oates (1988), for a discussionof the feasibilityof a similarsulfuremis-

In its implementation,global taxation had to relegate to self- sions tax.

declaration many sources of income. Even after the tax col- 28. See Tanzi and Bovenberg (1990) on this issue.
29. See item under European Community news in Tax Notes International,

lection process, auditing turned out to be cumbersome and Vol. 4, No. 13 (March 1992).
often infeasible. Slowly, withholding taxes (at source) at low 30. See de la Fuente and Gardner (1990) on this issue.
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The combinationof the financial regulatory structure and the What needs to be addressed is whether improvements in
incentives promoted by an inflationaryenvironmentresult in property taxation solely comprise a long-term issue as is usu-

increased profits for financial institutions. In an inflationary ally proffered as an argument in most tax reform packages.
context, individuals will seek to keep any monetary assets While cadastral surveys are lacking in some Latin American
that they decide to hold in shorter-term maturities and will countries, many others already have them, at least for the
increase the share of real assets in their portfolios. To achieve urban areas. The answer, therefore, is that property taxation is
the latter objective, individuals will raise their level of bor- not just a long-term issue. Countrieswith urban cadastral sur-

rowing. Short-term deposit rates react slowly to rising rates veys can implement the tax seriously by realistically updat-
of inflation due to institutionalor regulatory reasons, where- ing the assessed values of properties, for example, using a

as lending rates are often more responsive to market condi- construction sector price index. Countries that do not even
tions. This wiilening interest rate spread, betweendepositand have an urban cadastral survey are few. They could start with
lending rates, combined with buoyant demand for short-term the capital city and extend it to smaller cities. Surveys can be
financing enables the financial institutions to earn significant based on property values in entire blocks of cities and towns,
profits. In such an environment, short-term interest-bearing and a very low tax applied to ensure minimization of over-
assets might be taxed, but the incidence of the tax could very taxing. As far as rural properties are concemed, again proper-
weil fall on depositors rather than on banks. Thus, it is likely ty registrations tend to exist in many countries. A strong
to be a poor proxy for the target tax base, namely the rising political will nd guidance through regulation at the federal
earnings of financial institutions. Though the need for finan- level could underline the beginning of serious implementa-
cial sector taxationduring high inflation is clear, an appropri- tion by lower levels of government. To conclude, given the
ate form of taxation needs to tax earnings rather than prevalence of the need to curtail fiscal deficits and the con-

deposits. In a low-inflation environment, taxing short-term tinuing existenceofthis large untapped tax base -- urban and
interest-bearingassets would result in a shift to longer-term rural property - property taxation will remain on the 1990s
deposits. Therefore, while this alternative does not retain tax reform agenda.
much merit, other means of taxing the incomes of the finan-
cial sector must be sought.

E. Pollutionand environmenttaxes
Apart from the issue of financial sector incomes, there is also
the need to tax the consurnption of financial services just as A wide variety of environment taxes has been discussed in

any other service is taxed through the VAT. Given the defini_ theory and applied in practice for quite som,e time in devel-
tional problems of including the financial sector in the VAT oped countries. The question is, to what extent they are rele-

base, a substitute tax with a very low rate could be imposedon vant for middle-income Latin American countries. The
bank debits as was tried out, but revoked, in Argentina. If it is answer is that given the rapid pace at which environmental
defined as a tax on transactionsrather than on money balances, awareness has grown across the world in the last few years,
its yield would not vary with inflation. Its popularity among a Latin American countries cannot stay far behind on this
selected group of economistshas been manifest, for example, issue. It will, therefore, comprise an important item of dis-

recently in Brazil which has been coping with high inflation. cussion as well as implementationduring the 1990s. Given
Further conceptuallythe tax could be seen as an excise tax on the novelty of this tax, it represents what Tanzi (1988) aptly
a service, since the use of checks and credit cards offers greater describes, tax innovation, I mean the 'discovery' of new

safety and convenience than does cash or barter. The real dan- taxes (p. 270).
ger seems to lie in high tax rates. If the tax rate increases to The competitive market provides a set of incentives for pro-high levels, irreparable damages to the banking system could ducers to produceat the least cost (reflecting the use of scarce
take place and altemative inefficient clearing mechanisms resources) the goods that consumers want. Usually the pricemight appear. In conclusion, taxation of the financial sector, of the product that emerges from the market reflects its social
and especially financial services, is one area that will merit cost. There are cases such as environmentaldepletion pol--

greater attention in the agenda of tax reformers in the 1990s. lution of fresh air, natural forest and sea resource depletion -

where social costs may not get fully reflected in the market
price because clean air, green forests, and water resources

D. Taxationofproperty have a low opportunity cost of use for the firms using them.
This leads to their uneconomic use and to justified govern-

One of the most remarkable facts about the Latin American mental intervention in the form of a custom-tailoredprice (a
experience is the relatively low use of property taxation. tax, a fee/charge) on polluting emissions, or a policy deter-
While this is perhaps true of most developing countries, it is mined ceiling on the quantity of pollution (marketable per-
also true that selected Asian countries have recently begun mits, emissions trading).
using this tax or are in the process ofundertaking reform in

Several forms of environmentalinstrumentshave been debat-this area.26 Latin American countries -- especially those in
which fiscal federalism and associated tax assignment issues ed and utilized in the context of developed countries such as

command-and- control techniques that directly control theare important - can be successful in expenditure sharing
with lower levels of government only if property taxes -

26. See Tanzi and Shome (1992). Taiwan Province of China has successfullyplaced under local jurisdictions - are realistically legislated implemented the increases in values.. Singapore and Koreaa tax on propertyand earnestly implemented. have also made recent progress in this area.
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The minimum assets tax base can be defined such that no income tax revenues which have remained stagnant. Howev-

additional information to the corporate income tax is er, the cash-flow tax is also beset with major problems, espe-

required. Thus, the base would be: inventories,plus accounts cially those pertaining to tax administration.These must also

receivable and deposits (i.e. financial assets excluding be considered,24
shares), plus fixed assets adjusted for accumulateddeprecia-
tion (at normal rates) and for inflation, minus liabilities with As a concept, the cash-flow tax is simple. The tax base is real

domestic non-financialcompanies.20 transactions: (all receipts)-(currentplus capital expenditures)
per period. In contrast, ideally the corporate income tax base

It may be worthwhilepointing out some important factors in should be: (sales receipts from goods and services, financial

the design and implementationof the minimum gross assets incomes and accrued capital gains)-(wages,economic depre-
tax that have become apparent with the Mexican experience. ciation, inventorycosts and real interest) which is much more

In order to stabilize tax revenue through a business cycle, difficult to measure. In cash-flow taxation, measurement

Mexico allows a complete carryforward and carrybackward problems essentially disappear since the concept of econom-

of the income taxes and minimum assets tax for a period of ic costing is not used; for example, there is no role for capital
six years.21 Also, all values are inflation adjusted. In order to gains and depreciationas legal concepts.
avoid double taxation, Mexico allows the value of shares and
investmentsin other firms to be deductiblefrom the tax base. However, the cash-flow tax is associated with a number of

Mexico exempts firms that are liquidating. New business problems, including: an uneven tax profile caused by imme-

activities, mergers and corporate reorganizationsare exempt
diate capital expending; tax arbitrage, through transfer pric-

for two years. There is a strong need for precise regulation. ing among affiliates which tends to affect the taxation of the

For example, inventory valuation, treatment of losses in financial sector; transitionalproblems as a result of eliminat-

accounts receivables and the general basis for monetary cor- ing interest deductions, leading to windfalllossesfor ndebt-

rection need careful regulation,as do write-offs,amortization ed firms; and, last but not least, the fact that the cash-flow tax

and depreciationallowances. is not creditable against the corporate income tax payable by
foreign investors in their home countries, which might make

A minimum tax based on net worth does not have the same it impracticalat this time.25

revenue-raisngcapacity as one based on gross assets. Also,
since smaller firms tend to have lower debt-equity ratios, the
distribution of tax burdens between small and large firms is C. Taxation of the financiaisector
biased against small firms in the case of a net worth tax. In

general, firms can reduce their tax liabilityby increasing their As indicated above, the financial system is difficult to tax on

debt-equity ratio. Perhaps a better tax base is physical or conceptual and definitional grounds. Yet, it remains a poten-
fixed assets.22 However, here too the tax base is narrow and tially large tax base that should be captured. The 1990s are

there are significant differences in the ownership of physical likely to see concerted efforts being made in the direction of

assets bytype ofbusiness. Expanding the base toinclude all taxing the financial sector adequately. These efforts, will

assets reduces the heterogeneity in asset ownership to some probably be intensified if the financial sector makes large
extent. Finally, given its simplicity of measurement, a mini- profits, untapped for tax purposes, perhaps because of high
mum tax based on gross receipts has been used more com- nflation. Indeed, experience has revealed that those transi-

rnonly in African countries. Latin American countries seem tional inflationary periods might actually continue for con-

to be moving in the direction of assets as the base. Perhaps siderably long periods.
both bases - gross assets and gross receipts - whichever

yields the greater revenue, could be used as a design for a 20. The financial system is left out of the base, since most financial assets are

minimum tax.23 To conclude, the 1990s should experience a corporate liabilitieswhich are used to finance corporate gross assets. Taxing the

greater use of the concept of a minimum contribution as a
financial sector would, therefore, comprise double taxation. Also, since banks

usually have normal profits of 1-1.5% of gross assets, a minimum assets tax of
means to stabilize revenues from the income taxes. 1.5% would probably represent a higher than 100% tax. In Argentina,however,

a similar tax that is being contemplated includes the financial sector in its base,
taxing 50% of gross assets. Further, inter-companyliabilitiesare not deductible,

B. Cash-f/ow tax
implyingdouble taxation.
Real estate owned by businesses should be included in the tax base since it

should not raise the nominal burden of taxation in these assets (since it is
There is a growing realization that the corporate income tax deductiblefrom the income tax).
is subject to problems of definition, base erosion as well as For a comprehensivediscussionof a historicalperspective,and appropriatebase

conceptualconfusion, reducing it to a tax that is hardly based and rate structureof the gross assets tax as a minimum income tax rather than as

a final tax, see Sadka and Tanzi (1992).
on income. Therefore, a small, yet perhaps expanding,grouP 21. For details regarding the intricacies of this unique feature in the Mexican

of tax economists are proposing that the basis of corporate tax, see MeLees (1991).
taxation - which they feel is in general only linked precari- 22. Sadka and Tanzi (1992) argue in favour of fixed assets as the taxable base

since other assets such as cash balances, accounts receivable, inventories and
ously to income - be switched to its cash-flow. They offer

other current assets are not inherent in the production process, nor do they con-

many arguments in favour of the cash-flow tax that will be stitute an integral part of the real economicnature of the firm's activity (p. 10).
examined below. Argentina has proposed legislation to 23. I owe this point of possibly combining the two bases to my colleague,

Congress on a modified cash-flow tax. It is very likely that Mr. Carlos Silvani.

other Latin Americancountries would do likewiseduring the
24. For a comprehensivecoverage, see Mintz and Seade (1991).
25. See, for example, Abbin, Gordon and Renfroe (1985) for the main consid-

1990s, in the hope that tax would perform better than the erations affecting mainstream thinking on the issue in the United States.
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C. Low-Tax Countries

Bolivia Guatemala Nicaragua Paraguay Peru

1984 1990 1980 1989 1980 1990 1980 1990 1980 1990

General Government 4.5 7.9 10.6 na na 8.1 10.4 na 22.1 na

of which:

Central Government 2.9 6.6 10.1 7.8 20.1 8.1 10.1 10.4 18.9 7.9

Corporate income tax 0.0 0.6
'

0.9 1.4 1.8 1.5 1.6 1.5
TM

5.0 0.6
TM

Personal income and
payroll tax 0.4 0.3 ., 0.2 . 1.0 .

Social security tax 1.0 1.1 1.3 0.0
'

2.0 1.0 1.4 1.5 2.2 -

Property tax 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.2 1.4 0.3 0.7 1.1 0.7 0.6

Goods and services 1.9 4.4 3.0 2.2 8.6 3.3 2.0 3.9 7.6 5.2
taxes

VAT, sales tax (0) (2.2) (1.5) (1.2) (2.2) (0.9) (0.6) (0.8) (5.7) na

Excises (1.9) (2.2) (l.2) (0.8) (3.6) (2.3) (1.2) (1 9) (1.8) na

Trade taxes 1.0 0.9 3.4 3.2 5.8 1.5 2.7 2.4 5.6 1.5

Other taxes 0.6 -- 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.8 - - -

Source: Government Finance Statistics, IMF; and IMF staff estimates.

countries that carried out VAT reform were represented by a minimum contribution to the corporate income tax. Cur-
even greater gains in revenue generation from goods and ser- rently, the corporate income tax is mostly collected from a

vices taxes.17 (4) While there is a small - half percentage few large - often foreign - companies.Most companiesdo

point of GDP - decline in the trade tax-to-GDP ratio, no not pay income tax. There is a growing feeling among tax

clear pattern emerges, some countries having increased, and experts that all companies should be made to pay a minimum
others decreased, their use of customs duties. A fifth general tax. The calculation of the minimum contribution may be
conclusion might be added: property tax revenue in terms of based on gross assets, net worth, physical assets or gross
GDP has remained insignificant, usually less than half per- receipts. The tax rate would depend upon the tax base used
cent of GDR (as weil as the need for revenue, of course).

In Section I, it was pointed out that three Latin American

Il. SELECTEDTAX REFORM ISSUES countries currently operate a minimum corporate tax while

FORTHE 1990518 several others have similar taxes additional to the corporate
income tax. Mexico has been a pioneer in the minimum

The introductionand reform (where it already exists) ofVAT assets tax and makes it applicablealso to individualswho are

have been a mainstay of tax reform of the 1980s. While engaged in business and are taxpayers under the income tax,
selected concerns with the VAT, such as the difficulty in tax- in order to avoid tax arbitrage.
ing the financial sector, remain, a greater preoccupationhas
been the slipping away of the role of direct taxation even as Simplicity is an attractive feature of the minimum gross

VAT reform progresses. The design ofnew features in direct assets tax. The income tax law needs to be modified in a

taxation, as well as a practicalmeans ofbringing the financial straightforwardmanner by incorporatinga feature indicating
sector into the tax net, should comprise important issues for that tax due cannot be lower than an amount defined by the

tax reform in the 1990s. Also, focus of the 1990s debates will assets tax criterion; or a new assets tax can be created that is

almost certainly be on issues emanating from the feasibility creditable against the income tax. The payment mechanism

of tax administration, rather than from the point of view of of the tax is also not complicated.All businesses could pay a

designing a theoretically correct tax structure. Thus, for percentage of gross assets per year; the income tax already
example, withholding is likely to be emphasized more as an paid can be credited against this tax. Thus, if the income tax

is higher or equal to the minimum assets tax, no additionaladministrative mechanism. A discussion of some of these
issues is the objective of this section.19 payment is required.

A. Minimum contribution to the corporate 17. Even for European countries, the introduction of the VAT has had a posi-

income tax
tive impact on the tax ratio. See Nellor (1987).
18. For another vie,w of selected tax reform issues for the 1990s, see Bagchi

It is likely that, during the 1990s, more countrieswill opt for (1991).
issues19. For a slightly different stance on tax policy for the 1990s, see

a tax that would be simple to administerand yet would make Khalilzadeh-Shiraziand Shah (1991).
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TABLE 8

Tax GDP Ratios: Cross-CountryComparison

A. High-Tax Countries

Argentina Brazil Chile Costa Rica Jamaica Uruguay
1980 1991 1980 1990/91 1981 1990 1980 1990 1980 1989 1980 1989

General Government 21.4 22.5 22.0 24. 1 25.9 23.1 17.1 21.1 na na na na

of which:

Central Government 14.3 12.0 17.4 8.6 25.3 - 16.8 19.7 27.0 26.8 21.0 21.2

Corporate income tax 3.6

}
1.5 3.01 1.7 . 2.5 6.6

TM

0.0 0.6 4.5 11.5
'

1.8 0.9

Personal income and
payroll tax 0.1 2.2 2.7 . 2.4 1.7 5.5 0:5 0.7

Social security tax 3.6 4.3 6.1 5.0 4.1 1.9 5.1 6.6 1.0 - 5.2 6.5

Property tax 1.1 - 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.8 1.1,

Goods and services 7.1 10.4 10.6 12.3 12.6 11.5 5.6 6.5 13.9 9.6 9.6 9.9
taxes

VAT, sales tax na na na na (11.1) (8.9) (1.7) (3.0) (5.8) na (3.8) (3.0)
Excises na na na na (1.4) (2.6) (3.8) (3.1) (7.2) na (3.8) (3.0)
Trade taxes 1.1 1.5 0.4 1.7 2.8 3.4 5.3 0.9 5.4 2.1 0.9

Other taxes 4.0 0.8 2.2 1.7 0.2 0.2 - 0.7 - 1.0 1.2

B. Medium-TaxCountries
1

Colombia Dominican Rep Ecuador Mexico Panama Venezuela

1980 1990 1980 1988 190 1990 1980 1989 1980 1989 1980 1989

General Government 12.3 14.2 11.2 na na na 17.2 18.8 20.3 16.3 na na

of which:

Central Government 10.3 11.7 11.1 13.0 12.3 16.0 14.3 15.7 19.9 15.7 22.2 15.4

Corporate income tax 1.7 1.8 2.0 1.7 4.4 8.3 3.2 2.9 5.8 3.2 17.1 10.7
.

Personal income and
).

payroll tax 1.8 1.8 0.8 1.3 1.3 1.0 2.5 2.7 ' 0.9 1.6.

Social security tax 1.4 1.6 .0.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 2.1 2.2 5.7 6.0 1.2 0.6

Property tax 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 na 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1

Goods and servces 3.9 3.6 3.1 2.8 2.2 3.5' 4.5 5.9 4.5 3.9 1.1 0.8
taxes

VAT, sales tax (2.5) (2.8) (0.6) (0.7) (1.5) (2.8) (2.5) (3.5) (1.9) (1.2) (-) (-)
Excises (1.4) (0.7) (2.5) (2.1) (0.7) (0.6) (1.1) (2.4) (2.0) (1.8) (1.0) (0.8)
Trade taxes 2.5 1.9 4.4 5.9 3.9 2.3 4.2 1.0 2.8 1.8 1.8 1.6

Other taxes 0.7 3.2 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.7 0.4, 4.1 1.0 1.1

note that no clear pattern seems to emergeregardingthe move- transferred much of the social security system to the private
ment in the revenue to GDP ratio of trade taxes. sector. (2) There has been a shift ofemphasis toward taxes on

In sum, the following conclusions may be made from the goods and services from direct taxes: while income and

movements in tax-to-GDP ratios during the 1980s. (1) The social security tax revenue hovered around three percent of

sample countries as a whole increased their tax-to-GDPratio GDP, those from goods and services taxes increased by

by about one percentage point, while countries that carried almostone percent of GDP, from five to six percent.16 (3) The

out tax reform during the decade experienced a greater 15. Chile, Nicaraguaand Peru are excluded from the sample calculations.
increase.15 An importantexception is Chile which, while car- 16. Jamaica was excluded as mentined above. Including it reduces the

rying out fundamentaltax reform, decreased its VAT rate and strength of the conclusion,but not the conclusionitself.
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TABLE 7 four percentage points, usually maintaining
Taxes on Domestic Consumption: them within their overall band of tax ratios.Il

Rates, 1980 and 1991 The revenue impact, just as the reform mea-

sures themselves,seems to take hold relative-
(Percent of tax base) ly slowly over time.

1980 1991 Comparisons regarding changes in the overall
tax burden, as well as of its distributionamongCountry Sales tax Value-added tax Sales tax Value-added tax different taxes, may be of some relevance to
assess the impact of the tax reform process.Argentifa - 16 - 18

outBolivia 2,10 - - 10 Leaving Nicaragua and Peru, whose
Brazil - central: 8,10 - 10,15 declines in tax-to-GDP ratios over the decade

state: 12,16 7,17,20 could be interpreted as exogenous; Chile,
municipal: 5 5 whose changes mainly reflect social security

Chile - 20 - 18 reform; as well as Venezuela, whose revenue

Colombia - 6,15,35 - 6,10,35 dependenceprimarily on oil makes its experi-
Costa Rica - 8 - 10 ence non-comparablewith those of the others
Dominican Republic - - - 6 in the sample, it is seen that the overall tax-to-
Ecuador 5 - - 10 GDP ratio ncreased by one percentage point
EI Salvador 51 - 51 _1 from about 16 percent of GDP to about-

Guatemala 2 - - 7 17 percent over the decade. This result per---

Honduras - - - 7,10 tains to a sample of 13 countries in some of
Mexico - 10 - 6,15,20 which the ratio increased and, in the others, it
Nicaragua 8 - - I 0, 15, 25 decreased.Of indicatedabove, thosecourse, as
Panama - - - 5 countries in which form of reformsome tax
Paraguay 3,5,10 -- 4,8,14 -

in experienced inwas progress greater success
Peru - 6,22,42 - 12 of generation.terms revenue
Uruguay - 8,18 - 12,21
Venezuela .... The shift in emphasis from income and pay-

roll taxes to taxes on goods and servces for
Source: Secondary, published sources such as publications of tax summaries by Price Water- the revenue objective is also verifiable from
house, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, International the sample. Leaving Jamaica out because itsFinanciaiStatistics (IFS) of the IMF, and other similar sources.
1. Currently, the turnover tax with a commonly applied rate of 5% continues to be applied. trend was markedly opposite,12 reveals that
A VAT legislation for a 15% VAT rate is pending in Congress. for the remaining 12 countries, the income

tax ratio to GDP stagnated at just above
three percent, and the ratio of social security

to the private sector; and to some extent, a reduction in the taxes to GDP just below three percent during the 1980s;
VAT rate from 20 percent to 18 percent. Yet it remains in the while reliance on goods and services taxes increased by
high-taxratio group. Two countries,Nicaraguaand Peru, fell almost a one percentagepoint from about five to six percent
from the high- to the low-tax ratio group reflecting major of GDP.13 Also interesting is the fact that those countries that
structural economic policy changes. In general, however, introduced or cleaned up their VAT structures, such as

countries have tended to remain within their own groupings. Argentina,Bolivia and Mexico, gained even more.

It is clear that tax reform is not necessarilycarried out with a Finally, the reliance on internationaltrade taxes - mainly cus-

revenue objective. The effect of tax reform on the tax-to- toms duties - decreased slightly by less than one-half per-
GDP ratio is that major tax reforms do not necessarilypush a centage point of GDP, from 2.7 percent to 2.3 percent, reflect-

country to the high-tax ratio group. Nor does a country with a ng that some countries ncreased, while others decreasedtheir

high tax burden reflect that it is the result of fundamental tax reliance on trade taxes without, however, any major change in

reform. Various types of experiences seem to have emerged. any of the sample countries,14 It is, therefore, nteresting to

For example, Colombia, Ecuador and Mexico have been
experimenting with tax reform; their tax-to-GDP ratios 11. of course, it must be kept in mind that public expenditurerequirementsare

remainwithin the mediumrange. Argentina,Brazil and Costa a major determinant of the increase in tax revenue as a formal objective of tax

Rica have been debating tax reform, especiallysince the mid-
reform. Nevertheless, most tax reform studies undertaken in different countres
recommendmeasures, the revenue impactof which lies in a similar2-4 percent-1980s. They have only been able to introduce partial reform, age point range.

in small steps, rather than any wide-ranging fundamental tax 12. Jamaica's dependenceon income taxes increased while that on goods and

reform. Yet, over the decade, their tax ratios have remainedin services taxes decreased significantly.
13. Even including Jamaica indicates an increase in the dependence on goodsthe high range. Finally, Bolivia, which simplified its tax and services taxes by a half percentagepoint of GDP (to 690), while the income

structure considerably, remains within the low range. Never- tax-to-GDP ratio remained stable at just below 4%. The impact of including
theless, a common experience of all the above-mentioned Jamaica in the sample on the social security tax ratio is negligible.
countries that have been attempting to reform their tax struc-

14. Jamaica moved significantly in the direction opposite to the trend. Includ-
ing it in the sample results in there being no change in the trade tax-to-GDPratio

tures is that their tax-to-GDPratios have increased by two to during the 1980s for the sample of 13 countries.
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TABLE 6 food and essentials are taxed at low rates or at a zero rate;

WithholdingTaxes on Foreign Remittances, normal goods are taxed at an intermediategeneralrate; and
luxuries are taxed at a higher rate. Also commoditiesdestined

1980 and 1991
for backward or border areas may be taxed at a lower rate.

(Percent of remittances) Comparedto a uniform rate VAT, a multiple tax rate has high-
er monitoringcosts and possibly leads to the loss of some tax

Country 1980 1991 revenue because ofgreater administrativedifficulties.

Reform is also being undertaken to broaden the VAT base, in
Argentina 28.5 20 order to raise the tax's revenue-raisingcapacity, since many
Bolivia 30 -

suffered significantbaseof the older VAT systems have ero-
Brazil 25 17

sion over the years. Success in this respect certainly dependsChile 7.4 -

on political will, but it would not be wrong to generalize that
Colombia 20 19

the VAT is being increasinglyused as a revenue raiser across
Costa Rica 15 15

Latin America through continuing attempts to broaden the
Dominican Republic 21 21

base. The VAT base is, in general, complementedwith a few
Ecuador 25 -

EI Salvador - 11.4 excises, typically on gasoline and other petroleum products,
Guatemala 10 12.5 tobacco products, alcoholic as well as non-alcoholic bever-

Honduras 15 15 ages, automobiles and gambling. Some countries, however,
Mexico 21 - continue to have a much longer list of excisable items.

Nicaragua - 20 Before concluding this section, it be worthwhile draw-may
Panama - -

ing the reader's attention Bolivia, the that clearlyto country
Paraguay 10 10

stands out having achieved major simplification of theas a
Peru 30 10

tax structure. It removed the exemption level from the per-
Uruguay 20 -

sonal income tax and imposed a flat ten percent tax. It abol-
Venezuela 20 20

ished the corporate income tax, replacing it with a three per-
Simple average 16.6 10.6 cent net worth tax.8 Foreign enterprises are treated the same

way as domestic enterprises for tax purposes. The capital
Source: Secondary, published sources such as publications of tax sum- gains tax was abolished. It introduced a flat ten percent VAT.
maries by Price Waterhouse, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of
Fiscal Documentation, Intmationa/Financial Statistics (IFS) of the IMF, and
other similar sources.

C. Performancein termsof tax-to-GDPratios

Table 8 presents tax-to-GDPratios of general (or, where not
El Salvador, Nicaragua and Panama- treated foreign available, central) govemment for the sample countries.9 If
investors the same as domestic investors. In 1991, the simple the countries grouped into high-tax (around 20 percentare
average of surcharges on foreign remittances had fallen to

tax-to-GDPratio and above), low-tax (around 10 percent and
10.6 percent. The high tax surcharges are now around 20 per-
cent, with Argentina, Colombia, the DominicanRepublic and below) and medium-tax countries (10-20 percent range), the

Venezuela applying them. The number of countries that treat sample is aboutequally divided. Currently, there are six high-
tax ratio countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica,

foreign capital the same way as domestic capital increased
Jamaica and Uruguay; and five low-tax ratio countries:

from three to six.
Bolivia, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Paraguay and Peru. The

remaining six countries have tax ratios within the 10-20 per-
3. Value-added type taxes cent range: Colombia, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,

There is a clear tendency among Latin American countries to Mexico, Panama and Venezuela.l0

adopt a VAT. In 1980, eight of the 18 countries in the sample Exclusive examination of current tax-to-GDP ratios is not

had some form of VAT based on the credit principle (Table 7). enough, however, to draw conclusions on the nature of rev-

In 1991, 15 countries had legislated a VAT. Countries such as enue performance. Some countries have undergone signifi-
Bolivia, Ecuador, Guatemala and Nicaragua switched from a cant changes in their tax ratios. For example, with a simplifi-
sales tax to a VT. Other countries which had previously no cation of the tax structure and a significant fall in inflation,
sales tax, such as the DominicanRepublic and Panama, ntro- Bolivia almost doubled its tax ratio, but it still remains
duced a VAT-type tax with some form of credit mechanism. among the countries with the lowest tax burdens. On the
One country, El Salvador,has sent VATlegislationto Congress. other hand, Chile's tax ratio fell slightly, reflecting, mainly, a

shift of a major segment of the public social security systemOf the 15 countries that had a VAT in 1991, nine had a uni-
form tax rate. A uniform VAT rate is easier to administerthan

8. The debate over the efficacy of completelyremovinga tax based on corpo-
a multiple-rate structure. Other countries such as Brazil, rate income is not yet over among tax economists, while a minimum contribu-

Colombia, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay and tion calculatedon some other base is encouraged. More will be discussedon this

Uruguay are trying to use the VAT for other objectives than topic in the next section.
9. Comparabledates for Honduras were not available.

revenue raising, such as for income redistributionor regional 10. Much of Venezuela'srevenuederives from the oil sector, indicatedby high
development.For this, they use multiple tax rates. Typically, corporate sector revenue.
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TABLE 4 TABLE 5

Treatmentof Capital Gains, 1980 and 1991 Net Worth or Assets Tax, 1980 and 1991

(Percent of capital gains) (In percent)

Country 1980 1991 Country 1980 1991

Argentina 151 Normal2 Argentina 1.5% net worth 1 % on assetst
Bolivi Norma Exempt Bolivia - 3% net worth
Brazil Norma Norma Brazil - -

Chile Norma Norma Chile - -

Colombia Norma Norma Colombia 3.2% net worth 7% net worth
Costa Rica Norma Exempt Costa Rica 0.3-1.05% fixed assets 0.36-1.17% fixed assets
Dominican Republic Exempt Exempt Dominican Republic -

Ecuador 81 Normal Ecuador 0.16% on assets 0.15% net worth
EI Salvador 6.8-21.51 5-1 5 1 EI Salvador 0.1-1.4% net worth 0.9-2% on assets
Guatemala Norma Norma Guatemala 0.3-0.8% real estate2 0.3-0.9% real estate2
Honduras Norma Norma Honduras - -

Mexico Norma Norma Mexico - 2% on assets
Nicaragua Exempt . 1-15 Nicaragua 1 % on real estate2 1-3% net worth
Panama 2% of price 2% of price Panama - 1 % net worth3
Paraguay 51 51 Paraguay 1 % on real estate2 1 % on real estate2
Peru Norma Norma Peru - 1.5-3% net worth4
Uruguay Norma Norma Uruguay 4.5% net worth 2% net worths
Venezuela Norma Norma Venezuela - -

Source: Secondary, published sources such as publications of tax sum- Source: Secondary, published sources such as publications of tax sum-
maries by Price Waterhouse, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of maries by Price Waterhouse, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of
Fiscal Documentation, IntemationalFinancial Statistics (IFS) of the IMF, and Fiscal Documentation, Intemational FinancialStatstics (IES) of the IMF, and
other similar sources. other similar sources.
1. Less than normal corporate tax rate. 1. Minimum corporate income tax; can be credited against normal corpo-2. Normal throughout the table indicates that the prevailing income tax rate tax. In Mexico, the .income tax can be credited against the gross assets
rate is applicable. tax in order to avoid the foreign investors' problem of crediting against tax

liability in the home country.
exemption. Others, like Argentina and Ecuador, have 2. The base is real estate. The tax, however, is conceived not as a property
switched in the opposite direction: from taxation of capital

tax but as an additional corporate tax.
3. This tax has the form of a license to do business. The maximum tax

gains at reduced rates towards taxation as normal profits. amount is USS 20,000 per year.
4. Only half the liabilities can be deducted from the tax base. Thus, it is a

There is a. slow yet steady movement towardrequiringa min- hybrid of gross assets and net worth tax.

imum contributiontoward the corporate income tax. A few of 5. Though it is called a net worth tax, in effect, it s a gross assets tax since
liabilities can no longer be deducted.

the countries in the sample have introduced a minimumcon-

tribution requirement (Table 5). additional tax burden on the foreign investor vis--vis the

Argentinaand Mexico calculate this minimumcontributionas domestic investorif the host country has a classicalsystem
a percent on gross assets. Other countries, such as Colombia, in which no deductionis allowed for dividends from the per-
calculate this minimum contribution as a percentage of net sonal income tax, that is, there is double taxation. However,
worth. Bolivia has completely replaced the corporate income looking at the problem from the point of view of the foreign
tax by a tax on net worth. Some countrieslikeEcuador,El Sal- investorand his tax liabilities in the home country,if there are

vador and Uruguay have a tax on net worth or assets but not tax treaties between the home and host countries, or if the

necessarily as a minimum contribution to the corporate tax. host country's witlholding tax rate is higher than the foreign
Others such as Costa Rica or Paraguay legislate taxes on fixed investor's average tax rate at home, the withholding tax is
assets or real estate6 in addition to normal income taxes. likely to affect the investor's decision to invest abroad.

Although the average withholding tax rate has been dimin-
In sum, in 1991, three countries out of 18 sample countries ishing over the years for the sample, the withholding tax is
had a gross assets or net worth tax that was used as a mini- still prevalent.7 Normally, this additional tax is placed as sur-
mumcorporatetax, while nine countrieshad some type of tax charges on remittances. In 1980, the average tax surchargeon
on assets or net worth that was applicable in addition to the remittances was 16.6 percent (Table 6). The high tax sur-
normal corporate income tax. One country (Bolivia) replaced charge countries were Argentina and Bolivia, with sur-
its corporateincome tax by a net worth tax. Five countriesdid charges of 28.5 percent and 30 percent, respectively. On the
not have this kind of tax. other end of the spectrum, only three countries out of 18 -

Most sample countries continue to apply withholding taxes
6. As opposed municipalto a property tax.

on foreign remittances. Within the context of the host coun- 7. For a comprehensivetreatmentof the effect of tax policy on foreign invest-
try, such withholding should not necessarily represent an ment, see Tax Policy Division, IMF (1990).
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Ecuador, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. Bolivia has reformed tax rates has diminished from about 44 percent in 1980 to

its personal income tax rate to the most simple scheme: just a 36 percent in 1991 (Table 3). Of the 18 countries in the sam-

flat rate of ten percent.5 Only two countries have marginal ple, eight countries reduced the corporate tax rate between
tax rates of over 50 percent for personal income in 1991: the 1980 and 1991, five countries increased the tax rate (though
DominicanRepublic and Panama. In these two cases, the tax the increases have mainly been small), one country replaced
structure remained almost the same as in 1979. All countries the corporate income tax by a net worth tax and the rest main-
that reformed the personal income tax in the past decade tained the tax rates. In 1980, most sample countries had pro-
scaled downward the overall structure of rates. On average, gressive corporate income tax rates. Of the sample, 11 coun-

the high marginal income tax rate of the personal income tax tries had progressive tax rates and seven countries had uni-
has tended to approach the corporate income tax rate (which form rates in 1980. This proportion remained essentially the
will be discussedbelow). same in 1991 despite the realizationthat a uniform rate is eas-

ier to control than a progressiverate. However, the numberof
There is a tendency for th personal exemption level to rise

among Latin American countries (Table 2). Between 1979 tax rates seems to have fallen.

and 1991, the average exemption level rose from less than
halfofper capita GDP to greater than one and a half times per TABLE 3

capita GDR On the other hand, the upper income bracket has Corporate Income Tax:
been going down. During the same period, the average upper Rates and Structure, 1980 and 1991
income bracket fell from about 110 times per capita GDP to

about 89 timesper capita GDR (Percent of taxable profits)

TABLE 2 Country 1980 1991

Personal Income Tax: Argentina 33 20

Exemption Level and Upper Income Bolivia 30 1

Bracket, 1979 and 1991 Brazil 35 42.95-51.7

(Multiples of per capita GDP) Chile 48.57 15

Colombia 40 30

Costa Rica 5-45 30
1979 1991 Dominican Republic 15-43 12.3-49.4

Exemption Upper Exemption Upper Ecuador 20 25-36
level ncome level ncome EI Salvador 15.5-43 10-30

Guatemala 33.8-52.8 12-34
Argentina 0.70 70.0 4.7 394.2 Honduras 3-40 15-40.3
Bolivia 0.12 8.4 - (Flat rate tax) Mexico 5-42 35
Brazil 0.67 10.3 1.16 2.8 Nicaragua 6-50 40-50
Chile 0.50 13.3 2.26 22.6 Panama 20-50 20-50
Colombia 0.36 6.8 0.41 25.3 Paraguay 25-30 25-35
Costa Rica 0.20 13.9 2.85 5.3 Peru 20-55 30
Dominican Republic - 6.9 0.17 74.3 Uruguay 25 30
Ecuador 0.24 72.0 2.87 35.8 Venezuela 18-50 15-50
EI Salvador - 51.6 2.34 32.5

43.5 36.3
Guatemala - 487.5 2.34 31.7 Simple average

2

Honduras - 402.3 6.87 686.8
Mexico - 21.9 0.18 11.7 Source: Secondary, published sources such as publications of tax sum-

maries by Price Waterhouse, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of
Nicaragua - 36.4 - 9.9 Fiscal Documentation, IntemationalFinancialStatistics (IFS) of the IMF, and
Panama 0.52 103.2 0.49 97.8 other similar sources.

Paraguay Exempt Exempt - 3.6 1. Bolivia replaced the corporate income tax by a 3% tax on net worth.
2. For countries having progressive rates, the upper tax rate was used.Peru 0.08 13.5 - 53.1

Uruguay Exempt Exempt Exempt Exempt
Venezuela 1.09 434.4 1.96 27.8

Simple average 0.45 109.5 1.62 89.1 The treatment of capital gains has also not changed in that 11
countries (though not the same ones) continue to treat capital

Source: Secondary, published sources such as publications of tax sum- gains as normal profits within the overall corporate tax struc-

maries by Price Waterhouse, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of ture (Table 4). The number of countries that exempt capital
Fiscal Documentation, InternationalFinanciai Statistics (IFS) of the IMF, and gains or tax them at lower rates, likewise, continues to be
other similar sources.

similar. However, some changes in particularcountries have,
of course, taken place. For example, Bolivia and Costa Rica
have changedcapital gains treatment from normal taxation to

2. Corporate income tax

In the last decade, many Latin American countries have 5. In effect, the Bolivian tax is not an income tax, but a tax on savings since
reduced the corporate income tax rate. The sirnple average of the taxpayer can deduct all VAT paid (on consumption items) against this tax.
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infant capital markets might call for reduced tax rates for 1. Personal income tax
retained profits and dividends of registered firms. National-

In the last decade, there has been clear tendency towardized segments of the corporate financial sector may operate
a

lower rates of taxation on the individual. Taking a represen-with other than pure efficiencyor profit objectives. These fac-
tative sample of 18 Latin Amercantors, even while resulting in the rate of growth of corporate

countries for 1979-80
and 1990-91, it is apparent that they have undertakenreformsprofits to fall short of GDP growth, are unlikely to be recon-
that resulted in lower marginal for the high incomesidered or modifiedby the legislaturesolely with the objective tax rates
brackets (Table 1). Some of the reforms may have beenof revenue generation in mind. Finally, a high proportion of

corporate tax revenue has historically been collected from a inspired by the objective of reducing disincentive effects of
tax rates. have been inspired by morerelatively small numberof companies.Even as the incomes of the high Others may

companies increase, revenue from the increased tax base does practical considerationsof reducing the incentives to tax eva-

not necessarily ncrease at the same rate. The cause could be
sion. It is also perhaps true that tax reform in the United
States and Canada provided some guidance to that in Latintax evasion or tax avoidance, reflecting the ability of larger America. In 1979 the simple of the high-incomefirms to use transfer pricing mechanisms, to make more average

advantageoususe of tax incentive laws, and the like. marginal tax rate was 48 percent. By 1991, the rate had
reduced to 35 percent.

Historically,developingcountries dependedheavily on inter-
national trade taxes for tax revenue. The rate of growth of TABLE 1
revenue from import duties is partly affected by the structure Personal Income Tax: Rates, 1979 and 1991
of tariffs and partly by the industrial strategy of the country.
As the share of manufacturingin GDP increases, the ratio of (Percent of taxable income)
imports of intermediate goods to those of finished products
tends to increase. As a result, the share of lower-ratedto high- Country 1979 19911
er-rated imports goes up, arresting the growth of import duty
revenues. As industries have matured, discretionary action Argentina 7-45 6-30

reducing the rates of nominal protectionhas been introduced Bolivia 7-48 10% flat rate

in many instances. These and other factors have tended to Brazil 5-55 10-25
narrow the reliance on international trade taxes during the Chile 3.5-60 5-50

1980s in many countries,even though some countries contin- Colombia 10-56 5-30

ue to rely on customs duties as a relativelyeasily administra- Costa Rica 5-50 10-25

ble source of revenue. Dominican Republic 5-72 3-70
Ecuador 10-50 10-25

The taxes that have comprised the major focus of attention as EI Salvador 10-60 10-50
a revenue source are those on domestic consumptionof goods Guatemala 40.75-58 4-34
and services, namely value-added type taxes, coupled with Honduras 3-40 9-40

selected excises. Experience has demonstrated that they are Mexico 3-55 3-35

relatively easy to administer since the VAT is, to a great Nicaragua 6-50 6-60

extent, self-monitoring; also, a production-based excise Panama 2.5-56 3.5-56

system could be based on simple administrativemechanisms. Paraguay Exempt 5-30

In practical terms, their elasticity3 can also be high despite Peru 5-56 8-37

their structures not being based on progressive rates. For Uruguay Exempt Exempt
Venezuela 4.5-45 10-30example, the consumption of, and therefore revenue from,

excisable items such as petroleum and beverages, could be Simple average 7.1-48.1 6.5-35.4

expected to grow faster than GDP if the tax rates were ad val-
orem. Also, if the VAT exempts unprocessed foods and basic Source: Secondary, published sources such as publicationsof tax summaries

necessities, its elasticity should be high. Under the VAT, by Price Waterhouse, Coopers and Lybrand, International Bureau of Fiscal
Documentation, IntemationalFinancialStatistics (/FS) of the IMF, and other

because the credit principle - tax paid on output is net of the similar sources.

taxes paid on inputs - operates, there is less likelihoodof tax 1. Most are 1990 laws. As such, they should be applicable to 1991

evasion and avoidance (except at the last retail stage). Elastic
ncomes. However, some of the laws may have changed since then.

or not, administrativefeasibility, revenueproductivityand the
hope of lowering economic distortions have rendered domes- Most countries have abandoned complex tax schedules with
tic consumptiontaxes a mainstay of tax reform in much of the a great numberof tax rates, in favourof a small numberof tax

cross-country tax reform experienceof the 1980s. brackets. This is the case of Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica,

3. Elasticity of a tax can be defined as its automatic revenue response to GDP
B. Trends in legislativechanges in tax policy growth and, especially, to growth in economicactivity in particular sectors.

4. A comparison of some of the actual country experiences over the 1980s
How are the above discussedpremises reflected in the actual with the type of tax policy recommendationsmade by the Fund during that peri-
tax reform experienceof the 1980s In this section a summa- od may be attempted by referring to Gandhi (1987) and Tanzi (1990), who dis-

ry of the major tax policy changes of the 1980s is presented cuss, in their papers, the thrust of IMF tax policy recommendations.It is inter-
esting that a close similarity emerges between the type of recommendations

with a focus on Latin America: made and the actual tax policy reforms carriedout.
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bases; (3) a more neutral approach to the taxationofcapital - I. TAX POLICY TRENDS OF THE 1980S
including the treatment of debt and equity financing; and

(4) changes in the interaction between taxes on personal A. The choice ofparticular taxes
income and corporate income to make more neutral the deci-
sion to retain or distributeprofits. These propositions,togeth- Two factors seem to have affected the choice of particular
er with other experiences in tax policy during the last decade, taxes as the major revenue generatorsduring the 1980s. First,
will be discussedin Section I of this paper as a background to a growing conservative attitude reflected through a position
specific issues in tax reform that are likely to be important opposing high levels and steeply progressive rate structures

during the 1990s. The discussion makes particular reference of taxes helpedmove the emphasis from income taxes to con-

to Latin America. sumption-basedtaxes. Tanzi (1988), for example, points out,
While the present conservative trend has slowed down the

The main reforms of the 1980s have left some obvious gaps growth in the level of taxation in many countries,...[it] has

in their scope and coverage, with concomitantrevenue impli- had a greater impact on the structure of tax systems than on

cations. For example, the movement away from heavy the levels of taxation (p. 271). The Latin American experi-
relianceon income taxes, albeit resulting from a sluggishness ence examined in the next section could be significantly
in direct tax revenue, is making tax policy experts think explainedby this observation.

increasingly of a minimum income tax contribution by tax-
Second, practical and structural constraints that operated

payers. Such a contributioncould take the form of a low-rate
with respect to particular taxes had effect the choice ofan on

tax on gross assets, net worth, physical assets or gross taxes that given important (or less important) role inwere an
receipts. Second, there is the beliefby a considerablenumber

the reform process.2 The diminution in the roles of the per-
of tax economists that the typical corporate tax structure -

sonal and corporate income taxes can be seen in this light. In
with the inclusion of inflation adjustment, incentives and

the of the personal income tax, reformers have found itcase
other factors - has become very complicated; that its base

difficult to tax adequately those sources of income other than
bears little resemblance to income; and that it results in dis-

tortionary economic effects. Therefore, corporate taxation wages and salaries. As far as the latter are concerned, their
to to rate,

should be simplifiedby substituting the profits tax with a tax growth is likely be constrained below the inflation
for example, during periods when a countryhas embarkedon

on the cash flow of enterprises. Third, there is a continuing
difficulty in including the financial sector in the taxable base,

a stabilization programme comprising demand management
tax cannot to

whether by income tax or VAT and economists perceive an
policies. Thus, the base of the be expected grow
with gross domestic product (GDP) because of the stance of

implied need for taxing this sector through some other
macroeconomic policy. Also, in the of the personalcase

means. Fourth, the virtual failure to tax property is giving rise
personal and family allowances, and thencome tax, spec-

to a growing awareness that greater effort must be made to

tax property if the devolutionof fiscal responsibilityto lower
trum of exemptions and deductions for education, life insur-

levels of government is to be considered a matter of impor-
ance, provident fund and savings, mortgage interest, charity,
medical expenses and the like, are subject to political deci-

tance, and if the traditional assignment of the taxation of
sions, and often result in adjustments higher than the con-

property to those levels ofgovernmentare to remain in place. sumer price index (CPI). Such measures might admittedlybe
Fifth, as environmentalawareness increases across the world, taken to provide incentives at the top and equity at the bot-
taxes with the objective of preservation of the environment

but they certainly have negative influencea on revenue.
should assume importance. Sixth, experience increasingly

tom,
In addition, growing difficulties with tax administration as

demonstrates that there is an increasing interdependence economies have become complex and factors ofmore pro-
between tax policy and tax administration.Withholdingas an

duction mobile, increasingly have tended to themore move
administrativemechanismmay be better able to bring differ- 1980s tax reform experience from focusing the
ent sources of income into the tax net than a theoretically away on per-

sonal income tax.
well-defined but impractical global income tax structure

based on a compulsory - but not administrable - declara- Raising corporate income tax revenue can also face several
tions method. Seventh, as regional tax harmonization pro- constraints. A progressivecorporate income tax structure has
ceeds in Europe, North America and the newly founded little conceptual basis and, if imposed at high levels, is likely
Commonwealthof IndependentStates (CIS) of the ex-Soviet not to be internationallycompetitive. In a developingcountry,
Union, Latin American countries will also face tax harmo- in particular, the manufacturing sector is often the leading
nization and international compatibility of direct tax struc- growth sector which receives various and substantial tax

tures - and even overall tax structures - as an issue to be incentives. Significant portions of the public corporate sector

reckoned with. These are selected tax policy concerns - may fail to generate taxable profits. The encouragement of
some shared with developed countries (e.g. taxation of the
financial sector) and some with developing countries (e.g. 1. In addition, the 1990s will have to address selected continuingconcerns of

the 1980s. These include: the restructuring of customs tariffs to reduce protec-
increasing use of withholding) - that will affect many mid- tion and improve internationalcompetitivenessof traded goods; the restructur-

dle-income Latin American countries during the 1990s. ing of social security systems (including taxes) to match revenues with an

These possible directions for tax policy reform for the 1990s increasinglyheavy benefits burden; and the need for vigilance to ensure that the

for Latin American countries are the focus of discussion in tax system is not riddled with multiple objectives such as redistribution,differ-
ential regional or sectorl developmentand the like.

Section 11.1 Section III provides a brief summary and con- 2. For a qualitativeassessmentof tax reformin Argentina,Bolivia, Colombia

cluding remarks. and Mexico, see Bird (1992).
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TRENDS AND FuTURE DIRECTIONS
IN- TAX POLICY REFORM:

A IATIN AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
Parthasarathi Shome

Chief, Tax Policy Division, International Monetary Fund

SUMMARY
This paper reviews the Latin American experience with tax reform during the Paper prepared for the annual CIAT

Conference, Jamaica, 15-19June 1992.1980s. It also discusses selected tax reform issues likely to be in the forefront of The viewsexpressed in the paper are
Latin American debate and discussionduring the 1990s. those of the authorand do not

Fundamentaltax reform can take many years to be fully implemented,and it effec- necessarily representthoseof the Fund.
The authorwould like to thank Messrs

tively constitutes an aggregation of many annual discretionary changes. On the Ved Gandhi Eric Haindl, David Nellor
whole, tax reform in the 1980s de-emphasizedsteeply progressive rate structures of Carlos Silvani, Vito Tanzi, ZhtYcelik,
income and property taxes that were conceptuallyoptimal from the point of view of anc/ HowellZee for many he/pful
equity and stabilization objectives but were difficult to administer. It emphasized, comments, and to EmmanuelHife for

assisting in the calculationof tax-to-instead, broadly based, low-rate taxes on domestic consumption, such as the value GDP ratios. The authoralone remains
added tax (VAT), for their administrativeease based on a self-monitoringfeature, as responsible for any remaining errors or
well as for their ability to raise revenue (as seen in terms of their ratios to GDP). omissions.

Between 1980 and 1991, the number of countries that operated a VAT increased to
15 from eight; they usually supplemented the VAT with a list of excisable items.
The top marginalpersonalncome tax rate in these countries fell from 48 percenton

average to 35 percent. The averageexemption level increased from abouthalfofper
Contents

capita GDP to one and a half times per cpita GDR The average corporate income Summary
tax rate fell to 36 percent from 44 percet, even though many countries continue to
maintain progressive rate structures. ''he top marginal personal income tax rate Introduction

approached the corporate income tax rte. Withholdingtaxes on foreign companies I. Tax Policy Trends of the 1980s
fell, on average, to 11 percent from 17 percent. A. The choice of particular taxes

B. Trends in legislative changes in
The tax-to-GDP ratio countries

I
has increased by percentage point, tax policyacross one on

average, since the 1980s. However, tx reform is not always carried out with a rev- 1. Personal income tax

enue objective nor does it necessarily push a country to a significantly higher tax- 2. Corporate income tax
3. Value-addedtype taxesto-GDP ratio. Similarly, a country with a high tax burden does not always represent C. Performance in terms of tax-to-

one that has undertaken fundamentaltaxreform. Nevertheless,countries that have GDP ratios
undertaken tax reform have, in general, experienceda greater revenue gain in terms

II. Selected Tax Reform Issues for theof GDP than the overall sample f countries. Consumption tax revenue has 1990s
increased in terms of GDP in reforming countries, while income and social securi- A. Minimum contribution to the
ty taxes have remained stagnant. Reliance on international trade taxes has declined corporate income tax

slightly - with wide variations across countries - while property tax revenue has B. Cash-flow tax

remained insignificant. C. Taxation of the financial sector
D. Taxation of property

Latin Americahas pioneeredmany ideas in tax reform over the past decades and is E. Pollution and environment taxes

likely to introduce and debate new ideas during the 1990s. These are likely to F. Increasing role of withholding
taxesinclude a minimum income tax; alternative forms of corporate taxation, such as a G. Tax harmonization

cash-flow tax or an assets tax; ways ofcapturingbases that are difficult to tax, such
as financial intermediationand property; environmentally-orientedtaxes; the exten- Ill. Summary and Conclusion

A. Trends of the 1980ssion ofwithholdingas a taxing mechanism;and tax harmonizationacross countries. B. Issues for the 1990s

References
INTRODUCTION
There is a widely held view that tax reform efforts in the 1980s have established
certain new trends that include: (1)'changes in the relative use of different taxes,
specifically greater dependence on the value-added type taxes;,(2) reduction of
individual and corporate income tax rates pari passu with an effort to expand their
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withheld must be remitted to the tax collection office within including the governmentand its agencies. Excess credits can

the first 17 days of the month following that in which the be refunded or offset against future payments.
payment was due.

A zero rate is applicable to the export of goods and certain
services; sales to n-bondprocessingcompanies or to compa-

B. Withholdingon remuneration nies solely engaged in the export of goods; and the sale of
certain basic food, agricultural goods, services and rentals.

In general, the withholding obligation exists for all types of This means that no VAT is payable,although amountspaid on
remuneraiionpaid to an employee,as well as benefitspaid on the purchase of goods andservicescan be recovered through
his behalf that do not qualify as tax-free fringe benefits. This a credit against the entity's VAT liability or by direct refund.
withholdingmust be computedon monthly income. Payment
of such withholdings are due within the first 17 days of the

following month. This withholding tax is an advance pay- E. Employees'profitsharing
ment on account of the annual tax due by employees. As of the second year of operations, every business having

employees is required to distribute a portion of its annual

C. State and local taxes profits among its employees, regardlessof its form of organi-
zation. The amount distributable to employees in most cases

The principal taxes payable by corporations and permanent is ten percent of taxable income, adjusted to eliminate
establishments of residents abroad operating in Mexico are income or deductions that relate to the effects of inflationand
those levied by the federal government. State and municipal increasedby domestic dividend income.
governments have more limited powers, and are not autho- paymentfAs of 1992, profit sharing, reduced by exemptrized to levy general corporate income taxes. Some states tax

salaries and fringe benefits, be deducted in arrivingemployers on salaries and professional fees paid by them. may at
taxable income.

The principal local taxes are taxes on real property, salaries
and the acquisitionof real property.

F. Tax on assets

D. Turnoveror sales taxeslvalueadded tax (VAT) This tax, which actually represents a minimum tax, is payable
at the rate of two percent on the average value of the assets,

A value added tax at the general rate of ten percent is payable reduced by certain liabilities,of corporationsand branches or
on the sale of goods and the rendering of services, rents and permanentestablishmentsofnon-residents.
imports of goods and services.

The income tax be credited against the current twocan year
The principal activities exempt from VAT include sales of percent tax on assets. If the former exceedsthe latter, the
land, books, credit instruments (except for interest charged excess may be recovered from the two percent tax effective-
on credit cards), residentialconstruction, financial and medi- ly paid in the five prior periods.
cal services, education and rentals of residential property. The minimum tax assets is not payable by entities in theon

Taxes paid by corporations on their purchases of goods and financial sector, during the pre-operative period, during the
services may be credited against their liability to tax on their first two years of operation or during liquidation, provided
taxable transactions. VAT must be charged to all customers, the liquidationprocess does not exceed two years.
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Taxpayers with gross income in excess of Ps$ 5.8 billion, or filed in writing and must state fully and in detail the grounds
whose assets are worth more than Ps$ 11.7 billion, or who for the objection, along with any evidence.

employ 300 or more workers in each month of the calendar
If, during the review that rise to the tax assessment, the

year are required to engage an independentpublic accountant
gave

taxpayer had a reasonable opportunity to present evidence,
to carry out an annual tax audit. The auditor's report must be

only evidence submitted within the period of review is
filed by 31 July following the year end. accepted in the appeal. If the taxpayer's evidence does not

Penalties for failure to comply with these provisions range relate to each of the items in controversy, it is not accepted.
from Ps$ 39.7 million to Ps$ 119 million. Other taxpayers An appeal must be decided within four months from the time
may also elect to file an auditor's report. One of the advan- the appeal filed.was

tages of filing an auditor's report is that any tax authority
review is conducted through the public accountant who Collection of tax is suspended upon the taxpayer's request
issues the report rather than on the taxpayer's premises. durng an appeal if a guarantee is provided for the amount of

taxes involved and any surcharges thereon.
In addition to the auditor's report, basic financial statements

and footnote disclosures, the tax report must contain the fol-

lowing: B. Courtand legal recourseavailableto taxpayer
a special report signed by the auditor, stating that all fed--

eral tax obligationshave been complied with.l If an unfavourable decision is issued at the administrative

detailed analysis of income and expense accounts includ- level, the taxpayer has 45 working days from the time he is
-

ed in the statement of income; notified of the decision to file an appeal with the Federal Tax

details of amounts subject to federal taxes and dues, are attorneys,-

Court. Tax suits handled by usually with assis-

either by withholding or payable by the company, and tance from accountants who act as expert witnesses in

including social security taxes and housing fund contri- accountingmatters.

bution, sworn to by the chief financial officer; The Federal Tax Court decision may be appealed to the cir-
reconciliationof taxable and accounting income; cuit and the latter decision may be appealed the- court, to

reconciliation of revenue included in the income state- Supreme Court.-

ment and that included in the income tax return and in the
value added tax return;
details of federal taxes payable at year-end, stating the C. Competentauthorityreliefunder tax treaties-

date and place of payment. Mexicohas signed treaties with Canada,France and Italy.tax

This report requires extensive work both on the part of the The Canada treaty entered into force on 11 May 1992, and is
auditor and company personnel. generally effective as from 1 January 1992. The France and

Italy treaties have not yet entered into force. Treaties with

Spain and Switzerland have recently been initialled. Mexico
B. Record keeping requirements is currently negotiating comprehensive double taxation

As from 1992, corporate taxpayersmust keep their books and treaties and exchangof tax informationagreementswith the

records for ten years rather than five. The new rule will be United States and several European countries.

phased in over a period of four years.

XII. OTHER TAX COMPLIANCECONCERNS

C. Statueof limitationsfor examinationof returns
A. Withholdingtax procedures

The right of the tax authorities to review and assess addition-
al taxes for any tax year expires five years after the taxes In many cases, a corporation making payments is required to

were due or after the tax return, including any amended withhold and remit to the Treasury Department an amount of

return, was filed. ncome tax on behalf of the recipient. This requirement must

be compliedwith for the payment in question to be allowed as

A special ten-year statute of limitations applies where the a deduction. The company is jointly responsiblewith the recip-
taxpayer failed to apply for an identificationnumber, failed to ient for the paynentof tax that should be withheld. In the event

keep accounting records or to retain the books for the requi- of failure to withhold, the company is subject to an inflation-
site period of time, or failed to file a tax return. factor revision of tax, interest on late paymentand fines.

Companiesmaking payments to foreign corporationsor indi-

XI. APPEAL PROCEDURES viduals must withhold and pay the relevant income tax. Such

withholdings are deemed to be final payments, and the for-

A. Appeals againstassessments eign taxpayer has no further obligations. The withholdings
are payable at the time the payment to the recipient is due,

In order to challenge a tax assessment, a taxpayermay lodge regardless of whether payment is actually made, and the tax
an appeal with either the Treasury Departmentor the Federal
Tax Court. A taxpayerhas 45 working days from the time an 1. Even though the amount of omitted taxes might not be consideredmaterial

assessment is issued to file an appeal. The appeal must be for accountingpurposes, the amount must still be disclosed.
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thereafter the approval of the Treasury Department is VI. CLAIM FOR REFUND PROCEDURES
required to revoke the option to consolidate.

If the monthly estimatedpaymentsexceed the annual tax lia-
bility, the overpayment revised by inflation factors may be

C. Where to file offset against subsequent income tax payments, including
A corporationmust file its tax returns with the tax collection withholding tax payments, or a refund may be obtained. The
office correspondingto its domicile; however, as from 1991, period for claiming a tax refund expires after five years.
banks are authorized to receive tax returns.

Vll. PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING DOUBLE
Ill. PROCEDURESFOR EXTENDINGTIME TAX RELIEF

LIMIT FOR FILING RETURNS
The Income Tax Law allows resident corporations a limited

Neither the Income Tax Law nor its regulations contain any foreign tax credit. These corporationsmay credit against their
provisions allowing for theextensionof the time for filing tax Mexican income tax liability the amount of foreign income
returns. However, the Federal Tax Code provides that the taxes paid on their foreign-source income, provided such
ExecutivePower, at its discretion,may extend the due date for income is subject to domestic income tax.
payment by means of a general ruling, which may be granted
in emergencies resulting from special economic situations or The foreign tax credit is limited to the amount obtained by
natural disasters, such as floods and earthquakes,etc. applying the effective Mexican tax rate to the foreign-source

taxable income. The current corporate income tax rate is 35
percent.IV. ESTIMATEDTAX RETURNS

Corporate taxpayers are required to make monthly estimated
income tax paymentsbythe 17th day ofthe followingmonth, Vill. COMPANY LAW FILING REQUIREIVIENTS
on the basis of their estimated taxable income to the end of FOR NON-RESIDENTS
the previous month. The estimated tax is computedby apply- Mexican subsidiaries of foreign corporations and permanenting the ratio of taxable/gross income of the previous year to

establishmentsofnon-residents subject the filingare to samethe current year's gross income. If no earnings were reported requirements other Mexican corporation.as anyin the prior year, the ratio for the last profitable year (going
back no further than five years) should be used.

Taxpayerswhose income in the prior period did not reach Ps. IX. INTEREST AND PENALIIES
2,000 millionmust make quarterlyestimatedincome tax pay-
ments by the 17th day of April, July, Octoberand January of Late tax and penaltypaymentswill be revisedby inflation fac-

the followingyear.
tors from their due date to the actual date of payment. For any
taxes and penalties payable before 1990, December 1989 will

An adjustmentof the estimatedincome tax paymentsmust be be the earliest month for inflation-factorrevisionpurposes.
made with the July payment, based on the actual taxable
income for the first six months. Interest for late payment may not be imposed for a period

exceeding ten years. Interest is computed from the date the
Special proceduresare providedfor obtaining authorizationto tax should have been paid on the revised amount of omitted
waive or reduce the amountofmonthly estimatedpayments. taxes. The rate for 1992 is 1.5 percent per month.
Estimates are not required during the first year of operation Paymentsofomitted tax made at the request of the tax auhor-
of a business. ities are not considered voluntary, and penalties may be
The Mexican tax system levies a two percent minimum tax assessed up to the amount of the revised omitted tax in addi-
on assets designed to supplement the federal income tax. In tion to the interest. For 1992 only, the period in which interest
conjunction with the monthly income tax estimates, taxpay- on voluntarypayments is computed is limited to one year.
ers are also required to make estimates of this tax. The As from 1 January 1992, interest for late filingamount of such estimates is arrived at by dividing by 12 the payments are

deductible for income tax purposes. Penalties and thepreceding year's tax on assets liability, updated for inflation,
1and multipliedby the number of month(s) elapsed during the

amounts arising from the inflation-factorrevisionof taxes are

not deductible in arriving at taxable income.
year. The tax on assets s considered a minimum tax, and an

amount equivalent to the income tax payable is allowed as a

credit against the two percent tax on assets. X. EXAMINATIONS

V. ASSESSMENTS A. Auditprocedures
The Mexican tax system is a self-assessmentsystem based on The Treasury Department is authorized to review any return,
annual tax returns, which are subject to audit by the Treasury ncluding an amended one. For this purpose the tax authori-
Department. An assessment may result from a review of a ties may audit the taxpayer's operations or the operations of
taxpayer's retums. third parties which involve the taxpayer.
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CORPORATETAX COMPLICANCE
PROCEDURES

KPMG Crdenas Dosal Nieto Astiazarn y Cia, S.C., Mexico

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

Over the last few years, the Mexican tax system has seen major amendments.Until
1986 the Mexican income tax law only took into accountcertaineffects of inflation. I. Introduction

However, as of 1987 provisions were included to recognize such effects in a practi- II. Reporting Requirernentsand Tine
cal, ntegratedmanner, so that the law takes into account the effects of inflation on Limits for Filing Returns

corporations' monetary positions, the depreciationof fixed assets revised by infla- A. Reporting requirements
tion factors and the deductionof inventorypurchases. B. Time limits for filing returns and

due date for payment
The corporate tax rate has been gradually reduced from 42 to 35 percent. C. Where to file

Other objectives of the amendments include recovery of revenue collection which III. Procedures for Extending Time Limit

was eroded by inflation (under 19 percent in 1991), and to make the Mexican tax for Filing Returns

system competitive with the tax systems of Mexico's most important trading and IV Estimated Tax Returns

investmentpartners. V. Assessments

VI. Claim for Refund Procedures
Il. REPORTING REQUIREMENTSAND TIME LIMITS

FOR FILING RETURNS Vil. Proceduresfor Obtaining Double
Tax Relief

A. Reporting requirements Vill. Company Law Filing Requirements
for Non-Residents

Taxable entities include resident corporations,permanentestablishmentsand fixed

bases of operations of foreign corporations, and all entities other than associations IX. Interest and Penalties

specificallydesignatedas non-profitorganizations.Entities subject to the corporate X. Examinations
income tax are taxed on their worldwide income of whatever nature, unless specif- A. Audit procedures
ically exempt. All foreign-sourcencome, without exception, of a Mexican corpo- B. Record-keeping requirements
ration is subject to tax. Permanent establishments or fixed bases of operations of C. Statute of limitationsfor

examinationof returns
foreign corporationsare subject to tax only on income attributable to their activities
in Mexico, whether foreign or Mexican sourced. Xl. Appeal Procedures

A. Appeals against assessments
Non-resident corporations are taxed only on their Mexican-source income, B. Court and legal recourse

although under certain circumstances, non-residents may be considered to have a available to taxpayer

permanentestablishmentor a fixed base for income tax purposes.
C. Competent authority relief

under tax treaties
The Federal Tax Code provides that corporations are considered to be residents of

Xll. Other Tax Compliance Concerns
Mexico if theirprincipaloffice is establishedthere, and that withoutproofto the con- A. Withholding tax procedures
trary, companiesincorporatedin Mexico are considered to be Mexican residents. B. Withholding on remuneration

C. State and local taxes
Taxable corporationsresiding in Mexico are required to apply for an identification D. Turnoveror sales taxes/value
numberin the FederalTaxpayers'Registrywithin one month from the date of incor- added tax (VAT)
poration. Failure to obtain a taxpayer identificationnumber leads to the imposition E. Employees' profit sharing
of penalties, which under certain circumstancesmight give rise to criminal actions. F. Tax on assets

B. Time limit for filing returnsand due date for payment
Corporate taxpayers are required to use the calendaryear for tax purposes, and must

file an annual income tax return within three months of the year-end and pay any
balance of tax shown as due at that time.

If certain requirements are complied with, local holding companies may file con-

solidated tax returns. In order to consolidate for tax purposes, the holding company
must obtain prior authorizationfrom the Treasury Department. Once authorization
is granted, the election becomes compulsory for the following five fiscal years, and
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subject to Mexican income tax. The credit is limited to the IIl. OTHER TAXES AND LEVIES
lower of the effectjve rate of Mexican tax or the foreign tax

paid on the income. A. Socialsecurity levies

Foreigners who work in Mexico for Mexican employers areUntil recently Mexico was not a party to any double taxation
subject to Mexican social security contributions. These aretreaties. However, this policy has changed - a treaty with
based on total wages, excludingovertime,up to a maximumofCanada recently entered into force, treaties with France and
ten times the general minimum in Mexico City (Ps.Italy have been signed but are not yet in force, and treaties wage
13,330 per day). The employer must pay the entire cost ofwith Spain and Switzerlandhave been initialled.5
nsurancefor occupationalrisks and diseases at percentageofa

, the total employer and employee contribution toward old age
benefits. Such costs vary from five to 125 percent depending

J. Non-residents upon the risk classificationto which a company is assigned.
Contributions liable by the employee amount to approxi-

A non-residentindividualwho works in Mexico for over 183 mately Ps. 2,400,000.
days in a 12-month period will be subject to tax on income
earned in Mexico when paid by a non-residentcompany. The B. Local taxes
current rules allow for an exemption of tax for the income
earned from January to June 1992, and effective 1 July 1992, There are local taxes imposedon income of the individualsin
the income will be subjected to tax at a graduated rate with Mexico, in certain areas, but these are usually covered by the
the first $ 10,000 of income exempt, the next $ 70,000 Mexican employers.
income subject to a 15 percent rate and the income exceeding
$ 80,000 subject to a 30 percent rate. C. Inheritanceandgift taxes

Mexico does not levy inheritance or gift taxes.On the other hand, when a non-resident individual is paid by
a Mexicancompany, the withholding tax rate is 30 percent of 5. For a discussionofMexico's treaties see, in this issue, FranciscoG.L. Diaz,the gross salary. Mexican Policy on Tax Treaty Negotiations.

T TAX TREAT NT IF TRANSFER PRIC G
1

LOOSELEAF IN 3 BINDERS - UPDATED TWICE PER YEAR

An indepth per-country looseleafsurvey of transfer pricing law. and practice; including an introduc-
tion to corporate taxation, the arm's length principle, price and correspondingadjustments, specific
transactions and sectors, rules in tax treaties, exchange of information, text (in English) of relevant
documents,e.g. OECD Reports of 1979 and 1984.
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.
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and sport activities and other activities of similar nature are H. Trminationof residence
social welfare benefits which are not subject to tax. Howev-

er, excessivebenefits may be regarded as taxable income. The taxpayer is not required to file an annual return upon ter-

mination of Mexican residence, and withholdingsand/or esti-

mated paymentseffected are considered as final tax payments.

D. Expatriate concessions

The Mexican income tax law does not contain any incentives I Tax calculation
or special reliefs, except a limited foreign tax credit on

income derived from foreign sources, for resident expatriates 1. Tax rates

working locally. Employers must make monthly income tax withholdings on

compensationpaid to their employees which are levied on a

progressivescale, up to 35 percent. This tax scale is modified
E. Salary earnedfromworking abroad quarterly by the Treasury Department to adjust for nflation.

There are no tax provisions on this subject. However if for- The annual tax rate scale is a combinationof the four quar-

eign income tax is paid on such foreign-source earned terly tables.

income, a limited foreign tax credit is available. In the case of split payroll arrangements, the portion of the

compensation received directly from abroad is subject to

monthly estimated tax payments. These payments are due on

F. Taxationof investmentincome and capitalgains or before the 17th day of the month following that in which

Worldwide investment income, includingdividendsand inter- the compensationwas received, using the monthly graduated
est, is subject to Mexican tax at ordinary graduated tax rates. rate scale.

The income tax on dividends is paid by the Mexicancompany
Individuaismay apply a credit againstmonthly withholdings,

at 35 percent of 1.54 times the dividendpaid to the individual. estimates and the annual payments, equivalent to ten percent

No tax is applied to dividends paid to individuals when the of the minimum wage for the period to which the payments

dividend is paid from the net of tax profit account. relate and a subsidy, using a prescribed table. This subsidy is

also modified quarterly to adjust for inflation. The annual
Interest income is taxable and nterest on Mexican bank subsidy table is a combinationof the four quarterly tables.

deposits is subject to 21 percent withholding tax at source

which is considered as a final tax payment. Other types of 2. General deductionsagainst income
nterest are taxable when filing the annual tax return.

In arriving at taxable ncome certain deductions are allowed:
In general, profit from the sale or transferofproperty is taxed 30 days of minimumwage for annual bonus;-

as income; however, certain exemptionsare available. 15 days ofminimum wage for profit sharing;-

The gain from the sale of a taxpayer's personal residence is - 15 days of minimum wage for vacation pay;

non-taxableif the individul lived in the residence for at least - unlimitedmedical and dental fees and hospital expenses

two years prior to the sale, as are the following events: paid in Mexico by the expatriate or for his dependents,
transfer of ownership by reason of death or donation;-

not reimbursedby insurance;

gains on the sale of securites when the transaction is car-
- funeral expenses paid in Mexico but limited to the annu-

-

ried out through the Mexican stock exhange; al minimum wage;

profits on sales of personal property up to an annual
- authorized donations;

-

amountnot exceeding three times the yearly generalmin-
- itemized deductions (with certain adjustments) relating

imum wage.
to rental income.

When securities are transferred outside the Mexican stock Apart from the above deductions, resident individuals are

exchange, the acquisitionmay be adjustedby inflation index- also entitled to exclude from taxable income those contribu-

es based on the holding period. The updated cost will be tions paid by their employers to retirement funds specifically
increased or decreased by the updated tax profits or losses designated as such by the Treasury Department under the

and dividends paid during the holding period. newly-established Retirement Savings System. The maxi-
mum allowable contribution is presently Ps. 30,000,000 in

each calendar year.4
G. Tax returnsand compliance

3. Relief for foreign taxes
The taxpayer is normally required to file a tax return by 30

April of the following year. A penalty of 1.5 percent month- Mexican residents are entitled to credit income tax paid

ly in the forn of interest, is inposed for late payment on the abroad on foreign-source income, provided this income is

tax adjusted for inflation, for a maximumof ten years.
4. It is rare, however, for contributionsto be paid into such funds on behalfof

Late filing penalties are imposed when omitted tax is paid at a foreign expatriate as he would normally have a retirement plan with his

the tax authorities' request. employerin the home country.
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TAXATION OF EXPATRIATES
KPMG Crdenas Dosal Nieto Astazarn y Cia,.S.C., Mexico

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

Individuals resident in Mexico are subject to income tax on their worldwide
income. Non-residentsare subject to tax only on Mexican-sourceincome, irrespec- I. Introduction
tive of the location of the payor. Il. Income Tax

A. Residency rules
B. Taxable compensation

Il. INCOME TAX C. Tax-exempt income
D. Expatriate concessions

A. Residency rules E. Salary earned from working
abroad

F. Taxation of investment incomeAn ndividual is considered a Mexican resident for income tax purposes when he and capitai gainsestablishes his place of abode in Mexico, unless he spends more than 183 days out G. Tax returns and compliance
of Mexico during a calendar year, and also has evidence of having acquired resi- H. Termination of residence
dence for tax purposes in another country. I. Tax calculation

1. Tax rates
2. General deductionsagainst

B. Taxable compensation
ncome

3. Relief for foreign taxes
'

J. Non-residentsAll types of remunerationand benefits received by a foreign employee for services
rendered in Mexico constitute taxable income, regardless of where paid. Typical Ili. Other Taxes and Levies

items of expatriate compensation are fully taxable unless otherwise indicated A. Social security levies
B. Local taxesbelow: C. Inheritance and gift taxes

-' reimbursementof foreign and/or home country taxes;t
school tuition reimbursements;-

cost of living allowancesand expatriationpremiums for working in Mexico;-

employercontribution to rent and the imputedvalue of housingprovideddirect--

ly by the employer;2
company car;-

stock option plans, when granted, have no tax consequences.When exercised,-

in the event that the tax authorities carry out an appraisal of the stock value
which establishes that there is a difference of more than ten percent between
this appraisaland the option price, such differencewill be consideredas taxable
income for the individual;
contributions made by employers to employees' savings funds qualify as a

-

social welfare benefit when granted to all employees. The income from the
funds is not taxable provided a number of requirementsare complied with.3

C. Tax-exemptincome

The employee'stransportationcosts incurred for a business trip which has also been
combined with home leave is non-taxable. However, the employee's family trans-

portation costs are taxable.

Moving expense reimbursementswhich are claimed as a business expense are non-

taxable for the individual, but relocation allowances of unsubstantiated expenses
are taxable.

1. Hypothetical taxes charged to the employee
Certain deferred compensation schemes may result in non-taxable compensation, would be offset against this income to determine the

provided they are not recognizedby a foreign employeras a liability payable to the net taxable.
2. Hypotheticalhousing charged to the employeeindividual. would be offset against this income to determine the
net taxable.Social welfare benefits granted to all employees, such as group life and medical =

j. Special rules also apply to thrift/savings plansinsurance, disability subsidies, educationalscholarships,day care centres, cultural and retirementschemes.
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1. Taxable persons 5. Advance payment and final assessment

The assets tax is levied on resident companies,branches and Taxpayers are required to make monthly advance payments
other PEs in Mexico, and to prevent tax arbitrage, on individ- of the assets tax. The assets tax return is filed with the income

uals who engage in business activities or whose assets are tax retum, i.e. in the case of companies within three months

used for business activities by a third party. Institutionsin the of the end of the taxable period, and for individualsbetween

financial sector and companies in the pre-operationstage, the February and April of the year following the tax year.

first two years of operation or liquidation are exempt from

the assets tax.
B. Individualnet wealthtax

2. Taxable property There is no net wealth tax on individuals, although as dis-

The fact that the tax is not imposed on prqfits but rather on a
cussed above individuals carrying on business activities in

resident taxpayer's gross business assets is somewhatcontro-
Mexico are subject to the assets tax.

versial. In the case of non-residentswith a PE in Mexico and

taxpayers granting the use of their assets to third parties, the
C. Real propertytax

tax is only levied on the net worth attributable to the PE or the

assets, respectively. The municipalitieshave jurisdictionover the taxation of real

property. Rates vary from place to place and according to

3. Tax base and rate whether the property is located in a rural or urban area. Busi-
ness enterprisesmay be exempt from property tax if the prop-

The tax base is the annual average value of assets, less the erty is used for business activities.
annual average value of liabilities (in Mexican pesos) to res-

ident enterprises.28Highly detailedrules govern the computa-
tion of the average value of assets, and once this value is D. Inheritanceand gift tax
ascertaineda flat two percent tax is applied.

There is no inheritanceor gift tax levied in Mexico.29

4. Tax credit
28. Except for liabilities to institutions in the financial sector.

A taxpayer's income tax liability may be credited against the 29. Certain gifts, however, are subject to income tax. For example, gifts made

assets tax liability of the same tax period. If the creditable to a Mexican resident which in the aggregateexceed three times the annual min-

income tax exceeds the lability to assets tax, the taxpayer
imum salary for the economic zone in which the recipient lives must be includ-
ed in the taxable income of the donee. Gifts to non-residents of Mexican situs

may obtain a refund not greater than the excess or the assets immovable property, shares or capital participations are subject to tax at a flat

tax paid in the preceding five years, whicheveris lower. rate of 20% of the officially appraised value of the property.

TAXATIONAND INVESTMENTIN THE CARIBBEAN

This majornew publicationprovides the key informationyou require to establisha successful investment or operationalstrat-

egy in the Caribbean.

Put together by an expert research team this book represents the first independent (and only comprehensive) survey of the

many and varied tax systems in this region.
The individual country chapters analyse the investment climate and regulatory conditions, highlighting tax incentives to

investment and detailing current tax systems. Each chapter contains a succinct survey of the country concerned, summariz-

ing the economic situation and prncipal types of business activity.
The book also provides a clear description of relevant company law, exchange control regulations,business licence fees and

other essential information.

Also provided are per country in-depth explanations of the main forms of doing business, organization and taxing powers.
Income, indirect, transactionand property taxes are detailed, togetherwith the latest availablestatistics from official sources tak-

ing full accountof the most recent budget review. Where appropiateall aspects of the offshorebusiness regime are covered.

Updated twice per year.

1,500 Dutch Florins (Includes basic volumes, updates for 1992, postage & handling. Residents of the Netherlands, please add VAT)

8 IBFD PUBLICATIONSBV
K - P.O. Box 20237 1000 HE AMSTERDAM THE NETHERLANDS

Tel. +31 (0)20 626 77 26 Fax +31 (0)20 622 86 58 Telex 13217 intax nl
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Export duties are levied on a few items; however,most goods deducted when computing the profit sharing obligation. The
manufacturedin Mexico and sold abroad are not taxed. profit sharing is partially deductible in the year of payment.22
Exciseduties are levied at varying rates on specifiedgoods and Employees who work for ndividuals rendering ndependent

or or rents estate
services, such as alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, gaso-

personal services deriving nterest from real
not receive than the equivalentof month's salary.line and brokerage and similar services. The rates range from may more one

20 to 135.87 percent (dependingon the product or service).
3. Payroll taxes

3. Real estate acquisition tax
2,

Employers required make number of contributionsare to a

Although the real property acquisition tax is in principle a
based on payroll. The federal government levies a payroll tax

federal tax, it is not payable in states which have brought on the total amount of remuneration paid to employees at a

flat rate of two percent. The states impose a similar tax attheir local tax in line with the federal tax, i.e. in such cases

only the state tax will be payable. The tax is levied on the rates of between one and two percent. Employers must also

acquisition (by purchase, gift, nheritance, contribution to an pay a one percent tax on the total amount of wages and

association or company) of immovable property. Property salaries paid each month. This tax - which is not withheld

acquired by the federal, state or municipal government for from wages or salaries - is used to maintain the Mexican

public purposes and property acquired by Mexican political education system. Finally, the federal Labour Law mandates

parties for their own use are exempt from this tax.
that employers contribute an amount equal to five percent of
an employee's daily wage to the National Housing Fund.

The tax base is the acquisitionprice, as adjusted by a formu-
la based on the monthly national consumerprice index. The 4. Retirement insurance fund
rate of the real property acquisition tax is six percent for
1992, four percent for 1993, and two percent from 1994. A compulsory retirement nsurance scheme came into effect

on 1 May 1992.23 Under the scheme employers are required
4. Transfers of shares to make an initial contribution equal to eight percent of

salaries by a certain date,24 and another contribution of two
The transferof shares is not subject to any form of transfer tax. percent of salaries. The fund is registered in the name ofeach

ndividual employee, and he is entitled to make additional

B. Special charges
contributions to the fund. The fund may be withdrawn upon
retirementor death,25

1. Social security charges
Employers and employees alike are required to contribute to V. OTHER TAXES
the social security system, which is used to fund medical care

and insurance for occupational hazards, retirement, limited A. Assets tax
26

unemployment benefits for disability, maternity leave and
old age. The employer pays its own share as well as the An annual minimum tax on assets is payable with the income

employee's share by withholding the contribution from the tax as from the 1990 year of assessment. An inflationary
salary. The premiums are based on the employees' daily environment affords companies the opportunity of declaring
wages up to a maximum amount. substantial losses to carry forward, thus reducing the tax

payable. The assets tax was introduced to counter this prac-
2. Profit sharing tice.27 The tax is designed to improve the equity and efficien-

cy of the system and to ensure collection of income tax
Most companies in Mexico are required to share profits with because enterprises which file a tax return showing no
their employees. The profit sharing obligation applies to ncome tax liability must now pay at least a minimum tax.
enterprises that produce or distribute goods, and to individu-
als or entities liable to income tax in respect of income 21. This tax replaced the stamp tax in 1980.

derived from independent personal services, interest, rent, 22. The deduction is equal to the profit sharing obligation less salaries and
other payments made to employees, which were deducted by the payor and notetc. Newly-formed enterprises are exempt from the profit- taxed in the hands of the recipient.

sharing obligation during the first year of operation, and 23. Law of 22 February 1992, published in the Official Gazetteof 24 February
newly-formed enterprises engaged in the manufacture of a 1992.

new product are exempt for the first two years of operation. 24. The contribution was due on 29 May 1992 for employers with more than
100 employees,and on l July 1992 for employers with less than 100 employees.

Directors, general managers, and seasonal and other tempo- 25. Contributions to the scheme as well as interest earned are exempt income

rary workers (who have worked less than 60 days during the
for the employeeuntil withdrawn.
Additional contributions made by the employee are deductible for income tax

year) are not entitled to share in the profits. Other employees purposes provided the deduction does not exceed two percent of his salary.
are entitled to a share based on the number of days worked 26. For a discussionof this tax, see John A. McLees, Fine Tuning the Mexico

and the salaries received during the year.
Assets Tax, Vol. 3 Tax Notes International(February 1991), at 117.
27. Argentina also imposes a minimum tax on gross assets, and such a tax is

The share is currently ten percent of taxable income, as deter- also being considered in a number of other Latin American countries.
For a discussionof the tax on gross assets, see Efraim Sadka and Vito Tanzi, Amined under the ITL. Mexican-sourcedividends are subject to Tax on Gross Assets of Enterprises as a Form of PresumptiveTaxation, Inter-

the profit-sharingrequirement. Prior year's losses may not be national Monetary Fund WorkingPaper, WP/92/16 (1992).
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gains derived from the sale of a personal residence if the Mexican-source income derived directly by non-resident-

individual lived in the residence for at least two years individuals (i.e. not through a PE or fixed base in Mexico) is

prior to the sale; subject to withholding tax at the following rates:

gains derived from the sale of certain securities quoted 21 percent of gross receipts derived from the leasing of-
-

on the Mexican stock exchange; movable or immovableproperty;
interest on publicly-issued bonds and securities whose 20 percent of gross receipts on gains from the transfer of-

-

terms exceed one year; shares or immovableproperty; and

interest on debts and bonds issued by internationalcredit -dividends, interest and royalties are subject to the same-

institutions(if the Mexicangovernment is a member) and rules as apply to non-residentcompanies (see above).
national credit institutions.

IV. INDIRECTTAXES
G. Relieffrom tax

Indirect taxes in Mexico are comprisedof a number of taxes
See II.G. above for treaties. on transactions (VAT, customs and excise duties, the real

Foreign tax paid by resident individuals on foreign-source property acquisition tax), and special charges on businesses

income may be deducted from the income tax payable in (social security charges, profit sharing, payroll taxes and

Mexico so long as the income is subject to Mexican income retirement insurance).
tax. The credit is limited to the amount of income tax that
would be payable in Mexico if the income were derived from

A. Taxes on transactions
Mexican sources.

1. Value added tax (VAT)
H. Assessmentand tax rates The VAT came into effect in 1980, replacing a tax on gross
Although the withholding tax system is the primary method receipts. The tax is levied at the federal level. The VAT-applies
of collecting taxes from individuals, the self-assessmentsys- to all ndividuals and companies (whether or not foreign)
tem also plays a role. The tax year is the calendar year. Resi- which carry out taxable activities in Mexico. Taxable activi-
dent individuals are required to file an income tax return for ties include the sale or leasing of goods, the provisionof inde-
the previous year, and remit any tax due. The filing deadline pendent services and the importationof goods and services.
is 30 April of the year following the tax year. Penalties may The taxable base is the total price charged for goods or ser-
be imposed for late filings or failure to file. vices (including interest and credit card debt);on consumer

Individuais deriving business ncome are required to make for imported goods VAT is calculated on the value of the
advance monthly payments, and an additional prepayment in goods for customs purposes increased by any import-related
July. Taxpayerswhose receipts do not exceedPs. 2,000 million charges. VAT is computed by crediting taxes paid on pur-
in the preceding tax year make their advancepayments within chases against tax liabilities arising from sales.
the first 17 days ofApril,July, Octoberand January, as do indi- Under the recent amendments the number of VAT rates was
viduals deriving income from independentpersonal services. reduced to two: a basic rate of ten percent and a zero rate for
The personal income tax is levied according to a graduated certain basic necessities.20
scale of rates, the maximum rate being 35 percent. Employ- Advancepaymentsof VAT must be made on a monthlybasis.
ment income is subject to withholdingof tax at source, at the

Taxpayers must submit their payments by the 17th day of
same graduated rates, which is creditableagainst the taxpay- each month. A final tax return must be filed at the end of each
er's final tax liability. Resident individuals rendering nde- fiscal year and any balance due must be paid at that time.
pendent personal services are subject to a ten percent with-

holding tax, which is also creditable against the individual's
2. Customs and excise duties

liability to advance payments.
Customs duties are levied on most imported goods on an ad
valorembasis. The GeneralTariffLawprovides for rates up to

I. Non-residentwithholdingtax 20 percent, although the average tariff rate is about 11 percent.
Non-residentndividuals with a PE or fixed base in Mexico
are taxed on all income attributable to the PE or fixed base at 19. In order to be subject to this withholding tax the paymentsmust be madeby
the corporate rate, i.e. 35 percent, and are subject to the same a foreign corporation, the services may not be performed in connection with a

income tax rules as resident individuals. PE of the foreign corporation,and the non-residentmust work at least 183 days
in a 12-month period in Mexico. It should be noted, however, that the 183-day

Non-residentemployees of foreign corporations or non-resi_ requirernentmay be satisfied in any 12-monthperiod, i.e. it need not be a calen-

dent persons rendering independent personal services in dar year. If these requirements are not satisfied the non-resident is subject to a

withholding tax of 30 percentofgross receipts, unless the non-residentworks for
Mexico are subject to graduated rates of withholding tax on less than 183 days in which case the income is exempt.

payments received for such services.19 As from 1 July 1992,. For a discussion of the non-resident withholding tax, see John A. McLees and

the first $ 10,000 is exempt from tax, the next $ 70,000 is sub- Ignacio Reyes, 'Mexican Taxationof Income from Services Performedin Mex-

ico, Tax Notes International(1 June 1992), at 1127.

ject to a withholding tax of 15 percent, and any amount 20. Note, however, that the 6% reduced rate (temporarily suspended) will

exceeding $ 80,000 is subject to a 30 percent rate. again be applicable as from 1 January 1993.
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form of cash, kind, debt claims or inflationary gains. Busi- 9. Incomefromprizes
ness income derived by individuals is normally taxed sepa-
rately at the corporate rate, i.e. 35 percent. 10. Other income

Income is divided into ten categories under the ITL for pur-
The following items are treated as other income: certain

poses of computationand withholding tax: exchange gains and interest, foreign-sourcedividendspaid to

resident individuals, copyright income received by an indi-
vidual other than the author and distributions made by non-

1. Employment income
profit organizations. This income is included in a resident

Employmentincome comprises incomederived from the ren- taxpayer's total income and taxed at the regular rates.
dering of dependent personal services, such as wages,
salaries, certain fringe benefits, amounts received as sever-

ance pay and amounts under the profit-sharing obligation
(discussed below). Fees and other remuneration earned by D. Deductions
resident directors are treated as employmentincome.

Individuals are granted a number of personal deductions in

2. Incomefrom independentpersonalservices computingtaxable income. For example,an individualtaxpay-
er may deductunlimitedmedicaI, dental and hospital expensesIncome from independentpersonal services encompasses all incurred for himself or his dependents, funeral expenses and

income from the rendering of independentpersonal services certain donations to authorized institutions,17Residentndivid-
not covered under employmentincome, i.e. income earned uals may also deduct amountsdeposited into savings accounts,
by professionals, independentcontractors,etc.

payments made to Mexican pension plans, shares acquired in
investment companiesl8 and contributions to the retirement

3. Incomefrombusiness activities insurance scheme (up to two percent of a portion of the
Individuals who engage in commercial, ndustrial or agricul- employee's salary but not exceeding ten minimumsalaries).
tural activities are taxed as business entities (at the corporate
rate of 35 percent), and the ITL contains a separate set of rules Individuals deriving income from independentpersonal ser-

governing the computation of income from this source. Indi- vices are entitled to deduct expenses incurred to obtain the

viduals deriving income from business activities are required income.

to maintainan account similar to the companynet of tax prof-
it accountwhich representsearnings which have been subject
to tax and which are therefore available for withdrawal. E. Tax credits

An individual is entitled to a non-refundablecredit equal to
4. Capital gains ten percentof the general minimumwage, as well as a credit,
There is no separate capital gains tax, but capital gains real- known as the fiscal subsidy, against his income tax liabili-
ized by resident individuals from the transfer of movable or ty. The fiscal subsidy is calculatedon the basis of the taxpay-
immovableproperty and securities are subject to income tax er's taxable income and tax liability, taking the aggregateof a

at special rates (however, for exemptions, see below). fixed amount and a certain percentageof the marginal tax.

5. Dividends
Domestic-source dividends paid to resident individuals are F. Exempt income
exempt from income tax in the hands of the recipient if paid
out ofdistributableprofits, but subject to a final tax of 35 per-

The following income is exempt from income tax:

cent (to be paid by the distributing company) if paid out of
- amounts received for disability;

profits which have not been subject to tax.
- certain social security benefits;

fringe benefits granted to employees who earn the mini--

6. Interest income mum wage, provided the benefits do not exceed limits

Some interest income paid to individuals is exempt (see establishedby labour law;

below); other interest is subject to a final withholding tax of
- certain employee benefits, such as a portion of overtime,

21 percent, or 35 percent in the case of interest paid on spe-
work on Sundays, severance or retirementpay;

cial savings accounts. The 35 percent tax is creditableagainst - contributions to the retirement insurance scheme, until
final tax liability. withdrawn (see below);

m nheritances;
7. Incomefrom the acquisitionofgoods gifts between spouses or membersof the immediate fam-

Income from the acquisition of goods includes, inter alia, ily;
income from the discovery of treasure and acquisition of

17. The rule set forth in note 7 supra also applies to individuals.For individu-
goods at a cost less than their actual value. als deriving business income the amount of the gift that may be deducted may

not exceed 20% of business net profits before the deduction of losses from pre-

8. Rental income vious periods.
18. The aggregate of eligible deposits, premiums and acquisitions may not

Rental income from immovableproperty is taxable. exceed 30 million pesos during the year.
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lion at the time the fraud was committedor three to nine years resident in a country with which Mexico has concluded a tax

if the amount at issue exceeds Ps. 30 million. informationexchange agreement.A controllingcompany is a

company which owns, directly or indirectly, more than 50

J. Non-residentwithholdingtax percent of the voting shares in a controlledcompany.
15 Final-

ly, the financial statements of the group must be submitted to
Mexican-source income derived directly by non-residents an independentauditor.
(i.e. not through a PE in Mexico) is subject to withholdingtax

at rates varying according to the type of income. Such tax is The consolidated taxable profit is determined by combining

generally a final tax.
the net profits and losses of all members in the group and

making adjustments for certainintragrouptransactions.

1. Dividends The controlling company must file a consolidated tax return

for the group within four months of the end of the taxable
Dividends and profits distributed to non-resident parents or

tax at rate
head officesby subsidiariesor branchesin Mexico are exempt period. The group liability is calculated the of 35

from ncome tax if paid out ofprofits which have alreadybeen percent. Advance payments and additionalprepaymentsmay
be credited against the tax liability and the balance, if any,subject to corporate tax (see above). However, ifdividendsare

paid out of profits which have not been subject to income tax
must be paid by the controlling company or refunded by the

they are subject to a final tax of 35 percent.13 Treasury as the case may be. In addition, each memberof the

group must file its own income tax return and pay income tax

separately under ordinary rules. That portion of the tax
2. Interest assessed by the controlled company which proportionately
Interest payments to non-residentsare subject to a withhold- corresponds to the controllingcompany'sholding in the con-

ing tax at rates ranging from 15 to 35 percent, depending on trolled company is given to the controlling company and the

the type of interest and creditor; for example, a withholding remainderpaid to the Treasury.
tax of 15 percent is applied on nterest paid to financial insti-

tutions, 21 percent on interest to suppliers and 35 percent on

other payments. Ill. INDIVIDUALTAXATION

3. Royalties A. Overview

Royalty payments to non-residents for copyrights, technical The personal income tax is levied on resident individuals

assistance and transfer of technology are subject to a with_ deriving income in cash, in kind or credit, and non-resident

holding tax of 15 percent. Royalties for patents, trade marks individualscarrying on a business in Mexico through a PE or

and advertising are subject to a 35 percent withholding tax.14 fixed base to the extent that income is attributable to that PE
or fixed base, 16 and on income otherwise arising from Mexi-
can sources. A resident is taxable on his worldwide income

K. Branches from all sources, althoughhe is entitled to a foreign tax cred-
it in respect of foreign-source income; a non-resident is tax-

Branches and other PEs of non-residents are generally treat-
able only income deriving from Mexican

ed as separate entities, and income derived by such entities on sources.

which is attributable to the PE is subject to corporate income
tax at the ordinary rate applicable to Mexican corporations, B. Residence
i.e. currently 35 percent.

An individual is considered a resident if he has established
Branches are required to maintain a remittance account, his home in Mexico if he is in the
which is similar to the net of tax profit account maintained permanent or present coun-

by resident companies. Profits out of this account remitted try for more than 183 days in a calendar year.

abroad to the head office are exempt from tax - profits remit-
ted from other sources are subject to a final tax of 35 percent. C. Taxable income

The taxable income of an individual is calculatedon the total
L. Groupsofcompanies income from all sources (for resident taxpayers) less deduc-

Consolidated returns may be filed by groups of companies. tions and allowances. Income is taxable whether it is in the

Once an election to consolidate is made it may not be
revoked for five years; thereafter revocation requires the 13. The tax is not formally withheld from the payment to the non-residentbut

prior approval of the Ministry of Finance.
rather the onus is on the distributing company to pay the tax within 30 days of

distribution.

A number of requirements must be fulfilled before compa-
14. Royalties are also subject to VAT, which is paid by the resident recipientof

the service.
nies are eligible for consolidation.First, the controllingcom- 15. Indirect holdingcan be through a company resident in Mexico or a compa-

pany must make the election and receive authorizationfrom ny resident in a country with which Mexico has a tax information exchange
the Ministry of Finance. Second, the group must be com- agreement.

16. The Tax Reform Law of 1992 extended the scope of Mexican taxation to

prised of a residentcontrollingcompany and at least one con- non-residentswith a fixed base in Mexico with respect to income attributable to

trolled company, which must either be resident in Mexico or the fixed base.
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companies,1oVAT and excise tax shifted to otherpersons, and their estimated net profits derived to the end of the previous
surpluses arising from the revaluationof assets and capital to month. If the income in the preceding year did not exceed
reflect inflation. Ps. 2,000 million, the advance payments are to be made on a

quarterly basis, by the 17th day of April, July, October and

January. Additionally, a prepayment of tax must be made
G. Relieffrom tax with the July payment, based on the actual taxable income for

At the time of writing Mexico has signed three comprehen- the first six months of the taxable period.
sive double taxation treaties (Canada, France and Italy), ini-
tialled treaties with Spain and Switzerland, and is actively 2. Final return

engaged in negotiations with a number of other countries. Corporate tax must be computed and paid by the taxpayer,Foreign companies operating in Mexico must therefore rely .e. the taxpayermust file an annual income tax return which
on unilateral relief provisions available in their country of sets out the taxable profits, tax liability, net profits and the
residence to obtain relief from double taxation.

amount of profit sharing. The tax return must be filed within
All income of a resident company derived from foreign three months following the end of the taxable period, and any
sources is included in taxable income and a credit is granted balances of tax due must be paid at that time.
for the foreign income tax paid on that income so long as the In addition, in February of each year companies engaged in
income is subject to Mexican income tax. The amount of the business activities are required to report on transactions
credit is limited to the amount of Mexican tax that would entered into during the previous calendar year with their 50
have been payable on the foreign income, i.e. 35 percent. principal clients and 50 principal suppliers. These taxpayers
A credit for underlying tax is also available. A resident com- must also provide data on persons from whom they have
pany receiving dividends or profits from a non-residentcom- withheld income tax at source or to whom they have dis-
pany is entitled to a credit for the tax paid by the non-resident tributed dividends.
company on profits out of which the dividends or profits
were paid, provided the Mexican company owns at least ten 3. Estimated income
percent of the registered capital of the paying company. The authorities estimate taxpayer's income intax may a net
Taxpayers who are unable to utilize the full foreign tax cred- the following cases: if the taxpayer obstructs the tax authori-
it in a particular tax year may carry it forward for five years. ties; fails to file an income tax return; fails to produce

accountingbooks, documentsor records; fails to complywith

obligations relating to valuation of inventory; or fails toH. Dividendsand distributions maintainproper accounting records.
Mexican companies are statutorily required to maintain a

special account known as the net of tax profit account.12 4. Interest and penalties
Essentiallythis account representsprofits which have already An interest charge is imposed when is unpaid the duebeen subject to corporate tax (including dividends received tax at

date for payment. The current rate of interest is 1.5 percentfrom a Mexican company) and which are available for distri-
bution. When dividends are paid out of this account the divi- per month, calculated on the amount of tax in arrears, as

dends are exempt from tax. Dividends which are paid out of adjusted for inflation, for each month (or part thereof) that the
tax is unpaid starting with the date the taxes were due.profits which have not already been taxed, however, are sub-

ject to a 35 percent final tax which is payable by the dis- Penalties (as adjusted for inflation) may be imposed as fol-
tributing company. lows:

Dividends received by resident companies from foreign
- where the ommissionis a result of a computationalerror:

10 to 20 percent of the omitted tax;sources must be included in the taxable income of the com-

pany, although the foreign tax paid on the dividend may be
- failure to make advancepaymentof tax: 20 percentof the

credited against the Mexican company's liability to income amount;

tax (see above).
- where the omission is a result of a tax offence: 50 to 100

percent of the adjusted tax.

The penalty for tax fraud is imprisonmentfrom three monthsI. Assessmentand collection
to six years if the amount at issue does not exceed Ps. 30 tnil-

The tax year is the calendar year. Mexico operates a self-
assessment system under which companies are required to 10. However, these amounts must be included in income subject to profit shar-

file an annual income tax retum. The tax authoritieshave the ing and may be subject to a final tax.

11. The Canada treaty entered into force on 11 May 1992, and is generallyright to review the return and give the taxpayer's affairs a effective as from 1 January 1992. For a discussionof the Mexico-Canadatreaty,
detailed examinationin the course of an audit. see Jinyan Li, The New Canada-MexicoTax Treaty, 45 Bulletinfor Interna-

tionalFiscalDocumenmtion(November 1991), at 523.

1. Advance payment
The France and Italy treaties have not yet entered into force.
Mexico is currentlynegotiating treaties with several Europeancountries and the
United States.

Companiesare requiredto makemonthly income tax prepay- 12. The Cuenta de Utilidad Fiscal Neta is comprised of profits not just net of
ments by the 17th day of the following month in relation to tax but also after deductionof profit sharing and certain non-deductibleexpenses.
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In addition to the corporate income tax, resident companies (6) Bad debts - deductible immediately if the taxpayer
are liable to an annual two percent tax on the value of assets proves the debt will be impossible to collect; otherwisewhen

used in the enterprise, and are also required to share ten per- the statute of limitations has expired.
cent of their annual profits with employees. (7) Donations actually made to certain organizations.7

(8) Repairs to fixed assets.8
(9) Insurance and bond premiums paid to Mexican institu-

B. Residence tions in accordancewith Mexican law.

A company is resident in Mexico if it is incorporatedthere or (10) R&D expenses under certain conditions.
if its principal administrationis carried out in Mexico. A res- (11) Depreciation and amortization: the cost of investments
ident company is subject to tax on its worldwide income. A in fixed assets and ntangible property may only be deducted

non-residentcompany is any company not falling within the through annual depreciation or amortization charges.9 The
definition of resident company. A non-resident company straight-linemethod is the only method permitted in Mexico.
with a PE in Mexico is taxed on the income attributableto the Fixed assets (with the exceptionof land) which are acquired
PE as well as income arising from Mexican sources.6 A non- to carry out the business of the company and which are not

resident company without a PE in Mexico is taxed only on for resale may be depreciated at maximum rates set by law
Mexican-sourceincome. depending on the estimated useful lives of the assets. The

depreciable value is the total amount expended on the asset,

including the cost price, freight, handling charges, commis-
C. Taxable income sions, fees, customs duties and taxes (except VAT).
The taxable income of companies is gross income minus
allowable costs and business expenses, and net losses

E. Losses
incurred in other periods.
Resident companies are taxed on income received in cash or Operating losses may be carried forward and set off against
in kind, income from services, debt claims and inflationary taxable profits of the subsequent five years. Operating losses

gains, at a flat rate of 35 percent. Foreign dividends received ncurred as from the taxable year 1991 which cannot be

by resident companies are included in taxable income, deducted from the taxable profits of the subsequentfive years,

although a direct and an underlying tax credit against the may be deducted in the next five-year period if the results of

Mexican tax liability may be available. Mexican-sourcedivi- the tax year in which the loss was incurred shows both a net

dends are not included in the recipient's taxable income loss and an accounting loss. Losses may not be carried back.

although they must be taken into account in computing
employeeprofit shares. Interest income paid to residentcom- F Exempt income
panies is subject to a withholding tax of 20 percent which is
treated as an advance payment. Royalties and income from The ITL allows very few exemptions from corporate taxa-

immovable property are generally included in gross receipts tion, namely premiumswhich are charged for the issuance of

and are subject to corporate income tax at the normal rate. new shares, investment income of certain approved pension
There is no separate tax on capital gains. Capital gains form plans, dividends and profits received from other resident

part of the taxable income for income tax purposes.
6. The Tax Reform Law of 1992, published in the Oficial Gazette of 20

Non-resident companies with a PE in Mexico are taxed on December 1991 and effective as from 1 January 1992, amended the rules gov-

their income from business activities carried out by or erning PEs by expanding the circumstancesin which a PE is deemed to exist.
ITL Art. 2 now provides that a PE arises where an individual or legal entity act-

attributable to the PE, and are subject to tax at the rate appli- ng on behalf of a non-resident (even if the individual or legal entity does not

cable to resident companies, i.e. 35 percent. maintain a place of business in Mexico):
has and exercises authority to conclude contracts in the name of the non--

resident;
-

D. Deductions
has a stock of goods or merchandiseout of which he makes deliveries on

behalfof the non-resident;
assumes risks on behalfof the non-resident;-

As a general rule only expenses which are absolutely neces- - acts under the general control or according to detailed instructions of the

sary for the company business are deductible. Expenditure non-resident;

must be supported by documentary evidence which is pre-
- carries on activities which belong economically to the non-resident if he

pared in accordancewith the provisions of the tax law.
does not have the authorityto act independently in respectofsuch activities;
is remunerated regardless of the result of his activities.-

Deductions are specificallyallowed for the following: 7. According to the Law of 14 July 1992, as from 1 January 1993, gifts to the

federal, state or municipal govermentsby corporate taxpayers will be deductible
(1) Personnel costs, such as salaries paid to employees, if they comply with certain requirementsestablishedby the Ministry of Finance.

retirementpension plans and social security contributions. In addition, gifts to charitable organizations authorizedby law and certain civil

(2) Fees or bonuses paid to administrators, examiners, companies or associations may also be deducted. The amount of the gift that

directors, general managers or members of the board of may be deducted in a tax year may not exceed 20% of net profits before deduc-
tion of the gift. Gifts made in a loss period may be deducted in the following

directors (but limited to prescribed amounts). period.
(3) Rent of business premises. 8. Repairs to fixed assets are deductiblewhen made to keep the assets in oper-

(4) Pre-incorporation expenses (deductible in the year
ation. However, if the expenditure adds to the value or improves the assets, it

incurred).
must be deductedvia depreciation allowances.
9. However,companieswhich acquirenew fixed assets may choose to take an

(5) Royalties which qualify as business expenses. investmentallowance in certain circumstances.
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THE TAXATION OF COMPANIESAND

INDIVIDUALS IN- MEXICO1

Susan M. Lyons

I. GENERAL
Ms Lyons is a research associateof the

Taxes are levied at the federal and local (state and municipality) level in Mexico. IBFD and editor of the Bulletin.

According to the Mexican Constitution certain specific taxing powers are granted
to the federal government, although the federal government may delegate these

powers to the states. The states retain full sovereignty except to the extent that the
Constitutiongrants exclusive jurisdiction to the federal governmentor specifically
precludes the states from exercising taxing powers.2 The municipalities generally Contents
have the power to levy taxes on immovableproperty.

I. General
Federal taxes such as income tax (both corporate and personal), value added tax,
import and export taxes and the real estate acquisition tax are Mexico's principal Il. Corporate Taxation

source of revenue.
A. Overview
B. Residence

The Mexican income tax was first introduced in 1921 under a system of schedular C. Taxable income
D. Deductions

taxation. The schedular approach was partially abandoned in 1964 in favour of a E. Losses
global system for enterprises and individuals whose income exceeded a certain F. Exempt income
amount. Individualswith income below the amount remained under the schedular G. Relief from tax

system, as did certain types of ncome, such as dividends and interest. H. Dividends and distributios
l. Assessmentand collection

The current Income Tax Law (ITL) was enacted in 1980 and has been subject to a J. Non-residentwithholding tax

numberof amendments, the most recent in 1992.3 The ITL is comprised of several
K. Branches
L. Groups of companies

titles: general provisions, business companies, non-profit organizations, individu-
als, non-residentsderiving Mexican-sourceincome, tax incentives and transitional Ill. Individual Taxation

A. Overview
mechanisms for the ncome tax on business activities. B. Residence

This article profiles the major aspects of the Mexican tax system as it pertains to
C. Taxable income
D. Deductions

companies and individuals. E. Tax credits
F. Exempt income
G. Relief from tax

Il. CORPORATETAXATION H. Assessmentand tax rates
l. Non-residentwithholding tax

A. Overview IV. Indirect Taxes
A. Taxes on transactions

Corporate income tax is levied on all legal entities,4which includes corporations, 1. VAT

limited liability companies, foreign corporations with a permanent establishment 2. Customs and excise duties

(PE) in Mexico and partnerships.5Non-profitorganizations,and common and fixed 3. Real estate acquisition tax
4. Transfers of shares

income investment companies re not considered taxable persons for corporate B. Special charges
income tax purposes, although the partners or members of such organizations are 1. Social security charges
liable to tax on income received from the organizations. 2. Profit sharing

3. Payroll taxes

Generally speaking, corporate earnings are taxed only once at the corporate level. 4. Retirement insurance fund

However, if corporate distributions are made out of profits which have not been V. Other Taxes
subject to corporate income tax, a final withholding tax equal to the corporate tax A. Assets tax

rate (35 percent) is imposed on the distribution. B. Individual net wealth tax
C. Real property tax
D. Inheritance and gift tax

1. For detailed information on the Mexican tax system, see Taxation in Latin America, Chapter Mexico

(Amsterdam: IBFD, 1991).
2. The states are precluded from imposing inter-statecustoms duties.
3. This article includes reform measures up to and including the Law of 14 July 1992.
4. For the sake of convenience, the term companieswill henceforthbe used to refer to legal entities.
5. A partnershipin Mexico is generallynot treated as fiscally transparentbut rather as having its own legal
personalitydistinct from the partners, and for tax purposes is treated the same as a corporation.
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Tax Policy in OECD Countries:
Choices & Conflicts by Ken Messere
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possible that the Mexican tax authorities may at some point cases, the deductibleportionof the contributionis minimal or

require that processing fees charged by maquiladorasinclude non-existent.Nevertheless, this amendmentmay constitute a

more realistic mark-ups. first step in the process towards making the profit sharing
contribution to employees fully deductible.In the case of commuters (i.e. individuals who live in the

United States and commute every day to Mexico to work in
maquiladoras), their salaries will now be taxed in Mexico XI. US POSSESSIONS
even if they are paid by non-Mexicancompanies.5

In the EC, multinational companies may set up manufactur-
ing and certain other operations in Ireland, where they onlyIX. INFLATION ADJUSTMENTS pay a ten percent corporate income tax, in order to sell to

Of the three countries in North America, Mexico is the only other EC countries, thus enjoying full benefits from the elim-
one with a comprehensivesystem of inf[ation adjustments for ination of custom duties and tariffbarriers.
income tax purposes. This system was adopted during the It is possible that US possessions,primarily Puerto Rico and
time that Mexico was suffering from a Latin American type the Virgin Islands which also offer significant tax incentives
rate of inflation. for manufacturingoperations and certain services, may play
It is conceivable that Mexico, as part of the process to make a role in North America similar to the one played by Ireland
its tax system more comparable to the systems in the United in the EC. These possessions may become more competitive
States and Canada, might at sone point elininate its inflation if the trend towards increased taxation of maquiladoras con-

adjustments particularly if its stabilization policies continue tinues. In that case, multinationalcompanies may look more

to move in the right direction. Furthermore, if the inflation favourably at Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands as possi-
rate is significantly reduced, the effect of the adjustments on ble locations to establish manufacturing or assembly opera-
the computation of taxable income will diminish and, as a tions for the North Americanmarket.

result, may no longer be needed.

In their present form, the inflation adjustments may in some XII. VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT)
cases producerather unusual results. For example, a Mexican
company with a liability denominated in US dollars may The VAT is particularly suitable for a free trade region. It is
have a net addition to incomeif the inflationarycomponent utilized by all countries in the EC and, in many respects, it
exceeds the sum of the interest and exchange loss of the loan. lends itself better to tax harmonization than the income tax.

The VAT is a major source of revenues for both Canada and
Mexico. Chronic budget deficits and the implementationof

X. PROFIT SHARING CONTRIBUTIONWITH NAFTA may, in the medium term, become powerful reasons

EMPLOYEES for the United States also to adopt a VAT.

The ten percent profit sharing with employees constitutes a

significantexpense for many Mexicancorporations.Because XIII. CONCLUSION
a proper deduction for this expense is not allowed, the statu-

tory corporate tax rate is grossly misleading. Furthermore, As multinational corporations assess the possible impact of
since intercompanydividends are not exempt from the profit NAFTA and develop their strategic plans to operate effec-
sharing, it limits significantly the flexibility to set up multi- tively in North America, full attention will have to be devot-
tier corporate structures. ed to the tax rules in the three countries,not only as they exist

Effective 1 January 1992, the profit sharing contribution is today but as they are adjusted as a result of NAFTA.

allowed as a deduction to the extent that it exceeds the
amount of non-taxable benefits paid to employees. In most 5. - The tax is effective as from 1 July 1992.
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Until these disparities are corrected by income tax Transfer pricing disputes among the NAFTA countries will

treaties, there will be an incentive to move income from be referred to the competentauthoritiesunder the terms of

US or Canadiancompanies to Mexican affiliates. the US-Canada treaty, under the Mexico-Canadatreaty, and

If affiliates in one of the countres ncurs losses, it will presumably under the treaty Mexico is negotiating with the
-

normally be beneficial to try to set up transfer pricing United States. Typically this procedure is not very effective

policies that would permit a rapid utilization of those for a number of reasons. First, it tends to be lengthy. Second,
losses. the authorities are not necessarily entitled to participate
Particularly in the United States, companies with excess throughout the entire process. It is therefore possible that at

-

foreign tax credits will have a strong incentive to rnaxi- some future date the North American countries may negoti-
nize foreign-source income by increasing prices of ate a transferpricing conventionmodeledon the one adopted
exports as well as intercompanycharges such as interest, by the EC. This conventionprovides that an arbitrationcom-

royalties and technical assistance fees. mission will be established to render an opinion on transfer

pricing disputes which are referred to it if the competent tax

In the case of Mexico, prior to 1991, licensing agreements authorities cannot reach agreement. The commission will be
entered into by Mexican companies with foreign licensors, comprisedof two representativesfrom the competentauthor-

(related and unrelated) had to be registered and approved bY ities of the countries concerned plus an even number of
the National Registry of Transfers of Technology (NRTT). independentpersons of standing and a chairman who will
This registration and approval process was extremely impor- also be an independentperson of standing. The competent
tant to foreign licensors as the NRTT generally dictated the authorities are not required to implement the decision of the
maximumroyalty rate that could be paid under the agreement. arbitration commissionunless they are unable to agree on an

In addition, registrationof the agreement with the NRTT was alternative methd of eliminating the double taxation situa-

necessary for the Mexican company to claim a deduction for tin at issue. The taxpayer is entitled to be represented at the
Mexican ncome tax purposes. The NRTT Was abolished in commissionhearings.
the 1991 Law for the Promotion and Protection of Industrial

Property. Therefore licensingagreementsno longer need to be

registered or approved by the NRTT. Instead, related parties Vlll. MAQUILADORAS
may now freely determine the terms of their agreements. Fur-

thermore, the Mexican Income Tax Law was amended in The maquiladora programme will in all likelihood undergo
December 1991 to provide that registration of a licensing significantchanges. For example, in a future North America

agreementis no longernecessaryfor the royalty to be a deduc- region without trade barriers, it would be a bit incongruous
tible tax expense for the Mexican corporation. for a maquiladora to be restricted from selling in its own

country the products that it manufacturesor assembles.
Prior to these changes, it was quite common, particularly for

US corporations, to charge to their affiliates in Mexico the In fact, the Mexican govrnment is already making signifi-
royalty rates approved by the NRTT. These rates were usual- cant changes to the tax treatment of maquiladoras. Initially,
ly lower than the rates that they charged for the same intangi- the programme's main objective was to generate employ-
bles to, say, European affiliates which were based on arm's ment. Raising tax revenues from maquiladoraswas not a high
length standards. In cases where the US Internal Revenue priority and maquiladoras were typically allowed to operate
Service questionedthis practice, the US companieswere able basically on a break-evenbasis and pay only nominal corpo-
to elect blocked iricome on the theory that they were not rate income taxes, if any. This situation, however, is changing
permitted by the Mexican govemment to charge any higher and there is presently a clear trend towards treating
rates. This possibility is no longer available since the Mexi- maquiladorasfor tax purposes the same way as any other reg-
can restrictions have been eliminated. As a result, and ular Mexican corporation.
because of some of the planning considerations discussed For example, maquiladoras are subject to the two percent
above, many US corporations are reviewing their existing minimum tax on the assets. The Mexican corporate income
licensingagreementswith their Mexican subsidiaries in order

tax is creditable against the tax on assets. US-owned
to increase the applicable royalty rates. In that process, they maquiladoras,therefore,have already been under pressure to
are encountering two conflicts. On the one hand, US transfer

ncrease their levels of taxable income in order to replace a

pricing rules require that charges to Mexican affiliates be non-creditabletax for a creditable tax.
raised to market leveis. On the other hand, recently enacted
Mexican transfer pricing rules give the Mexican Secretara Presently, inventory items processed and machinery and

de Hacienday CrditoPblico authority to make adjustments equipmentused by maquiladorasare largely exempt from the

if the charges to the Mexican affiliates are excessive. In many tax on assets. However, for the last two or three years, the

instances, it will be advisable for US companies in this posi- Mexican government has been sending strong signals that

tion to undertake economic studies to determine true arm's this exemption may be terminated. If so, US corporations
length royalty rates which could be supported if challenged with maquiladora operations will have to reconsider their

by either the US or the Mexican tax authorities. original planning considerations since otherwise they will
ncur a significantnon-creditabletax.

Although less common, a similar situation arises in the case

of Canadian companies licensing intangibles to Mexican The recently enacted transfer pricing, rules in Mexico do not

affiliates. provide any exception for maquiladoras. It is therefore quite
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Table Il VI. CONSOLIDATEDTAX
RETURNS

Selected tax rates
The so called EC losses directivepro-
vides that member states must makePaid by/Received by Canada Mexico United Treaty country

States outside arrangements to enable their enterprises
North America to take into account losses incurred by

(in %) (in %) (in %) (in %) permanent establishments, and by at

least 75 percent-owned subsidiaries in
other member states. If adopted by the

Combinedtax rates on distributedearnings member states, these rules will become
Canada 39 to 59 39 to 51 39 to 54 effective on 1 January 1993. In this area,
Mexico 39 39 N/A both Mexico and the United States are

United States 46 to 53 58 to 64 43 to 51 ahead of the EC since both countries

already allow corporate groups that
Withholdingtax on royalties meet certain requirementsto file consol-

Canada 15 10 10to 25 idated tax returns in cross-border situa-

Mexico 15 151 N/A tions. For many years, the contiguous
United States 10 30 0 country election of Section of 1504(d)

of the US Internal Revenue Code has

Withholdingtax on interest allowed US corporations to include in
their consolidated tax returns whollyCanada 15 15 10 to 25
owned subsidiariesin Canadaor MexicoMexico 152 353 N/A
that were formed for the purpose ofUnited States 15 30 0
complying with the laws of such coun-

try as to title and operation of property.
1. 35% on royalties for the use of patents, trade names and advertising. In the case of Mexico, the rules are even
2. Reduced to zero in certain cases. liberal in allowing the inclusion of
3. Reduced to zero, 15% or 21% in certain cases.

more

certain non-Mexican subsidiaris in
Mexican consolidatedtax returns.

tute a significantdisincentiv to the free flow of funds within Canada, on the other hand, presently does not allow consoli-
North America. dation even among Canadian affiliated groups.

In the case of Mexico particularly, the withholding tax on Obviously the rules on consolidation allow utilization of

interest significantly increases the cost of financing business losses on a cross-borderbasis, at least for now, between the

operations with borrowed funds from affiliates or financial United States and Mexico. More importantly, in some cases

institutions in other countries. Even Canada's extensive they may facilitate the introduction of debt to an affiliated

treaty network does not usually eliminate withholding taxes group in another country in the region in a way that could

on interest. result in a reductionof the overall tax burden for the group.

It has become apparent that the level of the withholding tax

on interest is one of the thorniest issues in the ongoing nego- Vll. TRANSFER PRICING
tiations between Mexico and the United States. Part of the
reason is that this tax constitutes a significant source of rev- If, as expected,NAFTAresults in higher levels of trade, tech-

enue for the Mexican government. nology and financial flows within North America, transfer

pricing will become a much more important issue within the

Withholding taxes have been largely eliminated on interest region than it is today.
payments among EC countries and, for that matter, between

As multinational corporations plan the expansion of theirEC countries and the United States. It would be somewhat
activities in North America, they will encounter many rea-

illogical, therefore, to adopt a free trade agreement in North
America without correcting the present levels of taxation on

sons to optimize transferpricingpolicies in order to minimize
their overall tax burdens. Examples include the following:interestpaymentswithin the region. Presumablythis problem While substantial, there (as ndicated above)-

will be reduced through the implementation of income tax
not are cer-

tain differences between the corporate rates of the threetreaties.
NAFTA countries, particularly when US state and local

Furthermore, in addition to the impact that income tax taxes and Canadian provincial taxes are taken into
treaties will have in this area, unilateral action may be taken account. These differencesconstitutean incentive to shift

by NAFTA countries. For example, in March 1992, Mexico income towards the locations with the lower rates.

eliminated the withholding tax on interest paid by Mexican - The differences become significantly larger when one

borrowers to pensions funds in other countries pursuant to looks at the relative levels of taxationthat the countries in
certain criteria. North Americapresently impose on distributedeamings.
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Although not necessarily in the immediate future, it is possi- subsidiaries, generally at a withholding tax rate of five per-
ble that the three NAFTA countries could further liberalize cent, than to its perspectivetradingpartnersouth of the border.
the tax rules applicable to corporate reorganizations within The treaty with Canada4 provides for a lower ten percentthe region. withholdingtax on dividendspaid by a Canadian corporation

to a Mexican affiliate. While Canadapresently does not have

Ill. CORPORATETAX RATES AND anytreaty that provides for withholding tax rates on divi-

WITHHOLDINGTAXES ON DIVIDENDS dends lower than ten percent, it is negotiating with the Unit-
ed States a possible reduction to five percent. It is reasonable

The levels of income taxation in Canada, Mexico and the to expect, therefore, that if NAFTA is adopted, a similar
United States are other important factors that should be con- reduction may be included in the Mexico/Canadatreaty.
sidered when making strategic planning decisions. Such An interesting question is whether Canada and the United
decisions include where to establish manufacturing,distribu- States will, at some point, follow the lead of the EC and com-
tion and retail facilities as well as determining transfer pric- pletely eliminate withholding taxes on dividends paid to par-
ing policies. As indicated above, it is important not only to

ent companies regardlessof the country in North America in
look at existing rates but also at possible changes the coun- which they are incorporated. While at this point there does
tries may adopt as a result of NAFTA.

not seem to be a strong push in that direction, it is conceiv-
As shown in Table I, the combined corporate rates in the able that this step could be taken in the medium term as the
three countries are not that far apart. In fact, dependingon the economies of the NAFTA countries become more ntegrated
particular province in Canada or state in the United States, than they are today. Otherwise, the existenceof Canadianand
the applicable rates can be quite similar. For this reason it is US withholding taxes on dividends paid to Mexican parent
unlikely that the conclusion of NAFTA will put pressure on companies may cause Mexico to rethink the appropriateness
any of the three countries to alter those rates. of its existing dividend withholdingexemption.

Table I
IV. WITHHOLDINGTAXES ON ROYALTIES

Corporate tax rates AND TECHNICALASSISTANCE FEES

As shown in Table II, present levels of withholding taxes on
Statutory Effective*

royalties or technical assistance fees are not very conducive

Canada 38% 32% to 46% to the free flow of technologyamong the three North Ameri-

Mexico 35% 39% can countries - an aspect that seems contrary to the spirit of
NAFTA. It is, therefore, logical to expect significantchangesUnited States 34% 40% to 48%
in this area as a result of the recent income tax treaty with
Canada and the treaty being negotiatedbetween Mexico and

* Includes state and local taxes in the case of the United States and
provincial taxes in Canada. In the case of Mexico, the effective rate reflects the United States.
the effect of the 10% profit sharing contribution to employees which in
most cases is not deductible. In its present form, the Mexico-Canadatreaty, which reduces

the withholding tax on most types of royalties and technical
assistance fees to 15 percent, does not seem to go far enough.

The recent tax developmentsin the EC do not indicate a clear In fact, it does not appear very logical for Canada to impose
trend towards an equalizationof corporate tax rates. Actual- a ten percent withholding tax on royalties paid to a US licen-

ly, in 1991 the United Kingdom, which is at the lower end of sor which is lower than the rate that it would impose if the
the scale, reduced its corporate rate from 35 to 33 percent licensor were in Mexico.
while Germany, which is at the higher end, adopted a 3.75 In this it would also within the realm of logicalsense, seem
percent surtax.

expectations that the NAPTA countries might at some point
The situation is ratherdifferentwith respect to the relative lev- follow the exampleof the EC tax directivesand abolish in most

els of taxation on distributed earnings. Mexico presently situations withholding taxes on royalties and technical assis-

imposes the lowest tax among the three countries n North tance fee payments between companies incorporated in the
America primarily because dividends are not subject to any region. If this does not happen, the United States, for example,
withholding tax so long as they are paid out of earnings that will provide a more favourable treatment to European compa-
have been subject to normal corporate income tax (i.e. divi- nies which can receive these types of payments free from US
dends paid out of the so-called Cuenta de Utilidad Fiscal withholdingtaxes, than to its NAFTA trading partners.
Neta or CUFIN). This aspect is magnified by the fact that
Mexico presently has no treaty in effect with the United
States. In this regard, while a dividendpaid by a Mexicancor- V. WITHHOLDINGTAX ON INTEREST
poration to a US shareholder is free from withholding tax, a As with the case of transfers of technology, Table II shows
dividend paid by a US corporation to a Mexican shareholder that the present levels of withholdingtaxes on interestconsti-
is subject to a 30 percent withholding tax. Today, therefore,
the United States offers much more favourable treatment to 4. A comprehensivedouble taxation agreement with Canadacame into effect

European corporations which can receive dividends from US on 11 May 1992, and is generallyeffective as from 1 January 1992.
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TAX CONSIDERATIONSFOR MULTINATIONAL
COMPANIESRESULTINGFROM THE

NORTHAMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT'
Nicasio del Castillo

International Tax Partner, Coopers & Lybrand New York

I. INTRODUCTION
Contents

Tax considerationsconstitute a crucial aspect of the strategic planning that compa-
nies are conducting in contemplationof the North AmericanFree Trade Agreement I. Introduction

(NAFTA).2In this sense, it is importantnot only to take into account tax rules as they Il. Corporate Restructuring
exist toda, but also to try to anticipate the impact that the implementation of

Ill. Corporate Tax Rates and
NAFTAwill have on the Canadian, Mexican and US tax systems. Withholding Taxes on Dividends

This article discusses the type of changes that may occur in the tax area as a result IV. WithholdingTaxes on Royalties and

of NAFTA. As part of the analysis, some lessons are drawn from the tax develop- Technical Assistance Fees

ments that are taking place in the European Community (EC) in connection with V. Withholding Tax on Interest

Europe 1992. Vl. ConsolidatedTax Returns

Vil. Transfer Pricing

Il. CORPORATE RESTRUCTURING Vill. Maquiladoras
IX. Inflation Adjustments

As a result of the EC's trend towards a single market, many multinationalcorpora- X. Profit Sharing Contributionwith
tions have restructured or are contemplating the possibility of restructuring their Employees
Europeanoperations in order to: XI. US Possessions

select appropriate locations to establish manufacturingfacilities;
Xll. Value Added Tax (VAT)

-

centralize functions such as manufacturing,distribution, warehousing,packag--

ing, administration,management,etc.; XIII. Conclusion

take advantage of tax reductions such as the elimination of withholding taxes-

(e.g. the possible use of Europeanholding companies); and
reduce the impact of custom duties.-

Corporate reorganizations,particularlyon a cross-borderbasis, usually present sig-
nificant obstacles from a tax point of view. In many cases it is not possible to carry
out such reorganizations on a tax-free basis. In the EC, the so-called mergers,
acquisitionsand divisionsdirectiveconstitutesan importantdevelopmentaimed at

facilitating corporate restructuring within the Community. Once adopted by the
membercountries, the directivewill provide tax relieffor many forms of cross-bor-
der reorganizations.

Corporate restructurings in North America require an analysis of the applicable
rules on a country-by-countrybasis.The United States, and to a lesser extent Cana-

da, have had for many years very detailedprovisions laying out the ground rules for
these types of reorganizations.Within the limits imposedby those rules, many types
ofrestructuringmay be conducted largely on a tax-free basis. Others, however, such
as the outboundtransferof certainassets (e.g. inventory,certain intangibles,etc.), 1. This paper is based on a presentation made by
are taxable in the United States. the author at the 1992 Annual Meeting of the US

branch of IFA in Houston, Texas.

Presumably in an effort to harmonizeits tax system with the systems of Canada and 2. For a discussion of the NAFTA, see David A.
Gantz and Kevin Lara, The North American Free

the United States and to facilitate corporate reorganizations,Mexico adopted a set Trade Agreement and Current US Trade Policy in

of rules allowing tax-free mergers and spin-offs.3 In broad terms, the requirements Latin America, 45 Bulletinfor InternationalFisca/
at

imposed by the new rules to qualify for tax-free treatment follow the principles of Documentation (July/August 1991), 368, and in
this issue at 424.

the US Internal Revenue Code. 3. The new rules are effective 1 January 1992.
.-
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adverse finding may result in suspension of the binational ronmental standards on investment, so long as it is done on a

panel process, with reciprocal suspensionofbenefits. non-discriminatorybasis. State and local jurisdictionswill be
to or

The NAFTA provides for safeguardprovisions which per-
permitted maintain establish tougher standards, which

be applied against NAFTA imports long this is
mit the reintroductionof trade controls when a party's indus- may as as

done on a non-discriminatorybasis.
try is seriously injured by increasing imports, during a transi-
tion period. Where safeguards are imposed under the GATT The NAFTA preserves the rights of the parties to enforce

Escape Clause on a global basis, NAFTA industries may international treaty obligations, such as those which protect
not be included unless their exports to the NAFTA party endangeredspecies and against ozone-depletingchemicalsor

bringing the action constitute a substantial share of the the improper disposal of hazardous wastes. The lowering of

imports and contribute to serious injury. environmental standards to attract investment is specifically
renounced.

N. Disputesettlement
The NAFTA will include a special dispute resolutionmecha-
nism for environmentaland health related disputes, with the

In addition to the special mechanisms for investmentdisputes, ability to call outside experts to testify.
environmental issues and trade cases, the NAFTA will create While this chapter is unique, perhaps revolutionary, for a
a bi-national or tri-national mechanism to settle disagree- trade agreement, it is being criticized by environmental
ments arising under the agreement. This is a three step mech-

groups for not going far enough to assure that Mexico
anism similar in many respects t Chapter 18 of the FrA. It

promptly upgrdes its enforcement of environmental and
provides first for consultations, then for submission to the health standards.'

Trade Commission(comprisedof the three ministersof trade),
and if the matter is still not resolved, for binding arbitration.

The NAFTA also encourages settlement of commercial dis- P. Otherprovisions
putes between private parties through established mecha- The NAFTA will also include sections dealing with sanitary
nisms for conciliation and arbitration. The Trade Commis- and phytosanitarymeasures, technical standards,competition
sion will designate a special committee to review and report policy, temporaryentry of business visitors (but not immigra-
on dispute settlement issues in the three countries. tion generally), general exceptions and institutional arrange-

ments as well as final provisions for entry into force.

O. Environmentalprotection
Ill. CONCLUSION

Serious concerns in the United States particularly as to

whether a NAFTA would cause a degradation in the border Once the complete text of the NAFTA becomes available in

environment, along with the fear that lack of enforcementof early September, it will be possible to assess the impactof the

environmental and health standards in Mexico would give agreementfor individual industries and firms, and to begin to

Mexico an unfair advantage in attracting US, Canadian and develop strategies for taking advantage of NAFTA benefits,
other foreign investment, have resulted in certain agreed and minimizingany adverse effects. While this may be a dif-

steps to encourageprotectionof the environmentand placate ficult process given the anticipated length of the agreement
opponents of the NAFTA in the United States. The NAFTA and its annexes, few firms participating in the North Ameri-

will maintain existing US environmental, health and safety can market will be able to ignore this fundamentalrestructur-

standards, and allow any government to impose new envi- ing ofwhat may soon be the world's most lucrative market.
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the strong dependency of its industry on third country yarns, The extent of US participation in Mexico's transportation
but was ultimately mollified through the use of tariff-rate system may well be one of the most significant reciprocal
quota provisions allowing the entry during a transition period benefits of the agreement, as neither Mexico nor the United
of someproducts that do not meet the full origin requirements. States will be able to enjoy the anticipated increases in trade

unless transportationof goods into, out of and within Mexico

I. Financiaiand otherservices
is greatly improved.

This is another area where the United States must be consid-
ered successful in facilitating the expansion of some of its K. Intellectualproperty
most important financial service industries. Under the The NAFTAbroadensexisting Mexicanprotectionof patents,
NAFTA, Mexico will end its restrictions on banks and insur- copyrights, trade marks and service marks. Virtually all types
ance companies by 1 January 2000, and on brokerage firms of inventionswill receive patent protection, includingprocess
within ten years, so that wholly-owned subsidiaries may be patents for pharmaceutical products and agricultural chemi-
established, which will be subject to non-discriminatory cals. Mexico will protect foreign registered patents for 20
treatment. (Mexico felt that with its recent re-privatizationof

years, comply with Berne Convention requirements,and pro-
banks, the newly private banks needed a period ofprotection tect goods that are currently under development.
from the full brunt of US and Canadian bank competition.)
These provisionswill apply to third country financial institu_ US drug companies will be permitted to bid for contracts to

tions with a substantialUS presence. supply Mexican government-owned hospitals. Canadian

compulsory licensing requirements, long a source of con-
In the first year, US banks may own eight percent of the Mex- tention with US pharmaceuticalproduct manufacturers,will
ican banking industry, rising to 15 percent after seven years, be eliminated.
and then disappearing. The US securities industry would be

permittedan initial ten percent interest, rising in increnents to The NAFTA will include detailed enforcement procedures
20 percent over the following six years, to 30 percent over the available to individuals and companies in the three jurisdic-
ensuing four years, with all restrictionseliminated thereafter. tions.

Existing US and Canadian insurancejoint venturers in Mex-
ico will be able to acquire 100 percent ownership by 1996; L. Telecommunications
new entrants may obtain a majority interest by 1998.

While the NAFTAdoes not cover the operationand provision
The NAFTA covers cargo reinsurance, but is silent on other of telecommunications transport networks, it requires that
cross-borderfinancial services. such networks and services are to be provided on reasonable

and non-discriminatory terms, allowing US or Canadian
More generally, a series of principles, ncluding national treat- firms to provide such services voice mail packet-switch-ment and eliminationof local office requirements,will apply to

as or

ing. Other chapters will open the Mexican market for
many cross-borderservices, with various exceptions yet to be telecommunicationsequipment and services provided by US
established. (Air transport and telephone services are among and Canadian suppliers.the expectedexceptions.)Discussionsare to continueon recip-
rocal licensing of foreign legal consultants and engineers; all

citizenshiprequirements for licensing are to be abolished. M. Anti-dumping,countervailingdutiesand
safeguards

J. Transportation The NAFTA, like the FA, requires no changes in the sub-

US trucking firms, which are currently barred from carrying stantive provisions of US or Canadian antidumping or coun-

cargo into Mexico, will be permitted to carry international tervailing duty laws, but requires consultation if any party
cargo into the Mexican states contiguous to the United States subsequently changes its rules. Like the FTA, the NAFTA

by 1995, and to the rest of Mexico by 1 January 2000. Full provides a mechanismthrough which independentbinational

reciprocalaccess for trucking firms will be permittedafter six panels may review the determinationsby individual county

years. After ten years, US interests may own Mexican truck agencies. As a condition for acceptance by the United States

carriers involved in international service; domestic carriers of this mechanism, Mexico has effectively agreed to com-

will remain protected indefinitely. For a brief phase-in peri- plete revise its procedures for handling these cases, which

od, Mexican trucking firms will enjoy their currentmonopoly have long been criticized for their lack of transparency and

on maquiladora-relatedtransport. Safety and regulatory stan- absence of procedural due process. Many observers believe

dards will be harmonizedover three years.
that the trade action appeal mechanism will be of principal
benefit to US firms that are subject to antidumping actions,

The United States and Mexicowill allow charter and tour bus rather than the reverse.

operations in the cross-bordermarket, with full access to fol-
A special committee is created safeguard the panellow in all three countries three years later. to pro-
cess where, inter alia, a country (Mexico) has failed to pro-

US railroads will be able to serve Mexico generally. US vide an opportunity for judicial review of a disputed admin-
investmentwill be permitted in land-side port services. istrative determinationby an independentnational court. An
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sale contracts. Southwestem US electric producers have G. Agriculture
sought the right to wheel excess IPP power for sales to

other customers in Mexico, or for export to the United States. Agriculture was the single area where the three countries

Under the agreements, this will apparently be possible only could not agree on common provisions. As a result, Mexico

when the power is first sold to CFE. will conclude separate bilateral agreements on agriculture
with the United States and Canada. For the United States and

Certain energy provisions of the FTA will continue to be Canada, the FTA provisions on agriculture will generally
applicable between the United States and Canada. Signifi- continue to apply, a result which will make many US agricul-
cantly, Mexico,unlike Canada, is not required to supply ener- tural interests, particularlyUS wheat growers, very unhappy.
gy to the United States when energy shortages arise, as is The United States convincedMexico its third largest agri--

required of Canada under the FTA. cultural market to eliminate its import licensing system-

covering about 25 percent of US agricultural exports upon
E. Governmentprocurement the entry into force of the agreement. In some instances, these

are converted to tariff-rate quotas or simple tariffs for a
US and Canadian firms are principally interested in procure- transitionalperiod.
ment by Pemex and CFE, a market estimated to be worth $ 11
billion annually, on a non-discriminatorybasis through trans- Tariffs on agricultural products representing approximately
parent bid and evaluation procedures. Ultinately, Mexico 50 percent of US-Mexicanagricultural trade will be eliminat-

agreed that federal government procurement, including ed immediately, and most -other agricultural tariffs will be

Pemex and CFE procurement, would be open to US and phased out within five years. In the US agreement,some sen-

Canadian firns subject to certain minimum threshold lev_ sitive crops such as sugar, orange juice concentrate,broccoli,
els.J4 In one of the majorachievementsby US negotiators,50 tomatoes, asparagus, cauliflower and onions, and Mexican

percent of Pemex and CFE procurementabove the threshold corn, dairy products and edible beans, will be subject to free
levels will be open immediately to foreign bidding, rising to trade only after 15 years. (Canada will continue to protect its
70 percent over eight years and 100 percent after ten years. sugar, poultry and egg, and dairy sectors.)

The impactof the long tariff phaseout period is softened by a

carefully negotiated list of tariff-rate quotas, which will
. Investment per-

mit increasing quantities of these sensitive products to be
The investmentchapter will codify as part of an international imported with zero or low duties beginning with the entry
agreement the various investment reforms Mexico has into force of the agreement. Special safeguardprovisionswill
achieved over the past five years, with some additions. It rep- apply for the first ten years when imports of a particularprod-
resents major achievements on behalf of US and Canadian uct reach a previously-specifiedtrigger level.
investors.

Mexico will drop export performance requirements and
domestic content rules, and generally provide US and Cana- H. Textilesand apparel
dian firms with national treatment. NAFTA investors that Given the highly protectionist nature of the global textile
will enjoy the benefits of the agreement are all enterprises market, the textile provisions appear to be among the most
incorporated and with substantial business activities in a successful of the NAFTA. Mexico agreed to halve its tariffs
NAFTA country, regardless of the nationality of the persons on textiles and apparel immediately, with the balance to be
that own or control'theenterprises, except for Canada which phased out over five years. US textile quotas on Canadian
will apparently continue to apply a nationality of ultimate and Mexican products will be phased out within ten years,
parent criterion. Thus, in the future, Europeanor Asian firms and each country is given an increased quota for textile and
with an operating US affiliate may prefer to establish any apparel shipments to the United States over the first five
Mexican projects as the subsidiary of its US company. years of the agreement. Safeguardsallowing temporaryreim-
The NAFIAprovides generally for national treatmentof for- positionof import controls for surging imports are included.

eign investment; provincial and local subdivisions are
Tough textile rules of origin are incorporated in the accord.

required to provide foreign investors with treatment compa- To qualify for the benefits of the agreement, most apparelrable to that provided to national investors outside the provin- must be made from in North America, fromcial or local jurisdiction. Free convertibilityof currency and yarn spun or

fiber produced in North America, a provisiondesigned to dis-
protectionagainstexpropriationare also afforded, along with
international arbitration of investment disputes between courage third country investmentin Mexicangarmentassem-

'

investors and host governments.15 bly industries. Canada initially opposed this provision given

Canada is permitted to maintain its investmentreview mech- 14. For federal agencies, the rules apply for purchases of over $ 50,000 for

anism, as liberalized in the FTA, and the United States will goods and services; for construction, for projects valued at over $ 6.5 million.
For federal government enterprises, such as Pemex and CFE, the limits are

continue to apply the Exon-Florioscreening to investments $ 250,000 and $ 8 million, respectively. The threshold of $ 25,000 in the FTA
with possiblenational security implications.Mexico will also will continue to apply as between the United States and Canada.

continue to screen investments above $ 25 million. All three 15. This is in some respects a remarkableconcessionby Mexico, long a lead-
acountries are compiling lists of sectors in which nvestment ing proponent of the Calvo Clause, doctrine that holds that such disputes

between foreign investors and the state must be resolved exclusively by nation-
will continue to be restricted to nationals. al courts.
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that do not qualify will be subject to each of the parties' exist- The automobilesection will also require Mexico to phase out

ing rules of origin, e.g. the substantial transformationrule its current trade balancing and local content restrictions
will continue to be applicable in the United States for exports tying sales in the Mexican domestic market to exports and to
from Mexico and Canada that do not qualify for preferential Mexicancontent, over ten years. Mexican tariffs on autos and
treatmentunder the NAFTA.) light trucks are reduced by 50 percent immediately, with the

balance to be eliminated in five years for light trucks and tenWith the FTA, the change in tariff category that normally for automobiles.Duties will beconfers origin under the Harmonized Tariff System was
years passenger on auto parts
eliminated within five years or ten years.insufficient to qualify for preferential treatment. With many

products, minimum US or Canadian value added was also Nothing in the agreed provisions appears likely to prevent
required. For example, for a colourtelevision receiver, the Mexico from gradually becoming the country of choice for
manufacturerwas required to demonstrate that 50 percent of manufacturing motor vehicles for the North American mar-

the materials plus the direct cost of processingwere of US ket, although the NAFTA should to some extent encourage
or Canadian origin. The percentage rules have proved diffi- continued sourcing of some major parts and componenti
cult and controversial to implement, and confusing and from the United States and, to a lesser extent, Canada rather

unpredictable for exporters, particularly where the country than from third countries.
sources for parts and components shifted from an FIA coun-

try to a third country, or vice versa. Except for autos and auto D. Energy
parts (see below), and a few other particularly sensitive
items, the NAFTA greatly reduces the number of such per- US efforts to persuade Mexico to open Mexico's petroleum
centage-of-local-contentrules, and instead relies largely on industry to participation and investmentby US firms appear
specified changes in tariff category, or in a few instances on to have been largely unsuccessful.Mexico naintains its con-

component-specificrules.10 stitutionally-based state monopoly on ownership and

exploitation of petroleum and natural gas resources (includ-
As in the FTA, the NAFTAwill provide for the eliminationof ing refining), as well as on sales and distribution. However,
duty drawback and similar programmes that provide for US and Canadian oil field service companies will be permit-the remission of duties on parts and components incorporat- ted to conclude bonus contracts with Pemex, the state-owned
ed in products that are later exported. The FTA originally petroleummonopoly,which will reward efficientproduction,would have eliminatedduty drawback in five years; the peri- and US and Canadian investmentwill be permitted in 14 of
od has been extended for two additional years under the 19 key petrochemical sectors. (See also the applicability of
NAFTA. The NAFTA, responding to both Canadian and government procurementprovisions to Pemex, discussed in
Mexican concerns, provides for a seven year grace period, part E, below.)
with a few significantexceptions.12

Also, US marketers of natural gas, while still confined to the
Where drawbackis eliminatedbut the product remains subject use of Pemex facilities, will be permitted to negotiate supply
to import duties within the NAFTA, the double taxation of agreements directly with suppliers and end users in Mexico.
both the finishedproductand the componentsby the respective The details of Pernex' role, including any veto power over

governments will be reduced or eliminated. It is anticipated contracts,had not been worked out at the tirne of this writing.
that the governmentthat would ordinarily impose duties on the

imported components (e.g. Mexico) will allow partial draw- Mexico has agreed to permit independent electrical power
back tied to the amount of import duties paid by the completed producers (IPPs) to establish facilities in Mexico to serve

product upon entry to the destination country (e.g. the United their own or other private consumer needs. The Mexican

States), with the manufacturerreceiving the lesser of the duty government electrical energy entity, CFE, will retain its

assessed on the finished product or the duties assessed on the monopoly on transportationof electric power, but private US

importationof the third country source components.
entities will have the right to negotiate power purchase and

10. For example, a colour television with a screen size of more than 13 inches

C. Automobiles is consideredto be ofNAFTA origin only if the color picture tube (a majorcom-

ponent representing 30-50 percent of the value) is of North American origin. A

The auto sector rules of origin proved to be the most difficult computer enjoys the NAFTA benefits only if the motherboard is of North
American origin. Efforts of display screen producers to impose a rule which

sector of the NAFTA to negotiate. The resulting NAFTA auto would have required the display as well to be of North American origin were

provisions substantially modify the US/Canada bilateral defeated.

arrangements that have been in effect in one form or another 11. Where there is no internal tariff, drawback is said to give a non-local man-

ufacturer an advantage. For example, if a factory in Mexico builds a telephonesince 1965. They also reflect increasing concem that third for sale in the United States, the manufacturerwould normally receive a remis-
country firms will establish Mexican facilities and flood the sion of Mexican duties from the Mexican government for any components
US market with vehicles incorporating relatively low local imported from third countries. If a US manufacturerof telephones in San Diego

same components same country tovalue added. For a vehicle to be consideredofNorth American imports the from the third manufacture the
telephones in the United States for sale in the United States, that US producer

origin and subject to the preferential tariff benefits, 62.5 per- receives no US remissionof the duties on the components.
cent of the value must be North American.13 In a shift from the 12. Autos and auto parts, and colour picture tubes, among others, are subject to

FTA, value is determinedby tracing parts and sub-components special, more stringent rules.
13. For Canada, the 50 percent rule under the FTA will continue to apply for a

(includingparts incorporatedin subassembliessuch as engines) four-year transition period, and there are several company-specificexceptions,
to their respectivecountries oforigin (the net cost approach). such as a GM-Isuzujoint venture in Ontario.
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Third, the NAFTA negotiations reflect the obvious fact that implementation. In this summary, we review the highlights,
Canada and the United States are highly developed countries including some of the provisions that can be expected to have

with per capita GNP in excess of $ 20,000 while Mexico, a major impact on specific industries.8

despite healthy economic growth over the past five years,
remains a developing country, with per capita GNP of only
$ 3,280, and wages of 10-15 percent of those prevalent for A. Tariff reduction

manufacturing jobs in the United States and Canada. At the The NAFTA is first of all a free trade agreement. The parties
same time, the agreementamply demonstratesthat negotiating have agreed to eliminate all internal tariffs within no more

positionson many issues were determinedby factors other than than 15 years. (Tariffs on trade between the United States
level of economic development. For example, Canada, whose and Canada are being phased out over five and ten year
economy is highly dependent on imported parts and compo- schedules ending in 1988. The NAFTA does not alter these
nents, was frequently at odds with the United States, which is schedules for trade between the United States and Canada.)
less dependent, and with Mexico, which is currently highly
dependent but expects the NAFrA to make it less so. Yet, There are four schedules under the NAFIA, which had not

Canada and Mexico share the objectives and concems of capi- been released as of this writing. As with the FTA, tariffs on

tal importingcountries still occasionallywary of US econoric most items are elininated immediately (scheduleA), over

might, and the NAFTA to some extent reflects these concerns. five years (B) or over ten years (C). The US Government

asserts that approximately 65 percent of total US industrial
Finally, the NAFTA inevitablyreflects a series of compromis- and agricultural exports to Mexico in the aggregate, will be
es among different national interests and interest groups. It duty-free immediatelyupon entry into force of the agreement
seems evident, for example, that Mexico's desire to interpret or within five years thereafter. For exanple, the immediate
its constitutional prohibition against private ownership and list includes cornputers, telecommunications products,
exploitation of petroleum resources broadly, involved trade- aerospace equipment and rnedical products.
offs in other areas, such as agricultural trade, governmentpro-
curement and investment. A few of the more obvious win- Unlike the FTA, however, a few select products are subject to
ners and losers are noted below; in other instances, the a 15 year phase-out (C+).9 Unlike the FTA, where most

truth will be known only when the full text is available. duties were progressivelyphased out over five or ten years, in
the NAFTA many Mexican duties are halved immediately,

Ratification will be a difficult and time-consuming process, with only the balance subject to a phase-out, and some US

except in Mexico. The FTA in Canada is currently favoured duties are subject to an accelerated phase-out in the first or

by only 30 percent of the public; it and the NAFTA are early years.
opposed by the powerful provincial governmentsof Ontario
and British Columbia. In the United States, the presidential Mexico as a developing nation is currently eligible for GSP

election and election year politics have to some extent has- tariff benefits from the United States and GPT from Canada,

tened the completionof the negotiationsbecause of the Bush and approximately12 percent ofMexico'sexportsby volume

Administration'sperception that the NAFTA will benefit its to the United States benefit from GSR Such benefits are

re-election efforts as a mechanism designed to stimulate job bound under the NAFTA; Mexico will not lose GSP or

and economic growth.6 Strong opposition in the United GPT benefits on articles that currently enjoy duty free entry.

States by organized labour and some environmental groups In general, the NAFTA does not affect the external tariffs of
remains. Yet the NAFTA is far from a strictly partisan issue. the three nations. However, there are several exceptions. For
Governor Clinton has indicated his general support for the example, Mexico has agreed to lower its relatively high
NAFTA, conditional on satisfactory environmental safe- external tariff on computers (20 percent) to the 3.9 percent
guards and assistance to cushion the impact of anticipated rate applied by the United States and Canada. The United
short-termUS job losses. Also, muchof the Democratic lead- States hopes that this change will discouragewholesale shift-

ership of the Congress, including Senate Finance Committee ing of computerproduction to Mexico.
Chairman Lloyd Bentsen of Texas and House Ways and
Means Committee Trade SubcommitteeChairman Sam Gib-
bons of Florida, have indicated their support for the NAFIA. B. Rules of ongin and duty drawback

Under these circumstances, there is reason to hope that the As in the FTA, the NAFTA will contain detailed rules of ori-

NAFTA will not become a divisive election issue, and to gin, indicating the circumstances under whch each will be

believe that whoever is elected president in November, the eligible for the NAFTA preferential tariff benefits. (Articles
agreement is still likely to be ratified by the US Congress in
1993. However, the US Trade Representative's assessment 6. See White House, Statement of the President, 12 August 1992, at 1.

7. AmericanMetalMarket,13 August 1992, at 16.
that the ratificationprocess can be completed in eight months 8. In preparing this summary, we have relied on conversations with various

(by the end of April 1993)7 may well be overly optimistic. members of the US and Mexicannegotiating teams, the summary text and other
materials distributed by the US government concerning the agreement, and on

the excellent reporting of the agreement in the Journal ofCommerceand Inside

Il. SUMMARY OF KEY PROVISIONS
U.S. Trade.
9. The longer term phaseout of tariffs benefits the United States as well as

Mexico, applying, inter alia, to US imports of various iinport sensitive fruits,
The coverageof the NAFTA is in sorne respects broader than vegetables and other agricultural products, inexpensive glassware, rubber

the PTA and will provide a more detailed framework for footwearand ceramic tiles.
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A PRELIMINARYAsSESSMENTOF THE

NORTHAMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT
David A. Gantz

Partner, Reid & Priest, Washington, D.C.

After 14 monthsof intenseanddifficult negotiations,the UnitedStates, Mexico and
Canadacompleted in mid-Augustthe negotiationofa NorthAmericanFree Trade Contents

Agreement (NAFTA).When the NAFTA enters into force - probaby as sched-
I. Introduction

uled on 1 January 1994 - it will establisha free trade area with more than 365
million persons1 and a gross national product of $ 6.5 trillion.2 Its complex and II. Summaryof Key Provisions

detailedprovisionswill necessarily impact on the operationsofvirtually all firms A. Tariff reduction
B. Rules of origin and dutythat do business in or export goods or services to NorthAmerica. drawback
C. Automobiles
D. Energy

I. INTRODUCTION E. Governmentprocurement
F. Investment

While all of the essentialprovisionsof the NAFTAhave been agreedupon, the agreed G. Agriculture
text has not been released as of this writing, much legal drafting remains, and a com- H. Textiles and apparel
plete text is not expected to be available before early September. Also, implementing I. Financial and other services

legislationwill be required in each of the three jurisdictions, requiring an additional J. Transportation
K. Intellectual propertycomplex drafting process that has barely begun.3 The documentation that has been L. Telecommunications

released by the three governments,along with the statements of various government M. Anti-dumping,countervailing
officials, permits an analysis of the NAFCA's major features, but the details - criti- duties and safeguards
cal to determiningthe precise impactof the NAFTAon individualfirms and industries N. Dispute settlement

remain uncertain in many instances. Hopefully, this preliminary analysis will pro-
O. Environmentalprotection

-

P. Other provisionsvide a starting point for more extensive inquiries as tO specific issues.
IIl. Conclusion

For those unfamiliarwith the process to date, or with the United States-CanadaFree
Trade Agreement (FTA) that entered into force on 1 January 1989, some general
comments are in order. First, the United States and Mexico, as well as the United
States and Canada,4 are already major trading partners. US exports to Mexico have
increased from $ 12 billion worth in 1986 to an estimated $ 44 billion in 1992, and
Mexico can reasonably be expected to replace Japan as the United States' second

largest market (Canada is first) by 1993 or 1994, regardless of the entry into force
of the NAFTA. The United States is Mexico's largest market; Mexico's 1991

exports to the United States amounted to $ 31.24 billion, with imports of approxi-
mately $ 33.33 billion. 1. 255 million Americans, 27 million Canadians

The economic growth of Mexico, preferably with but even without the NAFTA,
and 88 million Mexicans.
2. USS 5.67 trillion for the United States, USS

promises great benefits to US exporters as the buyingpowerofMexico's 88 million 570 billion for Canada, and USS 284 billion for

persons increases. Moreover,a combinationof Mexico's favourable investmentcli- Mexico. (IntemationalMonetaryFund.)
mate and low wage rates, and the United States' generally low tariffs (averaging 3 In the United States, for example, under the

Fast Track procedures, 19 U.S.C. 2112 (1988),
approximatelyfour percent ad valorem), virtually assure a continuing migrationof the unsigned agreement must be presented to the
labour-intensiveindustry from the United States and Canada to Mexico, even with- Congress 90 calendar days before the agreement
out the additional incentives of the NAFTA. may be signed by the President. The 90 day period is

designed in part to permit the Executive Branch and

Secondly, the NAFTA is designed in part to lock in the benefits enjoyed by the Congress, working together, to prepare draft imple-
United States and Canada as a result of the Mexicanreforms over the past six years menting legislation. The Bush Administration is

that have drastically lowered tariffs and opened the country to foreign investment expected to send the agreement to Congress by mid-

September.
and trade. It does not simply establish new rules. For example, Mexico's reduction 4. In 1991, US exports to Canada amounted to

of its tariffs from the 50 percent level to an average of approximately 10 percent in $ 85.22 billion, 20.2 percent of total US exports. US

1992 is not bound under GATT rules, and could unilaterally be raised in the imports from Canada amounted to $ 91.3 billion, or

18.7 percent of US exports. US Departmentof Com-
absence of an internationalagreementthat prohibits such increases. Similarly,Mex- merce.

ico locks in the existing benefits of the GSP programme5 - from which other 5. Under the Generalized System of Prefer-

newly industrialized countries such as South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong ences or GSP, 19 U.S.C. 2461 et seq., the Unit-
ed States provides duty-free entry to a long list of

Kong have been recently graduated - and assures that other trade-related con- articles produced in developing countries, including
cessions will be codified as internationalobligationsof the United States. Mexico. Canada provides similar benefits (GPT).
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6. Incorporationof the Temporary InvestmentTrust with 5.8 percent, the United Kingdom with 5.7 percent,
for activitieswhich do not allow majority foreign Switzerlandwith 4.6 percent, Japan with 4.4 percent, France
investment with 4.2 percent, Spain with 2.1 percent, and other nations

For certain activities which under Articles 4 and 5 of the FIL represent 10.7 percent.3
do not allow 100 percent foreign participation, such as Investment is primarily located in the service sector which
domestic air and maritime transportation, gas distribution, occupies 42.3 percent of the accumulatedforeign investment

exploitation and use of minerals, secondary petrochemicals, in the country. The commercial sector stands out at 28.8 per-
manufacture of automotive components, among others, the cent and the industrial sector represents 28.5 percent of total

Regulations developed a scheme of acquisition for foreign- foreign investment in Mexico. The trend for 1992 is an

ers, through the TemporaryInvestmentTrust. Now foreigners increase in the industrial sector which represents57.5 percent
may indirectly acquire control of existing Mexican firms of total foreign investment in 1992.

engaged in these activities, or incorporate their own compa- The administrationis still expecting a larger influx of foreignnies if they carry out new investments that will reflect in the nvestment and steps are being taken in that direction. The
export levels, or invest sufficiently in an established enter- of economic to foreign investors has been
prise that is having economic difficulties with the objective

range areas open
broadened to represent 90 percent of the GNP (excluding oil

of bringing it up to exportation standards. The NFIC will extraction), and the possibility of opening more activities to
approve those proposals that qualify. Under the Temporary foreign investment is being analysed.Investment Trust, the foreign investor will own indirectly
such shares for a 20-year term. Efforts have been made for foreign investment to comple-

ment domestic investment. Current legislation and the
administrationitself ensure security in investments for long-

VI. RESULTS AND PERSPECTIVESON term planning. Foreign investment is now a permanent
FOREIGN INVESTMENTIN MEXICO source of finance for Mexico in accordancewith internation-

al trends. We invite all prospect investors to come and
With proven effective economicpolicies, a simpler and more

explore the possibilities of investing in the new place of
accessible framewrkand a new attitude towards investment

opportunity: MEXICO. 4

from governmentand investors,Mexico is ready to double, in
six years, what it did not accumulate throughout its history.
The objective is to reach USS 48 billion in foreign direct 3. An interesting trend is Switzerland's investment for 1992 which was

investment starting at USS 24 billion in 1988 when President equivalent to 14.6% of total foreign investment in Mexico, while investment
Salinas took office. Today the administrationis barely USS 4 from the United States is currently at a low of 41.6% of the year's (January to

billion short of its objective. March) total foreign investment.
4. For further assistance or to inquire about Mexico's opportunities, contact

Foreign investment has arrived primarily from the United Mr. Fernando Heftye Etienne or Mr. Jorge Amigo Castaedaat telephone num-

States which presently represents 62.5 percent of the total
bers (525) 540.1490, 282.5375, 540.2768 or at the following address: Blvd.
Manuel Avila Camacho NQ-o 1, Desp. 1101, Col. Chapultepec Polanco, Mexico

foreign participation in the country. Following is Germany D.F., C.P. 11000, Mexico.

IFA NEWS

BRITISH BRANCH

The first meetingof the 1992/93 seasonwill be held on Thurs-

day, 1 October. The meeting will be to discuss the National

Reports for the 1993 Congress in Florence. The subjects to be
discussed are Intrepretation of Double Taxation Conven-
tions and Non-DiscriminationRules in InternationalTaxa-
tion.
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1. Expeditious procedures in the Regulationsthat - the company expanding its activities is an active exporter
allow foreigners to own up to 100 percent of a or a maquiladora industry;
Mexican corporation - the company is already controlled by foreigners, and an

additional amount in fixed assets is invested (at least ten
Except for those activities enumerated in Articles 4 and 5 of

percent of the company's current assets);the FIL, projects in most sectors may have up to 100 percent the company merges with, or acquires an existing autho--

foreign ownership. Previously the NFIC reviewed all invest- rized Mexican company.
ments which exceeded49 percent foreign participation.Now
the Regulations establish a procedure which makes the

3. Expeditiousauthorizationfor establishmentsauthorization to incorporate in Mexico, with a majority for- new

eign interest, automatic, so the investment project need not In the past new establishmentsrequired the direct approvalof
go through a screeningprocess to commence operations. Six NFIC. The Regulations,however, authorize the opening and

prerequisites must be met, however, in order to be exempt operationofnew establishmentswithout any previous autho-
from the approval requirement. rization if they:

are maquiladorasor companies dedicated to exportation;-

The conditions are as follows:
invest at least ten percent of the net value of the fixed-

(1) Preferencefor small and medium-sized businesses: the
assets in the new establishment;

fixed assets of the new Mexican company during the pre- increase the corporatepaid-incapital in an amountequiv--

operative period must not exceed the amount established alent to 20 percent of the additional investment in fixed
periodically by the Ministry of Commerce and Industrial

assets;
Development (currently USS 100 million); contribute at least a neutral (if not positive) balance of-

(2) Foreignfunds: the activities of the new company must be
payments for the three subsequent years following the

funded from abroad. The investmentmust be of new foreign year of establishment.
funds and not ofMexicanborrowingsor transfers of Mexican
funds into the new business; 4. Real Estate Trusts for foreignersto own land in
(3) Location ofbusiness: industrial activities must have com- Restricted Zones
pany plants located outside the major industrialareas ofMex-
ico City, Guadalajara,Jalisco, Monterrey and Nuevo Leon; Foreigners are allowed to own land in Mexico in all areas

(4) Equal cross-borderjlow offunds: during the first three except in what is historically called the restricted zone (a
years of operation the company must naintain,as a minimum strip of land running 100 kilometers along the borders and 50

requirement, an accumulated balance of foreign inflows and kilometers along the coast of the Mexican territory). The Reg-
outflows; ulations make it easier for a foreigner who plans to develop
(5) Creation of jobs and training: the new company must activities in the tourism or industrial sectors to indirectly own

help create jobs and establish training and developmentpro- property in this zone by using the Real Estate Trust. Under the
trust, a Mexican bank is the direct title holder of the land butgrammes;

(6) Technologies and environmental safety: adequate tech- administers the property by order of the foreign beneficiary
nologies must be used by the new company and the new allowing the latter to have guaranteed total control.

investment should not violate the environmentalregulations Under Mexican legislation,all trusts have a maximumlife of
of the region in which the company is located. 30 years. The Regulations allow the trust to be quickly

renewed if the beneficiaries and trust terms remain
Projects that do not meet the above criteria or which come

a
under partial restriction because of specific industrial, sec-

unchanged, and if petition for renewal is filed 180 days
before expirationof the original term.

toral or investmentconsiderations,must obtain authorization
from the NFIC. The NFIC, however, from 1989 to date, has
authorized98.4 percent of all incoming petitions. 5. Investment through the stock mrket:

Series N shares
In the case the project requires approval, the NFIC must

The Regulations establish the Neutral Trust under which
respond within 45 working days of receipt of the petition; if
no response if forwarded, automatic permission for the pro-

foreign investors may acquire shares in the stock market that

previously could only be acquired by Mexican nationals.
ject is deemed to be granted.

The series N or neutral shares do not give the shareholder
A special regime is specified for maquiladoras which

corporate rights but only pecuniary ones. Neutral shares are
allows foreigners to own up to 100 percent of such compa- not considered for purposes of determining the amount and
nies without the need for prior approval. participationof foreign investors in the capital stock of issu-

ing corporations, which implies that the acquisition of these
2. Expeditiousauthorizationwhen expanding existing shares is unlimited.

activities in Mexico
The foreign capital received by Mexico through investment

Before the 1989 Foreign Investment Regulations were in financial instruments with variable returns amounted to

issued, permission was required to expand into other activi- USS 6.3 billion in 1991, a sum four times greater than that
ties or product lines. Such authorization is no longer neces- received in 1990. By 1991 total foreign investment in Mexi-

sary if: can Stock Exchange shares amounted to USS 18.6 billion.
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The first two chapters establish the general policy to be fol- The following activities are reserved to the State (FIL, Arti-
lowed by the Mexican authorities. Chapters III and V create cle 4):
agencies which review, approve and register foreign invest- - petroleum and other hydrocarbons;
ment. Chapter IV establishes rules to acquire property in - basic petrochemicals;
restricted areas under the Mexican Constitution,and the final

- exploitationofradioactiveminerals and the generationof
chapter sets forth the sanctions which may be imposed for nuclear energy;
failure to comply with the FIL. mining in the cases establishedby the legislationapplica--

ble to that activity;
B. Authorities in matters concerning foreign

- electricity;
investment

- railways; and

telegraphic and wireless communications.-

1. National Foreign InvestmentCommission (NFIC) The following activities are reserved to Mexican nationals

The legislators of the FIL sought to create an independent (FIL, Article 5):
government agency which could keep pace with the rapidly

- radio and television;

developing foreign investmentpolicy. The NFIC, the agency
- urban and inter-urban automotive transportationon fed-

created for this purpose, is comprised of several ministries, eral

including the Ministry of Commerce and Industrial Develop- highways;
ment, the Ministryof Foreign Affairs, the Ministryof the Inte- - domestic air and maritime transportation;
rior, the Ministryof Finance and Public Credit, the Ministryof - exploitationof forestry resources; and
Labour and the Ministry of Energy, Mines and State Industry. _ gas distribution.

The NFIC analyses and approves foreign investment projects
based on specific criteriaprovided in Article 13 of the FIL. For Article 5 of the FIL provides that only 40 percent foreignpar-

approval, the NFIC primarily considers the project's effect on ticipation is allowed in the capital of a Mexican corporation
the foreign currency balance, its capacity to employ Mexican which engges in the production of secondary petrochemi-
nationals, bring in modern technology and financial resources cals and the manufactureof automotive components, and 34

from abroad, and locate outside the three largest cities. percent foreign investmentis allowed in the capital stock of a

mining company engaged in the exploitation and extraction
The current 1989 Regulations to the FIL limit the participa- ofnational mineral reserves.
tion of the NFIC in a number of procedures which previous-
ly required its approval. All other activities may have 49 percent foreignparticipation

without any prior authorization, and up to 100 percent if

2. National Registry for Foreign Investment authorizedby the NFIC, unless otherwiseprovided in specif-
ic laws pertaining to the activity, or in regulations issued by

The National Registry for Foreign Investment (NRFI), in the Executive Branch, such as the 1989 Regulations to the
which individuals, corporations and trusts are to be regis- FIL.2
tered, not only records investmentdata, but it also has a mon-

itorial and analytical role over foreign capital in Mexico.
With the financial informationpresented annually by foreign D. The 1989 Regulations to the FIL
investors to the NRFI the NFIC is able to establish its gener-
al policy towards foreign direct investment. The objectives of the 1989 Regulations are to attract foreign

investment and to simplify procedures for foreign investors.

3. General Directorateof. Foreign Investment Before the Regulations were implemented there was no leg-
islative document to ease the complexity of procedures for

The General Directorateof Foreign Investmentof the Secre- authorizationof formal foreign investmentprojects. The pre-
tariat of Commerce and Industrial Development is the vious Regulationsorbited around the NRFI and requiredcon-

authority that provides the final economicand legal reviewof siderably higher standards of information than what is
investment projects approved by the NFIC. It gives the required today. Now, the Regulations provide dispositions
authorizations their official status. It also controls the NRFI, that systematize the NRFI in a more efficient fashion, and
and is the agency in charge of inward promotion of foreign provide for a new method to obtain authorization. Petitions
investmentby recruitingjoint ventureproposals through con- are simple to make because the required investment data is
tact with the State governments. basic, and in some cases, may even be presented well after

operations have commenced. This makes it easier on the
investorand the authorities.

C. Participationand controlofproductiveactivities
in Mexico by foreign investment

2. All activitiesare listed in the CatalogueofEconomicand ProductiveActiv-

In Mexico certain activities are reserved to the State, still oth- ities. Of 754 classes listed, approximately586 are 100 percent open to foreign
direct investment(FDI); 84 allow.100percentFDI with the NFIC's approval; 25

ers are reserved to Mexican nationals and others are open to allow up to 49 percent FDI; 8 allow up to 40 percent FDI; 4 allow up to 34 per-
foreign investment. cent FDI; and only 47 activities are prohibited to foreign ownershipor control.
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Ill. MEXICO'S INVESTMENTEDGE New Regulations to the Foreign InvestmentLaw were issued
in 1989 which provide for new and easier forms of carrying

What are the advantages of investing in Mexico today His- out an investment. The modifications primarily consist of
torically, the country's location between the Atlantic and the shorterauthorizationprocedures(some even automatic),sim-
Pacific Oceans has placed Mexico within easy reach of plification of the information required by the investor and
Europe and the Asia Pacific region. Substantial government relaxation of the Foreign Investment Commission's criteria
spendinghas been directed towards the creation and adminis- for approval of foreign investmentprojects. This framework
tration of large service ports. also introduced important mechanisms and advantages that

will be explained later in this article.Latin America, to the south, promises to be a strong commer-

cial block in future years. A free trade agreementwith Chile,
a country with one of the region's most flourishing IV. WHAT DOES MEXICO EXPECT FROM
economies, was recently signed, and similar agreements are FOREIGN INVESTORS
expected to follow with other countries south of Mexico.

Mexico expects to attract capital and technology, and to cre-
The northern border with the United States has allowed for ate jobs through foreign investment.Mexicohas the potential
easier, faster access to that market, the largest in the world. of becoming a fully industrialized, economically integrated
Mexico is the United States' third most important trading nation within an internationalcontext.
partner, and the United States represents Mexico's most

important trading partner.l Negotiations are currently taking The present administration'sgoal is to receive USS 24 billion

place leading to the signing of a North American Free Trade in foreign investment accumulated over its six-year term. It

Agreenent,whichwill include Canada, the United States and has already reached$ 20.829 billionwithin the first three and

Mexico, and which will eventually represent the largest eco_ a halfyears, which demonstratesthe increasingconfidenceof

nomic block in the world. Once the accord is signed the par- foreign investors in the country s economy. In this regard, it
ticipant parties will have easier access to each other's mar_ is necessary to point out that Mexican private investmenthas

kets signifying a tremendous increase in investmentflows. also increased, helped, among other things, by the repatria-
tion of capital. Technologicaladvancement is expected to be

Mexico is also abundant in natural resources which, in most seen in the long teim, and objectively the administration is
cases, are open to total or partial exploitation by foreign looking forward to creatingup to one million new jobs a year.
investment. Recent constitutional amendments allow for-

Mexico expects foreign investment to work along with
eigners to participate in agricultural industries, a sector of the

national investment, activate the by increasingeconomy once closed to foreign direct investment. to economy
the demand for products made and supplied in the country

Lower labour costs have been a positive factor in attracting and to develop better quality products for domestic and for-

foreign investment. Mexico also has a large domestic market eign consumers by increasing export levels. Mexico's eco-

with a populationof over 80 million people of which close to nomic policy welcomes foreign investmentwith the philoso-
half are under 24 years of age. Mexico is a country with a phy that it will reap long-term benefits to both the country
tremendous labour and consumerpotential. and the investor.

Special mechanisms such as the maquiladora (or in-bnd)
industry by which the investor imports all raw materials and V. LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR FOREIGN
then exports all or almostall of the productionhave proven to INVESTMENT
be very effective. Today the maquiladoraindustry represents
the second largest earner of foreign investmentfor the coun- Foreign investment legislation is comprised primarily of the

try. In addition to the maquiladorasystem other mechanisms 1973 Law to PromoteMexicanInvestmentand RegulateFor-

have grown to meet investors' needs and requirements. eign Investment, the 1989 Regulations to that Law, and con-

tinuing General Resolutions of the National Commission on

Besides strengthening the economy, exploiting Mexico's Foreign Investment.
favourable location and its natural resources, the Mexican

governmentis committed to deregulatingcommercial activi-
ties in order to stimulate a healthier economy. Following the A. Organizatiorof the Foreign InvestmentLaw (FIL)
hands-off' philosophy, the role played by the State as an

economic agent has been reduced, thus allowing private The FIL is divided into six chapters:
investors to develop long-term strategies. I. Purpose of the Law;

II. Acquisition or Control of Established Business Enter-
Foreigners may now freely repatriate their entire earnings prises;from Mexico or maintain dollar accounts in Mexican banks. III. The National Commissionon Foreign Investment;
Deregulationalso took place in the abrogationof the Transfer IV. Trust Regime for Border and Coastal Areas;
of Technology Law, which required the government's V. The National Registry of Foreign Investment;
approval and registrationof such contracts. A new intellectu- VI. General Provisions.
al property law was published in July 1991 which grants
international standards of protection to patents and trade 1. Investmentfrom the: United States accounts for 63% of the Mexico's total
marks and further assures the foreignerof his investment. foreign direct investment.
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THE NEW ISVESTMEST OPPORTUNITY:
MEXICO

Fernando Heftye Etienne

I. THE NEW BUSINESS CLIMATE IN MEXICO
Fernando Heftye was appointed

Today's business climate for foreigners in Mexico is dramatically different. A TechnicalSecretaryof the National

change has taken place not only within government,but also amongst the investors Foreign InvestmentCommission in
March 1990. In this capacity he is

themselves. There has been a drastic change of attitude towards foreign direct responsiblefor the evaluationof all
investment. Mexico has recovered economicallyand is now ready to offer impor- applicationsfor directforeign
tant advantages to foreign investors. investment in Mexicowhich require the

approvalof the National Foreign
InvestmentCommission.

Il. MEXICO'S ECONOMIC POLICIES WORKING TOWARDS Prior to his appointment, Mr. Heftyewas

legal Managerof Financeof Petroleos
RECOVERY Mexicanos, the state-ownedoil

Mexico's economicupgrowth is not a new phenomenon.It is not the conclusion of company

a set of recent and draconian measures abruptly enunciatedby governmentadmin- He was Chiefof Staffof the Directorate

istrations, but rather the result of a well thought out, internationallyapproved pro-
Generalof Foreign Investment in the
SecretariatofTradeand Industry from

gramme, steadily implemented over the past ten years. It is not unfounded that 1984 to 1987. He was subsequenty
Mexico's standing in the world economy is comparatively strong, and that it will appointedDirectorof LegalAffairs
continue to improve in the coming years. within the same General Directorate

until May 1988, when he joined
When the new economic strategy was developed, Mexico had already exhausted Petroleos Mexicanos.

lines of credit and loans from internationalbanks. The country decided to turn to Mr. Heftye received his law degrees
the internationalmarkets for foreign direct investmentas a means to fund econom- from the UniverskjadIberamericanaLaw

ic development. Mexico thus took several steps in this direction to slowly retreat School in Mexico City and obtained his
Masters Degree from Harvard Law

from its economic setback. School in 1983.

The first substantial step was to join the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT) in 1985. The applicationof this agreementbrought forth importantreduc-
tions in import tariffs, which in turn helped increase direct investment influxes.

Contents
Later, other actions were taken, such as controllinggovernmentspending, renego-
tiating the Mexican public debt with foreign creditors and applying the Economic I. The New Business Climate in

SolidarityPact on a national scale, and the BradyPlan and New PackageDeal Mexico

at an international level to control inflation, reasonably reduce debt payments and II. Mexico's Economic Policies
increase Mexico'sparticipation in internationalcommerce. Working Towards Recovery

The administrationhas also privatized a numberof public industries since 1983. It III. Mexico's Investment Edge
is expected that from the then-existing 1,200 government firms only 290 will IV. What Does Mexico Expect From

remain. Importantprivatizationshave taken place such as TELMEX, a govemment Foreign Investors

monopoly in the telecommunicationssector, SIDERMEX, the largest steel com- V. Legal Framework for Foreign
plex in the country, and the entire financial and banking sectors.

Investment
A. Organizationof the Foreign

Negative trends in the public financing sectors have been redirected by these activ- Investment Law (FIL)
B. Authorities in matters

ities. Public finances in 1990 reached a surplus equal to ten percent of the gross concerning foreign investment
domesticproduct (GDP), from a deficit of seven percent in 1981. This is an increase C. The 1989 Regulations to the FIL

equivalent to 17 points within nine years, signifying a remarkablerecovery. VI. Results and Perspectives on Foreign
Mexico's road to recovery is still to be completed. The government must keep Investment in Mexico

applying sound economic policies, and attracting healthy foreign investment is a

priority. In recent years, however, competition for nvestment resources has
increased. Countries in EasternEurope, Asia and Latin Americahave all opened -

in varying degree - to foreign investment. Fortunately, Mexico is now better

equipped to offer importantcomparativeadvantages to the foreign investor.
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oher countries was significant, in which case the UN model Currently, Mexico is engaged in an intense process ofnegoti-
was followed. These latter items are: ating bilateral tax treaties. Up to 1991 Mexicohad concluded

For the period of operation necessary to consider a con- treaties with Canada, France and Italy. The Canada treaty-

struction project a permanent establishment, six months entered into force on 11 May 1992, and is generally effective
was chosen instead of one year. as from 1 January 1992. The treaties with France and Italy,
When foreign insurance companies enter the Mexican although signed, will probably come into effect in 1993.-

market, they will be considered to operate through a per- Treaties with Spain and Switzerlandhave been initialled. The
manent establishmentso long as they insure risks or col- countries with which negotiations are now under way at var-

lect premiums in Mexico. ious stages are:

Additionally,because foreign banks in Mexico only perform Belgium Netherlands United Kingdom
complementaryactivities to banking and credit, they are not

Germany Sweden United Statesconsideredas permanentestablishments for tax purposes.

Besides reducing or eliminating taxation of the same source Of this group, the treaties with Belgium, Germany, Sweden,of income by two countries, an important objective when Switzerlandand the United States could be signed this year.negotiating a tax treaty should be to be able to extend to for-

eign firms such advantageous treatment as applies to resi- Negotiations are planned with Chile, Ecuador, Norway and
dents in the host country. This is especially relevant in the Korea for this year and we have plans to engage in negotia-
case of Mexico because our fiscal system does not impose a tions with the following countries:
double tax on profits, i.e. it does not tax dividends at the
shareholder level. To extend this favourable treatment to for- Barbados Guatemala Malaysia Russia

eign firms, Mexico asks its counterparts to give tax sparing Brazil Greece Morroco Thailand
credits to their companies operating in Mexico. The magni- Costa Rica Hungary Poland Uruguay
tude of this credit clearly depends on the tax rate on divi- China Japan Romania
dends in the country of residence.

In general, Mexico has followed the lines of the OECD Mexico believes that by signing tax treaties we are not only
model convention, establishing maximum withholding rates reducing the cost of capital for foreign firms in Mexico but
of 15 percent for dividends, interest and royalties transferred also creating a more stable fiscal environment, due to the
abroad. We do not tax source income for air and sea trans- bilateralcommitmentsassumed. Both elements shouldplay a

portationand we reserve the right to tax rentals on real estate. role in stimulatingnvestmentand economic development.

The most comprehensiveinformationon taxation in Latin America available
anywhere in the world- IBFD's

LATIN AMERICAN IAXA ION DATA BASE
Compiled by IBFD in conjunctionwith CIAT (Inter-AmericanCenter of Tax Administration). Includes

general economic information, comprehensivestudies of individual and corporate income tax,
turnover taxes and detailed sections on specific topics.

Texts in both English and Spanish + Laws in Spanish + Software in English and Spanish
User-frjendlysoftware + Data base updated twice per year

+ 2400 Dutch Florins Annual Licence Fee
+ 1500 Dutch Florins once only payment for software
+ 1500 Dutch Florins refundabledeposit per CD-ROM

Free sample diskettes (no CD-Rom reader needed) available on request
NB Residentsof the Netherlands, please note thatprice is exclusiveof BTW (VAI)

EN IBFD Publications BV PO Box 20237,1000 HE Amsterdam, The Netherlands
l' Tel: +31 (0)20 626 77 26 Fax: +31 (0)20 622 86 58 Telex: 13217 intax nl
...
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MECCANPOLICY ON TAX TREATY
NEGOTIATIONS

Francisco GiI Diaz
Under Secretary of Revenues

The communications revolution and the liberalization of their own countries for the tax paid in Mexico, the 30 percent
trade and financial flows have nurtured international direct rate often implied a higher effective rate.

investment and debt flows as well as increased trade and
All of these measures are designed to reduce the costs of

migration. This greater international interdependencehas led
a

to increased reliance on double taxation treaties as conve- operating business in Mexico.

nient complements to domestic tax legislation to prevent the The tax treaties that Mexico has been negotiating will con-

double taxation of income and capital. tribute further to reducing the cost of capital, by entitling for-

eign firms to credit taxes paid in Mexico (which is not neces-
As part of the nation's modernizationof its tax system, Mex-

sarily the case in the absence of a treaty), and facilitatingsuch
ico has embarked on the creation of a vast network of tax

credits through reductions in withholding tax rates.
double taxation treaties to provide foreign investors with a

long-term stable outlook and to enforce compliance by the One importantelement we had to considerbefore embarking
exchangeof information. on the negotiationswas the asymmetry in the flows of capital

when the treaty is between a developed and a developing
Notwithstandingthe Mexican government'seffort to negoti- country. In this case there must be a tradeoff between lost
ate tax treaties, unilateralmeasureshave also been introduced

revenue in the short term and increased foreign nvestmentin
in the last few years that reduce the fiscal burden for both the medium and long terms. We concluded that the longer
Mexican and foreign firms. term payoff will be worthwhile,particularlywhen account is

The Mexican fiscal system contains provisions that eliminate taken of the intense internationalcompetition for capital.
the double taxationofbusinessprofits as they are receivedby To give a quantitative idea of how asymmetric our interna-
shareholders. In fact, neither dividends nor capital gains are tional balance sheet is, direct investment in Mexico by US
subject to tax as such, provided the profits that give rise to residents was, up to 1990, equal to USS 19 billion, compared
such income have been taxed at the company level. If distri- to USS 554 million direct investment by Mexicans in the
butions are made out of profits which have been previously United States.
taxed, no dividend tax is imposed. Capital gains are taxed
after adjusting the cost of shares for the reinvestmentofprof- While in 1990 Mexican companies paid to the United States

its and indexed for inflation. $ 1,444 million in interest, $ 266 million in royalties, $ 435
million in dividends and $ 244 million in other payments, the

Mexico has taken the initiative to reduce withholding rates transfer from the United States to Mexico amounted to only
applicable to transfers from foreign firms in Mexico to their $15 rrillion in interest, $ 0.3 rnillion in royalties, $7 rnillion
head office in a foreign country. With respect to the transfer in dividends and $ 6 nillion in other payments. Regarding
of interest, the withholdingtax rate could rise to as high as 42 the banking system (commercial and development), Mexi-
percent in 1988; currently, we have rates of 15 percent on co's transfers of interest to the rest of the world in 1990
interest paid to financial institutions, 21 percent on interest arnounted to $ 2,564 rnillion, while interest received from
paid to suppliers and 35 percent on other interest payments. foreig banks arnounted to $130 million.
Withholding taxes on royalties were 42 percent on patents
and 21 percent on copyrights. Currently, those rates are 35 It is estimated that by signing a treaty with the United States,

percent and 15 percent, respectively. the lower withholding rates on dividends, interest and royal-
ties transferred abroad will translate into a 40 percent reduc-

Foreign residents working in Mexico, who were not paid by tion of revenues from foreign residents, which in 1990 repre-
a Mexican residentor a permanentestablishmentof a foreign sented five percent of total income tax revenues. As a per-
company, were subject to tax at a flat rate of 30 percent. This centage of GDP the loss would amount to approximately0.10
has been modified so that now such foreign residents are percent, or $ 280 million in 1991. However, so long as foreign
exempt from tax for the first US $10,000 of income. The banks cannot refund the Mexican withholding tax, as is the
excess over $ 10,000 but below $ 80,000 is subject to a 15 case presently, the reduction in the Mexican withholding rate

percent tax and only the excess over $ 80,000 is subject to a which will result from treaties, will imply lower operating
30 percent tax. costs for Mexican firms which translate into higher returns.

The reduction in the withholding tax rates for foreign resi- For the purpose of establishing the terms of the conventions,
dents responds to the need to facilitate the transfer of tech- Mexico has followed the rules agreed upon by members of
nology. Even when foreigners could obtain a tax credit in the OECD, except when the relevanceof the imbalanceswith
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on tax administrationwas very small, there was an extemali- business activities. Considering only business activities in
ty problem where the private (state) incentive to spend on the same period, the increase was 90 percent.
increased tax collection was much lower than the social

Revenues increaseddespite the reduction in tax rates and the
(national) incentive, giving rise to underspendingand under- elimination of taxes because the number of taxpayerssome
collecting. This was solved by giving the federal government increased, legal loopholes closed and better enforce-were
the responsibility to collect the tax. As a result we have seen

ment and control adopted. Between 1988 andmeasures were
a significant increase in VAT revenues far beyond GDP

1991, increasedby 32.6 percent in real terms, whilerevenues
growth, despite having a zero rate on food and medicines

economicgrowth in that period 11.7 Thus,from 1989 onwards (compared to six percent before), and
same was percent.

the Mexican tax system has been streamlined to depend on a
despite having lowered the general rate from 15 to 10 percent few but broader-basedtaxes and lower tax rates. Its efficien-in the last two months of 1991. VAT revenues represented3.9
percent of GDP in 1991, compared to 3.26 percent in 1988. cy and equity must have improved concomitantly with its

ability to enhance revenues.

Finally, some additional simplifying measures were intro- We believe that the legal and administrativestructure result-duced recently. The changes are fundamentally targeted to
ing from the vast quantity of changes that has taken place in

small and medium taxpayers and consist of a drastic reduc-
the past four has placed the Mexican fiscal system in

tion in the number of returns, a simplificationof procedures years a

competitive and attractive situation internationally. The
and exempting individualsfrom having to present their annu-

extraordinary increase in private investment, both Mexican
al tax return when they have no additional tax to pay. and foreign, that has taken place in the past four bearsyears,
The changes to the Mexican tax system have produced out this result. The surge in private investmentis of course in
important results some of which I would like to summarize. response to the extraordinaryand wide rangingeconomicand
The number of taxpayers has increased from 13.1 million in political reforms undertaken by President Salinas, and the
1988 to 17.2 million in 1991; this represents a 31.7 percent new tax structure has been an adequate complement to these
increase. However, this total includes employees as weil as developments.
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The second refers to the exemption of fringe benefits which It is well known that the simplificationof the value added tax

induced firms to pay on the aggregateas much as one-thirdof (VAT) began in Latin America. We have also endeavouredto

wages in that form. broaden our tax base while eliminatingmyriad sales and pro-
duction taxes, and lowering rates. As part of this process the

In 1991 a quarterly inflationaryadjustmentwas introduced in
VAT subject to major changes. An important achieve-

order to maintain the personal income tax schedule in real
was

ment was made in 1991 as the different VAT rates were uni-
terms. At the same time a fiscal subsidy was introduced

fied. First, the general rate of 15 percent reduced to tenwas
into the personal income tax schedule. It consists of a reduc-
tion in rates which is steeper for those taxpayers that receive percent while eliminatingthe 20 percentcategorieson luxury

same were
a higher proportionof their income in the form of cash. This goods. At the time, regional differences eliminat-

ed (border regions had a six percent VAT rate). The tax base
measure seeks to reduce the distortionbuilt into the system to

was also increased by taxing interest on financial consumer
pay fringe benefits instead of cash wages. loans and credit card loans, and by eliminating theon exemp-
Other taxes have also been significantly reduced. The tax on tion enjoyed by union stores. As a result, only two rates pre-
dividendswas eliminated; the withholdingtax on nterestpaid vail, the general rate of ten percent and the zero rate on

to individualswas reduced; corporateand personal income tax exports, food, agricultural suppliers and medicine.

integrationwas maintained;a special tax on insurancepolicies
was eliminated as well as the tax on mineral activities; the Besides the direct changes in tax rates and in the structuresof

excise tax on telephonecalls was eliminated,as well as the tax several taxes, improvementswere also made at the adminis-

on soft-drinks; the maximum tax rate on new cars was
trative level. Several simplifyingnieasures were implement-

reduced and popular models were exempted. Significant rate ed in respect of the filing and submittingof retums, mainly a

reductions were granted to excise duties on cigarettes, wine reduction in the information required and in the number of

and alcoholic beverages. The tax on capital gains derived returns. Additionally, taxpayers may now pay their taxes at

from the sale of residences was eliminated, and, with a four- any commercialbank.

year transition period, the maximum tax rate on real estate Several reforms have been made to foster compliance and
transfers is being reduced from ten to two percent. improve the control over taxpayers. I will only mention some

Two other areas that experienced substantialchanges were the of the outstanding changes. One is related to deductible

so-called Minor TaxpayersRegime and the Special Basis Tax- expenses to determine the income tax. In most countries

payers. Initially these were conceived as a means to tax hard- deductionsare only allowedfor those expenses that are strict-

to-tax groups, but through the years the systemcame to be con- ly business related. In some cases, however, it is difficult to

sidered as an unalienable right to a privileged treatment, such separatepersonal from business-relatedexpenses. In order to

that when some of the taxpayers in these groups prospered control abuses arising from this situation, more precise and

enough to pay taxes within the general tax regime, they resist- strict requirementsmust now be met for firms to deduct trav-

ed doing so, mainly through the formationof strong lobbies. el expenses such as meals and accommodations,car rentals,
etc. Deductions of car-related expenses are also more regu-

To give an idea of the magnitudeof the problem, suffice it to lated and limited than in the past.
say that these categories, which include agriculture, trans-

portation, the publishing industry and an important number Tax planning used to include the deferral of payments,
of small and midsize taxpayers, produce 18 percent of GDP, because penalty interest could not be legally charged on

but contributed less than one percent of the income tax. interest, thus the real value of unpaid taxes fell over time.
This problem was solved by having omitted contributions

The tax-induced patterns of investment derived from privi- adjusted for inflation and by charging penalty interest on the
leged tax treatmentand the unfaircompetitionthat arises from reflated sum, but the maximum penalty was reduced from
differential taxation among taxpayers within an industry, rep- 150 to 100 percent and interest on late paymentswas lowered
resented welfare losses to the economy, not to mention

to one percent per month, more in accordance with the cur-
unequitable taxation. Furthermore, the two special regimes rent real interest rate, and it was made a deductible xpense.broke the chain of fiscal control, facilitatingfiscal evasion. At
the same time, these regimes gave an incentivefor firms not to Some measures were designed to have taxpayers comply
grow and thus gave a legal cover to the informal economy. more strictly with their tax payments. These include a higher
In order to have these groups and small unincorporatedfirms frequency of audits, extension of the obligation to obtain a

fiscal audit by private accountants and more requirementson
pay a larger fraction of the total tax burden, but with the aim

the issuing of invoices. In 1991, 156,000 audits made,to simultaneouslyminimize the costs of the transition, a sim- were

90 percent of which resulted in collections, compared to
pler tax regime was designed for them in the form of a cash-

54,000 audits and a 13 percent effectivenessratethree yearsflow tax. This new regime has three advantages: before. The yield in irect audits increased
(1) there is no need to assess depreciation,make inflationary per peso spent

from 1.5 pesos in 1988 to 40 pesos in 1992.
adjustments,etc.;

(2) in the case of small taxpayers, it allows a transition to the A structural change in the form in which the VAT is adminis-

general regime since it charges taxes according to size tered was introduced in 1990. The responsibility to collect
and initiates them in the fulfilment of certain formal the VAT - previously a state task - was given to the feder-

requirements; and al government. Since the revenue formula implied that the

(3) it increases revenue. incentive at the margin for the states to spend an extra peso
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POLICY IN CO
Pedro Aspe Armella

Secretary of Finance and Public Credit

INTRODUCTION Thus, the main objectives of recent fiscal policy in Mexico
have been:

By organizing regular congresses, promoting publications - To substantiallyreduce the governments'sbudget deficit.
and scientific research, and by encouraging international To reduce tax rates and taxes as the number of taxpayers-

cooperation, the Intemational Fiscal Association (IFA) per- increases and as the tax base has been broadened, with
forms a most valuable function bringing together the best better enforcementto combat evasion.
minds on applied fiscal policy. To have an internationallycompetitive fiscal structure.-

IFA has contributedsubstantially to understandingthe conse-
- To eliminate unnecessary required paperwork and/or

quences of different fiscal policies on economic perfor- required procedures in order to simplify compliance.
mance. Furthermore, the IFA has encouraged a healthy In what follows, I shall describe briefly changes that have
exchange of ideas between countries with often different fis- taken place to achieve these objectives.
cal structures.The sharing of these experiencesplays a role in

All the reforms, with the exception ofrecent a new tax onimproving tax laws and in providing an important guide for
the negotiationofbilateral tax treaties. corporate assets, complementary with the corporate income

tax (the latter is creditable against it), which is intended for
We are honoured to have such a distinguishedgroup of fiscal control purposes, imply important tax reductions.

experts holding their annual meeting in Mexico. We are cer- The corporate income tax rate was reduced gradually from 42
tain that this reunion will be most productive in the generation to 35 percent. This reduction occurred simultaneouslywith a
of ideas useful for your endeavoursand in the consolidationof decrease in the tax base as the system evolved to full indexa-
valuablepersonalrelationships.I wish you a great success and tion.
a pleasant stay in this magnificentregion of our country.

The advisability of inducing investments, but at the same
This meetingof the IFA represents a most timely opportunitY time decentralizingthem geographically,led to the authoriza-
to present Mexico's recent reforms on taxation, to sketch tion of the immediate deduction of the present value of the
broadly its objectives and to mention some of its results. maximum allowed legal depreciation of new investments,

except for investments in the three more congested cities.
The growth of firms is also encouraged through a provision

RECENT TAX POLICY IN MEXICO that allows the immediate expensing of purchases instead of
deducting the cost of sales. This measure also simplifiesThe key role of fiscal policy in a successful stabilizationpro- inflation accounting and togetherwith the investment-induc-

gramme is well understood. Mexico has not been an excep- ing scheme, aproximatesour system to a cash-flowcorporatetion: our recent stabilizationprogresshas been firmly support- ncome tax definition. In addition, to promote long-termed by a strict control of public income and expenditures. The
nvestments, the period within which fims can deduct losses

consolidatedpublic sectordeficithas been broughtdown from
was extended from five to ten years.11 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 1988, to 0.8

percent in 1991. We have not registered as income the sub- An importantdevice to establish a floor to fiscal evasion is the
stantial proceeds from the sale of importantgovernmentprop- tax on corporate assets introduced in 1989. This tax does not

erties in banking, steel, etc., since we believe that such once constitutean additionalburden to capital since it can be credit-
and for all transactions should not be counted as incorne and ed against the income tax. It was intended for those firms that
that only their reduction in government interest expenditures declare zero taxable income or even losses for several consec-

should contribute towards greater governmentspending. utive years, sometimesthrough the manipulationof the income
tax base, often through transfer pricing. The new tax also

It was clear that an improved budgetary performance would encourages efficiency, since assets with a gross annual yield
require increased public revenues, which coupled with other below 5.7 percent have to be put to a better use or be shed.
macroeconomicmeasures, would generate the required cred-
ibility of the stabilizationplan. The personal income tax rate has also experienced important

reductions. The maximum rate was brought down from 55
Following a tax modernization process started in previous percent in 1988 to 35 percent in 1990. But the changes in the
administrations, the government of President Salinas has personal income tax have gone deeper. The rate structurehad
been committed to further strengthening the fiscal system two main problems. The first is that with partial adjustments
while simultaneouslysupporting its stabilization and liberal- to the income ranges through the inflationaryyears, a consid-
ization plans. erable percentage of taxpayers were taxed at the highest rate.
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SEMINAR A SEMINARIOA SEMINAIREA SEMINAR A

Advance Ruling Resolucionesdel fisco a Pratique et lgalit des Ausknfte ber zuknftige
Practice and Legality peticin de los contribuyentes: dcisions pralables Sachverhalte ('advance ruling'),
Chairman: prctica lealidad Prsident: Praxis und Rechtmssigkeit
Prof. Dr. J.M. Rivier Presidente: Prof. Dr. J.M. Rivier Vorsitzender:

(Switzerland) Prof. Dr. J.M. Rivier (Suiza) (Suisse) Prof. Dr. J.M. Rivier (Schweiz)

SEMINAR B SEMINARIO B SEMINAIRE B SEMINAR B

Branch Tax EI impuesto sobre sucursales L'impt sur les succursales Die Betriebstttensteuer
Chairman: Presidente: Prsident: Vorzitzender:
C.L. Estes (USA) C.L. Estes (Estados Unidos) C.L. Estes (Etats-Unis) C.L. Estes (Vereinigte Staaten)

SEMINAR C SEMINARIOC SEMINAIREC SEMINAR C

Tax Treatment of Rgimen fiscal de los Traitement fiscal des prts Die steuerliche Behandlung
International Loans prstamos internacionales internationaux grenzberschreitenderDarlehen
Chairman: Presidente: Prsident: Vorsitzender:
Dr.,R. Asorey (Argentina) Dr. R. Asorey (Argentina) Dr. R. Asorey (Argentine) Dr. R. Asorey (Argentinien) '

_

SEMINAR D SEMINARIO D SEMINAIRE D SEMINAR D

Consequencesunder Tax Consecuencias,conforme a Consquences,au regard des Rechtsfolgendes Ttigwerdens
Treaties of Operating through a tratados fiscales, de operar a conventions fiscales, du choix durch einen abhngigen oder

Dependentor IndependentAgent travs de un agente d'un agent dpendant ou unabhngigenVertreternach den
Chairman: dependienteo independiente indpendant Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen
Prof. Kees van Raad Presidente: Prsident: Vorsitzender:
(Netherlands) Prof. Kees van Raad Prof. K. van Raad Prof. K. van Raad

(Holanda) (Pays-Bas) (Niederlande)

SEMINAR E SEMINARIO E SEMINAIRE E SEMINAR E

Mexican Tax Treaties Tratados fiscales mexicanos Les conventions fiscales du Die mexikanischen
Chairman: Presidente: Mexique DoppelbesteUerungsabkommen
R. Aguirre Dr. R, Aguirre Prsident: Vorsitzender:
(Mexico) (Mxico) Dr. R. Aguirre (Mexique) Dr. R. Aguirre (Mexio)
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Subject II, Tax consequences of international acquisitions nent establishment concept. Seminar C considers the Tax
and business combinations, is also a topic ripe for analysis. treatment of international loans, and Seminar D considers

Acquiringan existing business entity is rapidly becoming the Consequences under tax treaties of operating through a

usual way to enter a market and start doing business in a for- dependent or independent agent, a topic of particular inter-

eign country. In the European Community, cross-border est for purposes of treaty definitions of permanent establish-
acquisitions are seen as the appropriate response to meet the ment. Seminar E, Mexican tax treaties overviews the tax
demands of the common market. The EC merger directive treaties of our host. Not long ago Mexico refused to sign a tax
will partially ensure that such acquisitions are accomplished treaty. This positionhas radically altered, and I have no doubt
without adverse tax consequences.Outside the EC, however, that Mexico will become a prorninentmemberof the interna-
internationalacquisitionsoften encounter formidabletax dif- tional tax treaty network.
ficulties and the risk of a prohibitive tax burden for the pur-
chaser and seller alike. The Cancun social programme promises to be very exciting.

The golf course is rumoured to be one of the most costly pro-
The five seminars offer a broad and important range of top- jects of its kind. The nearby archaeologicalsites are unrivaled,
ics. Seminar A, Advance ruling: practice and legality, will

bearing witness to the Mayan civilization, one of the most
consider a highly significant issue in regard to planning and

ancient and importantcultures in America. I hope that
administrationof the law. A topic with possibly far-reaching

as many
participants as possible will spend the excursion day together

consequences is considered in Seminar B, the Branch tax.
and end the Congress in this appropriateand pleasantThis tax affects the fundamentals of the existing system of way.

the international taxation of business income and the perma- I welcome you to the 1992 IFA Congress in Cancun!

SUBJECTSAND SEMINARSOF THE 1992 IFA CONGRESS

SUBJECTI TEMA I SUJETI THEMAI

Transfer pricing Determinacinde los precios en Dterminationdes prix de Verrechnungspreisebei
in the absence of las transmisionesa falta de transfer en l'absence de prix de Fehlen vergleichbarer
comparable market prices precios de mercado equivalentes march comparables Marktpreise
Chairman: Presidente: Prsident: Vorsitzender:
A. Navarro (Mexico) A. Navarro (Mxico) A. Navarro (Mexique) A. Navarro (Mexiko)
Discussion Leader: Presidente de debates: Modrateur: Tagungsleiter:
N. Boidman (Canada) N. Boidman (Canad) N. Boidman (Canada) N. Boidman (Kanada)
General Reporter: Ponente general: Rapporteurgnral: Generalberichterstatter:
Avv. Prof. G. Maisto (Italy) Avv. Prof. G. Maisto (Italia) Avv. Prof. G. Maisto (Italie) Avv. Prof. G. Maisto (Italien)
Secretary: Secretario: Secrtaire: Sekretr:
R. Caraza Escobedo (Mexico) R. Caraza Escobedo (Mxico) R. Caraza Escobedo (Mexique) R. Caraza Escobedo (Mexiko)
Chairman of the Rsum Presidentedel Comit de Prsident du Comit de Vorsitzenderdes
Committee: Resumen: Rsum: Rsumkomitees:
M. Ellis (Netherlands) M. Ellis (Holanda) M. Ellis (Pays-Bas) M. Ellis (Niederlande)

SUBJECT 11 TEMA Il SUJET 11 THEMA 11

Tax consequencesof Consecuenciasfiscales de las Consquencesfiscales des ErtragsteuerlicheKonsequenzen
international acquisitions and adquisicionesy agrupaciones acquisitions et regroupements des internationalenErwerbsvon

business combinations internacionalesde empresas internationauxd'enterprises Unternehmen
Chairman: Presidente: Prsident: Vorzitzender:
Dr. J. Sinz Alarcn (Mexico) Dr. J. Sinz Alarcn (Mxico) Dr. J. Sinz Alarcn (Mexique) Dr. J. Sinz Alarcn (Mexiko)
Discussion Leader: Presidentede debates: Modrateur: Tagunsleiter:
R. Koch-Nielsen (Denmark) R. Koch-Nielsen (Dinamarca) R. Koch-Nielsen (Danemark) R. Koch-Nielsen (Dnemark)
General Reporter: Ponente general: Rapporteurgnral: Generalberichterstatter:
W.B. Taylor (USA) W.B. Taylor (Estados Unidos) W.B. Taylor (Etats-Unis) W.B. Taylor (VereinigteStaaten)
Secretary: Secretario: Secrtaire: Sekretr:
G. Preciado (Mexico) G. Preciado (Mxico) G. Preciado (Mexique) G. Preciado (Mexiko)
Chairman of the Rsum Presidente del Comit de Prsident du Comit de Vorsitzenderdes Rsum-
Committee: Resumen: Rsum: komitees:
Dr. A. Burckhardt (Switzerland) Dr. A. Burckhardt (Suiza) Dr. A. Burckhardt (Suisse) Dr. A. Burckhardt (Schweiz)
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INTRODUCTION For the first time, the scientific programme will be held for

- four days, oncluding witha Gala Barquet for pa}ticipants
Karl Beusch and accompanyingpersons.-An excursion day scheduled for

Friday will rund out the Cngress.
Cancun is once again hosting the IFA Congress! It'is indeed

fitting that a MeXican city was selectedfor the 1992 Congess This year's scientific agenda offers a provocativeand timely
-no less to celebrate the fifth centenary of the discovery of programme. Subject I is entitled Transfer pricing in the

America than to pay homage to a country enjoying meteoric absence of comparable market prices. Until now the arm's

development. When the 1974 IFA Congress was held 'in length principle has been generally accepted as the intema-

Mexico for th first time, we were guests in a country with a
tional standard to set transfer prices, despite the lingering

prdominantly agricultural economy. In those days Cancun presence of a number of unresolved issues, for instace

was a small fishing.village. As a result of remarkable and where no comparablemarketprices are available. There have

vigorous growth,' Cancun has become a flourishing ity of been some discernible signs of a departure from the arm's

120,000 inhabitants, boasting a highly-developed.infrastruc- length method and a move towards profit split methods, the

ture. With its modem deluxe hotels, famous beaches and most recent example being the proposed matching transac-,
tion method, comparable adjustment transaction method andexotic surrondings,Cancun provides a magnificentvenue
comparableprofit method in the United States. I hope that thefor a successful congress. , , Congress Resolutions make contribution resolving' may. a to

In the first instance
J

I would like draw attention of the difficulties which currently beset the arm'sto your to an some

administrative,change in the organization of our Congress. length principle. '
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TAX CONSIDERATIONSFOR 430 Nicasiodel Castillo
MULTINATIONALCOMPANIES

WHAT'S NEW
Tax considerations play a critical role in theRESULTING FROM THE

NORTH AMERICAN FREE strategic planning of companies as they assess

the likely impact of the North American FreeTRADE AGREEMENT

FROM IBFD examines a number of tax changes that may

Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Mr. del Castillo

take place as a result ofNAFTA. As part of the

analysis he draws on the recent tax develop-
ments in the EC.

EC CorporateTax Law
THE TAXATION OF COMPANIES 436 Susan M. Lyons
AND INDIVIDUALS IN MEXICO

.This article profiles the Mexican tax system as

An InternationalGuide to it pertains to corporations and individuals.
Included in the discussion are the income tax,

Mergers & Acquisitions the minimum tax on assets, the non-resident

withholding tax, value added tax and the vari-
ous payroll taxes.

EuropeanTax Handbook TAXATION OF EXPATRIATES 444 KPMG Crdenas Dosai Nieto Astiazarn y

1992 Cia, S.C.,Mexio
This article surveys the most important ele-
ments of the Mexican tax system for expatri-
ates assigned to that country, including con-

Central and cepts of residence, scope of the tax, fringe
benefits, deductions and the treatment of

East European investment income. t

Tax Reports '
6

CORPORATETAX 447 KPMGCrdenasDosaiNieto Astiazarny
COMPLIANCEPROCEDURES Cia, S.C.,Mexico

Taxation and Supervision
The increased focus on compliance and
enforcement underscores the need for oten-

K

of Branchesof
tial investors to be familiarwith the tax proce-
dures and requirements. This article looks at

InternationalBanks the current situation in Mexico.

TRENDS AND FUTURE 452 ParthasarathiShome
DIRECTIONS IN TAX POLICY

InternationalTax Glossary REFORM: Tax reform in Latin America during the 1980s

A LATIN AMERICAN emphasized broad-based, low-rate consump-

2ndrevisededition PERSPECTIVE tion taxes over steeply progressive income and

property taxes, primarily to simplify the tax

structure and facilitate tax administration.
While tax reformneed not necessarilyraise tax-

TrendsinInternational
to-GDP ratios, countries that undertook tax

reform experienced a liigher revenue gain in

Taxation
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a

minimum income tax, alternative corporate
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Theorie en praktijk.Ausland. Regeln, Praktiken, Konflikteund BUUL, W.J.J. van.

Lsungen. Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeBV. 1990 Waarderingvan pensioenen. 4th Edition.

Hamburg, Institutfr Auslndischesund pp.479. Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1992 pp. 205.

InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen..1991 Second revised edition of monographdealing Fourth edition of monogrphexplaining the

Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 77. with the corporateincome tax with reference legal and tax aspects of providing pensions to

pp.27. to other European countries and case law. employees and director-shareholders.

Treatmentof a permanent assembly (B. 111.691) (B. 111.845)
establishmentwithin the country and abroad FLIPSEN, P.H.M. ARENDONK,H.P.A.M. van.
for accounting, valuation and tax purposes. Herkapitalisatie. Inkoop van eigen aandelen. Civielrechtelijke
(B. 111.772) Deventer, FED. 1992 en fiscaalrechtelijkebeschouwingen.
NEUHEUSER,Achim. FED Fiscale Brochures. Pp. 124.50.- Dfl. Deventer, Kluwer. 1992

Der gemeine Wert von Anteilen an Monographdealing with capital reconstruction Fiscale Monografie n No. 57. pp.393.
auslndischenKapitalgesellschaftenunter of enterprises. Text of statutes is appended. Thesis defended at the Erasmus University in

besondererBercksichtigungdes Stuttgarter (B. 111.847) Rotterdam regarding the purchase by a

Verfahrens. company of its own shares focussing on the
HEIJTEL,L.J.A.

Hamburg, Institut fr Auslndischesund
Uw BV de bedrijfsopv.olging.

Civil Code andtax law aspects.
InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen. 1990

en (B. 1-11.461)
Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 74. Deventer, Kluwer. 1992 pp.159.39.50Dfl.

pp.35. Monographdealing with the tax aspects of the RIJKERS,A.C.
-

Fair market value of shares held in foreign private company (BV) and its successors. Brede herwaardering I.

corporations.The book analyses valuation of (B. 111.723) Deventer, Kluwer. 1992
Fiscaal Actueel. pp.93.35.-Dil.

the fair market value of shares which are not BRANDSMA,R.P.C.W.M.; TIESKENS, Monographdescribing the present situation
traded at the stock exchange. It pays particular R.W. with respect to changes in the individual
attention to the valuation procedure which in Kasgeldarresten. income tax conceming life insuranceand old
such cases is then applied by the tax Deventer, Kluwer. 1992 age pension contracts.
authorities. Fiscaal Actueel. pp.100. 45.- Dfl. (B. 111.736)
(B. 111.773) Monographon case law with respect to abuse

of law by taxpayers and the applicabilityof the BOUWMAN,Jan; VRIES, Mark de.
Greece Kinderen, ouders en fiscus.

fraus legis doctrine by the tax administration
INVESTMENTIN GREECE. with reference to case law and statutes. Deventer, Kluwer. 1992 Kluwer

Amsterdam,KPMG Peat Marwick Kyriacou, (B. 111.783) Belastingwijzers,No. 19. pp.144.29.50Dil.

KPMG InternationalHeadquarters. 1989 Monographdealing with all the taxation

pp.67. LUGT, F.H. aspects arising from the financial relationship
General guide to the regulatory and tax aspects De WIR geknipt. between parents and children.

of investments or business activities in Greece. Deventer,FED. 1991 (B. 111.706)
It reflects informationavailable at Fed's actualiteiten,No. 15. pp.49. 29.- Dfl. DIJCK, J.E.A.M.
1 October 1989. Descriptionof the WIR investmentclaims for Vervangingvan inkomsten (artikelen 27, 31,
(B. 111.795) which a taxpayer may qualify. 32 en 59a van de Wet op de

(B. 111.501) inkomstenbelasting).
Luxembourg KLIJN, C.A.W. 4th Edition.

LUXEMBOURG.JURIDIQUE,FISCAL, Belastingrecht. SPD Examenwijzer.Onder Deventer, FED. 1992.

social. 3rd Edition. redaktie van F.S. Koster. FED Fiscale Brochures.Pp. 157. 52.- Dfl.

Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre. 1992, Leiden, Stenfert Kroese Uitgevers, Morssingel Fourth edition of monographdealing with the

Dossiers InternationauxFrancisLefebvre. 9-13, 2312 AZ Leiden. 1992 pp.142. 34.50 concept substitutionof income under the
Individual Income Tax Law.

pp.440. 415.- Ffr. Dfl.
Overviewof Luxembourgbusiness law, fiscal SPD examinationguide to tax laws (individual (B. 111.784)

law and soial law. In addition a section is income tax, wage tax, corporate income tax VERVLOED,J.L.M:J.; BOD, W.B.

devoted to the special regime of holding and and value added tax), providing short Wegwijs in de BTW. Theorie en praktijk.
funds for collectiveplacements. descriptionof major points (with examples). Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermande BV.,
(B. 111.884) (B. 111.787) Patinastraat32, 8211 AR Lelystad. 1991
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KODEX DES STERREICHISCHEN FISCOLEX 1992. WETBOEKVAN DE MOHR, Ernst.
Rechts: nkomstenbelastingenmet uitvoeringsbesluiten Environmentaltaxes and charges and EC fiscal
Arbeitsrecht. Stand 1.3.1992. 10. Auflage. en bijzondere wetgeving. Wetboek van de met harmonisation: theory and policyBearbeitetvon WolfgangMazal. de Inkomstenbelastinggelijkgestelde Kiel, Institut fr Weltwirtschaftan der
Vinna, Linde VerlagWienAG. 1992 belastingenmet uitvoeringsbesluiten. UniversittKiel. 1990 Kieler
295.- AS. Samengestelddoor DiskussionsbeitrgeNo. 161. pp.20.Labour Law updated as per 1 March 1992, S. Sablon. (B. 111.826)
including the new law on seizure of wages. Antwerp, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1992
(B. 111.861) pp.792. France
STEUERNIM RECHTSSTAAT. Legal text of Income Tax Code 1992 and

related laws. VILLEGIER,Raymond.Festschriftfr Gerold Stoll zum 65.Geburtstag. (B. 111.849) L'intgration fiscale des groupes de socits.Herausgegebenvon W. Doralt, W. Gassner, E. Pari, Librairie Gnrale de Droitet deLechner, H.G. Ruppe, M. Tanzer und RUYTER, Karin de. Jurisprudence. 1992 CollectionSystmes.J. Werndl. Woonkrediet. pp.150. 95.- Ffr.
Vienna, WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac. Groot-Bijgaarden,De Standaard. 1991 Guide to the French taxation of groups of1990 pp.450. KranteboekNo. 45. pp. 43. companies.Tax law within the constitutionalstate. Descriptionof the legal and tax aspects of (B. 111.830)Publicationin honor of Prof. Gerold Stoll on financing the purchase of a house.
his 65th birthday (B. 111.823) BERAUDO,Jean-Paul.
(B. 110.647) Les trusts anglo-saxonset le droit franais.DEKETELAERE,Kurt. Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droit et deKOBAN, Robert. Milieu en fiscaliteit. Het gebruik van Jurisprudence. 1992 pp.50. 250.- Ffr.Der neue Kontenrahmennach dem economische instrumenten in het milieubeleid Comprehensiveessay on the legal treatmentofRehnungslegungsgesetz. van het VlaamseGewest. Anglo-Saxon trusts under French law.Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1992 Brugge, Die Keure, Oude Gentweg 108, 8000 (B. 111.832)Schriftenreiheder Steuer- und Brugge, Belgium. 1991 pp.170.
WirtschaftskarteiNo. 55. Pp. 100 130.- AS. Overview and legal analysis of ecotaxes as CAMPBELL,Ch.G.G.; PHILIPPART,A.;
The new standard form of accounts pursuant to they exist in the Flemish Region. Also Belgian DELSOUILLER,J.; BONNET, C.
the 1990 law on rendering of accounts. domestic tax measures, such as those to Business operations in France.
(B. 111.860) encourage lead-free cars, are discussed. Washington,Tax Management Inc. 1992

(B. 111.482) Foreign Income Portfolios, No. 961. pp.220.
Belgium Revised and updated edition of Portfolio No.

PENNINCKX,M.; MELLE, Ph. van. 961. Overviewof the principal problemsBELASTINGVLUCHTNAAR BELGI. Lois coordonnes sur les socits confronting foreign businesses conductingVerslag van het symposiumgehouden te commerciales.Coordinationofficieuse, operations in France. It examines the taxationMaastrichtop 25 oktober 1991. Onder redaktie septembre 1991; Gecordineerdewetten op de of domestic and foreign corporations,van Prof. R.E.C.M. Niessen, Drs. handelsvennootschappen.Officieuze partnerships,other business entities, residentTh. W.M. Poolen en Mr. J.J.M.G. Smeets. cordinatie,september 1991. individuals and non-residentaliens.Arnhem, Gouda Quint BV. 1992 pp.75. Antwerp, Kluwer Rechtswetenschappen.1991 The portfolo also discusses the net wealth tax,Text of peeches and debates held during a pp.120. inheritanceand gift taxes, registrationduties,conferenceon the phenomenonof fiscal Unofficial consolidationof company law. local taxes, VAT, and analyses investmentrefugees moving from the Netherlands to (B. 111.854) incentives, exchange controls, labour andBelgium. Contributions:De nvloed van de
social security laws.vermogensbelastingop de fiscale emigratieby TIBERGHIEN,Albert.
(B. 111.811)D. Juch; Fiscaleaspecten van emigratienaar Tiberghien vertelt Tiberghien.

Belgi by P. Kavelaars; Wat kan/moet Antwerp, KluwerRechtswetenschappen.1991 INVESTMENTIN FRANCE.
Nederlanddoen an het verschijnsel pp.325.995.-Bfr. 5th Edition.
belastingvluchtby L.G.M. Stevens. The Belgian grand old man in taxation Amsterdam, KPMG Fidal Peat International,
(B. 111.596) writes his reminiscencesand reflections. KPMG IntemationalHeadquarters. 1990

(B. 111.703) pp.70.VERHOEVEN,R. 0, Brief summary of the structural and taxationPraktijkboekvoor vennootschappen.Juridisch Czechoslovakia considerations for foreign businesses operatingBoekhoudkundig Fiscaal. Boek II. Editie- -

in France.'91-'92. Boekjaren 1990, 1990-'91 en 1991. INVESTMENTIN CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
(B. 111.796)Antwerp, KluwerRechtswetenschappen.1992 Amsterdam, KPMG Klynveld Peat Marwick

pp.704.3985.-Bfr. Goerdeler, KPMGIntemationalHeadquarters. BOUVIER,Michel.
Updatededition of book providingpractical 1991 pp.56. Les finances locals.
overview of alllegal, accountingand tax aspects General guidelines to investment and business Paris, Librairie Gnrale de Droit et de
necessary for managementof small companies. in Czechoslovakia.The informationpresented Jurisprudence. 1992 CollectionSystmes.
This publicationcovers cost and profit accounts, reflects the situation as at 31 October 1991. pp.178.95.- Ffr.
reorganizationsand reconversioncompanies Chapters include: business law, taxation of Monographon local finance.
and future legal and tax developments. businessesand of individuals,government (B. 111.831)
(B. 111.855) controls, labour, privatization.

(B. 111.797) GermanySCHROEVEN,R.

Vestiging in Belgi. EEC VERANLAGUNGS - HANDAUSGABEN
Brussels,NederlandseKamer van Koophandel 1991.
voor Belgien Luxemburg. 1991 pp.203. TAX HARMONIZATIONIN THE Sammelband.
Practical guide providing information for Community. Einkommensteuer- Krperschaftsteuer-Dutchmen who are consideringstarting Measures adopted and proposed. Revision of Gewerbesteuer - Umsatzsteuer.Mit
business activities in Belgium and need the DocumentXXI-1278/90. Richtlinien, Gesetzen,informationon the legal and fiscal aspects of Brussels, Commissionof the European Durchfhrungsverordnungenund
this venture. Communities. 1991 pp.135. Nebenbestimmingen.Ausgabe Mrz 1992.
(B. 111.769) (B. 111.827) Bonn, Stollfuss Verlag. 1992 pp.2700.
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Macau TAXATION IN SINGAPORE. CARIBBEAN

RELATORIODE EXECUODO PLANO
Amsterdam, KPMG Peat Marwick, KPMG
InternationalHeadquarters,P.O. Box 74111,

de investimentos.Pidda 1989. Cayman Islands
1070 BC Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 1991

Macau, Ministryof Finance. 1989 pp.44 INVESTMENTIN THE CAYMAN

Report on the 1989 InvestmentPlan. pp.135. Islands.

(B. 57.639)
Seventh edition of monographdescribing Amsterdam,KPMG Peat Marwick, KPMG
Singapore taxation legislation for foreigners. InternationalHeadquarters,P.O. Box 74111,

Malaysia (B. 57.726) 1070 BC Amsterdam,The Netherlands. 1992

INVESTMENTIN MALAYSIA. pp.35.
Sri Lanka This booklet provides an introduction to

Amsterdam, KPMG Klynveld Peat Marwick
Goerdeler, KPMG InternationalHeadquarters. INVESTMENTIN SRI LANKA. aspects of establishingbusiness in the Cayman

1990 pp.98. Amsterdam, KPMG Ford, Rhodes, Thornton
Islands for the benefit of those who may be

Publicationproviding informationof interest & Co., KPMG InternationalHeadquarters.
consideringusing the Islands as an offshore
base or as a tax haven. The information

to those considering investing or doing 1990 pp.60. reflects the law and regulations existing at 31
business in Malaysia, including taxation. This This book provides an introduction to December 1991.
fourth edition is based on information CompanyLaw, taxation and other related (B. 111.857)
available as of 28 February 1990. matters important to any person considering
(B. 57.722) investment in Sri Lanka. NetherlandsAntilles
1992 MALAYSIANMASTERTAX GUIDE. (B. 57.720)
9th Edition. By CCH Tax Editors. BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES:

INVESTMENTIN THE NETHERLANDS
Antilles.

Singapore, CCH Asia Limited, 139 Cecil Sri Lanka. 7th Edition.
Street, Cecil House 1992 pp.935. Amsterdam, KPMG Curao, KPMG

Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai International Headquarters. 1990 pp.45.
Practical, accurate and reliable presentationof
the structure, features and ambit of Malaysian Banking CorporationLimited. 1991 pp.52. Informationon corporate structure, taxation of

Revised and updated edition of information companies, offshore companies and
income tax law. The book explains the law
relevant to individuals,partnerships, guide on doing business in Sri Lanka with individuals, governmentcontrols, the banking

corporations and other taxable entities. Real some references to taxation. system and other related subjects of interest to

property gains tax, developmenttax and (B. 57.693) those consideringinvesting in the Netherlands

double taxation are also covered. Changes
Antilles.

effected by the 1992 Budget and the Finance Taiwan
(B. 111.815)

Act 1992 have been incorporated into this
edition. The law in the book stands as at HSU, Paul S.P.; YEH, M.L. EUROPE

20 February 1992. Business operations in the Republic of China

(B. 57.731) Taiwan). Austria
Washington,Tax ManagementInc. 1992

New Zealand Tax ManagementForeign Income Portfolio,
INVESTMENTIN AUSTRIA.
Amsterdam,KPMG Alphen Treuhand GmbH.,

No. 958. pp.100. KPMG IntemationalHeadquarters,P.O. Box
BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES: Detailed analysis of Taiwa's taxes on foreign
New Zealand. 3rd Edition. investment, forms of doing business in the

74111,1070BC Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
1992 pp.70.Hong Kong, The Hong Kong and Shanghai R.O.C., taxation of individuals and

Banking CorporationLimited. 1991 pp.56. companies, foreign companies,non-residents,
Publicationproviding informationof interest
to those consideringinvesting or doing

Revised edition of book on the economic and incentives, indirect business in Austria, including taxation.tax taxes, etc.
investmentclimate in New Zealand. Taxation (B. 57.732) (B. 111.856)
is dealt with.

(B. 57.695) AKTUELLEFRAGEN DER
Vietnam Finanzwirtschaftund der

Singapore VIETNAMBUSINESS HANDBOOK. Unternehmensbesteuerung.Festschriftfr

INVESTMENTIN SINGAPORE. The birth of opportunity.
Erich Loitlsbergerzum 70. Geburtstag.

Amsterdam,KPMG Peat Marwick, KPMG Bangkok, Vietcochamberand Chamber Herausgegebenvon DieterRckle.

InternationalHeadquarters. 1988 pp.158. Publications. 1991 pp.407.700.-HK$. Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1991 pp.808.
950.- AS.

Summarizingstructural and taxation The Foreign InvestmentLaw is described and Issues concemingpublic finance and taxation
considerationsfor foreign businesses operating a summary of the taxes is given. Useful of business. Festschrift for Prof. Erich
in Singapore. The main purposeof this book is addresses are appended. The text is Loitlsbergeron the occasion of his 70th
to describe in broad terms the requirementsof supplementedwith illustrations,maps and birthday.
local laws and provide general informationon advertisementsof local and foreign (B. 111.195)
tax legislation and business conditions in companies.This publication is published by
Singapore which affect the establishmentof Chamber Publications,Bangkok and. HEIDINGER,Gerald; HEIDINGER,Helfried;

businesses in Singapore. Vietcochamber officiallyThe Chamberof STINGL,Walter.
-

(B. 57.725) Commerceand Industry of the Socialist
Einknfteaus Vermietungund
Spekulationseinknfte.

1992 SINGAPOREMASTERTAX GUIDE. Republic of Vietnam, Hanoi - a non- Durchfhrungsrichtlinien 13.5.1991.vom

llth Edition. government organization.The publication is Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG. 1992 pp..160.
By CCH Tax Editors. obtainable from Chamber Communicationsin 348.- AS.

Singapore, CCH Asia Limited. 1992 pp.1100. Hong Kong, 3C Hatton Place, lA, Po Shan Income from renting and speculation.
The book explains the law relevant to Road, Hong Kong. Price: HK$ 700.-. The Regulatory Decrees of 13 May 1991 with

individuals,partnerships,corporationsand editorial material was written by Christopher commentary,charts and examples for the

other taxable entities. The law in this book F. Bruton and the directory sections were annual income tax retum or change in

stands at as 6 March 1992. compiled by the staffof Vietcochamber. ownership.
(B. 57.730) (B. 57.703) (B. 111.765)
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Since the negotiable certificate is expressed in terms of tax regard as the available tax base of most companies which
(rather than tax allowances), it may be transferred to any cat- might contemplate such investments would be dwarfed by
egory of taxpayer, notwithstandingdiffering tax rates. the quantum of tax allowances. Furthermore, offshore com-

panies which may now be evaluating investment in South
africa simply do not have a local tax base. Finally, even

VI. APPROVAL PROCEDURE where there is an adequate tax base, the long lead times inher-
The beneficiation tax package is not granted automatically. ent in majornew projects create a problematicdelay between

Any project seeking to take advantage of these incentives the time costs are incurred and the beneficial effect of tax

must apply to a special committee appointed by the Minister allowances.
of Finance, with the concurrenceof the MinisterofTrade and

The beneficiationincentivesneatly these problemsIndustry and Economic Cooperation.4The committeehas the overcome

by allowing the tax benefit to take effect in the period thepower to:
expenditure is incurred, and by allowing the value of the taxapprove any process as a qualifying beneficiation pro- benefit to be taken where tax base exists, by allowing

-

even no
cess;

the tax deductions to be transferred.exclude, if deemed advisable, any qualifying beneficia--

tion process from any other type of state assistance; and There is no doubt that this incentive is a well-designedand,
approve or determine acceptable lead tines before the importantly, effective to cost-

-

nore an measure encourageparticular assets of a beneficiation process are brought effective investrnent. There are a nurnber of local projects in
into use. the pipelinewhichwillproceedas a result of these incentives,

and it behoves potential foreign investors to carefully evalu-

Vll. CONCLUSION ate these measures when considering new investment pro-
jects in South Africa.

South Africa needs to encourage major new products which
add substantial value to inputs, and which are export-orient- 4. Currently both Ministries are headed by the sane individual. Mr Derek
ed. Conventional tax incentives are of limited value in this Keys, a formerprominentprivate sector businessman.
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IV. RELEVANCE OF MANUFACTURING costing 100 million R will take three years to erect and com-

ALLOWANCES mission, and 40 million R is incurred in the first year, an

allowance of 2 million R (five percent of 40 million R) may
Since the beneficiation incentive is directly related to tax be claimed in the first year.
allowances granted to manufacturers, it is necessary to

briefly discuss manufacturingallowances.
3. Pre-production interest

For manufacturing machinery and plant (except for mining
and farming assets), straight-linedepreciation is allowed at a Interest of this nature (and related finance charges) which

rate of 20 percent per annum for a period of five years. The relates to loans incurred in financing the plant, machinery or

allowance commences in the year the asset is brought into buildings referred to above, and which is incurred before the

use. For buildings, straight-line depreciation is allowed at a assets are brought into use may be deducted in full as a tax

rate of five percent over a 20-year period. This allowance allowance in the year the charges are incurred.

also commences in the year the asset is brought into use.

Expenditures for pre-production interst and related finance
B. Transferabletax losses

charges must be accumulated, and are usually deductible in

full when the related manufacturing assets are brought into By far the most significant innovation of the beneficiation
use. The interest or finance charges must be incurredon loans package is the provision which effectively allows the mone-

utilized by the taxpayer for the acquisition, installation,erec- tary value of the above allowances to be realized currently,
tion or construction of machinery, plant, buildings or even if the investorhas no initial tax base. This is achievedby
improvements used for trade purposes in the period prior to allowing the tax loss to be transferred to another taxpayer.
when the assets are brought into use.

Where the total beneficiation deductions in respect of the

specified machinery, plant, building and pre-production
V. DETAILS OF THE INCENTIVES interest exceed a taxpayer's taxable income (creating an

assessed tax loss), the Commissionerof Inland Revenue
The incentive essentially overs two areas - accelerated tax may,

writeoffs and transferable tax losses. Each is discussed upon application:
below.

- disallow the relevant deductions to the extent that an

assessed loss would otherwisehave resulted; and

A. Acceleratedtaxwriteoff
- issue a negotiable. tax credit certificate to the taxpayer

representing the income tax value of the disallowed

1. Machineryand plant expenditure (i.e. the tax rate multiplied by the expendi-
ture).

The incentive applies to new or unused machinery or plant
which is brought into use for the first time by the taxpayerfor The negotiablecertificatemay be sold to another taxpayer, and

the purposes of his trade (with the exception of mining or may then be used by the purchaser in payment of ncome tax

farming),and which is used by him for manufacturingor a (including advance payments in the form ofprovisional tax).
similar process which qualifies as a beneficiation process.
Additionally, the assets must be brought into use within a

period to be determinedby the committee. C. Planning
If these conditions are met, the 20 percent per annum A few planning points arise from the wording of this provi-
straight-line allowance is granted, but instead of the sion. The fact that the expenditure must exceed taxable

allowancecommencingin the year the assets are brought into income implies that an applicationfor a negotiablecertificate

use, it is based on expenditure actually incurred. For exam- may only be made once a project's tax return has been

ple, if a plant costing 500 million R will take two years to assessed by the tax authorities. It would thus be advisable to

erect and commission, and 300 million R is incurred in the submit a tax return as soon as possible after the end of each

first year, an allowance of 60 million R (20 percent of 300 tax year.
million R) may be claimed in that first year.

However, this does not mean that no advantagemay be taken

2. Buildings
before assessment. Under the provisional tax rules, a taxpay-
er is entitled to make bona fide estimates of taxable income.

Similarly, the incentive applies to new buildings which are Thus where one is able to predict the level of transferable tax

brought into use by the taxpayerwithin the prescribedperiod, loss in advance, and where the Commissioner indicates in

which are wholly or primarily used by the taxpayer for the advancehis intention to issue a negotiablecertificate, the tax-

purposes of carrying on a trade (other than mining or farm- payer may reach an agreement with another company that,

ing), being a manufacturingor similar process, qualifying as once the certificateis issued, it will be sold to such company.
a beneficiation process. In this case, the five percent per The purchaserwill then be able to reduce its own provisional
annum allowance is granted, and like the rule applying to tax paymetsJndpay over the tax savings (less any agreed
machinery and plant, the allowance may be claimed in each upon margih) to the original taxpayer. The purchaser would

tax year as the expenditure is incurred, even if the building n these circumstancesprobably require some form of indem-

has not yet been brought into use. For example, if a building nity from the taxpayer.
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SOUTH AFRICA:

TAX INCENTIVESTO ENCOURAGE
VAIrE-ADDEDBENEFICIATIOX1

Marius Cloete van Blerck

I. INTRODUCTION
Group Tax Consultant, Anglo-American

Anew tax incentive (Section 37E of the Income Tax Act)2 has been introduced in Corporation;Chairmanof the Scientific
Committeeof the SouthAfrican branchSouth Africa to encurage the beneficiationof raw materials and intermediateprod- of the IFA; and foundingeditorof theucts, where such beneficiationadds substantialvalue. This incentivemay be of sub- South African Tax Review.

stantial interest to prospectiveinvestors in South Africa, and this article summarizes
the provisions,operation and implicationsof the new legislation.

ContentsIl. COMMENCEMENTAND DURATION
I. IntroductionThe beneficiation incentive is a temporarymeasure, applying only to projects com-

menced on or after 12 September 1992 which are approved by a special committee I. Commencementand Duration
on or before 12 September 1993. Although approval must be granted within this
time frame, the benefits deriving from the incentive will apply for a longer period,

III. Definition

as discussed below. IV. Relevanceof Manufacturing
Allowances

Ill. DEFINITION V. Details of the !ncentive
A. Accelerated tax writeoff

The incentive only applies to defined expenditure in relation to a beneficiationpro- B. Transferable tax losses
cess, which is any process approvedby the committee,whereby any raw material or

C. Planning
intermediateproduct (whether of local or imported origin) is processed to yield an VI. Approval Procedure
intermediateor final product, if in the opinion of the committee:

such process will add at least 35 percent in value to the sum of the cost of the Vil. Concluson-

material inputs plus the electricity consumed in the process, comparedwith the
ex-factory price of the final product;
the process will be carried out on a scale which will make it internationally

--

competitive;
at least 60 percentby value of the final product is exported, directly or indirect--

ly, to cuntriesother tlan Botswana,Lesotho,Namibia,Swazilandor any coun-

try which was formerly part of South Africa; and
where importedcapital goods are to be used, that appropriateuse is made of rel-

-

evant foreign term financing credits.

Specificallyexcluded from the definitionof a beneficiationprocess are:

mining operations;
'

-

operations normally carried out in the course of mining operations;
-

simple purificationprocesses where the raw materiaIs or intermediateproducts
-

remainunchangedexcept for the removalof impurities;3and
physical processes resulting merely in a change of the shape of the relevant-

product.
1. Beneficiation is a South African tax term

Although the incentive was originally intended to encourage the value-addedbene- used to denote the further processingof raw materi-

ficiationof local minerals, it is clear that the scopehas been considerablybroadened als or intermediateproducts.
z. The Taxation Laws Amendment Act 136 of

to include a wide range of material inputs, without regard to whether these inputs 1991, promulgatedon 17 July 1991.
are minerals or other materials, or locally produced or imported. This. is logical 3. An intermediate product in this context is any
since the thrust of the incentive is that value-added activity is paramount, and the substance or material which is producedby any per-

son in order to be subject to further processing bysource and nature of inputs is immaterial. any other person.
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The effect of this provision in conjunctionwith the enactment Furthermore, all companies which are currently involved in

of the proposed Section 8a KStG would be to treat all interest tax audits where the auditors have found hidden profit distri-

on Germanhybrid financing instruments (such as participating butions on the basis of thin capitalization arguments in gen-

loans and silent partnerships),as well as loans exceedinga 1:1 eral and the BMF decree in particular, should challenge the

debt-equity ratio which are granted by USpersons to German tax assessmentsarising from these findings. The current legal
companies, as dividend income subject to source-country tax- climate in this area virtually guarantees the success of such

ation ofup to 15 percent, rather than interest income, which the challenges.
treaty exempts from withholding tax. Conversely, if the pro-

.posed Section 8a KStG or a similar provision is not enacted, However, foreign shareholders of German domestic compa-
the above treaty provision will have little impact on the tax nies should beari mind the potential for the German legisla-
planning of foreign shareholdersof German corporations. ture to enact an Section 8a KStG either in the form summa-

rized in this article or in a similar form. Although such legis-

Vll. PLANNING IMPLICATIONS
lation would presumably provide a transitional period in

which German companies could restructure their financial

Until the German legislature enacts the proposed Section 8a arrangements to meet the statute's provisions, such a statute

KStG or a similarprovision, foreign shareholdersof German could cause difficulties for shareholders who must suddenly
domestic companies remain- free to finance their companies provide large quantities of additional equity capital. Further-

with loan financing without subjecting themselves to adverse more, the enactment of this provision would reduce the

tax consequences as long as the minimum capitalization attractiveness of certain hybrid financing instruments, nter-

requirements set by German company law are fulfilled. For- est payments on which are dependent upon the tumover or

eign shareholders should take advantage of the current State profits of the company, since the proposed Section 8a KStG

of the law by analyzing their current or planned financing makes clear that the consideration paid on such financing
activities in light of the recent court decisions and structuring instruments woUld,.in all cases, be considered hidden profit
them accordingly. distributions.
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the interest obligation. The Court noted, however, that pay- the reclassification of the lan as shareholder equity from
mnt obligations remain legally effective even if they are either an accountingor a tax assessmentperspective.
deemed to violate the above-discussedcompany law provi- The Court also denied the assumptionof abuse of formsions and therefore do lead to the satisfaction of the interest an on

the basis of Section 42AO by noting that this provision mayobligation and may not be recharacterized as constructive
only be applied to transactions which purposely struc-aredividends based on such an argument. tured to avoid tax law. The Court further held that, in ordera

However, the Court left open the question of whether this to apply Section 42 AO, the tax authorities must prove the
analysis could also be applied to loans which are granted by existence of such a tax avoidancepurpose.
the shareholders to a company during a financial crisis and Finally, the Court reiterated the findings of previous courtwhich are to be repaid only with future profits or liquidation decisions that shareholders are free to provide their compa-proceeds. nies with either equity or debt financing. The Court went

beyond the opinion of 14 August 1991, however, by stating4. Abuse of form that no provision exists in the corporate income tax law

The Court also addressed the possibility of basing a hidden which specifies that a company must maintain a certain ratio

profit distribution determination upon the violation of the of equity to debt financing and that an express statutory rule

general abuse of form provisions of the German Fiscal Code would be necessary to create such. a ratio. Through this lan-

(Section 42 AO). The BMF decree took the position that an guage, the Court specificallyrejected the debt-equityrequire-
abuse of form would generally be assumed if a shareholder ments imposed by the BMF decree.

provided loan financing although the company's equity was

less than ten percent of its assets. Although not directly V. ANALYSISaddressing the BMF's use of Section 42 AO as the basis for
its decree, the Court pointed out that no German legal provi- As seen from the above cases, the court decisions have left
sion exists which requires a company to maintin adequate open a number of important questions regarding the rechar-
capital on behalf of its shareholders and that companies are acterization of shareholder debt financing as constructive
generally free to finance their operations with loans rather equity contributionsand the related treatment of interest paid
than equity as long as the minimum capital requirements set on such loans as constructive dividends. The open questions
by law are fulfilled:. generally relate to whether the tax authorities may recharac-

terize as hidden profit distributions interest paid on share-Finally, the Court noted that the provisions of Sections 30, holder loans which are granted to the company during a time31,32a and b GmbHG do not require shareholders to provide of financial crisis.their company with a specified amount of capital; they mere-

ly show the consequences for shareholders who decide to What is clear, however, is that the debt-equity ratio set forth
meet the capital needs of their company through debt financ- by the BMF decree can no longer be applied as the basis for
ing. The Court did not, however, specifically reject the debt- a determinationthat a company's use of shareholder financ-
equt ratio contained in the BMF decree and therefore left ing is an abuse of form within the meaning of Section 42 AO.
open the question of whether such a ratio could be used to The tax authoritiesmay, however, still find thin capitalization
determine the existence of an abuse of form. and therefore hidden profit distributions in individual cases

under the abuse of form provisions of Section 42 AO by
proving a tax avoidancepurpose.

B. Supreme Tax Court opinion of 5 February 19928 It remains to be seen whether the German legislature will
In this case, a German GmbH, the.shares of which were held enact a statute to override the latest court decisions and

by foreign shareholders, experienced a loss in the year under whether such a statute would contain all of the provisions of
audit of 100,000 DM. The financial statements for the end of the most recent Section 8a Corporate Income Tax Act pro-
the prior year showed assets of 544,000 DM and shareholder posal. As noted above, while such a provision has been
equity of 9,000 DM. The local tax office deternined, on the included in draft amendmentsof the corporation tax code in
basis of the BMF decree, that the GmbH should have had the past, none has been enacted to date and the Tax Reform
equity capital of at least 54,400 DlVI (i.e. ten percent of the Act of 1992 included no such provision.
company's assets) and therefore deemed the difference
between this amount and th actual shareholder equity of
DM 9,000 as a hidden capitalcontribution,recharacterizedthe VI. IMPACT OF THE US/GERMAN DOUBLE
interest payments owing on the resulting amount as hidden TAXATION CONVENTION
profit distributions and assessed additional tax on that basis. Paragraph 5 of Article 10 (Dividends) of the US/Gernan
The Court, in denying the tax assessment determined by the double taxation treaty provides that:

local tax office, reaffirmed the principal that in the absence of income from arrangements,includingdebt obligationscarrying .

the right to participate in profits that is deductible in deter-actual bankruptcy or debt-composition proceedings only
..,

mining the profits of the payor may be taxed in the ContractingSections 30 and 31 QmbHG may be applied to determine the State in which it arises according to the laws of that State.existenceof a hiddenprofitdistributionand that the treatment
of a shareholder loan as capital replacing does not lead t0 8. BFH-Urteil from 5 February 1992, DStR 15/92, at 496.
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on the first category of loans (i.e. profit-sharing or turnover- to be the case if the shareholder loan must be treated as a so-

based loans) will be considered hidden profit distributions called capital-replacing loan under the provisions of Sec-

whereas, in the second category, only the interest paid on tion 32a and b or Sections 30 and 31 of the Law Regarding
debt financing exceedinga 1:1 debt-equity ratio for the indi- Companies with Limited Liability (Gesellschaft mit

vidual shareholder will be considered a constructive divi- beschrnkterHaftung Gesetz, hereinafterGmbHG).
dend. Furthermore, in the latter category, the interest paid on

Article 32a and b GmbHG provides that shareholder who
the excessdebt financingwill not be deemed to be a hidden

a

profit distribution if the company can prove that an unrelated grants loan financing instead of equity at a time when the

is threatened by bankruptcy debt-composition
party would have granted a loan under the same conditions. company or

proceedings may not claim repayment of the loan during the

course of those proceedings. The German tax authorities

IV. RECENT JUDICIAL HISTORY have generally interpreted these provisions as allowing a

reclassification into equity capital of any loan granted by a

A. SupremeTax Court Opinion of 14 August 19917 shareholderduring a financial crisis of the company,with the

reclassification continuing even after the crisis has passed.
This decision of the German Supreme Federal Tax Court

(Bundesfinanzho,hereinafter the Court) casts doubt upon
The Court held, however, that Section 32a and b can only be
used to recharacterizeshareholderloans into equity financing

the continued application of the BMF decree. In this case, a
if the actually bankruptcy debt-composi-

US parent company converted accounts receivable from ts company enters or

tion proceedingsand that, in the absence of such proceedings,
German subsidiary into a long-term loan carrying a market

rate of interest. The local German tax office applied the pro-
a hidden profit distributioncan only be found under the pro-
visions of Sections 30 and 31 GmbHG.

visions of the BMF decree and reclassified the interest pay-
ments aS hidden profit distributions because the share capital Articles 30 and 31 GmbHG prohibit a GmbH from distribut-

of the subsidiary was less than ten percent of its total assets. ing assets to shareholders if those assets are needed to pre-
The tax office issued an assessment to collect the tax due on serve the company's share capital. If such payments are nev-

the deemed distribution.A lower tax court, in an interim pro- erthelessmade, they must be returned to the company. There-

ceeding, granted the taxpayer's challenge to the executionof fore, ifa company's share capitalhas been decreased through
the assessment. The Court refused the tax office's appeal and losses and a shareholder provides loan financing instead of

stated that interest paymentsmade by a domestic company to additional equity, such loan financing may not be repaid to

its foreign shareholdercan only be deemed to be hidden prof- the shareholderbecause the funds are needed to preserve the

it distributionsin the following situations: company's share capital. The German tax authorities have

(1) the interest payments are unreasonable in comparison also interpreted these provisions as authorizing the recharac-

with those to which unrelated third parties would agree
terizationof a shareholder loan as equity capital.

(i.e. the interest payments do not meet an arm's length The Court specified, however, that the treatment of a share-
standard); holder loan as capital replacing under the provisions of

(2) the duty to pay interest does not actually exist under the Sections 30 and 31 GrnbHG does not lead to the reclassifica-

provisionsof German civil law; tion of the loan as equity financingbut rather simplyprovides
(3) the interest payments do not lead to a payoffof the inter- that, in times of financial crisis, the claims of the sharehold-

est obligation; or ers for the repayment of loans will be subordinated to the

(4) the use of debt financing mustbe considered an abuse of claims of the company's unrelated creditors. The Court fur-

form under Section 42 AO. ther noted that whether the paymentof interest on sharehold-

The Court's applicationof each of these situations to the case er loans can be treated as a return on capital must be addres-

under considerationis presentedbelow. sed separately from the question of whether the shareholder
loan itselfwill be treated as hidden equity capital. Therefore,

1. Non-arm's length interest payments
even if a shareholder loan is deemed to be capital replac-
ing, interest paid on the loan may not automaticallybe treat-

The first situation noted above involves the applicationof an ed as a hidden profit distribution.
arm's length standard which will generally be applied in all
cases involving transactions between related parties and will The Court's reasoning in both of the scenariosunder situation

not be lmited to loans granted to corporations by foreign 2 leads to the conclusion that once the company's financial

shareholders. Since the loan arising from the converted crisis has passed, a recharacterization of loan financing as

accounts receivable was subject to a market rate of interest, capital replacingwill terminate.

the arm's length principle was not applied to recharacterize
the interest payments as hiddenprofit distributions. 3. Non-satisfactionof the interest obligation

2. Interest obligation in violation of civil law The Court also addressed whethera hidden profitdistribution
could be assumed in the case where the payment of interest

In regard to the second situation, the Court noted the possi- on a shareholderloan is void as a violationof Sections 30 and

bility of reclassifying an interest payment on a shareholder 31 GmbHG and therefore does not lead to the satisfaction of
loan as a hiddenprofitdistributionif, undercivil law, the loan

obligation is deemed not to exist. This is generally assumed 7. BFH-Beschlufrom 14 August 1991, Der Betrieb 1991, at 2317.
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infusion of capital. The first case arises where the financing equity capital at the end of the previous fiscal year which
of the company,because of legal or economicreasons, should is equivalent to the shareholder'sinterest in the company's
have been made in the form of a capital contribution. The authorizedor subscribedshare capital, unless the company
BMF decree cites as an example of this case, the situation proves that an unrelated party would also have provided
where a shareholder gives the company a loan but also pro-

the loan financing upon the same conditions.

vides a guarantee, in effect giving the loan an obligatory Sentence 1 is also to be applied to consideration for borrowedcharacter to replace lacking share capital. capital which the company has received from a person who is
The second case noted in the BMF decree is where the loan related to a shareholder and is not entitled to the imputation
agreementhas been structured in such a manner that it must system.
be deemed to be an abuse of form under Section 42 of the
German Fiscal Code (Abgabenordnung,hereinafter AO). In (2) Equity capital is the subscribed capital less unpaid contri-

butions plus capital reserves, revenue reserves, retained earn-the BMF's opinion, an abuse of form will generally exist
ings and net income for the year less accumulated loss carry-where the agreement has been structured to avoid corporate forwards and net losses for the year (Sections 266(3)(A) andincome taxation and will generally be assumed in the follow- 272 Commercial Code) as shown in the commercial balance

ing situations: sheet at the end of the previous fiscal year; special entries with

(1) The shareholdergrants a loan to the company at the ame an equity portion (Section 273 CommercialCode) are not to be
included. If the company participates in the subscribedcapitaltime that the company reduces its capital in order to repay a
of another the company's equity capital must beshareholder'scapital contributionand without sufficienteco-

company,
reduced by the book value of that participation.nomic reason.

(2) The shareholder grants a loan to the company although (3) A substantial participation is assumed if the shareholder
the share capital is disproportionateto the company's level of holds more than 25 percent of the authorized capital of the
assets. Such a relationship will generally be assumed if the company. This also applies if the shareholderholds more than

25 percent together with other shareholders with whom he hasamount of equity capital is substantially less than the equity entered into an association for reasons of the joint administra-capital which is generally held by other companies in the tion of the participationor with other shareholderswho control
same branch of industry and will particularlybe found where him, who he controls, or who are controlled together with him.the amount of equity capital does not exceed ten percent of A shareholder with a less than substantial participation who,the company's assets.4 alone or with other shareholderswith whom he pursues similar

interests, can dominantly influence the company is treated as aThe BMF decree also states that consideration paid for such
shareholderwith a substantialparticipation.recharacterized debt financing will be considered a hidden

profit distribution. For purposes of these provisions, equity This provision is drafted to apply only to those shareholderscapital is defined as paid-in authorized share capital adjusted (and persons related to them) who are not entitled to the ben-for capital and revenue reserves, retained profits or loss car- efits of the imputation tax system (i.e. foreign shareholdersryforwards and the net income or loss for the year.5 and certain tax-exempt domestic shareholders). Thus, the
provision applies to German stock corporations (Aktienge-B. ProposedSection 8a CorporationTax Law , sellschaften or AGs) and corporations with limited liability

orThe BMF decree was issued largely to overcome the tax (Gesellschaftenmit beschrnkterHaftung GmbHs) which
are subject to unlimitedGerman taxation but not to represen-administration'sunsuccessfulattempts to introduce thin cap- tative offices, branches establishments of for-or permanentitalization legislation. Although a draft of such legislation

towas introduced as early as 1979 and as late as 1989, no thin eign companies. Furthermore, the provision only applies
shareholderswho held a significantinterest in the company atcapitalization provision has been passed to date and no such

provisionwas included in the Tax Reform Act of 1992, which some point during the fiscal year. A substantial interest is
as an at percentwas enacted in February of this year. The following is an generally defined interest of least 25 in the

authorizedor subscribed share capital (whetherheld alone orunofficial translation of the latest thin capitalization legisla-
tion as proposed in 1989: togetherwith related parties) but may also be found where a

shareholder holds an interest of less than 25 percent if he
Section 8a ShareholderLoan Financing6 exercises dominant control over the company (e.g. through

voting rights).
(1) Considerationpaid for loan financing given to a company

,

subject to German unlimited corporate income taxation by a The types of shareholder loans which will be recharacterized
shareholder not entitled to the imputation system and who, at as equity financing under the latest proposed Section 8a
some point during the fiscal year, held a substantial interest in KStG include profit-participating or turnover-based loans
the company's authorized share capital, is deemed to be a hid- and fixed-interestloans which exceed the shareholder'sinter-
den profit distribution, est in the company's equity capital, such interest being pro-

portionate to the shareholder's interest in the company's1. if considerationhas been agreed upon that is not computed authorizedor issued share capital. Therefore, all interest paidas a certain percentageof the shareholder loan; or

4. Id., at374.
2. to the extent that the borrowedcapital, at some point dur- 5. ld.

ing the fiscal year, exceeded that part of the company's 6. Gesetzentwulfdesdeutschen Bundesmgesfrom 18 September 1989.
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THIN CAPITALIZATIOSIN

GEILA\TAX LAW
Peter H. Dehnen and Rosemarie A.Rhines

I. INTRODUCTION
Mr. Dehnen is a partnerat Dehnen&

The German imputation tax system, which imposes different tax rates on retained Partner, Dusseldorf. Ms. Rhines is an

and paid-out earnings, grants domestic shareholdersa tax credit for the amount of associateat the same firm.

corporate income tax paid on distributedprofits. Foreign shareholdersare general-
ly not entitled to this tax credit, so the imputation system creates a great deal of

incentive for German companies with foreign shareholders to distribute profits in
Contents

the form of interest on loans (which are deductible business expenses) rather than

as dividends (which are not deductible). Foreign parent companies therefore I. Introduction

finance their German subsidiaries as much as possible through the use of share- II. Legal Provisions
holder loans rather than equity capital. Since such arrangementsreduce the amount

of tax which the German tax authorities can collect, these authorities have devel- Ill. Legislative History
A. Ministerof Finance Administrtive

oped thin capitalizationrules which recharacterizeshareholderloans as equity cap- Decree of March 1987

ital and the interest paid on such loans as hidden profit distributions. B. Proposed Section 8a Corporation
Tax Law

The tax authorities have, however, met with a number of obstacles in this regard
mainlydue to the lackofclear legislativeaction, as will be seen below. The purpose

IV. Recent Judicial History

of this article is to summarize the current legal situationregarding the classification
A. Supreme Tax Court opinion of

14 August 1991
of interest on shareholder loans as hidden profit distributions and to identify the B. Supreme Tax Court opinion of

planning implications imposed by the current situation while keeping in mind the 5 February 1992

potential for the future enactment of thin capitalization legislation by the German V. Analysis
lawmakers. Unless and until the German legislature passes legislation to counter

the recent court decisions regarding thin capitalization, the current legal situation
VI. Impact of the US/German Double

Taxation Convention
should increase the attractivenessofhybrid financing instrumentsand therefore the

opportunities for tax planning.
Vil. Planning Implicatons

Il. LEGAL PROVISIONS

German tax law generally provides that foreign persons and corporations are sub-

ject to German taxation in regard to interest income if the debtor is resident in Ger-

many. Therefore, as a general rule, German authorities are entitled to assess tax on

interest paid by domestic corporations on loans provided by their foreign share-

holders and parent companies.
Interest is not, however, subject to withholding tax under German tax law2 and

most, if not all, of the double taxation treaties concluded by Germany provide that

interest income may only be taxed by the country in which the recipienthas his res-

idence. In principal, therefore, interest paid by a German corporationon loans pro-
vided by its foreign shareholder(s)will not be subject to withholding tax; such tax

will only apply if the interest is reclassified as a hidden profit distribution. The

issue which therefore arises is under what circumstances the German tax authori-

ties may reclassifypaymentsof interest on shareholder loans as constructiveprofit
distributions.The current status of this issue, from both legislativeand judicialper-
spectives, is discussedbelow.

Ill. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

A. Ministerof Finance AdministrativeDecree of March 19873 1. Sec. 49(1) para. 5 Einkommensteuergesetz
(Income Tax Law, hereinafterEStG).

In March 1987, the Federal Minister of Finance (Bundesministerder Finanzen, 2 Sec. 43 EStG.
3. Schreiben des Bundesministers der Finanzen

hereinafter BMF) issued an administrative decree (hereinafter the BMF decree) betr. Verdecktes Nennkapital, Bundessteuerblatt
which specified two cases in which a shareholder loan will be reclassified as an (BStBI.) 1987, at 373.
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A. Computationof a report to a resident business 2. non-traceablecosts (allocable to trading copyrights):
enterprise:GrossTaxable Income: (180.00) (non-traceableexpenses))

x [(12.00) (royalty income minus1. Domestic Source traceable expenses)26a. domestic-sourceperiodic income: / (437.00) (gross taxable income)(300.00) (interest) + (125.00 x 20%) (dividends) - (13.00) (traceable expenses)]27= 5.04+ (20.00) (royalties): 345.00 Total Deductible Expenses: 13.04b. domestic-sourcecapital gains income: - 8.00 Net Taxable Income [less taxable capital gains]:total domestic source income (345.00) + (- 8.00) = 337.00 (445.00) (gross periodic income) [ 13:04] 431.96=-

2. Foreign-SourceIncome:
(110.00) (interest) + (150.00) (dividends) Report to Resident Individual:
+ (4.00) (capital gains) = 264.00 Note: Investor has held one unit, or 25 percent of the fund, dur-

Total gross taxable income: 601.00 ing the entire year. Each of the relevant figuresmust thereforebe
divided by four.]DeductibleExpenses:

1. Traceable Costs:
(8.00) (costs associated with trading royalties) Taxable income: 107.99.
+ 5.00 (costs associated with trading Taxable Capital Gains [loss]:28 $ - 2.00
foreign equities) -- 13.00 Creditable Taiwan Taxes: $12.75

2. DeductibleUntraceableCosts:
(125.00) (interest expense)23 C. Computationof reportto each non-residentinvestor.29

+ (55.00) (general managementcosts) -- 180.00
20% periodic income:

Total DeductibleExpenses: 193.00 (300.00) (taxable interest)
+ (20.00) (royalties)Net Taxable Income: + (25.00) (dividends in approved companies)= 345.00(601.00) - (193.00) = 408.00 35% periodic income:
(100.00) (dividends) = 100.00CreditableTaiwan Taxes: 51.00 capital gains income: - 8.00for determining foreign tax credit: allocable shares of income:1. gross foreign income: 264.00

2. traceable expenses / foreign-sourceincome: [Note: Investorhas held one unit, or 25 percent of the fund, dur-(costs associatedwith trading ing the entire year. Each of the relevant figures must thereforebeforeign equities): 5.00 divided by four.]3. non-traceableexpenses allocated to foreign-source
income..24

(345.00)(20% income) .25 86.25x =

(180.00) (non-traceableexpenses) (100.00)(35% income) k .25 = 25.00x [(264.00)(gross taxable foreign-sourceincome) tax due:(5.00) (traceable foreign source expense)
=

-

21.56 8.75 30.31/ {(601.00) (gross taxable income) +

creditable share of Taiwan tax: 12.75(13.00) (traceable expenses)}] 79.89- =

Non-Resident:net foreign income: Report to
Tax Due: 17.56(264.00) - (5.00 + 79.20) = 179.80

$ 8.00Capital Gains income: -

Report to Resident Business Enterprise: 23. In this example, no interest or management expense is being disallowed[Note: Investorhas held one unit, or 25 percentof the fund, dur- which relates to earning of tax-exemptincome. However, as discussedearlier, aing the entire year. Each of the relevart figures must thereforebe percentage if these costs could be disallowedbased.uponthe ratio of tax exemptdividedby four.] income to total income.
24. For purposesof brevity, this example does not allocate non-traceablecosts

Total Taxable Income: 100.25 on the basis of economic income, but on the basis of taxable income only.
Including tax-exempt income would be preferable from a tax policy viewpoint.CreditableTaiwan Taxes: 12.75 If tax-exemptincome were to be included, additional information relating to tax

Net Foreign Taxable Income: 44.95 exempt income, etc. would have to be recorded by the fund.
CreditableForeign Taxes: 5.00 25. Only expenses relating to income from rent and royalty investments are

allowable as deductions to individuals.
26. This calculation could be made using total income, and not simply total

B. Computationof report to a residentindividual: taxable income. Because interest expense and management costs are generally
GrossTaxable Income: not allowable to individuals, in this case the difference would be quite minor.

27. For purposes of this calculation, the full amount of capital loss on copy-
1. Domestic-SourcePeriodic Income: rights was allowed.

(300.00) (interest) + (125.00) (dividends) 28. This amount must be reported separately, because individuals must aggre-
all of their taxable capital gains and deduct all of their taxable capital loss-+ (20.00) (royalties) = 445.00 gate

es, but only to zero.2. Domestic-SourceCapital Gains Income: - 8.00 29. Though both of non-resident investor would get the report,DeductibleExpenses: types same a

non-residentbusiness enterprise would be taxed at a rate of 25% on net capital1. traceable costs (from trading copyrights)..25 8.00 gain, while non-residentindividual would be taxed 20%.
-

a at
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allowing the investor to step up its basis on the unitby the net they are a hybrid between the reporting system discussed

increase in anount ofundistbutedeconomic income by the above, and the treating of the fund as a taxpayer.
fund since the date the investor purchased the unit. Perhaps
the fund could be required to provide to its investors infor-

Most tax jurisdictions have adopted variations on the fund

mation regarding the amount of undistributed economic as taxpayer system for at least certain types of investment
funds. However, with the advent of modern computers, the

income held by the fund on a day-by-daybasis.
simplifications inherent in these systems seem no longer

However, once again, substantial distortions would remain desirableor necessary, at least with regard to open-end funds.

with this system. Whether it shouldbe adoptedwould depend If the simplification systems proposed above for closed-end
on factors unique to Taiwan. funds appear not likely to work in the Taiwan situation, a

variation of the fund as taxpayer system could be applied
(3) Bearerunits for.closed-endfunds.

Bearer units could pose additional substantial problems from

a recordkeepingperspective. One way of solving these prob-
lems would be to keep records for each individualunit. In the

case of transfer of any unit which did not involve a redemp- APPENDIX
tion, the transferorwould be required to inform the fund of a

transfer, so that tax could be assessed on the unit holder at the Example of reporting system for transparent invest-
momentof transfer. Ifno notice were made, the oldunithold-

ment fund
er of record would continue to be liable to tax.

InvestmentFund Activity over Year 1:

(c) Non-taxconsiderationsand the effecton administration
[Note: a fund would have to make these computationson a daily

Non-tax considerations in regulating investment funds may basis in order to take accunt of investors whose proportionate
make tax administrationmuch simpler. Restrictions on types interests shifted during the year. This example assumes no

of investmentsor on the incurringof costs can reduce the dif- change in proportionate interests.]

ficulty of making reports of income to investors. For exam-

ple, the allocation of interest expense among different types Taxable interest income on Taiwan bonds: 300.00

of income would become unnecessary if funds were not per- Dividends on stock in taxable Taiwan companies: 100.00

mitted to borrow. Dividends on stock in approved Taiwan companies: 25.00

The assessmentand rportingofunrealized, taxable gains for Royalties on Taiwan copyrights: 20.00

closed-end funds would be much simpler if such funds were Taxable capital gains on Taiwan copyrights:20 10.00

prohibited from investing more than a small percentage of Interest income on foreign bonds: 110.00

their capital in assets for whih there was no easily discern- Dividends on foreign companies: 150.00

able fair market value. Restricting the use of bearer units Capital gains on foreign equities: 15.00
would also ease administrativeproblems.

Interest expense: 125.00

H. Other methodsof taxing investment funds Special costs associatedwith trading Taiwan copyrights: 8.00

There are a number of other methods of taxing investment Special costs associated with trading foreign equities: 5.00

income earned through an investment fund. These methods, General managementcosts:21 55.00

broadly speaking, treat the fund as a taxpayer. Distributed Capitallosseson Taiwan copyrights: 18.00

income is not taxed at the fund level but is taxed as income to Capital losses on foreign equities: 11.00

the investor. Double taxation is avoided by using different Taiwan withholding taxes:22 51.00

techniques.Among those mostfrequentlyused are: (1) taxing Foreign income/withholdingtaxes paid: 20.00
the fund at the top marginal personal rate,19 and allowing a

deduction at the fund level for distrbuted income, (2) taxing Assume that there are four investors, each of which holds 25

the fund at zero percent rate if all income is distributed,and percent of the units in the Investment Trust. The four investors

levying a tax at the top marginal personal rate if income is are (1) a resident business enterprise, (2) a resident individual,

retained, (3) taxing the fund at the top marginalpersonal rate, (3) a non-resident business enterprise and (4) a non-resident

and allowing a credit at the investor level for taxes paid at the individual.

fund level on distributed income.

By treating the fund as a taxpayer, the character of income as 19. Or at some other high rate designed to eliminate any tax incentive for the

well as its timing, cannot easily be preserved. Some systems fund to retain ncome.

preserve some charactersof income, such as allowing special
20. As noted above, apparently, capital gains tax on virtually all domestic

assets can easily be avoided merely by placing the asset in a company and trad-

tax-exempt interest distributions or foreign-source ing the company stock instead. In the future, however, Taiwan may wish to

income distributions which differ from each other in tax make someor all of its domesticassets amenabletojncome tax on capital gains.

treatment at the investor level. However, such systems, by 21. Presumably other trading costs could be specifically allocated. The two

costs here are nly to provde examples.
preserving some income characters, are essentially looking

special listed
22. This assumes that entities.paying periodic income to a Taiwan investment

through the fund for purposes of these characters. In effect, trust would withhold at rates prescribed for domestic enterprises.
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unit may be equal to an amount greater or lesser than the The first method threatens to double tax (1) all income real-
value of its proportionate interest in the underlying fund ized and retained by the fund, and (2) all tax-exemptunreal-
assets. Therefore, when an individual investor sells a unit, it ized capital gains income. Under the secondmethod, all unre-
can be difficult for the fund to determine and report to an alizedtaxablecapital gains income will escape tax. Under the
investor her. or his share of any unrealized, taxable capital first method, double taxation of income retained by the fund
gains in the underlying fund assets. could be reduced if the fund could report to the investor the

amount of net economic income earned by the fund, minusBoth of these problems can be reduced. First, provisions ary distributions to investors, during the period in which thecould be made requiring the prompt reporting of unit owner- investor held the unit. The investor could then step up theship changes to a closed-end fund. Second, the fund could be basis in the unit by that amount. This could conceivably berequired to make approximationsof unrealized taxable capi- done by having the fund report the amount of retained nettal gains. However, a more general simplification could be econornic income per unit on a daily basis; the investorcouldadopted for closed-end funds. then calculate the difference, if any, by which it could step up
its basis.18 Again, because the fund would be reporting a dis-

(a Simplificationof reportingsystem for closed-endfunds tribution of net economic income, the character of income
would not be preserved. And unrealized tax-exempt capital(1) Periodic imputation gains income would be subject to tax, an amount which
would also differ depending on the characteristicsof the tax-The problems of taxing closed-end funds could be further

These two problems could be quite substantial.addressedby introducing two simplifications.First, the actu- payer.

al assessment of the investors' proportional amount of fund
(b Selecting methodfor approximationaincome could be made not on a daily basis, as with open-end

funds, but on a less frequent basis. One way of accomplish- (1) Considerations
ing this would be to impute income to investors only when

In choosing which simplification to make, tax administra-athe fund made actual distributions to investors, or, if no dis-
tion would have to determine which would combine simplic-tributions are made, on a particularset day or days during the
ity of. administration with the closest approximation of theyear. In this way, income for the previous period would be
correct result. If a fund were to have few investments in tax-imputed only to investors of record on that date.
able capital gains assets, situation likely to arise in Taiwan,a

By imputing income to investors of record only a few tines the second approximationabove, i.e. not taxing capital gains
per year, some actual investors would not be taxed at all, at all, would be both the simplestto adninisterand relatively
while others would be taxed on income which was properly accurate. If a fund invested relatively more capital in assets
attributednot to them, but to others. The market would, how- which give rise to taxable.capital gains, another simplifica-
ever, make some adjustment to the value of a unit for the tax tion route should probably be taken.
liabilities (or benefits) attached to a unit. But because the
level of tax paid on investment income varies based on the (2) Defining two types of closed-end funds
characteristics of the taxpayer, this market adjustment One possibility would be to have two different tax systemswould never be exactly equivalent to daily reporting. There- for two different types of closed-end funds. The first typefore, the adjustmentcould result in a tax paid that is higheror would consistof funds which invested less than a certain per-lower than would have been paid if accurate reporting had centage of their capital in assets on which capital gain wasbeen made. taxable to resident investors. There would be no attempt to

Whether this simplification makes sense would depend on capture any unrealized taxable gains on the sale of a unit.

factors unique to Taiwan, particularly the ability of a closed- In the case of all other closed-end funds, there could be two
end fund to keep accurate track of its investors. However, it choices. The decision as to which to use would depend on the
would seem likely that this would not be too great a problem. various factors involved. One possibility could be simply to
Either way, this simplificationwould still leave a number of require the fund to make daily approximationsof the valueof
major distortions. its unrealized, taxable gains. The fund might also be required

to make the necessary calculations of the investor's liability,
(2) Capitalgainsassessment based upon the recorded date of purchase and sale of a unit.

Which, if any, of these requirements would be practicable
Periodic imputation will not solve the problem of assessing would depend on factors present in Taiwan, including the
the fund's unrealized, taxable capital gains when an investor types of investmentsuch funds normally made, and the con-
sells a unit. And, because capital gains taxes should only be sequent ability to estimate unrealizedgains.
paid when there is a realization evert, they should not be Another possibility would be to require the investor toassessed on a periodic basis when income is assessed. There pay a

capital gains tax on the sale of its unit, as was discussedare two basic ways of resolving this problem through approx- above. Also discussed above, possible reduction inimation, without imputing unrealized gains held by the fund
as a any

extra tax the investor might pay could be implemented byto the investor. The first is simply to tax capital gains on the
sale of the unit itself. The second is to exempt from tax anY 18. The differencebetweenretainednet income on the day of purchaseand thecapital gains on the sale of the unit. retained net income on the day of sale.
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ed a portion of her or his investment ( a unit), the fund the value of fund investments. Because the fund must keep
would also calculate and add the amount of unrealized capi- records of these transactions for financialpurposes,reporting
tal gains income to the investor's income. A yearly report such transactions by relevant categories to taxpayers on a

wouldbe sent to the investor,and to the tax authorities,on the timely basis should be relatively easy. The fund would be

investor's earnings for that year. required to keep an account for each investor. That account

would be adjusted daily to indicate the investor'sproportion-
The categories of income used above are illustrative only, ate income realized by the fund.as

although they are based on the current tax system in Taiwan.

It should be remembered that a reporting system of taxation In the example above, the type of calculation which was

is designed to retain all the relevantcategoriesof income, etc. made over one year would be made each and every day. The

If those categories change, it is simple to require the fund to investor's account would be changed to reflect the daily
adapt to those changes. activity of the fund and of the investor's fund investment.

Wheneveraunit was liquidated, the fund would add to the

investor's account the proportionate amount of the fund's

F. Excise taxes unrealized taxable capital gains income which had accrued

Various excise taxes, such as the securities transfer tax and since the purchase of the unit. For this reason, the fund woud

the land value increment tax, are not income tax deductible. have to keep a daily record of its unrealized taxablegains.

Because currently in Taiwan gains or losses on the sales of The purchase or liquidation of a unit would also change the

securities and land are tax exempt, they can be disregarded proportionate interest of each investor to the fund's earnings.
for purposes of assessing income tax. If, however, capital This would also be reflected in how the allocation of fund

gains tax is reintroducedon securities, or introduced on land, income was made in the investors' accounts. A relatively
and any excise tax is retained and made income tax simple computerprogrammecould easily keep track of such

deductible, then the full amount of the gain (orloss) would be information, and could report it not only to the investor, but

reported as incone or loss, and excise taxes would be report- to the tax authorities as weil.
ed to be used by unit holders as deductibleexpenses.

Onepotentialdifcultywith this system is that units could be

transferred from one investor to another without the investor

G. Practical issues of administrationin a actually redeeming the units. In such instances, the transferor

reportingsystem would be required to inform the fund, or would continue to be

treated for tax purposes as the holder of the unit. In order to

Treating individual investors as if they had invested directly, create an additional incentive for reporting transfers (so as to

rather than through a fund, would require that the fund keep reduce the deferral of tax on gains) Taiwan property law
records of the relevant categoriesof income and other char- could be changed to require tax reporting as a prerequisite to

acteristicsdiscussedabove. The reason for the multiplicityof complete legal transfer of unit interests.
such reporting can easily be seen: Taiwan treats different

types of income differently, both for the same taxpayer and The system as proposedabove is similar to the French system

among different taxpayers. Dependingupon the type of orga= of apportioning and taxing income from open-end trust

nization and the fund, these reporting problems can present investment funds.17

lesser or greater difficulties.
2. Closed-end funds

1. Open-end funds The reportingof fund income investors is problemat-to more

Open-end funds, which are currently the most common ical with closed-endfunds. Closed-endfunds issue a fixed set

throughoutthe world, continuously issue and redeem units in of units, and investors trade units with other investors. The

the fund. Fund units are not normally traded among value of a unit is fixed not by evaluatingthe underlyingassets

investors; they are issued and redeemed only by the fund of the fund, but by the price offered by another investor.

itself. Because of this, the fund is normally able to keep an
The allocation of income unit in closed-end fund

account for each of its investors. Actualdistributionsof earn-
to a a can

ings to investors may take place at any time.
raise substantial administrative difficulties. It frequently
takes time for a fund to register a new owner of a unit.

In order to operate an open-end fund, it is necessary for the Becauseof this, it could be more difficult to determineexact-

fund to be able to calculate the market value of its holdings at ly who owns any one unit at a particular time. Second,

any time; only in this way can it determine issue and redemp- because it may not be necessary for a closed-end fund to cal-

tion prices. As a result, open-end funds normally invest only culate with great accuracy its net asset value on a frequent
in assets for which fair market values can be easily, reliably basis, a closed-end fund may invest in types of capital assets

and regularly ascertained. In most instances, open-end funds upon which a taxable gain has accrued, but which would be

must invest only in different types of securities which are difficult for the fund itself to evaluate. In addition, because

regularly publicly traded. the fund does not issue or redeem units, the market value of a

In general, open-end funds: (1) are aware of each transaction

involving units, (2) invest predominantly in listed securities
17. It is different, however, from the system of taxation of income from open-
end investmentcompanies,or the SICAV (socete d'investissmenta capitalvari-

and (3) calculate daily fund income expenses,deductionsand able).
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classes of taxpayers, and report the information to them each E. Dispositionof interests
year. An exampleofsuch a reporting system is providedas an

appendix. Under current Taiwan rules, capital gains resulting from the

Some of the different income characters, deductions and sale or exchange of most non-operating income-producing
credits listed below may appear relatively trivial in the Tai- investments (mostly securities and land) is exempt from
wan tax context. However, they may not be trivial in the con-

income tax, although the gains or transfer may be subject to

text of tax systems ofother emergingcapital markets, or even
other taxes. However, capital gains on the sale of some

in Taiwan, if substantive income tax changes are enacted in assets, such as buildings,14 copyrights and leases, apparently
the future. The relevantcharacters of income and deductions are still subject to income tax. It is importantto note that indi-

viduals and profit-makingenterprises treat capital gains dif-under current Taiwan law would include:
ferently under the income tax.

Income:
In addition, it is our understanding that the capital gainsa. Taxable Taiwan-source income
income tax exemption for securities may be changed or elim-1. taxable interest income8
inated sometime in the future. It is also our understanding2. non-tax-preferreddividend income9
that the land value incrementtax be repealed, and that3. tax-preferreddividend income may an

income tax on capital gains on the sale or exchange land may4. non-tax-preferred dividend income from exempt be introduced in its place.companieslo
5. tax-preferreddividend income from exempt compa- The vast majority of investment funds worldwide are orga-nies

nized as open-end funds.15 When an investor liquidatesher or6. gross royalties and rentsll his interest in such a fund, he or she does so by redemption,7. taxable capital gains income minus taxable capital that is, the fund purchases her or his investment. As a resultlosses12 of the redemption, the investor receivs value equivalent to
[The following tax-exemptTaiwan-sourceincome categories her or his proportionalinterest in the underlying assets of the
would be needed if non-traceable costs, such as interest fund. If any of these underlying assets include unrealizedbut
expense and general management fees, were to be allocated taxable gains, the investor should be assessed for its interest
to different characters of income on the basis of economic in those unrealizedbut taxable capital gains.16income, and not simply taxable income. This issue is addres-
sed below in the allocationof non-traceablecosts.] This problem could be solved by the fund determining the
b. Tax-exemptTaiwan-sourceincome: value of the investor's share of those assets on which gains1. tax-exempt interest income are taxable. This would be based on the difference between

2. tax-exempt capital gains income minus tax-exempt the value of those assets at the time of investmentand at the
capital losses on the sale of land time of liquidation of the investment. As with the case of

3. tax-exempt capital gains income minus tax-exempt reportingof those gains which have been realized at the fund
capital losses on the sale of securities level, such reports would have to be made by character of

c. Non-Taiwan-sourceincome: income. These amounts could be added into the taxpayer's1. interest, royalties, rents, capital gains minus capital other categories of income.
losses

2. dividend income13 As discussed above, the fund would make daily calculations
of income, etc. for each investor. When an investor liquidat-

Deductions:
a. interest 8. All classes of taxpayers pay tax on taxable interest income.

(interest expense relating to investment in each of the 9. Dividends from companies in which investmenthas not been approved by
above categories) the Taiwan govemmentarenot tax preferred for non-residentinvestors.This cat-

does include dividendspaid by companies which tax exempt.b. managementfees egory not are

10. While a business enterprisenormally excludes 80 percent of the value of a

(management fees relating to each of the above cate- dividend, dividends from tax-exemptcompanies are fully taxed.

gories) 11. Apparently a business enterprise may deduct all relevant expenses, while
individuals apparently may deduct expenses only up to the total amount of
income from these sources.

Credits: 12. Apparentlya business enterprise treats gains and losses as ordinary income
a. creditable Taiwan withholding taxes on periodic and losses, while an individual may deduct losses up to the total amount of tax-

income able capital gains income.
13. If an indirect foreign tax credit were allowed, a separate dividendcategoryb. potentially creditable foreign withholding taxes. would be required. Taiwan does not currently allow ndirect tax credits. Other
categories may be necessary depending on how the foreign tax credit limitation

Under the reporting scheme, the tax system would be indif- is determined in TaiWan.
14. For a building to produce solely nvestment income, presumably it wouldferent to actual distributionsof earnings to investors. From a have to be let out on a net operating lease basis.

tax perspective, it would not matter if the fund retained earn- 15. In closed-end funds, investors sell or exchange their investmentwith other

ngsr paid them to nvestors;all eamings would be attribut- investors, not with the fund itself. See the discussion below regarding reporting
for closed-end funds.ed to investors as earned. Any distribution of earnings or 16. It should also be true that the interest of investor in closed-end fundan a

retention by the fund would be after tax. should reflect accrued but unrealized gains at the fund level.
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ability to deduct taxable capital losses, and apparently may character may also defer or reduce taxes owed. Therefore, if
deduct expenses relating to the trading of such assets. the taxation of investment income is to be the same regard-

less of whether the income is earned directly or through a
While domestic business enterprises are normally allowed to

fund, the timing of income recognitionmust be the
deductexpenses relating to interest and dividend income, res-

same.

dent individualsnormally are not. However,apparently,both
resident individuals and resident profit-seeking enterprises C. Characteristicsof the taxpayer
are allowed to deduct expenses relating to the receiptof rents

and royalties, although deductions for resident individuals The characterand timing of income affects differenttaxpayers
with identical amounts of investment income differently. As

are limited to total income from these sources.6 For resident

individuals, all non-Taiwan-source income is exempt. It is has been noted above, tax will vary depending upon to which

presumed, therefore, that no deductions are allowed with of the three classes of taxpayer the investor belongs. Hwev-

respect to any foreign-source income, including foreign- er, even if there were only one class of taxpayer, for example,
resident individuals, the amount of tax on a given amount of

source rents and royalties. investment income would vary from resident indiidual to

For resident business enterprises, foreign-source income is resident individual. This is because resident individuals pay
taxable; presumably expenses incurred to eam such income tax basedupon the applicationof graduated tax rates on total

are deductible. However, because a foreign tax credit is net taxable income. Among different residents, the marginal
allowed against foreign-source income, it is furtherpresumed rate of tax on any one part of a taxpayer's investmentincome

that the credit is subject to a limit, determined in part by will vary dependingupon the other income of th taxpayer.
expenses properly allocated against the foreign-source gross Because due investment income based
income. Because of the need to calculatethe amountofallow-

net taxes on vary upon
characteristicsofthe taxpayer, it is impossiblesimply to tax the

able foreign tax credit, the determinationofwhetherexpenses fund in lieu of the nvestor and still maintain neutrality.
are properly allocated to foreign-source income is important

tax

Because different types of income are taxed differently, neu-
to residentbusinesses as well as to resident individuals.

trality can only be maintainedif the characterand timing of the

Taiwan withholding taxes are creditable and refundable ncome is not changed.Therefore,if investmentfunds are to be

against all taxable resident income. The foreign tax credit, taxed neutrally, the character and timing of the investment

however, is presumably subject to a limitation as discussed income, and the characteristics of the taxpayer, must remain

above, and is not refundable. the same, regardless of whether the income is earned through
direct investmentor through one or another type of fund.

(b Non-residentindividualsand businesses

In general, non-resident individuals and business enterprises D. The fund as a reportingsystem
are taxed on a gross basis, and are not permitted any deduc-

tions.7 Non-residentsare, however, allowed to deduct taxable The most accurate and dirct way ofpreserving the character

capital losses against any taxable capital gains, up to the and timing of investment income and the characteristics of

amount of total taxable capital gains. the taxpayer is essentially to look through the particular
fund vehicle and to tax investors as if they had invested

directly. In this way, all relevant characteristics of income
. 3. Charactersof income and tax neutrality and of the would be preserved.taxpayer

In most cases the different treatments afforded to different Under such a system, the fund vehicle would act only as a

characters of income unnecessarilyviolate the SHS principle reporting mechanism; it would inform each investor of its
of tax neutrality, and are themselves sub-optimal. As dis- proportional share of the character and timing of its invest-
cussed above, we do not approveof such avoidable tax incen-

ment income. The taxpayer would then treat the different
tives. In the case of some others, such as special treatment characters of income if realized directly. If the taxpayeras
afforded to foreign income, it is not so clear which treatment

were a resident, it would include such incomein its tax return
most closely comports with tax neutrality. However,until tax

along with other types of income and pay tax accordingly. If
neutrality is introduced fully into the treatmentofnvestment the taxpayer non-resident, it would the appropriatewere pay
income in Taiwan, if the taxation of investment income is to flat rates taxable Taiwan-sourceincome.on
be the same regardless of whether the income is earned

directly or through an investment fund, the character of In order to have a complete tax correspondence between

ncome must be maintained. nvesting individuallyand investing through a fund, the fund
would first have to record each of the relevant characters of
income on a daily basis. The fund could then aggregate tax-

B. Timing of inclusion of income able income, deductions and credits for each of the three

The timing of the inclusion of income and the allowance of 6. It is clear whether deductions such interestnot as a statutory matter as

deductions can also be crucial to the accurate assessment of expense or investmentmanager fees are allowed against non-operating income

tax. The deferral of the receipt of gross income, or the accel- (e.g. a net operating lease). However, this paper assumes that they are so

eration of deductions or credits, provides interest-free loans deductible.

to the taxpayer. Because of loss carryforward and carryback
7. In some nstances, credits are properlyallowable. See the exampleofcred-

its for withholding taxes on periodic incomepaid to the fund by Taiwan domes-

limitations,adjusting the timing of income and deductionsby tic sources.
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Ill. TAXATION OF INVESTMENTFUNDS tion of the interest on such bonds is income tax exempt,
although an excise tax is levied on the income amount.

A. Characterof income, deductionsand credits Treatment of Taiwan-sourcedividends varies by characteris-
tics of the investor. For resident individuais Taiwan-source

Many factors affect investment income's overall tax burden. dividends are taxed at regular marginal income tax rates. For
Those factors include the character of the income, of deduc- residentbusiness enterprises,however, 80 percent ofTaiwan-
tions and of credits, certain characteristics of the taxpayer source dividendsare exempt from tax, provided that the com-
and the timing of the receipt of the income by the taxpayer. pany paying the dividend is not itself tax exempt. In general,As discussed above, not every type or characterof income both non-resident individuals and business enterprises are
is treated identically in Taiwan. This is also true of the sub- taxed at the rate of 35 percent on dividends. However, if the
set of investment income, where different tax treatment is dividend is from an investmentapprovedby the government,afforded income depending, e.g. on geographical source, or the tax for both classes of non-resident investor is reduced to
on whether the income is periodic or capital in nature. In 20 percent.
addition, depending on the characteristics of the taxpayer,
some charactersof income are taxed at lower rates, or are not

taxed at all. (b) Foreign-sourceincome

Also often depending on the characteristics of the taxpayer,
For resident individuals, and for all non-residents, foreign-

some types of income are taxed based upon their gross
source incomeis fully exempt from Taiwan income tax. Only

amounts, while certain deductions are allowed only against for the class of resident business enterprises is foreign-source
other types of income. Credits are also permitted to be taken income taxed, at regular rates, although a foreign tax credit is

against some types of income, and not others. Another way of allowed.

describingthe tax treatmentofdeductionsand credits would be
to state that they have differentcharacters as well. Ofcourse, if 2. Deductions and credits
all net economic income were fully taxable at the same rates, it
would be unnecessary to worry about income characters; the (a) Resident individualsand business enterprises
tax system is concemed with the particular character of
income, deductions and credits only if they are taxed on a dif- Resident individuals and business enterprises are not permit-
ferent basis. In Taiwan, the tax treatrnentof investmentincome ted to deduct any capital losses on any property which is

of different characters differs for four different types of exempt from the capital gains tax. Resident individuals are

investor taxpayers. These different types are: resident individ- not permitted to deduct any expenses relating to the earning
uals, residentprofit-seekingenterprises,non-residentindividu- of capital gains income, whether gains on the property are

als and non-residentprofit-seekingenterprises. taxable or exempt. The position for business enterprises in
Taiwan, however, is not clear. Most tax jurisdictions restrict

1. Gross income deductions for expenses, including interest expense, incurred
to finance assets which produce tax-preferred income. There

(a) Taiwan-source income are a number of ways in which jurisdictions disallow such
expenses. One of the most common is tracing,where a par-

Among the most important types of Taiwan investment ticular expense is directly traced to the production of the
income are those which are fully tax exempt.Perhaps the most exempt income, and is then disallowed. However,due to fun-
common form of tax-preferred income is capital gains on the gibility of money, it is particularly difficult to trace interest
transferof securities3and of land. It shouldbe noted that while This problem is compounded when particularexpense. a
a transfer tax is assessed on land and on securities, in neither asset (such as stock) earns both taxable income (such as div-
case is the tax an income tax. Properly, these levies are excise idends) and exempt income (such as capital gains). A com-
taxes only, assessed on sales price or value (although the land mon way of resolving this problem is to disallow interest
transfertax is adjusted for purchaseprice and inflation). How-

experse by a percentage equal to the total amount of tax-
ever, for all four classes of investors, capital gains fron these exempt income divided by the total amount of income, both
transfers are income tax exempt. The effect of excise and exempt and taxable. A further discussionof this issue can be
transfer taxes will be discussed furtherbelow. found below.

Other types of capital gains are not tax exempt.4 For resident Althoughresident individualsare not permittedto deduct anyindividuals and business enterprises, gains are taxed in the
expenses relating to taxable capital gains, Taiwan law

same manner as other income. However, non-resident busi- to allow resident individuals to deduct taxable capi-
ness enterprises pay tax on such capital gains at a rate (25

appears
tal losses, but only up to the amount of total taxable gains.percent) different from that which they pay on other forms of Resident profit-making enterprises are not limited in their

income. Non-resident individuals pay at their normative rate
of 20 percent. There are also certain types of Taiwan-source 3. Although an exemption from capital gains tax for securities has been
interest income which are tax exempt to all classes of adopted, it is not certain that this exclusion will be pernanent. I

investors. Apparently the only obligatior which pays tax. 4. Apparently, capital gains on virtually all domestic assets can easily be
avoidedmerelyby placing the asset in a companyand trading the companystock

exempt interest in which a Taiwanese investment fundcould instead.
invest is an original issue discount (OID) bond. The OID por- 5. See discussion below on the importanceof foreign tax credits.
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Although this paper examines the case of Taiwan, we believe make it more likely that investment capital would be mobi-

that the general theory discussed, as well as many of the spe- lized and allocated either directly or through funds on the

cific problems and solutions, would apply to other emerging basis of market efficiency, not because of tax differences.

capital markets as well. Second, such neutrality would tend to reduce tax planning
transactioncosts, by reducing the need to examineand imple-
ment investment schemes based on tax-created rent seeking.

Il. BASIC TAX POLICY CONSIDERATIONS Although these costs might be difficult to measure, it is our

For most tax policy theorists the principal goal in designing opinion that they may be substantial.

any aspect of an income tax systen is neutrality. There are, Third, and perhaps of equal importarce, is that equality of
however, a numberof different types of tax neutrality.The treatment among different forrns of investing capital nakes
first, and perhaps the most important, is complete market future tax reformthat rruch easier. A change in the methodof

neutrality.Most economists would agree that the most mar- taxing investment income can then be more easily applied to

ket-neutral income tax base would approximate the Schanz- all forms of such income, regardless of whether the invest-
Haig-Simon(SHS) definitionof income, i.e. the change in rnent is held directly or through a fund. In addition, the actu-

a taxpayer's net worth plus consumption, measured over a al investment fund vehicle may take a nunber of different

particular period of time.2 While a tax on such a base might legal forms, including partnerships and corporations.trusts,
not be neutral with regard to the choice between savings and Therefore, in order to complete the definitionofneutrality,all

consumption, it would be neutral across different types of investment funds, regardless of their legal form, should be

savings and consumption. In theory, a neutral tax would subject to the same substantive tax regime.
allow the market to allocate resources throughout the econo-

There various policy issues of interest
my in the most efficient manner.

are non-tax to govern-
ments regarding the operation of investment funds. In gener-

However, every income tax system, Taiwan's included, al, these issues relate to two basic goals. The first has already
varies substantially from the taxation of an SHS base. Some been alluded to, and involves regulated investment funds.
variations are made largely to simplify administration. For These include government policies designed for the protec-
example, tax systems normally require a realization event tion of fund investors specifically and of investors in finan-
before increases (or decreases) in the capital value of an asset cial markets in general. Many countries, including the United
are subject to taxation. Often other variations are implement- States and many Europeancountries,extend special tax treat-

ed in order to effect a particular government policy or pur- ment to regulated investment funds only. In general, based

pose. Such tax expenditures, though largely frowned on by on our definitionof neutrality, we would counsel against this
economists, are present in virtually every tax system. Still choice. Any policy decision to favour regulated over

more variations are the unintended consequences of failures unregulated investment funds would best be implemented
to implement tax laws as drafted. through non-tax means.

As will be noted below, Taiwan's income tax system already The second issue involves the carrying out of various govern-
includes a number of variations from the SHS definition of ment economicpolicies through tax-favourednvestmentpoli-
income. At least some variations appear to stem from each of cies. We havemade referenceabove in general to the use of tax

the three considerations discussed above. Although we gen- incentives to influence economicbehaviour, something which

erally approve of reform efforts designed more closely to Taiwan's tax system already apparently does. As we will illus-

approximate the SHS definition of income, we accept that it trate below, some of these incentivesaffectnvestmentncome.
is beyond the scope of this paper to recommend changes in However, some countries also provide specific tax ncentives
the current substantive Taiwan income tax law other than for those funds which limit their investment activities to spe-
those necessary to implementa rational systemof investment cific sectors of the economy. Examples include venture capi-
fund taxation. Because of this limitation, we confine our- tal funds, which frequently are restricted to nvestments in
selves to recommendations for implementing a market-neu- start-up or small-scale industry; and technology funds,
tral system of taxing the income of investment funds only in which frequently are restricted to investments in companies
the general context of the existing Taiwan system of taxing engaging in high technologyresearch or manufacturing.
income from investment.

In keeping with our earlier comments on the SHS income tax

For the purposes of this paper, we therefore define a market- base and market-neutralsystems, we do not advocate the cre-

neutral system of investment fund taxation to mean simply ation of tax preferences for funds with special investment

that all investment income should be treated similarly, portfolios. Given that Taiwan is rethinking a tax system for

regardless of whether an investment is made directly (mean- investmentfunds, the Ministry of Finance has the opportuni-
ing not through an investment fund) or through a fund. This ty to avoid the complexity and distortions arising from using
also means that tax treatment should be identical regardless the tax system to achieve non-tax goals. This paper will

of the legal structure of the fund itself. Funds can be orga- attempt to present a single, uniform system of taxation for all

nized as partnerships, companies and trusts; tax treatment investment funds, regardlessofhow they are organizedor the

should not vary with the nature of the vehicle. nature of their portfolio, which reduces tax differences

This definition of neutrality, though more limited than the between investing through funds and investing directly.
SHS- related definition, still has potential for important eco- 2. An in-depth discussion of income concepts and related references can be

nomic gains to the economy. First, such neutrality would found in D. Bradford, Untangling the Income Tax (1986).
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I:. INTRODUCTION part ola reportentitled The Taxation
of Trusts: Recommendationsfor Taiwan
and ComparativeMateriais (22 MayAn investment fund (fund) is a financial intermediary consisting of capital 1991).

pooled from different investors. Funds provide four potential benefits over the
The authorswish to thankAlvin

investment of capital directly. First, funds give relatively smaller investors the Warren, Michael Roemer, Betty Slade
opportunity to diversify their investmentrisk. This is because a fund can normally and David Cole for their comments

make far more diversified investments with its larger pool of capital than could an regarding the theory of taxation of
investmentfunds in various Asian

individualwith her or his relatively smaller amount of capital. Second, funds allow countries.
relatively smaller investors great economies of scale in securing expert financial

managementof their investments. This is because the fund need hire only a single
managerfor the entire amountof pooled capital. Third, funds benefit the economy Contents
as a whole by providinga vehicle for mobilizingcapital from a sector of the public
which might not otherwise invest. I. Introduction

Il. Basic Tax Policy Considerations
The fourth potential benefit, which is closely related to the first three, is that funds
can be made subject to rules and regulations designed to protect fund investors by li. Taxation of Investment Funds

A. Characterof income, deductions
reducing their risk of loss. Such rules and regulationscan include mandatorydiver- and credits
sification of fund investments, the employmentof a clearly qualified expert man- 1. Gross income

ager, fiduciary requirements and guarantees and detailed disclosure rules. Other 2. Deductions and credits
3. Charactersof income and

rules regarding the type and mannerof fund investmentin listed securities are often tax neutrality
included for the protection of all capital market investors. Funds subject to such B. Timing of inclusion of income

rules are often termed regulated investment funds, and may form a subset of all C. Characteristicsof the taxpayer
D. The fund as a reporting

investment funds. By having such designated regulated funds, the benefits of risk system
diversification,economies of scale and mobilizationof capital can be maximized. E. Dispositionof interests

F. Excise taxes
The topic of this paper is investment funds, i.e. funds which mobilize capital G. Practical issues of administration

solely for investment, and not for management, purposes. Therefore, the discus- in a reporting system
1. Open-end funds

sion will be limited to funds whose activities are limited to the buying, selling or 2. Closed-end funds
holding of properties which produce non-operatingincome.That term is defined H. Other methods of taxing
under Taiwan tax law to include most equity and debt securities, certain income- investment funds

producing intangibles such as copyrights or patents, and real property.1 Income Appendix
from such property includes dividends, interest, royalties, rents and capital gains;
such income will be referred to as investment income. This definitionof invest-
ment income is not too dissimilar from that found in most emerging economies.

This paper also assumes that an investment fund will either have no operating
income, or that such operating income will be segregated as income of the fund

management. This is also the assumption of most financial intermediary regula-
tions in emerging economies. However, even if the financial intermediary regula- 1. Information regarding the Taiwan income tax

tory frameworkdoes not require segregationof fund operating income, such sepa- law comes from the International Bureau of Fiscal

rate accounting can be required for the purposes of income taxation. The issue of Documentation, Taxation in Taiwan (Amsterdam:
IBFD, July 1991), and Ministryof Finance,Taxation

fund mangementincome and expenses will be addressed further below. in the Republic of China (1991)
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TABLE 16

The effects of tax harmonization in theEC on the incentives to invest in the EC, Japan and the USA

Dom. Retained New Equity Debt Average
Earnings

Res Source Res Source Res Source Res Source

Abolish WithholdingTaxes within the EC

EC 5.7 7.3 7.3 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.4 6.4

Japan 6.5 7.3 8.7 7.7 9.5 7.6 6.5 7.6 8.2
USA 5.9 7.3 7.4 6.7. 8.3 6.1 6.9 6.7 7.5

USAand Japan AbolishWithholdingTaxes to the EC

EC 5.7 7.3 7.3 5.9 5.9 5.9 5.9 6.4 6.4

Japan 6.5 7.3 8.7 7 .7 7.3 7.6 5.5 7.6 7.1
USA 5.9 7.3 7.4 6.7 6.5 6.1 6.2 6.7 6.2

ness of the two countries as locations for EC investment. It REFERENCES
would therefore seem the most likely response to any per- Bond, S.R., Devereux,M.E and Freeman, E, InflationNon-
ceived need to promote inward investment. Whether there

neutralities in the UK Corporation Tax, Vol. 11 Fiscal
would be a ned to take such a measure is dependentboth on

Studies, No. 4 (1990).developmentswithin the EC and the competitivepressures to
Devereux, M.R, The Ruding Committee Report: An Eco-

reduce rates. Part II indicated that harmonizationof rates and
nomic Assessment,Vol. 13 Fiscal Studies,No.2 (1992).bases in the EC would have little effect on the required rates

Gammie, M., The Harmonization of Corporate Income
of return if the harmonizationwere to current average levels.

Taxes in Europe: The Ruding Committee Report, Vol.
Abolition of withholding taxes - a more likely scenario, 13 Fiscal Studies, No. 2 (1992).would have a significant effect. Part III indicated that evi-

Hartmann, D.G., Tax Policy and-Foreign Direct Invest-
dence for competitioneven within the EC is at best inconclu-
sive. Abolition of withholding taxes between the three ment, JournalofPublic Economics (1985).

JETRO, Japanese External Trade Organization,CurrentSit-
regions is probablydesirable on the grounds of improving the

uation of Business Operations of Japanese Manufactur-
allocation of capital in the global economy, but it does not

seem that competitive pressures will force such a change to ing Enterprises in Europe, Sixth Survey Report (March

take place. 1990).
'
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InternationalIssues,Paris(1991).
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TABLE 14 TABLE 15

Required pre-tax rates of return. Required pre-tax rates of return over time. Inflation of 3.1%
Actual inflation in all countries at all times

1980 1985 1991 1980 1985 1991

Belgium 6. 1 5.9 5.4 Belgium 5.9 5.8 5.4
Denmark 5.2 5.3 5.8 Denmark 5.3 5.3 5.8
France 6.8 6.6 5.4 France 6.4 6.4 5.4

Germany 7.3 7.4 5.8 Germany 7.7 7.3 5.8
Ireland 4.7 4.8 5.1 Ireland 4.9 4.9 5.1
Italy 4.0 5.0 5.6 Italy 5.4 5.6 5.8

Luxembourg 7.1 7.0 6.3 Luxembourg 6.7 6.7 6.4
Netherlands 5.8 5.4 5.7 Netherlands 5.8 5.4 6.0
Portugal 4.1 4.3 5.2 Portugal 6.3 6.3 5.7
Spain 6.0 5.8 6.3 Spain 5.4 5.4 5.9
UK 1.7 5.7 6.0 UK 4.5 5.6 5.9

EC Average 5.3 5.7 5.7 EC Average 5.8 5.9 - 5.7
Japan 6.9 8.1 6.5 Japan 7.3

'

8.0 6.5
USA 6.3 7.3 5.8 USA 6.8 7.3 . 5.9

Based on no personal taxes, actual inflation rates, weighted aver- Based on no personal taxes, 3.1 % .inflation, weighted average of
age of three forms of finance and three types of asset and a 5%

'

three forms of finance and three types of asset and a 5% real inter-
real interest rate. est rate.

from this rate, so the results are fairly similar. Hence tax proposed by the Ruding Committee. This reform had the
wedges increased to 1985, then fell to 1991. effect of making the EC a more attractiveplace for cross-bor-

der investmentmade by parent companies resident within the
The conclusions of this section are therefore not clear-cut. EC, which, in turn, may have an effect on the extent of out-
Taking into account the major changes within domestic ward investment flows from the EC to Japan and the United
structures during the 1980s, the region where the largest States.
reductions in tax rates might have been expected - the EC

has seen the smallest reductions. In Japan and the United This raises the possibility that tfthe other two countries-

were
States the overall fall during this period is made up of first a to respond in a competitivemanner, in an attempt to maintain
rise and then a fall. the flow of inward investment, the most effective response

would be also to abolish withholding taxes on dividends (and
possibility interest and royalties) paid by subsidiaries located

C. Conclusion:might the United States and Japan in Japan or the United States to parent companies resident in

respond to reforms in the EC the EC.

The discussion and evidence presented in Part III of this Table 16 illustrates the effect of such a change. As a source

report suggest that it is unlikely that the United States and for investment from the EC, both countries would become
Japan would respond to corporationtax reforms in Europe by substantially more competitive. For investments financed
making major changes to the domestic structureof their own by new equity, whereas before EC firms would have required
corporation taxes, even if the European reforms had a sub- a rate of return of 9.5 and 8.3 percentagepoints when invest-
stantial impact on cross-border investment incentives. But ing in Japan and the United States, respectively, abolition of
the evidence in Part II also suggested that the apparently withholding taxes would give required returns ofjust 7.3 and
more far-reaching reforms in Europe - harmonizing tax 6.5 percentage points. For debt-financed investments, the
rates and tax base - actually had little impact on investment reductions in effective tax rates are smaller, but still signifi-
incentives: what impact they did have seemed to favour the cant - EC firms in Japan would require a return of 5.5 per-
United States. So the prospect of a tax war between the three cent as opposed to 6.5 percent, and in the United States a

main trading blocks of the EC, the United States and Japan return of 6.2 percent as comparedto 6.9 percentbefore. Over-
seems remote. all, falls of 1.1 and 1.3 percentage points would be experi-

enced by EC firms investing in Japan and the United States.
However, the most importantof the European reforms anal-

ysed in terms of its effects on cross-borderinvestmentincen- Such a move would have relatively little impact on revenue

tives - and also the one which has already been agreed by for either Japan or the United States, would leave their
member states- is the abolition of withholding taxes domestic tax structures and rates unchanged,and yet as Table
betweenparent and subsidiary. The extensionof this has been 16 shows, would have a significant impact on the attractive-
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TABLE 12 by one percentagepoint or more between
1980 and 1985, but then fell substantial-

Value of depreciation allowancesfor industrial buildings discounted at the ly by 1991 to be aroundhalfa percentage
nominalinterestrate with a 5% real interest rate point below the 1980 level. Taken

together with the slight rise in the aver-

age EC rate, this means that the effective
Actual inflation Constant inflation of 3.1 % tax rates moved substantiallycloser dur-

ing the 11 years in question.'

Country 1980 1985 1991 1980 1985 1991

However, these results have been

Belgium 0.55 0.55 0.67 0.63 0.63 0.67 obtained by imposing actual inflation
Denmark 0.36 0.49 0.53 0.53 0.53 0.53 rates. Given the pervasive and complex
France 0.30 0.44 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 effects of inflation on the effective rates

Germany 0.20 0.58 0.71 0.26 0.53 0.72 of corporate taxation, this may simply
Greece 0.39 0.66 reflect convergence of the inflation rate
Ireland 1.00 1.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 0.80 experience across these countries. In
Italy 0.32 0.47 0.33 0.62 0.62 0.41 1980, Japanese inflation was 6.2 percent,
Luxembourg 0.33 0.37 0.35 0.45 0.45 0.35

which fell to 2.2 percent in 1985 and
Netherlands 0.57 0.63 0.49 0.66 0.61 0.48

rose

Portugal 0.19 0.20 0.33 0.45 0.45 0.52
to 2.5 percent in 1991. The comparable

Spain 0.46 0.55 0.49 0.67 0.67 0.57 figures for the United States were 10.8,
3.3 and 4.3 percent, whereas the aver-

UK 0.67 0.57 0.37 0.80 0.62 0.45
ages within the EC were 13.1, 6.7 and

EC Average 0.45 0.53 0.51 0.60 0.60 0.55 4.7 percent. To identify the convergence

Japan 0.26 0.35 0.50 0.32 0.32 0.48 of tax structures, it may therefore be

USA 0.25 0.51 0.35 0.41 0.52 0.38 more revealing to abstract from differ-
ences in economic conditions by assum-

ing a constant inflation rate over the peri-
EC average based on the 11 EC countries, excluding Greece. od. This is done in Table 15, which holds

Figures based on depreciation allowances, discounted by the nominal interest rate. inflation constant at 3.1 percent through-
out the time period and across all coun-

tries.

TABLE 13 Within the EC, the broad outlines of the
conclusions drawn using actual inflation

Value of depreciation allowances for machinery discounted at the nominal rates remain valid. The average EC tax

irterest rate with a 5% real interest rate rate has essentially remained constant,
with marginal increases to 1985 and falls
to 1991. Although the size of the effects

Actual inflation Constant inflation of 3.1 % of the UK tax reform were exaggerated
by using actual inflation, movements in

Country 1980 1985 1991 1980 1985 1991 the same general direction can still be

discerned, with a rise in the tax wedge
Belgium 0.89 0.89 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.96 amounting to around 1.5 percentage
Denmark 0.73 0.89 0.85 0.83 0.89 0.85 points over the decade. However, the
France 0.72 0.80 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.89 German reforms prove to have resulted
Germany 0.75 0.82 0.86 0.80 0.80 0.87 in an even more substantial fall with con-
Greece 0.68 0.86 stant inflation than with actual infation.
Ireland 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 0.80 Substantial convergencehas taken place
Italy 0.58 0.71 0.75 0.81 0.81 0.81

within the EC, although removal of the
Luxembourg 0.80 0.82 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.89

effects of differential inf[ation shows
Netherlands 0.76 0.91 0.85 0.84 0.90 0.86

Portugal 0.65 0.67 0.76 0.86 0.86 0.86 that the tax rates were not that far apart

Spain 0.73 0.83 0.76 0.92 0.92 0.82 even in 1980.

UK 1.00 0.85 0.77 1.00 0.88 0.81
For Japan and the United States, as with
the EC, the higher inflation prevalent in

EC Average 0.78 0.84 0.83 0.88 0.88 0.86
1980 results in a lower tax wedge than

Japan 0.73 0.78 0.85 0.77 0.77 0.84
when inflation is at 3.1 percent: thus

USA 0.68 0.69 0.84 0.81 0.70 0.85
higher inflation tended to reduce the

required rate of return in 1980. For the

EC average based on the 11 EC countries, excluding Greece. other two years examined, the actual

Figures based on depreciationallowances, discounted by the nominal interest rate. inflation was not that much different
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TABLE 11

Typical depreciation rates on ndustrial buildings and machinery

Country 1980 1985 1991

Builds Mach Builds Mach Builds Mach

Belgium - 1 ODB%x7 40%DBx2 1 ODB%x7 40%DBx2 1ODB%x7 40%DBx2
then then then then then then
5%SL 20%SL 5%SL 20%SL 5%SL 20%SL

Denmark 6%SLx1 0 22.5%xl 6SLxl0 25%xl 6%SLx1O 30%DB
then then then then then
2%SL 30%DB 2%SL 30%DB 2%SL

(indexed)
France 5%SL 27.8%DBx7 5%SL 27.8%DBx7 5%SL 35.7%DBx5

then then then
11.1%SL 11.1%SL 5.5%SL

Germany 2%SL 20%DBx5 5%SLx8 20%DBx5 10%SLx4 30%DBx4
then then then 10% then then

10%SL 2.5%SLx5 5%SLx3
then then

1.25%SL 2.5%SL
Greece 8%SL . 20%SL
Ireland 100% 100% 100% 100% 50%xl 50%xl

then then
4%SL 2.5%DB

Italy 7%SL 15.5%SL 7%SL 15.5%SL 6%SL 17.5%DBx3
then

10%SL
Luxembourg 4%SL 20%SL 4%SL 20%SL 4%SL 30%DBx2

then
20%SL

Netherlands 6.6%DB 25%DBx3 6.6%DB 25%DBx3 - 6.6%DB 25%DBx3
then then then

12.5%SL 12.5%SL 12.5%SL
Portugal 4%SL ,, 20%SL 4%SL 20%SL 5%SL , 31.25%DB
Spain 7.5%DB 20%DB 7.5%DB 20%DB 7.5%DB 20%DB
UK 50%xl 100% 25%xl 50%xl 4%SL 25%DB

then then then . mi

4%SL 4%SL 25%DB

Japan 3.5%DB 23%DBx9 3.5%DB 23%DBx9 6.6%DB 30%DBx9
USA 3.5%SL ,18.8%DBx2 ACRSI ACRS1 3.2%SL 28.6%DBx3

then then
12.5%SL 9.1 %SL

Key: SL - Straight line. DB - Declining balance. 10%DBx7 then 5%SL means 10% declining balance depreciation for seven years followed by deprecia-
tion at 5% straight line until the asset is fully depreciated.

i.

Note: I. The Accelerated Cost Recovery System in the USA during the mid-1980s involved com 3lex depreciation provisions; typical straight-line depre-
ciation rates for machinerywere 8o in the first year, 14% in the second, 12o in the tird, 10 Oo for the next three years and 9o for the next
four years. Industrial buildings might typically be depreciated at 6% for I 0 years and 5% thereafter.

Source: Information provided to the Ruding Committee by national tax authorities.

average figure within the EC. For example, the largest of these two tax reforms has been to converge the marginal
change'in the tax wedge takes place between 1980 and 1985 effective tax rates within the EC. Hence there does seem to
in the United Kingdom When the tax wedge went from being have been some convergenceof effective tax rates, but there

strongly negative to being positive. This reflects the ending has been little sign that they have also fallen.
of 100 percent initial depreciation allowances in the United

Kingdom, which resulted in a tax regime which effectively If there has been no downward pressure within the EC, it
subsidized marginal investments. The other large change would be surprising had there been such pressure outside of
took place in Germany, where more generous depreciation the EC,.as for the reasons described above, pressures might
allowances were combined with a reduction in tax rates, be expected to have been highest within the EC. However, in

sharply cutting the marginal effective tax rates. The net effect both Japan and the United States the tax wedge first increased
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TABLE 9 TABLE 10

Taxes on corporate income as a percentageof total Overall (national and local) CorporateTax rates

taxation (including social security contributions)
Country 1980 1985 . 1991

Country 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1989
Belgium 48 45 39

Belgium 6.2 6.8 7.2 5.7 6.4 6.7 Denmark 37 50 38
France 50 50 34/42

Denmark 4.5 2.6 3.1 3.2 4.9 4.2
France 5.3 6.3 5.2 5.1 4.5 5.5 Germany 61.7/44.3 61.7/44.3 56.5/44.3

Germany 7.8 5.7 4.5 5.5 6. 1 5.5 Greece 49 46(41)1
Ireland 45 50(10)2 43(10)2Greece 1.9 1.7 3.5 3.8 2.7 4.6

Ireland 9.1 8.8 4.8 4.5 3.2 3.4 Italy 36.3 47.8/36 47.8/36

Italy 6.9 6.5 6.3 7.8 9.2 10.1 Luxembourg 45.5 45.5 39.4

Luxembourg 11.0. 19.3 15.7 16.5 18.2 17.3 Netherlands 46 42 35

Netherlands 8. 1 6.7 7.7 6.6 7.0 7.7 Portugal 51.2/44 51.2/44 39.6

Portugal 3.9 Spain 33 33 34

Spain 9.2 8.2 6.9 5.1 5.2 8.6 UK 52 40 34

UK 7.1 9. 1 6.7 8.3 12.6 12.3
EC Average 46.0 46.9 40.1

EC Average 7.0 7.4 6.5 6.6 7.3 7.5 Japan 52.0/42.0 . 55.4/45.4 50

Japan 22.2 26.3 20.6 21.8 21.0 24.4 USA 49.2 49.5 38.3

USA 15.8 12.7 10.8 10.2 7.1 8.5

Notes: 1. A lower tax rate (40% in 1991) applies where compa-
nes are quoted on the Athens stock market.

Source: OECD (1990) 2. Figure in brackets is the tax rate on manufacturing
Notes: Corporation taxes are defined in detail by OECD (1990) item industry. Where two rates are given the former reflects
1200. Note that this includes (i) local corporate taxes and (ii) part of cor- the tax rate on retentions, the latter the tax rate on dis-
poration tax which is imputed to individuals to credit against personal tributions. The average and standard deviations for the
taxes. Differences between countries arise for a number of reasons other EC are calculated on the basis of retained profits.
than differences in the form of taxation; the Table is therefore designed Source: OECD (1991) and information provided to the Ruding
to permit a comparison over time rather than between countries. Committee by national tax authorities.

Denmark, the restriction of allowances in the Netherlands allowances increasingover the period in question. Within the

and the reduction in additional first year allowances in Spain. EC, there was a slght increase in the generosity of
allowances up to 1985, whereas after that time there was lit-

The other aspect of broadening the tax base is to change tle change for both sorts of assets. In Japan, there was a fair-
depreciation rates to more closely reflect true economic ly substantial increase in the value of allowances for both
depreciation rates. Table 11 gives tle depreciation rates assets in both sub-periods in question. If the reforms of the
applied to machinery and buildings in 1980, 1985 and 1991. 1980s canbe characterized in terms of tax reductions and
This suggests that this formfbase-broadeninghas not been base-broadening,it would seem that the base-broadeningws
universal. Indeed, in France, Germany, Luxembourg, Portu- not generally in the main tax code, but rather in the restriction
gal and Japan the changes between 1985 and 1991 have been of special reliefs.
in the opposite direction, with accelerateddepreciationrates.

The restriction in the size ofdepreciationrates has been a fea- Both the reduction in tax rates and the slight narrowingof the
ture of the Irish and British tax systems. In the United States, tax base suggests that there has been a reduction in average
allowances were first explicitly increased (the Accelerated tax rates paid by companies. However, this raises the ques-
Cost Recovery Scheme) then restricted once again. tion once more of what has happened to tax incentives over

the period - measuredby the required return or the marginal
However, in one important respect the figures in Table 11 are effective tax rate.
misleading.With the exceptionof Denmark in 1985, countris
did not index depreciationallowances for inflation. Hence the Table 14 gives the required pre-tax rates of return necessary
higher the rate of inflation, the lower the real value of any to earn five percent after corporation tax. The numbers are

allowances. If the reforms of depreciation allowances were calculated for zero-rated personal taxpayers. Hence the tax

simply to compensate for the change in inflation rates, then wedge is the required pre-tax rate of return minus five per-
the reforms to the tax base in the 1980s might indicate very lit- cent. In Table 14, the actual inflation rates in each country in

tle. Tables 12 and 13 therefore present the present discounted 1980, 1985 and 1991 are applied.
value of the allowances, based on a five percent real interest
rate with both actual and a typical inflation rate. For the 11 EC countries for which data is available there has

been a slight increase in required returns during the first half
These figures indicate that the real value of US depreciation of the decade, followedby stability. However, closer exami-

allowances for buildings did indeed at first rise and then fall, nation shows that the situation is rather more complicated. In
although for machinery the position is less clear-cut; the fact, the largest changes in tax wedges have taken place in
decline in inflation rates led to the real value of depreciation only a few countries, and these countries drive the overall
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TABLE 8 on corporate income for the EC coun-

tries and Japan and the United States
Changes in corporation tax regimes since 1984 every five years from 1965.

In the EC and United States corpora-Country Base Reduction Changes in treatment Other tion tax provides less than ten percentBroadening of Rates of dividends
of total whereas in Japan therevenue,

Belgium 1989/90 1989/90 From partial figure is between one-fifth and one-

shareholder relef quarter of total revenue. Comparisons
to classical, 1990 between countries are subject to prob-

Denmark 1990/91 1990/91 Move to partial lems such as the size of the corporate
shareholder relief, relative to the unincorporated sector.
1991 What is important here, however, isFrance 1989 Lower rate for Incentive for '

1990 retained profits, new firms, that in both Japan and, on average in
1989. 1989 the EC, corporate taxes have retained

Germany 1990 Limits to regional their importanceas sourcesof revenue.

ncentives, This is surprising if one considers that
1988 competition is more likely to occur in

G reece 1988 the EC, since the additional costs of
Ireland 1990 988

1989 investing across borders are likely to

Italy 989 be less than between Japan, the United

Luxembourg 1987 Withholding States and the EC.
1988 taxes on

1989 flows to However, such comparisonsobviously
1990 other EC depend on the level of profits as well

countries, as the structure of taxation; the end of
1991. the 1980s was a period when many

Netherlands 1988 1988 economies were growing strongly, and
Portugal 1989 1989 From split rate to . Removal of

so corporate tax revenues were high.partial shareholder varous \

relief, 1989 incentives, There are also problems with interpret-
1989 ing the data when there is a change in

Spain Limits to the tax system - revenue may start
investment being classed as income tax rather than
credits, 1989 corporation tax. In addition, if there

UK 1986 1986 competition, then those countrieswas
1991

which succeeded to restructure their1992
tax system in order to attract inward

Japan 988 From split rate to investment, then it is possible that a

989 classical, 1990 successful policy may yield higher
990 corporation tax revenues.

USA 1987 1987 Removal of It is therefore also necessary to exam-

various ine the tax structures in detail. Table 10
investment looks first at corporate tax rates in
tax credits 1980, 1985 and 1991. Between 1985

and 1991 every country bar Italy and
Source: OECD (1991). Spain reduced the corporation tax rate.

This reversed a trend in the firsthalfof
the 1980s to increase corporate tax

The main question for the purposes of this report is whether rates slightly. This data is therefore consistentwith the belief
these reforns are consistent with the hypothesis that theY that in the latter half of the 1980s competitionbetween coun-
occurred through a process of tax competition - or at least tries became more intense and so they reducedtheir tax rates.
did not exacerbate existing differences. However, it is more likely that this would have occurred in

the process of competition over paper profits than overA first step in answering this question is to examine corpora- inward physical investment. It is also consistentwithtion tax revenues. Recalling that one of the arguments for numer-

other explanations.expecting tax competition was that it is likely that tax would
ous

be shifted from capital onto less mobile factors such as Another aspect of the tax reforms since 1984 has been a

labour, it might therefore be expected that revenue from cor- broadening of the tax base. This has often meant the ending
poration taxes may have declined as a proportionof total tax of special investment allowances and accelerated deprecia-
revenue, as competitive forces have increased. Table 9 pre- tion if companies invest in certain regions or types of assets.
sents the proportion of total taxation accounted for by taxes Examples are the ending of the investment reserve system in
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reasons why competitionbetween countries to attract inward Fourth, governments are likely to consider the possible
physical investmentmay not be very strong. response of their rivals in bidding for inward direct invest-

ment. If the policy of reducing tax rates were successful in
The first group of reasons concerns the responsiveness of the short run in attracting inward investment, it is not likely to

investment flows to differences in effective tax rates. Physi- continue to be in the long run. This is because other govern-
cal capital is not very mobile. Once a factory has been set up, ments will need to respond by cutting their own tax rates. If

togetherwith a local labour force and transport arrangements they do so, the competitive advantage accruing to the first
for raw materials and finished goods, it would be very costly governmentwill be lost. It is possible that the only outcome

to shift location. This cost couldeasily outweigh the tax ben- of such tax cutting would be less revenue, with an unchanged
efits of shifting location. Shifting locationwould be even less allocation of investment. This point raises general issues of

likely if it were suspected that the tax advantage would onlY . the nature of competition in an imperfect market, about
be temporarybecause of a responseby the governmentof the which there is a vast economic literature. It would certainly
less tax-favouredcountry. be over-simplisticand wrong to imagine that any competitive

market must produce an optimal outcome.
Of course, these arguments are weaker for some types of

In considering the possible of the United States and
activity - for example financil services, which may be rel- response

atively mobile. This leads to the possibility that countries Japan to the abolition of withholding taxes in the EC, howev-

may maintain higher tax rates on relatively immobile capital er, these arguments would not rule out the possibility that the

than on more mobile capital, and this is reflected in existing United States and Japan might respond by cutting their own

incentives for financial services: the Dublin Docks scleme,18 withholding taxes for inward investmentby Europeancompa-

the Luxembourgunit trust legislationand the Belgian coordi- nies. The logic of the argument would not require the EC to

nation centres. However, it is also worth noting that these abolish withholding taxes on US and Japanese companies
schemes,exist in relatively srrall countries. The gain to larg- investing in Europe - the United States and Japan could in

er countries introducing such schemes may be much smaller theory wish these to remain,2o altlough of course in practice
because they will lose more revenuefrom existing activityby countries expect reductions in withholding tax to be recipro-
implementinga more generous tax structure. cal. Such a policy would encourage inward investment by

European compnies, but would not affect domestic activity
Even ifdifferences in taxation do affect location decisions, it in these countries and so would have a minimal impact on

is not clear that countries would compete to attract inward governmentrevenue, which, in any case might be offset if the

direct investment. There are at least four reasons why this policy were successful. Further, there is little prospect that the

may be so. EC could view such a move as an aggressive tax competing
strategy, respondingby cutting taxes still further in the EC.

First, many countries operate a credit system for taxing for-

eign- source income. If the parent company resides in such a

country, then reducing the statutor tax rate in the country in B. Is there any evidenceofcompetition
which the activity takes place will serve mainly to shift tax from the 1980s
revenue to the residence country of the parent company.19 This section examines the changes in corporation taxes which
This may well be an important consideration given that the have taken place over the past decade to see if any trend can

United States, Japan and the United Kingdom -- the three be identified. One notable feature of the EC, Japanese and

largest capital exporters at the end of the 1980s - all have American corporate tax regimes already rernarked on is that
credit systems for their foreign- source income. This would they have all changed their rates, base or system since 1984.
certainly reduce the incentive for US and Japanese compa- Table 8 indicates that in half the EC countries and in the Unit-
nies to invest in low-rate European countries, although the ed States, the reforms have had the effect of broadening the
US and Japanese credit systerns clearly have no impact on base (sometimes by restricting special allowances) whlst
EC resident companies. However, given the'relatively low reducing corporation tax rates. Changes to the tax systern
rates of tax in the United Kingdom and United States, there is (whether or not the corporate tax is integrated with the per-
clearly room for some downward movement in many coun- sonal tax) have not dernonstrated such a strong trend, with
tries before this constraintbinds. some countries moving towards a classical system and some

moving away from it. However, in the EC there has been a

Second, some activitieswill earn a higher rate ofprofit in one
move towards a partial shareholderrelief' system essen--

location than any other. An obvious example of this is oil tially a classical system at the corporate level, but with a

extraction, which can only take place where there is an oil marginal personal tax rate below that of the marginal person-
field. However, the profitability of other activities may al tax rate on labour incomef the shareholders.
depend on, for example, proximity to raw materials or mar-

kets. This suggests that countries may maintain a corporation 18. Althoughof Irelandhas equally generousincentivesfor less mobilecourse
tax in order to capture part of this location specific profit capital, such as manufacturing
earned within their jurisdiction. 19. This is of course only true when dividendsare paid to the parent. If they are

not, paying the higher tax rate in the residence state is postponed.
20. If the withholding retained, the incentive invest in the EC is

a source revenue.
lowered, encouraging domesti investment. On the other hand, lower withhold-Third, each country needs to maintain of taxes are to

Cutting revenue from corporation tax implies a need to ing taxes reduce the credit given by these countrieson EC taxes, increasing rev-

increase other tax rates on less mobile factors, notably labour. enues.
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points) and the United States (0.3 percentage points). increase the incentive for EC companies to invest in the EC
Japanese and US companies face a slightly higher average rather than in the United States or Jpan.
required return when investing in the EC.

It should be recalled, of that these results averagedcourse, are

over a number of different types of investment, and across all
5. Abolition of withholding taxes the countries of the EC. Therefore a lot of relevant informa-

Abolitionf withholding taxes on dividends between parent
tion is missing from the results presented. Nevertheless, the

and subsidiary within the EC has been agreed by all member results suggest that the abolition of withholding taxes may
affect outward investment from the EC to Japan and the Unit-

states; the Commission has in addition also proposed aboli-
tion of withholding taxes on interest payments.6noCldeiarrelcyt,

ed States. In the next part of this report, we discuss whether it
is likely that the other two countries will respond.abolition of withholding taxes within the EC ha

effect on the taxation of flows between the EC and Japan and
the United States, so such tax wedges remain constant. Simi- Ill. THE POSSIBLE RESPONSES OF JAPAN
larly, as there are no flows taxed through withholding taxes

AND THE UNITED STATESwhen finance is provided by retaining earnings, the tax

wedges are unchanged. A. Is competition likely
Tax wedges on intra-Community flows are substantially
reduced when investment is financed by new equity and debt The possibility of tax competition between countries arises

the average wedge falls 1.3 percentage points from 7.2 to country- because economic activity in a generally increases

5.9 percent for new equity, by 0.5 percentagepoints from 6.7 economic welfare in that country. Therefore the more inward

to 6.2 percent for debt finance if only withholding taxes on investmentthat can be attracted (up to a point) the higher will

dividends are abolishedand by 0.8 percentagepoints for debt be welfare. This observation has led some commentators to

finance if withholding taxes on interest are also abolished. suggest that competition between countries will drive down

corporate taxes. Indeed, some theoretical models (Razin and
On average, using equal weights for the three sources of Sadka, 1989 and 1991) point to the possibility that interna-
finance, this gives a considerableincentive to EC companies tional cornpetition between countries will drive corporate
to invest in the EC rather than in Japan and the United States, taxes to zero, in a kind of tax war.
relative to the current position.

Such models and such comments often do not specify exactly
what elements of the structure of corporate taxes might be the

C. Conclusions initial subject of competition. Clearly, to induce inward
investment of physical capital, generous depreciation

This part of the report has presented the results derived from allowances may be just as effective, or even more so, than
a model which estimates marginal effective tax rates and reducing the tax rate. Also, as the previous part of the report
hence the impact of taxation on required rates of return on argued, withholding taxes on dividend payments may have a
domestic and cross-border activity. There are considerable significant irnpact on the incentive to invest in a foreign coun-
differences in the existing structure of tax incentives which try. To the extent that the argurnent suggests that marginal
depend on the country of residence of the parent company, effective tax rates are the important rneasure, then it is not
the country in which the activity takes place and the way in even clear that a process of tax competitionwould stop at zero

which the activity is financed. - marginal effective tax rates can easily become negative.17
On average, domestic investment is tax favoured over cross- An alternative view of tax conpetition might be that coun-

border investment. However, within cross-border invest- tries compete over the locationofpaperprofits. If statutory
ment, there already exists a tax incentive for both EC and US tax rates differ across countries, then companiesmay have an

companies to invest in the EC in preference to Japan. On incentive to so arrange their affairs such that taxable profit s
average, however, Japanese companies face an incentive to reduced in high tax countries and correspondingly increased
invest in the United States rather than in the EC. in low tax countries. In order to boost their corporate tax rev-

Harmonizationof tax rates and tax base within the EC would enue, countries therefore have an incentive to undercut other

have surprisingly little impact on these conclusions. The countries. Methods such as thin capitalization and transfer

average required return faced by US and Jpanese companies pricing can be used (subject to existing rules) to achieve pre-

investing in the EC would be virtually unchanged. The only cisely this. In this case, countries are much more likely to

noticeable effect would be a small reduction in the average competepurely on the statutory tax rate: the relative generos-

required return faced by EC companies investing in the Unit- ity of depreciationallowances would be unimportant.
ed States. However, this report is concerned with investment in physi-
Abolition of withholding taxes within the EC has a much cal capital, not with the transfer of paper profits (nor with

greater impact on average required returns within the EC, the location.ofportfolio investment).There are two groupsof

although it obviously does not affect the returns required on
16. The Ruding Committee has further proposed extend the of theseinvestments out of or into the EC. However, these reforms -

to scope
not to these extensionswithin

and the abolition of withholding taxes on dividends is the proposals, but it is possible examine the effects of
the frameworkbeing used here.

only reform to have already been agreed - significantly 17. As was the case in the United Kingdombefore 1984, for example.
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For Japanese parents, the ordering of locations according to 3. Harmonizationof the base
the tax incentive requires examinationof the domestic cost of

capital (6.5 percent), the cost of capital if investing in the Harmonizingthe tax base in the EC in such a way as to leave
the average domestic cost of capital unchanged, fractionallyUnited States (at the foot of the table) and the cost of capital if
ncreases the averagerequired retums for cross border invest-

investing in the EC - the second row, under the Res col-
into the EC financedbyretainedearnings, regardlessof

umn. This comparison suggests that domestic investment is ment
the home of the multinational.

most tax-favouredregardlessof the sourceof finance, with the
EC and the United States almost identical in the tax incentive There is no change in the average cost ofcapital when invest-

to nvest in each. American parents will also generally prefer ing out of the EC, since the tax base within the EC is irrele-
domestic investment,althoughJapan is equally attractive with vant,14 More surprisingly,however, there is also no change in
debt finance. However, the EC is tax-favouredover Japan for the cost of capital faced by Japaneseand US companieswhen

investments financed by retained earningsor new equity. investing in the EC when the subsidiary is financed by either
new equity or debt.

2. Harmonizationof rates On average, then, harmonizing the tax base has no impact on

Suppose tax rates in the EC were harmonizedat 37.5 percent. the relative tax incentives to invest either into or out of the

At this rate, the average required domestic rate of return in EC. Note that this of itselfdoes not imply that such a measure

the EC would stay constant. This rate is also between the two would be useless, however, since it may be the case that dis-

extremes set by the Ruding Committee of 30 percent mini- tortions to investmentwithin the EC might be removed.15

mum and 40 percent maximum.
4. Harmonizationof rates and base

Such a reform would, on average, reduce from 7.3 to 7.2 per-
cent the average required return faced by parents from any The effects of harmonizing both rates and base on the

country when they invest in the EC, financing that invest- marginal effective tax rates are more complex than simply
ment by retained earnings. harmonizing each separately; the fact that rates change also

affects the value of any change in the tax base. Once again,
With new equity finance, required returns within the EC the precise reforms considered do not change the required
would also fall slightly for EC parents (from 7.2 to 7.1 per- return when investing dornestically.
cent), but equally the requiredreturn for EC parents investing
in the United States would fall (8.3 to 7.9 percent), so the dif- When financingan investmentthrough retainedearnings, there

ferential is actually reduced, suggesting that, relative to the is again a very small reductionin the cost of capital faced by all

current position, the result would be to encourage outward companies, irrespectiveof their country of residence.

investment from the EC to the United States. While this With new equity, however, EC parents would find that the
reform does not change the position of Japanese parents, the average required return when investing in the EC went up
EC becomes a slightly more attractive location to US parents. markedly from 7.2 to 7.7 percent. However, by contrast, the
This because the effects of a tax rate harmonizationin the EC average required return for EC parents investing in the Unit-
is asymmetric - it lowers the tax paid when investing in ed Statesfell sharply, from 8.3 to 7.9 percent. The net effect

high tax EC countries, without necessarily increasing the tax of these two movements would be to significantly favour the

paid in lower tax countries -- the revenueis merely collected United States as a location for investmentby EC parents, rel-

by EC governments,not the United States. ative to the current situation. The average required return for
EC parents investing in Japan is unchanged which, of

With debt finance, the average required returns faced by EC
-

companies would fall regardless of where they invested course, represents a relative improvement.Similar effects are

observed for Japanese and American parents when investing(from 6.7 to 6.2 percent for EC investments, 6.5 to 6.1 per- in the EC the average requiredreturn increases by 0.4 per-cent for Japanese investments, and 6.9 to 6.6 percent for
-

American investments). The ordering remains unchanged, centage points. Thus, the EC would become a less attractive

location for investment financed by new equity irrespectivebut as the largest fall is in the EC, the move would favourEC
investments slightly. However, from the point of view of of the country of residence of the parent.

Japanese and US parents, the effects would be to make the When using debt, the average required return for EC parents
EC less attractive - the average required return would rise investing in the EC falls, but by slightly less than it falls for

by 0.1 percentagepoints for Japanese companies, and by 0.2 EC parents investing in Japan or the United States. Japanese
percentagepoints for Americancompanies. and US companies face a small rise in the average required

return when investing in the EC.
On average, the effects of rate harmonizationfor EC parents
is to reduce the required return on investments in the EC by On average, the required return for EC companies investing
the same amount as it reduces required returns on invest- in the EC is unchanged, but there is a slight drop in the

ments in the United States - 0.3 percentage points. The required return from investing in Japan (0.1 percentage
reduction for investments in Japan is only 0.1 percentage
points and so relatively Japan becomes a slightly less attrac- 14. At least it is irrelevant given the assumptionsof the model, notably that in

tive location relative to the current position. For US and taxing foreign-source income, the residence country accepts the definition of

taxable profit computed in the source country.
Japanese parents, the EC becomes (very slightly) more 15. Although calculations for the Ruding Committee by the author suggest
attractive. that this gain would also be small.
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TABLE 7 C. Effects of harmonizationon effective
tax rates

The effects of tax harmonization in the EC on theincentives
to invest in the EC, Japan and the USA This section examines the effects on the patterns of

investment incentives of various potential changes
to the EC tax regime as a result of harmonization.Dom. Retained New Equity Debt Average

Earnings The reforms examined are harmonization of tax

Res Source Res Source Res Source Res Source rates, harmonizationof the tax base, harmonization
ofboth and abolitionofwithholdingtaxes. Obvious-

Base Case ly, these reforms may alter the incentives faced by
firms resident in the EC, Japan or the United States.

EC 5.7 7.3 7.3 7.2 7.2 6.7 6.7 7.1 7.1
Japan 6.5 7.3 8.7 7.7 9.5 7.6 6.5 7.6 8.2 Table 7 presents a shortened version of the previ-
USA 5.9 7.3 7.4 6.7 8.3 6.1 6.9 6.7 7.5 ous tables, focusing on the average EC results,

rather than giving the results for each EC country.
HarmdnizeTax rates in the EC at 37.5%1 Results are shown for each of the three financing
EC 5.7 7.2 7.2 7.1 7.1 6.2 6.2 6.8 6.8 possibilities, together with an overall average

Japan 6.5 7.2 8.7 7.7 9.5 7.7 6.1 7.5 8.1 based on giving an equal weight to each. Since
USA 5.9 7.2 7.4 6.5 7.9 6.3 6.6 6.6 7.2 none of the reforms affect the required returns

when investing between the United States and

HarmonizeTax base n the EO Japan, these figures have not been reported; never-

theless, they are of some importance in interpret-EC 5.7 7.4 7.4 7.2 7.2 6.7 6.7 7.1 7.1 ing the Table. Note, therefore, that the requiredJapan 6.5 7.4
'

8.7 7.7 9.5 7.6 6.5 7.6 8.2
returns when investing from Japan to the UnitedUSA 5.9 7.4 7.4 6.7 8.3 6. 1 6.9. 6.7 7.5
States are given at the base of the Table.

HarmonizeTax base and Rates n the EO As in the previous tables, the column heading of
Res (residence country) and Source (sourceEC 5.7 7.2 7.2 7.7 7.7 6.4 6.4 7.1 7.1

Japan 6.5 7.2 8.7 8.1 9.5 7.8 6.1 7.7 8.1 country) refers to the country named in the first
USA 5.9 7.2 7.4 7.1 7.9 6.2 6.3 6.8 7.2 column. Consider the average columns under the

base case, for example. First consider the Res

AbolishWithholdingTaxeson Dividendsn the EC (Figures in brackets reflect column: when the EC is the residence country
additionaleffectof abolitionof withholding tax on interestpayments). (i.e. an average of the EC countries), the cost of

EC 5.7 7.3 7.3 5.9 5.9 6.2 6.2 6.5 6.5 capital when investing in the EC is 7.1 percent;
when Japan is the residence country, the average(5.9) (5.9) (6.4) (6.4)

Japan 6.5 7.3 8.7 7.7 9.5 7.6 6.5 7.6 8.2
cost of capital when investing in the EC is 7.6 per-

USA 5.9 . 7.3 7.4 6.7 8.3 6.1 6.9 6.7 7.5 cent; and when the United States is the residence
country, the average cost of capital when investing
in the EC is 6.7 percent. The results in theRetained New Equity Debt Average

Earnings Source column indicate that when Japan is the
source country, the average cost of capital into

Japan to the US 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.5 Japan from the EC is 8.2 percent. The average cost
The US to Japan 8.7 8.2 5.9 7.6 of capital for nvesting from the EC into the Unit-

ed States is 7.5 percent.
1. National tax rates harmonizedat 37.5%. Local corporation taxes abolished. Impu-
tation credits kept at current leveis unless that leads to a gross imputation rate in 1. Base case
excess of the tax rate, in which case the imputation rate is reduced to be the same as
the corporate tax rate. Considernow the base case which simply summa-

2. Depreciation rate for buildings harmonized at 6% straight Iine; for machinery, rizes Tables 2-5; the incentives faced on average
25% declining balance; inflationary gains n the-value of inventories not taxed; all by an EC resident company deciding on the loca-
grants/accelerateddepreciation allowances ended. tion of its investment be identified by looking3. Rates and base as for notes 1 and 2. can

4. No change in the method of Calculation of part repayment of imputation credit down the various source columns. When the EC is
sometimes given by the UK on dividends flowing abroad. the source, a return of 7.3 percent is required when

earnings are retained. The United States is almost
seems that the type of averaging used is not likely to have a exactly as attractive with 7.4 percent, but Japan is less attrac-

significant effect on the overall average tax wedges. In the tive with 8.7 percent. A similar pattern is observed with new

next section, therefore, attention is focused on just one aver- equity, although the differencesare greater. With debt, invest-
age measure. However, it is importantto continue to note that ments in Japan require the lowest rate of return (6.5 percent),
if a company is able to use just one sort of finance, or is lim- followed by EC investment and then the United States. The
ited by some reason from using whichever finance it wishes, overall average figure gives a ranking of EC, United States,
then the patterns given by any overall average figure may Japan. In all cases, the individualEC countries would prefer
hide as much as they reveal. domestic investmentto any other location.
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States (both 7.6 percent). Finally, American companies find

Japan as attractive as domestic investment (at 5.9 percent) TABLE 5

with EC investmentnot that much different (6.1 percent). Required pre-tax rates of return to yield 5% after tax.

A Japaneseparent faces a tax incentive to invest in just one EC when investing in and from the EC, Japan and the USA.

country (Germany) relative to nvesting in Japan. American Investment financed one third by .borrowing from the

parentshave an incentiveto invest in fourEC countriesrelative parent, one third by new equity from the parent, and
third retentions by the subsidiary

to the United States. On average, the EC countries would pre-
fer 3.6 other EC countries to investing in Japan, whereas they
would prefer 6.1 EC countries to the United States. EC Japan USA

It is apparent from Tables 2 to 4 that the incentive structure Domestic Residence Source Residence Source Residence Source

faced by parent companies in the three regions is complex. If
finance is provided by retentions in the subsidiary, the EC is Bel 5.4 6.5 6.6 8.0 6.9 6.8 6.1

attractive but Japan is distinctly unfavourable. If investment
Dk 5.8 6.1 6.9 7.2 7.4 6.5 6.5
Fra 5.4 6.2 7.6 7.3 7.7 6.4 7.0

is provided by issuing new equity, domestic investment is Ger 5.5 7.3 6.1 8.1 6.9 7.6 6.4

always preferentially treated. Otherwise, EC and American Gre 5.1 7.9 7.0 8.5 7.0 9.5 6.2

companies will prefer EC investment; but Japanese compa-
Ire 5.1 8.6 6.7 7.6 8.2 6.8 7.1

Ita 6.0 8.0 7.1 7.7 7.6 7.9 6.6
nies will be indifferent between American and European Lux 6.2 6.6 7.0 8.3 7.8 6.6 7.0

locations. With debt financed investment, Japan becomes NI 5.7 6.5 7.0 7.6 7.5 6.6 6.4

attractive; sometimes as attractive as domestic investment, Por 5.7 8.0 7.9 13.4 7.8 12.3 7.6

regardless of the parent's country of residence. Spa 6.1 6.6 8.0 7.6 7.9 6.8 7.0
UK 5.9 6.4 6.8 7.3 8.1 6.4 6.9

The reasons for this pattem are sometimes unsurprising. For
EC 5.7 7.1 7.1 8.2 7.6 7.5 6.7

example, Japan is an attractive location when debt is used Japan 6.5 7.6 8.2 7.5 7.6

because nominal interest payments reduce the tax base and . USA 5.9 6.7 7.5 7.6 7.5

Japanese tax rates are high, so the value of this deduction is

large. Equity is generally unattractiveas a transnationalsource

of finance, because imputationcredits are not passedgenerally The average rates for transnational investment are different

across frontiers,13 and withholding taxes tend to be high. from Table 4, but not substantially so. For Japanese compa-
nies, both the EC and United States become equally attrac-

Any averaging across the alternative forms of finance must
tive; otherwise, only the size of tax differences changes, not

therefore hide much variation. In the absence of any reliable
the ordering of countries from lowest to highest. Hence it

data, the most appropriate averaging technique is unclear.

Nevertheless, some averaging is desirable, because although
debt might be the most attractive method of financing an TABLE 6
investment, it might, for example, be preventedby thin capi-
talizationrules, by the desire of parent companies to have the Required pre-tax rates of return to yield 5% after tax

flexibility in timing of repatriations offered to them by equi- when investing in and from the EC, Japan and the USA.

ty finance or because of transactionscosts which are avoided Investment financed 35% by borrowing from the parent,

by retaining earnings. 10% by new equity from the parent, and 55% retentions

by the subsidiary
Table 5 offers one possible average table, based on foreign
investmentbeing financedone-thirdby retentionsby the sub- EC Japan USA

sidiary, one-thirdby a new equity issue and one-thirdby bor-

rowing from the parent. Where the parent needs to raise Domestic Residence Source Residence Source Residence Source

money, including for domestic investment,the same assump-
tions as before are made; 55 percent retentions, 35 percent

Bel 5.4 6.7 6.6 7.7 6.9 6.9 6.3
Dk 5.8 6.3 6.9 7.2 7.3 6.7 6.7

debt and 10 percent new equity. Fra 5.4 6.5 7.3 7.3 7.4 6.6 6.9

Given the pattern of effective tax rates already referred to, it Ger 5.5 7.7 6.7 8.4 7.6 7.9 7.2

Gre 5.1 7.4 7.1 7.9 7.1 8.2 6.4
is unsurprisingto find that companieswill, on average prefer Ire 5.1 8.1 6.6 7.8 7.3 7.0 6.5

domestic investment over foreign investment, and that the Ita 6.0 7.8 7.5 7.8 8.0 7.7 7.3

differences in effective tax rates are smaller than in the con- Lux 6.2 6.8 7.2 8.0 6.2 6.8 7.2
NI 5.7 6.7 6.9 7.6 7.3 6.7 6.6

stituent tables. Nevertheless, on average EC companies will Por 5.7 7.6 7.4 11.1 7.6 9.5 7.2

prefer investing in other EC countries, followed by the Unit- Spa 6.1 6.7 7.6 7.6 7.8 6.9 7. 1

ed States, followed by Japan. Japanese companieswill prefer UK 5.9 6.5 7.1 7.3 7.9 6.6 7. 1

the United States by an insignificant amount over the EC.
EC 5.7 7.1 7.1 8.0 7.5 7.3 6.9

American companiesprefer the EC over Japan. Japan 6.5 7.5 8.0 7.5 7.7

An alternativemethodof averaging is given in Table 6, which USA 5.9 6.9 7.3 7.7 7.5

assumes that the use of the three sources of finance by the sub-

sidiary mirrors the use made by the parent; that is, 55 percent 13. They are often granted by provisions in tax treaties involving investmentin

retained eamings, 35 percent debt and 10 percentnew equity. the United Kingdom, and this is taken account of in the calculations.
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percent if they invest in the United States. Japanese compa- most attractive (6.5 percent), followed by investment in the
nies must earn 8.7 percent on domestic investments, com- United States (7.6 percent) with the EC being on average the

pared to 7.4 percent in the United States and 7.3 percent in least attractive (7.7 percent). Finally, American companies
the EC. US companies must earn 7.4 percent on domestic face a tax incentive to invest domestically (5.9 percent), with
investments, compared to 8.7 percent in Japan and 7.3 per- the EC being more attractive than Japan (6.7 percent as

cent in the EC. Thus, EC investment i on average most opposed to 8.2 percent). Hence when finance has to be given
attractive, regardless of the country of residence. However, to subsidiaries through new equity (perhaps because of thin
the results for the EC are very close to those for the United capitalizationrules, for example), the result is that each coun-

States: the difference is unlikely to be important for actual try will tend to prefer investing domestically. Failing that,
investmentflows. European and American companies prefer EC investment to

Breaking down the EC numbers further indicates that Japanese, but Japaneseprefer American to European (though
Japanese parents face a lower tax wedge investing in ten of by a negligible amount).
the EC countries than if they invested in Japan. The only EC American parents face a lower cost of capital in just two EC
countries with a higher tax wedge are Germany and Italy. US countries (Germany and Italy) than if they invested in the
parents face a lower cost of capital in seven EC countries United States. For Japanese companies only investment in
than for domestic investment. Similarly, only German and Germany is more attractive. EC countries on average prefer
Italian parents would prefer investing in Japan to investing in between nine and ten other EC countries to investing in
their domestic economy; parents from seven EC countries Japan, and between six and seven other EC countries to the
would prefer investing in the United States over domestic United States.12
investment.

TABLE 4

TABLE 3 Required pre-tax rates of return to yield 5% after tax
when investing in and from the EC, Japan and the USA.

Required pre-tax rates of return to yield 5% after tax Investment financed by borrowing from the parentlwhen investing in and from the EC, Japan and the USA.
Investmentfinanced by new equity from the parent1

EC Japan USA

EC Japan USA
Domestic Residence Source Residence Source Residence Source

Domestic Residence Source Residence Source Residence Source Bel 5.4 5.6 6.1 5.7 7.0 6.2 5.5
Dk 5.8 5.4 6.4 5.8 7.5 6.0 6.0

Bel 5.4 6.6 6.8 9.5 7.0 6.8 5.9 Fra 5.4 5.2 7.4 4.7 8.0 5.3 6.6
Dk 5.8 5.9 7.1 7.6 7.5 62 6.3 Ger 5.5 8.8 3.8 8.0 5.5 9.0 4.4
Fra 5.4 6.1 8.6 8.5 8.0 6.5 7.4 Gre 5.1 7.0 7.2 5.9 7.0 8.2 5.5
Ger 5.5 5.9 5.8 7.7 5.9 6.4 5.8 Ire 5.1 8.7 8.4 6.2 9.6 6.5 7.8
Gre 5.1 9.2 6.8 10.9 7.0 13.0 6.0 Ita 6.0 8.5 5.8 6.3 7.0 8.1 5.4
Ire 5.1 9.7 6.4 8.0 9.6 6.5 8.0 Lux 6.2 6.1 6.4 6.4 7.8 6.1 6.3
Ita 6.0 8.3 6.7 8.0 7.0 8.1 5.5 Nl 5.7 5.9 6.7 5.6 7.8 5.8 6.0
Lux 6.2 6.3 6.9 9.7 7.8 6.3 6.8 Por 5.7 7.7 7.1 12.5 7.8 10.0 6.6
NI 5.7 6.2 7.3 8.4 7.8 6.5 6.0 Spa 6.1 5.7 7.6 5.6 8.1 6.0 6.6
Por 5.7 9.1 9.2 19.2 8.5 19.4 9.1 UK 5.9 5.3 6.9 4.8 8.4 5.3 6.6
Spa 6.1 6.8 8.9 8.4 8. 1 7.1 7.1
UK 5.9 6.4 6.2 8.4 8.4 6.4 6.7 EC 5.7 6.7 6.7 6.5 7.6 6.9 6.1

Japan 6.5 7.6 6.5 7.6 5.9
EC 5.7 7.2 7.2 9.5 7.7 8.3 6.7 USA 5.9 6.1 6.9 5.9 7.6
Japan 6.5 7.7 9.5 7.6 8.2
USA 5.9 6.7 8.3 8.2 7.6.

1. Parent raises finance by 55% retained earnings, 35% debt and
10% new equity. These proportions used to finance domestic

1. Parent raises finance by 55% retained earnings, 35% debt and nvestment.
10% new equity. These proportions used to tinance domestic
investment.

If the parent finances the subsidiary through debt, Table 4
indicates that EC companies will on average face the lowest

However, this picture is very differentwhen the subsidiary is cost of capital by investing in their home market (5.7 per-
financed by issuing new equity to the parent, as shown in cent). Following that, Japan is the next most attractive (6.5
Table 3. In this case, EC companies face a lower cost of cap- percent), then the rest of the EC (6.7 percent) and the United
ital investing domestically, requiring on average 5.7 percent. States (6.9 percent). Japanese companies also prefer domes-
Investment in the rest of the EC is the next most attractive tic investment (6.5 percent) over the EC and the United

(7.2 percent) followed by the United States (8.3 percent),
with Japan being on average the least attractive (9.5 percent). 12. The actual numbers that 9.66 countries have lower effective
Japanese cornpanies also find domestic investment in Japan

mean are tax

rates than Japan on average, and 6.7 lower than the United States.
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corresponding to the ways in which the subsidiary is
financed. Where finance is provided in the form ofnew equi- TABLE 2

ty, it is assumed that all post-tax profits are paid by the sub-

sidiary to the parent, and that the parent in turn pays out all Required pre-tax rates of return to yield 5% after tax
when investing in and from the EC, Japan and the USA.

the profits (after any residence country tax) to its sharehold- Investment financed by retained earnings in the
ers. It is assumed that there are sufficientdomestic profits to subsid iary
avoid such problems as the surplus ACT issue in the United

Kingdom.The required rates of return below are based on the
Japan USA EC

tax position as of 1 January 1991. The data applied are those

given in detail in both the OECD report (OECD, 1991) and the row county the row country the row country
the Ruding Committeereport. is the: is the: is the:

It is convenientto summarizethe incentives faced by compa- Domestic Residence Source Residence Source Residence Source

nies in the manner found in Tables 2-4. In each case, it is
Bel 6.9 7.4 6.9 8.7 6.9 7.4 6.9

assumed that the real pre-personal tax rate of return paid to Dk 7.2 7.0 7.2 8.2 7.2 7.4 7.2

individuals is five percent. To abstract from differences Fra 7:0 7.4 7.0 8.7 7.0 7.4 7.0

between countries due to inflation, the OECD average infla- Ger 8.8 7.2 8.8 8.7 8.8 7.4 8.8

tion rate of 3.1 percent for 1991 has been used. Finally, it is Gre 7.1 7.4 7.1 8.7 7.1 7.4 7.1

Ire 5.4 7.5 5.4 8.7 5.4 7.4 5.4
also assumed that personal tax rates are zero.

lo
Ita 8.8 7.2 8.8 8.7 8.8 7.4 8.8
Lux 7.8 7.3 7.8 8.7 7.8 7.4 7.8

The first column of these tables lists the countries investigat- NI 7.0 7.4 7.0 8.7 7.0 7.4 7.0

ed. The second column gives the required pre-tax rate of Por 7.3 7.4 7.3 8.7 7.3 7.4 7.3

return for a domestic investment in each country. Compared Spa 7.5 7.3 7.5 8.7 7.5 7.4 7.5
UK 7.4 7.3 7.4 8.7 7.4 7.4 7.4

to this are the average requiredpre-tax rates of return when a

company from the country named in the first column invests EC 7.3 7.3 7.3 8.7 7.3 7.4 7.3

into the EC (on average),Japan or the United States (columns Japan 8.7 7.3 8.7 7.4 8.7

2,4 and 6). Also compared is the case in which a company
USA 7.4 7.3 7.4 8.7 7.4

from either the EC (again on average), Japan or the United
States invests in the named country. 1. Domestic investment is also assumed to be financed by retained

earnngs.
For example, from Table 2, if a Belgium firm invests domes-

tically, financing the project by retaining earnings, it needs to

earn a 6.9 percent real rate of return before tax to pay 5 per- profits are not repatriated. This, however, would not be
cent after tax. If a Belgian multinationalinvests abroad in one entirely correct. Shareholders would not (or, rather, should
of the other 11 EC countries, it needs on average to earn 7.4 not) acquiesce in an investment if they were never to see a

percent. When multinationals from the rest of the EC invest return. The reason why residence country taxes - and with-
into Belgium, they need to earn, on average, 6.9 percent. A holding taxes - have no effct on the taxationof a marginal
Belgian company investing in Japan requires a pre-tax rate of investment is as follows. Shareholdersgive up a return when
return of 8.7 percent, whereas a Japanese company investing a subsidiary retains earnings - the dividend which they
into Belgium requires 6.9 percent. Finally, a Belgian compa- would otherwise have received, after taking account of any
ny investing into the United States requires 7.4 percent; an tax which would have been paid. When the profits are even-

American company investing into Belgium 6.9 percent. tually repatriated by the subsidiary at some point in the

future, the present discounted value of the tax which will be
From the last three rows of the table, the first column shows

to tax
that on averageECcompaniesinvestingdomesticallyrequire paid by the subsidiary is exactly equal the originally

savedby not repatriating (as shown by Hartmann, 1985). The
a real rate of return of 7.3 percent; by comparison, domestic
investments by Japanese and American companies require figures in Table 2 reflect tax being saved when the subsidiary

retains profits and the tax which will be paid when the profits8.7 and 7.4 percent, respectively. A equivalent interpretation
are paid to the parent. The effect of taking both into account

can be given to the results in the other columns.
is equivalent saying that withholding and theto taxes opera-

The focus of interest in the following discussion will be tion of a credit system have no effect on the overall rate of
which economy provides the most attractive tax regime for return on a marginal investment when finance is through
investors from that or other countries. Tables 2 to 4 have retained earnings.
quite different consequences for the incentives faced by
countries, so they are considered in turn. EC multinationalson averageu need to eam 7..3 percent when

they invest domestically, 7.3 percent when they invest else-
When finance is provided by retaining earnings, the only tax where in the EC, 8.7 percent if they invest in Japan and 7.4
paid i in the source country (the exception is with Denmark,
whose multinationals receive an allowance for foreign- 10. This implies that tax wedges can be computed by deducting 5% from the

source income). The reason for this is that residence coun- figures in the tables.

tries which have credit systems only tax foreign-source 11. The averageshere, as in the rest of the report, are arithmetic ones, ignoring

income earned by subsidiarieswhen it is repatriated. It might
the size of foreign investment into and out of each EC state. The difficulties in

finding and using reliable investment flows are extensivelydiscussed in OECD,
be thought that the residence tax does not apply because the 1991.
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account of such factors as withholding taxes on interest and niques and organizational structures which could affect the
dividends and the tax treatment of foreign-sourceincome.8 tax paid. In answer to the question to what extent does tax

planning enable you to transfer profits between countries soIt is apparent from the above that calculating the marginal tax
as to enable you to pay tax in the country of your choosingwedge is complicated by the fact that different aspects of the ,

more than half of the respondents to the questionnaire dis-
corporate tax system interact with one another. Nevertheless, tributed on behalf of the Ruding Committee answered three,since the formalizationof the techniques involved in the mid- four or five on a scale of one (not at all) to five (substantial-1980s (especially in King and Fullerton, 1984), the advantages ly). In other words, tax planning is widespread.and disadvantages of the technique have been extensively
analysed (see OECD, 1991, and Ruding Committee, 1992). This implies that transnational effective tax rates presented

here should not be taken as indicating the tax wedges whichThe advantages lie in the fact that it is the only techniquewhich
can systematically take into account the key aspects of corpo-

companies actually pay. However, they are indicative of the

rate and personal tax system. It looks at marginal investments
tax wedges which authorities would like companies to pay,
and which they attempt to enforce by imposing rules (forwhich have an importanteconomicsignificance.In addition,-

because it enables separate examinationof investments in dif- example, on thin capitalizationand transferpricing). The pat-
tem of effective tax rates and the changes in effective taxferent types of assets and different sources of finance, it

becomes possible to consider the distortions the tax system
rates are relevant in indicatinghow incentives facing compa-
nies might change in response to changes in tax regimes,causes between different types of assets or types of finance.
even though companies may be able to avoid the conse-

The disadvantages for domestic calculations are principally quences through legitimate tax planning.
to do with the calculationof averages. Whilst each individu-
al tax wedge may be correct, in order to compare levels of

B. The currentpatternof incentivesto investtaxation and changes over time, it is useful to impose typi-
cal investment weights. Following the OECD (1991) Before looking at the effects of harnnization in the EC on
reports, we assume that 50 percent of all investments are in the incentives faced by European, Japanese and American
machinery,28 percent in buildings and 22 percent in invento- companies, it is necessary to consider in detail the current sit-
ries, with 55 percent of finance provided by retaining earn- uation. Unfortunately, this is difficult tosummaze, even in
ings, 35 percent by borrowing and 10 percent by issuing new the simplifiedmodel used in this report, because there are so
equity. However, if tax changes over time or differences

many possibilities. For each bilateral relationship (for exam-
across countries result in differentadvantagesgiven to differ- ple, investment from Japan into the United States) 21 sepa-ent types of investment, it may be that the proportionof total rate tax wedges can be calculated, reflecting investment ininvestment which is in particularassets or financ.ed n partic- each of the three assets (machinery, buildings and invento-ular ways may be different, and imposing an average may ries) financed in one of seven ways (retained earnings in theobscure this. Hence, country A may have a higher average subsidiary, new equity from the parent and borrowing from
tax wedge than country B, but if investmentcan be financed the parent, with the parent in these latter two cases raisingby debt, the relative positions may be reversed. What evi- financeby retainingearnings,borrowingor issuingnew equi-dence there is on this question is considered in the OECD ty). This can be simplified by assuming that the subsidiaryreport, which shows that there is in fact relatively little dif- invests in a weighted average of assets, as described already,ference (on average) in the types of assets and sources of and when the parent needs to raise funds it does so accordingfinance between countries.

to a weighted average of different types of finance. This lim-
With transnational investmentone problem is again to decide its the possibilities to just three for each bilateralrelationship,
the appropriate weights to be given to different forms f

8. Foreign-source income from subsidiaries is either given creditfinance. Lending to the subsidiary is nearly always the most exempt or

for foreign taxes already paid. Broadly, there are two types of credit system. One
attractive financing option. However, thin capitalizationrules compares profit earned abroad on a country-by-country basis (the credit by
may prevent this.9 There is very little evidence available on source system). The other aggregates all foreign-source income, and compares
what proportion of finance is provided in different forms by total tax paid with the tax which would have been paid domestically(the world-

wide credit system). In the latter case, an investmentin a country with a higherparents to their subsidiaries. In the next section, average tax rate than the residencecountry rate may or may not result in additional resi-
results are therefore presented using two sets of weights: the dence country tax depending on whether other foreign profits are generated in
first follows OECD (1991) in giving equal weight to each countries with higheror lower tax rates. In this report it is assumedthat the aver-

abroad existing investments is below the residencesource of finance available to the subsidiary andthe second age tax rate on country rate,
and so any additional investment results in an additional residence country tax

weights the source of finance used by the subsidiary in the charge if the residencecountry rate exceeds the source rate.
same proportions as that assumed for the parent company. The taxation of foreign-sourceincome in the United States is even more compli-
The tables indicate that the qualitative results are unaffected cated, as an attempt is made to adjust the foreign tax base to take account of dif-

ferences from the US base before applying the credit. This is not simple to modelby the weighting pattern and so only the former averages are within the effective tax rate methodology The precise methodology used
presented in the remainder of the report. (described in greater detail in OECD, 1991) is to calculate the effective tax rate

on an investment by a foreign company in its domestic country, and compare
A more general problem in computing cross-bordermarginal that with the US tax rate. This takes account of differences in the tax base.
effective tax rates is tax planning. The organizational struc- 9. Two-thirds of a sample of international businesses surveyed by the Insti-

ture and flow of finance and profits described assumedin the
tute for Fiscal Studies for the Ruding Committee indicated that they were limit-
ed to a greater or lesser extent by thin capitalization rules (Ruding Committee,frameworkused here rules out a range of tax planning tech- 1992).
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States.2The United States is the recipientof at least half of all The tax wedge and effective tax rate are generally calculated

UK overseas investment, with a further quarter going to the for marginal investments: that is, the investmentwhich is just
EC.3 Sixty-one percent of German foreign direct investment worth undertaking. The pre-tax rate of return on a marginal
remains within the EC, with a further 20 percent going to the investment is often referred to as the costofcapital - it is the

United States.4 Foreigndirect investment in the EC is 1.5 per- minimum acceptable pre-tax rate of return on an investment

cent ofGDP (2.5 percent in the United Kingdom).5Finally, in project. If a slightly lowerpost-tax rate of retum is earned, the

1969 there were in total 25 European affliates of Japanese project will not be funded. The economic importance of the

manufacturing firms whereas a further 118 were established marginal investment is that companies and investors will

in 1989 alone.6 Hence it is apparent that these three undertakeall investments which earn at least the cost of capi-
economies are linked through foreign direct investment, and tal before tax.. In the absence of tax, they would have under-

that the flows involved are significant. taken all investments which earned the investors' required
rate of return. Any project which would have earned a pre-tax

The structure of the report follows the two questions outlined
in this Introduction.The first question, addressed in Part II, is

return between these two levels would have gone ahead in the

absence of taxation, but will not go ahead in the presence of
what investment incentives currently exist with regard to taxation. The higher the cost of capital and therefore the-

investmentbetween the EC, Japan and the United States and higher.themarginal tax wedge and the marginalefective tax
how these incentives would change following reform in

rate the lower will be aggregate investment.-

Europe. The measure which economic theory suggests is

most appropriate for considering investmentincentives is the Computing the pre-tax rate of return needed to pay a given
effective marginal tax rate. Calculating this rate for cross- post tax rate f retum requires many different aspects of the

border investment is by no means straightforward,but Sec- tax system to be taken into account. Depreciationallowances

tion A outlines the main elements of the calculation. Section on physical assets for tax purposes and the corporation tax

B then uses this measure to assess in detail the current state of rate itself will determine the net cost of an asset. The corpo-
investment incentives within the EC and between the EC, ration tax rate is also, of course, applied to the return generat-
Japan and the United States. Section C then assesses how ed by the investment and so affects the size of the return

these incentives would be changed in the event of further available to be paid to the investor. In addition, however, it

reforms within Europe. also determines the value of interest deductibility. Also the

The second question addressed in this report is whether it is degree of integration between taxes at the corporate and per-

likely that the Japanese or US government would respond to
sonal level affect the required rate of return: for example, if
there is an imputation system, some or all of the tax paid at

reforms in Europe by introducing their own reforms, in an

attempt to prevent too high a capital outflow. This question is the corporate level can be used to reduce the tax paid at the

addressed in three sections in Part III. First, Section A briefly personal level, so reducing the required rate of retum. Final-

discusses factors influencing the possibility of tax competi- ly the degree of indexation available within the tax base and

tion. Section B examines-the degree to which corporation
on capital gains eamed by investors will affect the degree to

taxes and nvestmentincentivesin the EC, Japan and the Unit- which the tax wedge rises with nflation (see Bond, Devereux

ed States have moved togetheror apart since 1980. This may
and Freeman (1990) for a recent examinationof the impactof

provide some indication of whether it is likely that Japan and inflation on investment incentives in the United Kingdom).
the United States would respond to furtherreforms in Europe. In this report, marginal effective tax rates are computed for

Finally, Section C concludesby consideringpossible respons- nine possible types of investment: investmens in machinery,
es by the United States and Japan to new reforms in Europe. industrial buildings and inventories may be financed by bor-

rowing, issuing new equity or by reinvesting earnings from

other projects.
Il. INVESTMENTINCENTIVES IN THE EC,

JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES The framework can also be used to look at transnational
investments. It is assumed that multinationalsinvest in one of

A. Marginaleffectivetax rates: the concept the three types of assets through a subsidiary. The subsidiary
and its limitations is financedeither by retaining its own earnings,by borrowing

from the parent or by issuing new equity to the parent. If the

The concept underlying marginal effective tax rates is sim- parent finances the investment, it is assumed to raise money

ple. Individuals will invest in companies only if they expect in tum by borrowing, retaining its own earnings or issuing
companies to pay them a rate of return at least equal to the new equity. The transnational effective tax rates must take

return they could get by investing elsewhere (for example in

government debt). The pre-tax rate of return which compa- 2. Balance des paiements de la France, Rapport Annuel- Annexes

nies need to earn in Order to fund corporation, personal tax (1989). Ministrede l'conomie,des financeset de la privatisation:Directiondu

and the individuals' required post-tax return is likely to be Trsor.
3. UK Central Statistical Office, BusinessMonitor,MA4 OverseasTransac-

higher than this post-tax return.7 The difference between the tions (1988).

pre-corporate tax rate of retum on an investmentproject and 4. Statistische Beihefte zu den Monatsberichtender Deutschen Bundesbank:

the return received by the ultimate investor is known as the Reihe 3 - Zahlungsbilanzstatistik.
5. Thomsonand Nicolaides, 1991.

mx wedge. The tax wedge expressed as a proportion of the 6. JETRO, 1990.

pre-tax required return is the efective tax rate. 7. Although this is not always the case.
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a non-discriminatorytreatmentof relieffrom double taxation A subsidiary aim for this report is to consider whether it is
for dividends. Box 2 lists more radical measures proposed, likely that either the United States or Japan might respond to

including a minimum tax rate of 30 percent and various developments in Europe. The issue here is one of competi-
reforms of the tax base. tiveness between th three trading blocks (as well as

between the individual member states within Europe). If
reforms within the EC make investment in Europe more

attractive relative to the UnitedStatesand Japan, then capital
may flow from these countries into Europe. If this happened,

BOX 1 Phase I then Japan and the United States would have some incentive
Anti-DiscriminationMeasures to to own tax structures inmake correspondingreforms their

an attempt to stem the flow. Of course, there are other factors
(i) Extend parent/subsidiaryDirective to cover all incor- governingdecisions by the Japanese and US governments. In

porated enterprises Part I we discuss briefly some of the issues surrounding the
(ii) Substantial reduction in participation threshold possibility of tax competitioncountries.
(iii) Extend interest and royalties Directive to encompass

all such payments between enterprises The importance of the interrelationships of these three

(iv) Memberstates should ratify the Arbitration Conven- regions is illustratedin Table 1, whichgivesthe percentageof

tion on transfer pricing disputes total inward investment into the EC by country of origin. For

(v) Commission to establish rules concerning transfer example, of total inward investment into Belgium and Lux-

pricing adjustments by member states embourg, 44 percent comes from the United States, 3 percent
(vi) Member states should adopt draft directive on loss- from Japan and 31 percent from the rest of the EC; invest-

es of permanent establishmentsand subsidiaries ment from other countries accounts for just 22 percent. As

(vii) Bilateral tax treaties between member states should can be seen, foreign direct investment into the EC is domi-

be completed nated by other EC countries, followed by the United States,
(viii) Common attitude towards third countries should be although an importantand growing proportion is from Japan.

fostered
(ix) imputation taxes should be offset against foreign

taxes, on a reciprocal basis TABLE 1

(x) Equivalent relief for resident shareholders on do-
mestic and foreign profits, on a reciprocal basis Percentageof total inward investment into the EC and

the USA by country of origin.
-

USA Japan EC

Belgium and 44 3 31

BOX 2 Phase I Luxembourg
Other Measures Denmark 28 1 36

France 16 2 54

(i) Minimum statutory tax rate Germany 33 1 24
Ireland 38 45

(ii) Various proposals for harmonizing the tax base, Italy 15 1 54
including Netherlands 25 3 40

(a) historic cost depreciation allowances Portugal 16 2 48

(b) special depreciation rules Spain 13 3 61

(c) uniform treatment of goodwill and other intan- UK 47 4 26

gibles USA 17 59

(d) free choice of stock valuation
(e) contributions to pension schemes to be tax Source:EC countries: Thomsen and Nicolaides, 1991.

deductible USA: Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1990. Figures are for stock

(f) establishmentof rules for deductibilityof of investment.

headquartercosts

(g) adoption of draft directive on carryforward and

carryback of losses Another measure of the importance of flows between the
three trading blocks is that, in 1989,58 percentof all foreign
investment by the United States went to the EC or Japan
(BEA, 1990); 23 percent of all Japanese foreign direct invest-

It is not the intention here to discuss the merits of these pro- ment to the EC and 51 percent to the United States. l Two-
posals (see, for example, Devereux, 1992, and Gammie, thirds of French foreign direct investment went to other EC
1992, for analyses of the proposals themselves). Rather the countries, and 70 percent of the remainder to the United
aim here is to consider the impact of potential and actual
reform in the EC on the balanceof tax incentivesbetween the

EC, Japan and the United States. 1. Annual Report, IntemationalFinance Bureau, Ministry of Finance, 1990.
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TAX BETWEEN THE EC, JAP_-AXD
Bank of England. He is joint Managing
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ProfessorDevereuxwas educatedat Oxford

THE UNITED STATES Universityand London University, where his
PhD thesiswas on corporatetaxation and
its impacton the real and financial

Michael Devereux and Mark Pearson
decisionsof companies. He workedat the
Institutefor Fisca Studies for a numberof
years before moving to Keele University
Recently, ProfessorDevereux's research has

I. INTRODUCTION been primrily in the fieldof taxationof
international business. Togetherwith Mark

The years since 1984 have seen one of the most remarkablesequences of tax reform Pearson, he publisheda report in 1989

ever. Since thatdate, all 24 OECD countries have significantlyaltered their corpo-
entitled, EconomicEfficiencyand
CorporateTax Hrmonisation,and

ration taxes at least once. In some cases, the reform has involved changes to virtu- subsequentlyhas acted as consultntfor
ally every aspect of the corporate tax regime - rates, base and degree of integra- the OECD's Committee for FiscalAffairs and

tion with the personal tax system. In others, the changes have been less dramatic, for the European Commission'sCommittee
of IndependentExpertson corporatethough still significant -- large reductions in tax rates, or the ending or severe cur- taxation chared by Onno Ruding

tailing of special allowances for investmentin certain regions or types of business.
Professor has publishedwidely inDevereux

Of course, these reforms have had a substantial impact on the taxation of capital both academicand professionaljoumals.
invested internationally by multinational companies as well as on capital invested Mark Pearson is a senior researchofficer

domestically. Changes in the domestic structure of corporation tax in one country at the Institute for Fiscal Studies, London.

can affect the investment incentives not only of companies resident in that country,
He s an economist, specializing in
internationaltaxation. He has recently

but also ofnon-residentmultinationalcompanies either operating or consideringan lookedat indirect carbon and corporate
operation in that country. This may have knock-on effects on the activity in third . taxation n the EC.
countries as well, if the location of economic activity depends on tax incentives in The authorsare grateful for financial
several countries. If coporation tax ever was a purely domestic issue, it certainly is support received from the CongressTrust of
not now. the British Branchof the InternationalFiscal

Association. Very helpfulcommentson an

The primary aim of this report is to analyze how reforms to corporation tax in the earlier draftwere provided by John

European Community (EC) might affect incentives to invest in and from the three Hickman and John Avery Jones. All views
expressedare, however, the sole

main trading blocks: the EC itself, the United States and Japan. In March 1992, the responsibilityof the authors.
Committeeof Experts set up by the European Commission,chaired by Onno Rud-

ing, presented a set of proposals for reform of corporation taxes within the EC.
These reforms build on Directives already issued by the EC and agreed by member Contents
states. The existing Directives, together with existing draft Directives and any pro- l. Introduction
posals of the Ruding Committee which are taken up by the Commission, will not

only change the pattern of tax incentives for Europeancompanies seeking to invest II. Investment Incentives in the EC,
Japan and the United States

within Europe and elsewhere, they will also affect the tax incentives facing US and A. Marginal effective tax rates: the
Japanese companies. concept and its limitations

B. The current pattern of incentives
The European Commission has long seen differences in corporate tax regimes in to invest
the EC as being a barrier to the integration of the EC economy. It has at various C. Effects of harmonizationon

times proposed a degree of harmonizationof corporate tax regimes which taken effective tax rates

together would have amounted to a common corporation tax, with only minor dif- 1. Base case

ferences in tax rates between different countries. More recently, member states
2. Harmonizationof rates
3. Harmonizationof the base

agreed to implement three Directives to abolish withholding taxes on dividends 4. Harmonizationof rates and
paid between parents and subsidiaries in the EC, to reform the tax treatment of base
cross-border mergers and to coordinate procedures dealing with transfer pricing 5. Abolition of withholding taxes

disputes. Two draft Directives which have been tabled propose the abolition of D. Conclusions

withholding taxes on other interest and royalties and allow the offset of profits Ill. The Possible Responses of Japan the

made in one country against profits made in another. United States
A. Is competiton likely

The Ruding Committee proposed a further phased series of reforms. The most B. Is there any evidence of

important of these - those intended to be introduced by 1994 - are summarized competition from the 1980s

in Box 1 and Box 2. Box 1 contains a number of proposals to reduce discrimination C. Conclusion: might the United
States and Japan respond to

between companies or shareholders.Some of these are extensions to the Directives reforms in the EC
and draft Directives which already exist, while others begin to tackle issues such as
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Dock, Blackfriars,London EC4V 3PD, Eng- Study of the National Treasury Revenue under WHITMIRE,Robert L.
land, 1991, 190. the ArgentineConstitution. Federal taxation of partnerships and partners.
This book provides an internationalcompari- (B. 18.678) 2nd Edition. Volumes 1 and 2.
son of the foreign tax credits available to Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1990,
banks in the major banking centres in respect Costa Rica $ 254.-.
of foreign taxes suffered on loan interest. It The leading U.S. treaties on the taxation of
also covers the taxation imposed in the coun- COMENTARIOSA LA LEY DE IMPUESTO partnershipsand partners. This loose-leafpub-
try in which a bank is regarded as resident on sobre la Renta. Edited by Israel Hernandez lication covers all aspects of partnership taxa-
that part of its profits which are attributable to Morales and Emma Grace HemandezFlores. tion, includingpartnershiporganization,clas-
its overseas branch activities.The information San Jos, UniversidadLatinoamericanade sification, taxation of ongoing operations, tax

Ciencia y Tecnologia (ULACIT), pp. 230. allocations, computationof tax basis, transfercontained in this book is based on the taxation
laws which were operative or had been Book containing the text of the Income Tax of partnership interest, partnershipdistribu-
announced to take effect from 1 January 1991. Law and relevant regulations, as well as com- tions, and liquidations. Supplementspublished
(B. 111.813) ments thereon and case law. twice a year.

(B. 18.677) (B. 111.757)
GINSBERG,Anthony. NAUHEIM, Stephen A.; STEWART,International tax havens. MIDDLE EAST RaymondJ.Durban, ButterworthsProfessional Publishers Tax effective structuring of foreign invest-
(Pty) Ltd., 8 Walter Place, Waterval Park,
Mayville, Durban 4091, South Africa, 1990, Jordan ment in U.S. real estate.

London, Eurostudy Publishing CompanyLim-
pp. 175,53.90 R. BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES: ited, 1992, pp. 360.
The book is divided into two parts. Part A Jordan. 6th Edition. A comprehensiveguide to the taxation of for-
focuses on how to use tax havens and who can Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai eign persons who invest in real property in the
benefit from them. It also examines the Banking CorporationLimited, 1989, pp. 56. U.S., including a survey of the general tax
growth of tax havens and their role in interna- Informationguide on foreign investment rules and the special FIRPTA rules. Also
tional finance. Part B is more specific in that it regulations and incentives, registration, land includes complete copies of the relevant sec-
endeavours to look at the currently popular or and property ownership, contractors, foreign tions of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code,
tropical tax havens and how they can best be exchange controls, free trade zones, labour applicableTreasury Regulations, and selected
used. regulations, in Jordan. Taxation is dealt with. IRS Revenue Procedures.
(B. 111.730) (B. 57.657) (B. 111.711)
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Wiesbaden, CCH Europe Inc., Parkstr. 71-73, computations togetherwith notes of relevant INTERNATIONAL
D-6200 Wiesbaden, Germany, 1991, pp. 647. cases. Inland Revenue Press releases and
This guide gives a thorough overview of the leaflets and other documentationsare BURGERS, I.J.J.
Swiss business law and tax system. It will be included. This commentary is divided into Taxation and supervisionof branches of
of assistance to companies doing business in three parts: Tolley's Tax Service (Income intemational banks. A comparativestudy of
and with Switzerlandand their legal, tax and Tax, CorporationTax and Capital Gains banks and other enterprises.
financial advisers. The book covers: problems Tax), loose-leaf, 4 volumes; Tolley's Amsterdam, International Bureau of Fiscal
encounteredby a non-Swiss business selling InheritanceTax Service, loose-leaf, 1 Documentation, 1991, pp. 570,195.-Dfl.

products into Switzerland,establishmentof a volume, ISBN: 0 85459 451 5; Tolley's VAT This dissertationcontains the result of Dr.
branch or a corporation and the legal, Service, loose-leaf, 2 volumes, ISBN: 0 Burgers' in-depth research on the allocationof

regulatory, tax and financial aspects of such 85459452 3. fiscal profits to branches of international
transactions,bankng and finance, intellectual

The publications to date of August banks. It provides an extensive inventoryof

property, individual and corporate income
are up as

statutory provisions,court decisions,
taxation, tax system in general, estate and gift 1991.

regulations, rulings of administrationsandtax

taxes, bank secrecy, stock exchange, labour (B. 111.642/695/696)
bibliographicalreferences in the following

law, social insurance and pension plans, LAND TAXATION. countries: Germany, the Netherlands, the
environmentalprotection, and more related Edited by Malcom Gammie and Jeremy de United Kingdom and the United States. The
matters. Souza. book looks in detail at the business profits
(B. 111.721) London, Sweet & Maxwell, 1991, £ 310.-. allocation articles in the League of Nations

Loose-leafpublication in 2 volumes covering and the 1963 and 1977 OECD Model

United Kingdom all major taxes: income tax, corporation tax, Conventions,as well as analysing the 1979

SIMON'S TAX CASES 1991. capital gains tax, nheritance tax, stamp duty, OECD Transfer Pricing Report and the 1984

Editor: Rengan Krishnan. Simon's Tax Cases. value added tax. Further the book gives OECD Banking Report. It also describes

Cumulative tables and index 1973-1991. practical information on transactions affecting differencesin allocationof profits between
branches of banks and of other of

London, Butterworths, 1992, pp. 972. or concemed with the land, the interests that types

(B. 111.760/761) can be created in land and buildings, the uses enterprises.
to which the land can be put, tax planning, (B. 111.764)

KING, John; WOOKEY, Charles. minimizingof liabilities. Local authority rates LEASINGTAXATION.
Inflation. The Achilles' heel of corporation tax. and the uniform business rate, the community Amsterdam,KPMG Klynveld Peat Marwick
London, IFS - The Institute of Fiscal Studies,
1987. charge and petroleum revenue tax are not Goerdeler, 1991, pp. 216.

covered. This book deals with all types of rental
IFS Report Series No. 26, pp. 90.
The report investigates the effect of inflation (B. 111.697) contracts concering equipment, so long as the

on the existing corporation tax regime as BRITISHMASTERTAX GUIDE 1991-92.
rental periods are considered long in relation

compared with the pre-1984 system; the lOth Edition.
to the total life of the asset. This second
edition incorporateschanges in the laws in the

extent to which the new regime provides an Bicester, CCH Editions Limited, 1991, contributingcountries and includes additional
incentive or disincentive to corporate 877.pp. chapters countries not included in the first
investment; the effect of reintroducingstock Guide explaining the individualand corporate

on

edition of 1989.
relief; and whether an inflation-adjusted income tax, capital gains tax and inheritance
profits tax base or a cash flow tax base would (B. 111.812)

perform better than the existing regime.
tax, while the final section contains tax

(B. 111.762) planning ideas. INTERNATIONALTAX SUMMARIES
(B. 111.725) 1992. A guide for planning and decisions.

SABINE, Basil. Coopers & Lybrand InternationalTax

Tolley's Taxes ManagementProvisions. GUIDETO COMPANYLAW.
Network. Editor: Davis T. Wright.

Croydon, Tolley Publishing Company Ltd., 3rd Edition. Edited by Philip Goldenberg. Chichester,John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Baffins
1991, pp. 174, £ 24.95. Bicester, EEC Editions Limited, 1990, Lane, Chichester,West Sussex, P019 1UD,
The book is a unique, working guide to the pp. 388. England; New York, Coopers & Lybrand
administrationof income tax, corporation tax Practical referencebook on company law. The (Intemational), 1992, pp. 1260, £ 80.00.
and capital gains tax as set out in the Taxes text assumes that all the provisions of the This 1992 edition presents an overview of the
ManagementAct 1970, with commentary. CompaniesAct 1989 and Part V of the tax systems of 110 countries with emphasis on

With references throughout to associated case Financial Services Act 1986 are in force. individualand corporate income taxes,
law and practice, it covers all post-Keith Subject to this, the law is stated as at prepared by members associated with Coopers
Committeeprovisions, includingpay and file 1 January 1990. & Lybrand (International).This edition
for companies. (B. 111.722) reflects the tax systems as of 31 July 1991
(B. 111.729) unless otherwise indicated.

CUMMINGS,Gordon.
1992 BUDGETCOMMENTARY. Investor's guide to the stock market. 5th (B. 111.833)
London, DBO Binder Hamlyn, 1992, pp. 32. Edition.
(B. 111.728) London, Financial Times Busness Developingcountries

Information, 1989, pp. 203, £ 9.50.
TOLLEY'STAX SERVICE. TAXATIONIN DEVELOPING

The stock exchange is a market place like anyIncome tax, corporation tax and capital gains countries. Edited by Richard M. Bird and

tax; Tolley's Value Added Tax Service;
other centralized market where buyers and Oliver Oldman. Fourth edition.

Tolley's InheritanceTax Service. sellers do business. The description in this Baltimore/London,The Johns Hopkins
Croydon,Tolley Publishing CompanyLtd., book of stocks and shares, the dealing University Press, 1990, pp. 532.

1990, £ 295.00. business, buyers and sellers, gilts with an Fourth edition of a selection of studies

Tolley's Tax Loose-leafService. Expert edge, investment and unit trusts and many relating to taxation in developingcountries.
other subjects useful only forcommentary and guidance from Tolley's team are not The papers are organized under the following

of specialists. Legislation reproduced in full professionalsbut also for private investors. subjects: approaches to development taxation,
with detailed notes, full amendments and The glossary contains a definition of the lessons from experience, taxation of

cross references, and EC Legislationwhere various terms used on the stock market. incentives, problems in direct taxation, the

applicable. Chapters supportedby tax (B. 111.776) reform of indirect taxation, the role of local
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scuritsociale. HET BELASTINGHANDBOEKVOOR DIJK, Allard van; TOOROP, Michael.
Ajour au 15 fvrier 1992. het bedrijf. Beleggersmemo 1992.
Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1992, Fiscale adviezen voor directeuren, Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 263.
pp. 1248,370.- Ffr. ondernemers,administrateursen adviseurs. Revised and updated annual guide describing
Annual guide for 1992 containingexplanation Editie A/B. various technical investment terms. Taxation
of French Labour and Social Security The Hague, Delwel Uitgeverij BV., Postbus aspects are included.
Legislationeffective as of February 1992. 19110, 2500 CC Den Haag; Laren (NH), (B. 111.735)
(B. 111.792) Uitgeverij Van der Wolk BV, 1991.

Loose-leafpublication in two binders entitled poland
Germany The Tax Handbook for doing Business. Tax

advice for directors, entrepreneurs, SKOV, Niels A.
LEINGRTNER,Wilhelm; ZAISCH,Horst G. administratorsand consultants. Finance & Management.The American model
Die Einkommensbesteuerungder Land- und Various authors describe major tax topics and applied to Polish private enterprise.
Forstwirtschaft.2. Auflage. non-related tax matters in plain words. Warsaw, InternationalSchool of
Munich, C.H. Beck'sche Management, 1991, 200.Supplementswill complete this work in the pp.
Verlagsbuchhandlung,1991, pp. 906, future. (B. 111.602)
158.- DM.

(B. 111.627) KOLODKO,GrzegorzW.Second revised and updated edition of book
discussing the income taxation of agricultural FIDEMECUM 1992. Hyperinflationand stabilization in
and forestry companies in Germany. A Bijgewerktnaar de stand per 31 december postsocialisteconomies. The case of Poland,
complete overview of all problems arising 1991. Vietnam and Yugoslavia.
from the new regulationswith respect to these Haarlem, FIOD Belastingdienst,Postbus 546, Warsaw, Institute of Finance, 1990.

companies. 2003 RM Haarlem, 1992, pp. 162. IF Working Papers No. 16,1990, pp. 18.

(B. 111.790) Updated source-bookon relevant data on tax (B. 111.601)

VOGT, Stefan. law as of 31 December 1991. GOTZ-KOZIERKIEWICZ,Danuta.
Die Massgeblichkeitdes Handelsbilanzrechts (B. 111.739) Exchange rate, inflation and recession.
fr die Steuerbilanz.Reichweite, HANDBOEKINTERNATIONAAL Warsaw, Institute of Finance, 1991.

Rechtfertigungund Perspektiveneines Belastingrecht.Band 1. Editors: A.H.M.
IF Working Papers No. 21,1991, pp. 36.

Eckpfeilers unseres Bilanzrechts. Daniels, O.E. van der Donk and P.J. Wattel. (B. 111.652)
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH, 1991, The Hague, Delwel Uitgeverij B.V., NIEDERLASSUNGSRECHT.
pp. 464,88.- DM. Alexanderstraat26, Postbus 19110, 2500 CC Teil II. Gesetz ber die PrivatisierungPrinciple according to which the fiscal Den Haag, 1992. staatlicherUnternehmen;balance sheet is controlled by the commercial Loose-leafpublication entitled Handbook Aktiengesellschaftsrecht;Gesetz ber denbalance sheet. The book discusses the above-

on

InternationalTax Law discussing various Erwerb von Immobilien durch Auslnder.mentionedprinciple which prevails German
international tax aspects of Dutch tax law. Cologne, Bundesstellefr

accountingprovisions and which experienced
a lot of criticism. Appended per topic are the texts of the statute, Aussenhandelsinformation,1992.

(B. 111.409) literature, case lawand resolutions.The first Ausl. Wirtschafts- und Steuerrecht, Reihe A:
instalment is in one binder, to be completed in Gesetzestexteund Erluterungen,pp. 54.

FELIX, Gnther; CARLE, Dieter. future supplements. German translationof the new Polish Foreign
Fundheft fr Steuerrecht.Leitstze der (B. 111.673) InvestmentLaw.

Entscheidungen- Literaturbersicht,Nachweis (B. 111.574A)
der Verwaltungsvorschriften.Band 38: 1990. KLUWER BELASTINGGIDS1992.

Munich, Verlag C.H. Beck, 1991, pp. 628, Voor de aangifte inkomstenbelasting1991 en portugal
310.- DM. vermogensbelasting1992.

REFORMAFISCAL.Annual source book for tax law referring to Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 458,22.50Dfl.
Lisbon, Ministry of Finance, 1991, 100.court decisions, administrativerules, theses, Annual guide designed to help individuals to pp.

books, articles, etc. dealing with nearly all file their 1991 income tax return and calculate A balance after the first two years of the tax
reform in Portugal. Documentspresented byaspects of taxation in Germany as well as their 1991 net wealth tax.
the Cabinet of the Secretary for Fiscal Affairscertain other countries. (B. 111.803)
in a meeting with journalists on 3 July 1991 in(B. 111.828) BLIJSWIJK,J.A.M. van; DIJKHUIZEN,F.J.; Lisbon.

LENGKEEK,L.J. (B. 111.633)
Netherlands Elseviers almanak voor de BTW 1992.

LOON, P.M.F. van; BIKKER, A.C.; VLIET, Handleidingvoor de aangifte omzetbelasting. Romania
1 lth Edition.A.J. van.

Elseviers almanak voor de vennootschaps- Amsterdam,Uitgeversmaatschappij INVESTMENTIN ROMANIA.

belasting 1992. Handleidingvoor de aangifte Bonaventura, 1992, pp. 368,42.50Dfl. Toronto, KPMG Peat Marwick Thorne,
vennootschapsbelasting1991. 22nd Edition. VAT Almanac 1992 providing information P.O. Box 31, CommerceCourt Postal Station,
Amsterdam, Uitgeversmaatschappij for filing returns on VAT, special excise tax Toronto, ONT. M5L 1B2, Canada, 1992,
Bonaventura, 1992, pp. 220, 42.50 Dfl. on passengercars and motor vehicles and tax PP 61.

Annual guide containing information for exemption on services. Publicationproviding informationof interest

filing the 1991 corporate income tax return. (B. 111.782) to those consideringnvesting or doing
business in Romania, including taxation. This(B. 111.781) HUND, D.; LUCAS LUIJCKX,B.J.J.M. edition is based on informationavailable as of

PAARDT,Ren van der; VOS, Roel; WILSON, Internationaalfiscaal memo 1992. 1 January 1992.
John. Deventer, Kluwer, 1992, pp. 198. (B. 111.716)
Horeca en fiscus. 3rd Edition. Fiscal pocket edition containing relevant data
Deventer, Kluwer, 1991. on double taxation treaties concluded by the

SwitzerlandKluwer Belastingwijzers,No. 23, pp. 192. Netherlands. Summariesof social security
Third edition of book on all tax aspects arising contributionsand other domestic tax laws are BUSINESSLAW GUIDETO
from hotel and restaurants running businesses. appended. Switzerland. Prepared by Pestalozzi Gmuer &
(B. 111.737) (B. 111.700) Heinz, Zurich Law Firm.
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Thailand pp. 115,750.- S. Estonia
The book provides practical guidelines,

VALUEADDED TAX & SPECIFIC VARUL, Paul; LAPPALAINEN,Vesa A.
particularlyenabling the foreign reader to

Business Tax. Estonian Law on Business.
understand the basic ideas and rules of

Introduced by Revenue Code AmendmentAct Austrian labour law. Apart from outlining the Helsinki, LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1992,
(No. 30). Translated by V.T. Associates. legal framework, the book is meant as an pp. 326.

Bangkok,Acrev - AccountingSystem orientation for foreign investors and Compilationof Estonianacts and statutes

Revenue Code, 44/1.44/2Convent Road, relating to commerce with commentaries,in
managers.

Bangkok 10500,1992,pp. 128,1000.-baht. (B. 111.766)
the English, Estonian and Finnish languages.

(B. 57.707) The book contains the laws enacted up to

1 November 1991, i.e. the EnterpriseAct, the
YOUR GUIDETO THAI VAT. Belgium Property Act, the Leasing Act, the Principles
Bangkok,Price Waterhouse,Chongkolnee of Property Reform Act, the Land ReformAct
Building, 56 Surawong Road, P.O. Box 800, COORDINATIONCENTRES IN

and the Foreign InvestmentAct.
Bangkok 10501,1992,pp. 14. BELGIUM.

(B. 111.840)
(B. 57.692) Amsterdam,Horwath Tax Holland,

Weerdestein 117, 1083 GH Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, 1991, pp. 20. Finland

Vietnam Brochurebased on informationavailable up to
VEROLAIT 1992.

KOLODKO,GrzegorzW. August 1991.
Helsinki, LakimiesliitonKustannus, 1992,

Hyperinflationand stabilization in (B. 111.768)
pp. 427.

postsocialisteconomies. The case of Poland, LEASING. Compilationof tax laws of Finland up to and
Vietnam and Yugoslavia. Antwerp, De Financieel EkonomischeTijd including No. 57/1992 (29 January 1992) of
Warsaw, Institute of Finance, 1990. N.V., Brouwersvliet 15, bus 2, the Finnish Official Gazette. The most
IF Working Papers No. 16, 1990, pp. 18. 2000 Antwerpen, 1991, pp. 16. important tax laws included in this book relate
(B. 111.601) Special supplement dedicated to different to income tax, net wealth tax, social security

aspects of leasing. contributions,municipal income tax, turnover

EUROPE (B. 111.732) tax, stamp tax, and inheritanceand gift tax, as

weil as to tax assessmentand collectionof
CROMBRUGGE,S. van.

Austria De wijzigingenaan de
taxes. Further, the book contains a list of

vennootschapsbelastingin 1991.
effective tax treaties and the text of the Nordic

LAMPERT,Wolfgang. Kalmthout,Uitgeverij Biblo, 1992, pp. 96.
income tax treaty. In addition, the text of the

Wirtschaftspartnersterreich. Austrian Broad outline of the relevant corporate AccountingLaw is reproduced. A
partner. income tax changes which took place in 1991. chronological index and an index by topic are

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG, 1991, (B. 111.689)
included.

pp. 197,390.- S. (B. 111.677)
Survey of the Austrian economic system and LOKALEBELASTING 1991.
all importantbranches of law from an Vastgoedeigenaarstrekken aan het kortste LIIKEVAIHTOVEROPOHJAN

entrepreneurialpoint of view. It also offers eind. laajentamistyryhmnmietint. Betnkande

practical advice related to establishmentand Antwerp, De BeleggerN.V./DeFinancieel av arbetsgruppenfr breddande av

managementof companies. The book also EkonomischeTijd, Brouwersvliet5, bus 3, omsttningsskattebasen.
provides a model balance sheet according to 2000 Antwerpen, 1991. Komiteanmietint-Kommittebetnkande

the latest European standards as well as a De Belegger,Vol. 8, No. 48, November 1992:6.

standard GmbH contract. 1991,pp. 31. Helsinki,.ValtionPainatuskeskus, 1992,

(B. 110.631) Brochuregiving an overview of Belgian local pp. 260.
taxes. Report of the committee concemingreform of

KOFLER, Herbert; JACOBS,Otto H. (B. 111.733) turnover taxation towards an EC-type VAT.
Rechnungswesenund Besteuerungder (B. 111.745)
Personengesellschaften.
Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG, 1991, EEC

pp. 313,570.- S. THE FUTURE OF CORPORATETAX IN France
Accountancyand taxation of partnerships. the European Community.
Practically oriented book giving a structured London, Kogan Page Limited, 120

LAMY FISCAL.

survey, illustratedby concrete problems and PentonvilleRoad, LondonNl 9JN, England,
Tome 1: Impt sur les socits; Impt sur le

solutions concerning formation, bookkeeping 1991, pp. 160,
revenu; Impts divers d'Etat; Impts locaux;

requirements, structural changes as well as 35.00. Impt de solidarit sur la fortune. Tome 2:
T.V.A. et taxes indirectes; Enregistrementet

terminationof partnerships. The book considers a range of both medium-
(B. 111.679) and long-term options for the European tax

timbre; Contrle fiscal et contentieux;
Conventions fiscales.

SEICHT, G.; MLLER, H.; EGGER, A.; system. Its aim is to examine the impact of the Paris, Lamy S.A., 1992, 2870.pp.
DENK, R: a.o. present corporate tax arrangements, to identify Annual publication in 2 bound volumes

Kostenrechnungund Controlling.
areas in which they present an obstacle to

containing extensiveexplanationofan

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG, 1991. economic activity across borders or distort individual and corporate income taxation, net

ModemeBetriebswirtschaft,No. 3, pp. 280. competition between firms of different wealth tax, VAT, registrationand stamp
Statementof costs and controlling.

nationalities.The book also covers the
duties, succession and gift duties, tax

Compilationof lectures given at the 1990 following: corporate tax systems of the EC, administrationand tax control, and a

Congress on Cost Accounting.
methods used to give relief for double

comparative survey of France's double

(B. 111.248)
taxation in the EC, returns on investment in taxation treaties. The information is kept
EC countries, EC tax treaties in operation, the up-

to-date by bulletins with information on recent
GOLDMANN,Henry; UNTERWEGER, cross-border implicationsof different

developments.Josef. corporate tax systems, the impact of
(B. 111.763)sterreichischesArbeitsrecht.Austrian alternative tax systems on investmentwithin

Labour Law. the EC. MEMENTOPRATIQUEFRANCIS

Vienna, Linde Verlag Wien AG, 1991, (B. 111.726) Lefebvre: Social 1992. Droit du travail,
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REGULAMENTODA CONTRIBUIOThe publications listed in this bibliographyhave recently been acquired by the predial urbana.

Bureau's library which will gladly supply further information upon request (please Macau, GovernmentPrinter, 1991, pp. 110.
quote the reference numbers). They should, however, be ordered through a Consolidated text of the Property Tax

bookselleror direct from the publisher indicated, and not through the Bureau. Regulations, as amended up to December
To facilitateordering, a list ofaddressesof the main publishinghouses is includedon 1991.

pages 104-108of the January/February1992 issue. Addressesof publisherswhich do (B. 57.701)
notappear in this list are indicated in the item concerned.

BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES:
Macau. 4th Edition.
Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai

Books Cook Islands Banking CorporationLimited, 1989, pp. 40.
Revised edition of guide to doing business in

INVESTMENTIN THE COOK ISLANDS. Macau, with some reference to taxation.
AFRICA Amsterdam,KPMG Peat Marwick, P.O. Box (B. 57.659)

74111, 1070 BC Amsterdam,The
Netherlands, 1991, pp. 31. REGULAMENTODO IMPOSTOSouth Africa Publicationto assist those contemplating profissional.

INCOMETAX ACT 1991-1992. investing or commencinga business operation Macau, GovernmentPrinter, 1990, pp. 61.
Cross-referencedto Meyerowitz& Spiro on in the Cook Islands or immigrating to the Consolidated text of the Professional Tax
Income Tax. Cook Islands. Chapters include: a brief Regulations as amended up to June 1990.
Cape Town, The Taxpayer, 1992, pp. 285. survey, the offshore regime, domestic (B. 57.702)
Consolidated text of the Income Tax Act No. companies and individual taxation, foreign
58 of 1962, as amended to 1 November 1991 companies. The edition is based on
with reference to Income Tax by Meyerowitz informationavailable in June 1991. Pakistan
& Spiro. (B. 57.569) BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES:
(B. 13.451) Pakistan. 4th Edition.
GINSBERG,Anthony. Hong Kong, The Hongkong and Shanghai
Intemational tax havens. India Banking Corporation, 1990, pp. 55.

Durban, Butterworths ProfessionalPublishers SINGHANIA, Viod K.; SINGHANIA,
Revised edition of introductoryguide to the

(Pty) Ltd., 8 Walter Place, Waterval Park, Jeewan. economy, facts and figures, business ventures,
Mayville, Durban 4091, South Africa, 1990, Direct taxes ready reckoner 1991-92. With

taxation and travelling conditions, etc. for

pp. 175,53.90R.
average equity share quotations of 5 years,

businessmen.
The book is divided into two parts. Part A last 8 years' tax tables, yearly tax planning. (B. 57.653)
focuses on how to use tax havens and who can 14th Edition.
benefit from them. It also examines the Delhi, Taxmann PublicationsLtd., 1991,

TAX CODE 1990-1991.

growth of tax havens and their role in
pp. 470. ContainingThe Income Tax Ordinance, 1979,

the Income Tax Rules, 1982, the Wealth Taxinternational finance. Part B is more specific Quick referencebook to direct taxes and tax
in that it endeavours to look at the currently tables. Explanationof income tax, wealth tax

Act, 1963, the Wealth Tax Rules, 1963 and
Income Tax AppellateTribunal Procedurepopular or tropical tax havens and how they and gift tax for assessmentyear 1991/92 is

can best be used. appended. Rules, 1981 with relevant notifications and

(B. 111.730) (B. 57.697)
circulars.
Lahore, P.L.D. Publishers, 35 Nabha Road,

ASIA & THE PACIFIC Lahore, 1991, pp. 560.
Korea (Rep.) (B. 57.710)

Australia KOREANTAXATION 1992.
DEUTSCH,R.L.; GATES, S.J.; GIBSON, Gwachun, InternationalTax Division, Papua New Guinea

M.M.; HANLEY, P.J.; PAYNE, G.L. Ministry of Finance, Gwachun, Korea, 1992,
ButterworthsAustralianTax Handbook 1992. PP 263. McGAVIN,P.A.

North Ryde, ButterworthsPty Limited, 1992, The book presents up-to-date informationon Wages, incomes and productivity in Papua
New Guinea.

pp. 1626. the Korean tax system. This 1992 edition
Port Moresby, INA Institute of NationalUpdated handbookcovering all legislation in incorporateschanges in the tax laws made in

-

force as of 31 December 1991. The book FY 1991 (1 Jan. 1991 - 31 Dec. 1991) and Affairs, 1991.

includes the following subjects: Australian tax summarizes the major provisionsof the INA Discussion Paper No. 48, pp. 292.

system, residence and source, individual current tax laws. (B. 57.667)
ncome tax, property income, superannuation (B. 57.712) PAPUA NEW GUINEATAXATIONfunds, industrial and intellectualproperty, Summit, 1991.
stamp duty, and other related subjects. Port Moresby, INA Institute of National-

(B. 57.719) Macau
Affairs, 1991.

REECE, Barry F. REGULAMENTODO IMPOSTO INA DiscussionPaper No. 50, pp. 270.
State land taxation. A critical review. complementar. Papers submitted and presented to a seminar
Sydney, AustralianTax Research Foundation, Macau, GovernmentPrinter, 1991, pp. 200. (togetherwith edited discussion) held in Port
1992. Consolidated text of the ComplementaryTax Moresby 8-10 October 1991 by the Papua
Australian Tax Research Foundation, Regulations, as amended up till December New Guinea Taxation Office and the Institute
Research Study No. 15, pp. 72. 1991. of National Affairs. Editor: John Millett.
(B. 57.733) (B. 57.700) (B. 57.708)
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(d) Deductibleexpenses 2. Tax on non-commercialand non-industrial
It appears that no specific deductions from income are professions
allowed. (a Taxablepersonsand taxable base

(e) Rates Chapter IV of the Income Tax Act imposes income tax on

non-industrial, non-commercialprofessions which are prac-

The rates of tax applicable to individuals are: ticed independently or which generate fees for consulting,
arbitration or expertise. The Ministerof Finance may specify
the occupations that fall within non-commercial and non-

Annual taxable income (YR) Rate
industrial professions.

O - 3,600 3%
on the next 3,600 6% (b) Exemptions
on the next 3,600 9% With the exception of those which are available exclusively
on the next 3,600 12% to companies, the exemptions for individuals are the same as

on the next 3,600 1,6% those for companies. In addition, persons holding high post-
on the next 3,600 22% graduate degrees in unique specializations who engage in
on the next 3,600 28% non-ndustrial and non-commercial professions are exempt
on the next 3,600 32% from tax for three successive years.
any amount in excess of this 36%

(c) Deductions

The highest rates appear not to be in use at the present time. Deductibleexpenses, depreciationallowances and losses are

This tax progressionstops at 16 percent for residents liable to
the same as those available for companies.

tax on wages and salaries and at 22 percent for non-residents.
(d) Rates

For individuals liable to payment of Commercial and Indus-
trial Profits Tax, the progression stops at 28 percent. The progessive tax rates which apply to individuals also

apply to income from non-industrial and non-commerciai
Each ndividual taxpayer is allowed an annual personal professions, but stop at a maximunof 22 percent.
exemptionof 24,000 YR.

The annual personal allowance of 24,000 YR also applies to

non-industrialand non-commercialprofessionals.
(f Administration

The tax on salaries and wages is deducted at source by the (e Administration

employerunder the system described above. Tax is levied annually on the total income from the exercise
of the profession less expenses. A declaration must be sub-

An individual aggrieved of his assessment to tax may object rnitted to the tax authority by 30 April of the following year
by application in writing to the party deducting the tax, in showing total income, expenses and net profit or loss, and
most cases the employer.This objection should then be sent to accompaniedby payment of the tax due.
the tax authority within 30 days of its receipt. The tax author-

ity will then examine the objection and notify the taxpayerof
its decision (for further appeal possibilitiessee above). B. Other taxes on individuals

At the present time, no further informationconcerning other
No specific penalties are provided for under this schedule taxes on individuals is available.
and, therefore, it is likely that the general penalties described
above for companies also apply.

Ill. AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE TAXATION

(g) Deductionat source It is unclear whether Yemen will provide unilateral relief

Tax is withheld at sourceby the employer,who is responsible from double taxation. The formerYAR was a signatory to the

for monthly payment of tax on the assessable income to the Agreement for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and Pre-

tax authority. Payment must be effected within the first ten vention of Tax Evasion Between the States of the Arab Eco-

days of the month followingthat for which the tax is due. Tax nomic Council (1973) and had an agreement for the avoid-

on the total net monthly income subject to salary and wage ance of double taxation arising from internationalair and sea

tax is fixed at 1/12 of the annual rates. transport with Germany (Fed. Rep.). Both the former YAR
and PDR had agreements for the avoidance of double taxa-

Employers with eight or more employees must keep a regis- tion of income derived from intemational air transport with

ter of their names as described in the ExecutiveRegulations. India. The current status of these agreements is unknown.
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(d Depreciation Il. TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS
Depreciation of assets is deducted in computingtaxable
income. The Cabinet Minister will determine the rates and A. Income tax
methods of depreciation,and will issue schedules.

Individuals are taxed on their salaries and wages and on

(e) Losses income derived from the practice of non-commercial and
non-industrialprofessions. Sole proprietors are liable to pay-Subject to verificationby the tax authority, losses incurred in
ment of Commercial and Industrial Profits Tax (see above).a year may be set off against total income from all sources for
In addition, it that the Real Estate Revenue Tax andthat year. Any loss not set off in the year in which it is appears
the Real Estate Sales Tax also apply to individuals.incurred may be carried forward for deduction from taxable

income derived during the subsequent four years. Accurate
records must be maintained to support the setting off of loss- 1. Tax on salaries
es. Losses may not be carried back.

A tax is levied on the employment income of all resident and

(f) Treatmentof dividends non-resident individuals derived in Yemen from salaries,
wages, allowances and bonuses. The amount of tax is deduct-

There is no special tax treatmentfor dividends. Dividendsare ed at source by the employerand paid over to the tax authority.
not subject to withholding tax; they may be paid out of com-

pany profits which are taxed or out of profits which are (a) Taxablepersons
specificallyexempted.

Individuals who receive income from employmentin Yemen

B. Other taxes on companies are subject to tax on salaries. Liability to tax extends to wages
and salaries from employment outside Yemen where the

1. Zakat employer is either the Governmentof Yemen or Yemeni Pri-
vate and Mixed Economic Sector Units, but only if theYemen appears to levy zakat on business profits of Yemeni

owned companies at the rate of 2.5 percent. employee is not subject to tax in the other country.

2. Practice tax (b) Taxable base

All foreign companies which are not legally liable to pay Tax is levied on salaries, wages, emoluments, bonuses, pre-
zakat must pay a practice tax at the rate of 2.5 percentof their miums and all remunerationrelated to employmentwhether

working capital. Such companies must submit a tax declara- recurring or non-recurring and whether paid in cash or in
tion with paymentby 30 April each year. kind. Taxable benefits include incentives, commissions,

allowances for attending meetings and housing.
3. Real estate taxes

The following amounts are excluded from taxable income:
(a) Real Estate RevenueTax (a) amounts contributedto pension funds;
An annual tax is levied on the total income from rental proper- (b) amounts paid to the taxpayer to coyer work-related
ties of all kinds less repair and maintenance costs, provided expenses, e.g. hospitalization,travel, per diems, etc.; and
these costs do not exceed ten percent of the total income for (c) stamp duty.
properties located in Sana'a and Aden, 20 percent for proper-
ties located elsewhere and 30 percent for properties located in (c) Exemptions
areas with less than 5,000 inhabitants. Various exemptions are

provided for personal residences, charitable, government and The following income is specificallyexempted from income
publicproperties.Tax is leviedat progressiverates up to a max- tax on salaries:
imum of nine percent for non-residentialproperty used by the (a) salaries of foreigndiplomats and embassy staff, etc. (sub-
owner for commercial, professional or ndustrial purposes; or ject to reciprocal treatment) and members of UN delega-
up to a maximumof 16 percent for all other leased properties. tions and specializedagencies;

(b) salaries of foreign experts sent to Yemen on aid pro-(b Real Estate Sales Tax
grammes;

Tax at the rate of three percent is levied on the proceeds from (c) pensions and terminationof employmentpayments;
the sale of real property. The seller is responsible for filing a (d) lifetime compensationpaid to victims of work accidents;
declaration and paying the tax within 15 days of the sale. (e) wages of Yemeni workers engaged in agriculture, fishing
Sales of agricultural land, land grants to schools and chai- or domestic service;
ties, and inherited real estate are exempted from this tax. (f) income of daily wage labourers as specified in the Exec-

utive Regulations;(c) Stamp duty (g) income that is exempted from tax under international
Stamp duty is imposed; however, no information on rates or treaties for the prevention of double taxation or other
types of documentssubject to stampduty is currently available. international agreements.
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Court must issue its judgment within two months. Further (1) income of cooperative,agriculturaland fisheries associ-

appeal may be made before a Divisional Appeal Court. The ations from non-commercialactivities;
decision of the Divisional Appeal Court is final. (2) income derived from agriculture, horticulture, forestry,

A taxpayer must, on filing a return, pay the amount of tax breeding livestock, poultry and fish. Such income
includes income derived from the processing of prod-

admittedly due, unless the tax authority permits the taxpayer ucts by simple manual labour;
to pay by instalments. Taxpayers are given a discount for

early payment of taxes. The discount is four percent for tax (3) income received by national educational institutions
and licensed language schools;

'

paid in January, three percent for tax paid in February and
two percent for tax paid in March. Instalmentpayers are also (4) interest on treasury bilis paid to individuals;

entitled to these discounts for any instalment paid during (5) income from agriculturalproducts of Yemeni origin;
these months. A fine of two percent of the tax due will be (6) profits exempted in accordance wtih the Investment

levied for each month tax is delinquent,not to exceed 18 per- PromotionLaw;
cent of the total tax due for the year. (7) income of airlines and other carriers covered by recip-

rocal tax exemptionagreements,approvedby the Coun-
Any person who tries fraudulently to avoid payment of any cil of Ministers;
tax imposed by the Income Tax Law or who assists or urges (8) income of individuals from interest on bank deposits or
others to avoid tax is punishableby imprisonmentfor a peri- post office savings, and from dividends.
od of not less than one month and not more than one year, or

by payment of a fine not less than 50 percent and not more (c Deductions(Article 9)
than 150 percent of the benefit derived as a result of commit-

ting such a fraud. Punishmentwill be doubled in the case of The expenses listd below may be deducted from taxable

repeat offenders. income provided they are incurred wholly and exclusively in
the productionof that income:

Every entity in Yemen must possess a tax card issued by the
tax authority as evidence that all taxes due have been paid. (1) rent;

Presentation of a tax card is required when transacting any (2) depreciation;
business or when renewing any professional licences. (3) taxes and fees;

(4) zakat paid on business income;

2. Computation (5) amounts donated to the government, the armed forces,
public institutions and projects, and mosque and

(a) Sourcesand basis of assessment(Article6) orphanagebuilding funds, and up to five percentof tax-

able income donated for approved domestic charitable
Tax is payable on gains and profits from any commercial, purposes;

t

industrial, financial or real estate activity; from any single (6) salaries and wages, terminationof service benefits, and
transactionwhich may be considereda trade or business; and

employers' contributions to social security and
from any other source which is not expressly excluded. Tax-

approved pensions, provident and other funds;
able profits include, but are not limited to, the following: (7) foreign travel expenses directly connected with the
(1) income derived from brokerage or commission busi-

business;
ness; (8) judicially proven bad debts;

(2) income or rent and otherprofits derived from both mov-

able and immovableproperty;
(9) amounts lost to theft or embezzlement;
(10) interest and commissions;

(3) income from the sale or hire of any trade mark, design,
patent or copyright; (11) a branch's share of head office expenses, subject to a

maximum of two percent of the branch's taxable
(4) income derived from all insurance business and from

income;
haulag, sea and air freight; (12) other ordinary expenditurespermitted by the Executive

(5) interest, discounts, exchange gains and commissions;
Regulations.

(6) gains from any contractconcluded in Yemen whetheror

not the gain arises in Yemen. Such gains include profit Article 9 also contains a list of items for whichno deduction
on contracting, tenders, warranties, agency commis- is allowed, including the following:
sions, registration agreements and commercial broker- (1) any amounts intended for a compulsory reserveor any
age; other reserve except an amount held as a reserve for

(7) capital gains ariing from the disposal of movable or annual employee bonuses which does not exceed the

immovableproperty during the course of a business. total of two months' salaries per year;
on or any or wages or

Any interest or commissionearned outside Yemen by a resi- (2) nterest capital salary other
amounts paid to a partner of a partnership or a director

dent entity is taxable in Yemen if it arises from funds or

deposits within Yemen.
or a shareholderof a private company for services ren-

dered;
(3) capital disbursements;

(b Exemptions(Article 15) (4) stamp duty; and

The following categories of income are exempt from tax: (5) personal fines.
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YEMEN:

THE TAXATION OF COMPAXIESAXD IXDIVIDUATSl
Geralyn M. Fallon

r

The Income Tax Law 31 of 1991 replaces the previous tax laws of Yemen (A.R.)
and Yemen (RD.R.) and applies with effect from 12 Aprl 1991. A number of ambi- Geralyn Falln s a research associate
guities in the Law have yet to be clarified by ExecutiveRegulations and it remains of the IBFD and editorof the pubcation
to be seen how certain of its provisions will be applied in practice. Taxes and Investment in the Middle East.

I. TAXATION OF COMPANIES
Contents

A. Income tax -

. Taxation of CompaniesThe Income Tax Law imposes a Commercial and Industrial Profits Tax on the A. Income tax
income of legal entities, a term which encompasses companies, partnerships, 1. System and rate structure
cooperatives and other bodies. For convenience, the term company will be used 2. Computation
to refer to all types of entities unless the context requires a distinction. B. Other taxes on companies

1. Zakat
2. Practice tax

1. System and rate structure
II. Taxation of Individuais(a) Taxablepersons A. Income tax

Companies resident in Yemen are subject to tax on all their income wherever 1. Tax on salaries
2. Tax on non-commerciaiandearned. Any company, whether formed under Yemeni law or a foreign law, having non-ndustrial professionsits place of business, management or supervision in Yemen is resident in Yemen. B. Other taxes on individuals

Non-residentcompanies are subject to tax on their income earned in Yemen.
III. Avoidance of double taxation

(b) Rates

Different rates of Commercial and Industrial Profits Tax apply depending on the
nature of the business entity and the activities in which it is engaged:

Type ofconcern Rate
(a) capital companies and economic sector units (public or mixed) 32%
(b) partnership companies (including joint ventures); sole proprietors 28%
(c) concession companies and other non-residentcompanies of all kinds 36%
(d) commission and brokerage businesses of all kinds 28%

(c Administrationand assessment

The tax year is from 1 January to 31 December, unless otherwise stated in the com-

pany's articles.

Annual tax returns (or declarations)accompaniedby final audited accounts must
be filed with the tax authority by 30 April following the end of the preceding tax

year. Associations of capital must file audited financial statdments along with the
amount of tax due within one month of the shareholders' annual meeting approving
the accounts. Companiesenjoying tax exemptions are not excused from the obliga-
tion to file a retum with final accounts by 30 April. Tax is assessed on the basis of
the details provided by the company in the submitteddeclaration.

The taxpayerhas the right to object to the tax authority's final tax assessmentwith-
in 30 days of notificationof assessment. The objection must be submitted in writ-
ing to an appeal committee stating the reasons for the appeal and must be accompa-
nied by payment of the amount of tax the taxpayer believes is correct. The tax

authority may refuse the objection if such a settlement amount is not paid by the
taxpayer. The taxpayer will receive notice of the appeal committee's decision and 1 For detailed information see Taxes and

Investment n the Middle East, Chapter Yemen,either the taxpayer or tax authority may appeal the committee's decision to the Intemational Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
Income Tax Court within 21 days of the date of the committee's decision. The Tax (1992).
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of the Ruding CommitteeReport. Speakers were Dr Donald

IFA NEWS
De Buitleir, one of the members of the Committee, and Dr
David Williams, a professor of international taxation at

Queen Mary & Westfield College, UniversityofLondon.

AUSTRALIA BRANCH

Three technicalmeetingshave been held thus far this year, the US BRANCH
topics being Foreign InvestmentFunds, Australian Invest-

ment into North America and Tax Aspects of Inbound The US branch, along with the Tax Foundation, recently
Investment into the USA.'i Additionalmeetings are scheduled hosted a conference entitled, The Discord in US Tax and
for 21 September (Australian Investment into Europe) and Trade Policies: Prescriptionsfor Change. Key policymakers
30 November(AustralianInvestmentinto Asia). and senior corporate executives discussed how tax and trade

policy relate to each other.

UK BRANCH

The Annual General Meeting was held on 16 June; a techni- The US/German joint meeting will be held 9-10 October

cal meeting followed on the subject ofThePotential Impact 1992 at the Sheraton-CarltonHotel in Washington,DC.

CONFERENCE DIARY

Tax Planning for IntemationalTreasury Operations South African Fiscal Association/International

For further details of the events listed
in Europe, Old Windsor, Berkshire (United King- Executive Communications, P.O. Box 91052,

below please write to the organizers
dom), 7-10 July (English): Auckland Park 2006, South Africa, Tel.: (11)726

at the addresses indicated. EuromoneyPublicationsPLC, Nestor House, Play- 6003, Fax: (11)736 1304.
house Yard London EC4V 5EX, Tel.. (0)71-
7798601, Fax: (0)71-7798599. Doing business and acquisitions in Central Europe,
International Taxation and Asset Financing, Lon- Nijmegen (the Netherlands), 24-26 September
don (United Kingdom), 8-10 July (English) (English):
EuromoneyPublicationsPLC, Nestor House, Play- Centrum voor Postdoctoraal Onderwijs/Bureau

JULY 1992 house Yard London EC4V 5EX, Tel.: (0)71- Symposia,P.O. Box9049,6500KK Nijmegen,Tel.
7798793, Fax (0)71-7798795.

Offshore Tax Planning for Business, London (0)80612022, Fax: (0)80615949.

(United Kingdom), 3 July (Engllish): SEPTEMBER 1992
IBC Legal Studies and Services Ltd., 57-71 Mor-

timer St,'eet, London WlN 7TD, United Kingdom, RestructuringTaxPolicy forEconomicGrowth,

Te.: (0)71-6374383,Fax:(0)71-6313214. Johannesburg(SouthAfrica), 17 September(English):
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that the Luxembourgtax legislation which allowed a refund of refund of excess withholding tax. The Court reiterated the EC
excess withholding taxes on wages only to individuals who principle that equal treatment forbids not only direct discrimi-
were tax resident in Luxembourgfor the entire fiscal year, was nation based on nationality, but other forms of indirect dis-
discriminatoryagainst non=Luxernbourgnationals to the extent crimination that may lead to the same discriminatoryresult.
that aliens were more likely than Luxembourg nationals to be There is adequate reason to believe that the EC of Justice
resident in Luxembourg for only part of the year. The Court would follow the same line of reasoning and consider the
rejected the argument that the law did not set forth a nationali- one-year residency test as indirect discrimination prohibited
ty criterion but rather a full residency criterion in allowing a under Article 48.2 of the EC treaty.

1

\

nN.V--
H A /BOOK

1992

The new (1992) edition of this book provides extensive summaries of the corporate and individual tax systems on 1 January
1992. To the 21 countries covered in the 1991 edition Hungary, Iceland, Isle of Man, Monaco and Poland have been added.
The chapter on the former U.S.S.R. has been replaced by a brand new chapter on the Russian Republic.
The corporate tax summaries include a description of all corporate income taxes, group treatment, social security contributions,
tumover taxes and net worth taxes. A specil feature in every chapter is a comprehensivetreaty chart listing all the withholding
tax rates.

The individual income tax summaries include all relevant income taxes (including local taxes), inheritance and gift taxes, social
security contributionsand net wealth taxes.

Both the corporate and individual sections pay special attention to non-residentsand relief from double taxation.
The IBFD EUROPEAN TAX HANDBOOK is published annually every Spring. (Copies of the 1991 edition are still available at
the special price of Dfl. 245 to subscribers to the 1992 edition).

Price: Dutch Florins 285
including update andpostage

IBFD PUBLICATIONSBV
P.O. Box 20237 1000 HE AMSTERDAM THE NETHERLANDS

18 M[!1 Tel. +31 (0)20 626 77 26 Fax +31 (0)20 622 86 58
Telex 13217 intax nlIBFD

Publications
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It should also follow from this definition that a French France from claiming the exemption under non-discrimina-
national who was bom in France, left France just after his tion clauses and the Rponse Mesmin.17
first birthday and thereafter lived abroad should be consid- Introductionof the residency test restricts the of thenew use
ered to meet the residency test. There is no reason to deny non-discriminationprinciple construed by the tax authori-as
residency to a child simply because he was not a taxpayer. ties in the Rponse Mesmin. The authorities stated at that
The French tax authorities, in their recent Statementof Prac-

time that, for purposes of the non-discriminationclause, the
tice, have recognized that tax residency requirementsare ful-

tax treatment of alien should be identical to that ofan a
filled where the seller is a member of a family whose tax French national in the situation, most notably in respect
domicile is in France under CGI Article 4 B. Obviously, such

same

of his tax residency. Thus French nationals and aliens resi-
a situation may create evidenciaryproblems (see below). dent in France should receive the tax treatment,same as

The second issue concerns the evidence required to fulfil the should French nationals and aliens resident abroad.

test. As drafted, the exemption is conditioned on the fact that The amendment introduces a further subdivision in the sec-

the taxpayer was tax resident in France in the past. It is there- ond branch of the comparison, i.e. between those who have
fore up to the taxpayer to come forward with sufficient evi- been tax resident in France and those who have not. The
dence to establish that he meets the residency test. However, rationale for such a distinction is certain to be found in the
individual taxpayers are not required to keep tax returns or Rponse Pricard,18 according to which the situation of
other documents relevant to their tax status under French tax Frenchnationals who are residentabroad substantiallydiffers
law. UnderArticleR 111-4 of the FrenchTax ProceduresCode, from that of aliens resident in other countries.
the tax authorities are authorizedto keep tax data on individual

taxpayers throughout the statute of lirnitationsperiod, i.e. three The residency test for all practical purposes can be summa-

years from the year the tax bills were issued, so it would seem rized as follows: French nationals domiciled abroad nay

that taxpayers would in any event encounterformidableobsta- (almost) always claim the exemptionunder Article 150 CIb. 19

cles in producing such evidence after the three-yearperiod. Non-residentaliens may not claim the exemptionunder Arti-
cle 150 CIb and a non-discriminationclause unless they have

Given this situation, it may be onerous for taxpayers to pro- been French tax resident for at least one year in the past. To
duce formal evidence of past residence in France, and the this extent, the residency test, in introducing a prerequisite
recent Statementof Practice does not lend much assistance in which is more likely to be met by French nationals than by
this respect. No formal procedures are mandated by the tax aliens, could be regarded as indirect and insidious discrimi-
authorities, and in most cases, proof may be made by a mere nation between French nationals and aliens and therefore
income tax return. As a matterofprinciple,a taxpayershould could be challenged in the courts.

be entitled to produce any kind of evidence, such as affi-

davits, to support his claim that he was resident in France. It Interestinglyenough, France has made the following reserva-

tion to the non-discrimination article of the OECD model
is not certain whether the tax authoritieswill accept such evi-

dence, in which case the taxpayer's only option will be to treaty: France accepts the provisions of paragraph 1 but

bring the case before the court and convince the judges that wishes to reserve the possibility of granting to only French
nationals the exemptionprovided for in its domestic laws, of

he was tax resident. Such an alternative is clearly unsatisfac-

tory and the number of disputes arising from this test may gains from the alienationof immovableproperty which con-

rapidly become unmanageable. stitutes, whether in whole or in part, the dwelling in France of
French nationals non-residentin France for tax purposes.

C. Is the residency test consistentwith the non-
The residency test providesa way to restrict the use of the non-

discriminationprinciple
discrimination clause and thus fully accords with France's
reservation to Article 24, paragraph 1 of the OECD model.

On its face, the amendment to Article 150 CIb does not However, the OECD model is not binding, and the policy of

appear to discriminatate against aliens since the seller's the tax authorities under the Rponse Pricard, which was

nationality is irrelevant. Basically, the test requires a deterrni- designed to elucidate on the alleged consistency between the

nation of whether French nationals have been tax resident in reservationand the non-discriminationprinciple,has been suc-

France for at least one year in the past. Therefore, in principle cessfully challenged and later repealed. Therefore, where the

France shouldnot be obliged under non-discriminationclaus- applicable non-discriminationclause is drafted according to

es to treat aliens who have not been tax resident in France for the OECD model, a denial of the exemption to aliens who do

at least one year in the past the same as it treats French not meet the test should be considered discriminatory.
nationals who have been tax resident in France in the past. In the EC, indirect and insidious discriminationhas been suc-

France's only undertakingunder the non-discriminationprin- cessfully challenged before the European Court of Justice.20
ciple is to treat aliens in the same way as it would treat its On the basis of Article42.8 of the EC treaty, the Courthas held
own nationals who fail to meet the one-year residency test.

16. Indeed, the most likely hypothesis for an individual is that he is or has been

However, it is likely that the residency test will prevent many resident in his country of citizenship rather than in any other country.
more aliens from claiming the exemptionunderArticle 150 C 17. See supra note 4.

than it will French nationals.16 Interestingly enough, when 18. See supra note 6.
19. With the exception of nationals domiciled in overseas territories and terri-

the amendmentwas first introducedin Parliament,it was pre- torial communities;see supra note 8.
sented as a means to prevent aliens with no connection tO 20. ECJ May 1990 No. 175/88 Biehl.
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acquiredor completed, orfor at least three years; efec- Although some issues were addressed by the tax authorities
tive occupation is notrequiredwhere the sale is motivat- in a Statement of Practice dated 26 February 1992,13 all
ed by family circumstances or a change of work place obstacles have not been removed.
following the return to France. (emphasis added).

A. 1991 saleThus two additional tests have been introducedby the Finance
Law, i.e. a residency test and an effective occupation test. As no effectivedate is stipulated in the amendment,the ques-

tion arises as to whether a gain arising from a transaction

A. Residencytest entered into in 1991 and exempted under a combination of
the then-applicableprovisions of Article 150 CI and a non-

To benefit from the exemption under the new Article 150 discrimination clause can be clawed back by the amend-
CIb, a taxpayermust have been a French resident for tax pur- ment. The tax authorities have confirmed in their February
poses for at least one year at any time prior to the sale. The 1992 Statement of Practice that the residency test will only
residency test is particularly lexible to the extent that the apply to transactions entered into after 1 January 1992.14
required period of residency is only one year and that it can

be met at any time prior to the sale. B. Proving the one-year residency requirement
Although the seller's nationality is irrelevant for purposes of

Under the residency the seller qualify resi-this test, the consequences appear to be different depending test, must as tax
dent in France for at least one year at any time prior to theon whether French nationals or aliens are involved. French
sale. This requirement raises the following issues:nationals residing abroad are unlikely to be affected by this

new text; indeed, in most cases, they were originally French
- when must the test be met;

residents who have been seconded abroad.9 Aliens who are what evidence of residency must be produced and who-

non-residentin France, however, are more likely to be affect- bears the burden of proof
ed by the residency test because they are more likely not to The actual wordingof the residency test does not impose anyhave been resident for tax purposes in France. restriction on the period of residence. The amendmentmere-

In part III of this article we examine the cornpatibilityof the ly provides that the test may be fulfilledat any tine prior to

residency test with the non-discriminationprinciple. the sale. Clearly, the period of residence need not coincide
with the period of ownership of the French dwelling. But
how far in the past may one go to fulfill the residency testB. Effectiveoccupationtest
Under French domestic law, an individual is considered a

Under the effectiveoccupationtest, the tax authoritieshave French tax resident if he meets one of the following require-found a means to reverse the decision of the SupremeAdmin- ments:
istrative Court and reinstate their own interpretation of the he has his home in France; or-

law.l0
he has his principal abode in France; or--

Whether the seller is a French national or an alien is irrelevant -- he carries out his main professionalactivity in France; or

for the purposes of the effectiveoccupation test. Of overriding - the centre of his economic interests is in France.15
concern is how the concept effective occupation will be

nterpreted by the tax authorities. In a similar context (i.e. in Thus a French national who has been a resident taxpayer in

deciding the primary residence of a resident), the tax authori- France for years and is seconded abroad meets the test, as

ties have held that effective occupationmeans that the tax- does a French national born abroad who resided in France for

payer's occupation of the property must be possible at any
a sufficient period of time to become a French tax resident,

time, so the test is not met when the property is rented out or
and later lived abroad.

used free of charge by third parties.11 The Supreme Court, on

the otherhand, has held that a taxpayercontinues to have effec- 9. One category of French nationals, however, will be directly affected, i.e.

tive occupation of property even when a family member uses
those from overseas territories and territorial communities such as Polynesia,
New Caledonia,French Austral and Antartic land, Wallis et Futuna, Saint-Pierrethe property on an intermittentand a free of charge basis.12
et Miquelonand Mayotte. Politically, these territories are part of France, but are

not considered as such for tax purposes. French nationals of these territories are

not regarded as French residents and are consequentlyexcluded from the bene-

III. ISSUES CREATED BY THE AMENDMENT fit of the new Article 150 Clb exemption unless they have lived in mainland
France or any Overseas Departmentand have been deemedFrench residents for
tax purposes for at least one year in the past.The 1992 Finance Law amendment creates a number of 10. See supra note 4.

issues and potential difficulties, including the following: I 1. D Adm 887 242 No. 5 and Rponse Coustof 26 August 1978, No. 692, at

does the amendmentapply to a transactionentered into in- 4655.

1991; 12. CE of 10 May 1991, No. 81593 7e et 9e s.s.; RJF 7/91 No. 890; CE of 30
October 1991; Bulletin Fiscal Lefebvre (BF) 12/91 inf 1678.

when and how can a taxpayer prove the one-year period 13. 8M392 of 26 February 1992.
-

of residence; 14. However, it is interesting to note that this is merely administrative fore-

is the residency test consistent with the non-discrimina-
bearance for practical purposes, but it could as a matter of principle, have been

-

given retroactiveeffect to 1 January 1991.
tion principle 15. CGI, Art. 4B.
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ly, a 6,000 Ffrs. standard general allowance is deducted from Article 150 C. The rationaleunderlying this positionwas that

the taxable base resulting from the above computation. French nationals seconded abroad maintain close personal
and economic connections with France and most will retum

Example to France after their stay abroad. This special relationship
Sale price 12-1-90 400 places French nationals in a situation different from that of

Purchase price 11-1-83 100 aliens owning a private residence in France.6
Cost (notional figure) _10 Following this decision, the tax authorities radically altered

110 their analysis of the non-discriminationclause and their new

Legal inflation ratio: 1.32 policy was published in a 1989 ministerial reply, known as
110 x 1.32 (145.20) Mesmin.7 toRponse According the Rponse Mesmin, any

Capital gain 254.80 national of EC member state state which is linked to
Over 2 year-relief

an or

France by a tax treaty providing for non-discriminationmay,
3.33% x (7 - 2) = 16.65% in principle, qualify for the exemption that grantedsame as to
254.80 x 16.65% (42.42) pfvided

Net capital gain 212.37
a French national domiciledabrad, the alien is in a

situation similar to that of the French national. Under the
General annual relief (6,000 FF) _(6.L similar situation test, the alien must be in the same legal
Taxable gain 206.37 and de facto situation as a French citizen qualifying for the
One-third levy exemption. Among other things, the exemption may only be

206.37 x 68.79
3 claimed once, the taxpayer must be a non-residentof France

within the meaning of a tax treaty, and he must have effec-

tively occupied the real property from the date it was

B. General exemptionfor non-residentFrench acquired or from the date it was completed (however, see

nationalsunder Article 150 Cib above for this condition).

CGI Article 150 C provides that capital gains derived from The benefit of the exemption on the basis of a non-discrimi-

the sale of a taxpayer's primary residence are exempt from nation clause, however, depends on the language of the rele-

capital gains tax. The general exemptionexpressly extends to vant treaty. Certain tax treaties have specifically excluded

real property or part of such property which constitutes the Article 150 C from their scope; for instance, the treaties with

residence in France of a French national domiciled abroad.3 Argentina, Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Cyprus, South Korea,

Only one residence per taxpayer may be deemed a primary Egypt, Hungary, Mauritius, Jordan, Malta and Norway all
excludeArticle 150 CIb.8 As a result, nationals of these coun-

residence for these purposes. tries may not claim the exemption on the basis of the treaty,
According to the French tax authorities, a French national and are therefore, in principle, subject to capital gains tax
who is non-residentin France for tax purposes is only exempt upon the dispositionof their French residence.
from capital gains tax if the taxpayerhas effectivelyoccupied
the real property from the date of acquisition or completion,
or for at least three years (whether or not continuously).The Il 1992 FINANCE LAW
three-year threshold may be reduced to one year when the
sale is due to a change of place of work after the employee CGI Article 150 CI, as amended by the 1992 Finance Law,

returns to France. No holding period is required for a sale now reads as follows:

motivated by family circumstances. Although these condi- Any capital gain realized upon the sale of a primary resi-

tions have been successfully challenged before the French dence is exempt from tax.

Supreme Court,4 the tax administration still refuses to grant
the exemption if the above requirementsare not met. The following, inter alia, are considered to be a primary

residence:

C. Article 150 Clbexemptionand non-discrimination a)...
clauses b) real property or part of such property which consti-

tutes the residence in France of a French national domi-
The extension of the exemptionunder Article 150 C to aliens ciled abroad, limited to one residence per taxpayer,pro-
was first recognized by the judiciary. On 3 August 1988, the vided the seller has been tax resdent in Francefora con-

Administrative Court of Nice held that, under the non-dis- tinuousperiodofat leastoneyearat any timeprior to the
crimination clause in Article 25 of the France/Belgium tax sale of the property, and providedfurther that he has
treaty, the gain realized by a Belgiannational, resident in Bel- effectively occupied the propery since the date it was

gium, upon dispositionofhis private residence in France was

exempt from capital gains tax under Article 150 CIb.5
4. Conseil d'Etat (CE) 28 October 1983, Revue de Jurisprudence Fiscale

This decision contradicted the then-existing administrative (RJF) 12/83.

position, under which aliens residing abroad were not con- 5. T. Adm. Nice, 3 August 1988, No. 9897.88III. Revue de Jurisprudence

sidered to be in the same situation as French nationals resi- Fiscae, /89.

dent abroad, and therefore could not claim the benefit of the
6. Rponse Pricard, AssembleNationale (AN) 26/7/82, No. 2466, at 456.

7. Rponse Mesmin of 19 June 1989, No. 10842, at 2807.

non-discriminationclause and the resulting exemption under 8. Id.
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FRANCE:

SAI,E OF FRENCH RFSIDESCEBY NoN-RFSIDENT
INDIVIDUALS: NEW LIMITS

Philippe Juilhard and Stphane Salou

The 1992 Finance Law introduces a major limitation on the

ability of non-residents to claim an exemption from capital PhilippeJuilhards an attorney, memberof the New York Bar
gains tax upon the disposition of their private residence in and an associateof Bureau Francis Lefebvre.
France. Until 1992, non-residentcitizens of countries which

Stphane Salou is an attorneyand a memberof Bureauhad concluded a tax treaty with France containing a non-dis- Francis Lefebvre.
criminationclause, were generally entitled to claim the bene-
fitofthesame exemptionunderArticle 150 CIb ofthe French
Tax Code (CGI) as that offered to Frenchnationals. However,
henceforth, taxpayers may benefit from this provision only if
they have been French tax residents for at least one year, and
if they effectively occupied the real property for the entire Contents
period of ownership or for at least three years. Under the
amendedArticle 150 CIb, some non-residentindividualsmay I. Pre-1992 Finance Law Regime
no longer be able to claim the exemption from capital gains

A. General principle of taxation of non-residents
B. General exemption for non-resident French nationalstax because they fail to meet the one-year residency test. derived under Article 150 Clb

This article reviews the pre-1992 Finance Law tax regime, C. Article 150 CIb exemption and non-discrimination
clauses

the general principles governing the taxation of non-resi-
dents and the use of non-discrimination clauses, and then Il. 1992 Finance Law

examines the amendment, its consequencesand the issues it A. Residency test
B Effective occupation testraises, particularly with respect to the non-discrimination

principle. III. Issues Created by the Amendment
A. 1991 sale
B. Proving the one-year residency (equirement

I. PRE-1992 FINANCE LAW TAX REGIME C. Is the residency test consistentwith the non-
discriminationprinciple

The pre-1992 Finance Law tax regime is defined by refer-
ence to three statutory texts: CGI Article 244 Bis A, CGI
Article 150 C, and the non-discriminationclause in the perti-
nent tax treaty, if any.

A. Generalprincipleof taxationof non-residents
Under CGI Article 244 bis A I, non-residents are subject to
income tax of 33 1/3 percent on the capital gains arising from
the sale of real property in France.2 This tax is a final tax for
individuals.

The assessment is made based on whether the real property
has been held for more than two years. If held for less than
two years, the 33 h percent levy applies without any capital
gain adjustment. In other words, the taxable gain will be
equal to the sale price less the purchase price, increased by
relevant expenses. If the property has been held for more

than two years, a price index ratio is first applied to the
acquisition price, as increased by actual expenses (notably
registration duties and notary fees) or by a ten percent 1. The article will not address other capital gains tax exemptions on real
notional amount. The result is reduced by 3.33 percent for property, such as for example, the exemptionprovidedunder CGI Art. 150 II.

2. The rate is increased to 50 percent if the taxpayer is deemed to engage inever year of ownershipbeyond the secondyear (resulting in habitualoperations.
a full exemptionif the property is owned for 32 years). Final- 3. CGI Art. 150 CIb.
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For precise definitions of important terminology - or explanations of the most intrigu-
jng, turn to IBFD's INTERNATIONALTAX GLOSSARY

In response to the immense demand for the first edtion, the fully revised and

expanded second edition is now available, with:

Full explanations of over 1600 key tax termsn Engsh
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400 essental terms.
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Table

Belgium Denmark France Germany Ireland Italy Luxembourg Netherlands Spain U.K.

DIVIDENDS RECEIVED
Exemption or Credit method Exemption' Exemption Exemption Exemption2 Credit Exemption Exemption Exemption Credit Credit
Minimum Participation (%) None 25 103 10 25 25 104 5/255 25 10

=

Minimum Holding Period None 2 years 2 years 6 I Year 7 None8 1 year 1 year7 None 2 years None

DIVIDENDS PAID
Minimum Participation (%) 25 25 25 251109

t
NIA 25 25 25 25 NIA

Minimum Holdig Period 1 year 2 years 2 years 1 year NIA 1 year 2 years 1 year 2 years NIA

SPECIFIC ANTI-ABUSE PROVISIONS Yes No . Yes No No Yes No Yes Yes No

APPLICABLETO COMPANIES
NOTMENTIONEDIN ANNEX Yeso No No Yes No

' No No Yes Yes9 Yes

PROVISIONS FOR VOTING RIGHTS No No No No Nol 1 No No Yes No Yes

CAPITAL LOSS DEDUCTION No Nlz '

Yes Yes Yes3 Yes Yes No No Yes13

NOTES

1 A deduction of 95% is granted 12 months prior to the year end in which the dvidend is received
2 If a dividend is not exempt under an EC bilateral treaty then credit method applies 8 Two years if stlpulated in a bilateral agreement
3 Or a value of 150 mllion francs 9 Subject to reciprocity
4 Or a value of 50 million francs 10 For dividends receivd only

'
5 For a portfolio investment 11 Yes if a bilateral agreement provides otherwise
6 No minimum holding period if shares acquired by subscription 12 Yes if shares are sold less than 3 years after acquisition
7 The shareholdingmust have been held contnuouslyfor a period of at least - 13 Restricted to set off aganst capta gains

Available now:

the informationand insightyou requirefor 1992 and beyond

EC Corporate Tax Law
Commertaryon the EC Direct Tax Measures and

Member States' Implementation
This unique information service, edited by leading EC tax EC CorporateTax Law consists of over 1000 pages of text
expert Dr. OtmarThmmesand IBFD staff, providesdetailed in two volumes. The first release - the Documentation
coverage and assessmentof all new EC direct tax measures section and a number of Commentaries - was published
and their implications for multinational companies doing in December 1991. Further releases, together with updat-
business in Europe. It is available in an eassy-to-accessand ing supplements, will be published in the first and second
readily updatable Iooseleaf format. quarters of 1992. Thereafter the book will be updated on a
For tax professionals and advisers EC Corportate Tax regular schedule: at least twice a year. The annual sub-
Law is the prime source on this key area and is conve- scription price of 950 Dutch Florins covers all original
niently split into three major sections: Commentary, Imple- releases and 1992 updating supplements.
mentation by Country and Documentation.

Initialsubscription:950 DutchFlorins
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.- P.O. Box 20237 1000 HEAMSTERDAM THE NETHERLANDS=* Tel. +31 (0)20 626 77 26 Fax +31 (0)20 622 86 58 Telex 13217 intax nlIBFD
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VI. EXTENSION OF THE DIRECTIVE TO majorityof member states did not take up this option and left

ENTITIES NOT MENTIONED IN THE the qualifyingrequirementat 25 percent of share capital.
ANNEX Ireland, however, provides in its implementating legislation

The Directive only covers entities which take one of the that the voting requirement may be substituted for the hold-

forms specifically mentioned in the Annex. For example, in ing requirementwhere a bilateral agreement so provides.
the case of the United Kingdom it covers companies incorpo- UK domestic legislation already provides for a voting test
rated under UK law, and in the case of France it covers com- and the ConsultativeDocument issued by the InlandRevenue
panies known as socitanonyme',sociten commandite does not contain any proposal to change this to a simple
par actions, socit responsabilit limite and industrial shareholdingrequirement.
and commercialestablishmentsand undertakings. The scope
of this particularprovisionof the Directive has been extend- The Netherlands also opted for the voting rights test in
ed by several member states either because of an existing instances where a tax treaty provides such a test for reducing
provision in the domestic law of a particularmember state or the source taxationof dividends.
by express inclusion in its implementing legislation.

Under the Belgium participation exemption regime, divi- Vill. CHARGES/CAPITALLOSS DEDUCTION
dends receivedby a Belgium company from a participationin

a non-residentcompany which is subject in its local jurisdic- Article 4(2) of the Directive provides that each member state

tion to a tax similar to the Belgium corporate income tax will should retain the option of providing that any charges relating
qualify for exemption. Therefore if a Belgium company is a to a shareholding and any losses resulting from the distribu-

shareholder in a French SNC (Socit en nom collectif) tion of the profits of the subsidiarymay not be deducted from

which has elected to be subject to corporate tax in France the taxable profits of the parent company. Where the man-

then a distribution from the SNC to the Belgium shareholder agement costs relating to a shareholding are fixed at a flat

will qualify for exemption in Belgium notwithstanding that rate, the rate may not exceed five percent of the dividends

an SNC is not listed as a qualifying company in the Annex. received. No member state in its implementing legislation
has introducedany specific provisions on the non-deductibil-

Under the Dutch participation exemption regime, it is suffi- ity of charges relating to a shareholding.Generallysuch costs

cientthat a foreign subsidiarybe subject to a tax on profits in are allowed as a deduction in each member state with the
the country in which it is resident. The comments above exception of the following:
regarding a French SNC would equally apply here.

Under existing legislation, France restricts the deduc-

Germany will also apply the reduced rate of withholding tax tibility of costs relating to a qualifying shareholding. A

on distributions by any entity which falls within the provi- company may either exclude all associatedcosts or alter-
sions of Article 1 (1) of the German Corporate Income Tax natively add back in its tax computation a lump sum

Act and which is not included in the Annex provided the amount equal to five percent of the exempt dividends.

country in which the parent company is resident grantsa tax

exemption or credit for German corporate tax suffered on the The Netherlands,under its participationexemption, does

distribution, and such country exempts from withholding tax not allow the deduction of any costs attributable to a

any distributionsmade to a German parent company. qualifying shareholding.

In Spain's implementing legislation, the Ministry of Finance - Luxembourghas a partial restriction on the deductionof

is authorized to extend the provisionsof the Directive to par- costs attributable to a qualifying shareholding. These

ent and subsidiary companies which take a form other than costs are set offagainst any tax-exemptdividendsor cap-

that mentioned in the Annex provided reciprocal treatment is ital gains received during the taxable year; any excess

accorded by the other member state. may then be set off against other taxable income.

The United Kingdomgrants unilateral relief in respect of tax
- The deductionof losses resulting from the distributionof

payable under the law of any territory outside the United the profits of a subsidiary are generally deductible in

Kingdom. It is not necessary that the entity be listed in the France, Germany, Italy and Luxembourg.
Annex in order to qualify for this treatment. In the United Kingdom and Ireland capital losses are-

only deductible against capital gains.
Vll. VOTING RIGHTS Belgium and Spain have amended their legislation as a

result of the Directive so that such losses are no longer
Under Article 3(1) of the Directive, a subsidiary is defined as deductible.
a company in which a company of another member state has
a holding of at least 25 percent of its capital. Article 3 (2) Under the Danish participationexemption system capital
grants member states the option, by means of a bilateral losses are only allowed as a deduction if the shareholding
agreement, of replacing the 25 percent holding requirement has been held for less than three years at the time of dis-

in the capital by a holding of 25 percentofvoting rights. The posal.
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Ill. TAX CREDITS/PREPAYMENTS have as its main object or one of its main objects the obtain-

ng of the reduced withholdingunder the Directive.
The Directive makes clear in Article 7 that the term with-

holding tax does not cover an advance payment or prepay- Spain has introduced a similar provision which denies the
ment of corporation tax which is made in connection with a benefits of the Directive to parent companies located in other
distributionofprofits to a parent company. The UnitedKing- memberstates where the majorityof the voting rights of such
dom and Ireland operate an advance corporation tax system parent companies are held directly or indirectly by persons
and both Italy and France have a prepayment system which who are not residents of the EC. As in the case of France, a

applies to the distributionof profits which have not borne the defence is available if the parent company can demonstrate
normal rate of tax. that it conducts a business activity related to the activities of

its subsidiary or its purpose is to manage and control its sub-
The Directive also does not affect the application of provi- sidiary and it has adequate human and material resources to
sions relating to the payment of tax credits attaching to divi- do so or can evidence that it was established for valid eco-

dends. There are four member states that grant refunds of tax nomic reasons and not for taking undue advantageof the new
credits in certain circumstancesto non-residents, i.e. France, legislation.
Ireland, Italy and the United Kingdom. These tax credit
refunds are reduced by an amount called a withholding tax Two of the six criteria set by the Italian Parliament for the

which is based on the combinedvalue of the dividend and the implementationof the Directive specificlymention the with-

tax credit. It has been suggested in some press reports that drawal of Directive benefits in the event of fraud or abuse,
such reduction of the tax credit is contrary to the Directive. i.e. in respect of the exemption of dividends received from

However, this writer is of the opinion that the reductionof the EC subsidiaries and a general withdrawalof all benefits that

tax credit refund is permitted by the Directive by virtue of may arise from the implementation of the Directive in the

Article 7 (2). event of fraud or abuse.

Belgium introduced anti-abuse provisions in 1989 in respect
of the receipt of dividends from foreign subsidiaries. These

IV. OTHER COMMENTS
provisions were extended when the Directive was imple-

It is interesting to note tht France in its implementinglegis- mented to include an anti-conduit provision which is

lation has made it a condition for obtaining exemption from designed to prevent the use of an intermediateholding com-

withholdingtax that the foreign parent companymust not, by pany. Broadly, the new provisionsstate that if dividendswere

received directly by the Belgium parent and the exemptionvirtue of a tax treaty, be entitled to a paymentfrom the French

Treasury which is equal to the tax credit (avoir fiscal) or
would not apply then the redistribution of the dividends by

equal to a fraction of the tax credit which is greater than the the intermediateholding company would similarly not quali-
rate of withholdingtax on dividendsprovided for by the same fy for exemption.
treaty. In the opinionof the writerFrance'spositioncannotbe The Netherlands has made proposals to amend its Dividend
supported by the wording of the Directive. This provision Tax Act so that generally there will be no withholding tax on

may cause problems for Italian parent companies under the the payment of dividends by a Dutch company to an EC par-
new France/Italy treaty because of the provisions for the ent company. However, one of the conditions to qualify for
refund of tax credits, and to Dutch parent companies, for the reduced withholding is that the EC parent is not preclud-
example, because of the provisions for the refund of the pr- ed from claiming reduced dividend withholding tax by virtue
compte in the France/Netherlandstreaty. of anti-abuse provisions contained in an existing double tax-

ation agreement between the Netherlands and the country of
residence of the parent company. It would appear that cur-

V. ANTI-ABUSE PROVISIONS rently this anti-abuseprovisionhas limited scope as no treaty
signed by the Netherlands with any other EC country has

Article 1(2) of the Directive states that this Directive shall such an anti-abuseprovision, with the exceptionof the treaty
not preclude the applicationof domestic or agreement-based with Luxembourgand then only with respect to Luxembourg
provisions required for the prevention of fraud or abuse . holding companies which, in any case, are already excluded
Thus the Directive may be overridden by provisions in the from the Directive.
domestic law of any member state and, for example, by any
provisions in a double taxation agreement. The Netherlands has also made proposals to make amend-

ments to its participation exemption ,regime which covers,
In implementingthe Directive,Francehas introducedan anti- inter alia, the receipt of dividends from foreign qualifying
Directive shopping provision into its Tax Code which states companies. One of the conditions to qualify is that the partic-
that if a parent company in another member state is con- ipation in the foreigncompanymust not be considereda port-
trolled directly or indirectly by non-residents of the EC then folio investment. This requirement will be withdrawn in
France will deny the benefits of the Directive to that parent future. However, the requirement that the shareholdingmust

company on the payment of dividends by a French sub- not be held as inventory will remain. The retention of this

sidiary. A defence is available to the parent company if it can condition by the Dutch governmenthas been justified by its
demonstratethat the relationshipwith its subsidiary does not domestic provisions for the prevention of abuse.
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Germany presently exempts all dividends received from Parliament has recommendeda minimum holding period of
qualifying subsidiaries in other EC member states. In effect, one year. All other member states have either opted for no

Germany has an exemption method for purposes of the holding period, a minimumtwo year holding period or a mix-
Directive. ture of the two.

Ireland and Spain have opted for the credit method. Under

existing legislation, the United Kingdom operates the credit
Il. DIVIDENDS PAID TO AN ECmethd for foreign withholdingand underlying taxes.

PARENT COMPANY

B. Minimumparticipation The Directiveprovides that profits distributedby a subsidiary
to its parent company be exempt from withholding tax at

The Directive attributes the status of parent company at least least where the parent holds a minimum of 25 percent of the
to a company which, inter alia, has a minimumholding of 25 capital of the subsidiary. Special derogations to this rule are

percent in the capital of a company of another member state. accorded to Germany, Greece and Portugal.
There is no requirement that the holding be maintained for

any minimum period of time. However, a member state may Germany is allowed to maintain a five percent withholding
require a minimum holding period of at least two years. tax until 1 July 1996 so long as it charges corpration tax on

distributed profits at a rate at least 11 percent lower than the
Under the participationexemptionregime in Belgium there is rate applicable to retained profits. Greece may continue its
no minimum participation requirement, so Belgium did not present system of withholding taxes as dividends paid are
need to amend its legislation in this respect. allowed as a deduction in calculating taxable income. How-

In Denmark, a minimum participation of 25 percent is al- ever, the rate of withholdingtax must not exced the rate pro-

ready provided for under existing law. vided for in double taxation agreements. Portugal may con-

tinue to levy withholding taxes until 31 December 1999 but
In France, the present participation exemption regime subjet to existing double taxation agreements concluded

requires that the value of the shareholdingbe equal to at least with other member states the rate of withholding tax may not
150 million francs or representat least ten percent of the sub- exceed 15 percent during the first five years and ten percent
sidiary's share capital. Consequently, France has made no during the last three years.
alterations to its existing law in this respect.

It should also be noted that under existing legislation in the
The existing German system for the taxation of dividends United Kingdom and Ireland there is no withholding tax on

from foreign subsidiaries provides for a minimum participa- the payment of dividends to foreign residents.
tion of ten percent.

The only country that has lowered the qualifying minimum
Under the participation exemption system in Luxembourg, participation in its implementing legislation is Germany.
there is a requirementfor a minimumshareholdingof ten per- According to new Article 44 d(3) of the Income Tax Act, the
cent or a minimumvalue of 50 million francs. minimum participationof 25 percent may be lowered to ten

The Dutch participationexemptionsystem normally requires percent provided that a tax exemptionor a tax credit is grant-
ed in the parent company's jurisdiction for the German cor-

a shareholdingof at least five percent. However, the partici- income suffered the distributed profits, andon
pation exemptiondoes not apply to shareholdingswhich con-

porate tax

such country exempts from withholding tax distributions of
stitute a portfolio investment or to shareholdings which are

to parenta company a
held as inventory. The Dutch government has amended its profits made German with sharehold-

at ten percent.law to comply with the Directive as far as portfolio invest- ing of least

ments are concerned,and a 25 percent shareholding in such a In its implementing legislation, Germany has amended its
company will now qualify for exemption. However, no such refund procedure for withholding taxes on dividends paid to

change has been made for shareholdings held as inventory. qualifying parent companies. If a parent company has
Presumably this position is defended by the Dutch Govern- obtained an exemption certificate from the German Finance
ment on the grounds that domestic anti-abuse provisions are Ministry the German payor may apply the lower Directive or

not precluded by the Directive. treaty rate immediately upon payment. Otherwise the stan-

dard 25 percent withholding tax rate will be initially appliedUK domestic law requires a ten percent shareholding. and the recipientmust apply for refund.a

C. Minimumholdingperiod As mentioned above, the Directive does not lay down any
minimum holding period in order to qualify for the reduced

The Directive requires no minimum holding period, or alter- withholding. However, the Directive by way of derogation
natively an uninterruptedperiod of at least two years. In this allows a member state to require a minimum holding period
respect Germany, by maintaining a minimum period of at of at least two years. This two year option has been taken up
least 12 months prior to the enf the year in which the div- by Denmark,France, Luxembourgand Spain. Belgium, Ger-
idend is received, has not, strictly speaking, complied with many, Italy and the Netherlands have opted for a minimum
the terms of the Directive. Luxembourg has the same 12 holding period of at least one year. Such minimum period is
month rule and has not amended its legislation. The Italian not actually permitted by the Directive.
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